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can Bee Journal has been a great help
to you, so why not you add your mite
to the general fund of information about

bees?
It may often happen that your way
of doing things may .<;eem very simple
tQ you and of not sufficient importance
And yet, such
to describe in print.
may be of great interest and help to
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in the Bee-Cellar
the pains taken to ventilate

a hive in the cellar, what can it amount
to if the cellar itself be not well ventilated? If the air in the cellar be foul,
how can anything but foul air get into
the hive?
Where a very few colonies
are kept in a cellar, the problem of
pure air would not be a difficult one if
it were not that the bees are put in the
same cellar in which are also placed
the family supply of vegetables. Ne-ther
would the presence of vegetables be a
serious matter if those vegetables were
always in such nice and fresh condition
as to be approved by the health officer.
Unfortunately this is not always the
case, especially where there is no health
officer to interfere. The important thing
is to keep a close supervision over the
vegetables, frequently sorting them over
and removing any and all that are no
longer good. Instead of that, it is too
often the case that everything is left till
the spring cleaning, when bushels of rotten, stinking stuff are thrown out that
ought never to have been allowed to resingle rotten head of cabbage
main.
will foul the air in the cellar more
than the bees. For their sake, even if
you care nothing for the health and
lives of the people that live over it,
use your eyes and your nose, and see
that the air in the cellar has a fighting
chance to be pure and sweet.

A

Loss in Feeding Bees
O. S. Rexford says this
in Bee Culture

;

—

in

Gleanings

4, I set

Honey

as to Kipeness
from time to time as to
the unwisdom of putting upon the marBut
ket honey not thoroughly ripened.

Much

how

a colony
of bees on scales, weighed them carefully, and then fed them 8 pounds of
granulated sugar dissolved in 7 pounds
of water. I fed in a Miller feeder. The
The
feed was all taken in 24 hours.

"Friday evening, Oct.

shrmkage in weight went on rapidly for
about two days, and then slowly for
several days till finallj', Oct. 13, hive and
bees weighed only 4 pounds more than
before I fed.
"There was a young queen in the
hive, but brood-rearing had stopped sevwas no
eral days before, and there
brood except what had advanced beyond
I looked over the
the feeding stage.
frames yesterday, but saw no eggs or
young brood.
"If this were the only experiment I
had ever made I should not consider
enough to publish but I
it important
have made many in the last 15 or 18
years, and always with similar results,
all seeming to show that bees do consume a large percent of sugar as honey
fed them for winter use, or to store
in this trial, 60 percent
in sections
when I know that if not fed, one pound
would have been sufficient for the whole
month of October."
Unless there be something exceptional
in the experience of Mr. Rexford, some
of our ideas with regard to feeding need
revising.
In any case, is it advisable,
so late as Oct. 4, to feed syrup which
is seven-fifteenths water?
Testing

is

said

novice to tell whether his
honey is ripe or not? Upon this point
little or nothing has been said, and so
is it any wonder that many a beginner
does himself and other bee-keepers a
mischief by putting unfit stuff on the
market, only learning by painful experience to make some sort of a guess as to
Mr. I. Hopkins, the efficient
ripeness?
government apiarist of New Zealand, in
is

the

Vol.

XLVIII—No,

1

an address before a bee-convention reported in the New Zealand Farmer,
Stock and Station Journal, gave something very specific upon the subject, and
it would be a good thing if every producer of extracted honey on this side
the globe would follow the advice of
Mr. Hopkins, get a hydrometer, and
never put upon the market a pound of

and Commeiifs
Whatever
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itoHal ^ofes

Pure Air

:

honey testing below 1.400.
Mr. Hopkins made a great many tests,
finding that below a certain density
honey would take on fermentation, and
above that it would keep all right. He
said

"The conclusions I have arrived at
over the tests are, that all those registering 1. 410 and upwards were thoroughly ripe, and would keep, for any length
ordinary conditions.
time under
Those between 1.400 and 1.410, if not so
but
ripe, would keep for a long time
all those registering below 1.400 seemed

of

;

me

to

be doubtful

to

in

this

respect.

shall keep specimens of each as you
them for testing by time. Now,
what I wish you all to do is to obtain
I

see

the apparatus yourselves, that is, each
individual, and try for yourselves, so
that you may learn to know for a certainty when your honey is ripe, and not
depend upon guesswork. The appliances,

and thermometer
hydrometer, glass,
cost only about $1.87 in all, so that
they are within the reach of all of you
at all events the matter is one of so
much importance that if they cost six
times as much you ought to have them.
;

Be

sure, also,

when making

tests, to re-

cord them all for future reference, or
they will be of very little use to you.

Make

of the honey directly it is
and on each day afterward."

tests

extracted,

Light in the Bee Cellar.
A bee-ccUar must be kept dark; that's
the rule. It may be a question whether
there should not be more exceptions
to the rule than are generally allowed.
Other things, being equal, would bees
not do better in a light than in a dark
man kept in the dark can
cellar?
not have the same vigor as one daily
exposed to the full light of the sun.
If the light is so good for a man, why
not for a bee?

A

Why

should a cellar be kept dark?
doubt, will be that if the

The answer, no

:
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light be allowed in the cellar the bees
will leave the hive, and a bee that leaves
the hive in a cellar is generally a dead
bee. But is it true that light will always
make a bee desert a hive? Recall what

Exhibiting Granulated

may have been observed any

Editor American Bee Journal
I
attended the 19th annual exhibiof the Poultry, Pigeon and Pet
Stock Association, held in New York
City this week, and while there I noticed
a fine display of Hve bees, and honey,
both in the comb and extracted.
All

fall.

Sup-

was 50 degrees
Nov. I, and that the bees outdoors had
a good time flying, and then suppose the
next day the thermometer never goes
higher than it would be in the cellar,
say 45 degrees. Never a bee leaves the
Doesn't need to doesn't want to.
hive.
temperature

pose the

;

yet the bee-keeper who may have
observed this a dozen of times, if his

And

bees are in the cellar, and at the same
temperature, on that second day of November, will feel it an absolute necessity that the cellar be absolutely dark.
It can not be denied that when bees
have been confined for a considerable
time in the cellar, and feel the need of
a cleansing flight, the admission of light

will cause

many

to leave the hive

when

darkness would oblige them to remain.
But in the early part of winter, when
there

comes a warm

spell,

making

it

troublesome to keep the cellar properly
ventilated, some who insist on keeping
fear of the admission of light, might be surprised to
find how quiet the bees will remain with
a door or window open, provided that
the air in the cellar be all right, and
that opening of door or window may
be just the thing needed to make and
keep the air all right.
the

cellar

closed

for

Let each one experiment for himself,
and not be too prompt to condemn the
bees to darkness. If a warm spell comes,
and the cellar needs cooling off, open
doors and windows as soon as it grows
dark in the evening, and do not darken
up next day till the bees show they are
disturbed by the light.

This matter

of special importance
furnaces in cellars.
One man with a furnace in his cellar
says he does not find it necessary to
darken his cellar for days after the bees
are carried in, so long as the temperature does not go below 40. With doors
and windows wide open the bees are
much the same as on the summer stands,
only enjoying milder weather. If asked
whether bees do not fly out, he replied,
"Sure.
But don't they fly out of the
hive in the dark?
And how do you
know that in the dark, with air less pure,
two bees would not come out of the hive
and drop on the floor for every one
that flies out
the light with its pure
to those

is

who have

m

air?"

How

Soon do Bees Discover Queen-

lessiiess?

Dadant

page 716, that he
has often noticed bees showing signs of
queenlessness within an hour after removal of the queen, though it sometimes
takes less. Commenting on this, Gleanings says, page 16, "It is our opinion
that it will seldom take longer than an
hour, if it does that much, for bees to
discover their qucenlcss condition." This
matter has a bearinjj upon the starting
of queen-cells, and if tlicse authorities
C.

P.

says,

be correct the time that it takes bees to
discover their queenlessness is less than
some have supposed. It would be well
if exact observations coifld be made after very quietly removing the queen.

Dr. F. D. Clum, of New York State,
wrote us as follows recently about exhibiting extracted honey

—

tion

the latter was a clear, thin liquid,
the condition it would be in the
Honey exhibited in this
way to the general public at this time
of the year is greatly misleading, and
hurts the sale of pure extracted honey.

of

just

day extracted.

The

seeing this labeled
"pure extracted honey," naturally expect
to receive honey exactly like it when
(hey try to buy it, and think something
is wrong, or the honey impure, if they
receive granulated extracted honey.
public,

after

Why not exhibit extracted honey in
both liquid and solid state, properly labeled, when exhibiting it to the general
public?
It
would save the seller of
honey a lot of trouble explaining, and
prevent unjust suspicion arising in the
mind of the consumer.
F. D. Clum, M. D.
Dr.
above.

Clum is certainly right
The sooner the general

become familiar with granulated

the
public

in

honey-,

the better it will be for producers of
extracted honey.
The common idea
that such honey must always be liquid
is all wrong.
This would have been a
fine field for the late Honey- Producers'
League to operate in. The extractedhoney producers could well afford to
spend a little to acquaint (he consuming public with the fact that liquid honey
will granulate; and also that it is very
easily reliquefied.

We

hope

granulated
honey will be shown in every honey exhibit.
The Illinois State Fair honey
display always has a large amount of
granulated extracted honey. It is a good
thing.

that,

hereafter,

^

The Plural-Queen Question
The author of this system, E.W. Ale.xander, comes out in Gleanings, and very
frankly says that although he has had
a plurality of queens living harmoniously
together from the first of May until
about October 20, yet on examination
Nov. 5 he finds only one queen left in
each hive. This will be a great disappointment to those who had counted on
thus keeping extra queens through the
winter. It leaves little value in the system, unless it prove on fuller trial that
2 or more queens in one hive prevents
swarming. How that will turn out remains to be seen.

Dual Virgin Queen Plan
One by one the prospects for success
of new schemes seem to get a dash of
cold water upon them. This time it is
the plan of having 2 virgins in a fertilizing hive at the same time, one caged
and one free, the caged virgin to be
liberated when the free one is laying
Editor Root says in
and removed.
Gleanings: "In order to make this dual

plan of introdiicing a success, the second queen should not be caged more
than two days prior to the removal of
the first one."

He says more than this is too long a
confinement for No. 2, although he does
not say what harm results from such
confinement. If only 2 days' confinement
can be allowed, the plan loses nearly
One must know 2
all of its value.
days in advance when a young queen
is ready to be taken as a laying queen,
and it is not an easy thing to do this
so long as that time varies no little.
Besides, it will not be an easy thing
to plan always to have queens emerging from their cells just

at

the

right

To be sure, one may plan in adtime.
vance to have virgins emerge from their
cells within a short time of any given
date, but that planning must be quite
a number of days in advance of the
emerging, and how is one to tell so
far in advance just when they will be
needed? Let us hope that it may yet
be proven that virgins will bear confinement better than Editor Root supposes.

Profits

A

^
on

Comb and

Extracted Honey

question

pretty
later, to arise in the

who embarks
tent

in

to

sooner

sure,

or

mind of every one
any considerable ex-

bee-keeping

is

"Which

this:

will pay best, the production of comb
And many a
or of extracted honey?"
one who has settled the question practically for himself is still so far from
being entirely sure about it that he is

always alert for anything
information on the subject.

like

definite

Hence the
figures from so extensive and experienced a bee-keeper as E. D. Townsend,
as given on page 720, last month, will
be read with interest.

They seem to settle the question in
favor of comb honey. For is not 37 2-3
percent better than 34 1-2 percent by
But it
the amount of 3 1-6 percent?
will hardly do to settle down upon it
conditions
that for all places and all
there is more profit in comb honey than
One weighty arguin extracted honey.
ment against any such conclusion is that
many men of intelligence who have had
experience in the production of both
kinds of honey produce extracted honey
They would hardly do so
exclusively.
if it were not more profitable for them.
What is best for one locality may not
Indeed, it is
be best for all localities.
possible that what is best for one beekeeper in a given locality may not be
best for another in the same locality.
Coming down

to

the direct

case

in

hand, does the fact of that 3 1-6 percent in favor of comb honey settle it
beyond question that Mr. Townsend
can make more money by producing
comb honey? If a return on the capital
invested

were the

chief

factor

in

the

case, the matter of labor being insignificant, then the answer might be conclusive.
But is it so? To take an extreme case for illustration, suppose we

put the question,

"Which

is

more pro-

chopping cordwood or producSuppose Mr. Townsend
ing honey?"
invests $1.00 in an ax, and gets $300 in
the course of the year for chopping;
fitable,

that

would leave him a

profit of $299.

"

:
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percent of profit on capital
That's ever so much ahead
of 34% percent he got in the honeybusiness.
But while he makes a profit
of $299 with his ax, he makes a profit
of $490 with his two apiaries, to say
nothing about his other apiaries, so he
is not likely to desert his bees and take
to the woods.
Indeed some such view was plainly
in his mind, for in closing he says: "I
think this statement would be incomplete, unless I told what my son would
often say, while working this yard. The
expression would be something as follows:
T could have worked 5 yards
for extracted honey with the same labor
took to produce this crop of 2300
it
poun<is of comb honey.'
Without saying positively what is the
very best way to figure out the comparative profitableness of those two
apiaries, it may not be out of place to
say that one way would be to make a
comparison on the basis of the labor
or 29,900
invested.

involved.

Leaving the item of "work" out of
the accounts, the profits on the combhoney apiary are $311.74, and on the
That seems
extracting apiary $277.94.
to put comb honey $33.80 to the good.
But note that "work" on comb honey is
charged at $75, and on extracted $25
3 times as much work in one case as
To make an even comin the other.
parison, put 3 times as much work on
the extracted business, and you will
have a profit of 3 times $277.94 or

—

$833.82

against

amount of work
at

in

to be

$311.74
at

for

more than

the

same

comb honey. Lookod

that way, extracted

2%

honey seems

times as profitable

as extracted.
settle the matter
by any means, for other
into the problem not
here considered.
The answer to the
question while always interesting, will
probably always have to be settled for
each one by himself.

Neither

does

conclusively,
factors may

that

come

National Bee-Keepers' Association, Hon.
Geo. E. Hilton, of Fremont, Mich. The
apiary shown herewith is one of the
several that he owns. Mr. Hilton is an
excellent presiding officer, has been a
bee-keeper for many years, and is planning with the other members of the
recently elected Executive Committee of
the National to try to have the greatest
convention of bee-keepers next fall that
It will likely
this country ever saw.
be held in some city centrally located,
so that the attendance may be large.
About the only thing needed to insure
the best success of the meeting is a big
And some hopeful
crop of honey.
prophets say that 1908 is to be a good
honey-year. Well, we know quite a few
people who are willing that it should
There is nothing like being
be such.
optimistic.
So let us all hope that
President Hilton will be able to deliver
bee-keepers
to
a glorious honey crop
this year!

Honey

in

Demand

One

Oliscellaheou
Haws -items

item that looks like a. greater
scarcity or at least a greater demand
for honey than heretofore, is the fact
that the National Biscuit Co. is advertising for it.
It is well known that
this company has for years been using
large quarttities of extracted honey in
its business; but this is the first of its
rplvertising for honey; likely because
cretofore enough was always offered
without advertising.
:

Sweet Clover as a Fertilizer
Reports on Bees and the Honey Crop

We

have received quite a number of
which we asked for in
December.
In the February issue we
expect to compile them for the information of our readers.
As they are still
coming in we thought it best to wait
another month before placing the result before our readers. \Ve would suggest that all who will do so, kindly send
in their reports at once, so that we can
include them with others next month.
these

reports,

bees have built comb in the space at
the bottom of the hives, filled and sealed
it, and I'm not sure they ever had brood
in

it.

Thev were no more

restricted

than they always are, having abundance
Neither did
of room in the supers.
the bees 'quickly remove' this honey,

and combs were found unemptied when
the false bottoms were taken out in
October."

The
is

its

probability is that sweet clover
sometimes estimated at greater than
worth as a honey-plant esreal

where white clover in great
abundance coincides to a great extent
with the blooming time of sweet clover.
But it is very doubtful if it is genpecially

erally valued as it should be as a forage plant. Still less does it get its due
meed of praise as an enricher of poor

Pasting Labels on Tin
Paste made by mixing common wheat
flour with cold water, then brought to
a boiling point, will stick labels to tin.
If mixed up with warm or hot water
it will not stick, says Mr. W. H. Laws.
Bee-Keepers' Review.

—

Do Bees

Store

Honey Below

the

Brood?

Hand having

that bees
J.
never store honey below the brood,
a Stray Straw in Gleanings says that
while the general preference of the
bees is to store above the brood, there
are exceptions, and the following exE.

said

amples are given

"One year I put under colonies in
ten-frame hives hive-bodies of empty
combs

for the bees to take care of.
surprise, at that time, the bees
did not leave them empty, as Mr. Hand
says, but stored honey in them.
For a
number of years I've used bottomboards 2 inches deep, with a false bottom, during harvest time, about 1%
inches deep.
good many times the

To my

A

Hilton's Thompsonville Api.vrv. in Benzie

Pres. Geo. E. Hilton, of the National

On

the

first

page we present the latnew president of the

est picture of the

land.

come

This

Co.,

Mich.

because

only

lately

has

fact that
into prominence the
the most valuable material to enrich the

:

:
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soil comes from the air by means of
the legumes, of which clover^ form a
example of what
striking
part.
sweet clover will do for very poor land
is thus given by D. P. Norton in Okla-

A

homa Farm Journal
"A few years after

I

came

Kansas

to

planted an orchard on the poorest
kind of Kansas gumbo land, not fit for
I

cultivation.

young

mulched

I

trees

or four years, also
white clover, partly because an orchard should not be croppe;!
with any thing not a legume, and main

heavily

sowed

ly

for

three

for

booth to the center. The building was
lighted with both incandescent and arc
lights, and there was one incandescent
light, enclosed in a ground glass globe,
at each upper corner of every booth.
In the center of the building, reaching
to the dome, was a miniature Eiffel tower of dark grey, having red and green
transparencies in its sides, the interior
being strongly lighted with electric
l-'jhts.

Somebody's flour samples of sausage followed the same fate; the various breakfast foods were served with sugar and
cream and a visitor could easily drink
his fill of the various coffees and other
;

;

beverages.
".•\11 around the sides of the building
were booths rented to persons having
some novelty to sell. By waiting ten
minutes you could get three souvenir
postal cards adorned with your por-

to

it

bees

to

orchard grew

work on

finely,

clover.

Tlx-

and produced

tiic

of fruit on coming into bearing.
The sweet clover mastered every thing
and grew immensely. It had full possession eight or ten years, when I sold
Last fall I was
out eight years ago.
there. About half the orchard had been
in peachtrees mostly, and the newcomer
had cleared up half the orchard where
peaches had grown, and was growing
great crops of corn on that old gumbo
land, beating his best bottom land, lie
He
said.
I was amazed at the sight.
asked me what caused such corn to
plow
said
the
He
grow on that land.
finest

would go
that
it.

soil
I

right

— and

knew

in

down

to

the

beam

in

he never had manured
a

moment

it

was

the

sweet clover. And there you are. The
apple-trees remaining were extra large,

and growing magnificent fruit.
"I am 73, and too old to plant another orchard. If I had known what I
know now, what sweet clover would
have
do to gumbo land, I could
bought looo acres of such land at seven
or eight dollars per acre, and made it
worth seventy-five dollars per acre for
growing corn and alfalfa."

X Y Z of Bee-Culture"
Another new edition of this great beeIt is an
book has just been issued.

"A B C and

encyclopedia of bee-culture of over 400
beautifully illustrated. It
and is sent, postpaid,
price was formerly $1.20,
but this latest edition is $1.50.
mail it with the American Bee Journal
one year ^both for only $1.75. No beekeeper's library can be at all complete
without a copy of this magnificent apiarsale of
it has reached a
ian work,
over T00,ooo copies already, being the
most largely sold book on bees in the
world. Better send to us for a copy to
read during the long winter evenings.

large pages,
is

bound

all

in cloth,

for $1.50.

The

We

—

The World's Pure Food Show
The Bee-keepers' Review for December contained the following illustrated
write-up of the World's Pure Food
Show, held in Chicago, last November
Coliseum at Chicago has the largest floor-space, of any
one room in the world and from Nov.
16, to Nov. 23, 1907, it was occupied
with the first annual Pure Food Show.
"The booths were uniform in size (14
feet square), arranged in three double
rows, with alleys between the rows, and
three cross-alleys. The decorations were
"It is said that the

;

yellow and green, with imitation autumn
leaves twined over the rafters that exfrom the corner posts of each

tended

"The view from the gallery of the
was delightfully novel and

building

beautiful, reminding
into fairyland.

one of

a

glimpse

"What was there on exhibition? Almost everything eatable and drinkable;
snd most of the booths were presided
over by fair "demonstrators," with fluffy
curls, bright eyes, smiles, ribbons and
laces, and enthused with a boldness,
natural or acquired, or both, that was
sometimes more or less of a shock to
the sensibilities. Sandwiches were given
away to show the superiority of Mr.

for 25 cents you could get a phrenological reading of your cranium, made
by an ingenious, automatic machine, and
with scarcely any effort, a man could
load himself down with vegetable sliccrs
and parers, knife-sharpeners and canopeners, Japanese vases, pop-corn fritters, or 'Kotton Kandy.'
"Yes, thanks to the money raised by
trait

;

the ?Ioney- Producers' League, and later
turned over to the National Association,
the bee-keeping industry was creditably
represented by a display of honej' one
that compared favorably with the other

—

:
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exhibits.
The use of the honey was
contributed by different members of the
Association, it coming from 15 different
States and five foreign countries. After
the show was over, the honey was returned to the owners, the Association
paying transportation both ways.

"The accompanying ilkistration shows
eveo'thing so clearly, that little remains
to be said; unless it might be to say that
the pyramid is eight feet square at the
base, 12 feet in height, and is surmounted by a tall bottle of honey like those
shown at the corners, near the base.
"It is probable that the advertising
value of the exhibit inight have been
enhanced by following the course of the
other exhibitors, viz., by giving away
tastes of honey on dainty crackers, or
in some such manner, also by selling
dime packages

;

but the

manner

in

name of the Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co., as we have always tried to
give heretofore, under the name of the
York Honey & Bee-Supply Co.
Thanking you for j'our many kindnesses, both in our business and personal

first session beginning at 7 :30 p. m. on
the 2ist. Ex-President Aspinwall of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association has
promised to be present and talk on his

success.

non-swarming hive. It is expected that
number of Canadian leaders in beekeeping will be present, among them being F. J. Miller and H. G. Sibbald,
President and Ex-President, respectively,
of the Ontario Association. Mr. Sibbald
will speak on wax-extracting, and will
also have something valuable to show
in the way of wax-extracting. Not only
Canadian bee-keepers but also those in
the United States, who can do so, are
cordially invited to attend this convention.
The New American Hotel offers
good accommodations at $1.50 per day.

Complete 1907 Volume for 50 Cents

For further particulars address,
Craig, Brantford, Ont.

relations,

I

am

Yours very

sincerely,

Arnd Honey & Bee-Supply Co.
H. M. Arnd, Proprietor.
We wish the Arnd Honey & Bee-Sup-

—

Co. every possible success and to
of our other advertisers the same.

ply
all

While the past honey season or two
have been somewhat discouraging all
around, we must all push ahead for final

We

which

find

a

W.

J.

on assembling the copies of

New

Jersey Convention
Jersey State Bee-Keepers' AsM>ciation will meet at the State House
n
Trenton, N. J., Saturday, Jan. 11,
i'ic)X, beginning at 10 a. m.
Among the
Mildrcsses and subjects to be discussed

Xfw

an- the following:

and Blossoms

Bees

— Pres.

Wm. W.

Case.

—

A

Season with the Carniolans A. G.
Hann.
Preparing
Extracted
Honey
for
NFarket Harold Horner.
What the Government is doing for
ilu- Bee-Keeper
-F. G. Fox.
The Future of the Honey Business
H. ^I. Cook.
J.
The Wintering Problem.

—

—

'or further particulars
Srcrc-tary, G. N. Wanser,
I

address

the

Crawford, N.

The Wisconsin Convention
The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers'
\-sociation will

meet

in the Capitol, at

Madison. Wis.. Feb. 5. and 6, igo8. Pres.
'\
E. France promises several good
r.pers and an abundance of questions.
he special features of the Wisconsin
convention have always been the friendI

the honey was secured precluded this
feature."
are indebted to the Review for
the use of the two engravings herewith,
as well as for the interesting description of the same.

We

Amd

Honey & Bee Supply

Co.

We
is

have received the following which
self-explanatory

—

Editor American Bee Journal
In as much as the time for which we
were allowed the use of the "York"
name has almost expired, we have decided that it will be best to make the
change now, and have our name appear
:

from this time, as the "Arnd Honey &
Bee-Supply Co.. successors to the York
Honey & Bee-Supply Co."
Our advertisement in the American

American Bee Journal

the

for 1907 that

we have quite a few complete volumes
The first half of 1907, as most of

left.

our readers know, the American Bee
Journal was issued weekly, and during
the last half, once a month. This would
make the complete volume for 1907 consist of 32
copies.
Although the first
half of the year the price was 50 cents,
(as

we
ies)

the

yearly price then

was

$1.00),

will mail the complete set (32 copfor only 50 cents, w-hich is now the

regular yearly subscription price of the
American Bee Journal.

any desire to have the volume for

If

in
will

1907

we

connection with

that

of

1908,

send the two volumes for 90c.
would suggest that those who wish
have the complete volume for 1907,

We
to

should order very soon, so as to be sure
to get it before all are gone.

Bee-Journal

has been a great help to
it
there for
years to come.
also hope that
the bee-keepers throughout the country
will feel assured that we will give them
the same honorable treatment under the
us,

and social intercourse among its
members, and the profitable and instructive questions and answers of special
Everybody is
interest to bee-keepers.
cordially invited to be with us.

GUS DiTTMER,

Chicago Annual Poultry Show
The I2th Annual Poultry Show of the
National Fanciers' and Breeders' Association will be held in the 7th Regiment
Armory, in Chicago, Jan. 22 to 29, 1908.
Liberal cash, special and general prizes
will be offered.
The 2d annual meeting
of the American Poultry Association,
(Mid-west branch) will be held in the
(ilub Rooins of the Show.

For premium

We

Mercy
Ontario Union Counties Convention
In Brantford, Out., on Jan. 21, 22,
and 23, 1908, will be held the Union
Counties convention of bee-keepers, the

lists

and other informa-

tion address, Fred L. Kimmey,
105 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

in the

and we hope to carry

many

Sec.

Augusta, Wis.

Sec,

Comb

Dr. C. C. Miller sends the following
conundrum which he "built" himself:

"What
"It

is

the quality of mercy?"
in the comb, for Shakes-

must be

—

"

;
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R. B. Holbrook, M'ss Mathilde Candler,
330 colonies, 5000 pounds of honey;
Mrs. H. C. Holmes, 19 colonies and
Mrs. S. Switzer, 50 colonies.
;

Honey Wafers.
Heat one cup of honev to the boiling-point, add half a cup of butter, let
stand 10 minutes. Add the grated rind
juice of a lemon, one-half teaspoonful of soda, and flour to make
very stiff dough.
Roll out as thin as

and

cut into little oblong pieces
bake 10 minutes.
When done,
they should not be over a quarter of an
inch
thick, and as
crisp as "ginger
snaps."
possible,

and

Bees Charmed by Music.

Preparing Comb Honey for Market.
peare says, 'the quality of mercy

is

noi

strained.'

That

very

good.
If the Doctor
mal<es up any more of the same quality,
whether "in the comb," "extracted," or
"strained" form, we will be glad to have
them.
is

Preparing

The

Comb Honey

for

illustration herewith

Market

shows

C. N.

Seward, of Nebraska, preparing his
honey for market. While his
specialty is the production of extracted

comb

honey, he also has some comb honey.
It will be noticed that Mr. Seward is
using the original hand method in cleaning sections, instead of the machines invented for the purpose several years
ago. By the way, we don't hear very
much nowadays about section-cleaning
machines.
It looks
very much as if
most of those who produce comb honey
don't have more than they can clean by
hand.
And we are under the impression that they would be glad to work
over-time at it, if it were necessary, in
order to take care of a larger crop.

"Upon entering their residence on the
south side Mr. and Mrs. Edward Simons found that a swarm of bees had
invaded the home during their absence.
The bees were in no good humor and
immediately attacked the couple. While
they were fighting and calling for help
Miss Florence, a daughter of Mr. Simons, entered.
She made a B-line for
the music room, where she proceeded
to play a few notes on the piano. The
music had a strange effect on the bees,
and aside from the music the house
grew

quiet.

The swarmed

insects

were

then easily hived."
The foregoing was taken from the
Detroit Journal, of July 5, and was
sent in by E. J. Delamater, of Dow,
Mich.
Should not a piano and young
lady be listed regularly among bee-supplies, to be kept in the apiary during

swarming-time ?

Bee-Keeping for Women.
Woman's

activity in business is no longer a
Every avenue of work is crowded
She feels that she is emancipated
narrow walls of household duties and
needlework that used to confine her.
One

theory.
with her.
from the

meets her in

the

store,

in

the

bank,

in

the

All the professions are now open to
The schoolroom is almost entirely monopoby women. Bookkeeping and typewritmg
are among the wage-earning pursuits which she
aspires to and fills with more or less ability.
Without discussing the wisdom or unwisdom
of modern women entering all the activities of
office.

her.
lized

perhaps no one will dispute the fact that
feminine nerves have not improved by the
upon them of steady work in the office

life,

strain

The demands of business are heartstore.
less and continuous.
It takes the last bit of
itr

Conducted by P:mMA

Women

JM.

at Tlie Cliicago-Northwestem.

The

Chicago- Northwestern Convention is over.
A good time we had,
too.
The attendance was good, and
the interest throughout the sess-'ons was
very marked. It was like a big family
circle discussing topics of mutual interest to all.
One of the most delightful features of any convention is the

meeting and clasping of hands with so
many old friends, and always the possibility of making new ones. .We were
very sorry that Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson,
who was to have taken the report of
the convention, although in the city,
was not able to be at the convention
on account of illness.
We sincerely
hope that ere this he has fully recovered.
However, Miss Ruby Strykcr
Mr. York's able office assistant— took his

WILSON, Marenuo,
place at the
the last day.

111.

evening session and also

There was a very fair proportion of
the gentler sex in attendance
18, if I
have made no mistake.
bright, intelligent lot they were.
I tried to get
all the names, but may have missed some.
The following is the list as I obtained

A

—

it:

Miss Ella M. Ottaway, 4 colonies
Miss Carrie Ferguson, 4 colonies; Mrs.
Laura Morris, 33 colonies; Miss Helen
S. Wlieeler, Miss Harriet Wheeler, Miss
Mary Caldwell, Mrs. H. M. Arnd, Miss
Margaret Arnd, Miss Ruby Strykcr,
Miss Mattie Godfrey, M'ss Ada Benson, 100 colonies, 3000 pounds of honey;
Mrs. G. Hicstand, 2 colonics; Mrs.
Mary MacDonald, Mrs. J. J. Glessncr,
II colonies, 950 pounds of honey; Mrs.

strength and energy that a strong person can
summon. The highly organized, but not always
overstrong, bodies of women often give way
under the strain, and physical wrecks strew
the highway of life.
If it were only fashionable to pursue an
occupation where sunshine is the
cosmetic
needed to put color on the check and luster
in the eye, it would be better for womankind
and Iier offspring.
Unfortunately it is not
considered quite the thing to bronze the skin
and develop the muscle wliile earning a living.
That is all right while taking a summer vacation, but after the outing is over the bleaching
process soon begins, and lotions which arc supposed to add beauty to the complexion are the
rule.

But why should occupations that give exerhealth be more unpopu-

cise, and muscle, and
lar than those which

tend to keep the wage
earner delicate and dainty? It cannot be that
men admire the pale and ])owdered type of
feminine beauty more than the ruddy and robust figure that possesses the natural glow of
health acquired in open air and sunshine.
It
is a pity that labor requiring exercise should
be unpopular.
It is a pity that outdoor life
is not
more sought after by delicate women
in search of employment.
If health and profit
could be combined what an ideal conaition
would be found.
It
is
true that some women have found
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employment in outdoor ways, but to
of thinking not enough are so inThere arc a number of things which a
that would enable her to live
in comfort and yet to enjoy the freer air of
heaven while doing it, but I shall mention only
one or possibly two that are well adapted to
profitable

my way

clined.

woman might do

her.

Bees and poultry are a combination that go
well together, and which a woman can manIndeed, I believe she
age as well as a man.
She
will achieve greater success in cither line.
is especially well adapted to them by nature.
She has an infinite capacity for detail that
She has a
doubly discounts the other sex.
natural neatness that surpasses her male rival,
and hence I look for her product to be prepared for market in a more attractive style.
The history of bee-culture shows that some of
the most successful bee-keepers have been wom-

an illustration of a hive-lifter
used by John Bailey, and says:
"His hive-lifter must be a great aid

gives

bee-yard, particularly for those
whose pliysical strength is at all imOur lady
paired by age or otherwise.
friends should find it a great help. Mr.
Bailey says he uses his four-wheel cart
as a wlicclb.'irrow, and can carry one to
six hives or suoers on it, as des'red.
By running the shafts under the cleats
on either side of the hive, it can be
picked up ami placed in its new location
the

in

They adapt themselves to the requirements of the business with such readiness that
they surpass everybody, including themselves.
For the benefit of those who would like to
take up this branch of outdoor work, and who
hesitate for fear of stings, or the difficulty
of hiving swarms, I will try to make it plain
that neither of these fears are as bad as they
appear.
With a bee- veil and gloves, and a
good smoker, there need be no fear of stings,
and after a little practice the first will be discarded almost entirely.
A knowledge of the
creatures will give confidence. One soon learns

during swarming season.

This, with his

greatly

will

hive-lifter,

facilitate

his

work."

A

good deal

has

been

said lately
of the lords of

about hive-lifters, some
creation lauding them, others seeming
to think them hardly worth while. The
Canadian Bee Journal thinks the hivelifter especially adapted to ladies. How
is it, sisters?
Have any of you tried
Whatever may be said about
them ?
a hive-lifter, certainly a cart or wheelbarrow is often a great help.

en.

their

dispositions

and knows when

a

veil

oiithern

^eedoin JM

is

necessary; and when most necessary there is
usually little occasion for handling.
During a
honey-flow, when one is putting on or removing supers, bees are seldom cross, and a veil is
hindrance
work.
a
to rapid

A woman

may manage swarming by

Conducted by LOUIS H.

ping the wines of all laying queens, thus
missing the dreadful thought of climbing trees
to capture high-flying swarms. A woman could
find a queen as readily as a man, and if she is
captured the swarm will not go far and will be
pretty sure to return.
Or the colony may be
divided at the proper time instead of waiting
for natural swarms.
All this can be attended
to by a woman as well as a man.
A woman
could soon learn to rear queens to supply divided colonies and to sell, thereby adcling to
her income.
This part of the business would
prove quite fascinating and quite profitable.
Putting hives and sections together is as

a big ma(of counties) this time, for sure.
It's been raining most of the time all
over the State for the past 3 months,
and is still at it at this writing. This,
however, means big things for Texas
in 1908, in the way of a honey crop and
other crops, other conditions being fav-

Texas has gone "wet" by

jority

orable.

make them up.
The first requirement

in

bee-keeping

is

a

knowledge of the natural history of the bee.
This can be gained through books easiest and
cheapest, and if one has the instinct of curiosor

a

leaning

research, .the
practical work on apiculture is a necessity unless
one chooses to learn natural history through
observation alone.
But life is too short.
It is
better to begin where the others ha\-e left off
and, through experience, add to the knowledge
gained from books.
Eugene Secob.
ity,

to

scientific

study will be found very interesting.

A

This article by the Hon. Eugene Sethe

poet-laureate of bee-keepers,
copied from the Northwestern Agriculturist, is somewhat lengthy, but it is all
so good that none of it can be cut
out.
In one respect many of the sisters
would probably not agree with Mr. Secor.
The three articles mentioned, ''the
bec-veil, gloves and a good smoker,"
would all seem to most of us actual
necessities, but if we really had to give
up one of the three no doubt the gloves
would have to give place to llie beeveil and smoker.
To a "mere man" a
veil may be "a hindrance to rapid work,"
but then he is not a woman, accustomed to a veil as a* regular article of

cor,

dress.

Are Hive-Lifters Valuable?
The Canadian Bee Journal, page

337,

Braunfels, Ttx.

have heard that "marigold" honey was
I have sold thouof an inferior grade.
sands of pounds of it, and never had a
wish 1 had
single complaint of it.
I
to-day all the "wild marigold" honey I
could sell.
What say you, Mr. Scholl,
about the quality of "marigold" honey?

Caged Queens at the Entrance.
can't

I

remember

seeing

before

in

the statement that Mr. Doolittle
makes, on page 1433 of Gleanings for
Nov. IS, 1907, that to cage a queen
near the entrance of the hive, the work
goes on right along as if nothing had
happened, the bees often failing to start
queen-cells at all. This is vrorth remembering, if true
and I am not prepared
print

practicable for women as for men, and the
charm of working with bright and clean new
lumber, and putting in the dainty and fra-

grant foundation is as alluring as the click of
the typewriter or the rattle of dishes in the
kitchen. Besides taking one out of doors and
thus proving a more healthful occupation than
any office work or teaching or dressmaking,
there is no doubt that it is a money-making
business and rapidly growing more so.
Everything now used in an apiary is made
in factories, and is furnished made up or in
the flat as demanded.
Supplies are uniform
and exact, and it is a pleasure to handle and

SCROLL, New

Qood 1908 Honey Prospect

clipdis-

Friendly Criticism Desired
any of our readers see anything in
Department under my signature
that is not in accordance with Southern
If
this

bee-keeping according to their views,
they will confer a favor by calling attention to it, keeping in mind that
friendly criticism is always in order.

Our

1908

Honey- YiELDERs Already

Growing.
were not for Dr. C. C. Miller
nie, I would say that prospects were never brighter at this season of the year for a honey crop the
coming season. This is owing to the
warm and very wet weather we are havIf

;

to say

And

it

if I

is

or

is

not,

from experience.

doubted his statements

I

should

hesitate to say so, for you know Mr.
Doolittle's head is usually pretty level
on bee-topics.

it

laughing at

All of

ing.

our best honey-plants are

if it were spring.
in excellent condition to stand the next 2 or 3 month's
winter weather that we are likely to
have. Then with a few showers of rain
the spring, with the warm sunshine

up and growing, as
This will put them

m

we

are sure to have, Texas will be one
March,
flower-garden
through
vast
April. May and June.

Qu.\LiTY OF "Marigold" Honey.

My

oldest daughter heard a beekeeper not long ago say, "I had to
give up bee-keeping in my location, on
account of the bees getting so much
honey from wild 'marigold,' and spoiling my honey so I could find no sale
for it."
This is another new one to
me.
I have kept bees, and have been
a close observer of the various honeyplants of this State, for something like
25 years, and this is the first time 1

Supersede Those Old Queens.

You have

it

right,

Mr.

Scholl,

in

speaking of leaving it to the bees to
supersede their own queens. Where you
say. "Too often the queens get so old
and feeble that the colony dvjfindles
down to a mere nucleus before it gets
a new queen, and will require a long
time to recover, if at all, at the expense
of the bee-keeper." (Page 1434, GleanI am sure it
ings for Nov. 15, 1907)
has always paid me well to look after
failing queens in all of my work with
It is so very easy to rear
the bees.
good queens during the honey season
from the best colonies, and requeen all
colonies with old or otherwise undesirable queens, that I can see no possible
excuse for leaving this to the care of the
bees.
I would almost as soon leave it
to the bees as to how often they should

swarm and re-swarm, without any

re-

sistance on my part, as to allow them to
do their own requeening. Yes, sir, it
pays, and pays well, to destroy old and
Esfailing queens, in "this locality."
pecially is this true in poor years for
poor
in
a
have
often
known
bees
I
bees.
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year

to hold on to their old queen unshe became a drone-layer.
Why
they should do this I will leave it to
others to say.
L. B. Smith.
Rescue, Tex., Nov. 27.
til

There

a difference of opinion regarding the quality of honey from any
given source. Mr. Smith, and so it is
with "marigold" honey. Gaillardia pxilchella, commonly known as "wild marigold," yields a rather dark, golden honey, of heavy body, with a rather distinct
flavor of its own that some people do
not like, if accustomed to some of our
mild flavored honeys.
This, however,
has never been objectionable to me, nor
have I heard others complain as does the
bee-keeper mentioned by you.
I
am
like you
I could sell a lot of that honey
now, and surely would not have to go
out of business on account of the quality
of "marigold" honey.
is

—

The
Here
number

Divisible Hive Again

given a letter from quite a
which are asked questions
that are also contained in the others. I
have thought that such letters would
stop coming, as they have been coming
to me for 10 years, since I have used
such hives and since so much has been
written in the various bee-papers regarding them. But it seems t4iat there
are so many points to consider before
making a radical change from one good
hive to another that, perhaps, may not
prove as good. And well may it be that
a thorough investigation be made, therefore, before making a change.
Hence
is

in

;

all fthese letters:

Dear Mr. Scholl:

—Your

article

re-

ferring to the sectional hive together
writh the other good things I have read
concerning it, have nearly converted me
to that hive.
It is not so much that
hive that appeals to me as the system
wthich goes with it.
I think I can see
benefits connected with the sectional hive
which no other hive can give, but I
wish to be sure before I make a change.
I have a good hive for this location, but
of course, the "frame-handling system"
goes with it. It measures 14^^ inches
long and wide, and io54 inches deep.
I tise shallow extracting supers nearly
entirely, and if I change to the sectional
hive I will use these supers as broodchambers as well as supers. Mr. Hand
uses the standing frame, and I understand you use the hanging frame. Would
you mind telling me why you do not
use the standing frame? Mr. Hand al-

so has a movable side to his hive.
not think that necessary.
What
your opinion?

do

If

ey

I

is

you were producing extracted honwould you still prefer your

entirely,

have?
In tiering up my supers without an
excluder I nearly always have a little
brood in every super. Would the same
thing happen with you by a httle mismanagement, and have you a kink which
always prevents it?
I
am very much
interested in this sy.stem, but I want to
be "dead sure" before I adopt it.
I

know

I

am presuming

a

good deal

in

asking your advice, but hope you will
find time to give me a little help in the

matter, with any suggestions you may
think helpful.
There is only one man
in Canada who uses the divisible broodchamber, so far as I know.
H. A. Smith.
Palermo, Ont., Dec. 17.

As regards the divisible brood-chamber hives, I can not refrain from believing that such hives, together zinth
the
system of management that should always go tvith them, (mind you that),
are bound to become more popular in
the future than they have in the past.
That they will supplant the other styles,
I would never claim, for there are too
many bee-keepers for whom the divisible hives would not prove a success,
hence some other style of hive should
be used by them.

Neither would

advise any bee-keep-

I

er, no matter how well he is informed,
to make a radical change from the deep
to the shallow hive. Try a few of them
and see if you will not be convinced.
If I had all the prospective bee-keepers
who have written me regardiing my
hive, and others who are interested in
my apiaries, during one season, I know
there would be a majority of converts.

Several of my earlier opponents have
been converted in less than a month's
time with me.

The idea of using

the shallow exon hand for the
good, hence I call special
attention to it.
If none are in use procure a few, and if the experiments with
them as divisible brood-chambers do not
prove satisfactory, use them as supers,
and very little expense is entailed.
tracting supers already

experiment

is

Either hanging
can be used, and

or
I

standing

frames

think the difference

Conducted by
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The Ontario Convention Again.
In the very brief report of the OnBee-Keepers' Convention, which
appears in December issue of this journal, several features of the proceedings
are not mentioned.
This is explained
by the unavoidable absence of
the
writer during one of the sessions, and
also to the fact of his having to act
as auditor du.ing the time that one
address was given during another session.
The brief report referred to, was
hastily prepared from notes taken while
at the convention, and the foregoing is
simply given, in the hope that any who
took part in the proceedings will not
think
that
any slight was intended.
Some of the addresses given, of which
tario

no mention was made
issue, were as follows

A

in the
:

December

.

paper by Prof. Surface, of Har-

generally due to what the apiarist has
become accustomed. I can not see why
standing frames are used, as I have

is

tried

They

them.

handled

rapid,

in

are

not

short-cut,

so easily
large-scale

operations as the hanging frames, which
can be dropped in place in a twinkling.
Neither could I prevent mashing bees
where the standing frame-rests are below and out of sight, while with the latter the rests are in sight, and the frames
swing into place.
Where propolis is
abundant, as it is in some of my apiaries,
standing frames have been even a nuisance.
My preference is a shallow Hoffman self-spacing (V-edge) frame with
thick end-bars, full ^-inch, and narrow
}i-'mch top-bars ^-inch thick.
These
go into a plain super shell with rabbets
(no tin rests), and are handled from the
top.
No movable sides are necessary,
as there would be no use for them with
me, and would be only an extra expense, besides weakening the super.
Some of my apiaries are managed entirely for extracted honey, others for

comb and extracted. The queens have
access to the first shallow extracting
super at the beginning of the season,
and later the honey is put in the combs
in place of the brood, keeping the queen
below. Then if the brood-nest is manipulated just at this time, by exchanging
the upper half with the lower one, providing room for tlie queen, there will
be very little trouble about brood in
the supers, as the bees fill the combs
rapidly with honey; and, besides, there
is sufficient room
for the queen from
there on in such a large brood-chamber
equal to 12 Langstroth frames. I have
tried
queen-excluders,
but
discarded
them soon about 8 years ago, and would
not use them in honey-production.

BYER, Mount

Joy.

on the subject of "Bees
and Horticulture ;" a paper by R. H.
Smith, entitled "A Chapter of
Mistakes," and a lucid address by Arthur
Laing, on the "Production and Exhibition of Honey."
risburg.

Pa.,

Time for
So you

Fall Feeding: of Bees

Mr. Editor (page 741),
the diverse
views of Canadian
bee-keepers in regard to the proper time
for fall feeding, is apt to make beginners feel "somewhat dizzy." As one of
the trio referred to in said editorial, I
think,

that

shall

endeavor

to

reconcile

somewhat

such seemingly different opinions, and in
measure bring order out of chaos.

a

The
in the

writer, as correctly quoted, said

Canadian Bee Journal, that

in his

not wise to feed

much

experience

it

is

:
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before September 20.
Editor Hurley
says he prefers to feed when the "last
batch of brood has hatched." I suppose Mr. Hurley does not mean to infer that he waits until there is absolutely no brood in the hives, as in our
locality some colonies will have some

brood clear into November.

However,

the point is this
By waiting till Sept.
20, my object in so doing is precisely
the same as in Mr. Hurley's case, as
by that time brood-rearing is pretty well
over, and the syrup fed goes where I
want it right into the heart of the
brood-nest.
So you see, there is not
so much difference in practice, after
all, between advice given by Mr. Hurley and methods followed by myself.
:

—

At

glance,

first

favor of

feeding

Mr. Adams' views
at

the

close

of

in

the

honey harvest does, I admit, seem diametrically opposed to what Mr. Hurley
and myself advocate, but after careful
scrutiny
parent.

the

difference

is

not

so

ap-

Mr. McEvoy

is very enthusiastic in
matter of early feeding, and Mr.
disciple of Mr.
is a thorough
McEvoy's, at least in the matter of
feeding bees.

this

Adams

It

will also be

McEvoy

remembered

that Mr.

very particular that his bees
go into winter quarters on combs sealed
clear to the bottom, full of either good
Knowing Mr.
honey or sugar syrup.
McEvoy's views along this line, for
some time it was a mystery to me, how
solid scaled combs, could be obtained,
by feeding "at the close of the honeyflow."
In a personal interview, only
exa short time ago, Mr. McEvoy
plained
how he accomplishes this.
Like Mr. Adams, at the close of the
honey-flow he feeds all the colonies
the
will take, then in the fall zvhen
brood is hatched out, he l>i(ts on the
feeders again, and completes the job.
While I can not positively assert that
Mr. Adams followed out the latter part
of the program, I feel pretty sure that
such is the case, judging from the fact
he is an advocate of colonies being
very heavy for winter.
Again, the matter of locality figures
is

a great deal in feeding, as well as in
many other things pertaining to beeMr. McEvoy, who lives in a
keeping.
locality where there is almost absoafter the white
lutely no bee-forage
honey-flow, admitted that the early feeding was not to be thought of in places
where there was a buckwheat or other
If I am correct, there is
fall flow.
rarely, if ever, any fall flow in Mr.
Adams' locality. In our immediate district, while we rarely obtain much surplus from the buckwheat, yet enough
nectar comes in to keep brood-rearing
going on at a lively rate well on into

September.

The strain or race of bees has also
quite a bearing upon the subject at issue, as it is a well-established fact that
pure Italians, as kept by both Mr. Mc-

Evoy and Mr. Adams,
servative in the matter
ing than are Carniolans

are more conof brood-rearand their cross-

While I have some pure Italians,
great majority of my bees have
Carniolan blood, and the latter always
breed later in the season than do the
es.

the

Italians.

All

things

considered,

there

is

not

then so great a difference of opinion
the three Canucks under arraignsubject of feeding bees
for winter.
However, before closing,
let me repeat in a "stage whisper," that
fo- my locality, "experience has taught
me, that for various reasons, it is not
wise to do much feeding previous to

among

ment, on the

Seputember

Amount

20.

of Sypup to Feed for Winter
Stores

Another interesting phase of the feeding question has been the different estimates made, as to the number
of
pounds of syrup necessary to be given
to a colony to make up a certain deficiency in weight.
Some years ago, a
member of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association made the statement that a
pound of sugar made into syrup would
not be equal to more than a pound of
honey for winter stores. I thought at
the time that loo low a value was placed
on the sugar, but after some years' experience in feeding a number of colonies, I came to the conclusion that the
estimate of my friend was about correct.

However,

I

never made any care-

ful experiments along that line, consequently I was in no position to make
anything like a positive assertion.

At the fall meeting of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association, the question, "How many
pounds of sugar
should it take to make 10 pounds of
winter stores?" caused
that
careful
apiarian investigator, Mr. Allen Latham,
to do some experimenting, and it is a
source of pleasure, at least to the writer,
that we now have some authoritative
data on the subject. Three average colonies were weighed and then fed at once
20 pounds each of syrup, made of 12;/^
pounds of sugar to 7I/2 pounds of water,
a ratio of 5 to 3.
At the end of two
weeks the hives were again weighed, and
the following gains recorded
14.5, 14,
:

and 13.5 pounds.
Mr. Latham says, if we assume that
each colony had the right to consume
one pound of stores (whether fed or
not) during tlie 2 weeks, the actual gain
would be 15.5, 15, and 14.5. While these
results seem to prove that a pound of
sugar equals somewhat more than a
pound of honey for stores, the question
still arises, "Is a pound of the sealed
syrup equal in lasting qualities to a
pound of honey?" Although I much
prefer pure sugar syrup for wintering,
yet of 2 colonies weighing precisely the
same in October, one fed on sugar, the
other with honey, I would be much more
afraid of the first-named colony being
the first to starve in the spring; this assumption of course being based on colonies not fed beyond the danger limit.
It would be interesting if Mr. Latham
or some otlier bee-keeper of an investigative turn, would carry out these experiments from fall till the following
spring.

Growing Mustard for the Bees
Speaking of bee- forage,

in

American Bee-Keeper, Arthur

December
C. Miller

says

"Another form of pasturage which
might be possible to the bee-keeper running his own farm, is the sowing of

%

mustard with his grain crops. It is
doubtful if the average farmer can be
persuaded to do anything of the kind
unless he is also a honey-producer, for
the farmer looks upon mustard as a
noxious weed."
If by the word "mustard" Mr. Miller
means charlock or wild mustard, as we
have it liere in Ontario, farmer beekeepers would better hesitate before

sowing it on their own or any other
land.
While it may not, as Mr. Miller
points out, materially reduce the yield o£
grain, yet mustard is a noxious weed,
and good farms infested with the plant
will not sell for more than 60 percent
as much as the same land free of the
weed.
Moreover, this Province classes
it as a noxious weed, and no one could
lawfully spread it on his own or any one
else's land.

However, I agree with Mr. Miller as
to the value of the plant as a honeyproducer, and as two of my three yards
are in localities where mustard has full
sway over some hundreds of acres of
rich land, I am in a position to appreciate fully the benefits of the plant from
a bee-keeper's view. In the majority of
years, it blooms at the same time as alsike, and in such cases the benefits of
the plant are not so pronounced, as I
find when the clover is yielding well, the
mustard is not visited by the bees.
But some years we have an exceptionand when this is the
blooms from 10 days
to 2 weeks earlier than the clover, and
it was in a year like that, that the mustard was worth fully $500 to the scribally early seeding,
case, the mustard

bler of these notes.
While bees in localities that had no mustard, had to be
fed, my bees stored about 25 pounds [.er

colony, and what splendid condition they
were in for a short, rapid clover flow
that followed!
While the yard that had
no mustard within reach stored very little surplus, the other apiaries averaged
over 100 pounds per colony.

Mr.

Miller

says

yield seems to be

that

with

him the

uniform one year with

another, but with us that is by no means
the case, as some years it yields abundantly, and at other times hardly a bee
visits
the bloom.
However, the beekeeper is always sure of the bloom, as
it
is quite
able to withstand
frosts,
drouths, or any other conditions
of
weather. The honey is of fair quality,
light golden in color, and as a rule goes
right in with the clover honey, with no
detriment to the latter.

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards

We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and secis

tion of honey, etc.
It is quite sentimental.
No. 2 has the words and music of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;" No. 3, the words and music of

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey ;" and No.
the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,

4,

postpaid, as follows
4 cards for 10
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents; or 6 cards
with the American Bee Journal one year
for 50 cents. Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal, 118
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
:
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the cheaper, the labor formerly spent

on one-half the number to get them

in

shape for the harvest, or the extra colonies, hives, etc., and the honey that the
extra colonies will consume?

Suppose that 500 colonies produce an
average yield of 30 lbs. each on the letalone plan, and by so doing secure all
the nectar in the field year by year. This

would make

15,000 pounds of surplus as
field, while each of the
500 colonies will use 60 pounds, or 30,000 pounds as a whole, as their share
Thus
to carry them through the year.
we fail to secure to ourselves only onethird of the honey from our field by
employing an extra number of colonies.
On the other hand, if we employ the
management plan that our best farmers
do that of securing the same amount
of produce off one acre of land that
the "go as you please" farmer does off
of two or three— we shall find our statement thus 45,000 pounds is the product
of our field; 200 colonies are all that
are needed with good management to
secure it. Then 200 colonies must use
12,000 pounds of this for their support,
leaving 33,000 for the bee-keeper, or the
one who adopts the good-management
Thus it will be seen that the
plan.
apiarist who shows "good generalship"
honey for his
gets 18,000 pounds of
generalship, and uses little if any more
time than he would use on the 500 colohence,
nies without any management
from the standpoint of securing all the

our share of the

More Bees or Better Yields—
Which?
BY

M. DOOLITTLE.

G.

Not long ago

I

received a letter

from

one of our best apiarists, in which he
declared that he was going to keep more
bees than he had in the past, and do
less work with them, as he was confident that double the number of colonies would give him more honey from
his field or location than he had been
getting, and that he might care for liiis
doubled number he would do less work
on each colony than he had been doing.
He felt sure that double the number
of colonies would give him more honey,
even if he let them take care of themselves, than he had been receiving from
half of them, with all the labor he had
bestowed on the number he had formerHe said that he believed that
ly kept.
the system of management used by many
in securing large yields from individual
colonies, caused a greater amount of

labor and manipulation than there

was

of, and henceforth he should
adopt exactly the reverse from the plans
he had formerly been using, and put
more bees into his field, so that he would
get the same amount of surplus, and
he thought much more, with very little
labor. If Mr. Alexander could keep 700
colonies in one place, he did not see any
reason why he could not keep 500, just
as well as to be keeping the 250 which
he had been doing. I have not quoted
the words used verbatim, but I have
given the substance of that part of the

any need

letter treating

on

this matter.

know there is an idea prevailing
I
with some bee-keepers, that more money
is to be made in apiculture by keeping
a large number of bees and letting them
largely take care of themselves, than
there is by keeping a less number and
properly caring for them.
But is this
idea correct ? Have all the items which
bear on this matter been given the
proper consideration? As I have been
advocating keeping only as many colonies as could be properly cared for, I
asked myself if I was in the right or in
the wrong. After reading the letter, I
concluded that it behooved me to consider the matter a little, and if I were
on the wrong

track,

I

had better get

The first thing that seemed to
impress itself on mc was the extra
cost of hives and supers which would
be required for double the number of
right.

colonies

I

was keeping.

began keeping

When

I

first

bees, 40 years ago, this
hive item was no great one, for at that
time there were forests all about me so
that lumber good enough for hives could
be purchased at $15 per 1000 feet, and
that with honey at from 35 to SO cents

a pound. But
ferent thing.

now it is altogether a difThe same 1000 feet of

lumber would cost me $40, while I must
pay for the same with 15 to 18 cent honThis gives this hive problem a very
ey.
look from what it used to
different
have, 35 to 40 years ago, and is something worth considering when we come
to think of doubling the number of colonies of bees we are keeping.

Then, all do not have a location like
Mr. Alexander no, not one in 500. If I
am correct, he is surrounded by thou-

—

sands

of

acres

of

buckwheat,

with

enough nectar-producing flowers before
this flow from buckwheat to keep his
bees and bring them up to a good contake advantage of the flow
comes. The most of us depend
upon the flow from clover and bass-

dition

when

to

it

wood, which comes so early in the season, and especially where white clover
is the source of our surplus, that it is
by the most careful coaxing and manipulation that our bees are gotten strong
enough to be in good condition for this
early storing; and failing in these matfor, unters, we have an entire failure
less we have the bees on hand to se;

cure the nectar when it comes, all the
bees brought on the stage of action at
a later period count for naught, as there
is nothing for them to store from.

With a location giving an abundant
from clover from June 15 to July
then from basswood to August i,

yield
10,

and then an Alexander location which
simply flows with honey from buckwheat from August 8 to September 10,
might be
this keeping of more bees
something worth considering; for, with
location,
the
bees
would
almost
such a
keep in perpetual readiness for the flows
as they came, and the yield would be
great enough to cover all extra cost of
hives, etc.
But with the average location there is something of greater importance, as I consider it, than anything
before alluded to.
After carefully looking the matter
over, I believe that there is one item
regarding these extra colonies which
is
great
the advocates forget, which
enough more than to pay for all extra time spent in building each individual colony up to where it can profitably
take advantage of any flow of nectar
which comes in our locality, which item
great enough more llian to offset all
of the others, so that the investing of
capital in more hives for the extra number of colonies is worse than thrown
away. This item is, that each of the
extra colonies put in the field in order to secure the nectar-secretion from
a given area with but little or no caring
for the colonies, costs at least 60 pounds
of honey each year to support. So the
question, it seems to me, would be, which

—

:

;

honey produced by our field, the management plan is 18,000 pounds ahead of
the other plan of "keep more bees," so
greatly emphasized by its advocates. And
I consider that the same holds good, be

number great or

the

A

live apiarist

small.

can care for one-half

number of colonies on the good
management plan as easily as he can
for double the number as proposed by
the

my

correspondent, and this one-half will
give the apiarist as good results in dollars and cents as will the whole cared
for in the neglected way necessary with
"keep more bees," and save the extra
honey consumed by the extra one-half
of the number of bees, as clear gain to
the bee-keeper. And, besides this, there
is
an inspiration and an enthusiasm
which comes with the management plan
that is worth a whole lot to the beekeeping world. Look at Mr. Terry, who
took that farm in Ohio and made it produce three times the bushels of potatoes
which the one preceding Inm did! See
what such management did for Mr.
Terry, and, much more, see what it did
through Mr. Terry for the world. This
old world grows better as well as richer
through those who are not afraid to put
forth a little extra
energy, that the
small things which they may chance o
have can be "made to bud and blossom
as the rose."
Borodino, N. Y.

is

Two Queens
C.

p.

in

One Hive

DADANT.

In the past few months, some interest
has developed among readers of the
bee-papers concerning the keeping of
two or more queens in one hive. Enthusiastic bee-keepers having noticed
that sometimes two queens are found

:
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same hive, have
would be a good thing

living peaceably in the

concluded that

it

to cultivate that tendency, thereby securing a greater amount of brood and
a greater force for the harvest of
honey.
If we investigate the occurrences of
abnormal presence of two queens in
the same hive, we will find that in nearly every case (exceptions confirm the
rule) this happening is due to the rearing of a young queen by the bees in order to supersede the old one that is
The writer has
losing her fertility.
found instances of this kind, quite often, in his experience, but in nearly each
instance one of the queens was practically a nonentity, being at the end of
her career, and laying but few eggs.
Evidently she was disregarded by the
bees, and by the young queen as well.

Dr. C. C. Miller, who has the wellearned reputation of being the most cautious writer on bee-matters, because he
seldom advances a statement of which
he is not absolutely positive, made the
assertion, at the December meeting of
the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Association, that when bees rear a young
queen to replace or supersede the old
mother, they rarely if ever destroy the
latter, but allow her usually to die a
natural death from old age.

That the existence of two queens in
one hive, at the same time, one being
the mother of the other, has happened
-s quite
The elder Dadant, who had
probable.
a long experience in queen-rearing and
queen-introducing, often said that when
the bees refused to accept a queen that
had been properly introduced by keeping her caged in the brood-chamber for
a number of hours, it was usually because they yet had another queen which
was not suspected by the apiarist. The
custom is to hunt the queen, and, when
In
she is found, to look no farther.
most cases, we would be looking for
something that did not exist, if we
looked for a second queen, but we have
accidentally found two queens while
looking for only one. The writer reported such an occurrence on page 52
of the new Langstroth Revised. In other
instances, finding a very decrepit queen
in a strong colony running over with

oftener than the apiarist realizes,

brood and young bees, we would at
once conclude that she could not be the
mother of all these bees. Looking farther, we would find the daughter in full
vigor and probably
already
several
months old.
But granting the fact that when a
queen is superseded owing to decreasing
fertility, she is allowed to remain and
to continue laying until she
sterile,

and

finally dies,

is

entirely

does this make

advisable to attempt the introduction
of valuable fertile queens in hives already supplied with good, prolific mothers? In other words, will it be profitable to keep two or more queens in a
it

hive,

and

to

expend money

or rearing queens for

A

this

in buying
purpose?

number of

instances are cited, in
which a queen has been introduced in a
colony already supplied, and the two
queens have apparently lived in harmony, and bred. But there is no doubt
that in many cases, such attempts at

forcing nature would be failures.

When

in possession of an observation hive,
who has not tried this experiment, just
And how regularly
out of curiosity?
the new queen has been destroyed, often
by the bees themselves, without allowing the two mothers to come to a bat-

royal.
The principal instances in which add'tional queens may be accepted and allowed to remain unmolested are during
a good, favorable season, when the bees
are prone to accept strange young bees
and drones without protest. They are
at that time in a pleasant mood, and will
suffer
conditions which would incite
their anger in unfavorable times.
tle

The only purpose
tional
itable

queen

for which an addi-

in a hive might prove profto secure a greater force

would be

for the harvest. In order to do this, it
to introduce the additional queen early enough in the season to rear bees that would be profitable
by being on hand at the time of the
honey crop.
21
days for a
It takes
worker-bee to hatch, from the time the

would be necessary

egg

This worker

not a fieldlaborer until from 14 to 19 days later,
in normal circumstances. Thus a queen
must be introduced to the hive from 35
to 40 days previous to the time when
her first workers are expected to be
of use in the fields.
If the additional
force which she is expected to produce
comes near the end of the honey crop,
she will be furnishing a lot of consumers that will lose more than they will
make. So it is very plain that an additional queen, supposing her to be at
once accepted and not molested by either
the bees or the mother-queen of the colony, which is always very doubtful,
must be introduced very early in the
season, if we expect her to help the
is

laid.

is

harvest.
It would also be necessary that the
gain thus made be greater than it would
be if each queen occupied a hive of her
own. If the queen could be safely introduced at any time without greater
risks than are incurred in the introduction of a queen to a queenless colony,
the proposed course would be much
more plausible, but such is not the case.
Queens which were accepted, during llie
reign of another in the same hive, afterwards
proved
missing.
Either the
queens had met and fought, while at
leisure during the idle months, or the
bees had concluded that one queen was
enough.
Not only we can not depend
upon securing a safe introduction at
all times, but we may rest assured that
one additional queen or the other, as
the case may be, will be done away with
•n the course of the season.
The question before us, then, is
whether it pays to sacrifice a queen for
a possible increase in the surplus.
Some apiarists who have never reared
queens seem to be of the opinion that
the queen costs but little to rear. To us
it seems that the queen is the most expensive part of a good colony.
beehive well made and painted costs between $2.50 and $4, according to size.
This lasts some 30 years.
have had

A

We

hives exposed to the weather which became worthless at the end of 35 years.
Had they been sheltered, they might
have lasted longer, and a portable roof
which will keep the hive dry will cost
only a few cents, if made of rough lum-

So the cost, to the apiarist, of his
hive material, including interest on the
money and a sinking fund, to replace
the hives in 30 years, would not exceed
35 to 40 cents per year. The cost of the
foundation for the brood-combs of an
ordinary hive is $l or less. These last
as long as the hive, and the wax they
contain is still there at the end of the
time, returning at least half of the orig-

ber.

inal value.

But the value of a good tested queen
in a hive, as early in the

season as she

would be needed for a profitable rearing
of brood, is from $1.50 to $3, and she
lives only about 3 years.
So the average cost of the queen in the economy
of the hive is the greatest, and the life
of the colony, the number of bees which
carry it through the winter, depend upon

The colony itself, in the busy season is not considered as worth any more
than the queen, and is practically worthless
without this most indispensable
her.

member.
If we introduce a good queen in a
hive having one already, we are taking
chances upon the life of either, or both.
are risking the most useful member of
a colony, one which would
promptly build another, if put with the
other parts, less expensive than herself,
for a problematical and very doubtful
possible increase in production.
If the queen we have to spare is
worthless, pinch her head off, and let us
not risk having her fight the other and
destroy her. If she is as she ought to
be a good tested queen let us hunt up
a colony having a worthless queen and
make the exchange. If we have none
such, let us make a nucleus, giving the
prolific queen to this nucleus, and in a
very short space of time we will have
one more good colony for honey production.
Instead of believing that the queen is
the cheapest and easiest supplied capital
of our apiaries, I believe that she is
the most important, and the most difficult to supply, at the time of the year
when such capital is needed. I therefore strenuously object to jeopardizing
such capital by making introductions
that are at best a forcing of Nature's
ways, and of only possible success.

We

—

—
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A Wonderful Queen-Food—
Overstocking
By

PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

notice in a late number of one of
our leading bee-papers, and that from
one of our leading authorities, the statement that the prepared food that is fed
to the queen, young bees, and brood,
is a glandular secretion from the "lower
head-glands of the worker-bees." This
I

statement is made in one of our leading
bee-books, but not in Cowan, who is almost always, if not always, correct. I
am sure that it is not true, as I once
tried an experiment that was crucial in
settling this matter.

The facts in the case are as follows
The bees take the pollen or other proteid food down into the chyle or true
stomach, and as it is passed down, they
mix with it copious amounts of this
secretion from the lower head-glands,

'

i6
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which

is tlius a
ferment to digest the
nitrogenous food, and not the food it-

This digestion is accomphshed in
the true stomach, and then the peptone,
or digested proteid, is passed back into
the mouth and given to the bees, the
drones, or to the brood, and thus we
have the whole process.
One reason that was urged to show
that the bee-pabulum was not digested
proteid, but the secretion from the lower
self.

Over- Stock INC.
Dr. Miller has his ear perpetually to
the ground that he may hear aught that
may help or hinder his brothers of the
craft.
He has had much to say of the
danger of over-stocking, and the necessity of some law, written or understood,
that would protect the bee-keeper from
infringement or trespass in this matter.

a continuation of the tube which, like
the valve at the end of our own small
intestine, would act to restrain the food,
after it is digested, from passing back
to the mouth, and thus regurgitation
would be quite impossible. This would
be so were all the truth told. The fact
is that there are muscles in the honeystomach that enable the worker-bee to
raise the stomach-mouth at the lower part of the honey-stomach, so the
valve is obliterated, and it is not only
possible, but easy, for the bee to regurgitate the digested proteid.

I wonder if we know that we overstock our locality?
In good seasons in
California, the product is sometimes
enormous, and may we not conclude that
in case we do not get much honey, it
is because the conditions are unfavorable, and the nectar is not there to be
gathered? It is not rare, in good seasons in California, in very large apiaries
where hundreds of colonies of bees are
massed in one place, for the bee-keeper
to secure as much as 500 pounds of
honey from each colony. Would not
this argue that with the proper conditions the amount of nectar to be collected was enough for far more bees
that are usually kept in one place?

The experiment that I tried to prove
was as follows
I mi.xed with
some honey some finely-ground charcoal.

It seems to me that this is a question that should receive from our Department of Agriculture, very thorough

I had before removed the queen, and
the bees had queen-cells with newlyhatched larvae in them. In a day or two
I found charcoal in the royal jelly.
We
know positively that charcoal is wholly
non-osmotic, that is, it can not pass
through an animal membrane, nor is it
capable of digestion, that is, it can not
be made osmotic. We see, then, that if
the secretion in the lower head-glands
was the food of the larvae, it could not

investigation, that the real, actual facts
might be determined. If we knew that
a certain area say a radius of a mile
or ili miles would in an average season maintain an apiary of say 100 colonies, generously, and no more, then we
would be warranted in demanding some
legislation that would not only protect
the bee-keeper that was already on the
ground, but that would also give the
greatest results to the country. There is
no sense at all in crowding so that all
are handicapped and unable to do well.

head-glands, was the fact that from the

lower end of the honey-stomach hangs

this point,

:

contain the charcoal, which it did conThis could not get from the stomach except it pass up into the mouth,
or down and out through the intestines
with the fecal matter. Here, then, we
have positive demonstration that the secretion from the lower head-glands is
not the food, but rather the ferment,
that digests the food and fits it for
queen, brood, etc.
This digested proteid food is a wonderful food, as it is what is given liberally to the queen, and what enables
her to do such wonderful execution.
know that the queen is able to lay 3,000
eggs in a day, and these weigh nearly
twice as much as does the queen herself.
Does not this speak volumes for
the excellence of this food? I doubt if
any food comparable is to be found elsewhere in nature or art.
think of
milk as a perfect food, a balanced ration, as the dietist terms it, and it is
wonderful, but it gives no such results
as we note from this pabulum of the
bees.
Docs it not give us a hint of
what man may do? May we not hope
to fabricate a food that will enable us
to secure much greater results from our
domesticated animals?
If
we could
manufacture a food that would secure
from our fowls twice their weight of
eggs in a day, or from our cows twice
their weight of cream in the same time,
would it not be a wonderful triumpn
of human invention?
may hope to
do this, but if Nature has wrought so
much with the bees, and this all unaided, what may not man hope when he
gives to this subject his best thought
and study? Already he has achieved
tain.

We

We

We

much

in his

prepared food for fowls.

—
—

Claremont, Calif.

the time when (June 15th) alfalfa opened bloom.
About that time (June 13th and 14th)
we enjoyed the exceedingly pleasant
and long-to-be-remembered visit of Mr.
and Mrs. Dadant. Swarming had begun 2 days previous to their arrival, by

those colonies

hives;

Sweet

commenced

clover

to

bloom

about July 1st, and for some time we
had a "gusher." Several fields of alfalfa in my neighborhood were allowed to

go to seed,
greatly.

which improved conditions

While the production of comb honey
is a rather poor showing in a very good
season, a different and much better report I have made on those 32 colonies in the large hives with American
frames and run for extracted honey.

The bees in these latter hives did not
swarm at all. I have extracted 4 times
—July 30, Aug. 9, Aug. 29, and Sept 23.
The crop secured was 3433 pounds of

%

surplus honey,
of it being light in
color and about ]4 amber, or about an
average of 107 pounds per colony.
I
also got 60 pounds of nice bees-

wax from

cappings.

Four stray swarms hived themselves

my

decoy hives on the roof of the
bee-shed they were all hybrids except
one, and the queens I destroyed late in
the season
the bees were united with
other colonies.
Thus I have now 33
colonies in large hives with American
frames, I2%xi2% inches, and 4 colin

—

;

New Heddon

hives.

All colonies have at least 30 pounds
honey each, and up to 40 pounds of
winter stores; also, 350 pounds of honey in brood-frames are set aside for
feeding next spring.
of

1907
BY WILLIAM STOLLEY.
Reports of good and satisfactory crops
of honey this year, appear to be rather
exceptional and I am glad to say, that
I can give a good report of my apiary,
as the result of the season's work just
passed.
I put into winter in the fall of 1906,
42 colonies, rather more colonies than
I
desired to have.
All wintered well,
but last spring was anything else but
favorable for bees. It was exceptionally
cold and backward, and all fruit-bloom
was destroyed by frost as fast as it

—

I finished winter packing on Nov. 8,
and on Nov. 10 and 11 we had the first
real cold spell— 20 degrees F.
but the
temperature is moderating now again.

—

Thus my

28th year as a keeper

of

bees

(although it had
probably
the
favorable spring of all
years)
turned out to be one of the very best
least

of

all.

Grand

Island, Nebr.

Nov.

14.

The Honey-Eaters' League

opened.
fed 200 pounds of diluted honey
I
and sugar mixed— 60 pounds of honey,
50 pounds of sugar, and go pounds of
water although clear up to June, my
bees were well provided with natural
stores.
At that time I sold 2 choice,
well-tested queens for $4.00, killed 4
old queens, and united the colonies
rendered queenless, with the weaker

—

colonies left, thus reducing the number
of colonies from 42 to 36 colonies, of
which 4 colonies were in the "New Heddon" hives while 32 colonies were in
rny own mostly
14-framc American

—

hives.

Heddon

finished, sections of honey.
In all I got
but 151 sections well capped, from the
4 colonics in the Heddon hives.

onies in

Report for the Season of

the

in

from 3 Heddon colonies I had 5 swarms,
and but one of the Heddon did not
swarm, and from this I obtained 78
nice and well-capped, and 27 nearly

This manipulation made

all

col-

onies extra strong in bees, with lots
of brood, but very little honey, at about

BY LECH

As an evidence

R.

FREEMAN.

of

the necessity for
a Honey-Eaters' League, as well as
for an Apple-Eaters' League,
I
will
rriention a circumstance that occurred
right over here in the Gem State of
Idaho.
I

went

to

Grangeville,

(a

lovely

county seat town of 2,000 population),
and when I sat down to breakfast, up
comes an elegant looking gentleman 6
feet high, dressed in white, born in
Wyoming, (a State t'iat I had the honor to name) graduated at the University
of Idaho, and advanced waiter in the
swell commercial travelers' hotel bear-

;:
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ing the euphonious cognomen of the
Jersey House, the proprietor of which
was a widely known pioneer, prospector

and mining

capitalist.

The first utterance he made was:
"Wheat Manna?"
I
responded:
"What in the world
that?"

is

The answer was: "Predigested BreakFood."

fast

said "Not any for me, thank you
digestion is very good, and my
appetite is as sharp as the fangs of a
wolf, by reason of the stage ride up
from Stites over the Grand Camas
prairie.
Just give nie some plain mush
made of rolled oats, mountain water
I

:

my

and Oneida County Chloride of Sodium.
But before you do that, take out
of my sight that dish of Ben Davis
pumpkins and bring me two apples as
a starter for my breakfast let them be
oi the Newtown, Spitz, Jonathan or
Wine Sap variety."
After I had devoured everything on
the table the vision in white remarked

—

"Hot cakes?"
I said
"Now that depends. What
kind of sweets have you to serve with
:

—

them
His

it honey?"
answer was
"That's what's
in gold on the bottom of the
bottle
Pure Honey made at the Seattle Syrup Factory."

is

:

branded

—

He was told to
and get me some
Arthur

Hanson's

Idaho.
After using the
the nectar of the
tache, I
entered
proprietor, Geo. R.

hike over to a store
bee's

honey branded

Apiary,

Lewiston,

Let each member of the League conhimself a committee of one to
educate the landlords, the grocers, and
the public generally, to the necessity for
pure honey.
And to you, fellow apiarists, permit
me to say that you need not fear overproduction.
There will never be produced enough pure honey.
It is a duty that we owe to ourselves
stitute

and the community,
scription
in

composure,

:

you can do that we will remain with
you if not, we will consider it our sa;

cred duty in the interest of the AppleEaters' and the Honey-Eaters' Leagues

move."
After that no more Ben-Davis apples
or Seattle honey appeared on the tables
of the Jersey House, and the fame of
to

sound

sleep,

fore

healthy

"Honey and hot

When I took to Yakima Valley a
quarter of a century ago, the first improved apiary, my neighbors thought
the black bee in boxes nailed solid was
good enough for them.
But I sold
them bees and bee supplies, and now
we have single individuals who market
from S to 20 tons of honey per year.

When you look at the snow white
honey sold in cartons and pyramids by the officers and members of
this association, you feast your orbs on
something more tempting than "Soloalfalfa

in all his glory" ever beheld.

When some
am always

of

it

touches the palate,

reminded of an incident
my boyhood days in
old Virginia.
An old negro and his
nephew were riding a poor, crowbate
of a horse that could scarcely be urged
to a faster gate than a walk. The boy
enquired
"Uncle Ben, what am de
I

that

occurred in

:

best thing fur to eat?"
The old man answered: "Sweet taters and gravy."
The little fellow replied: "O no,

Uncle Ben,
better'n

I

knows

of

somefin dat's

dat."

Uncle Ben asked: "What is
The youngster answered
taters and possum and gravy."
:

waffles."

If you could participate in the banquets that we usually have at our annual meetings you could partake of the
most delicious dishes of honey candied
in cartons, comb honey, extracted honey, fruits preserved in honey, pickles
put up in honey-vinegar, honey-cake,
honey-jumbles, honey in pies, honeycandy, and honey prepared for the table
In staple articles
in dozens of ways.
of food and in nicktenoodles, tantaddles

and tarts and honey-cumpie victuals.
Both ends of the bee have always been
of singular interest to us, and this for
opposite reasons.
It is a double-ender
the friend, the other the foe
of man.
My quarters here at the Agricultural
College are in the home of Prof. Chas.
W. Bean. I am reminded of an incident that transpired when I was a boy
riding horseback through the AlleghI stopped over night
any mountains.
at the Bean settlement, which consisted
of two farms owned by Mr. Bean and
his son.
It was a long way between
settlements. When we came to the supper-table, there was a great stack of
hot, smoking buckwheat cakes that had
been cooked by the bare-footed daughter of the host, in front of an open fireplace, and the old man talked with the
greatest degree of gusto, telling me
about how he came and cleared away
the forest, and adventures he had with
the wild game, how he had improved
two farms, and that he now had an
abundance on his table including applebutter, peach-butter, plum-butter, pearbutter, cow-butter, and tree molasses,
Every
and honey.
buckwheat-cakes,
other minute he would lick out his
sharp-pointed tongue as an expression
of ecstasy which he anticipated in devouring those delicious dishes, especial-

—one end

ly

it?"

"Sweet

the

—

honey and hot-cakes. Read at
Washington State Bee-Keepers'

the

Convention.

bill

elers

that

and

Now if that little darkie had ever
tasted of granulated honey from one of
our cartons, he would have added:

honey."

of fare has spread to all travthe purest and best
region can produce.
Now, friends, let us organize right
here by the assistance of these rugged
farmers, the .professors and the hundreds of students of the agricultural
colleges of two grand States, the "Honey-Eater's League."
Honey is a scarcer and more wholesome article of diet than is butter, there-

the

no pre-

not produced in the

is

mind in a sound body.
The most inviting picture in Holy
Writ is in the words referring to the
Land of Canaan, of which it was said
it was the valley "flowing with milk and

finger

lord, you have an elegantly appointed
hostelry here, I and my party will make
a stay of a fortnight in town, we don't
want any cut rate, but we insist on your
decorating every table with the best
apples and honey on the market.
If

to see that

compounded by a druggist

laboratory of the Apis Mellitica.
Honey is both a preventive and a corrective of disease. It neutralizes acidity
of the stomach, conduces to nervous

mon
bowl to clean
gods from my musthe
lobby and to
Reed, I said "Land-

is

any honey that

At that the old man said: "Shut up,
you little black rascal; you'll make dis
!"
boss run away

who demand

this

it

-should

Convention
Proceed inds

should be more in demand and
command a higher price than

butter.
If all

of you will do as I did at
Grangeville, and as I do everywhere I
you can increase the demand of
honey until it will sell at 50 cents per
pound, providing the package bears the
brand of an apiarist who is of good
standing in the Washington Bee-Keepand Seattle honey
Association
ers'
will disappear from the market.
of pure
enforcement
By the vigorous
food laws, honey made by any creature
except the bee will be outlawed.

^?i'i*-r:^-ff--^

^..T^y'r^r'

Report of the Penns.ylvania

Convention

travel,

;

The fifth annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State Bee-Keepers' Association
was held at Harrisburg on October 29,
1907. The meeting was called to order
bv Prcs. H. C. Klinger, with prayer by

Wm.

A. Selscr.

The minutes of

the previous meeting
F. G. Fox, and

were read by Secretary

j ^j^v^^wf-x

i-

-

approved. The report of the secretary
It
was next presented and adopted.
showed that while the past season, in
fair
a
yet
poor
one,
general, was a very
to good crop of honey had been secured
This was
in some parts of the State.
particularly true where the bee-keepers
or
8-franie,
the
used hives larger than
bv stimulative feeding had kept the bees
backward
breeding through the cold,
spring, so that they were ready for the
honev-flow when it came.

:

:
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foul brood has again manifested itmany parts of the State, the urgent need of legislation to assist in its
control and final eradication was agam
brought home to the bee-keepers.
The secretary recommended that hereafter a fixed salary be paid to the secre-

As

self in

tary-treasurer for his services.

The membership has shown an encouraging growth, and the outlook of
the Association is very promising.
The treasurer's report was next presented, on motion was approved, and a
vote of thanks given him for the able
manner in which he had financeered the
Association.
Prof, burface,

.

chairman ot the
on the
work that the committee had done. A
CarMr.
by
presented
bill drawn up and
which,
son, was referred to a committee,

when

as

legislation, reported

committee on

they met, conferred with the legis-

lation committee that had been appointof the
ed, and the bill was reported out
hands of the committee at once. During
Legislathe
of
the rush of the last days
ture the bill was not called up, and with

other bills, was
Prof. Surface recommended
that we agree on a bill to be presented
He then read
to the next Legislature.
the following that had been presented,
and called for criticisms on the same

more than a hundred
laid asleep.

An Act
diseases
the suppression of contagious
bees in Pennsylvania by creating the
defane the
office of Inspector of Apiaries, to
and to appropriate money
duties thereof,

For

among

—

Sbction I. Be it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in General Assembly
met, and it is hereby enacted by the authority
of the same, That upon the recommendation
and nomination of a majority vote of the Pennsylvania State Bee-Keepers' Association, or by
the Economic Zoologist and the Secretary of
Agriculture, the Governor shall appoint for a
term of two years a State Inspector of Apiaries
who shall, if required, produce a certificate
from the Governor that He has been so apHe shall be subject to summary repointed.
moval for neglect or malfeasance in office,
on complaint of the Pennsylvania State BeeKeepers' Association, or of twenty persons who
are actual bee-keepers, his successor to serve
for the balance of his unexpired term.
Section 2. The inspector shall inspect bees
kept in the State of Pennsylvania, and when
notified in writing by the owner of an apiary,
or by any three disinterested taxpayers, examine all reported apiaries and all others in
the same locality not reported, and ascertain
whether or not the disease known as foul brood
or any other disease which is infectious or
contagious in its nature and injurious to honeybees in their egg, larval or adult stage, exists
in such apiaries, and if satisfied of the existence of any such disease he shall give the
owners or care-takers of the diseased apiaries
full instructions how to treat such cases as in

House

—

the inspector's

judgment seem

best.

—

Section 3. The inspector shall visit all
diseased apiaries a second time, and if need
be burn all colonies of bees that he may find
not cured of such disease and all honey and
appliances which would spread disease, without
recompense to the owner, lessee or agent
thereof.

—

Section 4. If the owner of any apiary,
honey or appliances wherein disease exists shall
barter or give away, or move without the
consent of the inspector, any diseased bees
(be they workers or queens) honey or appliances or expose other bees to the danger
of such disease, or fail to notify the inspector
sell,

of the existence of such disease, said owner
shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine of
not more than one hundred dollars, nor more
than two months' imprisonment.

—

Section 5. By the enforcement of the provisions of this act the State Inspector of
Apiaries shall have access, ingress and egress
to and from all apiaries or places where bees
are kept, and any person or persons who shall
resist, impede or hinder in any way the inspector of apiaries in the discharge of his duties under the provisions of this act, shall.

on conviction, be liable to a fine of not more
than one hundred dollars, or not more than
two months' imprisonment in the county jail.
All fines are to be turned into the State Treasury.
Section 6. After inspecting infected hives
or fixtures, or handling diseased bees, the inspector shall, before leaving the premises or
proceeding to any other apiary, thoroughly disinfect his person and clothing and tools and
implements used by him.
Section 7. It shall be the duty of any person in the State of Pennsylvania engaged in
rearing of queen-bees for sale to use. in mailing cages which have been boiled for at least
Any such persons engaged in
thirty minutes.
the rearing of queen-bees shall have his queenrearing apiary or apiaries inspected at least
twice during each summer season, and on the
existence of any disease which is infectious
or contageous in its nature and injurious to
bees in their egg, larval or adult stages, said
person shall at once cease to ship queen-bees
from such diseased apiary until the inspector
of apiaries shall declare the said apiary free
Any person violating the
from all disease.
provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
subject to a fine of not more than two hundred

—

—

dollars.

—

Section 8. The inspector of apiaries shall
make monthly reports to the Economic Zoologiving the number of apiaries visited,
number of diseased apiaries found, the
number of colonies treated, also the number
gist,

the

of colonies destroyed by fire, and the expense
incurred in the performance of his duty.
He
shall also keep a careful record of the localities where the diseases exist, but this record
shall not be published, but can be consulted

by any citizen interested.
Section g.- There is hereby appropriated out
of any moneys in the State Treasury a sum not
exceeding three thousand dollars per year for

—

the suppression of contagious diseases among
bees in Pennsylvania.
The inspector of apiaries shall receive four
dollars per day and traveling expenses for
actual time served, which sum shall not exceed the moneys hereby appropriated to be paid
by the State Treasurer upon warrants drawn
by the Auditor General, and sliall be authorized
to employ such temporary aid as he may need
at a salary of not more than three dollars per
day and expenses.
Section 10. .^.11 acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
Section ii. This act shall take effect imme-

—
—

diately.

On motion the report of the commitwas accepted with thanks, and the
committee continued.
Prof. Surface then spoke of the importance of the bee-keepers to urge upon
the legislators the necessity of such a
law when the next Legislature convened.
tee

Pres. Klinger then gave the annual address.
He told of the strides that beekeeping had been making. The loss
caused by foul brood is as destructive
to the bee-keepers as the San Jose scale
is

to the

fruit

industry.

Another suc-

cess was the securing of the meeting
of the National this year. Another thing
we stand for is good fellowship. The
people need to be educated to the value
of honey and the beneficial results of
bees as pollenizers.

The election was then held with the
Prof. H. C. Klinger,
following result
of Liverpool, re-elected president C. N.
Green, L E. Miller and George Rea were
elected vice-presidents
and A. F. Satterthwait, of Harrisburg, was elected
:

;

;

secretary-treasurer.

Evening Session.

The meeting was called to order by
Pres. Klinger. The committee on dues
reported that they deemed it advisable
that 25 cents of the dues of the local
association be allowed to remain with
them, and the remaining 75 cents be
turned over to the State and National
associations.
On motion the report was
adopted.
On motion it was decided that the sum

of $20 be paid to the secretary-treasurer as a compensation for his work.
It was voted to hold the next meeting in York, Pa., in October, 1907.
Bee-Sting Cure for Rheumatism.
Prof. Surface gave a very interesting
talk on the bee-sting cure for rheumatism, giving a method where by the use
of a hypodermic syringe the formic acid
could be injected under the skin, causing
no pain, and the rheumatism or lumbago would disappear in 48 hours. This
does not cure in every case but is a
cure in the greater majority of cases.
Pond's extract of witch hazel will relieve the swelling and pain of a beesting.

Mr. Reneker, who has had considerable experience with rheumatism and
bee-stings as a cure, stated that he had
received a severe stinging with the bees

and had been completely cured of rheumatism ever since. He has also been

immune

to the sting of the
result of the stinging fracas.

bee as a

Mr. France cautioned people who were
affected with scrofula to beware of beestings, for it is liable to prove fatal to
them in a few minutes. Prof. Surface
gave it as his personal opinion that a superabundance of bee-stings caused a
bloodless condition; that is, a lack or
insufficiency of red corpuscles with an
excess of white corpuscles. Mr. Holtermann found it advisable to keep some
strong stimulant at hand to be used in
case of severe stinging, when the heart
Spirits of ammonia was
is
affected.
suggested to be used in such cases. Pres.
Klinger cited an instant where his aged
father had been rheumatic and was
stung a number of times on the knee
while hiving a swarm, and had had
no rheumatism since. This was three
years ago.
motion decided that the executive
committee of this association be empowered to send a man to aid or assist in
the organization of local associations, as
they deemed best.

A

A

Second Day.
meeting was called to finish up some

things that had been left over from the
preceding day.
Pres. Klinger called it to order. The
committee on resolutions offered the fol-

lowing report, which was adopted
We, the members of the Pennsylvania State
Bee-Keepers' Association in convention assembled at Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 29, 1907, offer
the following resolutions:
Resolved. That we express the thanks of the
Pennsylvania State Bee-Keepers' Association to
Dr. N. C. Schaffer, Superintendent of Public
Instruction, for granting us free use of the
audience of his department for our meeting,
and also the use of the adjoining room for our
exhibitions.

Resolved, That we thank the Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. for granting
leave of absence to Dr. E. F. Phillips, Burton
N. Gates, and Franklin G. Fox, to attend our
convention.
Resolved, That we thank our retiring Secretary, Franklin G. Fox, for his untiring efforts
in behalf of the interest of our association.
Resolved, That we thank N. E. France, Geo.

W. York and K. F. Holtcrmann, for their presence and interest taken in our State meeting.
Resolved, That we recommend individual action by our members to increase the usefulness and membership of our State Association, and united action in supporting nominee,
Prof. H. A. Surface, for election as a member of the board of directors of our National
Bee-Keepers' Association.
Geo. H. Rea,
E. S. Hacker.
J. D. Hull,

Commitee.

The

subject of gathering crop reports

;
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was taken up and discussed. It was decided that we refer the subject of publishing statistics
secretary.

to

the

president

and

A

motion was made and carried that
the report of this year's meeting be incorporated with last year's report.
R. F. Holtermann was unanimously
elected a

member

of the Association.

Mr. Hilton, of Michigan, gave a very
interesting talk on foul brood legislation. He urged that every member write
to his representative when the bill is presented, and then its passage is secure.

A

motion was made and carried that

we extend our

hearty thanks to Pres.
H. C. Klinger for the time and money
he spent in behalf of legislation during
the past winter.

On

The annual convention

of the South-

eastern Minnesota and Western WisconBee-Keepers' Association will be
sin

held

the

in

Court House at Winona,

Minn., Feb. 26 and 27, 1908. Those interested are invited to be present.

OzRO
Winona, Minn.

S.

Holland,

Sec.

Western Honey-Producers' Convention.

wU

On Thursday, Feb. 6, 1908, there
be a morning and afternoon session of
the Western Honey-Producers' Association in

Science Hall Library Building,

papers.

Sioux City, Iowa.
Foul brood and the marketing of
honey will be the principal topics. There

motion the meeting adjourned.
Franklin G. Fox, Ex. -Sec.

kcepor..

Vice- Pres. George Rea suggested that
publish notes on this meeting in our

we

local

Minnesota-Wisconsin Convention

should be a large attendance of bee-

fornia College, and an experience in
California agricultural and horticultural
matters that is not possessed by any
one else, make him too valuable a man
to remove from the position he so well
fills.
The Professor has been a good
friend to the bee-keepers of this State.
His position as editor of the Pacific
Rural Press has allowed him to uphold
the bee and honey industry, and he has
not neglected any opportunity to do so.

Bees

Still

Shaded

at the University.

On

a former occasion I took the opportunity to mention the fact that the
bees of the University of California are
buried in dense shade.
few days ago
I was visiting the University grounds,
and I found the colonies in the same
spot.
The bees have to "sift" their way
through the foliage to get to their respective homes.
The location of the
apiary is in otherways a peculiar one.
It is on the bank of Strawberry creek,
right at the end of one of the main

A

—

streets that leads to Berkeley
in fact,
it is the most direct
from Oakland to
the University.
The colonies are just
inside the fence which comes very close
to the creek at this point. As few teams
come near this spot there is little danger of horses being stung.

,r?5^.
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By W. A. PRVAL. Alden

The Weather

in California.

So

far the coming year gives promise
of being a fruitful one, that is, if a
plentiful rainfall may be taken as an
indication.
The holidays were moist

under foot, with evidence of
water over head. The earth in

lots of
this por-

the State (Dec. 30) has been
rain-soaked to allow of extended cultivation. When the sun shines
the bee is on the wing, so that the
eucalypts, acacias and other nectar-secreting trees harbor a merry multitude
of happy workers.

The Cytisus in California.
All through December and, perhaps,
for a rnonth or two later, Cytisus proliferus is in bloom in Central California.
I have noted this plant heretofore
in these columns, but as its season of
infloresence is again here, I must mention the fact that the bees are working
on its blossoms with the same vim that
I

saw them display

last year.

The

tree

has only been in a flowering state on our
place

now

for the third time.
At this
writing (Dec. 30) the tree is white with
bloom. Our trees are 8 or 10 feet high
they look like giant clovers— hence the
name, "tree-clover," as they are often
called.
The plant is a native of the
Canary Islands. It is quite hardy in this
portion of the State, and, I should think,
it will make a splendid addition to the
bee-flora of the lower counties, where
it can be given a moist, sandy location.
The plant belongs, I believe, to the laburnum family. Prof. Bailey, in his Cy-

clopedia of Horticulture, gives the name
as I have above, but 1 find that the University of California and Prof. W. K.
Morrison (the latter in the Roots'
B
C of Bee Culture) adds aibiis, which
seems unnecessary, inasmuch as there is
only the white variety.

A

Our Fair Bee-Keepers.
Recently in casually looking over the
pages of the New Brunswick Magazine
for September, I noticed an article entitled, "Woman and the Bee."
Not having time to read it I laid the pubhcation
down, first looking, however, to see who
was the author of the article. I was
pleased to find that it was by the daughter of one of our largest honey - producers J. F. Mclntyre.
Miss Flora
Mclntyre was born and reared on a
Ventura-county apiary, and besides her
sire being a bee-expert, her mother and
grandfather were as well, the latter being the late R. Wilkin, a pioneer of the
lower counties of the early seventies.
The article is illustrated, and no doubt
very interesting.

—

Wickson's Worth Wins.
Some months ago I mentioned

The superstitious would likely say, "No
wonder they don't do better." But they
will, if

Station. Oakland,' Calif.

tion of

sufficiently

I am surprised that the Entomological
Department of the University does not
do something to find a better location
and build up a model apiary. I noted
that the number of colonies were 13.

Do

given a proper show.

Pleasures, like Bees, Carry
a Sting?

In a brief note I received a short
while ago from the "Sweet Singer of
Santa Clara Valley," Miss Marcella A.
Fitzgerald, was this beautiful sentence:
"The bees: well, like all pleasures, they
carry a sting."
Yes, I may add, to some who are
not over-indulgent, the sting never
pierces them, and how seldom is the
careful apiarist injured by the bee's
sting.
To get sweets we need not be
stung. Neither when we inhale the delightful fragrance of a rose need we
suflfer from the thorns that are everywhere about.
It would seem that the
Creator fortified nearly all the sweets
he gave us with a sting or thorn of
some sort; and he gave us instinct to
be wary of the evil that lay in our way.
Perhaps it would be uncharitable to say
it
is
the fools that "run up against"
the stings, yet such seems to be the case.
And many of us are foolish, or do foolish things, at times.

Winter's Wintery
that

This heading

Winds Withering.

lege of the University of California, was
to be succeeded as dean by an Eastern
man. At the time I expressed a hope
that the change would not be made.
As nothing has been done to oust the

on heavily that I
the better emphasize the necessity
of having snug quarters for the bees
during winter. While it is true the California bee-keeper has none of the wintering problems of his Eastern brothers
to contend with, still, it is necessary
to see that bees are protected from the

professor, it is likely nothing will be,
for over 30 years of service at the Cali-

rain and winds even in this State. The
two main things to guard against are

there

was

a

rumor

afloat that Prof. E. J.

Wickson, Dean of the Agricultural Col-

is laid

may

—
January,

ig
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(l) leaky roofs, and (2) too much enHave covers fit snugly—
trance space.
they extend over the edges of the
around all the better.
all
inch
an
hives
Then there should be no cracks, or knots
leak through. If you
may
water
where
can't procure whole, sound cover-boards,
to cover the enpaper
roofing
tin
or
use
the board or
of
surface
tire upper
boards.
Contract entrances to a half inch or
An inch will
less for weak colonies.
be sufficient for the stronger colonies
the colonies
when
February,
until say in
growing stronger naturally.
will
be
are sufcolonies
weak
all
Then sec that
ficiently provisioned during the winter to
feed
Better
starving.
keep them from
late in the evening so as to foil the
to
rob.
ready
bees that are always

not be considered sufficiently extenuating to prevent a jury from bringwill

if

Danger

of Glass with

bill

against the culprit.

The Bees that "Make" the Honey.

A

correspondent of Green's Fruitthe readers of the May
of that paper "that it is the female honey-bee which makes the honey,
and that all others arc not honey-makers," and the editor gives the statement

Grower informs
issue

she
ony.

after-fixing to

make

be, glass is too
At any rate,

humanity and the

salable

;

or,

may-

expensive to be so used.

beekeeper's pocket-book are the gainers.

of the dandelion as a honey-plant; they
also claim that it is good for food for
They did not put it
beast.
just that way, but, in plain English,

man and

what

it

amounts

to.

Yes, I heard that dandelion greens
are good to eat, and that it is also a
good spring medicine but I never heard
Still,
that it was a butter-producer.
why shouldn't it be such? If the stems
so
are broken the "milk" will flow,
where there's milk there must be but-

Here

in

California,

on bees, Mr. Green.
for fruit, and honey and
for your table.

up

good
good

'Beedoiiv.^ -^
'Boiled Dowiv^!
Somewhat Mixed, Isn't It?
Here's an astounding piece of information given in Australian Bee-Bulletin:

"The average amount of honey taken
from a British hive is 50 pounds, double
American average. The record 'take'
from any hive was 1000 pounds from a

iuuiid
on, and
I

colony of Cyprians."

Hiving Bees

in a "Jiffy."

"A

learned orthodox writer in a blase
Eastern bee-paper recently spoke about
the necessity of hiving bees in a jiffy.
I have searched all the catalogs diligently, but
can find no mention of, nor
price fixed on

I

'jiffies.'

am

experiment-

ing and spending money on all the Eastern plans and appliances, and would be
willing to try this method if I could
only learn what supply house is offering
the article for sale." Jno R. Ragle, in

we have no

use for the dandelion; it is a weed to be
get
to
It is a pest hard
abhorred.
rid of.

we have

And here I would
another pest that is hard to get rid
say that

of,

and that is a certain morning ^glory
that grows, and grows, and won't "vamose the ranch" once it gets ever so small
run deep and
Its roots
a foothold.
Cultievery which way in the earth.
vating the land only spreads the pest.
has yet
I have never met any one who
rid a piece of land of the morning glory
when once it has started to grow. Aside
from being a honey-secreter of some
merit, and also furnishing an everlasting supply of green feed for cattle, it

has no redeeming qualities, and these

I

liad to give

them more

later

were the best colony I
got 40 to 50 pounds more
honey from them than from any other
colony."
ever had.

they
I

Melting Honey in Cans.

the

"In regard to liquefying honey in 60Ib. cans, I would say that, after putting
the can in the water, you must remove
the cap and press the top of the can
down to the honey by striking the top
of the can with the palm of the hand,
thus forcing the air out
then put on
the cap and screw down tight; leave in
the water until it is all liquefied, then
remove and let it stand until cold be;

fore removing the cap, and you will
have no over-flow, no burst cans, no
foam, and no loss of aroma." Elias
Fox, in Gleanings.

American Bee-Keeper.

I

Hunting Bees in Texas.
hunt bees for recreation and to save

swarms

Likes "Forty Years Among the Bees."
"I have recently read Dr. Miller's 40year book, and I wish the young fellow
would hurry and write two or three
more, as this one is entirely too short;
or perhaps it is so interesting that one
reaches the end too soon. Well, I shall
read it over again, anyway, and more
slowly

next time."

;

ter!

Study

are
fruit are

—

Dandelions and Morning Glories.
The editors of Gleanings in Bee Culture have blown a loud blast in favor

that's

the only true female in the col-

is

They

Honey.

Sacking comb-honey in a Sackett
wrapper may be a good thing for the
sellers of Eastern honey, and it is surely
an appropriate name. It is neat, clean
and serviceable, to say the least. I never
did believe glass should be used about a
honey-section. The danger of the glass
being broken and particles of it adhering
to the comb, and later finding their way
into the consumer's stomach, is too seriI don't
ous a matter to be tolerated.
know how many deaths in the East may
have resulted from such accidents, but
I am confident there were none in California, for the simple fact that here no
one glasses honey-sections. Perhaps it
is for the reason that our honey is so
nice that it does not need any fancy
it

ing in a true

a prominent position, without comment.
"All others are not honey-makers." Did

you ever? A colony of bees, as every
one. knows, consists of a queen, some
drones, and an army of undeveloped females, commonly called workers and
sometimes referred to as neuters. At
that rate the queen "makes honey," as

—Jno.

R.

Ragle,

in

American Bee-Keeper.
This book is sent postpaid for $1.00;
or with the American Bee Journal one
Send all orders
year both for $1.25.

—

to this office.

Successful Breeding in the Cellar.
In The Canadian Bee Journal, Mr.
Grosjean says this:
"I had one very light colony. There
were not more than 3 or 4 pounds of
honey in the hive when I took them inIt was very full of bees,
did not like to disturb them in
I could not find any frame
the cellar.
but what was covered with bees, so I
took them and fed them about 15 pounds
It was buckwheat
of one-third sugar.
honey.
I
made it warm and took it
down the cellar and fed them. I looked
at them a day or so afterwards and they

to the cellar.

and

were

I

quiet.

that should

Then

I

do then

made up my mind
till

the spring, but

that would starve if left in the
and take a chance on the possible
and I have driven into the country
in the fall and brought home swarms
where others had cut the trees, robbed
the bees of their honey, and left them
to perish.
Two years ago I wintered
ten swarms that I took from trees,
mostly of my own finding. My method
tree

profit,

is

this:

I have a box made of thin boards, 17
inches long, 11 inches wide and 6 inches
deep, with 3 very thin boards 5 inches
wide, slipped inside between thin cleats
tacked inside the ends (wooden combs
or dummies), for the bees to cluster
on, with half-inch space at bottom and
top, so as not to crush the bees and allow
them free passage. The cover is thin
boards with half-inch cleats on each
side to slip down over the top of the
bo.x, with four i%-inch holes, one near
each corner, with wire screen tacked orv
under one side to give plenty of air,
cover fastened on with a wire hook and
a screw-eye
t each
end, and a strap
firmly nailed across the top for a handle
to carry it by.
Then I bot;e a iV4-inch
hole in the center of one side at th,e
bottom, and this is closed with a little
sliding gate that also has a i^/4-inch
hole in, covered with wire screen. This
box, by taking the three division-boards
out of the cleats and laying them in one
;

—

;

—

:

:
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side of the box, makes room for a
whisk-broom, smoker, and honey-knife;
and when thus packed I shp it under
the buggy-seat with my ax and hunting-box, and set a hird-can with the
cover on, in front of t)ic seat, and hitch
up my team, and away I go to some

place favorable for bees; and, after getting permission from the land-owner, I
usually put my team in his barn and
feed them, and away I go with hunting-box to attract the bees so I can
trace them
and when I find the tree
I return to the buggy and get my outfit and cut the tree by
falling it on to
some small tree to break the force
blow a little smoke in at the entrance
;

and chop

in two cuts and split ofT one
I
set my box on the log,
and proceed to take out the
combs and brush the bees in front of
the entrance (always making sure to
and in they go. I
get the queen in)
cut the honey out and put it in the can
and put the empty combs- and brood on
top of it and put on the cover and wait
an hour or so for the flying bees to get

side
close
;

then

it,

;

the box.

in

When

I get home I fit up a hive with
cut out some of the old combs,
and insert the brood in the combs, jar
the box down on the ground, which
loosens the bees from the cover which
I remove, and dump the bees in front
of the hive, and in they go.

honey,

I have eight swarms thus taken last
fall
(the last one Nov. 28)
all
are
apparently in fine condition and perfectly contented.
Out of the eight, only
three had enough honey to have wintered them.
I have had but one man
refuse to let me cut a tree, for I usually divide the honey with the owner of
;

the land.

enjoy hunting any and all kinds of
game; but there is a fascination about
bee-hunting that I find in no other kind.
I

watch them as they cautiously
approach the box
then, after
themselves, watch the zigzag circles they describe before they make
straight away.
Elias Fox, of Wisconsin, in Gleanings in Bee Culture.
I like to

at first

;

filling

Is

Honey

a Luxury?

This question possibly involves the
question why so little honey enters into
the menu of our everyday life.
have
grown into the habit of treating it as
a luxury rather than one of the necessities.
have entirely forgotten that
it is both food and medicine, and that
the little ones who eat honey every day
have less craving for those sweets which
are injurious to their health, and that
they are less liable to the ailments so
incident to the lives of children; that
the visits of the family physician are

We

We

few and far between in the families
where honey enters into the every day
diet.

Our grandmothers understood that
cakes sweetened with honey remained
moist and were palatable for a long
time after those sweetened with sugar
were too stale to be eaten. The reason
for this is that honey has a wonderful
affinity for moisture, and that instead
of drying out and becoming worthless
they grow more moist vith age. C. M.,
in Rural Californian.

—

Varieties of

Some

Wild Bees.

people think there are only two
or three kinds of bees the honey-bee,
the bumble bee and possibly one kind
of smaller wild bee. So far is this from
being true, that no less than 1878 different species of wild bees have been
described from North America that is,
including all the country north of Panama, up to the present day. When we
come to study the habits and structures of all these bees, it is possible to
understand why they are so numerous

—

;

in kinds.

The pollen of flowers has to be carried by insects; that of one flower to
other flowers of the same sort in order
to bring about the fertilization and production of seed. Of all the inseci: carriers the bees are the most important.
They visit the flowers for nectar and
pollen, to store up in nests for their
young, and when so doing they carry
the dust-like pollen from flower to flower, leaving a little of that previously
gathered each time they alight upon a
blossom.
Now suppose all bees visited
indiscriminately every sort of flower, it
would continually happen that the pollen of one species of plant would be left
on the flower of a quite different species,
where it would be altogether useless.
It is desirable, therefore, that each kind
of bee should visit one particular kind'
of plant, or at least should prefer certain kinds. This we find to be more or
less the case, and there are many bees
that never visit more than one sort of
flower.

The number

of different kinds of flowvery great, and consequently it is
surprising to find that there are
many sorts of bees. In numerous instances we find the mouth-part of the
bees exactly suited to the kind of flowers they visit.
Thus certain kinds with
very long tongues can suck the nectar
from long, tubular flowers, such as the
yellow-flowered currant, while others
with short tongues can make use of
shallow flowers.
It is the case of the
fox and stork over again.
Although the described North American bees are so numerous, it is practically certain that we do not know half
of those existing.
Indeed, it is not impossible that the North American continent, with the West Indies, possesses
as many as 5000 species. In New Mexico, up to today, 508 species have been
found, and of those I have been able
to describe 315 as new.
The discovery
and description of new species is, however, only the beginning of the work.
Rural Californian.
ers

is

not

Breeding from Best HoneyGatherers.

Dr

C. C. Miller says this in Gleanin Bee Culture
"It may be remembered that for several years I had been breeding from
queens whose colonies gave largest
crops, with least inclination to swarming, regardless of color, my bees being hybrids with Italian blood predominating, but with evil tempers, and that
last year I got 10 Italian queens with
the expectation on the part of a certain editor, as also a strong desire on
my part, that the best of the 10 would
turn out to be equal to the best of my

ings

hybrids.

which

The

past season was not one
a big yield from any
clover blooming freely but
at least till late in the seamuch then- but later on
flow of white honey from
allowing a fair chance for

allowed

colony, white
not yielding
son, and not
1
had a fair
other plants,

—

comparison.

—

The

Italians

seemed

in

the lead at building up strong, and I
think they held that lead throughout the
season.
But they didn't seem to take
hold at storing with the same vim as
the hybrids.
No. 34 was the best of
the Italians, and it produced 96 sections.
The best of the hybrids was No. 211,
which produced 168 sections, or 75 percent more than the best Italian. I don't
think that shows that Italians in their
purity are poor, but that persistent selection for years in breeding from best
honey-gatherers without regard to color
has materially increased the yield of my
hybrids.
The question is whether I
might not have done as well to have
adhered rigidly to the pure bloods. At

any rate, if I had it to do over again I
think that's what I should do. Another
question which immediately confronts
me and I'd give a good deal for the
Shall I give up
right answer
is this:
the fruit of years of selection, and start
in afresh with pure blood, or hold on
to my big yields and live among hornets?"
Editor Root comments on the foregoing as follows

—

—

"Better keep on breeding those 'horIf there is a diiiference of 75 percent between them
and the gentler
strains of Italians, you can well afford
to wear a veil and wear bee-gloves, because the mere matter of stings can
not compare with one of dollars; and,
nets.'

enough armor
no great inconvenience, and on the other hand he
has the comfortable assurance that no
mischievous boys or petty thieves would
meddle with the hives.
"At one of our outyards, when we
had been having some trouble from
after all, one can put on
so that he would suffer

meddlers, we put a very cross colony at
We
the front entrance of the yard.
afterward learned that some boys concluded they would help themselves to
some honey. They 'tackled' this parcolony because it was right
ticular
handy.
An eye witness described the
events that followed as something really
funny.
The boys ran only because
they couldn't fly.
Of course the one
season should not be regarded as a
final
test between those hybrids and
Italians.
We hope Doctor, you can continue experimenting for several years,
In the meantime we are of
at least.
the opinion with yourself that, if you
had devoted the same time and thought
on a pure strain of Italians, you would
have secured practically the same results so far as honey is concerned. Mr.
Alexander believes that he has pure
stock that will equal any hybrids, besides their being

much more

pleasant to

handle."

Apiarian Pictures

We

would be glad to have those who
can do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
of interest along the line of bee-keeping.
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your case

it

may

at least 5 or 6.
2 miles, you

'%dor

help from outside to fertilize your blossoms, and it may pay richly in the matter of better fruit crops for you to buy a
larger amount of bees even if they all
die the first winter.
For any sort of success with bees, it
will pay well to spend a dollar or so for
a good book on the subject, and the
small amount of 50 cents for the .American Bee Journal will also be a wise investment.

Niller^s

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Jotirnal, or
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Swarming

Brood-

the

in

Chamber.
Suppose

1.

ony

A

swarming time

in

swarmed

once.

Two

my

or 3

colclays

B swarms

also. While
hanging on the
tree I go to A and cut out all queencells, insert 2 fresh, empty combs in
the center of hive, and then get the
swarm on the tree and put it into A.

afterwards colony
this

Will

B swarm

it

work

is

still

right,

all

or

will

they

swarm out again?
2. Will it
work better if A has
swarmed twice or even three times, or
does it make no difference? My idea is
to keep down increase and at the same
time put A to work in the super. Of
course I should treat B the same way
if I had a swarm from C, and so on.
3. What do you think of putting secdown into the brood-chamber, say
perhaps 2 framefuls on each side?

tions

New York.
Answers. i. I don't know. I think it
would work sometimes and sometimes

—

not.
2. I think it will make a decided difference, whether a second swarm issues from
or not. If you hive swarm
of B in it a week or more after the
prime swarm issues from A, there will
be less danger of swarming out than
only 2 or 3 days after.
3. The plan is not used as much as

A

formerly,

if

you

indeed

it

is

now used

at

the sections below
to be finished, you are likely to have
pollen in them, and also to have the cappings darkened.
When sections have
been put below it has generally been
merely to get the bees started in them
and then to put them up.
But it is
hardly advisable to put them below at
all.

If

leave

all.

Sweet

Clover

— Keeping

Bees

on

Shares.
I

see

you

have

sweet clover, and
tell me about

you

1.

What

2.

How

experimented
I

would

like to

with
have

it.

are the objections to it?
would it do to put it on poor,

bare spots in a pasture?

Would the stock keep
down till it would not spread?
3.

it

eaten

Forty miles southwest of Springfield, 111., I have 60 acres of apple-trees
just coming into bearing, and I think
of starting some bees.
.As I farm by
pro.xy what should I do for a start, and
how can my man learn what to do?
I
shall give him half the surplus honey
to pay him for the care of them.
All I
4.

to

Some Prime

know

is

what

I

would

like

to

have the

I
bees to pollinate the fruit-blossoms.
don't know how many, what kind, when,
or anything about what I should have.
There are bees about 2 miles from my
place, but I believe they have too many
blooms to the bee.
Illinois.

—

Answers. i. The objection to sweet
clover is the same as to red clover or
any other plant that may be in a place
where it is not wanted. On the roadside, where wheels carry the seed along,
it will spread many a rod in a few years,
but in a field it will spread very slowly,
and it is perhaps no harder to kill out
than red clover. Many value it as pasturage for horses and cows, or for hay.
Perhaps it would not be a bad answer
to your question to say there is no objection to it, for the objection given may
also be made to any of the clovers or
grasses.
2. It will do all
right
only if the
pasture be poor, forcing stock to eat it
down too close, the young sweet clover
plants may be killed out.
3. I'm not sure what you mean by that
question. If you mean, would the stock
keep it eaten down so that it would not
spread as much as you desire, so as
to have the bare places filled up. I
would say that unless pastured down
quite close the first year, the likelihood
is that there would always be enough
blossoms and seed left to keep the
;

ground seeded down fairly well. For
you will understand that it needs constant reseeding, being a biennial, coming from the seed the first year, blooming the second year, and dying root and
branch the following winter.
If you mean to ask whether the cattle would keep it eaten down enough to
keep it from spreading on adjacent
ground where not wanted, the probability is that the cattle would make no difference, unless they should be able to
kill it down altogether.
But as already
said, it is not a rapid spreader in fields.
4.

The

easiest

way

make

to

a

start

would be to buy 2 or 3 colonies of bees
from some one near by, so as to avoid
charges, and if you can not do that to
buy nuclei or full colonies from some
one farther away.
If you have to send away, get Italians; if you can get them near by, you
needn't be so particular
get any kind
you can, and you can change the breed
;

afterward.
I said get 2 or 3 colonies.
That's the
stereotyped advice for a beginner begin
on a small scale, and any mistake you
make will not be very expensive. In
;

Essentials in Bee-Keep-

ing.
your opinion as to wheththe matter in that article on page
724 copied from the Dallas News is enI

— Sections

be better advice to say
For if no bees are within
can count on very little

would

like

er

tirely

Kentucky.

reliable.

Answer.

—When

read the arto which you refer, I made the
mental comment that Mr. Robinson had
not only written a very readable article,
I

first

ticle

but that

more

it

was

so than a

also quite reliable, much
good deal of the matter

publications
in
published about bees
other than bee-papers. Now that I have
read it over again I see no reason to
change my view in general only that
for the sake of strict exactness some
little items might be changed, although
for the sake of brevity Mr. Robinson
may not have thought it worth while to
be so very exact.
Mr. R. says the dovetail hive "is
made of such dimensions as to contain
8 or 10 frames, known as the Hoffman
That is strictly
self-spacing frame."
true.
It would have been equally true
if,
instead of saying Hofifman frames
he had said Miller, or Langstroth, or
any other frames I7%x9% outside
measure. The trouble is that as Mr. R.
has expressed it, some may suppose that
only Hofifman frames are used in dove;

While the Hofifman frame is
largely used in dovetail hives, there are
many using dovetail hives who could
not be induced to use the Hoffman

tail hives.

frame.
If one desires to be very critical, one
might take exception to the statement
that in a frame of comb "there are 25
cells

to

the

square

Of course
less than 25
drone-comb, and

inch."

Mr. R. knows there are
cells

to

the

inch

in

even with worker-comb there is variation.
Worker foundation has not always been made with cells of the same
size and where bees build worker-comb
foundation there may be less
cells to the square inch, or
be more.
If a rule be laid upon a worker-comb,
without being very exact one will be
likely to say there are 5 cells to the
It must be remembered,
linear inch.
however, that 5 cells to the linear inch
does not mean 25 cells to the square
That would be correct if the cells
inch.
were square, but into the same space
there can be got more hexagonal cells
Cheshire, Vol. i,
than square ones.
page 176, gives it as 28 13-1S to each
square inch.
Now comes a rather serious error,

w-ithout

than

25

there

may

evidently from carelessness in making
Mr. R. says
the wrong figure.
"A
frame contains 136 square inches of surface, and as there are 25 cells to the
:
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square inch, you have 2400 cells to the
frame.''
Of course that "2400" sliould
be "3400," and insead of 48,000 cells for
10 frames there would be 68,000, all on
the basis of 25 cells to the square inch.
If, instead of 25, we figure on 28 13-IS
cells to the square inch, we will have
78,517 cells, instead of 68,000, in the 10

combs

a difference.
—quite
however,

It is quite
that the smaller number may be nearer the truth, for good
bees may not be satisfied, if left to themselves, to build cells as small as s to
the linear inch.

possible,

Hybrid Bees and

Italians.

I see that you and Miss Wilson still
insist that hybrids are the best honeygatherers.
Yours must be different
from any I ever get.
This year was a poor one. June 10
I had 75 colonies all in poor condition,
some with brood half dead, chilled, and
starved.
Sixty colonies are pure Italian and IS are hybrids, first cross, as

keep mismated queens only one j'ear,
never allowing them to swarm or supersede.
I keep pure drones.
The hybrids
I run for e.xtracted honey and Italians
for comb.
The result was, the hybrids
stored from 25 to 60 pounds extracted
honey being supplied with empty combs;
the Italians stored from 40 to 96 pounds
of comb honey and gave 15 percent increase.
From those 15 hybrid colonies
I got more stings in one day than from
the 60 Italians all summer.
In 1903,
I

1904,
lieve

1905, I had a queen that I bewas equal to Root's famous Red

Clover queen. This is a poor locality,
yet she gave me over 500 pounds of
surplus honey in those 3 seasons. I also got 10 daughters from her.
Seven
were mismated. All proved poor honeygatherers.
The 3 purely mated were
fair but
nothing compared to their
mother.
I had another queen those 3
years that did not give one ounce of
surplus, and 2 falls I had to feed her
colony.
I
got 3 daughters from her.
AH mated pure, and, strange to say,
they are the ones that produced 96
pounds this year. So you see as long
as my neighbors keep black and hybrid
bees I can't accomplish much by breeding from best stock. With me the first
cross will degenerate 40 percent, as
honey-gatherers; and blacks never give

any surplus here.
I
had a colony of hybrids that annoyed me so this fall that I killed the
queen and gave them an Italian in a
cage, letting cork be over the candy
3
days.

On

releasing her they killed her.

I removed all their brood and gave them
another queen, leaving the cork over
candy 2 days. They killed her. I pounded them up then till they gorged themselves with honey, shook them in front
of the hive, and let another queen run
in with them.
I
found her dead the
next day. I looked for some brimstone
then, but failing to find any I set them
on top of the strongest colony in the
yard, hoping to see them strengthened,

but not a bee killed.

New

Jersey.

Answer.-— Please allow me to say
that you misunderstand my position, in
which you are not alone.
Instead of
saying that hybrids are better than pure

Italians, I have in general advised pure
Italians.
One prominent writer across
the water, for whom I have great respect, hints at inconsistency on my part
for advising pure Italians while myself
keeping hybrids.
As a fundamental starting point, let
me say that all Italians are not alike.
Some are better than others. The same
is true of blacks and hybrids.
Another
thing commonly accepted as true is that
introduction of fresh blood is likely to
give new vigor. So when Italian blood
is introduced into an apiary of blacks,
the introduction of the fresh blood is
an advantage, without reference to the
question of whether Italian or black
blood will secure hybrids that will be
a great improvement on his blacks. Indeed, in many cases the hybrids are
found to be better than either black or

Italian blood in its purity, just because

of the fresh cross.

But now comes in an item not so
generally

recognized as it should be,
is, that a cross of Italian and
black blood is not so reliable to perpetuate its characteristics as the pure
strain of either kind.
With the pure
strain you are likely to have offspring
of the same kind as the parents, while
with the cross, things seem to be split
up and go in all sorts of directions.
I'm not sure that I have put these
things in language scientifically correct,
for I'm not a scientist but only a common bee-keeper, but I think my statements are not far out of the waj'.
So much for theory now let me turn
to practise, and say what I have done.
Some time ago I began keeping close
tally of the amount of honey secured
each year from each colony, and I can,
at the present moment, by referring to
the records, tell what any particular
colony has done for a number of years
past.
At the same time I began breeding from the colonies giving best yields,
paying little attention to the matter of
color.
As a result I have today bees
that are hustlers at honey-gathering, although there is some black blood in
them, and the past season these hybrids,
in competition with pure Italians that
were considered choice stock, showed
themselves superior by the fact that the
best colony of hybrids stored 75 percent
more honey than the best colony of

and that

;

Mr.

results by

He

con-

stantly brings in fresh Italian blood
of pure stock, allowing the young queens
he rears to be fertilized by his hybrid
drones.
But you see that is quite a
different
course
from
continuously

breeding from hybrid parents on both
sides.
Indeed, if he rears his young
queens always from pure mothers, will
he not be constantly approximating pure
stock, while at the same time having
always the advantage of the introduction of fresh blood?

Now let us see how it is with your
You find that the pure-bloods
surpass the hybrids.
Nothing unusual
about that.
Indeed, I think it is the
general rule.
The fact that carefully
selected hybrids may be better
than
pure-bloods not so carefully selected by
no means conflicts with the possibility
that hybrids in general are inferior to
pure-bloods; and so there is no inconsistency in my advising to breed for
pure blood, nor indeed
my following
bees.

m

my own

advice.

Your experience

in
not to

so determined
while not common,

having a colony
accept

a

very

is

queen,
trying.

Sometimes you may brmg such a colonv
to terms by moving it to a new stand
so

it

will

lose

its

field-force

by their

uniting with other colonies.

Oil-Cloth for Winter Hive-Protection.
I am trying to winter my bees on the summer

stands, and have pasted oil-cloth on ail
and the top of the hives, except an opening on the front side.
Will this offer enough
protection for southern Kansas?
Subscriber.
Answer. Likely it will; especially if buildinRs or timber break the winds from the presides

A

—

vailing direction.

Moving Bees

Northern Michigan.

to

Will you advise me in regard to moving bees
far north as Ontonagon County, Michigan ?
Will they stand the cold climate there? and
would they produce honey enough to pay to
take them there?
Are bees kept as far north
as the above?
Michigan.
as

Answer.
ther

— Oh

north

than

yes,

bees have succeeded farThe only question is

that.

find a place where there is good pasturage.
There are places in northern Michigan that
are counted extra good because of the acres
to

of raspberries or fireweed.

Caucasians

pure Italians.

Does this prove that hybrids are superior to pure Italians?
By no means.
It does prove that years of care in selecting has given me some very energetic hybrids, but the question remains
whether I might not have had still better results if I had all through those
years held to the pure blood.
With
pure-bloods I feel pretty sure I would
have had better temper, for some of
my hybrids are exceedingly vicious. And
the likelihood is that my mixed blood
will more easily go wrong in its posterity than would pure-bloods.
Frankly, I am very much afraid I
have made a mistake in not sticking to
pure blood, and if I had it to do over
again I think I would be careful to keep
out black blood, unless I could have,
as they seem to have in Switzerland,
blacks that are better than Italians, and
in that case I would stick to the black
blood.

Crane gets good

E.

J.

pursuing a different course.

vs. Italians as

Honey-

Gatherers.
the Caucasian bees as good honey-gatherers as the Italians?
Are they more gentle
-Are

handle?
A Subscriber.
.'\nswer.
Reports as to the character of
Caucasians are very contradictory.
There is
probably no question that at least some of
thcra are the very gentlest bees known; but
some others are reported as no better-natured
than Italians.
As to their gathering qualities,
reports, on the whole, hardly place them as
equal to Italians.
to

—

Points in Judging Comb Honey.
What are the points considered in judging

comb honey?

Are they only taste and color?
Should a section of honey with section all
white and clean, evenly capped, built out well
in the corners, and clear honey, be turned
down for one daubed with bee-glue on the
section, and unevenly capped, for a small difference in flavor?
The question is: Is it
only flavor, and how strong is the point of
flavor?

ItUNOis.

ANSWER.-7I don't know how to answer from
the standpoint of a judge, as I never did any
professional judging, but I may say that for

my own

use,

if

I

were

buying

honey,

the
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of tlie honey inside the comb would
outweigh everything else. Even if the capping
were all black with travel-stain, I wouldn't
mind that if the honey itself were all right.
But I can't judge honey that way when I'm
putting it up for the market.
The whiteness and beauty of the outside seem to be the
chief things for the market.
Perhaps the editor, who has had experience as a judge at the
Illinois State I'air will tell us something about
it.
[Appearance, uniformity of capping, etc.,
are considered as well as flavor.
Perhaps Mr.
N. E. France will give us something on this.
quality

—

— Editor.]

Hauling Bees Before Cellaring

move

the old hive to the otlier side, and then
2 weeks later still (3 weeks after hiving the
swarm) to cut up the old hive, add its bees
to thi" swarm, and melt up tiie old combs.
If it be desired to have increase, then leave
the old hive on its own stand, set the swarm
on the new stand, an<l 3 weelA later cut up
the old hive and brush the bees into a new
hive with frames filled with foundation.
The point is that by leaving the combs
undisturbed in the old hive for 3 weeks all
the worker-brood will be hatched out, so there
will be no loss of brood.
Of course, if you
are anxious to save any of the old combs that
are straight enough for that purpose, you can
fit
them into frames at the time you cut up
the old hive.

Them.
Would bees winter well after being hauled
about one mile to be cellared, all other conditions being favorable?
I can not find an answer to this question in any of my text-books
(of which I have 3). as bees moved home from
out-yards are moved a sufficient distance so that
they may be allowed a flight, and then put in
the cellar without any disturbance, as may
also those whose summer stands are close to
winter quarters.
Maine.

Answer.— What

little

experience

I

have had

in this direction has been unfavorable, but
others have reported moving bees one or several miles, putting them directly into the cellar
without any flight, and no bad results followed.

Doubling an Apiary and Securing
Honey.
have 41 colonies of bees.
Can I make 80
colonies next year, and secure much of a
honey crop for 1908?
Kentucky.
I

Answer.

— That

depends.

In a poor
with a poor location, you can't make it.

good year, in a
to

make

it

fairly
easily.

year,
In a

Sulphur Cure for Bee-Paralysis.
Last summer I had one colony of bees that
became affected with paralysis. The symptoms
of this disease were so plainly marked that
there could be no mistaking it for some other
disease.

occurred to me that I had read in some
bee-paper that
Mr. Poppleton claimed that
sprinkling the combs of bees thus affected,
with pulverized sulphur, would cure the disIt

ease.
tried to look the matter up, but failed to
anything in the bee-papers to support
my recollections. However. I tried the sulphur treatment as I remembered it, and to
ray great surprise, the disease disappeared in a
short time.
Was this the result of the treatI

find

Answer.— In

the

its

North— at

—

length?
California.
least

as

far

north as northern Illinois the disease is pretty
certain to disappear of itself in a short time;
and so whatever means were last used -before
the disappearance is likely to get the credit
for the cure.
Indeed, the disease is of so little importance that it is not worth while to
consider it very seriously.
In the
South,
however, it is a very different matter, and I
should suppose that in California you would
have it more as it appears in Florida than as
It appears in Illinois, and that it is not likely
to disappear of itself.
On that ground my
guess would be that the sulphur had somethmg to do with its departure.

What

in

Canada.

the difference between the standard size frame of the British Bee-Keepers'
Association and the one in use here the
Ivangstroth frame?
2. What
is
the best method to adopt in
transferring bees from a jumblc-up, crossway,
and every other way box. into a movable1.

is

—

frame hive?

— Bait-Sections,

Pennsylvania.

in 1899.

Answers.
value,

—

1.

they

While these old bees are of litstill
have some value, and

We

that value may as well be utilized.
are
told that a worker in the busy season lives to
be about 6 weeks old.
Now suppose we have
some bees that are 4 or 5 weeks old.
They
have yet a week or two to live, and thcv are
good as field-bees for that length of "time;
so if given to other colonies they will finish
up their lives in a useful way, doing more
good than if you try to tinker up the colony
with a young queen.
To be sure, you might
give a queen, toeether with brood, and enough
young bees to make a fair colony, but these
old
bees
are
exceedingly loth to accept a
queen, and you'll be likely to lose her.
Better break up the colony, and then start a new

one elsewhere.
2. Not until your question
has called my
attention to it have I ever noticed how misleading is that sentence, "The best of these
emptied 'feeders* furnish 'baits* for the following season." I don't wonder at your asking the question, for it sounds as if only
a few were good enough for baits.
The fact
is
that
nearly all are so used, only those
being rejected that are objectionable for any
reason, such as being built crooked or being
darkened.
But those rejected are very few.
It does me much good to Know that you find
"Forty Years Among the Bees" so useful.
^

—

Supers and Sections Queen-Rearing
Book.
1.
Do you consider the Ferguson super adin a Western catalog worth introducing on a large scale?
2. is the 4x5 section, in your opinion, bound
to stay?
Would you change from a 4l4 outfit to the 4x5 ?
3. Do you prefer bee-way sections to plain,

vertised

and why?
4. A few days ago

Transferring Bees.
recently hmit-ln ,1 colonies of bees in homemade box-hivLS. and wish to have the bees
transferred into up-to-date, modern hives, but
<io not know the inside dimensions of hives
I

mostly used

ony

In "Forty Years Among the Bees," you
say a colony of laying workers should be
broken up and the combs distributed among
other colonies, and that the bees are old and
of little value.
1. In what way would it be doin" any good
to give a good colony one of those combs of
worthless bees and drone-brood.''
2. In another place you say that after the
feeder sections have been cleaned out by the
bees, the best of them are saved for "baits
in the supers the following season.
are they not all good to use the
3. Why
following season?
Since I began studying your book, 2 years
ago, I have been able to keep the bees together and get twice as much honey as I got
before.
I have 87 colonies of bees.
I began

tle

good location, you ought

ment, or had the disease run

Disposing of a Laying-Worker Col-

British Columbia.

Answers.— I. The British standard frame is
i4x8J4 inches, outside measure; the Langstroth
^7Hx.9%. The comb surface in 5 British
frames is something like that in 4 Langstroth
frames, the exact ratio depending on the thickness of the different parts of the frames.
2. The very best way is to wait till the colony swarms, and hive the swarm in a hive
whose frames arc filled with worker foundation, setting the swarm on the old stand and
the old hive close beside it; then a week later

I^ broke up a queenless
colony in a box-hive.
The combs contain very
little honey, but much pollen.
Will it pay to
fasten them into regular frames to be used in
spring in place of empty combs?
5. What book do you recommend on queenrearing?
New York.

—

I

Answers. i.
ever saw the

recall that

I

I don't know, as I don't think
said super, and do not now
have seen a description of it.

Hard

to say; although with some it is
likely to stay.
I
have tried some other sizes
than 4J4. and tried them on a pretty large
scale, only to come back to the 4;^.
2.

3. I prefer bee- ways because they arc more
easily handled without danger of thrusting the
fingers in them.
Although I might never jam
my fingers into a plain section, the danger

comes when the retail grocer handles them.
But even while in the bee-keeper's hands, they
must be handled with more care, which means
more time. A plain section tumbles over more
easily
than a bee-way section.
A plainer,
cheaper separator goes with the bee-way.
On
the other hand, it takes a smaller case for plain

than for bee-way sections, although it's easier
to lift the bee-ways out of the case.
4. It will probably pay. and will pay big, if
there

is a scarcity of pollen.
Doolittle and Alley are both good, but if
be pardoned for such immodesty, I may
for the mere honey-producer there
may be nothing better than "Forty Years
Among the Bees."

5.

I

may

say

that

Position of Frames in Spring.
explain to me how I should place

Please

my

frames

in the spring to obtain best results.
I use the alternating
16-frame hive, and do
not extract.
Commencing at the upper right
hand I number the frames "i" to "16." In
the spring I find No. i and No. 8 solid with
honey; 2 and 7 honey and brood; 3, 4, 5 and
6, brood; 9 and 16, old honey; 10 and 15. pollen.
The rest of the frames are generally
empty combs. This is not the exact condition,
but nearly so.
Should I alternate and place
an empty super under all?
Nebraska.

—

Answer. If I understand correctly, you
have a 3-story hive, each story containing 8
frames equivalent to 9 I^angstroth frames, these
frames being numbered by you i to 8 in the
upper story, and 9 to 12 in the lower story,
and your question is whether you shall make
these 2 stories alternate, or exchange places,
and put an empty section-super under all. In
any case the section-super should not be placed
under, but above. To alternate the stories and
leave both during the harvest would hardly
result in best super-work unless with an exceedingly strong colony, for it would be equivalent to
leaving the colony
18
Langstroth
frames.
Only one story should be left for the
harvest.
The best results will be obtained by
leaving in that story the best frames of brood
from each story, provided you have no fear of
the colony swarming or wish it to swarm. If
you do not want it to swarm, then leave the 8
frames containing the least brood, which will
be somewhat in the nature of shaking a swarm.

Advantages of Association Membership Fastening Comb Founda-

—

tion, Etc.
1. What
object is it to belong to a beekeepers' association?
What is there in it for
the man who pays his dollar?
2. Is there an association in Minnesota?
How
do you fasten foundation in shal3.
low extracting frames so that the bees won't
tear it down?
had a colony of bees that would not
4. I
work in sections nor in extracting combs
dropping with honey.
What was the trouble?
5. Where can I obtain queens and not get a
disease among my bees?
6. I put 20 colonies in the
cellar a year
ago and took out 11 colonies in the spring.
From those 11 colonies I secured 200 pounds of
comb honey and 800 pounds of extracted
honey.
Did I do well?
Minnesota.

—

—

Answers. i. One of the advantages and
is
it
is
a great advantage
the meeting of
other bee-keepers to talk over matters connected with bee-keeping.
Perhaps you have
learned some new thing of advantage, and it
is a pleasure to give it to others.
Others may
have learned something that will be of advantage to you to learn.
To be sure, we are all
the time getting these things from bee-papers,
but there are some very good bee-keepers who
can be induced to talk at a convention who
do not write for publication.
If there is any
point upon which you have had trouble, it is
an advantage to be able to ask about it, and to
hear it discussed by those present.
Bee-keepers
are a sociable lot, and it is a pleasure to
meet so many in one place and shake hands
with them.
Many of the smaller societies

—

arrangements by which membership in
in the National AsIt would
sociation without additional payment.
be a long story to tell all that the National
has done.
It
has helped a goodly number
who were threatened with trouble by unkind
neighbors.
Quite a number of them would
have been obliged to move their bees, or else
The National and the
to go out of business.
State Associations have had their influence in
securing proper legislation, and perliaps to
some extent in advancing prices of honey.
have

them secures membership

2. I am not sure.
If there is no local association convenient, you can become a member of the National by sending $1.00 to General Manager N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.
3. If top-bars are made with saw-kcrf and
wedge, it may be sufficient to insert the edge
of the foundation in the groove and crowd in
If top-bars arc not thus made, the
the wedge.
foundation may be fastened to top-bar by runAdditional
ning melted wax along the joint.

—

——
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security may be had by the use of wiring or
foundation-splints, and for any depth greater
than 4 or 5 inches it will be better to have this
additional security.
Possibly there was room
4. I don't know.
enough in the brood-chamber in proportion to
the strength of the colony, so that they didn't
need to use any room above.
5. Vou ought not to get disease by getting
?ueens anywhere, for an honest man who has
It is
oul brood ought not to send out queens.
generally understood that a queen alone can
not convey the disease, so if you are at all
in doubt, when you get a queen, put her in a
new cage, and burn up the old cage, candy,
bees, and all.
6. Wintering over ii colonies out of 20 was

Getting an average of
not doing very well.
Just
90 pounds per colony was doing well.
how well depends upon what others did in the
same locality; in other words, it depends upon
what kind of a year it was. If only an average year, it was doing very well.

—

Transferring Bees Requeening
Peach-Belt Location for Bees.
I
am just starting in bee-culture, and

1.

I
bought 6 colonies in
want a little advice.
box or native made hives, and want to transfer
them to proper hives with supers. How shall

I

do

—

Answers. i. Pardon me if I begin by givI most strongly
ing some advice not asked for.
advise you to buy a book of instruction on
bee-keeping that will, I am sure, pay more
Indeed,
than 100 percent on the investment.
that is putting it altogether too mildlv, tor
before the next season is over the probability
is that by a study of such a book you will
save its price several times over ]>y avoiding
mistakes you would otherwise make.
Answering your question, however:
1. You will, perhaps, do best to let the bees
stay in the old hives till after they swarm,
hiving the swarms in movable-frame hives.
Then 3 weeks after that you can cut up the
old hive, and there will be no loss of brood,
for at that time all the urood will have hatched
out, unless it be a few drones.
If you desire no increase, you can brush all the bees
off the combs, after cutting up the hive, and
But as before intimelt them up for wax.
mated, you will do this, as well as anything
else with bees, in a more satisfactory manner
after giving the whole subject some study with
If anything in that is
the aid of a text-book.
not clearly understood, this department is exactly the place to ask questions about it.
2. It would be rather difficult to do anything
in the way of changing queens while the bees
are in box-hives.
After they are in movableframe hives you can hunt out and remove the
old queen, and put the new queen (caged) in
the hive.
The cage in which the new queen
have printed instructions for
is received will
introducing sent with it.
Some prefer to put
the caged queen in the hive before taking away
the old one, leaving both queens in the hive
together for 2 or 3 days.
3. Such a big lot of peach-trees must be a
fine thing for the bees, but you mustn't count
on it as an ideal place unless you have something else to depend upon.
The peach blooms
early, and is of great value to help colonies to
build up, but 1 suppose it is something like the
apple in this locality where we are too far
north to have peaches. The bees revel on the
apple-bloom, but it comes so early that bees
are yet too few to gather very abundantly, and
what they get from anple is pretty much all
used in rearing brood.
If you could have the
blooming of the peach continue longer, so as to
have 4 or 6 weeks from the beginning of the
earliest to the close of the latest, it would be a
different thing, but I don't suppose peach-bloom
lasts so long.

^^_^_^^.^__

—

Afterswarms Changing from Heddon to Langstroth Frames.
About 2 years or mure ago I purchased your
book entitled, "Fortv Years Among the Bees."
I find it very instructive and often refer to it.

an old veteran of the Civil War. My
son and I arc engaged in farming, bee-keeping, fruit-growing, and poultry-raising.
I have
kept bees with varying success for 45 years on
a small scale, as a side-line to farming, etc. I
use the Langstroth and Heddon hives. I have
12 good colonies of bees, mostly Italians.
I
I

am

hive

the

best,

as

it

is

out every frame of the divisible Heddon hive
for that purpose. I do not find all the qiiecnConsequently 1 am
cells in every instance.
often bothered with afterswarms.
I have
10 Heddon hives in which I wish
to substitute the Hoffman frame for the two
sets of shallow frames, as I find that this hive
will take 8 of them, allowing room for a thin

dummy

or follower, but there is about 2 inches
space between the bottom of the frames and
bottom-board.
What would you advise me to
do with that? The bee-space between the ends
of the frames and hive is just wide enough
for a bee to squeeze through.
I would dislike
to throw these hives away, as they are sound
and well painted.
I have about half a crop
of comb honey this season. I wish I had run
them for extracted honey, as I would have got
I get 15 cents
about twice as much as I did,
per pound for my comb honey.
My bees had a good flight about a week ago.
Yesterday 1 put 3 colonies in my house cellar,
which is dry.
They are very uneasy now
(.Dec. 4).
have chaff cushions and Hill's
I
I think they will
device on top of the hives.

down as the weather grows colder, as I
have the cellar well ventilated and darkened.

quiet

The bees

are up 2^3 feet from the cellar botare in Langstroth and one in a
The rest are in chaff hives out-

Two

tom.

it?

In the spring I want to give them Italian
queens and aestroy the queens already in the
How shall I do it?
hives.
the great peach-belt, having
3. We are in
within a radius of 4 miles 900,000 bearing
peach-trees.
It seems to me to be an ideal
vVhat do you think
place for bee-culture.
Missouri.
of it?
2.

Langstroth

the

like

more convenient to get at the queen-cells to
cut them all out except after they have cast
their first swarm, as I find that unless I lift

Heddon

hive.

doors.

Michigan.

—

Answer. I anticipate that the greatest trouble in the case will be the small space between
You say a
the end-bars and the ends of hive.
bee can j ust squeeze through, and if there is
any real squeezing in the case the bees are
likely to fill the space with glue, although it is
not so bad in that part of the hive as in other
places.
There are two ways you can proceed
with reference to that 2-inch space at the bottom.
First, you can saw off enough
tom to make the depth suit you.

at

the

A

H

H

^

like

them very much.

Age

of

assumed that that queen was the

I

is from the fact that the larva from which she
was grown was a little too old.

Bees may not select a larva that is too old,
I believe they sometimes accept one that
And where as many as 20 are provided, it

but
is.

looks to
selecting

me
it,

Answer.

^

^

Now,

I
product of the old larva I had selected.
have regretted ever since that I did not mark
the cell base; then I could have traced her.
to
I do not believe the nurse-bees neglected
feed one larva as well as they did the others,
for the other queens were as fine, large and
I call them my
vigorous as any I ever saw.
*'camelback" nueens, because their ovaries are
so well developed that the abdomen carries a
hump. I think the most reasonable conclusion
is that the bees fed all of the larvae alike, and
that the only way to account for the freak

bot-

Second, you can leave the sides and back just
as they are, and saw out 2 inches or so from
the bottom at the front.
If you take the second way. you can not
use the hive for a second story, but it will
work all right for a lower story. If you want
to tier up you will have to take the first plan,
or at least you must take the first plan for
If
any that are to be used as upper stories.
you take the second plan you will have something like a 2-inch space under your bottombars, and that's just what I have, only with
mine the 2-inch space is in the bottom-board.
That deep space is a splendid thing in winter,
but of course if it is left during the harvest
the bees will build down into it; so you must
have it filled in some way during the time
One way is
there is any danger of building.
simply to slip under a board that is 2 or 3
inches narrower than the inside width of the
hive, and 2 or 3 inches shorter than the inside
length, tacking 2 little sticks on the under side
if needed to raise it within J^ or
inch of the
bottom-bars.
Even an inch space is not likely
better way is to use
to make any trouble.
Take 3
a sort of rack instead of the board.
sticks, each perhaps z]4 inches shorter than the
inside width of the hive, one for each end of
your rack and one for the middle. They may
to i inch
be
to l4 inch in thickness, and
inch
wide. Upon these nail thin strips about
to ^^ inch between
wide, with a space of
Turn the thing over, and nail
each 2 strips.
the same kind of strips on the under side,
only let them break joint with the strips on
Wooden separators will do for
the other side.
On the under side you will nail
these strips.
2 sticks running lengthwise that shall be thick
enough to leave a space of
to i inch between
This will give
tiie rack and the bottom-bars.
you the advantage of fine chance for ventilation during harvest, and at the same time will
allow
the
bees
to
build
down.
I have been
not
using a number of these ventilation-racks, and

H

taining about 20 cell'Cups with larvse into a
colony that had been queenless over a week.
I did not mark the cup into which I placed
the old larva, because I did not for a moment
believe it would be accepted. A large proportion of the cells were accepted and among them
I introduced
the one containing the old larva.
the ripe cells and a few days after I looked
through the colonies to see it the queens were
doing
well
laying.
They were all
but one.
She was
This was a very odd-looking bee.
plainly not a worker, yet she did not look like
the other queens.
Her abdomen was short,
but at the same time somewhat elongated. The
bee, I should judge, was fully 30 percent larger
than the workers. There was no mistake about
her being the queen I had introduced in the
cell,
because she was reared from a Banat
mother, while my stock were hybrids of a very
dusky hue.
Evidently this queen had not
mated, as during the four weeks I kept her,
there was not an egg in the hive.
On picking
up the supposed queen, she tried to use her
sting.
She never failed to fight as wickedly
as a worker except she made no attempt to fly.

Larvae for Queen-Rearing.

on page 757, you use the following
will be told by some good beekeepers, and intelligent, that bees will be in
such a hurry to rear a young queen that they

as
if

if

it

amounts

practically

they accept one that

—

to
too old.
K.\NS.\S.

is

My good friend, there is no conwhatever between us except as to

troversy

In
is contained in your last sentence.
the sentence preceding it you say you believe
bees sometimes accept a larva that is too old.
Not only do I believe they sometimes do. but
that they frequently do so, where man interferes.
Unqueen a colony, and the bees will
select a larva of proper age from which to
Not only one. but they will serear a queen.
lect several, as they seem to provide against

what

emergencies, and this same spirit makes them
start other cells later on, when no larva sufficiently young is present, and they are forced
to

accept those

too

old.

No harm

come

will

from this if the bees are left entirely to themselves, as these too-old larvx will hatch later
than the better ones, and be destroyed by
them.
But harm will result if the bee-keeper
should take any of these objectionable cells and
use them.
But when you say. "And where as many as
20 are provided,
tically

amounts

it

to

looks to
selecting

me
it

as
if

if

it

they

pracaccept

one that is too old," you will pardon me for
saying that it doesn't look that way to me.
For a larva put into a queen-cell cup, whether
the cup be natural or artificial, is a very different thing from the same larva in its original
This is very plainly shown by the
worker-cell.
fact that a much larger percent of larvae in
such cups are accepted, as comoared with those
Provide 20 cells with larvae,
in worker-cells.
and you are having poor success if 50 percent
of them are not accepted, while not one in a
thousand of the larvs in worker-cells will be
chosen for royalty.
Very likely you will say,
"But of those 20 cells, a number were rejected that had larvae very young, while one
Ouite
with a too-old larva was accepted."
true, but the age of the larva had nothing to
Bees are fastidious little creado with that.
tures, and although you may think you have

treated
ception

all

cells

exactly

alike,

they

take

ex-

to something in a cell that to you
seems all right, and will have nothing to do
with it. no matter how young the larva.
AU the same, thanks' arc due for the inter-

esting story ot the case reported.

I notice

language:

will

"You

best success."
on you say, "I do
[those bee-keepers] are

larva;
too old
few lines further

select

for

Then a
not at all believe they
correct."
I am in no sense
a
opinion
I

rear

is

my

queen-breeder whose
any great respect, but
own queens, and in that connection
give you the result o| the only exentitled

to

I
wish to
periment I ever made along that line.
Last
summer, in transferring larva from the comb
to the cell-cups, I purposely selected one that
I thought wn« too old.
I put the frame con-

Number

of Colonies for the

Field

Value of Bpx-Hive Colonies
Transferring, Etc.
have 6 colonies of bees on the Ohio
I.
I
river.
The principal honey-flow there comes
late in the season from weeds that grow along
the river and in the cornfields along the river
The strip of bottom-land given over
bottoms.
almost entirely to corn-raising is about 2 miles
wide.
Last season my 6 colonies gave me
How many colonies
428 pounds of honey.
could you have there and secure as good an
average (71 lbs.) as this)"

—

—
anuarv, ig

American Hee Journal
2. There are two bee-keepers within about 8
miles of my place who have several colonies
What
in box-hives which they want to sell.
would be a fair price for me to pay per col-

ony

for

them

f

transferring would it be all right to
colony swarm once, remove the old
hive from the old stand and let it go until
the honey-flow starts, then place it beside the
new hive on the old stand with a bee-escape
on its entrance, and thus run the bees from
the old hive into the new one?
4. My apiary will be on the south side of a
I expect to run for comb honey.
larRe hill.
If the colonics arc left without shade would
the crop of honey be likely to be shorter than
it would be if shade were provided?
queen in one colony this season
5. The
Previous to
slacked up on egg-laying in July.
this she did very well, having filled 14 DanAbout the first
zenbaker frames in 21 days.
of August she commenced laying again as before.
There was some honey in both broodWhy did she slow up
chamber and super.
on egg-laying? If a detriment can such conduct be prevented?

what you want

just

best of them all. for
feel that I can not say too

Good Results from
had

I

14

may

be so

nies

were able

little

in amount that those 6
to take care of all the

coloblos-

soms in reach, and if you had had 7 colonies
your surplus would have been reduced. That,
however, is not likely to be the case, and as
guessing is the only thing that can be done,
guess is that 50 colonies will give you
more surplus than a smaller number, and posThat's one of the things that depends upon
"locality," and you can find out only by inquiring what prices have been customary. Possibly it may be only $2 or $3 per colony; possibly $5.
When the
3. Yes, with some modification.
colony swarms, put the swarm in its new hive
on the old stand, and put the old hive close
beside it.
A week later, move the old hive
Two weeks
to the other side of the new one.
later still (3 weeks after hiving the swarm),
cut up the old hive and brush all the bees into
can melt
swarm.
Then
you
the hive with the
\ip the combs, although it may be well first
to set the combs off some 3 or more rods until
the bees have robbed out all the honey.
4. The matter of shade will probably have
very little effect on the crop.
5. There may be more than one answer to
the question.
Vou say she filled 14 frames in
21 days.
Now suppose that in the first part
of that 21 days she began laying lightly, gradually increasing throughout the whole time, at
the end of that time having the frames entirely
Don't you
filled with either brood or honey.
see that she could find vacant cells in which
to lay, only as cells were emptied by the
emerging of young bees proceeding from eggs
So you see that she
laid 3 weeks before ?
would be obliged to slow up so as to lay no
faster than she did at the beginning of the 3
may
also
be
that a heavy flow of
weeks.
It
honey may have made the difference, for it
often happens that when a heavy flow occurs
the bees seem to turn their attention almost
€ntirely to storing, to the neglect of brood2.

h„rc\l

'ded.

Sports

colonies

in

the

Half a Crop

Nuclei.
but

spring,

Poor Season

next year.
Marceline, Mo., Dec.

We

In

18

colonies

all

in

fine

shape,

I am hoping to be able
with plenty of stores.
to report a good crop of honey next season.
I have one out-apiary of 4 colonies, and exWe have
pect to start 2 more in the spring.
street-cars running out 6 to 10 miles into the
country, thus giving me a chance to attend to

out-colonies.
Indiana, Pa., Dec. 16.

Why

H.

Bees Don't

S.

Do

Buchanan.

Queer Things Bees Do.
Speaking of the freakish things that bees do,
we would watch them very closely, we would
find out that bees do things that would astonish us.
During the past season I had one
colony of bees that were infected with moth
so bad a case that I had to give them a new
I took
hive, and new outfit, honey and all.
frames from extracting supers that were heavy
with honey, and fitted them up very snugly.
if

It

is

natural

for

bees to

want

to

rob

when

anything of this kind occurs, and they did
come around thick and fast, so much so that
I had to contract the entrance so it was possiI had
ble for only one bee to pass at a time.
nothing to do but to watch them. I found that
once in a while a robber-bee would creep in,
and if it managed to get its load, it was held
up at the entrance by 2 bees, while one bee
made it give up the honey. They pumped it
out of the robber-bee, then let it go.
Now I expect there is more than one beekeeper who will criticize this statement, Imt it
is just what we would do under similar cirThere are a
cumstances if we had the help.
great many queer things that bees do.
Dawson, 111., Dec. 20.
S. T. Crim.

Sowing Alsike for. Honey.
Requeening

— Reading

Bee Literature.

sec throufih the columns of the American
I
Bee Journal that a great number of bee-keepers practise requeening every few years. I just
wish to say that if all hacf'had the same exprience that I have had, llii-re would be but
little requeening done, as I have tried several
times to introduce new queens, but have never
have tried
it, and
I
yet been successful in
I think
to follow very closely the instructions.
that evryone who keeps bees should read the
American Bee Journal or some other bee-paper,
I consider it worth
for it comes in so handy.
more than any other paper that costs twice as
much, for when you are at your wits* end,
then pick up the American Bee Journal and
your trouble is over, for you can always find

The farmers are sowing alsike clover, which
does very well here and the bees work well on
My bees are all
It makes our best honey.
good shape, and if the prospects hold out,
we will have a good crop next year.
D. A. FiNKENBINDER.
Stockton, III, Dec. 23.

it.
in

A
My

Very Short Honey Crop.

bees

came out

all

right

March 20, I put the bees
queen in the cellar
out, and I was anxious to
alive.
On opening the hive I found a young
I caught
queen just emerging from its cell.
Then I sent
her and put her in a spiral cage.
for a laying queen, and waited for 30 days,
So I released the virgin
but no queen came.
She was mated, and was as
queen in time.
In
prolific a queen as ever was in a hive.
time she cast an extra large swarm.
Now this does away with some of the theoI had 2 in the
ries that have been advanced.
It was
spring of 1905, but they were no good.
about 6 weeks before the queens were mated.
Wm. Marshall.
DeKalb, 111., Dec. 18.

Well.

The bees were in good shape here when
the honey season closed, September 15, but
the weather still continues warm and the bees
Lots of them
are flying out almost every day.
are still rearing brood, caused from the fact
that they have continued to gather pollen up
They are using up lots
to the present time.
of stores; are getting lighter every day, and
with those who never feed nor care for their
bees, if this weather continues there will be a
great loss next spring, and those colonies that
do pull through will be so weak that they will
And there
hardly do anything all summer.
will be lots of bee-keepers who will wonder
why their bees did not do as well as some
other people's bees!
J. W. Fercuson.
Pierce City, Mo., Dec. 2, 1907.

last

spring.

I

one colony the latter part of August.
had II swarms, which built up very slowly,
take them
gathered
stores
to
finally
but
There appeared to be
throuj?h the winter.
abundance of 'white clover, but the bees did
They barely got a
not work it very strong.
living till black-heart bloomed, and that did
lost
I

The Illinois Uiver
not yield much till late.
being out of its banks almost the entire sum-

18.

Late Mating of Queens.
the fall of 1906 I put my 4-year-old

Palmer.

for Bees.

had a very cold, wet summer, and the
little or no good until the buckwheat
I turned my attention to rearing bees,

and now have

One

Irving Long.

test

bees did
time.

in

The crop here in Missouri was not one-half
a crop.
I fed over 700 pounds of sugar to my
bees for winter stores, extracting everything
above the brood.
I found 2 queens in several hives this fall
Some were above exmother and daughter.
Both always laycluaers and some together.
ing, but when left together after the flow one
always disappeared.
I have saved some to

keep only

colonies of Caucasians, but shall
C. B.
one hereafter.
Bradshaw, Nebr., Dec. 16.

Queens

Hive.

them my 3 warm numbers, and shall take
some queens from them in the spring. I have
2

—Two

was

to

call

my

sibly 75 to 100.

fo:

double them up to save them.
1 made S good ones the last of April, and
the latter part of May I placed them back in
the same number (14), and requeened. I have
3 colonies in 24-frame hives; that is, 3 bodies
Kach was started on 3
of 8 frames each.
frames of brood and bees and empty combs in
June, and each turned out about 50 sections
They are very strong, having fully
of honey.
I
60 pounds or more of honey for winter.

comoellcd

—

—

much

I

Golden City, Mo., Dc

District of Columbia.

Answers. i. That's a very hard question,
Let us suppose that the principal honey-plant
case is heartsease a very supposable
It will especially flourish in a wet season, although it may do more or less every
year.
The principal matter of uncertainty in
It
the case, however, is the amount of it.

mer, the wild cucumbers had no show at all,
and the Spanish-needles were but few, so my
honey crop was about 1-5 of what it was last
year.
Some bee-keepers got only about i-io
of last year's yield.
Geo. B. Slack.
Mapleton, III., Dec. 20.

I

it.

up-to-date.

is

it

H. W. Gamble.

3. In
let each

in the
thing.

the columns of

in

have some bee-books, such as "A B C of BeeCulture," but I find the Amrican Bee Journal
the

A

Queer Season.

We

have had one of the queerest seasons
have seen since I began keeping bees. The
bees came out fine in the spring and gathered
I

quite freely from fruit-bloom, and later on
the country was pure white with clover, but
There was lots of other
not a bee visited it.

—

—

more than I ever saw before but not
it.
We had more days of
good weather than usual in this locality, but
in spite of this no honey worth speaking of was
O. K. Rice.
gathered.
Grays River, Wash., Dec. 20. z

bloom

a drop of nectar in

Pays to Feed Bees for Winter.
I bought 8 colonies of bees last winter, and
secured 24 pounds of section honey to the
I took only one
colony during the season.
We had a very bad
super from each colony.
drouth last summer, and bees did not do very
well.
I have 5 colonies that did not swarm
during the whole summer; and 2 colonies that
swarmed 3 times each. The ones that did not
swarm are in better condition than those that
They refilled their super. The
did swarm.
last swarms that came off did not make much
of anything, but I gave them empty combs and
fed them syrup in September and October,
and I think they will get through the winter.
I may have to feed them in the early spring.
One of my neighI did last spring in April.
bors lost several colonies in April last year
by not feeding. They worked in March, and
he thought they were all right, but it stayed
cold through April and part of May, and they

starved.
John
Springfield, Mo., Dec. 16.

Detherow.

Fine Crop of Fall Honey.

We

failed

to

get

sirring

a

honey-flow

in

1907.
July I there was not an ounce of
honey coming in bees out of business. July
some honey was coming in. but not one
7
section of honey, so the bees and myself went

—

out of business at that time; but in the fall
we renewed business and secured a fine crop
If not a large crop, it was
of fall honey.
fine honey, most of which I have sold at 15
cents per section.
The bees are in excellent condition for winhave wintered my bees in the cellar
ter.
I
the past 3 years, and have not lost one colI have a dirt floor and let them
ony yet.
stand out until it gets very cold, then I carry

them into the cellar.
McGuffy, Ohio, Dec.

F.

McBride.

16.

Wintering Bees

in

Out- Yards.

nut 183 colonics of bi-cs into the cellar
I
Monday. Dec. 2, and all indicate chances of
wintering.
Mr. Thomas W. Chantry spent 3
days with me last week, and we fixed up 2
colonies of bees for experiment, as follows:
made the entrance-board even with the
front of the hive so that snow can not clog
the same, and contracted it to about 4 ^c
Three or four thicknesses of newsinches.

We

n

January, 1908.

American Hee Journal
papers were put over the cover and down the
over this a piece of
sides, folded and tied
carpet; and over all tar-paper» and we folded
down the sides and ends, and fastened it on
We left honey enough
with pieces of lath.
The covers are not
to last until fruit-bloom.
The object sought is
to be touched until then.
to see if bees in an out-yard can not be fixed
up early in the fall after the surplus honey
has been removed, and not seen again until
late spring, except perhaps to remove such coloOn these
nies as have died during the winter.
2 I place a shallow-frame super of extracting
combs of honey, to insure enough and to spare
;

of feed, and a place to store any honey that
might need to be removed from the brood-

chamber

make

to

room

for

brood

in

late

spring.

can be wintered well and safe in
out-yards can be run if need be,
several hundred miles from home, with but
little or no attention from September to May,
F. W. Hall.
or probably till June.
Hull, Iowa, October 4.
If bees
this way,

More

in

Regard to Bee-Scouts.

In the spring of 1907 I nailed a box inside
the hen-house, with a bit-hole tor an entrance,
June
to feed a weak colony a few feet away.
discovered several hundred
I
4, about noon,
There had been no
bees at work in the box.
I could not account
feed' there for 3 weeks.
They made
for the Sudden appearance of bees.
a peculiar, snappy noise inside the box, like
There were
tacks on parchment.
dropping
about 100 bees hovering one foot from the
entrance.
In about 10 minutes I looked outside and every bee was gone, and, while I
was trying to solve the mystery, I heard a
swarm in the air. They passed directly over
me, hovered a while in the air, and then a
bunch of 200 or 300 all at once settled right
down before the entrance of this box, and the
mystery was solved. In 10 minutes there was
a cluster under the eaves about 2 feet from
Then
the bit-hole, as big as a peck measure.
they began to "streak it" on foot for the enThey were in this box 36 hours before
trance.
They had
they were taken out and hived.
built 4 combs 6 to 8 inches wide, and every
cell
of suitable depth had an egp properly
M. E- Sh.\ttuck.
placed.

Some Bee-Keeping

Fads.

After an experience of 25 years with keeping from 20 to 50 colonies, I am not a novice,
yet must confess that when I meet with experts and producers of honey who calculate
tons and car-loads, running autos from yard
to yard, using 6-comb extractors with gasoline power, the ordinary bee-keeper cuts no
figure, ana may be counted among the "hasbeens."
Being one of the conservative Dutch referred to by Prof. Surface at the Harrisburg meeting, I am slow to adopt new ideas,
yet the temptation seems irresistible sometimes, not to try some of the advanced cult.
I have paid several dollars to try the dual-

queen

with
excluders between, to
bees are not educated, posof their natural instinct, to
tolerate 2 queens in a colony.
Just how thev
disposed of the ones in the second story is
unknown, but that they were missing shortly
after being introduced, is a fact.
While I
had instances when 2 queens were together
in the brood-chamber for a little while, it is
a matter of rare occurrence.
As for offering warm water to the bees,
when the weather is cool, or at any time,
seems absurd, as the wate r would soon cool
to the temperature of the air, in which event
they could get it from other sources, unless
it
were in a rainless district where they
could not find any wells to enter.
Having a
small stream of pure water close to the yard,
with sand and gravel deposits, where the seepage provides a constant supply, they can get
what they need at all times when the weather
is warm enough for them to seek it.
A few years ago it was advocated to water
We hear nothing
cattle with warm water.
more about it; so it will be with bees, is my
opinion.
The bees are kept on the farm for pleasure and profit, as it is difficult to get entirely rid of "beephobia" when once affected,
and the gain from honey-sales and increased
This
berry and fruit crops is compensating.
section does not afford any very great rush
season, but a steady supply ending with golden-rod and asters late in September, so we
get considerable dark honey, besides that from
buckwheat, of superior flavor, something that
tastes good on griddle -cakes.
Now I have a chance (which is submitted
to you confidentially)
to make more out of
the bffs, although it seems cruel to sacrifice
Having a good
them to cure rheumatism.

leam

system

that

sessing too

the

much

location, ample room, and bees warranted to
sting equal to any, the plan is to establish
Besides the
a "Sanitarium for Rheumatics."
ordinary honey-bees, we have also a variety
of bumble bees, yellow jackets, and hornets,
would
seem
and
it
that might be cultivated,
less cruel to use these, since they would not
suffer any
from continued use, while the
honey-bee would perish with one application.
Perhaps others in the business might wish
to engage in this enterprise, and it plight be
well to form some sort of association, corporation, combination, or trust, and fix a price
for one injection
say 10 or 25 cents, according to the strain; those from hundred-dollar
queens being necessarily more valuable. From
earlier experiences I should think the hornets

—

most effective.
Pine Grove, Pa., Dec.

W. H.

Stout.

17.

Very Poor Season.

My

report

bad.
badly.

Spring

the season of 1907 looks
affected
the
bees
dwindling
is very high and windy.
Bees would warm up and start out for nectar,
get chilled, and perish. My finest Italians fared
the worst.
I am a farmer bee-keeper, but use
modern hives, winter in a good cellar, and

Our

for

location

feed and protect my bees.
In the fall of 1906 1 put 40 colonies into
the cellar, and in the spring of 1907 I took
out 38.
I lost 20 by spring dwindling.
I had
no swarms up to July 1, 1907, and only one
issued afterward;
I fed the bees with good
sugar syrup right along in top-feeders.
I
use standard Hoffman frames and dovetailed hives.
My extracting frames are the
same size as the brood-frames.
Westfield. Wis., Dec. 21.
W. D. Barnes.

No Snow Yet— Moth-Worms.
I

had 30 colonies spring count.

poor.

them.

Three were

Moth-worms
I

got in before I discovered
get them built up in time
harvest, which is all we have
my third year in the bee-busi-

not

did

for the clover
here.
This is

We have had no snow yet. The ground is
very dry.
It is hard to tell what the outlook
will be for clover.

L. F.

opened, but it was the poorest season I have
The persons above
experienced in 33 years.
mentioned have never taken a bee-paper or
I have repeatedly tried to
read a bee-book.
get them to do so, but without success.
There are quite a few small bee-keepers
around here, but I think most of them will be
out of business in the spring.
I always sell my honey in Grand Rapids beI use iJ/4-inch
fore the holiday*^ to jobbers.
sections.
I have my recuiar customers and always try to give them a good, well-ripened
every section
with
honey,
and nice-looking
stamped so that the customer knows where
and whom it is from.
MosES Beciitel.
Caledonia, Mich.

Church.

Clear Lake, Wis., Dec. 22,

Feeding Sugar Candy in the Cellar.
I
will give you my plan of feeding sugar
candy to my bees, which are always in the
when it is necessary.
take a fs-inch board and cut it the same
size as a brood-frame.
To make the projection
to rest upon the hive rabbets, either nail a narrow strip the length of a top-bar, or leave the
ends projecting in the cutting-board.
Then
1 take ^^-inch, or ^-inch lumber and cut into
strips about H-inch wide, of the same length
as the ^-inch blank board.
Bevel the edges
of the strips and nail the narrow edges to
the blank board about J^-inch apart at the top
side.
This makes a grooved frame, and I pour
into these grooves the hot sugar-candy I have

Bees Did Fairly Well.
The honey-yield in this locality was fair,
I began in
considering the backward spring.
the spring with one colony. The first of June
All were weak with bees
I bought 5 more.
were
in one of
moths
and out of stores. The
these, and in that one the combs were tied
together so that I couldn't see after them.

From 3 colonics I took about 1 00 pounds
One of the others had a queen of no
account, so replaced her with one that I sent
away for, and I think all are in good condiW. H. McDanieu.
tion for winter.
Deport, Tex., Dec. 21.

of honey.

Bees Neglected, but Fixed Up.
13, and
I put some bees in the cellar Dec.
packed 20 outside. They are all in fine shape
Some were nuclei that
but 7, which are light.
attention,
give
proper
we started but failed to
but we are in hopes to pull them through,
for there are some choice queens among them.
The bees were in good shape the last of
March, when I left them, but shortly after, nty
family were taken down with the smallpox and
they had a time of it, with a hundred ewes
and over 50 head of cattle and horses, and so
I came home June
something had to sutler.
2ist, and found the bees in bad shape, and a
Some of the
Grosser bunch I never was in.
entrance-guards were out, and robbing was going on in general, but I soon had them straightened out, with 1 5 less colonies, and several
very weak.
But the balance were in grand
C. A. Fairbanks.
shape.
Anamosa, Iowa, Dec. 17-

Poorest Season in 37 Years.
The honey crop of 1907 was the poorest

cellar,
I

By removing an empty brood-frame
from the hive and dividing the cluster, I put

made.

my

sugar-frame in the center of the cluster
while yet warm to the hand.
The bees will
quickly cover the warm frame, and do not
seem to mind the disturbance.
I have used this method with good success,
but I don't know if it is worth much to any
one else, and can not say anything about its
being of any use in out-door wintering of bees.
B.

Lake Preston,

W. Dennis.

S. Dak., Dec. 30.

Few Bees

Left in County.

county out of one apiary of 60 coloare left; out of one of 13 colonies,
2 are left; out of one of 4, none are left,
and I do not think that 20 percent of all the
bees in the county are left. This is due mostly
In this
nies, only

=;

the cold
colonies will
to

summer and

fall.

A

great

many

go yet, as brood-rearing stopped
in August and nothing but old bees are left in
those apiaries where no feeding has been done.
I fed mine and have a lot of young bees.
Cologne, Minn., Nov. 29.
H. LuedloFF.

Poorest Season in His Experience.
is the report of some of my

my

37 years of keeping bees, as from
65 colonies of bees I could take only
200 pounds of extracted honey from
stores, while most of the bees go
into winter with a rather scant supply of
For those who keep a goodly numhoney.
ber of bees, it will be well to follow our good
teacher Mr. Dadant's way of having outapiaries in different locations, as I find that
if
one location is "oor in one season, some
The cause
other location may be fairly good.
from the 6 weeks'
of our crop resulted
winter when we should have spring,^ consequently the bees could not breed up in time
for the white clover bloom, which was rather
M. ZahnEr.
poor, too.
Lenexa, Kans., Dec. 24.
in

about
about

some
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Watering Bees

in

Winter.

I see so many lose their bees through the
winter, and are unable to give the cause.
I will say that some 30 years ago, while living
in Iowa, where bees were wintered in the cellar, there was always a loss until the bees
After this method was
were given water.
practised, I uo not recollect ever losing a colony of bees that went into winter quarters
with plenty of stores, but they all came out in
had the gable cover on our
good shape.
There was a hole
hives and a heavy blanket.
cut through the covering and a sponge full of
water placed over the hole, where the bees
This sponge we would
all came to the water.
I always left the
wet about every month.
entrance wide open with only a screen over
I would
it to prevent the bees from escaping.
like to hear through the American Bee Journal from those who may try the above, and
California.
to know the results.

We

The following
neighbors:

Mr. Cook had 27 good colonies in the spring
and secured between 300 and 400 nounds of
honey which he sold for 14 cents per pound.
Mr. Moorcr, 4 miles from here, had 40 colonies spring count, and did not secure 100
pounds of good, salable honey.
Mr. Hover had 9 colonies in the fall of
Secured no honey.
1906; had 3 in 1907.
Honey in general was a failure. I fed my
bees last March and April, and they were in
good working condition when the season

top

Parcels Post and Bee-Keepers.
I note an article in the December American
Bee Journal regarding the parcels post. It is

certainly not a fair law,
a package to almost any
1

2

when one can send

part of Europe for
while to send the same
York it will cost 16 cents per

cents per pound,

package to New
pound.
The Post-Master General, desirous of correcting this injustice, recommends a change in
the law; but as the passage of such law

—
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profits of the express companies, it, of course, will be strongly
Also country merchants think they
opposed.
houses, and
mail-order
in
the
bugbear
see a
have organized to iight the bill.
Now the mail-order houses have come to
stay, unless they are met by better methods
than fighting the parcels-post bill.
The parcels post will cut small figure in
the mail-order business, for the reason that
that business will always be mainly by freight,
always be very much
will
freight-rates
as

might somewhat curtail the

cheaper than any rate can be made by mail.
You say, "The Post-Master-General has the
Has he? If he
best wishes of the people."
has, let them strengthen his hands by writing
to their Senators and Representatives, asking
Bill.
Post
for the passage of the Parcels
Whenever the members of Congress are satisfied that the people want the law, they will
A Congressman told me he was opget it.
He reI asked him why.
posed to the bill.
plied that he had many letters from country
merchants and commercial travelers objecting
The
to the bill, and hardly any in its favor.
fact is that the many needing and wanting
the bill are the farmer and the artisan who
do not take so active a part in the business
of the country not so active as they should.
Now, if you want the parcels post, let your
Write your Senators and
wants be known.
Representatives at once, and if this session of
Congress does not pass the bill, keep it up in
we will get it.
session,
and
the next
S. N. Black.
Clayton, 111., Uec. 25.

—

Nucleus Method of Making Inwill

I

know how

crease.
some experimenting bee-keepers
I
make swarms in the spring.

let
I

go to the strongest colonies, and take 3 frames
of brood and eggs, and hang them in a new
hive, and hang 2 frames of honey, one on
each side of the 3 frames of brood, and let
them hatch their own queen. I hang 3 frames
of combs in the parent hive again, and about
10 days afterward I take 2 of those frames
I
out again and give them to the nucleus.
have had great success in that way of making
swarms. I made 3 of those swarms about the
good,
all
last part of May, and they are
3
strong colonies, with plenty of honey for winand as for the parent colonies, one
ter:

swarmed and

2 didn't.

The

2 that didn't filled

comb honey each.
Nick Jentgen.
LaMotte, Iowa, Dec. 23.

72 sections of

Clovers for

Honey and Hay.

This has been one of the poorest years for
honey in the history of bee-keeping in this
We had no honey to speak of. The
vicinity.
bees went into winter quarters in fairly good
The winter so far has been very mild
shape.
and dry, and could not have been better for

Most of my bees are just
out-door wintering.
on the stands as they were in the summer.
Alsike and sweet clover seem to be the best
Of course,
of anything we have for bees.
white clover is good, but not better than alsike, and perhaps not nearly so good, in this
and then the alsike makes
place at
least,
the very best hay of any of the clover family.
Mix alsike with timothy and for hay nothing
is nearly as good in this country.
And then sweet clover, that some people call
a noxious weed, is a very valuable plant.
There is nothing that yields more honey than
does, but as yet it has not been used for
it
However, cattle eat it when green, quite
hay.
readily, and it would bear cutting two or
It is also a great ferthree times a year.
tilizer, having large, long roots, and the growth
is so dense that nothing else can grow where
If you want to get rid of it, plow it
it is.
under when about 6 inches high and plant
corn, potatoes, or some other crop on the land,
O. P. Mieler.
and the job is done.
Menlo, Iowa, Dec. 24.

Some Bee-Keeping

Experiences.

began bee-keeping 4 years ago by capturing
That is. I took unto mya "honey queen."
I

a wife.
My mother-in-law gave us 3
colonies of bees in old 8-frame Langstroth
I did not know much about bee-keephives.
jn<» at that time, although my wife had worked
with bees ever since she was large enough to
work a bee-smoker.
transferred the bees into lo-frame doveI
tailed hives, using the plain 4^^ section. The
first season I had one colony that gave me 106
pounds of fancy Honey, which I sold.
My
sales of honey for that wear amounted to $18.
My sales of honey for every year have given
me a good profit on my investment.
In 1907 I nad 10 colonies.
The spring was
cold and bad for bees.
I fed some sugar syrup
until the clover began to bloom, so I had
plenty of "harvest hands" when the harvest
self

white.
I put the first honey on the market that was sold in this vicinity this season.
I peddle almost all of my honey, selling it
I
have learned a
to the consumers.

was

direct

few things and have had some rather queer
experiences in disposing of my honey crop in
this way, and I may tell some time about selling honev that way.
I kept no account of the number of pounds
I kept a record of
of honey that I produced.
my sales, which amounted to $91.64. fancy
honey selling for 15 cents a pound, and No. i
for 12^ cents.
I kept my bees from swarming by cutting
?ueen-cells, giving room, ventilation, and shade,
made some mistakes that cost me money,
but I will try not to make the same blunders
I
I
caught and bought 9 swarms.
again.
but
united the
didn't make any increase,
reared
I
swarms with the weakest colonies.
rebees,
and
best
my
queens
from
a few
queened the poorest colonies with them. 1
bought 4 colonies of bees at a public sale this
fall for $2.23 per colony, as bees are generally
a poor sale, seldom bringing the cost of the
hive.
this counThere are no expert bee-keepers
Almost every one keeps a few bees to
try.
produce honey for his own use, although this
is a fair bee-country, with tons of honey going
There
to waste for want of bees to gather it.
are no extractors used, and the majority of
people don't know what extracted honey is;
and it would take some energy and push to

—

*

m

work up an extracted honey market.
D. B. KiNNISON.
David City, Nebr., Dec. 26.

Worked

—

Bee-Tree
for Increase
Plan for Requeening.

brood and honey. So I took out the old queen
with one frame of brood and put her in a 10frame hive, putting in also a frame of honey
Now, of course, the
and an empty frame.
bees went to work rearing queens, and when
the cells were ripe I had a nice lot of young
queens that i made good use of.
Now I want to tell you what those young
I
queens did that is, the first hatch of them.
know what I am about to state is absolutely
We will call the 4-frame hive No. i.
true.
That young queen filled her hive chock-full in
little or no time, as we had an early fall run
of honey and it came in very fast, but a very
early frost cut it off suddenly. To my amazement I got 95 pounds of surplus honey from
No. 2 with the 2 frames filled her
No. I.
hive full and gave me 40 pounds of honey.
No. 3 with the one frame of brood filled her
hive 'full, and I had put on a super and they
had just commenced to work in the super when
the frost came.
Now, you can have no idea what I think of
those bees, for in 1901 I had a colony that
gave me 251 pounds, and I thought that that
was a great thing, but triat was nothing to
compare with this, as 1901 was a boomer for
honey, and this year was a failure, we may
say, for I did not get over 600 pounds of
honey, and this is the record of the first lot
of queens from the swarm.. I will tell about
They did well;
the last lot of queens later.
not one of them mismated, and had more
honey in their hives than they can consume this

—

In the
In the fall of 1906 I had 4 colonies.
I worked
spring of 1907 I had 3 colonies.
mostly for increase, so my honey crop was only
about 200 pounds of comb honey. What honey
This
I did sell, I sold at 15 cents per pound.
As I did more in11 colonies.
fall
I had
creasing than was profitable, considering the
season, some colonies were light.
As to honey-plants, I would say that, in my
opinion, the alsike clover is getting a better
always
hold, I think, in this vicinity.
have a good flow of white clover honey.
will relate a little of my experience of
I
myself
had
brother
and
My
the other day.
taken the job of cutting down some trees for
some neighbors. When we had one tree cut
down, I happened to walk around the top, and
heard the buzzing of some Dees. On closer observation we found that quite a large colony
of bees were in the tree.
I would
I have 3 colonies with pure (queens.
like a simple plan for requeening those others
without buying queens.

We

Walter M. Adema.
Berlin, Mich., Dec. 29.

[Perhaps Dr. Miller will furnish the "simEditor.]
plan" requested.

ple

Results of the Past Season.
In
In 1905 I bought a standard-bred queen.
1906 she did no good, nor did any of my other
bees, but I want to tell you what she did under
the bad conditions we had here last spring.
In January, February, and March, it was fine,
warm weather, and the bees were breeding and
building up fast, and had lots- of brood and
were doing fine, when April came with the
cold weather and caught the poor bees hovering their young, and you know how game
they are. they stuck to their young and died
So I lost 30
in the act of protecting them.
percent of my bees with the cold spell last
Hence you see that my bees were in
April.
bad shape. Then we had too much wet weather for wliite clover, so we had no show for any
kind of honey crop.
Now the standard queen I had bought, as I
said above, outdid all the bee-work I have seen
while working with bees for over 20 years.
Last spring was wet and there were no signs
of any honey up to June 15, so I could see no
On the i6th, I said to
signs of any swarms.
my wife that I would go to town as there were
At 10 o'clock my
no bees going to swarm.
standard queen came off with a very laroe
swarm and settled in a small cedar tree, and
were still hanging on the tree when I came
home, too late to hive them.
In hiving them I took out 4 frames of brood
and put them in a lo-frame hive with one
queen-cell and 2 empty frames with starters.
Then I took 2 more frames and put them in a

Then I took one more frame
lo-frame hive.
of brood with a queen-cell and put it in a 10So you see 1 had taken out 7
fram hive.
I
frames from my standard queen, leaving 3.
filled the hive with tramcs with starters, and
by the mdidle of July the hive was full of

George Sage.

winter.
Linton, Ind., Dec. 23.

Handling Bees
I

in the

have been handling bees

The

years.

first

start

I

got

City.

for the

last

25

was by catching

I have never had over 10
a run-away swarm.
colonies at one time, because I did not have
room for them. I reside in a city which has
80.000 inhabitants, and
population
of
about
a
I keep my bees in a small yard in the rear of
my house. I have never had one word of complaint from my neighbors about them and I'll
tell you that sometimes they make things pretty
You can imaglively around this small yard.
ine that they must do some flying when one
black colony stored about 170 pounds of comb
honey.
Don't let me hear anybody say that
those black bees are not hustlers, if they are
managed right, and at the proper time. I also
have one colony of Italians and 2 of Carniolans, but they did not store any honey, as
they were only nuclei in August, but I manipulated tliem in this short time so that they went
into wihter quarters on 8 frames, and at this
writing they appear to be in the best of spirits.
I make all my hives by hand, and up to this
date I have 25 hand-made hives. Quite a few
of our bee-keepers think that bees will not

store as

much honey

in

a

hand-made hive as

Yes,
they will in a nice, machine-made hive.
friend of mine
I must say right here that a
who lives only a short distance away, buys all
his hives, etc., and yet he averaged only about
This goes to show
30 pounds per colony.
that the hive is not the important question
It is how you
in the production of honey.
I claim that this, and
manipulate the bees.
this alone, is one of the most important steps
If you have an apiary you
in bee-keeping.
must study every colony and make yourself
familiar with the conditions of the inside of
every hive; you must know the exact age of
your queen; whether she is doing her duty;
whether there is plenty of brood hatching in
the proper time; if there are plenty of bees
in the hive; whether there is too much dronecomb or too many useless drones. Those arc a
few of the many things which the apiarist must
acquaint himself with, and must remedy them
at once if he wishes to reap any profits from
The coming spring I intend
the sale of honev.
I
to start an apiary in Rensselaer county.
have planned and arranged this in such a way
that I will have everything very convenient.

Wm.

Lansingburg, N. \.. Dec.

J.

Hayes.

27.

—

Fall - Built Comb
Honey-Plants
Short Fences a Drawback.

—

Our honey-source is elm and maple in spring,
white clover in summer, the small goldcnrod
Of course
and the white aster in the fall.
there are other honey-plants, but these are the
main ones.

The bees do not gather any honey from the
It is the first to bloom here.
large goldcnrod.
'I'lle small or tiwarf kind commences to bloom
The goldcnrod is
as the large is drying up.
to give any honey
fall
honey-plant
our lirst
It is of poor flavor
to amount to anything.
and dark

in color.

white aster is next in order when
light frost
does not come too soon.
not stop the honey being secreted in the

The
frost
iloes

A

3

January,

i
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happens during ury weather.
if it
Otherwise, it is entirely ruined until new
The honey from this plant is
flowers bloom.
almost as light in color as clover.
flowers

a blue flower of the same family
far as I can see the bees gather
it
but do gather some pollen.
The comb in fall sections is much more heavily or strongly built, the walls of the cells
The comb also has more of a
being thicker.
brown or yellow look than comb made earlier
in tfae season.
I believe this will be a help to some beekeepers.
At least it was to me. The fence
being too short to fill the space in the super
I use the plain
they jar apart the sections.
section 4j.:ix4j4xiJ^, but do not use the thinend section-holder. I use a section-holder with
ends thicker so that they lack only J.^inch of
filling all the end spac-; and make the ends
of the fence the same width of the end-pieces
I do not have to use
on the section-holder.
a piece at the end of the fence and sectionThis is a big help where, in the hands
holder.
of careless people, the pieces at the ends are
left out. as that lets the sections spring and
warp out of shape, ana up against the top, to
be fastened there by the bees, so when the
top is taken off it pulls the top off of the sec-

There

is

here, but so

no honey from

tions.

Another great drawback

is

that half the bee-

keepers do not use a sufficient amount of
And still anfoundation, some none at all.
Very few of
other is the home-made hive.
them have frames of standard size, then the
bee-space is not enough, or is too much, and
to
discouragement
brace-combs
and
causes
this
W. A. Swe.\ringen.
the bee-keeper.
Epworth, Ky., Dec. 25.

New

Getting

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS
Your orders are what we are after now for
and winter. Drop us a card or letter telling
what you want, and we will make Surprising

fall

Prices to you.

MARSHFIELD MFG.
lOWA-J. W.

&

Gregory

Bittenbender,
C.

Without quest n this is the beat IncnA moi -saving; offer on a monasli with
niku uiu<^i,
order, *• <p Will
-makintrmachine. For $12.50 v;aou
all If i»dy to run, a lOO-eeg ••Unitehip complete, au
this season.

k'

l^,

NEUBERT, Boi 820, MANKATO, MINN.

Bee Joomal

when

4s,

with

all

-A.

Bee Journal

vrlien

for

Tested.

Ruutluff
packinpr, with

ONITED INCUBATOR & POULTRY SUPPLY MFG. CO.
New York City,
Dept. 27. 26-28 Vesey S*.,

BINGHAM

^

;

doz.,»)..i«.

Mention

m^

li^k

BEE SMOKER

"

2

—

rntestecl. T.lc: doz., $8.50. VlT0:ish orders filled first. 1-tf
2, Keynoldsville, Pa.

wben

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:
Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, 111.— This is the Smoker we
recommend above all others.
^ ^ Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.— We have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.
A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
inch stove
$1.50 4
Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
1.10 3J.^
"
Doctor— cheapest made to use
"
1.00
Conqueror— right for most apiaries
90—2J^
"
Large— lasts longer than any other
"
65—2
name
implies
its
Wonder
—
as
Little

—
—

Ital-

KE.4, Rt.

Bee Journal

HAND-MADE SMOKERS

Qj^

writing.

1st.

writing.

The above

prices deliver

Smoker

at

your post-office

UNTESTED QUEENS i
mi"

filled

to select
-\ddress,

oi,,nies

.

Satisfaction L-u:iranteed.

o' Sections and Shipping
el>Cf>l«l «ki
SrtCIAL SALtC cases tin Feb. 1. Discount
on other supplies. Seeds of Honey-Plants. White
Wvandnttes and B. Plvmouth Cockerels.

Mention

H. S. Wl'BY, St. Anne, 111.
Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS, t^T^.'f^,
Standaril Goo.ls.

ALISO APIARY.

UentloB

A.sk f..r Circulars.
El Tore, Orange Co.. Calif.

Bee Journal

wben

it

requested.

T. F. BINGttflM, Farwell, MiGtl

R. M. SPENCER, Nordhoff, Calif.
Mention Bee Journal when writing.

SlOjt

circular

d from
selected
n stock,
rs

from

We send

free.

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapplng-Koile.

Original

at .-.oceach-anv .luar.titv.

ana

i

__lebrated
^_
United" heating system. ^Send the
$12.50 today, or write for free catalog.

deny; -'-frame nucleus,*!. Queens-

$1; d.iz.. «11.

GEO. H.

after

fa

,„.,

W. H. STOUT, Pine Grove, Pa.

ORDERS
EARLY
Best
May
delivery
Booked now

the

double-c

writing.

11— man to manage an .\piary on
&! rebU
Vwnn
shares, together with poultry

Sj2sg

incubator to any
ed Special
one east of the Miaaissippi Rive: westof the River we allow
the amount of freight to the
River. The machine is the re^rular "United Special" Model

and market Rardening. If preferred will pa.y a
reasonable salary, furnish a good home, with
abundant literature to employ all leisure time.
^-3t
Address or call on,

Kins, 40c

Co., Cumberland.
Uobeli, Glenwood.

FECIAL OFFER

bator Offer

ducks, geese and turkeys
Northern raised, hardy, and rerj' beautiful.
Larcest poultry fana in the Northwest.
Fowls, egg?! and incubators low prices. Send
4c for fine 76-page nth annual poultry book

01

J.

Subscribers

We

ian bees, »« a

OHIO— F. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co.. Blossom.
WISCONSIN— S. W. Hines Mercantile

13th St., Saginaw, E. S.
D. Buell. Union City.

S.

NEBRASKA— Collier Bee-Supply Co.,
Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury, Ont.

We

Mention

ply Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS- D. L. Durham, Kankakee.

MICHIGAN-Lengst & Koenig. 127 South

subscribers for the American Bee
Journal. On another page we offer a
number of premiums for such work.
hope that as many of our present
readers as possible will help us to increase our subscription list. The more
intelligent bee-keepers are, the better it
will be for all interested in the busiAnd much of that intelligence is
ness.
will be pleased
secured by reading.
to send free sample copies on request.
Shall we not be favored with a large
increase of new subscriptions during
the next 2 or 3 months?

lAf

Ryder, Phoenix.
Bee-Sup-

MINNESOTA-Northwestern

Walker & Son, Smith

Center.

new

Mention

ARIZONA-H. W.

Kno-xville.

Son, Otturawa.

KANSAS— S.

This should be a good time to get

R. F.

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

vrrltlng.

Patented

At the very lowest profit possible
Kovetail Hives, Sections, Etc.-A complete

rner discounts
season.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY

CO.,

Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.
Bee Journal when nritlns*

High

BEST ON EARTH.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold

BEE-SUPPLIES

Mention

May 20. 1879.

stock bouKht in car lots. Subscriptions glvenfrce
with orders. Send for my 32-page catalog free.

W.
Mention

1>.

SOl'KK, Jackson, Midi.

Bee Jonrnal

when

irrltlngr.

January, 1908.
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Flitcraffs

Savings

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy
for all troubles of bas and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other

Bank

tow owners

to

keep their cows

in a

healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most perfectly penetrating and disinfecting

compounds

Clock

in

e.xistence.

It

groes

directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a natural flow of milk.

Requires a Daily De-

FOR CAKED BAG

posit in order to

Twelve to twenty-four hours' time
that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag, if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble.
IS all

wind

it

For heifers with first calf Cows' Relief works in a most pleasing, prompt
and successful manner. It relieves
the soreness and swelling in the bag

Patent No. 775058

This is a novel combination of an alarm clock and savings bank, provided with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism.
The clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a
coin is deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the
clock is automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another
coin is deposited.
It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds over
eighty dollars in dimes.

and

is worth its weight in gold to
every dairyman. It keeps the teats
and flexible, and renders the animal quiet and docile.

soft

H. C. Rice, Farmlngton, Conn., says:
"Please send me two boxes of

Cows'

Enclosed And checK

Relief.

for same.
Please send at once.
1
wouldn't be without it in my stable."
L. P. Cuthbert, Hammond, N.Y., says:
"I have used your Cows' Relief and
find It a very valuable remedy for

Caked Bag."

We have scores of testimonials
Ask your dealer for
Cows' Relief and insist on having
the genuine. If he cannot supply you
like the above.

Save Your Dimes and Prepare for
Your Next Summer's Vacation
make a special agency proposition to the first person
your town who orders one of these Savings Bank Clocks.

will

I

in

write direct to us, enclosing $1 for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases).
Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on every package.
Or send your name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning "Cow Troubles,"
also Goldine

FREE while

Cow

they

Watch Charm

last.

Ol'R HTT8B Alois MFG. CO.,
716 GbapelSt.,
Lyndon, Vt

//V a Winner
P'RICE
^2.50

R. B.

FLITCRAFT,

TEI.KFHONK,

Room

for Connecticut

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK
Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

'"BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE''
Liberal Dlsconnts to the Trade.

10,000 Pounds
Be

piT

II).,

.ir7<

F. J.

McntlOQ

pi

1

11..

t..r

Uh- Id.

l^g

GUNZEL, Welner, Poinsett

Bee Journal

DAnRLO

have been

sold.

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS
Ready for delivery April let. Select Untested Queens, fl each; Tested Queens, f2;
Select Tested, $3. You can only get good
Queens from the South in the early spring.

Book your orders
H. M.

NOW.
PARKER,

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

3Atf

S.C.

Western Bee-Keepers s^ow^'o„
how

to save

money.

Send for our new cata-

log of the best liee-ware made.
Co., Ark.

Trbcn yrtltlag.

Machinery

HL-nd vliat .T, I. I'arfnt, of cli.irlton, N. Y.. says: "'We oiit with on©
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood -frames.
2.000 honey-boxea. aiid a great deai
of other work. Thiswinter we have
double theaniount of bee-hive8,etc.»
to nmke. andwe expect to do It with
this Saw. It will do all you say it
will " Catalop find piire-list free.

Chicago

Residence Phone, Oak Park 8673

fentrnl 337

N.B. — E.xclusive rights

IF

500. Majestic Bidg..

THK COLORADO noJEVPRnnUCERS' ASS'I, DesTcr. Colo.
9Atf
Please mention the Bee Jonraal.

En$ra vin$sF orSale
We

are accumnlating quite a stock of engrav.
logs that have been used in the American Bee
Journal. No donbt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, it
wc can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and usin^ in our columns. If there is any
of our engravlnj^s that any one would like to
have, just let ns know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. TORE &

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILI.

:
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Supplies

Fall

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies
LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY ORDERS.

FOR

Have a

lar^e stock on hand, and can supply promptly.
Freiehf Rates from CINCINNATI are the LOWEST, ES-

PECIALLY FOR THE SOLTH

Bee-Keepers

As almost all freight now goes throueh Cincinnati. You will save
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
)R

Lowest Prices.

IF YOTI

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,

a monthly at SOc a

Sample copy and illustrated
alog and price-list FREE.

Beeswax Wanted

cat-

Will pay, at

FALCONER MFG.

T.

H.WE ANY TO SELL

you price.

Address,

THE W.

LL you

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If
you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will cheerfully quote

Published 17 years.

year.

SF.

HONEY

Ever>-thing you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At

C.

times, highest market price on receipt of goods.

all

H.W.WEBER'S"'

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

N. Y.

mixed grades.

11 to 12c.
Extracted is in line
with comb honey. The demand is falling
considerably, and for the time being the
supply is more than sufficient to meet all
demands. Prices naturally are weakened
somewhat, especially on lower grades. We
quote; California white sage, 9 to 9Hc:

^oney anb

HONEY
We have some fine, thick while extracted

4-

hnnev

2 cans to a case, !•.>» llis. at 9 cts. a Ih., .i case;
Sample 10 cts.
8»i cts. lb., 10 cases Ni-j cts. lb.

off

^eesrpax-f

light amber, 8 to 8!4c; amber,7 to7y!C. Other
grades from 6 1-2 to 7c. Beeswax very quiet

Hildreth & Segelken.

at 29c.

HONEY-JARS
I. J.

STRINGHA9I,

105 Park PI,, N. Y. City
Apiaries, Glen CoTe, L.

Mention

vrben

Burnett & Co.
2.— The demand for

R. A.

I.

Bee Jonmal

Chic.\go. Jan. 2.— The market is dull, with
sales of choice white comb at 17c. oft grades
from 1 to 3c less, and amber grades uncalled
for. Extracted. 8 to 9c for white, with ambers and dark 6 to 7c. Beeswax. 28c, All
sales are of small volume, with this season
of the year usually dull.

Trrlttnfir.

Kansas City. Jan.
comb and extracted honey

very light and
No. 1 white
No. 2 and amber, $3.00; extracted, white, per pound, 8c
amber, 7Hc. Beeswax. 25c.
the supply

fair.

We

is

quote

comb. 24-section cases.

:

$3.25:

:

C. C.

We will Buy and
Sell

Clemons &

Co.

lNDiAN.\POLis. Jan. 1.— Demand for comb
honey is unusually slow, while best grades
of extracted honey are in fair demand.
Jobbers are offering the following prices
delivered here No. 1 and fancy white comb
16 to 17c. net weight.
Extracted, white
:

clover. 9 to 10c. Beeswax. 28c cash, or 30c in
exchange for merchandise.

HONEI
If jou have any to dispose of, or if
you intend to buy, correspond

with us.

We

always inithe market

Beeswax
at highest

market

prices.

Hildreth&Segelken
365

S.

Pouder.

:

:

l-2c

:

amber, 8c: dark, 7 l-2c. Beeswax, 30c. We
are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.

Denver. Jan. 1.— Owing to the
demand for comb honey

situation,

brisk as it was
there is a very
yet, prices are
We make the

financial

not as

is

however, as
small stock to be disposed of
not affected to any extent
following quotation to our
jobbing trade: No. 1 white, per case of 24
sections. $3.15; No. 1 light amber. $3.00; and
No. 2 at $2.75 to $2.85. Demand for extracted
honey is good, and we consider ourselves
fortunate in having a good stock of fine
quality to supply our trade.
We quote
strictly No. 1 white 9 to 10c; and light amber 8 to 9c per pound. We will pay 22 to 24
cents for clean yellow beeswax delivered
during the

fall

:

here.

The

31.— Owing to the condition

:

extracted honey, water-white. 9 to 9

Colo. Honey-Producfrs' Ass'n.

Extracted,

Cincinnati, Jan. 2.— Owing to the unsettled condition of finances throughout the
country, causing much uneasiness and
anxiety among the buyers, we look forward
to seeing honey reach lower values in the
very near future. We are at a loss to say
what prices we will ask in days hence, but

to 10c

at

money market, the market on comb
honey is very quiet, and prices have dein the

clined

considerably, owing

to

the

light

demand for all grades of honey. Fancy
white comb is selling at from 16 to I7c. No. 1
15 and 16c. with no demand for lower grades.
;

in cans, water-white, brings 9H
amber. 8 1-2 to 9c. Beeswax. 26 to 28c.
Grig<5S Bros. & Nichols Co.

this writing we are quoting extracted
in barrels at 6 to 7 l-2c fancy
white in 60-lb. cans, 10c and strictly fancy
white comb honey (which is moving slowly)
at 16 1-2 to 18c. according to the quantity
purchased. For choice yellow beeswax,
free from dirt. 30c delivered here.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

amber honey

;

;

are

for

I
^S
^
^^
^

Walter

Toledo, Dec.

Phil.\delphia. Jan. 1.— Sales of honey
nave been quite active in this market. We
quote
Fancy comb honey, wholesale. 17!4
to 18!4c No- 1 white. 16 to 17c amber. 14Hc

&

267 Qreenwlcb Street

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Cincinnati. Dec. 31. — The market on
comb honey is very slow and quiet. No. 1 is
selling, in a retail way. for white clover
from 16 to 17c. Colorado alfalfa from $3.75 to
Water-white
f4.00 per case of 24 sections.
extracted himey. sage and clover in good
demand, ranging from 9 to 10c. Amber extracted, in barrels, slow from 6 to 6 l-2c.
Beeswax is slow at 32c. C. H. W. Weber.

New York. Jan. 2.— For the past few
weeks the demand for comb honey has not
been very brisk, and slackened off to quite
an extent. We have a fair demand for fancy
and No. 1 white, while off grades and dark are
rather neglected. Prices are not quite as
firm, and show a downward tendency. We
quote: Fancy white, 15c: No. 1 white. I4c
No. 2 and light amber. I3c and dark and

^Mndiot High Carbon
fML\<nt>[

Double Strength
Heavily Galvanized to
no agents. s,-ll aC

II;,-.,

Mitiflk,«GAVfactory price, on 30 day.' free trial.
3->,—-_^_^V..-|,uV3iHrelght. ;::s.l_-l;l.,.ff«rm

rM^mMlWMi^"d

i.nilir.vf. ,„..

of^HmMOt COILED
!JESSS5Coi 89

:

;

^^ir,'.

t|»^^^5|iriv,ntru>t.

Blentlon

Catalog Free.

SPRING FENCE CO.

Bee Jonrnal

Winchester, Indiana

n-ben

wrltlnK-
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New Jersey Farms SIOO

HARDY BLIZZARD BELT
To prove that our K\IJ:i
and Vit,'uroi;ri, \vr i.Ui

$5 Down $5 Monthly

i.i

,

i.NS .n .

I

- ml >P
.>
FKKK <'V I'liAJaiK
williinswer this advertisement. Mairing'
expense 5 cts., which send or not, as you please. A
postal will bring them and our catalogue which
containB many COLORED PLATES of our hUZZARD llELT FRUITS; SPECIAL BARGAINS and a
mine of valuable infomialion for fruit growers.
We want to become acquainted with you, and it
will pay you to get into touch with our HARDY
"BLIZZARD BELT" stock and our liberal i
'
ot doing business. THIRTY-EIGHT years' experience
n growing HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT" trees.
i

i

trees, entirely

who

Climate and soil iiarticularly adaptecl t.i )..,•«,
fruits, berries, earlv truck, vepetabu-s, poultry and squabs.
Proiluce markett-d much
earlier than in other localities, thus brinpring
-ched.

-

.

Two

Good
largre

roads.
Pi
manufaoturinj^
ie

D.\NIEI,

FKAZIER

iu-sured.

Write to-day.

The Gardner Nursery Oo..

CO..

750 Kiiiley KiiildinK, Philadelplii

>,

Lewis Bee-Supplies
Mention

Bee Journal

irhen

45 Nursery Ave.,

Osage, la

Fa.

Jan. discount,
II

Shipped Prompfly

writing.

A small
sale

stock left of slightly
also full catalog of n.
in 60-lb. cans for sale
10 bo.xes, at 40c.

list,

Honey

damajred" goods,

Koods but

at refluced pi

3^

ti

nd for

fire

Honey andi Beeswax.
Beeswa
in a bo.\. at 50c per box.

prices on

or in lots of

.*RND

HONEY & BEE-SUri'LY

Successors to York

Honey &

CO.

Bee-.Si-pi

Long Distance

H. M. Arnd. Proprietor
191-193 E. Superior St., ChlcnKO, III.

»e.)
ne.

North 1559

_ HATCMEKQc/e
*^ BROODER.
ivben iTrltlQg,

Onmpli.
i-Knalli

natural work.

^7§9

Hati-hinK and Broodlnp

ijr,

ii;li„,iiltiy.fiirni.
iHilLiI, lmr(l.v, pili-e brcil
.

IIjvii-

fowK

|iri4:eH on fowlw. iiicubiUurs,
.s.'iit
for 4 centB.
Farm,Bai 172, Olarinda.Ia.

Berry'i Poultry
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Kcc
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Journal is
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Sample copy
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indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " decOH " on your label shows
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to pay subscription,
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If so,

we would

like to

such write out their experiences
and send them in. No
doubt what you have read in the American Bee Journal has been a great help
to you, so why not you add your mite
to the general fund of information about
bees?
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for publication,
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BOTTLES^ JARS
of every description for

Honey - Dealers
bottles and
55.00 per gross
Square Honey bottles and
pergross
53.75
corks
M-lb. Square Honey bottles and
52.75 per gross
corks
and
bottles
2-lb. Square Honey
corks
S7.00 per gross
No. 25 Jars, complete
55.25pergross

Mb. Square Honey
corks

Mb.

Write for

To prove that our EVERGREENS are HEALTHY, HARDY and Vigorous, we
oflfer to send SIX fine two-year-old trees, entirely FREE OF CHARGE, to every
property owner who will answer this advertisement. Mailing expense Sets.,
which send or not. as you please. A postal will bring them and our catalogue
which contains many COLORED PLATES o£ our BLIZZARD BELT FRUITS:

80 Warren
Mention

SPECIAL BARGAINS and a mine of valuable information for fruit growers.
We want to become acguainted with you, and it will pay you toget into touch with
our

HARDY "BLIZZARD BELT"

stock and our liberal

manner

of

business.

Drawer

writing;.

-n-ben

HATCHEH
BROODER.

^/ ^^

Complete 30epK all metal
Hatching and Brooding
ElantforoDly$7.50. Once
Uing the lamp hat

Iowa.

Osatfe,

45.

CO.,
N. Y.

New York,

St.,
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Bee

^
^

dome

THIRTY-EIGHT years' experience ingrowing HARDY "BLIZZARD
BELT" trees. Write to-day.
THE GARDNER NURSERY COMPANT,

illustrated sheet.

full
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C. C.

the egg.s

" If Goods are Wanted Quick Send

Pouder.
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Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods

in Indiana.

Freight Paid, Per 100
Free from disease;
migated before sliipng— Apple. Peach, Plum,
|

Standard Hives with latest improvements, Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Boxes, Comb Foundation and everything that
Large illustrated catalog mailed
is used in the bee-yard.
free. Finest White Clover E.xtracted Honey for sale in any

Cherry, Carolina Pop(irderhere. Catalog Free.

IT,
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S.

POUDER,

I

RELIANCE NURSERY CO.,
Gese'
N.y'.

quantity desired.
513-51SlMassac)iusetts'Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
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Comb

Dittmer's
Is the Best.
it

to other

Not because we say

so,

Foundation

SELL:
ROOT'S GOODS IN MICHIGAN
Let us quote you prices on Sections,
Hives. Foundation, etc.. as we can
save you time and freight.
Beeswa.x Wanted for Cash.
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makes.
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BIfi
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March they make lup proUts. Our
valuable, new Bulletin No. 10—
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a Specialty of Working Wax into Foundation for Cash.
Write for free catalog and prices on full Line of

Jn January,

« Early Chicks "

Supplies.

t

do this successfully
Catalogue am

todav.
Kuiit-iui Mt-t-.

lut-yMl

helpyoor

Banta-Bender Mfg. Co., Dept.
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CO.. Augusta. Wis.
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By RETURN MAIL
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JAN. discount, 3i
all

Shipped PrompHy
A small stock left of slightly damaged

BO

goods, at reduced price. Send for fire
sale list, also full catalog of new goods.
Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.
Honey in 60-lb. cans for sale. Second-Hand Cans (60-lb.) 2 in a box. at 50c per box,
or in lots of 10 boxes, at 40c.
ARND HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY CO. (Not Inc.)
H. M. Arnd, Proprietor
Successors to Yokk Hokey & Bee-Scpply Co. 191-193 E. Superior St., Chicago, m.
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Souvenir Bee Postal Cards

^^

1

We

have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
is a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and sec-

|

I

i

miailan

Qu66n-B66

For a number of years we have been sending out to bee-keepers exceptionally line Untested Italian Queens, purely mated, and
all right in every respect.
Here is what a few of those who received our Queens have to say about them

of honey, etc.
It is quite sentimental.
No. 2 has the words and music of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby ;" No. 3, the words and music of
tion

What They Say

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" and No.
the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,

of

Our Queens

George W. York & Co.:— The two queens received of you Bome time
ago are flne. 'i'hey are sood breeders, and the wurkersare shuwinn up tine.
I introduced them among black bees, and the bees are nearly yellow now,
and are dninsr good work.
A. W. Swan.
Nemaha, Co., Kan., July 15, 1905.

4,

postpaid, as follows
4 cards for 10
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents or 6 cards
with the American Bee Journal one year
for so cents. Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal, iiS
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
:

;

George W, York & Co.:— After importing queens for 15 years you have
sent me the be&t. She keeps 9X Lanpstroth frames fully occupied to date,
and, although I kept the hive well contracted, to force them to swarm, they
built a queen-cell, and will put up 100 pounds of honey if the
CHAS. MITCHELL.

^^^^
1

five-Acre
ruit

o^fei

arms
?s.
I

Climate and

particularly adapted to fruits, berearly truck, vegetables, poultry,

nmch

and squabs.

Produce

marketed

earlier than in other

localities,

„--^ highest prices. The best
Atlantic City only 17 miles awav,
Philadelphia and New York are handitv
reached. Three main line railroads and two

,

market.

manufacturinp
towns near by. Good
"
and water. Prosperous comnsured. Write to-dav for free

larg-e

when

Bee Journal

Mention

in

Galifornian
One Dollar a Year

A large monthly magazine devoted to AgriHorticultural and Rural pursuits,
showing the wonderful development of the
cultural,

Pacific Coast.
Beautifully illustrated, well
edited, and artistically printed on fine bookAn encyclopedia of information for

paper.

Address,

THE RURAL GALIFORNIAN
Rooms 6 and 7 Temple Block,
LOS ANGELES, CALIP.
r$1.15

usually begin mailing Queens in May, and continue thereon the plan of " first come first served." The price of one
Queens alone is 75 cents, or with the monthly
Three Queens
American Bee Journal one year both for $1.
(without Journal) would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for introducing are sent
with each Queen, being printed on the underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine Standard-Bred Queens.

A

—

Great Bee=Book for Bee-Keepers

Every one who has bees, or is thinlfing of keeping them, should have a good bee-book.
The one written by Prof. A. J. Cook, called

ha ThMloih Year

Special Offer.
Bee Journal fo

We

of our Untested

-vrrltlns.

The Rural

colonists.

Oglksby.

after,

BaUey

750
Building, Philadelphia, Fa.

bo<^kIet...I>aniel Frazier.i'o.,

,

N. P.

a2. 1905.

introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for 20 days. She
was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I am highly pleased
with her and your promptness in filling my order. My father, who is an old
bee-keeper, pronounced her very fine. You will hear from me again when I
E. E. McColm.
am in need of something In the bee-line.
Marion Co., 111., July 13.

Sonth Jersey.
lil

July

George W. York & Co.:— The queen I received of youafew days ago
came through U.K., and 1 want to say that she ia a beauty. I immediately

i5 DOWN
^5 MONTHLY

.'ea

Co.. Va.,

bought of you has proven a good

olonies.

.

Washington

send the Rural
and the American

'Will

The Bee-Keepers' fiuWe;

or,

Mannal of the Apiary

a tine cloth-lx)und book of 544 pages. It gives in detail much valuable information about
bees and the successful management. This book is in its 19th thousand, so it has had a large
sale.
It is also the latest edition.
In connection with the Weekly American Bee Journal it is
most helpful. It answers so many questions that constantly arise, especially among beginners,
and that of course cannot be repeated in a bee-paper. Prof. Cook is a bee-keeper of over 30
years' experience. He is also a close student of nature, a scientist in short, a man who has
given his life to the study of bees and related subjects. You would wonderfully enjoy reading
his book, and at the same time be greatly profited. Better have a copy of it.
is

—

This bee-book is $1.20 postpaid, or with themonthlyAmerican Bee Journal one year
both for $1.45. It is the biggest 145 cents' worth of bee-literature to be found anywhere.

GEORGE W. YORK &

S'^nd all orders to

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

^^40
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The famous honey producers are well in
I am bookin^ordersnow for April.
May and June deliveries— Italians, Cariilo.

InnH, Goldens and Baiiat Queens.
Prices either race: Untested, ".Ic each; $8.00 iloa.
ChiilceTe.sted, $1.2.1 i'ach;»13.00doz. Choice Breeders, $3.00 each.
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If a "tin" means a 60-pound can, that
means the lowest price was about 2 cents
a pound and the highest 10 cents.
In
any case, there was a rise in 5 years
that made the price 2j^ to s times as
much. Such variation is rather unsettling, but bee-keepers would not likely

:i€oHa( ^ofcs

and Commenfs

object providing the variation were always on the upward grade.

Is

Bee-Keeping Profitable?
Replying to

Let Glucose Be Labeled Glucose

The name "glucose" is one not in good
odor among the consuming public. The
manufacturers of the stuff are well
aware of this, and since the agitation
of the pure-food question have styled
The great glucose"corn syrup."
manufacturing concern has changed its
name to "Corn Products Co." The
U. S. Chemist, Dr. W. H. Wiley, and
members of the Pure-Food Board have
ruled that glucose must appear under
its true label, and the glucose crowd
are making the most strenuous efforts
it

have
If
Let justice be done to glucose.
people want to buy it, the manufacturers ought to have the right to sell it;
but when people buy it they should
know that they are buying glucose, and
not something that they suppose to be
different, under the name of corn syrup.
Gleanings has this to say on the subthis ruling reversed.

to

ject:

"Dr. Wiley and his associates have
stood for pure food, and have all along
been strenuous in insisting that all food
stuffs be so labeled as to convey no deception.
The general public does not
know that corn syrup, so called, is glucose and to allow this change of name
would be the grossest kind of deception
a thing that would be entirely
out of harmony with the provisions of
the national pure-food law under which
Dr. Wiley and his associates are work;

—

ing.

"The glucose

alarmed,
and they have good reason to be; for
neither President Roosevelt nor Secretary Wilson has intimated that either
one of them proposes to reverse the decision

have

interests

are

They
subordinates.
of
their
simply signified their willingness

pro and

and

hear argument
therefore it meanp that, unless beekeepers
and all producers of honest
pure cane syrups and sugars register
a mighty protest, at once, against making any change, there is danger that
the decision of the pure-food commissioners may be reversed.
to

"We

are

sure

that

the

con;

President,

provided the full facts are put before
him, will rule in the interests of the
people and not in favor of private cor-

whose
porations and small retailers
opinions would be biased by the profits arising from the sale of so-called
corn syrups.
"We urge every bee-keeper, as soon
as he reads this, to write immediately
W.
a concise letter to Dr. Harvey
Wiley, of the Department of Agriculcommending
ture, Washington, D. C,
the course he and his associates have
taken in ruling against the use of the
words "corn syrup" for a product
short but exknown as glucose.
pressive letter should be addressed to
Secretary Wilson, Secretary of AgriRoosevelt,
President
to
culture, and
Washington, D. C, requesting both to
sustain the action of the Pure-Food
Board in placing a ban on corn syr-

A

up."
It

certainly can

may do no

little

do no harm, and

it

good, to write as thus

indicated.

this question.

The Com-

monwealth Bee-Keeper (Australia), page
80, says that in a first-class honey country bee-keeping is profitable so long as
extracted honey brings 5 to 554 cents a
pound. This conclusion seems to be
based on the fact that in that country

few leading bee-keepers sometimes
produce 30 to 40 tons, while a great
many produce 10 to 20 tons. The editor thinks the man who produces less
than 8 tons will not consider bee-keeping profitable with honey at 5 cents.
a

Ventilation of Hives in the Cellar.
Provision should be made for ventilation of each hive, and it does not matter
so much just how that ventilation is obtained.
In the days of box-hives the
proper thing was to turn the hive upside down, leaving the bottom (now the
top) entirely open. At the present day
some leave the bottom entirely open by
taking away the bottom-board, but the
movable-frame hive is not turned upside
down. Others secure just as good ventilation by leaving the bottom-board on
with quite a contracted entrance, but
this lack of ventilation below is made up
by having ventilation above, the cover
being slightly raised so as to leave a
crack, or slid forward to leave a crack
inch at the back. No doubt
of Ys to
all right to have the hive
it would be
entirely open at the top and entirely
closed at the bottom, for this would be
practically the same as the old plan of

%

turning box-hives upside down only it
would not be generally convenient to
have the hive entirely uncovered, especially where hives are to be piled up.
If hives are open only at the bottom or
top, they cannot probably be too open.
But the matter might easily be overdone
if there be opening both at top and bottom, especially if the temperature in the
;

Varying Prices for Honey
There seems to be less

stability

in

prices in Australia than in this country.

The Commonwealth Bee - Keeper
that

in

1895 honey

Melbourne

in

says

was stacked up

thousands of

2

tins,

in

waiting

buyers at $1.25 to $2.50 per tin yet 5
years later honey brought $6.25 per tin.
;

;

:

;

:
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average low, for the passage of air
through the hive, caused by the two

cellar

openings, would cool the bees more rapidly than if top or bottom were entirely
closed.
Of late

some advocate having a botThey claim

tom-board 2 inches deep.

that in the cellar this is much the same'
as having the bottom entirely open, without the trouble of removing the bottom,
while rightly managed it is also convenient for summer.

Colonies

Selling

of

Bees

Without

Combs
Some

years ago considerable business
in this countrv at selling bees
Just a little in this line
is the selling of what are called "naked
colonies" in Germany. These sales, however, occur in the fall, and a queen accompanies the bees. In fact, each lot
sold is a colony of bees with its queen,
their combs having been taken from
them for the sake of the honey and the
wax. Those who buy them feed them
up for winter. One man in Praktischer
Wegweiser advertises 1,500 of these
"naked colonies" for sale. He probably
makes a business of buying them to sell
again.
From the middle of September
to the end of October, he offers 4 to
S pounds of Carno-Italian bees with a

was done

by the pound.

young

fertile

queen for

$1.00.

Brood-Rearing in and out of Cellar
Bee-keepers of experience have sometimes insisted that brood-rearing begins
earlier in colonies wintered in cellar than
in those wintered out.
That perhaps is
because their experience has been only
with wintering in cellar, and they have
reasoned somewhat after this fashion:
Warmth is a necessary factor in broodrearing; it is warmer in than out; therefore, breeding begins sooner in than out.
In such matters observation is more reliable than reasoning, and observation in
the spring easily shows that in general
breeding begins outdoors sooner than in
the cellar.

Naturally one seeks an explanation for
apparent contradiction.
The explanation that has been given is itself
something of a paradox. It is colder
out than in; therefore it is warmer in a
brood-nest outdoors than in one in the
cellar.
little thought will show that
there is nothing so very
paradoxical
about this. The heat in the brood-nest is
always kept up to a certain temperature
by the cluster as a sort of stove, the
bees consuming the honey as fuel.
In
this

A

the cellar,

where

it

is

warmer, the

burns low; outdoors, where

it

is

some preparation of milk albumen. He
thought they would be of interest that
evening, as it was quite possible to utilize them for conveying honey, although
there was a possible danger (remote,
perhaps) of the wad being blown out
of place during transit if fermentation
of the honey was set up.
They could
be produced at from $7.50 to $12.50 per
thousand, but could be used only once,
while at the same time they could be
packed and sent away probably with less
risk than was incurred with honey-jars
made of glass."

Keepers' Association, as reported in the
British Bee Journal, 433, "The secretary

(Mr. Young) showed some vessels made
from paper, which had been recently put
on the market as receptacles for holding
cream, and from all accounts were fairly
solid and effective when filled.
They
were fitted with water-tight caps, which
we believe were coated inside with

;

ony may

be.

"Empty comb in an extracting super,
and section honey, do not go together
any better than does poultry, at liberty,
and a bed of ripe strawberries. The
honey will all go into the empty combs
every time, no matter how many sec-

explosion. Then it will not spoil
market for careful producers.

tween that extracting super or empty
combs and the brood-chamber below;
and, with all of the skill at my command, I have never been able to over-

White

the

Italian Clover Inferior

Italian

clover,

monly

known

more

Basswood as a Honey-Yielder
G-

M.

Doolittle says in Gleanings,
a colony which gave a
of 66 pounds of basswood in
3
and 302 in 10 days." He further

once had

"I

yield
days,

says:

"By going back over my account with

my

bees for the past 30 years

I find that,

from basswood alone, my yield of
honey has been about 55 pounds on an
average from each colony, each year.
This is the average yield of the apiary,
not the yield of an individual colony."

Many a bee-keeper would be well satwith an average of 55 pounds per
colony for a series of years from all
sources, whereas Mr. Doolittle can rely
as well as others on white clover and
several other good yielders.
Certainly
isfied

there

is

little is

much

in locality,

and Mr. Doo-

to be congratulated.

Comb and

Extracted

from

Same

Colony

Some have strongly advocated the advantage of having sections and extracting combs on the same hive at the same
time.
Whether or not it may be successful in some cases, it is at least certain that it may be a failure in some
cases, as reported by G. M. Doolittle, in
the Bee-Keepers' Review. He says
"I have tried just that plan several
times, varying it each time to see if I
could not overcome the difficulties which
presented themselves at every trial, and

frankly, that I have not sucproducing a single section of
'fancy' honey when so working;
and
only a very few that would grade as
I

will say

ceeded

in

tions filled with foundation there are be-

come
com-

under

the
name of crim.son
clover, is now pretty well known, with
its brilliant plumelike spikes of b'oom,
but it seems there is also a white variety lauded in the catalogs.
Of this,
A. R. Lockhart says in Gleanings, that
planted side by side with the crimson,
and with like advantages, the white was
so late in starting that it was choked
virith
weeds and almost a failure, the
crimson being a success.

fire

Paper Receptacles for Honey
At a conversazione of the British Bee-

No. I that is, at any time when the
extracting super and the sections were
at the same time.
"It is correct that, by putting an extracting super on the hive as soon as the
colony bcomes populous enough to enter
the same, the bees will at once take possession of the combs therein, but it is
not correct that the bees will begin work
in a super of sections, to any advantage,
until the combs in that extracting super
are nearly or quite filled, no matter
how much crowded for room the col-

on the hive

Perhaps the paper caps are the same
as those in common use in this country in milk bottles.
They would certainly be thrown out by fermentation,
but is that any real objection? If fermenting honey is put on the market, perhaps it is best it should be lost by an

colder,

the heat of the stove must be greater
so outdoors the greater fire needed
makes it warmer in the center of the
cluster than in a cluster in the cellar.

i

He

this difficulty."

also

combs are
tions

will

adds that if the extracting
old, the cappings of the secbe darkened by the bits of

dark material carried from the extracting-combs.

Comb Honey Versus

Extracted

E. D. Townsend, in the Bee-Keepers'
Review, tells about trying side by side
for a number of years colonies producing comb honey and others producing
extracted, and says
"After these years of comparison of
results between colonies
worked for
comb honey, and those worked for extracted honey; we (the boys and I)
have come to the conclusion that, after
the yards are established, we can work
three yards for extracted honey, with
the same labor that it requires to work

one yard for comb honey; and harvest
just as many dollars' worth of honey,
from each of the extracted yards-"
Editor Hutchinson adds this

"Leonard Griggs, of this place, runs
three apiaries, and has been producing
both comb and extracted honey, and,
last fall, he told me most emphatically,
that he was going to cut out comb
honey, as he found that it cost him
three times the labor, besides making
a complication in the management."
This should cause the man who has
never tried producing anything but comb
honey to do some thinking. It does not
necessarily follow, however, that every
bee-keeper can make three times as
much with extracted as with comb.
There are many intelligent bee-keepers

who have had

experience in producing
both kinds of honey, who yet continue
in part or wholly.
They would hardly do so unless in
their locality and under their conditions
"Let
there was money in doing so.
each man be fully assured in his own
mind."

producing comb honey

Feeding Bees in Winter
The wise bee-keeper will seldom have
occasion to feed bees in winter; if very
wise, never.
For he will take care in
advance that there shall be not only
a plenty but an abundance of food in
the hives to last through the winter, and

February,

i
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also through the spring as well.
The
inexperienced, however, is likely to be
caught with some colonies having so little winter provision that he fears starvaHowever bad feeding in winter
tion.
may be, death from starvation is worse.
So if danger of starvation is feared,

Especially toward
better feed at once.
spring will these occasions arise.
After bees get to flying daily one need
not be so very careful what or how one
feeds; almost anything sweet may be
fed if the bees will take it, if it be not
But so long as
absolutely poisonous.
confinement continues, in some places
well into April, the better the feed and
better
the
the less the disturbance
chance for the bees.
can
taken
empty
comb
be
An outside,
out, and the adjoining combs moved
reached,
back until the cluster of bees is
and a heavy comb of sealed honey
placed next the cluster, and the hive
If this be quietly don«,
then closed.
the disturbance will do little harm.
Unfortunatel}-, those who have bees
likely to starve in winter are not likely
to be so provident as to have on hand
Granulated
a stock of sealed combs.
sugar in the form of candy may be
cake of hard candy, made
used.
simply as when made for children to
eat, of any convenient size and J4 to
154 inches in thickness, may be laid
on the top-bars and covered over. Some

A

prefer Scholz or Good candy, made by
kneading powdered sugar with a small
amount of extracted honey into a stiff
dough.
While feeding above is generally advised for winter, where bees are cellared, and where there is a deep space
under the bottom-bars, as is now becoming more or less common, it may
be much better to feed below. One reason for this is that there is no disturbance from uncovering the bees even if
the hives are piled up S or 6 high, the
feed can be put under the bottom-bars
without taking down a hive. Another
advantage from feeding below is that
there is no danger of the candy becoming soft and dripping down upon the

0)i5cellaneou
fleous
Reports on Bees and Honey Crop

As

these

thought

it

are

still

coming

best to wait until the

in,

March

Also,
other important matter on hand just at this time that we
think it may be as well to wait until
next month before giving place to the
reports on bees and honey that were
is

so

much

called for in the

December number.

Queer Place for a Queen-Cell
Bees generally prefer to build queencells on the lower edges of combs or on

some part where there

is a hole in the
in its regular surOccasionally they build a cell upon

comb or some break
face.

Items

those who attend conventions, live
northeastern part of the United
States and Canada, and Detroit is very
nearly the geographical center of that
district.
It is easily reached from the
middle South, from the East, from the
middle West, and from Ontario, hence
a great crowd of practical men can be
gathered at that point.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
ists,

we

number before publishing them.
there

-

in the

New

Bee-Bulletin

Through the kindness of Dr. E. F.
we have received from the Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C, a new Bulletin, No. 75, relating to bee-culture. It is in two partsPart I. is devoted to "Production and
Phillips,

Care of Extracted Honey," by Dr. E. F.
Phillips, and "Methods of Testing for
Bee-Keepers," by Dr. C. A. Brown. Part
II.
is
devoted to "Wax-Moths
and
American Foul Brood," by Dr. Phillips.
This Bulletin may be obtained from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.
C, at the price of 5 cents for each part.
All remittances should be made payable to him.
Stamps, personal checks,
or foreign money will not be accepted in any case.

;

bees,

as

sometimes happens when

it

is

put over the top-bars, although if put
in a wooden butter-dish there is little
Even if one has combs of
danger.
sealed honey, it may be much better
certo shove one under the frames
than to open
tainly it is much easier
the hive to put the comb in, especially
if the hive to be opened has 3 or 4
others piled on top of it. If necessary,
something must be under the comb to
raise it up so it touches the bottomThe same may be said of candy,
bars.

—

whether given

—

in or out of a dish.

especial advantage,

when using

An

a dish,

toward the bees in
feeding below, whereas when feeding
above, the bees have the bottom of the
is

that the feed

is

dish next to them.

However the feeding be done, one
must see to it that the bees get to the
feed, and with a weak colony the bees
may go up to it more readily than
down.
Generally, however, it is better to have only strong colonies to winter.

Decision as to Guarantee of
an end-bar or some part of the frame
from the comb. The
illustration shows a queen-cell on the
under surface of a bottom-bar, all the
more detached from the combs because
the bottom-bars were 1% inches wide.
entirely detached

The

picture herewith was sent to us
by Dr. Miller. It shows how bees sometimes build queen-cells in his "locality."

Honey

There has been some question, since
the coming in of pure-food laws, as to

who

is

the

responsible

party in

cases

where honey passes through several different hands.
Attorney-General Bonaparte has issued a decision, in response
to a request from the U. S. Secretary
of Agriculture, that may b^ considered
conclusive.
He takes a particular case
as a type of the class, and says:

"An examination having been made
Bureau of Chemistry, in accordance with section 4 of the act, of a
sample of food purchased from a retail
dealer in the District of Columbia, and
the food having been found to be adulin the

Detroit Secures the National Convention

Secretary Hutchinson, of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association, sends this notice:

—

Editor York
By a unanimous vote,
the Executive Committee of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, has decided to hold the next annual convention in the city of Detroit, Michigan.
The e.xact date has not been decided,
but it will be after the hot, dusty, busy
season has passed, and before the cold
of winter has come in those glorious
days that come only in the autumn.
The National Association has met in
Detroit only once, nearly a quarter of
a century ago, but that meeting was
well attended
practical,
enthusiastic
and harmonious.
The majority of bee-keeping special:

—

—

terated, the dealer was cited for a hearing, and, having appeared, established
as a defense under which he claimed
protection a written guaranty, conforming to the requirements of section 9
of the act, from a Maryland wholesaler
who had sold him the food and shipped
it to him in the District of Columbia in
the exact condition in which he sold it
here.
"The Maryland w'holesaler, having
cited, in turn appeared, and
a similar guaranty, under
which he also claimed protection, from
a Pennsylvania manufacturer who had
sold him the food and had shipped it to

been then

established

him in Maryland
in which he had,

in the exact condition
in turn, guaranteed it

:
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and shipped

it

to the retailer in the Dis-

of Columbia.

trict

"The question upon which my opinion

is

requested

is

whether, upon such

state of facts, the Maryland wholesaler
amenable to prosecution for viola-

is

tion of the act, or is protected by the
guaranty from the Pennsylvania manu-

facturer?"
He decides that the guaranty of
the Pennsylvania manufacturer affords
complete protection to the Maryland
wholesaler, the case being an interstate
sale, and the Pennsylvania man being
a resident of the United States.
Moreover, the Maryland wholesaler is not
subject to prosecution by reason of the
guaranty he gave the District of Co-

lumbia

But he say.s
"I .should add, however, that the tact
that both the District of Columbia retailer and the Maryland wholesaler are
protected from prosecution by the guaranties which they have established from
retailer.

:

their respective vendors, does not, in
my opinion, exempt the adulterated food
from confiscation under section ro of
the act, which provides, inter alia, that
any adulterated or misbranded food or

drug which

is

being transported

in

in-

commerce for sale, or, having
been transported, rem.iini uniosded, unsold, or in original, unbroken packages,
terstate

or

is sold or offered
lor sale in the
District of Columbia, may be proceeded
against in the district where found 'and
seized for confiscation by a process of
libel for condemnation.'
The provision
of section 9 that no dealer shall be
prosecuted when he establishes a guaranty from his vendor merely affords
protection, in my opinion, against criminal prosecution, fines, and other penalties to which the dealer would other-

wise be personally amenable, and does
not in any way affect ihe liability of
the merchandise to confiscation under
the provisions of section 10."

This decision

seems to be common-

leaving the matter as it shoulo
a dealer were to have no protection
against
criminal prosecution,
fines, and other penalties when handling
honey in original packages, there would
be a hindrance to trade, for he could
not dare to handle anything concerning
whose purity he was not absolutely
certain.
The danger of the smaller evil,
confiscation, will merely make him careful to buy only of responsible parties.
sense,

be.

If

Bee-Inspertion Law of New Mexico
George Eversole has been appointed
bee-inspector for Precinct No. 8, Flora
Vista, by the county commissioners, under the provisions of the bee-law, passed
efforts and those of
Representative Price Walters. The law
will be strictly enforced by Mr. Ever-

by Mr. Kvcrsole's

sole,

and

is

as follows

CHAPTER

30.— .'Xn Act relative to the
inspection and creating the office of
inspector of bees.
H. B. No. 105;

Approved, March 16, 1907.
it enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico:
Section i.— Upon the written application, under oath of any five actual beekeepers, residing in any precinct in this
Territory, alUgcd upon information and

Be

that the disease known as Foul
Brood or any other contagious or infectious disease, exists among the bees
in said precinct, or that infected articles are kept in said precinct, and that
there is danger that such disease will
spread to other apiaries, being made to
the chairman of the board of county
commissioners of the county in which
said precinct is located, the said board,
shall appoint some competent, actual beekeeper, residing in said precinct, to be
precinct inspector of bees; and the applicants shall state, in this application,
the names of the actual bee-keepers of
the precinct, so far. as known to them.
Sec. 2.
The person so appointed shall
within five days after his appointment,
file
with the clerk of such board, his
written acceptance of the office, and the
usual
oath of office
or in default
thereof, the board shall, in the same
belief

—

;

manner, make new appointments,
the

said

office

is

filled.

The

until

inspector

hold office during the' pleasure of
the board, and until his successor is
appointed and qualified.
Sec. 3.
Every bee-keeper or other
person who shall be aware of the existence of Foul Brood, either in his
own apiary or elsewhere, shall immeshall

—

diately notify the inspector of bees, if
there be one, of the existence of such
disease, and in default of so doing shall,
on summary conviction before a justice
of the peace, be liable to a fine of five
dollars and costs.
Sec. 4. -On receiving notice from any
source of the existence, in any apiary
in his precinct, of the disease known as
Foul Brood, or any other infectious or
contagious disease of bees, the inspector
of bees shall forthwith inspect
each
colony of bees and all hives, implements
and apparatus, honey and supplies on
hand or used in connection with such
apiary, or otherwise distinctly designate
each colony and apiary which he believes infected, and notify the owner or
person in charge of said bees thereof,
in writing or otherwise, and the owners of
said bees,
or the person in
charge thereof, shall, within five days

—

thereafter, practically

and

in

good

faith,

apply and thereafter fully and effectually
carry out to and upon said diseased
colonies, such treatment as may have
been prescribed by the inspector for
such cases also thoroughly disinfect to
the satisfaction of such
inspector all
hives, bee-houses, combs, honey and apparatus that have been used in connection with any such diseased colonies;
or, at his election, the said owner or
person in charge of such bees may,
within the same time, utterly and cornpletely destroy said bees, house, comb
houses, honey and apparatus, by fire,
or bury the same in the ground, with a
covering of not less than two feet of
earth
Sec. 5
After inspecting infected hives
or fixtures, or handling diseased bees,
the inspector shall, before leaving the
premises or proceeding to any other
apiary, thoroughly disinfect his own person and clothing, and shall see that any
assistant or assistants with him have
also thoroughly disinfected their persons and clothing.
Sec. 6 The inspector shall have full
power, in his discretion, to order any
;

—

—

owner or possessor of bees dwelling in
box hives in apiaries where the disease
exists
(being
mere boxes without
frames) to transfer such bees to movable frame hives within a specified time,
and in default of such transfer, the inspector may destroy, or order the destruction of such box hives and the bees

dwelling therein.
Sec. 7
Should the owner or possessor
of diseased colonies of bees, or any portion of said colonies, be they queens or
workers, or of any affected appliances
of bee-keeping, knowingly sell or barter
such diseased colonies or portion
of colonies, or infected appliances, he
shall on conviction before any justice
of the peace, be liable to a fine of not
less than fifty dollars ($50) nor more
than one hundred dollars ($100), or to
imprisonment in the county jail for any
term not exceeding two months.
Sec. 8
Should any person whose bees

—

—

have been destroyed or treated for Foul
Brood sell, or offer for sale, any bees,
hives, or appurtenances of any kind,
after such destruction or treatment, and
before authorized by the inspector to
do so, or should he expose, in his bee
yard or elsewhere, any affected comb
honey, or other infected thing, or conceal the fact that such disease exists
among his bees, he shall, on conviction before a justice of the peace, be
liable to a .fine of not less than twenty
dollars ($20) nor more than fifty dollars

($50), or to imprisonment in the
jail for a term not exceeding two

county

months and not

less

—

than one month.

Sec. 9 When an owner or possessor
of bees shall disobey the directions of
the said inspector, a justice of the peace,
may upon the complaint of the said
inspector, cause a sufficient number of
special constables to be sworn in and
such special constables shall proceed to
such owner or possessor and assist the
inspector to seize all diseased colonies
and affected appurtenances, and burn
them forthwith and if necessary, the
said constables may arrest the said owner or possessor an-d bring him before
a justice of the peace, to be dealt with
according to the provisions of the preceding section of this act.
10
Sec.
Before proceeding against
any person before any justice of the
peace, the said inspector shall read over
to such person the provisions of this act
or shall cause a copy thereof to be delivered to such person.
Sec. II
The said inspector shall include in his annual report to the board
a statement of his work during the preceding year, which statement shall include: First, the number of colonies
inspected
second, the number of colonies diseased; third, the number of colonies destroyed by fire or otherwise;
fourth, the names of the owners, and
the localities where found
fifth, the
;

—

—

;

;

amount paid him

for his services,

and

expenses for the preceding year.
12

Sec.

— All

in conflict

acts and parts of acts
with this act are hereby re-

pealed.
Sec. 13
lative

and
after

— In

the opinion of the Legis-

Assembly an

emergency exists,
from and

this act shall take effect
its

passage.

—

:
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The National Convention Report
Tliis Report for 1907, of the Harrisburg convention of the National BeeKeepers' Association, is on our desk.
It contains 120 pages in all, and has the
Constitution, names of members, list of

Qiir

m
I 'Bee Keeping

bee-keepers' associations, financial report,
There was in the treasury Nov. i,
etc.

"'

1907, $668.49.

A copy of the Report is mailed to
every member of the National. If you
are not now a member, send $1.00 to
Treasurer N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.,
who will send you a receipt covering one
year, and also a copy of the 1907 AnThe latter alone is well
nual Report.
worth the

dollar.

in a "

Mercy

Comb

Fine "

Referring to Dr. Miller's comment on
"Mercy in the Comb," on page 9, Hon.
Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa,
says this

"In regard to Dr. Miller's answer to
conundrum, if he means a fine
I agree with him that it represents mercy."

that

comb,

We

don't know but what if this affair
allowed to go any further, some one
be trying to get into Dr. Miller's
And
hair with a "fine"-tooth comb!
clear where
then it would be very
is

will

"mercy"

is.

sult a cry for

tor

At

least,

mercy,

if

were not very

there might rethe comb-opera-

gentle.

And

yet,

we wouldn't have any one

think that
Dr. Miller needs a fine-tooth comb run
over his head for "extracting" purposes,
as we remember having seen in the East
years ago no personal experience, how-

—

ever.

^

The Northern

California

Bee-Keep-

ers' Association will hold its 4th semiannual convention in Pioneer Hall, 7th
St. between J and K, Sacramento, Calif.,

on Feb. 19 and
will be at 10

a.

20,

m.,

i

The sessions
1908.
p. m., and 8 p. m.

The

objects of this association are the
promotion and protection of the interHeadquarters at
ests of its members.
the Western Hotel. -AH bee-keepers are
cordially invited to attend.
F. Jay Lewis, Pres.
B. B. HoGABOOM, Sec.-Mgr.

"Songs of Beedom"
This

is

6x9 inches, con(words and music)

a pamphlet,

taining 10 songs
written specially for bee-keepers,
by
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
and others. They are aranged for either
organ or piano. The list includes the
" Bee - Keepers'
Reunion
following:

Song;" "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom ;" "The Humming of the Bees ;"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man ;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "The
Busy, Buzzing
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
60 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chi-

—

cago,

111.

ft
Conducted by

EMMA

M.

Cleaning Separators witlj Lye.
In Miss Wilson's article in "A B C
of Bee-Culture," on cleaning fixtures
with lye, she doesn't give any formula
as to how much lye to use for a given
quantity of water. Can you? As lye is
a poison would there be any danger
to the bees? and do the bees object to
Do
the fixtures treated in this way?
you follow the plan of cleaning artiIt looks good to me,
cles in this way?
for the separators are pretty flimsy to
W. S. P.
scrape much.
As I am the culprit Dr. Miller has
turned the question over to me. It is
true that I did not give any formula
as to amount of water and lye used,
I
because I did not have any myself.
used a large iron kettle that would
hold several pails of water over a fire
kettle perI
filled the
out-of-doors.
haps 2-3 full of water, and when boiling hot added 2 or 3 cans of concentrated lye, as we had about 3000 T-tins
The lye must be added very
to clean.
gradually, or it will cause the water
It is not very particular
to boil over.
we are never
just how much you use
very saving of the lye; the only thing
needed is to have it strong enough to
remove quickly all the propolis, and as
the T-tins are thoroughly rinsed in clear
cold water, there is no trace of lye
They look like new tins.
left on them.
Yes, we always clean our tins in this

We

way.

have never used

it

to

ject.

far as

WILSON, Mareneo.

111.

removing the propolis was

concerned, it was a success; but the
separators curled badly in drying. Of
course, this difficulty might have been
overcome by putting them in a press;
but as new ones were not very expensive we preferred to buy new rather
than fuss cleaning the old. In case of
fence separators it is different, as they
are too expensive to throw away and,
although I have not tried it, it is pretty
certain that they will not curl as the
plain separators did.
The plain separator is simply a very
thin piece of wood, syi inches wide,
and, without any restraining influence
as a piece of paper
will curl much
and the wider the separator
would
chance
curl.
The parts of
more
to
the
the fence are narrow, giving less chance
held
in place by
to curl, and they are
;

it

would seem they

should be just as straight as

Of

when new.

glued

separators could
not be cleaned in this way; but I understand the fences are now nailed, so
they can be dipped in hot water or lye
without injury.
One great objection
to the fence separator has been the difficulty of cleaning it properly; and if
this can be done away with it will be
a big item.
Don't put too many either of the
separators or T-tins in the kettle at a
time, for there must be room for them
This can
to be moved about a little.
be done with a four-tined pitchfork,
slowly stirring them up and down,_ so
that the lye can get to all parts, and
so that the movement shall wash off
the loosened propolis.
course,

If the lye is strong enough, a very
few minutes will suffice to clean them
thoroughly, and they can be lifted out
with the fork into a tub of clear rinsing
water, then out of the rinsng water in

same way;

the

if

separators,

dry as before suggested;
allowed to drain until dry.
to

Whenever
more

slowly,

piled up
T-tins,

if

solution
acts
too
the
of the concentrated lye

must be added, and water must
See
be added as fast as needed.
the water

is

kept hot

all

also
that

the time.

Bee-Keeping for Women.

any

great extent in cleaning wood, although
we have cleaned both supers and separators, and the bees never seemed to ob-

So

"^"'

until perfectly dry,

—

Northern California Convention

^

-

The

editor

—

of

Keeper his name
whatever may be

the

American Bee-

E. Hill
is Harry
his characteristics in

other respects, is decidedly lacking in
gallantry toward the fair sex. He publishes an article "clipped from the Sunday supplement of some of the large
city dailies," the article being written
by a lady, and then he a mere tnan
comments upon it in such way as to
throw doubt upon the reliability of the
statements.
One of the statements is that, "As to
the profits obtainable from one hive,
that
it
bee-keepers generally agree
should not be less than $15.00 a year,
and as to the number of colonies that
can be cared for by one individual, the
following is quoted 'from the experience of a woman who has succeeded in
the business':

—

;

the cross-pieces.
It would be an easy thing to pile
evenly in a pile a lot of fences after
cleaning them, laying a weight upon
them; and, if allowed to remain thus

"After two years I gave up my position and devoted my whole time to my
bees, except in the cold winter months,
when what I found to do would make
another item. That was the beginning.
I have more than 500 colonies of
bees as many as I can care for prop

Now

—

erly,

and do

all

of the

work myseli

:

—
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except sometimes during the swarming
season."

Upon which
ments

that

man

com-

Hill thus

:

"The

reader's attention is especially
invited to the concluding paragraph,
where the energetic lady almost unassisted, takes care of 500 colonies, which,
according
to
'bee-keepers generally,'
should yield $15 a year each.
This,
then, gives the lady an annual return
of $7,500.
wouldn't harken to the
'Call of the Wild?'"

Who

He

might about as well have said in
plain terms that he didn't believe that
an average of $15 a year could be netted
from each colony, and that 500 colonies
was rather an over-estimate as the number to be cared for by one individual,
except sometimes during the swarming
season, nor to make so much clear
from each one, but a woman

A Woman Bbe-Keeper Who Makes

$7500

a Year.

—

The

spirit of that editor is also

in another way.

The

shown

writer says

"The

limited space of this article will
not allow me to go into details of marketing, size of packages and prices, but
I will gladly answer by letter all inquiries sent me on the subject."
And then Mr. Hill doesn't give the
least hint as to the address of the lady,
well knowing that thousands of us sister^ will be just dying to get "details,"
without which we may fall just a little short of reaching that $7,500 a year.

Seriously,
great dailies,

it

is

Plainly, the bees in the case are of
the kind that do not sting, for the lady

about to make
a call, wearing a veil in up-to-date
style, the veil leaving bare the entire
neck and the back of the head. But a

operator

is

dressed as

—

swer by mail.
In most cases these reporters must
be 'prentice hands.
What reporter of
real experience would solemnly give us
facts
statements that would allow the
plain deduction that there is a woman
who clears from her bees annually
At least, if there be such a
$7,500?
woman, why not give her name and
place of abode?

—

Perhaps, after all, it is well to print
such things, they are so amusing. Take
this: "Before extracting the honey a
preliminary puff of smoke is sent into
the hive." That is, before beginning to
turn the crank of the extractor, the
operator must each time run out and
send a preliminary puff of smoke into
the hiveOr, would it do to have a
hive in the extracting-room for the
express purpose of being puffed into,
thus saving travel?
picture

accompanying

this

arti-

very funny. A lady stands
over a hive holding a comb in her hand,
the cover still on the hive, all but the
middle board, upon which Editor Hill
cle is fumiy,

comments

:

"Note how the magic hand

simply rips the
ridge-board from a gable cover and extracts the brood-frame without even
of

the

fair

removing the

apiarist

lid."

lady capable of clearing $7,500 a year
from her bees why shouldn't she be
equal to the task of training them so
they would never think of stinging one
on the bare neck, or to show such disrespect as to get into one's back hair?

—

louthern
'Ifteedom

amazing that our

with all the talent displayed in their conduct, should so often
print such stuff as they sometimes do
under the guise of information about
bees.
All that seems necessary is for
some man latterly oftener a woman
to go and spend an hour or a few
hours interviewing a bee-keeper, that
being all the preparation necessary to
give information regarding the entire
business; or at least all except a few
details that the well-informed correspondent will, upon inquiry, gladly an-

The

if

Conducted by LOUIS H. SCHOLL,

Three-Band Italians and Other Races
of Bees
After trying all the leading races of
the "good, old three-banded Italians" have proven themselves the best
They are industrious,
all-purpose bee.
and are, as a usual thing, of a remarkably even temperament, so they can be
handled readily with little smoke. They
bees,

homes

remarkably well,
against the wax-moth.
and
They are adapted to a greater variety
of conditions than any other race of
bees, hence they are the best bee for
defend

their
especially

the beginner

to

select.

Caucasian Bees.

The Caucasians

received

much

atten-

New

Braunfels, Tex.

there are sufficient stores m^ the hives.
The Italians lack in this, in that they
are excellent for one honey-flow when
they do their best, but after which they
slow down in breeding, clog the broodnest with stores for winter, and become too weak for any flows later.

Cyprian Bees.

The Cyprian

bees have been tried thoroughly enough. They are called "Cyp."
for short. This ought to have the same

meaning

as

"Zip,"

for

that's

the

way

In most rethey go at the operator.
spects they resemble the Holy Lands,
only that the "Cyps " are still more nervous, and always easily aroused to bat-

which makes them too "stingy" for
They are good comb-builders, and
great storers of surplus honey, capping
the combs rather whiter than Italians.
tle,

tion

and comment, some time past,
which has been dropping off somewhat.
They were tried by a great many per-

me.

but, as to being better than our
races, definite proof is wanting.
They are. undoubtedly, very gentle
bees, in their purity, although some rereports to the contrary have been
Although adapted
better
to
ceived.
colder climates than the Italians and
other Southern races, I doubt whether
they will prove themselves better as

This race of bees holds the highest
record of honey stored by one colony,
nearly a thousand pounds in a single

sons,

other

all-purpose

season.
However, I believe that the
proper and careful
Italians
can, by
breeding, be brought up to a strain that
can not be excelled by any other, as an
all-purpose bee.

bees than the three-banded

Cotton as a Honey-Plant

Italians.

Holy Land

Bees.

These bees have proven better in localities with more than one honey-flow,
on account of their constant alertness
and continuous breeding as long as

The great plantations of cotton in
a
Brazos River valleys furnish
source for a good number of apiaries.
The yield is quite certain every year,
beginning in July and lasting until frost
the

_

—

;
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the late fall.
The honey is very
light in color, and of a good flavor
a distinct one of its own which, in the
very ripe honey, is often pronounced "to
taste just like candy." Especially is this
true of the granulated ripe cotton honIt then is very white and fineey.
in

—

Improving the Bees
Procure a few good queens of a good
race of bees and use them for improv-

of these, one under each of the sepals,
the three leaflike bracts that enclose
the lower part of the buds, flowers and
the cotton-ball or pod. It is not necessary, even, for the cotton to come into

ing the bees you may already have. This
is don^ by rearing young queens from
the best of these,- and using the others
If, then, the undefor drone-rearing.
sirable drones from other colonies are
kept down to a minimum, by leaving
as little drone-comb in those hives as
possible, and using entrance-guards or
drone-traps at the entrances, a large
percent of the young queens will be
purely mated.
Or the young queens
may be taken, in small nuclei, to some

grained.

Whenever I have had a crop of pure
cotton honey from the "Bottom" apiaries, there was no trouble selling everybody some of it, who had tasted of it
It must be ripe, though.
before.

When

first
gathered it is very thin
The flavor of this raw necstrong, nauseating, and tastes decidedly like the sap of the cotton-plant
This is lost, however, in the
itself.
process of evaporation, that takes place
in the ripening of the nectar, and is not
noticeable in the thoroughly ripe prodDuring this evaporation-, in a
uct.
heavy flow from cotton, there is a
strong smell in the apiary, just as that
from a lot of cotton leaves that have
been rubbed to pieces, so strong is the
cotton odor in the nectar. I remember
seasons when this odor was so strong
and nauseating that it had a sickening
on calm days
effect on the apiarist;
even prohibiting his operations. When
there is a breeze the odor is driven off,
and can be noticed several hundred
yards from the apiary.
It is not a wonder that the nectar
should so much resemble the sap of
the plant, if we consider where the
nectaries of the cotton-plants are loInstead of the bees going inside
cated.
of the flower to "fill up," they rarely
do so except when gathering pollen
from the stamens of the flower. And
as there is a large cluster of these in
the great bell-shaped flowers, the bees
become more or less covered with the

and
tar

clear.

This is white in color, and
an easy matter for the apiarist
that his bees are worktell
at
once
to

pollen-dust.
it

"mating ground," where no other bees
fly except those from the colonies with
the select drones, that have previously
been brought there for the purpose- For
all practical purposes, however, the firstnamed manner of procedure is the better, as it is less work and trouble, and
few mismated queens will do no
a
harm. These can be weeded out gradually at any later time. Generally, such
queens are better, anyhow, than those
already in the yard

is

is

ing

on

cotton.

Unlike most of our honey-yielders,
the nectaries of the cotton are on the

.

hardly believe it will pay to try
to have all queens absolutely purely
mated for honey-production alone, as
it is very difficult and expensive to do
this.
Our desire should be, though, to
have as good queens as we can possibly have, be they pure or only hybrids.
I
do believe, however, that after an
apiary is once stocked with a pure
race entirely, it is nmch easier to keep
it at a better and more profitable level
I

A Cotton Bush.

How

bloom before bees can gather the nec-

When

buds are still closed,
the nectaries under them, after a certar.

the

tain age, begin to secrete nectar before
the flowers open.

Besides these there are nectaries under the large leaves of the cotton, situated one on each main rib of the
leaf.
In the large, well-developed leaves
one such nectary will be found on- each
of the three ribs, while only one on
the middle rib is found on many leavesThese are little indentations about midway along the ribs where a widening
These are
of the rib may be noticed.
also protected from rains, being under
involucre
the
leaves,
as
those
under
the
of the buds, called "squares," and the
"blooms."
flowers,
"The nectaries being so close in
proximity to the plant-body may be the
reason the raw nectar is so like the sap
of the plant itself.
Cotton is one of the main sources
for surplus honey in Central and North
Texas, and much cotton honey is proThere are certain
duced each year.
conditions necessary for a good yield

Rank growth during -a
from cotton.
wet season, on rich soils, together with
moist,

warm weather,
On lighter

fine flow.

Cotton Leaves Showing Nectaries.
These are looutside of the flower.
cated under the involucre, that is, on
the thickened portion of the flower
where the stem stops. There are three

are

ideal

soil,

and

for
in

a

dry

not so abundant, no honey being obtained from it in
The
our sandy land districts at all.
soil and conditions also affect the color
and quality of the honey materially.
With the most favorable conditions
above, the honey will be very white and
clear, while the latter conditions produce a light amber honey.
seasons, the secretion

is

To

I

Lost in
tell

Two

Apiaries.

of one's successes

means

and

re-

amuse

the world,
to
verses as a
considered, I dare say, poor policy
change,
I will
sake
of
but just for the
"top up the cart" along this line. The
or
successes
world cares little for one's
losses, but either will make good reading if properly put, and chronicling the
is

latter might aid some one to steer shy
The past
nf a similar circumstance.
year was only a moderate one for honey
w'th me, yet I lost severely on two of
my apiaries, the rest attaining normality.

The spring of igo7 here was of the
worst type. It rained practically every
day for 6 weeks, and, moreover, the
temperature was very low, keeping the
bees indoors very nearly all the time.
10, and stopped
I began to feed April
June 5. I kept all my yards in good
condition as to colonies, except one
Just
which we will notice presently.
about June 8 conditions became right,
myself
in
I
found
notice
and without
the midst of one of the greatest honeyof
yard
one
I
had
ever
saw.
flows I
some 60 colonies located in the midst
of mesquite and horsemint on one side,
and cotton on the other. This yard was
getting ready for their honey to be
taken by June 2$.
In the meantime I had ordered a large
shipment of bees from South Texas,
and had been notified that the car of
bees would start just at the time my
bees would need to have their honey
The bees
taken, or about June 25came June 29. I would not take the
minute
to have
every
honey, expecting
to stop and see to the incoming bees.
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To make

a

long story short,

it

the honey, made a thin syrup and
upset it in the feeding-trough, and 2

was a

to

matter of impossibility for me to get
to the yard to take honey before July
4th and 5th.
The result was a loss of
one filling of nearly 3000 poilnds of
honey, estimating, of course, the time
lost

at

the

honey

A

Some

was

it

in

all

colonies

days

later,

in

the hives.
this yard.

upon examina-

I
found that practically all the
brood had been aborted. There was no
possible cause for the disappearance of
this brood except feeding of this honey.
When I washed the can it was bright,
and showed no sign of rust. I have
concluded that the honey was the cause
of the trouble, and caused me to lose
one "taking" of honey by not having
As a matter
bees at the right time.
of course, a loss of 5000 or 6000 pounds
of honey is better saved than lost, but

curred at my home-yard, due to ignorance, or possibly not doing just as
I had fed my bees
I should have done.
for 3 weeks at home during the fearful
weather spoken of above, and had a
fine lot of brood at the time in the
larval state.
I
had a can of about 3 gallons of
honey that was 2 years old, and just
a little sour.
It had been kept in a
grown very dark.
tin vessel and had
The can had the appearance of being
very rusty.
I examined the honey as
to its acidity and rust, and concluded
that it was all right to feed to the
I put about 2 gallons of water
bees.

'

S or 6

tion,

the bees were storing
after
they
were
loss of a like amount oc-

and

-iw.iuiaiJ-«-'--;j^^-

later

There were 85

rate

before

robbed.

hours

it
doesn't bother me any, when if I
cared for my bees as they should be
cared for at times I would have to lose
out on my farms. With me- something
has "to burn'' at times, and it may
just as well be the bees as any of my
T. P. Robinson.
other interests.
Bartlett, Tex., Jan. 16.

.nM*j"««.

<^anadiaiJ

'Beedom

(the trying time)

spring

the

clover

is

more apt to "heave," than is the case
when there has been a covering of
snow to keep out the frost.
With two poor seasons in succession
is to be hoped that there will be a
One
change for the better this j'ear.
thing is certain, any honey produced
it

will

as

be pretty sure to realize fair prices,
there will be no old crop carried
aflfect this year's crop.

over to

"Bees and Boys."

The above caption of an item in one
of our local papers, at once reminded
me of the story of the schoolteacher
who told her class to compose a sentence in which the words, "boys," "bees"
and "bears" would be used. One young
hopeful handed in the following; "Boys

when

they go in swimitem in question
referred to other phases of the "bees"
business and is as follows:
"In many of the California apiaries
boys are being employed almost altogether to take care of the bees. It is
only in swarming time that other help
After a little experience a
is needed.
boy can care for many hives, and it is
said they are not stung as often as the
men.
It has been figured up that a
farmer's boy who is given 5 hives of
bees to begin with, and who will work

bears

bees

min'."

However,

the

industriously, can make more money in
10 years than his father can on a farm
Clover honey brings a
160 acres.
good price, and the market is always
short of it."
When such stuflf as this is being circulated no wonder that there are many
cases of "bee-fever" that end in disgust. It is a wonder all the farmers who
have 160 acres do not abandon their
By the way, it
farms and keep bees
will soon be in order to look on the
markets for California "clover honey,"
produced in apiaries managed entirely

of

Conducted by

J.

L.

BYER, Mount Joy,

Bee-Keepers and Bee-Papers.
It
often and truthfully said that
is
every bee-keeper should take one or
At the present time
there is not the slightest excuse for any
Ontario bee-keeper not taking at least
two bee-papers, as the terms on which
they can be secured are about as near
getting "something for nothing," as can
be found in this world.

more bee-papers-

As an
friend

in

illustration:

Toronto

A

few days ago a
enclosed $1.00 and

asked me to enroll him as a member of
our York County Association, and also
In reply I
to send him a bee-paper.
told him that the $1.00 gave him a year's
membership in our local association, and
in the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association,
In addition he will receive the
as well.
Canadian Bee Journal one year, and
his choice of one of 3 bee-papers published in the United States one year.
No doubt my friend thought it was
"bargain day," in the line of bee-papers;
and don't you, dear reader, think so,
too?
If any Ontario bee-keepers have not
yet taken advantage of these extraordinary inducements, by all means do so
at once, and help to increase the membership of the Ontario Association and
at the same time share in the benefits
and privileges of this organizaton.

Of course, it is owing to the Government grant that these concessions are
possible, and as bee-keepers it is the
least we can do, to show that we apprethe interest taken in the indusAny one remitting $1.00 to the
Secretary of the locr'l association, will

ciate
try.

Ont,

be entitled to membership and privileges
as stated or send money to Sec. P. W.
Hodgetts, Parliament Buildings,Toronto,
and he will forward 50 cents to the SecI am
retary of your local association.
not positive as to whether all the local
associations, give a bee-paper as a premium, but in every case the Canadian
Bee Journal is sent by the Provincial
Write your Secretary, and
.Association.
in most cases you will find that an adrewill
also
be
ditional bee-paper
;

ceived.

Favorable Conditions for 1908.
Our friends in California and Texas
already talking of "prospects" for
little early
yet
next season's crop.
here in Ontario to do much surmising,
but conditions so far have been favorable.
Although we have had no weather from Nov. 20 till now (Jan. 20), that
bees could fly, yet weather conditions
have been of such a nature that I hardly
think a flight has been required. Only
twice yet that the temperature has got
down to zero, and while we have had as
zvarm weather, yet the temperature has
been, for our latitude, remarkably even
and moderate. Bees outdoors seem to
be wintering nice and quiet, and the 25
colonies in a cellar four miles from
home, at my last visit appeared to be
are

A

in

good condition.

Clover looked well in the fall, and
it has had a nice blanket of snow over
it since Dec.
While alsike is rarely
15.
damaged much in the winter, yet with
no snow on the ground the frost penetrates deep into the soil, and in the early

!

by "boys."

Millions in Honey.
the time-worn query, 'How doth
busy bee improve each shining
hour?' an official of the Apiary of the
Department of AgriculStates
United
ture answered:
" 'By making enough honey in a year
to load a train of freight cars which
would extend in a straight line from
New York to Detroit, and would have
a cash value of $25,000,000; that value
being based on wholesale and not retail

"To

the

little

prices, too.'

"Vast attention is being given by the
Agricultural Department to teaching the
United
army of bee-keepers in the
The
States to get the best results.
was made that
statement
startling
through the carelessness of this army
of men and women more than 150,000,000 pounds of honey is lost annually,
which could be saved if modern methods
were adopted."
The foregoing, taken from the Mon"going
treal Herald, reminds one of
away from home to hear news," as it is
quite unlikely our American cousins are
aware that they are wasting such a vast
amount of honey by failing to adopt
"modern methods." It is to be hoped,
when the" -fe this, that they will hasten

—

:

—

:
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to fall in line with
an-d stop this awful

"modern methods,"
waste

—

were without an equal. But according
Mr. Doolittle's experience, these bees
have not a single redeeming trait, and
are "no good" in the strictest sense of

to

at once.

Seriously speaking, I wonder if that
$25,000,000 worth of honey, is anything
near a correct estimate of the value of
a year's production of honey in the
While the statement
United States.
seems to bear a semi-official stamp, yet
reporters often take
proverbial
that
it is
liberties with figures, and as a rule are
rather than unexaggerate
inclined to
der estimate, especially so when anybees
is being writthing pertaining to
If allowed to make a guess, I
ten up.
would be inclined to think that in this
case there is no exaggeration, although
$25,000,000 at a wholesale price— say 7
cents would represent about 360,000,000 pounds^truly a lot of honey but
divided among 700,000 bee-keepers, it
would mean only a little over 500

—

pounds each.

As

to the 150,000,000 pounds waste,
hardly think that claim to be tenable,
as I believe there is no question, but
that only a very small percentage of the
bees in the United States and Canada
Still,
are run by out-of-date methods.
the percentage may be much larger than
the writer is aware of, yet I know that
such is not the case as far as the Province of Ontario is concerned.
1

the phrase.

Having for quite a few years past,
handled with pleasure and profit, a
goodly number of Carniolans and their
and knowing Mr. Doolittle's
crosses,
opinions of them, I naturally concluded
that our Borodino friend had something
out of the ordinary in Italians, for, be
understood, I have had at the same
it
time, Italians from some of America's
same

best queen-breeders, in the

}-ards

However, this
with the Carniolans.
opinion of mine received a rude jolt,
page
when reading, on
751, what Mr.
Doolittle has to say relative to how
his bees acted during the very trying
spring of 1907. He says

"The bees came out of
as good as

fine condition,

the cellar in
I

ever

knew

to do, but after a few warm days
it turned cold, and it kept that way till
near the middle of June, so that on June
10
at a time when the hives should

them

—

been full of bees and brood
there was not a single colony that was
as good as it was the day it came from
the cellar, while many colonies were not
half as good." (Italics mine).
are somewhat further north than
Borodino, and I believe all Ontario beekeepers will bear testimony that our
spring weather was literally as described
by Mr. Doolittle; in fact, it was impossible to get a day fit to open hives,
before the month of June. The result
was that when a few fine days came in
apple-bloom, which was abnormally late,
when we started to clip the queens, we
found about one-third of the colonies
with queen-cells started, and fully threefourths of the colonies literally jammed
have

We

Bumble-Bees to the
From the same paper

Philippines.

I clip the following, relative to the sending of bumble-bees to the Philippine Islands

"The Indiana bees recently shipped
to the Philippine Islands by the Bureau
of Entomology' at Washington for the
purpose of fertilizing clover in that
country, were packed in small refrigerator baskets and placed in cold storage as
soon as caught. They will be kept in
cold storage until they arrive in the
Philippines.
Thus they were put to
sleep in

with brood and bees and this in hives
equal in capacity, to from 12 to 16
;

Langslroth frames. Instead of doubling
up weak colonies, it was a case of heading off swarming by forming nuclei,
and a number of these same nuclei were
in grand condition for the honey-flow.

Now all the attention these bees had
received throughout all the cold spring
weather was simply being left warmly
packed, with the knowledge that they
all had an abundance of stores to draw
upon. Although there were only about
half a dozen days that pollen came in,
yet the great quantity of honey that each
colony had, was literally turned into
brood and young bees before fruitbloom came on.
But nearly all these colonies had a
dash of Carniolan blood in their makeup.
Nor was my own experience any
exception, for in visiting a great number
of apiaries on inspection work, whenever I found any Carniolans the fact
would be attested to by colonies overrunning with bees. No, I do not sell
queens, but if such were the case, I
would insist on giving a dozen to Mr.
Doolittle to show him what he has
missed in the past.

By giving such expert attention, as
Mr. Doolittle is so exceedingly well
qualified to do, he was able to get from
each colony run for comb honey an
average of 61 pounds this after doubling up and otherwise manipulating a
lot of bees that by his own account
were in a miserable condition to take
One can
advantage of a honey-flow.

—

not help but wonder, what might have
been the yield, if his bees had been at
least part Carniolans, and at the beginning of fruit-bloom, boiling over, and
with "coats oflf," ready for anything
that might

come

along.

Indiana and will wake up in

Manila."
Earlier in the season the writer noGovernment's
intention of
ticed the
shipping these bees, and quite often
since, have I wondered as to the success of the venture.
Of course, it is
too soon to know as to the benefit the
bees will be to the clover, but judging
from New Zealand's experience, there
is not much likelihood of any disappointment.
As is well known, previous to

introducing bumble-bees into New Zealand, it was impossible to
raise any
clover seed, but now, thanks to the bees'
usefulness as pollinators, that country
can produce seed equal to any in the
world.
_

Camiolau Bees.
Perhaps no other prominent writer on
apiculture has given the Carniolan race
of bees as bad a name as has G. M.
Doolittle at different times.
He even
condemns them as being slow to build
up in strength for the honey-flow, and
if there is
any particular time when
these bees "shine," more than at other
times, it is in the matter of building
up strong in the early spring, regardless
of weather conditions. While I have
met quite a few extensive apiarists, who
did not like the Carniolans in some respects, yet all were a unit in agreeing
that for building up in the spring they

Age of Queens and Superseding
BY

C.

P.

DAD.ANT.

There has been considerable discussion, from time to time, regarding the
length of life of queens, and the advisability of superseding them artificially before they become too old.
Some

recommend annual requeening, others at
the end of 2 years, others at 3, and
others still affirm that the bees attend
to this matter properly.
The purpose of this article is to examine the different methods and opinions of noted writers, which will help
in drawing conclusions.
To get a very safe statement from
writers on bee-culture, it is best to go
to the text-books.
Articles written for
the bee-papers give many new things

but there is less guarded thought in contributions to the press than in books,
for the reason that the writers of books
are aware of the permanency of such
works, and read and re-read their statements before allowing them to go out
of their hands.
Contributors to the
papers, on the other hand, are apt to
launch assertions that may prove incor-

We

A

rect.
very good
see it daily.
instance of it is to be found in one
writer
of our bee-papers for January.
having stated that beeswax to be digested must "melt in the stomach," the
editor, who is on-e of our brightest men,
corrected him by saying that beeswax
melts at about 130 degrees, which is
much higher than the temperature of
the stomach.
The fact is, that it is a
poor grade of paraffin which melts at
about 130 degrees, and that pure bees-

A

wax

does not melt below

144,

and

is

:
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liable

less

still

ach."

"melt in the stom-

to

The reader

com-

readily

will

prehend that it is safer to go to the
books than to thus hurriedly - written
information, essubject of "queens,
on
pecially
which has been the most important
the natural history of the honey-bee.
Looking through different leading
contributions

our

for
the

m

works on bees of modern
ferent countries,
opinions on the

we

times, in difthe following

find

age

and supersedure

Germ.\n.— Dzierzon says: The queen
once
I
lives on an average 4 years.
had a queen 5 years old which was still
remarkably vigorous."

English.— Cowan: "The queen may

fertihty delay for 4 or S years, but her
of
creases in proportion to the number
defertility
Her
she lays.

...

eggs

creases after the second year.

Cheshire: "The queen may attain the
ripe old age of 4 or 5 years."
Italian.— Doctor Dubini: The case
substituting sponis not rare of bees
taneously a young queen for an old or
imperfect queen, rearing the new one
from eggs laid by the old one. Neither
do they kill her. Either she dies becontinfore the young one is reared, or
other.
ues to live side by side with the
Bonnier:
French—DeLayens and

"Queens may live up to 4 and 5 years.
hive
A queen will live longer in a small
where her laying capacity is limited.

When

her fecundity decreases

rearing
the bees usually replace her by
queen-cells. The old queen is thus suone."
younger
perseded by a

American.—Langstroth

:

"The queen

usually dies in her fourth year, though
longer
she has been known to live
sometimes die of
Queens
no
is
there
when
disease or old age
.

brood to supply their loss. Few, however, perish under such circumstances,
cells,
for 'either the bees build royal
aware of their approaching end, or they
brood
die so suddenly as to leave young

behind."

,,^

,

Quinby and L. C. Root "Do not keep
Ever
a queen longer than 3 years.
have an eye to the queen, and if she
becomes deficient in any way, kt her
place be supplied by a new one."
:

for
A. J. Cook: "It is not uncommon
her to attain the age of 3 years in the
while
powers;
her
of
full possession

queens have been known to do good
work for S years. The workers usually supersede her."
Doolittle speaks of the superseding
of queens as "one of Nature's plans,
and, speaking of a queen reared by the
bees to replace her mother, says: "Had
month at
I not opened this hive for a
this time, I would never have known
that a change had taken place, as regards the queen."
C. C. Miller in
:

"A Year Among

"Some queens do

excellent

the

work

third year, and in rare cases
If quite old they will
in their fourth.
be pretty surely superseded by the bees
of
the harvest.
close
about the
Many more queens are superseded after

in their

.

a

.

good harvest."

writer, in "Forty Years
the Bees," published 17 years
says: "I have had good queens
I sus3 and 4 years old, but as a rule

The same

Among
later,

had not

to

Root, in the "A B C of Bee-Culture"
"Some queens die, seemingly of old age,
the second season, but generally they
live through the second or third, and
we had them lay very well even during
the fourth year. They are seldom profitable after
the third
Italians will sometimes

year, and the
have a young

queen, 'helping her mother' in her egglaying duties before she becomes unprofitable."

of queens:

Bees"

pect better results might be
keep them so long."

these opinions, we
as a rule, good
that the greater
or shorter duration of their fertility
depends in part on the capacity of the
hive and the number of eggs which

Summing up

all

find that queens are,
for at least 2 years;

may be induced to lay by encourand, lastly, that
aging circumstances
in most cases they are superseded by
the bees before their fertility is ended.
From this we will deduce readily, and
without much fear of controversy, that
the idea of replacing queens every year
is preposterous; that they should be allowed at least 2 full seasons, before being replaced. But what about replacing

the}'

;

them later?
But here

Queens
is another question
are like hens and other animals or other
insects, they are more or less prolific,
:

and some prove much

better than others.
very probable that there are differences in the contents of the ovaries or
of the spermatheca, as well as in their
ability to mature eggs and lay them
promptly. Every queen-breeder has noticed how quickly some young queens
will fill every available space with eggs,
keeping their workers on a constant
strain to supply the brood with the necessary food, while other queens, reared
at the same time, in the same manner,
and even sometimes from the same
mother, will drag along slowly and never
fill
as many cells with brood as their
retinue would easily nourish. There is a
very plain difference in fertility. It is
obvious that a queen whose fertility is
below average will keep the colony under average for strength, and the probabilities are that there will be but little
surplus honey harvested in the colony
Such a
of which she is the mother.
queen should be superseded just as soon
But we
as we find out her inferiority.
must be sure that she is below average,
for what would be the use of superseding her, if we could not give the bees a
It is

one?
According to several of the writers
named above namely, Cowan, DeLayens and Miller— that queen lives longer
which lays less. Miller does not say it
in so many words, but he says that
there are more queens superseded after
good seasons. As queens lay more eggs
in good seasons than in bad ones, it is
safe to assume that, in his opinion,
the superseding of queens after a good
season is due to their having been exhausted by increased egg-laying. From
this we would conclude that the longlived queens are the poorest layers.
I acknowledge that it would be impossible for me to assert this from personal experience, for I have never had
the patience to keep an unprolific queen
But
to see how long she would live.

better

—

I

did,

in

a number

of instances,

pre-

serve queens of very extraordinary prolificness, just as long as they would

and I can remember at least two
where the prolificness lasted fully
four years, and when I began to think
of replacing the queen by a young one,
I
found, as Doolittle reports, that the
bees had been doing it themselves. The
last,

cases

men who,

like

C.

Miller,

C-

clip

the

wings of their queens, have a very good
chance to ascertain when the queen has
been changed, and if a closer inspection of the hive was kept, in general,
than the average bee-keeper follows,

many more

cases

natural

of

superse-

dure would be reported.
I do not believe that there is any doubt
about the much greater fertility of some
queens than the average.
It is very
probable that these queens have a greater number of egg-germs in their ovaries, and that these germs are also more
enlarged and matured by the agencies
of warmth and food than in the case
of inferior queens.
This brings us to
the most important point.
Is it not
better to keep your most prolific queens
as long as they show no signs of failing, and to breed your young queens
from such long-lived, prolific queens,
rather than requeen, every one, two, or
three years, indiscriminately? When you
have a queen under average, is it not
best to replace her at once and take
your chances on the young queen which
will very probably prove at least up to
average?

If

in a

we

could, in every instance, or even
majority of instances, replace our
new ones of whose pro-

old queens by

we were absolutely sure, there
would need be no hesitancy about superlificness

seding queens as often as we thought
But a queen, to be tested for prolificness, must be located in a full colony. If we buy queens, the breeder who
furnishes them cannot vouch for their
prolificness unles he has so tested them,
and they are then valuable to him,
and if he understands his business, he
will charge you a good price for such
queens.

best.

To sum

up,

I

will say that

has always been
queens as soon as

my method

replace inferior
sure of their
inferiority, but in the case of good,
average or very prolific queens, I aim to
retain them as long as their fertility
does not decrease, meanwhile trusting
the bees with the task of superseding
such queens by some of their own stock
decrease of
if they should notice the
After all,
their powers before I do.
Doolittle is undoubtedly right when he
supersedure
is "one
natural
says that
of Nature's plans."

Hamilton,

to

I

make

111.

Strong Colonies Desirable as
Well as Profitable
BY

We

J.

E.

HAND.

often hear of colonies of bees
becoming too strong in the spring prior
honev harvest, and it is claimed
the
to
by some of our best bee-keepers that
do not, as a rule, do as
colonies
siich
storing surplus
satisfactory work at
colony, some even going
medium
as a
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so far as to say that strong colonies
are not needed for best results, but,
rather, medium colonics that are in the
right condition.
They do not tell us
what constitutes this highly desirable
right condition, nor why it is that an
extra-strong colony should not be in
such a condition as well as a medium
one.
It is to be hoped that some of the
wise ones will further enlighten us upon
this subject or else cease to harp about
colonies becoming
too
One
strong.
would think this habit was contagious,
by the way it is being handed around
among the papers of late.

Now, while I can see that a medium
colony in a perfectly normal condition
might far outstrip an e.xtra-strong one
that was thrown out of that condition
at the beginning of the honey-flow, yet
I think no one will attempt to prove
that an extra-strong colony in a perfectly normal condition will not store
more surplus honey than a medium one
in like condition.

I

will

go farther, and

the former will often store
more than twice as much as the latter,
and especially in comb honey production.
And why not, since it is bees that

say

that

gather honey?
It is a wonder that some writers
this theory into practice, by
breaking their colonies up irbto nuclei
in order to have more colonies to gather
more honey! This theory was exploded
more than 30 years ago, and is a dead

don't put

issue.

Judging by what has been written
upon this subject, one would think it
a difficult matter to keep an extra-strong
colony in a perfectly normal condition
for any considerable length of
time
prior to the honey harvest.
And no
doubt this is the reason
fail with such colonies.
quires but

little

skill

to

why so many
While it remanage a me-

dium colony prior

to the honey-flow, it
often needs an expert to handle an extra-strong colony and keep it in just as
good condition for storing surplus honey as the other. However, writh that
kind of a man at the helm, such a colony will distance the average one by a
full length.
The strange thing about this matter is
that no one has ever attempted to explain
plain why it is that e.xtra-strong colonies come out behind the smaller ones
in the race for honey.
Are we to understand by this that there is really no
cause for such a seemingly unnatural
result, and attribute it to luck?
I have always found such results to
be the exception and not the rule; and
when such a thing happens, there is always a good cause for it; and that
cause is usually a played-out queen.
The trouble could undoubtedly have
been avoided by requeening the previous

season.

question arises, how are we going to keep these extra-strong colonies
from swarming before the honey-flow
comes, and thus spoil everything? Since
such a thing would be fatal to comb
honey production we must give the
queen unlimited room, and put on a set
of extracting combs to keep the honey
out of the brood-chamber and when the
harvest comes with a rush, this mighty
army of workers will roll up an amount
of surplus far beyond our expectation.

The

;

and we will cease
ony of bees.

to fear a strong col-

My

bee-keeping friend, your success
in
comb-honey production will begin
right where you leave off fooling with
weak colonies of bees.
In conclusion, keep more bees in each
hive, and keep them in a normal condition by requeening each year, and success

is

sure.

Birmingham, Ohio.

Beginning in Bee- Keeping
UV

M. DOOLITTLE,

G.

A

correspondent writes that he thinks
of entering into bee-keeping as he has a
high "bee-fever" on, through reading the
American Bee Journal which a friend
let him have during 1907.
He says he
does not know exactly whether he is

informed enough

through

his

reading

make

a success of the undertaking,
to give an article on "beginning in bee-keeping," as he is now
a regular subscriber, and believes that
such an article will help others as well
as himself.
Remembering the articles from the
pens of Elisha Gallup an-d others for
beginners, away back in the seventies
and eighties, in the American Bee Journal, which did me so much good when
I was a beginner, I will try to give a
few thoughts on this matter, hoping they
may be of some benefit to others as well
as to my correspondent, as he suggests.
to

and asks me

A

bee-paper

for any and
interested in

is

a

good thing

to take,

who keep

bees or are
them in any way, but with
the paper should go a book on beekeeping, which should be thoroughly
studied so that the first principles of
apiculture will be familiar
so familiar
that the one reading will know whether
what he or she reads in the bee-papers
is practical or not
for an enthusiast on
bees often writes things for publication
before he has tested the matter he proclaims sufficiently to know that it is
practical.
If the beginner is not informed on these first principles in beekeeping, he is quite apt to "bank" on
anything which reads so "catchy" as
most bee-theories do, and thus he is
led off on a "wild goose chase," which
generally results in our beginner becoming disgusted, and proclaiming that
bee-keeping does not pay; also resulting in the losing of all he has invested
in the undertaking.
all

—

;

For this reason I always advise the
careful and studious reading of one, at
of the many good text-books we
have on bees; before any bees are purchased, or any great sum of money is
put into the business. In fact, I would
say, don't pay out more than $40 or $50
to get a start, including bees, hives,
books, papers, and everything.
If you
do not buy more than 3 or 4 colonies,
$50 should cover all the expenses necessary for a start for anybody that has
little else to start with save a "beefever," and if that is the situation,
4 colonies is certainly all the bees that
colonies
should be bought, while
2
the
would be sufficient, that being
number I started with in the spring of
1869, and from which grew my apiary
of 300 colonies of the middle eighties.
least,

Then, contrary to what I heard once
advocated at a National Bee-Keepers'
Convention, I would advise the beginner to make his own hives, etc., all
except the sections, and these

I would
buy in the flat.
Of course, you will
want a sample hive to work from, unless the hives in which you buy your
bees are to your liking.
If so, all you
have to do is to make others like them.
And w'hy do I advise the making of
your hives at first? That you may really know what a hive costs, and become
convinced that the smooth and "catch/'
appearance of any hive or fixture does
not 'count" toward practical apiculture.
My first hives were made of rough
hemlock lumber, just as it came from

the sawmill, and, strange to say, many
of these hives were in good, practical
shape, long after some of those "fancy"
hives which I was led to buy through
the "smooth tongues" of supply dealers,
had passed out of existence.

Then, this making of your own supplies at the start will "rivet" you with a
practical

love

for

your business, that

will count
toward success in all the
years to come.
Do not become "crazy" over the puffs
of wares by those having said wares for
sale, and pay out your hard-earned dollars (earned in some other business),
more than just to get a start. Make
your bees and yourself self-sustaining,
and after the first start do not pay out
anything more than what the bees bring

you

in, always remembering that if you
cannot make 4 colonies pay, you cannot
By starting with a few,
400 or 4000.
these few will increase as fast as your
knowledge will, and by the time you
have the 4000 you will be able to handle the same properly to a complete
success, while had you started with 400
or 4000 failure would have almost surely been the word written at the end of
your undertaking.
Then, should it so happen that you
found yourself unfitted for bee-keeping
with a small start, you would have the

consolat'on

of

knowing

that

you

hac

lost but from $40 to $50, instead of $400
to $500, or perhaps as many thousands,
as some do.

Also remember, if you wish to sucyou must look after your bees. If
any person expects to realize a large
income from his bees, and scarcely ever

ceed,

—

look after their condition simply hive
them and put on the sections he will
find himself greatly mistaken.
Not that

—

the whole time must be spent in overhauling the frames, or "fussing" with
the bees but enough time must be spent
to know that they are in a good, thrifty
condition at all times.

Then you want a knowledge of your
location.

time the

Spend quite a
first

little

of your

2 or 3 years out in the

and woods, following 5'our bees
to the flowers, or finding your bees on
the flowers, and knowing what they are
doing there, whether gathering pollen
or honey, or perhaps propolis, till you
are familiar with all the plants and
trees which give your bees anything of
value, and especially those from which
fields

also
a surplus of nectar is obtained
the average time of their coming into
bloom. Having found out these things,
then make all the minor bloom con;

;
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tribute toward bringing the bees up to
their maximum strength as to numbers and a desire to store a surplus,
just at the time that your location brings
the surplus-nectar bearing flowers into
bloom in fheir greatest profusion. By
so doing you will bring your "field" and
your bees together, so that they will
roll in a great, big success for you
while, if you fail just here, no great

success can be obtained, no matter how
profuse the nectar-secretion at the time
of the minimum number of bees in your
colonies, or how maximum the strength
of your colonies, if that strength comes
when the nectar-producing flowers are
gone, or before they come-

There are lots of other things which
tend toward the success or failure of a
beginner, but the above are sufficient for
the "better digestion at one sitting," as
well as before the underlying foundation
on which to build a "permanent and
successful structure," along the line of
apiculture
Borodino, N. Y.

Aphididae or Plant Lice
BY PROF.

A.

.T.

COOK.

There are several reasons why beekeepers should be interested to learn
about the aphids. Their natural history
is unique and surprising, indeed; their
destructiveness is often alarming, as in
cases of the "green fly" on grain last
year in Kansas. Often, too, this injury
is to our honey-plants, as one of the
largest of the aphids in the
United
States works on the basswood.
Again, the aphids secrete honey-dew,
is of the same nature as honey,
it
is
composed of reducing sugar,
and is excellent, and, as it need not to
be digested, is probably superior as a
source of honey. I have known the bees
to gather much of the honey-dew from
the Lachness that works on evergreens
in the East, and the honey was of very
superior quality.
I
doubt if there is
any better honey than that which comes

which
as

from

this

honey-dew from some of these

aphids.

Natural History of Aphids.
The life history of plant-lice is as

in-

teresting as it is exceptional.
In the
fall, a little earlier than this (Dec. 19),
as the cold comes on, there appear the
only males that are ever to be found.
Novi^, too, come the normal females.
These mate and lay their eggs, which
are not many in number, and so the insects pass the winter as eggs.
In the
spring, as the foliage opens, the eggs

and only agamic females come
from them. That is, these females produce without males, and their progeny

hatch

are, like our drone-bees, the result of
parthenogenesis. There may be a dozen
or more generations of these agamic fe-

males during the summer.
These do
not lay eggs, as do most insects, but the
alive
that is, the eggs

young are born

—

hatch within the parent louse.

There

one more peculiarity of these
lice, and that is, they arc dimorphic;
that is, they appear in two forms in the
season of work. The most of them are
wingless, but occasionally they appear
with wings and are able to fly from
is

their old host-plants to a

new

pasture-

This is of great service to the inas they are a serious menace to
the host-plants that give them home and
food, and soon the plants would die,
and they be starved, except that they
are able to fly to other host-plants. This
point should be remembered as it suggests a way to destroy these plantfield.

aphids,

the hope to practice
and so banish the pests.
in

culture,

sects,

lice.

There

one thing that

is

is

pleasing

regarding these devastating pests, and
is, they have many enemies.
This
is why we often find that though they
may be very common in the early season, as they increase with enormous
rapidity, and later often in a few days
they seem to melt away as though
struck by the very bosom of destruction.
This is doubtless due to the fact
that they have numerous foes among
birds and other insects.
The fact that
they abound in such numbers so that
they crowd the plants that harbor and
feed them, makes them a very bountiful
source of food to an> animal that takes
to such diet.
Here in California, roses
and ivy may be literally covered with
aphids in April, and in two or three
weeks they are nearly al gone so that it
is difficult to find one of them.
The
cause of this rapid taking ofl is that a
braconid fly a minute parasite attacks
them, and it increases even faster than
the lice
and so they melt away as by
fire.
This suggests a possible way to
rid a place of these pests.
It is often
easy to introduce the parasites, from
some other locality where they abound,
and as these "work for nothing and
board themselves," it is a cheap way
that

—

—

;

to fight the aphids.

The plant-lice are so abundant, and
in such profusion to every part
of the plant, on the under side of the
leaves as well as above, that it is very
difficult to destroy
them by artificial

The Slug a

means.

The

coal-oil emulsions will kill

and not destroy plants, and yet
impossible to apply them in many
of
attack, such as that of the grain
cases
aphis and the melon plant-hce.
Tobacco smoke is deadly to them, but this
must be confined as in greenhouses,
and so is rarely practicable to use.
it

lice

is

The fact that these aphids often have
two or three host-plants which they atexclusively, gives a further remedy that may often be used to good
purpose.
The potato plant-louse sometimes destroys to the tune of millions
in our country.
The potatoes are often harvested early, and so the aphids
must hie to other plants or die. It is
found that they use chickweed and peas
as host-plants after the potato harvest.
If, then, we see to it that these plants
are not in the region of the potato-fields,
we will starve out the pestiferous
plant-lice.
In our rich, low valleys near
the Salton Sea, excellent melons and
cantelopes are grown very easily, and
as they come very early they are grown
at a surprising profit.
There is one
handicap on this industry
the melon
plant-lice are often a serious scourge
to the melon-growers.
Here the harvest is over early in the season, when
the vines could all be plowed under,
in preparation for a later crop.
In this
case it would be a wise policy to discover the later host-plants of these

tack

—

Borer.

I
suppose all our readers are acquainted with the slugs.
They are
really shelless
snails.
Indeed,
they
once had shells, but have lost them

their
development history.
It is
also well known that the snails and
slugs are fond of damp, and will not
in

sojourn where the earth is dry and
Again, the slugs and snails feed
on vegetable matter wholly.
Of late
I have word that slugs are boring. into
oranges.
In this case the fruit must
In some cases the
lie near the earth.
slugs have crawled up as far as 12 or
arid.

18 inches, and have bored into fruit
I was
that distance from the ground.
appealed to help by advice and suggestion in this case.
I called attention to
the fact of the slug's love of moisture,
and suggested that the trees were headed so low that a condition very favorPrunable to the slugs were secured.
ing away the low branches and letting
would drive the
in the sun and air,
slugs away and save the fruit. And do
we wish to grow our fruit on the

ground, any way?
We cannot know too well the life history and habits of all our animal associates, for with such knowledge we will
often know how to steer clear of harm,
that

also

might work us serious injury.

Claremont, Calif.

Season ofi9 07— Feeding
Sugar Syrup— A New
Location

crowd

the

clean

BY

The

F.

L.

DAY.

was a poor one for
honey in Northern Minnesota.
The
spring was fully a month later than
some of those of recent years. This did
past season

not make any great difference with my
own bees, for they were in excellent
condition. Forty-one colonies were taken from the cellar, 39 being in apparent
good condition. One of the others was
put over a strong colony. The weak one
had a queen which had begun to lay
some.
I used 2 excluders and a wire
screen, also, for the first 3 days.
But
the queen of the weak colony disappeared, and the workers joined those of
the strong colony, without any fighting.
The other colony which died was seemingly all right at first, but soon dwindled
away in spite of anything I could do.
39 colonies were increased to 61
by the nucleus plan, which suits me the
best of any for making increase- I had
formerly taken the queen and 2 or 3frame nuclei of brood and bees from
strong colonies to place in a new hive.
Then g or 10 days later I would divide
the remaining frames of brood and bees
and
so as to form 2 or 3 more nuclei
or 2 frames of brood in
still leave
I
the old hive. The nuclei were then left
to rear their own queens from the cells

My

given them with the brood, and later to
build up as best they could during the
season.
Good results were obtained.
nearly always built
nuclei
up
strong, and some of them gave a little
surplus.

The

February,

15

^^^^[Am<»rican ^ee Journal)
The old colonies thus divided gave
total surplus than an equal numBut many
ber of others not divided.
of the nuclei became strong too late in
the season to give any surplus that
year. This year (1907) I made two improvements.
One was to have plenty
of laying queens for all nuclei, and the
other was to give each nucleus 2 additional frames of hatching brood about 3
more

weeks after forming.
About March ist I made arrangements with a prominent queen-breeder
to ship me 22 untested Italian queens
They
just when I should need them.
were sent in 3 lots, and all arrived

m

good shape. Two frames of brood and
and i frame of honey and bees
were taken to form each nucleus. The
cage containing queen and attendants
was put on top of the brood-frames,
with the cardboard removed from the
candy. The bees were then confined 3

bees

or 4 days.
s days all nuclei were examMost of the queens were then
out on the combs and laying a little.
A few were still in the cages- Twenty
of the 22 queens were thus successfully
introduced. One died 3 weeks later, but

After

ined.

the other 19 proved to be very prolific.
Most of them were soon filling their 10
brood frames in good shape. Some of
these nuclei stored as high as 40 to 50
pounds of surplus honey before July
Our best flow usually comes after
20.
that time, being from basswood and
But
the latter end of white clover.
the past season there was no surplus
after
July 20.
secured from any source

Basswood blossomed fairly well, and I
saw bees thicker on the trees.
no surpl-us was obtained. This left

never
Still

with only 40 pounds of clover honey
per colony or less than half of a fair

me

There was no fall flow, either.
had to feed 870 pounds of sugar, or
pounds per colony.

crop.
I

14

Last spring. Dr. Miller, in speaking
of my feeding thin sugar syrup after
Sept. 20, expressed doubt as to how
much I really fed per colony. My feeders hold 8 or 9 quarts each. For a strong
colony entirely destitute of stores I have
of'-en filled one of these feeders twice,
making fully 16 quarts of half sugar and
This quantity has been
haff water.
all
stored in the combs and nearly
In
sealed over in 2 or 3 weeks later.
general, I have fed from 4 to 16 quarts
per colony, nearly all after Sept. 20.
In the fall of 1906 I fed over 30 of
my 43 colonies from 4 to 14 quarts,
besides all colonies having a chance at
what I feed outdoors daily to keep the
My bees as thus
bees good-natured.
In 5 winters taken
fed winter well.
together, I have lost only 3 colonies in
the cellar and about 6 after taking out
A real weakling is a
in the spring.
rare novelty.
The principal reason why I feed so
late is that from 6 to 9 of the 10 broodframes in each hive are usually full of
brood until about the middle of September.
The past fall I fed every one of
my 6 colonies from 6 to 13 quarts of
thin syrup, between September 15 arid
October, and the only anxiety I have in
the matter is that some did not reBut I would
ceive enough to suit me.
not advise so late feeding where it

can be avoided.

Durnig the last week in October I
bees, shop, etc., from the
place where I had kept them six seasons, to a new location one-half mile
distant.
The bees were shut in the
hives 2 days before moving.
They
were moved on a cool, frosty morning.
The S-16 inch entrance the width of the
hive gave ample ventilation to all colonies.
Five colonies were let out the
same day, but the rest w-ere kept confined 3 days moreNone of either lot
returned to the old location.
The new location is a clearing in a
dense forest, with just room for the
hives, shop, bee-cellar, dwelling-house,
etc.
As Mr. Hasty once said in speaking of such a woodland location, "I see

moved my

swarms on my glasses." I expect to
see them on the trees, too.
But I intend to make the clearing larger this
winter, and by having all laying queens
clipped as usual, I expect to be master
of the situation.
had mild weather all the past fall.
Nov. 22, 23 and 24 the bees flew as in
mid-summer. I put mine in the cellar

We

Nov.

30.

Detroit, Minn.

on

the case.
I can see that pure Italian drones, however dark, are different

appearance from pure black drones.
Also that the drones of a pure Italian
queen that has mated with a black drone
do show some of them the color and
general appearance of the black drone.
Likewise, a black or Caucasian queen
mated with an Italian drone will produce
some (and sometimes many)
drones with Italian coloring.
Now,
how does that color get there, and what
If color shows the
does it signify?
blood or race at all, how can drones
be pure that show the color of another
race from that of their mother?
in

—

mated queens turned darker

BY

T.

W. LIVINGSTON.

than

time

a

after

so that

sisters,

I

their

am

in

miscolor

purely-mated

sure that

if

a lot

of purely-mated queens are compared
with a lot of mismated queens reared
from the same mother, the difference

be plainly apparent.

in color will

am

not yet claiming that a queen's
drones are as much aflfected by her
mating as her workers, but that they
are just as surely affected, and am still
"cock-sure" of my ability to demonI

strate

Are a Queen's Drones Affected By Her Mating ?

ago observed that the

long

I

—

it.

thank Mr. Pagan for his reply to
and would like to hear from
him again on the subject, or from any
I

my

article,

others that feel interested in getting
the truth of the matter.
It would
a very convenient thing for us if
that theory were true, and I have no
object in combatting it except that to
me it is manifestly untrue, and I believe it is best for us to know the
facts, and govern ourselves accordingly.
My experience indicates that queens do
not so often mate with drones from a
distance as is generally supposed, but
the mismating comes most frequently
at

have read Mr. E. V. Pagan's article, on page 717 (1907), and wish to
say in reply that with my little "flourish," or whatever it maj' be called, I
convey the idea
did not intend to
that I really meant to explode the theory in quei^tion in the minds of all,
but merely to ignite the slow-match
that would cause it to explode of its
own absurdity in the minds of all rea-

be

soning people that would take the trou-

from drones in our own apiary. I once
had my apiary of about 150 colonies
of Italians about lYz miles from an

I

to examine carefully the facts of
I
am well aware that there
case.
too much green material in the minds

ble
the
is

of
I

some
have

to permit the kind of explosion
in

mind.

Now, I think Mr. Pagan is too exacting in his demands for proof, for it
would obviously require that a great
number of black bees had been moved
near

my

produced

apiary the second year to have
the results recorded in my

on page 687, for surely the vastly greater number of Italian drones in
my yard would have increased the liaarticle

of

in your own apiary; and
your troubles with mismating will be

mated queens
very

much

Leslie,

less.

Ga.

my

queens mating purely to
a corresponding degree so that the presence of a large number of drones from
mismated queens in my yard, and they
being impure, is the only thing that
will account for the
results that followed.
I can assure him that no great
change had taken place in my surroundings with regard to black bees in my
bility

apiary of about 60 colonies of blacks.
I used comb foundation and controlled
drone-rearing, while my neighbor did
neither, so that his bees produced probably twice as many drones as mine,
yet I did not have more than 5 percent
of my queens to mismate.
So I would
say, keep none but drones from purely-

vicinity; besides, I had other evidences
that the mismating came from my own
yard. Read again my article.
I am well aware of how the theory
that a queen's drones are unaflfected
by her mating is supported, and I am
not disputing the well-known facts, nor
the testimony of the microscopists_ that
find spermatozoa in the eggs laid in
worker-cells, but not in those laid in
drone-cells
but there are certain facts
that I can perceive without any microscope, that have quite as great a bearing

"Beneath the Old Shade Tree"
This is composed by E. A. Reynolds,
and is a most beautiful song and chorus
which should find its way into every
home where there is a piano or organ.
By special arrangements with the publishers, our readers will receive a copy
of the above song, postpaid, by sending
6 cents in postage stamps to The Globe

Music

Co.,

17

West

28th Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Apiarian Pictures

We

would be glad to have those who
do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
can

;

of interest along the line of bee-keeping.
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Dr. Miller declared a flight is very
necessary before putting bees into the
cellar.

Conventions ^^*

Mr. Wilcox said a
into the cellar.

Twenty reported

Proceed inds
Report of the Chicago-Northwestern
Bee-Keepers' Convention.

The 17th annual convention of the
- Northwestern
Bee - Keepers'
Association was held in the
Briggs
House, Chicago, Dec. 5 and 6, 1907, with
Chicago

Pres. George

W. York

in the chair.

Mr. Dadant, Mr. Kannenberg and Dr.
Bohrer were appointed as an Auditing
Committee.
Dr. Miller, Mr. Kimmey, and Miss
Candler were appointed a Committee
on Memorials.

Cooking Sugar Syrup for Feeding
Bees.
"Is syrup best cooked for bees?"
R. L. Taylor said not to cook it if
fed early enough.
The question arose as to whether to
use a double cooker. Some said "No,"
but others said, "Yes, if the one who
•does the cooking is careless, but usually
It is not necessary."
Mr. Taylor advised feeding earlier,
the food not heated, when the bees will
digest it.
Dr. Miller said if fed late,
feed warm and thick, but it is much
preferred to feed early, as the bees will
work it over better.
E. J. Baxter said it was not necessary to have it boil at all.
Dr. G. Bohrer had fed bees 40 years
ago, with warm feed. He claimed boiling was not necessary. He fills shallow
combs in a super with syrup, and the
bees carry it down, and seem to do well.

Sugar Candy for Bees.
Bohrer said scorching the feed
rendered it poisonous to bees.
Dr. C. C. Miller said creamed candy
Dr.

will stay soft.

Mr. Taylor asserted that if soft the
bees will use it all, and there will be no
loss, while if hard and grainy there
will be a waste.

Mr. Dadant advised pouring candy
over coarse paper and then break it up
before too hard.
Dr. Miller asked Mr. Dadant why
they had made no candy for a long
Mr. Dadant replied that the bees
time.
had not needed very much lately. Bees
go to the water-trough a great deal
when fed on candy. Candy is an emergency food.
Dr. Miller said that he had fed honey
to the bees in winter, and prefers
candy.
Protecting Bees for Winter.

Mr.

Wm. M.

Whitney

it

to

stated that he

winters bees out-doors, with doublewall hives, and planer shavings between.
Secretary H. F. Moore said he uses
cork-dust in an empty body set over the
hive.

He

with him.

that bees breed in

I'ebruary.

Mr. Baxter declared the Dadant hive
a success always; with a mat over the
top of the hive, and double packing of
leaves all around.
Dr. Miller said that paper has been a
success usually, but a Canadian claimed
it was always a failure with him and
all his acquaintances.
J. C. Wheeler said leaves had been a
failure

flight is very necesimmediately before putting them

sary

thinks the sun-

Mr. Dadant agreed with this.
Dr. Bohrer said that the cellar should
be as dark as a dungeon all the time.
Dr. Miller said his cellar is light most
of the time.
He believes that air and
light together, and ventilation are necessary.
There is a furnace in his cellar.
Mr. Wheeler has had experience with
bees in the cellar with no furnace, and
also with a furnace.
He claims bees
winter well even
where combs are
moldy.
Supers for Comb Honey.

Dr.

Miller claims that T-supers are
comb honey.

best for

Mr. Taylor says wide frames are

light helps the bees.

Mr. Whitney told the convention that
he would keep the packing on during
May in his locality (Southern Wisconsin), with the double-walled hives. He
said that bees in double-walled hives
build up sooner in the spring than those
in single-walled hives, because the former are warm all the time, but the single-walled hive gets too cool part of the

best.

It was decided that the secretary arrange to have supers of different sorts
exhibited at the ne.xt annual meeting,
at an expense not to exceed $1.00 each.
On motion it was ordered that the
Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association join the National Bee-Keepers'
Association in a body, at 50 cents per

member.

time.

The

following

officers

were elected

Mr. Taylor said that he had made a
careful experiment with a number of
swarms. He set the hives close together
and surrounded them with boards and
then packed with sawdust between. He
left them until June, and found that the
bees not protected had wintered the
best.
The main point is to have sound

for the ensuing year: President,

stores of honey.

the best because made of poplar.
It is
open clear across the top and bottom.
He would use one-piece sections if they
were open clear across.
Dr. Miller used to use 4-piece sections,
but now uses one-piece sections, and
prefers them.
In the discussion that followed it was
claimed by some that you don't break
so many 4-piece sections that you can
make the 4-piece more easily, and that
you can use any kind of wood in the
4-piece sections.
Mr. Whitney says one-piece sections
spring out of "true" badly, for the
groove is too tight when folded.
Mr. Taylor said there is a machine
for putting up the 4-piece sections, and
he will give any one the address of the

Mr. Baxter claimed that it is not the
stores.
In 1884 and 1885 he had a very
severe winter. He had 3 yards.
Mr. Taylor said he winters bees altogether in the cellar that those in single - walled hives do better out-doors
than in chaff hives. Sound stores are
the most important thing.
Mr. Whitney asked whether fall honey is bad.
;

Mr. Taylor replied that fall honey
poor and thin, and mixed with pollen.
Dr. Miller
portant.

said

locality

is

Mr. Dadant also said that

is

very imlocality is

He

very important.
said that he winters bees out-of-doors.
The weather in
his locality is warmer than Northern Illinois.
Outdoor wintering has been better 4 out of S years.
Mr. Whitney said that Mr. Taylor
should use planer-shavings
sawdust, out-doors.

instead

of

Cellar-Wintering of Bees.
Dr. Miller asserted that bees should
be put into the cellar the day before
the last day that
in the fall.

is

fit

for

them

to fly

Franklin Wilcox said he has put his
bees into the cellar from the loth to
the 2Sth of November.
He has carried
them into the cellar with a falling temperature.
Mr. Taylor wants no breeding in the
cellar.
Rearing of brood runs down the
strength of the bees. He said he put his
bees into the cellar Nov. 21, on a cloudy
day, and leaves the bottom-boards on
the summer stands.

George
York, of Chicago; Vice-President,
Miss Emma M. Wilson, of Marengo;

W.

and Secretary-Treasurer, Herman
Moore, of Park Ridge, 111.

F.

Best Honey-Section to Use.
Mr. Taylor said the 4-piece section

is

;

maker.
Dr. Miller said he will hold onto the
one-piece sections as long as he can get
them. He claims that wetting the back
of the grooves toughens them.
Mr. Gilbert agreed with Dr. Miller.
Dr. Miller told how he wets sections
with a kettle of hot water, wetting 500
a time, in the crate that they are

at

packed in.
Theo. Fluegge said that he takes out
the sections from the crate, stacks them
upon holders, and pours water from a
kettle on the back of the grooves.

Why

Do Bees Ball Queens?

Dr. Miller said the bees ball a queen
to protect her.

Mr. Taylor said they ball a queen to
keep her from getting away, as when a
strange queen is introduced.

—

—
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Mr. Whitney said that on introducing
a queen he found a queen balled.
Dr. Bohrcr declared that balling a
queen is one of the puzzles to him. He
thinks it is an indication of a dislike
for the queen.
Mr. Wheeler said that stray bees dislike the queen and ball her.
Mr. Dadant asserted that bees are upset by some unusual occurrences when
thev ball the queen.
Dr. Miller declared that bees never
sting a queen to death unless the human
Cold smoke blown on the
interferes.
ball of bees will release a queen at once.
M. M. Baldridge said that bees ball
the queen because they think she is a
strange queen, by her actions. To prevent balling the queen always smoke the
bees, or rap on the hive to cause them
to fill themselves with honey, when inyoung and active
troducing her.
queen in spring is apt to be balled,
owing to her running about in the hive,
frightened by the opening of the hive.
Mr. Dadant said that bees seldom
make a practice of balling queens.
Mr. Taylor said that bees must not be
fussed with too much, and then not

A

much

balling will result.

Renewing Queens.

A

majority do not renew queens at

all.

Mr. Dadant advised replacing queens
when they become inferior. He mentioned a queen 5 years old, and still vigorous.
Dr. Bohrer agreed with Mr. Dadant.
Mr. Whitney claimed that bees would
not always supersede a queen at the
best time.
Dr. Miller said it may be an advantage to supersede queens and breed from
stock that is long-lived.
Mr. Dadant declared that workers
wear themselves out, an-d the best bees
live the shortest time.
Mr. Wheeler said we are not so dependent upon the long life of the queen.
Dr. Bohrer then spoke on whether
more than one queen in the colony is
useful.
He said that one queen lays
all the eggs a colony can warm and
hatch.
W. B. Chapman said that 2 queens

cause no swarming,
Alexander.

WHIP
•

Rcflcctionif
lifomia Bcc-Keeper
ByW. A.IPRYAL, Alden

An Open Winter.
The winter
;

—

The

rainfall

for this portion of the

below normal.
The past fortnight has been rather a
rainy one, and the prospects at this writing are that another storm is brewing,
so it is safe to predict that our rainfall
for the season will be up to, if not
has been a

little

above, the average. Owing to the past
two years being fairly good ones from
an agricultural point of view, it is not
necessary that this year's rains be excessive.
In the southern portion of the
State, as far as I am able to learn, the
Already prayrainfall has been short.
ers for rain have been offered in the
seasonable
believe
churches there.
I
rains will come, and with warm weather
during the nectar-secreting time, the bees
will wing in the sweets, so that later the
bee-man and his gasoline-driven honeyextractor will take care of the crop.

A

according to Mr.

Yellow Cytisns.

In the January number

Mr. Whitney related that he tried to
He got no
use 2 queens in the hive.
one
surplus in the double hive, and
queen was killed during the winter.
Mr. Taylor thought it was hardly to
be believed that Mr. Alexander runs 2
queens in one hive successfully.
Mr. Whitney mentioned a case where
one in each
5 colonies were in one box
corner and one in the center and they
worked all summer harmoniously.
Mr. Dadant has found 2 queens in one
hive occasionally, even on the same
comb.
Mr. Wheeler said he had seen the
same thing.

—

—

is the rule
it
superseded, the
together
in the
mother and daughter are
hive.
He mentioned cases where bees
had got tired of trying to supersede the
queen.
Mr. Kimmey gave instances of the

I

same

when

the queen

is

mens of

this shrub Cytisus proliferous
albus, that gentleman writes me to this
effect:
have always written Albus in
connection with Cytisus proliferous, because there is a yellow variety which we
received under the name fiavus. The Albus is the Tagasaste, or tree alfalfa.
possible that the botanists
It is quite
have given the two colors different spe-

"We

cific

thing.

(^Continued next month)

now

"candied"

—just

the

nicest

and

sweetest way it could be. The Bard of
Avon was not up on modern bee-keep-

he would have taken the
trouble to say that mercy might be run
through a strainer or even an extractor
and come out better than before. In
ing. Doctor, or

such shape
great, big

it might be soon found in
"chunks" of candied honey.

Yum, yum!

Just think!

The

California Bee.

So different is the climate of California from that of any other place in the
world, that animal and plant life here
seems to be different, too. By careful
breeding it is relatively an easy matter
to produce offspring that is better than
the parent. The State is becoming noted

—

its new creations
for its new and
varieties of plants and flowers.
recent years a sort of combination
of interests have sought to give all the
credit for work in plant-breeding to one

for

worthy

Of

man, namely Luther Burbank. The gentleman named has become a specialist in
this line, and successful results must
necessarily follow, though he is not the
pioneer nor the only investigator in that
direction in the State. There were new
varieties of fruits, flowers and vegetables originated in California before Mr.
Burbank came to the State, and he is
not the only one to have produced hybrids that have attracted attention. But
it is not of these producers of new kinds
and varieties of plant-life that I intended
:

to write of.

mentioned

that there is only the white variety of
Cytisus proliferus, and that Prof. Bailey
Having called Prof.
notices no other.
Wickson's attention to the fact that the
University of Canifornia labels its speci-

names."

Dr. Miller stated that

that

comb (but he used "is" instead.)
No, Doctor, I think "the quality of
mercy" may have been strained, but it is
in the

so far has been an open

one while the atmosphere has, at times,
appeared a trifle colder, the fact is that
Tender vegetation in
it has been mild.
this portion of the State has not been
damaged by the frosts. I have seen tomato plants in this county to-day that
are yet green and nice something almost unusual at the end of January.
We may have a touch of a cold snap
in February, but it is doubtful if we
have any real cold weather this winter.
I have noticed for years that if we do
not have what we might call a "killing
frost" by the end of the last week in
January, it is pretty certain the winter
will be a mild one.
State

Station, Oakland. Calif.

Mercy Like Chunk Honey

It's

Good.
Poor old Billy Shakespeare has caused
our dear old friend. Dr. C. C. Miller, to
believe that "the quality of mercy" lays
in the comb. (He did not say "lay" for
the reason, I suppose, that the queen lays

Much has been done in the way of
breeding finer grades of domestic animals. The fame of our fine horses have
encircled the globe.
Those who have
systematically bred cattle,
swine and
poultry have been meeting with satisfactory results.
But what have we been
doing in the bee line? Echo answers
from the valleys, canyons and mountain
sides
nothing. And yet the field for
improvement is a large one. Climate,
coupled with scientific work, will surely
bring forth a bee that may be better than
any now known race. I believe the old
line of bees that were brought to this
State a half-century ago, has been so
acclimated and so mixed with the blood
of Italians, that what we now call
"blacks" is an entirely different bee from
the so-called blacks of the East.
Our
"blacks" are not of a. color that warrants
them being so called; rather, they are a
brown bee and as large, generally, as
the best Italians. I have had some colonies of them that were superior to any
Italians I ever had.
Probably if I bred
;

'

:

—

:
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a strain of those bees, I should have
obtained a bee that would have been a
record-breaker. This is a line of work
the Government might well take up at
its experimental station at Chico, in the
northern portion of the State. I believe
I wrote briefly on this matter some years
I am sure it would pay any one
ago.
who has the time and inclination to
make a study of bee-breeding.
Some years ago a Mr. D. H. Johnson,
of San Diego County (this State) came
out strongly in print in favor of the
common bee as a honey-gatherer. He
held that the black bees and their crosses, gathered fully as much honey as the

up

most thoroughbred races that the honey
was fully as fine in quality, and that "no
;

bee on earth builds such delicate combs
and caps the honey with more virgin
whiteness than the poor, despised black
bee." Others have so held, too.

While the Italians have some good
points, the blacks, when as carefully cultured as the others, will be as good
honey-gatherers
they will
commence
to breed earlier in the season, and there
is no doubt about their being more im;

maculate cappers of honey. I believe the
proclivity they have of rushing to the
lowest e-xtremity of a comb when they

undergoing examination by
can be bred out of them.

are

the

apiarist,

Who
put

will give us Apis Californica, to
unscientifically?

somewhat

it

Plurality of

Queens

Speaking of

this

in

in the Hive.

Bee

the British
says

Journal, G. W. Avery
"Since the system was announced in
the American papers, I have been trying to solve the difficulties connected
with it, and must frankly admit with
not very encouraging results. It is quite
possible, I
have found, to introduce
several queens to a colony in more ways
than one, and quite easy to keep them
there so long as food is supplied with a
liberal hand, or while a honey-flow is
on.
When the income is withdrawn all
queens but one disappear, and the colony settles down to its normal condition."

Langstroth and the Removable Frame.

'BeedoMV^

-JT"

'Boiled T>owivJ
A

Kink

in

Heating Honey.

having

The following is from The BeeKeepers' Review, page 338 "The heating of honey prevents granuation, and
I believe that the higher the temperature to which the honey is brought,
and,
the more effective the treatment
it is very important to add, the greater
the danger of injury to the honey. The
length of time that the heat is continiied also has a bearing upon the danKeeping these ideas in
ger of injury.
view, Mr. Wm. A. Selser heats his
honey to a higher temperature than is
usually done (168 degrees), bottles the
honey, and then immediately cools it by
:

;

immersing the bottles in ice water. The
honey is brought to this high temperature by the use of steam heat, and
great care must be exercised that the
honey be not injured. Two persons are
kept constantly busy stirring the honey
the tank; otherwise that next the
outside would be ruined before the
honey in the center was hot enough.
It might be thought that the immersing
of bottles of hot honey in ice-water
would crack the bottles so it will, unless a certain ratio is preserved between
the temperature of the bottles and the
ice-water."

in

;

Speed of Bees and Rate of Gathering.

The

question

raised as to

how

is

not

infrequently

fast they gather,

and

any facts tending toward the answer are
always of interest. Rev. J. G. Digges,
the able editor of the Irish Bee Journal, has made the following valuable
contribution toward that end:

"The following experiment carried out
Lough Rynn in 1904, has a certain
amount of interest: — Three bees that
had delivered up their burdens were
taken, one each from hives A, B, and
C; they were marked white, red and
green, respectively, and were placed in
a match-box. The operation was twice
at

repeated, the nine bees being confined
Then the owner,
in three match-boxes.

set

!

doubt, when
it, the
editor
correction by
to the time

watch with watches of

his

It is amusing, and a bit sad, that
such an error should find its way into
print as one appearing in the Australian Bee Bulletin, page 129.
It is
iliere stated that about 1872 Rev. Mr.
Langstroth visited a foreign land and
brouglit back the bar-frame hive
No

did,

with

utes,

at

the

intervals

two

of

ten

remaining

mintrios.

The time was marked as carefully as
The average time for hives

possible.

A, B, and C were, respectively, 4 minutes, 8 seconds; 5 minutes, 11 seconds;
from
and 3 minutes and 2 seconds
;

it
was calculated that the bees
of hive C traveled 20 miles an hour, of
hive
IS miles, and of hive B 12 miles
an hour. The results cannot be said
to be absolutely accurate, but the unfortunate queen of hive C was kept
breeding like fury in the following season, and her progeny gave the best rethrough to closing down
sults right
time in October.
"A subsequent series of experimen's
showed that the bees of colony C occupied an average of 7 minues in collecting the nectar, and 5 minutes in disgorging it and fussing around the hive.
Assuming the distance of the supplies
to be I mile, the load one-fifth of a
drop, the proportion of water 50 percent, and the rate of flight as stated
above, and making a liberal allowance
of 6J/2 hours per working day, the result of one bee's daily labor proved 10
The honey
be two drops of honey.
dealt with was from clover, and when
it
and
bottled,
ripened,
extracted,
weighed J4 grain per drop. If, therefore, required 4,667 bees working 6yi
hours on clover i mile distant, to proThe honey was
duce I lb. of honey.
sold in bulk at sd. per lb., net return,
and the produce of one bee's active
labors for one day came out at less
Such rough
than i,oooth part of id.
and ready experiments cannot be put
If
forward as in any sense co.iclusiv?
they teach any useful lesson it is that,
for profitable bee-keeping we require
(i) a vigorous race of bees, (2) multitudes of field-bees during the honeyflow, and (3) the strictest economy in
every direction all through the year.

which

A

called

make

to

the

saying that 20 years prior

mentioned Langstroth invented the movable frame hive. Very
likely only a typographical error.

two friends left at the hives, cycled a
mile on a straight road, opened the
first match-box and threw out the bees.
This he

his attention is
will be glad to

Depth

of

Honey Tanks.

Hopkins

advises that tanks
for
storing extracted honey should not be
more than 20 inches deep, and as big as
you like superficially. The shallower
the tank the more rapidly the small
bubbles of air will rise to the surface,
and to facihtate this and ripening, the
I.

surrounding

warm and

atmosphere
dry.

—Australian

should

be

Bee BuUe-

Item About the Bee-Moth.

"When

the moth is disturbed it moves
jump and a flit, making it hard
catch." Yes, hard to catch after it
gets to jumping and flitting, but very
easy before.
Move the fingers slowly
till within an inch or so of where the
moth is sitting, then quickly make a
something
dab, and you have it.
When you
interesting to youngsters.
catch a moth, pull off its head; and if it
nine times out of ten it will
is a female

with a
to

Now

—

—

be one it will almost immediately begin feeling around with its ovipositor.
Shut together your thumb and finger,
and let the ovipositor feel its way into
the crack between them, and a very little round white egg will be laid there

perhaps several.

—'Stray

Straw

in

Glean-

ings.

A
ing,

"Tasted liike Honey."
Maryland brother sends the followwhich may be characteristic of his

"locality"

'What in the world have you got on
your lips?" asked the young man, after
the struggle

was

over.

"Nothing," said the young lady, indidnantly; "what did you think?"
"Tasted like honey," replied the frank

young man.

He
one.

didn't

have to fight for the next
American.

—'Nashville

— —
February,

?

i
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narrower bars. 1 ihink 7 frames in an 8-frame
liive would work all rJHht.
7. My frames are made to fit dovetailed hives
with metal rabbets as they are regularly put
on the market.
If the end of top-bar is 5-16
(hick there is a space of Ki inch between tophars and whatever is placed over.
If
thick
tlic
space over top-bars would be filled with
t:lue; if J4 thick, with comb.
8. I don't find any trouble with full width,
.'IS
I want to push the frames apart anyhow,
.md they are a little nicer to handle without
any shoulder.
There's no law against your
having ends of top-bars any thickness you
choose, only if you make them
thick, my

Docfor Millers

H

H

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

—

Transferring from Box-Hives Putting on Supers Sowing Sweet
Clover Seed.

—

1. I have 5 box-hives with bees that I want
transfer into new frame hives.
By taking
the bees from each hive and putting half into
one new hive and half into another with the
old queen, and introducing a new queen to the
half without a queen, can I make a success?
2. When should I put the first super on?
3. If I should sow sweet clover seed on an
old hillside, would it blossom the first year?

to

New

—

York.

Answers. 1. You would be likely to succeed; but it is hardly the best wav. Wait till
the colony swarms; put the swarm on the old
stand, and the old hive on a new stand. Twenty-one days later transfer the colony in the
old hive into a new hive.
At that time there
will be no worker brood in the combs in danger of being injured.
2.
Since you are in a white-clover region,
give supers when you see the first clover-blossoms out. Bees will not store quite so soon
as that, but it's better to be a little in advance.
But keep close watch or you'll miss seeing first
blossoms.
3. No; sweet clover is a biennial, comes from
the seed and grows this year, blossoms next,
and then dies, root and branch.

Early Requeening

— Eating

Honey.

when eating comb

honey swallow the comb.

Iowa.

—

Answers. i. It is hardly best to think of introducing a queen before bees begin to do some
gathering; during fruit-bloom at the earliest.
Before it is time to order a queen you will
see advertisements by reliable men in the columns of this journal. It will be all right to
order from south or north.
A successful
introduction ought to leave you all right for the
clover crop.
2. Beeswa.x
is
utterly
indigestible.
It is
sometimes used to make corks for bottles containing acids so powerful that they burn up
ordinary cork, and of course the weak acids
of the stomach can have no effect upon it.
1
have seen something about its being melted
in the stomach; but the heat in the stomach is
many degrees too low to melt beeswax. Even
if melted,
it
would sttn be as indigestible as
ever.
But lots of indigestible things are taken
into the stomach that do no harm, and may
do good.
When comb honey is chewed with
other food and taken into the stomach some
claim that the finely divided portions of wax
arc a benefit.
Certainly they are not likely 10
do any harm.

Crooked

Combs

— Miller

Frames

Chestnut Lumber for Hives
Nail-Spacers.
1.

Some of my combs

are

crooked,

and

I

would

like to renew them by taking out about
2 of the worst ones, and putting in 2 frames

sheets of comb foundation.
Where is the best place to put those 2 frames
on the outside next to the dummy, or somewhere else?
filled

with

full

2. Why
do you have bottora-bars so wide
(i^i inches)
3. How late in the fall could I open a sealed
cover and be sure that the bees would seal it
down again ?
I use Miller
frames for extracted
4. Could

honey

?

Will bees build comb in a space of say
of an inch between the bottom of bottombars and bottom-board, or between 2 broodchambers, if the comb is not built down to the
bottom-bar?
6. With Miller frames for extracted honey
could I use tlie common straight-blade uncapping-knife, or would I have to have a special
bent knife to go down between the top and bottom bars? I mean with if^-inch spacing. Would
the comb be thick enough with wider spacing,
say 7 frames in an 8-frame hive, so I could
shave off the cappings with a straight-blade
knife down the sides of the top and bottom
bars?
Why do you have the ends of top-bars
7.
just 5-16-inch thick?
Why not have them }i
or i^^-inch thick?
8. I have been making some Miller frames,
but I find I can't get hold of the ends of the
frames with my fingers to get them out of the
hive, unless I move them apart, or have some
Why do you have the frame-ends so
tool.
wide, (ij's inches), when you can't get hold
of them?
I
am going to make some Miller
frames, but I am going to narrow the ends
of the top-bars down to K-inch wide, and
inch thick.
9. How would chestnut lumber do for beehives ?
10. I bought a colony of bees last fall, but
they were on 1 2 empty loose-hanging frames
put close together in a lo-frame hive, and of
course the combs are crooked.
To get the
combs straight I am going to give them a
hive of frames with full sheets of foundation.
Where would you put the new hive on top of
the old hive, or on the hive-stand with the old
hive on top? And when would you give it to
them? I mean to let the colony have both until
they have a brood-nest established in the
new hive, and then take the old hive away.
11. Your nail-spacers catch on the end-bars,
when down in the hive. How would it do to
use nails with heads, with a diameter of 3-16inch on the point, increasing to
where it
touches the frame?
How would brass-headed
tacks with heads j4-inch deep do?
12. Will bees build combs down to the bottom-bar in frames that are not built down,
if a starter is put on top of the bottom-bar?
5.

K

^

Comb

1. I
have a colony of bees which did not
do anything last year, and I want to requeen
that colony next spring. How early can I get
a queen? and where?
would it be all right
to send down South for her?
Can I get her
early enough so that the colony will be in good
shape for the white clover honey-flow?
I prefer an Italian queen.
2. Is the comb in comb honey injurious to a

person's health? Most people

to

—

^

New

—

York.

Answers. i. You
them in the middle.

will do as well to put
Better give them at a
time when bees are busy, say at the beginning of the Harvest or a little before.
2. Why have them narrower?
Why have any
bottom-bar at all?
I suppose the chief reason
for a_bottom-bar is to prevent the bees building
any further down, and a wide bar prevents
it more perfectly than a narrow one.
With a
narrow bar bees sometimes build down.
Do
you know any good reason why there should
be any wider space between bottom-bars than
between top-bars?
depends upon season and weather,
3. That
ft must be early enough so that propolis will
still be warm enough to work.
4. Sure.
5. If there is a space of }i inch between bottom-bars and floor, there will be no building
if bottom-bars are
1% wide. With narrower
bars there may be some danger, and the narrower the bars the greater the danger. If there
is a space of }i inch between two stories, I'll
guarantee comb built between them, good and

advice as a friend is to make sure that there
will still be left % inch between the top-bars
of the lower story and the bottom-bars of the
second story, unless you want to learn to swear
when the upper bottom-bars pull off because
glued down.
my recollection of it in boyhood,
9. From
I should call it bad.
10. Put the new
hive under the old one.
That will give you the brood in good shape
in the new hive; whereas, if you put the new
hive over, it would be mostly filled with
honey.
11. Your
first-named spacer would be all
right, only I think I'd just as soon have it
only 3-16 at the base as the point for comb
honey.
Brass-headed tacks would be all right
if they were 3-16 across tne point of the head.
You're on exactly the right track, and I've
urged for vears that something after your idea
should be manufactured.
12. Yes,
I've had them do so.
But you
must give such frames at a time when bees are
building, or they'll tear down your bottomstarter.

Propolis on Tops of Sections.
made some T-supers out of 43/^-inch lumand the bees use too much propolis on top
of the sections under the cover.
With your
T-supers, which I believe are made of 4^I

ber,

inch lumber, do you have any trouble with the
If they
bees filling the spaces with comb ?
work all right for you, I think I shall make
my next lot 4^.
Pennsvlv.\nia.

—

Most of my supers are now probanearer a14 than 4^, the lumber having
through age.
There is seldom any
from comb being built in the space
above the sections perhaps never unless the
bees are crowded too much.
Neither was there
such trouble when the supers were first made.
Answer.

bly

shrunk

trouble

—

Preventing Gnawing of Separators.

How do you manage to keep the bees from
gnawing the edges of plain sawed separators
used in T-supers?
Could I paint the edges
with anything that would prevent it?
Pennsylvania.
Answer. I am not troubled with such gnaw-

—

ing, unless it be once in a while a separator
that is extra thin,
inch being the regular
thickness.
But generally after a separator has
been in use a year or two I throw it away
rather than to clean it, which may be a little

%

extravagant. Possibly the application of a hard
varnish or of vaseline might prevent all gnawing.

Moving Bees About

a Mile.

have an apiary of 1 06 colonies that has
be moved about one mile by May i.
How
The
can I do this without a loss of bees?
bees are in the cellar now, and in fine condiI

to

tion.

—

Iowa.

Answer. If bees are moved as far as a mile,
especially in the spring when they do not
fly
far for forage, there will be no trouble
about their being lost by returning to the old
location.
You can move them any time after
they have taken a cleansing flight, which they
will do on the first day they are taken from
cellar, if the weather is what it should be.
Of
course, the bees must be fastened in the hive,
with enough wire-cloth to allow ventilation, although if the weather is cool, verv little ventilation will answer, merely closing the entrance with wire-cloth.

Tar-Paper for Hive-Protection.

to the

run 2 apiaries. One I protected with tarI fed each colony about 30 pounds of
sugar syrup, half and half.
Both apiaries had
The apiary
the same chance to gather honey.
not protected with tar-paper produced about
one-half as much honey as the one protected.
What made the difference in the yield of honIowa.
ey the feed or the protection?

With iH spacing you could use a straight
knife, but it would not work so nicely as with

Answer. I don't know. It may have been
one or the other, or it may have been both

plenty, whether the
bottom-bars or not.
6.

comb

is

built

down

I

paper.

—

—

—
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together, and it may also be that there
difference in the two lots.

was a

You do not say when the feeding was done,
but the likelihood is that it was fed for winter
Stores.
If this fed lot had all the stores needed
for wintering and a fair amount over, they
would be likely to push ahead at brood-rearing in the spring, wtiile the unfed lot, having
very little more than enough to bring them
through, would restrict brood-rearing, and so je
not in good condition to improve the harvest;
and in that way it would be easy to make the
feeding account for the difference in results.

Foul-Broody Combs for Extracting
Combs.
I have always been a comb-honey producer,
but as we are now overstocked with bees right
here, I want to run an out-yard for extracted
honey.
I can get extracting brood-combs that
have never been bred in, that have been used
on bees, some of which were affected with
foul brood, and the combs have been set out
and cleaned up by the bees. Now will these
combs spread the disease, or are they safe to
use again?
Michigan.

—

Answer. They might be all right, but I
wouldn't want to bring into my yard anything
that had been used in a foul-brood yard.

possible, leaving the bees entirely to their own
devices, and on looking in the hive a few
days later everything would be
found all
right.
If you try to rescue the queen from
the balling bees, you stand a pretty good
chance of having her killed.
may it not
be the same way when bees ball a queen that
has just mated?

Why

Tin Number Tags for Hives.
I
see in the American Bee Journal your
system of numbering your bee-hives with tin
numbering tags.
I have been trying to find
some of those numbering tags. Where can I
get them?
Kansas.

—

Answer. I have made some effort to get
supply dealers to furnish numbering tags, such
as I use, but without success.
The most I
could ever obtain from them were tags of
heavy manilla,

Feeding Bees

in

paint each tag separately, but it is
a sort of wholesale business
tags on a board, and fasten
by driving through the hole of
each a very small nail
or 54 inch driving
the nail entirely in, so it will not be in the
way of the paint-brush. Now give 2 or 3 coats
of white paint, and on this paint black figures
about ij4 inches high, and as wide as will

make
Lay the

conveniently go on the

Minnesota.

Managing

a Daisy Foundation
Fastener.

upon the section."
That's well enough
what next? If I leave
take
gether,

Bees Dying in Winter.
my

year with bees.
I have
in which the bees are dying by the
handful, almost daily, and about a hatful of
dead bees are now outside the hive.
They
have nothing but honey about 50 pounds
in their hive; no other feed.
They have an
Italian queen 2 years old.
Why are they dying?
Iowa.
Answer. Impossible to say. It is just possible that they are starving.
That doesn't look
at all likely, with 50 pounds of honey actually
present, provided that the honey is at one side
in a hive large enough, and the cluster is on
empty combs on the other side. Against such
a guess is the fact that the winter has been
unusually mild.
Possibly the trouble is due
to the character of the honey.
In some places
the bees store honey-dew that is about the
third

—

—

same as poison.

—

Short-Lived Bees Queens Lost
Mating-Time.
1. When
there are several colonies of

at

the queen is producing short-lived bees,
and ought she not to be superseded?
2. I
lost several queens last season when
they returned from their wedding flight. The
bees balled them.
I have
found them balled
when they were not over a week old. When
I took some bees and a virgin queen and made
a nucleus, the first queen would be mated all
right. It was the second queen that gets killed.
Can you tell me why the bees killed the
queens?
North Carolina.
Answers. i. Not necessarily.
It might be
so in some cases; but in other cases other
factors have so much bearing that it would
not be safe to conclude that the bees were

—

necessarily short-lived.
2. It is said that the bees attack the queens
because they have acquired a strange scent.
But there may be some question whether in returning from her wedding-flight she is likely to
be killed by her own bees if the bee-keeper
himself does not meddle.
Bees sometimes ball
their old laying queen, and when I have found
them doing so 1 have always made it a rule
to close the hive as quickly and quietly as

off

it

I

it

falls

make very

as
it

far as it goes, but
there it burns up; if

out.

little

Taking

it

alto-

Probably
California.

progress.

you can help me.

—

Answer. I suspect your failure begins when
you let go the starter after putting it in place.
That is, you take your fingers entirely away
Instead of that, let one or
from the starter.
two fingers of each hand press lightly down
upon the edge of the starter, enough to steady
place
in other words, to keep it from
it in

—

falling

out

till

the

section

is

turned

over.

By that time, if you are expert enough to
work quickly, it will have cooled enough so it
At first
will hang in place without falling out.
you will be awkward and slow about it, leaving
the section in the machine so long that the
wood will have time to get hot; so when
you take the section out of the machine, and
before you turn it over you must hold it still
long enough for both wood and wax to cool.
Gradually you will gain in rapidity until the
wood will have no time to get hot at all. Experience will teach you how high to keep the
lamp turned up so as to have the plate neither
Some time must be altoo hot nor too cold.
lowed for the plate to heat before you begin

bees
in the fall in good condition, having plenty
of bees and honey, and in the spring you find
some of them very weak, does not this show
that

tag.

Foundation
I recently purchased
a Daisy
Fastener with directions to come with it. They
say in part: '"With a slight pressure on the
section cause the iron plate to protrude under
the starter; allow the latter to come in contact with it for an instant: then release and
allow the starter to drop with its melted edge

I

This is
one colony

—

—K

2.

No. the splints are

Splinting Foundation.

Do you fasten splints by immersing them
melted wax and pressing them into place?
2. Do you wire frames?
3. Do you put splints on the same or oppoTell me anything else
site sides of the wire?
that will help one who has never used splints.
Colorado.
Answers. i. The splints are first allowed to
remain in hot wax till the wax soaks in. At
first they will froth up, because the moisture
in the splints fries out, and when they stop
frothing you may count they are filled with
wax.
Then with a pair of nippers you pick
up a splint and lay it in place on the foundation, where an assistant presses it in place
with the wet edge of a little board.
It is not
so well to try to do it alone, for the splint
should be pressed down immediately, while quite
warm, so it will force its way into the foundation, and so the wax of the splint will unite
thoroughly with the wax of the foundation.
But it will not do to have the wax too hot,

foundation extending down between them. So
you can also do with plain bottom-bars by
having the foundation come down to touch
the bottom-bar, and then running hot wax
along the crack.
Bees show a strong inclination to have a
passage between the bottom-bar and the bottom of the comb, and if a frame is given them
when little is doing they are likely to gnaw
open such passage. To avoid this, give them the
comb to build only at a time when they are
gathering and building.

Position of Frames.
your answer to my question on
I see in
page 24, "Position of Frames," that you did
not understand my question, probably because
I did not make
it
plain enough.
What I
wished to know was this: How am I to place
the 16 frames in the spring to get the best
results, when I am going through them early
in spring and making an examination ?
How
shall I place the frames of honey, and how
shall I place the empty combs and bees that
they may build up the fastest?
Should the
honey be left at the sides or on top of the
bees? If over the bees they would have warm
honey, but the brood would be crowded down
too close to the entrance.
Should I put one
empty super or brood-chamber without sections
or frames, under all?
Then it would raise
the cluster up away from the draft, but would
make a chamber under the 16 frames 6 inches
deep.
me
how
they
should be left on
Just tell
my first inspection, say the first warm day in

March.

Frames 3, 4, s, and 6 are in the center of
upper or second story, and the brood,
II, 12, 13 and 14 are directly below, and are
empty combs, and the queen is not liable to go
down so quickly as up, in the fall. Frames
3,
4, 5 and 6 are always solid with honey,
and the bees are on 11, 12, 13, and 14 in the
center of the lower story, and on the bottom-board which has a one-inch space between
frames and board. Nos. i and 2, and 7 and
8 are at the sides above; Nos. 9 and 10, and
15 and 16 are at the side below.
Nebraska.
Answer. Thanks for explanation. It is more
the

—

my

fault than yours that I did not understand.
think you are counting it desirable to have
the honey where it will be warm, and also_ to
have the cluster of bees as much as possible
away from the air. Neither of these things are
important after time for first overhauling.
It
honey is in any part of the hive the bees will
get it, and although it might be better warm
than cold, it will be better for them to have
to go to a colder part of the hive to get it
than to have heat escape from the cluster to
warm honey overhead. Bees like fresh air, and
you will generally find in a one-story hive that
the brood is toward the entrance and the honey
But with empty frames below,
farther back.
there is no trouble about the air getting to
them.
Most assuredly I would not make the
stories exchange places, for the cluster will
keep warmer right where it is in the upper
story.
Indeed, I don't believe you can do any
better for building up in spring than to leave
the bees, combs and all, just as they are.
The heat will be better preserved, and the
cluster will work down into the lower story
just as fast as room is needed.
I

Drones

1.

or else there will not
of wax.
If too cold,
sufficiently

embedded

be a sufficient coating
the splint will not be
in the foundation.
lit-

A

just right.

are put on only one side.
object I had in view in devising the splints was to have the comb built
down solid to the bottom-bars. To make sure
of this my bottom-bars are in two parts, the

—Bees

in

—

it

all-sufficient.

The splints
The principal
3.

how

to

there

Answer.— There is probably some reason
why they are short of stores, but having no
particulars I do not know what the reason is.
At any rate, if there is danger of their starving they should certainly be fed.
Putting
honey or candy in through the entrance is an
excellent way, only you must make sure that
the bees come down to get it.
If they do not
do so readily, warming up the cellar would
help toward it.
if they can not be induced
to take it below, you may be obliged to give it
above.

you

tell

You can

them

Winter.

I'll

make the tin tags. Cut tin 4x^5^ inches
(exact size not important), and make a small
nail-hole about
inch from one edge of one
J^
of the longer sides. That hole serves to fasten
the tag on the hive.
For this purpose use a
light wire-nail, i-inch or a little longer, driving it in only a little way, so it can easily
be changed from one hive to another.
to

better
of it.

When I put my bees into the cellar this
winter some colonies didn't have very much
honey.
Now they are noisy. Some of them
fly
around.
Is there any reason
that they
should be short of supplies?
If so, would it
be all right to put candy through the entrance
into the hive?
Or is there a better way?

paraffined.

experience will help you to get

tle

Deteriorating
ing Bees.

— Breed-

any noticeable difference between
drones hatched from a virgin queen and one
that is mated, both being hatched from the
same lot of queen-cells?
1.

Is there

when
2. Do
drones vary in appearance
hatched from a hybrid queen ?
3. What is the most practical method to determine how far drones fly so that they do not
mix in 2 separate breeding yards?
4. What is the reason that the best strains
of pure Italians deteriorate to all manner of
bees when left to supersede themselves, even
if left by themselves in an isolated place?
not our noted queen-breeders
5. Why can
produce certain tvpes of bees (such as the
5-bandcd golden Italians) so that they arc an
exact copy of each other in the worker-bees?
6. Why can not our breeders produce better
stock each succeeding year, the same as our
poultry and cattle fanciers do?
7. Where can one get the best book of information on breeding pure bees?

Amateur Queen-Breeder.

——
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Answers. No, and yes. Let a queen lay an
egg in a drone-cell, and the drone produced
therefrom will, so far I know, be exactly
the same, whether the queen has mated or
But take two queens reared from the
not.
same lot of cells, the same in every way except that only one of them has mated, and
examine the lot of drones in the hive of each,
The unand you will find a big difference.
drones
mated queen will likely have some
reared in drone-cells, and these will not differ
in any way from the drones in the other hive.
But most of the drones from the unmated
queen will be reared in worker-cells, and these
can be distinguished at a glance as very much
smaller, because not having room in a workerbe fully developed.
Yes.
By having bees of differI don't know.
ent kinds at different distances, one might find
out something about the greatest distance at
which a drone from one yard would meet a
aueen from another yard; but that would not
etermine the distance of a drone's flight unless the distance of a queen's flight were known.
4. If by *'all manner of bees" you mean hybrids of varying colors, the question may be
asked whether they do thus degenerate. Either
Italians or blacks, isolated, are likely to deteriorate, but I don't know enough to tell just
Some one may say it's because of inwhy.
breeding, but that's only dodging the question,
unless some one tells us why inbreeding causes
degeneration, which, indeed, it does not alcell to
a.

3.

ways
5.

do.

don't

I

know.

And

know enough.

Very
yet,

likely

they

don't

do they not do

so,

practically?
6.

Can^t they?

from what is contained in books
7. Aside
on bee-culture in general, there are the works
specially devoted to queen-rearing by Doolittle
That perhaps still leaves room for
a book to be written exactly to answer your

and Alley.
question.

Some

Interesting Questions.

1. As an extensive reader of bee-culture, and
a comb-honey producer, what have you read in
the past 3 years that you found profitable to
put into practice?
any particular thing that you
2. Is there
would have adopted if you were using a 7^2inch deep frame?
3. If you make increase or rear queens, do
you take any other course than is set forth
your work of "Forty Years Among the

m

Bees?"
4. Is it a local freak that an artificial or
nucleus-reared colony, no matter how strong
the first season, does not become a first-class
honey-producer until in its third year?
5. How many years have you run colonies
(any number from one up) without making any
internal changes, feeding or otherwise, except
queen-clipping?
6. Does not a queen reared in the hive she
occupies become, as a rule, more successful so
far as rearing bees and storing honey is concerned than a queen reared elsewhere, and introduced ?
7. Suppose at the beginning of a clover-flow
you hive a prime swarm in a hive differing
widely in construction from the average hive,
and found the section-honey stored by it far
superior to any stored by 50 colonies in the
same yard and time. Would you consider it a
case of working on different bloom, or that
the hive mi^ht have something to do with it?
Can you point out the trail to this fine quality 01 honey, the time of honey on the hive
being the same as the rest?

—

Pennsylvania.

Answers. To answer that question in full
might take a good deal of time in hunting up,
and more space than can be afforded to tell
about it.
I never dare omit reading anything
contained in any bee-paper I receive, for fear
I may miss something that is new and good.
Generally I get something to pay me for thus
reading; so you see it would be a long story
to put it all down in black and white.
I
s. There are probably many things that
would use with that kind of frame. One that
happens to occur to me just now is putting
a weak colony over a strong one in spring in
order to strengthen the weak colony.
3. I tried to give in "Forty Years Among the
Bees" exactly the way I do things, and rearing
queens was given just as other things.
I shall
probably follow the same course the coming
season, except as to using the two hives and
exchanging queen, as given on page 242. It is
less trouble on the whole, and more simple,

make a fresh colony queenless each time a
fresh batch of cells is to be reared.
I should
4. Must be a freak of locality.
expect a colony to do good work the next year
after being started as a nucleus, if strong
enough.
to

I couldn't be sworn that
5. I don't know.
I
ever run a single colony even one year
without making any changes, even if it were
To
only to change the location of a frame.
be sure. I may have left them undisturbed, but
then I don't know.
6. Perhaps so; if the two queens are equal,
because in the one case there is at least a little disturbance of the regular order of affairs
in the hive, and in the other there is not.
That, however, by no means militates against
the fact that there may be real gain by doing
a lot of introducing.
7. I should think that particular colony was
working on something different from the rest.
When that has occurred with me I have not
been able to point out the trail, partly because
it comes at a time when there is little leisure to
find what bees are working on, and possibly
also because I may not be a good trailer.

Golden

Italian Bees.

I divided a colony of bees last summer and
introduced a standard-bred Italian queen, which
As soon as her bees comI had sent for.
menced coming out of the cells, I was surprised to find that both the drones and workerI
have read so
bees were golden Italians.
many times that the golden Italians were not
hardv and not desirable for practical purposes.
But this colony did so much better than
any of the rest, and capped the combs better
and cleaner, that I can not decide whether to
breed from her or not.
WTiat do you think of the goldens? Would
I
to breed from this queen ?
it be practical
don't want to get a start in goldens if they are
not as good as the leather -colored as a general
Idaho.
thing.
Answer. Seeing that so far her stock has
shown itself superior to your other stock, I
would breed in part from her and keep close
watch as to results, comparing her progeny with

—

.There seems

be quite a difference
all-over goldens, some being reported
extra good and some extra bad.
others.
in the

An

to

Early-Reared Queen.

On page 26. Wm. Marshall says he had a
queen born March 20 that was as prolific a
queen as ever was in a hive, and says, "Now
this does away with some of the theories that
have been advanced." I think you claim that
Which of you
early-reared queens are poor.
am

Subscriber.
I to believe?
Answer. Believe both. At least what each
Believe that he had a
of us states as fact.
fine queen very early, and that queens reared
I'm
early by me have been mostly worthless.
not entirely sure what he means about doing
away with some of the theories that have been
advanced, but I suppose he means the theory
I hardly see how
that early queens are poor.
an exception does away with a rule. Even with
Mr. Marshall, that good queen was the exception to the rule, for he says 2 other early

—

queens "were no good." If I understand him
I wish he would tell us what theory he means
is done away with.

Simple Requeening Without Buying
Queens.
Walter M. Adams, page 28, asks for a simple plan for requeening without buying queens.
He has 11 colonies, and 3 of them have pure
queens.
The thing desired, evidently, is to
give the 8 colonies queens of the same stock
as the other 3 colonies. There is nothing much
simpler than to rear queens from the pure
stock and introduce them; but from the way
the wish is stated I suppose he wants someSo I'll give a plan
thing more simple yet.
that is exceedingly simple, that may be used
with either a box-hive or a frame-hive, perhaps without even opening a hive, although it
has the drawback that possibly only a part
But by following up the
will be changed.
plan there will never be any increase of the
poorer stock, all the increase being from the

preferred slock.
If the best three are not stronger than the
others, so as to be ready to swarm first, then

brood or bees from the poorer must be given
to the pure stock, so they will be sure to swarm
Suppose the 3 pure colonies are numfirst.
bered 1, 2, and 3, and the others 4 to 11.
When No. i swarms, hive the swarm and set
on the old stand, and set No. 1 on the
it
stand of the strongest of the poorer colonies,
say No. 6. if that happens to be the strongest
of the poorer ones, setting No. 6 on an entirely
new stand. That will result in having all the
field-bees of No. 6 go to No. i, weakening No.
i.
In a week or
6, and strengthening No.
more No. i will be pretty certain to cast a
swarm, which is to be put on the stand of

No. I, and No. i is to be put on the stand
of the strongest of the poorer colonies left,
say No. 4, No. 4 being put on a new stand.
In 2 or 3 days No. i will swarm again, when
When
the same process is to be repeated.
Nos. 2 and 3 swarm, there must be the same
management, and there ought to be no trouble
in having at least 8 coolnies with queens of
Indeed, it is entirely possible
the better stock.
to go beyond that, for so long as a swarming
colony with a lot of virgins is continually
strengthened by being set in the place of a
full colony, it would be nothing remarkable
Well,
for it to send out 4, 5, or more swarms.
suppose you have already had 8 swarms, and
all the colonies from 4 to 1 1 have been set on
new stands. When the next swarm issues, put
in place of No. 6, or some other of the
it
ones moved

first, and if you continue in that
be nothing strange to have as
Some of
12 swarms altogether.
Break up the colothe last ones will be weak.
nies with the poor queens, strengthening the
weak swarms with them, and there you are
with nothing but new stock on hand.

way it would
many as 10 or

A

Hydrometer

for Density of Liquids-

On page 5 of the American Bee Journal for
1908, in an article on "Testing Honey as to
Ripeness," it is said "it would be a good thing"
What is a hydrometo "get a hydrometer."
Of course,
ter? and especially, how is it used?
I understand a "hydrometer" must be an instrument to measure moisture.
Still I repeat
What

is it? and how is it used?
Massachusetts.
hydrometer is an instrument
for determining the density of liquids, consisting of a weighted glass bulb with a long
stem on which there is a graduated scale.
It
is put into the liquid, where it stands upright,

the questions,

Answer.

—A

the denser the liquid the higher it stands, the
figures on the scale thus showing the density.
is
near you, he
It an up-to-date dairyman
may have a hydrometer which he calls a lac-

tometer.

Weak
What

Colonies in Spring.

do you think of Mr. Alexander's spring

management of weak
you advise me

to

do

What would
colonies:
to save the weak coloIowa.

nies in the spring?

—

Answer. Some of the things Mr. Alexander
favors it would be wild for others to follow,,
as keeping so many colonies in one
apiary, his special conditions favoring that; but
as to the matter of weak colonies in spring
he has done the fraternity a real service. Care,
however, must be taken. The first time I tried
it the strong colony was at work inside of 10
minutes fighting the weak one, and didn't stop
made a finish. The colonies must be
till
it
gently handled so there will be no getting together till the upper colony has had time to
get the scent of the lower, or else a wirecloth must separate the two for 2 or 3 days.

such

—

Vinegar in the Bee-Cellar Increase
Crop for Honey and Produce
Sugar Syrup in Section Honey.
1. I have a cellar that
is suitable in every
way for wintering bees, out I have 10 or 12
barrels of very strong vinegar stored in it,
which throws off a very strong odor. In your
opinion, would it affect the bees' wintering
well ?
2. If small particles of ice form on the hiveentrance of a colony of bees that are wintering
on the summer stands, is it an indication that
they are not in guud condition for winter?
3. Can you give the name or names of any
person or persons running an apiary and not
engaged in any other business, and making a
success of it?
4. I will have 4 colonies of bees providing
I wish to
increase
I winter them all right.
to the fullest capacity, and yet not reduce the
parent colony so much as to interfere with
Will you lay down
their storing some honey.
a rule that I may follow?
becomes of bumble-bees when cold
5. What
weather comes on? You can never find them
in their nest after the first cold spell.
6. What crop do you think would be the
most profitable to plant for honey and produce?
I refer to New York State.
is it that this paper docs not pub7.
lish the names and addresses of questioners?
8. If a person should feed bees with sugar
syrup, and they should store some of it in
sections, and those were sold as pure honey,
would this be violating the pure food law ?

Why

—

New

York.

Answers. i. I don't know. To smell the
in a cellar where even a single barrel of
strong vinegar is, one would think it bad for

air

February,
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either man or bee to breathe, yet lue breathing
of strong fumes of vinegar has been
comas a good thing for bad lungs.
As a
guess in the case, I would venture the opinion
that your bees would be better off without the
10 or 12 barrels of vinegar, but that they may
still winter well with it.
If you try it, by all
means report the result, so the rest of us may
have the benefit of your experience.
2. No, there is nothing alarming about it any
more than there is in seeing a man's breath
form in icicles on his beard when he is out in

mended

freezing weather.
t. How would I answer your purpose?
Since
June, 1878 that's more than 29 years I've
had nothing to do with anything but bees in
the way of a vocation, have had more than
I could eat and drink, have not been "out at
the knees" much of the time, and have had
the jolliest kind of a time; wouldn't you call
that making a success of the business?
Perhaps you may think that besides working with
bees I've been exposing my ignorance by trying to answer questions in this department,
and also writing other things for the bee-papers.
Well, there are Messrs. Gill, Mclntyre,
Mercer, Rauchfuss, Doolittle, Mendleson, Alexander, Townsend oh, I can't think of them
all
a whole lot of them.

—

—

—

— If

understand the problem correctly, it's
to say how to increase one colony to just as
many colonies as possible, and yet as much
honey from the parent colony as if there had
been no increase. Don't you worry about my
referring you to any book; I don't know of
any book that tells how to do it. Neither
do I know. I don't think the man is yet born
that knows how, and I don't believe he ever
will be born.
It takes honey and labor on the
I

4.

of the

bees to make increase, and that
must inevitably cut in on the honey crop.
.;.
I don't know.
Will some one please tell
part

us?

Perhaps buckwheat.
7. I'm not sure that I know all the reasons.
Perhaps a sufficient reason is that in general
apiarian questioners do not want their names

likelihood is that they were without a normal
queen, and had been for some time, reduced
in numbers and discouraged.
There is something abnormal about that swarm August 17,
which I don't understand.
Judging by the
weight, your bees ought not to be in danger

of starving.

1. Would sugar
syrup that has been burned
be safe to feed in spring.'
"A li C of HeeCultu
says It is
death to any colony

fed.

2. In transferring
spring, why not drum
out bees from box-hi'
being sure to get the
queen, place the bees in a new hive with
combs or foundation, set the new hive on
top of the old one, with tight bottom-board,
and place on the old hive what is called a
"Dudley" tube? In that way, as soon as the
young bees from the old hive are old enough
to gather honey they pass up and enter the
new hive.
In the old way the young bees
remain with the old hive 21 days, and in case
of a heavy flow much would be lost.

—

Michigan.

see if the "A B
C of Bee Culture" is not talking about winter stores.
In winter it is of first importance
that the bees should have the very best food,
but after they begin to fly daily in spring
they may be fed anything they will take, except poison.
2. Might
work all right, only there might
be danger early that the brood would not be
i.

properly cared

Indeed, so strong is this
fact that they are
common thing for
"Please do not give my

feeling that in spite of the
it
is a very

never given,
questioners

to

say.

Starting in Bee-Keeping.
have never kept bees, but I want to begin
Can you advise a beginner?
I fancy
Italians from what I read, as they seem to
be most popular.
I thought of starting with
I

now.

one colony, and increase as

I

learn.

New Jersey.
are quite safe in starting out
with Italians. Not so certain that it is best to
begin with only one colony.
While it would
be very unwise to begin with too many colonies. It is well to have at least 2, for there
are things you will be doing in the way of
changed brood from one to another, and other
things when you come to have more than one,
and you may as well be having some experiAnswer.

— You

ence in that line from the start.
I'm wondering just a little if you're going to have a
paper about bees and no book.
If so, that's
putting the cart before the horse; you should
have a book, sure.

Beginning with Bees

— Bees

Leaving

Hive.

my

After

first

year's

experience

with

bees

you know how I am progressing.
A
bees came to our place July 13,
put it into a box-hive which they
filled to the brim with comb and honey
that
fall.
Last spring I put it under an appletree where it cast the first swarm July 18,
another July 27, and the last one August 17.
I weighed them Nov. 3. and No.
i
weighed
76 pounds. No. 2, 67 pounds, and No. 3, 59
pounds, including the hives, one of which is a
lo-framc an<l the other two 8-frame.
Thev
are dovetailed hives, with Hoffman frames.
Now I think this is not very bad for a
I 11

let

swarm

of

1906.

I

start.

But, the old colony left September 18, with
not a bit of brood nor honey left.
I tore the
combs apart and found 117 queen-cells. Docs
that account for their leaving the hive?
Also,
do you think my other colonies are in danger
of running short of stores?

Minnesota.

Answer.— A

force of queen-cells 117 strong,
brood, might well be enough to
a colony into deserting or doing almost anything else.
You say there was "not
a bit of brood," which leaves it a little uncertain whether there was no brood in the
queen-cells or no brood in the hive besides
the brood m the quccn-cells.
In any case the

with

no

frighten

Look again and

the rule

?

At this date this colony is heavy in stores
and has about as many bees as any I have.
The "mere handful" I speak of means just
what it spells, as there was not a pint of bees
the

in

—

rule,
It

is

such great importance to have the best
queens possible that the best conditions possible for good cells should be allowed.
With a
weak colony there are chances of cool spells
when the cells will not be the best nursed and
nourished.
In your case, it may have happened that during 3 or 4 days when the bees
fed the royal larvs the weather was hot so
that only a few bees were needed to keep up
the heat, and the flow of honey spurred these
few to their best. Possibly some other things
were exceptional for the large force of bees
is not merely for heat.
In any case, it does
not prove that it is wise to take any chances
by trying to rear good queens without givof

ing them best conditions.
The next 20 times
you tried the same thing the result might be
very different.

Bees
Queens.

Italian-Caucasian

— Rearing

1.
I have 2 colonics of bees, one pure Italian and one pure Caucasian.
If they winter all
right I intend to rear some queens next summer.
I
have read that a cross between the
Italian and Caucasian is a very good bee.
Has
this been your experience? Would you use the
Italians, or Caucasians, for mothers?
2. If
I
rear my young queens from the
Italian mother, how can I tell by their workers whether they have been mated with black

or Caucasian drones?

"Quinby's

—

i.
I
have had no experience
such a cross, and it is a little doubtwhether you can learn anything very defiabout it from others.
As to Caucasians

themselves, testimony greatly varies, some saying they are very good workers and some
saying they are very poor; so it would be
hard to be certain about a cross.
If your
Caucasians prove good, the cross might be
good; otherwise not.
I
don't know which it would be better to
use for mother;
would be easy to try
it
both.
2.

don't believe you can tell how they are
for I don't believe there is a place
will not
likely to meet drones from other yards.
I

mated,

Cook County where your queens

in

be

And

I
very much doubt if you could tell
by looks of her progeny whether a queen
from an Italian mother had mated with a
pure Italian drone or a hybrid.
It is doubtful if you can find a pure black drone within

10 miles of you.
3. I should
expect very worthless queens
from such a source, and it seems to me you
must in some way have misunderstood Quinby.
It may do to use
a small nucleus after a

queen-cell is well
a queen-cell.

advanced, but not to

start

Standard Hive Dimensions.
1.

Give the dimensions of the

latest

standard

number
how to

of frames, and size of each,
fix the inside of the hive.
Also give the size of the super.
2. Do the bees fill the super or main body of
the hive first?
Oregon.
hive, the
tell

Answers. 1. The size of frame most commonly in use is iTH^g'A, outside measure,
the number of frames in a hive being usually
8 or 10, although a hive may be made of such
a size that it will contain any other number
of frames.
You will see that the size of the
hive depends upon the number of frames to
be used. The hive must be large enough to
allow a space of ^-inch over the frames, and
!4 or a little more at the ends, the bottombars coming down with the bottom of the
hive.
space of f^ to J4 below bottom-bars is
provided by the bottom-board or floor.
I'm
not sure just what you mean when you ask
"how to fix the inside of the hive," but perhaps you mean as to spacing the frames. 'They
arc generally spaced 1^ inches from center to
center, some bee-keepers spacing a little wider.
Some arrangement for self-spacing is in quite
common use. Supers are of different sizes and
kinds, care being taken to have them of such
size as to fit the hive.
If you are thinking of making your hives,
it would be well for you to have at least one
hive, accurately made, to serve as a pattern.
If you can get any sort of fair wages at other
work, it will be cheaper to buy your hives.
2. The body should be first filled.

A

Missouri.

hive.

Answer. It was an exception to the
and there were exceptional conditions.

3.

be reared.
Do you
get good queens by
Illinois.

—

ful" of Bees.
Last spring caused several of my colonies
supersede their queens, and, as I suppose,
the weather being so bad, some were lost,
but by giving them another frame containing
eggs, etc., all of them except one colony proceeded to rear another lot of queen-cells. 'They
destroyed 5 or 6 cells.
Finally they had
dwindled to a mere handful of bees, and had
not an ounce of honey in the hive.
This was
during the honey-flow from white clover, and
as I had had lots of fun with them, I decided
to
try them again by giving them another
frame of brood, part honey, and to my surprise
they built 3 fine queen-cells.
This was at the
close of the white honey-flow.
When the fall flow came they were weak
compared to the other colonies, but filled an
8-frame hive-body with plenty to winter on.
Now why did these bees build good queencells and rear a good queen when all authorities agree that good cells are made only by
strong colonies?
Or, was this an exception
to

to

Answers.

to

could

with

and

for.

Good Queen Reared by "Mere Hand-

6.

and addresses given.

—Trans-

ferring Bees.

Answer.

think a beginner
this plan?

ful
nite

Feeding Burnt Sugar Syrup

so

which the queens are

New

rearing queens in
other brood in it

Bee-Keeping" .advocates
a small nucleus, with no
than the few larv.t from

Experimenting With Bees
pers Swarming.

—

used

—T-Su-

bee-papers, and was
always getting some fool idea in my head,
and then experimenting with the bees; almost
always they "went wrong."
Last year I was
away from home all summer, so I stopped the
papers, arranged to have the new swarms hived,
and "let 'cm went."
had a very poor
season, and but little surplus was secured by
any one, but I got about as much as the other
bee-keepers around here.
What shall I do?
Stop the papers or the experiments? or both?
I am afraid I'll be like the majority of the
human race, and not follow your advice unless
it
suits me, for when I had put the bees
up for the winter, I couldn't stand it any
longer, and renewed my subscription to the
"Old Reliable," sent for back numbers of
1007, and have been having a "feast of fat
things" catching up.
use T-tins and have a little different plan
1
from any I have seen.
supers are 18
inches long, inside measurement.
I
fasten
the 7«-inch block at the end with 6penny
nails, driving them in from the outside, letting
the heads project Ji-inch or more, so that
they can be drawn out with a hammer.
The
flat tin is nailed to thd block, of course.
After
the sections are in place I slip 2 thin wedges
between the block and super.
A piece of
broken section can usually be crowded in.
Then in taking out the honey turn the super
over, drive out the thin wedges, draw the
nails, loosen the block, and slip it out, and if
you use springs at the side the super can be
removed without any trouble.
2. Will a young queen swarm out after she
I.

I

to

take

2

We

My

—
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is, if I take strong
queens
introduce
next spring, will such colonies swarm
during the season of 1908 if they have plenty
one
had
having
remember
can't
room?
I
of

commences to lay? That
successfully
colonies and
reared

I knew the queen to be a young
writers claim a queen never lays
first season, and I never found
queen-cells started in a normal colony without
more or less drone-brood in evidence.

do so where
one.

Some

dronc-cggs the

If they won't swarm, do you imagine 1
have accidentally got near enough to the trail
of a man Davenport to hear his foot-steps?
his wonderful secret is somewhere
I believe

board fence packed between and on top with
They have consumed so far an
flax straw.
enormous amount of honey, owing, I suppose,
They have had 4 good flights
to the weather.
since I moved them, the last being yesterday,
Jan. 14.

—

New

York.

If
It must be both or neither.
stop experimenting, you must
stop the papers, for they will be all the while
suggesting, directly or indirectly, new things
If you want to go on with the experito try.
menting you must keep on with the papers,
unless you're a fool, because in order to experiment intelligently you'll need all the light
you can get from the papers; and, besides,
being the philanthropic chap you are, you'll
want to take the papers so as to report in
them the things you've made a fool of yourself
by trying, so that I, and others as well, can
avoid making fools of ourselves by trying the
same things.
The question then remains whether you shall
keep on with both or stop both. I don't know.
But you're in good position to know. You
stopped both for a time, and you can tell
whether life was more worth living then than
since you've started the papers again, for I
know you can't keep from exnerimenting if

Answers.
you want

you

1.

to

try.

Y'our plan with the T-super is the best plan
your baby.
It's
for you.
the world
Whether it would be the best for me depends upon whether it takes less time or not
to empty the super than without that block.
In many cases I am sure it would take more;
where the bees have done a big lot of gluing
it ought to take less.
2. The answer to your question must be a
If you allow a young queen to
little mixed.

—

in

State,
I

being

my

...

Huron,

think they did
pounds surplus,
S.

year with bees

first

and bees being new

about 10
mostly for increase.

3.

along this line.
I wish you would keep
If you "don't know
your eye on any colonies you have with those
I will try 'A dozen colonies next
conditions.
I
season unless you tell me it is no use.
can't afford any more as I will have to buy
queens. We can't rear them early enough here.

season

Last
in this
cality,

fairly
as I

worked them
E. Bowder.

J.

D., Jan.

in this lowell, givmg

15.

Watering Bees.

%

San Marcos, Calif., Dec. 6.
[While this plan is not entirely new,

new

Season a Failure

in

Nevada.

In the fall of 1906 i had 122 colonies, but
the loss during the month of June, 1907, reduced
the apiary to 56 colonies, and with the few
swarms 59 colonies went into winter quarters
in splendid condition. Then I bought an apiary
and but 63 colonies of them went into winter
quarters.
I fear they are a little scant on
The condition of the whole is fair.
stores.
Mr. Dooliltle says it is much more pleasant

of successes than of our failures, and
However,
with him.
I very heartily agree
we had a failure last year in Nevada (which
and I hope we have learned
is my home),
to

I

Honey Next

Year.
some

had one colony in an old-

fashioned hive, and seeing some of the mov-

a few and transferred 3 colonies in one hive, and lost them
bought more and kept on till in the
all.
I
fall of 1906 I bought one colony of leatherI
colored Italians, and worked for swarms,
got 5 good swarms and have them all now in
8I have in all 17 colonies in
good shape.
I
am going after honey this
frame hives.
year.
I secured from my first swarm last year,
I don't want so
72 pounds of section honey.
able,

frame

hives,

I

made

next season.
would like to know what is the very best
I
Is there any kind that will
for honey.
beat the leather-colored Italian at building up
W. J. H. Free.
or storing honey?
Cedartown, Ga., Jan. 18.

bee

Bees Doing Well.
wintered 21 colonies in 1906-07 and lost
I
none. February was very warm. Fruit bloomed
a

month

tell

too

early.

The wind blew

so

that

They had only 2 days
bees could not work.
Alfalfa was
of fruit-bloom, then the freeze.
cut by frost so the first crop was late and

had a good many frames of honey
gave to the bees, and then fed in
perforated feeders until June 10,
commenced, and it was a
harvested 65 cases of honey,
I
great flow.
besides saving a good deal to feed back next
I had only
spring if I have to feed again.
The bees are doing nicely this win4 swarms.
'There has not been a day so far that
ter.
We winter
they have not been out at noon.
them on the summer stands in this country.
E. C. Wright.
22.
Montrose, Colo., Jan.

poor.

I

which

I

supers
it

Editor.]

to some.

for

started in bee-culture in 1905, having

I

many swarms

To water an apiary of 200 to 300 colonies
of bees, I take an inch board 12 feet long,
cut shallow grooves in it, crossing diagonally;
nail a piece of i x 2 inches on e,ich edge, bore
one end, run a wire
at
a couple of holes
through the holes and hang one end to a
hydrant, and the other end raise so as not to
Then I cover the whole
have too much fall.
inch deep.
surface of the trough with gravel
You can then turn on a small stream adjusted
so that little or no water will go to waste,
and you have a place where all your bees can
No
drink and not get drowned nor chilled.
need to bother about the old watering-place, the
bees will find the place fixed for them, at least
G. F. Mbrriam.
they do here.
will be

Work

Will

good instructions.

when

in

the honey-flow

Bee-Keeping

in

Kansas.

send some photographs, the one being a
view of my apiary of 100 colonies in
winter. It was taken Dec. 19. 1907. There was
a warm snow of about 5 inches, and ever
since then we have had open, warm weather.
I

partial

reared in a hive, you may count on no
If
you
swarming before the next season.
If the
introduce a young queen, it depends.
colony is in no humor for swarming at the
no
swarmintroduced,
then
the
queen
is
time
be

ing.

If in the

swarming humor already,

they'll

in spite of the tender youth of the
once had a queen swarm in less
queen.
I
than a week after beintr introduced, and she
If
I
had been laying only about a week.
had kept the colony queenless until swarming
had been given up, and then introduced the
i.ave
been
all
right.
would
young queen, it
3. The idea of thus getting in young queens
is all right and excellent, but hardly Daven-

swarm

port's plan, for you have to find queens before getting in young ones, and Davenport
I know a plan
says he never finds a queen.
almost if not entirely certain to prevent sw-arming, that takes only'about 10 minutes for each
colony, and you need never see a queen; in
other words, if 1 understand correctly, it fulthe conditions of the Davenport plan.
fills
Do you think it would be wise for me to give
away the secret?

_*.'

m&M
;.^-

^^experience^
Good Prospects

in

Texas.

Bees arc gathering some pollen today. Carbrood,
and some
niolans have considerable
drones are flying from strong Italian colonies.
Grant Anderson.
Prospects are good.
Sabinal, Tex., Jan. 31.

Wintering

— Bees

Did Fairly Well.

I have been more or less interested in bees
both in this St.ite and Iowa for the past 20
years.
I have tried wintering in the cellar and
also on the summer stands, with both good and
bad results. Last fall I left them until about
Dec. 15 on the summer stands and then had
I am wintering
to move them about 4 miles.
them out-doors protected on the north by a

Winter View of the Apiary of
something that will be helpful should we ever
have such another season. One thing I learned
I shall always try to have a supply of sealed

—

combs of honey.

m

I have been among a number of bee-men
the State, and have not met one good report.
The spring opened up beautifully, with every
appearance of a bumper crop until the month
of June, when it turned to bad, stormy weath'
er, with snow and freezing temperature, cutting off all resources and confining the bees
strong with brood and young bees, and no
stores; though many colonics seemed to go under from no other cause than bad weather.
The past season was indeed poor, but beekeepers are a cheerful lot, and I hope we will
have bright, cheerful reports the coming
all
J.

Lafayette. Calif.. Ja

E.

fATTON.

J. J.

Measer.

are apparently in fine condition. The
season was a very poor one for honey.

The bees
past

There was too much late freezing and cold
weather, although the after part of the season
was very good and a fine flow of excellent
honey was produced, mostly from sweet clover
and alfalfa, which sold at a fair price 16!4
cents for comb and 10 cents a pound for ex-

—

tracted.

photograph is a partial view of
honev exhibit at the Kansas State Fair,
16 to 21.
at Hutchinson. Kans-, Sept.
It was one of the finest and largest
1907.
exhibits ever shown in Kansas, being admired
by every one who saw it, and a great deal

The other

the

held

interest was taken in the matter of beeThis is onlv the beginning of the
culture.
It has a great fubee-industry in Kansas.
o'f

—

j

—

American ^Bgc Journal
We

ture for us.
hope to have a
exhibit at the next State Fair.
J.

Hutchinson, Kans., Jan.

ers

finer

Measer.

13.

Pattern After Successful

Bee-Keep-

— Bulk Comb Honey.

wish to give credit
Bee Journal for the most of
First,

much

T.

to the

I

American

my success the
past year, if you would call it a success.
And
I think 70 pounds average per colony a very
nice success.
It is very essential for a novice
like me to pattern after those who have been

companions ever

since, as I think

I

could not

well get along with one without the other,
and being a lover of honey, I would not be
without a few bees at almost any price, although the honey-business is a little like the

money business

at present

—a

in the dark.
But thanks to the American Bee Journal for
enablmg me to operate for honey so as to be
much above the average the past year in this
locality; while my average was 25 pounds of
little

comb honey, many others and some who have
kept bees over 30 years, had less than
5
pounds per colony.
My bees bad a flight December 13 and 27th,

is possible to add out-apiaries, being governed
by the amount of reliable help for handling

the crop, as the amount of nectar to be gathered when conditions are favorable is almost
unlimited; while during a poor season, my 10
yards average as much
per
colony as my
neighbors' who have but one yard.
It
is
true our honey-flow is prolonged for many
months, and does not usually come with a
rush.

Mr. Doolittle's argument might fit overstocked portions of the East, but does not
apply to bee-keeping in the Southwest.
B. A. Hadsell.
Buckeye, Ariz., Jan.

20.

Loss of Queens in Mating and Superseding Improvement of Bees
Catalpas for Apiary Shade.

—

We

had quite a heavy loss of young queens
the past season.
It came about by the young
queens not being able to locate their own
hives.
Our apiary is located in a peach-orchard.
The trees were nearly all killed by the
frost in October, 1906, and were cut down last
spring, which left an open lawn with hives in
pairs, all painted white, 75 in number, which

rows about 9 feet one way by about 5 feet between the 2 hives the other way. I know this
loss of queens came about by their not being
able to locate their hives, as it is the first
loss \ye have had along this line to amount to
anything since our bees have been here at this
farm, which is 5 years.
It has given light
on one point which is worthy of note; that is,
these young queens were reared by the colonies to supersede the mothers which were nearly

all

3

years old last season.
The bees did
superseding.
I now believe that a

own

their

queen should have her head pinched
3

J. J.

successful, such

Mea.ser's Apiarian Exhibit at the
Hilton,

as

Root,
Alexander, and many others.
I run my yard
for comb honey.
But I use an extractor to a
great advantage.
I
fill
the honey cans about
half full of nice, white capped comb honey,
then pour extracted honey over this till the
comb rises to the top of the can. This I sell
for first-class comb honey.
All combs that are
a little dark go to the extractor.
Hence my
honey is all first grade. My fall honey, or red
honey, is set away and put back in the hives
in the spring.
Everv 10 pounds of red honey
put in the hive in the spring is 10 pounds of
white honey assured.
G. F. ToNES.
Elkin, N. C, Jan. 20.
Doolittle,

who is interested in apiculture.
all
there except my good wife,
the exposure without breaking anything, and who also takes an active part in
the apiary in my absence. The apiary is pretty
much in the snade of the old apple-trees,
facing the southeast. The north end of it may
be seen back of "Charlie" and "Dewey," who
seem to think they hear a swarm.
family at least

They are
who made

Chas. Alberts.

Sun
[See

—Mild

Poorest Season in Years
Winter.

Last season was very poor. I had 65 colonies,
and got only about 80 pounds of honey from

whole apiary.
I
had to feed about 700
pounds of sugar last fall for winter. My bees
did as well as any around this section.
I did
not get any swarms last summer; it was the
poorest season in many years.
We are having
a very mild winter so far, not much snow.
The bees had a flight Jan. 21. I hardly know
the

how they
big

loss

will winter.
I expect there will be a
in bees this winter, but I live in
will have a good season in 1908.

hopes that we

Geo. H. Adkins.
Ticonderoga. N. Y., Jan.

Honey Crop
The honey crop
was a total failure.

in

Prairie, Wis., Jan. 24.

the

first

page

for

the

pictures.

Edi-

tor.]

Many Bees

for

Much Honey.

I have been in the bee-business
I
9 years.
began with one weak colony in a box-hive,
which was the nucleus of the apiary I now
have.
I think I have advanced by leaps and
bounds.
I have learned that in order to get
much surplus, the colonies must be strong in
bees.
Therefore, I have kept down increase as
much as possible. My object has been honey,
not increase.
I produce comb honey only.
So
far we have a home market for all we produce.
The season is short and our main crop
is buckwheat honey.
J. E. K1.INE.

Indiana, Pa., Dec.

old,

unless

she

is

a

off

choice

when

breeder,

and even then it is a very good plan to look
for failing queens at any time, and fill their
places with young queens of choice stock.
Iri selecting a queen-bee, first, she must be
prolific and the mother of industrious workers.
If this colony produces the most honey and
are first-class comb-builders, and gentle to
handle, and winter well, there is no use to
measure their tongues, but call them the best.
Who sells the best queen-bees? Answer: It is
not the person that candles the cells a great
while before the queens are due to come out
of the cells.
How do you tell who sells such
queens?
Answer: Such queens are not prolific.
As I buy a good many queens each season and introduce them into 12-frame Langstroth hives, I have a chance to know, and
as Dadant has well said, "A queen must have
a good size hive in order to find out if she is
prolific."
To test queens for breeders:
I bought a lot of leather-colored

Last

fully for honey, gentleness, etc.

The

summer

queens from
one of the most noted queen-breeders in the
United States, as well as golden queens from
another noted queen-breeder. All these queens
are wintering on the summer-stands to test
hardiness, and next season will be tested carebest will

be used for a breeder in 1909.
These are
what are known as American Italians. So far
the best and most profitable queen I ever
owned first saw the light in northern Italy.

We

have just set out about 40 catalpa shadein the apiary.
The trees are set about
feet apart and will be kept trimmed up
high enough to let the morning sun shine in
on the hives, but make a nice shade in the heat
trees

9x10

of the day.

St Joseph

C. A.

Bunch.

Co., Ind., Dec. 26.

30.

2.).

Bees Did Well.

Total Failure.
this

locality for 1907
I fed back to the bees
what little honey I got, with 13 pounds of
sugar syrup per colony extra. Quite a number of bees in this part of Ontario starved to
death right in midsummer, but that was mostly

among farmer

bee-keepers.
But we are looking
for a crop next summer.
We can not tell
anything as to the prospect at present.
Wcstbrook, Ont., Jan. 13.
A. M. Bridge.

My

bees did well after cold weather was
oyer, in 1907.
In April I lost 2 colonies out
of 6, and increased to 12 colonies.
I secured
222 pounds of comb honey.
colony whose
queen I bought in July produced 48 pounds of
comb honey.
J. C. Cunningham.
Streator, 111., Jan. 29.

A

More Bees or

Mr. Alberts Bees and Bee-Paper
Companions.
The

pictures which 1 send were taken the
second year after starting with bees. The first
swarm of this apiary was hived by the roadside near my home, in a box.
Afterwards I
got a movable frame hive and sent a dollar for
the American Bee Journal the same day, and
the two
bees and Journal have been close

—

Better Yields— Which?

The above

subject, bv G. M. Doolittle, atattention as i started in bee-keeping
taking bees on shares, .and have advanced

tr.-icled

—

Kansas State Fair.

and the 29th I put them into the house-cellar,
where they usually winter well.
The accompanying picture is that of one

years

by

my

step by step, knowing no limit, adopting Hutchinson's idea before he advocated it so strongly.
I
have figured that if it pays to keep 200
colonics in one yard, that I could with the
same extracting outfit, by hiring more help,
keep 2000 colonics of bees in 10 yards, and
I have proved it by actual experience.
In our large alfalfa fields in the Southwest,
surrounded by mesquite and desert flowers, it

Bad Spring— Good
Bees came through

Fall Flow.

spring in bad
condition owing to lack of stores, the
continued cold weather and lack of
bloom, it having been killed by the late
freezing.
So bees scarcely got a living
until early buckwheat began to bloom.
Then they began to gain a little in stores
until the first of September, when the
fall weeds began to yield in good earnest so I got an average of 70 pounds
of fine honey to the colony.
Good fora fall flow.
So the bees have gone
into their winter quarters in fine condition, with 45 pounds of good, sealed
last

stores for their share.

A.

Mast, N. C, Nov.

4.

J.

McBride.

February,

i

American l^Qe Journal
Poor Season

— Effect

of

Low Grade

Honey.
Acting on your suggestion for these long
evenings, I thought I would write something
of the way I see things in the bee-world.
We have just closed a season in which many
of us producers had to ti-^ ten up our pursestrings early in order to make sure of having
a winter's supply and take us to the season
when we can again hear the happy buzz of
the loaded home-coming bee.
Our past season has been a severe one all
over the country with the exception of a very
few favored localities, but I am sure that no
bee-keeper was troubled with an over-surplus
of funds after having divided up with the
supply-dealers and other leakaces which, in the
nature of things, can not be avoided.
But
some say that we have the consolation that
honey is selling at a high price.
However,
that at the present, is of no value except to
stimulate one's ambition for the future.
Yet
how quickly will the price come down if we
should have a fair crop next season with our
greater number of producers who rea<l no beepapers, and rush their honey o the market in
every possible form good, bad, pell-mell, 4
grades in one honey-box, swelled and lean sections, sometimes stacked in the wagon-beds and
soap-boxes, and sections that have been on the
hives for 2 or 3 years, loaded with propolis,
dark and unsightly of ocurse.
One will naturally say that honey brought to the market in
that condition can never get the first-class
price.
Well, of course not.
But what effect
has that kind of honey on the market both in
price and in the increase of the demand.
It
IS true that I have had only 12 years' experience in selling honey, but I made it a business to learn the market and its tendency, with
effect of quality and neatness of appearance.
And I say that I could now sell 30,000 pounds
of comb honey in our two cities, Argenta and
Little Rock, with less trouble and labor than
when I produccQ only 1,200 pounds. But one
may think that I am the only producer tributary to this place.
No, there are many, and
just because of the many I have gained my
experience in the effects on th« market of a
product that is not up to a certain standard.
The quantity of honey consumed is the real
stimulant of the market; the greater the consuinption the more demand there is for the
article, and consequently better prices are paid.
Well, there is nothing new in that, but how
about increasing the consumption? We simply
must place it before the people in an attractive
way, and within reach of the consumers. When
I first went on the market there were 5 houses
that sold comb honey in our city.
Now there
are hundreds selling comb
honey, and our
whole community is now in reach of comb
honey.
I had to convince every grocer that
he could sell comb honey as well as he could
a bar of soap, and I often left a box of honey
in his store against his protests, and promising
that I would come after it in one or 2 weeks,
assuring him that it would cost him nothing
if he could not sell it, and I never had to
take back a single box, and invariably took up
the empty box and replaced it with a full one,
and the cash would come without asking for
it.
Now, every grocer keeps comb honey. It
IS placed in reach of all, and as a rule the
temptation to take a bite of the sweet morsel
is hard to resist, and the result is an increased
demand and a splendid market.
The small grocer on the outskirts of the city
is the best customer for lower grades of honey.
I have my customers, and my three grades of
honey.
The grocer that buys the isJ/J-cent
grade flatters himself that he can undersell his
bigger'competitor.
I have customers that say
they want the i6-cent grade, others want the
iS-cent grade, and others will have nothing
but the i2i^-cent.
I mentioned something of the effects of a
low grade of honey on the market, or on the
consumers.
I
have always noticed that the
grocers who bought a low-grade honey had
trouble to dispose of it.
His customers complained, and in many cases he lost them.
This
makes it very unpleasant, and what raKing the
producer gets when he conies back to his
grocer.
His honey may he dark, may be hitter,
may be what is called "honev-dew," and the
producer may know all about the defects of his
honey, yet will offer to sell it as a prime article, write the name on the box, "Fancy," put
a few sections of fair honey on the glass end
of the box. with no other desire than to get it
off his hands, which is deception and dishon-

—

_

esty.

No

later

pounds of

than

last

so-called

spring several thousand
Fancy " honey
were

'*

shipped to our market iust before our honey
was ready for market. This honev in appearance was splendid, but it was the rankest kind
of white outside, black inside, well-filled sections of honey-dew I ever saw.
A number

my customers had a supply of it and have
yet.
Some of them put some in a wagon
get rid of it.
One of my customers who
bought 800 pounds of me the season before,
bought 100 pounds of this white outside, black
inside honey a few days before I went to him
June 12th.
He said, "I had given you up
and thought you were not on the market this
season, and I bought some honey of a commission man, and they nearly all bring it back,"
and he reached behind the counter and brought
out a section of this white outside and black
of
it

to

inside honey.
I told him to put in some of my
clear honey or he would lose all his customers,
and sell his black honey only to customers who
call for it,
and the result was
the
last
week of November he had 3 boxes of his
black honey left.
He sold only 200 pousds
of my honey, and 24 pounds of black honey,
whereas last year be sold 800 pounds of ray
honey.
The case of this merchant was the
rule with all who bought this dark honey,
and for a while it was hard 10 sell honey,
and only late this fall had the effects disappeared. Honey of a low grade should never be
put on the market, and should be used for no
other purpose than to make bees.
It is valuable for that purpose only, and ought never to
go on the market, because of its demoralizing
effect and its deceptions.
I would
like to ask a question, which is
this:
Is there any bee-man anywhere that will
eat a section of white on the outside and
black inside honey in preference to one of a
clear and fine flavored one?
Let all those that
are in favor of white outside, black inside
honey, make it manifest by saying, "Aye."
I
am sure that there will be a light vote on this
side of the subject.
And I do hope that the
disposition to feed others on something that
one won't eat himself will also rapidly lessen;
and do unto others as you wish others to do
unto you.
Bee-Keeper from Arkansas.

A

Comb and

Extracted Honey from
Same Super—Maple Honey.

am, as you might say, only a beginner in
the apicultural field, having had bees 3 years.
But they are my sole study, and have been
ever since I had them. And I studied "A B C
of Bee Culture" before I had a bee.
I will speak principally of the sectional hive
and the production of comb honey, or the
production of comb and extracted honey from
the same super.
Last spring E. D. Townsend wrote an article for one of the bee-papers, about comb
and extracted honey from the same super.
And I agree with him. I worked on his principle.
Only I used it mostly with the S-frame
Wisconsin hive. However, I think I will adopt
I

the sectional hive another year altogether. It
so much easier and handier to manipulate.

is

If you have any light or medium light colonies before the honey-flow, how easy it is to
take a section from some strong colony that is
boiling over with bees and place on the light
one.
For a strong colony that came out of the
cellar in good condition will have 3 sections
of a sectional hive full, or nearly full, of
brood before clover blossoms, and a very good
queen will have some in the fourth section if
there hasn't been much honey coming in so
that the top section of the hive is pretty well
filled.

In my locality I get a good flow from soft
and hard maple, willow, dandelion, and wild
cherry, just in time to

make brood-rearing go

on a-booming, and last spring I got quite a lot
of surplus from that same source.
And part
of the people that I sold to liked the maple
honey better than clover.
But I am running
away from my comb and extracted honey from
the

same super.

Now, this spring flow I have is a fine thing
get nice, little combs drawn out in the
supers by which to work this plan of comb and
extracted from the same super.
And if you
have some of those little frames filled with
honey from maple, it can be extracted if a
person wants nice white clover when the clover
flow comes, and the empty combs can be put
one on each side of the super and the center
filled with sections for comb honey, and you
will get nice, well-filled white sections.
Thev
will start to store in the combs that are all
to

ready

for

them

in

the

little

frames

on

light-colored colonies; and it will pive more
honey, extracted or comb, to the apiarist than
any other super, even on a deep brood-nest.
But I think the sectional hive far outstrips

anything in the bee-hive
swarming, too, as it can

line

in

regard

to

be manipulated so
If you want to look for queen-cells
blow in a little smoke at the entrance and
raise up the second section, and if there are
any cells you are pretty sure to see them on
easily.

If the bees are
the lower part of the frame.
getting their hive pretty full of brood, give
them another empty section between the 2
brood-sections, with foundation, if you need

any more combs, and it will soon be drawn
out into nice white combs and filled with eggs
V. A. Goodnow.
by the queen.
Irma, Wis., Dec. 21.

A large stock farmer of the middle west,
told the writer that he valued his
evergreen break at $1,000.00, and that it had
paid him dividends of from 20 percent to 30
percent per annum, lor the past ten years, on
It did
so by protecting his
this valuation.
buildings and stock from the cold winter winds
and saved him an immense amount of feed
recently

and fuel.
That the above

true

are

facts

is

just

be-

ginning to be realized by many people and it
is our prediction that there will be thousands
of evergreen windbreaks planted all over the
country, during the next few years.
Lvergreens are as easily grown as any of
our common forest trees if a few simple rules
are followed in planting and caring for them.
If you will write at once to The Gardner Nursery Company, Drawer 4S, Osage, Iowa, they

EVERGREENS

send you 6 sample

will

two

entirely free of charge, and with
the plain rules for planting
anJ aftercare as referred to above. Mailing
expense of the evergreens is 5 cents, which
postal
you can send or not as you choose.
will bring the trees and also their fine catalogue, containing colored plates and a mine
fruit-growers.
information
for
of valuable
Write today, above address.

years

them

old,
will

send

A

A Home

and a Living.

of
There are thousands and thousands
families in the big cities of America, as well
as in rural districts, who would be only too
glad, for the sake of health and comfort, to
have homes of their own in the country, and
earn their living from the soil if they could
only see their way clear to make the move.
The chief drawback of most of them is lack
IVIost men
of sufficient capital to buy land.
of families who work for wages have to live
right up to the limit of their incomes.

—

solved somewhat by

The problem has been

the Daniel Frazier Company, a firm that operates in farm property on a large scale in
Southern New Jersey, where 5-acre farm plots
are sold for $100, on installments of only $5
down, and $5 monthly. These farms are only
17 miles from Atlantic City, the celebrated allyear-round seaside resort, and that means a
steady market for every kind of produce.
The soil and climate of this section are
particularly adapted to the cultivation of early
fruits, berries, vegetables and the raising of
poultry, bees and pigeons.
These farm plots are close to two large

manufacturing towns, with city conveniences,
and the community is traversed by three trunk
line railroads, affording unsurpassed shipping
facilities.

If you want more details about this, write
the Daniel Frazier Company, 750 Bailey
Building, Philadelphia, Pa., and ask them to
Be sure
send you their free illustrated book.
to

to

mention

the

American

Bee Journal when

writing.

the

outside of the super where usually is the last
place that work will be done if the super is
filled with sections.
But with this plan you
can extract the honey out of these frames,
and you have a lot of nice sections, too, and
scarcely anv that are not finished, unless it is
a few the last of the flow.
In this way I
think it better even for extracted honey with
the shallow frames, as you can give the bees
room as they need it without giving them a
great, deep super that is a great many times
more room than they need, especially with
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STERURG SEEDS
years in business, which sells good seeds.
The Minneapolis Daily Times, Jan. 15, 1905,

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

said editorially
*'
It'3 not too much to say that through the
new and improved varieties of seeds introduced by Northrup, Kinp & Co. during the
past twenty-one years. Millions of dollars
:

Your orders are what we are after now for
and winter. Drop us a card or letter telling
what you want, and we will make Surprising

have been added to the permanent value
of Northwestern farm lands. Of such
Northrup, Kioff &Co.it mav truly be
aaid,

'Th.

fall

„„-

.

howi

fThat'a

Prices to you.

Our" Minne^roxa Grown
Gra^^.Field 5^ Clover Seeds
produce larger crops than seed from
any other source. Our Sterling Brands
repreiient thehivhest gualitv and purest seed
obtainable anywhere— at any price. Samples
on application.
Large magnifying glass to
determine quality, free to purchasers. See
^^ catalog, page 101.

Vegetable 5 Flower Seeds

MARSHFIELD MFG.
lOWA-J. W.

&

Gregory

Bittenbender.
Son. Ottumwa.

KANSAS— S.

C.

Walker

&

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

ARIZONA— H. W.

Knoxville.

catalog an extra dollar's

OHIO-F. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co.. Blossom.

WISCONSIN— S. W.

S.

NEBRASKA—
Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H.

FECIAL OFFER

1908 Catalog

Without question this is the best Iiicn<
thi.s season. A money-saving offer or
-makint^ machine. For $12.50, cash with order,

bator Offer

A

seed catalog is a picture of the
Ou"° •'" *""'"> i"it.
formingandstrai
the kind of bus
Write todav and itt.. u^ jv^u.
""'^^'' -we can supply them. ^-^
,^
italog anyway ; it's free, tbam kaw

all

,

Journal

with

4»,

& CO.

^^

the latest im-

a,ll

provements,

is

double-cased,

fined with Lone Star Roolln;? ana
wool packing:, with a heavy sheet of
asbestos paper covering the radia-

120 Hennepin Ave., HinneBpolis, Hinn.

Bee

„

one east of the Mississippi River— weatof the River we allow
the amount of freight to the
River. The machine is the ref:ruiar ••United Special" MuUul

.-.

Mention

I

ed Special'* Inouba

firm issuing

NORTHRUP KING

Hines Mercantile

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli, Gleuwooci.

Smith. Tilbury. Ont.

packet of seed of the perfume plaut

,

Co..
J.

ne of the mo.<>t wonderful plants
earth hoMs for our delight. It opens in the
eveningand exhalesadehcious and far carrying fragrance— perfuming the whole garden.
Easily grown In any climate and on any soil.
For 10 cents we will mail a fnll size

Our

Harmony.
L. Durham. Kankakee,

ply Co.,

ILLINOIS- D.

MICHIGAN-Lenest & Koenig. 127 South
13th St.. Saginaw. E. S.
D. Buell. Union Citv.
Collier Bee-Supply

Ryder, Phoenix.
Bee-Sup-

MINNESOTA-Northwestem

Son, Smith

Center.

tor,

and

contains

the celebrated

"United" heating system. 'Send the
$12.50 today, or write for free catalog.
OHITED INCUBATOR & POULTRY SUPPLY MFQ. CO.
26-28 Vesey St..
New York City.
Dept. 27

vrhen Tvrlv*ng.

.
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HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM
Chas. Dadant

wi^

ori- our^urn
BEE SMOKER

JffA

"
=

Fecommend above

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:
& Son, Hamilton, 111. This is the

—

Smoker we

others.

all

—

Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis, We have sold these Smokers tor a good many years and never received a single complaint,
A, I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. The cone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
$1.50 4
inch stove
Smoke Engine largest smoker made
u.

15.

—

rM|pyT<iRQi£lv''i^^
!•

It

ult

RKK Three Mentha Tnal to Aint-iicn

Large

HVMI.-..1
i-vir introduced,

hardy all over the tounDelicious Apple sold last r. a.'ion
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pnpt'r. Tells nil about fniit— how to
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prices deliver

Smoker

302.

St

Joseph, Missouri

S.-n.lv.Mirp

at
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T. F.

BINGHflM.

We send circular if

post-office free.

"
"
"

"
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Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping-Knife.

Original

i\atf. prune, spray, put k, market. Keguliir
prife?l.00Hy..»r. KiKi twM n.-wlniiNiiK-liKi,
but will iimk- H].,-rml offer if you nnswrr tbis a.l.

I.lanl

THE FRUIT-GROWER, Box

65—3
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iliiftlity.
liix

1.10
1.00

— lasts longer than any other
name implies
Little Wonder — as

lluitr

ir

—
—3)^
—
90 —2J^

—

Doctor— cheapest made to use
Conqueror — right for most apiaries

w

The Fruit-Grower, and we will
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BaiinerGrape. FKEE. Two of the

i-.ip. r.

!

it.

Farwell, MiGll
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Profitable Poultry

Berry's Poultry Farm.Bor
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JOHN NEBEL & SON 6UPPLY
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CO.,

Montg. Co., Mo.
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High

Hill,

BEST ON EARTH.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold
At the very lowest profit possible
Dovetnil Hives, Sections, Etc. -A complete
stock bouKht In car lots. Subscriptions given free

most pucce&sfu'

l)ook tills all
ouotiB low III ii-.s on fowlH. OKBH,
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Flitcraft's

Savings

Cows' Relief is a specific Remedy
for all troubles of bag and teats. It
enables dairymen, farmers and other
cow owners to keep their cows in a
healthy and profitable condition.
Cows' Relief is one of the most perfectly penetrating and disinfecting
compounds in existence.
It goes
directly to the seat of the trouble,
relieves the congestion and breaks
up the bunches that prevent a natural flow of milk.
Twelve to twenty-four hours' time
IS all that is required to relieve any
case of Caked Bag, if applied freely
at the beginning of the trouble.

Bank
Clock
Requires a Daily Deposit in order to

wind

FOR HEIFERS

it

WITH FIRST CALF
Cows' Relief works in a most pleasing, prompt and successful manner.
It relieves the soreness and swelling
in the bag and is worth its weight
in gold to every dairyman. It keeps
the teats soft and flexible, and renders
the animal quiet and docile.

Patent No. 775058
a novel combination of an alarm clock and savings bank, provided with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism.
The clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a
coin is deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the
clock is automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another
coin is deposited. It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds over
eighty dollars in dimes.
Tliis

is

H. O. Rice, Parmlngton, Conn., says:
"Please send me two boxes of
Cows' Relief. Enclosed And checK
Please send at once.
I
wouldn't be without it in my stable."
L. F. Cuthbert, Hammond, N. Y., says:
"1 have used yourCows' Relief and
for same.

We

have scores of testimonials
Ask your dealer for
insist on having

like the above.

Save Your Dimes and Prepare for
Your Next Summers Vacation

Cows' Relief and

the genuine. If he cannot supply you
write direct to us. enclosing Jl for
large package prepaid, (enough for
four or five ordinary cases). Your
money back if you are not satisfied.
Positive guarantee on every package.
Or send your name andone neighbor's
who keeps cows, stating how many
you each have, and we will send
our book concerning "Cow Troubles,"
also Goldine
Watch Charm
FREE while they last.

make a special agency proposition to the first person
your town who orders one of these Savings Bank Clocks.

will

I

in

Cow

OltR HTI8BAND8 MFG. CO.,
7I6CbapelSt..

//V a Winner
VRICE

Bee Jonmal

n A n yPO
DAnllLd

^2.50

FLITCRAFT.

R. B.

TELEPHONE,

Room

5 00. Majestic Bldg..

Chicago

of

N.B. — Exclusive rights

for Connecticut

rhen

Trritlng:.

' Foot -Power

Machinery

your Combined Machines,

last

wiBt^rr. 50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-fram^
2,000 honey-boxes, and a great deal

Residence Phone, Oak Park 8672

Central 337

£,yndon, \t.

have been sold.

of other work. Thiswinter we have
dftoble the amount of bee-hives.etc.,

ke.andwe expecttodo

it

with

Kill do aJ] you say it
Cafaloijr and price-li^ free.

IF

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK
lished, send $1.20 lo

Prof. A.

J.

Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

*BEE~KEEPER*S GUIDE
Liberal Discoantsto the Trade.

10,000 Pounds
8c

per

lb.,

or Tc per

F. J.

Meatloa

Book your orders
H. M.

NOW.
PARKER,

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

We

S. C.

Will

Western Bee- Keepers s^«w^c
Ton
how to save money. Send for our
log of the best Bee-ware made.

M-lb

GUNZEL, Weiner, Poinsett

wbea

Ready for delivery April 1st. Select Untested Queens, fl each; Tested Queens, $2;
Select Tested, f3. You can only get good
Queens from the South in the early spring.

3Atf

lb. !•

Bee Jonmal

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS

Co.,

Ark.

wrltlnat.

new

cata-

THE COLORADO noiei-rRODlCERS' 1»S'.1, Btiier. Colo.
9Atf
Please mention the Bee Jonraal.

En$ra vin$sFo rSa[e
We are accumulating quite a stock of eagraT'
lag's that have been used in the American Bee
Jonrnal. No doubt many of them could be used
again by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having"
made and using in our columns. If there is aoy
of our engravings that any one would like to
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. TORE &

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILI.

-
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The 97th edition of our catalog is now read3\ If you have not received a
copy and are ready to place an order for any supplies w^rite for a copy. Our
mailing list has over 400,000 names, so time is required to get the entire edition
mailed.
We explain this so any one may understand why a catalog may not
reach him early.

The

A

:B

C of

^Bee

Culture

When we announced the completion of the new edition late in 1907 there
O
a good deal of satisfaction to notice the big bunch of orders on hand, although
^ was
^ we did regret the unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers who
§had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand copies of this edition have

We

believe. all urgent orders have been filled.
already been sent out.
We felt
that the change of price to SI. 50 postpaid might cause a little slackening in the
demand. Not so, however, for in all our experience the orders never came faster.

V
X

8
X
V

We

have also of the English edition a half leather at $2.00
at $2.50, postpaid.

ABC

der Bienenzucht
German Edition,
Cloth-bound at $2.50 postpaid, to any country.

French Edition, A B C
paid, to

8^

8
—

L 'Apiculture,

full

leather

paper covers, S2.00.

cloth-bound, at $2.00, post-

any country.

8 Gieantn^^ in

SIf

de

in

and

*Bee

you haven't seen a

late

Culture

copy of Gleanings you can't

tell

from any brief

There are many valuable departments,
description how really magnificent it is.
and our subscribers just at this season of the year are telling how much they
appreciate the paper.

The covers are done by the finest
Chicago, and our writers are the best in the land. Besides dozens
of writers of prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of space,
we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture; Dr. Edward
Bigelow, Associate Editor St. Nicholas; P. Dundas Todd, former Editor
Photo-Beacon; Allen Latham, Connecticut; etc.
Each

engravers

issue is very fully illustrated.

in

8F.
^
If
addition to your
of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c.
N
A
subscription you secure others for six months keep 10c on each one for
S trouble. A liberal cash commission to those who do canvassing for
Q
O Gasoline Engines and Tot&fer Honejr
in

trial

own
3'our

us.

X
V
V
V
V

Ejctrcictor*f
For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a rush and labor is
circular ofjthese will be
scarce, you should investigate our power machines.
sent on request.
fr^—

A

THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY,

Medina, Ohio
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Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Supplies

Fall

L.4RGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY ORDERS.
Have a laree stock on hand, and can supply promptly.
Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are the LOWEST, ES-

FOR

PECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

Bee-Keepers

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati. You will save
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
buy or sell you

%v:ll

HONEY

Everything you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At
Lowest Prices.

IF

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,

a monthly at 50c a

you price.

Published 17 years.

year.

Sample copy and

THE W.

FREE.

Will pay, at

FALCONER MFG.

T.

Beeswax Wanted

illustrated cat-

alog and price-list
Address,

YOn H.WB ANY TO SELL

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If
you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will cheerfully quote

times, highest market price on receipt of goods.

H.W.WEBER =:

C.
Office

all

and Salesrooms, 2l46-4'8 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

N. Y.

HONEY
We have some

:

honey, but receipts are quite large and
prices are somewhat declining. We quote:
White sage, 8 1-2 to 9c light amber. 7 1-2 to
8c dark, 6 1-2 to 7c. Beeswa.t market is very
dull— very little demand— but prices declin:

:

fine,

thick white extracted hone
lbs. at 9 cts. a lb., 5 cas

cans to a case, 124
S't cts. lb., 10 cases s4
2

cts. lb.

Sample

10

g:ros
atalu}

;

STRINGHA3I,
105 Park PI., N. Y. City
I. J.

Apiaries, Glen Cove, L.

irhen

Chicago. Feb. 4.-The market

quality.
is

unsatis-

The

factory.

stocks are quite large of both
comb and e.\tracted. and prices are continually receding. We are. however, hoping that this month will bring a demand
that will help clean up consignments that
have accumulated. The top price for white
grades of comb is 16c off grades are anywhere from 1 tu 5c less. There is a demand
for basswood and white clover extracted at
9c per pound, but other grades are more
difficult to place at from one-half to a cent
;

I.

Bee Jonrnal

vrrltlna;.

Amber grades range from 6 to 7c.
28c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
Denver, Jan. IS.— The local demand for
comb honey is light at present, and we do
not expect much improvement in the near
less.

Beeswax

p We will Buy and
Sell
I

HONEY
§Rl of the different grades and kinds.
If you have any to dispose of, or if
you intend to bay, correspond
with us.
We are always in the market

5^

for

Beeswax
at highest

market

prices.

We quote from 28 to 30c. according to
Hildreth & Segelken.
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.— Sales of honey
nave been quite active in this market. We
quote: Fancy comb honey, wholesale, I7S4
to 18Hc No- 1 white, 16 to 17c amber, 14i4c
ing.

cts.

HONEY-JARS
Mention

We

little call for.
quote Fancy white
15c: No. 1 white, 14c. Oil grades and dark,
10 to I2c. according to quality. The demand
is fair for nearly all grades of extracted

very

We

future.

quote No.

24 sections i3.25 to $3.50
2.

fine extracted
9 to 10c for strictly

ber

8 to 9c

;

:

1

white, per case of

amber and No.

light

We now have a good stock of

$2.75 to $3.00.

very

honey which we

strained

amber honey

We are paying 22 to 24c

7 l-2c.

offer at

white alfalfa: light am6 3-4 to
for clean yel-

low beeswax.
t=^
The Colo. Honey-Producf.rs' Ass'n.
CiNCiNN.iTi, Jan. 13.— There is absolutely
no demand for either extracted or comb

honey at this writing. Lower prices would
be no inducement to the buyers, and a waiting game must be played until the trade
calls for this commodity. We offer amber
extracted honey in barrels at from 6 to 7 l-2c;
fancy table honey from 9 to 10c in 60 lb. cans.
Fancy comb honey 16 to 18c. The above are
our selling prices. We are paying 28c per
pound cash and 30c in trade for good to
choice yellow beeswax free from dirt, delivered here.

I j

The Fred W.

jNIuth

Co.d

:

:

extracted honey, water-white, 9 to 9

l-2c

;

amber, 8c: dark, 7 l-2c. Beeswax. 30c. We
are producers of honey and do not handle
on commission.
Wm. A. Selser.

Toledo, Feb. 4.— There is practically little
change in the honey market, owing to the
hard times. Fancy comb honey sells very
slow at 17c dark grades 15 to 16c, in a retail
way. Extracted, fancy white, in 60-lb. cans,
brings 9c, with no demand for darker grades.
Beeswax, 26 to 28c.
Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.— The market on comb
honey is exceedingly slow. Prices are no
inducement to force sales. No. 1 white
comb honey is selling slow retail 16c. The
market on extracted for manufacturing
purposes is slow, ranging from 6 to 61 -2c in
barrels. No white clover to offer. White
sage is 9 1-2 and 10c. Beeswax, fair demand
:

:

C.

at 32c.

H.W.Weber.

Indianapolis, Feb. 4.— Demand for best
grade of extracted honey is good, while the
demand for comb honey is not brisk. Bottled honey in retail groceries is selling
slowly, for two reasons— dull times, and also
from the fact that some bottlers have been
putting out a very inferior grade of honey.
Jobbers are offering the following prices,
delivered here
No. 1 and fancy comb. 16 to
17c, net weight: extracted white clover, 9
to 10c: amber honey in barrels, 6 to 6 i-2c.
:

Beeswax

Z8c cash, or 30c in

Walter

merchandise.

exchange for
S. Pouder.

Kansas City.

Mo., Feb. 4.— Receipts comb
honey are more liberal, and prices lower.
The demand is light for both comb and extracted. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 24section cases, $3.00 to $3.10; No. 2 and amber
$2.75 per case
extracted, white, 8 to 8!^c:
:

HONEY

*!!?

BEESWAX

:

Hildreth
365

&

& Segelken

267 Qreenwlch Street

NEW

YORK, NY.

amber,

7

to 7 l-2c.

Beeswax,
C. C.

New York,
demand

25c.

Clemons &

Feb. 5.— There

is

Co.

When

but very

for comb honey, and that for
fancy grades only. While there is no overstock there is sufficient supply to meet all
demands, if not more. Off grades of white
little

honey dark and mixed are neglected and

consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

199 South Water S^

CO.
Chlcaeo,

III
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Apiarian Display of the Southwestern Bee Co., at the International Fair, held at San Antonio, Texas. — See page

Wayne

Pavilion, or

in Detroit, Mich., where the National Bee-Keepers' Convention
meet, October 13, 14 and 13, 190S.— See page 72.

Sun Palace,
will

71.

Contents for March, 1908
ILLUSTRATIONS —
Apiarian Display of the Southwestern

Page

Bee Co
Edwin France
y;,';.';
L,
Red Flowering Currant of California^. 84
1st Page
Wayne Pavilion for National
1st

—

Editorial Notes and Comments—
Breeding Oueens or Drones from Best?.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE
118

W. YORK

W.Jackson

S COMPANY

Blvd., Chicago,

cents a year, In the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it is 75 cents), and Mexico;
in
in Canada 60 cents; and in all other countries
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post50

Sample copy

free.

indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is
shows
paid. For instance, " decos " on your label
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.1

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
shows that the money has been received and
credited.

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 6th of each month.

Objects of the Association.
lst.-To promote the interests of its members.
their
2d.-To protect and defend its members In
lawful rights.
of
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration
$i.oo.

tW

Corn-Growing Contest.

to get $5 or $io by
Corn-Growing Contest u^Iuch
by the Binghamton beed
A descripUon
N. Y.
Binghamton,
Company,
amount in
of this contest with others which
is

going

participating in a
is being fathered

,

all

to

$50

in

prizes

is

.

explained in the

new

catalog just published by this firm.
Readers of our advertising columns are faof
miliar at this time with the announcements
the

W. H.

Taft

Strawberry.

This

7^
Ti
73
.

•

is

only

one of this firm's specialties. Besides this, thej;
Corn.
are pushing hard on their "Fire Dried
Of this they have a limited quantity. in get.
Every planter of corn is interested
largest
tine the kind that will develop the
The new Queen Corn, specialized by
profit.
New \ork
this company, produced last year in
State 200 bushels of matured ears per .icre.
The new i()o8 catalogue referred to above,
gives a description of this corn and all of
their other specialties in flower seeds, garden
-Mention the American Bee Jourseeds, etc.
nal when writing.
.

North Texas Convention
The North Texas Bee-Keepers' Associameet on the fir.st Wednesday and
Thursday in April. All bee-keepers are invited to attend. Come alont; and let s rnake
ever had. Free
it the best meetinKwe have
tion will

entertainment is provided for all.
W. H. White, Af.
Blossom. Te.x.
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vention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
60 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, n8 W. Jackson, Chicago, 111.
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Hatch Chickens by
Steam with the
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Or WOODEN KEN

simiiie, jiprfi^ci, pilf -rcgolfttlng.
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
every fiTtilt.' PKK- Loweat
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Conflret-ilans hatchers made.
Catalugne.
vention Song;" "The Busy, Buzzing
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Con- Mention Bee Journal when wrltlnff.
I
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BOTTLES^ JARS

LOOKOUTIORLim
A

leaky roof on your hen-house will cost you a good
in loss. You needn't expect any profits i£
all over your poultry every

many dollars

Honey - Dealers

water drips or pours
time it rains or snows.
t

111,"

Mb, Square Honey

"STAR" FELT ROOFING

|..-lb.

S3.75

and
gross

Square Honey bottles and

per gross

•4-lb.

house.

2-lb.

or metal, and lasts longer: made in 1. 2 and 3 ply,
especially for poultry houses and coops. You lay it
yourself. Write for prices and free samples today.

te for full illustrated sheet.

i

UNITED INCtTBATOK & PODI.TBT SUPPLY MFG. Ct>..
New York City, N. V.
37, 30-38 Vesey Street

STUTTS GLASS CO.,
80 Warren St., New York, N. Y.
C. C.

Dept.

Goods are Wanted Quick Send

If

15.00 per

corks

Square Honey bottles and
corks
f 2.75 per gross
Square Honey bottles and
$7.00 per gross
corks
No. 25 Jars, complete
l5.25pergross

water-tight, "jnst ri(;ht" roof for the henWill keep your poultry dry and warm so they
can work and save you all the loss the leaks cause.
It's cheaper, looks better, and is better than shingle:

makes a

••

bottles

corks

to

Touder.

Freight Paid, Per 100
Free from disi __,
_
fumigated before shipin(?— Apple. Poach,
Plum,

"

{

_

KSTABLIStlKD

Cherry, Carolina Pop-

I

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods in Indiana.
standard Hives with latest improvements. Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Bo.xes. Comb Foundation and everything that
used in the bee-yard. Large illustrated catalog mailed
any
free. Finest White Clover Extracted Honey for sale
quantity desired.

is

atlon

WALTER

S.

POUDER, 513-515

Massacliusetts Ave,, Indianapolis, Ind.

it

we

Beeswax Wanted

Foundation

say so, but because the Bees prefer

Dittmer's Process

has built its Reputation and established
Foundation and its own Name.

Merits,

its

on

its

EABLY CHICKS PAY BIG
H.atched in January, February and I
March they make bis profits. Our I
valuable, new Bulletin No. 10—

« Early Chicks "

own

tells h.iw to

I

do this suf ceasfully. I

Bulletinfrl'e. They'll h'elpyonmakemoney.
g6 .Ligomer, Ind.
Banta-Bender Mfg. Co., Dept.
'

,

a Specialty of

for Cash.

RedlorJ, Wayne Co., Hlchlga n

H. H UHT i. SON,

Dittmer's

is

It

We make

writing:.

ROOT'S GOODS IN MICHIGAN

H.

the Best. Not because
to other makes.

^rhen

:WE SELL:
Let us quote you prices on Sections,
Hives. Foundation, etc.. as we can
save you time and freight.

Comb

Dittmer's
Is

Bee Joarnal

m

Working Wax

into

Founda-

tion for Cash.

Mention

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Bee

Jonmal

when

I

[

vrritlng.

Line of

Supplies.

GUS DITTMER

CO.. Augusta, Wis.

Lewis Bee-Supplies

mar, discount, a
and

Shipped "Promptly
Honey

stock left of slightly damaged good
also full catalog ot new goods.
Quote

cans for sale.
boxes, at 40c.

in 60-lb.

or in lots of

10

AKND HONEY
Successors to

Second-Hand

Ci

s
IS

Vegetab

prices on tloney and Beeswax.
(60-Ib.) 2 in a box, at 50c per box.

White

Wyandottes

eggs 75c: 30. $1.25. The Hoosier Potatonone better, few as good— by mail. 1-Ib. 30c.
15
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J.

F.

MICHAEL,

Bee Journal

Rt.

I.

Winchester. Ind.

thing else
good, old

ne w,

vrhen vrrltinK.

3Atf

S. D.

BIELL, Union

City,

Mich.

It

or

wo rt h

growing.
Yon need

BIG STOCK
Root Co.'s and Marshtield Co.'s Bee.Supplies. To make room for my 1908
stock, will deductSpercenttill .March
2i«
31st; then up to April 30th, deduct
per cent. Take 1908 or ly07 price lists,
if you have one: if not. send for one.

3
in

besides every-

Long Distance Telephone, North 1559

Choice

6

les,

6gin Flowers,

BEE-SUPPLY CO.

H. M. Arnd, Proprietoi
(Not Inc.)
York Honey & Bee-Stjpply Co. 191-193 E. Superior St., Chicago, 111

Si

I9O8

contains
ispecialties

A small
s.ile list,

FOR

gla

it.

is free to

sending me
their address
on a postal.
all

Wm. Henry

lUanle

lottos
5 u..
VarieiieS

1732 FUbcrt Street
Ptilladelphla. Pa

ofpractlialanaianoypure
bred

poultrj-.

Beautiful,

IjirKi-sI, most successfu'
vit-,.ious.
Thouwinds tu choose Irom.
"trv-f;iiin
book tells all

iirdv

ITALIAN
Mention

Bee Jonmal

vrhen frrltlBS*

QUEENS -

mnthera-rcil c1.>vit strain.
3A«t

A. W. fATES, 3

%\.m.

Chapman

!

^p ^V^l

Circular.

81.,

Hartford. Conn

Profitable Poultry
ahout It. guofs low pru-.:» on
iiifUhatofH,

and

gupplif^.

Berry's Poultry Fann.Boz

fowls, eKBS.
bent for 4 ctnls.

72 Clarinda,!*.
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:3-Frame Nuclei

Bees

of

FOR SALE

"Forty Years
Amon^ the Bees"

We

are now bookinsr iirders for Italian
J
J Bees-with tine Tested, Italian Queens—
J 3-frarae nuclei at $3.50each, or $3.25 each
• in lots of 5: Full Colonies in 8-frame
• hives-$7 each, or $6 in lots' of 5.
The
• Nuclei are for delivery about May 10,
J and full colonies May 1, or perhaps a
• little earlier. All will be shipped from
• point KXI miles west of Chicago, and the
•

prices quoted are

o.

f.

b.

express car

No disease, and satisfaction Kuar-

{ there.
J anteed.
• dress,

Ad-

First come, first served.

'•

•

]

•By

;

C. C. Miller

-Dr.

;

c

One

1

1

of the Best

-

Known Honey

&

118 W. Jacksor, Chicago

CO.,

we

will mail you the book free as a
premium.) Every bee-keeper ought
to have both the book and the Bee

book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successful with bees.
In 1903 his
crop of
honey was
just

PRIZE TAKERS
Pharr's Goldens took

Texas

prize at 3

first

We will furnish

in 1907.

Golden, Carniolan, Caucasian, and 3-band
Italian Queens, untested, $1.00 till May
then 75 cents: Tested, $1.25 till May
then $1.00; For large quantities, write
Our 3-band Breeders from W, O. Victor
and Grant Anderson strains: other race;
from the best obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfaction," is our motto

As

CO.,

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller
book, and study it carefully

cloth,

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent post-

fill all

is

paid for only $1.00: or with
the American Bee Journal
one year for $1.25. (Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the
Journal— with $2.00 -and

JOHN W. PHARR,

Moore's Strain, and
Golden Italian Queens

Dr. Miller gets a royalty

him for his efYort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

Illinois,

The book

not already possessors of

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

comb

ern

if

them.

18,000 pounds, and he is
not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
States, either
Northwest-

ADDRE.SS.

or

Journal,

over

\5.
15,

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING

in all the

i

THIS

e.xhibits in

Producers

World

1

: GEORGE W. YORK

-

',

GEORGE W. YORK

so as to make the most of the
bee-season. Address,

^

Select Untested Queens, $1; 6 for $5: 12
for $9. Carniolan, Banat. Caucasian

Queens: Select, $1.25: 6 for $6: 12 for
$10. Tested, any race, $1.50: 6 for $8.
Choice Breeders, $3.50. Circular free.
W. H. RAILS, Orange, Calif.
3a«

IJAMCV
tmnmi

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now for our Catalog ano get low
on good, honest,

Bees and Queens

prices

pqr sale

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

50 cases Amher and Buckwheat comb honey in
6-caae lots at $'J.50 per case of 24 Sections. Dark
amber extracted at 7'-jc.
Our Italian Bees and Queens are a hardy, improved, superior strain, Northern-bred; are wintered on summer stands. Over 20 years a Queen
Breeder. 500 colonies employed. Send for Circular and Testimonials.

OUIRIN-The-Queen-Breeder
|{|^:LLKVI!K,

3Atf

— F'ancy

FOR SALE
Honey

in

Comb

Our

specialty

is

AUQ. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis,
lOA34t

White

Honey:also

Clover. Basswood,
Alfalfa, and AmExtracted
b e r

The famous honey producers are well in
the lead. lam booking orders now for April,
May and June deliverifs—Hali
and Banat Queens.
lans, Golde

Please mention the Hep Journal.

Price

Untested, 75eeaol
Tested, $1.25 each $12.00 di
;

ers, $:f.U0each.

Circular for youraddrcss.

GRANT ANDERSON,

Sabinal,

2-lf

Texas

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS
Ready for delivery April 1st. Select Untested Queens, fl each; Tested Queens, |2;
Select Tested, ia. You can only get good
Queens from the South in the early spring.

NOW.
PARKER,

Book your orders

Alsike Clover Seed
ITALIAN BEES
AND QUEENS
TXl^t- kins,

Meiliuni Red,

Cafafo^ Apiarian
.11

MONKKNti,

FOR SALE-^y

I.INhiMl

.|n
iiU-I.V

beat
A.

fc.

moKF.

3Alt

J.F.

«

n«

IF

F. A.

<inl,T»

Stipffliej _free.

SNELL. Mllledgevllle. CARROLL CO

,

K. M.
ILL,

at IMc 2 story
;

Dept. B.J.

Iowa Citv lo

SI'KNCKK,

frc.m

H:ilian stock.

:

niled

Norilliofr, Calif.

man to manatee
Jt M^rFn—
U#
VWHH
tU shares,
toRcthiT

an \niarv tm
with l>oiiltrv

.\

That covers the whole Apicultural Field
more completely than anv other pnh-

and market irardenlntr. If prel.'rr.-.l will pav a
liom... with
reasonalde salarv, furnish a k
abundant lltBraturc to employ all h-lsurc lime.
Address or call on,
l-;it
W. M. STOIIT. I'Ine lirove. I'n.

lishcd, s.-hd »1.2(lto

Mention

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK

I

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

'*B£E'KEEPER*S GUIDE*'
,

jil#i:ni.

BTJCHMAYER.

:

pun. .selected

UNTESTED QUEENS

Write
:

S. C.

-Hr,-d

Ill

A BARGAIN !.;:;;;;::::!,";:';
(forcMInK-lliiir,

2-3t

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

3Atf

Mai'hlr

new

,mmI .|ueei
(iuim-ii ini r .i \
A
rearlnK ..utllt. l)ui-i-ns fr..iii linin.rn .1 llulian
Si'n^
Si'nrt
Oauc-.H.><i:ins. t'anii..lnn» ami \.u-\ ..u.-. hH
fiiriMl:il..K aii.lprl..--li>.t. «'ll.\.s.
:iAllf
160 Newlon Avi-, N.. Minneapolis, Minn.
;

H. M.

Large Red, and

Timothy Seed, for sale.
for samples and prices.

M>-p:il.ril >..!].

Sections. All other

I

OHIO

60-pound cans.

at half-iiriic.

making

goods up-to-date.

I.ilienil Disi'ciuiilslo

Mention

nee

JournnI

the Trailc

nlicn

ivrltlnc-
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i:iii
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when
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delivery

now

Iii..-s,$6a

after Ma.y

for

1st.

Ilal-

colony :2-franie nuclcu.s,$2. Queens—
Untested, "."ic; oz., »»..'iO. Vlr-

doz., »11.
doz..»4.50.
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Making More Bee-Keepers

We

have received the following letter
from one of our Michigan subscribers
Editor York

:

—

I

am

a bee-keeper

and

a subscriber to the Atnerican Bee JourBelieving that you have no ax to

nal.

grind by selling supplies,
to ask a few questions.

I

would

like

I
see so much in another bee-paper
about Prof. "Bugaboo" teaching people
how to keep bees. Knowing that he
isn't paid by the producers of honey,

would

like to
for him.
supply dealers.
I

nest"

know who
It

"feathers his

must be some bee-

Of

course, he is a curse
If people
to the bee-keeping industry.
believe one-half that he tells them, he
would turn out about ten thousand new
bee-keepers every year, and in 5 years
honey wouldn't bring over 5 cents a
pound. The supply influences the price.
few
have that illustrated every
It doesn't make any difference
years.
whether it is potatoes, sheep, cattle, or

We

some other produce,

if

everybody goes

into the business the price flunks.

no other business in which
men are hired to run all over the country to boom.
I think the National BeeKeepers' .\ssociation would better wring
Prof. "Bugaboo's" neck, if they want to
keep up the price of hon«y. If it is the

There

is

bee-supply dealers who are booming the
business we want to know it.
This letter is the sentiment of all the
bee-keepers in my locality. I wish you
would print it in the American Bee
Edward Corwin.
Journal.
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 8.

You arc right, Mr. Corwin, in thinking that the American Bee Journal is
entirely independent of any bee-supply
It is interested only in the
business.

spread of the best literature among the
bee-keepers through its own columns,
and various most excellent books on the
We certainly
subject of bee-culture.
have no ax to grind through selling beesupplies, but of course we would like
to see all of the dealers who patronize
our advertising columns make a success
of their business. If it were not for the
advertising patronage the American Bee
Journal certainly could not be furnished
at 50 cents a year.

We

are not certain that Prof. "Buga-

boo" could do as much harm as you
seem to think, even if he should be trying to make more new bee-keepers. In
all probability not a large percentage
would make a success of it, or stick to
it
for more than a year or two, but
after having a taste of honey, they no
doubt would make good customers for
those who had stayed in the business of
Of
honey-production as a specialty.
course, the beginners' outfits of supplies
that they would buy might in one way
be considered a loss to them, and yet
the information that they might get in
handling a few bees might be worth all
Certainly
the experiment cost them.
the little honey that new bee-keepers
might produce would not affect any
About the only difficulty we
market.
can see in their starting and producing
is,
that they don't care
honey
little
a
anything about getting a fair price for
their
honey never gets
However,
it.
very far from home, so that in all probability it docs not affect the large city
markets.

having said this much, we
would like to add that we know nothing about who pays Prof. "Bugaboo"
It may
for what you say he is doing.
be that he has a good wad of money
After
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118 W.Jackson Blvd.

by so that he can spend most of
his time in the way he seems to be doing, without much expense, and at the
same time he may be a sort of "feeder"
laid

for the business of bee-supply dealers.
might say that the American Bee
Journal is anxious to get as many subscribers as possible, but it has never
been our aim to increase the number
What we have always
of bee-keepers.
wanted to do is to get every one who
now has bees to subscribe for and
read this Journal, so as to learn to produce the most honey in the best possialso believe that the readble way.
ing, up-to-date, educated bee-keeper will
not be a detriment in the open honey
market, but will be as anxious as the
largest specialist to keep the price of

We

We

honey up to where
think

that

if

it

ought to

every bee-keeper

be.

We

who

is

Bee
of the American
Journal would try to educate his neighbor bee-keepers by getting them to read
not only the Arrierican Bee Journal, but
also the best books on the subject of
bee-keeping, it would tend to the better-

now

reader

a

ment of every one connected with the
business.
If there were more local bee-keepers'
conventions held, so that every one who
has bees would be able to at end them
and learn the best methods of honeyproduction, and also as to marketing,
etc., who would doubt that in a very
short time the bee-business would be
put upon a more substantial basis, and
the demand for honey be greatly irn
creased?

Liquefying Extracted Honey

When
honey

heat

applied

is

to liquefy

it,

it

will

to extracted
be found that

remain solid
the center of the mass
long after the outer part has become
melted, and the danger is that the outer
part will become overheated while the
This danger is the
center is melting.
greater, the lower the temperature of
the whole mass when the heat is apIf the entire lot be at the freezplied.
will

ing point, the center may easily remain
solid while the outer part has been
spoiled bv boiling. The plain suggestion
warm
is that we should have the mass

before beginning to melt it. Let it remain in a room whose temperature has
been raised to 100 degrees, or as near

:

:

American l^ee Journal
convenient

as

to

that

point,

until

the

and thinks

more

it

reliable than the
swarms, to which he

whole mass has been warmed through
the center, and then a very little

plan

to

much

Indeed, it
heat will melt the center.
is possible that by leaving it in such hot
air a sufficiently long time it may become liquid throughout without addi-

"Just before danger of swarming,
shake and brush into the hive all the
bees from all combs but one, that one
being one of the outside combs with the
least brood, and put beside it 2 entirely
empty frames no starters leaving the
balance of the hive vacant; over this put
an excluder and a second story with the
brood, a dummy filling the vacancy, and
Ten days later (in
then the supers.
several cases it worked all right with 7
days) remove the second story, returnA
ing brood and bees to lower story.
little comb will be found built into the
melted
which
may
be
2 empty frames,
ua or otherwise disposed of."'

tional heat.

The foregoing sensible suggestion is
given by R. F. Holtermann, in "GleanBee Culture," and to it might
be added that when the quantity to be
ings in

is small, the old plan of leavover the reservoir of a cook-stove
It
for a number of days is excellent.

liquefied

ing

will

it

warm and

but there

warmed

cool a number of times,
is plenty of time for it to be
entirely through, and it can

never become overheated.

of shaking
prefers it.

On

Queens or

Drones

from

43, Mr. Scholl advises getgood queens, rearing young

page

queens from the best one, encouraging
drones from the rest of these good
queens, and discouraging drones in all
other colonies. With regard to this the
following questions have been raised:

"Suppose
can

I

tell

I

get

which

3 or 4 queens,
is

best?

As we

how
are

told that the character is derived more
from the father than the mother, would
drones from
it not be better to breed
the very best queen, and queens from

the others?"
If the 3 or 4 queens are all good, it
is not likely that any one can select the
That
best by merely looking at them.
can be told only by keeping close account of the work of the worker progeny of each queen, and then comparing
That, of course, obliges selectresults.
but in
ing at random the first year
most apiaries that could not fail of impurchased
be
if
the
queens
provement
;

really good.

With regard to rearing drones or
queens from the very best queen, better results might be obtained if drones
were reared from the best and queens
from the next best, provided one could
be sure that no other but these best
drones should meet the young queens.
But as it is practically certain that a
considerable proportion, if not a large
majority, of the virgins would meet
other drones, and as one can be entirely
certain as to the parentage of the virgins, the advice of Mr. Scholl is eminently sound.
Indeed, in most cases
there would be a sure improvement by
purchasing a single good queen from
which to rear virgins, and discouraging
drones in all but a few of the better
colonies in the yard.

the plan

—

will tell whether the plan
as well with others, but should
will be a step well in advance. Over the plan of shaking swarms
it
has the distinct advantage that no
brood is taken away. To be sure, there
10
is a loss of the queen's laying for
days possibly 7 but that is quite different from the loss of 21 days' laying
when a swarm is shaken. Moreover, it
is quite possible that there is compensation for the loss of the 10 days' laying,
in the fact that during that time the
queen has a real rest, for with nothing
but the outside comb and the little comb
that is built in the empty frames she
can lay but few eggs. In the shaking
will

trial

work

do so

it

ting a few

is

—

Only

Breeding
Best?

Here

it

—

—

That rest
plan there is no such rest.
may be an important factor.
don't know whether this plan is
Davenport's secret, but it fulfills the

We

Now

conditions.
tell

us

all

about

maybe Mr. D.
his

plan

to

will

prevent

swarming.
Prolificness of

Queens

Other things being equal, a queen
which keeps up a large amount of brood
But if one queen
is to be preferred.
keeps twice as many frames filled with
brood as another, it does not necessarily follow that the one colony is

Two
as the other.
important factors in the problem are to
twice

as

valuable

be considered.

The

less

prolific

queen

may have workers

of greater industry,
so that her smaller force may do more
Her workers may live longer,
storing.
so that with a smaller amount of brood
she may keep up an equal population.
On the whole, a pretty safe way to
compare two colonies as to value is to
compare the amount of surplus stored
by each.

Feeding Bees for Winter
In the Canadian Bee Journal (page

sometliing

about

said

ing with the question, "After reading
these three varying views from three
authorities, and all under the same cover, is it any wonder the beginner should
somewhat dizzy?" Then Editor
feel

Hurley remarks
"Editor York has done us a service.

make it
down any hard and

Differing conditions
to

lay

impossible
fast

note

that

feeding

in

Canada was under discussion, and it
might have seemed an impertinence for
one dwelling under the Stars and Stripes
Again, it would
to have intermeddled.
only have made the beginner more dizand that seemed an unnecessary
For said opinion, based on the
needs of this locality, would have been,
"Don't feed at all." And then he would
have been dizzy.
Please note, however, that no question was raised as to the correctness of
each opinion given, only to the diverAnd one of the first
gence of views.
things the beginner needs to learn is
that "differing conditions make it impossible to lay down any hard and fast
Along with that he needs also
rules."
to learn that he must use his own head,
and decide in each case whether conditions in his case warrant the following of any given rule. If the begin'ner

zy,

cruelty.

were invariably to foldo no feeding for winwould cost him the loss of many
conditions are genwhile
For
a colony.
erally such that a colony which has
enough
to do super-work
been strong
may be counted on to lay up from late
in this locality
low the rule to

ter,

it

flow a goodly store for winter use, there
may be exceptions in dividual cases,
and there may be years of failure.

Editor Hurley gives in detail the
course of the season in his locality,
breeding keeping up continuously, the
season ending with a buckwheat flow.
The same thing occurring here, the expectation would be to find hives well
stocked for winter, with no need of
But if he finds it a fact that
feeding.
it is necessary to feed, it's hardly worth
while to dispute facts. There may be a

some crowding honey
brood-chamber more than othlikely Mr. Hurley's experi-

difiference in bees,

into the
ers.

ence
this
it

is

Very
is

with extracted honey, while in

comb honey prevails, and
known that there is a greater

locality

well

tendency to crowd honey below sectioiis
than below extracting combs. On this
point of difference the remarks of J. L.
Byer, on page 13, are enlightening.

But the intention was not to enter
any general discussion of the subject of feeding; rather to emphasize
into

the point that while the wise bee-keeper, whether beginner or veteran, will
learn all he can from others, he will
at the same time not fail to do his own
thinking.

quoted the item headed. "Feeding
Bees for Winter in Canada," on page
741 of the American Bee ojurnal, end-

discovering a
plan
whereby swarming might be prevented
with very little time taken, and without
ever seeing a queen.
As he gave no
particulars, and hinted something about
a secret, it was left somewhat uncertain
whether it was anything more than a
joke.
But the Doctor says there is no
joke in the case, except as to the matter
Moreover, he says he has
of secrecy.
practised the plan in a good many cases,

Please

added.

s)

is

Prevention of Swarming
In one of his replies. Dr. Miller

ness have been increased or lessened?
would have been very interesting to
have seen it there."
More than one reason may be given,
Mr. Hurley, why such opinion was not
It

rules.

Let us suppose Friend York had added
his opinion in a small paragraph at the
foot of the above three, would the dizzi-

Honey as a Health-Food.- This is a
page honey-pamphlet intended to help

.16-

in-

crease the demand for honey. The first
part of it contains a short article on" Honey
as Food." written by Dr. C. C. Miller It
tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it.
Honeyetc. The last part is devoted to
Cookinir Recipes" and "Remedies Using
Honey." It should be widely circulated by
those sellinK honey. The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid— Sample copy for a2-cent
stamp: 50 copies for 70 cents; tOO for $1.25;
500 for $1.00; or 1000 for $7.50.
250 for 12.25
Your business card printed /'<-« at the bottom of front paee on all orders for lOOor
more copies. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal.
'
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my trousers until I like to
got stung to death. I hired a man, right
away, to look after the stock. That was
all that I wanted of them.'
and inside

Oliscellaneou
flecxjs -If

Two Queens

ems

with Clipped Stings
it has been suggesta plurality of queens might per-

More than once
th:it

1

tVirce live together if their stings were
clipped.
In at least one case it has been
tried and found not a great
success.

Death of Mrs.

F.

A

Danzenbaker

We

received a letter from Mr. F. Danzenbaker, on February 24, saying that
his wife was stricken with Bright's disease of the kidneys
which ended in
death. February 13.
are sure that
Mr. Danzenbaker has the sincere sympathy of all our readers, in his bereavement.

We

Winter

Eail Bussey thus gives the particulars,
in Gleanings:

Bee-Keeper's Complaint.

— cold

is

wind
snow

the

of

full

is

"I

blowing, and the air

And

the shrouded trees and fences stand
melancholy ghosts;

And

demons shrieking

the winter

like

in the roaring

winds that blow
the

Fill

earth

with

desolation

with

their

chilling, killing frosts.

Grass and herb and leaf and blossom, fruit
beauty all are gone;
Death now plavs his solemn dirges on
bending leatlcss trees—
And our hungry hearts are longing for
glowing summer sun
And the song of lark and robin and

—

Four Deaths in One Family
The Medina County fOhio)

Gazette,
of February 14, contains the notice of
4 deaths within a week in the family
of W. K. Morrison, assistant editor of
Gleanings in Bee Culture. Mrs. Morrison and a 2-year-old son died of pneumonia, the other two being twin babies
that died at birth. The 3 children were
all laid to rest in the same casket on
Saturday, while the mother passed away
on the following Monday.

The Morrison family came to Medina,
Ohio, two years ago, from Porto Rico,
Mrs. Morrison being a native of Bermuda. Mr. Morrison was born in Ohio,
but had lived in the West Indies most
of his life. Si.x children between the
ages of 2 and 18 are left motherless,
the oldest being a daughter, who at the
time was dangerously sick with pneumonia.
The sincere sympathy of all
will go out to Mr. Morrison in his deep

sorrow.

A

*

Pair of Corrections
have received the following from

We

Dr. Miller:

—

Mr. Editor
While commending the
American Bee Journal for having reports so generally correct, I want to call
attention to a pair of errors on page 50.
:

I
am there made to say "that bees
should be put into the cellar the day
before the last day that is fit for them
to fly in the fall."
That would be a
very foolish proceeding.
The advice
will be all right if "the day before"
is changed to "the day after."

At
curs:

close of the same page oc"Dr. Miller said the bees ball a

the

queen to protect her." Generally there
is no thought of protection, but just the
contrary.
The whole discussion is misbecause

the question
reads,
"Why Do Bees Ball Queens?" It should
have read, "Why Do Bees Ball Their
Queens?"
C. C. Miller.
leading,

Own

We

are always glad to correct anyis
of importance and that
might be misleading to beginners. The

thing

that

American Bee Journal
have everything right

would
in

its

like

to

columns,

and thanks any one for pointing out

real

errors, such as Dr. Miller calls attention
to in the foregoing.

humming

and
the

the
the

of the bees.

Say, you man who lauds the winter, what's the
matter with your mind.
That its sympathies can leap so ^imbly out
to meet the cold.
When its icy fingers throttle everything of living kind.
And in frozen sheets of ermine. Beauty's
corpse is coldly rolled?
1.00k upon the

bud and blossom, then upon the

naked bough,
Breathe the perfumed air of summer, face
the wintry winds that freeze.
Tell me, is the charnal stillness that pervades
nature now,
Better than the living
of birds and bees?
all

summer with

its

song

When we

think of the Hereafter, do we think
of ice and snow?
a wintry blizzard traveling forty fifty
miles an hour?
(Don't imagine I am planning for the regions down below.
Where the furnace fires are blazing and the
eyes of demons glower!)

—

Of

No, we think of endless summer, of a ceaseless bud and bloom,
An eternity of everything that most the
heart can please;
Of a paradise of beauty, where cold death
can never come.
Of a country always filled with joyous song

"Uncle Joe's" Bee-Keeping Career
It

seems from an

article in

The De-

lineator that the speaker of the U. S.
House of Representatives had a career
as a bee-keeper that was brief as brilliant.
He had not enough money to
begin married life till 1862, and even
then was pretty poor.

took 2 queens and cut off their

stings by folding the abdomen over my
thumb-nail, and pressing, when
their
stings came out and were amputated.
These stingless queens being taken from
a double colony, one above the other,
with excluder between, did not have to
be introduced in the usual manner, so I
turned them loose at once, each on an
opposite side of the hive.
In 2 hours
I
looked in, and on lifting out the third
frame I saw the 2 queens come together,
and right there I witnessed one of the
fiercest battles I ever saw.
The bees
stood around like referees, forming a
circle around a prize fight, and not one
of them offered to interfere.
But as a
battle it was a bloodless one, so I left
them until late in the evening, when,

on looking,

I

found them

still

fighting.

One

of them seemed, to be getting the
best of the other, for she had gnawed
off one wing completely.
So I sepa-

rated them by putting one of them below the excluder, and I may sa\' that
they are just as I left them, both of
them having done good work the rest
of the season, and seem.ing none the
worse for the loss of their stings and
their battle."

Italians
.\s

to paralysis,

of the

^

and Blacks as to Diseases

W.

D. Wright, one

New York

inspectors, says: "It
is more prevalent among
Italian bees
than blacks, although I have known of
an apiary of both races to suffer from
it."

On the other hand, referring to European foul brood, he says:
"For 5 years I have vigorously advocated thoroughly Italianizing all stock
within or near the line of diseased territory, as an aid in subduing and prevention of the rapid spread of this disease.
Some apiarists have naturally

supposed that I had an ax to grind,
have inquired of me, if I had
queens for sale.
The leather-colored
3-banded
or
stock is the only strain that

and

I

would recommend

for this purpose."

"Joe took his mother's advice and be-

gan home-making 'in the good old way.'
That consisted in building a house for
himself and getting a cow, a pig and a
colony of bees.
tle

3-room

—

stock
let
ten has:

The

affair,

him

tell

cottage was a litand as for the live
it himself, as he of-

'There

I was, up against a real probwent out brave as life and tried
to milk that cow.
She kicked me off
the stool.
I tried to feed the calf and
got butted into a hedge fence.
Then
I saw that the bees had swarmed,
sc
I went to hive them,
the way my father

lem.

I

—

used to do.

I

got bees inside

my

shirt

A

Texas Apiarian Exhibit

Mrs. A. I. Davis, wife of the manager of the Southwestern Bee Company,
of San Antonio, Tex., sends us the following:

—

Editor American Bee Journal:
The picture on first page shows our exthe International Fair, at San
.Antonio, Tex., Nov. 9 to 24, 1907.
This exhibit was not only the best and
largest of any firm ever shown, but was
the prize-winner, taking the diploma for
hibit

at

honey, beeswax, and supplies.
The wall on the right shows

row

—

;;

March,
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after row of bottled honey as we place
on the market, with hives in packages of 5 lined upon each side.
This
honey was bottled S at a lime by a machine invented by Mr. A. I. Davis.
In the background can te seen different size bottles of honey in all forms
pure vinegar, made of honey and water
honey and tar a much-used medicine
made and put up by us; and fruit preserved in honey, which received firsr
and second prizes, the judges saying it
was the richest preserved fruit they
had ever eaten.
The left wall, which can be seen but
dimly, contains box after box of secit

—

honey piled to the ceiling.
In front can be seen our new, up-to-

tion

modern bee-hives, for which wc
received a diploma, as they are considthe best ones on exhibition, as
judged by the largest and best beekeepers in Texas.
date,

ered

Mrs. a,

San Antonio, Tex.,

We

I.

Davis.

Jan. 27.

have not yet forgotten the large

and splendid apiarian exhibits at the
San Antonio Fair in 1906. It certainly
was a pleasant surprise to us, to see
what great things those Texans could
do in the bee and honey exhibition line.
It was fine.

Honey from New York

to Detroit
United States Department of
Agriculture has been doing some figuring lately, which results in quite a good

The

showing for the honey-business.
The
figures indicate that the honey crop of
one year in the United States, if loaded
on freight cars, would make a train extending in a straight line from
York City to Detroit, Mich., and valued
at $25,000,000.
Not such a small affair, after all, if those "figures don't
lie," as it is said some figures do, sometimes.

New

The National Convention

sweep

through; or the windows may be all
if desirable.
If the weather is
to need it, steam heat can be
turned on.
In fact, we will be able to rid
ourselves of noise, dust, heat or cold.
We
can sit at our ease, with the beautiful river
at our
feet, and the spires, chimneys, and
wooded hills, of the King's domain (Canada)
looming up in the distance.
Near the center of the pavilion, but somewhat to one side, is an enclosed space, perhaps 40 or 50 feet across, the sides mostly
of glass, and extending from floor to ceiling.
In this will be a capital place to exhibit honey,
wax and supplies near at hand, yet not right
in
the convention
room,
which sometimes
causes annoyance.
All of these comfortable quarters will be
free,
with the understanding that we make
our headquarters at the Wayne Hotel.
"The
Wayne is a strictly first-class house what
some of us common folks might call highpriced.
It
has an
unusually large oflfice,
or lobby, with two fire-places, or grates, as
they are now called, marble floor and supporting pillars, with large, leather-bound lounging chairs and sofas a delightful visiting
place for us between sessions.
Everything is

drawn down,
enough

cool

—

—

_

—

—

orderly, and wen managed
no
desirable stopping place could be found.
quiet,

What

Detroit

—

One thing more: The Michigan Central and
the Big Four railroad
station
stands
just
across the street from the Wayne, while the
Union station, used by the Pere Marquette,
Wabash, and Canadian Pacific, is only 2 blocks
away. The Grand Trunk and the Lake Shore
and Michigan Southern station
is
several
blocks away, perhaps 7 or 8, but is easily
reached by street cars that pass the Wayne.
The electric suburban car station is within
easy walking distance only 4 or 5 blocks.
The dates for holding the convention have
been fixed on October 13, 14 and 15 at a
time when
the
weather conditions in the
North are usually ideal.
The heat and dust
of summer have past, and wintry blasts and
snowdrifts are then in the distant future.

—

Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson.
Secretary Nationat Bee-Keepers' Association,
Flint.

A

thing:

The

National

Convention

lias
not always
place of meeting. Sometimes it has been held near a noisy, dusty
street, where the rattling of trucks over stone
pavements, and the rumble of street cars,
would often completely drown the speaker's
voice.
Again it has been held in some hot,
close hall, up two or three flights of stairs.
have not always been thus unfortunate.
Some of the meeting places have been very
comfortable and well adapted to our needs;
but never, in its 40-odd years of existence,
has the National Association met in a place
so ideally perfect as the one chosen for the
coming convention, to be held next October, in
Detroit, Mich.
It
is
the pavilion, or sunpalace, built by the Wayne Hotel almost expressly for the use of conventions.
It is back
of the hotel, away from the noise and dust of
the main street, and extends down to the very
edge of the Detroit river; where the traffic
of the great lakes may be .seen passing and
repassing, al all hours of the day.
At one
side of the pavilion is a little garden, or private park, filled with beautiful flowers, lawns
and walks. On the other si.k- is Third Street,
but It IS paved with asphalt, which gives
little
sound; besides, the street ends at the
river,
and is not much used opposite the

in

its

We

pavilion.
The pavilion is two stories high, and it is
in the uiipcr story where the convention will
be held.
The sides can all be thrown wide
open,
allowing
the
cool,
river breezes to

of the Gus Dittincr Company, of Augusta, Wis., and the G. B. Lewis Company, of Watertown, Wis.
Both are
very neat, indeed, and are gotten up in

good

style.

We don't see why bee-supply catalogs
should have been so far behind some
others for so many years.
But doubtless
as
the
industry of bee-keeping
grows there will also be a notable improvement in the appearance of its current literature, although what little there
is in that line we think compares quite
favorably with the literature of most
other pursuits at least, it is as good as
could be expected when the low subscription prices are considered.

—

We Commend
We

Our Advertisers

want

to call particular attention to
believe, they are
a clean, honest lot of people, else their

We

our advertisers.

advertisements would not be found in
our columns.

We

want especially to invite our readers to patronize the advertisers who use
space in the American Bee Journal.
It
would be utterly impossible to publish
this Journal were we to depend entirely
upon the receipts from subscriptions
alone.
wish our subscribers to
help us to encourage those whose announcements are found herein, bv sending them orders whenever it is possible to do so.
are desirous of in-

We

We

creasing our advertising patronage, and
believe it can easily be done if those
who already use such space find that it
is profitable to them.
And the way to
aid us to make it profitable is for all,
so far as possible, to remember our
advertisers when needing anything they
offer to sell.
Be sure, always, to mention having
seen it in the American Bee Journal
when writing to any one whose advertisement you are answering that appears
in these columns.
It will help both the
advertiser and ourselves.

Plea for Spring.

Come, my charming pussy willows.
Shake again your fluffy pillows
In the lap of t,irdy spring;
me hear once more tlie wing
Of the Priestess Honey-Bee,
.'\s she earns her marriage
fee
Claiming gold for every rite,
Whisper'd e'er she takes her flight.

Let

Ye are first of
To unfurl your

all

the cousins

flags by dozens.
Brave and hardy as an oak.
Every flow'r-bud wears a cloak,
March winds do not frigthen ye,
Mad and .spiteful tho' they be.

Welcome, pussy-willow friends.
First to bloom when winter ends.

We

Two of the most striking so far, that
have come to our desk are the catalogs

—

—

—

in

Secretary Hutchinson sends the following description of the place of holding the next meeting of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association, to which we
do not feel that we could add anybeen fortunate

more

rates? They run from $2.50
to
$4.50, American plan
that is, including
meals but here is the bargain that we have
made: They will take care of 150 bee-keepers at $2.50 per day, provided 2 will occupy
the same room
and who ever heard of a
bee-keeper at a convention who wished to be
put off alone in a room, all by himself?
In
order to give this flat rate for so Iarp<^ -1
number, many rooms will be used for which
the charge, ordinarily, is much higher.
Of course, no one will be compelled to
stop at the Wayne, and there are other hotels
within 2 blocks where 200 people, extra, can
he cared for at from $1.25 to $2.25 per day.
In these times, however, it is difficult, in a
large city, to secure really desirable accommodations at much less than $2.00 a dav, and
when one has paid that much, besides several
other dollars to reach the city, it seems foolish to allow a paltry 50 cents a day to stand
in the way of joining the crowd, and being
"one of the boys."

are the

simply not been "in it" at all.
So we
are glad to see the attempts at imin the catalogs
of bee-supply dealers.

provement being made

Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' Convention
Tlie Pan Handle Rec-Keepers' Association will meet in Knights'
Golden
Easile Hall, corner 38th and Jacob Sts.,
Wliecling, W. Va., March 25, 1908. The
morning session at 10 o'clock, the afternoon at I o'clock and the evening at
The object of the Associa7 o'clock.
tion is to promote and protect the interests of its members. All bee-keepers are
requested to attend.
Ladies are cordially invited.
Blaine, Ohio.
W. L. Kinsey, Sec.
;

shall hear the bluebirds sing
ye tell them it is spring.

When

Forest City, Iowa.

Eugene Secor

Bee-Supply Catalogs Improved
VVe note in some of the 1908 bee-supply catalogs there

quite an improvement over those of preceding years.
As compared with some of the incubator and poultry-supply catalogs that we
have seen, the bee-supply catalogs have
is

Michigan State Convention
The next annual meeting of the Michigan State Bee-Kecpcrs' Association is to
be held in connection with the National

Convention in Detroit, October 13, 14
and 15, 1908. Secretary Elmore M. Hunt,
of the Alichigan Association, is making
a systematic effort to increase the membership of his Association to 200 by the
time of the meeting in October. Surely

—

:

:

March,

:

:

1908.
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every bee-keeper

Michigan ought

in

to

join at once, as $1.00 will pay his dues
for a year in both the Michigan and
National Associations, Send your $1.00
to

Elmore M. Hunt, Red ford, Mich.

—

Ikst 10 pounds of Extracted Honey
Aspinwall
1st,
Hive;
Bingham
2d,
Smoker.
Best 5 pounds of Beeswax ist, Woodman hive 2d, Bee-Keepers' Review one

—

;

We

are hoping there may be such a
bountiful honey crop during the coming
season that every bee-keeper who has the
least inclination to attend the convention in Detroit will be able to do so.

Best New Invention for Bee-Keepers
and Honey-Dealers ist, 500 sections;
2d, "A B C of Bee Culture,"
For further information address the

—

Secretary,

E.

Coveyou,

E.

Petoskey,

Mich.

year.

We

would like to see it the largest and
tlie National has ever held.
Detroit is an ideal convention city, and
the fact that it is located so near the
Canadian border where there are so
many excellent bee-keepers, would seem
to insure the most representative gathering of bee-keepers of all America. Perhaps our California bee-koeping friends
will be able to get together a special
carload to start from Los Angeles. Of
course they could pick up lots of big
bee-keepers all along the way, so that
possibly by the time they arrived in Detroit, they would have increased to a
whole train-load. That would be making
"increase" not by division, but by the
more natural way of "addition."
best meeting

—

EMMA

M.

Living Hive-Lifter.
This from Mr. J. L, .\nderson of
Harvard. 111.
"Speaking of 'hive-lifters,' we have
had one in use for 44 years. Is good
Perfectly adjustable to all condi.Apparently good for a long time
It
belongs to the 'genus biped.'
Think every lady ought to have one.
yet.

We

may possibly be able to get a carload to start from Chicago, although, of
course, the distance
is
hardly long
enough to insure as enjoyable a time as
was had when going from Chicago to
Los Angeles or to San Antonio. But
undoubtedly

Michigan bee-keepers
make up for any shortage

the

will be able to
in

Conducted by

A

enjoyment, after

we

all

tions.
yet.

Don't you

?"

J.

L.

perhaps.
all

prove

equally satisfactory?

A

elsewhere, and any help towards getting
rid of these unwelcome" visitors will be
welcomed by the sisters. Mrs. L. B.
Shank thus reports in Gleanings in Bee
Culture:

it's

Mancelona,

Hall,

Mich.,

A

"Producing Extracted Honey"

Chapman.
"Out-door Wintering"

— Ira

—

D.

S.

D.

Bart-

"Why

I

Use

the

12-Frame Hive"

X. Harris.

"The

and Uncertainties of

—

—

son.

"What
Keepers'

the Object of Holding BeeConventions" Hon. Geo. E.

is

—

Hilton.

Extract Honey with
Least Help" E. E. Coveyou.
to

—

the

— O.

H.
Townsend.
"Red Raspberry Honey: How Its
Name may be Improved or Abused"
"Cellar-Wintering

of

Bees"

Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.

"Management

Comb Honey
sey.

in the Production of
for Profit" A. H. Guern-

—

this

and it was the worst-infested
place one can imagine, and has been
for the last 24 years that we have been
were fully deacquainted with it.
termined to get rid of the rats.
got four different kinds of traps, and
place,

We

every thing

We

we could hear

and when }0U said 'rat biscuit' my
husband laid in a supply at once but
all the rest
just seemed
to act like a tonic, and still the rats
At last one of our hired boys
came.
told me he had seen a sure cure for rats,
in a paper.
I told him to tell me quick.
He
a;s we were at the point of collapse.
said, pour syrup, or any thing the rats
are fond of, on to a board and sprinkle
with dry concentrated lye.
As I had
found the rats preferred nice, firm ripe
tomatoes to any thing else I had on
hand, I sliced up several about onehalf inch thick, and placed in different
parts of the house.
In the morning
they had eaten all I put out. The second night they ate half as much. The
third night only a few pieces were gone.
of;

Aspinwall.
Prizes for making exhibits are offered
as follows
Best Case Comb Honey ist, Danzenbaker hive, nailed and painted
2d,
American Bee Journal one year.

—

;

—

they were like

The

night they did not touch
anything else, and
not seen nor heard of a rat or
mouse in the house since, about six
weeks ago. A couple of weeks afterward Mr. Shank said there were as
many as ever in his barn and granary,
and he thought I had only driven them
out to the corn so I fixed the tomatoes

the

Non-Swarming Hive" — L. A.
J

"The

ago we moved on to

;

Certainties

Honey Production in the Extreme
North"— C. F. Smith.
"Deciding Which to Produce Comb
or Extracted Honey" W. Z. Hutchin-

"How

year

then tried

lett.

J.

"A

fourth

tomatoes nor

we have

;

effect.

We

is

Entrance Treatment of Robber-Bees.
Mr. .Allen Latham says this in the
American Bee-Keeper:
suppose
will

the truth

next meeting

Medalie

same

third night was the last.
think
truly wonderful to be without the
horrible things, so we just concluded
to let you tell others.
"Just sprinkle the dry concentrated
lye
(I
use the Banner, as it is so
handy) on the top of the tomatoes.
Other articles may do as well."
it

many,

rat can do a whole lot of mischief
in a hive in winter, as well as mischief

April 8 and 9, 1908, beginning the forenoon- of the 8th. The convention headquarters will be at the Handy Hotel,
with a rate of $1.50 per day.
picnic
dinner will be served at the Hotel on the
second day of the meeting. The papers
on the program are as follows

111.

as before, with the

The

"I

get there.

Northern Michigan Convention
The Northern Micliigan Bee-Keepers'
in

same

the

.\nderson.

—

Well now, Mr. .'Anderson,
Do you think they would

Rats and Bees.

Association will hold

WILSON. Marengo.

that

say that

probably
maltreating

someone,
I

am

when they read my next

state-

But here goes
"Last summer I stepped out to my
apiary to find one of my colonies fighting robbing, and fighting it unsuccessThis colony had had its 13 by I
fully.
because
entrance cut down to 4 by
It was a hot
it was not over-strong.

ment.

H

studied the situation a moment and decided upon a bold move.
I
pulled out the entrance-block, leaving
'Goodness!'
I
thus the full entrance.
hear some one exclaim, the mildness
of the word signifying that that person
is
of the sister's department in the
'Old Reliable.' But I did it. I watched
a moment, and noted that the homeAlso noted that
bees seemed relieved.
Apparthe robbers seemed confused.
ently the robbers had lost the trail, for
they no longer darted into the hive as
I
they were doing a minute before.
went away and did not return for about
return
I
could
my
Upon
half an hour.
not see any robbing in progress. RoDber-bees still came about the hive, but
every one which essayed to enter was
severely and warmly received."
My goodness, gracious! is the man
Well, after hearing his excrazy?
planation there really seems to be some
"method in his madness." He claims
that contracting the entrance increases
the strength of the odor at that point,
the very thing which attracts robberbees, and when he enlarged the entrance he lessened the strength of the
odor, thus attracting the robber-bees.
At any rate, he says it worked all right

day.

I

in this
others.

case,

and

it

might

in

some

Here is a good kink that he gives
by which he contracts the entrance without increasing the strength of the odor:

—

:
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"If you follow the advice to close tlie
entrance to the exit of one bee at a
time, then do this way Cover the whole
entrance with wire-cloth and punch a
cloth by
the
small opening through
working a pencil through. Though this
an infallible kink, it is nearly
is not
:

always sucessful."

A

Fine February "Swarm."

York

—

thought I'd write
and tell you the good news. Wedneswife
gave birth to a
Feb.
my
day,
S,
both girls and I
fine pair of twins
of
them.
If you
proud
tell you we"re
can find a February swarm that beats

Editor

:

I

—

ours, trot

it

—

bees in the cellar are wintering
Geo. H. Rea.
splendidly.
Rcynofdsville, Pa., Feb. 8.

[We referred the foregoing to Miss
Wilson, as we felt that it properly belonged in the " Sisters " department.
Here is her comment. Editor]
:

queens

one hive
Let
us hope they will get along more peaceably than young queens generally do
in

together; and that you

!

may

summer and winter them
many years.

be able to
successfully

Perhaps Queenless and Being
Robbed.
I

have 10 colonies.

Last

fall I

bought

colony and the rest of my
are determined to rob that new
one. I think it is weaker than the rest.
Every warm day the yard is in a perfect
uproar. 1 have shut up the hive a number of times, then they try another hive.
Is there any thing I can do to prevent
robbing? I fear when warm days come
they will rob the whole yard. I thought
when winter set in that would end the

an

e.xtra

bees

no such thing. Every warm
day they are at it again.
(Miss) Sar.\h Auchmoody.
Highlands, N. Y., Route 4.
trouble, but

Are you sure your new
Bees are much more

colony has a

queen?

likely to

queenless colony.
If queenless, it might be worth while to unite it
with one of your ottter colonies, bui
usually a queenless colony that will not
defend itself is not worth fussing with.
If it has its queen all right, try putting an armful of hay or straw over
the entrance. Pile it up as high as the
hive in front and at the two sides,
but don't pack down too close.
attack

gist of her means of prevention
given in the following paragraph
taken from the Canadian Bee Journal
"I have been keeping bees for years,
and in that time my apiary has been
examined 4 times by foul-brood experts, although the inspector has visited it only once in an official capacity.
These years have given me 4 rules for
the avoidance of foul brood. They are:
To keep the hives clean, by renewal of
foundation to feed only pure white sugar syrup to keep the colonies strong,
'Easy rules,'
and open to inspection.
some will say; but sometimes one is
well-formed
destroy
a
very loath to
comb, when blackness and old age are
and
there is
faults,
its only apparent
quite a temptation to see what a weak
colony will do through the summer,
than reduce the size of the
rather
sitate a
and who would not
apiary
little at the thought of feeding all pure
sugar, with a stock of low-price honey
on hand that might be used if there
were no danger of contagion, while a
the Foul Brood Inspector
visit from
would inspire as much antagonism with
bee-keepers
as is evinced towards
some

The

is

;

;

out.

My

Two young

vention is better than a pound of cure,"
then it is well to know the means she
has used to avoid acquaintance with
such an unwelcome guest.

a

W

;

inspectors generally."

Double-Wall

am

Hives

a beginner.

—

are

How many swarms could I expect to
from the 2 next summer? I would
not care to buy any more hives than I
need until I know I can make the bees
get

payIs

it necessary to get 2 supers with
each hive?
Last September the bees in one of my
hives threw out the young bees when
they were just about ready to leave

;

•

around them.

stalks
If

it

should be a very poor season,

you might get no swarms at all. In a
good season you may get 2 swarms
from each colony; and in a very good
But the
season you may have more.
safer plan is to allow no more than a
from each colony, essingle swarm
pecially as you do not wish to invest
.A.ny
too heavily in hives at the start.
swarm after the first is likely to be
rather weak, and any after the second

weaker.

still

can very easily, and almost cerprevent any afterswarm in this
the prime swarm issues, set
it in place of the old colony, putting the
old colony close besides the swarm. A
week later move the old hive 10 feet or

You

tainly,

way

When

:

to a new place. The bees will
That will give the swarm
rest.
the field-bees to gather a good lot
and
the m-Other colony will
surplus,
of
be weakened so it will give up swarm-

more away
do the

ing.

If

you work for extracted honey, you

get along with one super for each
aUhough
stores
surplus,
that
more would be better. If you work for

may

colon'/

comb honey you must have
supers

each

for

storing

I noticed that one of the young bees
had a crippled wing. Could it be that
the whole brood was deformed? Would
you advise me to get another queen?
The comb foundation dropped out of

,111

at

least

colony,

2
al-

better.

likelihood is that the casting out
young bees was on account of
It may or
the work of the wax-moth
not be advisable to change the
It may
queen' If a colony is strong it will be
likely to protect itself against the moth,
ahhough even quiie a weak colony will

The

the

of

do so

if

Italians.

is so that you can
partly and fasten ic back
out the
better
cut
properly in place
crooked part entirely, and put fresh
When
a
time
foundation in the frame at
bees are gathering and building, putling 'he frame centrally in the hive.

Un'ess the comb

cut

cells.

if

away

IIW»,LI».J,. lUWJ"

tli'llllilllll

anadian

like a pile

not

Mo.

though more would be

;

more

Etc.

Increase,

That wmU allow the bees belonging to
the colony to pass in and out, and give
them a much better chance to defend
themselves and at the same time it will
look to the robber-bees
of hay in which they

City,

hives arc not necesbees are in a
sary
but unless your
surrounding
sheltered
by
place well
buildings or other objects, all but on
give the
should
the south side, you
hives some sort of protection, if it be
nothing more than to set some corn-

I

in this locality?

their

Kansas

Double-walled

all

bought 2 swarms
The bees did not gather
last June.
enough honey for winter supply. I fed
I
keep
them $2.00 worth of sugar.
them outdoors in Telescope hives. Is
it necessary to use the double-wall hive
I

one frame and the bees built the comb
Shall I
into this from the next frame.
cut out the comb and give them new
(Miss) Frieda Klein.
starters?

inter-

ested.

Prevention of Foul Brood.
the Ontario convention. Miss Trevarrow read a paper on foul brood. She
frankly admitted that she had had no

At

experience with the disease,
so one might question her qualification
for writing on such a theme, but her
paper shows that she is by no means
an ignoramus on the subject.
If it be true that "an ounce of pre-

practical

Conducted by

An Old-Fashioned

J. L.

Winter.
In notes for the January American
Bee Journal we commented upon the
very favorable weather for bees up to

BYEK. Mount

Joy. Ont.

week in Janbeen having
an "old-fashioned winstormy and very cold. Two

Since the last
that date.
uary, however, we have

what some
ter"

— very

call

March,
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mornings the thermometer registered
2$ degrees below zero, which is excepfor our locality.

tional

With

the exception of a few colonies
home-yard, bees seem to he
These
standing the weather all right.
few colonies were heavy in natural
stores last fall, and were fed no sugar
syrup. For some cause, possibly a little
honey-dew, and excess of pollen, these
colonies are showing signs of dysentery
quite badly.

the

in

if in poor seastores gathered are none
too good and so much pollen is brought
in, that it will be absolutely necessary
to feed sugar syrup to winter the bees
successfully. While there are only about
half a dozen colonics affected, yet the
difference between them and sugar-fed
colonies is very apparent.
The latter
are very quiet, and to all appearance
as healthy as at the beginning of the
long winter.

It

begins to look as

when

sons,

The

Divisible

Brood-Chamber Hive.

Regarding the

divisible

brood-cham-

ber style of hive, Mr. Smith, of Palermo, Ont., says, on page 12, that as far
as he knows "there is only one man in
Canada who uses the divisible broodchamber." For Mr. Smith's benefit, I
would say that at last two of our "tjig"
bee-keepers Messrs. Hoshal and Miller
use the divisible brood - chamber
exclusively.
Both of these gentlemen
use the Heddon hive, and as they are
both enthusiasts regarding the merits
of said style of hive, naturally they have
almost persuaded quite a number of
bee-keepers to fall in line with their
views.
Quite a number of beginners are trying these hives, and while I have had
no experience with the divisible broodchamber, yet judging by the "signs of
the times," I feel to agree with Mr.
Scholl, that "they are bound to become
more popular in the future than they
have in the past."
Mr. Scholl gives good counsel when
he advises bee-keepers, no matter how
well-informed, against making a radical change from the deep to the shallow
and, as he says, the better way
hive
is first to try a feiv and see how they
are liked. As a rule, stampeding is apt
to end in disgust, and possibly in disaster.
Wholesale changing of styles of
hives in use without any experimenting,
is no exception to the rule.

—

—

;

When
C.

P.

Supersede Queens.
Dadant's contribution on page
to

46, on the much-debated subject,
what age to supersede queens, forms

at
in-

reading.
No doubt J. E.
Hand and a few others will think Mr.
Dadant's summing up, a trifle too severe when he says that "the idea of
replacing queens every year is preposterous."
limited experience would
go to uphold the truth of Mr. Dadant's
deductions, as I use a very large broodnest, hence if there is anything in the
theory of xuorking queens to death, a
large number of my queens should fail
However, such is
in the second year.
not the case, as I find nearly all of my
teresting

My

queens are as good the second year as
in

the

making

meetings just a

I'ulurc

bet-

little

ter llian those of the past.

first.

To be sure, some of the queens fail
\n their first year to come up to what
they should be, and in that case I ^WJuld
not expect them to be any good the
second year. But generally speaking, a
queen that gives good results the first
year, other conditions being equal, will
give equally good service the next sea-

Editor Hurley, of the Canadian Bee
Journal, speaking in egotistic terms of
the progress made by the A. I. Root
Co. particularly of Gleanings says regarding the senior editor's department
of "Our Homes" in that journal;

son.

tlierein written all

In looking over the opinions of different authorities quoted from by Mr. Dadant, I was surprised to find the age
limit of queens given at 4 to 5 years.
Last spring we had a Carniolan queen
There is no
that died in her 7th year.
question about the reliability of this
statement as suflScient data can be furnished to prove its accuracy. The queen

Our personal acquaintance with Mr.
Hurley has been only for a short time,
and his views on the temperance question were not known to the writer,

was

to be a

clipped, in fact all her wings were
shorn close to lier back good evidence,
by the way, that clipping does not cause

—

superseding.
For S years her colony
was one of the best in the apiary, the
6th season they were in fair condition,
and in the early part of the 7th year
the queen was superseded.
During the
last 2 years the queen looked more like
a large ant than a bee, and she was kept
only as a curiosity.
While as stated,
the colony headed by this queen was
always an extra one, strange to say the

reared in supersedure is no
Which goes to show that "like
good.
does not always produce like."

daughter

—

—

is a tower of strength to Gleannotwithstanding the fact that much
may not agree with.
We are at one with him, however, on
the temperance question."

"It

inf;s,

as an editor of a bee-paper,
that he was sure
temperance advocate
Right along this line of thought, Dr.
Miller says in Gleanings: "I wonder,
now, whether a greater proportion of
prohibitionists may not be found among
bee-keepers than among any other class,
not even excepting ministers." Whether
the doctor's surmise is correct or not,
it has always been a source of pleasure

but

say,

we might have known

!

among

number
to
friends, so

my

bee-keeping

many, some not prohibtionin the strictest sense of the word,
yet the majority of whom are strict
ists

temperance men.
While the foregoing

may

not be

strict-

ly apicultural literature, I feel sure

read-

Canadian Beedom will overlook
my temerity on this occasion, particularly as we do not often transgress in
ers of

Honey-'Vinegar.

The same

writer says in January Review that honey-vinegar will keep only
a short space of time, and that this is

reason that store-keepers will not
With us honey-vinegar has always kept as long as it got a chance
to keep, and storekeepers will handle it;
the

sell

it.

fact, I knew of one merchant who
sold hardly anything else in the vinegar
line.
hesitate to overburden "locality," so, I will not even hazard a
guess as to why honey-vinegar behaves
so differentlv in California and Onta-

in

We

this respect.

Poison Mixture for Rats and Mice.
Some time ago, Mr. Crane, in one of
the bee-papers, recommended a mixture
of equal parts of arsenic, flour and sugar for poisoning mice; I tried it, and
at first

did

thought

not

seem

it

to

a failure as the mice

disappear

very

fast.

now

believe it be a good
thing, as there is not the sign of a rat
or mouse in my three yards and build-

However,

I

ings.
.

.

The mixture seems

Bee-Keepers a Clean People.
Miss Trevarrow, in the January Canadian Bee Journal, says:

"The Ontario bee-keepers take
for giving the least trouble
disturbing the uniform neatness of
rooms, less than any body of people

palm

the

and
the
that

convenes at the York County Council
Chambers. If you want to be sure of
he knows.'"
this, ask the caretaker
;

Miss Trevarrow

is

right, at least the
his remarks with

prefacing
qualifying adexpressive
mc without any asking that
'you bee-keepers are the cleanest lot of
people I have ever had in this hall to
least three different
look after."
.\t
caretakers of other public halls have
remarks
similar
to the writer, at
made
former conventions of the Ontario As-

caretaker,

to be slow in its
other words, the vermin
fond
of it, but ultiparticularly
are not
mately they all nibble enough to "fix"
them.
While I have never had much trouble with mice, the lack has more than
been made up by destructive red squir.''in
account was given in these
rels,
columns some time ago as to how these
little rodents peeled all the paper from

action, or,

some very

jectives told

sociation.

No, it is not my purpose to resolve
ourselves into a "mutual admiration society," yet such opinions are something
to be proud of and should serve as an
incentive to individual efforts towards

in

the inside of a honey-house and wrought
This year
other destruction as well.
again, a lot of trouble was done at the
same apiary before all the squirrels,
about 20 in all, were destroyed. .A large
number of walnut trees near the yard
is the drawing card, and after the nuts
are all gone, the honey-house and hiv»—
r-^
offer convenient harboring places,
sheer destructiveness I know 01 nothing to equal these little rascals, and if a
pile of supers was clear on all sides,
Mr. Squirrel would disdain to walk
around, and proceed to chisel a hole
I have not
right through the center.
so far been able to poison them, so I
have had to resort to the gun and
traps.
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T-m--

I

shojild be glad to receive specimens

the honey and pollen yielding
of our State, for my collection.
herbarium now comprises a great
number of such, but I am well aware
that there are hundreds more of Texas
honev-yielding plants that I have not
all

>1

jilants
.\Iy

outhern
'IKeedom
Conductedi-bylLOUIS H.

A Warm

Winter

in

Toxas

SCHOLL, New

—Other

Subjects.

Bees were very busy gathering pollen
from mistletoe, cedar, and a very small
blue flower that comes up and blooms
in January and February.
Water elms,
wild currant, and "elbow"-bush are just
coming into bloom. The last two furnish a good supply of honey as well
as pollen when the weather is favorable.
Unfortunately, though, for both the bees
and their keeper, the weather is seldom
favorable for best results during their
bloom. This is all in January.

Cause of Rapid Consumption of

Stores.

don't think it is the frequent flights
the bees have here these very warm
winters we often have in this State that
cause them to use up their stores faster
than they do during cold winters, as
much as it is the amount of brood
reared.
I
opened a hive on Jan. 15,
with a vigorous young queen, that had
brood in 3 frames. They had all the
way from the eggs to hatching brood,
and their stores were disappearing in a
hurry, too.
I

That "Marigold" Honey.
am

satisfied now, Editor SchoU, that
the bee-keeper mentioned by me as having to give up bee-keeping in his locality on account of his bees gathering
honey from wild "marigold" (pages 11
and 12) was not what is known to beekeepers as the wild "marigold" at all,
but his bees gathered the strong, badflavored honey he had in mind from a
yellow flower that grows all up and
down the rivers and creeks of this loI

cality.

I don't know any name for the
but it certainly does furnish a
disagreeable flavored honey.
It

\ct had.

Braunfels. Tex.

"queen-right" will soon have brood in
several frames.
Yet I should hate to
open the hives at this date, breaking
the glue loose where the bees have all
sealed up warm and snug, unless I knew
it was absolutely necessary, for you know
we often have some of our coldest
weather in February in Texas.

"Hunting Bees in Texas (?)"
Wasn't that a misprint

at

the headElias Fox,

ing of that article written by
of Wisconsin, headed, "Hunting Bees
in Texas," page 20?
Anyway it is very
interesting to me, as bee-hunting is a
hobby of mine, and his way of hunting
and saving the bees is so nearly like

mine that

it

made

it

the

more

interesting

me.
Like Mr. Fox, too, I don't
hunt bees for the dollars and cents there
are in it, for, as a rule, bee-hunting is
not profitable. Yet I have spent my happiest days in the woods, all alone, beehunting, and have found and cut many
hundred bee-trees.
This may sound
"fishy," but I seriously doubt there being a man living to-day who has found
and cut more bee-trees than I have.
Rescue, Tex.
L. B. Smith.
to

There you
a-teasing

me

In many cases it will be possible for
to give the sender of specimens
ihe proper names of such plants, and
also their general distribution,
if any
of our Texas readers see this, and have
the time to do so, I would be glad to
have them bear this request in mind.
When bees are on the flowers especially
such with which you are not acquainted gather two or more fair-sized specimens, being sure to get flowers, and
enough of the plant and leaves, and
seeds, if possible, so they can be identified.
Before mailing them press them
between several thicknesses of newspapers for several days, being sure to

me

are again, Mr.
Smith,
with some honey-plants for

which you know no name. Of course
I
am not blaming you, because not
everybody can be a botanist, although
is
a valuable "addition" to mix
with bee-keeping.
There is a way of finding names for
these honey-yielders, however
either
your humble servant can tell you them,
or he can get somebody else to do it.
I
am very much interested in all the
honey-yielders of Te.xas.

that

;

—

—

change them with dry ones every evening, or the specimens will mold. As
soon as they are several days old, they
can be laid in single layers of newspapers, the whole laid between
two
pieces of cardboard, about 8 by 12 inches, then wrapped for mailing.
A bulletin on "Texas Honey-Yielding Plants,"
will

and

be gotten out in the near future,
will see that you get a copy.

I

That "round"

to the apiaries in early
spring should be made as soon as warm
weather allows it in January or February. In March, when we have a cold
winter.
With me it's mostly in January or February, when the bees are
flying; then it is an easy matter to examine them. All the colonies that are
flying in ftdl force, and bringing in pollen, honey and water, arc all right.

To find out about their stores, simply
"heft" a few hives here and there. All
hives that have no bees or very few
flying, need only be opened, and it's
necessary to do this as they need our
attention, so it matters not about breaking the glued joints.
I can tell in a
little while the condition of my bees, by
just wandering through the apiary, looking at the entrances of the hives, and
"hefting" some of them. Those that are
not "queen-right" are simply set on top
of another colonv until later.

flower,

very

blooms in March and April, and some
few years yields honey very plentifully.
I
moved most of my bees away from
this place, mostly on account of this
bloom, and the so-called "honey-dew."
If I am unfortunate enough to get some
of this honey the present year (I con-

bddomi&s?^

sider

it
a real misfortune to befall a
bee-keeper) I am going to mail you a
sample.
I'll not e.xpect to have to
fill
many carload orders, though, for you.

Time for Spring Examination.
You are right, Mr. Scholl, in saying,
"A round to all the apiaries should be
made in early spring.
The colonies
should be examined for stores, queenlessness, etc."
page 86, in Gleanings

—

for January 15.
Would you mind telling us about the proper date you think
best to make these examinations?
My
bees arc all busy gathering pollen now,
as stated elsewhere, and all that are

EDWIN FRANCE.
On

February

7,

1908,

in

Platteville,

Wis., at the age of 84 years, the subject of this sketch passed away.
He
was born Feb. 4, 1824. At the death of
his father the support of a large family fell upon him, and he faithfully cared
for them until the age of 32, when he
settled on a 200-acre homestead in Iowa.

J,^.
1^:5(1. he niarra-d
Harriet WilFor 6 years he tilled the soil in
Iowa, and during the winter trapped for
furs.
While in Iowa his only child,
N. E. France, was born.
by o.x-team to
In 1862, he moved
Platteville, Wis., being 2 weeks on the
way. Here he sold patented bee-hives,
sewing machines, and still followed trap-

July
son.
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Thirtyfurs in the winter.
place
years ago he bought the
where he has lived ever since, clearing
oflf the heavy timber and building the
house with lumber hauled by team from
He and his son engaged
Galena, 111.
in market gardening, small fruit-growHe purchased the
bee-keeping.
and
ing,
first honey-extractor shipped into Wisconsin, then increased the size of his
apiary so that from 395 colonies of bees
in 1886, he took 42,489 pounds of honey,
besides increasing them to 507 colonies.
Several poor seasons followed, but each
year he obtained some honey. He and
his son did all the work except for a
few days during the honey season when
some help was hired. He never allowed
his hired help to use profanity or indulge in intemperance.

ping

for

eight

full of danger not only from
wild animals which he hunted, but from
the Indians that often camped on his
trail.
It was only during the past few
years that he has given up his annual
outing on tlie Mississippi River, where

were often

arc

all

ready for wintering

\nA that
possible shape.
so you will commence this

in

the best

this

may be

knowledge

in

Sc'ftembcr, not put it off till November
or December, as so many are prone to
do, and then write Dr. Miller, Alexander, Root or Doolittlc how the bees
ran be fed in cold weather, because you
li.ive just found out that some of your
iilonics are weak in numbers, and many
if
them short in stores; giving as an
xcuse for such a state of aflfairs, that
\ou went off hunting, or fishing, or on
-ome pleasure excursion when you
ught to have been attending to the
.

'

liees.

Having the bees all in "apple pie"
-hapc for wintering, the next thing is to
I'xpect that nine-tenths of the number
of colonies

New

you have

in

September

will

York State, for
living in
several years, Mr. France was leader of
the Methodist Church choir, often using his violin, but in his later years,
owing to defective hearing, he did not
attend public gatherings.

come out strong enough to do successful work in the harvest of the next year,

July 23, 1907, Mr. and Mrs. France
celebrated their golden wedding. October 9, 1907, he fell from a wagon, seriously injuring himself, from which
his death resulted later.
He leaves a widow and son, N. E.
France, so well known to all bee-keepers as the General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Association.

pare surplus frames filled with foundation, if you do not have combs enough,
to meet the wants of those colonies and
hives, allowing room enough, if you are
working for extracted honey, for the
storing of 200 pounds of surplus to each
colony; and 150 for each colony worked
for section honey, making and preparing your supers and sections during the
winter months.

While

:ind
in

The death of Mr. France removes one
of the greatest naturalists in Wisconsin.
He was one of the best-informed
men on the habits of animals, especially
those that inhabited this country in the
early days.
He did not class himself
as a scholar, but his knowledge of animal and bird life was gained through
personal experience, and he derived his
greatest pleasure from their study. He
would often tell of his early experience
when on trapping expeditions, which

ElAVI.N"

Fr.^nce.

Don't
he enjoyed the outdoor

life

of earlier

days.

Mr. France never wrote very much
for the apiarian press, cut what he did
write always bore the marks of ripe experience.

At Mr. trance's funeral
bearers

were

former

all the pallhelpers in his

BY

G.

'

A correspondent writes, asking when
he should prepare for the honey harvest,
saying if he goes about this during
the winter, all of his bees, or a part
of them, may die, and, if so, he will noi
need all or any of the preparation he
has made. I often get such letters, and
when I received this one, some way I
felt

like

subject

"speaking
right out

my mind"

in print

on this
where more

than just one person could hear what

was

keeper's "vessel" has been run, and gone
to ruin.
The question is not. Are the
bees going to live? but.
I going to
make a bee-keeper? If I am going to
make a bee-keeper, I must have bees;
and if those I now have die, / will get
more. Therefore, I am going to leave
no stone unturned to make a success
in this undertaking; and if a success
is to be made I am always to be prepared for the harvest when it comes.
And always to be prepared means to
know what I want, and as fast as possible have everything in readiness as
long before the harvest comes as it is
possible for me to do. In other words,
I will commence preparing for the next
harvest as soon as the last one is over.
The first preparation after the honey
harvest is over, is to know that the bees

Am

M. DOOLITTLE.

I

saying.

This putting oflf preparing for the
honey harvest, is one of the hidden
rocks on which manv a would-be bee-

who

tells

be

"side-tracked" by the one
to wait about putting the

you

foundation into the frames and sections
just before the harvest, because the
take more kindly to fresh-made
foundation than they do to that which
has been made longer and gotten old
and hard, for such talk is a myth; and,
besides that, if you are to be 'a suctill

bees

cess in apiculture,

apiary.

bnfribufed
flrficle^
Preparing for the Honey
Harvest

go about your preparations accord-

If you have not hives enough,
good shape, repair the old ones and
make new till you do have. Then pre-

ingly.

you

will

have

all

your

time fully occupied just before the harvest with things more profitable thar>
putting foundation into frames and sections.
Thus you will keep on till everything you need for work in the apiary
is all in perfect readiness by the time
spring comes. If you get this work done
a little before this, then go over the
books and papers you have on bees,
and finish "posting up" on these, wherein you have failed to do so, during the
long winter evenings. Then if you have
any new plans or experiments you expect to conduct the coming season (and
if you are a live bee-keeper, you will
have more of these than you can properly look after each year), lay out these
plans by pencil sketches or wooden modso that
finger-tips"
els,

proving them
Don't

let

will have all "at your
the time comes for
of value- or worthless.

you

when

any one dissuade you from

trying any plan you may wish to conduct by telling you that "we old heads"
have things all worked out regarding
hives, etc., so it will be better for you
to take "the beaten path," for, even
though you may not bring out something which will "revolutionize" the
world, your planning and working out
those plans will "rivet" you to the purchosen,
enlarge your
suit you have
views, and teach you very much more
of apiculture than could possibly come
by keeping each step of "your feet"

;
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in the footprints of some one else who
has passed on before.
Having everything in readiness, as
soon as spring opens, begin learning
anything about your locality with which
vou are not perfectly familiar. In nearly all localities where bees can be kept,

there are certain plants and trees which
give a yield of surplus pollen or honey,
or both, and this yield comes at certain
times during the year, while aside from
this there is little more honey obtained
bv the bees than is needed to supply
Some localities give
their daily wants.
a slow surplus during the larger part
of the summer, but these are excepThe majority of localities give
tional.
a surplus at one, two or three stated
periods.

In any locality where there

a sur-

is

one stated period, it will
be apparent to all that if such a surplus
yield passes by without any surplus,
none can be obtained during the seaplus only

at

Where there are two periods of
son.
surplus, there is still a chance for some
surplus from the second, should we fail
and with three surplus periods, our chances are still better than
with only two. But if the apiarist knows
nothing when the time of surplus comes,
he will be working "blindfold" in these
matters, only so far as the bees will
naturally prepare for them themselves.
But in order to be a successful apiarist,
a person must not only have a full
knowledge of his locality as to its honey-producing flora, but must also so
help his bees that the maximum number of individuals will be on the stage
of action at the time of the greatest
Failyield of nectar from his fields.
ing to do this, very much of the profit
and
our
lost,
secured
is
which might be
would-be apiarist becomes discouraged,
he
studwhile,
had
and often gives up;
ied and knozmi, so as to have brought
his greatest number of laborers on the
stage of action just when his location
gave its greatest yield of nectar, his
profit and success would have made him
in the first

an

;

For years

when

•

almost

enthusiast,

the

I

first

without

equal.

started out with the bees
pollen came in, follow-

ing them till I knew where they obtained it, and so on, till that which came
in last in the fall; till I knew every
source from which they obtained that
part which is needed to fill the hives
with brood. Then with the first honey
I started out in the same way, and so
on down to the last from the fall flowers.
In this way I found that the only
flowers on which I could rely for a surplus of honey were first, white clover

—

second, basswood third, buckwheat. If
from any reason' the white clover was
winter-killed. I did not put forth an extra effort for an early strength of colonies, but concentrated all effort so that
they might be at their best for the basswood, and if a late frost killed the basswood buds when they were very small,
the latter part of May, then I looked
forward so as to be prepared for the
;

buckwheat.
But, bear
cality

that

in

that you

mind, that
are

you may make

to

it

is

know,

a success;

your
in

lo-

order

and by

having everything in readiness along the
supply line during the winter months,
when spring opens you are not hindered

from knowing these matters,

as

would

be the case where you waited till spring
(to know how the bees came out) before you did any of the preparation for
the season's crop.

Borodino, N. Y.

Removing Sections from Wide

Frames— Filling Sections
With Comb Foundation
BY

J.

I!.

HAND.

I notice on page "54, an inquiry about
to get sections of honey out of
frames having a top-bar. I believe the
question was not answered.
The advantages of the frame over the

how

section-holder is in a better protection
of the sections.
It also admits of reget the combs attached to
the wood at the bottom of the sections,
and takes the place of a bottom strip
of foundation.
It
also admits of extracting partly-filled sections 4 at a

versing to

time.

To remove honey when

finished, run

a thin-bladed knife along the crack be-

tween the sections and frame, and push
the frame down over a form, leaving
the 4 sections of honey upon the form.
To fill the frames with sections, and

the public became aware, so that many
people who would gladly have been purchasers and consumers of pure honey
would not buy anything called honey,
through fear of purchasing adulterated
goods. Especially was this the case regarding extracted honey. Yet comb honey was held in the background to an
extent, the belief being entertained by a
considerable number of people that

honey-comb was manufactured by machinery, filled with counterfeit honey,
and sealed artificially all of which, it
was s;iid, was such a perfect imitation
of the work of honey-bees that the difference couldn't be detected. In fact, this
adulteration was carried on to such an
extent that almost all, if not all, manufacturers of all the different syrups and
candies became extensive users of glucose in their factories, the result being
that scarcely a syrup free from this
vile stuff could be found in the market.
I have called glucose "vile,"
for
the reason that both my experience and
observation have led to me to believe
that the less of it there is used as a
human food, the better off mankind will
be in health.
;

To offset all this, bee-keepers sought
relief through advertising pure extracted honey by reliable parties, the labels
on the packages bearing the name of
the producer.
And the production of
honey-comb was also denied,
which usually was, "You're
another." Pure honey could be sold by
producers to those who knew them to
be reliable, quite readily.
But beyond
artificial

the sections with foundation, at one
operation, split the sections with a saw
J4 their length exactly in the center before folding.
Place the frame over a
form %-inch thick. Put the folded sections in the frame and upon the form
with the unsplit side at the bottom of
the frame.
This leaves the sections
half way out of frame and exposes the
opening.
Pass a thin, narrow strip of
wood 20 inches long down through the
center of the 4 sections until it strikes
the bottom, which opens up the 4 secreceive a continuous
sheet
tions to
4%xi7% inches,
of comb foundation
and which is dropped into the opening,
and rests upon the narrow strip of

the reply to

wood which

our States,

removed endwise; and
by giving the frame a tap on the bench,
the foundation drops into place, and
is

the sections are pushed into position in
the frame. You may throw the frames
upon the floor, or handle them as roughly as you please, but the foundation is

there to stay.

An

trial.

Birmingham, Ohio.

Honey and

tlie

Pure Food

Law
DR. G.

BOHRER.

For years the ready sale of honey, at
remunerative prices, has been a question, among actual producers of actual
honey, of more than ordinary importance. The blenders of glucose and honey have placed such an immense amount
of their adulterated goods upon the
market in attractive packages, and under the label of pure honey, of which

rule.

organization

was

effected,

and

quite a sum of money was raised by
the members, with the object in view of
increasing the sale of honey. But it did
not prove satisfactory, and the funds in
the treasury, if my information is correct, were turned over to the National
Bee-Keepers' Association, and is a part
of the funds of their treasury.

About this time our National Congress
enacted a pure food law, and most of
I

think, have

done likewise,

and, as far as the writer knows, honey
has been protected by the pure food
laws, either State or National, or by
both.
And while it is claimed by some
that goods not actual honey are sold as
honey, under adroitly drawn and evasive

One can have but little idea of the
rapidity of the operation, or the results gained, by having sections filled
solid full of foundation without a crack
anywhere, until he gives this system a

BY

the limit of their acquaintance slow sale

was the

it

is

labels,

I

feel fully
If not,

a mistake.

convinced that
then it is being

done by a grossly uninformed person,
and parties interested have not turned
a sample package of it over to an
analytical chemist to be tested. Let this
be done, and if the package is found
to be spurious, the authorities will, if
it is brought to their notice, handle the
And if any
offenders without gloves.
one, whether a bee-keeper, a honey-dealer, or any one, fail to report anything of
the kind and at the same time fail to
notify the proper authorities of such
misdemeanor, he is not doing his duty
Let the
to himself nor his fellow-men.
strict enforcement of the pure food law
be the watchword of all interested in
the production, sale and consumption of
pure honey, and, my word for it, honey
in either the comb or extracted form
will not go begging for buvers at rea-

sonable prices.
Lyons, Kans.

!
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Exhibiting and Selling Granulated Honey
B\' C. P.

DADANT.

I read on page 6, an editorial reproducing a letter from Dr. F. D. Gum,
concerning the desirability of exhibitI
being granulated honey at fairs.
lieve this matter needs to be insisted

upon among bee-keepers.

The sale of granulated honey of the
very best quality has been customary in
Europe for centuries. Very little comb
honey has been sold there at any time,
but they have long ago found out that
the best honey when taken from the
almost without exception at the opening of cool weather.
It is held by many people that the granulated honey is more easily digested than
the liquid, and that the exposure to the
air, which is mostly responsible for the
granulation, also removes most of the
tendency of fresh honey to sicken some
Be this as it may, there is
stomachs.
no doubt that the granulation or candying in regular granules is a very good
proof, not only of the honey being ripe,
The elder
but also of its being pure.

combs granulates

Dadant was most emphatic upon

this

matter, and had prepared a label, as
early as the seventies, to put upon our
packages, and which reads as follows:

"The granulation

of

honey

the best

is

We

guarantee that our
if kept at a temperature not to exceed 70 degrees. We
will pay one hundred dollars to any one
proving, after analysis, that our honey
After a few years,
is not strictly pure."
we found that the words "candy" and
"candying" would appeal to more people, so we changed from "granulated"

proof of purity.

honey

will granulate

to "candied," which means the same to
every one, but was more intelligible to
the mass of people. This lab^I was kept

on

our honey and

all

is

in

still

use by

The result is that we have created
demand for extracted granulated honey.
But we are almost alone in this.
The bee-keepers who insist on selling
us.

a

and guaranteeing granulated honey are
very much scattered, and their efforts
are lost in the mass of dealers in liquid
honey.

Why

is

it

sale,

while

it

swer

honey has

and

is accepted in Europe,
generally
unknown here
I
believe the anpeople?
in the original conditions of

ready

among

that granulated

is

the

is

bee-culture, in America.

The woods

of
our wild country were very quickly
filled with bee-trees, and a goodly portion of the honey harvested by the early
settlers was taken from such sources.

who have been "bee-hunters"
know how badly smashed the combs
were by the fall of the tree, and how
much the honey was mixed with rot.A.n

those

ten wood, pollen, brood, etc.
honey was strained and heated

So the
to purify

Hence, the liquid "strained honey,"
against whose reputation our fine extracted honey had to compete.
it.

Xo

one knew anything about "granu-

But
lation," outside of the bee-keepers.
is really a pity to be compelled to
it
acknowlfdge that our bee-keepers are
left

almost alone in knowing that good

honey

will

invariably granulate,

if

it

is

ripe

cnougli.

1

"invariably,"

say,

al-

though there are occasional instances
when very good honey fails to granulate, and L. C. Root (Quinby's son-inlaw) once in my hearing, at a bee-keepers' convention, advanced the assertion
that very ripe honey would not granulate.
He had a very fine sample of liquid basswood honey which remained
clear, but for one such sample, our
friends can show tens of thousands
which granulate thoroughly. Why, then,
shall we continue to keep }he people
in ignorance of the true nature of honey, by exhibiting and selling only liquid
honey, which we are at great pains to
keep in that condition?
Some of our best bee-keepers plainly
say that they cannot sell granulated
extracted honey.
To this statement
object.
It is true that liquid honey

more

easily sold.
But
extracted liquid honey,
lates on the hands of

when you

I
is

sell

and it granuyour customer,

if
he does not know anything about
granulation he will at once suspect you
of dishonesty. If he does not have occasion to complain to you, he will nevertheless complain, and will not hesitate to tell everyone that you cheated
him, and sold him some stuff that you
called honey, but which all "went to
sugar."
You then have a much more
difficult case to deal with than if you
had sold him the granulated honey in

the first place, and
liquefy it.

had

told

him how

to

When

a person buys honey, he should
not be after the looks, but after the
taste.
If looks only are to be relied
on, in our food, then oysters are to be
discarded, for I don't know of any dish
that looks worse than a saucer full of
oysters

speaks of Illinois as en-

editor

couraging the display of extracted honey.
Yes. and it was after years of
repeated battling, with the help of such
writers as Mrs. Harrison and others,
that our bee-keepers finally succeeded
in having a special premium for granulated

honey

at

the Illinois State Fair.

Bee-keepers are in
their honey, to stay.
continue to granulate
and this will continue

the market

witb

Their honey will
from year to year,
to be a very good

Then why not all work
educate the people, so they
recognize the value of our goods,
when presented to them in a natural
.-Vs long as we will try to
condition?
avoid the sale of granulated honey,
there will be a prejudice against it, and
every now and then a bee-keeper will
be taken to task for an imaginary fault
and defect, which, far from being a
For there is no end
fault, is a quality.
to the slurs cast upon an article which
the consumer does not understand. Absurd things are said, foolish things are
done, by people who only need to be
"Your honey is not good,"
informed.
test of purity.

steadily to

may

said a

in

to

it

Bee-keepers, the education of the peoas to the purity of honey depends
efforts.
Then do not allow
the delusion to continue by continuing
to liquefy the honey before offering it
ple,

upon your

for..sale. Try at least to inform your
customers as to the value of granulated honey, so that if they buy the liquid product they will not be aston-

ished to see
I

"turn to sugar."

it

want to give a

of information

bit

beginners who may have produced
honey which granulated in an irregular
way. I have just lately received an enquiry from a bee-keeper who says that
some of his honey has granulated in a
way that makes it look like cream that
had flour in it. Then, sometimes, honey
to

lumps, with a certain
of thinner honey surrounding
lumps.
In these instances the
honey is not thoroughly ripened. The
best thing to do is to melt the honey
slowly without heating it sufficiently to
damage it, and let it be exposed to
cold again when liquefied.
It will be
very much slower to granulate, but will
then granulate properly without lumps.
At least this has been my experience
with all such instances. But it is very
much the best to have your honey thoroughly ripened when harvested, for it
will then make a very even and fine
will granulate in

amount
these

grain.

We

I am quite free to agree that granulated honey does not look as pretty as
liquid honey, and that it makes a poor
Yet, after
exhibit in a glass bottle.
the knowledge that all consumers have
of
glucose
or
so-called
of the beauty
"corn-syrup," why should we desire to
retain that appearance in our honey?

Our

turned to sugar. I put water
it, but it won't melt!"

liquefy

new customer one day;

"it

all

can not too strenuously condemn
the practice of harvesting and offering for sale unripe honey.

Hamilton,

111.

Bee-Territory and Legislation
BY

C. C.

MILLER.

have read with very great interest
what Prof. Cook says on page 16, under the heading "Over-Stocking." Prof.
Cook, my old friend (that "old" has no
reference to the years of your life, but
to the years of our friendship), I'd give
a good bit to sit down with you and
have an old-fashioned talk all about it.
I

You say,
we would
some

"If

we knew

.

be warranted

legislation that

in

would

then

.

.

demanding
*

*

*

*

Thanks for
the bee-keeper."
conceding the possibility of legislation,
attachment
of the "if."
even with the
protect

Oh,

you're

growing.

Before

making

that concession, however, you hint that
most localities are not stocked up to
their full capacity.
Putting both things into one sentence,
if I understand you correctly, your position is this; "If we knew that 100 colonies would properly occupy a certain location, and if you had 100 colonies on
the ground, then you might with reason ask legal protection."

Now

in

all

fairness.

Professor,

will

tell me what either of those things
has to do with the case in hand? Did
you ever hear of such questions being
asked as to occupying territory for any
other purpose, whether for corn, wheat,
Becattle, buildings, or anything else?
fore a man obtained poessession of a
raise
which
to
land
on
certain piece of
cattle, was it first decided that just so
manv head of cattle could be supported

you

—
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on so many acres of ground? and did
he have to show so many cattle before
he could have so much land? Was it?
and did he?
Now I want to ask you a question,
and I hope you'll answer it in the first
number you can Why am I not enti:

tled to

legal protection in

my

territory

now, just as much as I would be under
the conditions you mention?
To save space I may as well answer a
point that you no, I don't believe you
would make it, but some one else may
make it. It is that I have no right to
any territory, for I haven't paid for it.
No, I haven't, but I'm ready to pay the
government for it, just as the man was
ready to pay for territory for his cattle.
More and more the feeling seems to
be growing that it would be a good thing
for the general good that men should

—

make

a specialty
of
bee-keeping.
I
think you will agree with me that to
encourage a man to do that, he should
feel there is
some sort of stability

about it.
Now suppose a man settles down in a
given locality, investing whatever money
may be necessary, starting with 50 colonies of bees.
He says to you, "A man
was here today who talks of coming
and planting another apiary close beside mine.
It will be a heavy blow to
me, for I counted on making a living
with my bees. If he comes it will knock

me out."
You say

to him, "But your 50 colonies can not begin to occupy that field."
not," he says, "but I expect
to build up as fast as I can until I have
all the locality will support."
You reply, "But you're not certain just how
many it will support, and until you do
he has a perfect right to plant as many
as he likes, even if it be at a loss to

"Of course

both of you."

your

No,

I

making such

can hardly imagine
an answer.
Take

the floor. Professor.

Marengo,

as we will very soon.
Young men will
see the great chance to fit themselves
for work that is most fascinating, and
is,
at the same time, big with benefit
to the world, and so the best talent will
be won to this valuable research work.
The bee-keepers are remiss in this matter, as each of us should demand that

our Agricultural Colleges and our Experiment Stations should be as well
equipped in bee-keeping lines as in other
lines of Agricultural development, and
soon we would have more men attracted to this field, to the advantage of
us

all.

A
To
to

be

go

never was

in Agricul-

ture
BY PKOF.

A.

J.

COOK.

This is what our Government, State
and National, is doing for us with an
energy that may well attract and receive thorough appreciation and deserving praise at home, as it is receiving
from all the civilized nations of the
world. Our Department of Agriculture
is surprisingly alive, and under our efficient Secretary Wilson is doing a mighty

work for the farmer, and, in helping
the farmer, it helps all of us. The Stations are not far behind in this great
field of research.
Now the work is so
well, organized and unified that the eye
of the Government Department is over
and on all, and the various States are
cognizant of what each is doing, and
so all are spurred constantly to their
best.
This is making each State and
the nation alive to the supreme importance of securing better the best
men, and this search and its success
is
giving us a magnificent corps of
workers,
.^s yet there are not enough
of this kind to go around, and so we arc
not getting in all places as good work

—

was well

who

will

thoroughly study our best station bulletins, will find that he is soon well informed in almost all lines of science
and practice, and will soon feel that he
is broadly trained
and will feel more
competent to do his special work in the
I am sure that the beeall others
would greatly
they would procure the bulletins from all the stations, and thoroughly study them all.
This will not
only give the best that is known in our
special line of work, but will make us
conversant with all that is doing in kindred lines, and we will be surprised at
the advantage that we shall gain from
this broader range of thought and vision.
The man, no matter what his special line of work, who will thoroughly
study the bulletins that are being sent
out by our several stations, and the
Government, will soon be well-informed
in the very best departments of knowledge, and with the added reading, which
will soon follow as a sure result, will
become broadly educated, and become a

best

fashion.

keeper

profit,

power

and

if

in his

A

Work

one does not need
Greeley

either, and he
To-day anj' of us
in

educated.

111.

Extension

LiBER-^L Education.

educated,

to college or university.

county and State.

Valuable Bulletin.

Bulletin No. 75, of the Department
Agriculture, is specially worthy of
study by all bee-keepers.
It is a full
discussion of the methods to be adopted
in working for extracted honey.
Dr.
E. F. Phillips is thorough in his work,
and is conservative, and so if he errs
he will not be likely to mislead.
He
also is very wise in a happy mingling
of the scientific with the practical, so
he will constantly broaden our outlook,
while he at the same time gives us the
of

best that

is

known

in

methods and prac-

tice.
This bulletin is a sort of compilation of what is being practiced by our
best bee-keepers.
It

is

a fact that

it

will

pay the most

bee-keepers to produce, mainly, extracted honey. Success is easier, the results
more certain, and in case the bee-keeper
is as far from market as we are on the
Pacific Coast, then the matter of marketing and shipment are both on the
side of the extracted honey.

Wf.ll-Ripened Honf.v.
This is a matter so exceedingly important, that no one can aflford to disregard it in the least. I know, as does
every other bee-keeper of wide experience, that honey can be ripened outside
the hive and lose none of its excellence

and

flavor.

the
hive

warm, equable temperature

This can only be true where
of the
maintained. We know that di'gestion of the nectar is not completed
till long after the same is placed in the
cells of the comb.
For this reduction to be complete, the conditions of
the hive must be secured, else the change
is incomplete and the product is not as
good.
We must remember, then, that
two things are requisite in the ripening
process one, the reduction of the water
content down to 18 or 20 percent, and
also to complete the work of digestion.
The latter is as important as the former.
The fact that the conditions are sure in
the hive, and not at all sure outside,
makes it wise, and the only wise course,
to extract only after the honey is fully
ripened. To be sure, it saves some labor to extract just as soon as the bees
commence to cap the honey, but the
danger that we may not if we follow this
practice secure the very best article of
honey, which should always be the aim
of our methods and practice, makes
me advise all to leave the honey till all
is capped.
is

—

Reliquefying Granulated Honey.
I think that Dr. Phillips has not
emphasized the importance of this matter
any too much. I do not think that direct heat is to be avoided, however,
if applied in the best way.
In case we
use the method advised, we are quite

likely to get the water too hot and injure the flavor of our product. I believe
that our market for extracted honey
has been almost as much injured by
putting into the sales rooms an article
where the flavor has been injured by
too much heat, as in any way. Without

doubt the very best way to reduce the
honey is to subject it to a warm temperature, say of 100 degrees, or a little
more or less, and let it liquefy slowly.
This takes time, but it will give us a
product that is no whit inferior to honey that has never crystallized at all.
And if it pays always to produce the
best, can we not afford to take the
trouble?
-"Vgain, if draining off the levulose and
melting the dextrose, gives us a superior
(and I have never eaten anv
that wos so fine), I see no objection
to doing it.
Of course this is not honey,
nor is cream milk; yet we shall continue taking cream at our house.
Of
course, this is of no practical mipoi'.ance as it will never be done to any extent, but to secure a little superior honey for one's own use, it is entirely

article

proper, and in no
so it seems to me.

hope

way wrong,

at

least

our readers will get this
valuable bulletin and thoroughly study it.
Claremont, Calif.
I

all

Apiarian Rights of Priority
Questioned
BY N. P. AXDEKSO.V.
Some time ago, Editor E. R. Root, in
Gleanings, wrote a considerable article
in
behalf of the rights of priority,
strongly defending same, and even going so far as to say that it would be a
desirable thing to have the government

;
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take charge of the nectar, as something separate from the land, and lease
or license to one man a certain amount
of territory adjoining his apiary, which
would prevent any one from locating
an apiary within several miles of him,
and guarantee him the exclusive pasturage of his locality. All the great lights
of beedom that expressed themselves
on the question at all, such as Dr. Miller, Mr. Hasty, etc., shouted with one
accord, "Amen! Speed the day!" Well,
I have been waiting ever since for some
one to say a few words on the other
side of the question, but in vain, so
I
am going to tackle it myself, even
though I may bring a swarm of hybrids CAmericans) around my ears, in
a way that will "send me to cover" in
double-quick time.
First, why should a bee-keeper enjoy
special privileges which are not extended to other people in equal and
Why
legitimate busin-css enterprises?
should not the merchant who first setinvesting thousands
tles in a village,
of dollars where the bee-keeper invests
hundreds, be likewise protected against
every
arguCertainly
competition?
ment that can be offered in favor of
applies
equalprotecting the bee-keeper
ly well to the merchant; each, if true
his business, will have his all ineach will be honored and respected, the merchants generally being
leaders in all things of importance in
their localities, more so than the beekeepers, and, as we are all human, it
is pleasing to any ambitious person to
feel that he is considered "somebody"
in his community; and as each is likely
to remain indefinitely before competition appears, they are likely to form
the same ties socially through friend-

F'ourth.

the

right

of

priority

as

we

)>.^^ts»>i
bee-fever

the

tract

to

such

an extent

have it at present, is all the protection
any up-to-date bee-keeper needs, and
of course no others ought to be proIf he is at all up to the times,
tected.
he will know his honey-flows and be
prepared for them. He will have years
of experience. He will know of weather

that they are just bound to try their
hand at it, don't be afraid to sell him
some bees if you can spare them, at
the same time also telling him that

conditions

If
he still
persists,
and
won't believe you, let him have the bees,
and by the time he uses a small stone
quarry to keep his supers from blowing away, and if you let him get his
"pointers" from the rear end of the
bees, and not from you, for a year or
two. he will think you told the truth,
and he will be cured to stay cured,

as pertaining to apiculture,
will kcei) at all times all the bees his
locality will support, one year with

and

another. And above all things, he will
about his failures as well as his
successes.
This last item alone will,
I think, eliminate 50 per cent of your
tell

prospective competition, and if you live
up to Rule 4, the other 50 percent will
not continue
in
the
business
long
If you
to become dangerous.
a fellow who is going to stick
to it, he will know that it is to his
advantage to seek another locality rather than "buck" the old-timer.

enough
do find

If

any of your neighbors should con-

it

ful
all

takes years of study to be a successbee-keeper, and that you are keeping
the bees the pasturage will allow

profitably.

and

will sell

you

his outfit at

your own

price.

Now,

Dr. Miller or Mr. Hasty, lose
their localities (which I hope may never
happen) well, they needn't come to me
for sympathy.
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 18.
if

—

to

vested

;

The
relationship, and otherwise.
parallel is complete, and I will only
show why the bee-keeper should not
have a monopoly on his locality.
ship,

First,

believe

I

but

that

would put forth their best
were not for competition.

few people
efforts

This

if

it

tends

to make a better bee-keeper with
petition than without.

com-

gathered

over

Second, the nectar

is

a large area, and as but few bee-keepers are extensive land-owners, their bees
roaming at their sweet will wherever
there is nectar to be found, nearly all
of it is gathered on other people's land.
It certainly ought to be regarded as a

—

product free to any man who
wishes to keep bees to gather it.
Third, competition is the one thing
that upholds the law of "the survival
of the fittest," and to this we can attribute nearly all progress made in apiIf priority
should hold the
culture.
pasturage of a locality, than the farmer
boxes
of bees (some
with his 25 or 50
of them rotten with foul brood, etc.)
getting little or no honey, would hold
and prevent any up-to-date and progressive bee-keeper from coming in and
free

establishing

a

profitable

business

in

a

locality. With comthe up-to-date bee-man
Mr. Farmer will soon find
out that he is behind in his methods,
that he must get rid of his box-hives
and his sulphur pit, and take a beepaper or two, or get out of the busi-

perhaps really good
petition

moves

ness.

when

in,

from a New York BeeKeepers' Institute

Slftlngs

BY

F.

GREINER.

was a happy thought for the two
societies of Ontario and Seneca to have
It

meeting at Canandaigua, N. Y.,
While the atDec. ID and 11, 1907.
tendance from Seneca was not great it
brought over the best timber certainly
an advantage for all present.

a joint

—

From

presidents' addresses the
following may be of interest and give'
food for thought to bee-keepers who are
not organized and rarely, if ever, attend

the

bee-conventions

H. L. Case, President of the Ontario
County Bee-Keepers' Society. When

—

bodies of men are organized they become recognized. They are in a position to accomplish something by their
have made advances
united elTorts.
in purchasing supplies and should do
more in disposing of our products.
ought to keep up the price. Small, uninformed producers have sold fancy
honey in this place at 10 cents per
pound, ruining the market for others at
If anything could be done,
the start.
we surely ought to do it.

We

We

J. T. Greene, President of the Seneca
County Bee-Keepers' Society. Of all

—

the work men are engaged in, none is
so full of enthusiasm as bee-keeping.
In other enterprises we find dead men.
find dead doctors, dead ministers,
lawyers and other professionals, but a
bee-keeper, if he is at all interested in
his occupation, he keeps either growing

We

or he will drop out. In order to control and improve the market we must
do missionary work have these other

—

bee-keepers

our

join

society,

or

buy

them out.
Foul Brood and Its Tre.\tiient.

The

question of foul brood is a grave
The disease is spreading and comupon us. Our very existence depends upon our vigilance to keep the
disease in check.
Let us be on our

one.
ing

guard.

Chas.

Stewart,

foul

emphasized what had
keeping up the home
locality they had been
had either educated or

brood inspector,
been said about
market.
In his
successful

bought

— they

out.

On the foul brood question he took
The disease had
an optimistic view.
cost a great deal to the bee-keepers, but
there was a silver lining to it, after all.
It
had made better bee-keepers and
taught them that they must keep in
close touch w'ith each other to control
ind cure this disease. Some slovenish
bee-keepers had their bees entirely wiped
out,

while careful

men

saved

theirs.
dis-

There were not nearly so many
eased bees in the

ed

formerly badly

afflict-

districts.

In treating an apiary the bees are
The hives are not
shaken only once.
disinfected, but the frames are steamed
Only one out of 10 coloor burned.
nies shaken once r>eeds shaking the second time.
A careful bee-keeper can
He
treat his bees with but little loss.
placed great stress again upon the fact
diswithstood
the
Italian
bee
that the
ease much better than the other common race. The Carniolans he found
to be more immune than the common
blacks-

He

also

said that

could be cured in the

fall

the disease

by shaking

—

!

:
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the bees into
ional combs.

a hive of clean, provis-

Production of Honey.
C. B. Howard produces comb honey
principally.
As a side-line to the business nothing was equal to producing

extracted honey.
He thought the long
hive was all right for producing
extracted honey. With regular 8 or lo
frame hives he vi-as obliged to use
queen-excluders between the upper and
ideal

lower

stories.

C. J. Baldridge uses the Root chafifhive as made originally by A. I. Root.
The frames in the upper story stand
crosswise of those in the brood-chamber his queens show no disposition to
occupy the upper story, although no excluder is used on his hives.
The first
extracting is called and labeled No. 2,
and a sample is put up the same as in
the other case.
The sample is also
labeled with the corresponding number.
Thus he continues throughout the
season.
By putting up his honey in
square tin cans he knows at any time
what his honey crop is, how much he
has of each grade, and by his samples
he sells his crop.
The majority of those present were
not able to produce extracted honey
without excluders. F. Greiner said that
his queens would aim to occupy the
top-story whenever there was a chance,
leaving the lower stories
practically
empty of brood and generally of honey
also.
An excluder is necessary with
him. Others coincided with him. H. L.
Case produces extracted honey in large
hives, giving queens free range he wintered his bees in two stories, and brings
his bees through the winter immensely

ture of 45° F., as nearly as possible,
for at this temperature the bees remain
in the most quiescent state, and can endure the long confinement best. If during a mid-winter warm spell the cellar
becomes too warm, doors and windows
are opened nights, and closed up again
during the daytime.
If the cellar is damp, unslackened lime
may be used, and calcium chloride has
lately been recommended for the same
purpose.
Mice must be looked after
baited traps should be kept set.
Mice
not only destroy the combs but irritate
the bees.
Bees should be disturbed as
little as possible.

Marketing Honey.

;

he wanted

produce full-weight secnot want to send out
inferior honey.
Such he would keep at
home and sell to neighbors as cheap
honey. There were always lots of people who wanted to buy cheap, cheap,
cheap
Mr. Stewart remarked here that we
should never turn a customer away. Always have honey for sale.
Mr. Ballard placed great stress upon
grading honey honestly, and to have
everything connected with honey neat
and clean.
Mr. Greene's experience seemed to
show, that it made no difference how
the grading was done. He had received
no better price for his fancy honey than
his neighbor did for the second grade.
Some buyers do not seem to be very
particular about the matter.
did

Chester Olmstead was enthusiastic on
this matter of wintering and keeping
his bees in two stories. He said the way

they came out in the spring made a man
smile
and the amount of honey they
stored made him smile again; he produces comb honey over the two sets of
;

brood-combs.

An

objection
was raised on the
grounds that such a large brood-chamber would wear out the queens very
fast.
To this Mr. Olmstead replied that

he requeened every spring, and his
queens were equal to the emergency.
Mr. Case said he would like it if he
could wear out a queen in 24 hours,
and Mr. Stewart remarked that if he
could induce a hen to lay all the eggs
she would naturally lay in her lifetime,
inside one day, he would be glad, and
he would get him another hen.

L. F. Wahl spoke on preparing bees
for winter.
He argued that we must

begin in the summer, and he warned
against
robbing the colonies of their
He showed that some honbest stores.
By the use
eys were lacking in body.
instrument it is an easy
certain
a
of
matter to test honey or syrup.
Next came an address on wintering
in the cellar versus outdoors, with additional specifications of the requisites
a

bee-cellar.

Some

visitors

from

counties were particularly
interested in the bec-ccllar question, and
the speaker went into all the details.
The bee-cellar must maintain a tempera-

neighboring

papers are a necessity they are valuaa real bee-keeper reads them with
enthusiasm. We grasp a little here and
find a little there; thus we keep gaining
ble

in

;

—

knowledge and wisdom. With all our
we ought to keep pace in thinkWe must not read our apicultural

reading
ing.

way we read our
mark and note down all

literature in the

daily

artipapers. I
cles that are of special interest to me,

and re-read
of

many

at leisure.

ideas

Out of the chaos

we draw and form our

own.

History of Bee-Keepinc.

W.

Wintering Bees.

of

Reading Bee-Papers.
Mr. Greene made another address afHe said we ought to be
ter a recess.
more thorough in reading our bee-periodicals.
He had met some bee-keepers who pretended to be among the first
and best, and yet were very ignorant on
what their bee-paper had published on a
number of questions of importance- Bee-

Marks said that whei^lie first
kept bees they produced honey in large,
heavy, unsightly boxes, and yet the price
was 25 cents per pound. Now we produce it in fancy little boxes with a great
deal more labor, and no more is produced now than in 1861, still the price
we receive is scarcely more than on€Why the difference? Who is to
half.
ought to be
blame? Organization.
careful whom we take into our beeThis is a good deal
keepers' society.
The one
the partnership cow.
like
claimed to own the further end of the
cow, and he wanted to do the milking,
leaving all the responsibilities as to the
other end the feeding of the cow to
The partner
associate partner.
his
F.

We

—

—

found it very unLet us take a les-

son!

Mr. Stewart gave a

sort of historical

sketch on management of the apiary for
comb honey production. He said they

used to have a large 12-frame Langstroth hive, taking a super of 44 sections.
They had booming colonies then
which often filled 3 or 4 big supers.
The 'home-yard was run on the naturalswarming plan, with a modified Heddon
plan to prevent second swarms.
The
out-yard was worked differently, inasmuch as swarming was prevented by
making new swarms by the nucleus
plan. Later the "shook-swarmirg method" was adopted.

Requeening and Queen-Rearing.

to

He

tions.

but

that,

profitable business.

Chas. Rose, on marketing honey, said

;

strong.

agreed to

gave a sort of historical
had observed that young
were an advantage, as fewer
colonies were lost during winter, and
the bees bred up better in the spring,
but it was laborious to requeen every
F. Greiner
sketch.
He

queens

He was afraid that rearing queens
by transferring larvje our bees might
degenerate be did not think it was on
account of the possible injury of the laryear.

;

because, if injured, the bees would
discover it and remove them
but because the insect is not treated as a royal
member from the beginning.
The transferring-of-larvK method is
one of the easy ways to rear queens,
and therefore finds favor with many, he
thought.
The baby or miniature nucleus or mating-hive was used on account of dheapness, but he preferred to
use larger frames and more of them,
thus having stronger colonies which
would take care of themselves, required
no fussing and feeding, and were not
often robbed out.
Four of his mating
colonies are united at the close of the
queen-rearing season, or about when
buckwheat begins to yield honey. They
are wintered in the cellar.
During the honey-flow he practices
direct introduction of young queens, by
allowing them to run from the comb of
the mating hive on the regular-sized
brood-comb taken from the midst of the
colony destined to receive her.
vae,

;

Mr. Greiner wanted to know whether
manner of introducing would work
during the buckwheat' honey-flow. The
answer given was that it was not a safe
way. Caging the queen would be safe.
Mr. Olmstead said he enjoyed nothing more than to rear queens by the
advanced methods, and he offered as a
transferring
young
of
simplification
a comlarvae, his simple instrument
into
point
pushed
mon "pin," with its
this

—

a

little

wooden

handle.

The next convention (in
be held in Geneva, N. Y.

1008)

will

Report of the Chieago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention.
1

Continued from

pavje

.SI.)

The evening session began
following question
Fai.l

Honey

for

Winter

with the
Food.

honey unfit for winter food?"
Mr. Taylor If it is bad for bees, it is.
Dr. Miller What do you mean by fall
honev ?
"Is fall

—
—

;

:
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—

was the one that asked
reason for asking it
Taylor said this afternoon that for years he had lost bees in
winter because they had fall honey, and'
that it was bad for bees. Fall honey is
the honey that is harvested between the
first of August and October, at least
wanted to bring out Mr.
I
with us.
Taylor and find out more information.
Mr, Dadant

the question.
was, that Mr.

I

My

—

Mr. Taylor Some kinds of honey are
good as any for wintering bees.
Buckwheat honey is generally good for
Honey from swamp
wintering bees.
flowers is good if gathered in a dry
weather
is warm so that
when
the
fall
the bees can ripen it. Fall honey gath-

just as

ered from the swamps is often gathered
and from flowers
in rainy weather,
which have an abundance of pollen,
which mixes with the nectar, and in cold
weather often the honey doesn't ripen,
and the stuff mixed with pollen in an
unripe state is apt to ferment; in such
cases it isn't good for wintering bees.
is a difference in the source, and
depends upon that and the weathThere are several kinds of fall
honey. Some are perfectly good. Buckwheat honey is always good. Goldenrod is good. Boneset and other flowers that grow in swamps, milkweed,
etc.. if honey is gathered in wet weather it is apt to be bad for the bees.

There

among

dysentery
sult.

as

was the

the bees

re-

was not contagious,

It

warm weather came

(

for as soon
saved the bees.

The same

trouble that killed the bees
through the season.
existed all
condition of the weather has a
great deal to do with it, excessive moisture in the atmosphere.

then

The

—

Mr. Wilco.x My opinion is entirely
with what has been said. My opinions
are based upon experience. Fall honey
is not injurious because it is fall honey.
It is injurious for other reasons. Bone-

Honey-dew is alhoney is bad.
ways undesirable. That is. the honeycause of ferThe
dew from aphides.
mentation does not depend upon the
set

fact that
son, but

it

is

in the sea-

gathered late

upon the conditions when

it

is

stored in the hive. Left in the hive and
the colony becoming weak, the honey
would absorb moisture from the air and
become poor honey. If the bees keep it
covered it is all right. The combs absorb moisture and the honey becomes
thin and unfit for food.

—

Mr. Wheeler I have a little experience that proved to me very definitely
that honey-dew was not detrimental to
bees.
friend of mine where I keep
the bees in the summer time, at La
Grange, 111., suggested to me when I
moved my bees up to the sweet clover
in July, that I
his stand there.
let
There were 11 colonies. They went to
work right away, and worked all

A

August

through
filled

the hives.

I

Burnett about it.
the time to find

and September and
was talking to Mr.
thought now was
out whether or not

We

honey-dew is fatal to bees. Under the
same conditions as my bees were, his
bees came through in tip-top good shape.
I
don't believe there was an ounce of
honey but was gathered from the
aphides.
But they wintered well on it.
Dr. Bohrer Fall honey is good winfood.
As good a winter food as my
ter
My bees
bees ever had is heartsease.
load the hives with it and they always
It is a very dark
winter well on it.
(Couliuucd next month.)
honey.

—

it all

er.

—

Mr. Dadant I see there is a great
have
deal of diflfererhce in locality.
one apiary in particular, but I have had
3 apiaries (have 2 today) that are in
reach of the Alississippi River bottom.
This is very swampy. The bees gather
honey from the blossoms that grow
only in damp ground the SpanishThose apiaries
needle, for instance.
winter as well as any other. Mr. Taylor

RcfIcctionLy.j^.,

We

By W. A.lPRYAL, Alden

—

is
right for his own locality.
quite likely that boneset honey

It
is

is

bad.

Its honey is
Heartsease is all right.
very thick, very rich, and all right for
We don't lose any
bees to winter on.
more bees from those apiaries on the
Mississippi River bottoms than we lose
in apiaries producing almost exclusively
white clover honey. The greatest risk
is in unripe honey, or in a suddenly
cold season when the bees must go into
winter quarters with unsealed honej'.
The honey gathers moisture from the
atmosphere.
In the main, Mr. Taylor
Fall
and I agree as to conditions.

honey

is

ripened.

not bad for bees

if

properly

in the apiaries

Honey and Lemons.
lemons. One is
Yet, I
the other sourness personified.
am going to show that they go well together; that they can be used not only
by the bee-keeper but by everybody.

Have lemons and honey in your home
and you need never be sick provided
you be a wise consumer of them. Honey may be used all the time lemons may
be used as frequently as you wish, and
have used
I
the oftener the better.
honey and the juice of lemons for colds,
and there is no better remedy, I beIn preparing lemon candy use
lieve.
some honey in the mixture, and it will

—

;

be

all

the better.

The medical fraternity well knows
the value of lemons not so many are
acquainted with the medicinal properties
of honey. I am going to quote a couple
of paragraphs about the lemon I foutid
Instead of using sugar in
in a paper.
some of the remedies, honey may be
substituted with advantage
"Lemonade made from the juice of a
lemon is one of the best and safest
drinks for any person, whether in health
It is suitable for all stomach
or not.
diseases, excellent in s-ckness, in cases
of jaundice, gravel, liver complaint, inflammation of the bowels and fevers.
It is a specific against worms and skin
complaints. Lemon-juice is the best anIt not only
tiscorbutic remedy known.
cures the disease, but prevents it. Sailors make daily use of it for this pur-

and

in

the cellars, and

pose

We

would advise every one

to

rub

^^

Station. Oakland. Calif.

their

— honey

and
sweetness for the gods

Here are two extremes

;

—

Dr. Bohrer We have no trouble unless we have excessive rainfall and moisIf honey is not properly evaporture.
ated, and poorly sealed, there is trouI
have never had but one case
ble.
of dysentery among my bees. The sun's
rays did not strike the hive. It had no
chance to evaporate, and the bees had
no warmth in the hive to evaporate it.
It may have been the chemical condition
of the atmosphere. I don't know. The
honey seemed to be thick enough. At
one time I took 3 frames out of the
hive, but it was not all sealed. I wouldn't
have fed it to the bees, but we used the
honey up before it spoiled. At one time,
when I was living in Indiana, there were
thousands of colonies died of cholera.
The honey soured right in the combs,

^W

California Bce-Kceper

gums with lemon-juice

to

keep

them in healthy condition. The hands
and nails are also kept clean, white,
soft and supple by the daily use of lemIt also prevents
on instead of soap.

Lemon is used in intermitchilblains.
tent fevers, mixed with strong, black
Neuralgia, it is
sugar.
without
coffee,
said, may be cured by rubbing the parts
affected with a cut lemon. It is valuable
also to cut warts. It will remove dandruff by rubbing the roots of the hair

with

and

It will alleviate

it.

finally

cure

diseased
colds and coughs, and heal
lungs if taken hot on going to bed."
In addition to the above, I will state
when applied to the hands in connection with glycerine the hands are not
so liable to retain propolis stains after
being washed in fact, it is much easier
propohs
the troublesome
to remove
when the hands are thus treated. The
lemon-tree is a much easier tree to grow
have a
than most people imagine.
continuous supply of lemons from our
trees the year round, and they are as
fine and large as one could well wish
Bee-keepers in the greater part
to see.
of California and all the warmer portions of the United States, should try
They will
to raise a few lemon trees.
not regret it if they do.
that

;

We

Changing Names.
Botany
science

;

is

supposed

that's

what

to

it is

be

for.

a

fixed

Yet there

has been a good deal of shifting of
botanical names during the past score
of years. To some extent this is neces-
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sary, especially

when

there

is

a conflict

of names. A few years ago our worldfamous honey-sages were referred to the
genus Audibertia. We now find them
called Ronwiia. As far as I have been
able to run the matter down, there seems
Of
to be quite a mix-up in the shift.
course "a rose by any other name would
smell as sweet," and equally true our
sage honey has been just as sweet when
going under the name of Helen Hunt
Jackson's queen of the Southern California sheep-ranch.

In this matter of shaking up of botannames, Prof. Meehan, the great
horticulturist, bemoaned the
craze for changing the name of plants.
(Meehan's Monthly, Vol. i, p. 48.) To
quote him
"Sound as this principle of priority
may be in the abstract, in practice it
ical

American

:

would throw gardening
confusion.

It

into

literature

takes a long time for nur-

serymen and florists to familiarize the
community with a plant's name. They
can not be expected to re-advertise over
and over again to make corrections, because 'somebody blundered.' Meehan's

Monthly will feel bound to continue
names already in use, however wrong
they may be in the abstract, provided
they are the names adopted in some
standard work. Plants named in Gray,
Chapman, Coulter, or Watson, may not
always be the strictly correct names—
but it seems that it is best to allow these
leading works to correct their own errors, if we woidd keep from endless confusion in nomenclature."

Here I might mention that our world
famous big trees of Calaveras and Mariposa counties, wander about, figurativelv
speaking, over the face of the globe,
under no
ists seem

fi.xed

European botan-

name.

the use of Sewe use S. 'jigantea. Even our famous redwood was
previously called S. gigantea, so that it
is not botanically entitled to be styled
S. sempervirens, and, it is claimed, the
Big Tree should not be called gigantei,
for, by priority, the redwood was
so
to

persist

in

quoia Wellingtonia, while

first.
A patriotic doctor and
scientist in San Francisco in the early
days suggested that the Big Tree be
called
ashing toniana Californica
a
long but very good name.

named

—

W

Since the above was written I have
received a letter from the director of

one of the largest botanical gardens
the world, in which some question
raised as to the correctness of tlie
we have for half a century and

in
is

name
more

known our Century Plant by, namely.
Agave Americana. The plant is now up
on trial for its true
name, and what the verdict of the jury

before the court

will be I know not.
The result will be
given in these columns in due course of

time.

TIic Floworiiig

Wild Currant.

One

of the very earliest native plants
in California is the rose-colored flowering currant (Ribes sanguineum.) The plant is not only common
along the coast of California, but is also
found near the Pacific from British Coto

bloom

lumbia to Mexico, even extending over
llic borders of those countries.
Here it
begins lo bloom before Christmas, oftenlinies lieforc it has put forth its leaves.

it
blooms sometimes as
November. When in full blocm
during January the plant presents a pret-

Further south
early as
ty

appearance with

its

wealth of droop-

i

our folk admire the specimen in our
garden as much as they do some of the
more "vogueish" plants.

The

J^^

flowers are rich in nectar, as

I

—

—
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supers.
A local authority
the inside of the hive with
out and the hive would
it
Now I did a good job of
do to use again.
this,
I
know, and I then took sand-paper
and cleaned off the charred particles. The bees
did not go into the supers; tliat is, they never
did anything towards drawing out the starters, or even put a particle of honey in the
The same person told me that
bait sections.
as no honey was carried into the super they
I burned the sections
would be safe to use.
and separators.
Now, can I use those hives and supers
again?
They are are all new, and I don't
want to lose the whole thing.
I have just
" Forty
finished reading
Years Among the

hive-body and

the

told me
coal-oil

Bees,"

paint

to

and burn

but

know.

failed

to

find

what

I

want

—

Answer. Very good authorities say you are
safe in using the hive and supers
without burning out or doing anything to
them.
Certainly the burning could do no
perfectly

harm.

As

Than by

don't like tm have natural swarming,
do you think it would be safe for me to try
Alexander's method of increase? (Page 423,
in Gleanings for 1906).
2. Is there no danger of the bees all entering the lop story, leaving the queen all alone
in the lower?
3. When taking the top story off, how many
1.

I

bees should go with it?
4. Do you consider the above method better
than allowing natural swarming with clipped
queen, or dividing bv forming nuclei?
I have
two bee-books. "A B C of Bee Culture" and
"Forty Years Among the Bees," so I have
read of different methods, but I should think
Having only a few
the above to be best.
colonies
any.

don't want to run the risk of losing

I

Answers.
for

Minnesota.

—

i. What's best for one is not best
another.
Mr. Alexander depends largely
late harvests, has thousands of acres of

upon

and

him it is all right to
divide his
and increase his crops.
For me it would be a dead failure, and I'm
pretty sure it would be for you.
2. Enough
bees will remain below to care
buckwheat,

for
colonies

for the queen.
3. I think Mr.

Alexander takes

all

that are

to a

latter

new

week or 10 days a second
from No. i. Set the swarm
place of No. i, and put No. 1 in place

location.
In a
will issue
in

of the strongest remaining colony, setting the
latter in a new place.
day or 2 later No.
I
will swarm again, and it will continue to
swarm several times more, and every time
you will put the swarm in place of No. i
and put No. i in the place of the strongest
remaining colony.
Thus you will have an
Italian queen jn every one of your colonies.

A

—

Queer Swarms Price for Honey
Wintering Bees on Platform.

to

Nebr.\ska.

Getting Increase Otherwise
Natural Swarming.

maining colony, and move the

swarm

1.

had

I

trouble

my

with

bees

last

year.

They would swarm and after I had hived them
they would come out of the new hive and go
back to the old home hive.
'hey would

probably
m again the next cjy with the
doing this several times.
One
colony did thi:
this 5 times.
What was the reason?
2. Do you
think 10 or i2j^ cents cash is
enough for
>mb honey in the home market,
or could I get more by shipping to some
firm buying honey? This is all I can get here,
and it is hard work to dispose of it at these
prices.

my

bees on a platform about one
the hives on this about
one foot apart,
winter them.
I then put
hay or straw around them except in front of
the hive.
I put boards or rubber roofinc on
top of this to keep them dry.
Do you consider this a satisfactory way to winter bees?
3.

foot

place

I

and

high

Answers.

set
to

Iowa.

—

i.
Bees are freaky creatures, and
easy always to give reasons for all they
often deserts the hive in which
hived because it is too hot and close.
it
is
The remedy is to have the hive shaded, and
with large opening for ventilation.
Swarms
leaving their hives in this way, however, are
more likely to take French leave than to return to their old homes.
Sometimes a queen
is not able to fly with the swarm (it sometimes
happens that bees tear a queen's wings), in
which case the bees may return immediately
to the hive, or they may settle and allow you
to hive them, and then return.
2. No,
is
it
not enough, if the honey is
first-class and put up in good style.
You may,
and you may not, do better by shipping; but
you can find out by inquiry.
A very small
outlay in advertising might bring good results.
But you should make some effort before being satisfied with too low a price.
likely
although surroundings may
3. Verv

isn't

it

A swarm

do.

;

make

Moving

—

—

Bees Increase Italianizing
Hive for Wintering

— Best

Can hives be

say
the bees?

place,

r

or 10
ther

50

Are

3ved
feet

any

from their original
without confusing
special

rules

to

be

obs

How many
have 4 colonies of bees.
times can these be increased by the end of the
season
without
weakening them too much?
How should this be done?
bees are hybrids.
Could I change
3. My
2.

I

If so, how?
to Italians?
4. What kind of a hive is best for wintering
out-of-doors in this latitude?

West Virginia.
Answers. i. If you move them before they
have had a spring flight there will be no trouble.
After that there will be lots of trouble,
as the bees returning from the field will return

—

One way to help is to
the old location.
fasten the bees in the hives in the evening
or very early in the morning before moving;
leave
them
shut in till the midafter moving,
dle of the day, pound on the hive until the
bees roar, and then let them out, putting in
front of each entrance a board for them to
to

knock

their noses against.

2. In a very poor season once may be too
often.
In a phenomenally good season an exOn the
pert might increase 8 or 10 times.

doubling will probably be enough.
You have your choice of all the different
ways natural swarming, shaking swarms, the
nucleus plan, etc. A thorough study of principles in your bee-book, and a careful consideration of your conditions will help to decide
average,

—

which way
3.

best for you.

is

by introducing Italian queens. But
take a short cut on that.
Intro-

Yes,

you can
duce an

queen early enough into a
frames of hatching brood from

Italian

colony, give it
other colonies to
shall

swarm

swarms,
set No.

first.

hive
I

on

the
the

make

very strong, so it
it
Call this No. i.
When it
swarm on the old stand,
stand of the strongest re-

—

Afterswarms
Chunk
Section Honey.
to let my bees swarm once,

Preventing

Honey

Out-doors.
1.

difference.

a

any afterswarms by
cutting out cells.
Would you advise me, when
a colony swarms, to put the swarm on the
old stand, removing the parent colony to a
new location? Of course we are told in our
books to hive in this way, but I would like
to have your opinion about it.
8. Can I get more surplus in this way than
parent

the
putting the
the
3. If
to

leave

most

prevent

possible

if

the

old

brids.
tion of

any

a
year old.

leave,

The wind was coming from
the

apiary,

so

the

the

bees

direc-

would

to the sides half way down.
In such a case, is the colony liable to have
laying workers acting in conjunction with the
drone-laying queen?
3. Another colony had a queen that laid both
drone and worker eggs in worker-cells, but
there were mostly small drones hatching out.
The queen was a wee, small thing, so I killed
her, took out all the brood I saw, and introduced a tested queen.
Eleven days later the
queen was dead in front of the hive, and on
looking through the hive I found 3 small
queens, and 3 open queen-cells in a bunch,
but with not an egg nor a particle of brood
elsewhere in the hive. Two of the virgins were
killed, and the other will be a drone-layer,
as it was October 10 when she was hatched.
I
do righ#to kill that queen, or
4. Did
would she have turned out all right next year?

Ontario.

—

Answers. i. It
breed from her.

will probably be all right
It looks as though it might
robbers are unusually active and
the robbed rather lazy, and that the same
activity in robbing might show in a more favorable direction in time of a good honey-flow.
2.
I think I never heard of laying workers
being present with a laying queen, at least
for any considerable time.
Queens sometimes
lay eggs on the sides of cells.
to

be

that

the

The probability is that the queen you
3.
would have got worse instead of better,
and you did right to kill her.
The drones
were small because reared in worker-cells.
killed

Air-Space in Super Cover.
Should there be an air-space between a
^^-inch flat super-cover and H-inch telescope
cover 9 inches deep, with painted tin over the
The hives are set out in the open and
top?
are run for comb honey.
The above is a regular Danzenbaker super
and the Root cover and
telescope cap.
It
amounts to 2?^-inch boards and a sheet of tin
(or galvanized iron), all tight together.

K

— An

Pennsylvania.
air-space

and cooler

cold weather,
that air-space

;

that

and others stuck

Answer.

differ

I

!

have to be out in the field in order to smell
the honey.
There were 57 colonies of hybrids.
1.
Is it safe to breed from such a queen,
and will they not be liable to rob the others
out of house and horned
2. Different writers
claim that drone-laying
workers are the only ones guilty of laying
eggs to the sides of a cell.
Last fall I found
a colony with a drone-laying queen of iqo^'s
rearing, and I found lots of worker-cells with
2 and 3 eggs in a cell, some at the bottom

stand,

locati(
;

likely

—

vs.

intend

I

I.

and

the fields.
I could see no difference between
2 of the colonies of
Italians and our own,
except that they had a little more yellow on
them.
The bees of the third colony had still
more yellow than the other 2, and are very
pretty to look at, but
oh, my
such robbers
Even when the weather wasn't fit for our own
bees to fly, that colony would De out sneaking
around at every hive, trying to get in.
One cold morning, when few bees were
Hying, 1 took a chunk of comb honey out
waited 10
about 20 rods from the apiary.
I
minutes, and in that time there were about
100 of the real yellow bees on the comb, and
about 10 hybrids, and half an hour later there
WL-re thousands of yellow bees, with few hy-

is a

will be warmer in
in hot weather; for

poor conductor of heat.

ith

years old?

me

bee-keeper

advocating the pro-

chunk honey 'nstead of section
ng it is cheape
to fuss with
is your idea about it?

duction
honey, clai

What

sections.

Texas.

Answers.— I. Yes. the plan is good. Only
instead of cutting out cells I would set the
old hive close beside the swarm, and then a
week later move the old hive to a new place.
Then the bees will destroy the cells them-

—

Foul Brood Hybrids vs. Italians
Wintering Bees Under Bank Barn.
Can

foul brood be cured without destroythe bees?
If so, how?
Is it
is the cause of foul brood?
that
they bring in with the
kills
the
brood?
pollen that
3. Can bees gather honey and pollen at the
1.

ing

all

2.

some

What

poison

selves.
2.

Yes,

3.

One

another:
might be
4.

nearly

in
is
if

all

cases.

perhaps as likely to abscond as
any difference the younger queen

to go.
were in Texas

If I

I'd

likely

go in for

bulk honey.

—

in
Bees Drone - Laying
Queens and Laying Workers.
My bees arc all hybrid?, and during the past

Difference

summer

4. How many eyes does a bee have?
5. Are hybrids just as good to gather honey
Will they gather just
as full-blooded Italians?

first

Italian queens from 3 difbreeders with a view to improving the
I

sent

for

ferent
stock.
The queens were accepted and bred
up strong in bees, but the fielders issued about
a week after the honey harvest was past,
so that there was nothing for them to get in

6. Can bees be wintered under a bank barn
even if it freezes where they are? Is it better
than leaving them out-of-doors where they have
Subscriber.
no protection whatever?
Answers. i. No need to destroy the bees;

—

the

disease

Evoy plan

only in the brood.
The Mcgenerally used in curing.
In the

is

is

honey season, when the bees are gathering freely, remove the combs in the evening and shake
the bees into their own hive; give them frames
with comb-foundation starters on and let them

The bees will make
build comb for 4 days.
the starters into comb during the 4 days and
store the diseased honey in them which they

—
March,

1908.
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took with them from the old comb.
Then in
the evening of the 4th day take out the new
combs and give them comb foundation to work
out, and then the cure will be complete.
2. The disease is caused by a bacillus, generally through getting honey from a diseased
colony.
3. Yes.
4. Three single eyes and 2 compound eyes,
each of which is made ud of some 6,000 little
eyes.
5. Yes, the first cross or so, but later not
so good.
6. Generally they do better out than in anything confined, unless the temperature is up to
about 45 degrees most of the time.

Dudley Tube Method— Comb or Ex-

Honey?

tracted

Do you

1.

practice and recommend the Dudas described in Bee-Keepfor August, 1907?

Tube method,

ley

Review
Everything
think the more
honey?

ers*

Answers.
with
2.

as I
it

is

—

I

do

you

comb or extracted

profitable,

Virginia.
I

have

had

no

experience

it.

"Actions speak louder than words," and
am running for comb honey exclusively
pretty clear that I believe that the most

the most profitable.
think I am right,

I

You

see,

much

simpler

it's

or the other, except that a very strong colwill
winter almost any way, for the
is that a colony left to its own way
mammoth hive will be very strong.

ony

likelihood
in such a

tion,

especially

matter
if

Wintering

on

Location of

a

to

one

work
wants

in
to

that

direc-

keep

down

swarming.

Sugar

Candy

— Ob-

servation Hive for Wintering
Getting Increase and Honey.
have 9 colonies which are wintering on
candy.
Would you advise me to put
them out quite early, or late?
2. Would a colony winter all right in an
observatory hive with 3 frames, the hive being set in a south window so that the bees
could fly out-doors when the weather was
favorable? The bottom-board is made of 2-inch
lumber with grooves in it to pour syrup in.
3. Would the following plan be a good way
to increase?
After the bees get strong in the
spring put a hive with empty combs on a
stand.
Then shake the queen and bees into
this empty hive.
Also put in one frame of
brood.
Then put on a queen-excluder and
on top of this excluder place a super. Then
put another excluder on the super. Then place
the queenless colony on this excluder, leaving
them to rear a queen.
After the queen is
hatched bore a hole in the back end of the
hive to let her out to be mated.
After she is
mated plug up the hole.
the above plan be all right to
4- Would
secure surplus honey?
Iowa.
I

sugar

—

Answers. i. Take them out the same time
as you would if they were wintering on
honey.
Certainly not too early.
If they seem
in good condition and have plenty of stores,
do well to stay in the cellar till
something for them to do outdoors,
say when soft maples are in bloom.
2. Such
attempts have not generally been
very successful.
theory it seems all right; in actual
3. In
practise the queen above too often fails.
Better try a single colony before you try it on a

was pleased

I

might do for extracted, but not for
comb honey. Brood-combs above would darken
the capping of sections.

Packing Bees for Winter.
Mr. Danzenbaker, in his "Facts About Bees,"
mstructs one to pack bees in his hives, as
follows:

Take cover off brood-nest, put on a Hill's
device (or boards laid across frames to give
opening oyer frames), oil-cloth over top, super
with cushion, super cover, burlap, paper, carpet, roofing-paper, or other packing, with winter case II J-^ inches deep over all.
Now that
is very warm packing,
but the depth is not
enough

to

winter well in this climate.

What do you think of raising the brood-nest
and placing the empty super under the broodnest on the bottom-board, leave the supercover scaled by bees, place cushion on super-

that

picture

and

Alymer,

Ont.

—

Answer. I have no memorandum of the
colony from which that cell was taken: but it's
a very safe guess to say it was strong enough
so that bees were clustered well under the
bottom-bars.
My guess would be that the entire snace of 2 inches below bottom-bars was
well filled with bees. I have had several cases
of the kind since I have allowed the 2-inch
space below, with a rack that prevents building
down, yet still allows the bees to cluster in the
space.

Splints for Foundation

died

— Feeding Can-

Honey— Natural Swarming
Wanted.

full particulars as to how
frames for full sheets of
the Danzenbaker frame.
:ver cut the foundation on
the bee
side of splint and refuse to build around

Please give
use splints ii

I.

to

2.

;

Do

d any splints, would you
to use them in all my frames on the

Having neve

me

advise
start?
4. Is

there any way that I can make the
foundation hang perfectly straight in Danzenbaker frames without using either wires or
splints?
I would not use anything in such
shallow frames as the Danzenbaker, only my
foundation is so uneven and wavy or "twisty"
might express it better— after I get it in the
Sometimes the bottom edge of one
frame.
sheet will be curved clear over to the next

—

5. How are chunks of candied honey put in
dishes in an empty super over a colony, in
the spring, for stimulative feeding? Of course,
there would be a small hole for the bees to
come up and get the honey.
If
6. I want my bees to swarm naturally.
I introduce new queens just before swarmi.i'^
time, would that be apt to stop, or delay,

Pennsylvania.

swarming?

Answers.

—

i.

Put the splints in

vertically,

middle, i an inch or so from each
end, and then i half way between the middle
That
splint
and the splint at each end.
I'or convenience in
makes 5 for each frame.
putting in, the splints should be 14 inch shorter
than the distance between the top and bottom bars. Put them in a shallow dish of hot
1

in

the

They

ture

out of

fries

will

foam up as the moisand when they stop

them,

to use.
If used too
will not be enough wax covering
the splints.
If too cold, they will not bed so

foaming they are ready
there

hot,

well

into

will

allow

Have

A

foundation.

the

you

to

just

get

practice
right heat.

little

the

board that will fit just inside the frame
foundation to rest upon; lift each
for the
splint and lay it in place with a pair of nippers (it doesn't matter whether the J/^-inch
space is left at the top or bottom or whether
partly at both), while an assistant presses
down each splint with the edge of a little
board kept constantly wet.
2. There is no trouble if the foundation is
given to the bees at a time when they are
If given
at work, so it will be built at once.
when there is nothing coming in, there may
be some trouble, and there is sure to be trouble by their digging a passage immediately over
a

the bottom-bar.
3.

You would probably

be quite safe in using

all.

4. No; the only thing I can say is to have
the hive perfectly level from side to side.
have told about all there is of it;
5. You
only with a very small hole the bees may
be slow about coming up to take the feed.
Give it when it is warm enough for the bees
to come up freely, turn over one corner of
the quilt so there is a very large opening,
and after they have learned the way you
can leave a very small hole at the corner.

some hindrance,
if
you replace

ac-

So in selecting a place for a
the time being.
queen-cell, if the colony is very strong and
the ventilation defective and the weather warm,
all other things being equal, the queen-cells, as
a rule, will be placed away from the center of
the hivp. at or near the end-bars and bottombars.
Weak colonies generally build near the
Wide bottom-bars
center of the brood-nest.
obstruct ventilation and have a strong tendency
to drive the bees out of the brood-nest, and
I
think the
especially so in hot weather.
colony that built that nueen-cell was a very
strong one.
Will the Doctor kindlv tell us
S. T. "Pettit.
if I am right or not?

is

It

see

to

beeswax.

6. Yes, it would likely be
and a very great hindrance
old with voung queens.

Queen-Cells.

count of that queerly located queen-cell on
Bees generally
page 39, sent by Dr. Miller.
do things to make themselves comfortable for

will

larger scale.
4.

way

the pasturthings have to

and a number of other
do with the case, and each one must find out
for himself.
Other things being equal, I think
I should lean toward extracted, for it's a

there

you will tell better which is preferable.
That very large hive doesn't prove much one

think they are right.

too.

age,

they

—The
one,

wintering question is a very
and the loneer one works
at it the less one seems to know about it.
One settles down that deep frames are a
necessity for wintering, and then comes along
some one saying he has perfect success with
In any case it does seem
very shallow hives.
as if it ought to be a good thing to have
room enough under the bottom-bars so the
clog the entrance or fill
would
never
dead bees
Your plan is at
the space under the frames.
least worth trying, and it might be a good
plan to try both plans side by side and then

The market,

matter of conditions.

1.

Pennsylvania.

Answer.

complicated

There are those who say extracted

profitable.
is

i.

which

considered,

2.

pack with paper, etc., as above and
That will
shove winter case down over all ?
give sH inches more depth and will hold the
warm air that much longer, before crowding
When spring comes, put brood-nest down
out.
I have seen bees in a boxon bottom-board.
hive 12 inches square and 2 or 3 feet high
made of one-inch hemlock boards, with no
packing, winter on the summer stands 100
miles farther north than here, and come out
If it is not the lack of depth that
alive.
makes them winter badly, what is it?
cover,

Alsike Clover Seed.
Where can I get some good alsike
seed?

Answer.

— Any

clover
Illinois.

store that sells i^d-clover seed

and other seeds ought to be able to furnish
alsike, since it has come into so common use.

You

will

also

find

it

advertised in this paper

Keeping Bees on a Small Lot.
I have a small lot in my back yard about
I.
Can I successfully keep from
40 feet square.
If so, how
60 to 80 colonies of bees on it?
would you place them?
Will they molest
v neighbors if I put a
How high should the
board fence around?
fence be ?
3. Is it lawful to keep bees anywhere in the
State of Pennsylvania in this manner.

Answers.

—

Pennsylvania.
1.

On

40

nies can be kept easily.

Put them in groups of

feet

More
4.

square 100 coloif 8-frame hives.

Set a pair close

to-

gether, then a space of 2 or_ 3 feet
until the
other pair, then a space,
"'
put another row close to
row is filled
in' the opposite direction.
hives facii
close
together,
ows
being
the
2
hives
of
the
The
start another row facing
back to back.
the last row, with a distance of 3 or 4 feet
50 on.
With only 60 hives you
between
space between rows. The fundamental idea is to have groups of 4 hives, the
4 being as closie together as they can be without
actually touchii
feet high or more will be a
2.
fence
It need not be such a very close
great help.
fence the bees will not be likely to go through
chcs.
Vines running on
cracks of 2 or
vill be effective as well as
some kind of tr

A
;

ornamental.
3. I think

Be sure, however, to keep
it is.
on the safe side oy doing all you can to avoid
Don't have bees that are cross; and
trouble.
don't stir them up when they might sting passers-by.

—

Honey Insuring
Pure
Absolutely
Bees Valuable Ideas on Bees.

—

Last month I sent in some questions. They
were answered on page 55. 1 wish to draw
your attention to one question and answer
This is question No. 8, "Sugar
in particular.
syrup in section honey." Your answer to this
That is what my guess would
was "Yes."
be to your answer, but the funniest part of it
If you have a strong colony of bpes
is this:
storing honey in sections from white clover,
honeyfast-yielding
or in fact, anv other
plant, and all of a sudden the supply is cut
off from drought, the bees will then begin fillanything
sections
from
unfinished
the
ing up
that has the least bit of sweetness, such as
drippings from molasses casks, deca/ed pears,
grapes, etc., and will even venture mto candy
factories, and load up with all kinds of flavors
in sweets, and will invariably fly to their hives
and deposit all this highly flavored sweetness

:\Iarcli,
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the

in

sections.

Now,

then.

Doctor,

here

is

where the bees fool the bee-keeper, the conwhat I wish
sumer, and the pure food law.
to know is, if you can tell me how the beekeeper, consumer, and the pure food law are
to know when there are foreign subIs there an instrument
stances in comb honey.
on the market that will tell if comb honey
If there isn't, then I will venture
is pure?
to say that every comb-honey producer in the
world will violate the pure food law, because

going

honey is coming in, you
will always find some bees that will insist
on loitering around bakeries, grocery stores,
and candy factories, loading up with the stray
This is generally the
sweets of those places.
rule with my bees in this city (Troy, N. Y.).
Now, how am I going to overcome this difficulty, as I do not wish to violate the pure
food law by putting on the market comb
honey that is not pure?
2. Can you give me the name and address
of any insurance company that insures bees
when housed in buildings?
what race of bees is
3. In your opinion,
most suitable for New York State ?
why don't you tell us in the
4. Doctor,
columns of this Journal some of your good and
valuable ideas that you use in connection with
You know
the management of your apiary?
right well that we would all be pleased to
read them over a great many times.

no matter how

—

fast

New

case

whether you may not be mistaken about your
bees.
One thing that makes me think it possible is, that you are so very wide of the mark
in venturing to say that without a certain
instrument "every comb-honey producer in the
world will violate the pure-food law." I spent
a delightful day once at one of Mr. Mercer's
apiaries in California, away out in the lonely

California hills, and no matter how fraudulently his bees might be inclined they just
couldn't violate the law by storing from candy
factories, molasses barrels, etc., for nothing of
And there are
the kind was within reach.
enough situated like him to make your asserNeither do I betion a very reckless one.
lieve my bees and the bees of others any more
It is true that when the harvest stops
guilty.
bees will skirmish around for anything in the
line of sweets, but in this locality, at least,
they never get it in quantity enough to meet
their daily needs, to say nothing about storing.
2. No,
but probably your local insurance
agents can tell you all about it.
3. So far as I know, Italians.
your heart, that's just what I'm
4. Bless
There isn't a numtrying to do all the time.
ber of this paper in which I don't give something of my experience, generally in the form
[Dr. Milof opinions based on experience.
ler's book, "Forty Years Among the Bees,"
contains quite a number of his "valuable ideas."
EnlTOR. 1

—

—

by Mail Average
Yield Per Colony Painting Shipin

Cells

ping Cases

—
— Comb

Honey

Shrinking.
1. Would queens sent by mail before hatching (in queen-cells) during warm weather, careHas
fully protected, stand a chance of living?
What do you think of the plan?
it been tried?

2. Has the Hoffman frame the same measurement for the top-bar? If not, which do you
prefer, in width?
you tell me your average yield of
3. Can
honey per colony on a run of the past 10

years?
4. Do you consider it advisable to paint shipping-cases white after they show age, stain, and

shop-wear?
5. If I should weigh each section of honey
and mark its weight when perfectly ripened and
cased, would there ever be any danger of its
shrinking in weight from storage?
ROCKTON.
Answers. i.' Virgin queens have been sent
by mail successfully: in Switzerland more or

—

has been obtained in sending eggs;
I think I never heard of sending a young
If the young queen
queen in a queen-cell.
were just about ready to emerge wTien mailed,
she ought to go through all right, providing
that would be any advantage over sending a
virgin.
At any time earlier than that it would
hardly be worth while to try a sealed cell;
if the orthodo.x teaching is correct any carelessness in handling while the young queen is
in the pupa state results in crippled legs and
wings.
I
see no reason, however, why an
unsealed cell might not go through all right.
less success

but

think, an untried

I

to experi-

field

in.

understand: "same measurement
Top-bars of Hoffmans have been
as what?
as narrow as i inch, and perhaps as wide as
ij^.
I prefer the width that will m.ike bees
build the least between 2 top-bars, and that is
probably about I's, supposing the spacing to be
2.

don't

I

ijg from center lo center.
tell without a lot of looking
3. I can not
up, and if I did the next 10 years might not
Perhaps it will be about as satisbe the same.
factory to say that the crop has varied all the
way from nothing to an average of about 120
pounds of section honey per colony.
4. I never get shipping-cases back, and never
I'or a home market it might be
painted one.
better to paint them than to have them look
dirty.
5.

I

hardly think

so.

Foolish Questions?
I

sent

several

— Hardly.

questions to

Dr.

C.

C.

Mil-

ler last month, but was very much disappointed
not to find them answered through the columns
I don't know, but probably
of this Journal.
the Doctor thought they were so foolish that
he could not spare the time to answer them.
However, I would consider it a very great
favor to hear what he has to say about them.

New

too

foolish

tate

to

course

at

to

many, many
experience

York.

all likely to think questions
The memory of the
answer.
questions that came up in my early

No. I'm not

i.

it's

Queens

have,

ment

York.

As you state
I don't know.
entirely outside my experience,
and if I were in a place where my bees would
do as you think yours do, I'd go out of the
But I can't help wondering a little
business.
Answers.

the

You

is

yet

too

fresh

to

make me

let in the light wherever
is not expected that in

it

I

hesi-

can.
Of
depart-

this

ment things will be repeated that are to be
found in every book on bee-keeping; but after
one has read all that is to be found in the
there are plenty of questions still
So, if answers to your quesbe answered.
have not appeared by the time this is in
you mav be sure that is not because of
the character of the questions, but because your
letter has miscarried, or because of some other
accident; and if you will kindly repeat the
questions I will take pleasure in answering
them to the best of my ability. Bear in mind,
however, that if a letter is not received before
a certain time the answers can not appear until

text-books,
to

tions
print,

a

month

will help if you previously build up very strong
the colony to be divided, giving it frames of
You can
sealed brood from other colonies.
12,
15, or more
in that way have it with
frames of brood, and of course the more brood
If you happen to have the
the more nuclei.
book "Forty Years Among the Bees," you will
find the matter of artificial increase more fully
most
of the text-books.
in
than
treated

Management

of 1906

started last spring with 4 colonies of good
I
hived 9 swarms, and sold $20
The
at 20 cents per pound.
Before and
honey-flow lasted about 3 weeks.
Now I have
after that it came very slowly.
One was
12 colonies in fairly good condition.
I learned a great deal by it.
lost by robbing.
The last of Tune I put back some unfinished
sections, and found nothing added to them
Two colonies had ample
during the season.
stores for the winter, and 2 I am feeding with
sugar syrup. Now I want to improve in quality
and quantity.
Should I introduce Italian queens to such
1.
colonies as seem to lack as honey-producers?
2. Should I divide the strong colonies so as
If so, when and how
to make 2 or more?
I

hybrid bees.

should it be done?
I have "A B C of Bee Culture," and the

Bee Journal.

Kentucky.

Answers. i. Most emphatically it is advisaqueens wherever the work
of a colony shows that the bees are not up to
'
Sometimes, however, a colony may
the work.
do poor work when the queen is not at fault,
as when in a weak colony that for some reason has not had a fair chance to become
Whether it is better to buy pure Italstrong.
ian queens depends on what stock you have;
for I take it for granted that you mean to buy
At any rate, get a good queen
the pure stock.
wherever there is a poor one, either by buying
or by giving a queen from your own best stock.
big lot depends on the quality of your stock.
you should divide your strong
2. Whether
If you
colonies depends on circumstances.
care for honev. and not for increase, of course
If you care for
there should be no dividing.
increase, then it is a question whether it is
best to depend upon natural swarming or to
take the matter of dividing into your own
hands.
If you prefer to do the dividmg yourself,
there are so many ways that it is hard to say
Possibly the nuwhat may be best for you.
cleus plan, taking away from one of your best
colonies its queen with two frames of brood
and adhering bees to form a nucleus, and about
10 days later dividing the colony into as many
2-frame nuclei as you can, having one or more
gueen-cells for each, and gradually building up
the nuclei into full colonies by giving brood,
It
or brood and bees, from other colonies.

I

I increase to 5 colonies from the
1. Can
and get 500 pounds of honey?

2,

.\bout the first of
this plan do?
take the one with crooked combs, lift
from the bottom and place an 8-frame hive with
and then set the
on,
foundation
of
full sheets
bees on it and smoke them down into it. Make
sun- that you have the queen below and then
excluder
raise the top hive up and place an
Let them stand say 5 days and then
between.
new sUnd.
set the old queen and hive on a
Then 5 days later take a new hive with full
Jheets of foundation and divide the crooked
combs and bees, each one to have 4 frames ot
foundation and a queen-cell.
If this is the wrong road to travel, please
Virginia.
show me the right one.

Will

2.

May

Answers.— I.

Hybrid Bees.

worth of honey

—

fall

I

later.

Italians vs.

Honey.

for Increase of

had 2 colonics of bees
decided I would introwhich were blacks.
duce some new queens to them. Well, I looked
them over and found only one with straight
combs, so I ordered one queen. I thought the
other almost too much to undertake so late irj
I succeeded in introducing her all
the fall.
Both colonies came through the winter
right.
Last spring being a very bad one
very well.
on bees here, being so cold, they got but little
honey from fruit-bloom. Then I had one Italian and one black colony to run the race in
Well, I never saw bees work like those
1907.
They seemed to be in a big
yellow bees did.
hurry all summer, and the blacks took times
only time they were in a hurry being
the
easy,
when they heard it thunder and rain, and
then they made very good time to get home.
In the fall of 1907 those yellow bees had
stored 121 pounds of comb honey, and the
This is correct, for I kept an acblacks 45.
count, and now I have both Italian colonies for
In the

I

can only make a guess in the

from
case, but my guess is that if you increase
2 to 5 you'll fall a long ways short of 500
pounds of comb honey in surplus. Please rethat it takes honey to make 3 new colo-

member
nies,

and a

lot of

it.

plan is not.
2. Sorry to tell you that your
If you wait 5 days before taking
very good.
away the old colony, there will not be very
much brood young enough to start good cells
Beside that, the bees will be in too disfrom.
couraged a condition to rear good cells, for
go back to the
all the field-bees will desert and
old stand, and no honey will be carried in.
In the first place, you'll probably find it
harder than you think to smoke the bees down.
,

much easier to smoke and drum
Then move the queen with its swarin
stand, without waiting any 5 days, and
good
the old colony on the old stand will be in
week
shape to start the best kind of cells.
It will be well, also,
later make your division.
old queen
at that time to put the hive with the
back on the old stand, and put one ot the
It

be

will

them
to a

up.

new

A

nuclei on the stand you took her from.

ble to get in better

A

Much Pollen in Frames
Comb Honey— Personal Rem-

Storing

of

iniscences.
Last winter I made a number of supers deep
enough to take in frames 6 inches m the clear,
and was much pleased when I found the bees
They worked
had filled nearly every frame.
sections. But
in them much better than in the
imagine

my

disappointment when

1

discoverea

poUeil
that fully i4 of the cells were filled with
brood-cell
in all the frames, but not a single
I have sometimes, but
in any part of them.
the
not often, found brood in the sections, and
same with pollen, never having used a ciueenexcluder, though I have a number on hand.
caused the bees to
I. What, in your opinion,
store so much pollen in these frames?
"'mid a qucencxcluder have prevented it?
thought it a good
bees
the
that
an
idea
have
I
place ti ) rear brood, so stored a good supply
of polle n in the frames, but evidently the queen
thought otherwise.
to trespass a
1 can not resist the temptation
While
further on your valuable time.
little
reading your biography in "Forty \ears Among
the simithe Bees." I was quite impressed with
larity,

in

some

respects, of our

lives,

though

—
March,

1908.

American Hee Journal
yours has been on a much higher plane than
my own.
I was born on a farm (and have always lived
on a farm) January m, iS.i^. in the town
of Wellineton. Ohio, 8 miles south of Oberlin.
In the spring of 1846 I moved with my parents,

one brother and 4

to Winnebago Co.,
Wis., being the first white settlers in what is
now 3 townships. Thirty years later I came to
this county in Iowa, with my wife and 4 children, and in 1880 I bought the farm we now
sisters,

occupy.
In April,
bees,

my

1863, I bought

boxhive,

in a
ni a

paying

colony of

first

You

$6.00.

got

yours
barrel" nearly 2 years previous.
The next year an agent came around selling
the "Langstroth" hive, or "farm rights" for
that hive, carrying the idea that a colony once
located in that hive, the bees would do the
rest.
Of course I secured some of the hives
as soon as possible, and at the end of 2 years
I had 7 colonies, and thought I was right in
the business, but that fall I put them into a
smoke-house to winter, and in the spring all
dead. I tried for a number of years
with about the same results, to keep bees, till
1883 I bought 2 colonies, secured modern hives
for swarms, and have been in the business ever
since, keeping on an average about 40 colonies.
I now have 43 in the cellar.
With one exception, I think the season of 1907 the poorest
I have known, my crop of section honey, includmg pollen, being about 26 pounds per colony, spring count.
But enough for the bee-side of my life. I
think I was born with a great love for music,
although neither of my parents were musicians.
Ican't remember when I could not sing (in a
high soprano) all the old tunes, such as Balerma, Boylston, Ortonville, Arlington,
and
hosts of others, by the side of which, for pure

came out

—

harmony,

modern "hop-skip-and-jump" music holds no comparison.
At the age of 7
years, I began to sing by note." After I was
16 I made many a long "Sabbath-day's journey attending meetings in 3 different school
houses (we had no churches in those days),
this

'

m

many

as

"start

different townships,

tunes."

the

many winters,
owa
I now own

I

have
both

food

a

where

taught

I

had

singing

to
a

Wisconsin

and
good old violin that I
last
September, at an
in

bought SI years ago
expense of nearly 5 times that of my first colony of bees. It has been of great service to

me

for

many

years in meetings, Sunday-schools,
and singing schools, and with the addition of a
good organ, there has always been "music in

our home."
We have

reared

5

children,

all

of

whom

away except the oldest son who runs the
farm, and with his family of wife and 3 children lives in another house near by. My wife
and I passed our 49th wedding anniversary January 25. igo8.
Iowa.
are

—

Answi-iss.
I.
Your question is not easy to
answer.
If the frames in the brood-chamber
were shallow, that would help account for it.
Even if not very shallow, if the brood was
clear up to the top-bars, it would be nothing
unnatural for the bees to put pollen above as a
sort of border.
To be sure, my bees often
have brood clear up to the top-bar, but then
there are sections above, and they don't seem
so much like a continuation of the brood-chamber as your shallow frames.
2 A queen-excluder would probably have made

httle or no difference.
Your surmise that the queen and workers had
different views is hardly tenable. Whatever the
workers plan for the queen to do, you may generally find her carrying out, if not prevented
by an excluder, and in your case there was no
excluder.
It is not at all uncommon for the
bees to store pollen above the brood-nest, for
convenience, and this was something in the

same line.
Thanks

for personal

Bee-Cellar

Bees Off

tom

items.

Temperature

—

Bumping

Frames—Top and

Starters

Bot-

— Afterswarms

Separators.

Why

I.
must the temperature be so exact in
cellar-wintering, not over 50 nor below
45 degrees?
Mr. Root claims that if the temperature can not be kept very close to these figures
tetter winter the bees out-of-doors.
Out-door
wintering in .Tones Co., Iowa, would mean (or
would be liable to mean) anything from so
above to 20 below zero, and that sometimes
inside of 48 hours, or nearly so.
I have seen
the thermometer go down 40 degrees in 24
hours.
Now if that wouldn't be a radical
change on bees. I don't know what would.
I,ast year our cellar didn't get out of
45 and
50 degrees, at least at any time that I looked
at the thermometer, and that was every few

days.
This year it has been the same, only it
has stood most of the time at 47 degrees, but
the weather has been very fine with no radical
changes in temperature. Bees would have been
right out-of-doors so

all

far.

When the cellar warms up to so degrees I
open the inside cellar door in the evening,
which in an hour or two reduces the temperature.
The outside door has some cracks at
the bottom about one inch wide, which seem
to be about right for ventilation, and yet by

being in the stairway for some time the air is
warmed up some, and at the same time pure.
Our cellar is 16x22 feet inside, 6'/i foot ceiling, and dry.
In 4 years' wintering in this
cellar I have lost one colony, and it was no
fault of the cellar.
But to tell the truth, after reading so many
articles in the bee-papers and bee-books on wintering, I almost got "dizzy."
Mr. Alexander
says perfect quiet is one of the essentials in
cellar-wintering.
No doubt it is best, but if

you were

in

our

cellar

a

few minutes when

the folks— little folks and all— were in the
kitchen, oh dear!— well, the bees could probably swarm right in the cellar and you wouldn't

hear them.

Now, according

would figure

I

if

in there before
left by spring.

When

such

men

der, and several
cellar-wintering, a

I

that,

to Mr. Alexander,
never had wintered bees
I
wouldn't have a bee

as E. R. Root,
others, lay out

Mr. Alexana

plan

for

young bee-man almost wishes
•every day was summer." as he gets no relief
until the balmy days of spring come and he
can count up his bees.
However, I don't
propose to kill the goose that laid the golden
egg.
So I put them in November 20, after
having 2 good days of flying.
.•\ny comments?

2. In bumping bees off of combs, as illustrated in Gleanings, do you bump queens and all
on the ground, or do vou look out for the
queen.
I take it you do.
E. R. Root objects
m, "A B C of Bee-Culture," to your tent
escape for supers for the reason that the young
bees are unable to get back to the hive. How
about them bumped on the ground and in the

grass?
3. Has any one ever tried putting a narrow
piece of starter on all 4 sides of a section? If
what would be the probable results?

so,

4.

Do

I

understand you

ings of Dec. 15,
tained with top

that

to

mean

success can

in

not

Gleanbe obexcept

and bottom starters
that the two come very close together?
How
far apart could they be, and get good results?
5. Do you place the dove-tailed corner of a
section on top or at the bottom?
6. In cutting cells to prevent after-swarms,
how soon would it be safe to do it and be
sure of not having a c|ucenless colony?
7- Would this not be a good time to make
increase if one so desires, while he had plenty
of ripe cells?
8. A neighbor hived a swarm of bees last
summer, clipped the queen, put them on full
sheets of foundation, and the bees went to
work and made considerable comb and stored
some honey, but on examining them one day
he was chagrined to find them gone.
How
could they go with a clipped queen?
Where?
It beats my time for a clipped queen.
I often read of bees in the cellar being
9.
"still as death."
Isn't it very rare when one
can't hear a gentle hum by placing an ear to
the hive?
10. What separator do you consider best,
fence or sawed wood?
I ordered sawed wood,
slotted top and bottom.
11. How do you think it would work, and
could you see any benefit in boring five j^-inch
holes in a solid separator opposite the sections?
Would this not give a little freer communication to the bees that so many claim to be an
advantage? By cleaning them in lye the holes
wouldn't hinder in cleaning by breaking out as
they might do if scraped.
Iowa.

—

Answers. i. I once
darkey on the top of a

saw

a picture of a
ladder, a pig scratching itself against the foot of the ladder, and
the darkey calling down. "Go 'way, go 'way,
pig; you'm makin' mischief, dar." I feel toward you a good deal as the darkev did toward the pig.
When vou try to get me to
reconcile the different views as to things about
cellar wintering, "you'm shorely m,akin' mischief for me."
It's like a good many other
things in bee-keeping, localities, conditions, etc.,
differ, and then something must be allowed for
the uncertainty of the English language.
The cellar must be "not over 50 nor below
45."
That's true or it's not true, depending

upon how you understand it, and also somewhat upon circumstances. A cellar whose temperature stands most of the time below 45
degrees is not likely to be a good pl.ace to
winter bees.
If it stands most of the time
above 50 degrees, and is kept constantly closed,
as most cellars are, it is not likely to be a

good place to winter bees. That is probably
what was in mind when it was
said
the
must be "not over 50 nor below 45."
cellar in which bees winter well may
run some of the time above 50, and some of
the time below 45.
But don't make the mistake of thinking the
temperature the only thing. The purity or impurity of the air in the cellar has a whole
lot to do in the case
more than is generally
cellar
But a

—

supposed.
When a closed cellar stands for a
time above 50 degrees, it is generally not the
temperature that docs harm, but the foul air.
With ventilation enough so the bees shall be
the same as out-doors, there will be no trouble.
Whether perfect quiet" is an essential for
cellar-wintering depends upon what is understood by the term,
i call my bees very quiet,
yet I don't think there is ever a time when
you can not hear a low murmur, something
like
the wind gently soughing through the
pines.

But what's the use of your getting "dizzy"
over varying opinions.
You seem to have a
fair understanding with your bees, and so long
as they winter all right for you, never mind
about anything else.
2. When E. R. Root objects to my tent escape for the reason that the young bees are
unable to get back to the hive, I suspect he
is theorizing without having consulted the bees
about the matter.
At any rate, with many
years' experience in a wholesale way there
never has been any such trouble "in this locality."
But even if there was, it would have
no bearing on the case of dumping bees off
by tne pendulum plan, for they are dumped
on the ground directly in front of the hive,
and can easily crawl in.
If the queen happens to be on the comb, she crawls in, too.
Still,
it
is
not very often that a comb is

bumped on which

the queen

is

likely to be.

have an impression that it has been
probably without finding it any great
advantage.
4. For a 4^i section I use a top starter 3^
inches
deep and a botttom-starter §^ deep.
That would leave a space of H between the
two starters: but the edges are melted away a
little in
fastening the foundation in the sec3.

I

tried, but

tions,

making the space a

little

larger.

If

I

should make any difference, it would be to have
the space smaller instead of larger, as the bees

more promptly fasten together the two

starters

the space is small.
On the bottom. Looks more symmetrical,
in place a little better.
6. I don't see that cutting soon or late has
anything to do with leaving a queenless colony, so long as you leave one cell intact.
If you cut sooner than 5 or 6 days after the
issuing of the prime swarms, other cells may
be started.
If you cut later than a week later,
an afterswarm may get the start of you.
But
wouldn't you do better to let the bees destroy
the cells?
In most places they will do so if
you proceed thus: When the prime swarm issues, set it in place of the old hive on the
old stand, and set the old hive close beside it.
week later move the old hive to a new
place 5 feet or more away. That's all; the bees
will do the rest.
if

5.

and stays

A

7. Yes, indeed.
8. If any reasonable amount of a wing was
cut off, the bees could not have gone off with
the queen. But they may have gone into another hive close by. especially if at that hive
there was unusual commotion, as of swarming.
Or, at the same time that they swarmed
out another swarm may have issuea in the
same apiary, perhaps a little afterswarm, and
the two may have united and sailed
away.
Even if no other colony were within a mile,
a stray swarm from more than a mile away
may have come along just as the bees in question deserted their hive, and the rest would
be easy.
And then some other may be the
right answer to the conundrum.
9. A colony may sometimes be so still that
no sound will be heard when the ear is placed
close to the entrance, but I don't think any
colony in my cellar will usually be found so.
Even the quietest colony seems to have spells
of waking up, and turning over in bed, so to
speak.
Where 20 or more colonies are in the
same cellar, if they act as my bees do, you
don't need to put your ear to a hive to hear
the hum.
Go at any time and stand in the

—

inside

doorway

in

my

cellar,

and you

must

be hard of hearing if you can not hear the
bees.
Possibly I am more easily satisfied than
1 ought to be, but
I am in the habit of counting such things normal, and I really enjoy
hearing the drowsy hum.
10. AH things considered, I prefer to use a
plain wood separator, sliced or sawed, with no
slots or scallops.
11. Theoretically, it ought to be better to

have such holes; practically,

^^ith

egard

to

I

doubt

if it

would

cleaning with lye. Miss Wil-

—

American Vee Journal
is more competent to reply than 1,
the oriKinatur of the "lying" busine
I've turned that question over to her,
in the Sisters' department.

son

I
put a hive full of empty broodcombs on each' colonj^.
About the middle of
June I took these hives off and put supers
on in their place. After taking off the hives I

colonies.

;

is

answered

I then took
had 4 hives full of sealed brood.
these 4 hives of brood and nut 2 hives on one
After putting some old bees in these
stand.

hives, I found that I had 2 strong colonies.
I
received 2 more colonies by natural swarming.
I then had
colonies, and about 300 pounds
of nice honey.
During the winter of 1906, 5
colonies died.
In 1907 I had 6 colonies, 2 of which were
weak.
These were increased to 9, but I did
not get any surplus honey.
Late in the fall
I
fed 50 jiounas of sugar.
I
then bought
100 pounds of sugar, which I made into candy,
and fed it to 9 colonies.
P. S. Johnson.
I.inie Springs, Iowa, Feb. 8.
1

Bees Flying

Iowa.

in

I packed io6 colonics of bees last
are flying from io6 hives today.
Edwin
Leon, Iowa, Feb. 28.

A
A

real

and

Real Winter

fall.

Bees

Spell.

spell of winter struck us hard
19th.
It was not cold, but a

Feb.

Milledgeville,

Bees

III.,

Feb. 20.

in a "Vinegary'* Cellar.

I see a report is asked for on bees wintering
(See
in a cellar that has vinegar stored in it.
page 55).
I
kept 12 colonies last winter in
a cellar that had 10 barrels of vinegar with the
bungs open, and one barrel was spilled all over
Vet
the floor by having the hoops rust off.
the bees all wintered.
A. J. Morse.
Diamond. Pa., Feb. 17.

Bees Seemingly Doing Well.

My

bees are

examined

have

a

pretty

doing
any of

fine.

think.

I

them

warm day

I

have

When we

yet.

they

are

gathering

some pollen from the soft-maple trees. I put
14 colonies into winter quarters, and they seem
I have one imto be all right, and strong.
ported queen from central Italy. I want to rear
I
have one golden
a few queens from her.
and all the rest are good 3-banded Italians, and
hustlers.
Ch.\s. Henson.
Springdale. Ark., Feb. 24.

in California.
As things appear to me, the^ honey crops of
1907 were by no means anything like short in
the aggregate.
If they had been, the market
on comb honey, especially in this State, would
be stronger than

it

is.

spite of

in

the

money

market stringency.
As a matter of fact, San
Francisco, Oakland, Sacramento, and Stockton
are flooded with comb honey of the better
grades, and dark comb finds no buyers at
even as low figures as 8 cents per comb.
Trying to obtain that figure for my crop, I
have the great bulk of it still on hand, and
will have to "give in" if I want to move it
at

SEB.\sTrAN

all.

Sluckton, Calif.. Feb.

Iselin.

Report for

1907.

Winter Bee-Shed— Salt as Moth
Remedy.
The year 907 was almost a complete failure throughout central Missouri, White clover
came in about the middle of June, and not
much of it then.
I have been in the habit of wintering my
bees on the summer stands, but after the last
spring failure I planned a shed to protect them
from the north and northwest winds.
The
shed is built of common fencing plank with
double walls, having a 6-inch space between
the walls to be filled with leaves or grass.
It is built long enough to shelter 5 colonies.
It may be so constructed that it can be taken
apart in the summer and stored away until
winter comes again.
This is my first winter
with the shed, and I am having good reLast summer I noticed that one of my colowas greatly injured by those bothersome
bee-moths.
I got a handful of coarse salt and
scattered it on the alighting board.
The salt
was quickly carried in by the bees.
few
days later they were busy rolling the dead
moth-larvx out of the hive, and now this is
one of my strongest colonies.
Do not use
table salt, as the coarse kind is better.
Slater, Mo., Feb. 28.
R. C. Hickman.

A

bees are packed in winter-cases on the
T stands, at present surrounded with 2
or 3 feet of snow, and have been for nearly
One fine day last week the ther4 weeks.
mometer registered 50 degrees, and I commenced
Two colonies had a cleansdigging them out.
ing flight, but several thousand bees were lost
The next day it commenced
in the snow.
snowing and drifting as badly as ever, and it
almost useless to do anything until the
is

D. Meuser.

weather clears up.

Elmwood. Ont.. Feb.

20.

Several Years' Experience.
I

me

started in
$8.

These

colonies which cost
1904 with 2 color
were in movab!

but did not
The strongest colony cast 2 swan
yield any surplus honey.
The
were put in box-hives, but later I transThe
ferred
them to movable- frame hives.
other swarm produced about 2 supers of surplus
honey.
The next year (1905), I purchased 5
more colonies. I then had 9, which increased
to 18.
One of the young swarms had been
hived a few days when another large swarm
This colcame and entered the same hive.
I
ony produced about 75 pounds of honey.
received about 1 50 pounds of honey from 2
During the winter of 1905, 9 colocolonies.
(
The next year
nies died.
1906). I had 9
Two of these were very weak, so
colonies.
I put 3 of them together, making 7 strong
,

All the difference is that the
queens are.
When it becomes cold the
drones don*t die.
young queens seek their winter quarters in
hollow trees or lo^s, and sleep there till warm
weather in the sprmg wakes them up, and then

come forth and seek a place to start
The queen will build 4 cells and lay
Then she will hover
egg in each cell.
She
them and nurse them until they hatch.
will gather honey enough to keep herself and
the 4 bees until they are old enough to gather
Then the queen never leaves her nest
honey.
have found bumI
again except for exercise.
ble-bee queens in hollow logs when cutting
M. D. Tyler.
them up for wood.
an

*

Seville, Ohio.

Some Southern Honey-Plants.
We

had the same unfavorable weather here
that prevailed elsewhere during April and May,
1907, but by the middle of June the bees
were able to do something, and the season
average,
whole was very good.
as
a
spring count, was 116 sections as against 104
The fall flo\v from bitter-weed was
in 1906.
unusually heavy, and the bees went into winter with hives heavier than I ever knew before.

The last wet spring prevented much good
farming land being planted, and this grew
up in bitter-weed, so that the acreage in this
plant was much larger than usual, and the
Although not palatabees reaped the benefit.
ble when first gathered, this honey loses much
of the bitter taste after being kept a while.
think cow-peas are one of the very best
I
honey-plants we have here in the South. The
There is anhoney is of very fine quality.
other plant which I noticed for the first time
It
grows in low. marshy•
the past season.
"'
—
k-..- ,„«
"-''
lied "barber-root,
places, and is commonly
I
do not know whether that is the correct
name or not. It blooms early, and the bees
have a great
swarmed over it.
just
variety of honey-plants he re. but none in great
quantities, so our honey i a blending of many
hat could be called a
flavors.
There
rush, but a steady flow from about the middle
of June until frost.
I
have not seen any sign of robbing since
June 15. the bees getting plenty to keep them
Sometimes, however, we are bothoccupied.
ered with robbing late in the fall.
Tupelo, Miss., Feb. 4.
J- D- Rowan.

We

Bee-Keeping

in

Oklahoma.

Having been without bees

Fair Years with Bees.
I have been
in the bee-business 4 years.
bought my first swarm from my brother for
and hived it in a dry-goods box, and
it is still alive and in the
same box.
I now
have 33 colonies of bees.
The spring of 1907
being so cold and damp, many bee-men in this
vicinity lost many of their bees.
I had only
one colony of bees starve, and 2 died leaving
I

Bees Under Snow.

also

;

nies

bees did fairly well in 1907.
I had 25
Some of them were
colonies in the spring.
quite light.
1
fed them in April to start
breeding, so as to have them ready for the
I work for comb honey
early flow of nectar.
altogether.
I got 1,200 pounds of white honey,
and sold it at home for 15 cents a pound.
I have a total
I also got IS good swarms.
of 40 colonies, and put them into the cellar
John Cline.
Nov. 30, in good condition.
Darlington, Wis.. Feb. 5.

is

My

17.

sults so far.

My

cellar

a nest.

Honey

1

not

The

up for winter.

they

Bevins.

hard
The roads are
storm with a foot of snow.
The wind blew a gale.
blocked with snow.
Bees flew well one day last week and seem
F. A. SnEll.
in good condition.
18th

1

closed

is

very damp.
I put my bees in the cellar every
year and never have less than 5 barrels of
Some of the bees are
vinegar in the cellar.
If you keep the
right beside the vinegar.
barrels of vinegar bunged up tight there will
not much acid escape from the barrels.
asked
what
became of the
The same person
bumble-bee when cold weather comes on. He
said that he never found anv after the first
cold spell.
The workers and drones die off
in the fall.
Along in the last of July they
hatch out 3 or 4 queens, and they are fertilized by the drones the same as our honey-

$1.00,

honey.
Over half of my bees did not swarm
all last summer.
Some of them gathered
almost 100 pounds of comb honey per colony.
Others did not furnish any.
In all,
I averaged 25 sections.
At this date my bees
are all alive, and seem to have plenty of
honey.
I winter my bees by placing them on a platform about a f<'ot high, and have the hives one
Then I place straw all around
foot apart.
them except in front of the hive, and cover
them with boards, rubber roofing, or some
other material to keep them dry.
I had good
success last winter, and so far this winter. I
hope the next season will be better.
at

W. W. Ettlemak.
Sidney, Iowa, Feb. 21.

Vinegar

—Bumble-Bees.

in Bee-Cellar

On page 5s the question is asked whether
bees wintered in a cellar where vinegar is
kept would be injured by the strong odor arising from the vinegar.
I have had 40 barrels
of vinegar in my cellar with my 25 colonies
of bees, and t he bees came out all right in
And there
the spring, without losing a colony.
All the air that
is no ventilator in the cellar.
they have is what passes through a cellar that

for the past 6 or
years I have not been reading the bee-papers
and keeping in touch with the bee-keeping fraternity, and so do not know what may have
To
been written on bee-keeping in Oklahoma.
the average person who has taken up his residence in this State from the North and East,
the first point that he considers when the
question of bee-keeping is mentioned is the
wind. While the winds that have always char7

acterized this country still prevail to some extent, they are not nearly so prevalent nor so
strong as before the planting of trees and the
tilling of the soil began.
After about 12 years' experience in keeping
bees in Southern Kansas and Oklahoma, I usually make the reply to such remarks that a
bee can work successfully in any wind that
While this may not be literally
a man can.
While the
true it does not miss it very far.
bees are no doubt greatly handicapped by a
strong wind I find that they will work in a
very strong breeze if the hives are so arranged
Our prethat thev can alight with their loads.
vailing winds here during the working season
experience has taught
are from the south.
me that the hives should face the north. The
heavy-laden bee as she approaches the hive may
then drop down in the lee of the hive and
safely arrive with its load, while if the hive
faces the south I have seen them beaten back
from the entrance a dozen or more times before they secure a foothola.
The past season was very adverse for bees
The month of
in this section of Oklahoma.
NIarch was unusually warm, and the bees
started breeding as much as they usually do in
In April we had the weather
April or May.
we should have had in March so cold that
the bees scarcely showed themselves the entire

My

—

—

:

March,

1908.

American l^ee Journal
month.
They commenced to drag out dead
ones during" the warmest part of the day toward the last of the month, till the ground
was covered and the entrance was clogged. As
they had plenty of honey in March I could
not account for the dead bees, and began to
think they had the paralysis.
The weather remained so cool that I did not attempt to examine them till the last of the month, when
I found the trouble was starvation, as they
did not have a drop of honey, and I do not
suppose would have lasted 24 hours longer.
One colony was so near gone that they did not
go down to the syrup I gave them till they
were sprinkled with the syrup from ray fingers,
which they licked from one another. In 5
minutes the air was full of bees, and you

may

be sure that I did not
again.
N.
"
-y, Okla., Jan. 6.

let

^Td""
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For a number of years we have been sending out to bee-lieepers exceptionally fine Untested Italian Queens, purely mated, and
all right in every respect.
Here is what a few of those who received our Queens have to say about them

What They Say

of

Our Queens

George w. Yoke & Co.:— The two queens received of you some time
ago are line. They are Kood breeders, and the workers are showinK up fine.
I introduced theiu amon^ black bees, and the bees are nearly yell<iw now.
and are dointr K"Od work.
A. w. Swan.
Nemaha, Co., Kan.. July l.'i, inoi.

thcni ro liungry

Fred Gardiner.

and, although

I

kept

have never

built a queen-cell, a
flow lasts this week.
Ontario, Canada, July 2:2. 190r,,

We will Buy and

^^

UHAS. Mitchell.

Qeorge W. Yobk & Co.:— The queen I bought
me some of my best colonies.

one, and has given

Washington

SeU

Co.. Va.,

July

22.

of you has proven a good
N. P. OGLK8BY.

190.',.

George W.YOHK & Co.:— The queen I received of you a few days ago
O.K., and 1 want to say tbat she is a beauty. X Immediately
introduced ner into a colony which had been queenless for 20 days. She
was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I am highly pleased
with her and your promptness in tilling my order. My father, who is an old
bee-keeper, pronounced her very fine. You will hear from me again when 1
am in need of something in the bee-line.
E. E. McColm.
Marion Co., 111. .July 13.

came through

HONEY
^t
KM
^W
^1

We

usually begin mailing Queens in May, and continue thereon the plan of "first come first served." The price of one
of our Untested Queens alone is "5 cents, or with the monthly
Three Queens
American Bee Journal one year both for .*1.
(without Journal) would be $2.10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for introducing are sent
with each Queen, being printed on the underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine Standard-Bred Queens.
after,

and kinds.

of the different grades

—

If you liave any to dispose of, or if
you intend to buy, correspond

with

us.

We

are always in the marl<et

for

A

Beeswax
Hildreth
265

&

& Segelken

267 Qreenwich Street

NEW

YORK,

Great Bee=Book for Bee-Keepers

Every one who has bees, or is thinking of keeping them, should have a good bee-book.
The one written by Prof. A. J. Cook, called

at highest marlset prices.

The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

N. V.

or,

Manna! of the Apiary

a fine cloth-bound book of 544 pages. It gives in detail much valuable Information about
bees and the successful management. This book is in its Utth thousand, so it has had a large
sale.
It is also the latest edition.
In connection with the Weekly American Bee Journal it is
most helpful. It answers so many questions that constantly arise, especially among beginners,
and that of course cannot be repeated in a bee-paper. Prof. Cook is a bee-keeper of over 30
years' experience. He is also a close student of nature, a scientist in short, a man who has
given his life to the study of bees and related subjects. You would wonderfully enjoy reading
his book, and at the same time be greatly profited.
Better have a copy of it.
is

10,000 Pounds

s.lle-iiut up
in 60-lb. cans,

8c per lb., or Tc per lb. for the lot.
F. J.

GUNZEL, Weiner, Poinsett

Bee Journal

MeatloD

40 BREEDS

when

Co.. Ark.

wrltlns*
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and turkevp.
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.

Mention

irrltlns*

Discount on Danz.andRoo't'a
Cat-
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ITALIAN BEES
standard

n-hen

"thrPMUj. plies. Standard poods.
H. S. D^BY. St. Anne, Hi.
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AND QUEENS,
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Mention
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f

T'r's'o?.!
f.ir Circulars.
El Toro, Orange Co., Calit.
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NOW READY
THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
We

have

just

publislicd

"The American Government,"

a

work

entitled,
edited by H. C.

Gauss, Esq.
Mr. Gauss is a trained journalist at present occupying the responsible posiSeccrtary to Attorney General
Bonaparte.
This book not only gives a list of all offices
of sumcient importance to be filled by Presidential appointment and subject lo confirmation
tion of Private

?Rnd

all orders to

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

NEUBERT. Boi 820. MANXATO, MINN.

Bee Journal

alog'

Tbi? bee-book is $1.20 postpaid, or with themnnthlyAmerican Bee Journal one year
both for $1.45. It is the biggest 1!5 cents' worth of bee-literature to be found anywhere.

bred chickens.
J;,';^

Northern iiiised, hardy, and very beautiful.
Largest poultry fami in the Northwest.
Fowl8, eggs and incubators low prices. Send
ie for fine 7fi-page Uth annual poultry book
R. F.

—

by the Senate, but a complete statement of
the powers and duties pertaining to each office
and the salary attached thereto.
How many
Americans are there who could tell precisely
what the powers and responsibilities of the
United States District Attorney or the Collector
of the Port are, and the extent of power vested
in
the hands of Bank
Examiners and the
Comptroller of the Currency, and to what work
of reference could they turn for full information upon these subjects?
This book contains information upon points
of law, procedure and custom not known to
many of even the best informed citizens.
Not maTy know that the terms of the Postmaster General and the Comptroller of the
Currency extend a month beyond the term of
the President who appointed them, and that
the Postmaster General, unlike other Cabinet
officers, can be removed by the President only
with the consent of the Senate.
Few know
that United States Senators and Representatives have a right to select, subject to the passing of examinations, cadets in the Naval Academy, but have no such risht with reference
to the Military Academy, for which their selections are merely advi.sory, the President havinR the sole power of appointment. These and
many hundreds of other facts as little familiar arc brought out in this useful volume.

What American traveling abroad or contemplating going abroad but would gladly know
the duties and powers of the American Ambassador and Minister, the Consul General
and the American Consul; what their duties
are, not only to the Government they rejiresent, but to American citizens who visit the
countries to which they are accredited as well.
Not long since a famous New Yorker lost a
suit in the United States Circuit Court involving more than $100,000.
He desired to
appeal it to the Supreme Court of the United
States, but was astounded at being told by
his lawyers that they were not sure that he
could appeal it. and to his astonishment the
Supreme Court refused to hear the case.
Now this book tells just what cases can be
heard in United States Courts and the jurisdiction of each court
and also covers all
points likely to come up about the Government and its officials in all their relations at
home and abroad.
The book makes a volume of 900 pages,
bound in half morocco, and the price is $5It is a book of reference
for American citizens and for foreigners who desire full and
authentic information as to the organization of
the United States Government.
L. R.
I
West 34th St., New York, N. Y.
;

HAMERSLEY.

March,

1908.

American Hae Journal

and

SPECIAL CLUBBING

PREMIUM OFFERS

Connection With The

In

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and sret subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After the have received their copies, with a little talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either cet ynur own subscription free or rei five some of the useful premiums below. They're worth gettintj.
give you a year's suhsiription free for sendinsf us two ne subscriptions at 50 cents each.

We

'

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE
Diir

niid ad dress put
le of the handle as
cut. and on the

other side pictures of
a queen-bee, a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,

through which is
seen your name.

you lose this
knife it can be re-

If

turned to you, or
serves to identify

you

if

you happen

to be injured fatal-

unconCut is exact

or are

ly,

scious.
size.

Be

write

e.xact

sure

and address.

delivered

to

name
Knife
in

two

Weeks. Priceofknife
alone, postpaid,

$1.25,

With year's subscript

on

i

$1.50.

,

Free for 5
new 5Dc subscriptions.
BEE-KEEPER'S
GOLD-NIB

FOUNTAIN PEN

A

really good
pen. As far as
true usefulness
lies

it

equal

is

In any of the highL-r-priced.
much-

advertised
It

pens.

you pay more it's

the

name

you're

charged for. The Gold
guaranteed 14 Karat gold.

Nib is
Indium Pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finished. The cover tits snugly and
can't slip off because

it

eral

work around

theapairy.

Made

of malleable iron
inches long. The

SYs

middle part is 1
inches wide and

end
1-2

keepei ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with

Each pen
filler.
Here shown ?j ac-

directions and

guaranteed.

tual size.
Price alone, postpaid.

ending

7-32

The

making

Giv

edge,

new subscriptions at »0 cents
Scientific Queen-Rearingr, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.-How the very best
queen-bees are reared. Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's subJUIUU, ?
Given free for 4 new subscrip" each.
4 at 50
In leatherette binding,
for 6

almost perfect for prying up covit

ers, supers, etc., as

it

does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says.

January

7,

(

"I

ly07:

think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid.
SOcents. With a year's

at 50 cents each.

Bee-Keeper*s Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— This book is instructive,
helpful,
interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientific. It also contains anatomy and physiology of bees. 544 pages, 295
illustrations. Bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.20.
With a year's subscription. $1.4.":. Given tree
for5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

subscription, 60 cents.
Given free for 2 new

subscriptions at

50

cents each.

Lansstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. -This classic has been entirely re-

pREmiun
QUEENS

written.

May

trations of apiaries or apiarian scenes.

1st.

for 1908 queens. Safe delivery guaranteed. Price,
75 cents each, 6 for $4.00,
orl2 for$7.50. One queen
with a year's subscrip-

Free

tion. $1.00.
for
3 new 50c. subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS
>5ifi-Sw^' '^ ^'"'' ™"

^0

BEE

rrr

the food-value of hOnev, for it..
object is to interest people in honev as a dailv
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year's
ith

subscription, 60 t;ents. Given free for 1 new
subscription, at 50 cents.
Three copiesfor 50cents; ortheSwith a vear's
subscription 75 cents; or the 3 copies given
free for 2 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Amerikanische Bienenzncbt, by Hans
Buschbauer, is a bee-keeper's handbook of 138
ages,
"pes. whicii
which is jnst what our German friends
want. It is fully illustratedj_and
illustrated, and neatl
neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.00. with a year'
"

will
n

HOKEr

CmCER this LONClY MplBT?

WOULD huo tou /ill the Tint
j
And we would nevea part

THE EMERSON BINDER

1

A Stiff board outside like a bnok-cover with
cloth back. Will hold easilv - 3 volumes (36
-numbers! of the Amei
Journal. Makes
copies from
reference easy, pre; .erves
loss,
"
""
Price postpaid,
to; _,
„
.
$1.00.
Given
free for 3 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

paid.
year's subscription, 60
for 2

new

.

-

WOOD BINDER

The Monette Queen-

Given free

It als~

Orders booked any time

QUEEN-CLIPPING DEVICE

alone, postWith a
25 cents.

apiarian library

about noney. The manufactured comb-honey
misrepresentation is contradicted in two items
each occupying a full pa)?e. Has 33 fine illus-

and produce good work-

With

Price

No

Father of American Bee Culture." 520 pages,
in cloth. Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.45. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
••The Honey-Money Stories.*'— A &t-page
booklet. Containing many short, bright stories
interspersed with facts and interesting items

bound
stanc

ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders.

Sent only after

Fully illustrated.

complete without this standard work bv "The

is

These are untested,

a year's subscri pti on, $1.50.
Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Clipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
Queens' wings. -IHi
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed directions sent with each

Hutchin-

$1.50.

shaped havingasharp,
semi-circular

Z.

a practical and helpful
in cloth, beautifully

bound

A B

a

like

is

Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.45. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
C of Bee Culture, bv A. I. & E. R.
Root.— Over 500 pages describing everything
ing to the
of honey-be
illustrated.

screw-driver.
larger end is wedge-

Fob
$1.25.

son. -The author
writer. 330 pages;

7-8inches Ion

is 1

inch wide, and

thick,

Advanced Bee Culture, br W.

1-16
7-32

The smaller

thick.

slightly

Every bee-

with g-old letters and design, illustrated with lli
beautiful half-tone pictures, taken bv Dp.
Miller. It is a good, new storv of successful
bee-keeping by one of the masters, and shows
in minutest detail just how Dr. Miller does
things with bees. Price alone, Jl.OO. With a
year's subscription, *1.25. Given free for4new
subscriptions at 50 cents each.

keeper, adapte
for prying up su
pers and for gen-

It is

blotting or spotting.

ii

by a Minnesota bee

wedges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non-leakable.
very easily cleaned, the penpoint and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-pt.iint without dropping,

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool

name

—T- «»0

free for

Bear" on good terms with
everybody including; the bees swarming
Size
out of the old-fashioned "skep."
Blank
3'4x5i4, printed in four colors.
inches is for writing. Prices—
space
10 for25cents. Ten
3, postpaid, 10 cents;
with a year's subscription, 60 cents. 6
given free for one SO-cent subscription.

mx3

1

ne

BEE-HIVE CLOCK

A "Teddy

A few

handsome "bronze-metal"
Base lOS inches wide, by 9V inches
is a straw skep with clock face^i"

of these

clocks

left.

high.

Desijjn

SEND ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

1

118

W.

for 6

new sub-

Jacksoiv. Chicago.

111.

3

March,

ig

American liee Journal

LaiY^stroth
on

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

Honey- Bee

the

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition
This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
600 pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-known to
the American Bee
all the readers of
Journal Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained,
so that by following the instructions of

what we are after now for
Drop us a card or letter telling
will make Surprising

Your orders

are

and winter.

fall

what you want, and we
Prices to you.

—

this book one cannot fail to be wonderfully helped on the way to success with

MARSHFIELD MFG.

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

bees.

The book we mail

for $1.20, or club

it with the
American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.45; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
FIVE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year, with $2.50.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work. Address,

lOWA-J. W.

GEORGE
118

J.

Hines Mercantile

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli, Glenwood.

H. Smith, Tilbury. Ont.

FECIAL OFFER

High Carbon Double Strength

Without question this

bator Offer
[and poultry

Ii.lk'lits ..f

:i7

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Winchester, Indian*

'Box gg

Journal

Ti-heu

all

#,

.. any
ed Special" inoubat__ to
^
one east of the Mis.si.ssippi River— westoftbe River we allow
the amount of freight to the
River. The machine is the ref?ular ••United Special" Model
'

Catalog Free.

fiMirf.

is the beat Inca*
moaey-savinfr ofler on a moncash with order, we will
ready
liy to luu
run, a,
a ^w-^^
Im-e^g •*Unit

Por$12.5l),

ehip complete,

furm

A

this season.

ey-makinpmachine.

We pay all freight.

ite^

WISCONSIN— S. W.

Co..

Fairbury.

CANADA- N.

FENCE Sr^a-?!^'

Mention

OHIO-F. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfn. Co.. Blossom.

13th St..Saeinaw. E. S.
S. D. Buell. Union City.

NEBRASKA-Collier Bee-Supply

Ryder, Phcenix.

MINNESOTA-Northwestern Bee-Supply Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham. Kankakee.

(& CO.,
CHICAGO, ILI,.

Blvd.,

L-<.'f

ARIZONA— H. W.

Knoxville,

cS:

YORK

W.

W. Jackson

Bittenbender.

Gregory & Son. Ottumwa.
KANSAS-S. C. Walker
Son, Smith
Center.
MICHIUAN-Lengst & Koenis, 127 South

—

with

4H,

^vrlv^ng.

all

the latest im-

w.

rovementa.
;kinp, with

£

tor, and cont;aina the celebrated
"United" heating: system. Send the
$12.50 today, or write for free catalog.
"^

UNITED INCUBATOR & POULTRY SUPPLY MFG. CO.
New York City,
Dept. 27. 26-28 Vesey St,,

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
—

Chas. Dadant

recommend above

Extracts from Catalogs 1907:
& Son, Hamilton, 111.— This is the

Smoker we

all others.

—

We have sold these Smoku. A. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
good many years and never received a single complaint.

ers for a

Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 18"8,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
inch stove
$1.50 4
Smoke Engine largest smoker made
1.10 3)^
"
Doctor— cheapest made to use
"
1.00
Conqueror right for most apiaries
90— 3>^
"
Large— lasts longer than any other
A.

of tilt
Api.l jiDdn
ln-st fruits ever introduced, hardy all
rthec
try. finest quality. Delicious Apple Bold laHt
at 88 a box. If you have only a few trees or plants
you need thispapfr. Tells all about fniit^how to
plant, eiiltivato, prune, spray, park, mnrket. Regular
pri<-e 81.00 a year, and two n-w Iniil'^ inrluded fn-t*,
but will makt> nitecial olFer if
annwer tbis ad.
•

i

"
65—2
Wonder — as its name implies
Smoker at your post-ofl3ce free. We send circular it requested.
Original Bingham & Hetherington Uocapplng-Koife.

Little

T. F.

prices deliver

BINGHAM.

Farwell. MiGli
Patented

ITALIAN QUEENS
By RETURN MAIL

D.

J.

BLOCKER,

Mention

-

wa.v.

Circular Free.

Pearl City, Illinois

Bee ,lournu5

when

vrrHlnic.

Prices are rlBht.

\\ _ _

Italian

„
Bees and Queens
,

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLV
High

Mention

Hill,

in

CO.,

Montg. Co., Mo.

Dee Journal

20. 1870.

BEST ON EARTH.

At the very lowest profit possible

Our Supplies

order discounts.

May

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold

BEE-SUPPLIES
hives, etc.

Or Money Refurded.

—
—

—

The above

iTrlttntC-

—

—

yn

THE FRUIT-GROWER. Box 302, St Joseph, Missouri
fiend your paper three months KKKKnn trial, after
which I will notify you to stop^
a subscribe:

rlien

I.

when

wrlttnK.

I>oTetnil Hives, Sections, Etc.-A complete
stock b».»uKht in car lots. Subscriptions glvenfree
Send for my 32-pnBe catalog free.
wlt.li or.lcr.s.

W.
Mention

I>.

SOPEK, Jnckson. Mich.

Bee Journal

vrhen

writing.

March,

1908.

American Bee Journal

Making an
Old Roof
Better Than

New
matter how badly decayed the shingles or
tin on the old roof Vulcanite Roofing; restores

No

the roof and

Vulcanite Roof ins:

makes

than new.

ter

it

bet-

because

is better than shingles— better than
costs considerably less in the first place, and is
cheaper in the long run because it does not require annukeep it in good
al re-painting and constant repairing' to
Vulcanite Roofing is made from a mineral
ordsr.
substance— wears like the everlasting rocks and is wind,
water, weather, acid and fire proof— won't freeze in cold
dry weather. Itlsready
weather or crack and peel off
to lay and can be easily laid by anyone who can drive
nails— packed in each roll are the nails and cememt, all
ready to begin business— nothing more to buy.
For every building on the farm that needs a good roof
there is nothing that compares with Vulcanite Roof •
ins in price, appearance and wearing qualities— it makes
a handsome roofing— a better building. Try it on the ne
roof and save repair bills— on the old roof and make
better than new. For more proof write for samples a
booklet-*'The Rigtit Roofing and the Reasons
giving a lot of good reasons why Vulcanite is right
The are both free.
Ask your dealer for Vulcanite, if
he does not handle it, write to us.

in.

It

m

Why"

Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co.,
625-659
Dept. 48

S.

Campbell Ave..

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and
:i-band
7

and Golden

miles

away

Italians

ttie

best

money can buy

March,

American Vee Journal

Now Ready
We

why

a catalog

may

not reach

A B C

The

him

early.

Bee Culture

of

We

have also of the English edition a half leather

and

German

Edition^

ABC der

Clotlvbound

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

illustrated.
The covers are
in Chicago, and our writers
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nich61as
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.
;

;

A trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c. If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
'iberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for r.s.

A

Gasoline Engines and Power

Bienenzucht in paper covany country.

Honey Extractors

A B C

de L' Apiculture, cloth-bound,

A.

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines.
circular of these will be sent on request.

A

any country.

I.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

STRAWBERRIES WORTH $20
I^h:

they

at $2.50, postpaid, to

THE

TAFT

how much

appreciate the paper.

at

full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

ers, $2.00.

just at this season of the year are telling

are the best in the land.

We

We

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings yc u can't
icll from any brief description how really magnific'it it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers
If

Each issue is very fully
done by tlie finest engravers

When we announceil the completicm of tlic new edition
late in 1907 there was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable dela\' in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.
$2.00

i

in Bee Culture

Gleanings

Tiic g7th edition of our catalog is now ready.
If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names, so time is required to get the entire edition mailed.
explain this so any one may understand

1908.

|A#>1A/ IkM
II^^^TT w%
,

^> ^^ 1^
F ^»^^l

That's good margin. Besities, the "W. H.
is an easy, quick seller. No strawberry flnda a
readier market because it's attractive; a red, round
berry; delicious odor, juicy, rich-flavored. It is a
strong, prolific grower, producing berries firm and
soMd, making good shippers. Limited stock. 25
P't"!''*. 50r: 60 plant.i, $1.00, sent postpaid. Oatalojiofsoeds, dmall Fruits. /!,.se3, etc., sent free.
BIHOHAMTO H SEED C0.300Coui-t Et.,Bmghunton, N. Y.~—
of nlaDt.s.

Tart"

IB>i.«vr^^aB
U/frnDTH
^^^^rS.*

± 1884
Root's
J

1908
Goods alwavs

in stock

FOR YOU

I
>

Twenty-foursuccessful years manufacturing bee-supplies and rearing Italian Bees and Queens.
Root's Goods in Stock. Write for
Catalog and Prices.

T
i

•»» i
J.

I

M. Jenkins,

'"^''I'ubSSl'a"'

Make Your Backyard Pay
$20 Return from 25c
One

large packet of each
the followiUK named
seeds will i)lant space
feet and with proper
cultivation will produce!

of

311x50

p» worth

of

vegetables.

We mail these IH large
packets tor 25 cents: Beet, B.an Cahhatre,
Carr.it, Oelerv, Chard, Cucuriih.T, .inion.

Parsnip, Parsley, Peas, Pe[.i.,T. Hii.lish.
Tomato, Turnip, Hweet Corn; all ol I'Lnkest
varieties and grown from s..|ecte.l stock.
Or for
we will mail Bc-t,
Cabbage, CucunihcT-, Lelluee, onion. Parsnip, Parsle.v, Radish, Tomato, TurnilJ; seeds
iKiugh to plant space 20x30 feet.

ONK DIMK

Prep.'ire for spring by sending today for
ne of the above assortment-s and our I'JOs
.atalog and Oarden Guide offering »15.00 in

I

ntunl'n. Y.

March,

190S.

American "Bee Journal

Fall

Supplies
FOR

Bee-Keepers

Everything you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At
Lowest Prices.

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,
year.

a monthly at 50c a
Published 17 years.

Sample copy and

illustrated cat-

alog and price-list
Address,

THE W.

T.

FREE.

FALCONER MFG.
CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

HONEY
We have som

N. Y.

March,

American ^ee Journal

MR.
Was
It

BEE-KEEPER
POOR YEAR for you?
GOOD YEAR for users of

1907 a

was a

Dadant's Foundation
One dealer used

1908.

—
48th Year
No. 4

April,

SOc. a Year

1908

5c. a

BLE JOURNAL
:.:2iSi«;i>?''>T--3 'Sju^,^iS5**5'.«sE«K',

No. 1.— Part of D.

No.

2.

J.

..

-M

Blocker's Caucasian Bee-Yard, in Stephenson County, Illinois.

One of Mr. Blocher's Italian Bee- Yards. — See

Page,

105.

Copy

April, 1908.

American liee Journal

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

3-band and Golden Italians bred
7 miles away

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
118

W.Jackson

Blvd., Ghicaoo,

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

is

cents a year, in the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it is 75 cents), and Mexico;
In Canada 60 cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post50

age.

Sample copy

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the monthlto which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " dec08 "on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.1

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
shows that the money has been received and
credited.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 15c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.
Discounts:
9 times lie a line
3 times!14c a 1 ne
" (1 yr.) 10c a line
••
12
6
12c " "
Reading Notices,525 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 6th of each month.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association.
promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
ist.— To

lawful rights.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.

General Manager and TreasurerN. E.

France,

Platteville, Wis.

tsr If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

"Songs of Beedom"
This is a pamphlet, 6.x9 inches, containing lo songs (words and music)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
either
and others. They are aranged for
organ or piano. The list includes the
following:

Song;"

"

"The

Bee

- Keepers'
Bee-Keeper's

Reunion
Lullaby;"

"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "The Busy, Buzzing
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
6o cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, ii8 W. Jackson, Chi-

—

cago,

III.

Western Bee-Keepers sh«w^\'u
Send for our new catato save money.
log of the best Bee-ware made.
THE COLORADO llO.^EV-fROWlCER.S' ASS'S, Denver. Colo.

how

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy
SS)

miles apart. Carniolans

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

5,

Caucasians

April, 1008.

1^

American ^ec

QVEENS

LOOKOUTFORLEm
A

leaky roof on your hen-house will cost you a eood
in loss. You needn't expect any profits if
the watei- drips or pours all over your poultry every
time it rains or snows.

many ciollars

Improved superior
ijri 1<
nishes.
I

Italians are

what

N'-THK-OUEEx\-BREEUER f u r
Stock is Northern bred and hardy.
summer stands and not a
-

All wintered on

colony lost the past winter.
a queen-breeder.

"STAR" FELT ROOFING

Prices before July

makes a

water-tight, "jnst right" roof for the henWill keep your poultry dry and warm so they
can work and save you all the loss the leaks cause.
It's cheaper, looks better, and is better than shingles

huuse.

Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested queens.,

ur metal, and lasts longer; made in 1, 2 and 3 ply,
especially for poultry houses and coops. You lay it
yourself. Write for prices and free samples today.

TNITED INCtTB.*TOR & POULTRY SUPPLY MFG. CO..
New York City. N. V.
27. 20-38 Vesey Street

Dept.

" If Goods are Wanted Quick Send

ESTABLISHED

to

Touder.

"

1889

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods

in Indiana.

Standard Hives with latest improvements, Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Boxes, Comb Foundation and everything that
is used in the bee-yard. Large illustrated catalog mailed
free. Finest White Clover Extracted Honey for sale in any
quantity desired.

WALTER

to other

it

POUDER, 513-515

Comb

Dittmer's
Is the Best.

S.

Not because we say

so,

Massachusetts Ave,, Indianapolis. Ind.

Foundation
but because the Bees prefer

makes.

Dittmer's Process
It

has built

its

Foundation and

We make

Diitmer's

is

Reputation and established

Merits,

its

on

its

own

own Name.

its

a Specialty of Working

Wax

into

Founda-

tion for Cash.

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line of

Supplies.

GUS DITTMER

CO., Augusta, Wis.

Lewis Bee-Supplies Sliipped Promptly
A small
sale

list,

Honey

stock left of slightly damaged goods, at reduced price. Send for fire
also full catalog of new goods.
Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.
in 60-lb. cans for sale. Second-Hand Cans (60-lb.) 2 in a box, at 50c per box,
10 boxes, at 40c.

or in lots of

.\RND

HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY

Soccessors to York

CO. (Not Inc.)
H. M. Arnd. Proprietor
Honey & Bee-Supply Co. 191-193 E. Superior St., Chicago. 111.
Long Distance Telephone. North 1559

Choice

White

Wyandottes

eggs 75c: 30, $1.25. The Hoosier Polatonone better, few as good— by mail, lib. 30c.

I

BIG

STOCK

The A. I. Root
and Marshfield

of

Go,'s

Go.'s

15

2-3t

Blentlom

J.

F.

MICHAEL,

Bee Joarnal

Rl.

I.

Winchester. Ind.

vrhen

vrrltine.

BEE - SUPPLIES
at their manufacturers' prices. For cash sent in
April, deduct s percent; for cash sent in Mav, deduct 7 per cent. Take their llKiN price-lists. If you
have tfiem: if n«'t. st*nd forthem.

3Atf

S. D. Bl'ELL,

Union

City. Micii.

ITALIAN QUEENS - VZI ^^'l
Mention

Bee Jonraal

when

irrltlnc.

1

Over
1

20

years

April, 1908.

American l9($ Journal
l3-Frame Nuclei

Bees

of

FOR SALE
We are now bookine orders for Italian
Bees -with fine Tested. Italian Queensl3-frame nuclei at $3.50 each, or $3.25 each
in lots of 5: Full Colonies in Sframe
hives-$7 each, or $6 in lots of 5. The
Nuclei are for delivery ab^Hit May 10,
and full colonies May 1. or perhaps a

"Forty Years
99
Amon^ the Bees

!

'

!

!

;

'

'

i

i

'•

'

little earlier. All will be shipped from
point 100 miles west of Chicago, and the
prices quoted are f. o. b. e.xpress car

No disease, and satisfaction guar-

there.

;

anteed.

;

dress.

:

Ad-

First come, first served.

.

:By

.

C. C. Miller

"Dr.

;

.

One

.

of the Best

-Known Honey Producers
-

in all the

|

World

.

;

&

GEORGE W. YORK

CO., 118 W. Jackson, Chicago

!

THIS

book

of

over

pages

340

tells

how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
mpney. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successIn 1903 his
ful with bees.
crop of
honey was
just

PRIZE TAKERS
Hharr's Goldens took first priz>' at 3
exhibits in Texas in 1907. We will furnish
Golden. Carniolan. Caucasian, and 3-band
Italian Queens, untested. $1.00 till May
Tested. $1.25 till May
15, then 75 cents:
15. then $1.00; For large quantities, write.
Our 3-band Breeders from W. O. Victor
and Grant Anderson strains; other races
from the best obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfaction," is our motto.

or

The book
CO.,

cloth,

is

4

$1.00: or with
American Bee Journal
year for $1.25. (Or send
new subscriptions to the

e

Journal-with

paid for only

HtTclair, Texas

2

e

Moore's Strain, and
Golden Italian Queens

$2.00

you the book free as a
Every bee-keeper ought
book and the Bee

Journal,

if

not already possessors of

them.

As

Dr. Miller gets a royalty

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent post-

JOHN W. PHARR,

3Atf

will mail

premium.)

comb

over 18.000 pounds, and he is
not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
NorthwestStates, either
ern Illinois.

ADDRESS,

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING

we

to have both the

-and

GEORGE W. YORK

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
fill all

so as to make the most of the
bee-season. Address,

®. CO.,^

Select Untested Queens, $1; 6 for $5; 12
for $i). Carniolan, Banat, Caucasian

Queens: Select. $1.25; 6 for $6; 12 for
Tested, any race. $1.50; 6 for $8.
Choice Breeders. $3.50. Circular free.
W. H. K.*ILS, OranBC. Calif.
Salt
$10.

|jA|k|[^w

nuimi

B££-K££P£RS

Bees and Queens

Write us now for our Catalog and get low
prices on good, honest,

poR SALE

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Our

Northern-bred; are win¥prmln..iimii.r stands. Over 20 years a Queen
employed. .Send lor Cir,l,,nl.-.>i
Bree'l'i
Tirn^'M.'l '^liiieriiT^strain,
'.'i"

cular

i.iMl

'I'.

.

-II

^

BKLI.KVIIE,

lDA34t

OHIO
The famous honey producers are well

Comb

m (jU-pound

Prices either race; Untested, 75c each; $8.00 doz.
Choice Tested, Jl.S.! each; »12. 00 doz. Choice Breed2-lf
ers, $11.00 each. Circular for your address.

r

and AmExtracted

cans.

A. HOI.KKAMl' & SON.
St. Louis,
4363 Virisiiil
,

HONFY
"

GRANT ANDERSON,

W

SPENCER

.

Timothy
for

j.M

IF

F. A.

ir..Ti,
;

;iii'l

,,,,|

\il.

1

.,,.-. ..,1,....,^.
hih-ciih, .s..tiil

forCaialo|.-a[i,lr.ri.. Ill, < II AS. SlONI>KN(i,
.nM
160 We»lon Ave. ^. Minn^Kpoli.. M.nn.

BEE-suppLiES
^'

4A2t'"

'

K. T.

Boob your orders
H. M.

,„ff;,'^j'?,'ri^.L""';rn'^

ABBOTT,

St. J»H<'|>li,

Mo.

SNEtL. Milledgevllle. CARROLL CO.,

Prof. A.

J.

»i.:ii

;iO

100

ILL.

'*B£E- KEEPER'S
Mention

Bee

Journal

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

S. C.

8-frame

Heddon K.vtracting Supers
Heddon Comb Supers
Heddon Wood-Zinc Honey-Boards
Heddon Covers

All in good condition. No disease. Address.
4.\L't
W. C. I.YM.'VN, Downers ilrove. 111.

Mention

Bee Journal

when

writine*

FOR SALE

n.

Cook, Claremont,

I,il>eral l)is< oiiiilH lo

NOW.
PARKER,

3Atf

L'OO

:

_free.

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK
lishi-d, a.-nd

i(u..m^

( .'iriiii>l;ni-

:

Ready for delivery April 1st. Select Untested Queens, $1 each; Tested Queens, $2:
Select Tested, f3. You can only get good
Queens from the South in the early spring.

100

AND QUEENS
rearlnt,- ..luni.

Write

.Seed, for sale.

samples and prices.

Calalo^ Apiarian Stippliej

ITALIAN BEES

rain'a«lan'*

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS

1110

Stock, free

Please mention the Bee Journal.

AT A BARGAIN
FOR SALE
Brood-Chambers

Medium Red, Large Red, and

Nordhott. Calif.
Itest of

Texas

Alsike Clover Seed

lb. can, 6c: case, 120 lbs, 5 l-2c
Liirht amber.
K. O. B. Sample 10c.

R. M.

Sabinal,

Mo

California sage, pure and well
ripened. Place your order now.

Sectioos. All other

and Bauat Queens.

lans, Goldens

Alfalfa,

KOKT.
3A3t

May and June

for April.
deliveries— Ilalians, Carnio-

Clover. Basswood,

b e

Honey

Honey;al9o

in

lam bookingordersnow

the lead.

FOR SALE

making

is

AUQ. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.

in:il».

OUIRIN-The-Queen-Breeder
,.,r

specialty

goods up-to-date.

.

Cal.,

GUIDE"

the Trade.

when

wrltlnK.

sale.

All in 8

and

9

'"f."';"'r;'H"""rr
C arniolan Bees for
;ind
frame I'i story hives; all
all in good condition.

nearly new, and bees
Single colony, ffi; to
.S

WM.

J.

Mention

10,

$5.50

each.

HEALY, Mineral
Bee

Jonrnal

Point, Wis.
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Bottom Starters
At

torial Moi

in Sections

glance one would think there

could be no surer way to have sections
well filled with honey and entirely built
out to the wood, than to have the section entirely
filled
with foundation,
either by having the sheet wa.xed in
or by using split sections.
But it seems
that at least sometimes there are failures.
E. F. .\twater says this in Glean-

and Commenfs
"^.V

'^"

first

ings:
".\s I was the first in this part of the
to use sections containing a full
sheet of foundation fastened on all four
sides, and as that experience has covered several years, extending in part to
the present, I feel qualified to say something about the results. In many cases
the results are all that could be desired
beautiful slabs of honey without hole
But
or blemish to mar their beauty.
here the (as yet) inevitable sagging
propensities of all surplus foundation on
the market, in hot weather, is a factor
full
with which we must reckon.
sheet of foundation as usually used, attached at top only, with 1-16 to '4 inch
space below it, will usually sag evenly,
resulting in a comb even and smooth of
surface. But if the foundation completely fills the section, being attached at all
four sides, then when the sheet does
sag, a bulge usually occurs somewhere
near the bottom and the bees, when tnc
comb needs capping, are often unable
to puzzle out a satisfactory solution of
the problem; a depression or small uncapped area results, besides a tendency
toward comb attachments to the separa-

West

The Xational Wins Highest A«anl
The report of the Commission on
Tests, headed by Dr. H. W. Wiley, chief
of the bureau of chemistry of the Department of -Agriculture, at the First
Annual World's Pure Food Exposition,
held in the Chicago Coliseum last November, was made public to-day (March
24), by Managing Director Thos. T.
Hoyne.
Among the winners of highest awards in 41 classes was the National Bee-Keepers' Association which,
as most of our readers know, made a
good exhibit of honej-. With the names

of the winners of awards came the announcement of the date of this year's
exposition.
So great was the success
of the 1907 show that the management
has extended the time for 1908, and the
big Coliseum will again be open for the
pure food exposition from Nov. 11 to
21,

1908.
_

"Comb Honey Proved Pure"
In a recent number of the Chicago
Record-Herald there appeared a number of recipes in which honey is used
as an ingredient, and also some supposed-to-be authentic
cerning honey itself.

information

Among

con-

the state-

ments was one which asserted that "artificial combs of paraffine are now manufactured for the insects," and also that

"wax can not be easily
when eating comb honey.
the

assimilated"
All of this

"information" was published in the department edited by Marion Harland.
Of course there are many bee-keepers who read the Chicago Record-Herald, and at once some of them wrote to
Marion Harland, calling attention to the
misstatements. Among those who asked
for a correction were Mrs. H. M. .•\rnd,
R. W. Boyden, C. P. Dadant, and the
Editor. of the .-\merican Bee Journal. «

few days later a very nice correction appeared under the heading given above. Liberal quotations were also
taken from Bulletin No. 59 of the United States Department of Agriculture,
w'hich gave full assurance that comb
honey is absolutely pure, and that there
is no such thing as honey-comb made of
\

paraffine.

Marion

Harland

further correction a
All of which shows

promised to make

week or

so

later.

that when those
who make misstatements about honey

are written to in the right spirit, they
are likely to be willing to make suitable
correction.
No errors of this kind

should appear without some bee-keeper
writing to the editor of the paper. The
misrepresentation of comb honey that
was started over 25 years ago is still
"marching on."
It seems almost impossible to counteract its evil effects.
However, the best that can be done is
to try to correct it whenever it appears
in print.

Write for Your

Iiocal

Paper

Irving Long, of Missouri, says
that if bee-keepers would write something interesting about bees for their
local newspapers, there would be a better demand for honey.
Surely this
would be easy to do. There are so
many interesting things that could be
written by those who keep bees, and

Mt.

who

also have honey for sale, that it
would be welcomed by almost any newspaper editor.
At the same time it
would help to give the editor a little
honey and also an advertisement offering honey for sale. There are many
ways in which lots of bee-keepers could
e.xtend their home market for honey
if they would think about it, and then
act.

—

A

;

tor,

t

" But the
downward sagging does
Unnot constitute the only difficulty.
der the manipulation (or "mandibleation") of the wax-workers, the sheet of
enlarges transversely, refoundation
sulting all too often in another bulge
in the foundation, and giving rise to another problem which is too difficult of
solution for the untaught instinct of the
bees, and this results in another blemish on the face of the finished comb."
It begins to look as if there was no
better way for getting combs built solid
in sections than to use bottom-starters.
With them there will be just as solid
fastening top and bottom as with hotwaxing or split sections, and without
the danger of buckling.

:
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Honey Crop Reports

Tliose

of 1907

No.
Col.

a bee-keeper meets a stranger
whom he discovers to be another beekeeper, about the first question he wants
to ask is
"How many colonies have
you?" the next question being: "What
Vv'hen

Barber, Isaac

Brown,

77

Harley

11

Burkhart. Otto
Cartwright,
Confare, Geo. B

6

W

:

Doan. Chas
Dobson, M. B
Egenes, John

was your crop?" Nor is he less interested to get these same items regarding

Fairbanks.

bee-keepers who are old friends and acquaintances.
A large number of such
reports have been received, and instead
of their appearing at different times in
different numbers, they have been saved
up to appear in the present number in
tabulated form.

Hall.

131

43
16
14

W.

80
80
30
38
24
29
4
20
40
50

Lester.

W

T.

H

C.

Miller',

W

G

D.

Little.

May.

-Mocn. Geo.
Niemann, Joseph
Peterson, Fred
Kigg. Thos. F
Roberts, Wm. G
Schilling, G. F
Schmidt, B. F

most interested

Stine,

this

to

know,

ft

is

safe to predict that a great many will
vote this an unusually interesting number of the .American Bee Journal. They
are as follows
No.
Col.

Lbs.

15

Comb.

Rev.

122

^

Frank,

Frank

117

Hillebrandt.

Lbs.
Ext.

D

Moore. F.

F

H.

Max

600

62

Fray.

H

R.

4,370

2

60

150
350
50

4,000

W

S

A

Lobre,

Wm

Muth-Rasmussen,
Scott,

130
106
18

B

U.

60

Thayer, H. E
Wise, O. T

11.233
4.481

11

128

9.000

21

i.:;24

1,380

350
4,150
2,800

6
8

402

6

25

15

,50

Guernsey, C. S
Wiggin, Mrs.

CD

W.

II

J.

L

J.

G

"•

V

Dadant & Sons
Eenigcnburg. John
Finkenbinder, D,
Foulk, F. S
Group. John F

A

May. Fred

C

Priestm.an. W.
Secor, W. G
Slack. Geo. B
Stordock C.

H

H

Vogcl. Hcnrv

Wagner,

M

F.

Wand, Geo
Whitmor^ Dr.

.\.

<;oo

5
11

2^0
660
400

8s
98
45
lil
45
23
50
8
30
26
loc
30
50
9

H

Meise. F. A
Miller. Dr. C.

1,600

10

18
,4

Wm

Moffett,*W. E
Mottinger. S L
Nydegger, John

fi

67

260

70
so

'

Heme,

F.

.^".','^''.'!'.

i

266

no

Andrew

Mahin, Milton
f?ren, John L
Sage, George

24

2S8
44

"

200
600

Ahrens,

Herman

Aldrich, H.

A

^7

220

14
8

E

J.

J.

124

P

20

NEW

G

E.

O.

•170

7

B

Anderson, Everett
Averv. H. T
Billyard, Mrs. Buell
Bolting,

Wm

Coggshall,

12.000

D.

JERSEY.
20
63
23

Grovcr, George
Hann, Albert G
Prankard, G. P

NEW

S40
100

s

NEW

^'

s

6
jo

O

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Smith,

Metcalfe,

200

19
2

A

E.

Patton,
•

Carr,

600

24

W NEBRASKA.

Thos

60

mwA.
Adams, Timothy

7
15

40

MONTANA.

NEVADA.

1,800

870
200

15

^^

Kinnison, D. B
Michelson. Peter
Palmer. C. B
Warner. A. A

2,000

10
,4
6
,3
25

E

W

Briggs. S.
Goss. Walter

Hawks,

^

2 225

5

8

4
40
23
39

D
G

Wm.

Atkinson,

7.300

2,100

8
45
6

S

S.

Deal, Jr.,

250

s.320
100

A

W
W

Robbins. W.
Robertson, R.

550
4,000

UIAIIO.

Boone, A.

13

MISSOURI.

Long, Irving
Moore, Eliza
Pancoast, H. H
Porter, Levi B

500
350

200
25

40
75

H.

Keith,

Lawing

300

400
220
232

P

50

N

Detherow, Jno.
Erickson, A. G
French, T
Gamble, H.
House, O. H

2,000

300
500
700
140

11

Herman
C.
J

Ridley,

100
120

2,000
1.460

1,050

3.

MINNESOTA.
Nelson,

15,000
546
1,109

800
325
600

27
80

G

D

Mahr. M.
Marshall.

500
1.650

9
8

Chas

Macklin, Chas.

53

18
18

134
21
12

600

26
210
40

Holdener J D
Jones. M. A
kelsey. W. T
Kendall, Frank R
Kluck, N A
Littler.

300

290

25

29

M

S°."'

2,715

120
30

Sims, John L
Tyler. Edward
Warne, E. B
Luedloff,

15

15

A

A

Guernsey, A. H
Huntly, A
Myer. banford L

17s

55

i

B

English, Clyde
Gale, George
Gorton, L. E

ILLINOIS.

liaumgaertner, J.
Becker, Charles
Beyier

2
9

MICHIGAN.

GEORGIA.
Free,

Anderson,

5

Shattuck, M. E
Stover. Edward

Doty, H.

CONNECTICUT.
Griffin, S. J

6

MASSACHUSETTS.
Knox, H. E
Loring. Miss Martha

Bechtel, Moses
Bleech, G.

120
1,500
60

COLORADO.

C

Wright, E.

54

MAINE.

22,500
1,300
6,490
134

A.

Weston

Carroll,

CALIFORNIA.

Ooodman. Chas

6

W.

Swearingen^

250

46

T

Rice, L.

Iselin, Sebastian

Lee,

35, 000

176

B

Montfort, O.

ARKANSAS.

H

Abbe, Chas.

15
8
2

M

Newman, L
Zahner,

82

9

C

J.

KENTUCKY.

F

Brown, M
Cannaway, H. P

60
KANSAS.

Downie.

ARIZONA.

Openshaw, W.

10
2
6

W

J.

Strong, J. L
Tackaberry, A.

ALABAMA.
Ryan, H. R. R

M

Wm

Siemonsma,

pretty

36

Hinrichs, Henry
Johnson, Edward J
Lenty, John A

has the advantage that
the reports occupy very much less space,
it also has the advantage that one may
see at a glance just the thing one is

While

13
6

A

C.

W

F.

150
62
32

H

Coon. Morris
Gutekunst. Emil
Gutckunst, Walter
Hayes, Wm. J

W

MEXICO.
400
YORK.
10
.0
13

28
415
30
34
10
i

Lbs.

:
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American l^ee Journal
attendance. Wc hope it may be a great
one in both ways. Here is his letter:
WHAT SHALL Bfi DONE AT THE NEXT NATIONAL
CONVENTION?

We

have laid the foundations for the next
We have selected the
National Convention.
city (Detroit) in which it is to be held, secured
the Wayne Sun Parlor for holding the meeting.
and decided upon the dates October 13, 14 and
We know where and when the convention
15.
is to be held, and can begin to lay our plans
accordingly.

The next step is the arrangement of a
Of course, the burden of this work

gram.
fall

prowill

upon the Secretary, but he can be greatly

assisted, and the convention made vastly better,
by the help, hints and suggestions of the members.
It is with this end in view that I am
going to outline briefly what I have in my own
mind, then, as is the case at a convention,
wjien a motion has been made, we will have
something "to talk to."
I would suggest that the first session be held
in the evening, and wholly devoted to a disT have made applicussion of diseases of bees.
cation to the authorities at Washington to send
a scientist to the meeting, probably Professor
White, who can take up the matter from a
scientific standpoint, show how these diseases
are studied by the use of cultures, and illustrate the matter with a stereopticon if possiThen have some one of the Inspectors
ble.
tell how a practical bee-keeper can detect foul
brood. He, too, might use stereopticon pictures
Ernest Root has
in giving his description.
promised to furnish his stereopticon, if one is
desired.
Next, let another Inspector give the
Then wind
best methods of treating diseases.
up the evening by a general discussion of the

ought

not

to

man can

right

—

exceed 10 or 15 minutes the
say a lot of good things in

15 minutes.

Another feature, for which I shall put forth
best efforts, is to secure the greatest possible attendance of bee-keepers' wives.
It ma^ be
just a little out of the line of bee-keeping,
but I hope I in;iy be pardoned for saying that,
naturally, business
men
out
into the
takes
world.
man has the incalculable advantage
of a great variety of experiences, and freshness
of view.
He is continually coming in contact
with new people, new things, and being moulded by a vast number of forces which never
touch the wife in the quiet home.
I believe
most women feci this terrible depression of the
monotony of their lives, the lack of that stimulus whicli comes to man from constant change.
Let us begin now to plan for the making of a
big break in that monotony next October.
There is a saying that good works and charity
ought to begin at home, so I have secured
a promise from Mrs. Hutchinson that she will
accompany me to the convention next October.
Then I secured a similar promise from my
brother's wife.
Then I wrote to a few near
acquaintances, such as Manager France, Presi-

my

A

dent Hilton, Ex-President Aspinwall, and asked
them if they would bring their wives, and
all replied that they would do so.
My friend
Muth, of Cincinnati, also writes me that he
will bring Mrs. Muth.
I think I would have at least one good essay
each session, then the debate, as already mentioned, and finish up with the question box.

)^^^i^''1

which 1 hope will be contributed to from all
over the country, by those who are so unfortunate as to be unable to attend.
One other little point: As everything promises to be on a larger scale than usual, I have
already made arrangements for the use of a

camera that will take a picture 14x17 inches,
and I hope to make a group picture that every
member will be proud to hang upon the walls
of his home.
I shall see to it that each person
in the group has a number upon the lapel of
the coat, and a printed list giving numbers,
names and addresses, will accompany each pictures, then all can see who is who.

What

I

have written

simply ^ives a glimpse

the program in embryo.
Nothing is definitely settled.
I shall do my utmost to make
the convention one of the most enviable, the
best and most really helpful, that the Association has ever held ; and I earnestly request
every one who has any interest whatever in
the matter, to write me a letter full of advice

of

and suggestions. Tell the subjects you would
like discussed, and the persons you would like
have discuss them.
Suggest topics for the
responses to toasts or sentiments, and the men
yoM would desire to hear respond.
Tell me
what subjects you would like to hear debated,
and the men you would like to hear do the
arguing.
If I have suggested something that
does not please you, let me know, giving reasons why. Take hold, right now, and do your
share in making the coming convention a grand
to

W.

success.
Flint, Mich.

2.

Hutchinson.

subject.

Another factor that has been suggested to
me. is that of having at least one debate during
this is
I believe
each of the day sessions.
something that "has never been attempted at
any of the meetings of the National. Suppose,
for instance, we take up the size of the hives.
Let us say: "Resolved that a 12-frame, Langshive-body is more desirable, in the production of extracted honey, than an 8-frame
hive-body."
Get some experienced, competent
man to take the affirmative, and some other
equally good man, who believes in the 8-frame
hive, to take the negative; let these men be
chosen early in the season, secure their consent
thus ta enter the arena, then they can have
months to prepare for the contest, and we
common folks can sit back and enjoy the "flow
of words and the feast of reason."
As a rule, I think that most of our conventions are held aown too closely to the steady
grind of hard discussion, session after session
from beginning to end of the meeting. I think
at least one evening session might be very
profitably and pleasantly devoted to something
I
suppose that a banquet
in a lighter vein.
followed by responses to toasts would be in this
First
the
is
line, but there are objections.
cost, which would not be less than Si. 00 a
plate.
This is not really serious, although
there might be some difficulty in determining

Ileciua

troth

in

advance how many would participate, so that

preparations might be made on sufficient scale.
I may be old-fashioned, but the real objection,
in my mind, is the late hour at which we
would be compelled to begin our responses.
The regular supper would have to be out
of the way before the dining room could
be used for spreading the banquet, which would
If we finished our
require some little time.
feast at half past nine we would be fortunate
indeed, and it is likely that midnight would
To perstill find most ot us out of our beds.
sons accustomed to late hours this would mean
nothing, but most of us bee-keepers are plain
country folks, accustomed to early hours, and
to be up half the night means extreme dullis more or less of a strain, at best, and every
precaution ought to be taken that the members
should feel just as well, and as bright, as they
possibly can: otherwise, there is little enjoyment. My idea is that we cut out the banquet
part, the feast at g or 10 o'clock at night.
Just
take our usual supper at the usual time, then
meet at the usual time, 7 130 p. m. or whatever time we think best, and begin at once
the responses to toasts or sentiments, finishing
up at q or 10 o'clock. Then the next day we
,

will

feel

as well

as

ever,

ready for business,

and discussions, and able to enjoy ourselves.
I would suggest that 8 or 10 of our best speakers be chosen, and appropriate topics be chosen
for each, early in the season, that there may be
plenty of time for thought and preparation.
I would announce the topics in advance, also
the list of speakers, but I think I would leave
a secret, as to which speaker each topic
it
would be assigned, until the announcement was
made by the toast master. I think the speeches

An

Octogoiiaiiaii

Bee Editor

^gnor A. DeRauschenfels, the editor
of the Italian bee-paper, "L'ApicoItore,"
was 80 years old on March i, igoS. His
paper is one of the most progressive
in Europe.
It is published at Milan,

^

Italy.

Mating Effect on the Drones

We

have received the following in reply to an article in the February number:
"After reading virhat T. W. Livingston says, on page 49, I can more easily
understand how he has drones colored
by the mating of the mother. He says
that his mismated queens after a time
turn darker, so that the difference in
color is plainly apparent. As the drone
depends only on his mother for his color, if Mr. L. has that kind of queens
which change color after mating, of
course it is nothing strange for
the
drones to follow that change. As I have
never seen any change in the color of

my

queens

would

see

after mating, naturally.
in the drones.

Items

whrini bee-keepers do not generally c.ire
The task of getting
to have dealings.
it now rooted out is a difficult one.

From this we may take warning. If
bees are found working very eagerly on
a few plants of a certain variety, before
increasing the area of such
largely
plants it may be well to learn something of the character of the honey secured from them.
Bees Absconding when Shaken
T.

J.

ings in

Barringer

says

this

in

Glean-

Bee Culture

"It has not

been clearly stated

in the
journals that it is necessary to cage
the queen when the bees are shaken on
to new combs.
One of our bee-men
of Tulare, a Mr. Gambel, had 78 colonies shaken on frames of foundation
for foul brood, and none of the queens
were caged; 75 out of the 78 swarmed,
and went to the woods.'"
This is probably quite unusual, but
it is well to be on the lookout.

I

none

E. V. Pag.\n."

Borage as a Honey-Plant
In Praktischer Wegweiser, page 280,
Herr VVillhelm says that in response to
the general cry, "Sow borage," he has
been sowing it for years and now has
How the bees do hum
it in abundance.
it!
But alas! now that he has it
shows its
in such abundance that it
character in the surplus honey, he finds
it such as no customer wants, and says
it is black as a certain "gentleman" with

upon

-

Got a Bee In It
Auntie Xow, Tommy, take my bon-

—

net up-stairs for me, there's a good boy.
Boo-hoo! I don't w-ant to!
Indeed! And why not, pray?
.Auntie
Tommy 'Cause mother told me you'd

Tommy—

——

got

-a

bee in

it.

— The

Sketch.

>Iinnesota State Bee-Keepers' Society

Not long ago inquiry was made as to
whether there was any bee-keepers' soThere seems to be
ciety in Minnesota.
with such favorable
a State society

—

:

I04
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for membership tliat it surely
deserves, as it probably enjoys, a flourishing membership.
The annual payment of $1.25 not only secures membership in the State society, but in the
National as well, and also in the Minnesota State Horiticultural Society.
circular of the Minnesota State Society says
'"From the Horticultural Society we
get literature in pamphlet form every
month, and at the end of the year the

terms

A

That

.strong."

is

good advice,

especial-

so where one is rearing queens, because weak colonies mean weak queens.
After all methods that I knew of had
failed to give me colonies of the dely

sired strength, I began experimenting
on the plural-queen system. The result
of my efforts is shown in the cut. There
is nothing new or original in my method; it is simply a combination of others

hole in the Chambers device.
Now remove the queen from the cage, shake
the bees down in the box and drop in
the queen.
Then put into the empty
body over the strong colony a frame
of hatching brood, and 2 of honey.
Take the box of bees that now contains the queen, and dutnp them into
the prepared body, and put on the cover.

Keep adding hatching brood

till

the body

same in book form, and our programs
and convention reports printed with
theirs; also two plant premiums, if the
Secretary

is

notified before April 1st."

fee may be sent to
president, Scott 'Lament, Jarrets,
Mirin., or to the secretary. Rev. Chas.
D. Blaker, Sta. F., Minneapolis, Minn.

The membership

the

Florence Makes and Paints Hives
I
am sending you a picture of

my

ig-frame hive with 3 supers standing on

Batch of Queen-Cells from Plural-Queen Colony.

which

I

have learned from the pages of

bee-papers.
I

first

hand

is

ed

select

the strongest colony on

then the weakest one. I find and
cage the queen of the weak colony, then
after forcing the bees to fill themselves
with honey, they are shaken into a box
that has the two sides covered with
wire-cloth.
The box containing the
;

bees is now placed in the shop.
Now
take the brood from the weak cofony
to the strong one, remove all frames
from the strong colony that do not contain brood, and place the brood from
the weak colony in their place. The hive
is
now closed and left so until even-

When the bees become acquaintremove the Chambers device and

full.
I

a queen-excluder.
When the
colony reaches the desired strength I
put the Chambers device on, then an
empty body. In the added body put 3
frames of brood, and a Doolittle feeder, close the flight-hole, and draw the
slides, and feed a little
warm feed,
which will draw the young bees up.
In about 3 days close the slides, cut all
cells that have been started and insert
a frame with prepared cells.
When the photo was taken, the 6story colony contained 5 queens.
The
other small picture shows the result
substitute

Florence Bellamy.

edge on top of

it.
Each super holds 65
or 195 for the 3; 170 being
with honey and sealed over, and

sections,
filled

7

filled

on one side and half

filled

on

the other side.

am

enclosing also a picture of my
12-year-old son, "Jimmie," with a hive
that he made himself
and another of
my ii-year-old daughter, '"Florence,"
with a hive that she made and was painting when the picture was taken.
Syracuse, N. Y.
H. F. Bellamy.
I

;

[The picture in which "Jimmie" appeared, and also the one .showing the
19-franie hive, were too dim to engrave.
Editor.]

The Plural Queen System

Apiary

of J.

l)r)n;il(lscin

and Plural-Queen Colony.

The

spring of 1907 was, in this locality, the worst
I
ever knew.
Feeding,
uniting, and all other methods I knew
of for obtaining strong colonies fell far
short of the
desired
results.
Rev.
Langstroth said, "Keep all colonies

when

by

their work as cell-builders.
You
will notice the cells are attached to the

Chambers, in Gleanings), and an
empty body placed over the brood-chamber; close the slides, and open the flight-

bottom of a brood-comb instead of a
Mr. Doostick.
I got that idea from
A
little at the Jenkintown Field Day.

ing,

Chambers
J.

E.

the cover
cell-device

is

removed and a

(as

described

of

April,

1908.
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questioner asked him how manj' cells
he usually placed on a stick early in the
spring. lie replied, "None; I put them

on

comb."

a

I

went home and tried

it,

and find that I get a larger percentage
accepted, especially if the comb contains
sealed brood.
J. Donaldson.

Moorestown, N.

Views of D.

J.

J.,

Dec. 24.

Blocher's Bee- Yards

View No. I, on the first page, shows
part of a Caucasian yard 3 miles from
home, an<i located at the cross-roads.
The nearest hives to the road are only
I tried
about 2 rods from the track.
the Caucasian bee 2 summers and will
now quit breeding that race of bees,
and Italianize them. They are nice bees,
but are objectionable here for various
First, in spring and fall they
reasons.
Second, tliey arc
are inclined to rob.
Third, they fasten
inclined to swarm.
many of the frames to the front of the
One colony filled
hive at the bottom.
up the front with a gray ash sort of
propolis, and just left holes to crawl
Fourth, they do not gather
through.
1 have
as much honey as the Italians.
of room and they
given them lots
swarmed in spite of the room. I confined them to small room below and
could hardly get them info the supers.
I
have decided to quit breeding this

the new hives.
He then removes
the honey, being careful to leave enough
near the nioutli of the hive to keep the
bees from starving until the new hive is
established.
While the smoking process
is under way, a noise at the new hive,
made by heating a tin pan, will attract
the attention of the bees and direct them
to their new quarters.
Care must be
taken to protect the body from the anto

gry bees meanwhile."
There's richness for you
The phrase
"heating a tin pan" is probably a misprint for "beating a tin pan," but one
!

just as

is

good

as the other.

the present time, and drawn all that I
dared upon my imagination, and still
the call is 'more,' 'more.' And then the
questions!
I never before realized that
there were so many things that I did
not know.
"By the way, the little boy has taken
me for a pattern. The strongest argument that he can bring to bear is that
'Grandpa does that way.' For instance,
his mother would like to part his hair
in the middle, but he resents it
'Grandpa does not do that way.' When asked

—

what he
says,

"Grandpa Hutchinson" Telling Stories
The picture shown herewith appears
in the

American Bee-Keeper

for

March.

will

'Keep

do when he grows up, he
just the same
as

bees,
does.'

He has been with me
and again, and has
alrepdy received his baptism of stings,
Grandpa

to the apiary, time

takmg

it

bravely.

frames, and he and

I

He can nail up
have alreadv made

bee.

Xo. 2 is one of my Italian
run 3 Italian yards and one
But now I will have 4 Italian yards. I have the darkest bees here.
I pay $10 a year for the ground, but
haul all home to winter in the cellar.
All the yards are so located that I can

View

yards.

I

Caucasian.

them and get home in half
The farmers are beginning to
alsike clover, so I do not think it
ttecessary to locate them far apart.
try to have our yards graded as to color,
call at ail of

a day.

sow

We

and so watch

results.

The yellow bees

so far are doing as well as the darker
The homeones, and are more gentle.
yard is in the sun, and so I enjoy going to 2 out-yards where there is shade
I never set a hive in thick
to work in.
shade for honey-gathering. In the sun
proved
best for me in every
has always
way except for operating, and I select
part
of
the day for that,
the cooler
except in a few cases.

Stephenson Co.,

How

to

III.

D.

J.

Blocker.

Get Bees in a Hive

J. W. Jack.sQn, of the new and enterprising State of Oklahoma, writes:

"Enclosed find a clipping from the
bee-department of the California Cultivator, which seems to show they don't
take bee-papers out West. Send him a
sample copy."

The clipping, replying to a question,
reads as follows:
practiced bee-keeper to whom the
above question was referred, says he
saves swarms of bees n-hich go info trees
by setting hives a little distance from
the tree in which he puts comb cases,
with molasses at the mouth of the hive,
and also in the hive. When the bees
discover the hive they will go to work,
and as soon as this is done he smokes
the tree until the bees leave it, which
thev will do in a short time and take

"A

"Grandpa Hutchinson" Telling a
Referring

to

Mr. Hutchinson savs

it,

this:

"Perhaps

may be

allowed to indulge
slightly in a grandparent's prerogative,
and say just a few words about those
I

6-year-olds leaning upon my knee. They
are the eldest children of my twin
daughters, and they pretend to live
across the street from us, but it is an
open question whether they do mucn
more than go across there to sleep. The
picture is no unusual scene gotten up
for the occasion.
It is enacted daily in
the office of the Review.
What .1 love

we

mortals do have for stories!
I
have gone back to my very earliest recollections and raked and scraped every
little

item that

I

could recall

down

to

Story.

when he is old enough
and I am too old, he shall have the
Review. Seriously, stranger things than
that have happened.
"There is a saying that. 'Youth hopes;
old age remembers,' and I have often
noticed that an old man has no greater
a

bargain that

pleasure than that of recalling the scenes
of his youth. It must be that I am still
in the golden mean, for while I do
sometimes
recall
with pleasure the
'good old times when I was a boy,'
there still run in my veins the hope and
fire of youth,"

Surely the picture

is

a delightful one,

and we are glad to present it to our
readers. The expression on the faces of

—

;

!
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appearance of their faces, that it seems
almost
impossible to cease admiring
" Grandpa
them.
Hutchinson " must
have developed into a wonderful story-

It
those two dear children is perfect.
isn't often that anything so natural, and
so beautiful, can be gotten up for the
camera to catch. There is something
so sweetly restful and satisfying in the

teller as well as bee-keeper.

.

—^,~' -^.vow

this the old hive with its brood, all
queen-cells being removed.
Then you
ask, "After the brood is all hatched, is
the old hive taken away or placed at
the bottom?"
Neither; it is left above,
and becomes an extracting chamber.
You see the plan fits extracted honey.
The plan of piling up, with abundant
ventilation, (only one queen in the pile)
also fits extracted honey but there is no
trouble, as you fear, from the rain getting in between the stories.
It might be well worth your while
to try the plan on page 70, under the
head of "Prevention of Swarming."
It is not easy to say why you should
have so much trouble in uniting bees.
Do you really think cross bees are worse
Oui
than gentle ones about uniting?
bees are cross enough, and there is seldom any trouble about their uniting. But
how and when it
it makes a difference
When bees are busy gathering
is done.
In one case you
there is no trouble.
dumped the bees in front of the hive
;

t'Bee -Kcepind
Conducted
Is

b>

E.MMA

JI.

She Wrong?

Miss Trevarrow says

this in the

Cana-

dian Bee Journal:

"How

now?

The

side of a
cell is the bottom, the opposite side is
the top, the bottom is one side and the
top the other.
this be wrong, please
correct in vour next issue."

that

is

H

Honey

as Food.

Late investigations lead to the belief
honey, the earliest form of sugar

that
that

human

beings could obtain, is still
It is counted, as the
result of these experiments among the
most nutritious and delicate of foods.
Not only does honej' seem to act as
a cure for diseases of the throat but as

about the

a

best.

soinewhat remarkable purifier of the

The only obstacle in the way of
more general use appears to be that

blood.
itj

many

people
cannot eat it without
stomachic pain. Prairie Farmer.

—

Cleaning and Casing Honey.
While I was at Mr. Gill's their daughter, Mrs. Marian Fuller, of Beloit, Wis.,
cleaned and cased 125 cases of honey
from 7 to S o'clock with half an hour for
noon.
She had the doubletier case, 24
sections, Ij^x4j4.
She had to wipe the
glass, place 8 strips of

wood

in position,

and put paper in, and she had to carry
a good deal of it into the next room
also had to wait for cases part of the
time.
I
think she could clean- and case
150 in 10 hours with the single-tier case,
and no waits to make and no sticks
to space.
F. J. Farr, in Gleanings.

—

Tutting Comb Foundation in Frames.
Mr. T. P. Robinson, speaking of
putting

foundation in frames, says in
Gleanings: "It is often claimed that it
is a slow tedious job to put it into the
frames.
This is the case, without a
doubt, unless a person is fixed for it

—

and acquires some skill in putting it in.
I
must say that I am no adept at this
art. but Mrs. Robinson is, and can put
in foundation in a rdiirl.
I do not wish
the bee-folks to think I am lazy, and
that my better half is making the living,

my

when I say that Mr^ R. puts all
foundation into the frames. We use

a VanDcusen wax-tube in the work; so,
to redeem myself, I must make known

WILSON, Marengo.

II

the fact that I bring supers of empty
frames, take away the full ones, imbed
the wire, keep the wax warmed to the
right heat, keep foundation handy, etc.
You may think this is an easy job for
me to do while Mrs. R. puts in the foundation.
It isn't
so easy when
she
puts in 120 Hoflman frames per hour,
or two per minute. She can do this all
day long, and put in some 1200 sheets of
full-size brood foundation.
To make
the matter of more importance, she much
enjoys the work".
Upon which Mr. Scholl comments
"The above is quite a good record for
a woman."
"For a woman," indeed
But then the comment is well enough
for a man.
:

A Contrast in Honey Results.
At the Massachusetts convention as
reported in Gleanings, page 159, "Miss
Cutter, of Princeton, gave her experience with the seventeen-frame Latham
hive from which she obtained III lbs.
of honey while her other colonies gave
her no surplus."

you wished them to enter, drove them
in with smoke, and they were slaughterAre you sure the bees of both
ed.
That
lots were well filled with honey?
makes quite a difiference. It would have
helped, too, if you had dumped in front
of the hive both lots of bees, letting both
Being confused by
run in together.
such a proceeding, they would be busy
finding
their home rather
about
thinking
than killing the other bees.
Glad to hear from you again.

Tlierapeutic Value of Honey.
".\ccording to Dr. Pol Demade, who
writes on ,this subject in La Rcfortne
Atiincntaire for January, honey occupies,
or should, at least, occupy, an honorable
Since up to the
place in therapeutics.
present date this right has not been
generally accorded to it, the Doctor
draws the attention of his confreres to
certain experiences of his own, and also
gives his reasons for the conclusions to

I

which he has been led. He relates that
Lady Superior of a certain convent
asked his advice about a tiny, emaciated
baby. The child, which lay in its mother's arms, was 9 months old, and gave
one the feeling that it had but to close
its little eyes for death to assert itself.

It is

The

the

Honey Gargle

for Sore Throat.

Prepare yi pt. strong sage tea and add
to it 2 tablespoonfuls each of strained
hone\', strong vinegar and table salt, and

rounding teaspoonful cayenne pepper.
better to steep the pepper with the
and strain before adding other ingredients, then bottle. Gargle four to six
tea,

times a day.

—^Mrs.

Jennie M. in

Farm

and Home.

Producing Bulk

Comb Honey.

Mrs. Frances Thompson deserves, and
is hereby given, very hearty thanks for
sending such full and satisfactory particulars when making inquiries.
Some
seem to think it is only necessary to
say, "I got no surplus honey last season; what was the matter?" that they
may then get minute instructions just
what to do to get a bouncing crop at

the next harvest.

Mrs. Thompson, your problem of getcomb honey in frames to be cut out,
and at the same time to keep down inting

crease,

is

not the easiest in the world.

You ask about the Scherzinger plan. By
plan, when a colony swarms the
swarm is hived in a lower slory, over

that

which

is

placed an excluder, and over

infant was sufTering from diarrhea,
which had refused to yield to all remedies tried; the poor little creature was
emaciated to an extreme degree, with
black rings under the eyes, and the lowThe poor
er stomach fearfully large.
sufferer had no appetite whatever, but
in its place plagued with almost incessant vomiting and diarrhea.
"This sickness, it appears, the French
and Flemings call 'old man.' 'What,' says
Dr. Demade, 'could a medical man hope
to do with such a wretched specimen,
which any breath might send into Paradisc? And yet there stood the mother
pressing this renmant of life to her
heart, her ninth child, which she told
me she loved better than all the rest.
"'I ordered her to feed the infant on
honev and wat-cr, nothing else absolutely, for 8 days, and, turning to the Lady
Superior, I added that if the child were
still living at the end of that time, to
give goat's milk and water in the proI
portion of I to 2 parts, respectively.
dismissed the case from my mind, sinee

was
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did not hope for anylhing better than
death as a release.
" 'What my astonishment was when at
I

the end of 3 months I was shown a
well-nourished
baby,
healthy-looking,
with an excellent appetite and regular
habits, aird its stomach reduced to normal proportion, may be easily guessed,
Here was my little wretched creature

nothing

less

metamorphosed

than

by

means of the honey. And I learnt that
the mother had used my remedy to
other children who suffered from stomach disorder with equally good results.
I profited by her experiments, and I
have since found the use of honey in
any disease of the digestive organs a
most valuable agent.'

"The Doctor adds
honey as a remedy

that he has tried
for that most obstinate of all diarrheas which follows
an advanced stage of pulmonary consumption, and even with young animals,
and has in every case been rewarded
by seeing the diarrhea stop, and a deThe
sire for nutrition take its place.
list of chemical compounds used to clear
with
more
or
less
intestinal
canal,
the
good results, some of which work other
one;
honey,
which
is
mischief, is a long
at once cleansing and nutritious, ought
And it may be that
to take their place.
this is only one of the therapeutic uses
out of many to which it might with ad-

vantage be put.
"Dr. Pol Demade argues that it should
be easy for any pracjitioner with com-

nioii-sense to recognize the reasons for
this high value possessed by honey.
It
is, in the first place, a most extraodin-

ary natural product. It is a sugar, but
not of the ordinary kind. It is antisepalmost free from fermentation, and
withal capable of almost instant assimilation in the organism with ne.xt to no
exertion on the part of the digestive
agents.
Ordinary sugar is saccharine,
tic,

whereas honey

is

a glycose.

The

for-

mer ferments readily, and has to be
turned into glycose by the action of the
saliva or some of the other digestive
juices before it can be assimilated.
In
the case of a healthy stomach, saccharine can be dealt with at no great expense to the system but when the digestive organs have been weakened by
disease, and the whole nervous system
is e.xtra-sensitive, sugar should be withheld and honey given."

creased in size for the weakest, and,
unlike the full-depth hives, these shallow ones permit of a more gradual expansion to keep pace with the increased
size of the colony.

In Fig. 2 is shown a single case with
the shallow frames. This is exactly the
same as the SJi shallow frame supers
for extracted honey listed in supply catalogs, except that my frames have a narrow tji-inch top-bar }^-inch thick. This
makes a stronger frame and the topbars are less liable to sag, which nearly
all my old frames have done.
It also
provides more space between frames.
This shallow super is used extensively
in the Southwest for producing bulk

;

The foregoing article taken from the
Vegetarian Messenger ought to be of
especial interest to those of the sisters
who have anything to do with looking
for what goes on the table (and
which of us has not?), but especially
those who have the care of little ones.
It is not likely that such remarkable results as here depicted would follow in
all cases; but it is entirely possible that

out

some other

little lives

might be saved by

following a like course. And would not
less sugar and a little more
little
honey be for the health of all, old as
well as voung?

a

-Deep Super with

Fig.

comb honey, and
vogue
above

for

is

also

Inch Frame.

5'k

coming more

extracted-honey

in

production,

brood-chambers.
In producing surplus honey it is
often best not to put on full-depth suregular

full-depth

it provides more room than the
can occupy at once, while they could
When the
fill one of these supers.
work is well along another one may be
yivcn below the first one.

pers, as
Ijees
1

asily

For section comb honey the supers are

oiit!ierii"\

arranged with the regular 4x5 sections
lictween our

Hyde-SchoU

tors.
With this super
can be produced much
with any of the super
III
the market, as we

slotted separa-

fancy

comb honey

more

readily than

combinations

now

have tried all of
This is due to
tliem for several years.
the freer communication in the supers,
especially the transverse opening just
opposite the upright edges of the sec'

Conducted by
Tlie Divisible

LOUIS

H.

SCHOLL, New

Brood-Cliaiuber Hive.

(Illustrations Courtesy of Gleanings.)

Again I have a complaint to make. A
of letters inform me that I have
never given "a description of the divisible brood-chamber hive I use, nor dimensions of the different parts, etc., so
that they could be made after such explanation." In response to these I shall
once more use space in describing it

number

Braunfels, Tex.

The same frames are used for
able.
brood-frames as when producing bulk

besides preventing freer communication
here, it causes the bees to round off the
combs in each section, and retards the
sealing of the cells in the last row next
to the wood. With the above super such
is not the case, but a row of sections
represents a solid comb when completed,
with upright cleats in the comb. There is
free communication all along the comb,
and from one comb to the other, hence
the super is not cut up into so many
small boxes.
Any favorite, standard size bottoni-

different parts can

It is made up of 5fi-inch shallow frame cases, taking Hoffman frames
5^ inches deep, with 5<2-inch top-bars
^-inch wide.
.\11 the cases, whether
for brood-chambers, extracted honey, or

hive.

supers, are alike throughout,

board and cover

and

this is one of the valuable features about
this hive.
Hence, all are interchange-

cut off just at this point, and

Fig. 3.— The Hyde-Scholl Separator.

be easily obtained of any leading manufacturers of bee-hives.
Several such
similar hives are already catalogued.
But for a few slight differences they are
practically the same.
In the cut is
shown the outside appearance of my

comb

is

or extracted honey.
The same
cases are used for section honey, arranged with sections, of course.
This makes the simplest and yet t:
most expansible hive as well. It can
enlarged for the strongest colony or li

briefly.
its

In other separators the communi-

cation

comb

'

The hive and

tions.

divisible hive,

as

may

be used with this

all

the cases are the

same as ^he regular L.
Fig. 1.— Divisible

Brood Chamber Hive.

hives,

16x20

inches outside measurement, for the 10-

a
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frame size.
Please remember, dear reader, that
have non-e of these things for sale.

am

not

in

the

supply-business,

I
I

neither

have I an axe to grind, and my harping
on this question was due only to the
many letters that were answered in this
way.
The hive parts can be obtained
from any supply-manufacturers as regular goods, except the frames, which can
be ordered made after the dimensions
given,

A

Wind-Mill Hive-Plant in Texas.

The matter

of providing our bees
with a nice, pleasant home that will turn
water and wind, is of great importance
to the man who has hundreds of colonies of bees to provide for, when we
consider the present ruling price for

I live on a big prairie of Texas, 40
from water, and to install waterpower was a "long shot at a buck in
Buncombe" out of the question.
I
knew that there were hundreds of thou-

miles

—

sands of horse-power going to waste
over my farms some days, in the wind,
that if harnessed properly would pump
the St.

Lawrence

river dry,

and make a

stepping stone of Niagara Falls.
I decided to harness about one billionth part
of it and have it make bce-hivcs for me.

The wind-motor
simplicity
cisions.

illustration

shows the

and practicability of my deThis outfit, for material, cost

screws.
A pin is put through the axle
for one of the spokes to hold to.
At
the center a notch is cut in the center of
the scantling to fit around the axle.
short piece of scantling is cut to fit the
other side of the axle, and two bolts
are put through to bind the scantling
to the axle.
strong wire goes around
the wheel, secured at the outer circumference to each spoke, making all pull
on the one spoke secured by the pin. The
axle revolves on the bolsters of the
frame in iron boxings, with a pin on
each side of the boxes through
the

A

A

axle.

Courtesy of Gleanings.

manufactured hives. I found after my
bees were running into the hundreds of
colonies, and constantly increasing
feature I courted that to buy readymade hives was a fearful drain on my
bank account a much greater drain

—

—

—

I was pleased with, or intended
to allow.
I
was a natural-born mechanic, studied the matter all day, and
dreamed of it at nights when a boy.

than

When I became m}' own man, I proceeded to make applications of various characters along mechanical lines. I straightway proceeded to make anything that I
chose to make, out of iron, steel, or wood.
Thus it will be seen that I had a storehouse of knowledge on which I could
draw at will. Therefore, to allow a little

problem like a bee-hive plant of a novel
and practical character bother me for a

moment was

a matter I never stopped
to reflect upon, when the time came for
me to be in need of such an adjunct
to my apiarian equipment.
I began to care for bees when I was
a boy 16 years old, and grew up in the
business, or with the bees, if you wish.
I never thought or intended to make a

bee-man. I became a bee-man by chance,
step by step, day by day, year by year,
until I found my bees running into the
hundreds of colonies, and my output of
honey running into tons annually.
Furthermore, I found that orders for
honey sent me annually was twice that
of my output, therefore I resolved to
enlarge my apiaries, and install new ones
until I filled my orders for honey, or
had all the bees that I could manage.
Finding myself in this sort of predicament, of needing many hives and hiveparts annually, I decided to manufacture
them, and proceeded to execute my decision, as I could not afford, to my mind,
the price for hives and the freight.
It was a matter of little consequence to
install a circular saw to make hives
and frames, but the power to pull or
operate the saw was quite another thing.
It would cost something like $100 to
install a gasoline engine to operate the
saw. That wouldn't do too much money
for the engine, then it eats fuel every
day, additional. I could put in a horsepower for $30, to which I could hitch my
farm mules and do the work of running
the saw, but there would be a mule
driver needed— an additional $1.00 per
day for the driver $30.00 was too much
for power, with wear and tear on mules,
feeding, and a wage for a hired man.
None of these modes of power appealed
to me because of expense.

—

;

Home Made

Windmill

than $10. Should I say it cost less
than $2 for what it is doing, it would
be hard to believe, would it not ? Such
is the case, however, when it is understood that the whole affair is built out of
house-constructing material, and not at
all damaged for house-building purposes,
to which use I will put it as soon as I am
through making hives. All the loss there
in the mill is the main axle, pulleys,
cleats on the sail-spoke, clamps on
the spokes at the axle, and bolsters on
the post or frame.
The mill is selfexplanatory.
2}4-inch gas-pipe serves
as spokes to the wheel. The wind angles
for the sails are cut in the scantling
for the cleats, on which is secured the
corrugated
sheet - steel
roofing with
is

and

A

(or

The

less

Sawing Hive Liimbc
mill

skeleton

is

set

frame

north and south.

on

which

is

The

rests

is

braced fore and aft. To make it more
secure it is fastened to the ground with
strong wire. Power is transmitted to the
ground by means of a rope belt from the

A

i-inch gas-pipe
pulley well in view.
18 feet long serves as a line-shaft from
which the power is applied to the saw,
by a pulley put on the end of the shaft
friction-brake is
under the saw-table.
on the main axle, back out of view,
which gives the operator perfect control
of the mill at all times, to stop and start

A

it

at will.

The mill is geared 40 to i, which in a
moderate wind gives the saw a speed of
The saw1-3 to 1-2 mile per minute.

:
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tabic is constructed with a movable top.
is secured to the table top,
the whole being pushed to the saw, and
push,
too, when the wind is
you have to

at

blowing.

I have nothing against the bee-hive
manufacturers at all. They are badly
needed, and are doing a good work, but
it
is not necessary for me to pay $2
per hive extra just to be changing mon-

The lumber

the whole outfit here at my
shop except the saw, and would have
made that also if I could have had a
piece of suitable steel.
I

made

Any one

moderate mechanical
and good judgment can construct
with

ability
this mill, as

somewhere near right will
do, but when you go to making the pulleys and saw mandrel to run true and
correct, without the aid of turning lathes
and machine auger, you have to be a
mechanic and

a low estimate, which shows a net
saving of $40 per day.
The windinill
paid for itself the first 4 hours that I
ran it.

ey from place to place, when the mill
will do the work, costs
nothing for
power, and uses only about 5 cents
worth of grease per year. I have had
the mill in operation about 10 months,
'i

.

P.

Robinson.

.do things right.

material for the construction of
a lo-frame hive, complete with super,
20 frames, nails, wire and paint, costs
about 65 cents. How does this compare
with the Northern made hive of the
same kind quoted at $2.30 each, with no
The same hive laid
paint furnished?
down here will bill out thus One tenstory hive, $2.30; freight on the hive,
30 cents paint for same, 5 cents. To-

subjected to.
Forty feet
from
the
ground, no flight from November till
time the tree was cut, and on at least
three different cold spells, the
temperature had been 25 degrees below
zero.,

In every case I have heard of, where
through accident or otherwise, a colony
has had the brood-nest exposed to view
during any of the winter months, every
time brood has been present, and I firmly believe that the colony with no brood
during these months, is the exception
rather than the rule.
This, of course,

—

Central Tennessee Convention

The

the same thickness of rotten wood inside of that.
Readers will bear in mind
the extreme conditions these bees were

The

Central Tennessee Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the rooms of
the Board of Trade, at Nashville, Tenn.,
on Saturday. April 2$, at 10 a. m. This
being the regular annual meeting for
the election of officers, etc., a full attendance of the members is desired.

refers to ordinary colonies of bees quite
weak colonies we would reasonably assume would be unable to care for much
brood in cold weather. But as we have
had no experience to prove the matter,
for aught I know, even very weak colonies may have some brood.

:

;

tal, $2.65.

This shows a difference of $2 per hive
wind-motor saw. I can
complete hives in a day.

An interesting program has been arranged, including essays and discussions
on subjects that will be of interest to
all bee-keepers.

in favor of the
easily make 20

J.

M. BUCH.\NAN,

Sec.

Franklin. Tenn.

Caucasian Bees and Funics.
same issue of the American

In the

Bee-Keeper already referred too, appears a good photograph, of our own
a man whose opinions are
]. B. nail
second to none in America, as regards
sound judgment in things apicultural.
His estimate of the Caucasian bees has
been well known to the most of us for

—

it now seems that Mr.
testing the Funics
a
a few in "Merr-'e
England." Their qualities as found by
Mr. Hall arc, in a nutshell, something
very gentle, great propolizers,
like this
rear both workers and drones right into
October, thus using up all their stores;
and they are great svvarmers. They also
excell in the matter of building queencells, Mr. Flail and his assistant having
cut out of one colony, 179 perfect cells,
to say nothing of many others just

some
Hall
race

years,

has

and

—

been

much lauded by

—

Conducted by

J.

L.

Brood-Rearing in Winter.
seems to be

generally accepted
view, that bees wintering outdoors do
little if any brood-rearing during the
So good an authority
winter months.
as O. O. Poppleton, in comparing beekeeping conditions of the North and
South, says in the March American BeeIt

a

Keeper
suppose over the North
all broonalwa\s iii
November, and do not commence again
"In Iowa, and

I

generally, bees often cease
rearing in October almost

—

March. Durine nearly all
this time they do very little outdoor
work, and are not dying o!T rapidly as
they would if active."
As regards cellar-wintered bees. Mr.
till

late

in

Poppleton's statement could be, in many
cases, correct, but the last clause of the
quotation clearly shows that he has
bees outdoors in mind, and with all due
regards for the opinions of others, the
writer desires to take issue with the common idea that bees in that condition do
not rear any brood.
Three years ago, I helped to destroy
2 strong colonics in the last week of
December. The owner had noticed a
few cells of foul brood in each of these
colonies when preparing the bees for
winter, and not wishing to take any
trouble with them, he decided to leave
them till cold weather, destroy the bees

BYER. Mount Joy.

Ont.

In
and melt up the combs into wa.x.
both colonies we found brood in 3 combs,
in all stages from the egg to hatching
bees, showing conclusively that broodrearing had been going on as early (or
late) as Dec. 9.
About the 15th of February, of the
present cold winter, a farmer 3 miles
from us cut down a large basswood
tree, and found that there vv-as a colony
of bees in the tree some 40 feet from
He sent word to a beethe ground.
keeper, Mr. D. Ramer, of Cedar Grove,
Ont. to come and get the bees. Just
for the novelty of the thing, Mr. Ramer
fitted up a hiift with some combs of
honey, and cold as it was, scooped up the
bees from among the crushed combs,
and took them home with him. Whether they will survive the winter or not,
is not for me to say.

—

—

Meeting Mr. Ramer a few days after
he had the bees,

I

inquired as to the

of the tree, and amount of
brood and honey the bees had. He said
that there was sufficient honey to have
and as for br.ood, it
wintered them
was there in all stages, from eggs to
lots of hatching bees, .^s a low estimate
he would say that there was brood to

condition

;

equivalent of 12 inches
square. The tree at the part where the
bees had their stores, was a shell of
about 4 inches sound wood, with about
at

least

the

started.

.\ny one breeding Punic queens for
certainly would not have to dip

sale,

any

artificial

cell-cups.

"Fall Dwindling" of Bees.
Morlep Pettit wrote me recently, and
among other things he refers to what I
have said relative to our bees going into winter quarters last fall with abHe says that
normally small clusters.
the same things were true in his apiaries,
and makes a guess that the peculiar fall
weather was accountable, causing a sort

of "fall dwindling."

As a possible remedy he suggests that
the storm-door as used on the Holtermann hive, be used with an entrance on
top of the door instead of the bottom
during the fall season, as this arrangement would keep out the wind and light.
The device would serve that purpose
all right, the only objectionable feature
that I see being that it might discourage
a flight on a suitable day in the late fall
if the apiarist should not happen to be
on hand.
Mr. Pettit also endorses

my

view on

the question of sugar syrup, and incidentally remarks that his bees have
all buckwheat stores this winter, and
although they are in a perfect cellar yet
quite a few show slight signs of dysent-

:
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over the matter, at present I frankly
admit that as things are just now, I do
not believe the bee - keeping fraternity

As regards the small clusters spokcry.
en of, we trust Mr. Petlit's e.Kpcriencc
will be in line with ours, as present conditions seem to indicate that the bees
have been none the worse for smaller

are ready to give the united support so
necessary to insure the success of the
plan as outlined by Mr. 'Chrysler.

more

populations than usual, of which,
anon.

Errata.

On

that

in

a

little

"mix-up"

comment about

the

keeping

page

75,

there

is

As it reads,
makes it apwas the auDadant
Mr.
though

qualities of honey-vingar.
the statement referred too,

pear as
thor of

whereas C. W. Dayton, of
it,
California, is the "writer" referred too.
Also, on page 75. 4th line from the top
" eulogi^stic
of the 3rd column, read
terms" in place of "egotistic terms."

BV

Co-operation

Among

which

owning more than
to

salesmen,

to

be

rotten apples made good cider?
There are indeed people who truly be-

Yet, neither
lieve that such is the case.
rotten apples, decayed grapes, nor fetid

10 shares, or $250.

honey-water

of di-

one or more
employed by the di-

colto the directors for all moneys and
lections connected with their duties. The
proceeds, after all expenses are paid, to

among the members, according to amount and grade of honey conTo facilitate matters in raistributed.
ing the necessary capital, bee-keepers
may give their notes for the amount of
stock tliev wish to subscribe, and the
amount deducted from the net proceeds
These notes the Assoof their honey.
ciation can use at the bank, which will
More
advance the necessary capital.
than one place for so collecting the
honey may become necessary, as the
membership and conveniences demand.
in cash
It would become possible to pay
any
a certain portion of the value of
deafter
time
any
honey,
bee-keeper's

be divided

.

•

,

can

even

an

making

al-

of

high grades of wine in old Europe, the
damaged or decayed grapes are carefully

removed.

To make

alcohol which will be later
to vinegar, it takes saccharine
The scientists tell us that the
matter.
sugar of fruits is entirely destroyed by
hardly need to
putrid fermentation.
be told this, for every one knows who
has tasted spoiled fruit, Mhat instead of
a sweet flavor, nothing but bitterness remains. Even although apples and grapes
contain the germs that cause alcoholic
fermentation, these fruits will only rot,
unless placed in conditions which help
pile of apdevelop the proper germs.
ples under a tree will rot, the same numof fruits crushed and placed in a receptablc which will keep warmth and exclude the air sufficiently will develop alcoholic fermentation which will almost

changed

We

A

immediately
if

the

air

afterwards become acetic
excluded.
not entirely

is

Honey-water, diluted so that the sweet

c

Personally, I believe the principle ot
co-operation is sound and just, but notwithstanding the fact that a few years
ago, the writer was quite enthusiastic

develop
In the

coholic fermentation.

paid a certain perrectors, and
centage of the business done as a salary,
to be responsible
and
bonds,
to be under

,

What

of

the making of honeyis there to hinder honey-

er, that

to be

livcrv."

about

water from changing to vinegar?
I have stated several times in previous
articles that the change from saccharine
matter into acetic acid must necessarily
pass through the alcoholic form first.
But an alcoholic fermentation is not the
only fermentation that may take place
A puin honey-water or fruit-juices.
trid fermentation, may under certain circumstances, develop in honey-water as
well as in fruits, if the alcoholic fermenHave
tation is delayed or prevented.
you ever heard it said, by some old farm-

sufficient

number

to make investigations,
will give the substance.

vinegar.

have a president, vice-

president, and a sufficient
rectors; a manager, and

I

First,

m

of

me

caused

for
capital to establish suitable quarters
storage, liquefying and putting honey
suitable packages for the retail trade.
Make the shares of the company at $25
each, and no person to have the privilege

The company

ripe or diluted,

DADANT.

turn to vinegar, the other from the editor
of the Bee-Keeper's Review, who asks
me what I know about the keeping
I must acqualities of honey-vinegar.
knowledge that this last question has
never been raised in mj- mind, and it

to
replies
thusiastic "co-operationer",
some objections as seen by Mr. G. A.
article.
previous
Deadnan in a
Mr. Chrvsler thinks the present system is liked by the buyers, and "the more
names of producers they can obtain who
have honev for sale, and deal with them
it."
in a private wav, the better they like
The plan as outlined by Mr. Chrysler
for the formation and working of a cooperative society is as follows:

with

r.

have lately received two enquiries
concerning honey-vinegar, the first one
from a bee-keeper of New York State
who asks why his honey-water did not
I

co-operation, and a committee was appointed to look into the matter and report at next annual meeting.
The "Farmer's Advocate"—one of the
leading agricultural papers of Canada
has been inviting discussion along that
5th
line of thought, and in the March
enissue, Mr. Chrysler, of Chatham, an

association

C.

is

subject to

all

sorts of

That is why many people
before trying to use it either for
mead or vinegar. This heating destroys
all germs of fermentation, and to secure
the alcoholic ferment, it is then necessary
to add some yeast.
But it is also necessary to keep the liquid at a temperature
sufficiently high to permit the development of the germs of fermentation, and
not high enough to kill those germs.
It is generally admitted that a heat of
70 to go degrees is necessary to keep up
fermentation, and that a heat of 130
and upwards will destroy the germs, alpossibilities.

Bee-Keepers.

At the last meeting of the Ontario
considerable
Bee-Keepers' Association
discussion took place on the subject of

"Form an

brought into the hive with the honey
gathered in the flowers. So honey, un-

Making of Honey-Vinegar

it

contains

and kept

We

is

preserve it,
develop a
fermentation.
sorts of germs are

sufficient

to

in a cool place,

amount

of
are told that

certain

putrid
all

may

heat

it

though some bacteria

live

at

a much

higher temperature.

When

alcoholic fermentation
is
well under way, the acetic fermentation
may begin at any time, but it takes a
much greater quantity of air for the latter than for the former.
The alcoholic
fermentation develops a large amount of
carbonic acid, which for the time being

the

prevent all other fermentation. The
deadly gas escaping from a vat of fermenting grape -juice, which will extinguish a candle brought near the surface
will exclude acetic
fermentation
until this gas has escaped.
But the vineyardist knows well that if he does not
exclude the air, there soon conies a
vinegar odor from his fermenting vats,
unless the amount of sugar is so great

will

—

that either it or the alcohol formed in
large amount will preclude the development of the acetic germ. So the very
thing the wine-maker avoids is what the
vinegar-maker needs.
While the orve
hastens to bung up his barrels, keeping
them well filled with as little air space
as possible, the vinegar-maker devises
the most feasible ways to expose the fermented liquid to the oxydizing action of
the air.
in

Four things are therefore necessary
making vinegar

T.
A sufficient quantity of honey to
permit of alcoholic fermentation. Thi3
fermentation is usually speedy, requiring but a very few days.

A

sufficient amount of water.
2.
If
there is too much saccharine matter,
there will be but a very slow fermentation. From one to one and a half pounds
of honey to the gallon is the most approved quantity.
A favorable temperature, from 70
3.
to 90 degrees, Fahrenheit.
The lower
temperature gives a slow change, the
higher a speedy one.
Air and ferment. The quantity of
4.
air needed for the first or alcoholic fer-

April
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limited,

is

but

some

air

is

necessary as well as an escape for the
gas which forms, during the chemical
For the acetic
change which ensues.
fermentation, the more air the better, if
the temperature is preserved.
Veast, fruits or fruit-juices will furnish plenty of germs for both the alcoholic and the acetic fermentation. For
the latter, if it should be slow to come, a
good vinegar or vinegar-mother
little
Fruit-juices, wine or ciwill supply it.
der, contain so much of the germs that
a barrel of wine or cider left unchanged
will be almost certain to turn to vinegar in a few w-eeks, if placed in a warm
The only reason why so many
cellar.
people fail in securing the acetic fermenfor their honey-vinegar is that
they do not give it enough opportunity
to develop the alcoholic fermentation
and most honey-vinegar will be
first,
found still sweet when already partly
made. Pure alcohol mixed with water
cannot make vinegar unless it contains
some of the albuminous substances of
vegetable juices on which the fermenting

tation

germs will feed.
There are cases where the alcoholic
fermentation is induced, but no acetic
fermentation can take place. It is when
the liquid has been made very rich and
has fermented until it contains 14 to
16 percent of alcohol and still retains
some unferniented sweet. The quantity
of alcohol mentioned is sufficient to arThe alcohol
rest further fermentation.
then have a liquid which
dominates.
much resembles Port or Madeira or

We

This happens
California wines.
three or more pounds of honey
have been used. To make vinegar out of
this requires thinning with water and
adding acetic ferment, for such germs
as may have existed in the liquid have
been destroyed by the large quantity of
alcohol produced.
After the alcoholic fermentation has
taken place, it is not necessary that the
temperature be kept constantly at the
proper degree, in order to make good
vinegar.
But it must be remembered
that in such case the changes will be delayed, and if the temperature is allowed
to go below the freezing point, it is
quite likely that more ferment will be
needed in order to re-establish favorThe swiftest action
able conditions.
may be secured by the slow trickling of
the fermenting vinegar through the air.
In some good vinegar-rooms of Europe,
beech shavings, soaked in good vinegar,
forming
are used through which the
vinegar is allowed to trickle, in contact
the
air,
and
it is
with the oxygen of
said that very strong vinegar is thus
proper
condimade in 48 hours, if the
tions are present.
very limited quantity of honey in
water, less than a pound to the gallon a
temperature too low, say 65 or less the
of
any or all
absence of ferment
these conditions will prevent fermentaIn
tion amd the production of vinegar.
such conditions putrid fermentation of
Your honeydiflferent kinds take place.
water will find itself in the position of
apples allowed to rot, instead of going
through the alcoholic and acetic changes
which take place in normal conditions.
In my next I will consider the keeping
qualities of honey-vinegar.
rich

when

A

;

—

Hamilton,

111.

;

Putting

Comb Foundation

in

Frames, Etc.
BY

On

page

DR. G.

BOHRER.

M.

Doolittle uses the
"Do not be sidefollowing language
tracked by the one who tells you to wait
about putting this foundation into the
frames till just before the harvest."
Such talk, he says, is all a myth. Please
permit me to state that, to rtiy certain
knowledge, foundation put in frames any
considerable length of time before it is
given to the bees for their immediate
use, will buckle, thus putting its surface
To my
in an uneven and wavy shape.
mind it should be given to the bees with
the surface as nearly perfectly true as
For I can not see how the
possible.
bees are to draw out the cells equal in
depth unless they finish up the comb
with a wavy surface which is most certainly not desirable in comb where brood
is to be reared.
77, G.

:

As to the matter of putting foundation
in sections for a time before giving it to
the bees, I can see no objection, as it is
not intended that brood should be reared
in sections.

cases

I

however, that in
starters are put in

will say,

where ij^-inch

in the brood-nest, no
harm is, I think, likely to result from
putting them into the frames for an in-

frames to be used

definite period before given to the bees.

as many use full sheets of foundation in frames for the brood-nest in order to secure both straight combs and
the absence of drone-cells, the fact that
full sheets will buckle if put in the

But

frames long before they are used by the
bees should not be lost sight of; and
in the matter of having all supplies at
hand and in perfect readiness for use
when the time for their use comes, I
agree fully with Mr. Doolittle.

More About a Pluralitv
IN

One

of

Queens

Colony.

Permit me to supplement Mr. Dadant's statements, on pages 14 and 15,
concerning 2 or more queens living on
terms of perfect peace in one colony,
permanently. I will, however, digress a
little by stating that I made the discovery that 2 queens do sometimes occupy the same brood-nest temporarily.
And I was somewhat surprised, as I had
never heard nor read of any such ocMr. Langstroth, in " The
currences.
Hive and Honey-Bee," among others,
impression
upon my mind
the
made
that by nature there existed a dislike,
incompatibility
amounting
to an
and an
uncompromising hatred, betw^een queen2
years,
had
not,
prior
to
the
last
bees. I
noticed that in each of two cases the
one was the mother of the other. Last
summer I opened a 2- story, 8- frame
Langstroth hive, and found a beautiful
young queen busily engaged in laying
suspected that it was about
eggs.
I
time for this colony to supersede its
queen, as she was 2 years old. In fact,
this suspicion was what led me to open
the hive for the purpose of inspection,
I lifted oflf the upper story and soon
found the old queen also laying eggs,
or at any rate I found many fresh eggs.
This discovery was made during the
flow of alfalfa honey.
The two cases
referred to led me to suspect that, as a

general rule, 2 queens in one hive living peaceably together,
meant mother
and daughter, and the mother about to
quit the stage of action.
While the height of a free flow of
honey docs not in any way put a colony in an abnormal condition, it does
in a sense cause them to become oblivious of some things that often occur
about them, the entire attention of the
field-forces being directed almost entirely, if not entirely, to the one grand
object of collecting honey from the
sources to which nature has directed
them for their subsistence.
At such
limes a hive may be opened and left
open for an indefinite length of time,
without being attacked by robber-bees.
Aside from this, persons may pass
through the apiary without being molested by any of the bees, and the beekeeper will, as a rule, be able to handle
the bees without veil, gloves, or smoke.

Hence, as Mr. Dadant states, young
bees or queens may be safely introduced.
But for a plurality of queens to inhabit the same brood-chamber permanently is out of line with the natural
laws governing honey-bees. And I will
hazard the prediction that when two or
more queens live on terms of perfect
peace in the same colony, we will be
able to shear a hog and secure a fine
grade of wool; Dr. Miller's hair will
become as kinky as that of an African,
Mr. Whitney's will turn jet black, while
my own will return to its original sandy
or red color, and jMr. Dadant will discard his big hive with deep frames, the
Langstroth standard frame will become
a thing of the past, and all will agree
that the shallowest frames, now urged
by a few, are if anything rather too

But aside from

deep.

regarded as the
ers to use.

And

stufif

aside

this,

for

they will be
bee-keep-

all

from

this,

thin,

trashy bottom-boards will be regarded
as very much preferable to the solid
bottom made out of lumber about one
inch thick. But to be candid, I can see
in more than one
one colony.
During early
spring, one queen, if a good one, will
lay all the eggs that her colony can keep
warm and develop into mature bees.
little if

queen

A

any advantage

in

Mistake Historical Corrected.

On

page 32 of the Annual Report of
National Bee-Keepers' Association,
in his address in response
to the address of welcome at Harrisburg, Pa., states that Mr. Quinby was
the honorary president of the North
American Bee - Keepers'
Convention,
which is a mistake. The convention in
question was held at Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Quinby was not there. Mr. A. F.
Moon, of Paw Paw, Mich., was its

the

Mr. Hilton,

president. A few weeks later, what was
known as the American Bee-Keepers'
Convention was held at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. H. A. King, of American bee-hive

fame, served as

its

president.

Many

of

members

of the North American
Convention w-ere in attendance.
By agreement, the members
of the two conventions arranged to meet
in Cleveland, Ohio, about one year later,
where the two conventions were united,
the

Bee-Keepers'

thereby organizing what is now known
as the National Bee-Keepers' AssociaMr. Quinby acted as President,
tion.
while the two bodies adopted articles

April, 1908.
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made them

of agreement which

one.

Mr. Langstroth was at the Cincinnati
convention, but was not at any time
He,
in the chair as presiding officer.
however, did participate in the discusthat
came
questions
of
the
some
sion of
This was soon
before the convention.
after the demise of his son, James T.
Langstroth, on account of which he felt
very much depressed. This was the last
time I met him personally. He was not
And I
at the Cleveland convention.
never met Mr. Quinby after the Cleveland convention. I do not now remember who was chosen as president for
the following year, but it seems to me
The
that Mr. Quinby was the man.
next annual convention was held at

and Rev.
Ind.,
Indianapolis.
Clarke, of Guelph, Ont.. presided
president.
absence of the

W.

m

F.
the

Lyons, Kans.

Apiarian Rights of
BY

DR. C. C.

Priority

MILLEE.

N. P. Anderson, page 81, expresses the
kindly hope that I may not lose my location, yet this hind end of his article is
hardly in keeping with the front end

which leans in the direction of making
me feel I have no solid claim to an abiding place.

Mr. Anderson,

,

,

.

let s sit

J
J
and
down

,

„

talk

you were positive about bis obtaining
that knowledge.
I'm so anxious to obtain the knowledge that you possess,
that I'm willing to be humble enpugh to
expose my abject ignorance, and confess to you that I don't anywhere near-

should a bee-keeper enjoy special privileges not extended to other people?" Please tell me why a bee-keeper
should be denied privileges_ extended to

"Why

cattle-raiser, wheat-raiser, and in
fact to every other who, like the beekeeper, depends upon having a certain
portion of the soil from which to obtain
Don't you see that the beehis support.
keeper is on a parallel with these men,
with
the merchant?
not
and
That "competition." Yes, the up-todate bee - keeper coming in may posdrive out "the farmer with his
sibly
25 or 50 boxes of bees (some of them
but
brood, etc.) ;"
rotten with foul
Supthere's another side to that story.
foul
in,
comes
farmer
same
that
pose
brood and all, and sits down beside the
up-to-date bee-keeper. Do you suppose
Mr. Up-to-date would thrive on that
sort of "competition"?

the

—

—

"The right of priority as we have it at
is all the protection any up-toThen you do
date bee-keeper needs."
hold that priority gives a man a "right."
that
I have any
agreeing
for
Thanks,
kind of a right to my location. The farm160 acres
money
for
er who pays good
of land has a right to that land, but what
no
law the
there
is
good is that to him if
prevent a stronger man from coming
Now,
his
right?
along and taking away
seeing you agree that I have a right to
my location, would you not be obliging
enough to uUow me a law to protect me
in that right?
As a matter a little aside from the
main question, you touch upon a point
of intense interest to me. You say an
up-to-date bee-keeper "will keep at all
times all the bees his locality will supNow he couldn't do that unless
port."
present,

he would know just how many; and you
wouldn't make such a statement unless

to

know

just how many bees my locality
support, although I've been trying
these years to find out.
I'm sure
others will be glad to learn.
Please do
me the very great favor to send to the
.'\merican Bee Journal full instructions
\y

It is with many persons a perfect mania to kill everything in the line of
insects and other useful creatures of
the lower animal life
snakes for instance
but I never kill a spider knowingly.
They are, to use a common
phrase, the best friend a bee-keeper has.
If they become a nuisance in one place
or another, as they do occasionally in
the honey-house, I drive them away by

will
all

how

to

proceed

to

find

watch with the greatest

out.
interest

shall

I

to

see

while you are about
it,
would you mind telling us just how
many bees you keep all the time? For
then, you being an up-to-date bee-keeper,
we would know just how many bees

your

sweeping down their webs.
Combs prepared as above stated, are
comparatively safe from the inroads of
the wax-miller.
I
have kept them in
this way many times all summer without serious trouble.
But our vigilance
must not cease here, we have to keep
our eyes on them all the time, and
make regular examinations say once a
week.
This may seem like a tedious
job, but it is not, although it is a per-

locality will support.

Allow me to say that if you are depending entirely on bees for your bread
and butter, of if you ever get into that
position, and some one locates close beside you with a few colonies rotten with
foul brood
well, I promise you
my
hearty sympathy.
Marengo, 111.

—

sistent one.
It is so easily and quickly
done, that hundreds can be examined
in a few minutes.
All we have to do

Caring for Empty Combs and
Ridding Them of MothLarvae
BY

G. C.

is
to lift one end of the cover, and
one glance will tell whether our interference is needed.
If no webs are spun
between the combs, the cover may at
once be replaced, and the combs considered safe.
But if they are connected by those fine, silky threads, immediate action must be taken, for we

GREINER.

From

the occasional inquiry how best
to protect combs and sections against
the i-avages of the wax-miller and its
progeny, it would seem that more or
less trouble is encountered by not a
few of the bee-keeping fraternity. In
ofifering the following hints on this subject, I do not claim that my ways are
better than anybody else's, but the fact
that I have had no occasion to sulphur
or fumigate combs of any kind, or sections either, for 10 years or more, is
sufficient guarantee that there must be
a little something in management.
success in having so little trouble, while
others are annoyed, is due mainly to
the persistent and untiring application of
the old saying, "An ounce of prevention
is better than one pound of cure."

My

When

opens, we often have
quite a number of depopulated hives on
hand, which contain sets of desirable
brood-combs too valuable to be wasted
or destroyed by the wax-larvae. As soon
as we discover the demise of a colony,
the first step should be to clean the hive,

spring

sweeping off combs and removing all
filth and rubbish.
.At the same time
one of the combs should be taken out
and the rest spaced at equal distances
to take up the vacancy.
LarvK are not
very apt to work in spread combs.

Then

the hive-entrances should be ento the full width of the hive,
the hive has both a flat and a
telescope cover, the former should be
This gives the combs air,
removed.

larged

and

and

if

some degree

—

light
both being
comb-destroyers and
at the same time allows the bees free
in

distasteful to the

—

access to the inside of the hive, where
they act as a sort of police force in
protecting the combs.
With the advancing season, when Na-

—

—

And

the article.

over some of your points in a friendly

manner.

ture attracts and draws the bees to the
spiders generally find these hives
be desirable hunting-grounds. They
spin their webs at or near the entrances,
which is the best protection of our
combs Nature provides.
field,

may

be sure that moth-larvae
stroying our combs.

•

are

de-

Fortunately, this does not happen very
often, but when it does, the next question
is. How to rid the combs of these pests?
In former years I have spent quite a
little time picking out worms with
a
nail, sharpened stick, piece of wire, or
whatever came handy, the same as I
read not long ago that some of our beekeeping brothers advised doing.
This
is
all right for the want of anything
better, but late years I have used an

automatic worm-destroyer in the shape
of a flock of Plymouth Rock chickens,
that beat hand-picking all out of exis-

Whenever

tence.

I

have

an

infested

simply lay it flat on the closely
near the honey-house, and
before I have time to straighten up,
half a dozen or more of my chickens
are pulling Mr. Larva out of the comb,
and consider it a great treat.

comb,

I

mowed lawn

By the time the one side is cleaned
and that is done in a hurry, the
larvae that were not in sight are frightened by the disturbance and try to escape on the underside, and when the
out,

comb

is turned bottomside up, almost
all the larvK, that are not on the ground,
are on the outside of the comb, and
are in the chickens' stomachs before
they know what has happened.

And how

are chickens taught to perpart of bee-keeping?
The
in the world.
As the season advances, and the time
draws near when their service may be
required, I sprinkle a handful of wheai
on the ground where I wish to operate,
and call them. The first time they may
be a little slow in making their appearance, but a few will see what is

form

easiest

this

and simplest thing

"3
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wanted, begin to pick up and induce
others to do likewise. The second time
they come at the first call, and the
third time they are waiting for me. This
is about all the training they need, except that I sprinkle a little wheat on
the first comb I offer them for inTrying to pick the wheat
vestigation.
from the bottom of cells, they run across
some of the worms and after the first
taste, no farther education is necessary.
Every larva, large or small, is doomed
certain annihilation.

to

a great mistake, made by many,
to take off honey in the evening and set
the supers against the hives to give
the bees a chance to go back to their
It

is

This is the most prolitic source
hives.
to stock up our sections with larvE. Sections of honey should never be exposed
in the evening or after dark, where those
tiny little millers, (and large ones, too)
can have access to them. They are just
as liable to visit the supers in our shops
and honey-houses as out-doors, and to
guard against all possible trouble, sections should be kept covered as nearwherever
possible,
as
air
tight
ly
remember, many
I
they are stored.
friend,
bee-keeping
ago,
a
years
at whose place we called, had a fine lot
of white clover sections, as he supposed, which he offered us for sale.

On

examination we found the whole

lot,

consisting of several stacks of supers,
10 high, all matted together and
He had
alive with worms of all sizes.
followed the above plan and was not
aware of the resulting consequence
until too late, for his honey was completely ruined.
In keeping my extracting combs so
free from all attacks, I can hardly see
where my ounce of prevention comes
in.
I
use no extra precaution, except
that I keep them covered up just beWhen my last
fore and after dark.
extracting is done, which is not later
than about Sept. i, in this locality, I
set all combs outdoors, near the beeyard, to let the bees clean them out.
They remain here in stacks generally
for several weeks, until I begin to prepare things for winter, when they are
stored in the honey-house. During the
first few days, while the bees are to

8 or

work

at

them,

I

keep them uncovered

the daytime, but toward sundown
When they
they are all covered up.
are moved in the honey-house, they are
again snugly stacked and covered up,
and that is the last I see of them unWith this
til wanted the next season.
treatment I have not had a larva in them
for ID years or more.
in

Outside of the combs spoken of, I
aim to keep on hand a few dozen sets

combs as a reserve in case of need.
are generally a miscellaneous lot,
consisting of brood-combs, extractingof

They

some
perhaps
drone-combs,
combs,
frames of foundation, etc. I keep these
on open shelves, made of 2-inch slats
Being
at one end of the honey-house.
exposed to the light and- always spaced,
or aimed to be, at proper distances, they
are never molested, unless some of them
accidentally moved close together.
course, I serve these combs the same
I
do those out-doors, glance over
them occasionally. If no webs are in
sight, no trouble need be anticipated.

get

Of
as

Getting Ready for Surplus
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

correspondent wishes me to tell
the readers of the American Bee Journal how I get the bees ready for the

A

surplus honey harvest, and also how I
and when
fix my supers of sections,
they should be put on the hives, all 01
bee-keepevery
something
that
is
which
er should know about, if success is to

be obtained in apiculture.
The only thing which is likely to
baffle our efforts, is the getting of the
bees in readiness for the harvest, if
that harvest is to come from white
for this plant blooms so early
in the season that it is often hard work
for the bees to be gotten in readiness

secure the best results from the
Some of our best bee-keepers
bloom.
advocate feeding the bees a little every
day to bring them up to "storing condition" in time for the white clover;
a few even going so far as to recomextracting all the honey from the
combs and then feeding it back again,

mend

after it is diluted witn water, seeming
to believe that a gain in brood can be
obtained in this way sufficient to pay
for all the extra work this makes.
Now, during the 40 years of my beekeeping life, I have tried all of these,
various ways of feeding,, and for a few
years I thought it was just the thing
to do, but after a trial for several years
of feeding a part of the colonies and
leaving others without feeding, but allowing them enough honey in their
combs so that they would feel rich in
stores all the time rich beyond feeling
any need of scrimping I have founa
that the latter come out equally well

—

_

—

with those fed every day (some years
even better), with all the work and' fus-

and feeders, required for the feeddone away with.
no small job to feed 100 colonies
of bees for 6 weeks, no matter how
handy we may have things, nor how exIt is
peditious we are able to work.
far easier to set combs of honey aside
during the honey harvest of the year
before, and then give these to the bees,
as they need, all at one time in the
sing
ing,

It is

spring, than it is to be feeding every
day for the necessary time required to
bring the bees up in good condition for
the harvest, for, after once beginning
to ieed, it is necessary to keep it up till
the flow commences, otherwise we lose
very much of what we have gained by

starting feeding.
plan is to know, just as soon as
possible after spring opens, that all colonies have stores enough to last them
till the willows and hard maples bloom,
generally obtain
at which time they
enough honey to supply their wants for
a week or so, at the end of which, they
are given enough stores to last them
through till clover blooms, giving this
last by way of an extra story placed
over the brood-chamber, w-ith a queen-

My

excluder

between.

This

not

only

in-

sures them plenty of stores, but provides room for the storing of any surplus which may perchance come from
fruit bloom, and also gets the bees in
the habit of entering the upper story
or super so that when the super of
sections is put on they will enter them

without hesitation, and at the same time
keeps them from contracting the swarming fever, which they are often liable
to do, where they are allowed only the
brood-chamber of the hive up to the
time the sections are put on.
As to when the supers of sections
should be put on the hive, I have experimented very largely along this line,
and I now wait till the clover bloom
opens; and not only this, but till I
know that the bees are securing a little
more than a living from it for it is
useless to put on the sections until
there is something coming from the
fields to be stored in them; yes, often
much worse than useless, for if the
bees have nothing to do, they will often
tear or gnaw the foundation starters
which you have put in the sections, till
they fall down or are past being of the
good service for which they are intended.
With me, it is very easy telling on
any pleasant day, by walking amongst
the hives, whether the bees are bringing in little or much nectar; but to the
one who cannot thus tell, it is best to
open the hives of some colony, and as
soon as you see new honey sparkling
along the tops of the combs, it is time
for the sections.
And, if you are an
;

clover,

to

I

•

enterprising apairist, you will have had
the supers of sections all in readiness
for the bees long before this, so that

when this first new honey
you can hustle the supers

is

all

coming in
on in one

day.

Let me urge on every one, not to wait
about this preparation of the supers till
they know for certain that a harvest is
to be obtained, for, if this is so, the
best part of the harvest will often be
past before the supers are gotten on the
last hives.
Always have the "dish right
side up to catch the honey," is a proverb
every apiarist should paste in his or
her hat.
few days' neglect of this
will often turn what might be a splendid
success into an almost entire failure.
So far, everything that has been done
is perfectly applicable to the production
of either extracted or section honey but
believing that there is more profit in
comb honey in sections than there is in
extracted honey, I will tell how I fix
my supers of sections.
sections are all made and gotten
ready during the winter.
After making, each section
is either filled with
extra-thin section foundation,
has
a
starter of this foundation put in it, or
else a starter of nice white comb attached to the top of it. No one should
try to produce section honey without
putting a starter of some kind in the
top of each section to guide the bees so
that the combs will be built straight. If
comb is used, this should be cut in
pieces of a triangular shape, each of the
three sides being from i^ to 2 inches

A

;

My

long.

As quite a few bee-keepers think it
pays to insert thin foundation, fastened
in frames, in hives 24 to 48 hours for
the bees to draw out the cells into
comb before using the foundation for
starters, they claiming that by so doing
the bees are gotten to work immediately
in the sections, I will tell how I fasten
these starters of comh in the sections:
Procure a piece of band-iron about
2^4 to 25^ inches wide, heating the same

:
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in

tlie

stove,

or over

a

bhie-flame

up,) when with the other hand take
one of the triagular pieces of comb,
touch it to the iron, when the iron is
quickly withdrawn, and the piece of
comb immediately set firmly on the secNow turn the section over and put
tion.
it
in the super, when you will have a
nice and enticing guide or starter for
the bees to commence work upon, which
There is no
will not fall or pull off.

question but that the bees will take to
such a starter much more readily than
they will to one of foundation, but whether it will pay to put the foundation in
colonies to have it drawn out into comb,
and do all the extra work required so
that we may have starters of comb instead of foundation, is something that I
am not just yet free to decide upon.
However. I do think it pays to save all
pieces of clean white comb we may
chance to find built where we do not
wish it, and use these for cutting up in
If you prefer to use comb
this way.
foundation instead of this comb, let
the starter be a triangle, having the
length of sides 3 to 4 inches.

Very many of our best apiarists prefer
to fill the section completely with foundation, except a quarter of an inch or
so at the bottom. Where comb founda-

manure
he was

that was not 5; feet from where
investigating the little green flies
When he pulled
himself out of the muck Mike triumphantly exclaimed, "Ye dirty spalpeen, I
guess it is yerself that is afther having
foul brood and not the bays, for sure yc
are the foulest looking sight I have been
afther seeing in all me born days."
And the professor admitted he was
pretty foul, and it was the manure that
was malvoilent and not the bees. With
that Mike apologized for calling
the
savant a "dirty spalpeen."

tion is used, be sure to use only the very
thinnest, which should measure not less
If
than 10 square feet to the pound.
thicker than this, the bees will not always properly thin it, and in that case
your customers are quite likely to complain of the surplus wax in the comb.

oil

lieatcr, when it is to be lightly laid on the
under side of the top-bar of the section
(the section should now be bottom side

on the cauliflowers.

Foundation is best put on with a foundation fastener, many of which can be
had of any dealer in bee-keepers' supplies; but if you do not have one of
these fasteners, verv fair work can be
done with the band iron of about the
width of the sections.

Having the

starters all in the sections,
now to be arranged in the suIf possible, the center tier of sec-

they are
pers.

'

Scrapings and Cappings

Mean Money.

Too

often the bee - man loses
sight
of the small things. I have seen him neglect the cappings until they were all

tions in the super should consist of those
which were filled partly or quite full
of comb, left over from the season before.
If you have these, the bees will
go into the sections and be at work much
sooner than when such are not used.

destroyed and unfit to render into wax.
So, also, he scrapes the hives and frames
and lets the wax fall upon the ground
to be lost.
It pays to go through the
hives during the late winter months and
remove all unnecessary bits of comb
from frames and the sides of the hive.
Even where the bees have built the
combs so that they are unnecessarily
thick, it is a good plan to shave them

A

good many bee-keepers complain
of having too many partly-filled sections
in the fall, but. as a rule, I do not have
as many as I wish, for I consider them .^
good investment as above in fact, betHaving
ter than money in the bank.
the center tier of such partly-filled sections, place on either side those with
starters, till you have the super filled,
when you are ready to put them on the
hives at any time the bees are ready.
Borodino, N. Y.
;

down

to a fair thickness.
You might
as well get the wax; it is often placed
in the hive by the bees in unwanton
liberality.

The Eucalyptus Again.
In years gone by I have from time
ti) time referred to this tree as a honeysecreter and its great worth to our beekeepers. Throughout California two or
three varieties are quite common, especially E. globidous, or blue-gum, as it

^-

RcflcctionLf

is

California Bce-Kccpcr
By W.

A. l'R\ Al,. .Md._ii

commonly

called.

I

have just

re-

ceived this year's Seed Bulletin from the
Agricultural Experiment Station of the
University of California.

As supplementary to what I have already written on this tree, I am going to
copy the portion of the bulletin bearing
upon the Eucalyptus,

.st.iti.

in

full.

It

is

as

follows

A
It

Promising Harvest This Year.
is now the first of March and the

rainfall has been all that could be deI
sired in this portion of the State.

understand that the southern portion of
the State has been fairly well treated in
the northern section
the same respect
of California seldom fails of getting a
'good wetting annually; this year it may
Of course, all
run over the average.
kinds of agricultural crops will be good;
wliat the fruit crop will be will depend
upon whether there are heavy frosts during the first couple of weeks this month
ithe more tender kinds of fruit-blossoms may be nipped by cold weather.
What the honey-crop will be will depend
much upon the condition of the weather
during the period the flowers that secrete
nectar are in blossom.
So the fruitgrower and the apiarist is never "out
of the woods" until the crop is pretty
well gathered.
;

—

Like Foul Brood.
Mike Murphy was quite a gardener;
he had his "praties" and other "garden
sass," all of which grew in greater
luxuriance than was to be seen anywhere
around. He had a few colonies of bees

which gave the family all the honey they
One day Prof. Buggman, of
desired.
the entomological department of the university of the State he lived in (remember that this is not a story upon any of

is

year since this important genus was introduced
from Australia over 50 years ago.
This interest is inciting commercial propagators and
our nurseries are therefore offering large col*
lections of well-grown trees at prices which
encourage forest and wood-lot planting. Aside
from species thus available we have several
growing at the University Forestry Station
at Santa Monica from which seed has been
gathered for this distribution to those who
desire to grow species which usually do not

the bugologists hereabouts), came over
see if there were any cabbage-flies
cauliflowers. The gardener
took the professor |o the patch, which
was close to the bees. An inspection
was at once begun, but all of a sudden,
the latter exclaimed
"Mr. Murphy, your bees have foul
to

upon Mike's

enter into large plantings, viz.:

brood."

And Mr. Murphy yanked

off the cover
of the colony indicated, and said,
we shall see if
pets are down wid

"Now

my

the dhread malajy."
But the professor did not stop to investigate the colony, for a score of bees
from the hive flew at him. evidently to
resent the insult innocently aimed at
them by the savant. In his haste to beat
a retreat the good professor stumbled
over a freshly dumped pile of muckish

1. Eucalyptus
Botryoides {"Bastard viaUogany"). An upright and spreading tree highly
recommended by all the Australian writers, as
one of their best timber trees, if it is grown
where there is plenty of water. The first 14
months after the young grove was put on the
Station Grounds at Santa Monica the average
height was nearly 13 feet.
It will stand a
small amount of frost.
2. Eucalyptus
Citriodora {"Lemon scented
gum"). Very ornamental, having lavender and
cream colored deciduous bark, the leaves are
long and narrow, the branches are pendent,

—

:

"Go 'way wid ye, ye don't know what
yer talkin about," indignantly retorted
Mike.
"Sure, Mike, your bees have the disease, and that the worst I ever knew. It
is right in that hive there."

The growing interest in Eucalyptus planting
now keener and wider than in any previous

,

—

trees a weeping effect.
The wood
by the Australians to be v.ilnable
for wagon work.
The average growth of this
species is about 5 feet a year for the first 12,
The
then the average *is somewhat smaller.

giving the
is claimed

when crushed give off an aroma, from
which the species is named.
Cornuta rar. Lchmani. This
3. Eucalyptus
variety is a dwarf, having very small, thick,
dark-green leaves.
The buds are borne in
large irregular masses and the deciduous calyx
The flowcaps are 4 and s inches in length.
ers arc of a dark-green color and are in bloom
during the late fall. The wood is a light-brown
leaves

—
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very hard and easily polished.
Tliis
a curiosity, capable of forming a
if properly trained.
Of a dwarf growth
4. iiiicaiyptus Deciptens.
at Santa Monica Station, but it blooms profusely during the late fall and early winter;
the bloom is worked by large numbers of

(" White
10. Eucalyptus
Piperita
stringy
bark"). An upright
and
much spreading
growth. ^The wootl is valuable for shingles and
other building purposes, while the leaves are

bees.

brown wood.

color,

in

variety

is

good shadc-trcc

—

Eucalyptus

5.

Diversicolor

—One

("Karri

gum").

of the tallest growing trees in Ausproducing a very valuable wood for
wagon-work. This tree will stand frosts nearly
tralia,

as

well

some

as

of

the

better

known and

hardy species,
6. Eucalyptus
Eugeniodics.
This stringy
bark produces a fairly durable timber and one
that can be used in building, although it is of
slow growth. Its range is not definitely known.
Gunnii (" 1 asmanian cedar
7. Eucalyptus
gum "). One of the hardiest gums in Australia.
It
attains a fair size in this coun-

—

—

and has a fairly large range.
Eucalyptus Leucoxylon Vlronbark gum").
upright and rather rapid grower and the
timber is very hard and durable.
The trees
are found growing in the southern part of the
State.
The white flowers are in bloom during
trv

8.

—An

^

the winter.
9.

Eucalyptus MclHodoraC'Yellozv box-tree").
a wood valuable for wagon- work,

— Produces
etc.
ble.

In contact with the soil it is very duraThis is one of the best bee-trees among
and is in bloom all winter and

the Eucalyptus
early spring.

I

—

rich in volatile

of the

pollen

of

different

plants.
C.\RNI0L.\N'

BEES.

oil.

11. Eucalyptus Punctata
('' Leather-jacket").
Produces a very hard, heavy and durable, dark

borne in great

much ^ludy

The flowers of
numbers during

and are much sought by

this species

the

fall

are

months

bees.

Eucalyptus seedlings are quite easily grown
boxes of light, sandy loam not disposed to
bake or crack; cover the seed very lightly and
then keep moist, but not wet, regulating the
sunshine by a lath cover, or something of that
sort,
but do not exclude the air too much.
Either sow very thinly, or sow thickly and
then pick out seedling at greater distances in
other boxes when they are about 2 inches high.
Such little seedlings placed about two or three
inches each way will grow in the boxes until
about a foot high, and can then be put out
in place, cutting with an old carving knife,
so as to give each little tree
a block of soil
which the roots will hold together until set in
its new place, or the roots may be dipped in
soft mud to keep them from drying out.
One
soon gets the knack of growing these seedlings
by experience, the main point being to have
moisture enough ana yet not too much, also
to guard carefully against drying out while
the seedling is very small.
Seed in small packets, 5c., postpaid, for
each kind ordered.
in

_

Conventions-^

The next paper was "A Season with
Carniolans."
The author said his
experience was limited with these bees,
but that they had done so much belter
for him than his best Italians that he
felt
very partial to them.
He had
looked up their claims in apicultural
literature, and corresponded with a number of experienced bee-keepers who keep
this race as- well as those who keep
Italians.
He gave a brief description
of the drones, queens, and workers. He
compared them with Italians
chiefly.
He maintained that they were better
winterers, better breeders through the
changing weather of the spring months,
became strong for any early honeyflow, and were uniformly so. They did
this during the very unfavorable spring
of 1907.
He could not find a single
unfavorable report of Carniolans anywhere, while Italians in all Northern
States wintered badly, and were slow
in
building up.
He thought these
qualities were fixed in this race for
they have been bred for centuries in a
country in most respects similar to our
the

Xorthern States. He also found them
than Italians, that thev capped
honey whiter, used but little propolis, and were almost free from disease
i^entler

iheir

f

Proceed iii^s

in

an

exceedingly foul-broodv

locality.

The paper was followed bv discusand questions.
One w-anted to
know why the honey was whiter in the
sions

Report of the New Jersey Con vention
The New Jersey Bee-Keepers' Assomet in annual session at the
State House, Trenton, N. J.. Jan. ii,

ciation

1908, at

10:30

a.

m., with

Pres.

W. W.

Case in the chair.
The Secretary, J.
D. Wanser, being absent, J. H. M. Cook
was chosen Secretary pro tern. The
minutes of the last meeting were read
by Secretary Cook, and approved. The
election of officers w-as postponed until

AND BLOSSOMS.

The first paper was by Prof. Case on
"Bees and Blossoms." This was a wellprepared, scientific paper. Some of the
important things he brought out were
that plants that require the aid of bees
and other insects in their cross-pollination bear brilliant - colored
blossoms;
while those plants that do not require
pollination by bees and other insects,
do not bear brilliant-colored blossoms.
Mr. Case is well versed in botany and

drew many

illustrations

proposition, with
illustration.

to

prove

his

much comment on

Among

kind.

All these facts show how the fruitgrower should welcome the bee-keeper
in his midst.
Mr. Case also set forth

the afternoon session.

BEES

bred in sufficient numbers so early in the
season to pollinate properly such blossoms. Another important fact about bees
as pollinators was that bees visit only
one kind of bloom on each trip. This
law of bee-life insures cross-pollination
of the blossoms of each kind of plant.
If bees visited promiscuously among all
kinds of bloom, they would be much
less valuable as pollinators, for blossoms
are inert to pollen except from their own

each
his illustrations of

brilliant-colored blossoms to attract bees,
apples, pears, cherry, peach, buckwheat,
clovers, strawberries, pumpkins, squashes,
melons; among colorless blossoms
he named grasses of all kinds, grains
except buckwheat, corn, etc. The paper
further showed how beneficial to the
fruit, berry, and melon grower is the beekeeper, but of especial benefit to the
apple, peach, and pear grower, to fertilize the early blooms of those trees,
because other insects are not usually

the fact that bees never puncture fruit
of any kind.
Mr. Case made several
colored drawings of diflferent blossoms
on an enlarged scale, to illustrate many
of the facts brought out.

The paper was followed by

approval,
Some doubtonly one kind of
but could give no evi-

discussion, and questions.

ed that the bee

visits

flower on a trip,
dence from direct observation. Another
member said he had painted bees, and
observed them much and carefully, and
had always found it true. One member
wanted to know how long each particular blossom was in condition to be
pollinated.
The reply was, "Only about
6 hours." This was thought to be a good
point to show the necessity of having
plenty of bees in <the locality of the
fruit-grower, for the weather is often
very changeable during fruit-bloom. A
membi;r asked if the honeys from different plants might be detected by the
presence of the pollen in it. The opinion

prevailed that it might, but that it would
require a high-power microscope, and

comb, and it was explained that they
do not fill the cells quite so full of honey,
so that it did not touch the capping.'

Some had tried the Carniolans, but
objected to them because they swarmed
so much, and wanted to know the management.
Mr. Hann replied that thev
should be given all the room the queen
*ill occupy in the way of emptv comb
up till the opening of the clover flow,
and then shake all out on full sheets
of foundation on the old stand, giving
surplus room at once.
Place the brood
m weaker colonies or in nuclei, and treat
that the same way in a week.
Treated
in this way they gave more comb honey
than Italians, and did not swarm.
At 1 :3o p. m. came a business session.
The following officers were elected for
the coming year: President, W.
W.
Case; Vice-P'residents, J. H. M. Cook,
and Albert G. Hann; Secretary and
Treasurer, Geo. N. Wanser, of Cranford.

Mr.

J.

H. M. Cook was elected

to

represent the New Jersey Bee-Keepers'
Association at the next meeting of the
State Board of Agriculture, and to report on its condition.

FUTURE OF THE HONEY BUSINESS
The next was a talk on "The Future
of the Honey-Business," by J. H. M.

Cook.
He began by telling how bees
and honey had been known through all
and how honey had been known
through the same period as a delicious
and luxurious article of food. Then he

history,

gleaned briefly over the investigations
by naturalists beginning with Swammerdam in the natural history of the honeybee and the economy of the hive. He
referred to the practical handling of
bees for honey, beginning with the greatest invention in all apiculture— the loofe-
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hanging frame invented by the great
Langstroth.
He brieflj- reviewed the
man\- improvements that had been made
in bee-fixtures of all kinds during the
last 50 years, and how the consumption
of honey and its demand had increased.
He said that people were being educated all the time to use more honey, and

one means in particular as fostering this,
he thought, was the popularization of
the bee as a means of nature study.
He said, "We know of no way to
judge the future but by the past," and
inferred that honey would continue to
be in growing demand in the future as
an article of food. He thought it would
hardly be considered a necessity like
bread or potatoes, but always a luxury; but even this fact was for the good
of the business.
He said that there
was not so much cutting of prices in
luxuries as in necessities, and that people were more willing to pay a
price for luxuries than necessities.
thought it was a good talk.

AND FEEDING

WINTERING

—

Mr. Taylor Make a queen-excluding
honey-board and set it on top of a strong

and

colony.

then.

HONEV-HOUSE
"What

honey-house is necessary
for 50 colonies running for comb honey,
there being no other buildings to store
size

things in?"

—

Mr. Taylor If he wants to store empand room to prepare honey for market; and if he wants it for
honey only, are two different things.
About 15 feet square is large enough for
honey.
Mr. Wilcox 16x24x12 feet high for
storing empty frames, etc., and preparing
honey for market. 12.x16.K7 feet high, if
for honey only.
"What would it cost to build?"
ty frames, etc.,

—

Mr. Wilcox— $250.

"Has anytbody had experience

good

tar paper over a

All

—

BEES.

The next was

a general discussion by
all present, on the wintering problem.
member
One
had recently bought a number of colonies with but little honey in
the hive, and he wanted to know how to
winter tjees with no honey in the hive.
Another member answered quickly, "Put
them in cold storage."

The next question was how to feed
Some
bees in winter when necessary.
seemed to think "Good" candy all right,
but that it was an awful job to make
Anif much feeding was to be done.
other had tried it and said it generally
melted more or less and daubed up the
bees and hives, and often ran down
among the bees, killing the colonies.
Another member advised using no honey
at all in sugar, but put just enough water in it to get it into a cake nicely,
and put the cakes where they will dry
thoroughly, and then put on top of the
frames, cover nicely, and that was all.
German member said he had had
considerable experience with this method, and always with perfect results. He
put enough loaf sugar in each colony

for 50 COLO.VIES.

with metal. We used corrugated iron
for cheap roofing. It is fire-proof, clean,
and does not rust readily. I have had
some for 7 or 8 years. It costs less
than shingles.
Dr. Miller My shop is covered with
a sort of felt. I believe it is good. I
would put on this roofing instead of

—

shingles.

Mr.

Kimmey—I have had

experience
roofing and corrugated
put up a building 48x50x24
feet.
I put on corrugated iron a year
ago last March. Last January it was all
rusted out, and I had to put new roofing on.
There are different kinds of
both.
Some stand well and some don't.
It depends upon the quality.
As to felt
roofing I suppose he means any roofing
building
material.
I have a
48x16 feet.

with

iron.

prepared
I

Changing Bees from Hive to Hive.
Ho

—

Never, unless there be some special
it.
colony may be changed when
desired to use some different hive, or when
its hive is worn out
otherwise it should remain year after year in the same hive.

in the

? affirmative answers,

and

12 negative.

Wintering Nuclei in Cellar.

"How would
bees

if

you winter a nucleus of
were too damp."

the cellar

Mr. Wilcox

— Make

it

;

Wintering Bees

apiary?"

dry enough.

it

ago,

was

on the

—

Mr. Fluegge My plan was not to
cover a part of the building with roofing, but to build the building itself with
tar paper or felt roofing.
Build the
frame and then put it on in 4-inch strips.
Cover this with wire-netting and then
cover with roofing.
What is the experience of bee-keepers on it?
Is it
worth having?
It would be cheaper
than lumber.
Mr. Holbrook In South Dakota there
are many, many tar-paper buildings.
Tar-paper will affect the taste of honey.

—

Mr. Dadant —-I have

tried

tar-paper.

I put sand on it.
I had it 3 years,
then all of a sudden it leaked through,
and it didn't take long for it to go. I
have had corrugated iron since 1896.
It is not near a smoke-stack with coal

soot flying on it.
The smoke of the
coal rots it very fast.
You, however,
run no risk because you don't need to
burn coal.
Put the corrugated iron
over the tar-paper. The first that I put
on I galvanized all over. There was
no change in it. I don't nail it much
I covered my barn with corrugated iron,
putting in 3 nails at the upper end of
the sheet and 3 or 4 at the bottom;
put them on top of the corrugation, and
don't set them in too deep.
There is
no danger of rusting, and no danger of
fire.

—

Mr. Flugge Suppose the building
were built of that for walls instead
of wood, would it be dust-proof for a
honey-house?
Mr. Dadant —-There would be no dust
if put up right.
The convention adjourned until 9:30
m. the next day.
(Continued next month)

a.

(

fashioned shed, with hay or straw packed over»
between, and back of hives, ought to work pret-

Deep

in the

Mountains.

Here in the Alleghany Mountains we have
pretty cold weather some seasons.
What would
you recommend? I have no cellar, and could
not make one very well.
The double-walled
chaff-hives are too expensive.

West Virginia.
Answer. First thing I'd do. I'd find out
how others -near by wintered successfully without cellars.
But no farther north than West
Vircinia there ought to be no trouble in wintering in single-walled hives with some kind of
protection about them, if it*s nothing more than
corn-stalks on aJl sides but the front.
The old-

—

Hive-Cover

— Comb

tracted Honey from
Do you think that the
r.
will
flat

a hive-lifting device be of use

There were

A

it IS

83.;

Hive-Lifting Devices.

"Would

market.

paper 8 years

good now as
different kinds

from

Answer.

(Contmiied from pasre

roofing
just as

There are

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal,
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

reason for

Report of the Chlcagro-NoPthwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention.

is

it

J^
'%cfor Nilleri

A

that needed feeding, covered 't up, and
He said
that was all there was to it.
the moisture from the colon}' was sufficient to liquefy it as fast as needed,
and that bees thus treated wintered perAll agreed it was new, but that
fectly.
it was the easiest of all methods, and
thought they would try it.
.•\t 4 p. m. an adjournment was taken till the next meeting, which would
be called by the Executive Committee.
All felt much profited and instructed.
Albert G. Hann.

with'

frame house ?"
Mr. Dadant I had experience with a
sort of felt, and very soon replaced it

on

put

I

pay for
cover?

What

its

Same

and

Ex-

Super.

ii-inch hive-cover
extra cost over the ordinary

your opinion of the flat cover,
and using paper for spring protection? If the
tar-felt (black),
latter, which would you use
or white building paper?
My latitude is 43'4
2.

is

—

north.

frames in place of outside row of sections with fence separators between them, will the bees blacken the cappings
3.

If I use extracting

of the outside row of stctions when the combs
become old and black in the extracting frames?
or. in other words, what do you think of the
Townsend plan of comb and extracted honey in
Michigan.
the same super?
Answers. i. I don't understand what you
mean by an ii-inch cover, but if you mean a

—
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double cover with an air-space,

I

think

it

well

worth the difference in cost. It is cooler in the
hot sun, and warmer when it is cold.
that I have
2. Testimony is so conflicting
no fixed opinion. Of those who like such covering, some say black, some say light-colored.
Townsend uses only lisht combs in
3. Mr.
supers, and now uses onl>; one frame at each
side.
If dark combs are in a super you may
count on the sections being darkened. In the
hands of Mr. Townsend the plan is a success.
Whether others would do as well with it is
doubtful.

— Iron

Hive

Covers.
Uie best depth for a bottom1. WTiat
is
board for out-door wintering of bees?
z. Would galvanized iron covers be so hot
in summer as to drive the bees out of the
super?
3. Would a super-cover or escape-board placed
over frames with a ^^-inch space between keep
bees warm and dry in winter, or will dry pack-

Michigan.

ing be better?

—

My

bottom-boards are 2 inches
Answers. i.
deep, and I wouldn't want them less for cellar
or outdoors.
2. Yes, if nothing but the iron over them
and out in the sun. A board, then a space,
and then the iron, would be all right.
3. Likely the packing would be better.

Lumber

for Hives

— Foundation

—Buying

eners

Fast-

Nuclei.

Is Cottonwood lumber good for bee-hives?
basswood good ?
2. How much buckwheat do I have to sow
1.

to the acre?
3.

Which

is

Is it better than clover?
the best foundation fastener, the

Daisy or the Dewey?
4. Which is the best way to buy bees and
in
4-frame nuclei with Langstroth
Iowa.
rames, or from a queen-breeder?
Answers. r. Both are bad lumber for hives.
On poor land 3
2. On good land 2 pecks.
pecks.
Buckwheat honey generally sells for
considerably less than clover.
have no experience with the Dewey.
3. I
The Daisy is good.
4. I'm not sure I understand the question.
If you can buy from some bee-keeper near at
hand it may be better than to send some distance to a queen-breeder, as express rates are

?ueens

—

—

Transferring Bees from
Hives.

Illinois.
?
depends.
If the frames are
you have to do is to lift
the frames from one and put them in the
If, however, you change from a larger
other.
to a smaller frame, cut the comb out of your
larger frame, lay the smaller frame over the
comb, mark with a knife where it comes, lift
off the frame, and cut the comb so it will
Take a board
fit a little snugly in the frame.
as large or larger than the frame, lay on it a
number of strings, lay the tomb over, and
crowd the frame over it. Now tie your strings,
raise the board, comb and all together, so the
comb will not tend to fall out of the frame,
take away the board, and hang your frame
If vou change from a shallower
in the hive.
to a deeper frame, then you must change the
comb from horizontal to vertical, cut off the
surplus, and then fill in the vacancy with another piece.
size, all

1.

— Feeding

and

have

all

colonies

strong

in

2. Should granulated comb honey be melted
to bees, or would it do to uncap and
Nevada.
put the frames in the hive?

and fed

—
strong

i.

First encourage

cells is

CALIFOkNIA.
not a success,

control

a

swarming

colonies reavery strong by giving
all

sonably
to become
combs of honey wherever room can be found
for them, only look out not to crowd the
Then from the very strong, brood
queen.
If a
can be taken to strengthen others.
colony is very weak, take from it one or two
frames containing more or less unsealed brood
and give in exchange brood nearly ready to
emerge.
Keep all the time giving combs of
honey wherever there is a chance for it. The
best plan to increase depends a good deal
One
upon your experience, conditions, etc.
plan is to put all but one of the poorest broodcombs in a second story a little before the be-

—

Answers. i. Hard to say without more parPerhaps the harvest was poor, the
ticulars.
only colony storing being the strongest.
2. I wouldn't feed at all if the bees have
If they have not, feed as
plenty of honey.
soon as they arc flying freely; sooner, rather
than have them starve.
3. Wait till they swarm, hive the swarm in a
movable-frame hive, and in 21 days you have
your choice to add the rest of the bees to the
swarm and melt up the combs, or else cut out
the combs
"Illinois,"
bees, in a

week later move the old hive to a new
stand 6 feet or more distant. That will make
the field-bees join the swarm, weakening the
old colony so that all extra cells will be destroyed.

Transferring and Feeding Bees.
1. I bought 2 colonies of bees last fall, and
The combs are crooked
the one has ii frames.
and "rusty." I would like to put this colony
Should I set the hive on top
into a box-hive.
of the box-hive, and when the bees have combs
What
started, would the queen go down?
time in the spring should it be done?

want

I

time should

them sugar syrup. What
Could I
in the spring?

to feed
I start

mix water and

sugar

together

without

boil-

Answers.
you

—

i.

If

you wait

until

the

frames

with honey, or very nearly
pretty safe in taking away

filled

all

be
It
the upper story to find the queen below.
may take a good while, and if the season
is very poor the queen may not get below at
You can set the hive above any time
all.
after bees fly every day.
2. Unless 'there is danger of starving, don't
feed till bees are flying freely nearly every
day.
No need to boil the syrup, only so the
sugar is dissolved.
so,

will

neighbor

Honey with
bee-keeper

Holes.
me a lot

cent

of

on commission. He said it was
I
opened the supers I found
nearly every section with a big hole in the
Many others were only half full.
middle.
What makes bees build that way, in your opinI thought he had a lot of degenerated
ion?
New York.
bees.
Answer. The first answer that comes up is:

honey to
No. I.

sell

When

—

—

"I don't believe a word of

it
you're fooling."
I can't believe you would trifle with the
feelings of a guileless youth like me, and so I
must resort to that overworked reply, "I don't
know." Just to show, however, that I want to
be obliging, I'll make a guess, although I
botttom starter
doubt if it's the right guess.
was used, ,and instead of having the top
starter come down pretty close to the bottom
starter there was a big space between the two.
The bees began work on both, the harvest was
poor, and the flow stopped before the two were
built together. The man thought they were No.
I sections because he hadn't taken them out of
the super, and they looked all right above and

But

A

Spring

—Transferring—Ants,

Feeding

Etc.
Out of mv apiary of 5 colonies, only one
What is the matter
will work in the super.
with them?
2. When would you advise me to begin feed1.

ing for spring?
3. I have one colony in a box hive which I
What is the best way to
wish to transfer.
do it?
4. What is the best way to rid hives of red

ants?
5.

Which would you

advise

or alfalfa?
— white clover
gather honey

me

to plant for

bees
6.

Will bees
yellow

catnip.
blooms"^
7.

My

bees are

from red clover,
and black locust

mustard,
natives,

I

suppose, as they

were taken from bee-trees back in the
Would vou advise me to cross them with
ians?

hive.
to their

nests

m

and pour

Probably all that you would plant of either
wouldn't make much difference, unless you have
many acres. Likely white clover would yield
more honey in Missouri.
6. Yes, from all of them except red clover,
and sometimes from that.
7. The introduction of Italian blood would
probably increase your crops.
5.

They

6o's.
Ital-

are certainly fighters.

Missouri.

Getting Increase and Honey.
have an apiary of 22 colonies which I
to double in number, or more, if the
I want as much honey as
season is favorable.
I can get, which will be extracted.
would it do to take 2 frames of
1. How
brood from each colony, say every 7 or 8 days,
and from full colonies or nearly so, at once?
2. You say that you dm that one year and it
was a success in most cases, in preventing
Wouldn't it be more sure if one
swarming.
were running for extracted honey?
colonies thus formed were given
3. If the
laying queens, wouldn't they soon be strong
enough to help increase?
tried
the nucleus plan of increase,
have
I
which I would try if I knew what the season
wcnild be, but the honey-flow has always shut
I

wish

off for

My

Pennsylvania.

ing?

above are

new

Trace them

4.

to

A

2.

and fit them in frames, as I advised
and put them, together with the

gasoline.

have only one swarm from each
colony; Wlien a prime swarm issues, set it on
with the old hive beside it.
the old stand,
sufficiently

below.

July?

Answers.

out
— Cutting
way you may

is

Gran-

ulated Comb Honey.
Having plenty of honey to feed, how can

increase

I

My

Answer.
but here

A

—That

Feeding for Increase

can

Section

Answer.'

of the same

control swarming besides cutting
have 13 colonies of bees,
I
out queen-cells.
so you can see that I am new at the business,
but 1 e;«pect to have 2 swarms from each colony, unless I find some way of controlling it.
The season is very short here. It will soon
I expect to put on supers about the
begin.
bees are all hybrids,
I5ih of next month.

Frame

colony of bees from

I

Controlling Swarming.

How

Bottom-Board Depth

Is

of your July flow, leaving the queen in
the lower story with that one comb ana frames
of foundation, an excluder between the two
stories, and a week later setting the upper story
on a new stand, giving it a ripe queen-cell.
2. Give the frames with granulated honey to
If nearly all the honey in a comb
the bees.
is granulated, uncap and spray thoroughly with
spraying
water before giving, repeating the
when necessary.

gmning

me.
bees are in

lo-frame

Langstroth hives.

White clover and smartweed are my only

Answers.— I.

sur-

Illinois.

plus crops.
It

ought

to

work.

Better not

say, "nearly so," but give the newly formed
colony 10 frames of brood at the start.

but you couldn't count on them
3. Yes.
for honey if you drew from them for increase,
and not much in any case unless from the late
crop.

Prevention of Swarming
Feeding.
On page 70 is given your plan

— Spring
for the pre-

vention of swarming.
1. Do you remove the queen-cells when you
brush off the bees, and again when you put the
frames back into the hive with the queen, or
will the bees attend to that matter themselves?

bees are short of stores when
2. Where
taken from the cellar, and one hasn't combs of
honey to give them, which is better, to feed
tnem sugar syrup a little at a time until the
honey-flow, or to feed them enough at once
to last

them?

,

,,

.

not advisable to
it is
this locality'
3. "In
stimulate brood-rearing early in the spring.
Would not the latter method be less likely
Minnesot.\.
to stimulate brood-rearing?
Answers.— I. Generally there are no cells at
the first shift. If there are any that are at all
advanced, there will be several, and as the
combs are bared if none are noticed, no special
search is made for them, but if one is noticed
then care is taken to destroy any that are at
At the time of putting
well advanced.
all
down the brood almost certainly there will be
It is a question,
cells, and they are destroyed.
however, whether that is necessary; just possibly the bees might attena to it themselves,
although they would not attend to it at the
_

first shift.
2.

I

cality
3.

prefer giving the big dose at once.
a difference.

Lo-

may make

Yes.

The Non-Swarming

Secret.

In reply to my question you say on page 57,
"1 have a plan that fulfills the conditions of
the Davenport plan; do you think it would be
wise to give away the secret?" Most assuredly
think you said somewhere (though I
I
not.
can't find the page) that you "doubt if the
secret were known that it would be much used,
or words to that effect; so what's the use'
You might confer with Mr. Davenport and
org.anizc a secret society with yourself as Grand
Irrefragable Perambulating Treasurer, and Davenport as Almost Illustrious Exalted Supreme
Queen B, charging a good round admission
fte, communicating the
like
I would
itiation.

secret during
join as a

to

the

in-

charter

—
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member (if I can have an office), and secret
societies arc such a rarity ( ?) that you would
have no trouble in securing a large membership
and tilling the treasury full to overflowing.
Meanwhile you might whisper the secret to me.
I kept my bees from swarming
years ago
by placin" the brood over the queen with, an
excluder between.
When buckwheat came on,
::

my

had

1

hives

chock-fnll

uf

bees.

I

also

had several swarms in September, and that's
rather late for Northern New York.
I'd like to
to stop them at that time.
I want to thank you for the kind and courteous answers you have given to my sometimes foolish questions from time to time. Your
replies have been of much value to me, and I

know how

am

correspondingly grateful to you.

Answer.

New

— Yes,

York.

given by
G. W. Demaree, a Kentuckian who was prominent in the ranks some years ago.
The plan
good, and the pity of it is that it will
is
worK only for extracted, not comb. The broodcombs being put above become extractingcorabs.
To prevent swarming in September
(which is not usual, I think, but may come
where there is a fall flow), it might work to try
the same plan over again: extract the frames
in an upper story, put them in the lower
story with the queen, the brood above, excluder between,
if this be done just as buck-

wheat begins,

the

that's

plan

seems it ought to work as
If you try it, kindly report

it

well as earlier.
as to success or failure.

—

Danzenbaker Hive
Preventing
Swarming.
1. What
information can you give me concerning the Danzenbaker hive? Would you advise its use for comb honey?
What style of
hive do you use, and what advantage do you
claim for it?

Do you

2.

like the

10 colonies and I intend to run
3. I have
for comb honey, and do not want any increase.
Can I keep them from swarming? If

them

how?
Answers.— I. The Danzenbaker

80,

'

Vermont.

hive is shallow
er than the Langstroth, with closed-end frames.
From a trial of two such hives side by side
with the hive I am now using, I concluded
I
liked the latter better.
It
is
the dovetailed, with frames the same size as recommended by I-'ather Langstroth. and has the
advantage of being most common in use, simple, and with the Miller frame easily manipulated.

Some claim

it

this

an advantage

to

have a

the

summer

hive, should
with a wire
should it be

open?

left

If

2.

it

is

left

open

warm days and

on

fly

the bees come out
the field, and never

will
to

—

avoid robbing?

Suppose you had one colony of pure
and 2 or 3 other colonies of hybrids.
Now you wish to breed from pure stock, howwould you proceed? Would you use the nu2.

stock,

cleus plan, or is there a better way? Would
you cut out all the drone-comb in the hybrid
stock?
Is there any danger of in-breeding

breeding from but one colony?

Illinois.
Answers. i. If the nucleus is forced from
hccs that have been quecnlcss 2 days or more,
the number returning to the old stand will be
much smaller than if taken from a queenright colony.
Besides taking the bees adhering

bees

3. Thin surplus. I think.
4. This
is
decidedly interesting.
It shows
that when necessary
field-bees
may become
nurse-bees.
But the most remarkable thing is
the prosperity of that little colony.
According
to my best judgment it ought to have been dead
long ago.

Spraying Fruit-Trees

in

Bloom.

Is there any law which protects bees from
being poisoned on fruit-trees which are sprayed
when in full bloom? How can any one know
whether his bees are being poisoned or not?
Do they die in the orchard or return to the
hives and die?
People in this vicinity seem
to disregard bees entirely when s- raying.

Kansas.

Answer.— I don't know your State laws, but
I'm afraid you have no law on spraying.
If
bees are poisoned you will find at least some
of them dead in or near the hives.

Answers.— I. The
Those that try

in.

Prevention of Swarming,

What would

be the best way in the spring
to transfer the bees irom a box-hive to a frame
hive?
d. Is it a usual thing for bees when
wintered in a chaff box to come out and die?
5. What
is the best to
feed in the early
spring, sugar syrup or candy? How should it
be made.
Minnesota.
3.

bees must not be fastened
to get out will stir

up the

rest.

have 5 colonies of bees on a 60-foot lot in
suburbs of Brooklyn, and don't want any

I

the

more

increase,

No.

3.

Better not transfer

3

till

weeks after the

colony swarms.
Then drum out the bees, cut
out the combs and fasten in frames, unless
you may prefer to add the bees to the swarm
and melt up the combs.
4. Yes, it is the usual thing for a number
of bees to die in the winter, no matter how
they are wintered.
5. It is not best to feed either in early spring
unless there is danger of starving.
For this
purpose either syrup or candy mav be used.
The syrup may be made of granulated sugar
and water, pint for pint, and the candy like
any candy is made, cooking the sugar in a verv
little water until it is brittle when dropped into

I

don't

like

to

away

give

—

Answer. A little before time to swarm, if
remove the old queen, and destroy all
but one before the young queens emerge,
you ought to have no- swarming. Perhaps you
might like the plan on page 70.
cells

Hive- Ventilation

Chunk or Section Honey
Interesting Experiment.

I have a few colonies of bees in 8-frame dovetailed hives with 4 14x4 '4 plain section-holders.
I
thinking of getting some small
frames to fit these section-holders, for the pro-

am

of chunk
honey, perhaps only for
use.
My idea is to have both small
frames and sections to fit these section-holders, so I can get either chunk or section honey

— Observatory

Hive.

1.
Would not an inch hole on each side of
the super, with wire netting inside, be of some
benefit
in
the way of
ventilation in
hot

weather?
2. I have an observatory hive in which

I expect to put bees this spring.
How shall I get
them started? This is my first year with an

Maryland.

observatory hive.

Answers.

cold water.

Either

as

swarms.
I had 3 swarms last year, and gave
away one swarm and 2 of the parent colonies.
What do you consider the easiest and simplest way of swarm management and no increase?
Brooklyn Suburbanite.

you

2.

though

—

would not work well for
would for extracted, alwould rather give ventilation between
i.

honey,
I

It

but

by shoving the upper story forward.
There's no trick about it; merely start
as you would in any other hive by putting in
the requisite number of combs of brood with
bees and queen.
To prevent the bees going
back to the old home, set the hive in a dark
ella
dav
stories
:;.

duction

my own

Would
more
3.

the bees

work

this

frames

tell

me what kind of foundation

the enclosed?
4. I want to tell vou of an experiment I have
been making this winter.
Last fall I had 2
colonies of bees so cross that I had to move
them on account of the neighbors. A few of
the bees came back and entered an empty
hive near the old stand.
I don't believe there
was a pint of them.
And in a few days I
was surprised to find that thev had built a
comb about the size of my hand. About that
time I requcened the old colonies, and for fear
of an accident to a new queen, I thought I
would put one of the old queens with the little
swarm for safe-keeping. This was the last of
October.
As I did not care whether I kept
them or not, I thought I would experiment
with them, so I made a box, or false bottom.
is

2 inches deep, the size of the hive, in the end
bored a pin-hole, and put in a pine 4 inches
long.
Then I put a shelf in the ory room of
my mill where it is hot most of the time,
placed the false bottom on the shelf and run
the pipe through the wall to the outside.
Then
I
put on the hive.
That left them with no
outlet except outside the building.
I
was shut
down 2 weeks when the temperature outside ran
down to 20 degrees below zero and water froze
in the room.
With that exception there has not
been a day they would not take syrup, and
they must have been breeding, as there are
many more hces than there were last fall. They
are very quiet and never come out except on
days when other colonies fly.
fhe jar of ma-

bees in the spring

sprayed?

ing

want

We
spray

when

have

a

the orchard is belarge orchard and

times this
3
spring.
Would it be a good idea to close the
entrances of the hives, and keep the bees closed
a few days after each soraying?
The colonies are all in good shape and will have
enough to eat during the time they would be
closed.
I have heard that the spraying of the
trees when in bloom kills the bees when they
work on the blossom.
Nebraska.
Answer. It would be pretty hard on the
bees to fasten them in the hives, although not
But there
so bad if kept in a dark, cool cellar.
No up-to-date
is
no need to shut them in.
fruit-grower would think of spraying an orchard when in bloom, even if no bees were
within a thousand miles.
It does no pood to
the fruit, and is a positive injury.
You can
spray before blossoms open, or after they
drop, but if you want fruit you'll never spray
in
bloom.
when
I

in the small

readily than in boxes?

Kindly

Closing Hives When Spraying Bloom.
What would be the best thing to do with

my

pi-

1.
Now the question is, by placing the nucleus on a new stand, won't almost all of the
bees go back to the parent colony, and thus
leave the nucleus without sufficient bees to
take care of the brood?
Is it necessary to close
up the entrance entirely?
If so, how and
with what that is, the entrance-blocks, or with
grass or leaves and how long would you leave
it thus closed?
Would they get sufficient ventilation
if
the entrance
i.'
closed entirely?
If it is not necessary to close it entirely how
much of an opening would you leave in order

my

2.

return?

in

colonics.

—

— Trans-

Feeding.

bees are wintered on
stand with a chaff box around the
the entrance of the hive be shut
screen so the bees can*t fly out, or

both at the same time,
I.
Would there be any advantage
-^

_

—

Winter

in

— Spring

When

— not

doubt
as to the method of procedure in forming
nuclei for increase.
If I am not mistaken you
take 2 or 3 frames with brood and bees, including a ripe qucen-cell. and place them in a
new hive and set it on a new stand, and then
gradually give them frames with full sheets of
foundation, or better, with brood from other

in thus

ferring
1.

of

All

Massachusetts.
Yes; bees store more in
extracting-combs than in sections, and your
small frames would be at least a little approach
toward extracting-frames.

Answers.— I and

re-

tall

number.

Nuclei for Increase.
I am somewhat

•

Hive-Entrances

4^x4^

Being a beginner,

to

stand.
This strengthening each time will
sult in its swarming a number of times,
course with an Italian queen each time.

chinery does not disturb them.
had a good flight yesterday.

section

section because it looks more than a square
one.
4 X 5 section is also supposed to look
larger than a
of the same weight, because having a larger surface, although thinner.
After trying many other sections, some of
them on a pretty large scale, I prefer the
square 4i4 of the old style.
3. Not the easiest thing to do.
You may be
able to succeed by shaking swarms.
See also
something on the subject on another page of

A

2. Yes, the nucleus plan is good, or you can
use natural swarming.
Give sealed brood from
the other colonies to your best colony, strengthening it so it will swarm first.
Each time it
swarms set the swarm in its place, setting the
colony that has swarmed in place of another
strong colony, and setting the latter on a new

plain sections?
Has
the ukl style bee-way

sections?

2.

the bees.

4x5

any advantages over

it

to the combs of brood, an additional lot of bees
can also be shaken from other combs.
If the
nucleus is formed from a queen-right colony,
fasten them in the hive for 3 days by packing
green leaves in the entrance.
If you forget
to open it, the drying of the leaves will open
it.
With no more than 3 or 4 frames in a fullsized hive there is no danger of smothering

to

it

at

least

—

Balm Attracting Swarms.
Have you ever tried rubbing balm leaves
on a certain limb of a tree when bees are in
the act of swarming, to have them settle on
limb on the exact spot ^'here the balm
leaves were rubbed.
A friend of mine told me he had seen this
plan tried, and it was a success.
And another
man heard him tell this, and said he was going
Friend No. 2 says it was successful.
to try it.
that

So

I
am anxious to know if anyone else has
If it is a good one. there
the plan.
not much use clipping the queens, although
have my doubts yet as to the certainty of

tried
is

I

—
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swarm is more likely to settle
Answer.
in the place where a previous swarm has settled, but I have some doubt about balm atIn Europe there have been
tracting a swarm.
of success with some kind of lemon
I yield the floor to any oiic who can
report success or failure, although no amount
of such attraction would take the place of
clipping for me.
reports

leaves.

Originated the " *Lyeing* Business."
On page 89 you charge Miss Wilson with
originator of the "lying" business.
grievous charge, and it is utterly
The originator of the lying business
untrue.
was that fellow who, in the garden of Eden,
mother
Eve that she should not surely
told our
die if she ate of the fruit of the tree which
You owe
grew in the midst of the garden.
She may be
Miss Wilson an abject apology.
the originator of something that may be called
the iye-ing business, but to charge, or insinuate, that Miss Wilson was the first of liars
Come down, Doctor,
is piling it up too high.
and have the spelling of that word changed,
or be forever the scorn of bee-keepers.

being the

That

is

a

Edwin Bevins.
I submit the case to ye editor, and throw
myself on the mercy of the court.
C. C. M.
[Yes, it should have been the lyeing busiDr. Aliller need
ness, and not lying business.
stand only half the court costs this time. Second offense may be more costly. Editor.]

—

Increase and Improving Stock.
recently came into possession of 3 coloof bees, and am getting interested in
want to increase and also improve
them.
I
them by crossing with better stock.
1. Wh^t stock would you advise me to use?
bees are the common brown or black bees.
2. One colony is in a box-hive, and 2 are
What do you think of this
in King's patent.
I

nies

My

made with double frames

hive,

.

honey

or

bo.x,

super

in

body, and

on top ?

comb honey

right where
the object?

Is it not all
for the local trade is

Tennessee.

—

.\nswers.
1.
You will do well to get an
Italian queen.
2. It
will do well enough to have the 2
King hives, but if you think of enlarging the
business you better have hives with frames

ed queen '* and " laying queen," " untested
queen" and "virgin queen?'
3. Should I like to reaueen No. 237. in increasing after the method pages asS'^S^, what
would be the best time and the best way to
do so?
I
be permitted to suggest an im4. May
I
provement on the device Fie. 8, page 29?
would put the middle of the strap on the
breast, then pass it around under the arms,
and after it has been crossed, draw it over the
shoulders; thus the load would be not on the
Quebec.
neck but on the slioulders.

—

You can repeat the
Sure.
operation just as often as you can get enough
Of
bees to go up and cover the combs well.
course, much depends upon the strength of the
box colony.
2. No; she's a laying queen as soon as she
lays, but nut a tested queen till you can see
her worker progeny that she is purely
by
mated an untested queen is a laying queen,
but has not been laying long enough to show
whether she is a tested queen; she's a virgin
queen before she has met the drone.
Answers.

i.

;

introducing any
as
3. Introduce the same
The most conin a provisioned cage.
venient time is when brood is changed.
4. The suggestion looks good.

queen

Mold

in Hives.

I started to keep bees last summer, and had
Four of them are
S colonies tu winter over.
alive this spring, and seem to be in good
condition, except that in 2 of the hives there
seems to be something on the combs. It looks
It seemed to come
as if it might be mold.
mostly over the cells in which pollen was
few cells that were filled with honey
stored.
The pollen seemed to get
were covered also.

A

and watery, and a bluish-white substance
formed over the cells. I wintered my bees in a
cellar.
No fire was kept in the house all winTowards the last of February, when the
ter.
snow began to thaw, some water came into the
Two
cellar and was there for 2 or 3 weeks.
of the hives arc made of basswood and 2 of
pine.
The basswood hives are the ones that
were affected. What ails the combs? Will.it
harm the bees? If so, what should be done?
Michigan.
Answer. Don't worry; it's mold. See anthin

swer to

I

—
Minnesota.

Treating Foul Brood in Spring.
will be obliged to treat my bees for foul

How early in the spring
brood this spring.
can bees be treated for foul brood? Or what
Using Disinfected Hives.
farmer had given me a lot of empty and
hives in which the bees were affected with
bees,
foul brood.
I killed
the
melted the
combs, scraped the hives and frames last winXow,
ter, then dipped them in boiling water.
would they be safe to use the coming season,
or would they have to stand a year or more?

—

more to the point: How early in the spring
bees be depended upon to build comb
if I
if honey, or honey and syrup, is fed?
could treat my bees early I would not lose
so much brood, and may have a crop next
summer; if left till fruit-bloom or later, I may
have to allow this brood to hatch, which I
very much dislike to do, because of the danIowa.
ger of spreading the disease again.
is

A

full

Washington.

Answers. Some say that hives may be used
without anything being done to them.
Others
say they should be burnt out.
Dipping in
boiling water would probably make no difference, unless left 2 hours.
It would be on the

may

—

Answer. Bees will build comb any time
when you can get them to take feed, if they
have no room to store it.

^

side to burn them out.
Put in a little
dry straw, touch a match to it, stir about with
a stick so all parts are scorched, then throw in
water.
If you haven't straw, use a gill or so

Moldy Hives and Combs.

safe

of kerosene.

moth and mold on

Cockroaches and Bees.
What can I do for roaches? They bother
the bees by getting in the brood-chanibers, on
sections, and all over the inside of the hive.
Tennessee.
Answer. I didn't suppose cockroaches would
do any particular harm in a hive where there
arc bees.
You can poison them with some of

—

the special poisons sold for that purpose or
with any other poison, only you mustn't poison
the bees.
Put the poison between little boards
only % inch apart, or in some vessel with a
J

8

has entered the hive, does it
1. After mold
hurt the bees in any way?
2. Is there any way of getting the mold out
If so, how?
of the hive?
3. How can I clean a comb that has both

—
particularly;

Answers.
bees

i.

doesn't seem
the worst thing

It

on the pollen.
Fresh air and sunshine

for it.
In a strong colony
as the weather warms up.
3.

Give

such

combs,

effect

to
is

the

probably

one

is

the

it

will

its

at

a

cure
disappear

best

time,

to

a

strong colony.

Bait-Sections

— Packing

Bees for

Winter.

inch entrance.

In putting bait-sections, or sections partly
with comb, into supers when you put
them on at the beginning of the season,
wouldn't the suner be filled better, that is,
wouldn't all of the sections be more likely
to be completed at the same time, if the
bait-sections were put at the outside of the
super?
Wouldn't it be just as effective in
getting the bees to go up and begin storing
honey in the super? Any one might have one
bait-section in the middle and the rest on the
1.

Making Increase with Box-Hives
Requeening

— Carrying

Hives.

wish to make increase with a strong
colony in an old box-hive.
Would it do to
bore holes on the top of the hive, put on an
excluder, *.then follow the instructions on page
260 of "Forty Years Among the Bees" increase without nuclei?
Could I repeat the
operation several times with the same boxI

1.

—

hive
2.

?

—

Are those expressions synonymous

filled

outside.
2.

"test-

Next

fall

I

—

Answers. r. Your views arc all right. Bees
will start soonest on a central bait; but if more
than one in a super put them in the corners,
or

least outside.

at

empty space
fill
all
2. Better
honey, and then pack on top.

expect to put 3 shallow frames
having a

of honey in the center of a super,

the

beside

Preventing Second Swarms.
Suppose a colony of bees swarm and return
the hive from which they came (the queen
having her wings clipped), how would you
treat such colony to prevent them from again
"Illinois.
swarming?
Answer. The same as if the queen were not
clipped.
See reply to Texas.
to

—

Foul Brood and Wax-Worms.
I wish information concerning foul brood and
have had bees only about 6
wax- worms.
I
apiaries (45 colonies
I purchased 2
months.

in all) last fall, and the questions that I ask
pertain to beeless hives that were in that
condition about September 15, 1907, but did
not appear to have been that way all season.
No information could be obtained iToi^ the
owner, who was an aged man, and not well.
Some hives were just about half full of mothcocoons.
1. Are good parts of comb all right for use
this
2.

season?
How can

d combs? Is it
ves almost air-

care for

I

sufficient to have them
tight, from cold weather

r must I fumithem just the samer
containing
sections
with
supers
3. Are
foundation safe from the attacks of a moth if
piled so as to be almost fly-tight, or must I

gate

fumigate these also?
one hive suggested foul brood to
4. Just
me.
This had a sour, disagreeable odor. No
moth-cocoons were there at all. A great many
brood-cells had the capping raggedly gnawed,

and the skeleton-like skin of the larva lay at
Other cells contained
the bottom of the cell.
something that appeared like a dark salve, or
Possibly this was dry
the color of crude oil.
Is it your opinion
pollen, but it puzzled me.
that this one colony perished from foul brood?
No matter what the cause, is it safest that
Iowa.
I
destroy the combs?

—

Answers. 1. If the larva of the bee-moth
have destroyed only part of a comb, the rest
right to use.
2.
comb that has been out through all the
freezing of winter without any bees on it will
be all right if kept in a place so close the
If bees v/ere on it,
bee-moth cannot enter.
there will almost certainly be worms or eggs
in it.
3. I have never known moth to attack these.
4. Hard to be positive, but I don't believe
If none
there's any foul brood in the case.
has been in the neighborhood, you might use
the combs, watching closely.
is

all

A

Management

for

Prevention

of

Swarming.

Minnesota.

it?

effect
2.

supcr for each colony, then just before I pack
for winter I will put one of these supers on
each hive.
For out-door wintering which is
best to do, to put the packing on each side
of tliose 3 frames of honey and then put the
winter-case over? or should I leave this space
empty, and place another super filled with
packing on top of all? Do you think it would
be necessary to pack on each side of frames
and then put another super of packing on
Pennsylvania.
top?

preventing swarming, en
Will this
page 70, is surely a splendid one.
plan work equally well, no matter how near
the colony is already to casting a swarm?
1.

Your plan

for

2.

Does

it

work

ed?

Or,

if

there

cells,

must these be destroyed when shaking

after queen-cells arc startare already sealed queen-

the bees?
3. Is such a colony cured of the swarming
fever for the entire season, or must it sometimes be given this treatment twice to be on
Please tell all you know about
the safe side?
this plan, as it will surely be thankfully received by all readers of the American Bee
Journal.
4. Why does Mr. Davenport not give away

his secret?

5. How about the Alley queen-trap for preHow often is it
venting the loss of swarms?
necessary to visit the yards if these traps are
used? and what treatment should be given

the colonies

no increase

whose queens are
is

in

the

traps

if

Texas.

desired.

Answers.— 1.

have never tried the plan until
were started, and the nearer swarming the

cells
better.

In

fact,

I

it

will

work

all

right,

I

feel

;
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confident, if you wait till the colony has
actually swarmed.
2. All cells should be destroyed at first operaalthough no harm will come if some are
left so young that the queens would not emerge
until the brood is put aown.
All you care for
is to have none hatch out while over the excluder.
At the time of rutting down the brood
all cells must be destroyed, but not many will
be started after the brood is put up.
3. I think the chances for future swarming
are exactly the same as if the colony had
tion,

less.
Of course I can
not be too positive about this without more
experience.
If a colony be treated very early,
I should rather expect it to swarm, just as I
would expect a very early strong swarm to cast
a virgin swarm.
4. He thinks it would make bee-keeping too
easy, too much honey produced, and prices low-

swarmed, no more, no

However, there are symptoms of bees not having wintered well unless they were well provided as above.
I have now taken out of the
cellar about 280 colonies, and have found only
2 dead.
These were bees taken from a neighbor just before cellaring, and had to be shaken

on cold
count.

A

A

in Shed.
I have taken 40 colonies out of a shed where
had them all winter, and they seem all right.
I lost only one out of the 40 colonies.
I have
100 colonies in the cellar and will try to take
them out this week.
Wm. J. Healy.
Mineral Point, Wis., March 30.

can

I

from goeggs, which

prevent butterflies

ing into the hive
destroy the bees?
colonies destroyed.

I

and laying
have had a number of
Minnesota.

—

Answers. i. I hardly know how to put the
answer strong enough. It would be a gain if
each bee-keeper would get a bee-book before he
owns a bee. I'm certain I would be doing a
favor to all without such a book if I should
say, "I'll not answer a question in this department till you get a bee-book and study it"
But I dare not say that, for some would
think it only laziness on ray part, and would be
angry.
Let me assure you that it is big
money in your pocket to invest in a good book.
Generallv

not necessary to feed between flows, if plenty of honey is in the hives.
but if there should be a spell of dearth long
enough to stop the queen's laying, then it would
be wise to feed.
3. Abundance of room will not always prevent swarming, but it will go a long way toward it. Plenty of room for the queen is the
best kind of policy.
4. Nucleus hives vary greatly.
One may be
made to contain 3 or more frames of very
small size. Except for queen-rearers, hives of
full

size

December.

in

—

Bees Wintered Well Good Prospect
for Honey.
I have just finislied examining my 90 colonies
I find them in fine condition, strong in
and plenty of honey, with a loss of 3 coloI winter them on summer stands, using
leaves over the bees to absorb the moisture.
have a fine stand of white clover, and the
fruit-buds have not advanced as far as they
were last year at this time. If the weather continues favorable, everything bids fair for a
good honey crop this year.
J. G. CrEighton.

it

is

containing

2

to

4

full-sized

frames

are generally used.
Indeed, some queen-rearers prefer full-sized frames.
You will find
Italian queens advertised in this Journal.
colonies are the best prevention
5. Strong
against the bee-moth.
But Italian bees will
keep tlicni at bay, even if not so very strong.

nies.

We

Harrison, Ohio, March

16.

Bees Wintered Well.
have wintered my bees out-doors this winwith great success. My colonies have come
out strong, and not one queenless colony.
ChAS. iiMITH.
Hannibal, Mo., March 16.
I

— Bees

Breeding.

—

This winter has been very mild no snow at
all, and only a little white frost in the morning 4 or s times. There was not one week that
bees could not buzz around.
February i, I
opened all the hives and fed about 200 pounds
of honey, sealed in combs of course, and they
seemed to be doing well.
I found brood in
one or two combs in the most of them, and
it looked
as if there were more young bees
in them than some seasons over 2 months
later.
I honestly believe that they have kept
on breeding all winter.
The thermometer has
stood most of the time around 50 degrees, and
the extremes have been 30 and 70
degrees.
When it is cold at night it is generally fine
weather, and warm, during the day.
But say, can you give me the address of
that $7,500 pretty girl?
A man never knows
what may happen.
Maybe Miss Wilson held
that back purposely, for some reason.
For
my part I would be willing to knock off the
first figure if I could get $500 worth of honey
next season.
O. K. RiCE.
Wahkiakum Co., Wash., Feb. 27.

Bees Carrying Pollen

— Mild

Winter.

This beautiful, spring-like weather my bees
are at work as if it were summer-time, carrying in pollen.
If the weather continues this
way bees will do well. But it has started too
warm like last year.
have had a very mild
winter.
There have not beerj many days that
the bees could not fly.
Maples are in bloom,
and peaches will soon be.
R. B. Perry.
Greenfield, Tenn., March 5.

We

Wintered Well on Sugar Syrup.
Bees are coming out in excellent shape where
they were provided with sugar syrup stores last
fall, or in districts where the flow was good.

quite

different.

The corners of a hive should be dovetailed
together, then you can nail from both ways,
making a corner that will stay and not open up

A

in a short time.
mitered corner is equally
as good, but harder to cut and fit together.
I would not advise hand-power machines or
buzz-saws; they are only an aggravation. Before purchasing a buzz-saw, it would be well
to get insurance on each finger for its full
worth,
It is an old saying, "Don't monkey
with a buzz-saw," and I wish that I had

C. K.

not.

Mechanicsburg, O.

Bees Wintered in Cold Cellar.
Bees are in good condition in this locality,
the bees an

and the warm days we had gave

opportunity for a cleansing flight after their
winter confinement.
I moved
my bees last
November 8th, 3 miles, over very bad roads,
and put them into the cellar without having a
flight,
and the cellar isn't dry.
Sometimes
it
froze in the cellar, but I never had my
bees in as good condition as they are this
spring.
I lost none, and all have good queens,
as they have brood in the hive, and eggs, too.
I put nothing over the brood-chamber but the
cover.
Nick Jentgen.

IvaMotte,

Iowa, March 30.

Chilled Brood and Foul Brood.
Mr. Editors On page 321 of the last edi-

—

tion of "Langstroth," by Dadant, in giving
advice on shipping bees to the South in the
Fall, and returning them to the North in the
Spring, the author uses the following language:
"As the colonies become strong very early
in the South, if they are brought back North
before the warm weather, their brood may become chilled, and a tendency to the development of foul brood is encouraged.*'

Now, what
is

I wish to know is, what relation
there between chilled brood and foul brood?

If- chilled brood induces foul brood, then it is
easy to understand why there is so much foul
brood; or, rather, it is a wonder there is not
much more than there is. Will Mr. Dadant
explain through the American Bee Journal what
he means by the above statement.
You know
we regard him pretty good authority on almost anything pertaining to apiculture.

Wm. M. Whitney.
Evanston,

III.

We

referred the foregoing to Mr. Dadant,
replies as follows:

who

There is no connection between chilled brood
and foul brood, that is, the decayed brood does
not usually contain the germs of foul brood,
but the authors believe that with the presence
of decayed brood, pickled brood or other filth,
there is more room for the development of the
germs of foul brood if those germs should
happen to be present.
Filth does not usually
contain the germs of typhus, Asiatic cholera,
or yellow fever, yet it is a generally recognized probability that the germs of those diseases will propagate more rapidly in such conditions as are found in ill-kept homes.
Likewise it seems quite probable that there is greater danger of the propagation of foul brood (the
germs of which must originate somewhere) in
hives containing decayed brood.
recommend care in the avoidance of decayed brood
on the same principle that the boards of health
of a city enjoin
cleanliness
to
avoid
epidemics.
C. P. Dadant.

We

Home-Made

Bee-Hives.

Did you ever make a bee-hive.
Did you
ever make two of them? And were they both
the same size?

^experiences

is

t

ter

Very Mild Winter

work

re, getting some pieces a little too
long
little too short, making a bad mess of
the frames when it comes to putting them in or
exchanging them, which is often done.

bees,

the 4th of July.
The bees did not store any
surplus that year, but the next year I put on
2 supers and there was no swarming that year,
and the bees stored 100 pounds of honey. In
the spring of 1907 the colony was weak.
The
first swarm that came out of the other hive
clustered on the first hive and went in and
stayed. There was no swarming in 1907. Don't
you think that if they have plenty of room
they will not swarm?
4. How many frames are there in a nucleus
hive? Where can I get one of Italian bees?

2.

Swarm

had a swarm of bees come to my place
I
the last week in December last, and went in
with a small colony I had. Did you ever hear
of anything like that before for that time of
the year?
David Mainwarinc.
Barclay, Kans., March 5.

close- -their

rate

To make a hive by hand requires a skilled
mechanic, and good tools.
It is easy to vary
the size of a hive a sixteenth of an inch or

of bees.

Beginner's Questions.

have kept bees for a number of years but
never had any success with them.
1. Will a bee-book help me?
My experiments
with the bees almost always went wrong.
2. Do
you feed the bees between honeyflows ?
I find sometimes that young bees are
carried out of the hive dead.
Don't you think
there is danger of starving?
3. I have had a little experience in preventing swarming.
I made a 14-frame hive and a
14-frame super.
I hived a big swarm in that
I

How

26.

I

Stray

5. All that the Alley trap does is to
hold
the queen when a swarm issues.
swarm may
be shaken when a queen is found in a trap,
or the treatment on page 70 used.
I may add that if you work for extracted
honey there is no need to put the brood down.
Only in that case I should fill the lower story
with full sheets of foundation. The Sherzingcr
plan is to wait till a colony swarms, then give
the queen a lower story filled with foundation, putting all the brood above an excluder.

March

Wintered Well

ered.

5.

combs of honey, so they should not
R. F. H01.TERMANN.

Brantford, Ont..

then, too, the inside fixtures can be changed
from one hive to another, or be replaced by
new ones if necessary; all being of the same
•standard size where there is no trouble or
worry about their fitting.
Do not trust the mill-hand to cut out a few
hives for you, unless you are there to watch
the work, for little he cares about the lengths
or widths, whether they are just right or not,
or whether the stock is what it should be. The
general mill-work does not need to be so accu-

After spending a few years in the planing
mill, running different kinds of machines, and
putting the work together, I will say to the
man wanting good hives, don't use home-made,
but get them from the supply-house or send
to the factory for them, where they make a
specialty of that kind of work, where they are
prepared to do it with their special machines,
then you can rest assured that each hive will
be exactly tne same size, everything fitting
nicely.
It will
then be a pleasure to nail
them together and get them ready for use

Queens and Drones

—Propolis.

I have seen so much in the bee-papers about
queens and drones.
Now here is the right
way of it: The queen that has been fertilized

rears

fertile

drones,

because

they

will

breed,

and that shows they have been made fertile,
no matter how. Now the queen that has never
been fertilized, every one admits, lays unfertile eggs.
That means unfertile worker-eggs.
Now that is the difference between the two
kinds of drones one fertile and the other

—

—

—

I

April, 190S.
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unfertile, that

Now when

is, drones that never will breed?
queen begins to lay, it lays in
never in drone-cells, and lays

this

worker-cells,

All queens
all worker-eggs, never drone-eggs.
lay worker-eggs first.
I have had queens lay
Someall summer without laying a drone-egg.
times you may see a good queen rear a few
workerlittle
drones among worker-bees in
cells, but they are all from worker-eggs, just
the same; only a little mistake in being made
unfertile,
unfertile

that

is

all.

So

you

see

all

these

unfertile
drones are reared from
worker-eggs.
A man says about propolis, "It will always
be a mystery to man where they get such,
Now there is no
and how they obtain it."
First, there never
mystery to me about it.
was a bee living that went out after such stuff
purpose.
No
one
ever
saw bees bring
on
such stuff to the hives till the fruit through
and
the country was getting towards ripe,
when the weather was right. There is a little
hairy-like stuff grows all over most kinds of
fruit, and of just the right length to come
even with the pollen places on the bees' legs.
This hairy-like stuff has a little waxy stuff on
top of it, and when the bees are after honey

and licking

all

around and around so much,

never looking for pollen or anything but
honey, this waxy stuff begins to catch on the
on the bees' legs, and when it
begins it goes on easy.
Now this is the way
the bees get what we call propolis and never
They never try to make
in any other way.
any use of it for any purpose whatever; just to
They
get rid of it, and that is a hard job.
stick it on anything and everything.
I have
seen both legs sticking together many times
when the bee was trying to get it off.
pollen places

John McCandlish.
Delhi, N. Y., Feb. 21.

[The foregoing original views are given without the endorsement of the American Bee Journal

as

correct.

Kditor.]

—

A Queen
had a

I

Experience
Newspapers
for Wintering.
very curious thing happen to me

winter in reference to queens that I
introduced late last fall, and I haven't been
able to think out the reason.
In September
I introduced 2 queens to 2 colonies that I
made queenless the day previous, and in January I found 2 dead queens on the alightingboards, and felt very much concerned over
the loss.
Saturday, March 7, being a warm
day, and the bees were flying nicely, I made
an examination of the 2 hives and found the
two ladyships hard at work with quite a large
ba^ch of sealed brood and quite a large batch
of fresh-laid eggs, also 2 old queen cells that
had been badly ripped apart on the side
suppose where those queens came from, but
on examination of those queens that I found
dead, I felt assured that they were fully matured and had met the drone.
Now I cannot
account for the above as the bees had no reason to supersede their queens.
My bees have wintered far beyond my expectation.
I examined 29 hives on Saturday,
and made some changes, putting all winter covers over them, and I found hives with ample
stores and no less than 4 frames fully covered
with bees.
I
didn't find any of the hives
that had less than 4 frames and some had 6
with lots of brood and eggs for this time of
the year.
Mv bees were all wintered on the summer
stands, protected only with newspapers.
Now
I see in reading several bee-papers, that there's
quite a lot of controversy over wintering bees
with newspapers. I think if the hives are thoroughly painted, so as to exclude the weather,
and have several thicknesses of newspaper tied
carefully over the super covers and around
the sides of the hives, with a galvanized-iron
cover, and plenty of nature's stores, a good,
strong colony of bees will winter in the altitude of Philadelphia in any kind of weather.
I found only one dead colony in 37.
My crop of honey last year amounted to 1850
pounds from 17 colonies, and an increase of
20 colonies.
The season was rather "off" for
this neighborhood, but I consider that amount
of honey a pretty good showing, considering

so hard to find as if done later
in the season, when there are more bees in the hives.
It is a great help to have clipped queens, in

When

the bees are seen to begin to cast a
swarm, I, or some one of the family, catch
and cage the queen and remove the old hive to
a new place at once, and put in its place an
empty hive with starters 01 foundation in the
brood- frames.
As soon as the bees begin to
come back I release the queen so that she can
go in with the bees.
I also find it a great
help to place a frame of brood in the newhive.

Bees do almost as well here
above, as

the colony
that there

very

Swarming

Pa..

March

I

— Hive-Covers — Wintered

examined

and clipped

my

all
colonies of bees this week,
all queens that I found undipped.

do not replace any queens unless they
I
show some failure.
It does not pay here.
I
examine my bees each year about this time,
if the weather is good, as the queens are not

swarm) is in. It is not often
brood reared in the sections, and

(or
is

up into the sections.
make an extra cover to go on top of my
to shade them in summer and protect
little

It
was the hardest season to do anything
with the bees.
You could hardly make them
accept a queen.
When you would try to introduce a cjueen they would ball the caue. The
ball would get as large as your fist ana remain
that way for a week at a time, and no let-up.
They killed 3 out of 5 queens for me last season, and I never lost but one before in 24
years.
They would keep the cage balled if I
did not interefere with them.
This is a bad winter for the bees, as they do
not get to fly any.
They arc soiling the hives
at the entrance as they crawl out of the hives.
It is too cold for them to fly this winter, and
if it does not become warm enough soon so
that the bees can fly, there will be lots of
dead colonies in the spring.
Henry Best.
Hibbetts. Ohio, Jan. 26.

" Attic '* Bee-Keeping.
The honey crop in this section with many

pollen carried

them from the weather in winter. It is a great
help in saving the colony, and still gives the
bees shade.
I do not mean some flat boards
laid on top for the ants to build and rear young
under. I use a roof-shaped cover. I cut a ixio
inch board in lengths of 26 inches, and endpieces 4 inches wide in the middle, tapered to
one inch at the ends.
^AJiy kind of lumber
will do for this unless it is some kind of wood
that will rot easily.
The reason I use oneinch lumber is that it is not so easy to blow
off.
I have tried lighter lumber but had to
use a weight.
I have not lost a single colony of bees this
winter.
All were wintered on the summer
stands.
There are only 3 weak colonies in the
lot of about 100.
Only 2 colonies were queenless, and one of them was queenless last fall.
Prospects are good for elm, maple, and fruitbloom.
Clover is looking fine at this time.
We are expecting a good harvest this year.
I am preparing to commence queen-rearing as
soon as I see drones flying.
I find my own
reared queens do as well or better than the
I buy.
W. A. Swearinxen.

ones

Lewis Co., Ky., March

bee-keepers was a failure, with others it was a
partial success.
I have seen no "fancy" and
very little No. i honey on the market this
it is in good demand and at a

winter, although

good

We

price.

live in a city of 40,000.
The houses
are about 20 feet apart on each side of us.
The past year I had 4 colonies in my attic, and
they gave me 400 pounds of comb honey. The
best yield from a single colony was 178 pounds.
I have had bees in the attic for 5 years, and
never had a swarm.
They never show any
inclination by building nueen-cells.
I always feed between fruit-bloom and white
clover, as many colonies jvill starve at that
time if left light in stores from the previous
*
winter.
Last spring the 4 colonies carried away each
day 2 quarts of water in which I put a tea-cup
of granulated sugar.
At fruit-bloom I give each colony an extra
hive-body and combs, and manipulate them so
as to have 20 frames well filled with brood,
and so have lots of bees for the harvest,

which

lasts about 2 months.
use a frame of the Danzenbaker dimenJust before white clover blooms I take
10 frames containing the last brood, and
replace with supers containing full sheets of
foundation and baits.
I have never failed to
get a surplus if there was any in the field,
and I have never had to teed for winter.
I can control the temperature in their room
to a certain extent, so I keep them cool during
the heat of the aay and give them lots 01
I

sions.

24.
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Crop Bees Wintering Well
Feeding Sugar Syrup.

Fair

My

honey crop was only fair, but I think
pretty good for such a poor season, and the
condition the bees were in. as more than half
of them were mere nuclei on May 15, 1907.
Had I not taken the best care of them and
fed them thin sugar syrup, I never could have
made the increase I did, let alone getting any
honey. We had a fair flow of clover and basswood honey, but buckwheat and fall flow of
honey were nearly a total failure.
I
had on
but got only 75 pounds.
the end it was the poorest
season I have had since I have kept bees.
I
had to feed them nearly one barrel of sugar
last fall to winter on, as the most of them
were light in stores. But they went into winter quarters in good shape, and have wintered
fine so far.
I have some in the cellar, some
out-doors, and 6 colonies buried in the ground,
or "clamps." as some call them.
I will report
next spring as to how they wintered in the

over

600

sections,

From beginning

to

I never keep a qt ;en over
always replace with a pure one
ble dealer.

am a
road my
I

with

We

have had a very mild winter so far.
It
has not been down to zero yet. The bees that
are out-doors have had 3 flights this month,
and are out to-day.
I think they will winter
right out-doors.
am a firm believer in feeding sugar syrup
fall and spring, especially if they can't
In spite of the poor season,
get any honey.
and losing over lialf of my bees last spring,
I have made some money out of them this year.
all

I

both

T think the American Bee Tournal
and worth twice the price asked for it.

is

fine,

I

hope

the readers will send in their reports whether poor or good, as we should^ tell of our
failures as well as our successes «'ith bees.
all

Edw. A. Reddert.
Baldwinsville, X. Y., Dec. 29.

Bees Hard to

Work With— Bad
Winter.

The

last season has been one of the most
trying to the beekeeper.
In the first place,
the bees came throuijh the winter in No. i
condition.
They bred up to boiling over with
Then the cold set in and rain about
bees.
every other day, and this kept up till June

Then the bees were starving by the thou15.
sands.
All of this lime there was no honey
Then the weather changed,
be gathered.
and what bees were left began to gather a
little
honey and pollen; and till the honey
to

my

locomotive
spare time
bees,

from

of pleasure, a great

e
i

\

igineer
spent
hich I
leal of
.

two years, but
from a reputa-

and when off the
around my home
take a great deal
sweet, and some

profit.

My bees have never stung any one viciously,
often driven under them to
unload^ coal, and have never had any trouble.
It is no trouble to dispose of all the honey I
have, among our neighbors.
Elmira, N. Y.
P. F. Conklin.
Bee-Papers for Beginners

clamps.

10.

Well.
I

it

hives

Heo. M. Steele.
Philadelphia,

handled as

day I remove the super from
the old hive and place it on the new one that

conditions.

all

if

they had not swarmed, unless

The next

this

—

if

late in the season.

is

season was over they stored plenty to winter

on and surplus besides.

— Poor

Season.
In the summer of 1905 my father told me
ana mv brother that we could keep some bees,
and that struck us just right, and gave us
the bee-fever about proper.
We thought bees
were honey.
We had one colony to begin
with, and toward fall we bought 10 more
colonies from an old bee-keeper who kept bees
the "let-alone" plan.
These bees were
short of honey and we did not Know anything
about feeding bees, and of course the man of
whom we bought our bees did not tell us anything either, so we were left alone to venture
into the business.
I was
and my brother
1 9
14 years old.
In January. 1906, we put our bees in an
open shed, and of course we had to peep in
occasionally to see whether they were all alive
yet; and when spring came wc had 4 colonies
left for the harvest.
That was a hard jolt for
beginners, but it didn't cure us of the fever,
.ve still hoped to get a good lot of honey.
When fall came we had about 50 pounds of
honey in all.
Well, wp found out that bees
were not honey.
In December, 1906, my brother died, 'and I
was left alone to continue in the bee-business.
But that winter I had read how to feed
bees and I didn't lose any out of 5 colonies,
but one was rather weak and in an old hive,
so I concluded I would transfer them, but they
didn't do any good, so in August, 1907, I
unitfd tlum with another, and I got only one

on

—

—
April,

15
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swarm

duriiiR last spring and summer, so I still
5 colonies, one of which I Italianized
July, and another in September, but I am
not certain as to the latter.
In the summer of 1907 I Rot about 150
pounds of salable honey which I sold on short
order, as it was a very cold and backward
spring, and there was no fruit except berries.
Here I aim to jrive a little advice to the
beginner: Go slowly!
Subscribe for one or
two good bee-papers, and get a book on bees.
I can plainly see that if my brother and I
had subscribed for some good paper a few
months before we went "into the oven to get
roasted," we would have saved several dollars,
although we were not long in subscribing for
bee-papers.
I now have 5 colonies in winter quarters,
well packed with a water-proof cover telescoping over the whole hive. I have this to say
had I not read on the subject I wouldn't know
half of what little I do know.
Helena, Mo.
W. E. Trachsel.

have only
in

,

Northern Michigan Bee-Country.
On page 2^, "Michigan" would like to know
about the honey-resources, also climate of upper Michigan, from a bee-keeper's standpoint.
The •writer has been only as far- west in upper
Michigan as Alger County, where, on the hardwood "cut-over" there are large quantities of
wild raspberry, in some places enough to furnish pasturage for 200 colonies in a yard, on

4- foot snow-bank,
and I left them there till
spring.
I lost one, but some of the others
came through very weak.
The fourth year I bought only i colony, but
I put 30 in the cellar of a vacant house.
Last
spring only 4 hives had any live bees, and I
lost one of those colonies later.
I went out
to look at them one day, and in front of one
hive 1 saw a queen and 4 or 5 workers. They
were apparently trying to get the queen to ga
back into the hive, so I pushed the queen in.
Soon she came out again. I sent her in again
and she came out.
Then I opened the hive.
There was not a live bee in there, so I put the
queen in front of another hive. She went in,
but I found her dead later.
Last spring 1
bought at diuerent places 13 colonies.
I have
19 now
(at least, I think I have), buried
out in the orchard.
My wife says if she
were I she wouldn't dig them out next spring,
just let them be, hives and all, as I have
hives enough left anyway.
I have about 50
besides what I have broken up for kindling.
I
was not the only one that lost bees last
spring.
I
know of one man that had 70
colonies, and lost all but 1 2.
Another had
over 100 and saved only 13, and others in
proportion.
This all happened around Waterloo, Iowa.
Iowa.

February

Poor Season

There
ey and

is the "pin cherry," so called by the
also "popels," that furnish early honpollen, about the same period as the

fruit in lower Michigan.
I cannot say ah®ut the spring flow earlier
than the "pin cherry," or during April; likely
there would be but few days in April that bees
could flv, in this north location.
They would
likely be better off in the cellar most of April.
This reminds me that some of the bees in lower
Michigan were not taken from the cellar until
the very last of April, last spring; also that
it would be
necessary to winter bees in the
cellar, or special repository, in this north part
of the State.
A few bees are kept near the
"Soo," is all I know of in upper Michigan,
although I have had several calls for honey
from upper Michigan, from advertisements in
the bee-papers.
I do not know whether any of
them keep bees, or not.
If I were "Michigan.'
I would take alo

a few
ing up there, for I'n
quite
he
uld
far
the
resources are concerned. Then when he got
crop of honey he would lave one of the very
best home markets there s anywhere.
Then think of locating„ 1 a place where there
not a single bee but your own! Keep them
pure I should think sot But I suppose I have
said enough, so he will take along some "seed"
in his vest-pocket.
E. D. Townsend.

—

Remus, Mich.

Some Bee-Experience.
I have been a subscriber to the American
Bee Journal about 3K years and since I have

been reading

pages
consider
its

I

have

learned

about

bees what I
is
worth to me many
times the price of the Journal.
Before I becan to take it my bees used to swarm themselves to death, and I didn't know how to
stop them, but now I let them swarm only
once.
I set the new swarm on the old stand
and move the old colony to a new location 7
days later.
That is the "finish" for the rest
of that season.
I am waiting to hear from

Mr.
to

Davenport.
He is going to
keep them from swarming at

tell
all

us how
perhaps.

I want to thank Mr. H. A.
Smith for telling us about his discovery, page 72
{1907)
combined hive-cover and fcccler. As a cover it
is good on account of the 2-inch air-space.
As
a feeder I believe it is the best I have ever
heard of.
I want to give it a trial at least.
No loosening either top or bottom-board to
feed that way.
I have always tried to feed
out in the open.
Then the strong colonies
got all the feed, for what little the weak ones
aid get would be taken away from them again,
for the strong colonics always turn out to be
robbers, and the weak ones have to die. But
it
is only a short time till the others follow,
for I can't get them through winter.
Six years ago I began to buy some bees.
Yes, and I have been buying ever since. The
first season I bought one colony in the spring,
increased to 4, tried to winter them in the
cellar,, but they all died.
The second year I
bought 26 in the spring, increased to 58, wintered them out-doors.
Almost all of them
died.
The third year I bought 21 at the
close of the swarming season.
In the winter
I left part of them out and put the rest in the
cellar.
I lost most of them from the cellar.
Those left outdoors got covered up with a

—

—

Production and Sale of
First-Class Honey Advice
to Beginners.

this alone.
settlers;

4.

—

especially

the part relating to perpetuating the

swarming propensities by the use of afterswarms and queens reared under the swarming impulse.
Surely the Doctor's experience of
nearly half a century ought to throw some
light on the subject.
plan for the coming season is to save
the fine, large virgins from my very best
colonies when the afterswarms come forth,
and place them in 2-frame nuclei for mating.
Then 1 will requeen my poorer colonies with
these same queens after mating.
This is practically the same as Dr. Miller's plan, given
to Mr. Adams; only I think it will make a little less work for me.
However, if this is going
to perpetuate or intensify the swarming propensity I will have to give it up.
Mr. Alexander's reasoning looks plausible, but what are
the facts in the case? Undoubtedly there are
quite a good many small or amateur bee-keepers like myself who are interested in this
matter.
Last season was very poor here. Bees nearly
starved till basswood bloomed when they comn^enced storing a little, and they continued
very little until the fall flowers
to
store
bloomed.
During the blooming
season of
heartsease, the best colonies stored from one to

My

all

supers of light amber honey of fine flavor,
but did not fill the brood-chambers well, and
of course, many colonies went into winter quarters short of stores.
Clover is wintering well here, and we may
have a better season for the bees this year
than last.
E. H. Upson.
Cromwell, Ind., Feb. 22.
3

Our

apiary of 75 colonies in ir-frame Langstroth hives, was reduced to 58 colonies last
fall,
owing to the loss of young queens at

mating time.
We have passed through a poor season. Our
crop of honey, all extracted, was a trifle over
2000 pounds.
We sold 500 pounds in onepound square jars. This went to the groceries.
The balance was sold in lo-pound frictiontop pails to private families.
\Ve find that the
one-pound square glass jars are a splendid
advertisement, but it pays to look well to the
trade in lo-pound pails.
For 15 years nearly
all our honey has been sold
in the near-by
cities, and I am my own salesman,
son as assistant.
is the way we produce first-class honey,
which always runs short before we get around
to all the customers: We put our crop of clover

towns and

my

with

This

and basswood honey

in large settling tanks, and
it until we we get our fall crop of honey,
which is mostly from touch-me-not. This is
poured into the tanks of white honey, which

leave

makes

a blend that is fine.
One of the secrets
of success in disposing of our honey so readily
is that we extract our honey only twice in the
season once when we take off the white honey,
and late when the fall crop is nearly all
sealed, or about the time we get our frosts
which kill the flowers.
Our honey is always
ripe and rich, with very little honey-dew to
give it a rank taste and dark color.

—

The one-pound glass jars we sell for 15 cents
each, and the lo-pound pails bring $1.10.
I find it a great advantage to be able to sell
one's own honey, and always try to have a
ready answer in making a trade.
also sell
considerable honey to druggists and candy
shops, also to parties that manufacture and
sell
prepared medicines.
So much for producing a high-class honey.
Now a word to my young bee-keeping
friends:
Don't take your honey off the hives
until it is ripe and sealed in the combs. Don't
be satisfied until you can put as good honey
on your market as is produced in your locality.
Don't try to fool your customers with thin,
unripe honey.
Be honest; be a man or a
woman, as the case may be.
often find those that prefer the honey in
the comb.
try to tell them where they
can find it for sale, but never argue and urge
such persons to buy our extracted honey instead, for, as I said before, we never have
enough to get around.
C. A. Bunch.
I.akcvillc. Ind., Ian. i.

We

—
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Requeening Without Buying Queens.
On page 55, Dr. Miller gives Mr. Walter
M. Adams

method

"simple requeening
without buying queens," which is an easy method, and can be worked by any one, even
'ith

a

for

box-hives.

Now.

before

wc

scarcely read, Mr.
ings for Feb.
15,

A
<

vc
Dr.
Miller's plan
cander comes in Glean-

page

210,

and

says,

"The most common and^ worst mistake
can be made in rearing queens is saving

tftat

the
natural cells and virgin queens from colonics
that have cast natural swarms."
Then follow
his reasons for his statement.
I would be pleased to have Dr. Miller comment on this part of Mr. Alexander's article.

Prevention of Afterswarming.
I
had some experiences during 1907 that
were entirely new to me.
For a number of
years I have waited for from 5 to 8 days
after
colonies have cast swarms, and then
cut out all but one queen-cell to prevent
afterswarms.
Last year I practised the same
plan on the first 12 swarms, and out of the
12 colonies so treated 6 were queenless and
one of the other 6 queens was a drone-layer.
After that experience I let the parent hive

close beside the swarm 4 or 5 days (I
all
clipped queens), and moved to a
distant part of the yard, and only one colony
treated in this way
swarmed,
and
they
swarmed in about J^ hour after moving to the
new stand. Now, the point is. why so many
queen-cells failed to hatch.
Was it the cool,
rainy weather, or did the young queens fail
in getting mated, or did they chill and not
get back from their wedding flights?
At least,
a part of the trouble was the queen-cells, for
no less than 3 cells that I hung in riucl-?i, in
West queen-cell protectors, failed to hatch.
There were none of the old rules that held
good last year.
The usual time to wait after
swarming to cut queen-cells is 8 days; but in
one hive that I opened 4 days after swarming, 3 cells were already hatched.
Another disagreeable thing we had to contend with during 1907 was robbing.
I never
sit

have

saw anything

in

my

experience

The bees simply went from

to

equal

it.

hive to hive "seek-

whom they might devour," and the boss
had better keep his veil handy or take a big
dose of rheumatism cure, whether he needed
it
or not.
I
had a swarm out of No. 31,
with a clipped queen. I also had a swarm out
of No. 17.
Four or five days after. I placed
No. 31 next to swarm out of No. 17.
A
few days after, a swarm issued from No. 31,
ing

with a flying queen, as
I walked down to No.

I

supposed; but when
I
found another

31.

clipped queen.
The next thing to do was to
find where the second clipped queen came
from out of No. 31. When I came to examine
the hive that contained the prime swarm out of
No. 17 on the same stand, it was empty.
Therefore the swarm, queen and all, out of
No. 17 must have gone in No. 31 some time
when T wasn't looking.
Another unusual thing in other years, but

common in 1907, you would get only
1-2 or 1-3 of the bees of a prime swarm in the
hive on the old stand: but they would go in
anywhere, part in hives on each side, or possibly in another part of the yard.
I
had a
very

swarm from a prime swarm that had been
only about 30 days, and when I examined the hive from which the swarm issued,
there was not a cell of honev nor a cell of
hived

brood, except 2 quccn-cells.
I
cut those out
and put an afterswarm in the hive.
Sidney A. Peck.
Northumberland, Pa., Feb. 13.

—

Winter

Brood-Rearing Over
Years Ago.

Sixty

In the editorial on page 38, entitled "Brood
Rearing In and Out of the Cellar." this state-

ment

is

always

made: "The heat
the

Mmc

in

the brood-nest is
Then at the

temperature."

April, 1908.

bottom of the

article it says that it i
in the center of the cluster out-of-doors, than
observation is that there is
in the cellar.
usually a greater loss of bees in out-door winThe incentive is to
tering than in the cellar.
begin building up sooner, then a warm spell
in spring gets the bees to doing something,
while in the cellar they would remain quiet.
Sixty- four years ago, my father and an

My

uncle cut down a hollow sycamore tree. Then
each cut off a lo-foot log and hauled it home.
They
The hollow was about 6 feet across.
put a floor in the bottom, a floor in the midAll being made tight,
dle, and a roof on top.
and painted, the "gums" (as they were called)
were set up on end on 4 blocks large enough
hold the weight and not settle in the
to
ground.
They stood about 6 inches from the
ground. On one side was a small door that a
man could crawl in; on the opposite side were
2 one-inch holes bored about 1^2 inches apart.
A little step was fastened just below these
holes for the bees to alight on.
Each of these two primitive bee-keepers
made 2 box-hives, which were something new
then.
The first swarms were put into these
hives and then put one in each apartment with
blocks under each corner, and set up
little
close to the side where the entrances were in
the gum.
And now began the strife between
these bee-keepers to see which could get the
most and the nicest honey.
The first 2 years they let the bees build
comb and put honey wherever they willed.
These bees never swarmed, but were inclined
The third year
to rear brood everywhere.
the bee-men made frames similar in principle
to the modern clothes-horse, only they were
nailed together solid.
They cut strips of wood
and laid them across from one rest to the
other, something like a foot above each other,
the whole looking like a new frame for a
dwelling house.
The old comb was cut out on
one side of the original box and this new
arrangement set up in its place.
Had these
bee-keepers
understood or known
anything

about comb-spacing, it seems they would have
a grand success.
As it was. the bees
were more inclined to build crosswise than
any other way, although they got some fine
honey, and could get it any time they wished.
The fourth year father made a smaller frame,
or rack, than the last described, and set it on
top of the original hive with a 2-inch hole bored
through the top.
In this rack the bees seldom put any bee-bread, and never tried to rear
any brood. Many times father would look in

A Great Poultry Establishmeot.— The illustration herewith is a bird's-eye view of
Berry's Golden Rule Poultry Farm. It shows what wonderful strides have been made ia
the way of establishing; mammoth poultry plants.
It shows what success may be attained in this business: it is one of the larg:est plants
that has been brought to our notice, containing: the finest and purest kinds of thoroughbred
chickens, turkeys, ducks and geese. They are farm-raised birds, large, vigorous, and
They manufacture an incubator and brooder— the " Biddy "—that hatches more chickens with less care and cost than any other they have tried.
Low prices are quoted in a very valuable book, " Profitable Poultry." that tells about
their mammoth poultry farm and 45 breeds of fowls. This finely illustrated book of 84 pages
tells of their success and how others may succeed with poultry. It will pay every one to
send 4 cents for this book to Berry's Poultry Farm. Box 272, Clarinda. Iowa.

made

these

and

especially in the winter.
John was mostly there and got to look in too.
He (that is John) never tired looking at them.
at

bees,

It was the grandest observatory arrangement
I ever knew.
I believe those bees reared brood
the year around.
At least there would be
dead bees of all ages thrown out on the snow
in the winter.
So much for my first experience in beekeeping, 60-odd years ago. This experience was
had near Tiffin.Seneca Co., Ohio.
My bees are in the cellar. It is snowing
and very stormy to-day, so I am glad they are

under

shelter.

J.

Ladora, Iowa, Feb.

MONEY
Why

a

H. Shedenhelm.

iS.

Please mention the American Bee Jour-

when

nal

A

great

all
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What is Vulcanite?
many farmers and builders

are ask\'ulcanite is a

ing what "V'ulc.vnite" is.
mineral rubber compound, and has been used
for over sixty years in the manufacture of
It is the most durable material
ready roofing.
ever discovered for the purpose and makes a
It is
roofing that has never been equalled.
particularly adapted to farm buildings of all
kinds; is more lasting than shingles or tin;
much cheaper in first cost and costs next to
nothing to maintain, as it does not require annual painting.
Vulcanite is not affected by rain, snow, sun
or frost weather does not mjure it in any
way, and it makes a handsome appearance on
the building.
For making old roofs new especially old
shingle roofs. Vulcanite is the most satisfactory thing you can use
simply lay it right over
the' old shingles and' make the roof better than
new no expense or time removing old shin-

—

—

—

gles.

v, K
ir. nthan
v;^ r>.
one percent of the birds caponizeu; and if one
does die, it dies under the capon knife, and
you can have a chicken pot-pie for dinner, so
there is no loss if you do kill one or two.
Look up this matter of caponizing, write the
l

i

;.

s-.

old firm of G. P. Pilling & Son., Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., for their catalog of "Easy to
Jse" Caponizing Instruments (sent with full
directions)
get the set you like the best, and
put money in your purse. There is money, big
money in capons. Why don't you get your
;

when

For further particulars, write to the Patent
Co., 626 S. Campbell Ave-

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards

We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
a Teddy Bear card, v^ith a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and sec-

is

tion of honey, etc.
It is quite sentimental.
No. 2 has the words and music of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;" No. 3, the words and music of

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" and No.
the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,

4,

postpaid, as follows
4 cards for 10
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents; or 6 cards
with the American Bee Journal one year
for 50 cents. Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal, iiS
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
:

Vulcanite Roofing

nue, Chicago, 111-, for free samples and their
Kindly mention this paper and
roof book.
the book will be sent free also.

SMALL FARM COLONY.
The most inviting small farm colony in
South Jersey is being exploited by the Daniel

a skilled operator,

Please mention the American Bee Journal

you write.

writing.

—

IN CAPONS.

scraggy rooster,

breast-bone
and comb, when less feed will produce a fat
capon bringing more pounds per fowl and more
money -er pound? There is no good reason
why any one should do so. Capons are remarkably easy to raise, they are easy, very
easy to sell at top price. (Did you ever hear of
a glut in the capon market?), and, best of all,
they are easy to make you can easily become
sell

share?

Frazier Co., 750 Bailey Bldg., Philadelphia,
It is especially attractive because it is
Pa.
very close to 2 large
towns with schools,
churches, stores, factories, and all the conThe opportuveniences of city life close by.
nity is thus offered, if desired, for one or
more members of the family to work in the
city while the others are taking care of the
suburban home. The Frazier Company have an
extensive bureau of information about their
South Jersey Colony, and they will gladly give
full particulars about locations, prices, etc., to
Some of the
any one who requests them.
5-acre garden farms are sold for $100 on installments of $5.00 a month, to those who prefer
It is only 17 miles from
to pay tliat way.
Atlantic Citj*, and 37 miles from Philadelphia,
being traversed by 3 railroad lines, which afford shipping facilities to New York, Philadelphia, and Atlantic City markets. If this matIf this matphia, and Atlantic City markets.
er appeals to you write to the Frazier Co., as
above, and they will tcU you all about it.

Eastern

New York Convention

The second semi-annual meeting of
the Eastern New York Bee-Keepers*
Association was held at Albany. March
There was a good attendance
12, 1908.
Eleven new members
of bee - keepers.
conwere added to the Association.
stitution was adopted and the following
committee of 5 appointed to draft bylaws: Stephen Davenport, C. B. Loomis,
J. Van Auken, the President and the
Secretary. There was considerable discussion on the subjects of apiarian supplies, spring management, etc.
D. A. Frazier, Sec.
Albany, N. Y.

A

Apiarian Pictures

We

would be glad to have those who
do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
can

of interest along the line of bee-keeping.

—3

'
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p We will Buy and

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS
Your orders are what we are after now for
and winter. Drop us a card or letter telling
what you want, and we will make Surprising

IHONET
S3W of the different grades nd kiods.
If you have any to dispose of, or it
you intend to buy, correspond
with

us.

We

are always in, the marltet

for

fall

Prices to you.

W^
^g
^P
Sg
^S
^g

MARSHFIELD MFG.

Beeswax |
S^
at highest

&

YORK,

N. V.

FENCE S/r^e"?!^'
High Carbon Double strength
Ir.
Heavily Galvanized to
-,. ciitrurt. linn- no agents. Si-ll at
factory prices on 30 days' free trial.
EWe pay all freight. :^7 li.lirlits of farm
land in'Ulfry f.iice. Catalog Free.
r

'

1

W

.1

Mention

Winchester, Indiana

89

Journni

Sfee

13th St.,Saeinaw, E. S.
S. D. Buell. Union Citv.

NEBRASKA— Collier Bee-Supply Co.,
Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury. Ont.

Comb Honey

.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
"Boi

when

YTrK*nf;.

GOOD

on
the

this
fully

90

Bee-way

"

W.

YORK

<a CO.,
CHICAGO, ILI,.

I
X

Twenty-foursuccessful years manufacturing bee-supplies and rearing Italian Bees and Queens.
Root's Goods in Stock. Write for
Catalog and Prices.
J.

SAM

BEE SMOKER

JONES

SELLS FAST

AGENTS WANTED.
PAGE CATALOGUE
AND CIRCULARS FREE
$100 PER MONTH TO
LIVE AGENTS. WRITE ToD«v
FRANKLIN-TURNER CO.

^v*",'a"bS'i*'a

—

all

we

others.

—

u. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.
We have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

—

A. 1. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. The cone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1003," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
$1.50 4
inch stove
"
1.10
Doctor— cheapest made to use
'i\%

—

Conqueror— right

for

most apiaries

1.00

— lasts longer than any other
Little Wonder — as
name implies
Large

90

The

above prices deliver

Smoker

at

—
—

3)ij

65—3

its

"
"

your post-otlice free. We send circular if requested.
Original liingham & Iletheriogton Uncapping-Kdife.

T. F. BINGttflM. Farwell. MlGtl

SAYINGS

1000
100

M. Jenkins,

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:
& Son, Hamilton, 111. This is the Smoker

Cbas. Dadant

recommend above

Patented

LIFE AND

i

in stock

FOR YOU

I

ILL.

1908

always

HAND-MADE SMOKERS

The book we mail for $1.20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year — both for $1.45; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
FIVE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year, with $2.50.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-hook for a very little money
or work. Address,
.IiK-ksoii HIvcl.,

\

BINGHAM

bees.

W.

Bee-way

9720 Lo^an Ave.,

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS,

book one cannot fail to be wonderhelped on the way to success with

GEORGE

"

Chas. Clarke

it

118

I

10-frame Plainl

10

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli, Glenwood.

t 1884
Root's Goods
i

5 8-frame Ideal, 1 3-8.\5.
I will
sell them at a bargain. Write for
prices and further particulars, address

Honey- Bee

—

Supers

AS NEW

holders in them,
150 8-frame Plain

Revised by D&dant— Latest Edition
This is one of the standard boolcs on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
600 pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-knovpn to
the American Bee
all the readers of
Journal Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained,
so that by following the instructions of

J.

I have the following supers in splendid
condition, all well painted and with section-

10

Laiv^stroth

«•
•i
OHIO-F. M. HoUowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mffr. Co.. Blossom.
WISCONSIN-S. W. Hines Mercantile

MICHIliAN-LenffSt&Koeniff. 127 South

m

Ryder, Phoenix.

MINNESOTA-Northwestern Bee-Supplv Co.. Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham. Kankakee.

Center.

^a
K^

267 Greenwich Street

NEW

ARIZONA-H. W.

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbendor, Knoxville,
Gregory & Son, Ottumwa.
KANSAS-S. C. Walker & Son, Smith

prices.

& 5egelken

Hildreth
265

market

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

BEE-SUPPLIES
hlvos, etc.
w.i,v.

Our

10-Page C!>tal,iK Fri'o.

Brimful Mfthf
hite

.sunpli es will pie

Prlci-.s lire rlk-lu.

We

ian

allow

llH- u.sual fiirly-

H.'ua

ami Queens

in

Hcason.

& SON SUPPLY CO.,
Monte. Co., Mo.
Bee Journal when wtHIok.

JOHN NEBEL
High

Mention

Hill,

May

BEST ON EARTH.

20. in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold
At the very lowest profit possible
Dovetnil IliTes, S<>otions, Etc. -A complete
stock bouKht

in

witJi orders.

Send

W.
Mention

ear

given free
32-pago catalog free.

lota. Sub.seriptlona

for

my

SUPKR, Jackson. Mich.
Bee Journal when writing.

I>.
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American Hm Journal
Against Water, Weather

INSURE
YOUR

and Wear

Use "Vulcanite" Keady Roofinii and insure your roof against damage by water,
weather and wear. U assures lonsf life to
buildings and absolute protection to their
For over 60 years its superior
contents.
qualities have been recognized wherever
rooHng is used. It is today the recognized
tandard Ready Rooling o£ two continents,
is cheaperthan shinglesor tin— lasts longer, requires
no annual painting: easily put on— not affected by
rain or snow, wet or dry, heat or cold; is fire-resistng. acid-proof and smoke-proof. Put on over old

Roor

.

it makes the old roof better than new.
Before you build or repair write for free booklet.
"The HiKht Roofing and the Reasons Why."

shingles

'"'rite

today.

Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co., °|§'626-59

S.

Campbell Ave., Chicago,

or FrankUn,

Warren

111..

Co., Ohio.

Stanley Queen Incubator and Brooder
.\n

arrangement that allows the bees access

Patented July

7,

1903.

Price, each,

to the cells

and Queens

at all times.

$5.00.

Stanley Twin Nucleus

Box

An arrangement

that has control of the Queen by a 3-hole wheel, with one entrance
screened, one hole with queen-excluding zinc, and one hole to regulate entrance.
Patent applied for.i Price, each. Jl.OO. Cylinder Caiies, postpaid, each. 10c. QueenCells. 100 mounted, with Sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid.) for 75 cents.
'

Bees and Queens
Nuclei- One 3 L. frame, $2.50: price of Queen to be added.
Queens— Tested Italian, each. $1.25. or $10 a dozen. Breeding Queens. $2 to
each.
I have a few Imported Italian Queens at the same price.
L'ntesled Queens after May 15th— Italian warranted 75 cents each: dozen. $7.00.
Carniolan. Caucasian and other strains, untested. 75c each, or $7.00 a dozen.
i

ARTHUR STANLEY,
Italian
The Best

J

Dixon, Lee Co.,

Bees Direct From
in the

World.

Address:

ENRICO

Italy

Extensive Apiaries.
PENNA, Bologna. Italy.

1908 PRICE-LIST
May

FOR AMERICA:

111.

April,
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Now Ready

Gleanings

97th edition of our catalog is now ready. If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names, so time is required to get the entire edition mailed.
explain this so any one may understand
why a catalog may not reach him early.

The

We

A B C

Each

Bee Culture

of

When we announced the completion of the new edition
was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We

have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German
ers, $2.00.

Edition,

ABC der

Cloth-bound at

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

how much

they

very fully illustrated. The covers are
engravers in Chicago, and our writers
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.
issue

is

finest

are the best in the land.

late in 1907 there

$2.00

Bee Culture

just at this season of the year are telling
appreciate the paper.

done by the

The

in

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers
If

A

Gasoline Engines and Power

at

any country.

de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,

Honey Extractors

A.

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines.
circular of these will be sent on request.

A

any country.

THE

A

trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

Bienenzucht in paper cov-

$2.50, postpaid, to

A B C

;

;

I.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

L_

Snmm

Bimif THAN
-AND Cheaper

Shingles are Kctting so scarce and
of such poor quality

that builders every-

C roULTRY SUPPLjE^

where are using

**Vulcanite" Roofins in their place. It makes a splendid roof, wears longer than
shingles or tin. looks better, is easie
d quicker laid;
._. .. much
_.
cheaper and does not warp or rot. For a thoroughly reliable.
durable.economicalroof^Vulcanite" solves the roofing prob
lem.
It is the standard Ready Prepared Rooting in this and
foreign countries— for over 60 years it has been used on all kinds
of buildings so successfully that its sale is increasing at a wonderful rate.
Once laid the roof expense stops— it does not require annual painting. Before you builder repair get our free
booklet. "The Right Roofing and the Reasons Why," tells
why yon should buy '•Vulcanite"-the kind that's
right. Write for it today.
.

PATENT VVLCANITE ROOFING
Warren

:

r

in

the

in our line. The '•United*' Incubaand brooders— standard the world ovnd favorites with poultry people-a

you of their merits.
We manufacture and g:uarantee them.
.By buying all your pupplies at oni'
pl"ce you will f^avc on freipht.
and will alwnys pet a quality

IjrgTjment to convince

CO..

Dept. 48. 626-59 So. Campbell Ave., Chicago,
Franklin,

have found that
le better the incubators
ronders they use, the bett'
">il9 they feed, tfai
•V make, and the
nut of their fowls
vnu with the better
•oders, foods and suppL.
und market the best poods
oul try-raisers

_

_

.

"^HtS.
*^^

111.

you can dopcnd on. Send u«
yniir orders nnd save money.

Co., Ohio.

Oi

buy elfiewhcre wTito
free catalogs. Do it

Refore you
for our
to-.l«v.

The American

Institute
of Phrenology

Incorporated 18GG, by special act of the
New York Legislature, will open its
next session the first Wednesday in September. The subjects embraced: Phrenology, Physiognomy, Ethnology, Psychology, I'hysiology, Anatomy, Hygiene
and Anthropology. For terms and particulars apply to M. H. Piercv, Sec, care
Fowler &• Wells Co., 24 East 22d St.,
New York, N. Y.
.>.<<<»<HoaJn.
eadquarterS
tl.:.li I.

n. h.-'j

ir.'iliH'S.

wUh

liir
ir.

framea
ciueon.

Shook Swnrnis,

Ma.v
(Imy(.rturni.-.lii.^ oaaesi .it
liriKKl,

fnc)U>;li

A. B.

DUNCAN,

until

I'over 4
Argyle. Qa.

l.i

United Incubator & Poultry
Supply Mfg. Co.. Dept. 27
26-28 Veaey St., N. Y. Cuy.

n A n yrC
DAnlltO

' Foot-Power

Machinery

T we have
btve8,oto.,

do

it

with

'ou Bay It

April, 1908.

American Hee Jonrnal

Supplies

Fall

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies
LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY ORDERS.
large slock on hand, and can supply promptly.
are the LOWEST, ES-

Have a

FOR

Freight Rates from CINCINNATI
PECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

Bee-Keepers

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati. You will save
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
R

IF

illustrated

T.

SELI,

Beeswax Wanted

;at-

Will pay. at all times, highest market price on receipt of goods.

FREE.

FALCONER MFG.

Office

=:'

H.W.WEBER

C.
THE W.

YOU HAVE ANY TO

uu price.

a monthly at 50c a

Sample copy and

YOU

sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If
want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will cheerfully quote

Published 17 years.

alog and price-list
Address,

LL

lail
lu

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,

i;

HONEY

Everything you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At
Lowest Prices.

year.

s

and Salesrooms. 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Oept. B.

N. Y.

;

HONEY

here.

The

We have some fine, thick white extracted honey,
2 cans to a case, 124 lbs. at 9 cts. a lb., 5 cases
83* cts. lb., 10 cases b^2 cts. lb. Sample 10 cts.

HONEY- JARS
No. lln jar $.').-iO >;r<>ss, 5 cross $5.1'5 gross. 1 lb
square jars $5.l)u gross. Catalotc o( supplies free
I.

J.

Colo. Honey-Producf.rs' Ass'n.

Los Angeles. April 1.— The prospects for
a honey crop in Southern California this
season are very poor. Unless we have considerable rain within the next 2 months
there will be no honey at all. The present
prices on extracted honey are 6 to 7 l-2c.

Comb honey
little

honey

12 1-2 to 18c.
There is
left on the market here.

H.

STRINGHA3I,

105 Park PI.. N. Y. City
Apiaries, Glen Cove, L.

Bfenttou

Denver. Mar. 3.— Market on comb honey
is slow, and prices declining.
We quote to
our trade No. 1 white, per case of 24 sections,
i3.00; No. 1 light amber. $2.85; No. 2, $2.70.
Extracted, white. 8 to 9c light amber. 6?i to
7 l-2c.
Clean yellow beeswa.x 23c delivered

I.

Bee Jonrnal

when

writing.

J.

very

Mercer.

Toledo. Mar. 30.— There is very little
change in the market on honey. Fancy
white honey brings from 16 to leVSc in a retail market: no demand for lower grades.
Extracted, white honey in cans. SH to 9c
amber. 5;'" to 6'!C. according to quality.

New York. Mar. 30.— Demand for comb
honey is next to nothing. Some little inquiry for choice white stock, while off
grades are entirely neglected, and while
there are no large stocks on hand, and with
no demand at all. indications are that some
cf these goods will have to be carried over
the summer. Prices are certainly nominal,
and we cannot encourage shipments of comb
honey at this time of any grade. Extracted
honey, demand fair only, but plenty to supply. While the domestic crop is fairly well
cleaned up large quantities are now arriving from the West Indies, and selling at
rather low figures. We quote: California
white sage. 8H to 9c: light amber. 8c amber 7 to 7!4c: West Indies. 58 to 62c per gallon, duty paid according to quality. From
information we are receiving we are of the
opinion that there will be a pretty good crop
in the South this year, and we expect shipments to come along within a month from
now. Beeswax is firmer, and holding steady
:

Hildreth & Segelken.

at 30 to 31c.

:

Beeswax,

26 to 28c.

Grigcs Bros. & Nichols Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. Mar. 30.— The demand
for both comb and extracted honey is fair

HONEY
When

;

the receipts not large.
late for 1907 comb
liable to granulate.

It is

getting a

little

on account of its being
We quote: No. 1 white

comb. 24 section per case, $3.00 No. 2 white
and amber. $2.75. Extracted, white, 7y2C.
Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Chicago. Mar. 30.— There is very little
honey market. It has been
a dragging one all winter, and the offerings

are in e.xcess of the demand of both comb
and extracted. Prices are lower rather
than higher, especially is this true of the
Colorado and Utah products. Comb honey.
No. 1 to fancy, 15 to 16c off grades from 1 to
5c less. Extracted, white, ranges from 7 to
9c, according
to the
kind and quantity
taken. Amber grades. 6 to 7c. Beeswax. 28
to 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
:

Cincinnati, .Mar. 30.-The market on
is very quiet.
There is no deExtracted honey is in good demand.
Water-white sage honey is selling at 9 to 10c.
.\mber in barrels at 6 to 6!!C. Beeswax in
fair demand at 3'Jc.
C. H. W. Weber.

comb honey
mand.

San Francisco. April 1.— In reference to
quotations on honey, we would say that spot
stocks are so light it is not much use quoting. There are 1 or
cars in Southern California which are held by the apiarists at
6 lie. which is the only honey we know of
left in the State. It will therefore be seen
that it would be useless to give present
market quotations since there is really no
honey quotable.
GUGGENHIME iSt Co.
1'

BEESWAX

consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

:

activity in the

^

R. A.

BURNETT &

199 South Water Sf

Indianapolis, Mar. 28.— Demand for best
grades of extracted honey is good, while
sales on comb honey are very slow. Jobbers
are well supplied, but almost none is being
offered by producers. Jobbers have been
paying the following prices, delivered here
No. 1 and fancy comb. 16 to 17c: extracted,
:

8 to 9c
amber in barrels, slow
Beeswax, 28c cash, or 30 cents in
for merchandise. With the promise of a fair crop, jobbers are predicting
slightly lower prices.
Walter S. Pouder.

white clover.

at 6 to

CO.
Chicago,

III

Out New
Headquarters

:

6'/ic.

exchange

Philadelphi.^. Mar. 30.— The sale of both
comb and extracted honey has been very
since the holidays until last week,
when the stock in the stores was cleaned
out somewhat, and there has been quite a
light

demand for honey. Prices, however, seem
weak, and large lots are being forced
through the commission men from beekeepers who have been holding their honey
back for better prices. We quote
Fancy
comb honey. 15 to 16c No. 1. 14 to 15c amber. 12c. Extracted honey, fancy white in
60-lb. cans, 8!4 to 9!4c
light amber, 7 to 8c.
Beeswax, 28c. We do not handle honey on
commission.
WA. Selser.

We

Ouality" Goods

;

to the very best

ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ours is the best shipping
point in the State. Address your letters,

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to us here.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing, Michigan

:

:

have moved our business from
to
Lansing, and are now
to supply you with "Root

Redford

equipped

;

BEE-SLTPLIES
Estimates

wants.

J. F.

s^n,i'U"k
cheerfnilv ^ivea.

BUCHMAYER,

Dept. B.

J..

Iowa

^^'ofVSSi
City. la.
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MR.
Was
It

BEE-KEEPER
POOR YEAR for you?
GOOD YEAR for users of

1907 a

was a

Dadant's Foundation
One

dealer used

48th':Year
No. 5

May, 1908

50c. a Year
-„iM«wn

III,,.,

5c. a

^^^iSfc
•^'-i>-

vm

BtE JOURNAL

Copy

May,

American Hee Journal

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

3-band and Gulden Italians
7 miles away

PUBI.ISllKI* MiiNrilLY liY

GEORGE
118

W.

YORK & COMPANY

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicaoo,

111.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

is

cents a year, in tlie United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it is 75 cents), and Mexico;
In Canada 60 cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union. 25 cents a year extra for post50

Sample copy

age.

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the monthlto which your subscription is
paid. For instance. " decOS " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.1

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We do not send
money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
shows that the money has been received and
a receipt for

credited.

fldvertising Rate, per flgate Line,

1

5c.

14 Hoes make one inch.
Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

Discounts:
3 times 14c a line
••
12c" "

6

9 times lie a line
••
(lyr.)lOcaline
12

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 6th of each month.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
iBt.— To

Objects of the Association.
promote the interests of its members.

2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
lawful riKbts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual IVleinbershIp Dues, $i.oo.

tW~ If more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

"Songs of Beedom"
This is a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing 10 songs (words and mifsic)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
and others. They are arranged for either
organ or piano. The list includes the
" Bee - Keepers'
Reunion
following:

Song;" "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "The Busy, Buzzing
Bees:" ".Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
60 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chi-

—

cago,

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and

111.

Western Bee-Keepers s^ow^o'u
how to save money. Serui for our new catalog of the best liee-ware made.
TBK COLOIUDO HOIEt-rRUDlCEKS' IHS'IT, Drarer. Ctlo.

tlie

best

money can buy

1908.

May,

1908.

American Hee Journal

QVEENS

LOOKOUTIORLESKS
A

leaky roof on your hen-house will cost vmi a cood
in loss. You needn't expect any profits if
the water drips or pours all over your poultry every
lime it rains or snows.

Improved superior

many dollars

colony lost the past winter.
a queen-breeder.
1

water-tight, "just riglit" roof for the henWill keep your poultry dry and warm so they
can work and .save you all the loss the leaks cause.
It's cheaper, looks better, and is better than shingles

makes a
house.

Full colo

KSTAHLISIIKI)

to

"

Ponder.

ISS!)

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods

in Indiana.

standard Hives with latest improvements. Danzenbaker
Hives. Honey-Boxes, Comb Foundation and everything that
Large illustrated catalog mailed
is used in the bee-yard.
free. Finest White Clover Extracted Honey for sale in any
quantity desired.

Comb

Dittmer's

Is the Best. Not because
it to other makes.

we say

so,

Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Foundation

but because the Bees prefer

Dittmer's Process
has built its
Foundation and

We make

Dittmer's

is

Reputation and established

It

Merits,

its

on

its

own

own Name.

its

a Specialty of Working

Wax

into

Founda-

tion for Cash.

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line o£

Supplies.

GUS DITTMER

CO.. Augusta. Wis.

Lewis Bee-Supplies Shipped Promptly
A small
sale

list,

stock left of slightly damaged goods, at reduced price. Send for fire
Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax.
also full catalog ot new goods.
Pure Italian Bees in up-to-date hives lor sale.
(iO-lb. cans for sale.

Honey

in

.\RND

HONEY & BEE-SVPPLY

Successors to York

H. M. Arnd, Proprietor
CO. (Not Inc.)
Honey & Bee-Supply Co. 191-193 E. Superior St., Chicago, III.
Long Distance Telephone, North 1559

WHITE WYANDOTTES
L.

H. Malian. Ti-rre Haute.Iml

..

says:

'Et'tr.-< jli.!

J. F.MICHAEL. Winchester, Ind.
Mention Bee Jonrnal Trhen vrrltlnc-

DIP
CTflOlf "T^^^' ^^^^ ^^'^
Dill O I UUiV and Marshfield
°^

<•

Co.'s

BEE - SUPPLIES
at their manufacturers* prices. Ft>r cash sent in
April, deduct h percent; for cash sent in Ma,v, deduct "per cent. Take their 1908 price-lists, if you
have inein: if not, send for them.

3.uf

S. D.

BIELL, Union

Cily,

Mich.

ITALIAN QUEENS - ^Sl oftT,5
Mention

Bee Jonrnal

wfaen

Tnitlnc.

1

Three-cc

" li Goods are Wanted Quick Send

POUDER, 513-515

Ijcfore July

Select (luoen.s
Te8te<i liueens
Select tested queens...

or metal, and lasts longer; made in 1, 2 and 3 ply.
especially for poultry houses and coops. You lay it
yourself. Write for prices and free samples today.
TNITED INCTTB.^TOR * POULTRY SIPPLY J»IFG
New York City.
Uept. 27, '.;<>-«« Vesey Street

S.

what
f

"STAR" FELT ROOFING

WALTER

Italians are

u r
OUlKlN-'I'HK-QUEEN-BKEEDEk
Stock is Northern bred and hardy.
iiislies.
All wintered on summer stands and not a

•ill^ht

frames

Over
1

20

-

years

May,

1908.

American l^ee Journal
i3-Frame Nuclei of Bees

FOR SALE
i

We are now bookinsf orders

;

;

dress.

I

Bees-with

"Forty Years
99
Among the Bees

fur Italian

Tested. Italian Queens3-frame nuclei at $3.50 each, or $3.25 each
in lots o£ 5: Full Colonies in 8-frame
The
hives-i7 each, or S6 in lots of
Nuclei are for delivery about May 10.
and full colonies .May 1. or perhaps a
little earlier. All will be shipped from
point 100 miles west of ChicaKO. and the
prices quoted are f. o. b. e.xpress car
there. No disease, and satisfaction guaranteed. First come, first served. Ad-

;
'

fine

.S.

i

I

;

I

;

I

;

i

GEORGE

;

C. C. Miller

1

:By

:

-Dr.

;

:

One

1

-Known Honey Producers

of the Best

in all the

-

;

World

;

1

W.

&

YORK

CO., 118 W. Jackson, Chicago

we

THIS

will mail you the book free as a
premium.) Every bee-keeper ought
to have both the book and the Bee

book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
just

PRIZE TAKERS

is

The book

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING

cloth,

CO.,

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully

us

or with

$1.00;

American Bee Journal

the

one year

new

4

(Or send
subscriptions to the
for $1.25.

Bee Journal-with

Moore's Strain, and
Golden Italian Queens

fill all

is

paid for only

Herclair, Texas

3Atf

him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent post-

JOHN W. PH&RR,

Dr. Miller gets a royalty

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

be success-

to

if not already possessors of
them.

As

to tell others

way

In 1903 his
ful with bees.
crop of c o m b honey was
over 18,000 pounds, and he is
not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
NorthwestStates, either
ern Illinois.

ADDRESS,

or

competent

the best

Pharr's Goldens took first prize at 3
exhibits in Texas in 1907. We will furnish
Golden. Carniolan, Caucasian, and 3-band
Italian Queens, untested. $1.00 till May
l.S,
then 75 cents; Tested, $1.25 till May
15. then $1.00: For large quantities, write.
Our 3-band Breeders from W. O. Victor
and Grant Anderson strains; other races
from the best obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfaction." is our motto.

Journal,

$2.00

-and

GEORGE W.YORK

so as to make the mostof the
bee-season. Address,

CO.."«%i*£^S'*iil""

<a

Select Untested Queens, $1; 6 for $5; 12
for $9. Carniolan, Banat, Caucasian
$1.25; 6 for $6; 12
$1.50; 6 for

Queens; Select,
$10.

Tested, any race.

for
$8.

BEE-KEEPERS

Choice Breeders. $3.50. Circular free.
W. H. KAir,S, OrniiBe, Calif.
3a(t
Mention Bee Jonrnal when TrrltimK*

Write us now for our
on good, honest,

C'atalo^'

ana get low

prices

FOR SALE

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Clover, Basswood,

and Am^^"~^~""^~"~^~~^'~ Alfalfa,
Extracted
b er

Honey

in

Our

Mention

A. HOI.l.K.\MP & SON.
4a03 VirKina Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Bee Jonrnnl ivtaem writing.

HONEY

California sage, pure and well
ripened. Place yourorder now.
6c; case. 120 lbs. 5 I-2c

Light amber, W) lb. can.
F. O. B. Sample 10c.
R. M. SPENCER. Nordhoff, Calif.

,_., ...1 ..vrM

May and June

Banat Oueens.
Ready for delivery April 1st. Select Untested Queens, $1 each; Tested Queens, $2;
Select Tested, S3.
You can get only good
Queens from the South in the early spring.

Pricfs either racv liitpsted, 7.5i- each;».S.OO doz.
Choice Tested, »l.L'.Ma<li; $rj.wdciz. Choice Breed2-lf
ers, $3.00 each. Cirrlllar lciry..ur ;i.ldress.

GRANT ANDERSON,

Sabinal,

Texas

Book your orders
H. M.

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK

IF

i

Prof. A.

FOR SALE

J.

Cook, Claremont, Gal.,

A FULL LINE
at lialf-prire.

Oau"a>^lHn»,

1(10

'*B£E-KEEPER'S GUIDE"

iin

:,:j,«Tr.:!?,"si;

Mai-hine

A nrw

c|ui-fii-nurser
If.m Inip"
Carfilulnns; an.1 A.l.-I iiucel.s

rcarini; ..utilt.

'JO

L'OO

IJberal l)is<«»unts to the Trade.
Bee Jotirnnl when nrrltlne*

()u.-i-n:»

MONI

forCatal(.>;aiHll.ri<i-.l...l. <'HAH.
160 Newton Ave. N.. Minnoapolis, Minn.

BEEHIVES
r.; lu-(r.

F.

J.

for

»t;.4.-.. -.'-St.

ir.v. 3

BUCHMAYER, Dept

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

S. C.

AT A BARGAI^
FOR SALE
Brood-Chambers

Retl

Mention

NOW.
PARKER,

3Atf

That covers thf wliole Apiciiltural Field
more complelidy than an.v other puljlished, send Jl.ai to

AND QUEENS
my Famous

Sections. All other

SOLID GOLDEN QUEENS"

deliveries— Italians, Carnio-

lans, Goldens and

h;:i-frame

ftf

making

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

10A34t

The famous honev producers are well in
the lead. lam booking orders now for April.

Best of Stock, free

ITALIAN REES ^..^^^^^rvn.

is

AUG. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.

KOBT.
3A3t

specialty

goods up-to-date.

60-pound cans.

l(»
100

8-fraine

Heddon E.xtractinj; Supers
Heddon Comb Supers
Heddon Wood-Zinc Honey-Boards
Heddon Covers

All in ;;ood condition. No disease. Address
W. C. LYM.VN. Downers (irove. 111.'
Mention Bee Journal vrlien nrlting:.

JAJt

Fine
H-f r. fnr$7; l|]-fr. lor

B.

J.,

Iowa

City,

$7.'J.-..

Iowa.

PROMPTNESS

FOR SALE

50

Colonies of Italian

and Carniolan Bees for
and 9 frame 1!4 story hives; all
nearly new, and bees all in (rood condition.
sale.

All in

8

Sinule colony,

$6: 5

to

ID, $5.50

each.

Italian Qui'ens hy r.durn mall. Teste.l.Jl.tKl eatdi

or

»ll.llll

per
best t'oods, to

K. T.

ABBOTT, St. JoBeph, Mo.

SAtf

doz,.

pi-r doz.

Mv

lii'i-«

7.". cts.
each or $x.-,ll
lin-e-hand.-.l hvisthTB.

fril.'Sti'il.

arc

I

GEO. H. REA, ReynoldsvMIe, Penn.

WM.

J.

Mention

HEALY, Mineral
Bee

Jonrnal

Point, Wis.

when

vrrttlns.

—

;

:

(Entered as second-class mail-matter at the Chicago,

Published Monthly at 50

a Year, by George W. York

cts.

GEORGE W. YORK, Editor

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

MAY,

111.,

&

Co.,

at Detroit

It seems to us that it needs only a
good honey crop to insure the largest
and best gathering of bee-keepers this
country ever saw, next Oct. 13, 14, and

15,

at

Detroit, Mich.

Surely Secretary

Hutchinson is doing his part to get up
an interesting and profitable program.
The Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association is also putting forth special effort not only to insure a large attendance at its own meeting, but also that of
the National. The Michigan State beekeepers will hold their annual meeting
at the same time and place.
hope that all who can do so will
trj' to arrange their work so as to at-

We

tend the National convention. Mr. and
Mrs. Hall, of Iowa, who were at the
Denver National convention, expect to
be at Detroit. It will be a fine opportunity for every bee-keeper who is so
fortunate as to have a wife, to take her
next October to the great annual "beefest," where it is expected that there
will be such a "swarm" of the apiarian
clans as heretofore has not been thought
possible.

Let's

all

go to the

''big

bee-

meetin'."

Bee-Keeping

We
W.

New

Zealand, who has
been appointed inspector of apiaries for
the South Island of New Zealand.
law was passed in 1906, but under it the
box-hive was safe unless it could be
shown that it contained disease. The
three
words "which are diseased"
spoiled the whole law. so in 1907 the beekeepers made a fight for it and secured
the present law, a copy of which Mr.
Bray has sent us.
Mr. Robert Gibb is the other inspector,
taking the North Island. Mr. Gibb was
B. Bray, of

A

—

The Canadian Bee Journal

secretary of the Southland Bee-KeepAssociation, while Mr. Bray was
secretary of the Canterbury Bee-Keepers' Association.
There are two other
organizations of bee-keepers in New
Zealand the Hawkes Bay and Wai-

—

kato.

Mr. Bray has promised to send for
publication occasional items of interest
to bee-keepers from his part of the
globe.
doubt not that, he will prove
to be an ideal inspector, and do his
part in getting rid of the bee-diseases

We

in his jurisdiction.

Honey Crop Reports

for 1908
The honey crop prospects for this year
have come into this office agree

that

exactly with those that have been sent in
elsewhere, a good sample of w-hich is
the following taken from Gleanings in
Bee Culture for April 15

"We

have just gone over a large number of reports that have accumulated
within the last few days. The prospects
for a good honey crop are favorable.
"For the North the winter has been
mild, and spring not so early as to start
later on.

"Reports from California are someEarly in the spring
conflicting.
bountiful rains had come, seeming to insure a good honey crop but since that
time conditions have been less favorable

what

;

some

sections.

As

it

is,

we judge

there will be from a light to a fair crop
and should the situation change for the
better, the crop may be a good one.

"Conditions are exceedingly good for
Texas. It begins to look as if
the Lone Star State would redeem its
reputation.
Its bee-keepers could once
boast of a certain crop year after year;
a flow in

XLVni—No,

5

for April

contains this paragraph

ers'

in

Vol.

but during the last two years it has been
a failure in many sections.
"Reports from other portions of the
South are favorable. It is too early to
predict any results in the central and
northern States."

brood-rearing out of season to be chilled

New

Zealand
have received a letter from Mr.
in

118 W. Jackson Blvd.

1908

and Comments
The National Convention

:

Post-Offlce.)

^o

itorial

:

"Reports that have come to us thus
far give the pleasing assurance that bees
are coming out of winter quarters in
splendid shape. It is to be hoped that
the weather from now on will be favororable for rapid breeding.
The heavy
and continued snow of this winter, and
its manner of melting this spring, was
most favorable to the hay and clover
crop, in that the frost has not done
much heaving, the snow remaining as a
protection right up almost to the first of
April.
The indications all point to a
bumper year."
hope that the "bumper year" for
hee-keepers indicated in Canada for 1908
may not only be realized there, but that
it may extend all over the United States
The "lean
and other lands as well.
years" in bee-keeping have become rather
monotonous of late, and somewhat discouraging, but perhaps 1908 may be the
beginning of the "fat years" that honeyproducers have been hoping for so long.

We

Shallow Hives and Pollen in Sections

One objection that has been urged
against hives with shallow frames is that
bees are more likely to store pollen in
sections over them than over deeper
hives.

this subject. Editor
this in the Review

Discussing

Hutchinson says

"Actual experience, however, is worth
a whole lot of theorizing. I have used
brood-frame? 12 inches square, also the
Langstroth frame, and the Heddon
frame whicli is only a little over 5 inches
deep.
I never had any pollen stored in
the sections in using the frame 12 inches
With the Langstroth frame I
square.
have had some pollen stored in the sections, but it was not a serious matter.
With the Heddon frames, extra precautions had to be taken, or there were
whole supers of sections spoiled by polFor instance, a super filled with
len.
sections having partly drawn combs, that
is, dry combs with no honey in them,
could not be given immediately to a

:

:

:
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a medium amount of brood, a large
force of field bees stimulated by having
a good force of nurse bees already in the hive and a first-class queen.
Such a colony will rarely swarm again
during the season, as, by the time they
are again gorged with brood, the honeyflow will generally be so far advanced as
to discourage further swarming.

swarm hived on starlc-is only in one
tion of a Heddon hive, without the

viz.,

being phiggcd full of
found that there must he honey as well
combs in the sections, or else I must
wait about putting on the super until
some combs were built and a brood-nest
This was the case when
established.
hiving swarms in one section of a Heddon hive, but very seldom happened
when using the Langstroth hive.
'With an established brood-nest in
two sections of a Heddon hive, I don't

swarmed,

secsecpollen.
I

tions
as

know

as I was ever troubled with pollen
in the sections, but it often happened
when using only one section in this manner."

New

Zealand Honey in Europe
The New Zealand government proposes to make a representative display of
the Dominion's honey at the forthcoming Franco-British Exhibition to be held
The Department of Agriin London.
culture has collected a large number of
samples in suitable jars, and these will
be displayed on a stand in the New Zealand Court.

"Now

can Bee-Keepcr

"Some

things have been said in several bee-papers giving the impression
that the winter cluster of bees retains
all or nearly all the animal heat and
does not warm the space around the
cluster to any extent, even within the

return

to

the

hive

from

noon, when the new field bees are out
foraging, smoke the bees; and, if you
have time, remove all queen-cells and
turn the queen taken from the weak colony loose on the combs. She will be
accepted ninety-nine times out of a hundred, and no questions asked. If rushed
for time, just turn her loose on the
combs anyhow, and she will take care of

Prevention of Bees' Drifting
When bees are taken from the

cellar
in the spring, there is often a tendency
toward drifting, many bees from other

colonies joining one or more particular
colonies that fly in force. It seems to be
pretty generally agreed that this may be
prevented by making the entrances of all
hives quite small as soon as they are set
on their stands.

the queen-cells herself."

As each strong colony swarms in turn,
repeat the process, each time giving the
the remaining

swarm to the strongest of
weak colonies.

Birds and Bees in the South

"Why
build

Confinement of Heat in Brood- Nest
O. S. Rexford says this in the Ameri-

to

which the swarm issued. Next day about

when the extra protection is needed, for
the air during the day is warm enough.
Since white paper at night is just as
good in all respects as the black, it is
obvious that it is the better material to
use, since it does not absorb the heat of
the sun during the day and make the
hive too hot."

it

is

tliat

bees are so slow to

up and to keep up to a honey-gath-

ering point in early spring, in most locacations in the South, is a mystery to
many bee-keepers." says J. J. Wilder in
the American Bee-keeper. He thinks the
birds are the culprits, drawing on the
bees to fill out their menu when other
insects have not yet become sufficient for
the purpose.
Powder and shot he has
found the only effective remedy.

Requeening Colonies Annually
There is no small difference of opinion as to whether it is best to leave the
renewal of queens entirely to the bees,
or for the bee-keeper to take it in hand.
Also, among those who think the beekeeper should take it in hand, there is a
dift'erence of opinion as to whether a
queen should be replaced when a year
old, or when 2 years old.
It is a somewhat serious matter either
buy or to rear queens and introduce
them every 2 years, and the matter is
still more serious if it is to be an annual

to

affair.

But

then gives details of an expericolony had over it a double
ment.
glass cover with a 5<^-inch space between
the 2 glasses, and over thiS' was placed
a thermometer. This thermometer stood
at 3cS degrees above zero Jan. 31, when
the temperature outside the hive was 12
below.
Another thermometer over the
brood-frames and under the glass, at the
farthest side from brood-nest, showed
34 above. Still another thermometer, in
the outside packing, showed 26 degrees.
He concludes thus

A

"I had supposed it was an accepted
fact that a cluster of live bees gave oflf
more or less heat at all tiines, and that
a hive with a small entrance could be so
protected that the temperature could be
raised by the bees in the whole hive just
as surely (but not of course to the same
extent) as the temperature in a room
can be raised by a fire in a stove.
"And I must say that the test I have

made confirms me
Giving

Swarms

in this belief."

to

Weak

Colonies

Wm. W. Case, in Gleanings, gives a
plan of dealing with swarms and weak
colonies.
In an apiary of 100 colonies,
say there are 25 very strong, and 25
When the first strong colony
weak.
swarms, go to the strongest vf the weak
colonies, remove the queen and cage her.
"Now hive the swarm right into this
weak colony and give plenty of room
for surplus.
As all the bees are well
filled with honey there will rarely be any
dispute. This poor w'orthless colony has
now become, like magic, one of the very
best in the apiary, and possesses every
requirement for yielding a large surplus,

D.

Chapman

How We

Protecting Hives with Paper

Some think well of tarred paper, which
is
dark, for covering hives in spring,
but in some cases, it does not work well.
E. D. Townsend in Gleanings, reports
that in the spring of 1906, S. D. Chapman wrapped every other hive in his
home apiary of 200 colonies, after they
were taken from the cellar, with tarred
paper.

"The ones that were covered with the
tarred paper absorbed the heat from the
Sun to such an extent the bees were
lured from the Iiives on days that were
too cold for them to fly. This meant
that the colonies in the papered hives at
the beginning of tlie honey-flow in June
were not nearly so far advanced as those
iri
hives that were not protected.
In
view of this, Mr. Chapman has decided
that no extra protection is needed if the
yard is well sheltered from the winds,
and if the hive-covers can be well sealed
the previous fall."
In his own practice, Mr. Townsend
uses white felt building-paper, which is
so cheap that he can throw it away after
using it once.
"White paper does not cause the hive
to become so excessively hot when the
sun shines as the lilack paper does and
if it has been well folded down and
fastened at the bottom of the hive the
bees are kept as warm as is necessary.
Colonies so protected went through the
severe freeze of May 10, 1906, witliout
the loss of a particle of brood, while
many colonies in hives not papered lost
heavily, and some of these
were so
greatly reduced that they were able to
gather no surplus honey that season.
Generally speaking, night is the time
;

gives in the

He

does not stand in the way.

hive."

He

S.

Bee-keepers' Review a plan so simple
and easy that the objection advanced
says

Requeen.

We

will take 100 colonies as a basis.
close of the
raspberry fiow, one of my helpers and
myself will go to this yard, and take
away all of the queens except about 5.
These are my breeding queens, and are
used the following year to rear drones
for next season's use and, by the way,
the following spring, the first time I look
over my colonies, I put into these 5

About one week before the

;

colonies enough drone-comb to make one
frame of drone-comb to each colony,
and I expect to rear all the drones from
these 5 colonies that I need for my
100 queens and, with my management
no other colonies rear any. It takes us 2,
some 5 or 6 hours to find the queens.
;

Now, take notice
The queens are
taken away during the honey-flow, and
just at the time when the colonies are
as heavy as it is possible to have them
and my colonies have from 16 to 24
:

frames, if they can use them, for a
brood-nest; and right here I wish to
say that no better queens can be produced by any conditions or methods
known to .the bee-keepers of today.

Weeding Out Poor Stock.
About

ID or II days after taking away
the queens is the time we take to weed
out any inferior colonies
and I have
very little of this to do nowadays. This
is done by first going to these inferior
colonies, and shaking the bees from all
the combs, and destroying all the queencells. I then go to one of my best colonies, and take one frame that has queencells and give it to this poor colony
and the change is complete.
This day is the day on which to make
;

:
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some nuclei, as we will need some
queens to take the place of those that
It is also the clay on which
are lost.
to make our increase.
Those 95 queens all hatch at about the
same time. The practical honey - producer, where running several yards, must
have a certain line of work that fits
every colony in that one yard, the same
day.

Whv

There

No Swarming.
"When
we not

Is

Many
these

will ask the question
young queens hatch will
;

have some swarming?"

In taking away
not one of the

the last 1,000 queens,
At this time,
colonies has swarmed.
they do not hatch until just after the
honcy-fiow.

Why We

Requeen.

First, for the improvement of our
bees. Second, it gives us complete control of our bees, in every yard, from
start to finish.
Hhrdly one colony in 100 is ever

queenless.

Again,

it

is

remarkable

how

This
at all times.
a big thing, as all our colonies arc
ready for the same kind of work at the

dence of such mismating in the color of
the drones?
As before hinted, whatever change is
produced in fertilization upon the drone,
it must be through a change in the queen
herself. Has any one observed a change
in a yellow queen after meeting a black
drone? Some one has said that he has
observed a gradual darkening of the color of such a queen. Unless the change
in color

were quite conspicuous,
for one to carry

same

time.

These young queens build our colonies
up

for

can,

winter better than old queens

and they lay

later

in the

season,

giving more young bees for winter.
S.

D. Chapman.

Does Mating Affect the Drone Progeny?
"Subscriber" writes that when one of
his young queens of pure blood meets
a black drone the worker progeny will
vary in color, but the drones show no
signs of black blood, and are just as
of the queen's
bright as the drones

mother or of her purely mated

sisters.

Dzierzon, along with other authorities,
held that the drone was in no way affected by the mating of his mother, but
there are some who believe differently.
The case may be considered from the
standpoint of reasoning, and also of observation. The eggs that produce drones
not being fertilized, it is certain that
they can not be affected in exactly the
same way as eggs which are fertilized
It sometimes
and produce workers.
happens that a queen which has never
fertilized
nevertheless
lays,
her
been
eggs producing only drones.
In this
case certainly fertilization can have no
effect, for there has been no fertilizaNeither are the eggs of a normal
tion.
queen fertilized, and they can not be affected by fertilization unless fertilization
has wrought an actual change in the

progeny?

Honey- Analyses

110

interested in the results of the analyses

themselves.

Three main purposes
ing of the

work

in the

undertak-

are given

to determine the general composition of our native honeys.
2d, to establish a general range for the
variation in the composition of Ameri1st,

can honeys, which should be of assistance to the food chemist in the examinathis latter
tion of commercial samples
being made especially necessary by the
recent passage of the food and drugs
;

act.

3d, to investigate
sible,

the

official

and improve, if posmethods of honey-

analysis.

No
a

attempt will be here made to give
systematic review of this pamphlet

!

Surprise is occasioned by finding alfalfa pollen in Illinois, Iowa, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and WisconDo bees
sin samples of clover honey.
in these States

work on

alfalfa so

much

more than
it

is generally supposed, or can
be possible that some other pollen was

mistaken for alfalfa? The latter seems
hardly a reasonable supposition when
one looks at the illustrations of 48 different kinds of pollen grains, magnified
250 diameters, and varying as much in
size and shape as the flowers them;elves.
Formic acid "is wanting in the pollen
and nectar of flowers and is supposed to
be introduced into the honey by the bee
just previous to capping the cell." That
sounds like an echo of the theory emanating from the late Rev. W. F. Clarke,
who asserted tjiat just previous to capping the cell the worker dropped from
its sting into the honey a tiny drop of
poison.
Is there
any intelligent beekeeper who holds such a view nowadays ?
It is perhaps a common belief that the
cane-sugar,
inversion of sucrose, or
ceases when the liquid is deposited in
the cell. Not only does it not cease then,
but we are told, "It has happened in the
experience of the Bureau of Chemistry
that samples of honey taken by inspectors from casks and bottled and sealed

have decreased considerably in sucrose
content within 4 months."
This bulletin can be secured only
through the Supt. of Documents, Gov.
Printing
Office,
Washington, D. C.
Send 30 cents in coin or money-order
(stamps not accepted), and if the price
is

less the difference will

be refunded.

(Continued on page 150)

numbering 93 pages, but some points

flfiscellaneoJ

flews -Items

What

low queen met a black drone, and it
would be the natural thing that close
watch should be kept. Is there testimony on record that there was plain evi-

—Bulletin No.

This office is in receipt of Bulletin
No. no of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, entitled "Chemical Analysis
of and Composition of American Honeys, by C. A. Browne, Chief of Sugar
Laboratory, including A Microscopical
Study of Honey Pollen, by W. J. Young."
Few but scientists will understand the
explanations given as to the methods of
analysis, but every bee-keeper should be

queen herself.
does observation show? At the
present day there is such a mixture of
black and Italian blood that satisfactory
observations are difficult. The localities
are very few where blacks and Italians
may both be found in their purity. Yet
there are many places where a pure yellow queen may meet a drone of mi.xed
blood, and "Subscriber" testifies that in
such a case the drones show no effect
of mismating. On the first introduction
of Italians, there was abundant opportunity to observe the result when a yel-

would

difficult

memory

£veH our colonies are
is

it

in one's
the shade of a month or a year
ago to compare with the present shade.
Also a queen may become darker in appearance through losing her plumage,
just as a worker-bee does.
If mating vvitli a dark drone changes
the color of a queen, would not a white
hen or any otiier white female show
more plainly a cliange in color after repeated mating with a dark male?
On the whole, does it look reasonable
to believe that the mating of the queen
effect
on her male
has very much

be

of interest here and there will be mentioned.
Of the 100 samples, 90 were
labeled with the name of one definite
flower, the other 10 being labeled mixed.
But microscopic examination of the pollen grains showed that not a single
sample was derived exclusively from
the nectar of one kind of flower. Of 14
samples labeled clover, and no doubt supposed to be pure white clover by the beekeepers who sent them, not a single
specimen had less than 6 kinds of pollen
So it
obtained from other flowers
seems that when we talk about pure
honey of a particular flower, it is not to
be understood in too strict a sense.

Report of the Dtuoit National Convention

to support the Association, and
it to them to give them a comand accurate report. The best reporter tliat we have ever employed i>
Mr. Geo. Angus, of Toronto, Ontario.
Canada.
He has had a lot of experi
iiiuiiLV

we owe

A

reporter for the coming National
convention is one of the things to be
Possibly, not
looked after with care.
more than 10 percent of the members
can attend the convention fhe rest must
depend upon a printed report of what
was said and done. They pay their

—

plete

ence in reporting bee conventiotis, ha^
caught on to the technical terms, and
furnishes a report all correctly worded.

—

:

American Vae Journal
and ready to be handed over to the
printer without correction. I am pleased
to be able to announce that we have
secured his services for the coming convention at Detroit, and those who find
it
impossible to attend, may comfort
themselves in knowing that they can sit
at their own firesides, and read exactly
what was said and done.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

John M. Davis and Apiaries

Among
there are

the queen-breeders of America
few that are older than John

Co., Tenn.
He has
kindly furnished the following sketch
which, with the illustrations on the first
page and those herewith, gives a very
good idea of Mr. Davis and his work in

M. Davis of Maury

beedom
Editor American Bee Journal
As far back as I can remember we
had bees in bee-hives and a few old,
round log-gums, and I became much in:

terested in the industrious little insects
early in my childhood. During the winter of 1868-69 I saw the Langstroth
hive for the first time.
This was in
the yard of Mr. Calvin Brown, of Decatur, Ala.
I doubted the possibility of
handling bees as claimed by Mr. Brown,
without being too severely stung, but
when the weather became warm he demonstrated the fact so clearly that I paid
him $6.50 for an empty hive, shipped it
to my home at Athens, Ala., and had a
swarm of bees hived in it the following

summer. January i, 1871, I came to this
place and took charge of the telegraph
office where I worked, with the exception of two years, until 1889.
In March, 1870, I had the Langstroth
hive and bees shipped here and placed
where my 3-band queen-yard is now located this was the nucleus from which
sprang my present business, and was the
:

The

purchase gradually, giving publications
on bee-culture the preference over all
other reading matter, commencing with
the American Bee Journal when published by Samuel Wagner. I bought my
first Italian queen from Dr. T. B. Ham-

destruction of the forest made
honey-yield so uncertain here that
into commercial queenrearing. I bred 3-band and golden queens
3J4 miles apart until last year, when,
finding my business too exhaustive, I

and

sold the golden department to my son,
Benj. G. Davis, who has been an active

lin,

of

Edgefield Junction,

Tenn.,

received her by express August 12, 1871,
this being the first Italian queen introduced in this county. Owing to there

the
I

being many black bees near me, I had
but a small percent of my first queens
purely mated. I adopted the Kohler method, and succeeded fairly well with it,
but found it a very laborious and unsatisfactory plan.
(For the benefit of
some of the present-day amateurs, I will
explain that this method is to place all
containing queens of the
the
nuclei
proper age to male in a cool, dark place,
a cellar being preferable; also a hive
containing many drones.
This should
be done at night, and the next day each
one, including the colony containing the
drones, should be fed a few ounces of
honey just after all drones from your
strongest colony quit flying, and in about
10 minutes place them on their stands.
The air will soon be full of bees and
drones, the queens will come out also,
if ready, and pure mating is assured,
unless some impure drones are still on
the wing.
I kept my drones in the nuclei, which simplified the matter some.

queens only for myself, a
in experimental work
Dr. Hamlin used a
nucleus with 6 or 8 frames about 5x6
inches, which I adopted but soon discarded, and used a frame fitting the 10frame hive crosswise. This I found to
be a convenient though rathe'r expensive
nucleus.
I used 2 or 3 combs on each
side of a thin division-board, thus making what is now termed hvin nuclei.
.\fter the season was over these nuclei
were doubled up for winter in hives
made to hold 4 frames.
Seventeen years ago I adopted the
full-sized lo-frame hive with a thin division-board dividing the brood-chamber.
In these I use 2 to 4 combs with a follower, and keep them strong in bees.
I

reared

Ben

few friends, and

for several years.

am now

putting in 100 full-size Langstroth hives with frames half the regular length and 4 nuclei to the hive, letting the bees work out at the 4 corners
in opposite directions.
I have experimented with these several years and
I

have found them very satisfactory. This
is as near to baby nuclei as I believe it
is

safe to approach.

The compact form makes a warm
home for the young queens while awaiting their mating trip, and they begin
egg-laying under favorable conditions.
is over, rethe thin cross division-boards in
each end of 2 hives, remove the bottomboard from one, and double enough nuclei into these to make a colony in each
end, by placing the bottomless hive on
the other
give each end a queen, and
they are ready for the winter, provided
the honey-supply is looked after.
I
wish to have as little as possible to
;

Langstroth hive brought into

(Maury) county.
At that time I had but little
work to do, and having much

this

office-

leisure

I spent quite a large portion of my time
with my little apiary, which was within
hearing of my telegraph instrument. I
increased by artificial
swarming and

throw away when I quit queen-rearing
at the end of the season, which will
be as soon as I can rely on getting an
average of 40 pounds of honey to the
colony.
With my present nuclei I shall
lose only the division-boards and small
frames.

G. Davis.

my

yards since early childhood, except 2 years spent in California,
where he took a peep into some extensive apiaries, and learned some of the
Western methods.
assistant in

My Carniolan yard is about 5 miles
is in charge of my son
the
Caucasian yard is 7 miles south and is
managed by myself: both of the latter
are run for queens in a very limited
way, the main object being to test their
value as a commercial bee. Since having them, the seasons have been fairly
favorable, and they have done well, except the Carniolans swarm too much.
north, and

;

The

true test of a race of bees occurs
during a dearth of honey, so I am not
prepared to give my opinion, and am
willing not to have the requisite dearth.

We

have one honey-apiary 4 miles
and one 21 miles southwest, mak6 in all, containing at this time
about 600 colonies, ranging from weak
This includes recent purto strong.
chases of 50 colonies now being transferred.
John M. Davis.
east,

ing

Foundation Without Wiring

After the queen season

move

first

was forced

E.
in

W. Alexander docs not use wires
He says "that he does

brood-frames.

not hive swarms on foundation, he gives
two or three sheets at a time to an established colony, putting them between
finished combs, near the brood-nest.
is done before the main harvest is
on, at a time when the bees are not getting much more honey than is required
In this way
for their present needs.
there is no sagging. He says that they
choose a day when the weather is not
too hot, and the flow light, and put in
a lot of frames of foundation, sometimes from 500 to 1000 in a day, putting them between frames of brood, removing some combs to make room for

This

—
May,
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ers live longer than the average, while
at the same time working just as hard
as the average.
And in consideration
of the fact that the average life of a
bee as a tielder is 26 days or less, the
addition of a single day to its gathering
for I take
career is an important item
it for granted that the added day would
be on the fieldini; end.
Now, what could I afford to pay for a
queen which would result in that added
day for a whole apiary?

the new comers, and in a few hours
these sheets of foundation will be drawn
out into combs, all true and perfect, and
with very little honey stored in them."

Bee-Keepers' Review.

;

Longevity Among Bees
C. P. Dadant says that
unusually long-lived
lazy.

I

don't

it's

if bees are
because they are

want

Of

to believe that if I
course, there's no de-

can help it.
nying that bees live longer when idle
than when working hard, and so it may
be that some colonies have a longer
lease of life just because each worker
takes life easy. But that does not conflict with the possibility that there may
be such a thing as a colony whose work-

Suppose one has an average crop of
10,000 lbs. annually, at 15 cts a pound,

One twenty-sixth

bringing $1500.

of

A

that is $57.00.
queen that would bring
that annual increase would be cheap at
Stray Straw in
$50.00 yes, at $100.
Gleanings in Bee Culture.

—

—

other

work

You

published.

will

find

your question answered more fully than
it could be answered in this department,
and yet it is not at all improbable that
there will still be questions left unanswered, and please don't hesitate to send
them on. It will be a pleasure to answer
them.

Almond
Formula

Paste.

almond

for

paste

Seven

:

ounces of bitter almonds, i}i ounces of
orris root, 1-34 ounces of powdered casglycerite of
tile soap, s'/i ounces
of
starch, 2 ounces of clarified honey, one
dram of oil of lavender flowers, 2 drams
of oil of bergamot, 8 drops of oil of bitter almonds.
Blanch the almonds, heat
them with a small quantity of water to
a smooth paste, add the other ingredChicago Recients and mix intimately.
ord-Herald.

—

Dur

Honey Lotion
Lena.

— Here

for

is

a

Chapped Skin.
recipe

which was

popular in England many years ago
Melt 4 ounces of honey and 2 ounces
of yellow wax which are put into 6
ounces of rose-water in a double boiler
then,
until they become well blended
while still hot, add one ounce of myrrh.
Before going to bed apply this thickly to
the skin. This is helpful when the skin
is chapped.
Dr. Emma E. Walker, in
Ladies Home Journal.
;
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Getting Increase and Honey.
Last July I purchased a 3-frame nucleus of Italian bees, and an Italian tested queen to go with them.
neighbor

A

who

an experienced bee-man taught

is

me how to introduce the queen, and to
build up the colony.
I fed sugar syrup
he assured me they had plenty.
3 full frames at this date of
writing (April 8), and are bringing in
pollen in a hustling manner.
Now circumstances as well as inclination have
until

They have

started me in bees. I hope to make my
living and a little over.
I
have purchased 6 colonies to be delivered in late
April or early May, and have put together and painted six 2-story hivestands and 12 complete hives with broodfrahies and sections fixed with founda-

have purchased "A B C and
X Y Z of Bee Culture," have subscribed
to 3 bee-papers, and have read them
over and over all winter, and have now
ordered "Forty \ears Among the Bees."
Now, I can not find in any of them
directions for putting up an inexpensive
honey-house, and lumber being so high
the strain is beginning to tell on my
tion.

I

pocket.

Could I put up a frame good and
strong and cover it with Paroid roofand paint it white?
Having the
foundation protected by wire-screen to
keep out rats, would such a house be
safe in which to
store sections and
brood-combs ?
I have 2 rims with wire sides in which
I have planted vines acceptable to bees,
and I hope to build up carefully until
I have 100 colonics.
How can I ining,

crease the quickest and safest, at the
same time getting honey? By using
some colonies simply for increase?
Helen M. Ferrie.

Hackettstown, N.

So

J.

far as concerns a building in which

WILSON. Marenao,

—

111.

and brood-combs, you
can probably have nothing better than
one with walls and roof covered with
Paroid roofing. Of course, there must
be sheathing on which the Paroid is
fastened, but this can be of very cheap
material.
Whether to paint it white is
a question. It would look better, but is
probably not needed to add durability,
and if you ever store honey in it the
darker the color of the outside the better.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle, if I am not
to store sections

All

E.\-Stenographer's Success with
Bees, Poultry, aud Fruit.

mistaken, advises black, so tliat the heat
of the sun may have its effect in the

Under the above heading appears in
the Circle an article written by our
bright friend. Miss Frances E. Wheeler.
The article is especially to be commended for its moderate tone. While encouraging to many a sister who may be left
to her own resources, it does not mislead by setting forth bee-keeping as a
gold-mine. The following portion of the
article is especially interesting to the sis-

better ripening of the honey.

ters of this

How
est,

to increase the quickest

at the

and

saf-

same time getting honey,

is

as the Scotch say, a kittle question. It's
The
a little like making iiivestments.
callow youth plunges into any sort of a
promising to
get - rich - quick scheme
double his money in a year, and loses all
he has; the experienced financier is well
satisfied with

an annual return of

5

or 6

percent, counting safety the element of
greatest importance.
So it is with inOne may make a very
creasing bees.
big increase, and then find all dead the
Remember, you are
following spring.
largely at the mercy of the season. One
year you may safely make a large increase, there being a fine flow of honey
from early till late, while the next season
may be so poor that you will do well to

hold your
crease.
feeding,
flow.

own

without making any in-

Of

course, you can help out by
but nothing equals a natural

will there

in a fuller

and stenography because my hands gave out, and retired to
recuperate in our little home at the head
of Lake Champlain, where circumstances
eventually developed that left mother
and myself alone. I decided that it was
worth while to try to make a living
there, and keep the home rather than
give it up and return with her to the
had a very nice apiary concity.
sisting of about 50 colonies of bees, a
good honey-house, and a complete outfit
for handling and increasing the output

We

when

desirable;

lore, which
faithfully.

find the subject treated
in any

manner, probably, than

also

bee-literature gaI studied

during the winter

"As time went on, one season following another. I began to understand the
business the work became increasingly
interesting, and the outlook encouraging.
Of course, this point was not reached
without many mistakes being made, some
;

losses suffered,

As you say you have ordered "Forty
Years among the Bees," I am going to
ask that an answer in this department
to your question be delayed until you
have read in that book what is said
about increase, beginning at page 252.

You

department

New York

"I left

much hard work and

disappointments. The chief diffiin each department of our
business has been, and is, efficient and

many
culty

met

reliable help. With the bees, it soon became apparent that, to have assistance
when needed, some other industry must
be combined with it to justify the steady
employment of a man and insure his

:

:

—

—

:
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As

pay.

the

much thought

of

result

and experiment witli various branches
of pouhry, the raisins of Pekin ducks
for market and breeding stock has
proved best adapted to our place and resources, and has gradually developed
into a steady and lucrative industry.

C^anadian

The bees have increased to 80
nics, and we usually obtain between

colo2 and
5 tons of honey per season. Likewise, the
first flock of 5 ducks and a drake have
grown to 140 breeders, with capacitv of
the plant increased to accommodate 2,000

young, and a product of 100 pounds of
feathers and $200 worth of eggs per
season.
The reason why the duck industry has grown most is because 80
coloiiies of bees are as many as our
locality affords pasturage for (on the
principle, you know, of 'more cows, less
milk'), and the demand for Clovernook
ducks has kept well ahead of the supply.

Bees Buzz with Their "Buzzums."
"If I have ever nature-faked," said the
Rev. William J. Long, the gifted nature
writer of Stamford, "I have done so unconsciously. My knowledge, not my veracity, has been at fault.

"You know," resumed Mr. Long, smilmg, "anyone may nature-fake through'
Ignorance.

"One day

Thus
I
was

addressing some
Stamford schoolboys on the subject of
and turning to a bright looking lit-

bees,

chap,

tle

I

said

"'With what part of
bee buzz, Jacob

body does

its

a

?'

"Jacob answered confidently but ignorantly, launching a tremendous nature
fake
" 'Its

buzzum,

he

sir,'

Herald.

Yakima Valley Good
I live

in the

Yakima

we certainly are
You might call it a

said."— Home

for Bees.

Valley, and

would

say

blest with plenty.
land flowing with
milk and honey, fruits of all kinds, etc.
In our Valley alone I am sure there
was
marketed 60 tons of honey. It was published in the local papers that our Inspector Jesse W. Thornton's crop was
15 tons from 500 colonies of bees last

year.

We

got only half a crop.

Our

honey was of excellent quality and was
sold to good advantage before Christmas. Our market is now bare of honey.
The highest the most of our honey

all

brings is i2i/4 to
while some fancy

cents
higher.

15
is

for

No.

i,

Mrs. Jesse W. Thornton.
Ao. Yakima, Wash., April 21.

far, it seems to me.
light and sun and air
and not a bit of care.

BYER. Mount

Wintering Bees Without Loss.
In a letter lately received from Allen
Latham, the writer is jocularly rebuked
for asking how his bees had wintered
"he who says that one can be as sure
of wintering his bees as of wintering
his cattle."
He further remarks that in
his locality the bees have flights every
month, although once they were shut
No doubt he
in for possibly 5 weeks.
has thoroughly solved the wintering
problem for his latitude, but at the
same time believes Mr. Latham will
concede that there are more obstacles
in the way of successful wintering of
bees in the Northern States and Canada than is the case in Connecticut.
Our bees never had even a partial flight
from early in November until March 12,
and from the latter date were shut in
till April 6.
Yet at this date of writing
2 of the yards appear to be in good
condition, the Cashel yard of 86 colonies just visited, being all alive but one.
The Altona yard of 40 colonies has a
different story to tell, and it is in
connection with the history of this
apiary that I wish to submit some facts,
and in a sense solicit Mr. Latham's advice as to how to be sure of wintering
every colony every year without loss.

This apiary was started 7 years ago,
and up to this winter the losses have
not averaged 10 per cent from all causes,
such as queenlessness, spring dwindling,
etc.
Last year, a season of excessive
losses, every colony in the yard wintered well, and they were so stong that
radical measures had to be taken to preNot a
vent swarming in fruit-bloom.
pound of syrup had been fed the prevfor
wintering
confall,
the
stores
ious
In
sisting mostly of buckwheat honey.
yards
wintering
on
similar
the other 2
stores, plus a little honey-dew, the loss
was quite heavy. Last fall the buckwheat yielded no honey, and following
a total failure of the clover crop, broodEspecially was this
nests were light.
the case at home and at Cashel, and as
a result, sugar syrup had to be supplied

edge, being present.

What bird makes claim to all God's trees?
What bee makes claim to all God's flowers?
Behold their perfect harmonies,
Their common board, the common hours!
Say, why should man be less than these
Tlie happy birds, the hoarding bees?

— .TOAQUIN

L.

Out of 70 colonies at Altona 30 were
heavy with honey, and for ought I could
see, the stores of these 30 colonies were
just the same as in other years, no
honey-dew, to the best of my knowl-

Are wiser,
For love and
theirs

J.

liberally.

The Birds and Bees.
think the bees, the blessed bees.
Are better— wiser far than we.
The very wild birds in the trees
I

Are

._:i:2
Conducted by

MlI.l.lR.

Among

the 40 that

were fed, were 8 4-frame nuclei, yet the
whole 40 have winteretl in good condition.
As to the 30 colonics heavy in
honey and fed no syrup, they are in a
j^condition never before met by me in all
imy experience with bees. For some rea|son the honey granulated in the combs,
d the bees actually died with dysenand starvation, while the bulk of

llery

their

Joy. Ont.

was

stores

Whole combs
pings

much

chewed

of

solid

in

the

combs.

honey have the cap-

the bees being in
the condition of shipwrecked sailoff,

ors famishing while surrounded
by
water. On examination this granulated
honey appears to have an e.xcess of pollen and that is the only reason I can
possibly think of as being responsible for
the trouble. Out of the 30 colonies, 14
are dead and at least half a dozen more
are sick unto death. The point I wish
In view of the unito make is this
formly good vvintering of that yard in
past years, I wonder if I am premising
correctly when I venture to guess that
if Mr. Latham had been in my position
that possibly he would have done as I
did leave those 30 colonies with their
natural stores.
;

—

Finding Queens After Harvest.
W. Dayton says in the February
Review that it is easier to find queens
That
after the harvest than before.
C.

may

be right for California, but IMr.
Dayton, as far as Ontario is concerned,
I
beg to differ from you. All things
considered, methinks that to hunt the
queens out of 20 colonies before the
harvest would not be as big a proposition as to hunt out S after the honeyAll of which goes to show what
flow.
"localitv" has to answer for.

Feeding Sugar Syrup for Winter
Stores.

advocating wholesale feeding
of sugar syrup for winter stores, and in
some seasons no sugar is necessary for
successful wintering, but in excessively
poor seasons like the last, when so
I dislike

much

pollen

is

gathered, and this condi-

is followed by a severe winter, the
sugar is almost absolutely necessary to
bring the bees through in good condition.
Last July, 20 Carniolan queens
were bou,ght and introduced in 2-frame
Owing to almost total dearth
nuclei.
of nectar all the season, and the fact of
the writer's being away quite a great
had no chance of
deal, these nuclei
building up strong. Most of them went
into winter quarters on 5 Jumbo frames,
although 4 frames would have accommodated the bees easily. These frames
were fed nearly solid with sugar syrup,
and today those 20 colonies are among
Not a bee was
the best that I have.
ever noticed leaving these hives from

tion

early in November till March 12, and
whiie the well-known hardiness of the
Carniolans may help to explain results,
believe in a large measure the
I
yel
nature and f^nsitlon of the stores was

—

:
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responsible for the excellent wintering
of these nuclei.
Later. Today (April 15) the weather
moderated enough to allow a hasty examination of the home apiary, and out
of 106 colonies I find 6 dead and that
many more with only a few bees left.
The trouble is just the same as at the
Altona yard granulated honey, and in
every instance the affected colonies were
last fall heavy in natural stores and fed
no sugar syrup. As I write, I have been
called to the 'phone by a friend who
tells me he has just come from visiting one of our well-known bee-keepers
a bee-keeper who has been remarkably
successful in the past in wintering his
bees.
Yet my friend tells me that over
half of his bees wintered out-doors are
dead, and of the balance not more than
half a dozen colonies are in good con-

—

—

Bees had their first flight March 12,
with still 2 fed of snow on the ground
at the time, but there

was a hard crust

on top so that tew bees got chilled. All
colonies were living at that time in spite
of the fact thai they had been buried
in 2 and 3 feet of snow for about 4
weeks, with zero weather about half that
time and twice 24 degrees below. Notice the storm-door and alighting-board
combination, made of 2 pieces hinged
together in the center with a small butt
hinge. When open it acts as an alighting-board, and when closed the outer'

tributions

on the subject are naturally

of a controversial nature, yet with
comparatively few exceptions contributors to bee-papers seem to be actuated
by a spirit of willingness to "agree to
disagree," no matter how diametrically
their views may be opposed to those of
opponents. To the writer's mind this is
as it should be, as I fail to see any good
purpose accomplished by the sarcastic,
vitriolic effusions that appear once in a
great while in some of the papers.
In the April number some of the
views of Mr. Chrysler on the matter of

dition.

On my

asking for cause of the disaswas told that granulated honey
responsible, even the combs where
the bees had clustered were granulated
solid, and the bees were dead with great
quantities of this solid article in the
hives.
While we have had a severe winter,
yet I hardly think that factor has any
bearing on the case, as previous winters
have been just as cold and no granulating of the honey took place. Personter,

I

was

ally, I would be glad if some one would
advance a reasonable solution as to the
cause of the honey graulating in such a
wholesale manner. In this connection
it is worth noticing that under conditions which caused the honey to granulate, the 2 to I sugar syrup, with no
acid or honey added, wintered the bees
splendidly.
Seriously, I wonder if any
one ever had much trouble with sugar

granulating,

provided
fall.

it

if made either thick or thin,
was not fed too late in the

_

Apiary of Mr. D. Measer.
The pictures herewith are two different parts of the same apiarj', so that
shown on the summer
the colonies
stands are not the ones that are packed
in the winter hive-cases.
The apiary consists of 55 colonies, and
are all wintered on the summer stands.
The hive-cases in the first row are made
to hold 4 colonies placed back to back,
allowing 4 inches of space for packing all around, and
there
is
room
enough for 12 inches on top, but I
use a screen-bottomed box 4 inches deep,
and the same size as the top of the
hive, filled with dry sawdust.
I
first
remove the propolized cloth and put on
a clean one, then set the box with sawdust directly on top, and the flat hivecover is put on top of that, but not
tight-fitting. There are still 7 or 8 inches
of empty space between that and the
roof of the hive-case.
The hive-cases
in the second row were made about 20
years ago, of rough hemlock lumber, and
are still as good as new except the roof.
The packing is left around the hives in
the old cases all the year around, and
some colonies have occupied the same
hives for at least 15 years, to my knowledge. I use old carpets and chaff cushions for top packing on these hives, but
the chaff seems to get damp and moldy,
whereas the sawdust on the others keeps
dry.

Winter and Summkr

View.s ofithe Apiary^of D. Mevskr.

piece acts as a storm-door. It certainly
served its purpose well the past winter
in keeping the entrances free from snow

and

ice.

The weather has been verj' cold and
backward here so far, but bees are
flying today, and all colonies are still
D. Meuser.
aiive.
Elmwood, Ont.. .\pril 14.
Controversialists Should

Keep

Cool.

The editor of tlie Farmers Advocate,
commenting on some rather pungent letters on a controverted subject, sent by
subscribers for publication in his journal, remarks, "It is a good plan, when
writing letters for publication, especially
on controversial subjects, to draft them
out, lay them aside for a week to cool
Pretty good adoff, and then re-write."
vice even for writers for bee-papers, as
well as for contributors to the Farmer's
Advocate advice, by the way, which is
not likely very often followed.

—

However, as bee-keeping
for

its

many seeming

is

notorious

contradictions, con-

co-operation were given. In the March
20 Farmer's Advocate the discussion is
continued by Mr. Brown, another pastpresident of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association.
As will be noticed, Mr.
Brown takes somewhat different views
than Mr. Chrysler
Co-oper.\tion

Without

Organiz.\tion.

—

Editor "The Farmer's .Advocate":
In my humble opinion, co-operation in
marketing honey is a matter that refor
forethought,
considerable
reasons.
One reason is that we
a regular crop of honey
every year to harvest or dispose of.
Again, organization has to take place
among the honey-producers before cooperation can be established. Bee-keepers
are only human beings, and, as a rule,
would not care about entering into a
thing they did not see their way clear
to get some benefit from.
Of course, the bee-keeper who is sure
of having a crop of honey to dispose
of every year, over and above what his
home market demands, would say co-

quires

many

do not have

—

:

:
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operation for him is all right, but, as to
the bcc-keeper who can dispose of his
honey in the neighborhood of where it
was produced to good advantage, no cooperation is necessary for him. For the
bee-keeper who has to rely on the wholesale houses, ship long distances, or send
to a foreign country to dispose of the
product, co-operation should be beneficial.
But, sir, when it comes to the
question of ways and means, there is
where the shoe pinches. Would the
profits to be derived from co-operation
be sufficient to warrant those of the
class which I have just mentioned in
going to the expense of entering into a
body corporate in Ontario? I would
say, I think not.
Of course, some of
the very large honey-producers in Southwestern Ontario, who are reasonably
sure of a surplus crop to dispose of
every year, may think different, and may
be right in thinking so. But have not
they already opened up a market and a
good market, too for their supply of
honey across the sea? Mr. McEvoy
says they have.
And now, sir, as I may not be called
upon to touch this subject again, I would
advise all honey-producers, without exception, to look closer after the home
market, by trying to get their honey, as
mucli as possible, from the apiary direct
to the table of the consumer, without the
intervention of the middleman, and always to aim at producing the very best
article possible, and you will be surprised how the home market demand
will increase, to the benefit of both
producer and consumer and, in a word,
co-operation between producer and consumer could and would exist, without
the kind offices of a well-paid official
to live on the fat of the land.
x'rescott Co., Ont.
W.J.Brown.
;

is

same number
ers.

was

built without bottom-startAnd so far as I could see there
no difference in the finish of the

The foundation should be cut
pretty accurate, just so that it will swing
clear of the section and leave about 3-16
of an inch space below for sections 4^
taller section needs more
inches deep.
space under the foundation.
Right here I want to mention the
fact that all the foundation I ever saw
was stronger one way than the other.
sections.

A

That

is,

would sag

it

less if

—

—

The following

scale for several years, marking the sections so there could be no mistakes
made. At the same time, in the same
yard, and in every other respect under
the same conditions, I had about the

also taken

from the

Farmer's Advocate.
I
am acquainted
with the circumstances mentioned, and
can vouch
for
accuracy of figures
given

Farmer Bee-Keeper and Alsike.

When we consider what a palatable
and wholesome food is honey, and how
little expense and labor is involved in
securing and caring for a few colonies
of bees, it seems passing strange that
so few farmers take up bee-keeping.
The bees work for nothing and board
themselves and, besides storing a large
quantity of surplus honey for the fam;

hung one

Conducted by LiiL

is

11.

A
loi),

—Founda-

pcrusrd

Mr. E.
ing

in Sections
tion.

F.

of wliat the Editor and
Atwatcr have to say touch-

bottom-starters

moves me

in

sections

(page

say that for some
people bottom-starters are a decided advantage.
But for those who cut the
foundation fairly accurate and hang it
the right side up. Ijottom-starters are
a useless bother, and a worrying waste
of time. I tried llu
on a pretty large
to

m

is

a point that

of

outside

the

sections

is

sadly

neg-

This will cause the foundation
to curl outward, besides being unfinished
when the others are completed. Dividers
lected.

properly

made and properly used

correct

the other conditions are right.
If slats are used in the construction of

all this, if

the

dividers

spaces

between the

slats

should be 1-5 of an inch. The dividers
provide room for lots of bees to keep
up the necessary heat for comb-building
and capping, without which it is impossible for the zcork to keep pace with
'Mork where the heat is right.
S. T. Pettit.
Alvmer (West), Out.

#
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"Well Enough for a Man."
Men do not know how to comment on
woman's doings in bee-keeping, I admit,

and " all went merry as a marriage bell,"
and I was just thinking "what fools these

so Miss Wilson

ness-like,

in calling

is

quite right (page 106)

my comment,

"well

enough^

for a man." But how could I have been
expected to do better under the circumstances? The circumstances are these:

There's "a woman" here at our house
helped me produce and market over
10 tons of honey last season. She it was
that put nearly all the foundation in the
frames some 6000 in number and the
work was done so deftly and quickly
that it did not take long to finish the
job.
And she didn't have anybody to
look after all the other things either
did all of the things herself.

who

—

—

We

use spoons with a "crooked neck"
"triplicate frame rack" that will
described some time, that enables
All this had
fast work being done.
something to do with my comment. I

and a
be

don't

mean

to

cast

any reflections on

anybody, either.

"don't sting at

Several times I have been asked to
describe the different races of bees, esmy experience with 8 different races has extended over several
years and in different localities, but time
has not allowed it except in a very brief
pecially since

Upon this, one correspondent comments as follows, and describes the
" Cyps " very much like I have found
them
way.

-.—At

last,

on page

we have the long-promised discussion of the different races of bees! But

42,

how

brief.

all."

About that time, just as I was taking
hold of a frame, one of the innocent
little "misses" interposed herself between
finger and frame. Her sting wasn't very
long not over a yard and her poisonsac wasn't very hot not hotter than
cayenne pepper seasoned with molten
iron and so out of consideration for
the bee (sting and poison-sack) I gently
and hastily (and I've since thought not
gently enough, and too hastily) let the
frame drop. In doing so, another innocent little miss was crushed under the
end, and 20 dozen or 200 million dozen
others were jolted just ever so little.
I had but one thickness of hickory shirt
on my back and arms. There was a hole
in the top of my hat large enough to
The hyinsert the end of my finger.
brids had never found it.

—

—
—

—

"Zips" are the wisest and most
that ever I saw, felt, or

business-like

Those Cyprian Bees.

Dear Mr. Scholl

—

the little Cyprians are busiand tend to their own affairs,
same right, and
allowing others the

mortals be"

The

and for sale, do a valuable work for
the farmer by pollenizing his clover and

Bottom Starters

This

the other.

Often
no one can afford to ignore.
when the weather is cool the outside

outhern
nfteedom

ily

fruit bloom. In one neighborhood, where
bees are kept, farmers sold up to $75
worth of alsike clover seed per acre
last year, largely owing to the work of
the bees, and one bee-keeper in the same
section sold $3,000 worth of honey.

way than

Anyway, a few crumbs

"is

better than no bread." I'm still sticking
to the "Zips," or more properly, they
"stick it" to me.
Last spring I
still
was going through a hive of "Zips,"
watering their candied combs of honey,

dreamed of, and meddlesome withal.
They have the most perfect system of
wireless telegraphy, and rapid fire com-

One Cyprian found that
munication.
instanter, it was reported to half
hole
It seemed they
the bees in that hive.
were disturbed, and I was the cause of
it.
I thought nothing but that the disturbance should cease, and as soon as
So without taking time to
convenient.
replace the frame, super, and coverboard, I hastily retired to a patch of tall
weeds. The Cyprians didn't seem, with
;

all

their

wisdom,

to

understand that

I

was anxious to cease disturbing them.
Not till I had stood on my head in the
grass— that seemed to quiet all that were
inside
I

the

my hat.
my hand

ran

bee-stings

—

it

through my hair, and
reminded me of a

;

May,

:

1908.

American ^ee Journal
Tennessee stump-field.
bees,

there

was a

As

to the flying

(water-pool)

tank

near by, and I recollected that it had
been several days since I had taken a
bath, and I found out that was just
what the bees were urging nie to do,
for they went home as soon as they had

me

satisfactorily
"Zips" are great,

under the water. The
and I love them (most-

by telepathy).

ly

The above colony of Cyprians

referred
to seem perfectly gentle as long as none
are injured, and the hive is not jolted.
I have several times gone through the
hive, handling every frame, and not gotten a sting, and transferred them once
and extracted the supers twice without
a sting.
from an imI have another colony
ported queen of "gentle strain," and I've
seen them fly out to investigate when
I have simply laid my hand on the hive.
And sometimes when I do not even
touch it. But if they fulfill their promise of honey gathering, I think Til keep
It is largely
Cyprians. Some, anyway.
honey that I want, and I don't mind
a little fun and a good laugh.
Santa Anna, Tex.
J. E. McClellan.

Xot More, but Better Bee-Keepers.
I was pleased with the comments in
an

editorial

footnote

to

the afternoon 'if the same day I went
one of the liives, opened it up, and
discovered that one of the cells had
hatched.
I quickly closed the hive and
went to the olju-r hive containing the
to

cells,

and found

l)Oth cells

unhatched.

I

closed the hive for more waiting, feeling sure of my liatched queen.

The next afternoon at 2 o'clock I was
anxious for another examination. Going to the liivi- containing my hatched
Italian queen to look her up, I went
through the hive, but not finding her, I
concluded that I liad missed her, or that
she had been dec.ipitated, as black queenI proceeded to go
cells were present.
through again, when I discovered a little
crippled-winged black queen present, and
the Italian queen killed, and nothing doing
I leisurely sauntered over to the
!

other hive containing 2 Italian cells, and
pulling out one frame I saw a young
Italian virgin turn down on the bottom of the frame in the hive just in
I quickly jostled for the
front of me.
cells to see if both had hatched, and to
my delight discovered that only one had
hatched, and that the queen in the other
was just about J4 cut out.

Quickly taking the frame with the
hatching queen, bees and all, I started
for the other colony, and before I could

reach the hive the queen was half out
of the cell and hung at the shoulders,
the worker-bees pulling at her with all
their might, making her squeal vehemently. I quickly put in the frame and
closed the hive. Two days later I visited
the hives and found 2 beautiful virgin
queens playing over the combs. I was
colonies
successful
with both black
whose queens are laying at this writing.
about
this
wonderful
There is nothing
at all, except that it was 20 days from
orthodox
Our
eggs to hatched queens.
"bee-dads" tell us "kids" that it is 16
days from the egg to the queen, but here
is one instance positively and absolutely,
where it was 20 days. Do not accuse
me of juggling with dates or miscounting nothing of the sort occurred. Then
do not suppose that it is my first effort
at queen-rearing, for I have been rearing them for years.
In order to make a puzzle for Dr.
Miller, G. M. Doolittle, etc., I will allow
them to inform the bee-world why it
was 20 days from the egg to the hatched
queens.
I have the reason in the demonstration and will give it later if necessary, in case the question is not answered, and our "Grand(bee)papas" fail

—

to

make

a

good guess.
T. P. ROBINSOX.

Bartlett, Tex., .\pril

13.

Mr. Edward

Corwin's letter, headed, "Making More
Bee-Keepers," in the March issue. It is
not more bee-keepers we want, but bet-

!!^

I
That's the point exactly.
should like to see the time come when
every man (and woman, too,) that keeps
as many as a half dozen colonies of
bees, is a constant reader of the American Bee Journal, or some other beein
good,
paper, and keeps his bees

ter ones.

bnfribufed
flrficlc^

movable-frame

hives.
It's not the pracbee-keeper that reads the bee-paafter
the
needs and wants
looks
pers and
of his bees that ruins our markets by
selling dark " honey-dew " for "good,
pure bees' honey." or that sells "bulk"
comb honey that has had several generations of brood reared in the combs, for
It's the man
first-class "chunk" honey.
that won't read bee-papers that does this.
farmer
bee-keeper,
It is not always the
tical

L. B.

either.

Smith.

Rescue, Tex.

Queen Behavior
to

—Queens.
20 Days from Eggs

I had 2 black colonies of bees that I
wished to requeen with Italian queens,
or kill in the effort, and had the following experience while doing it
On March 19, I dequeened one black

colony to make it rear queen-cells for
both colonies, keeping the queen laying
On March 22, I
in the other colony.
"budded" the cells, using larvae 2 days
old, making the queens 5 days on the
road, and were due to hatch on April
2.
the other colony 3
I
dequeened
days before so as to give me one day to
play on. I put the cell in the dequeened
hive on the 15th days of their age, and
expected the queens to hatch on the i6th
day.
Three days after they were due
to hatch I decided to see what kind of
Italian queens I had produced, and upon
opening the hives I discovered that I had
no queens at all. This was in the morning of the 19th day from the egg.
In

The Two Systems

Large vs. Small Hives

During the

BY

Some

.ADRI.^N GET.^Z.

15 years

ago quite a discussion

took place in the bee-papers as to which

The
the best size of hives to use.
majority of writers strongly advocated
the 8-frame hive, and the rest the 10-

was

frame. The Dadants were almost alone
advocating a brood-chamber larger
Rememthan 10 Langstroth frames.
ber that at that time nobody thought of
using 2 hives or 2 bodies, one upon the
otheV, for a brood-chamber. Commenting upon the situation, Mr. Chas. Dadant wrote thus
"We are now alone in advocating a
brood-chamber larger than 10 Langstroth
frames, but we are in the right, and the
time will come when our position will
be vindicated."
Well, Messrs. Chas. and C. P. Dadant
With
are now more than vindicated.
one or two exceptions, every bee-keeper
of
2
hiveadvocates
the
use
of note now
bodies for the brood -chamber, and some
bodies
of
frames
Two
8
w'ant even 3.
each make a brood-chamber larger than
the one used by Messrs. Dadant.
So the question now has completely
changed. It is no longer a large or a
small brood-chamber, but it is. Shall we
use a large hive or pile up 2 or 3 small
ones together?
in

Comp.^red.

or 3 years, several
of our largest bee-keepers h&ve been induced to give in detail their methods of
bee-keeping, or rather their systems of
management. I began writing this article with the intention of giving a short
description of each one, but soon found
out that it would be an endless repetition,

last 2

and that one description would

cover all.
1. Beginning with the early spring we
find that nearly all have to feed their
It must be underbees more or less.
stood that only one hive-body is used to
winter the bees. It does not take much
honey to feed the bees through the winter, but it takes a whole lot of it to
It
feed the brood in the early spring.
seems by what they say that an 8-frame
hive can not hold enough for both purposes, and that a 10- frame has not room
enough for both the honey and the space
needed by the queen if she is to do her
best.
The upshot is that the hive should
amount of
contain only a moderate
honey, so as to give the queen sufficient
room, and the apiarist must feed enough
Mr. Alto make up what is necessary.
exander goes even farther than that. He
extracts in the spring nearly all the
honey that may be in the hive, so as to
give the queen plenty of room, and feeds
the colony every 2 or 3 days what is

;

iSIav,

ic

American Hee Journal
needed to keep the brood-rearing at its
That's a good deal of work.
2. By and by the brood-nest is full, or
nearly so. The second story is added,
best.

if possible full of already built
to save to the bees the work and
necessary to build them.

combs
honey

With it the
3. The honey-flow comes.
swarming. At this time some remove
the added story, putting all the brood
into the lower one. The majority, however, leave it until the end of the honey-

pile them up.
But the e.xtra combs
give trouble. Whatever honey is in
them must be extracted, and they have

and

may
to

be kept safely against moths, mice

and mold.
6. Feed is necessary.
This will be less
often with permanent large brood-chambers, than in the other systems of management, yet it may have to be done
occasionally.

Knoxville, Tenn.

flow.
4.

Most of the bee-keepers

practice

Requeening Colonies Each

"shook"-swarming. That is, merely dividing.
All the brood is removed to a
new stand, and the colony has to rebuild

Year
BY

new

brood-nest. Most of the bees are
shaken from the combs, so as to leave
as many as possible on the old stand.
The sijpers are added.
5. At the end of the flow the second
stories are taken off, and the combs must
be cared for and put where the moths,
mice and mildew will not injure them.
The supers are also taken off.
operation is to feed, if
6. The
last
necessary, and put the bees into winter
quarters.
a

The Dadant
Xow,

System.

us compare the above with
the Dadant management, item by item
let

1. In the
early spring no feeding or
fussing of any kind is necessary. The
hives are large enough to afford room
for both the brood and the honey necessarj' to feed it.
2. For
the same reason no second
story is needed.
That means a saving
of its cost, and the time of taking to
the apiary and putting on, including the

necessary combs.
3. In working for extracted honey a
colony lodged in a Dadant hive will seldom swarm, only 2 to 5 out of 100 every
year, so that it is not worth while to
watch for the swarms, or shake the
whole apiary to prevent them.
for comb honey the
4. In working
swarming is restricted by having a large
brood-nest, but not entirely prevented.
The colonies that do not prepare for
swarming may be let alone. Those that
do can be shaken or divided, or the
queens can be caged or removed. The
caged queens can be released when the
colonies have been without
unsealed
brood during a week, or even only 4
days.
Or another queen may be given
or the colonies allowed to requeen from
their

own

cells.

So far as the work is concerned there
is but little difference between the two
processes. But there is quite a little difference in the surplus obtained. Shaking the colony and taking away its brood
and combs tneans that it has to rebuild
a brood-nest. That rebuilding costs the
bees, or rather the apiarist, about 30
pounds of honey. At least, that is what
the difference in the surplus amounts to
in my locality. In a good locality where
100 or 200 pounds per colony can be obtained, 30 pounds more or less does tiot
matter (?), but in mine, these 30 pounds
or so often make the whole difference
between sotne surplus or none at all.

No

second stories are to be removed and taken care of. This taking
care of is more than may be thought of
It is easy enough to put the
at first.
5.

empty

stories

on a wagon, haul them

all

Mr.. Editor

:

C.

—

I

MILLER.

C.

have always practised

allowing each colony to attend to its
superseding, unless where I wanted
to replace a queen with a better one,
and it has always seemed to me that
there should be a very considerable gain
in prospect to warrant one in taking the
matter into his own hands and being to
the trouble of rearing or buying new
queens to be introduced every alternate
year. Then came S. D. Chapman in the
Review, saying he renewed his queens
not every 2 years but every year, and all
the part he took in the case was simply
to retnove the old queens.
Giving particulars, he said he removed the queens
one week before the close of the raspberry flow.

own

Now

I

am

practically certain that there
to force

would be no surer way for me

every one of my colonies to swarm with
virgin queens than to remove the old
queens a week before the close of the
raspberry flow. It would be an exceedingly foolish thing for me to do.
Yet
Mr. Chapman is no "spring chicken" in
the bee-business, and as I had great respect for him, and confidence in his
word that in his case there was little
or no swarming. I wrote for light upon
that one point. Here is his answer:

—

Dr. C. C. Miller
In reply to your
question in regard to the time of the
raspberry bloom, it is usually from the
5th to the loth of June, and closes near
the middle of July: Of course, the season may be earlier or later than this.
Yes, I take the queens away about one
week before the close of raspberry; just
for the reason that it is more convenient
for me to have them hatch at this time.
The queens do not hatch till about one
week after the harvest, and at a time
:

when no honey

is

coming

the colony in the spring becomes strong
I put 2
frames of brood in an upper
story and place it above, and when they
are well started in this I raise it up,
placing another story under it.
There
is the point.
After a colony becomes
strong I give so much room that it does
not look to them as if they could ever
catch up. This keeps every colony working vigorous!}'. Of course, towards the
latter part of the harvest I let them get
closer to me. With this management I
can take away 100 queens any time, letting the young queens hatch during the
honey-flow, and 1 would not expect to
exceed one colony to swarm. With us,
where the queens hatch one week after
the harvest, and not any honey coming
in, they will not swarm.
If I have not given the desired information, come again. I would be glad
to have you.
S. D. Chapman.
Mancelona, Mich., April 7.

That clears the matter nicely. My
good friend is in error in understanding that I think removing queens a week
before the close of the harvest would
make all my colonies swarm. If I wrote
that,

What

blundered

I

in

expressing myself.

meant

was that it would
swarm to remove
the queens one week before the close of
the raspberry flow. As I understand it,
the close of raspberry flow is the close
of the season with him. With me the
honey-flow continues many days after
the close of that flow, which ends here
much earlier than the middle of July.

make

I

all

to say
colonies

my

If I should remove queens a week bethe close of the season, I don't

.fore

know

but the plan would work here,
working for comb honey.
great trouble would be for me to
tell in advance when the close of the
flow might be expected. Sometimes there
will be a let-up the middle of July, and
it will look as if the end was about to
come, when the flow starts afresh and
continues another month.

even when

The

There

no question that for those

is

who wish to take superseding into their
own hands, Mr. Chapman has given a
very excellent plan, and in any case there
are some distinct advantages in it for
any one who can tell with reasonable
certainty a week beforehand when the
season will close.
I am glad publicly
to express my thanks to him.

Marengo,

111.

in.

Just as soon as the raspberry closes,
start the extractor, as I need 1200
of these combs after they are extracted
to make 150 colonies increase.
I save
keeping on hand 1200 combs.
I
put
away 500 colonies in the fall and start
at the beginning of the harvest with 350
good, strong colonies by doubling the
lighter colonies at the beginning of the

Wax-Moth, Alsike Clover,

I

harvest.

You

say

if

you should unqueen one

week before the

close

of

your bees would all swarm.
doubt of this. Let us talk

harvest

the
I

have no
matter

this

over.

As

BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

A

correspondent says lie lias been persuaded to take the -'\merican Bee Journal, and through reading it he has a
bee-fever on.
He wishes to start beekeeping in May, but is not fully able to
decide just what he will do, adding, "If
you will answer the enclosed questions
through the columns of the American
Bee Journal it will help me much in deciding."

understand, you run almost enfor comb honey, while I run exclusively for extracted honey.
Now it
depends entirely upon the management
we give our bees previous to and during the harvest.
You see, as soon as
tirely

Bee-Diseases, Etc.

I

His first question is this "Is there
danger of losing colonies by moths or
other insects?"
The larva of the wax-moth is about
the only real enemy the Iiee has in the
:

insect line in

our Northern States. These

American Hee Journal
lint combs, generally starting
which have more or less pollen

feed upuii
in those
in them.

As

grow they

larva:

these

change the combs by their consumption
and development from the nice, symmetrical cells for brood and honey, into
a mass of webs and cocoons. However,
I have never known of a strong cojony
destroyed from this source, especially
bees of the Italian race.

In

fact,

\vhere

pure Italian bees are kept exclusively,
these pests pretty much disappear. Still,
combs not protected by bees are always
subject to their ravages, and should he
looked after during warm weather.
If signs of worms appear the combs
should be placed in a tight barrel, box or
room, and fumigated with burning sulphur, having all fixed so there is no danger from fire.

For brood-combs which are stored
for safe-keeping during warm
weather, I generally use one - fourth
pound of sulphur for every 50 cubic
feet in bo.x or room in which the combs
are stored. After once treated in this
way, I have never had any further trouble so long as the box or roorri is kept
tight
is
closed, providing the same
enough to prevent the female or mother
from entering and depositing more eggs

away

on the combs.

Sowing Alsike Clover for Bees.
The next question asked is, "Will it
pay me to sow alsike clover for the
bees? Does this clover ever fail in giving nectar when in blossom?"
I have my doubts about it paying very
largely to sow or raise any plants or
trees for their honey alone; but when
we consider that alsike clover makes the
best of hay, it will surely pay to sow
Nearly all of the
this kind of clover.
farmers in this section sow it in their
and are glad of the
fields for hay,
apiarists" bees to fertilize the

form

bloom so

it

bee-keepers in
this section do not sow it unless said
bee-keepers have farms, and wish the
clover to feed stock.
Regarding its nectar-giving qualities,
If
it is as sure as any of the clovers.
the weather is good, and the state of the
atmosphere right, large quantities of
honey are obtained from this, and the
white clover which blooms at the same
time. But some years none of the clovers seem to give the bees anything excold, wet season, with a
cept pollen.
long-continued northerly air, seems to
be against a yield of nectar from any of
will

seed,

so

the

A

our honey-producing

flora,

and

Honey Average Per Colony.
"How much honey should an Italian
average?"

is

another

question.

Very much would depend upon location,
the management, and the weather while
the flowers were in bloom which gives a
surplus crop of nectar. Taking the localities where bees are kept throughout
the United States, 50 pounds per year to
the colony, on an average, among beekeeping specialists, is about what they
secure.
My average during the past 40
years has been not far from 80 pounds,
mostly comb honey. Best average in any
one year was 166 pounds poorest, 30
pounds. But I am not confined to clover
alone for a noney-yield, as the yield
;

from basswood

is

far better in this lo-

the
the

DisK.\sES OF Bees.
ihc question, "Are bees
seized with ;m> diseases or epidemics?"
They have
Yes, to a certain extent.
their wintering troubles, when the bees
are seized with diarrhea, on account of
hive by cold
the
being confined to
weather longer than they can hold their
feces, and if the cold weather continues
long enough they not only soil their
hives, but tlicir combs and themselves
as well, till tlie whole colony perishes in

Then comes

However, with cela deplorable state.
lar-wintering, wliich is the better, where
continued
cold is likely during the
months of November, December, January, February and March, there need
be iittle fears from this source, for the
even temperature of the cellar during
this time allows the bees to subsist on
very

little

honey, often not

more than

pounds for these 5 months, so
that the bees do not suffer at all, and
come out as clean, healthy and bright as
they do in a section so far south that
they can fly every month of the year.
Then we have what is termed "beebees to
paralysis," which causes the
shake and tremble, and the abdomen to
swell and fill with liquid till nearly
bursting, when they crawl all about the
hive-entrance and die, till in bad cases
the hive is depleted of bees except the
queen and a few attendants, when robber-bees or the wax-moths come in and
the colony is ruined. In all cases of paralysis which is bad enough to cause the
death of many bees during the spring
and early summer, the colony is so weakened that it is not a success at securing
a surplus of honey. But this disease seldom amounts to much in the northern
portion of the United States or Canada;
and, if I am correct, the South is much
more free from it than was the case 15
or 20 years ago.
Besides the above, we have black and
foul brood, either of which is much
worse than all spoken of before. But
the progressive bee-keepers of to-day
are generally more than a match for any
or all of the present known diseases
among bees. To enter into a treatise on
the diseases of bees and how to cure
them would be too long for any one
Almost any of
article for a bee-paper.
the bee-books will tell you further in
this matter.
5 to 7

Prices of Bees.

especially

that of the clovers.

colony

than from the clovers, and
clover-yield is often exceeded by
flow from buckwheat.
cality

Lastly I am asked, "What price should
pay for a colony of bees in a movableframe hive along about the middle of
May, or in the fall, should I conclude
to wait about buying any bees till that
time?" They are usually sold at from
$4 to $6 in the fall, and from $8 to $10
in the spring, by those dealing in bees.
Some bee-keeper living near you might
be persuaded to let you have a colony for
less.
The reason for the difference in
price is that there is quite a risk in winIf 10 or
tering, as explained above.
more colonies are purchased of one party, the price would likely be cut somewhat, but if you can get a good colony
the middle of May for $8 you would
have a chance to get your money back
In an average season.
the first year.
and in an average locality, such a colI

ony of bees should give 50 pounds of
honey besides one good swarm. The
section honey should bring readily 12
cents per pound, or $6, and the swarm
worth $4, at least, in the fall, which
would give the purchaser more than his
money back, even if he lost his old colony, or 50 percent of his bees during
the ne.Kt winter.

Borodino, N. Y.

Some Observations

^^=^^

in

Bee-

Keeping
BY

I.

D.

PEARCE.

In my early years I was taught to observe passing events in a general way,
by which I have found it an easy step
to make note of things usual and unusual in my own sphere and its immediate environments, and in my 40 years
of professional life (which I have now
laid down for one in which, for my declining years, I can have pleasure and a
little pin money as I descend the western hillside), I always carefully observed
the small details of my manipulations
and their results, thus enabling me to
improve upon my methods in the future
if found necessary.
Bee-culture fascinated me 30 years or
more ago, and for more or less of that
time I have kept a few colonies in my
yard for pleasure and recreation from
Now that I have quit the
office duties.
office, rather than lay myself upon the
shelf and rust out, I have entered the
list of apiculturists, and as such I find
that the field is open for closer observa-

and being
I had conceived
comparatively a novice, I have found
that the bee-papers and other literature
added to my ozuii notes are of great
tions than

;

value.

But a few things occurred in my yard
during the season of 1907 that have

somewhat unsettled

my

former convic-

tions.

Controlling Swarming.
Previously I found it comparatively
easy to control swarming by cutting out
queen-cells
and adding more room
above.
But during the past season,
that method in my yard was a complete
failure.
Swarms would issue from the
same hive every day for 3 or 4 days in
succession, notwithstanding I would each

time cut out every vestige of a queencell, return the swarm and see that they
had room above. But it did no good;
out they would come next day. I finally
lifted tlie hive and put an empty shallow hive below furnished with foundaThis seemed to satisfy them, and
tion.
settled the swarming question. With this
latter arrangement I left them until they
had drawn out the foundation in the

shallow hive, when I exchanged places
with the 2 hives, placing the shallow hive
Later on
above, and under the super.
I confined the queen to the lower story
and let them fill the shallow story with
honey as fast as the brood hatched out.
This effectually stopped all swarming
from the start, and I was so well pleased
with the success that I will not be slow
another season in looking out for plenty
of room for a prolific queen.

Ten-Frame Hive

Mv

Preferred.

hives are all the 8-frame style and

—
144

May,

»^^^
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am now persuaded

that inasmuch as I
increase, a lo-frame
present ideas and locaFormerly T was led to betion better.
lieve that the 8-frame hive was the ideal
hive for section honey that it afforded
sufficient room for the queen, and the
workers began business in the super
sooner, and by the ticring-up system the
colony was kept busy throughout the
season, and with a fair flow a good harvest was the result.
]

don't want so
hive will suit

much

my

;

the question that I would like to ask
Dr. Miller, or any of the "old boys" is,
How did that worker-bee come to be
sealed up in that queen-cell?
Do bees
play pranks on each other as some of us
old fellows did when we were boys the
Was that bee a mischievous
first time?
rascal ? and when caught in that cell by
its comrades, did they hasten to seal it
up? Is it a common occurrence that I

have just stumbled upon?
Trout Lake, Wash.

Reversible Bottom-Board.

have also observed that the reversible bottom-board used as its inventor intended is fraught with too much backache in lifting a heavy colony off so as
Instead of that
to turn it upside down.
use it with the wide entrance down
I
taking
a strip of
an
inch
by
to
of
board 2 inches wide and as long as the
measurement)
and
(inside
hive is wide
drive a small nail in the edge at each
of
the
nail
inch
end, leaving y^ of an
projecting, and adjust this to the entrance. This has the advantage of conentrance for the winter
tracting the
without the labor of lifting the hive off
and then on. It also adds more room
below the frames for the accumulated
cuttings and dead bees.
I

a

Queen's xJrones Affected by Mating?
Pertaining to the question, "Are the
matqueen's drones aifected by her
ing?" Turning back to my notes, I find
that in July, 1904, I received from a reliable dealer a tested Italian queen of the
red clover strain, and her workers for
that season were well marked, and in
every way were fine bees, but no drones
that season. But the following season I
had occasion frequently to open her
hive, looking for queen-cells (as I was
using her for my breeder), and I observed that while most of her drones
were light colored and well marked, yet
quite a few of them were dark leather
colored, and some almost black, yet
showing the Italian blood, and quite a
few had red heads. The latter markAt
ing I had never before obesrevd.
first I was inclined to doubt her purity,
but her workers remained as at first
I
carefully
3 full-banded and bright.
examined the rest of the colonies (all
Italian) but found in none of them any
such variety of markings, and there is
not another yard within 10 miles of me,
although there are some bees in the
woods near. So I just let the incident
pass for future thought if occasion
called

it

up.

Worker-Bee in a Queen-Cell.
But in conclusion I wish to make note
of one observation that has puzzled me
During the past season,
quite a little.

my

rounds among the bees, whenfound in my best colonies a ripe
I cut it out and put it in the
nursery, and wlien hatched I put the virgin elsewhere. On one occasion I had
one that had remained 2 or 3 days over
what I thought was its time, so I cut
it open
to see what the trouble was.
Instead of a queen, I found a dead
worker-bee fully matured, and in the
same position that it would be had it
crawled in to feed the larva head towards the base of tlic cell. In every
in

ever

I

queen-cell,

—

other respect the

cell

was empty.

Now

Two Queens
BY

J.

E.

in

One Hive

HAND.

evident from the nature of the
argument that has been advanced in opposition to the plural queen system, that
this system is not well understood by
those who consider themselves
suffiIt

is

qualified to criticise it.
Therefore it is the purpose of this article to
explain a few of the conditions under
which this system is not only possible,
but profitable, as well as highly desirable.
In discussing matters pertaining to
apiculture sufficient allowance should be
made for the location and environments
of the writer of an article.
Viewing
the two-queen system from the standpoint of the deep-frame hive, with its
slow and tedious methods of framehandling, it is doubtful if it could be
made a complete success. However, it
should require little argument to prove
to the bee-keeper of average intelligence
the many advantages ofifered by this system when used in connection with the
improved sectional hive, with its rapid
system of hive manipulation.
Bee-keeping as a pursuit is progressing, and bee-keepers are beginning to
realize the necessity of employing shortcut, labor-saving methods.
Twenty-five
years ago rural electric lines, rural telephones and rural mail delivery, were
unknown today the face of the country is a network of electric and telephone
lines, and every rural district has free
ciently

;

mail delivery.
The bee-keeper of today, who advocates the slow-going methods of a quarter of a century ago is fast becoming a
'back number.
As the horse-car has
given
way to electricity, so the old
methods of handling, brushing, and interchanging of frames singly, must soon
give place to the more modern methods
of rapid manipulation by hives.
W. Z. Hutchinson, the veteran beekeeper of Michigan, sounds the key-note
to successful bee-keeping in three words,

"Keep more

bees."

Louis Scholl, the eminent Texas specialist, goes farther, and tells us that we
can keep twice as many bees with a
given amount of labor by employing
rapid methods of liive-manipulation.
The exhortation to keep more bees is
but a hollow mockery unless coupled
with the advocacy of those methods that
will enable us to do it.
To whom is the exhortation to keep
more bees given if not to those beekeepers who arc wasting time in the useless handling, brushing and interchanging of frames singly? It makes no difference how many colonies you are now
keeping, if you are handling frames singly you are wasting time that could he
put to better use in keeping more bees.

igo8.

The

I

way of sucin the
the difficulty of getting all our colonies up to the desired
strength in time for the harvest; this
obstacle is entirely over^come by the use
of the two-queen system, and every colony in the apiary is ready to begin work
in the sections at the beginning of the
honey-flow, which means a uniform yield
per colony for the entire apiary, with no
weak and unproductive colonies. Mr.
Dadant's statement tliat the queen is of
chief obstacle in the

cessful

North

comb-honey production

has

been

more value than anything else connected
with the colony is literally true. Does
not this prove that a plurality of queens
increases the value of a colony?
queen may easily be worth ten dollars,
and is not the bee-keeper making money
who can rear such a queen at practically
no expense save for a little time and a

A

little

talent

?

It is evident that the opponents of the
two-queen system are not up to modern
methods of queen-rearing, or they would
not attempt to magnify the difficulties
and cost of rearing an extra queen for
each hive. That there is no excellence

without labor is as true of bee-keeping
it is of everything else.
Mr. Dadant discourses at considerable
length upon the difficulties of rearing
queens early enough in the season to
produce workers in time for the harvest,
and the echo is resounded in an editorial
in the Review. It should be remembered
that such queens are reared at the close
of the harvest, and carried over winter
in a single division of the sectional hive.
It has been found more profitable to
run our bees upon the two-queen system
of swarm control, and at the close of
the harvest make our increase at a time
when there is nothing for the bees to do,
and every colony in the apiary can well
spare one division of their hive with
brood and bees for this purpose. The
young queen is reared in the top division
and begins to lay before it is removed.
The old queen is not disturbed in the
as

least,

and there are

still

two

divisions

of the brood-chamber left.
In the spring the little colonies are
again placed upon the others, with a
queen-excluder and a wire-screen between a flight-hole is provided for the
little colony, and after the brood-nests
are well established the wire-screen is removed, giving tile bees free access to
both queens.
When we consider that
these young queens are reared from our
choicest breeders, it is easy to see the
value of this system by way of improv;

ing our stock.
The claim that one queen will lay
more eggs than a colony can care for
amounts to but little in the face of the
fact that if a weak colony is placed upon
a strong one the combined heat of the
two, with the additional force of nurses,
will enable the weak colony to rear as
much brood as the strong one.

Again, the t\yo queen system is a safe
guarantee against the loss of a crop
of honey, by having the colony thrown
into an abnormal condition at the beginning of harvest by the failure of the
queen, which would be fatal to combhoney production.
The difficulties of introducing another
queen at the risk of losing one of them
are purely imaginary, since no introduction is necessary, and therefore no such

:
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ll^American
It is evident that the
exists.
rapid introduction of queens is but httle
understood by those who oppose this
system, and who find it necessary to
cage queens until they acquire the colony odor. When bee-keepers learn that
odor has very little to do with success-

danger

ful

introduction there will be less loss

It takes about
introducing queens.
one minute to introduce a queen to any
colony, whether queenless or not.
\ medium colony amounts to but litIf you want honey you must have
tle.

in

and the
the hive jammed full of bees,
two-queen system gets them without fail.
ProfesIf American bees would do as
there
sor Reepen describes in Gleanings,
would be little use for the two-queen
colony
strong
"If
a
He says,
system.
stands next to a weak one during a
heavy honev-flow, and succeeds in filling
now and then
its own hive, it happens
to fill
that the strong colony will help
most
the hive of the weak one in a
pea,ceful way."
first
I've been wondering ever since I
read the article above quoted if those
home
went
and
bees boarded themselves
has any
at night; and if the Professor
queens to sell of that particular strain.
Birmingham, Ohio.

Improving the Honey-Bee
BY

C.

D.

BENTON.

There is a difficult problem before
every bee-keeper who undertakes to improve the honev-bee. Because many have
failed to accomplish their purpose in this
direction is no reason why we should
I am impressed more and
quit trying.
more as we strive to lay any plan or
basis to build upon, that obstacles in the
lii^e of ignorance are the only stumblingblocks in our ways. I have come to the
conclusion that when we speak of pure
Italians. Carniolans, Caucasians or black,
that the word "pure'' is a misnomer. In
my experience as a cattle-breeder, that
not only must certain traits or types be
followed up for a series of years, but
a

special

selection

of

those

traits

or
the

would be useless for
It
types.
breeder to accept every heifer or bull
in his flock for

make

the

improvement.

He

must

selection that approaches the

on both sides.
\Vc have a recognized standard of
purity on poultry and cattle, but the poor
honey-bee we guess at, and every one
ideal

own standard.
The word strain seems

has his

me

more
When we sum up
to

far

than purity.
the apiaries by scores, who among us can
boast of the best strain, either in purity
find it mostly in
or for business?
the man and not the bee. A Jersey cow
gives richer milk no matter who owns
But take
her, and hence more butter.
the best strain of bees under neglect,
and soon you have something else. Some
will argue that 'they are pure still, if
not allowed to mix with others.
fitting

We

Please examine a colony of drones
from the best pure Italian queen procurable, and follow them in a series of
years on the supersedure plan, then decide if you have the same drones. The
best and purest cattle or chickens that
are

produced

vary

with

every

speci-

men.

you expect

W'liat can

tOB-ether?
Now, can't

Hm Journal

we

breeil

all

if

discover that all
these drones, like all the roosters or bulls,
if allowed tlu- freedom of the flock, you
spoil your ideal, almost to obliteration?
If you know the queen and the drone
with equal knowledge, can't you start on
an advance b^c? But some will say you
can not control or know your drones
the same.
When (if that be true),
where, or when, are you going to make
the improvement or
advance?
The
queen only reproduces herself, therefore
your advantage must come from the
drone.
It does not need thousands of
drones to breed a few queens the less
drones one can have to secure the proper results the easier to control or make
the advance, and to illustrate I will give
a simple experiment carried on
last
first

;

summer:
Having

3 colonies for rearing-drones,
the first step I took was to open the hives
at the proper time and destroy all dwarf
drones by pinching them on the frames;
next time those showing the least golden color the third time those that seemed least active by touching them and
noticing their activity; the fourth and
last time, Aug. 25.
I had one hive in
which the drones would commence to
fly between g and lo o'clock, while, the
other hives did not have any flying
;

drones

before

i

o'clock.

I

killed

all

drones in the last two mentioned hives,
and then opened up the hive containing
the early-flying drones, all which I destroyed

but

about

100

sorted ones.

I

was rearing queen-cells in the same hive,
and destroyed all but 9 of its best cells.
They hatched in due time, about Sept.
I, and all
9 queens mated, which proved
superior to any lot of cells mated through
the past season.
I traced the improvement all through
the season, and more noticeable the last
lot mated.
I
also crossed the golden
drones on some vicious hybrids,
and
perceived that the trait of gentleness
was transmitted in a marked degree.

The

prevalent idea is that drones fly
of miles in mating queens. As
have always had an adverse opinion.
I
tried a simple experiment with one
colony.
My golden breeding queen is
located close to one corner of the house,
and was introduced into a 3-frame nucleus of ill-tempered hybrids, and opening the hive to procure eggs made them
a

number

I

so vicious that the children could not
play anywhere around the house without
being strung. So I devised the following plan
Getting up early before the bees began
to fly, I carried them to a woods about
a mile away, and let them fly. At evening I went to the corner of the house
and there w^ere about a quart of bees

which

destroyed with kerosene oil. I
discovered only 2 drones in the lot there
were more than 300 carried to the woods
I

;

Now

that were all old flyers.
it seems
to me the homing instinct seems to be
the limit of flying.
(I use the word
Golden instead of yellow).
I shall experiment more fully by usin
more colonies next season, as to the
drones' homing instinct. I happened to
notice 3 virgin queens on their wedding
flight, and especially one that made 3
trips

before being mated, and not over

10 minutes in all her flights.

We had a poor honey-llow here last
summer, so we had to resort to feeding
the time to prevent losing drones.
When we have reached the goal, that
one can breed any trait or type with
certainty, then we can talk of pure bees,
of honey-gatherers, of non-swarmers, of
gentle ones
also, and not least those

all

;

immune to foul brood. Then we
smile with the Jersey milk maid
as she fills the jars with beautiful Jersey
bees

will

butter.

Akin, N. V.

Keeping Qualities of HoneyVinegar
BY

C. P.

DADANT.

In my previous article, I have called
attention to the possibility of a putrid
fermentation
taking place in honeywater as it does in rotting apples or
grapes.
Even if the vinegar has been

made,

it

may have gone through

partial alcoholic

and

only

acetic fermentation,

improperly handled,
strength used up in
Ropiness, which shows
or wines, is only an
if

and a part of
putrid

its

changes.

honey-vinegar
evidence of unin

sound conditions. Your vinegar, if not
well made, may be in the condition of
cider made in part from rotten apples.
This will destroy its keeping qualities,
aside from injuring its flavor. The most
important requisite of good wine, in order that it may improve with age, is
that it should be made from absolutely
sound and well-ripened grapes.
Thus
the keeping qualities of vinegar will de-

pend very much on the material from
which it is formed as well as from the
manner in which it has been made.
Honey-vinegar made out of a liquid
which contains decayed pollen, dead bees
or limbs of dead bees as well as other
foreign substances, is on a par with
cider

made of

the refuse apples picked
trees, partly rotten

under the orchard

or wormy, or with wine made from unsalable grapes, such as are picked by
birds and decayed or riddled by the
black-rot and which some inexperienced
persons ingenuously describe as "winegrapes." Nothing good can come from
such refuse. I am strongly of the opinion that it is said that crab-apples make
the best cider, because such apples are
not culled before using.
In the same

way, good honey will prove to make
better and more lasting vinegar than
refuse.

In

addition

to

possibly

imperfect

methods in the production of vinegar
from honey or wines, there are diseases
of vinegar which have been described
by Pasteur, the great bacThe germ of acetification
which changes the alcoholic liquid into

at length
teriologist.

is a fungus,
the " mycoderma
" which may be noticed on the
surface of a liquid undergoing acetic
fermentation, in the shape of white floating "flowers." This germ continues to
develop, even after the liquid is entirely
sour, if it is continuously kept in contact with the air, and the vinegar loses
its strength and becomes "flat."
On the other hand, there forms, in
good vinegar, a microscopic worm, the
vinegar-eel, "anguillula aceti."
It is a
snake-like worm, very active, and large

vinegar
ac'eti
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to be detected with the naked eye,
the vinegar is placed in a very thin
This
bottle or vial in a strong light.
eel is not to be found ni vinegar made
by the distillation of wood, or in any

enough
if

other of the unhealthy and dangerous
bo those
substitutes sold for vinegar,
of my lady readers who may shudder
at the idea of swallowing alive a num-

ber of eels in salad will rest assured
that it is better to use viiie?ar containing these live "fishes" than the other
kind, unless perchance it has been prepared according to Pasteur's methods.
This anguillula is, by Pasteur, considered as another vinegar disease, because
they absorb the oxygen and prevent the
further acetification of vinegar.
The next disease is the formation of
the "vinegar-mother," a gelatinous, viscous substance formed out of the vinegar, and which continues to grow as the
vinegar gets older.
Yet in spite of all these diseases, good
vinegar, well bunged after it is formed,
may be kept for years. It is said that
countries, especially in the
wine-producing regions, vinegar is kept
good for half a century. It must be
borne in mind that vinegar was orig"vininally made of sour wine only
aigree" shortened into "vinaigrc." The
vinegar made of honey has the advantage of being almost colorless, and of
not retaining the peculiar flavor of apples or grapes which that made of these
fruits plainly exhibits.
But how are we to prevent the exIn the
istence of all these diseases?
first place, as mentioned in a previous
article, the vinegar must be properly
made, by using the proper quantity of
honey and permitting it to ferment thoroughly, changing first into alcohol, then
into vinegar. After the vinegar is thoroughly made, Pasteur indicates a very
in

is too weak and needs
is better to use cold
than heat.
If it is exposed to a temperature below 32 and above 20 degrees,
some of the water will congeal and will
show itself in the shape of small crystals, which may be removed by filtering
through a cloth. The acid portion of
the vinegar is thus rid of a portion of
its water.
The acid itself would congeal, it is said, if a temperature as low
as 14 degrees should be reached.
Iron-bound barrels are not desirable
for vinegar unless they are made of
very strong and sound staves. The least

If the vinegar
concentrating, it

which will permit the vinegar to
escape will cause the hoops to rust, for
its action is as damaging to iron as that
of salt.
good article of vinegar which
it is intended to keep had best be bottled,
to keep pernicious influences away.
leak

A

Good, well-made honey-vinegar should
not be sold at a low price. Each family uses but a very limited amount of
vinegar each year, and well-to-do people willingly pay from 30 to 50 cents per
gallon when they know that they are getting a good, clean and healthy article,
free

from deleterious substances.

Hamilton,

111.

V^'

convent ion i^M
'

Proceed Inds

certain

—

simple method to prevent any further
changes. It is the same as indicated by
him to prevent the souring or decaying
Since all changes are
of wines heat.
different
due to the formation of
growths or living animalcules or plants,
it is only necesary to kill those living
germs whether vegetable or animal, to
secure an unchangeable liquid, provided
This is a condithe air is excluded.
tion sine qua non of success, for the air
is the vehicle in which all these germs
are transported.
A temperature of 130 to 150 dgerees
is said to be sufficient to destroy all
germs of vinegar disease. The vinegar
thus treated may be allowed to settle,

—

and after a few weeks draw off the
lees, which is composed of the murdered
eels and sterilized fungi.
The vinegar
will then assume a "reat limpidity and
keep for years.
In the heating of wines and vinegar,
"pasteurizing" is done in closed vessels,
especially with wines from which the
alcohol would first evaporate, being more
volatile than water.
In vinegar the heat
will

in

closed vessels

is

less

necessary, be-

cause acetic acid does not evaporate as
readily as water. But more or less of it
and of the essential oils will evaporate,
which will be readily noticed by the
pungent odor escaping from heated vinegar. "For that reason it is advisable to
keep the vessels closed as much as possible, and to apply heat oidy long enough
to warm the mass thoroughly at the
temperature indicated.

Report of Michigan Convention.

W.

Hutchinson, opened the
convention in the City Hall, Saginaw,
promptly at 8 p. m., Dec. 18, 1907.
The attendance was not large, but a
considerable number were added during
the second day.
Pres. Hutchinson spoke of the expectation that the National Bee-Keepers'
Association would meet in Detroit for
Detroit had givits next convention.
en way last year for Harrisburg, Pa.,
and he said, as also had Pres. Geo. E.
Hilton, that the convention would be
sure to be held at Detroit. Upon resolution it was decided to hold the next
State Convention in connection with the
National. A very hopeful tone was manifested, and if the expectation of those
who should be in a position to know, is
realized, there ought to be the largest
turnout at Detroit the National has had
Pres.

for

many

Z.

years.

ing, so there

On-

address on "Co-operative
Experiments in Bee-Keeping," pointed
to the growth of co-operation in the
Ontario Agricultural and Experimental
Union of Ontario, which now had over
It had attracted
7,000 experimenters.
tario,

in

his

attention of the leading spirits in
progressive agriculture in
the
United
States and Europe, and similar organizations were being formed in those countries.
Bee-keepers required something
to unite them in interests, and to teach
them to observe and come to proper
conclusions as to cause
and
effect.
Messrs. L. A. Aspinwall, R. L. Taylor,
Geo. E. Hilton, E. E. Coveyou, and
others, favored immediate action, and
upon the suggestion of Mr. Taylor, it
was decided to conduct the following experiment during the following season,
with Elmore M. Hunt, Redford, Mich.,
as chairman of the committee, and all
wishing to co-operate in this work should
write to him.
A test is to be made as to the effect
the

%

mandibles open and another bee receiv-

EXPERIMENTS IN BEE-liEEPING.
R. F. Holtermann, of Brantford,

of a double instead of a single bee-space
between the last row of sections and the
side of the hive, and to raise the front of
of an inch from the bottomtlie hive
board, the brood-chamber closing the
opening thus made. It had been stated
in the convention that such action would
cause the sections next the side of the
hive to be filled and capped as soon as
the central ones. More bees were thrown
between the section and hive, and a larger proportion would go up the side of
the hive and enter the super from the
side, as they could not so readily reach
In
the bottom of the central combs.
response to a question, Mr. Aspinwall,
known to be a very careful and thorough investigator, said he discovered
that the old bees were not found in the
sections, and that more bees with old,
frayed wings were found as one examined the cluster towards the bottom of
the hive.
The field-bees no doubt gave
the nectar to the younger bees, and occasionally one can see bees with their

was

clearly a transfer tak-

When the brood-chamber was
crowded, where was the honey put except in the supers? and there only
ing place.

young bees were found.
EXTRACTING HONEV.

Mr. Coveyou pointed out the importance of experiments in the extraction
such as the best speed at
run.
honey-extractor should
in this direction was haphazard. Bee-keepers should find out the best
of

honey,

which

a

The work

method of extracting, and the best machine, and then demand it from the
supply-dealer. The best temperature at
which to extract should be discovered,
success of the work being gauged
by the revolutions and the weight of
honey left in the comb when through.
Holtermann
the
Mr. Coveyou used
strainer in his extractor, and he wanted
temperature
at
of
the
best
a test made
which to strain. Mr. Coveyou, instead
oil-stove
under
the
blue-flame
of using a
extractor bottom when the honey was
too cold and thick to strain rapidly, as
the

:

:
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a doubleMr.
bottom in the extractor with water behoney
the
unstrained
tween. In this way
at the bottom of the can became heated
lliilicrniann

and

usus.

liail

onies the

strained.

The advantage

a strainer coneshaped (w-ith the top of the cone cut),
and allowing the unstrained honey to
rest on the bottom of the can, was that
more rapid work could bo done, the material strained out settling largely on
the bottom of the can, and left the
cloth on the side of the cone clean.
This refuse could be collected by a
paddle with a straight end, and pushed
out of the extractor through a hole
generally covered with a screw-cap. Mr.
Coveyou stated that he never removed
the cloth from the cone. He could thoroughly clean it by means of water,
neither hot nor cold, and brushing it by
means of a whisk.

of

COMB-HONEV SUPERS, HONEY-G.\TES,

question as to points desirable in
the best comb-honey supers brought out
suggestion
by E. D. Townsend, to
a
have one drawn comb at each side of
super.
This
brought the bees up
the
and tended to uniformity in finish.
Aspinwall
pointed
out that conMr.
tinuity of passages between brood-combs
and sections was essential for passage
ways for the bees to take up honey, also
In constructing
for the best ventilation.
his non-swarming hive he made this a
feature.
F. J. Miller, President of the Ontario
Bee-Keepers' Association, London, Ont.,
also Mr. Coveyou, advocated in their
management for out-apiaries run for

extracted honey, hauling home the combs
of honey and then extracting, using a
power engine. Mr. Coveyou, backed by
others, mentioned the undesirable features in honey extractor gates as made
at present.
They would not stay where
wanted, and, when opened entirely, fell
entirely over and deflected the stream of

honey.

Mr. Aspinwall exhibited
a
queencatcher.
He had not caught a queen
with his hands for 5 years.
It consisted of a 14-gauge wire, beat at one
end into a circle 54 of an inch in diameter inside the wire. This wire was
dipped into melted wax and- held about
the queen on the comb when she would
step on the wire and could be lifted
it.

T. F. Bingham thought bee-keepers'
conventions were not run right. There
was too much for specialists it should
be for the plain, small bee-keeper, and
there should be full reports in the bee;

papers.

Mr. Bingham's remarks were not considered quite correct. Very little transpired which could not be heard with
profit by the small bee-keeper, and beepapers could not reprint from year to
year acceptably to their readers long reports of the nature that Mr. Bingham
advocated.

Elmore M. Hunt, who has been working very hard to make the Michigan
State .\ssociation the banner bee-keepassociation in the Union, and who
feels confident that Michigan has enough
bee-keepers to make it such, attributed
ers'

membership to unawakened
was decided to issue, as
was done last year, the "Year Book,"
giving the name of each member, his
the

small

interest.

It

member wants

to purchase or

Such a book distributed had
in the past, and would be
particularly valuable in a season where
the honey crcjp would be larger.
Mr. Aspinwall gave a new method he
had adopted of introducing queens. Late
etc.

sell,

been valuable

in the

lie

fall

made

colonies queenless,

morning when the colony
was lightly clustered he had opened up
the center of the cluster and dropped the
queen down between the combs.
He
early

in the

preferred introducing queens late, say
October, and did not want to do so

during the honey season.
Mr. E. D. Townsend gave the following practical address on Clarifying

Beeswax
Clarifying Beeswax.

ETC.

The

by

address, number of colonies,
amount of .-omb and extracted honey
and beeswax for sale, number of colpostotlice

was about 25 years ago, that a patron brought in some beeswax that was
the finest I had ever seen at that time.
Since, I have seen some on exhibition
that was clarified equal to this sample,
It

or perhaps better.
You may be sure I
pumped this individual for all I was
worth, until I knew, in theory, all about
rendering beeswax. This especial lot of
wax was in cakes the size, and shape of
a brick
and about the first question I
asked was, "How did you get it out of
the tins, as there is no slope to the sides
of the cakes?"
His reply was something as follows
This wax was not caked in tins at all,
but instead, five basswood boards, }iinch thick, cut in the following sizes,
were used. The base, or bottom of the
box, was cut about 8x10 inches, two endpieces 2x4 inches, (these should be cut
very accurately,) two side-pieces 2x10
inches.
This completes the box, only
you will need a stop nailed on each side
of the base
then a wedge, to wedge
up the box solid. Set the box up so
that the inside dimensions are 4x8 inches,
and two inches deep.
The material
must be planed, and the joints made very
;

;

—

;

before filling with wax; if you
do, the cake will be rough on the bottom, and will not appear well.
Procure a quart tin dipper; and as
soon as the wax is skimmed proceed to
dipping it into pails, to cake for marpail

ket.

There is a little knack in dipping, so
as not to roil the liquid.
Let the bottom of the dipper go down into the
wax first. That is not quite the idea,
either ; it is more like this
Dip the
dipper into tjie wax as if you were
going to dip out a dipper full, but do
not let the lip, or rather the top of
the dipper, sink into the wax more than
a half, or three-fourths of an inch,
then carefully let the bottom of the dipper sink down, until you have a full
dipper; then lift the dipper out carefully, so as not to roil the liquid; as
:

mentioned above.
You can usually dip 3 cakes from
melting, before the sediment begins to show.
That part of the wax
I

each
that

when

were we

to

fill

this

box with wax

as it is, the wax would stick, and be hard
to get out, even w^ith this knock-down
box. To prevent this, soak the box in
water for 2 or 3 hours before using,
and the wax will come out smooth and

cool,
in

removed
the cake

in

clean

the

boiler

water,

and

is
then
ready to be melted with the next melt-

Only one

lot is melted a day.
This
plenty of time for the sediment
bottom of the melted wax,
and for the cakes to cool.
Handled this way, the wax is so cool
that the cakes do not crack in cool-

gives

to fall to the

ing.

nice.

Handled

as

I

am

about to describe,

there will be no cracking of the cakes
in cooling.
The process of clarifying
is as follows:
The wa.x is melted in a
common No. 9 wash-boiler first putting
in a pail of water
then filling the boiler
with the wax to be clarified, until the
wax is within 2 inches of the top of the
boiler, when melted.
tub the size of the boiler, or a little
larger, is placed under the wax-press;
and the whole contents of the boiler
is put through the press.
.\s many tubs
are used as w-e have meltings of wax, or,
rather, the number of meltings we put
;

I shipped between 300 and 400 pounds
of beeswax clarified this way, last winter.
This is what the
buyer
said

about it
"This

through

wax

in

one day.

The next morning

cool in the tubs, and is reall the dirt rinsed off the
wax that we can conveniently, and the
wax stored away until all the wax has
been rendered, and treated this way.
we are ready to clarify the wax.
Procure a large wooden box, the largis

moved, and

Now

is

one of the very finest lots
we have ever received,

of beeswax that

and we compliment you on the neatness and skill in which it was rendered,
and packed."

A

the

is

and the bottom of

left

is

washed
ing.

smooth.

Now

er the better
(although you may be
able to get along with a moderatesized one). This is to chop the wax up
into small pieces in.
Now put 2 pails
of clean water into the boiler and fill up
with wax, to be clarified. When melted,
set in the warmest place you have, but
not on the back of the stove, or where
there is any fire, for this would keep
the sediment stirred up the very thing
you must avoid now wrap the boiler
of melted wax in blankets, to keep
warm, for it must be kept in the liquid
form for about 6 hours, to be sure of
the sediment
being
all
precipitated.
.At the end of this time there will be
a black scum on top of the wax, which
must be removed; then you are ready
to cake the wax.
For commercial purposes, we cake in lo-quart tin pails,
being sure that they are perfectly clean
before using.
Do not make the common mistake of putting water in the

E. D.

Townsend.

LOSSES OP BEES IN WINTER.

W.

Manley, of Sandusky, gave a
on
Mr.
Manley thought he should be able to
speak with authority on the subject.
Last winter he had lost all but one colJ.

profitable and entertaining address
the subject of "Winter Losses."

ony out of 125.
During the winter
of 1903 and 1904 he had lost all out
of 225. and yet he made money out of
bees by buying again in the spring and
carefully rendering the old comb.

He

Msy,

1908.

American See Journal
endorsed vvhat Mr. Holtcrman had said
previous evening, tliat some beekeepers were so situated that they could
make money rearing bees and selling
them, but not producing honev
others could do better not to allow their
bees to swarm, and buying increase if
wanted.
He attributed his and his
neighbors' winter losses to aster honey
gathered late in the fall.
During the
winter of 1903-4 he had rendered enough
wax out of old comb in the neighborhood to make over $900 worth of beesthe

;

wax.
'He did not believe in specializing by
engaging in other occupations, he did
not have to charge all his time to the
bees.
During the past season from 65
colonies he had now 91 colonies in winter quarters, and sold over $500 worth
of honey.
Mr. Manley made a very
happy speech.
;

The addresses and
many valuable

discussions brought
features which, it
only those who attended the
convention could appreciate. The individual talks between conventions where
each one could take up what questions
specially interested him, and got his information from what he considered the
most reliable source, was worth much
to those present.

out

was

felt,

Pres. Hutchinson refused to stand for
the presidency again.
The election of
officers resulted as follows:
President,
L. A. Aspinwall; Vice-President, E. D.
Townsend Secretary-Treasurer, E
Hunt, of Redford. Mich.

M

;

.-Xspinwall, in his address on "A
Year's Experiments," stated that it had
been a hard year for him to conduct
experiments. The season was bad, and
he had rheiimatism, and could not put
supers on his non-swarming hive when
he should.
However, only one colony
swarmed out of 31, and this when thev
;\Ir.

were so badly crowded that they built
brace and bur combs in every direction.
He had reduced the slots in 'the slotted
separators to J/^-inch thickness, giving
the bees great standing room between
the combs. He found a hive the nearest square the most normal; this with
added comb-honey supers gave a cube.
He was providing strips between the
ends of the frames so as to make them
close-end frames in winter.
He found
the bees wintered better in this way.

Report of the Chicago-NoPthwestBPn Bee-Keepers' Convention.
(Continued from page

116.)

Color of Honey.
Dr.
Miller— Dr. Bohrer savs that
heartsease honey is dark.
I have always supposed that to be the case. A
few years ago I had some extra white
honey rather late in the season.
I
had no idea what it was. I didn't know
for years afterward.
I
don't know
I know now.
But last year and
year I have had some very light
honey.
I have serious doubts whether
I had anything from white clover.
But
after the time for white clover I got
some white honey, and a good deal of
it.
I don't know what it could be unless heartsease, for the bees were working very busily on heartsease. Has any-

whether
this

body

else

had

light

honey from hearts-

ease?

It is

decidedly whiter than white

—

York. How many
honey from heartsease?
Pres.

had

light

Mr. Wheeler— Not this year.
Dr. Miller Is it sometimes light and
sometimes dark?
Mr. Wheeler I believe that quite a
lot
of that honey was white clover

—

—

honey.
Dr. I\liller— I don't think

so.

.

Mr. Wheeler^In some seasons they
work on both white clover and heartsease.

Mr. Baldridge

—

I

cality as Dr. Miller.
honey, zve didn't.

live in the

When

We

lo-

immense

we had had

we would have had

weather,

great deal

if

same

he got light

'had

quantities of asters, and

good

of light honey

The woods were

filled

from

a
asters.

with asters.

— We

Dr. Miller
have plenty of asters,
but the bees did not work on asters
or goldenrod.
Mr. Dadant I don't care if everybody
here said that heartsease honey was
dark.
I
have my own eyes.
I
have
had 2$ barrels of heartsease honey, and
it was not as vi^hite as clover.
It was
a sort of pinkish yellow very much
lighter
than all
other
fall
honey.
Heartsease doesn't blossom at the same
time as asters. The petals remain, but
the seed is ripe.
It still looks like a
a bloom.
Heartsease blooms from the
beginning of August until the asters
come. Aster honey is just as white as
white clover.
had 4 or 5 barrels
of aster honey.
I
said to the men at
the end of the season, "We have made a
big crop, but the end is here.
I
don't
think we will get anything out of asters." But we had a great deal of honey,
and it could not come from anything else
than asters.
Heartsease honey is not
dark, and is the nicest selling honey that
you can find. It is not dark nor is it a
bright yellow.
Mr. Baldridge In my
locality
we
have no heartsease to mention.
The
honey I had at the time asters were in
bloom was very white.
believe it
I

—

—

We

—

was gathered from asters.
Dr. Miller
Another
reason
that
makes me think it was heartsease hon-

—

besides the fact that we didn't see
the bees working on asters, was the
fact that the pollen carried in was exactly like the pollen that I saw them
gather from heartsease.
Mr. Dadant
says that heartsease honey
light.
is
Others say it is dark. He is so positive
about it. (I don't want to put any more
confidence in him than he deserves!)
His honey is lighter than that of others.
If there can be that much difference in heartsease, I believe that
my
honey can be lighter than Mr. Dadant's.
There was so much difference in time
between the bloom of clover and heartsease. The pollen was exactly like heartsey,

ease.

Mr. Dadant

—There

are

some 20

dif-

we have

in Central Illinois, and they
still different from those in KanThis explains the difference.

can be

—

fields.

It

mint.

You

a
will

species

is

working on

of

know when

the horsethe bees are

Their backs are covered with a silver-gray dust. That honey is very light, almost white. It grows
at the same time heartsease does, just
before the basswood. or at the comit.

mencement of the basswood flow. The
bees might have been getting that when
you thought they were getting a clear
crop of heartsease. Otherwise, I should
say that heartsease honey is dark, but
has a lighter color than basswood.

—

Pres. York
Does soil have an influence on the color of honey? I understand that the color of alfalfa honey is
in Arizona and Utah than in
Mexico.
I
understand that soil
How many agree that
basswood honey is lighter than clover
honey. 5. How many do not agree ? About
the same number.
Mr. Taylor— Why couldn't it be just
so with heartsease honey?
Take the
clovers every different kind of clover
produces a different kind of honey. If

different

New

is

resposible.

—

dififerent clovers vary,

why

not different

varieties of heartsease?

Mr. Wilco.x— I like that. There are
two species of basswood in my locality.
The two kinds of wood don't put out
leaves in the spring at the same time.
There is a difference of about 2 weeks
in the time.

Pure Food Laws and Honev Demand.
"Have the pure food laws enacted by
Congress and the different States caused
demand for honey?"
Mr. Taylor No.
Mr, Wilcox Yes. I have always been
a strong advocate of the pure food law.
I am very pleased with it.
We have
what we asked for, and should be glad.
The pure food law enables the ciustomer to have some confidence that the
thing he buys is what he calls for. I
cannot buy enough honey to supply my
a greater

customers.

—
—

am

I

getting

more

orders,

and am confident that some of it comes
from the confidence in the goods.
Mr. Taylor I think we are fooling
ourselves. I have always thought so. I

—

don't think that the pure food law ha»
the least effect here in Chicago.
It
doesn't apply to honey here in Chicago.
It applies only to interstate commerce.
.•\
man can make all the adulterated

honey he wants

to,

and

sell

it

in

Chi-

If the State law is enforced you
get less of it.
If you don't enforce the law you will get the same as
before.
It is foolish to attribute the increase in the demiuid for honey to the
pure food law.
It
is due to the fact
\r)u haven't got honey.
People want it
when you haven't got it. That accounts
for all the advance we have so far.

cago.
will

ferent kinds of heartsease. Is it not possible that some kinds yield darker honey
Prob.ibly the kind that
than others?
Dr. Miller has is ditTerent from what

sas.

none. This year a great deal of
was to be seen.
Mr. Taylor— What is the color of
basswood honey?
Mr. Wilcox— Nearest white of any
honey that we produce in Wisconsin.
It is nearer a milk white.
I produced
heartsease
for
a
good manv vears.
I never yet produced any that
was 'lightcolored.
This evening is the first time
I ever heard or read of it
We have
a plant that blooms on old worn-out
tically

it

clover.

Dr. Miller Until within a year or two
heartsease has been very scarce.
Prac-

—

Mr. Arnd The pure food law has
driven a number of concerns in Chicago
out of the honey-business.
A great

—

American Hee Journal
many

wholesale grocery houses are now
putting up their own honey. They buy
honey and put it up themselves.
number of so-called honey-dealers have
gone out of business here in Chicago.

A

Mr. Taylor

— You

have enough

left to

supply Chicago.
In my State I have
traveled a little this fall.
One day I
came across a horse hitched to a covered rig, and as we stopped at the place
I inquired of the driver what he had,
and he said he had medicines and bottles of all kinds and no labels.
I asked
him where they came from. I learned
that instead of shipping them
from
where they were originally made, they
were transferred to Saginaw covmty.
They can ship from there to another

Honey-dealers left Chicago and
have gone to Indiana, and arc contin-

place.
uing;.

Dr. Miller— Will you tell
us what
drove out those few that have gone.
Mr. Taylor You have enough left to

—
supply Chicago.
Mr. .\rnd —

^It

isn't

likely that a large

grocery house would have a house
every State in the Union.

in

—

We
Mr. Dadant Here are facts.
have been dealers of honey for 40 years
We never thought that we
or more.
could sell honey to small grocers. We
never tried to. Four years ago I got
acquanUed with a grocer in Keokuk.
He handled Chicago honey. He said to
me, "You sell your honey at 10 or 12
We

cents a pound in small packages.
can buy hone\' in Chicago so it can be
like
handled for 10 cents a pound.
to handle pure goods, but must meet the
He
price."
I met him again last fall.
then said, "We are compelled to use
pure goods, and I am glad of it.
I asked
will have to use pure honey."
him if he could handle our honey now.
He took $600 worth of honey that season.
.\nd he is still handling our hon-

We

We

He

used to handle manufactured
honey. Such is sometimes labeled "Artificial Honey."
The pure food law has
helped already, and it is going to help.
The pure food law went into effect January I. 1907, but no one was prosecuted
ey.

until

October.

—The pure food law did
not affect
Dr. Miller — The pure food law went
Mr. Taylor

that.

into effect
prohibition

bama.

It

last

law

There
January.
passed down in

doesn't

go into

effect

is

a

Alauntil

But it affects the liquor
business.
It has its effect before the
law really takes effect. These are facts
Where
that have an indirect bearing.
I live, it was common to see impure
goods year after year syrups, jellies,
and all that sort of thing. I never saw
on the labels anything that said anyJanuary, 1909.

—

thing was

wrong with them.

Now

I

On another
see largely a corn syrup.
can that formerly was sold as honeydrips, now has such a percent of cornsyrup.
You won't find a can or jar
that doesn't say pretty plainly on it
If those fellows have
just what it is.
gone to some other place, they don't
send their goods to Marengo.
Mr. Wheeler -I see about as many
grocery stores as any one here. Lots of
these wholesale houses are labeling their
They have
certain brand.
articles a
They
"So-and-so's" brand of honey.

—

don't call

keeper can

The storethe stuff for 20 cents

"pure honey."

it

retail

They have it in
jars from one pound down. They have
a way of dodging the law so that you
per pound

fruit-jar.

people don't think of it.
look for the word "Pure."

word "Honry" on

People don't

They

see the

and buy it. There
kind of goods put on
it,

of this
the market that I don't consider pure,
and a great deal sold, especially in the
poorer districts. Every store has some
sort of hoiu-y in it.
It is sold under
different brands,
just
as
the
"Old
is

a

lot

The
br.md of maple-syrup.
dealers claim that if they_ use the word
"brand." it simply means 'the same article as has been put up for years before.
It is the same article under the same
name. I think you would be surprised
at the amount of honey in the stores today.
br. Miller What is there in the price
to make him think that it is not pure
honey? Wliat are the prices?
Mr. Wheeler In the size of packages.
pound and a half of honey can not
retail at 20 cents.
Dr. Miller ^Can pure honey be offered at 20 cents for ij^ pounds?
Mr. Taylor Perhaps there is one way
in which the pure food law will do
If the people become convinced
good.
that the law is carried into effect, and
that
goods are all properly labeled,
what will be the result? Xot that they
will eschew all syrups and jellies, but
if they like them they will buy them,
still resting upon the law that they are
getting just what the law calls for.
5lany people like these syrups. Chemists tell us they are just as good as
honey for eating. Under such circumstances they will buy it just as largely
maybe more largely than before.
Manse"

—

—

A

—
—

Dr. Miller

was
of

— Do

called the

you think that what
"Wiley lie" hurt the sale

No?

honey any?

class

Then he

is

in a

by himself.

Mr. Taylor— The cry made by the beekeepers affected the sale of honey. If
they had made no fuss there would
hav been no trouble.
Mr. Moore— This discussion strikes
very close to me. I have an experience
of over 20 years,' confining myself to
family trade. I have been in touch with
wholesale trade, and have a pretty genTo use
eral view of the situation.
t'lie
word "honey" on the package in
question, if it is not all honey, is illePure
"Pure" is not necessary.
gal.
goods don't have to be labeled at all.

Honey," only,
Is it possible to sell a
and always.
pound jar at 20 cents? California hon-

"Honey" means "Pure

So 9
can be sold for 11 cents.
It is
cents would be plenty of profit.
not necessarily impure because it is sold
in regard to the pure food
at 20 cents,
law.
I am much interested in the law.
-Vway back of January i, there was an
effect on commerce in Chicago, even before the grocers were talking pure food
ey

People began to label their goods
The public has a wholesome
respect for Uncle Sam. .\s soon as Uncle
Sam took an interest in the pure food
business, people began to "sit -up and
law.

truthfully.

far as I know there
hasn't been an effort in the United
States to enforce the law. It has been a

take notice."

As

Because of respect
has an effect, a very
honey is always pure.
People buy it with a freedom never
known before. They have confidence
that Uncle Sam will punish a man who
Lack of confidence
sells impure honey.
self-enforcing law.

Uncle

for

Sam

it

My

natural effect.

The confidence that
is a natural thing.
people have in Uncle Sam helps every
one to sell honey, whether this advertising is making people more skeptical
or more careful as to whom they buy
honey from. As to the Wiley lie, I have
I
have
fought against it for years.
I have
sold mostly extracted honey.
very often been asked, "Did you make
People believe that honey
it yourself?"
manufactured. Wiley started it, and
the reporters have helped it along for
the sake of sensation. It is no use for
people to say that the Wiley lie has
Hundreds, I benot hurt bee-keepers.
lieve, had quit buying honey until they
Then they
got acquainted with me.
bought it because they believed in me.
The Wiley lie stopped people frorn buying honey because they believed it was
is

made by somebody, and not by

—

bees.

have sold a good many
tons of honey, and never said anything
about the Wiley lie to any purchaser.
Neither has anybody asked me if I made
He has been crying
that honey myself.
and shedding blood and tears over the

Mr. Taylor

I

Of

Wiley

lie.

hiiu.

You

course, people will ask

say,

from what we have

grocers are full of
Call it what you will, it
honey.
is evideently not pure honey, whether
it is correctly labeled or not. AA/'ho knows
whether the Government has punished
heard,

that

these

false

any one?
Dr. Bohrer I am much interested in
the Pure Food Law. If you have a defective State law, revise it and make it
an effective one. I am much interested
in the production and sale of extracted

—

is the best shape for
Some say there
being sold in Chicago that
is
the case your
If
such
is not honey.
Legislature is not treating you right.
no one dares
Kansas
In
law.
Revise the
If he
sell anything under a false label.
on
it, and it is
"honey"
word
puts the
not pure honey, that man is handled, and
However, under the
not with gloves.
National Pure Food Law, you do not
from
one State to andare ship honey
other unless it is pure, without danger.
"Honey" on a
label
People who see the
The pure
jar say that it is "honey."
to be sold unit
food law does not allow
der a false label, so now people do not
Merchants dare not
question it at all.
handle anything but what is pure. If you
want to produce more honey and with
less labor, begin to produce extracted
honey. You will all find it to be an advantage.
Mr. Wheeler Dealers use a certain
mark that is permissible by law. The
word "brand" is used a good deal. The
goods are sold so cheap.
Dr. Bohrer Are you sure it is not
pure honey?

honey.
it,

is

I

think that

most healthful.

the

an

article

—

—

Mr. Wheeler— Pure honey
higher

Mr.

in price

than

Moore—The

it

is

much

was a year ago.

National Bee-Keep-

Association put $200 in my hands to
help clean up the Chicago honey market,
and I claim that there is no man better
able to give an intelligent opinion. Truth
ers'

May,

1908.

American Vee Journal
should be published. Owing to this fact,
that I was retained by the National BeeKeepers' Association to clean up the Chicago market and stop the fraudulent sale
of honey, I have been in close touch with
this market. Shortly after the time that
I speak of, the Illinois Pure Food Commission went into business. Then we began to make a collection of samples.
found at that time between 20 and 30
different kinds of bogus honey on the

We

market. We arrested one man. He was
discharged by the Justice because he
swore he didn't know it was impure.
Since the organization of the National
Pure Food Commission the conditions
have been better. For the last $ years
the Chicago market has been practically
bare of anything but pure honey. Those
facts should go forth to the public.

(Continued next month)

of hives, bee-keepers' implements, etc. In
the last 40 pages are found articles regarding bee-keeping conditions in the
different Southern States, each written
by a resident of the State of which he
writes.

The pamphlet is in paper covers, well
printed on good paper, and it is to be
regretted that lack of care allowed some
blunders in writing, as where it is said,
page 9, that a worker becomes a fieldbee when 8 or 10 days old or on page
6, where the royal larva is said to be
fed 6 days, when "the queen enters her
larval state in the cell, and continues
thus for about 10 days."
The author favors Italian bees, and of
the two kinds of black bees found in the
South prefers those with "a brownish
;

Ticks

(Sbitortal
i

Mr. Titofi

— Russian

'^,

Continued from pasje

Apiarian Expert

Abraham

E. Titoff, a young Russian,
came to the United States about 5 years
ago to learn bee-keeping. He worked
for some time with the A. I. Root Co.,
and later went to California, where he
reared
queens.
Recently he passed

(Eommcnts
135,

keeper, J. J. Wilder, and while the general principles of bee-keeping are the
same North or South, it will seem more

waist,

and short, dubby abdomen.". The

other variety is black, and has a longer
and smaller abdomen, seeming to be a
wild race, "very spiteful, and furious
stingers."

The price of the book is 50 cents,,
postpaid
or with the American Bee
Journal for one year both for 90 cents.
Send your orders to n8 \v. Jackson,
Chicago, 111.
:

through Chicago on his way back to
Russia, where his title will be, "Expert
in Apiculture, in the Russian Department of Agriculture, in Charge of Apiculture, in Province of Kieff."
Mr. Titoff has learned to speak the
English language quite fluently during
his 5 j-ears' residence in America, and
returns to his far-away Russian home
imbued with the spirit of progressive
apiculture that abounds in the United
States. We wish him every success, and
hope that in the years to come the old
American Bee Journal may frequently
be favored w'ith something from his pen
about apiarian conditions and prospects

—

Tennessee State Association

At the close of the Course in Apiculture given at the University of Tennessee, at Knoxville, recently, a State BeeKeepers' Association was formed. The
following officers were elected
President, Prof. G. M. Bentley, State Entomologist and Plant Pathologist, Knoxville, Tenn.
Vice-President, Henry Cook,.
Springfield, Tenn.
and Secretary and
Treasurer, John M. Davis, of Spring
:

;

;

Hill.

in Russia.

Much

enthusiasm

was

demon-

strated in the organization of this assothe list of membership has increased rapidly, and additional names are
ciation,

Our Advertisers

Please Patronize

being received daily. The annual meeting is to be held conjointly with the

There are very few .papers

that could
be published very long w'ere it not for
the advertising patronage extended to
them. And in order that such advertising may be continued, it is necessarj'
that it be made profitable to those who
order it and pay for it. In view of this
w'e wish to urge our readers to patronize
the advertisers in the American Bee
This will encourage them to
Journal.
continue their advertisements, and thus
help the publishers to get out a good
paper. Any one who has had experience
knows that a bee-paper is no bonanza,
and that there are many other lines of
business that are much more profitable.
But publishing a bee-paper is a clean,
honorable bus'ness, and we have enjoyed
the work immensely for more than a
score of vears, even if we have not

grown
that

rich

at

We

it.

feel,

State Horticulturists and Nurserymen in
Nashville during the last week in January, 1909.

J. J.

Wilder.

-

Southerner to read of
swarming in April than in July. Some
20 pages are occupied with illustrations
natural

to

a

Apiarian Pictures
We would be glad to have those who
can do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
of

interest

along the bee-kcepinj;

line.

'^m^mm^^mm^sm^'

Reflections^

however,

we have been

good by

work with

permitted to do some
helping bcc-kccpers in their
bees.

So

in

California Bee-Keeper

return, besides

prompt payment of subscriptions, we
simply ask that our advertisers be patronized liberally, not forgetting always
to mention tlio American Bee Journal
wlien writing tn them, all of whom we
liL-lievc 10 he thoroughly reliable.
a

This

is

the

title

of a

\V. .\.

I'RVAL. Alden Station. Dakland,

Year of Flowers.

snowy whiteness.

Such a wealth of blossoms I hardly
remember ever seeing iiefore. No matter where I go over hill and dale, the

"Southerr Bee Culture"

some 140 pages intended

By

A

new work of
to

be adapted

especially to bee-keeping in the Southern
States. Its author is the Georgian bee-

seems carpeted with
beautiful
flowers. Fruit-trees are a mass o'bloom
the cherry tree seems to have the most
earth

—

blossoms,

and

it

is

immaculate

in

its

falif.

Why,

"the old apple-

with our beautiful
of the bees in
the apple-tree bloom" is a far echo to
the roar of our bees when they sail into
the petals of our cherry-blootn.
The
coming of the white squadron or fleet to
San Francisco will not create a greater
tree" is not "in it"
cherries. And "the

hum

——
May,

190S.

American Hee Journal
commotion than the bees make amid
blossoms of a large cherry

the

tree.

In company with a few friends I took
WMlk into the Contra Costa mountains
near here lately, and I noted acres and
acres of California dewberries in bloom.
never imagined these plants looked
I
And how
so pretty when in blossom.
the bees sported amid the flowers They
they
feast
over
the
made more merry
were enjoying than a lot of children at
that
noticed
play on a summer's day. I
plant-growth on the east and north sides
putting
of the hills and mountains was
forth a mass of nectar-secreting flow-

a

!

Now

ers.

May and

let

warm

come

nights

June and the honey-combs

two
the manufacturing baker it has
things thai commend it to his considerahim;
to
it i.^ darker, and, belter,
tion

—

;

corresponding, of
din cheap
I was told
its turbid color.
honey is purchased at the astonishing low priix- of 3 cents a pound. I said
"low price," but really that is high for
is

it

course, to
this

mad

rush after insular possessions. It
down the protective barriers when
the Trust is benefited. In this case it is
the Biscuit Trust, so-called, that secures

lets

honey when otherwise it
would have been obliged to have a bet-

clieap "foreign"

grade of the home product

ter

somewhat higher
write,

the rank article.

This is another case, to my way of
thinking, where the American producer
"gets it in the neck" by our country's

I

price.

on

suppose,

But
such

I

at

a

must not

economical

subjects— it may not suit the tariff dehave said
I
fenders and the— well,
enough.

^m

in

will

bulge lusciously white with honey fit for
the most delicate palate. But withal nature now seems to have provided a rich
floral garment, the days yet to come may
take the color and "starch" out of it, so
that it will be neither a thing of beauty
nor a joy to the bee-man's heart.

Jocfor Millers

%GsfiorhB9X^

1

rif^iyy^

Agave Americana

It Is.

In the February number I stated that a
question was raised as to the correctness
of the botanical name of .our Century
Plant. The "jury" I mentioned that had
the name of the plant under consideration reports that the name as we have
so long known it by is the correct one
so Agave Americana it is, and so it will
remain.

Foul Brood Xot Here.
young gentleman who had kept bees
in New York State, came to see me recently and said he would "•o into the bee-

A

business in the northern portion of the
State if he were sure his apiary would
He was
not be ruined by foul brood.
astonished to learn that this dread disease is unknown in this part of California at least, it has never secured a
It never got into my
foothold here.
apiary, and during the long period I
have had to do with bees I never saw a
case of the malady and I hope I never

Send Questions either to the office of the

—

shall.

Increase Without Swarming.

Improving Bees Under Natural
Swarming.
Replying to E. H. Upson, page 122, while
is very true that one can improve his stock
while allowing natural swarming, and while it
may for some be the most convenient way, it
certainly better, for one who wishes to
is
avoid swarming, to avoid cells from swarming
Because there can be little doubt that
stock.
swarming is to some extent an inherited trait.
It will be noted that on page 55 colonies are
not selected because swarmers, but because
Even if the plan
superior in other respects.
given on page 55 be used, a colony not given
It can be
to swarming is to be preferred.
forced into swarming by having brood given to
C. C. MlLlER.
it from other colonies.
it

Best

What

— Other

Questions.

is

the best kind

is

a

honey ?
2.

for,

What

and how

of hive

for

comb

What is it used
Where can I get

Dudley tube?
is

used?

it

one?
3.

Do you

like

the

Danzenbaker hive

for

comb honey?

___

4.

A

"Slumguniining" Invention.
Flashed under the Pacific from our
far-away Honolulu the startling and important news comes to us at the close of
March that a couple of bee-keepers (the
cablegram didn't state whether or no
they were Kanakas) have invented a
process to obtain wa.x from slum-gum.
the process is the newsman sayeth
not. And the average newspaper reader
I am sure knoweth not what the dignified word "slumgum" means possibly, it
may be taken for the garbage raked
from the slums by the Salvation Army.
But be that as it may, the bee-cultural

What

:

world awaits with some interest more
light on the new way to make slumgum give up the wax it so persistently
its grasp, much to the exasperation and loss of the bee-keeper.

retains within

Cheap Hawaiian Honey.
Not long since I had occasion to visit
one of the large baking establishments in
San Francisco, and while there I learned
that they use large quantities of honey
a dark sort they get from the Hawaiian
Islands.
This honey is far worse than
the worst produced in California, but to

How can I double the number of my colonies
without letting them swarm, and without buyMissouri.
ing queens?
Answer. Just before you think there's danger of swarming, put all the brood in an upper
story over an excluder, except one frame with
lower
little or no brood that you leave in the
story with the queen, filling the vacancies in
both stories with empty combs or sheets of
upper
Five days later remove the
foundation.
story to a new stand, and the bees will uo the
The queenless part will rear its own
rest.
queen, and the flying force will remain with
the old queen, ready for good surplus work.
This is not the very best way to rear queens,
but it fills the conditions of your problem.

—

Comb Honey Hive — Dudley
Tube

1.

Why

do people advise not

to feed bees in

the spring?

I have no small trees in my apiary, and
don't wish to climb tall trees after swarms,
Will an Alley trap
or clip the queen's wing.
5.

I

prevent loss of swarms?

to

DR. C. C. MILLER, Marenso, 111.
Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Dr

:

American Bee Journal, or

If so,

how?

New

York.

—

Answers. i. Bee-keepers are not agreed
upon that question. For my own use I like
dovetailed with Miller frames.
the 8-frame
Unless, however, one gives very close attention to the business, a lo-frame hive is better.
2. If I am correct it is a tube which allows
bees to pass readily from one hive-story to
Its puranother, but only in one airection.
pose, if I am not mistaken, is to confine the
queen to the lower story, but to allow the
as
fast as
queen
bees from above to join the
I don't know
they emerge fruin their cells,
whether any one sells it.
3. Not so well as the simpler dovetailed.
harm
4. Because of the danger that more
Of course, if
than good can be done by it.
there is danger of starvation, feeding must
abundance
of
there
is
But if
be resorted to.
stores in tne hive, the feeding from day to
day may stir up the bees to fly out when it is
so cold that tluy will become chilled and lost.
In exceptional cases, cases, where there is an
interim of good weather w-ith a dearth of forage, it is a good thing to feed so as to induce the queen to continue laying.
queen, and the
5. 'The trap will catch the
swarm will return to the hive. Then when
you find a queen in a trap, you can take
away the frames of brood with a sufficient number of bees to protect the brood, put them in a
hive in a new place, releasing the queen in the
hive on the ol<l stand, and you will have about
the same condition of affairs as if you had
allowed the bees to swarm in the usual way.

Requeening

— Kind

of Hive.

I have
I am not able to do hard work, so
decided to try the bee-business for a living.
with, and they
I have only 7 colonies to start
well
are mostly the black bees, yet they did

wish to get some Italian
I
season.
my hives are so constructed that
It is a plain boxcan't get at the queen.
hive with 8 or 10 brood-sections and a super
above for 24 to 32 sections for honey. VVhat
kind of hive should I get, and how shall 1
Missouri.
get rid of tne old queen, etc.?
Answer. You can do well with almost any
\vould
hive with movable frames. Perhaps none
in
commonly
most
suit you better than the one
with
use, the dovetailed hive, a very plain hive
frames of Langstroth size, irjixgji. \oa can
get this hive from any dealer in bee-supplies.

last

queens, but
I

—

Early

I.

— Two Queens
— Wiring Light-Brood

Swarming

a Hive

On March

Foundation.
5 my father had

ony of bees that cast a

in

a strong col-

fair-sized

swarm, and

another colony in this locality
swarming 3 or 4 days earlier than that. On
examining the bees a week after they swarmed
the yard, and but
I could not find a drone in
very little drone-brood, and not much of that
Will not the young queen of the
capped.
by the time
mated
be
old
to
be
too
hive
parent
the drones are flying?
one
When running 2 queens to the hive,which
below and the other above the excluder,
queen are the bees most likely to kill, the
upper or the lower one?
!
For light brood foundation in extracting
sheets
frames, would you advise wiring the full
Missouri.
or using the splints?
I

heard

of

•.

...

—

Answers. i. The question arises whether
March 5 the swarms were not liunIhe
ger-swarms or something else abnormal.
nor adfact that you could find no drones
vanced drone-brood squints in this direction.
know
Yet you are in latitude 39, and I don t
It
how early you have regular swarming. some
these were regular swarms, there is

so early as

—
May,

1908.
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danger from lack of drones, but often there
may be a few scattering drones that you would
not easily notice.
2. You probably have reference to the Alexantler plan of putting a \M-ak colony over a
strong one in spring. If cither queen is killed,
it is likely to be the upper one.
3. I should use splints, and should be a little careful, first time putting frames in ex-

whether splinted or wired.

tractor,

— Dewey
— —

Using Empty Combs

Found-

Fastener
Selling Comb
to Hotels "Pound"

ation

Honey

Sections.
have a number of empty combs.

I

1.

Can

I place these over strong colonies with an excluder between, extract the honey as fast as it
comes in, and feed it in an Alexander feeder

at

night,

honey

the

to

run

colonies

for

Where

think

I

A

section

is it

the new foundationis the Dewey Automatic.

it

made?

Did you ever try to sell comb honey to
They buy it readily here.
4. Why
do some producers keep harping
about a pound section when there is no trouble
in selling it by the piece? This kind of agita3.

city hotels?

.

tion

detrimental to

is

Answers.

—

concerned.

all

Massachusetts.
i.

Yes, but

it is

a question wheth-

will pay.

It

have not had one long enough to give
seems to be an ex-

I

2.

It a thorough trial, but it
cellent machine.
I think

inventor, E.

it
is made by the
H. Dewey, of Massachusetts.

never

I

3.

tried

it,

out

it's

a

good

thing

to do.
4. I'm
not sure just what you refer to.
There can be no objection to selling by the

piece; but there may be very decided objection
to selling 14 ounces for a full pound.

Feeding Bees Glucose, Sorghum and
Candies
Packing for Winter.

—

I. Is syrup that contains
95 percent glucose
5 percent sorghum, good to feed to bees?
-• -Is
candy such as lemon drops or any
kind of run-through-each-other candy good for
bees?
3. Will bees winter on
their summer stand
if covered all around with
Y^ foot of the following: Sawdust, shavings, or straw, and covered with boards to keep sawdust around?

and

Wisconsin.

Answers.— I. No; glucose is not fit stuff for
man or bee. If fed when bees are flying daily,
and m such way that none would go into
surplus, it might do no harm;
but it is
doubtful if you could get bees to take it in
such large proportion.
^- ,y^^ ,'" spring for brood-rearing, it would
.

be

swarm.
2. If there is no one on hand to see when a
swarm issues, it will be a good thing to have a
queen-trap to catch the fiueen.
But you will
still have the case to deal with just the same
as if you had been on hand to attend to it.
3. You can get one escape ana try it, and
then you can tell better whether you want
more.
4. With no larger quantity than you mention, there would be no trouble in selling at
good prices directly to consumers.
sign,
honey for Sale," facing the roadwav, would
likely bring enough customers.
You could
also trade honey for groceries, blacksmith bills.

r

fastener?

_

and some of it would be all right
\ ou know there's much difference
in candy, that made from pure sugar making
good winter food.
Very
likely,
especially if not in a windy
_3.
might be as good as
right,

all

for winter.

Management

and Drone Traps
Selling
1.

have but

1

5

— Queen
— Bee-Escapes
I

am after increase and honey combined. What
IS the best way to increase, and how about
so doing with the frames from the stronger
colonies
2. llow about the queen and drone trap catching a queen when swarming?
Would it pay
.''

lo

buy one?

As

3-

I

am

not thoroughly experienced yet,

would you advise buying one or more Porter
Dec-escapes ?
4. My bees wintered well, and I am very
glad of it, too.
I am looking for a good year,
if I do have a good flow of honey, say
150 pounds for 5 colonies, how would you advise me to dispose of it?
Indiana.

and

Answers.— I.
what

is

It

isn't

your best way

an easy thing to tell
increase.
For some

to

natural swarming is best, and for some artificial increase is best.
If you depend on natural swarming, and want also to get a honey
crop, then plan to have only one swarm from
each colony.
When the prime swarm issues,
hive it and set it on the old stand, the old hive
close beside it.
A week later move the old
hive away 10 feet or more.
That will weaken
the old colony so it will not swarm again, be.
cause the field-bees will all join the swarm;
and the swarm will be thus strengthened so it
will

do good work

in

the supers.

Prevent

can devote from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
each week-day in the apiary. All brood-combs
will
be straight, and reasonably free from
drone-cells.
Ten- frame dovetailed hives will be
used, an extracting super used as the first
super and a comb honey super be placed between the hive and extracting super several
days later.
Then when both are well started
in, they are to be reversed again; that is, the
extracting super placed next to the hive. When
more room is needed new supers will be placed
above the extracting super, but always under
the comb honey supers already on.
Now if
there is back ventilation at the bottom of the
hive, and a bee-space opening made bv sliding
supers forward on the hive and each other,
issue.

I

will the bees swarm to any great extent? You
see. I have the time to sort over unfinished
sections found near the opening and can place
them in the next super going on the hive.
Then toward the close of the season ventilation
will be reduced from the ton in order that the
sections be better filled nut and the unfinished
work will be found in the extracting super. I
have studied your several ways of preventing
swarming and will use them if you think that
this plan is not sufficient to reduce swarming
to a small percent.
Iowa.

—

Answer. Yes, your plan ought to reduce
swarming to a very small percent, especially
drawn-out combs are in the first super, but

if

how

just

satisfactory it will be as to sections
be seen.
You do not say, but I
supers after the first are to be secThen vou sav that at the last the
unfinished work will be found in the extracting super.
That sounds as if you meant to
practise extracting until the close of the season.
If you do that vou will have work mostly
in the extracting combs.

remains
suppose

to

all

tion-supers.

Combs
I

cutting will

which

in the hive is built
is attached properly to its

wrong, if each comb
own top-bar throughout most of its length cut away the small part
that is attached to the wrong top-bar, then
crowd back the comb into its own frame, secure it there by tying strings about it, and the
bees will do the rest.
It is just possible that nothing was used
way of foundation or comb for starters,
and the combs are built crosswise. In that
you are to consider that you have, practically,
a box-hive on hand, and you will deal with it
just as you would with a box-hive. It is, how-

in the

ever, just

a little better than most box-hives,
because you can take a hand-saw, cut away all
attachments of comb to the sides of the hive,
turn the hive upside down, and force out the
whole business, frames and all, lifting off the
hive.
If you wait till the colony swarms, you
can deal with the case 21 days after swarming,
when there will no longer be anv workerbrood in the hive.

—

Starved Brood Dividing Colonies.
1. I am a tenderfoot in the bee-business and
would like some information.
nies and there are 5 of them

have a colony of bees in a Tumbo hive.
it is queenlcss.
It is full of honev.
I tried to t.i'Ke out the frames to

think

very hi-avy.

see.
The combs are joined together with burI got the division-Tioard out bv cutting
loose from both sides.
Then I tried to cut
loose the frame, and the honey ran too much.
I was afraid to keen at if as the combs seem
to be so solid together.
Thev all seem to be
that way.
What is the best thing to do with it.
nr how would I best manage it? I have 3 more
like it except that they are not queenless. What
must I do to prevent them from joining the
combs together hereafter? I don't see how the

trouble,

started.
As to
re.-iflv

what should he done with those alin which there is some crooked
much depends unon just what the

on hand

condition

is.

It

mav be

combs arc out of the way.

that
in

only

one nr

which case a

I

What

is

the

prevent or remedy

it?

ing.

.

—

Oklahoma.

Answers. i. In the spring of the year the
bees are likely to use large quantities of stores
in rearing brood, and it generally takes several
years for a beginner to learn that unless they
have a big lot of honey on hand there is danger
of starvation.
You have on hand, almost certainly, a plain case of starvation, and of course
there is just one way to prevent or cure, and
that is to feed.
2. Prevention is ever so much better than
cure.
The way to prevent the wax-worm from
getting in its work is to have strong colonies
of Italian bees. Even black bees will generally
hold their ground, if colonies are strong; and a
weak colony of Italians will also hold its
ground. The same thing (strong Italian colonies) will also serve as a cure.
You can, however, give the bees some help by getting out
the big, fat fellows. Take a sharp-pointed wirenail, or something of the kind, and pick open
the burrow of the worm at one end. then
commence at the other end and dig along until

Mr. Worm comes out, and then take vengeance
on him.
If you have eniptv combs infested
with worms, take a small oil-can filled with
gasoline, and squirt a little of the gasoline into
any place where you think there is a worm.

4.

tent
that

The bees have been troubled
with

2

little

to some ex.
and it is their droppings
They prefer to empty themselves
wing at some distance from the

diarrhea,

you

see.

when on

the

but when confined too long, or when
troubled with diarrhea, they empty themselves
in the hive or at the front.
5. I've tried to give you my best brand of
U. S. talk, and if you find any words not entirely satisfactory, return them and I'll replace
them with fresh stock.
hive,

Rearing a

Few Queens — Making

In-

crease.

Ho

Virginia.

.•\nsw-er.
First, as to nrevention.
If you
use full sheets of worker-foundation, as many
of our best bee.keeners do. there Is practically
no danger of crooked building.
Even if vou
h,ave only a shallow starter, there is little dancer, for if each comb is started at the top at
the middle of the top-bar, the bees will not
vary nmeh from the perpendicular in liuilding
down. Without wiring or splints, there is dancer, esnecially if a slron<T swarm is thrown
upon the frames, that there may be some
breaking down.
So it is well in such cases
to examine the frames within ' to i days, and
correct any wrong of the kind that may have

buililing.

and how can

2. How can I get the moth or wax-worm out
of the founuation frames?
3. When is the proper time to divide colo.
nies? My bees came through the winter in fine
shape and are extra strong.
4. I have some old colonies that have a dark
red substance on the division-board and frames.
They appear to be healthy and all right.
5. When you answer this letter please use
plain U. S. language as I have no book-learn-

combs can be manipulated.

—

I have 13 colothat are carrying

out brood almost ready to hatch.

3. Generally when bees begin to swarm naturally is the best time to divide, or as soon
thereafter as colonies are strong enough.

Built Together.

West

the comb from the frame to
partly attached.
Even if every

free

is

it

comb

Swarming.

combs.

Honey.

colonics of bees, therefore

to

The season of iqoS will be my first trial at
the production of honey.
I have 38 colonies
to work with, do not want any increase, but
will not complain if a small number of swarms

I

Wants Increase and Honey

me

_

Have you ever used

2.

er

Yes, you can increase by the nucleus plan,
having a laying queen in a nucleus and adding frames of sealed brood taken from strong
If you take these frames of brood
in sufiicient numbers about the time bees are
likely to swarm, the old colonies will not

colonies.

fo

I have the "A B C of Bee Culture,"
"Langstroth on the Honey-Hee," Cook's "Manual of the .-Vpiary," "Forty Years .\mong the
Bees," Donlittle's "Queen-Rearing," and "Improved (Jueen-Rearing."
I
also
have some
smaller books.
The first three have been re-

crease?

vised since I bought.
Now it is Doolittle
that has bothered me, as it seems his book
gives one the imnrcssion that he must graft in
order to get good queens.
I tried it once and
failed,
.\nyway, I think so many books arc
confusing to any one without experience.
2. In your "Forty
Years" (page 238) you
recommend partly drawn out foundation with
larva:.
Dr. E. F. Phillips uses larvs.
Mr.
Alley, in his book, and Swartlimore in "Increase" (page 8), use eggs.
Mr. Doolittle
says bees will nbt start cells at once, and that
being so, why would it not be better to give
the bees eggs instead of young brood?

1908.
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American ^cc

1^
Would it be best for me to use a swnrra
^.
to start the cells and then have them
finished over an excluder in a very strong color put \ip the queen about swarming
time, and rear queens in the lower hive, as you

Do You Hear Those

box

ony,

speak about on page i66 of your book, using
foundation with eggs or brood; or would you
advise some other way?
What
4. How would I best make increase?
I want is to double my colonies and secure ex1 would make 3 colonies
tracted honey, too.
from 2. but they swarm when made that way,
or at least they did when I tried it.
Maine.

—

Answers. 1. I don't think I can give you
any better way than that given in "Forty Years

Among

the Bees,'* except that I wouldn't now
use the fussy way there given to get cells
started.
Instead of that I'd take any strong
colony that happened to be convenient, take
away its queen temporarily, and give it the
young brood for cell-starting. Although Mr.
Doolittle may prefer grafting, I don't think
he would insist that good queens can be produced only in that way. Vour failure at grafting was nothing unusual.
Probably it is the

common

thing upon first trial, no matter
well one succeeds afterward.

Yes,

it

is

confusing

have so many

to

LISTEN!

Soon they will want room or will swarm.
Have you got your Hives and Supplies? If not, send your order at
once. If you have A. I. Root Co.'s Catalog you can order from it.
We
sell their

now.

ly

goods at their factory prices. -We can fill your orders promptWrite for further information and our 40-page catalog.
5A2t

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY

.^re bred strictly from best honey-gathenng strains
Superior. Long-Ton^ued. Red Clover Italians
in America and Italy. Highland Farm methods
produce perfectly developed, long-lived, and prolific
Uueens. If you want Bees that will winter well, build
up rapidly in the spring, and roll in the honey. Highland Farm Queens will produce them. Single Queens.
$1.00; 6. i5.00: 12. 19.00.
Safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed. 15 S. C. Brown Leghorn Eggs given free
for 6 or more Queens. Regular price for eggs, $1.00 for 15;

differ-

always something new to learn, and we must
stand the confusion of different teachings for

the bee-papers."
I replied, "You couldn't
be much further out of the way.
knowledge
of bee-keeping has come partly from my own
experience, but very much more from the experience of others, and I am still I
both ways all the while.
Fi
large part of
all I read in the bee-pape: s I gain nothing,
but I dare not skip any of it, for I don't

My

know where the" nuegets are, nd at anv minI may strike some hint ot value, even in

ute

something that comes from the rawest beginSo don't worry about the confusion of
in time you'll learn to sift out just
fits best your own case.
2. It is hardly correct to say that I recommend partly drawn foundation for cell-starting,
and yet you are not the only one who has
ner."

ideas;

what

gotten that idea. I may say in parenthesis that
while I tell in my book about keeping the best
queen in a nucleus, that is not absolutely
necessary; all you want is to get a fresh frame
of comb built in the hive that contains your
best queen, whether it be in a nucleus or full
colony; the advantage of a nucleus being that
your best queen will last longer, because laying
less, and also that in a nucleus you are sure to
have worker-comb built, whereas in a strong
colony the bees may fill your frame with
drone-comb.
So give to your best queen a
frame containing nothing but one or two small
starters, and in a week or more you will be
likely to hnd the frame nearly filled with
worker-comb containing eggs and brood in all
stages up to that which is sealed or nearly
ready to seal.
You would hardly call that
"partly drawn foundation." would you?
For
it is fully drawn comb, all but the margin.
Now go to any strong colony, remove its
queen, take out a frame and put in the center of the brood-nest your comb for cellbuilding. It is better first to trim off the margin containing only eggs, not cutting away any
larvs, and no harm if some eeps are left.

You

will see that in this

I

am

differing

from

ray former practice, for formerly I allowed no
brood in the hive except the one choice frame.
I find, however, that when I give thera this
frame of virgin comb, they think it so much
suited to their needs, that they start few
or no cells on the other combs.
You may
leave the frame untouched for :o days, when
you ought, with favorable weather and pasturage, to find a lot of sealed cells that can
not be excelled.
If, however, you prefer, you
can put the cells in an upper story over an
excluder, any time after they are started.
You will see that I really give the bees eggs
and larv;p in all stages, for generally I don't
trim off all the ecgs, and I have full faith in

wisdom of the
for their purpose.
queens.
While my
those who make a
for the market, I
the

bees to select what

is best
get fine
plan may not be best for
business of rearing queens
don't know of any better

At any

rate

I

way for me, and I have reared many queens
by the other plans.
If you give the bees only eggs, there is
delay thereby.
cells

"at

there

is

While the bees may not
come so near it

oftce," they
some loss of

time

by

giving

start
that

only

Montgomery

Co., Missouri.

HIGHLAND FARM QUEENS

ent ways presented. And yet, if only one way
should be given, and every one should follow
that one way, there would be no chance for
progress, and we would be still brimstoning
our bees in the fall to take the honey. One
of the beauties of bee-keeping is that there is

in

CO., Hi^h Hill,

23 YEARS IN THE BEE-Bl SINESS

how

the chance of picking out what may best suit
our own cases. One said to me once, "I suppose you don't any more read all that comes

Bees Working?

^^—^—^•^^^—^^—^——

ith

every orde

tively

by return express.

Send

$1.25 for 30.

Fes-

for circular.

Highland Bee and Poultry Farm,

.

HAND.

nprietor

BIRMINGHAM, OHIO

We

Handle

Goods

Best

the

LEWIS

ROOT'S

Bee-Hives and

Smokers and

Sections

Extractors

Obtainable

DADAl>nrS
Comb
Foundation

If you live west of the Missouri River, send for our free 48-page illustrated catalog to-day
and save money. We are a co-operative association of bee-keepers, and can supply comb
and extracted honey at all times.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
DEFT. B. DENVER. COLORADO
Headquarters Natiopal Bee-Keepers' Ass'n. Oct. 13, 14, 15, 1908.

The

WAYNE HOTEL

and PAVILION,

DETROIT. MICHIGAN
Only First Class Hotel in the City overlooking the Beautiful Detroit River.
American and European Plan. Popular Rates.
J. R.

5A6t

HAYES, Propr.
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WHILE PAYING
FOR THEM

Established

We all know

that

THE FRANKLIN-TURNER

1860

knowledge

ul most o! us arc unable
nowledle Iron..

to

is

buy books

power;
lo

acquire

However, we have solved the problem,
ti.dir

he baneBl o( our

many years

of ihoughl

Every home needs a good

Mark

X

by ihe book or booka

library.

Atlanta. 6a.
CO..- Atlanta,
CO.,-

Old Folks' O.iies

May,

154

ic

American ^ae Journal
would advise the way just given.
4. One way is to put all brood in an upper
story over an excluder, lea^i^g the queen below," then a week or 10 days later set the upper
story on a new stand, giving it a queen or a
1

3,

ripe'queen-ceil.
If

you have further questions,
send them along.

don't

hesi-

tate to

As fur keeping rotten bees, or foul-brood
bees, that is a different thing. The government
has a right to step in just as much as when
a farmer keeps any other diseased stock that
will spread and injure his neighbor's stock;
and if so many bees were kept in any locality
that it was necessary to reduce them, would
it not be more just to allot the number kept
according to the bee-pasturage a man possesses?
That a man is first in some place does not
give him any right to another man's property,
but no man, expert or not, should be allowed
to spread foul brood or any other disease to the
injury of his neighbor. .And still another thing,

puts produce

fHUcy

$3 down
Siireesf^ts

and let them swarm all summer and fill
the woods up with them to the injury of all,
and to no good for anybody.
O. K. RiCE.
Grays River, Wash., .\pril 25.
care,

Good Prospect

lor

Wintered Well-

Honey.

well now on fruit-bloom.
colonies have the brood-chamber
full of brood and honey.
Alfalfa will bloom
in 2 weeks, and if it yields honey freely, we
will get along better than for several years.

Bees

are

Most of

doing

my

Dr. G. Bohrer.
Lyons, Kan., April 21.

Mild Winter

We

—Wintered

Nicely.

have had a very cold winter, and so far
as I know, bees have wintered very nicely.
'1 he next
4 or 6 weeks are usually the hardest
for bees here.
W. H. Root.
Carroll, Neb.. April i.

Abundance

of Clover.

Bees have wintered well here. An abundance
is springing up everywhere.
With good
weather there will be an early and rich harvest of honey.
Mrs. Wm. Middlecamp.
Oshkosh, Wis., April 24.

White clover

is not yet
bloom, but owing' to

in

is

Small.

Swarming

Bees are doing well.
over.

is

drv weather the growth
J.

is

small.

W.

K.

Shaw &

Co.

I.oreauville, La., April 23.

Wintered Best

put

in Several Years.

took 183 colonies of bees out of the cellar
April 10 and 11.
In general they are better
than they have been for several years.
Some
colonies seemed nearly strong enough to swarm
when taken out of the cellar.
F. W. Hall.
Hull, Iowa, April 13.
I

Wintered Too Warm.
I wintered my bees in a little house above
the ground, with floor 2 feet from the ground.
was planked on all sides but the south,
It
which was left open. When I took them out
the cushion was oripping with moisture. And
they had made comb below the Hill's device
and above the frame. They had wintered too
warm. They would have done all right out-ofdoors.
R. B. Perry.
Greenfield, Tcnn., .\pril 17.
.

DANIEL FRAZIER COMPANY,

Bright Prospects.

750 Bailey BIdg., Philadelphia. Pa.

Laiv^stroth
on

Bees did well here on Iruit-bloom.
The
brood-chambers were about empty before the
bloom, but are in good sliape now. It is cold
today, but I hope we may escape frost.
I lost
an apple crop of over 600 trees last year.
G. BoiirEr, M. D.
Lyons, Kan., April 27.

Indiana, Pa., April 21.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
600 pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-known to
all the readers of
the American Bee
Journal— Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained,
so that by following the instructions of

Every bee-keeper should have a beebook besides a bee-paper. On another
page will be found all the best books

—

offered either at a price, postpaid, or as
a premium.
If you can not earn them
as premiums for getting new subscriptions, it will pay you well to purchase
one or more of them. You will find
them of great value. There are so many
things in the books that are needful to
know, and that of course could not be
told over and over again in the beepapers. If a bee-keeper can afford only
one, it would better be the book rathBut now that the
er than the paper.
American Bee Journal is only 50 cents
a year, of course, no bee-keeper, however limited his apiary may be, can afford to be without its monthly visits.

this book one cannot fail to be wonderfully helped on the way to success with

bees.

The book we mail for $1.20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.45; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
FIVE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year, with $2.50.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
Address,
it

—

GEORGE W. YORK
118

Honey as a Health-Food.— This is a 16paee honey-pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey. The first
part of it contains ashort article on " Honey

W. Jackson

Blvd.,

m. CO..
CHIC.4GO, lil..

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards

We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and sec-

as Food." written by Dr. C. C. Miller It
tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it,
etc. The last part is devoted to " Honey-

is

Cookinn Recipes" and "Remedies Using
Honey." It should be widely circulated by

Prices,

Honey- Bee

the

Revised by Dadant — Latest Edition

H. S. Buchanan.

of honey, etc.
It is quite sentimental.
No. 2 has the words and music of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;" No. 3, the words and music of
tion

those selling honey. The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.

Did Well on Fruit-Bloom.

are being made tjy fi-uit-growers and
on land adjuining

18

Books for Bee-Keepers

of clover

White Clover Growth

ptjultrynien

colonies
inter quarters, and
[6 strong ones with plenty of honey,
and all with considerable brood. Prospects look
bright with me for a successful season. Last
year being a poor season, I fed my bees sugar
syrup in the fall, being afraid of the quality of
stores they had.
I lost but 2 colonies during
the
winter, and
they
were
last-of- .August
swarms. One of my neighbors who did not
take the same precaution lost 4 out of 5 colonies with dysentery.
They do not take the
American Bee Journal. I do.
I

priee;;.

FIVE ACRES. SI 00
$3 monthly

would be wise to prohibit any one from
keeping bees that would not give them proper
it

prepaid— Sample copy for a2-cent

stamp: 50 copies for 70 cents: 100 for il.25;
2.i0for J2.35: 500 for JJ.OO: or 1000 for $7.50.
Your business card printed fri^ at the bottom of front paee on all orders for 100 or

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" and No.
4, the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,

more copies. Send all orders to theoffice
of the American Bee Journal.

postpaid, as follows
4 cards for 10
or 6 cards
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents
with the American Bee Journal one year
for 50 cents. Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal, 118
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
:

;

Apiarian Rights of Priority.

On

pages .So and 81, and also on page 112,
appears a di^cu^sii.n between N. V. .\ndcr5on
and Dr. C. C. Miller .-ibout apiarian rights of
priority. It would be hard if a farmer has 160
or more acres of land and an expert bce-kcepcr
.3

or 4 acres,

if

the

latter

be there

first

CARNIOLAN OUKKNSand
Untested,
5A4t

GEO.

E.

75c.

Tested.

KRAMER.

1TALI.4NS
JI.IIO

Valencia, Pa.

why

should he not have the right to prohibit the
farmer from using his land for any purpose
he sees fit?
It does not necessarily
follow
that his bees are in boxes, nor that they are
rotten because the man is a farmer, no "more
than Mr. Root's are because he is a manufacturer, or Mr. Dadant's. who is a banker.
A
farmer can not pasture his slock on any other
man's land without his consent, and if T buy
my land and pay for it, would it be right for
the government to dispose of the rights of the
bee-pasturage belonging to n private individual ?

Pure Leather-Colored Italian
l''iir

mv

f

.iw

I

Bees

vcars I liave been iinpnivini: llu quality and eliieiency
queriis, selei-tiny and lestinu the best for breeders, until
iiave beis wliieli. as li.ineviirodineis. are excelled bv few

12

Awx 111 the fiiitedStatis. 'I'liev are gentle, evenly marked,
nd make beautiful comb and capplng.s.
I'riie-.: I'm. sti.ll, Jl.
Tested. fl.iO. Hreedinn Uueens .$5 each.
lilii
ale
clilin nt bee-yards, and also breed Carniolans and
I

I

.^

;oUUri h.ilians.

1

.\ddfess.

CIIAHNCKY M. NICHOLS, Addison, Mich.

1
Mav,

igoS.

American T^ee Journal

and

SPECIAL CLUBBING

PREMIUM OFFERS

Connection With The

In

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
free, to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After thev have received their copies, with a little talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either get vour (iwn subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting.
Kive you !i yeor's 8ul>s<'ri|>l><'" free for sending US two new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Sample copies

We

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE
lie anil iiddressput
ide c.l the handle as
n cut, and on the
er side pictures of
(iueen-bee. a worker,

The

a drone.

.Old

handle

and

is

celluloid

transparent,

through which is
seen your name.
If you lose this
knife it can be returned to you, or
serves to identify
you if you happen
to be injured fatally, or are
unconscious. Cut is exact
size.
Be sure to
write exact name
and address. Knife

delivered

in

two

weeks. Priceofknife
alone, postpaid, $1.25,
With year's subscrip.

n

.

.

$1.50.

ree

for 5
50c subriptions.

w

BEE-KEEPER'S
GOLD-NIB

for prying up supers and for gen-

eral

really

thick,

goes

is

it

equal

to any of the higher-priced,
much-

advertised

pens.

more it's

If you pay
tile
naiue

largedfor.

Nib

is

guaranteed

you're

The Gold

Karat gold.
The holder is
14

Iridium pointed.
hard-rubber, handsomely finished.

The cover

can't slip off

ending

January

7,

like

loth^ beautifully

B

pertaining to the care of honey-bees. 4uo engravings. Bound in cloth, price alone, $l.i>0.
With a year's subscription, $1.75. Given tree
for 6 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G.M. Doolittle.— How the very best
Queen-bees are reared. Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's subscription, $1.25. Given free for 4 new subscriptions at 50 cents each. In leatherette binding,
price alone, 75 cents. With a year's subscriptirm
$1.00.
Given free for 3 new subscriptions
at 50 cents each.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— This book is in-

"I

subscriptions

$1.20.

A C of Bee Culture, hy A. I. & E. R.
Root.— Over 500 pages describing evervthintjr

a

The

1907;

structive,
helpful,
interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientific. It also contains anatomy and physiology of bees. 544 pages, 295
illustrations. Bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.20.
With a year's subscription. $1.4.:. Given free
for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

at 50

cents each.

Lane:stroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant.— This classic has been entirely rewritten.

PREMIUm
QUEENS

Sent only after

apiarian library

May

in cloth.

iai::^^

The manufactured comb-honey

is contradicted in two items
full page. Has 33 flne illusor ainarian scenes. It also
bee-songs. This booklet should be
the hands of everybody not familiar

sentation

upying a

of apiaries

1st.

Orders booked any time

3

for 1908 queens. Safe delivery guaranteed. Price,
cents each, 6 for $4.00,
or 12 for $7.50. One queen
with a year's subscripfor
tion. $1.00.
3 new 50c. subscriptions.

75

wedges over the barrel at either
end. This pen is non-leakable.

No

Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription, iH.45. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
**The Honey-Money Stories."— A 64-page
ning many short, bright stories
th facts and interesting items

and produce good workers.

Fully illustrated.

complete without this standard work by "The
Father of American Bee Culture." 52U pages,
is

bound

These are untested, standard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,

snugly and
because it slightly

table article. Price _„
With„ „
a
subscription, fiO uents. Given free for 1 new
subscription, at 50 cents.
Three copies for 50 cents; or the 3 with a year's
subscription 75 cents; or the 3 copies given
free for 2 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
,.

Free

Amerikanisolie Bienenzucht, by Hans

Buschbauer. is a bee-keeper's handbook of lis
pages, which is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully illustratedj
bound in cloth. Price
subscription, $1.25. G
scriptions at 50 cents

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS
-C-^?£Sw^' ^ "'"'"'
^.".V?"

».

AAA.

Price alone, postpaid, $1.25. With
a year's subscription, $1.50.
Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

'°"

nNO CMEtR
Fofl

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE
The Monette QueenClipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping

-Tbe
Price ale
subscription, $1.45. (i
scriptions at 50 cents
illustrated.

think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
30cents. Withayear's
subscription. 60 cents.
Given free for 2 new

fits

It is very easily cleaned, the penpoint and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,
blotting or spotting. Every beekeepei ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown Ja ac-

succe
and si

Dr. Miller

screw-driver.
larger end is wedgeshaped having a sharp,
semi-circular edge,
making it almost perfect for prying up covers, supers, etc., as it
does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,

good

pen. As far as
true usefulness

ry of
aters,

workaround

theapairy. Made
of malleable iron.
SVi inches long. The
middle part is I 1-16
inches wide and 7-32
thick.
The smaller
end is 1 7-8incheslong.
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32

FOUNTAIN PEN

A

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee
keeper, adapted

I

BEE nr HOKEV:
THIS LONELr

WOULD MUO YOU

And Wt WOULD

ME>RT7

ALL THE TIRE

NEVER

j

PART

'^i^ 4%V'/

THE EMERSON BINDER
A

stiff

board

..utsi.lf

hkf

.1

ho,

vith

dumes
cloth back.
Will holil eiisily
lal. Makes
number.i) of the Amprican Bee J
h'ss,
from
__
reference easy, preserve.s eop
Price postpaid, 75 cents.
a.
dust and mutilation.
uhscription
$1.00.
Given
With
at 50 cents each.
sub
free for 3 i

WOOD BINDER
—.

fl»a

Queens'

wings. 4%
inches high. It is used
hv many bee-keepers.
lull printed direcns sent with each
i

I'rice
alone, postWith a
paid. 25 cents.
year's subscription, 60
cents.
Given free for 2 new
subscriptions at SO cents each.

A "Teddy Bear" on good terms with
everybody including; the bees swarming
Size
out of the old-fashioned "skep."
Blank
3;4x5!4, printed in four colors.
space IHx3 inches is for writing. Prices—
Ten
10 for 25 cents.
3, postpaid. 10 cents:
with a year's subscription, 60 cents. 6
given free for one 50-cent subscription.

BEE-HIVE CLOCK
A few

of

handsome "bronze-metal"
10k. Inches wide, by 9X Inches
straw skep with clock face

these

Base

clocks

left.

hiph.

Pesijjrnis a

WB^

SEND ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

118

W. Jackson, Chicago, UK

—3
Mav,

ic

American Hea Journal

p We will Buy and
Sell
i

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS
Your orders are what we are after now for
and winter. Drop us a card or letter telling
what you want, and we will make Surprising

EONEY
of
If

i
^1

the different grades and

you have any

with

fall

Prices to you.

kinds.

to dispose of, or if

m
1
i

us,

We

are always in the market

Beeswax
market

at highest

&

Hildreth
NEW

YORK,

Street

N. Y.

FENCE SS5K!;'
[and poultry feiiee.

Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Winchester, Indiana

89

Journal

nrheo tttU'di;.

In Maine
carry a

full line

i.f

Root Bee Suppl
^upplies at
ntrally located,
part of New Eng_

_

land or the Provinces
of the half-dozeD
different railroad and steamboat 1
ter Ban^ror, the same dav order arrives. Our catalog and price-list of Bee-Supplies, Books. Bees,

WISCONSIN— S. W.
Co.,

Fairbury.

J.

GOOD

•»»»•

Supers

AS NEW

holders in them.
150 8-frame Plain

Bee-way

90 10-frame Plain
"
Bee-way

mailed free, and vour name
and address on a post-card will bring- it, or if you
wish to avoid delay, makeup your order from any
Root catalOK published this year, send us total,
and it will receive our prompt attention. We solicit your inquiries and shall be pleased to answer
them in the most courteous manner possible.
Our Specialty is Bee-Books; if you intend
buyinp any publication on bees for sale in America correspond with us.
GEO. S. GRAFFAM &. BRO., 98 Fifth St., Bangor. Me.

Mention

5 8-frame Ideal, 1 3-8.xS.
I will sell them at a bargain.
Write for
prices and further particulars, address

vrhen

wrltlns.

d

RED-CLOVER

.

:

Jl.OO

6

12

$.5.00

$9.00

Wm.

Osage

—
—

all others.

B.

Smoker we

—

Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
Doctor— cheapest made to use
Conqueror— right for most apiaries

$1.50
1. 10

prices deliver

Smoker

at

your

post-office free.

Original

S}4

90
65

'Z}4

—

its

The above
31100,

4

1.00—3

— lasts longer than any other
Little Wonder — as
name implies

Large

2.",.

DIs. on Danz. and Root's
hives nnd other standard Roods. 24-lb. 2-ln. Klass
shlpplnK-cases, No. 1, I5c; No. 2, He. Quart Berry
Boxes,
11.50; loiio, $2,110.
16 (juarts crate, each,
i^c. Best of Koods. Quick shipment. Catalog free.

-f-

—

Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa.

^'•'" "eetlon, 1000, »t;

T

^
y
T

Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. We have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.
A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. The cone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 18"8,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
<j.

.

A. Shuff. 4426

RARClAINSl

•

Twenty-four successful years manufacturing bee-supplies and rearing Italian Bees and Queens.
Root's Goods in Stock. Write for
Catalog and Prices.

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:
>& Son, Hamilton, 111.
This is the

Chas. Dadant

recommend above

BEE SMOKER

i.i the result of vears of careful selecand Is equal to an.v In the country. The
prices are only such as to insure long-llve'd, pr<»Ullc queens, whose workers will be hanlv and
good honey Katherers. Write for 1908 circular.

Pkices

I

HAND-MADE SMOKERS

ITALIAN QUEENS
....

FOR YOU

J. M. Jenkins, ^tabSSly• A^AAAAAA A^AAAAAA ^AAAAAAA^

ILL.

BINGHAM

M.v stock

Untested

I

I

9720 Logan Ave.,

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS,

tion,

Select untested
i.ari
n.m
12.00
Tested, |1.7.". each; select tested, »-.;.00 each.
I am bookini,' orders now, dclivi-ry nfter May

^

J
X

Chas. Clarke

CLEAN

GOLDEN-ALL-OVER

Root's Goods always in stock

>

is

Bee Journal

i

10

'

Queens and Honey,

1908 X

X 1884

I have the following supers in splendid
condition, ajl well painted and with section-

•'

Hines Mercantile

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli. Glenwood.

H. Smith. Tilbury, Ont.

Comb Honey

10

We

OHIO-F. M. HoUowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co., Blossom.

13th St.,Sacinaw. E. S.
Union City.

CANADA- N.

Harmony.
L. Durham. Kankakee.

ply Co..

S. D. Buell.

NEBRASKA-Collier Bee-Supply

Ryder, Phoenix.
Bee-Sup-

MINNESOTA-Northwestern

ILLINOIS-D.

MICHItiAN-Lentrst & Koenig, 127 South

I
i

Segelken

Made of High Carbon Double Strength

Box

ARIZONA— H. W.

Center.

IColled 'Wire. Heavily Galvanized to
.prevent nift. Have no agents. Sell at
ifaetory prices on 30 days' free trial.
iWepay all freight. ri7 helv-'lits of farm

Bee

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

lOWA-J. W. Bittcnbender. Knctville,
Grecfory & Son. Ottumwa.
KANSAS— S. C. Walker & Son, Smith

prices.

& 267 Greenwich

265

MARSHFIELD MFG.

JtlS!

We send

circular

if

inch stove
"
"
"
"

requested.

Bingham & Hetherlngton Uncapplng-Knife.

2,50clc8s;iil.iln.2.5c less.

T. F.

BINGHAM.

Farw6ll. MlGll

.->|H).

H. S.

DUBY,

SI.

Anne.

Lar^e Yellow Golden Italian Queens
bred for honey— guaranteed hustlers. Untested, 60c each in any quantity. No quantity discounts.

W_

MI/

5A3t
-Jl

I

Koute No.

1,

Box

Patented

III.

aS.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold
At the very lowest profit possible
Uovetiiil Hives, Sertioiia. Etc.-.\ complete
stock bouKht In car lilts. Suliscrlptluns given free
with orders. Send for my 32-pago catalog free.

W.

I>.

80PKK, Jackson, Mich.

May 20.

IS"

BEST ON EARTH.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Miitfs long-tongue.-i speak fur themsidvi-s. Try
one. Bri'il til stand iiilil winters. .\ re hanlv. yet
gentle. Also (ioldens. anil from Imported Mothers, circular free. Postal order payable on Decatur. Mich. Address.

E. E.

MOTT. Glenwood. Mich.

May,

1908.

American Hee Journa

INSURE
YOUR

Against Water, Weather

anu Wear
Use "Vnlcanilf" Keady KoofiniS and insure your roof against damage by water,
weather and wear. It assures lonir life to
buildings and absolute protection to their

Kor o\'er 60 years its superior
contents.
qualities have bt-cn recognized wherever
rooHng is used. U is today the recognized
tandard Ready Knoting of two continents,
eaper than shingles or tin— lasts longer, requires
annual painting: easily put on— not affected by
or snow, wet or dry, heat or cold: is tire-resistacid-proof and smoke-proof. Put on over old
n>;les it makes the old roof better than new.
fore you build or repair write for free booklet.

ROOF

,

,

The KiKbt Koofing and the Beasons Why."
rite

today.

Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co., "|§'
626-59 S.Campbell Ave., Chicago. III..
or Franklin,

Warren

Co., Ohio,

Stanley Queen Incubator and Brooder
An arrangement
Patented July

7.

that allows the bees ace
Price, each, $5.00.

to the cells

and Queens

at ail times.

1903.

Stanley Twin Nucleus

Box

that has control of the Queen by a 3-hole wheel, with one entrance
screened, one holt with queen-excluding zinc, and one hole to regulate entrance.
(Patent applied for.l Price, each, $1.00. Cylinder Caiics, postpaid, each. 10c. OueeaCells. 100 mounted, with sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid,) for 75 cents.

An arrangement

Bees and Queens
Nuclei— One 3 L. frame. $2.50: price of Queen to be added.
Queens— Tested Italian, each. $1.25. or $10 a dozen. Breeding Queens.
I have a few Imported Italian Queens at the same price.

$2 to $3

Untested Queens after May 1 5th— Italian (warranted) 75 cents each: dozen,
Carniolan, Caucasian and other strains, untested, 75c each, or $7.00 a dozen.

ARTHUR STANLEY,
Italian
The Best

Italy

Extensive Apiaries.

World.

May

$7.00.

Dixon, Lee Co., Ill

Bees Direct From
in the

each.

May,

American Hee Journal

Now Ready

Gleanings

The

97th edition of our catalog is now ready.
If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names, so time is required to get the entire edition mailed.
We explain this so any one may understand

why

a catalog

may

not reach

A B C

The

him

of

early.

Bee Culture

iqoS.

i

in

Bee Culture

If you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers

just at this season of the year are telling
appreciate the paper.

how much

they

Each issue is very fully illustrated. The covers are
done by the finest engravers in Chicago, and our writers
are the best in the land.
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
;

When we announced

the completion of tlie new edition
late in 1907 there was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We
$2.00

have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German
ers, $2.00.

Edition,

ABC der Bienenzucht

Cloth-bound

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

at $2.50, postpaid, to

A B C

I.

A

trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

A

Gasoline Engines and Power

paper covany country.

Honey Extractors

in

de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,

A.

;

at

any country.

THE

St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon; Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of these will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

A Newf Roof Over
Oiit

Shingles

Easi.vandauic..,

tear off the old shingles— takes time, costs money.
Save
both— put on "Vulcanite" right over the old shingles-makes ^
the roof better-lasts longer. Special long nails fasten it
for keeps. "Vulcanite" is the standard of two Continents!
with 60 years of .service to prove its superiority.
No tare
'

makeup. Best thmg money can buy foroldc.
Cheaper than shinjiles or tin— needs no annual re-i
keep it in repair; resists fire, acid, smoke, heat. cold. I
wet or dry. Before you build or repair you should get our
prices and free samples. You want the best roofing— we'll give
you several tests to prove which is best. Write today for tree
booklet. "The Right Roofing and the Reasons Why."
paper in

PnuItrT-raisnrs have found that
the better the incubators
hroocier.s the.v use, t he bett
foods they feed, the more I
_
thev make, and the morejplea.sure they
petout of their fowls. We want to supply vou with the better incubators and^
broiider.s, foods and supplies. We manufacture and market the best goods in the

its

new

roofs.
painting to

'

PATENT VULCANITE ROOFING
Warren

world in our line. The •*llnited" Incubators and brooders— standard the world ov-er, and favorites with poultry people^a

CO.^

Dept. 48, 626-29 S. Campbell Ave., Chicago,
or Franklin,

'

(trgument to convince you of their merits.
We manufacture and punrantee them.
.Ky buying all your pupplies at one

III.

Co., Ohio.

THE ROOF THAT LASTS LONGEST

BSMt^
jd Incubator & Poultry
Supply Mfg. Co.. Dept. 27

The American

Institute

2628 VeseySt.. N. Y. Guy.

of Phrenology
Incorporated 18GG, by special act of the

New York

Legislature,

will

open

its

next session the Krst Wednesday in September. The subjects embraced: Phrenology,

Physiognomy,

DAnllLO
Kcnd wlmt

Fowler & Wells Co., 24 East
New York, N. V.

22d St.,

Parent, of Chnrl-

.iiitiin.t)

Maohines, last
with'-in. cap.

liMtr ln\ .'^

Ethnology, Psy-

chology, Physiology, Anatomy, Hygiene
and Anthropology. For terms and particulars apply to M. II. Piercy, .Sec, care

Machinery
J. I.

Ml U'.

ii.r

iiHi

Inooii-framefl.

n great deal
«urk. riiivvMiitcrwehave
Ii<>\.-

.'Mill

.It-theniMount of bee-hives.etc,
Hke.Kialwi' fXiRH'ttodo it with

Saw. It win do all you aay It
Catalog and prit-e-list free.

"

May,

1908.

American Hee -Jonrnal
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Hesylquartcrs for Bee-Supplies

Supplies

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY ORDERS.

FOR-

large stock on hand, and can supply proniptlv.
Freieht Rates from CINCINNATI are the LOWEST, ES-

Have a

Bee-Keepers

PECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH
As almost all freifeht now goes through Cincinnati. Vou will save
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

WILL BUY OR SELL YOU

Eventhing you want.

All

HONEY

made

by us in our own factories.
Lowest Prices.

At

IF

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,
year.

monthly

a

at 50c a

Beeswax Wanted

cat-

Will pay. at all times, highest market price on receipt of goods

Address,

THE W.

T.

.^NY TO SELL

you price.

Published 17 years.

Sample copy and illustrated
alog and price-list FREE.

YOU H.WE

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If
you want to buy, state quality and quantity and 1 will cheerfully quote

C/H.W.WEBER ='

FALCONER MFG.

Office

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

Mention

Bee .Tcurna!

-n-hen

N. Y.

irritlngr.

Our Supply Business Has Been

In

New York City
for 15 years. It has increased each year.
We want your order this year and will
Quote you attractive prices. Our prices are
We furnish bees in
I. o. b. cars here.
any quantities. Have seven hundred colonies in our own yards. Catalog free. Colony
of Ital. bees in new hive. J9. Ital. queen, Jl.

I. J.

STRINGHAM,

Apiaries. Glen Cove,

L.

I.

105 Park

stocks are so light it is not much use quoting. There are 1 or 2 cars in .Southern California which are held by the apiarists at
6 l-2c, which is the only honey we know of
left in the .State. It will therefore be seen
that it would be useless to give present
market quotations since there is really no
honey quotable.
GuGGENHIME He Co.

meet all demands. Market in general is
weakening, and prices show a downward
tendency. We quote
California white
to

:

sage. 9c: light
61-2 to 7c.

New

amber, 7 1-2 to 8c: amber.
crop is now beginning to

arrive from the South, and from reports we
are receiving we are inclined to believe
that a good crop will be had this season.
We quote nominally Average quality at
from 55 to 60c per gal.: fancy grades, 70 to
75c. Beeswax firmer at from 29 to 3lc, ac:

Los Angeles, April 23.— The prospects
are for a very short crop of honey this year.
The prices on extracted honey are from 5
to 7 l-2c. Comb honey, 11 to 16c.
H.

J.

Cincinnati. April 23.— The market on
comb honey is very quiet, and there is
hardly any demand. The price for extracted
amber in barrels is 6c. We have no white
clover to
selling at 9

cording to quality.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Mercer.

offer.
California white sage is
and 9 l-2c.
C. H. W. Weber.

Philadelphia. April 24.— The call for
both comb and extracted honey has fallen
off considerably in the last two %veeks. Quite
a few job lots on the market, which parties
willsellat almost any reasonable offer. This
makes the prices very unsteady. We quote
Fancy white comb honey, 17 to 18c No. 1,
15 to 16c
amber, l3 to 14c. Extracted honey,
fancy white, 8 to 9c amber, 6 to 7c. We do
not handle on commission.
Wm. a. Selser.
:

:

:

PI., N. Y. City

City, Mo., April 23.— The supply
of 1907, of both comb and extracted, is about
exhausted; the demand is fair. We quote:
No. 1 white comb. 24 sections. $3.00: No. 2
white and amber. 24 sections, $2.75. Extracted, white, 7 l-2c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.

Kansas

C. C.

Clemons & Company.

Z ANESviLLE, Ohio. April 18.— The demand
honey continues quite light, and one or
two of the smaller commission men are cutting prices. No. 1 to fancy comb honey
brings, when sold to the wholesale grocer
trade, about 18c. E.xtracted is moving very
slowly.
The supply of beeswax exceeds
the demand.
E. W. Peirce.

:

^

HONEY

BEESWAX

for

Chicago, .\pril 23.— We are now entering
the strawberry season, which always means
a curtailment of the honey market— but the
stocks of comb are not heavy of the fancy
grades; other erades are difficult to sell,
and there is quite a quantity of it in the
hands of commission merchants. Prices on
the best grades are steady, but that is not
the case with anything under choice to
fancy. There is quite an an.xiety to dispose
of both extracted and comb, in view of a
good crop in the South and West now being
gathered. Beeswax is steady at 28 to 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
Indianapolis. Apr. 23.— Demahd for best
extracted honey is good, while
sales on comb honey are very slow. Jobbers
are well supplied, but almost none is being
offered by producers. Jobbers have been
paying the followingprices. delivered here
No. 1 and fancy comb. 16 to 17c: extracted.
fifrades of

:

white clover. 8 to 9c amber in barrels, slow
at 6 to 6Hc. Beeswax. 28c cash or 30 cents in
exchange for merchandise. With the promise of a fair crop, jobbers are predicting
slightly lower prices.
:

.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

San Francisco. April 1.— In reference to
quotations on honey, we would say that spot

Denver, April 24.— The local demand for
comb honey continues to be light. We quote
No. 1 white comb honey at $3.00 per case of

When

consigning, buying,
or selling, consult

and a good No. 2 grade at $2.75.
Extracted alfalfa firm at S to 9c: dark
strained. 6'^ to 7c.
pay 24 to 25c for
clean yellow beeswax delivered here.

Honey Producers'

n-hen

III

wrltins.

Our New

We

Colo.

CO.

Chicago,

St.

Bee Joarnal

.^Icntlon

24 sections,

The

BURNETT &

R. A.

199 South Water

Ass'n.

Toledo. April 23.— The market on honey
the present writing is rather quiet.
Stocks are mostly cleaned up in this section.
Fancy white brings 16 to 17c in a retail way,
and very little demand. No demand for
other grades. Extracted white clover would
bring 7 1-2 to 8c. Southern or amber honey,
for cooking purposes, is worth 5 and 5 l-2c in
cans or barrels. Beeswax 26 to 28c.
The Griggs Bros. &• Nichols Co.

Headquarters

at

New York, April 24.— There

is

absolutely

nothing doing in comb honey. Some little
demand for fancy white stock, but does not
amount to much. Dark and off grades not
wanted at all. Some of the holdings left
will be carried over, therefore we cannot
encourage shipments for the time being,
Demand (air
not even on consignment.
only for extracted, with supplies large and

We

have moved our business from
to
Lansing, and are now
to supply you with "Root

Redford

equipped

Oua'ity" Goods

to the very best

ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Slock, and ours is the best shipping
point in the State. Address your letters,

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to us here.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing, Michigan
Mention

Bee Journal

'n'ben

nrttlns-

I

-May, 1908.
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MR.
Was
It

BEE-KEEPER
POOR YEAR for you?
GOOD YEAR for users of

1907 a
was a

Dadant's Foundation
One

dealer used

—

June,

1908

50c. a Year
Sc. a

^««-^f^SS?^
UW»*'
A.<«Ufcve

I.— A

Warm

Handful.

3.— Grandma, 90 Years Old: Lucile,
Old, Next To Her.

2.

S

Years
(See Page 167)

Little Lucile Showing the Queen.

4.— Gallon of Bees Poured in Hi
Dropping In Her Lai-.
t

r

Head

Copy

.

June, 1908.

American ^ee Journal

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

3-band and Golden Italians bred
7 miles away

MONTHLY

PL'BLISHED

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
118

W.Jackson

Blvd., Chicago,

III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal
.

is

cents a year, In the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it is 75 cent a), and Mexico;
in Canada 60 cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post50

age.

Sample copy

free.

THE WRAPPER-L.\BBL DATE

indicates the

end of the monthlto which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " decOS " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.1

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
shows that the money has been received and
credited.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, 15c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothine less than 4 lines accepted.
Discounts:
9 times lie a line
3 times 14c a line
" (1 yr.) 10c a line
"
12
6
12c" '
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 6th of each month.

National Bee Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association.

promote the interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their
1st.— To

lawful riKhta.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $i.oo.

General Manager and TreasurerN. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

BT

If more conyenient. Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

"Songs of Beedom"
This is a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing 10 songs (words and music)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
either
for
and others. They are arranged
organ or piano. The list includes the
" Bee- Keepers'
Reunion
following:

"The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' ConBusy, Buzzing
vention Song;" "The
Song;"

Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
60 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chi-

—

cago,

III.

Western Bee-Keepers

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy

s'J^ow^ou

how to save money. Send for our new catalog of the best Bee-ware made.
TBK COIOUDO BOIKI-rRODKCEKS' 188'I, Den«r. C«If

3!-4

1

iles apart,

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

Carniolans

5,

Caucasians

June, 1908.
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QVEENS

LOOKOUTFORLEAKS
A

leaky roof on your hen-house will cost you a jrood
many dollars in loss. You needn't expect any profits i£
the water drips or pours all over your poultry every
time it rains or snows.

Improved superior

nishes. Stock is
All wintered on

water-tight, "just riKht" roof for the henhouse. Will keep your poultry dry and warm so they
can work and save you all the loss the leaks cause.
It's cheaper, looks better, and is better than shingles
or metal, and lasts longer; made in 1. 2 and 3 ply,
especially for poultry houses and coops. You lay it
yourself. Write for prices and free samples today.

Prices before July

UNITED INCUBATOR & POULTRY SUPPLY MFG. CO.
37. 28.88 Vesey Street
New York City, N. \

Dept.

" // Goods are Wanted Quick Send

ESTABLISHED

to

Touder. "

188U

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods in Indiana.
Standard Hives with latest improvements, Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Boxes, Comb Foundation and everything that
Large illustrated catalog mailed
is used in the bee-yard.
free. Finest White Clover E.xtracted Honey for sale in any
quantity desired.

it

to other

POUDER, 513-515

Comb

Dittmer*s
Is the Best.

S.

Not because we say

so,

Foundation

but because the Bees prefer

makes.

Dittmer's Process
It

Massachusetls Ave,, Indianapolis, Ind.

has built

its

Foundation and

We make

Dittmer's

is

Reputation and established

Merits,

its

on

its

own

own Name.

its

a Specialty of Working

Wax

into

Founda-

tion for Cash.

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line of

Supplies.

GUS DITTMER

CO., Augusta, Wis.

Lewis Bee-Supplies Sliipped Promptly
A small
sale

list,

Honey

stock left of slightly damaged goods, at reduced price. Send for fire
also full catalog of new goods.
Quote us prices on Honey and Beeswax
cans for sale. Pure Italian Bees in up-to-date hives for sale.

in 60-lb.

HONEY

& BEE-SUPPLY CO. (Not Inc.)
H. M. .\rnd. Proprietor
Saccessors to York Honey & Bee-Supply Co. 191-193 E. Superior St., Chicago, 111.
Long Distance Telephone, North 1559

-iRND

i'

Supplies,

jn

Machine

and queen^^ueens irom imp«»r[etl Italians,
Cancasiana, Carniolans; and .\flc] oueeiiB. Send
reariosr uutnc.

MONDENG,

for Catalog and i.rice-list. CHAS.
160 Newton Ave. N.. Minneapolis. Minn.

MemtloB

Bee Jonnial

irhen

3.\6t

wrltlns.

Bee-Supplies
If

you want Bee-Siii'Plies or Berry Boxes
send to McCarty. Large Stock.
You can use any first-

quick,

Beeswax wanted.

class catalog to order from.

W.

J.

ITALIAN QUEENS
MentloB

Bee Jooraal

whe>

wrltlas.

6Atf

McCARTY, Emmetsbure, Iowa.

what
f

u

r

-

Northern bred and hardy.
stands and not a

summer

Over

colony lost the past winter.
a queen-breeder.

"STAR" FELT ROOFING
makes a

WALTER

Italians are

QUIKIN-THE-OUEEN-BREEDER

1

|

1

20

years

June, 1908.

American ^ae Journal
|3-Frame Nuclei of Beesij

FOR SALE
We

are

now

bookinpr orders for Italian

Tested. Italian Queens—
3-frarae nuclei at $3.50 each, or $3.25 each
in lots of 5: Full Colonies in Sframe
hives— $7 each, or $6 in lots of 5. The
Nuclei are for delivery about May 10.
and full colonies May 1, or perhaps a
little earlier. All will be shipped from
point 100 miles west of Chicago, and the
prices quoted are f. o. b. express car
there. No disease, and satisfaction guaranteed. First come, first served. Ad-

I

Bees-with

''

[

;

;

I

;

'

;

;

;

;

fine

dress.l

;

iJiS

GEORGE

i

W.

YORK

&

"Forty Years
99
Amon^ the Bees

i
t
t
j
•
i

IBy Dr. C. C. Miller

t
:
:
S

One

t

of the Best

CO., 118 W. Jackson, Chicago

book of over

how Dr.

money.

famous 3-handed LONG-TONGUE RBDOLOVER STRAIN OP ITALIAN BEES is what I
to sell this season.
My bees GATHER HONEY if there is any to
fet; ARE LITTLE inclined to swarm and stinp,
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him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
fill all

so as to make the mostof the
bee-season. Address,
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prize at 3

We will furnish

BEE-KEEPERS

Golden, Carniolan, Caucasian, and 3-band
Italian Queens, untested, $1.00 till May
l.S, then 75 cents;
Tested. $1.25 till May
• 15, then $1.00: For large quantities, write.
Our 3-band Breeders from W. O. Victor
and Grant Anderson strains: other races
«

•

Write us now tor our Catalog and get low
prices on good, honest,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

from the best obtainable. "Prompt service and satisfaction," is our motto.
ADDRESS,

Oar

[NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING
or

Texas

Apiary

WALTER

S.

The famous honey producers are well in
the lead. I am bookingordersnow for April,
'May and June deliveries— Italians, C
lans, Goldens and

8, $3.00

(lolden Italian Queens, 7Sc each.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

each.

Sabinal,

Texas

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK

Moore's Strain, and
Golden Italian Queens
Select Untested Queens, $1; 6 for $5: 12
for $9. Carniolan. Banat. Caucasian

Queens; Select. $1.25; 6 for $6: 12 for
Tested, any race, $1.50; 6 for $8.
Choice Hrei-dtrs, $3.50. Circular free.
W. II. RAII.M. Orange, Cnlit.
.1,i4t
$10.

free
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Ready for delivery April 1st. Select Untested Queens, $1 each; Tested Queens, 12;
Select Tested, $3.
You can get only good
Queens from the South in the early spring.
Book your orders

H. M.
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NOW.
PARKER,

JR.

JAMES ISLAND,

S. C.
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Queens— untested— at

this very low price to
for $2.00.
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They

are carefully reared from combined
Doolittleand Alley stock, and are very highclass in every way.
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Dr. Miller gets a royalty

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

is

GEORGE W. YORK

PRIZE TAKERS
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paid for only $1.00: or with
the American Bee Journal
one year for $1.25. (Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the
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will mail you the book free as a
premium.) Every bee-keeper ought
to have both the book and the Bee
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not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
NorthwestStates, either
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years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successful with bees.
In 1903 his
crop of
honey was
"at it"

of the
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no obstructions, but

lawn-mower.

and Coimnenis
V
Irish Editor

Rev. J. G. Digges of the Irish Bee
Journal is nothing if not an optimist.
He even finds occasion to rejoice in the
invasion of foul brood, since "the necessity for combination against the great
enemy has led to the formation of associations which will assuredly benefit
the industry in more ways than one."
Again, at the opening of the 8th volif fearful of being reproached
with youthfulness, he says: "We do not
It is
regret that our years are but 7.
better than to be venerable and stupid,
with our future behind us, so to speak."
And if he lives to see the semi-centennial of his beloved Journal, a thing most
ardently to be desired, he will doubtless
say, with the same cheerful optimism,
"Better mature vigor at 50 than senile
decay at 100."

ume, as

The Future

of Bee-Keeping

Within the past 50 years,
great
changes have occurred in almost everything connected with bee-keeping. Conspicuous among these changes stands
the matter of specialization. Fifty years
ago there were a great many bee-keepers,

but no one kept

many

bees.

To-

day, among the perhaps smaller number
of bee-keepers, quite a goodly number
are found who count their colonies by
the hundred, some of them making a
sole business of bee-keeping.
What of
the future? Is the present tendency to
continue, or will the pendulum swing
back in the old direction?
E. W. Alexander, in Gleanings, prophesies that "the same change will continue
to go on until there will be comparatively few men engaged in the business,
and these few will be located in the
exceptionally good
locations, keeping

Certainly that does not seem an unreasonable forecast, especially considering the present tendency in all kinds of
Why should not the general
business.
laws of business that make specialization
profitable and desirable apply to bee-keeping as well as to
other callings?
And then why should

and centralization

not some trust, some Rockefeller, gobble up the whole buisness?
There are, however, certain objections
to centralization in bee-keeping that do
not apply to the oil business and other
kinds of business. If the few men left
in the business occupy only the exceptionally good locations, the regions of
moderately good and of poor bee-pasturage will be left beeless, and the nectar over much the greater area of the
land will be allowed to go to waste.
Surely that will be a bad thing, unless,
indeed, the few exceptional locations
furnish all the honey the nation ought
supposition
to consume or export
a
hardly to be entertained.
There is another phase of the affair
much more serious than the loss of nectar.
are told that the most important work of the bee is not the
gathering of nectar, but fertilizing the
flowers. If blossoms are to be fertilized
only in specially good honey-regions, it
would mean a loss of millions to the
country. Surely, to avert such a disaster, it would be better to go back to the
conditions of 50 years ago.

—

We

Keeping Down Grass in the Apiary
Where grass is allowed to grow in an
apiary, a lawn-mower keeps it down
where the ground

it

6

can not do good

But some have reported

serious damage from the sheep knocking over the hives so it is well to keep
a close watch.
If sheep are let in at
night, and any misplaced hives righted
in the morning, the result will be good.
Even horses and cattle are thus used
by some for night-pasturing. Where no
animals are available, a sickle and a
jack-knife may serve.
;

their thousands of colonies, and having
the best of every thing connected with
bee-keeping that money can buy."

nicely

XLVni— No,

work close to hives or trees. Where a
flock of sheep is available, it will make
short work of cutting all grass short,
even in the places inaccessible to the

Editorial ^©fes

Optimism of an

M
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Some keep down the grass at the enby administering common salt.
Copperas or blue vitriol may also be
trance
used.

Comb-Honey Colonies Short

of Stores

Quinby gave the rule that a colony
that had stored in supers could be counted on to have sufficient stores for winter.
It has been found since that this
can not be taken as a rule applying universally.
A colony that has stored in
extracting-combs may be short of stores
when it would have had plenty if it had
stored in sections. Whether or not there
Size
is a late flow makes a difference.
of hive makes a difference. J. E. Crane
says in Gleanings

"Stray Straws quotes Doolittle as saying that, in his locality, a colony which
has stored comb honey is rarely short of
stores for winter, but thinks it not true
It is
at Marengo with 8-frame hives.
not true here, even with lo-frame or 12-

frame hives. There is a great difference
whether we have only clover for surbasswood and buckwheat.
Clover usually fails in July with the hive
full of brood and scant stores."

plus, or clover,

Buying Old Hives with Bee-Disease
Mr. John H.

DeLong, of Pennsylwarning that perhaps

vania, sends us a

not necessary to the older bee-keepers, but to those just beginning, it cerIt is to the
tainly is worth heeding.
effect that no one should buy old hives,
nor anything else that has been used in
the bee-business, unless purchasing from
some one whom he knows is entirely
honest and reliable. Mr. DeLong bought
a lot of old hives and bees that were
is

June, 1908.

American liee JomuiAl^
cheap (!), and with them he also got
a lot of disease thrown in— all of vvhich
proved to be a very expensive investment, for he was soon entirely out of
the bee-business.
Not only in buying bees, but when getting anything else, it pays to deal only
are honest and are
with those who
known to give "value received" for the
money they accept. There are so rnany
people who will dispose of almost "any
old thing," in order to get money, that
when
it pays to be e.xceedingly careful
It does not take long for
purchasing.
to
disease
other
foul brood or some
"clean out" an apiary when once the
any
old
Whenever
trouble is started.
lot of hives with bees are offered at a
bargain, it is well to exercise great care
lest in the end they prove very expenNo prospective bee-keeper can afsive.
ford to run the risk of getting any bee-

it

the hive fronts by the prevailing strong
winds."
Are bees likely to be injured by being
"dashed against the hive fronts?"
"Provide supports for the hives which
will lift them a foot or more from the
ground. Ants and insect-eating animals
may give trouble if the hives are on the

ground."

disease started in his apiary, and cerexceedingly discourit would be
aging to begin with hives that already

tainly

contained disease.

Age

of

Combs

"Our American cousins
good for 20 years, but

tell

comb

us a

if their combs
is
last so long it is no reason why Australian combs will last as long and be

serviceable.

Australian bee-keepers are

working under

different conditions,

here the breeding season

is

i.

c,

almost dou-

-

What kind of ants are they that do
not understand the trick of climbing
such supports?
"No orchard, alfalfa or cotton field
should be more than 2 miles from an
apiary, and a shorter distance would
be of advantage."
If any of these things are found to
be more than 2 miles from an apiary,
what harm will they do, and how are
they to be brought nearer?
"The best time to buy and transport
bees is about fruit-bloom. At that time
they are breeding plentifully, there are
young bees hatching daily, and the loss
of bees which may go astray will soon
be made up by the constantly hatching
brood."
Do bees always go astray when they
are moved? and is their loss of no consequence when there
is
"constantly
hatching brood?"
.

ble that in most parts of the United
States, i. c, the combs are used for rearing nearly double the number of broods
per season. Therefore, is not the useful
life of a brood-comb reduced to about

one-half ?"

—Australasian

not be well to say something about a

to prevent the queen
from entering the super?
"Arrange a windbreak to prevent
loaded bees from being dashed against

queen-excluder

Large Versus Small Supers

On

page

115

of

the

American Bee

Journal occurs a paragraph that will
bear some study. It refers to the production of comb-honey, and reads as follows
"In a good season, a strong colony
would fill a 40-pound super as quickly
as one of 20 or 25 pounds' capacity,
making a difference of 25 to 40 per cent
in yield on this item alone."
The percent of difference is really
greater than stated, for 40 pounds is 60
percent greater than 25 pounds, and 100
percent greater than 20 pounds.
Some will understand from this that
the crop of honey from a strong colony
may be doubled merely by doubling the
size of the super, an understanding that
would be very disappointing. To be
sure, a colony sufficiently strong will fill
a 40-pound super in about the same time
as a 20-pound super, or for that matter in the same time as a lo-pound super but the man with the 20-pound super will tell you that there is no law
to prevent his putting on 2 supers at a
time, and that the 2 will be filled just as
quickly as the larger super would. He
will also be very likely to tell you that
sometimes, after the colony has stored
the first 40 pounds, it will still store 20
pounds more, in which case good work
will be done in the 20-pound super and
perhaps not a section finished in the 40:

;

pound one.
However, the beginner should not

fail

to get the point that when a colony in a
strong flow has a force sufficient to occupy fully a 40-pound super, he will be
losing honey to confine it to a single

super of smaller

size.

Bee-Keeper.

That suggests the question, "Has

it

been found that combs in the extreme
south of the United States become impaired by age sooner than those in the
extreme north?" Some, however, maintain that age does not impair the usefulIf that betrue, then
ness of a comb.
the number of broods reared in a season
difference.
can make no

\<^'i\i
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Bee-Keeping in Agricultural Papers

An

inquisitive

sends

correspondent

We

want every reader of the American Bee Journal to bear in mind the
meeting of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association at Detroit, Mich., on OctoWhile it is rather
ber 13, 14 and 15.
early to make any definite plans about

Some of the suggestions
to Dr. ^Miller.
and Dr. ^Idler's responses follow
:

"Get a super of honey from the hive
wintered over by putting a super consheets of
taining sections with full
foundation, or a super containing exas soon
hive
the
on
tracting frames
is a good working force"
not well to consider the matter
harvest in deciding when to put
on supers?
"When the swarm issues remove the
super from the old and place it upon
Your new swarm will
the new stand.
not leave their hive, and will be quite
likely to continue working in the su-

Is

Ai-m and

Hand

picture herewith

is

of
in

my brother
queen-cage,

still it is not too early to think
of it, and to begin to look forward to
being present, health and circumstances

it

tlie

.

permitting.
In the meantime the work
with the bees will go right on, and the
honey crop taken care of, if it arrives.
It is to be hoped that 1908 may be a
banner honey year.

Death of David E. Merrill

On May

16,

1908,

after

a

brief

ill-

Mr. David E. Merrill passed away.
been connected with the W. T.
Falconer Mfg. Co. for the past 20 years.
We had the pleasure of meeting Mr.
Merrill several years ago when calling
on his firm, which is so well known to
He was very
bee-keepers everywhere.
active in the business, and will be greatly
ness,

per."

When

put on the new
stand, is it understood that anything
If the
besides tlie super is put there?
writer means tlmt the super is to be put
over the hive on the new stand, would
he not be better to leave the swarm on
the old stand? And if the super is put
there

The

George with queen-bee

going,

as there

of

Swarm on

The Detroit National Convention

some "suggestions to bee-keepers" taken
from an excellent farm journal, and
asks some questions which are referred

tlie

"when

super

the

is

swarm

issues"

would

He had

missed.

and the swarm
and hand.
I

last

was

settled

on

his bare

arm

accidentally shot in the spine

summer and have been

paralyzed

June, 190S.

American Hee Journal
from my hips down ever since. Yet I
work among my bees every day in my
wheel-chair,

and needless to

say,

read

American Bee Journal regularly.
John A. Lenty.
Hancock, Minn.

the

A

Large-Hive Out-Apiary
The photograph I enclose

Some years ago I had 600 colonies of
bees in this locality, but other business
required my attention so I dropped the
year ago I bought 12 colonies,
bees.
6 of them very weak, and increased to
33 colonies besides getting 300 pounds
of section honey. There was no swarming.
I have never had any trouble in

A

is

of

an

my place at Clieviot-on-theHudson. It is run for extracted honey
only.
You notice that the supers are
larger than the hive-bodies. They conapiary on

liox" is a great help to beginners; in
fact, I also find in it many good suggestions for those older in the business.

this respect.
I

put the

befs

into winter

quarters

—

:

June, i9o8_

American liee Journal
Last year was a poor one for honey.
My bees gathered only 600 pounds from
39 colonies, June count, so you see that
is poor.
I can remember a year like it,
which was 1880, when I got 700 pounds
from 44 colonies.
John Cochems.
Mishicot, Wis.

drogen and oxygen are always present in
the proportion to form water. Note that

crowded and badly-ventilated rooms

elements are not present in the
form of water, but should circumstances
arise they would combine together and
form water. Other e.xamples of carbohydrates are sugar, starch, glucose, dex-

"Fats are also composed of the samethree elements
carbon, hydrogen, and
o.xygen.
Thej' are rich in carbon, and
the hydrogen is present in greater quantity than is necessary to form water
with all the oxygen. Hence, when a fat
is oxidized or burnt, not only the carbon, but the surplus of hydrogen is
available for combination with oxygen
from the air. It is this excess of hydrogen which makes fats in general such>
good illuminants and heat-producers.
"The value of a food depends to a
large extent on the amount of energy
required to digest it. Before carbohydrates can become of use to the body
they have to be acted upon by the digestive juices, which convert them into a
peculiar form of sugar, which in its
chemical composition cannot be distinguished from honey. It is well known
that the sugar in the nectar of plants
has a different composition from that
of honey.
The process by which the
bees convert the cane-sugar of nectar
into honey is supposed to take place in
the honey-sac, and is therefore a digestive process.
It is easy, then, to see
that honey is a predigested food, and
without doubt many of its virtues are

these

and gum.
"Now if a carbohydrate say honey
were burnt, the hydrogen and oxygen
would combine to form water, which
would pass into the air as steam. The
trine,

An

—

Apiary in Arizona

am

sending a photograph of my
apiary of 50 colonies. I came to TucI

due to the presence of

is-

this gas.

—

due to

this fact."

"Mount Nebo" Apiary
Comb Honey Apiary ot

J.

B.

The farm on which I live is outside of
It is cultivated by my parents
and brother. It is titled, "The Mount
Nebo," and is a beautiful one. There

town.

Douglas.

son in February, 1907, and found it to
be an ideal place.
The climate here is
dry and cool. Hundreds of people come
here every year for their health.
I
started with 2 colonies of bees,
reared my own queens, and increased to
21 colonies. This spring I bought a few
colonies of bees, and transferred them
into good hives, and I now (May 18)
have 50 strong colonies, with one to 3
supers on all colonies.
I
had several

weak colonies
get more than

this spring so I will not
100 pounds of honey per
colony this year. One swarm I had this
spring has stored a super of comb honey.
Nearly all the honey gathered so far is
water white.
I use the 4x5 inch section with fence,
and handle my bees in up-to-date style
as nearly as possible. The mesquite, catclaw, pala verda, and saguaro all produce abundance of honey.
This is practically a new location for
bees.
There are not many bee-keepers
here.
T am situated about 8 miles from
the city of Tucson, Ariz., and have a
good market for my honey. There are
very few days in a year that the bees
can not fly. I expect to build up several out-yards, and want to keep 700
colonies of bees.
J. B. Douglas.

Chemistry of Honey and Fats.
S. R. P. I'isher, Pharmaceutical Chemist,
gives in the British Bee Journal,
page

65,

ment of
by

the following condensed statefacts that should be understood

all hce-kcc]if-rs

L. J.

the

oxygen of the

to

a

class

of com-

pounds called carbohydrates, which are
composed of the three elements, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and the hyall

air inhaled

were 832 acres
veyed in 1774.

profitable.

into the

I

am

it

is

in the original tract sur-

teach school from s to 714 months
during the fall and winter, and in the
summer I follow photographing and beekeeping, which are both pleasurable and
I

converted into water, carbon
dioxide, and heat. All digestible carbohydrates give the same result. The carbon dioxide is given off from the lungs
in the breath, and the stuffiness of over-

lungs

"Honey belongs

Bkachy and Swarm of Bees.

carbon would unite with the oxygen of
the air, and form carbon dioxide, which
is a gas.
The heat given out during
the combustion is caused by the oxygen
uniting with the carbon and hydrogen.
In like manner, when honey is carried
by the blood and comes in contact with

sell

section

honey

at

15

cents.

I

running bees on a small scale, and
expect to handle about 25 colonies next

summer.

The swarm
to cluster.

in the picture

May

20, 1907.

I

was

my

first

have handled

——
June,

—

—

I'

American Hee Journal
bees ever since I was lO years old. The
first colony was in a box-hive and was
given to me by my mother. I soon transferred it from the box-hive to a chaff

mittee, Mr. J. B. Lamb, to say that the
council of tlie Association will be glad

those that lacked just a little of it. The
"little fellows" might wait their turns

any of the readers of the American
Bee Journal can attend on that occa-

till

which cost $5.00. When foul brood
raged through this part of the country

sion.

it

if

hive,

and devastated the bee-business,

I

was

The Bumble-Bee.

about the only one to save a few colonies by transferring them and scalding
the old hives.
Grantsville,

Leo

J.

You

better not fool with a Bumble-bee!
Ef you don't think they can sting you'll see!
They're lazy to look at, an' kindo' go
Buzzin' an' huniinin' aroun* so slow.
An' act so slouchy an' all fagged out,
Danglin' their less as they drone about
The hollyhawks 'at they can't climb in
'Ithoutist atumble-un out agin!

Beachy.

Md.
Con-

Franco-British Bee-Keepers'
gress.

This Congress of bee-keepers will be
held under the presidency of Lord Avebury, at the Franco-British Exposition,
Shepherd's Bush, London, England, on

Thursday, June 25, 1908. The committee which has been appointed by the
British Bee-Keepers' Association to organize the Congress, requested the honorary secretary of the Congress Com-

—

Wunst

I

watched one climb clean 'way
I did, one day,

In a jim'son-blossom,

—

An' 1st grabbed it an' nen let go
An' "Oooh-ooh! Honey; I told ye so!"
Says the Kap'^edy Man; an' he ist run,
An' pullt out the singer and don't laugh none,
An' say: "They has ben folks, I guess
'At thought I wuz predjudust, more or less,
Yit I still muntain 'at a Bumble-bee
Wears out his welcome too quick fer me!"

—J/.MEs

Whitcomb

Riley.

Conducted by E.M.Ma

North Carolina

.M.

Sister.

In the North Carolina State Bulletin
of Bee-Keeping, in the list of those having 50 colonies or more, Mrs. Emma
Shugart stands fourth, with 194 colonies.
Pretty good that only three men in the
whole State can beat one of the sisters.

Wintering Bees in a Fni-nace Cellar.
When, a few years ago, we had a furnace put in our cellar, it was a question
whether it was going to make it better
or worse for the bees. It certainly was
Whereas in former winters
a change.

we had

to take measures to keep the cellar warm enough, now the problem was
to keep it cool. The outside cellar door
opens directly into the furnace-room, and
a door from the furnace-room opens into

the bee-room. Most of the time both of
these doors stand wide open, making it a
good deal like having the bees stand outdoors in a mild winter.

Last winter was what might be called
warm winter, and it was a question
whether the bees might not suffer from
being too warm. The thermometer in
the bee-cellar generally stood about 50,
a

at 60. During the forepart of the winter the bees were very
still.
Toward spring, on bright days,
it seemed as if too many bees were flying out through the doors. Dr. Miller
was remonstrated with "Are you not
afraid the bees will come out weak if
you leave the doors open that way for
so many bees to fly out to their death ?"
He didn't seem much concerned, replying that a certain number of bees would
die anyway from old age, and although

WlusuN.

When Dr. Miller is asked, "Don't you
think they would have come out still
stronger if doors had oftener been closed
on bright days?" he replies, "I don't

^

A Summer Honey

Drink.

A

good use to which to put sassafras
roots is to make them into a refreshing
mead. Make a tea of the roots, steeping
until quite strong, strain, and bring to a
boil
to this add a half pint of honey,
three pints of good molasses (not corn
syrup), and a tablespoonful of pure
cream of tartar, stirring all well togethThis should make a half gallon of
er.
the tea, and it should be put into pint
bottles and sealed. To a glassful of ice
water add a pinch of soda and a teaspoonful of the mead, and the result will
be refreshing, effervescent drink. The
;

—

Commoner.

How We

and occasionally

:

.Maren'^ru

letting the light in would entice out
some bees, if the air were foul still more
At any
bees might die in the dark.
rate, the bees seemed to come out as
strong as usual, perhaps a little stronger.

know."

^
Evened Onr Bees.

would be to have all
colonies come out in the spring equal in
Our bees
strength, and all strong.
haven't reached that point yet (May 22),
that down
and
from
being
strong,
some

The

ideal thing

very weak.
seems to stand
to

A
still

very

weak

colony

in spring, if indeed

A colony strong
enough to have 4 frames of brood filled
seems to walk right along. So, as usual,
we tried first to bring up to that point

it

doesn't

grow weaker.

if the added frame were
put next the brood-nest and the queen in
this way cut off from the mass of her
bees, the strange bees would promptly
So we generally looked to find
ball her.
the queen, and put the frame on the furthest side of the brood-nest from where
she was. If we did not readily find her,
we shook the bees off the frame outside
the brood-nest, so as to make sure she
would not be there.
More difficult it is to manage the very
weak colonies. One colony in the Wilson apiary had brood in only 2 frames
of brood, but only bees enough to have
a little brood in each of 2 frames. To
give to such a weakling a frame of
from another
strange bees directly
queen would very likely do more harm
than good, by endangering the queen.
The queen might be caged for a day or
two, but that is troublesome, especially
in an out-apiary, and besides it stops the
queen's laying. So we managed to give
to such a colony queenless bees which
would be friendly to any queen.
For some reason the colonies in the
out-apiary were not so strong as in the

happen— and

ee-Keepinolg
A

later.

a colony had 5 frames of brood,
could spare one; if it had 6 it could
spare 2. We found the queen, so as to
be sure to leave her, and then we took
the I or 2 frames of brood, bees and all.
After getting a hive more or less filled
with such frames of brood and bees,
we proceeded to distribute them where
they would do the most good.
In distributing these frames, the chief
thing to look out for was not to endanger the life of the queens in the weak
colonies by giving too many strange bees.
If a colony had 3 frames of brood, there
was no danger from giving another, unless in some way the queen should get
away from her own bees among the
strange ones before these latter had become naturalized. She might be on a
frame just outside of the brood-nest
not very likely, but it does sometimes
If

home apiary. So after all colonies at
home were up to the point where they
needed no help, we took 2 hivesful (16
of brood and bees from the
On a
apiary to the out-apiary.
Saturday we took from strong colonies
at home the 16 frames, piled them in
a pile where no colony stood, taking
no precaution whatever to prevent the
bees from returning to their own homes.
If we had treated only I or 2 frames in
directly from
that way, taking them
queen-right colonies, very likely the bees
chilled
leaving
would have deserted,
brood. But with as much as 2 stories
lonesome,
the bees don't seem to feel so
and are more easily reconciled to stay
where they are put. Besides, such a
large body of sealed brood carries a
good deal of heat in itself, and requires
proportionally fewer bees to take care
It does not, by any means, reof it.
quires 4 times as many bees to keep
warm 4 frames of brood as it does to

frames)

home

_

keep a single frame warm.
We piled the brood Saturday, so the
bees would feel their queenlessness to be
But the rain didn't let
taken Monday.
us get away till Wednesday (did you
ever see such a rainy time as May this
year?), and even then we were a little

—
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to make a .success of bee-keeping
year, as I live in a good honeycountry, and I am just a woman who is
not afraid of a honey-bee.
I ma.

anxious for fear

mean

we

this

it might
rain before
got home. To each of the 2 colonies that had brood only in 2 combs we
gave 3 frames of brood with adhering
bees.
That set them in business nicely,

and the bees being queenless we had no
anxiety as to the queens.

Besides there

was

the advantage that there was no
danger that the bees would desert and
go back to their own hives, as some of

them always do when given from one
colony to another in the same apiary,
btill,

queenless bees are not nearly so

bad about returning to their homes
the same apiary as if taken directly
a queen-right colony.

in

from

Koiunis with Honey.

One quart of new milk, one dessertspoonful of honey, one teaspoonful of
yeast. Make the milk just warm, add to
it the yeast and honey, pour into a large
jug, and pass from one jug to another
for three or four times. Put each pint
of Koumis info a quart bottle, cork tightly and keep in a warm room for 24
hours Chicago Record-Herald.

—

A Tough

;

your

Dear Miss Wilson

:

—

I

wonder

if

you

"lifter."

To say that a bee-sting does not
poison one more than a mosquito-bite
may sound to some like a figure of
speech not to be taken too literally. It
is true, however, not only that for some
a bee-sting is no worse than a mosquitobite, but not nearly so bad.
Very likely
first thrust of the sting gives more
pain than the first bite of the mosquito,
but there are old stagers in the bee-business who feel no after-effects from the
sting, the pain being over in a minute,
whereas the pain from the mosquito-bite
gets worse and continues worse for

the

some

A
Time with the Bees.

are wondering what has become of me.
I had a tough time with my bees last
summer. I had to feed them all summer until fall flowers. Then they gathered 300 pounds of surplus honey and
enough to run them through winter. I
put 36 colonies and 7 nuclei into the cellar last fall, and they all lived but one
colony, and the colonies all looked well
and strong. I wonder what has become
of Mr. Hasty and Yon Yonson. I also
wonder what has become of that beekeeper that offered $100 if any one
would tell him the difference between a
worker-bee and a laying worker-bee. I
hope he has found out by this time.
I like

Possibly the fact that you are not at all
afraid of a honey-bee has led you to
monopolize all the stings and so your
"hive-lifter" has had no chance to find
out how nice the little bees are.
It is
to be feared that if a purchaser should
appear you would "lift" the price on

time.

Sister's E.vperience

With Bees.

Bees are in fine shape at this time. I
had one swarm yesterday. The warm
weather and abundant fruit-bloom in
March set them to fixing for swarming.
I
cut out queen-cells then, and there
were lots of drones. Then the weather
turned cold and there was no more

bloom

until just

now

the white clover

is blooming.
The last few days they
have been working on that. I have su-

pers on all the hives, and some are working in them. Hives are crowded full of

We had a thunder-storm early this
morning, and the wind has turned to the
North, and it is only 60 degrees, and

bees.

still

cloudy.

We have had poor seasons for 3 vears.
had over a thousand pounds from 30
colonies, and increased to 46. The hives
were out in the sun with no shade over
them, and the first thing I knew the
combs had melted down In a good many
I

extracting supers, as I use full-depth
hives for supers. They fill them much
better than the section-boxes. In 2 hives
the bees were drowned out.
I think
I lost 400 or 500 pounds. The thermometer stood at 104 and 106 in the shade
for several days. I took dry-goods boxes and made shades over them. I tore
the bo.xes to pieces and then made a cover just large enough to shade the top
and sides.
I had no more trouble then.

Bees that had young queens went
through the winter in fine shape, but I
have lost 20 colonies which had old

The

queens.

hives

would be full of
no bees would

honey and

in a short time

be there.

Some would

I

hope

this year to

to start in the

be

have

full

all

of brood.

new queens

fall.

When

I began bee-keeping in igoi I
bee from another, and
handle bees was a mystery. I
had no idea at all of the management
of bees.
But I got the American Bee
Journal, and have learned about all I

did not

how

know one

to

know from

that.

Mrs. B. L. Hackworth.
Quincy, Kans., May 21.

reading the American Bee Jour-

nal very much.

Catharine Wainwright.
Tilton, Iowa, April 20.

You have

set a good example of perseverance.
Some would have said, "If
the bees can not get enough for their
own living, let them starve." Not only
were you rewarded for your feeding by
the 300' pounds of surplus last year, but
present indications are that you may
have a rousing crop this year.
will
all be glad if, instead of 300, you get
3,000 pounds.

We

Two-Legged Hive-Lifter
Money.

Honey Pin-

very well for all the bee-sisters
a 2-legged hive-lifter, but I own
one that is no good, for he is more
afraid of a dear little honey-bee than
he would be of a bear. You ought to
see him sprint when a playful bee wishes to malsc liis acquaintance.
From experience I find my hive-lifter of little
use, and will sell him very cheap!
It

to

is

own

how

long I have cared
for bees, but long enough so that I know
I can earn my pin-money very easily.
I like to take care of them.
Very often
I get a sting, which does not poison me
any more than a mosquito-bite.
I take the American Bee Journal, and
I

will not say
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Conditions Not Bright.

am sorry to say that conditions in
part of Ontario are not as bright
pictured in last month's American
Bee Journal.
have had a very late,
cold spring here, and many bee-keepers
report much spring dwindling.
However, clover looks good, and
if
the
weather gets warmer there may yet be a
I

this

as

We

fair crop.

Apple-bloom is not open yet (May 21).
is very much like last spring.
..illows are just in bloom, but it rains
nearly all the time. However, the beeman's old standby, "Hope," has not deserted us, and we are looking for a
If the season is at all
change soon.
favorable, indications point to a large

The season

number of Canuck bee-keepers being

in

attendance at the National in October.

Brood-Rcai'ing in AVinter.

On
J.

L.

page 109 of tlie .Aipril number, Mr.
Byer, in Canadian Beedom, very

courteously

criticises

a

statement of

BYER, Mount

Joy, Ont.

mine regarding the amount of broodrearing in winter in the North. I want
just as courteously to criticise the critic,
and point out two or three ideas of his

which my observations tell me he has
got reversed.
In my experience bees in the cellar
are more likely to have brood in winIt is
ter than are those out-of-doors.
possible I am mistaken in this, as my observation of indoor wintered bees is very
much less than it has been of those kept
out-of-doors.
Again, it is the weak, poorly wintered
colonies that rear winter brood instead
of strong ones. I am quite decided on
this point.

As reasons why he thinks colonies
usually have brood in small quantities
during the winter, he cites his experience with 3 colonies, and hear-say about
an indefinite number of others. My own
personal observation of brood-nests at
the close of winter covers at least 50©,
probably 1,000, colonies, and I am within
bounds when I say that less than one-

:
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of these liad any brood or eggs
in the early part of March, and
the large majority of those that did
have either eggs or brood had just started it, and those having the most brood
then were almost invariably the ones
which had wintered the poorest.
My observations were all made in extreme Northern Iowa, were extended
over several seasons, and were almost
altogether of colonies kept in first-class
tliird

nt

all

chaff-hives.
I am of the impression that the milder
the climate bees are in the greater tendency to continue brood-rearing during
I have very rarely seen a
the winter.
normal colony, either here in South
Florida or in Cuba, entirely without
brood at any time of the year.
Stuart, Fla., May 4. O. O. Poppleton.

Relative to what

I

said as to colonies

rearing brood in the winter, I am still
convinced that my conclusions are corLike Mr. Poprect, for our locality.
pleton, I have had little experience in
cellar-wintering, but well-known and reliable bee-keepers have told me that
quite often nearly every colony would
have no brood when put on the summer stands. On the other hand, other
successful winterers have stated that the
reverse was more often the case in their
As to which condition is
experience.
most desirable, is a disputed question,
but the majority of cellar-winterers seem
to agree that brood-rearing in the cellar is detrimental to the best interests of
the colony.
Now as regards out-door wintering,
while I do not claim to have the experience of Mr. Poppleton, yet from
the time of being 2 years old at which
age my grandfather used afterwards to
remind me of having caused him a lot
of trouble by removing the entranceblocks I have been within the sound
of the hum of about 200 colonies con-

Co-operation

wintering; on the other hand, the bees
strong, and although
occupying brood-nest equal in capacity
to 15 or 16 Langstroth frames, yet most
of the colonies required supers in fruit-

came through very

Among

bloom to ward off swarming.
There is a possibility that Carniolan
blood may in some measure account for
so much early brood-rearing, but after
making due allowance for that, I will
bet a big apple that here in Ontario
nearly every strong colony will be found
to have brood in the early part of March.

ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.
FRUIT AND

Too Much Honey

Bee-Keepers.

Frequently of late we have been giving the views of different Ontario beekeepers on the subject of co-operation.
At the last annual meeting of the Ontario Association a committee was appointed to look into the matter and report at the next meeting. The following circular letter sent to members of
the Association is self-explanatory

in Winter.

HONEY BRANCH.

the Co-operative Committee of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association
was held in my office on
April 2ist, and a full discussion took
place as to what could be done the presIt was felt
ent year along these lines.
by all of the members that at first no
elaborate scheme could be undertaken.
The question of suitable inspection of
honey was one of importance, and it was
felt that to work up a trade in large
for
such markets as the
quantities
Northwest, it would be necessary to
have the goods thoroughly inspected and
guaranteed before shipment.

The meeting of

At the risk of again being "courteously criticised," 1 am going to differ
from the statement made by another
veteran, in the May issue of the American Bee-Keeper. Dr. Blanton, of Mississippi, in giving his report for 1907,
says:
"I lose more bees from having too
much honey in the hive, than when twothirds full, from the fact of the bees
clustering on the combs of honey and
freezing. I have lost some of my largWhen the seest colonies in that way.
vere winter comes late, then the bees

—

—

Yet I frankly admit having
in
looking into
but little experience
brood-nests during the winter months.
While the cases mentioned are few, yet
in each colony spoken of, there was
abundance of bees and honey, and to
all appearances the bees were wintering perfectly, yet in a cold winter there
was brood present in January and February.
pretty difficult matter to tell
for sure just who is right in the question, as I for one, Mr. Poppleton, will
give you your own way in the matter,
rather than to try to prove that you are
wrong by making a wholesale examination of the brood-nests during the winter months.
But as to what you say about the early
part of March, I am positive that such
a condition is not often found here in
Ontario.
A few years ago, during a
warm spell in the first w-eek of March,
I was alarmed
by finding a colony
starved to death. The day being exceptionally warm for the time of year,
a hasty examination was made of the
entire yard.
All that was done was to
remove the sawdust cushion, turn back
the quilt and gently smoke the bees
down a little. The frames being a scant
^-inch wide, sealed honey could be seen
tinually.

A

Out-Api.^ry of

J.

have consumed enough honey to have

Whenever we Canucks

see the names
of Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, and
naturally
other Southern States, we
think of balmy days and semi-tropical
vegetation. Vet it appears that down in
Mississippi, it freezes harder than in
Canada, as I wish to assure Dr. Blanton that bees w-ill not free::e here even

have

they

not enough empty

How

combs

do I
for all to cluster on.
Why, by actual results of wintering on sealed combs of honey; and

know?
if

my

evidence

Evoy and he

is

doubted, ask Mr.

Mc-

will tell you.

When

movable frames came into use,
many formerly- held views were easily
disproved, and as it is just as easy to
prove this wintering question under discussion, I have often been mystified as
to why well-known authorities in bee-

at once, as well as sealed

keeping will theorize to show that

than half

impossible for bees to winter, unless
there is sufficient empty comb to cluster
on, when actual practise will disprove
their statements.

I

brood more
way down the deep frames.
remember distinctly that in nearly

every colony the brood could be seen
readily.
Now, it was not a case of bad

Byer. in Winter.

was finally decided to ask the
It
to get from
the bee-keepers in the Province some
idea of the amount of surplus honey
which they would have for sale at the
Such a
price fixed by this Committee.
list would be printed and distributed by
the Secretary of the Association to all
inquiring parties as well as to the large
wholesale houses throughout the Provinces and in the West. This would tend
to bring together the honey-producer and
the wholesale buyer, and would probably
result in more satisfactory and prompter
sales than have taken place in the past.
It was felt that some of our reliable
and well-known bee-keepers in the various sections could easily undertake the
By keeping a
inspection at small cost.
register of the quantities of honey for
sale and the grades of the same, the
secretary would be in a position in many
cases to help in the sale of the goods.

Honey Exchange Committee

plenty of dry combs to cluster on."

though

L.

it

is

exhibiting Ontasummer, there
from that part
of the country for honey in quantities

As

the

Department

is

rio honey in the West this
will doubtless be inquiries

:
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ground for expecting greatly-increased Departmental attention and aid to bee-keeping,
and there is no reason to believe that, so far
as Hon. Nelson Monteith, Ontario's Minister
of Agriculture, is concerned this will be forthcoming.
In this connection, it may not be
amiss to note that Dr. Robertson has intimated his intention of instituting a strong
apiary department in the Macdonald College
Anne de Bellevue, Que., and the
at
Ste.
It is now a
O. A. C. must not lag behind.
moot question, whether it would not be advisable to establish, either at'Jordan Harbor or
Guelph (probably at both, with provision for
interchange of colonies and demonstration facilities), a strong, well-equipped experimental
and demonstration apiary department, in charge
of an expert apiarist employed the year round.
At present, there is but a fall-term course at
the O. A. C. by a non-resident lecturer, and
it is not conducted in a way to exalt the bee-

during the present season. The local societies should do all in their power to
help in this matter by, if necessary, combining their season's surplus product so
that the Secretary of the Provincial Association could inform intending pur-

is

chasers where a carload lot or more
could be procured from one neighborhood.
By working the present season in this
small way it was felt that perhaps it
would develop into something more
elaborate during the coming years, as
has been the case in the co-operative
handling and selling of fruit.
P. W. HoDGETTS, Secretary.

May

6,

keepers, art or occupation in the mind of the
Development of this departis clearly required, and any reasonable

average student.

ment

expenditure will be well repaid.

— Farmer's

Ad-

vocate.

The Farmer's Advocate

the leading
agricultural paper of Canada, and the
foregoing article is a fair criterion as
to how the better-informed agriculturists regard the .jee-keeping industry.
is

Regarding Government

aid, no quesbut that apiculture, as compared
other kindred pursuits, has been
greatly neglected, but as is pointed out
in the article referred to, the signs are
hopeful for more attention in the fu-

tion

with

ture.

1908.

More Government Aid for the Bee
Industry
Much
poetry,

as

the busy bee

prose

has been extolled in

and proverbial

lore,

it

is

a

re-

markable fact that the bee-keeping industry has
seldom received from Governmental offices the
encouragement and support which its own im-

'^eedoin

portance and its immense incidental benefits to
other phases of agriculture unquestionably war-

Perhaps this is partly attributable to the
limited numbers and unaggressive attitude of
bee-keepers, but more particularly, we surmise,
to the woeful lack of general knowledge concerning the great value of bees in pollenizing
fruit, clover and buckwheat blossoms.
Indeed,
bee-keepers are frequently anathematized by
neighbors who really owe them a deep debt of
gratitude for many an extra barrel of fruit
or bushel of alsike seed.
That orchards yield
best, other conditions being equal, in the neighborhood of apiaries, is a matter of repeated
rant.

comment among observant

horticulturists.

Conducted by

The Texas

And

and hundreds of orchardists and
deny this, and berate the innocent
simply because they are uninformed
regarding natural history, and too narrow and

yet,

scores

farmers

apiarist,

prejudiced to believe the statements of experts
who have investigated the subject. There is
great need for educational work in spreading
knowledge of the value of bees to agriculture,
as well as assisting bee-i<eepers by freely-en-

dowed

and

investigation

experiment in

the

various phases and difficulties of modern apiary
practice.

The value of

the bees as an object-lesson
for nature study, and of honey as a food,
cormnends it. It displaces no other stock, withholds not a foot of ground from cultivation,
outside the limited quarters of the apiary, and
abstracts nothing from the fertility of the soil.
France, which utilizes every resource, encourages bee-keeping liberally.
In Northern Ontario, honey is one of the first crops a farmer

can take.
Canadian honey has won high lau«Is. wherever exhibited.
At the Centennial
Exhibition, in 1876, Ontario honey took first
prize.
At the World's Columbian Exhibition
in 1893, Ontario Province received 17 awards,
and the whole United States 28. At the PanAmerican Exhibition in 1901, Ontario with
21 exhibitors, secured the only gold 'medal
and 3.3 diplomas of honorable mention. Medals
of distinction have also been won at St. Louis
Mo., and Paris. France.
'

These considerations emphasize the propriety
of a couple of recent resolutions passed
by or-

ganizations of apiarists.
The National BeeKcepers Association of the United States,
at
their last annual meeting at Harrisburgli
Pa
recorded a strong expresson of opinion'
that
all Federal, State and Provincial
Departments
of Agriculture give bee-keeping
encouragement
and the same help that other branches of agriculture receive; that complaint had
been made
that incompetent men had frequently
been aopointed in the position of lecturers
on this
"
subject.
At a recent convention

of the Bee-Keepers'
Association of Ontario, a resolution was
passed
unanimously -.sking that exhibits be mide
at
Toronto Lon.i,„, Ottawa and other
exhibitions.
..u.ia,
Riving dcmc"
honey, tlie
ment of bees, showing forth
nd instructing the pub•

A^,;£u'"'"'T

"

""','

fori;;;;:e;^

,P'-o^i"<:i->l

"•''"'

'"

h„*^n and
, ^
help
cncourac. ment
agriculture arc receiving.

Kivc
that

a!^ "nZ

Department of
bee-keeping the
'•
othc
lines of

We t,ikc It tha the spirit of these resolu10ns docs not call for monetary
appropriation
same extent as accorded, say, the dairying industry, for instance, but there
certainly
to the

H. hCHi.iLl^.

The 8th annual meeting of the Texas
Bee-Keepers' Association takes place at
the Agricultural and Mechanical College, College Station, next month, during the meeting of the Texas Farmers'
Congress. The exact dates are not yet
named, and will be made known as soon
as obtained.

There

will be a

more

interesting con-

of bee-keepers this year than
heretofore, as many topics of special interest are to be discussed, and many
new features will be brought out at this
There are several imporconvention.
tant subjects that will be brought up
before the convention this year that the
bee-keepers of Texas are interested in,
so that the attendance should be good.
new feature will be the demonstration work of real, practical value, in
place of the long papers that have heretofore been the main feature of the program. Those on the program this year
will use this instead of reading long pa-

A

pers.

Besides these things the social feature
of a bee-keepers' gathering should not
be forgotten, and for information as to
how to "rub up" with us, how to get
there, and any other questions, just address myself, Secretary-Treasurer of the
Association, and I shall be glad to inform you.
The program follows

Prayer by a member.
Call to order.
Reception
President's annual address.
of new members. General business.
Selection of Location of Apiary
W. E. Crandell.

— W.C.

Conrads and

Preparation of Apiarv for the Honey-

Flow— D.

C. Milam and Willie Atchley.
Foul Brood in Texas, and What to do
with it Louis H. Scholl.
Prevention of Swarming and Increase
F. L. Aten.
Best Methods of Queen-Rearing, and
Success with Babv Nuclei W. IT Laws
and J. W. Pharr.

—

—

—

New

braunie

—

Production of Extracted Honey T. P.
Robinson and Otto Sueltenfuss.
Marketing Honey Udo Toepperwein.
Is It Profitable to Have Apiaries in
Another State? W. O. Victor.
Comparative Profit in Production of
Extracted, Bulk Comb and Section Honey A. H. Knolle and Hugo Sattler.
Bee-Keepers' Exhibits at Fairs Dr.

—

—

—

—

and J. M. Hagood.
Question-Box to be taken up at each

C. S. Phillips

vention

.

•

ifiH^judg^g-anyikrii^g

LOU 1^

State Convention.

session.

The Value of Hives made
Pine— W. H. White.

of Texas

Prof. Ernest Scholl's Report on tlie
College Apiary.
Report of Committee on awards of

premiums,

etc.

Election of officers, and completion of
business that should come before the
Association.
all

F. L.

Later.

Atex, Committee on Program.

— Since

writing the

foregoing,

have learned that the meeting of the
Farmer's Congress will be held July 8,
9 and 10.
I

There will be exhibits of bee-keepers'
products and other things, as usual, for
special premiums will be arranged.
All who have anything to send are
asked to do so, and thus help make the

which

Write for any furexhibit a success.
ther information, if desired, to me at

New

Braunfels.

Louis H. Scholi..
Distribute

Your

Apiaries.

More than ever have I found the great
difference in localities since I have as
many as 16 apiaries now. These are located in half a dozen entirely different
localities, where the flora and the sources
of honey are very different. And just
so different arc the conditions of the
Some of the
bees in these localities.
yards are where very little honey was
obtained last year, so much so that the
average bee-keeper might have moved
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into the territory where the bees
did wonderfully well last season. This I
did not do since former experience had
taught me that those good locations
might he poor ones the year following,
and vice versa with the poor ones. This
has come about many times, and again

them

this year.

Now

if I

had

all

my

bees in one kind

is it not plain enough to see
I would have some total failures?
But by having my apiaries widely distributed I catch some honey soincwhere,

of location,
that

my

yards may not
impossible to
It
is
know where the honey yield will be
sure here, so I do not rely on the same
kind of locations for all my bees. Local
rains and other conditions play a great
part in the honey-yielding of the flora
we rely upon, and a rain several miles
away may assure a crop there while the
bees starve at home.
Since I am not so favorably located
as some are who can always count on
a crop, it becomes necessary for me to
rely upon some of the "tricks of the
trade" to make up for it. Thus I have
some apiaries 200 miles from home, and
others all the distances between. When
it is practicable to do so, migratory beekeeping is practised, moving some of the
yards to the more favorable localities to

although some of
gather anything.

catch the yield there for the time. For
these reasons my apiaries are not very
large, but there are more of them, and

widely distributed.

Honey
About

the honey-cookies would very
return to its former shape.
that the cakes made of
cane-sugar were hard, with no velvety
feeling or elasticity about them.

promptly
I

was shown

The gentleman informed me

that the
as when

honey-made cakes were as good
baked, long after the canc-made cakes
were ruined with age. I was informed
that there was no sweet that would take
the place of honey in this company's
cookies and cakes that it uses many carloads of honey annually.
T. P. Robinson.
Banlett, Tex.
;

AVTien

Does Mesquite Bloom?

has been slated that the mesquite
trees bloom after each good rain through
the spring and summer months. This is
not in accordance with my observations.
The mesquite blooms here twice a year,
Some years it doesn't bloom
as a rule.
It usually blooms in April and
at all.
again in June, and we think the dryer
the year the surer it is to bloom and
yield honey.
I
have many times seen
the mesquite budded full, and just in
the act of blooming, and a heavy raint|ie buds would fall
fall would blast all
It

—

off,

and no more buds would

start until

again became very dry. No, sir, the
mesquite doesn't bloom after each good
it

rain in this locality.

Rescue, Tex.

L. B.

Smith.

The

in Cookies.

of February, this year,
I decided to lay in my supply of sugar
to feed to the bees to tide them over
the dearths that visit me every spring
after the first honey-bearing flowers disappear.
I was desirous of buying this
sugar by wholesale as I would need
probably a ton, having sometimes to feed
my bees practically all that they get to
I was constantly
eat for two months.
on the lookout for a sugar-drummer
when in town, and accosted every fellow with a hand-bag. One day I hailed
a fellow, whom I had all reason to believe
was a sugar-man, but who informed me that he was a drummer for
promptly
the National Biscuit Co.
became intimate, and jumped up a lively
conversation about honey, bees, and bakery. The gentleman offered to buy honey for his firm from me, if I had any
to sell of the genuine, pure stufif. I had
none to ofler just then. I made inquiry
as to the principal use to which they put
honey and was informed that they used
it in cookies
and cakes. I asked why
not use sugar, and was informed that
cane-sugar cakes and cookies were inferior, both in quality and in keeping
power to the article produced with
honey.
the

made on

first

mesquite tree, or screw - bean
(Prosopis juliflora) which covers thousands of miles of territory of the Southwest, and is the main honey-producing
source of this section, is peculiar in some
respects.
One of these is related by

Mr. .'^niith that of a heavy rain causing all the buds to drop when the beekeeper has been preparing for a heavy
honey-flow. I have seen just such disappointment this spring being among
the seasons when such happened.
Trees of this kind need lots of moisture the preceding year to lay up a supply of "food" for the following one,
;

—

when

they

will

live

from

sap

their

throughout the season, even through the
dryest of years. Therefore late summer and fall rains, or a wet fall and
predict for us a good crop of
honey from mesquite, no matter whether
we have a dry year or not. Some of
my best honey crops were made when all
other people were complaining of hard
times on account of a dry year, and bad
winter,

crops of the farms. Last fall was very
favorable for the kind of prospects that
make the bee-keepers smile. But "there's
many a slip twixt cup and lip," and so it
was with us in that the spring was too
wet too much rain, hence mesquite
grew too much into new wood instead
of setting buds, and the buds that did
appear soon dropped off on account of

—

the rains.
As the blooming periods are two, the
first in April and a second in June, or
early July,
we are hoping for dry
weather and a heavy blooming period
then, since the trees have had a long
rest period, and in addition they have
made an excellent growth of new wood
from which the healthiest buds should
spring.
So a favorable fall and a dry season
the following year are our favorites wet
;

seasons bring us disappointments if we
depend upon the mesquite for our honey
crop.

!r^

^tribute
i*=^.

We

He

said,

"Let

me

show you some-

thing;" whereupon he opened his case
of cakes and cookies, and explained the
difference in cane-sugar-made and honey-made cakes.
I
was told that the
honey-made article was of better flavor,
and, best of all, it would keep many
times longer than the sugar-made arti-

At this he had me feel his cakes,
which had a soft, velvety, elastic touch
to the hand, and a pleasant aroma to
smell. I was shown that any impression
cle.

Hives— Large
BY

C.

P.

vs.

Small

DADANT.

In the May number of the American
Bee Journal I find two articles mentioning what has been called the "Dadant system," the one to praise it, the
other to criticise it with a sweeping condemnation of all that is not according
to some new doctrines. Allow me to say
a few things concerning the questions
raised.

The Dadant

and therefore
manipulations.

tion,

Mr. Getaz, consists mainly in using
large brood-chambers which give sufficient room for all the needs of the colony. Strong colonies are thus formed,
the best queens are given a chance to
develop their fertility, and the entire
management is simplified, by the possibility of securing more bees, more stores
for winter, less swarming, and maintaining the apiary at the number of
colonies desired without much fluctua-

very

few

first

man,

in figures
the requirements of a good, strong colony of bees. He had seen in his experience some remarkably successful colonies of bees in very large box-hives and
had studied the causes of their fine condition.
This led him to enquire into
what was needed to accommodate the

most
space

system, as mentioned by

with

Mr. Dadant, senior, was the
as far as I know, to establish

queens and their bees with
for brood-rearing, storing pollen

prolific

and a winter supply of honey that would
prove

adequate

in

ordinary

circum-

stances, with very powerful colonies.
In the use of the different frames he
finally settled on the Quinby size as the
most satisfactory, and ascertained that
9 frames of that size would give about
the required room for the most prolific
This was equal to between 12
queens.

and 13 Langstroth frames, 14 Gallup,
21 Heddon, and would call for 16 Danzenbaker frames, under the same rules.

June, 1908.
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French - speaking
In Europe, in the
countries, the comparison was made with
the Burki-Jecker hive (Swiss) which
under the same reckoning required at
least 12 frames, and the Layens hive
which required 10, to get each hive to
the adequate size in the brood-cliamber
for the accommodation of the most proNot only have these figures
lific queens.
been almost universally accepted as correct, but many of those who used the
8-frame Langstroth hive went farther
and doubled the size of their brood-

chamber by adding another body, making the

room

altogether too large.

They

some places changed to the
have now
2 - story Danzenbaker 10 - frame hive,
which though much nearer correct than
in

the double-story Langstroth, is still a little too large when used in double stories,
to accoinmodate queens and not get too
much surplus honey in the brood-combs.

The comparison made in our apiaries
between different systems was all carried
upon a large scale. We had two apiaries
lo-frame
in the seventies devoted to
Langstroth hives, which were positively
recognized as too small in single stories,
the other 4 apiaries run by us under
the same management with large hives
always giving better results, even when
the location was changed from one place

Meanwhile some apiarists
were proclaiming the 8-frame Langstroth
hive as still too large for them, and
some were talking of reducing it to 6
They had never found out
frames.
what queens could do, and they under-

to another.

estimated them.
There are still many people who believe a small hive best, because they
look through the wrong end of the telescope. For instance, we have neighbors
who use 8-frame Langstroth hives and
have early swarms every year. Their
hives become overcrowded by May

isth,

about the time of fruit-bloom; the bees
cast small swarms, and the owner rejoices in imagining that his colonies are
considerably better than ours, since we
have very few swarms, and no early
ones at all. The fact is that our bees

comfortable, and the queens
still
have room to lay and increase the

are
still

strength of the colony when their bees
are "at the end of the string" and must
Reeither defer breeding, or swarm.
sult many small swarms and little honWhen the harvest comes, our powey.
erful colonies leave everything else in
the shade, and the same men who have
had such early swarms wonder how
we could harvest so much honey. It
The queens have not
is very simple.
been detained in their laying, the bees
have not suffered for want of space,
the colony is in the very best condition,
and if supplied with ample supers in
time brings the very best results.
large brood-chamber (not too large)
and plenty of stores is the cause, other
conditions l)eing equal, of course.
:

A

The above gives the results of years
of expcrienr.- with brood-chambers considered too larije by many practical nicn
those large hives without having ever tried them.
Mr. J. E. Hand, on page 144, intimates that I do not understand thq
methods of today, and flatly calls our
methods " slow-going," and the man
who practices them "a back number."
if Mr. Hand could be with us a little

who condemned

he would find that we do not
practice "handling, brushing and interchanging" as much as he thinks, and that
the speed of manipulations of which
he boasts may be on our side rather
than on his. Last year, in a discussion
while

when
about in Gleanings,
Messrs. Hand and Chambers attacked
havtheir
not
my methods, I spoke of
To
ing tried the methods I advocate.
had
he
this Mr. Chambers replied that
near him an apiary of Dadant hives
which proved very inferior as breeding
hives. A later investigation revealed the
fact that those were not Dadant hives
at all, but ordmary Tri-State lo-frame
Langstroth hives ordered from us by the
party in question. The lo-frame Langstroth hive is the most spread of all the
but I repeat it, that
hives in America
hive is too small in my estimation for
It is very clear to
good production.
brought

;

me

that Mr. Danzenbaker realized this
the hive which bears
name, for he has made a hive which
more than ample when used in 2

when he invented
his
is

stories.
is not the first man to call
who do not acmethods.
tried
insufficiently
of
cept
When the "reversing hive" craze struck
or
some
25
30 years
the United States
ago, every other man had a pet hive
and
the rereversing,
and theory on
sults which were extraordinary in some
wonder
as .to
instances made everybody
the outcome.
sent
hives"
An inventor of "invertible
his foreman to us to explaiii to us what
could be obtained by inverting with his
method, and forcing the bees to transport their honey from the bottom of the
brood-chamber where inverting placed
It increased their acit
to the super.

Mr. Hand

"back numbers" those

—

tivity,

—

made them

fill

the

combs more

fully with brood, secured the best honey,
And it reallv did. This was all
etc.
But in the long run all this was
true.
found not practical, and more trouble
than profit, and not one man in a thou-

sand today practices inversion, although
inversion people called us "back
the

numbers" then.
I venture to predict that unless Mr.
Hand, or some other man, manages iii a
to change entirely the natural in-

way

stinct of the bees in

regard to keeping

more than one queen in a hive; unless
they manage to secure a method by
which they may keep 2 or more queens
hive during the entire year, very
few people will accept this method of
dividing colonies in the fall to reunite
them in the spring, and the new system which goes contrary to the natural
instinct of the insect.
I do not wish, however, to be understood as attempting to dissuade apiarists
from experimenting on those new methods. On the contrary, there can be nothing but profit in experiments, but I believe in going slowly in matters that
conflict with the natural instincts of the
in the

bees.

"Keep more bees !" Yes, keep- more
bees and do not waste so much time
handle neither
in manipulations.
hive-bodies nor frames half as much as
in bee-culcuts
short
want
who
those
ture and call us "back numbers." But

We

when we do have to handle broodframes we have only 9 to handle instead of 20, while at the same time we

supply our bees with a spacious brood

chamber.

Our

are not carried about and
therefore we have
device or derrick,
described in two
of the implements
system of "short cuts."

hives

few days,
no need for a lifting
such as I have seen
or three places as one
lifted every

of the new
Hamilton,

111.

Apiarian Rights of Priority
BY

C.

A.

WORTH.

In answer to Dr. Miller's article on
the question whether it would be practical and also legitimate to have protection from the Government, for the right
of apiarian locations, I will say that I
cannot see where there would be any
justice in such legislation, except where
there are large forest reserves or other
territory.
I cannot underthe Doctor expects the Govfor a small
to protect him
amount of taxes, and secure him in the
privilege and rights to keep bees that
will gather nectar from the fields and

government

how

stand

ernment

premises of other parties. In 'my opinion, the proposition is just this:
has
Two farmers live side by side.
a fine, large pasturage of 50 or 60 acres,
but no stock of any kind to consume the
therefore, B must be protected
grass
because he pays a tax on his cattle, and
is entitled to let his cattle run on A's

A

;

pasturage, and still B is not benefited,
except in getting rid of the grass, and by
what fertilizer is left behind the stock.
That is about all the bee-keeper has to
propose to his neighbor when the neighIjor gets "up in the air" over the beekeepej-'s bees bothering his horses at the
watermg-tank they are fertilizers of the
fruit.
(Of course I mean the bees).
But as I read the Doctor's side of the
question, I see where he has occasion to
be alarmed on account of the promiscuous spreading of foul brood and other
diseases of the bees, but to overcome
that, I suggest that we all work toward
the end of securing protection of the
State in guarding against the spread of
I would suggest that we
bee-diseases.
see that proper laws are enacted, and
then do our utmost to secure their enlaw with a sufficient penforcement.
alty attached will stop the spreading of
the disease, as far as the moving of
farmers with 20 or 40 colonies^ with
Make it $10
foul brood is concerned.
fine for any one to move bees more than

—

A

5

whatever is thought to be
without first having the bees

miles, or

sufficient,

examined by the bee-inspector of the
In case the bees
county or district.
are found to be diseased, make it $250
into a locality
even
them,
to move
known to have the disease. If this kind
of restrictions be placed upon the possessors of bees, there will soon cease
the spreading^of foul brood.
The Doctor takes his stand with the
early settlers of the United States. Protection of the white man was accorded
on every hand. He was protected for
taking without even haying to pay for
the protection, except in the way the
poor, ignorant, uncivilized Indians resuppose
I
taliated by massacres, etc.
there is not an American Init who is
unthe
Still
nativity.
proud of his
christian manner in which the people

;
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of the early part of the eighteenth century used in securing the land that is
now considered the Land of the Free,
should make all Americans blush with
shame. How about it, Doctor, are you
willing to give up your home which
without any question was in possession
of the Indians 3'ears ago? Seems as if
Still
they had some "priority rights."

drive them farther and farther away
from their true state of living. I have
talked to Indians that said, "Me never

we

had backache till me try to live like
white man.
Me rather live in teepee
and have ponies and hunt than study
white man's books what no good to me
after white
brother."

man

quit

feeding me, like

Suppose we ask for legislation in regard to the keeping of enough bees for
one to work profitably to himself, by
Why should one be enhis own labor.
reap the benefits of the nectar
of other people's pasturage when the
labor is done by some one else? If we
will restrict the number of colonies that
any one can keep, and run with his own
labor, I assure you there will be very
few locations overstocked.
In conclusion I will say that the beekeeper that has not energy enough to
prevent the encroachment of some fellow that has the idea that there are
tons of honey going to waste in a locality that the bee-keeper already has well
stocked, and feels like there is not room
for some one else, either by gentle persuasion or a pecuniary consideration he
should prevent the encroachment. There
from the practical beeis no danger
keeper setting an apiary beside you if
he realizes that there are bees enough
already to gather the yield of nectar in
titled to
ofif

that locality.

College View, Neb.

way

where nearly equal the

good

age to the apiarist.
The next question is, " How near
should the hives stand to each other?"

as the frames, you will get just as
results in comb-building if the
rear of the hive is raised 2 or 3 inches
higher than the front or entrance end
of the hive, and as this does not interfere with the comb-building, it has the
advantage of shedding all water from
the entrance to the hive, and helps the
bees in removing any foreign substance,
such as dead bees, dirt, etc. But, if the
sections run crosswise of the frames,
as quite a few prefer they should (because such position allows the bees to
pass up into the sections from any space
between the frames below) then the
hive must set level both ways, else the
combs built in the sections will not be
true in them, the lower end often being
attached to the separators, which makes
bad work when the sections are gotten
ready for market, as in separating the
sections from the separators the comb
in the sections will be broken more or
less, on account of the brace-comb attached to the separator being stronger
than the comb in the section. This will
cause leakage of honey, and a defacement of the comb, which will make your
No. I or fancy honey go down into
a lower grade, providing it does not
spoil it for market altogether.

In case the hive must be level while
the sections are on, then it is well to
make the hive stand perfectly level both
ways, and at all times when the sections
are not on, raise the rear of the hive
two inches by putting a half brick or a
piece of 2 X 4 scantling between the bot-

tom-board to the hive and the hiveThis will throw the water out
stand.
and away from the entrance, and help
the bees about dragging out the dead
bees and dirt during^the fall, winter and
spring, just when it is needed most;
for during the summer months there is
little trouble from any of these sources.
•

"What

Locating an Apiary— Questions
BY

G.

Answered
M. DOOLITTLE.

I am requested to give an article in
the American Bee Journal on locating
an apiary, several questions being asked.

As

they are quite to the point, I will

them up one by one, and give my
views regarding them. The first is,
should hives be
"In what position
placed so that comb-building can be done
I expect to use
to the best advantage?
only starters in the frames and sections,
as I have not the necessary capital to
buy comb foundation just at present."
That depends upon whether you have
the sections run with the frames in the
brood-chamber, or crosswise. In either
event, the hive should stand level from
take

side to side, else the combs which are
built from the starters in the frames
will not be true in the frames, as the

comb perpendicuis little about bee-keeping
so exasperating as having the
combs built untrue in the frames. If
starters are put in the center of the
top-bars of the frames, and the hives
stand perfectly level from side to side,
you should have little trouble in having
the combs built down to the bottom
of the frames so they will be "true as
boards."
Now, if the sections run the same

bees always build their

There

larly.

that

is

distance should the hives stand
from the ground?" is the next question.
Forty years ago, when I first commenced
to keep bees, everybody thought that
the hives must be up from 12 to 18
inches from the ground, but it was found
that much loss resulted during cool days
in early spring from many bees which
were partially benumbed with the cold
coming a little short of the entrance
and dropping in the shade under the
hives, where they would soon become so
chilled that they never gained the hive
till they succumbed to the cold.
From
this and other reasons, all of our practical bee-keepers of today make the hivestands not more than from 2 to 4 inches
high, running an "alighting-board" from
the entrance of the hive to the ground,
so that any bee which is too chilled or
too heavily loaded to fly again after once
dropping on this board, can "travel" into
the hive on foot.
This alighting-board
is also a great help to the bees in a
windy day, for if they are able to reach
it
during a little lull from the wind,
they can hang on and crawl into the

without this, many efforts
must be made, till often the bee is worn
out before an entrance to the hive can
The objections to the low
be gained.
stands and this alighting-board, are that
toads will sit at the entrance to the
hive evenings and catch the heavilyladen, belated bees as they return home
and the ants will annoy them, but I
don't consider that either of these is anyhive, while

first in

real

dam-

When I was a boy I do not remember
seeing any bee-hives but what were set
on boards or planks, about as many as
could be crowded together. I well remember my father having trouble with
colonies running together, because the
hives were only 2 or 3 inches apart on
thescN planks, with each hive standing
on 4 ^-inch blocks, one at each of the 4
corners. I now suppose that where they
did this, it was because of some of the
colonies becoming queenless, when the
queenless bees would join those having
queens, for this running together almost
always happened two or three weeks after the colonies had swarmed.
But today things are very different, for we
find all practical apiarists giving each
colony a separate stand, and, as a rule,
these stands arc from 4 to 10 feet apart.

My

apiaries are laid out on the hexaplan, the hives being 10 feet apart
from center to center, and
the rows 10 feet apart.
I know that
very many place them closer, but I

gon

in the rows,

where the ground can be had
without too much expense, the saving of
queens when going out to be fertilized,
and the less mixing of bees, more than
pays for all of the extra travel which
this distance makes.
To get the hives arranged in the
hexagonal form, procure a line of the
desired length, and near one end tie
a white piece of yarn. Five feet from
this tie a piece of scarlet yarn, and
then a white one 5 feet from the scarlet,
and so on till you have red and white
yarn alternating at s feet from each
other the whole length you wish your
think

Now

apiary.
stretch the line where you
want the first row of hives, and place
a stand at every white thread.
'Then
move the line ahead 10 feet and place
the stands at the red threads.
Then
move 10 feet again, placing tjie stands
at the white, and so on till you get as
many stands as you wish in your apiary.
When you get it all laid out, and a hive
on each stand, you will see that you can
go through the apiary at almost any
angle, and each angle gives a straight
path, while for convenience and beautiful appearance you will have something
which is superior to anything ever be-

fore thought of.

"Toward what point of the compass
should the entrances of the hive face?"
the last question.
This is optional, providing they do not
face north of an east and west direction.
I
have mine face south, but
many think southeast should be the direction, for then the morning sun will
entice the bees out to gathering stores
earlier in the day than they otherwise
would do. However, after experimenting quite largely, I see little difference
but
in favor of any southerly direction
the facing of hives to the north is objectionable, as it nearly precludes the
flight of the bees during winter, and allows the cold north winds to blow in
at the hive-entrance, which is by no
means helpful to the bees, especially
during the spring, when it is necessary
to economize all the heat possible for
early brood-rearing.

is

;

Borodino, N. Y.
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A. J.

COOK.

bees are insects, and any thing
that pertains to insects, especially if it
touches our interests, or is likely to affect the prosperity of ourselves or others of our people, is sure to attract the
attention and claim the interest of every
intelligent bee-keeper.

it out, as suggested above.
Massachusetts has waged a fierce battle
against these' two foreigners, and to so
little purpose in the past that her people
were becoming quite discouraged.

keep

A New

Our

Annoying Ants.
friends of the Crescent City, and
the immediate surroundines, are seriously plagued by the introduction of an
ant from the Argentine Republic of
South America. At present, 1 think this
unwelcome immigrant is confined to the
State of Louisiana. This Argentine or
New Orleans Ant is known to Science
as Iridomynncx luimdis. As a household
It atpest it is said to be terriffic.
tacks almost every food article, and its
thought
that
it
is
that
bite is so severe
it might prove fatal to infants, if alone
other
distributes
when attacked. It also
pests and attacks directly our orchard
and garden plants. It is of the utmost
importance that this pest be not introduced into other sections of our country,
or that it be allowed to spread to other
parts of the State that is afflicted by
its pestiferous presence.

Our

Quarantine Laws.

Years ago. Southern California was
alarmed by the attack of the white scale,
which was brought from Australia. This
scale

threatened

—

not

alone

—

the

citrus

trees
orange and lemon but was a
promiscuous feeder, and seemed likely
to sweep every green thing from the
earth.
Some orchardists,
discouraged in the face of this enemy,
began to uproot their citrus trees. Happily a little lady-bird beetle from Australia
the land tliat gave us the white
scale
was introduced, and soon the
white scale was as rare as it was previously threatening.
Thus by the introduction of a little friendly beetle, known
everywhere in California as the Vedalia,
a very profitable and fascinating
business was saved from total ruin.
In the light of this wonderful experience, it seems strange that wise Massachusetts had not at once upon the outbreak of the gipsy and red-tail moths,
gone to Europe to find the enemy that
holds them in check in their native
years ago this plan was
home.
adopted, and we learn that already the

of

face

been alarmingly interfered with by the
In truth,
introduction of insect pests.
very many of our most destructive insects have come from other countries.
Every State should have carefully
framed quarantine laws that such insects should be kept from coming to
California has such laws, and they
us.
are executed by able, cautious men to
the great advantage of our people. Could
we have had these laws earlier it woud
saved to our people millions of dollars.

the

—
—

Two

parasites are conquering the despoiling moths.
must remember that
insects in the place of their nativity
are of necessity held in check by parasites.
When, then, a pest is brought
little

We

But good and effective as our laws are,
need general
they are not enough.
or national laws that would reach bewisely
framed Nayond State lines.
tional quarantine law, as wisely and
our
present
thoroughly executed as is
State law, would be a godsend to our
are constantly bringing
country.
plants from other countries, and are getting many of our most valued fruits
are
and vegetables by this practise.
in constant and perilous danger, in this
of
plants, of
incessant introduction
bringing with them just such pests as
this Argentine ant that is so grievous
Is it not
a pest about New Orleans.
our privilege and duty, to favor and
urge this general quarantine against our
insect foes?

We

A

We

We

Gipsy and Red-Tailed Moths.
insects that have been
brought int'j Massachusetts from Europe, which have done serious damage,
and have thnatened widely to extend
their frightful ravages throughout the
country. The old Bay State has already
expended a million dollars in fighting
It is very difficult to
these two pests.
exterminate an insect when it has once
gained a sure foothold in a country.
It would be far better and cheaper to

is it not wise to seek out whence
it came, and go at once to find, if happily we may, what holds it in check, and
at once bring this friend to our shores?

us,

A

Needed Official.

The

cotton-boll weevil, was one of
was
these grievous foreigners, which
laying heavy tax on the cotton-growers

of Texas.
The Government has voted
heavy appropriations to conquer this
foe.
It is now found that native parasites are attacking this new foe, and bid
see that
fair to wipe out the evil.
we need more attention and study of
these ubiquitous insect foes. Insects are
so small, their ruin so great, their life
history so complex, that it is very wise
to employ the very best talent to investigate them, and report the best ways
to cope with them.
produce an annual
Think of it
crop, in our agriculture, of about $7,000,000,000.
It is said by the best authori-

We

!

We

that one-fifth is sacrificed to our
It is certain that much of
insect foes.

ties

this

The Present

of Warfare.

all

The above case is but one of hundreds
where our prosperity and comfort have

These are two

Method

fore front in this matter of insect conand I doubt if any other section
of the world could show such financial
results.
It simply shows that it pays.
trol,

could be saved had

we more knowl-

edge. Should not this urge that we have
a State entomologist in every State, and
that in large states, or in such States
as California where fruit is of such
great importance, that we have even

more than one?
I have no ax to grind, or any direct
personal interest in this niatter, yet I
am sure that a wise expenditure of dollars, in this way, would mean a harvest
of thousands. Who could estimate the
the researches of
cash returns from
Harris, Fitch, Walsh and Riley, and
many more of later date? I believe that
no wiser course could be followed, than
to secure an able, competent entomoloCalifornia is to the
gist in every State.

We

have had good

Season.
rains,

and very

timely ones,

but the prospects for a
honey crop are most discouraging. The
cool days, like those of our last two
seasons, are hindering brood-rearing, are
holding back the nectar of the bloom,
and are holding the bees in the hives.
thought we were sure of a great
honey-year, but now we fear at best
that we shall get but a very meager
crop.
can only hope that the damp,
cool weather, that is so delicious to our
feelings, may be speedily cut short.

We

We

Claremont,

May

Cal.,

6.

Transferring of Larvae in
Queen-Rearing
BY TH. REIDENBACH.

A

most important point

to be looked
rearing
queens, which is
necessary in every extensive apiary, is
perfect, vigorous, and long-lived queens
from our most industrious and profitable colonies.
If the apiarist can obtain natural-swarming cells from such
colonies, he is unquestionably very fortunate, for such matured queens are of
highest quality, but unfortunately such
colonies swarm seldom.
For this reason, it is considered a good practise
to utilize even swarming cells of more
inferior colonies by grafting them with
minute larvae from a breeding-queen, according to Weygandt's excellent discovery by which queens are reared equally
as good as those reared under natural
conditions.
Such queens are far superior to those resulting from post-constructed cells.
strain of bees constantly bent on
swarming, like the Krainer or heather
bee, gives the apiarist very much trouble, and he has it in his power to transform them into a more peaceful breed
by grafting his swarming cells with

when

after

A

larvae

from more desirable

stock,

and

in due time he will have bees of altogether a different nature.
It is sometimes asserted that the inferior blood of the foster-mother colony crops out in the young, but in no
way does experience confirm the assertion.

What course we would better pursue
perform this work, is a question. A
When an inferior
good way is this
to

:

colony is found having queen-cells under construction the queen is imprisoned, and from all queen-cells with
young larvas the latter are removed,
then replaced with other young larvae
from 24 to 48 hours old, of superior
stock.
fine camel's-hair brush drawn
Larto a point is used for this work.
vae may be removed the easier if the
cell-walls are cut down from the broodcomb before trying to remove them.
Sometimes a colony will construct
queen-cells over their own brood bethey should be destroyed, for it
sides
has been found in practise that such
post-constructed cells which are usually
found nearer the center of brood-combs
are not finished up when grafted.

A

;

June, 1908.
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of bees to build
It is a tendency
quecn-cclls along the edges of broodcombs, and it is well for the apiarist
to observe and make allowance for this.
Conditions are evidently more favorable for the perfect growth of queens
when the cells are along the edges of
combs. Cells containing larvx 3 or 4
days old may be grafted successfully if
in proper position.
From 9 to 10 days after the operation
the cells should be utilized.— Translated
and condensed by F. Greiner, of Naples,
N. Y., from Leipz. Bztg.
[A common pin inserted with its point
into a fine stick or handle, has been
found to answer very nicely for moving
larv;e.

— F.

G.l

and Spring FeedingConvention Program

Fall

BY

DR. G.

BOHRER.

There is probably no subject upon
which more has been written during the
last year than that of fall and spring
feeding of bees, and while it deserves
the careful consideration of all beekeepers, it should not be forgotten that
fall
it may be overdone, either in the
or during the spring months.
On page 574 of Gleanings, Editor
Root says that spring feeding of bees is
I
hope
really a question of locality.
he will pardon me for assuming the
ground that conditions as well as locality
are involved in the matter of feeding.
For instance, if a colony at the end of
the year's honey-flow has not an ample
supply of honey stored to carry them
through the winter they are confronted
by a condition that is frequently met
with in any locality where bees are kept,
and fall feeding is the only remedy that
And in case they
will save the colony.
have stores sufficient to carry them
through the winter months, but not sufficient to meet the demands of the colony, in the matter not only of supplying
the wants of the bees that have lived
through the winter, but a sufficient quantity also to enable
them to carry on
brood-rearing to a desirable extent, they
are again confronted by a condition that
can be met only by feeding. This condition will be encountered in any locality.
And that bees can be fed so much
in the fall that there will not be a sufficient number of empty cells in the lower
and front part of the brood-chamber for
them to go properly into winter quarters in, I think no experienced bee-keeper will for a moment doubt.
I have
had bees crowd out a queen to such an
extent that on the first of September
there was not as much as 6 inches square
of empty cells in a lo-frame Langstroth
hive in which to rear brood. This brings
another condition, namely, too few bees
to keep up a sufficient amount of animal
heat to keep the inmates of the hive in
perfect health.
In spring feeding the queen may also
be crowded out to such an extent as to
prevent a suitable increase of bees, so
that when the honey-flow proper begins,
the number of bees will be too short
to store honey rapidly. Just how much
to feed a colony each day will depend
upon circumstances to quite an extent,
for while a colony strong numerically

at the close of the winter months, or
when the Drood-rearing season proper
begins, and is headed by a prolific queen
that can supply her workers with all
the eggs they can develop into bees,
may consume from half to one pint of
syrup each day, many other colonies
owing to a scarcity of numbers and
queens not desirably prolific, will require a smaller amount.

bring this topic before the convention in
a manner that will bring out more information of a practical nature than a
two-handed discussion for the reason
that there might be persons present who
could, if permitted to do so, enlighten
both of the disputants selected.
freefor-all discussion will, I believe, prove
to be both the most satisfactory as well
as the most profitable.
very few short
papers, by able, practical bee-keepers,
left open to discussion, may also be of
real worth.
I
hope to be at that convention.
I
was at the first National convention ever
held in the United Stales. Mr. Baldridge,
of Illinois, and myself, are the only
persons that I know of now living who
were there. While that was an enthusiastic convention and was quite well attended, everything considered, I hope
the Detroit gathering may be the largest
body of bee-keepers ever assembled in
this or any other country.
;

A

A

My own

observations, beginning over
44 years ago, have led me to conclude
that nothing short of ocular inspection
will reveal to us the actual amount of
food a colony will require each day.
But that a shortage of food at this
season of the year means failure, and
over-feeding or filling the cells of the
brood-chamber to the extent of crowding out the queen can not bring success
But
in a desirable degree, is certain.
again, an 8-frame Langstroth or Jumbo
hive may at the end of the honey and
brood-rearing season, be well supplied
with both bees and honey. And owing
to a backward turn of the following
honey season in our northern regions,
and perish
it may run short of stores
if not fed.
In cases of this kind, loBut
cality cuts something of a figure.
if the hive in a northern country contained ID well-stored frames in the fall,
locality would not be as likely to call
for spring feeding as in the case of the

I moved to Kansas in 1873. This State
was not then well adapted to bee-keep-

ing, but we have been busy all these years
in making it truly a land of both milk and

honey.

Alfalfa is a great producer of
the above named articles. And Dr, Miller can locate here in any of our alfalfa

without any danger whatever of
being crowded out by persons overstocking the country with bees.
districts

8-frame hive.
But with ample stores to last a populous colony with a prolific queen from
the close of the honey-season to the return of the next honey-flow proper in
any locality, I have never been able to
see any benefit in spring feeding. For a
strong colony with a prolific queen and
ample stores on hand of the previous
year's collection, I have never known

But a friend speaks of the first evening session being devoted to the discussion of the diseases of bees, then have
an inspector to tell us how the beekeeper can detect foul brood. I am not,
and never will be, an inspector of apiaries, yet I have diagnosed foul brood
and have successfully treated it, and
will claim the right to give the convention the benefit of my experience, if in

to neglect seasonable brood-rearing, except as interfered with by early or late

my judgment

spring temperature.

Program for the Detroit convention.
I

see that

Secretary Hutchinson has

made some suggestions as to what the
program should be for the National convention to be held at Detroit, Mich., in
October. And he also asks for suggesfrom others.
He speaks of a
will suggest that this be
banquet.
I
omitted, as it is not likely that all will
care for it, and unless all who attend
are willing participants, it would not be
a desirable feature. The object of such
associations
is
the dissemination of
knowledge concerning the industry of
apiculture.
banquet, as I understand
it,
means a feast not only of edibles,
but also of words in the way of toasts
and social conversation, which, as the
Secretary says, will require not only
from 3 to 4 hours of extra time^which
almost all in attendance will enjoy more
in getting sleep so much needed after a
journey requiring one or more nights
on the road with but little rest but it
will require from $1.00 to $2.00 each to
defray the expenses of the same.
tions

A

—

He suggests a debate at each day session between two of our best speakers
and most experienced bee-keepers, on
some question. For instance, he mentions, " Resolved. That
12-frame
the
Langstroth hive is more desirable in the
production of extracted honey than the
8-frame hive-body." My judgment leads
me

to believe that the question-box will

)^^^^il

,

I

ought to do

so.

So

let

us not make any rule entirely inflexible.
In short, to outline what might be a
fair program, is proper.
But as many
persons are likely to be present who
wish to hear subjects with which they
are not so familiar as they may desire
to be, I shall suggest that the convention members be left free very largely
to make their own program. True, one
evening session might be pleasantly and
perhaps profitably spent in toasts and
responses
and also make some effort
to induce the public in general to at;

tend.

Lyons, Kansas.

The Question of Hives and
Supers
BV

L. E.

GATELEY.

a subject in which
most bee-keepers are more or less interested, whether their colonies be few or
many, for what one is there among us
who doesn't use them ? It is a question
so many-sided that one can always have
a new side presented to view just as
I

believe

this

is

long as he cares to keep turning it over.
have been and are mostly interested
production of
fancy section honey" side of the ques-

We

in the "best hive for the
tion.

For a good many years I have been
experimenting with the different styles
of hives in an endeavor to determine
just what style and depth are best for

:

;

June,

ig

[Morican ^ee Jonrnal
the sole production of comb honey, and
at last there is but one kind left.
I
use a hive containing 8 closed-end
frames out of ^-inch stuff and measuring outside i8x5j/2Xi4^, in each section of the divisible brood-chamber.
Were I engaged in the production of

now

extracted honey I would probably be
using the Langstroth hive, as then if
the most of the honey happened to be
in the brood-chamber, it would be possible to remove it all in good shape but
for section honey, a brood-chamber filled
with honey during the harvest is anything but profitable.
Still,
with deep
frames, it is as well to allow the bees
to fill the outer frames with honey, as
to contract the hive by the removal of
frames and then have trouble getting the
outer rows of sections finished with the
others. The only remedy is to contract
from the top.
;

The divisible brood-chamber hive also
has the advantage in being a great laborsaver.
It is possible to handle nearly
twice the number of colonies in as thorough a manner as if they were in deep,
single-chamber hives.
One can deter-

mine the condition of a colony by raising one of these hive-sections and looking through it, every bit as well as the
man who goes over his hives frame by
frame.
When will bee-keepers learn
quit handling frames so much and
handle hives instead.'
The question of supers is an importo

tant one.
Mine are for 4^x4^4x1}^
plain sections, and these are held in
the super not by section-holders no,
sir
but in wide
frames.
slow,
drawn-out honey-flow, such as we have
here, requires all sides of the section
to be protected from travel-stain as
much as possible.
I was interested in Mr. Hand's article in the March issue, where he describes his methods of removing the
filled sections.
If he will nail the topbar in a temporary manner only, the
!

—

A

—

honey may be removed

still more conThis, also, makes it more
when filling with empty sections.
The foundation can be put in
much more rapidly after the sections are

veniently.

convenient

wide frames.
Fort Smith, Ark.

in the

member and worker

time

ciation; therefore be

in

our Asso-

it

Resok'ed, That while we submit to the
Divine Will we can not but feel the most
profound sorrow for the loss of our
fellow member and kind friend
Resolved, That we tender to the sorrowing friends and surviving relatives
our heartfelt sympathy in their great bereavement.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of the
Association, and a copy thereof be transmitted to the afflicted family.

Mr. Moore

—

In this vocation I feel
am entirely out of my place. It
never pleasant to look into an open
grave.
This brother and sister who
have met with us year after year and
have smiled into our faces, and have
answered our remarks, and have been
to us like a brother and sister
it is a
sad thing to come to the time when they
are with us no more.
But that is a
thing that no living man or woman
can avoid.
Slowly, but surely, every
one of us is going to that bourne from
that I
is

—

which none returns.

During life it is
some thoughts of
from our daily life. As we
approach the end of life that we call
Death, every man and woman turns inimpossible to separate
religion

vA'

stinctively
to
thoughts
of
religion.
Without religion we are but as the ani-

(Convention
Proceed inds
Report of the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention.
(Continued from page

150.)

Thursday Morning Session.
The meeting was opened with prayer
by

J. L. Anderson.
Pres. York being called away, Dr. Miller occupied the chair for the first part
of the morning session.
Mr. Kimmey As is well known to
you, the wife of our President died

—

recently, and it is thought proper to
bring in these resolutions
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty
:

God in His divine wisdom to take from
our midst Mrs. George W. York, wife
of our respected and beloved President,
therefore be it
Resolved, That while we bow with
reverent submission to the Divine Will,
we can not but feel the most profound
sorrow at the irreparable loss of a kind
friend and worker for good in all the
relations of life.
Resolved, That we tender to the sorrowing friends and surviving relatives
our heartfelt sympathy in their great
bereavement.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of
the Association, and a copy thereof be
transmitted to the afflicted family.
It

was moved and seconded

that this

preamble and resolution be adopted.
Mr. Kimmey Ucfore putting the motion, it seems filling that some proper
person say a few words on the resolu_

tions.

—

—

Dr. Miller
I
speak.

It is

As

that

mals who

with some diffidence
to Mrs. York, she

was unknown to most of you. And yet
I want to say to you that she was a
more powerful factor than most of us
realize.
I wish
I could tell you just

how

appreciated her. I knew her well.
in her home a great many
To begin with, she was a woman
of remarkable executive ability.
She
could carry on business, and did business as many a man would.
Yet she
was a womanly woman.
She was a
woman of tender heart, and yet a woman who had strength of character to
come out strongly on any point where
the right was not having its way. She
did not hesitate to say so, no matter
whom it might touch.
person of that
character is not thought of as being
gentle at heart
yet she was a tender
I

I

have been

times.

A

;

woman

at heart.
the loss that Mr.

I

am

just

realizing

York has

sustained by
her being taken away. Few can appreciate the loss of a woman of so strong
character, and yet so kind, and tender,
and thouehtful of every one else.

—

Mr. Anderson
endorse what Dr.
Miller has said.
I
knew Mrs. York
well in her girlhood.
She lived but 2
1

miles from my home.
The resolutions were

unanimously

live

a day and then are gone.

Our religion teaches that we are not
as the animals, that this is just a schooltime preparing us for the Great Beyond.
That is our hope. This brother and
sister who have been so dear to us,
and have been as brother and sister of
our own family, we are confident that
they have gone to a better land, and
that we will meet thein again.
That
takes the despair out of our hearts.
Even the Indian talked of the "Happy
Hunting Ground." He had a hope of
Heaven, and we have a hope of Heaven,
and hope to meet our friends again who
have gone to the Better World. The
God who made us all, who made
in His own image, would not take
man and drop him into nothingness.

great

man
that

That would not be symmetry.

We

have

a beautiful existence in view. If we are
going to trade this life for Heaven, then
only is the life of man complete.

We

will meet our brother
in the Better Land.

and

sister

again

—

Mr. Winter I live within about 25^
miles of Mr. Meredith's home, and feel
ought to speak a word about
him.
He was a good-hearted man, always willing to help his neighbors, even
that

I

He helped me in
a good many ways.
He was a good
man, well liked.
The resolutions were passed unanimously.
Fotn, Brood Law for Illinois.
to put himself out.

Mr.

Kimmey

then offered the follow-

ing:

Resolved, That it is the sense of this
Association that the Legislature of Illinois
should pass an effective Foul

of you know that
we also have lost Mr. Meredith. I submit the following resolutions

Brood law similar to the Wisconsin
law, so as fully to protect the bee-keepers of Illinois from carelessness and ignorance on the part of those engaged
in our industry.

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty
in His divine wisdom to take from
our midst Mr. E. K. Meredith, a long-

Mr. Dadant The members who have
had something to do with the attempts
at getting the law passed in the State

passed.

Mr.

God

Kimmey — Most

—

—
June,

—

I
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Legislature twice before, arc very anxious to see this resolution passed, by
the bee-keepers of the Chicago-Northwestern, because we should have behind
us not only the example of other States,
but the opinion of the bee-keepers who
rcDresent the industry in Illinois.
Mr. Wheeler Does this body represent the bee-keepers of Northern Illinois?
Mr. Kimmey The committee considered this matter, and while there may
be force in the argument that this Assofrom
consists of bee-keepers
ciation
other States, and that it perhaps may
seem a little outof place that the beekeepers from adjoining States should
call upon the Legislature, still bees know
no State lines. The man from WisconSo are the
sin is interested in Illinois.
States of Iowa and Missouri which adIf any objection be
join our borders.
made to these territorial bounds, we
have this to say, that we shall call upon
States.
all
the Legislatures of
should pass this resolution to strengthen
the hands of the legislators.
many bee-keepMr. Reynolds
[About 35,ers are there in Illinois?
Do the bee-keepers know this?
000.]

—

—

We

—How

—

The bee-keepers should
The Chicagoconvention.
Northwestern, the Illinois State, and another Association in the southern part
of the State, represent the bee-keepers
of this State, and if they are not here,
represent a
fault.
it
is not our
good share of the bee-keepers of IlliMr. Anderson

be

at

this

We

nois.

—How many have heard
What papers have advertised it?
Mr. Kimmey — We don't pretend to
Mr. Reynolds

of

it?

represent the bee-keepers of Illinois.
Simply the opinion of this Association.
are simply speaking for ourselves.

We

—

Mr. Reynolds In regard to this resolution being put before the Legislature
where, in case of disease you were given
24 hours to clean up or burn, would it
be to your advantage? Simply for the
simply that we should
manufacturer
have to buy new supplies.

brood law. I had something to do with
the Wisconsin foul brood law. One of
the objections raised by one legislator
was,

What

is

to hinder shipping in foul

brood from other States? Our answer
was that we hoped to have similar laws
passed in other States.
We hope to
have. • A law patterned after the Wisconsin law will be appropriate to Illinois.
There is nothing objectionable
about it. It is strong in its provisions,
but never resorting to extreme.
No
rash measures have ever been employed
by Mr. France, who is the inspector
for Wisconsin.
Mr. Kimmey We should not be hasty
in so important a matter.
If there is
any danger of this law being passed for
the advantage of manufacturers, we
should stop and investigate.
Is there
any danger of this law being turned toward the manufacturers? How many
Wisconsin bee-keepers are there here ?
(3.) Is this law a beneficial thing in

—

your State ?
Mr. Wilcox

—

I am sure it is a benefit
bee-keepers of Wisconsin.
It
subdues and prevents foul brood.
It
does not benefit the supply-dealer, directly or indirectly.
Mr. Whitney I think it is a great
benefit.
feel perfectly safe in Wis-

to

the

—

We

consin. It is well known that I have
sold bees to come into Illinois. Before
I
concluded to send them 1 wrote to

Mr. France and asked him if he knew
if there was foul brood in the neighborhood.
If there was any, I would not
send them to Illinois. He said, "No."
So I felt safe to send them. I feel
very anxious that everybody should do
what he can to get a foul brood law
that is as effective as it is in Wisconsin.
I think it is all right.
It has not added
one penny to the manufacturers.
Miss Candler I have always felt that
it would help me.
I am very glad to
have it there.

—

Mr. Reynolds

— If

is

right,

it

will be all right.

—

Mr. Dadant Is any one present who
of any one in a State where they
have a foul brood law that has caused

knows

discontent

among

bee-keepers.
am a foul brood inhave a foul brood
law in Michigan. The former inspector
had been so busy that he used all the
funds. More funds were supplied about
July I. During August and September
I visited 40 or 50 apiaries.
Any one
would be surprised to go into a neighborhood and see the condition of the
bees. I went where almost every apiary
was rotten with it. In all my experience

Mr. Taylor

—

I

We

spector myself.

found only one man who was dissatMost were glad to have me come.
Bee-keepers generally are glad to have
their bees looked into.
Mr. Reynolds
There was another
clause that said if you had a colony
of bees in one yard that was afifected,
you could sell no honey from that yard.
The law should be fair one that will
work both ways.
V
Mr. Taylor We have nothing to do
with the nature of the law. The question is simply, Shall we have a law?
Mr. Wheeler We have a foul brood
law.
The bee-papers say so.
Dr. Miller 'There never has been a
foul brood law.
That bee-paper was
mistaken.
Mr. Wheeler— We say there have been
inspectors of
the highest type.
We
don't know what they will be in the
future.
I understand that people know
what Mr. France and Mr. Taylor are.
We don't know what the future has in
I

isfied.

—

—

—

—

—

store for us. What we want to do is to
oflf unfair people.
want to
protect ourselves.
do not want to
put ourselves in the hands of people
who care nothing for us except what
they can get out of us.
The resolution was passed unanimous-

ward

We

We

ly.

the foul brood law

{Continued next month)

;

—

Mr. Kannenburg The law did not
say that an apiary must be burned up
if

the bee-keeper

—

is

willing to cure

it.

Mr. Whitney The point is: Do we
want to cast our influence in favor of a
good foul brood law? It seems to me
that designating what kind of a law
the Legislature shall pass, is out of the
question.
Shall we adopt a resolution
putting ourselves on record that we are
I
in favor of a good foul brood law?
am in favor of the resolution.
Mr. Moore^ust one word of information. The only organization that
is recognized by the Legislature of Illinois, is the Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Association. Anytning we do is purely
advisory. After a talk with Mr. Stone,

Mr. Smith, and Mr. Becker,

I

know

They would like
their views entirely.
to get a law through that is perfect in
It has been impossible
all of its parts.
need a law
to get any law at all.
can
based on the Wisconsin law.
say nothing as to what shall be put in
will
have
to
do
the
law.
They
that
best they can, but this is old and is thor-

We

We

oughly understood by the bee-keeping
fraternity.

Mr. Wilcox
savs that

we

—This
are

resolution simply
in favor of a foul

Rcfleclioiiif
California Bcc-Kceper ^'^^^^
By W. A. PRVAL. Alden
'Twas a Dry Old Time.
At the beginning of April I wrote that
the indications were good for a fine crop
of honey, with the proviso, however, if
the atmospheric conditions during the
honey-secreting period, would be propitious. The growth of all vegetation was
never better than it was up to near the
middle of April. But as there had been
no rain since the first week in March to
amount to any thing, plant life living
on the outer crust of the earth, began to
wane, and by the end of the third week
in April the verdure of the hills commenced to parch the drouth was being
seen on every hand. All late crops even
in the low lands were not what they

—

Station, Oakland. Calif.

should have been. And some of these
April days were really summery they
were such days when the heat starts
pitch a-running from fence-rails.

—

Of course, such a dry spell had a bad
influence upon the duration of the early
honey-flora. But the flow of nectar was
splendid not in 30 years, as far as I am
able to recall without consulting data,
did we have such a flow of fine honey
it was nectar fit for the gods.
It was a
flow that comes but seldom in a generation in these parts, but when it comes
:

will be remembered.
The honey was
not only clear, but the flavor was delicious, and the aroma was delightful.
In short, it was ambrosial, if we mortals
it

:

—

:

June, 1908.

American ^ee Journal
can form a conception of such a condition.
Of course, I know the quality of
the honey I write of, but as to the food
of the gods well, 'tis rather paganish
to write that way, but we all do so (and
also speak that way, too) when we get
the chance.
And so the long, dry days came and
went, until here it is May-day, the "gladdest of the year," or at least it should
be so. But on the calendar of this portion of the world it may be well always
to write across that date "Look out for
rain." Otic out of three will surely be wet.
Many a gathering that went to the country in summer costumes for a May-day
outing came home all drenched and bedraggled, withal the morning was sunshiny.
But this morning was not a
clouds were gathering in
bright one
the southwest in the direction of the
great fleet of war-ships coming up the
coast to the Pacific metropolis. Then a
good gale came up; it became cold, and
by 4 o'clock in the afternoon began the

—

:

;

welcome

rain.

At

this

writing

it

is

falling in a steady downpour, so at last
the parched earth will get the soaking
that it needed a wetting that the faithful were called upon in the churches to

—

pray

for.

So our honey-bowls are out

right side up.

Advertising Honey-Plants.

The

;

!

—

Well, I was going to state that in my
gardening preparations I sent for a score
or so of nursery and seedsmen's catalogs.
In studying them I notice that a
couple of them (and they deserve special
notice) in listing certain kinds of plants
took occasion to mention that they "are
bees." That's good and why
not?
It is customary to sell seed of
fodder plants for cattle and swine why
not for the bees also? They are part of
the equipment of many a farm, and they
deserve to have some forage, even if it
Unlike
is in an out-of-the-way corner.
the other money-getters of the place,
the bees will seek their feeding places
no watering or feeding, or other trouDle
do they demand of you.

good for

;

past spring I devoted more than
of mv time to Rardcninct of a

s
^^

foiled 1>owiv.
Liquefying Honey with Hot Air.
Endorsing the idea of keeping honey
heated room for several days, J. E.
Crane says this in Gleanings:
"We have put in steam apparatus for
this purpose the past season, and find it
is easy to keep the temperature of our
tank-room from go to no degrees. Honey kept there for a day or two is much
more readily liquefied when placed in a
water bath at 140."
in a

"We would inquire whether this building of the bottom-starter first is not
unusual. Is it true that the T-super is
can
warmer than the other styles?
see no reason why it should be. It does,
however, permit the sections to stand
closer to the brood-nest, and this may
account for the bees favoring the bottom-starter."

We

Nailed Sections.

M. Doolittle prefers these because
inclined to get out of square and
to break down in shipping. Gleanings.
G.

less

—

Starting Nuclei.

When

bees are placed on a new stand
to form a nucleus, they will promptly
desert their brood, according to what we
are sometimes told. I have formed hundreds of nuclei, and have had very lit-

from desertion. There is an
ilifference between queenless
and queen-i i,i;ht bees. While bees taken
directly from a laying queen are anxious
to get oack to their home, queenless
bees will mo-tly stay where they are

tle troulilc

immense

New
From

more will stay
satisfactory numbers, wherever put,
If only 2
without any imprisonment.
frames are taken, the entrance should
be plugged with green leaves or grass,
which may be removed in 3 or 4 days, or
the bees may be allowed to dig their
way out as the leaves dry. No danger
of smothering in a full-sized hive.—
Stray Straw in Gleanings.
in

in Sections.

Dr. Miller, tlie originator of bottomstarters in sections, gave it as his opinion that in order to make a success of
them it was necessary to have the section filled with foundation, because if
the top-starter was not promptly fastened to the bottom-starter the latter
would topple over. H. M. Jameson, in

strength of the nucleus also

Gleanings, knocks the "foundation" from
under the doctor's opinion by saying
that he has used many thousand sections
with a 3-inch space between the 2 startHe says
ers, and has no trouble.

makes a difference. A very few bees
seem lonesome, and feel like hiking out.
Three frames of brood with adhering
bees taken from a colony that has been

"In a cool time the bees invariably
begin at the bottom, and in the T-super
they start earlier than in one with slats.
I think they will fill the T-super earlier

Zealand Bee-Bulletins.
and very up-to-date
Zealand, come Bulletin No.

that far-off

New

land.
5 and Bulletin

No. 18 on bee-culture.
are written by that experienced
veteran, Isaac Hopkins.

They

first, a revised and enlarged secI. Practical Adedition, contains
II. Apiculture in Relation to Agriculture.
The second contains I. Advice to Beginners.
II. Bees in Relation to Flow-

The

:

vice.

:

ers

and Fruit Culture.

Practical details are such as would
pass current on this side of the globe.
It is pleasant to note the kindly manner in which American bee-keeping and
bee-keepers are recognized.

Differences in Feeding Bees.

queenless two days or

Bottom Starters

The

the above

ond

'Beedoitv^

put.

than the others. The T-super is warmer.
In building up from the bottom the bees
start with an extremely broad case, and
usually are the full width of the section,
or i]/2 inches thick when not half way
'They make some drone-comb with
up.
a perfect union wherever the two parts
meet. This building from below, in all
cases that I have seen, is caused by lack
of heat in the upper part of the super,
while the sections or frames are warm
close to the cluster. Give me 2 starters
and T-supers. I could give some fine
samples of up-building."
Editor Root comments as follows on

;

I trust the rain is general, and that
the southern counties where those big
apiaries are, will be benefited, too.

usual

more or less high-pressure degree. In
years gone by it was one of my recreations, and sometimes it was my business
to be mixed up with the fruits, flowers
.and plants. But for quite a number of
years previnus to the big San Francisco
fire the nature of my business was such
that I was one of those commuters that
just go and come; eat, sleep and then
rush along with the everlasting business
grind of commercial life, and never have
time to enjoy life as it should be enjoyed.
But the past winter and spring
I had been getting a good deal of satisfaction out of the rural side of what we
call existence
and what a pleasure it is
to be able to lead such a life
I have
not tried to be a specialist in this simple
life; there is not pleasure enough in it
for me it is little better than the mad
rush for the nimble dollar in the city
marts.

to the matter of feeding sugar
winter stores, no small difference
obtains in practice, and a still greater
Some are of the
difference in opinion.
opinion that, if possible to avoid it, one
should never feed sugar. Others believe
it a good plan to feed sugar every year.
All, however, are agreed that in places
.As

for

where unwholesome honey-dew is in the
combs for winter stores it is better to
rephce such unwholesome stores with
Equally all are agreed that it is
sugar.
better to feed sugar than to let the bees
starve.

With regard to the proper density of
sugar syrup, and the proper time to feed
The opinfor winter, opinions differ.
ion is perhaps gaining ground that it is
better to feed early, using equal parts of
sugar and water; others favor late feeding with 2 to 2>2 parts sugar to i of
water. An interesting discussion of this
part of the subject is given by O. S.
Rcxford in the American Bee-Keeper,
as follows:

"October 4th I set a colony of bees on
weighed them carefully and fed
them eight pounds of granulated sugar
scales,

—

:

June,

I

American Hee Jonrnal|
dissolved
water.

in

seven

pounds

of

warm

may

not be able to explain in a
satisfactory way, but let
us look at
the different conditions.
"I

warm weather.
nights as well as days

"I fed a thin syrup in

(We

had

warm

at that time.)

"Mr. Latham fed a much thicker
syrup later in the season (the latter
weeks of October) and in much colder weather.
"It is true that thin syrup, say about
one part sugar to one part water, when
taken by the bees in warm weather
undergoes an important change.
To
say the least, it becomes more
like
honey. One important thing about it is
that it will not candy readily.

"But
ity

this

I

this

have found that in this localchange costs.
I
have fed in

way many times

years,

would pounce upon any other intruder
would come along.

that

"Seven days later, on October nth,
the day the convention was held, the
colony weighed only five pounds more
than before feeding.
"I may say here that a few days later,
when I took the colony from scales,
I found that it had lost one pound more,
making a net gain of 4 pounds from the
S pounds fed.
"I know by examination that broodrearing had stopped before I fed, and
on October 12th there was no young
brood in the hive.
"Why was there so much greater loss
in this feeding than in the feeding by
Mr. Latham?

in the last fifteen

and always with a large

loss.

"On the other hand, if we feed a
thick syrup late in the season, we have
simply sugar syrup transferred
unchanged to the combs. This will candy
quickly, and I can readily believe there
will not be much loss in the process of
transferring.
"In this case of feeding by Mr. Latham, with his bees fixed as warm as
I know he would fix them, I think his
bees did something towards changing
the syrup. But for wintering my own
bees I had rather have four pounds of
stores from thin syrup fed in warm
weather than eight pounds from thick
syrup fed late, unless something harmless to the bees had been put in which
would prevent candying.

The way an

occasional bright Italian
would get treated when it came nosing
around proved this conclusively.
I
threw a lot of wet grass in front of No.
10, and as a "counter-irritant," a feeder was placed on No. 29, the object
being to give them something to do at
home.
About an hour afterwards the
grass was taken away and I went to
dinner, but when I came back the same
game was quietly going on. You could
hardly call it "robbing," the bees of No.
10, judging from their actions, looked
upon the inmates of No. 29 as being

especially privileged, and
tention to these whatever.

As

no

paid

at-

go away in the afternoon,
a friend helped me to change the hives
around, i. e.. No. 10 was placed on the
stand of No. 29 and vice versa. They
seemed so knocked out by the change
that I felt sure everything was all right
now. Next morning I was still of the
same opinion till about II o'clock, when
I
discovered that No. 29 had got located all right again, and was once more
helping itself out of hive No. 10 at the
I

had

to

opposite side of the yard.

What

did

I

do now? As I had to go to the Cashel
yard that day, in disgust I threw No.
10 on the wagon and took it with me.
It was placed down in a yard of over
80 colonies, right in the middle of the
day, and it would fight anything that
came near it. Why they acted as they
did before moving is a mystery to me.
J. L. Ever, in Canadian Bee Journal.

—

It

granulation has occurred has it not always been with 25^ parts sugar to I of
water? Possibly others than Mr. Byer
might find it all right to use his proportions for late feeding.

Thick Extracting Combs.
Richard M. Lamb,

in the British Bee
Journal, referring to the spacing of extracting combs i.>4 inches or more, as
practised and advocated by E. D. Townsend, says he bought 100 wider frames,
and for a few seasons compared the
work done in them with that done in the
ordinary frames with the 1V2 inch spacing, and found the former sadly disappointing.
It may be well for some even
on this side the water to consider his
objections.
He says:
"i. Our climate is not so suitable, because not so stable, for the production
of thick combs as the American.
"2.
super with ij^-inch or 2-inch
spacing will not be taken to so soon as
another with l^-inch space.
"3. The combs in tne former will not
be worked with such an even surface,
and the bee-keeper will be compelled to
adopt the wasteful practise of running
his uncapping knife deep.
"4. The colony will not be so soon
ready for another super, but maj
pre-

A

pare to swarm.

The same super with 8 frames

"5.

Acid in Thick Sugar Syriip.
is more or less generally held

as

sound doctrine that the best way to feed
sugar syrup if it must be fed is to

—

—

feed

quite

early

equal

parts

of

sugar

and water; but if fed late it must be
thick, and acid must be added to prevent granulation. Now comes J. L. Byer, in

Gleanings, saying:

"You

will

you there

is

pardon me, and I assure
no intention of being impo-

lite, when I say that all such assertions
as far as wintering results are concerned (in our locality), are so much

'bosh.'

"Upon what do
statement?

I

I base such a broad
answer, from practical

"I should also want some assurance
that a large portion of the late fed
stores were capped over."

Strange Case of Robbing.
No. 29, although it had no feeder
on, was flying fast, and, from the way
the loaded bees were falling in the
grass, I suspected it was robbing from

experienced were caused
by the presence of honey-dew in the
hives, and the labor factor is the only
thing that keeps me from feeding every
colony, every fall, with this dreadful
tivo-to-one mixture.
With colonies so
fed I would not give five cents a hive as
insurance against winter losses.
Under certain conditions, in exceptional
cases, thick sugar syrup will granulate,
but so will good clover honey.
Can
either you or the good doctor make the
positive assertion that, under like conditions, syrup that was fed thin will
never granulate?"
It is hard to understand
just why
there should be such difference, but
clearly there is a decided difference in
result between
Mr. Byer and others
losses

we have

completed in most seasons a
later than that with ten frames.

be

will

week

experience, and result of feeding thousands of pounds of two-to-one syrup to
hundreds of colonies during different
years, without the loss of a single colony so fed. The only severe winter

a neighbor's apiary. After a time I felt
pretty sure its source of supply was
nearer home, and getting some flour,
threw it in the entrance, and inside of
2 minutes I found they were helping
themselves at hive No. 10 at the opposite side of the yard.
Back of these
colonies are strong nuclei headed by
Carniolan queens, but the bees of No.
29 all have a yellow band, showing a
cross of Italian.
The strange thing
about the robbing was that although
the bees of No. 29 had free access to
hive No. 10, )-et the bees of No. 10

who say that with late feeding or heavy
syrup, granulation has occurred.
Mr.
Byer, however, has used only 2 parts
of sugar to i of water, and
where

"6. The quantity of honey harvested
will be less
in a fair season probably
the proportion of two supers to three.
"7. The quality will be inferior as regards density.
Compare both as soon
as they are sealed, and notice the dif-

—

ference.
"8. The super which is first finished
catch the early market
that with
thick combs never, though it may later
catch a judge's eye.
"Granted that time is saved in hand-

will

;

uncapping,
and
extracting
ling,
8
frames instead of 10, to which we may
add the cost of 2 sheets of foundation,
must we not also fairly reckon the time
gained in 2, 4, 5, and 8, in order to decide which are the more profitable
thick or thin combs?"

Getting Sections Built Solid for
Shipping.

To

get

sections

built
solid to the
a piece of founfastening it with hot

wood, some have used
dation of

wax on
split

full size,
all

sides.

Others have

used

sections, the section being split in

two parts, a sheet of foundation pressed
between the two parts, and the projecting sheet trimmed away at the outside.
H. H. Root discusses the two kinds,
and then Dr. Miller replies as follows in
Gleanings
"Split sections, as compared with putting in foundation with hot wax, are
well discussed by H. H. R., p. 18. Pardon the egotism if I suggest something
better than either bottom starters.
"First, let me say that the objection
to the appearance of split sections, if I

—

:

American ^ee Journal
am

rightly informed,

one

is a very serious
England, where they are more

in

sure that, if my sections
had a split with the wax showing
through on top an-d sides, it would reduce the price very much more than 50
cents a thousand. That one objection
gives the preference to the hot-wax
used.

I

feel

plan.

"But compare either plan with bottom
startersIf a section is fastened securely at top and bottom it must ship
safely, even if it does not touch either
The bottom starter as well as the
side.

top starter is fastened just as securely
as by the hot-wax plan, for it is the hotwax plan. How about the sides? Well,
I
do not think you could tell by the
looks of my sections whether the sides
had been hot-waxed or not so, as far as
safety in shipment and looks are concerned, I believe hot-waxing a full sheet
has no advantage over the bottom starters.
The only question, then, is as to
comparative cost of labor in putting in.
You estimate the time for hot-waxing
Possibly an exat about 200 an hour.
pert might do better than that. But an
expert will put top and bottom starters in 480 sections in an hour. A single
piece to fill the whole section must be
cut with great exactness.
"A one-piece section is not always
exactly square until forced square in the
super.
If foundation is hot-waxed in a
section that is a little out of true, and
it is then crowded square in the super,
there will be trouble.
variation of
^^-inch or more in cutting top and bot;

A

tom

starters will

make no

and

trouble,

there will be no trouble with a section
somewhat out of true.
"When the section comes into the
consumer's hands, if there is any preference it will be in favor of the bottom

starters,

for

wax poured

hot

the

around ought

make

to

it

just

a

all
little

harder to cut the section clean from the

wood.
"Against bottom starters it must be
said that more skill is needed in using
t'he hot plate, or an occasional top starter may drop before the bees can fasten
it, while any slouch can make it >>ecure
by daubing on enough wax with the

Your honor, we here

other plan.
the case."

Honey Cough

rest

Syi-up

Honey and the juice of a lemon in
equal parts well stirred together, taken
a teaspoonful at a time will allay many a
troublesome cough. For more obstinate
ones, the addition of a teaspoonful of
glycerine stirred into the honey and
lemon-juice will be found helpful.

To break a heavy cold, take once in
3 or 4 hours, a pint of hot water into
which has been stirred 2 big spoonfuls
of honey, the same of cream and as
much cayenne pepper as one can readily
take up on a dime.
other food for 24

Abstain from any
hours.

^ American

full of combs and one frame of honey, about
10,
putting a Carniolan queen in the
super; then in 2 weeks take the colony away,
put the super in the colony's place, the old
bees will stay with the Carniolan queen and
build her up strong so that she may swarm
naturally in a couple of weeks.
If this is a
good plan I will buy 3 queens; one for each

June

hive-super.
3.

a queen be all right to come so
from Texas or California 4o Ontario?

—

i.
I don't know where is the
best place, but the advertisements in the bee-

Answers.

papers ought by this time to inform you.
2. I doubt if the plan will work out as

satis-

factorily as you expect.
If you mean to leave
the old queen below during the 2 weeks, there
is danger that the queen above might be treated unkindly. If vou mean to leave the colony
below queenless during the 2 weeks, you will
tind the queen above will not lay very heav*
ilv. and the whole force at the end of the 2
weeks will not be as strong as if you introduced ttie queen in the usual way.
In either
case, I understand you will take the old colony
away at the end of the 2 weeks, leaving the
new queen with the small force she will have
and the flying force that will join. You may
feel safe that she will not swarm in a couple
of weeks.
Moreover, it will be strange if she
swarms before the next year.
3.

many queens have been

Yes, indeed;

all

right after crossing the ocean.

Best Hive for Extracting

— Red Clover

Bees.
1.

Bee-Keeper.

Would

far as

Would

Danzenbaker hive be a good

the

hive for extracting?

Stung by an "Angel"
A little girl was being put to bed one
summer night and after she had said
her prayers her mother kissed her goodnight and said
"Now, go to sleep, dear. Don't be
afraid, for God's angels are watching
over you."
In a short time, while the mother and
father were at tea. a small voice from
up-stairs was heard.

"Mamma !"
little one; what is it?"
"God's angels are buzzing around and
bitten me!"
Harper's Weekly.

"Yes,

—

one's

tocfor MillGrSss^y

2. If
I
used Danzenbaker frames and reversed them so that the comb would be attached on all 4 sides, could I extract from
them without wiring?
^. What hive would you suggest for one to
use for extracting?
4. Is there such a thing as Red Clover bees?
5. Are they better than Italians?
Subscriber.

—

Answers. i. Those who are
Danzenbaker hive generally use

partial to the
for sections,

it

could also De used for extracting.
2. Any
frame may be used for extracting
without wiring if you are sufficiently careful
not to turn the extractor too fast while the
combs are new and tender. Also, if a comb is
very heavy with honey, extract partly the first
side, reverse and empty the second side, then
finish the first side.
Combs were used for
extracting some time before wiring was known.
3. Success may be had with any plain hive
containing frames of L,angstroth size, such as
the lo-frame dovetailed.
there are strains of bees that do
4. Yes,
better work on red clover than the general
run of bees.
Unfortunately, the quality does
not seem always to be handed down to succeeding generations.
c. Generally,
it
not always, they are Italbut

it

Swarming Out
April
it

1

8

swarmed

May

colony

No.

again.

it

zind Robbing.
i
swarmed.
May
has

a

clipped

i,

queen.

was pretty cool and cloudy
and I thought I would
swarm No. 2 as they could not
gather any honey, etc.
So I fed them, putAfter

for several
better feed

i,

it

days,

ting feed inside on the bottom of the

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo, 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Dead Worker in Queen-Cell.
Replying to I. D. Pearce, page 144, I may
say that it quite frequently occurs that after
a young queen has left her cell the workers
fasten back again the cap she had left hanging by a hinge, and in a number of such
cases I have found, as he did, a dead worker.
Whether ihey do it as a joke, or with malice
aforethouK'lit, this deponent sayeth not.
C. C.

M.

The nearer the center you put your
the sooner will they be occupied by the
the farther from the center the more
in getting all sections finished
at the same time.
With 4 baits to the super,
super.
baits,

bees;

even the work

work

will

sooner

be

tral

If
in

you had

inst

each of

tin-

enough

in

first

placed

—

in the corners.
You see there may be 2
in view in using oaits.
The first is
bees to work as soon as possible, the
to get them to finish evenly all sections

points
get

to

second
in the

putting

them

the

sections.

Carniolan

bait-sections to put

supers that are

on the hives, in what part of the supers
would you place the bait sections?
Iowa.
Answer. I don't know. If you had said
one or s, I could have said put one in the
center, and if you have four more put them

by

and

center,

Position of Bait-Section.
4

begun

the most even work by
corners.
On the whole,
perhaps it might he well to compromise a little, putting baits in neither corners nor center, but putting 2 on each side of the 4 centhe

in

putting tnem

Bees

— Making

Increase.

r.
have 3 colonics of Italian bees.
I
I
think the Carniolan bees are better, so I want
to get Carniolan queens, or a queen. Where can

I

them pure?

get

want to increase them so that they
store more honey.
Alsike blooms about
the third or fourth week in June.
I think
if I put a board on top of a screen in the
center and a ij^-inch hole in each corner, covered with excluder zinc, and put the super on
2.

will

I

frames,

ihey did not have any comb drawn out,
and the next day they swarmed out of the
hive, but finally went back.
Of course I
never clipped the young queen as i wanted to
wait until she was mated.
"A B C of Bee-

to

Culture" advises to wait at least 25 days, I
Before they swarmed out, but on the
I thought I noticed some robbing
going on, but could not tell for sure as I
But the
never saw a bad case of robbing.
next morning I saw the bees in colony No. i
carrying out dead bees, and the ground was
covered with dead bees all around colony No. i,
but not very many were around the other
colonies.
I have only 4 colonies
3 red clover
stock, and one black or hybrid.
I. Did
swarm No. 2 swarm out with the
(|ueen when she went to mate, or what was
Do you suppose they tried to
the trouble?
go into their old home and a battle was the
result, which was the cause of so many dead
bees in front of No. i ? When the first swarm
came out I hived them on the old stand,
and moved the old colony to one side and left
a ripe queen-cell for them to rear another queen
from.
I
am sure the dead bees were not
young ones, nor chilled brood caused by the
I
speak 01, becool weather at the time
cause most of them were alive yet the next
morning. The bees had been gathering honey
think.

same day,

—

—

—

June, 1908.
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before the cool weather, but
half of them were gone now.
2. Would it help them any to give them a
frame of brood and eggs.' Would they destroy
them when they haven't been used to any?
I mean when a colony for some reason or other
has no brood for 2 or 3 weeks, would it do to
Wouldn't the good forgive them a frame?
Oklahoma.
tune come too suddenly?
Answers. i. I can only guess. My guess is
that the feed you gave that swarm was robbed
out, and then the swarm issued as a hungerswarm, hoping to better its condition by joinThese latter
ing the bees in another hive.
resented the intrusion and fell upon the intruders, because they came with empty honeyrapidly

pretty
it

seems as

if

—

sacs.

hard to see what harm could come
A sudden
from giving a frame of brood.
accession of good fortune might be too much
for one of the human race, especially one
with a weak heart; but bees have more sense,
or perhaps stronger hearts.
2.

It

is

Honey

Granulated

ally

ell

stores

he

winter the honey
gathered in the
nearly all granulated in the combs, with the
liquid portion fermenting, causing the loss oi
half of the colonies by diarrhea: while some
colonies with the same kind of honey, which
did not granulate, wintered fair. What caused
fall,

but

last

the trouble?
2. Would 3 frames of brood with 2 pounds
of bees, in a light shipping-box, with 3-inch
space below the frames, and wire screen on top
and bottom, crated 20 boxes to a crate, to be
shipped 1,300 miles by freight, be all safe without water?
If not, how much water would be re.3.
quired ?
4. How much honey would they require?
it
be a success if shipped that
5. Would
far?
6. If you had a chance to start anew, which
section would you use, the 4j4 x 4'/i plain or

Wisconsin.

bee- way?

—

A

honey.
5. It ought to be; but there might be a big
To send them by exdifference in shipping.
press in a cool time would be quite different
from sending by slow freight in the hottest
season.

Beeway.

6.

Preventing

Swarming

— Queens

and

Excluders.
am very much pleased with your

preventI
iiig-swarming plan, page 70, and answer to
•"Texas," page 119, and would like to ask

some questions.

What do you mean

"I have never
Do
tried the plan until cells were started?"
you wait until you see eggs or larvae in the
cells, or do you apply the plan as soon as the
bees build new queen-cells, others being empty?
you do not know the age of
2. Suppose
your queen, and you are uncertain if she is
beginning to fail. How do you know if there
will be swarming, or simply superseding of the
?ueen, the colony being nevertheless strong?
n such uncertainty do you also apply the
plan ?
Is there any danger of the queen killing
:t.
herself in attempting to cross the excluder in
order to get into the brood-chamber, this last
being placed above the hive-body?
4. What becomes of the sealed brood placed
Will it die, or do you
above the excluder?
believe the bees will take care of it?
California.
Answers. i. Some of my colonies, each
1.

year,

make

—no

offer

to

by,

swarm, and these

I

So long as
do not want to interfere with.
I
look
there is any danger of swarming,
through each colony about once in 10 days,
and see whether thev have made any preparaIf cell-caps are tound with
tion for swarming.
no eggs in them, I pay no attention to them.
If no larvs, but eggs only, are found in the
cells, they are destroyed, but the colony not
treated, for sometimes the bees will give up
without starting any more cells. Even if very
small larvae only are present, sometimes destroying them will end the matter.

But when

pollen.

do best in mipainted hives? I experiment a
good deal and if the bees really do best in
the hives not painted, I think I have only
I
last week discovered one of the reasons.
have concluded that water-tight covers are reAny of
sponsible for Keening the hives wet.
the waterproof materials available for covers
for keeping out rain, are cold, and by condensing the moisture from the bees inside the
hives do more harm than all the rain that
would fall on a properly-arranged porous outI made 2 covers of "paroid" paside covering.
per roofing, laid on a dry-goods box 8 inches

never knew of trouble in that way.
danger is rather the other way,
4. The
namely, that enough workers may not stay
Not a particle
down-stairs with the queen.
of danger that the brood will be neglected,
for as soon as the story of brood is set over
the excluder the bees will begin to climb
I

3.

it.

Requeening Danzenbaker and SecPollen in Sections
tional Hives
Where Heartsease Grows.

—

For a bce-kecper having 15 colonies of
blacks ana Italians, and intending to double
the number by fall, would you advise the
purchase of a good breeding queen? Or do
you think it would pay to requeen all colonies from the breeder, if purchased, by getting an increased yield of honey?
under the
reared
queen-cells
the
2. Are
1.

swarming impulse not
under the plan given
Are the queens not

better than those reared

page

to "Maine,"
likely to be

153?

more pro-

lific?

are your objections to the DanI
nnd it much better for
zenbaker hive?
building up in the spring tnan the dove3.

What

tailed.
4.

What

are your objections to the sectional

such as

hive,

used by Hand,

is

and

Scholl,

others?
5.

Answers. i. Some peculiarity of atmospheric conditions; which is only another form
of saying I don't know.
2. Doubtful.
don't know just how much; not a
3. I
great deal, probably, but without any they
sponge as big as your fist
might suffer.
when filled would probably be enough.
4. I would guess not less than a pound of

up

over.

—

Shipping Nuclei by Freight.

to bring

that

into

Wintering on

would help

eggs or very young larvae are destroyed, very
often at the next round, 10 days later, goodsized larva; (4 days old or older) are found,
showing that the bees are very much in earnest
At any rate, whenever such
about swarming.
well-advanced larvs are present, the colony is
I don't mean to say that the plan
treated.
would not work, even if no queen-cells were
started, but 1 would rather not treat it if
not necessary.
2. I don't know of any way to be entirely
certain whether swarming or suoersedure is
meant by the bets, so I keep on the safe side,
However, I don't
and call it all swarming.
think supersedure often takes place at swarming time; it's generally after all swarming is

Are

you

What
Where does

sections?
6.

locality, in

bothered with pollen
do you do to prevent it?

ever

the heartsease

grow

in

in

your

waste places or in cultivated fields?

—

would strongly advise purchasing a good queen to breed from, unless
you already have such a one. If I understand
your second question, you want to know whether you can buy a breeder, introduce one of the
queens you rear from her into a given colony, and have a larger yield from that colIt wouldn't
ony on account of the change.
make as big a difference as you might suppose.
In some cases it might even lessen the
yield; for you might make a failure of introducing, and have the colony for a time
In any case, it would be pretty
queenless.
well along in the season before you could
rear and introduce a queen, and unless your
the bees for it would mostlv
late
harvest is
come from the old queen. But the next season
ought to show a difference.

Answers.

2.

I

Qon't

i.

I

think

there

is

today

as

much

in swarming-cells as in former years.
There was a sort of idea that swarming was
natural, and that no queen was so natural
or so good as one reared in a swarming-cell.
But superseding is just as natural as swarming,
and a man who allowed his bees to swarm
naturally might have in his apiary just as
many queens reared one way as the other.
No, I don't believe swarming queens are better or more prolitic than those reared by the
plan recommended to "Maine." Of course, one
could rear very poor queens by rearing out of
season or from poor stock, but one should use
the best stock and take the time when a good
faith

Doubtful, however,
flow is on, or else feed.
if feeding is quite so good as the natural flow.
is that it takes too much
3. One objection
time to handle: another that with a frame
so shallow there is too much pollen in sections.
4. I have had no experience with sectional
It never seemed to me they had enough
advantages to make me want to change to
Possibly if I were using them enthem.
tirely I might think them the best in the

hives.

world.
I have never had much trouble with polover
provided
they were
in sections,
do
I
frames as deep as the Lansstroth.
nothing to prevent it except to have the secf;.

len

I don't
tions entirely filled with foundation.
use queen-e.xcluders. and I try not to have
much drone-comb in the brood-chamber, so if
I should use small starters in sections the
bees would build drone-comb in them, inducing
the queen to go up to lay drone-eggs, and

6.

In cultivated

Honey

in

Hives

fields,

mostly in corn-fields.

Brood-Nest

—Bee-Eating

—Unpainted
Birds.

to be certain
have the brood-nest half-fijled with
honey is ruinous to the colony. This lanHow
strong.
too
made
guage can not be
I am not going to
can we best prevent it?
make suggestions. Treat it as fully as you
To mc it is ot more importance
well can.
than to prevent swarming that we read so
1.

know enough of bees

I

that

to

much
2.

about.
Is

true

it

that

you consider that bees

and large enough

deep,

to

down

slip

easilv

I put half-inch strips inside of
over a hive.
the top of these covers, and on these laid
paroid roofing, so as to leave a half-inch airOn Monday, May 4,
space under the cover.
ice formed and when lifting these covers at
noon you might almost wash your hands
There
them.
condensed water hanging upc
1 of coarse
was a new cover of cotton
felt on the
woolen felt on one, and mi
c-bound
board
other, and a fj-inch flat Root
the paroid cover,
over these on
der the paroid of the hive
and
The middle of the yi
..'ith
the most quilts.
board was wet as if dipped in water, and
the water of the upper quilts of the other
might almost have been wrung out if I had
I took off the 3 wet quilfs
tried to do it.
board in their place, and laid
and put a
strips of pine on top and the paroid
f^ x
cover over all, and still the water hung on the
inside of the paroid cover next day, when ice
I
formed, although less than the day before.
contemplate using no paint on hives in the
future, except on the corners, and none but
locality
If in a
gable covers of rough boards.
where two 10 or 11 inch boards can be got
out of the board center of a big log without
that is, one board only about 2
the heart
feet wide out of the heart of each log
they will be much less likely to split with the
sun, like the split shingles we used to get
A '/j-inch groove plowed J450 years ago.
inch on from the eoge on the under, lower,
projecting edge of the roof boards, ^-inch
deep, would carry off all drip.
the bird called the phebe, that in
3. Is
country places, persists in nesting near or
under the cave or gable of a house a deA pair of them reared a
vourer of bees?
family near mv bees last year, and I believe
A half dead or
killed thousands of them.
bare apple-tree near the line of flight of the
bees was a convenient resting-place for the
birds from which they seemed to take the
bees as they passed, and the nest was not
1

^

H

—

—

found until the young birds

flew.

the chickadee also feed on bees?
4. Does
I have treated them as pets and fed them,
sometimes out of my hand. They seldom come
summer,
but in cold weather when
near in
insects are scarce they come for food, and late
in the fall, I noticed thetn, as I thought,
Whether they
picking up recently dead bees.
killed any I was unauie to determine.
Bee Journal not
is the American
5. Why
printed in a uniform size with the best of the
other bee-papers, which are all of convenient

Novice.

size?

—

are quite right in your
refer, as I suppose you do, to
Toward the
the early part of the season.
close of the season it's a nice thing to have
the brood-nest three-fourths filled with honey.
I'm not sure that I know anything more than
you do about keeping honey out of the broodnest, for just now only two things occur to
me that can be done to accomplish it. The first
is to have olentv of room, easily accessible,
outside the brood-nest, so the bees will not be
Even witn
forced to store in the brood-nest.
oceans of room outside of it, the bees will
queen fails
still store in the brood-nest if the
do is to
to
thing
second
so
the
it,
occupy
to
furnish each colony with a queen so vigorous
that she will resist all encroachments on her

Answers.
view, if you

domain.
2.

I

am

unpainted
is that

G.

i.

You

inclined to believe bees do best in
One reason for that belief
hives.
M. Doolittle thinks so. Besides, be-

—

—

.

June, iqo8.
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was

fore a furnace

mould

in

my

than

painted

in

cellar I

found more

unpainted

hives.

It

may not have been because the hives were
painted, but it looked that way.
Your experiments with covers are interesting. Perhaps
the principal moral in the case is to have the
cover in some way made a non-conductor of
heat, so that the moisture will not condense
on the cold sunace.
double cover with a
dead-air space works well.

A

The

king-bird is about the only bira
generally believed to be a bee-kiuer. and I'm
not sure but in some places it is called phebe,
although the true phebe is a different bird.
4. The chickadee is not considered an enemy
of bees.
don't know why the American Bee
5. I
Journal persists
continuing its present size.
The usual size of 9x6, or a little larger,
is more convenient
for handling when reading.
The American Bee Journal is a trifle
larger than i:x8, and 11 x 8 is 63 percent larger than 9x6.
But the size of the American
7.

m

Bee Journal
of two

that

come

mv

into

comfort

is

itself

compared with

very excellent monthlies that
family, the Ladies' Home Jour-

and The Woman's. Home Companion. They
16x11, just twice the size of the AmeriIn fact, most of the periodtake are worse in size than the American Bee Journal, the daily newspaper being
nal
are

can Bee Journal.
icals I

worse than
Although

all

the rest.

I
do not like the size of these
different publications, if it were left to me
arbitrarily to decide whether they should be
changed, I'm not sure that I should want to

decide offhand without knowing more than I
now do about such things. Time was when
I did not like room taken up with advertisements.
But I learned that these advertisements helped pay the cost, so that the more
advertisements the more improvements could be
afforded; also that I could have an excellent
daily,
thousands upon thousands of dollars
being spent by said daily in gathering news
from all quarters of the globe and in publishing articles by the ablest writers living, and
all I had to do was to pay the mere cost of
the white paper, the advertisers paying nearly
all the expenses: so now I am delighted to
see the pages of my bee-papers fat with ad-

verti^ments.

So

it

is

possible that if

all aBout the matter I would not
strongly upon the change in size.

I

knew

insist

smaller

size.

The former is ii^xSj^;
9x6.
The larger page has

the latter just
6q percent more surface than the other.
But
the fair way is to compare the reading surface on each page.
Leaving out the heading at
top of each page, and measuring the part occupied by reading, I find one measures g^ x6^; the other 7% ^ aHThat makes the
^

reading

matter on one page occupy a little
as the other.
Now
things, but I suspect that it doesn't cost twice as much to make
the larger page as it does the other; and if
we should insist upon the smaller size the
publisher might say to us: "If you get the
larger page, you'll have to do with less reading
about bees in each number; or else the price
will have to be raised."
I suspect that the
publishers think that the majority of their
readers, instead of choosing either of these
alternates would prefer to have the size remain
unchanged.
But if I misinterpret, no doubt
the editor will set me right.
Questions of
this kind are hardly in
my line, anyhow.
fWhile this may be a legitimate subject for
discussion, we doubt if it is worth while. Sure-

more than twice as much
I don't know about such

ly this Journal is a very convenient
pared with some other publications.

A
I

size

com-

Editor.]

Beginner and Foul Brood.

have

about

40

colonies

of

bees,

bought

last
fall,
and I never handled bees before.
I realize now that I **bit off more than
I
could chew," when I did not start with far
fewer colonics.
Foul brood is spreading rap-

Kvcry

idly.

fine,

clear

day as

I

inspect the
cases

make necessary changes, more

hives to

of the

disc.isc are

found.
I.
I
spirading it, or are the bees?
3. Arc the microbes in the propolis, and in
the bits of comt, around on the top-bars?

Am

.my liquid disinfectant that I
hive-tool in as I change from
another?
days shall T wait after treating a colony by shaking before I can give
honey or brood, if they really need it to keep
from starving or dwindling on account of no
young bees?
long is a colony immune to the
5. How
disease after starting
all
over with fresh
foundation?
3.

could

Is

dip

one nivc
4.

tiiere

the

to

How many

contain the microbes?
Do you think I will ever get the upper
hand of the disease if I am thorough and
follow proper instructions in the matter?
I
am surrounded by those having several colonies
that are
completely cleaned out at times,
but anything said by me to them is not heeded,
but rather I am considered "nosey," being
no more than half the age of any bee-keeper
in the vicinity.
S. I refuse to sell bees to any one.
I right in this? and do you think that some
day prospects will be brighter for me than
now? I will not be a "quitter."
Iowa.
still

7.

Am

Answers.

—

The bees can spread

i.

it

a diseased one.
2. It is possible that they may be.
?. Any
strong disinfectant, such

as

car-

ought to answer.
don't know
perhaps 5 days.
4. I
There
ought realty to be no need of feeding, for
the attempt at cure should be undertaken only
at a time when honey is yielding.
as long as you are immune to the
5. Just
itch
after being cured of that troublesome
malady.
In other words, if the cure of foul
brood is complete today, and tomorrow the
cured bees have access to some foul-broody
honey, you may count on their being diseased
bolic acid,

;

again.
6.

The wax

7.

Others

is considered all right.
have surmounted the difficulty,
not you?
With diseased bees all around
you will need to be constantly on the
alert, but out in Colorado some of the beekeepers keep getting crops rictit along with
foul-broody bees, making shaken swarms as
part of the regular program in getting crops,
and that shaking serves at the same time to
hold at bay the disease, if not to eradicate it.
8. You are quite right to sell no bees while
yours have the disease.
Moreover, according
to the foul-brood laws of your State, I think
it is a criminal act.

why

you,

Not Working

—

Best Hive
Bees.

Supers

in

Italianizing
1.

have about 100 colonies of bees.

I

About

in log-gums, and 32 are in patent 8frame dovetailed hives.
I run the 32 colonies
for section honey.
There are 13 which have
not gone into the super at all, while they

60 are

seem to have a good number of bees.
other

19

swarms,

are

at

and

The

Thirteen of them are

work.

the

swarms

in the supers except

are

all

at

work

while the old colonies
do not seem inclined
work.
2. When would it be advisable to take the
brood-frames out and take the wax out and put
in frames with foundation, or would it not be
advisable at all?
I
have had frame - hives
only 4 or 5 years, and have not paid much
attention to them except to keep out the
worms, and keep them from robbing.
best hive to have the bees
3. What is the
work in? Where will they do the best?
4. If I were to work for extracted honey,
would they be more likely to work in frames?
I never worked for anything but section honey
in those hives, and I am making arrangements
to give them all the attention needed, if I
can find out what it is.
are the native black bees.
5. They
There
is
no other kind in this section of North
Carolina.
I
would ask your advice about
handling them to the best advantage.
The
honey-flow has been on in this section for 14
or 15 days, ana is on at this date (May 12).
4,
to

North Carolina.

—

Answers. i. There is probably nothing tmusual about the way your bees take to the
supers.
The stronger ones are the ones to
begin first, those that are weaker beginning
later, if indeed they arc strong enough to begin at all.
When a colony swarms, the swarm
is
the part to count on for suner-work, the
mother colony being so weakened ny the swarming that it can not be counted on to do any
super- work, unless it be exceptionally strong.
You will do well to have a "bait" in each
super you put on; that is, a section partly or
wholly drawn out.
If you have none left
over from last year, you can take a section
out of^ a super where the bees are at work,
and give to the colony you want to get
started.

bo

long

when no brood

as

frames

arc filled with
straight worker-comb, it is not advisable to
replace them with foundation.
Tf any combs
are in any way objectionable (drone-comb or
crooked) replace with foundation at any time
2.

is

the

in the

comb.

3. The
particular style of hive does not
so much difference so long as you have
As you are already started
with dovetailed hives, you probably can do no
belter than to continue with them.
4. Bees will begin work more readily in extracting_ frames than in sections, usuallv, but
even with extracting-frames you can not expect a colony to store that has been heavily
depleted by swarming.
5. It might be to your advantage to get in
Italian blood.
Even if there are none but
blacks in your region, you can have an Italian

make

movable combs.

queen sent you by mail any distance.

Does Shipping Bees Affect Their
Queens?

without

any help from you, but unless you are exceedingly careful you will help spread it when you
go to a healthy colony after having handled

too

I've just been doing a little exact measuring,
comparing the American Bee Journal with one

of

6. Is the wax worth rendering out of the
combs of a foul-broody colony, or would it

On

April 6, I loaded 9 of my best colonies
of bees at Girard, 111., and shipped them by
emigration car to this point in Colorado. They
were from Tuesday noon until Sunday night on
the road.
I came in the car with them, looking after them carefully all the way.
They
were packed in straw as described in "A B C
and X Y Z of Bee-Culture." All stood the
trip fine, and I had but few dead bees in any
of the hives.
Upon unloading, after the bees had quieted
down, I removed the wire-screens from the
top, replacing the cap, and also cleaned the
bottom-boards of dead bees, but did not disturb the frames.
The bees were at work on
dandelion in an hour. Being very busy for the
first 10 days and the weather bad for a day
or two. I did not bother the frames until
the 15th day after unloading.
The first colony
showed considerable brood, but all capped high
drones in worker-cells.
I
first
thought of
laying workers, but in a moment I saw as
pretty a leather-colored Italian queen as ever
you would care to see. No. 2 showed exactly
the same condition, except that it also had
brood in all stages, but none capped but
what was drone. No. 3 showed a very small
percent of capped worker-brood, brooa in all
stages, and lots of drones in worker-cells.
No.
4 showed the same as No. 3. except that it
had a capped queen-cell, one about half completed, and one with an egg.
None of them showed over 20 percent of
capped worker-cells and 80 nercent drone until
I came to No.
8.
It showed 85 percent,
or better, of worker-brood, and the balance
of drones in worker-comb.
In a corner of one
frame where it was not filled out, they were
building drone-comb, and the queen laying in it.
1. Will shipping bees cause all queens to be
drone-layers?
2. Will
the queens, as soon as they have
time to rest up, become worker-layers?
3. Will a man be able to get sufficient fertile
eggs from any of his queens to chance queenrearing?
I
have been afraid to try, and so
have ordered queens for requeening.
I never
heard of shipping bees injuring the laying
qualities of the queens.
Colorado.
Answers.— I. Your very full and careful description of this case makes me feel a good

—

deal^ like

don't

throwing up

my

know anything about

hands and saying I
I never heard

bees.

before.
When queens are
in cages, it is not a verv
that thev are somewhat affected as to their laying, but I don't remember that I ever heard of a queen being
made a drone-layer by it, and I don't think
I ever heard of a queen being seriously affected when shipped in a full colonv.
Your
bees have gone at it in a wholesale wav. and
I hope they are not to set the example for
others.
2. I don't know.
Queens have been known
to change their minds in such cases; but I'm
a little afraid.
There is some hope, however,
in the fact that only one colony seems to be
trying to supersede its queens; for generally
when a queen becomes permanently faulty in
any way. the bees proceed to supersede her.
^. So long as rtii.v worker-eggs are laid there
ought to be no trouble about rearing queens.

of anything like
shipped by mail
uncommon thing

it

Hiving While Swarming.
I

have just started

in

bee-keeping.

I

keep

them in a large attic. Having only one colony,
I would like to get another swarm started in
swarming time. Can they be made to go into
another hive while swarming?
Wisconsin.

Answer.
in

any

on

the

— 0(

course a

swarm can be hived

same as if the bees were
ground instead of being in an attic.
probably mean, however, is to have

hive, just the

What you
the

bees enter the

hive

of their

own

accord.

That can be managed, too, just the same as if
the bees were on the ground. Have the queen's
wing clipped.
Then when the swarm issues
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catch and cage the queen, move the old hive to
a new place, and set the new hive where the
The swarm, having no queen,
old hive stood.
will be sure to return within a few minutes,
and findmg its old hive gone wil
As
it left the old one.
th.e bees are entering the hive, free the queen
d let her run into the hive with them.

Drone-Brood
1.

Is

brood

common

it

in
to

worker-cells

in

Worker-Cells.

find considerable dronein colonies where all

were drawn from worker foundation,
drone-brood being started in spring at the
beginning of brood-rearing, and a considerable
quantity of it being intermixed with the worker-brood?
2. I notice it in one of ray 2 colonies, and it
seems to be largely in the upper part of the
comb. Is it on account of the foundation sagging, thus making the cells a trifle larger?
The queen in this hive being of last season's
rearing, would you think because of this dronebrood in worker-comb that she was inferior?
this

—

If

cells

It is

not

queen is beginning to fail, no matter what her
age, and very likely it will not be long till
she becomes a drone-layer.

ly

now.

How

Swarming

do you control
I

know you would

—Average

CO., Hieh Hill,

Montgomery

s.wt

Co., Missouri.

23 YEARS IN THE BEE-BllSINESS

HIGHLAND FARM QUEENS
Are bred strictlv from best huiiey-iiathcnnif strains
Superior. Long-TonKued. Red Clover Italians
in America and Italy. Highland Farm methods will
produce perfectly developed, long-lived, and prolific
Oueens. If you want Bees that will winter well, build
up rapidly in the spring, and roll in the honey. Highland Farm Oueens will produce them. Single Queens.
Safe delivery and satisfaction
J.1.00: 6. $5.00: 12. 19.00.
guaranteed. 15 S. C. Brown Leghorn Eggs given free
with every order for 6 or more Queens. Regular price for eggs. $1.00 for 15;
itively by return e.xpress. Send for circular.
of

Highland Bee and Poultry Farm.

swarming in your
tell in your book,

Among

Ohio.

—

Answers. i. I give abundance of superroom, and as much ventilation as can be given
without interfering with corab-buildtng in supers. My bottom-boards give a space 2 inches
deep under bottom-bars.
A rack is put into
this space during harvest that prevents building down and gives much air.
During a good
part of the season I shove the super forward
so that there is a ^i^ -inch space at the back
end between hive and super. About once in
10 days I glance through the hives to find
whether cells are started. If not far advanced
I destroy thera.
Sometimes they give up, but
10 days later, if they still persist, I take the
case in hand.
On page 70 of the American
Bee Journal is given a way for treating them.
If the queen is in any way objectionable, I
kill her, and 10 days later give them a new
queen.
2. Never had more than 400 colonies, and
have now cut down so that counting nuclei
and all there are today (May 25) bees in 141
hives, but hardly more than 130 colonies stron«'

$1.25 for 30.

Pos-

VJJ^e.or

BIRMIINGHAM. OHIO

Per

the Bees."
I have a
bee-book and also take two bee-papers, but I
would like to know your own method, as I do
not like to invest any more money in bees for
a while, until I see how I am coming out.
2. How
many colonies of bees have you?
you ever try the Heddon hive, or
3. Did
What
J. E. Hand's method of swarm-control?
do you think of either, or both?
4. What percent of your colonies swarm?

"Forty Years

swarm.

Write for further information and our 40-page catalog.

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY

Colony.
1.

apiary?

will

common.

in

Controlling

Bees Working?
Soon they will want room or

got your Hives and Supplies? If not, send your order at
once. If you have A. I. Root Co.'s Catalog you can order from it. We
We can fill your orders promptsell their goods at their factory prices.

Maine.
i.

the upper part of comb are
larger because of stretching of foundation, it
may have some effect in preventing the queen
from laying in these cells, and if she does
lay in them the eggs may be drone-eggs.
If drone-brood is found only in these enlarged
cells, it ought hardly to condemn the queen.
If, however, drone-brood is mixed in with the
worker-brood, said drone-brood being in workercells of regular size, the probability is that the
2.

LISTEN!
^^^^^^^——^^^—^^-^^
Have you

combs

Answers.

Do You Hear Those

We Ha ndle

the

LEWIS

ROOT'S

Bee-Hives and

Smokers and

Sections

Extractors

Best

Goods O btainable

DADANT'S
Comb
Foundation

If you live west of the Missouri River, send for our free 48-page illustrated catalog to-day
and save money. We are a co-operative association of bee-keepers, and can supply comb
and extracted honey at all times.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
DEPT. B, DENVER, COLORADO
Headquarters National Bee-Keepers' Ass'n, Oct. 13, 14, 15. 1908.

The
Only

HOTEL and PAVIUON,
WAYNEDETROIT.
MICHIGAN

First Class Hotel in the City overlooking the Beautiful Detroit River.
American and European Plan. Popular Rates.

J. R.

5^6,

HAYES, Propr.

for the harvest.
3. I have had no experience with either.
4. Perhaps not more than one percent swarm
and are hived regularly, but I don't know how
many swarm out and return; perhaps 10 per-

m

cent.

Dead Bees and Granulated Honey.
My neighbor has bees that are dying. The
honey has granulated
reason?

in the hive.

What

is

the

Wisconsin.

—Withoutwhat
knowing more of the case
hard

Answer.

Dandelion and Apple-Bloom.

it is
to tell
is the trouble.
It is
possible they are starving, having eaten out all
the honey except a little that remains in the
form of drv granules. I have known bees to
starve even when clover was in bloom, although
not yielding.
The remedy is to feed at once,
either honey or sugar syrup.
Sprinkling with
water the combs with candied honey may do if
there is honey enough left.

Bees are hatchin;; now. They have been out
weeks.
A few dandelions
of the cellar for
are now open. an-I the bees are on the wing.
There is no other bloom yet, altbouph apples
We hope for a week of this
are nearly out.
T. F. Bingham.
bloom.
Farwell. Mich.. May 15.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS and ITALIANS
L'ntested. 75c. Tested.
00
5A4t
GEO. E. KRAMER, Valencia. Pa.

The past winter while in Duluth, Minn., I
was confronted with something I had not exI was assured by a gentleman
pected to find.

Jl.

who keeps a large grocery store in Duluth,
that the honey sold him by a Mr. Kimball, of
eager demand; in fact, three
Minnesota, was
times the amount was sold to that of comb.
He sold the extracted honeyi at 30 cents per
poiind. and comb in bee-way sections at 22
cents per pound.
In some of the other stores
found California extracted honey and comb
I
honey in the plain sections selling at 25 cents
per pound, with the preference for comb honey
at the other stores.
I have reasoned that Mr. Kimball has been
in the habit of extracting his honey late in
the season, as recommended by tbe bee-papers.
His honey no doubt is largely raspberry, and
that it sells better than California's best, is
welcome news for bee-keepers in this section.
I have read with much interest the articles
on comb and extracted honey in the Bee-Keepers' Review, and concluae that 1 will nroduce
comb honey, as I would rather do so. The
new non-swarming methods enable us to do this
By the way, Mr. Davenport, don't
with ease.
vou think the pairing method and also the
'false-bottom methods described by tiie contributors of the American Bee Journal, together
with the JJudley Tube method as shown by

.^

Extracted Honey.
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Mr. Atwcter in the Review, is equal to the
you so ardently keep concealed?

peni-iip secret

have discovered a magnificent bee-paradise

I

by the blue expanse of the Superior, free from
frost, where the lovely arbutus springing up in
countless thousands, would gladden the poetic
soul of Hutchinson, and make him think his
other peninsula were
u«.e-paradises
in
the
I
have also discovered a
"small potatoes."
granu market for honey, which may not be
equal to Butte, Mont., but will suit me.

George

Historical

Moloney.

J.

—Wintering

been

To Responsible People

I^axigKliri
FOUNTAIN PEN
and

Bees.

bee-keeper for about 40
years, and was a correspondent of the AmeriAt that time
can Bee Journal about 1S70.
I thought I knew it about all, but now I am
only a student, and have spent much of the
past winter in studying bee-books and papers.
Some time ago 1 purchased a copy of Dr.
Miller's "Forty Years Among the Bees," and
when I found, on page 20, my name enrolled
among the early contributors whose articles
gave him inspiration in the start of his useful
career, it gives me a feeling that I have become lost in the race.
I now have only about 40 colonies, and after
all sorts of experience I am satisfied to winter

have

I

Sent On Approval

a

RED GEM
^/>e

InK Pencil

Your Choice

of

them on the summer stands. I remove the oilcloth mats, or at least double them to the
rear half of the
front, thus exposing the
frame-tops, lay a stick across the frames, and
cover with porous matting or burlap.
Then
place on a super, and fill it with dry oat,

Then if I have plenty of surplus supers
I place
another empty One under the hivebody.
This keeps the cluster farther from
the entrance, which I leave open its full
length.
This gives them more air, and prevents them from smothering, in case the entrances ^et stopped with snow.
Then I protect them from the north and west winds with
boards, cornfodder, or almost anything available, and nearly all come through the most
severe winter all right.

chaff.

Whenever I do lose one colony under this
treatment I find it is invariably from dampness rather than from severe cold.
Isaac F. Tillinchast.

Illustrations are Exact Size

Every pell gnaranteeil
Kt. sclul Gold— cut
right hand luay be had
either our standard
black opaque pattern, or
full

U

oil

iu

Non-breakable Transpaias desired, either in
plain or engraved finish,
as prelerred.
eiit,

You may

try

Factoryville, Pa.

Early Swarms

— Good

Prospects.

—

fine swarms already
one on
and the other on the 14th.
White
clover is blooming nicely and prospects are
good for a fine honey crop.
lola, Kan., May 18.
T. S. EwiNG.

have had 2

I

May

9th

Bees Doing Well.
Bees are doing very well at present. I took
some comb honey May 1 5, and will extract some next week.
We have not had a
mesquite honey-flow in this locality, but hope
for one, and a good one, too, in June.
I
had a fair crop of honey last year.
t>. C. GULLEY.
off

San Antonio, Tex., May

23.

Good Honey-Flow from

Fruit-

Bloom.

We have had the best flow of honey this
snring from fruit-bloom that it has been our
food fortune to have for the last 25 years,
began on April 18 and continued 8 days,
t
giving an increase in weight on the hive on
the scales of p^i pounds.
This was followed
by 8 days of north wind, which resulted in
frost that has killed nearly all the fruit. The
prospect for white clover is fair.
Clarinda, Iowa,

May

Heavy Loss
Wc arc nearly

of

J.

L. Strong.

6.

Bees

in

Vermont.

out of bees in this section.
have driven to all yards within 10 miles
in every direction, and I find 80 percent of
the bees dcid.
Those colonies that had a few
bees will in't last long. I found only 2 fair
colonies.
lvv< rv one wanted to get rid of ihem.
I found 8 c'ilonics that
I bought, but they
were poor.
1
am not wise enough to find
I'.ics
never went into winter
the trouble.
quarters in better condition. They had lots of
honey and bees, but they began to come out
of the hives and drop on the cellar-bottom
soon after being put in, and the honey seemed
to go with the bees, and colonies with 50
pounds would come out about even.
All of
tnose that were left died early in the season.
My cellar stays at just about 42 -degrees all
I

winter.
and ten

One hundred
put in 170 colonies.
hives had bees in them when I set

I

Cut om lkft

i

tliiB

pen a week,

i
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SPECIAL CLUBBING

In Connection

PREMIUM OFFERS

With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either set your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting.
elve you a year's sabscription free for sending us two new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

We

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE
ame and addressput
side of the handle as
\n in cut. and on the
'ther side pictures of
^

agueen-bee.a worker,

The

and a drone.
handle

celluloid

is

and

transparent,

through which is
seen your name.

you lose

If

this

knife it can be returned to you. or
serves to identify

you

you happen

if

to be injured fatally, or are
unconscious. Cut is exact
size.
Be sure to

exact

write

name

and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceof knife
alone, postpaid.

$1.25.

With year's subscript

on

i

Free

,

$1.50.

for 5
new 50c subscriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S
GOLD-NIB
really

prying up supers and for general work around

goes

it

is

equal

any of the higher-priced,
muchto

advertised
If

pens.

you pay more

name

the

it's

you're

charged for. The Gold
Nib is guaranteed 14 Karat gold.
Iridium pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finish-

ed. The cover fits snugly and
can't slip off because it slightly
wedges over the barrel at either

This pen is non-Ieakable.
It is very easily cleaned, the penpoint and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,

Made

theapairy.

middle part is I
inches wide and

The smaller
is 1 7-8inches long,
inch wide, and 7-32
ending like a
screw-driver.
The
larger end is wedgeshaped having a sharp,
semi-circular edge,
almost per-

up cov-

Here shown H

guaranteed.

$1.25. 'With
a year's sub scription. $1.50.
Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

at 50

cents each.

liansstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant.— This classic has been entirely re-

PREmiun
QUEENS

written.

They

Fully illustrated.

Nu

apiarian library

is complete without this standard work by "The
Father of American Bee Culture." 520 pages,

bound

in cloth. Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.45. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
'•The Honey-Money Stories."— A &l-page
booklet. Containing many short, bright stories
interspersed with facts and interesting items

These are untested, standard-bred, Italian Queens
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
are active breeders,

and produce good workers.

Sent only after May 1st.
Orders booked any time
for 1908 queens. Safe delivery guaranteed. Price.
75

cents each.

or

12 for $7.50.

6 for $4.00.

One queen

with a year's subscrip-

Free

tion. $1.00.
for
3 new 50c. subscriptions.

about noney. The manufactured comD-honey
misrepresentation is contradicted in two items
each occupying a full page. Has 33 fine illustrations of apiaries or apiarian scenes. It also
contains 3 bee-songs. This booklet should be
placed in the hands of everybody not famibar
with the food-value of honev, for its main
object is to interest people in honev as a dailv
table article. Price 25 cents. With a year's
subscription, 60 cents. Given free for 1 new
subscription, at 50 cents.
Three copies for 50 cents; or the 3 with a year's
subscription 75 cents; or the 3 copies given
free for 2 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS
;-*

^9/i

ac-

tual size.
Price alone, postpaid.

structive,
helpful,
interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientific. It also contains anatomy and physiology of bees. 544 pages, 295
illustrations. Bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.20.
With a year's subscription. $1.4;;. Given tree
for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

subscription. 60 cents.
Given free for 2 new

end.

blotting or spotting. Every beekeeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen

"I

think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
SOcents. With a year's

subscriptions

—

*

4j^ BEAH

"'

TO

M^
^g^

O WONT

Tou BEE ny HOKEX
'^^ ^"^^^ "^"'^ tONELY MCART?
^^"-^ HUO TOU ALL THETlHEj
And we woulo mvza part

^'^'^

Buschbauer, is a bee-keeper's handbook of 138
pages, which is just what our German friends
will want. It is fullv illustrated, and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's
subscription, $1.25. Given free for 4 new subscriptions atSO cents each.

THE EMERSON BINDER

'

A Stiff board outside like a book-cover with
Will hold easilv 3 volumes (36
numbers) of the American Bee Journal. Makes
reference easy, preserves copies from loss.
dust and mutilat
Price postpaid, 75 cents.
?:i.(iO.
With a year's subs •ipti.
ipti.
at
ents
free for 3 new si
cloth back.

.:

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE
The Monette QueenClipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping

Queens'

wings.

4H
used

ir-'.heshigh. It is
V many bee-keepers.
Iu 1 printed direci

1

"

r.s

sent with each

rice
1.25

aIonei_postcents. With a

subscription. 60
;n free for 2 new
s at 50 cents each.
r's

new

500 pages describing everything
pertaining to the care of honey-bees. 400 en'ngs. Bound in cloth, price alone, S1.50.
Vith
r's subscription
Given Iree
for 6 new subscriptions at k) cents each
Scientific Qneen-Rearine, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.-How thevervbest
queen-bees are reared. Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's subscription, $1.25. Given free for 4 new subscriptions at 50 cents each. In leatherette binding,
price alone, 75 cents. With a year's subscription
$1.00.
Given free for 3 new subscriptions
at 50 cents each.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.-This book is in-

does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since iy03 says,
1907:

for4

Hutchin-

Root.— Over

ers, supers, etc.. as it

7,

Z.

is

A B

thick,

January

Given free

a practical and helpful
bound in cloth, beautifully
illustrated. Price alone, $1.20.
Wi^th a year's
subscription, $1.4.i. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
C of Bee Culture, by A. I. & E. R.

1-2

it

*1.25.

Advanced Bee Cnltnre, by W.

son. -The author
writer. 330 pages;

end

fect for prying

ihv Beey, t^vDr.C.C.

subacriiiti'ins at 50 cents each.

1-16
7-32

thick.

making

Among

year's sutisorii.tion,

of malleable iron.
long. The

8H inches

good

pen. As far as
true usefulness

F(»rly \ii\Ts

Mili.r.-;ni i-iiK.-N, hound in handsome cloth,
K'nld letters and design, niQstratedwithlia
beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr.
Miller. It is a irood, new story of snccessful
beo-kfepiiijc by one of the masters, and shows
in miiiuifst detail just how Dr. Miller does
thiuKs with bees. Price alone, $1.00. With a

with

for

FOUNTAIN PEN

A

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee
keeper, adapted

I

WOOD BINDER
Holds
'

^«

Size
out of the old-fashioned "skep."
3Hx5H, printed in four colors. Blank
space lHx3 inches is for writing. Prices—
Ten
3. postpaid, 10 cents; 10 for25 cents.
with a year's subscription. 60 cents. 6
given free' fur one 50-cent subscription.

50

(

BEE-HIVE CLOCK

A "Teddy

Bear" on good terms with
everybody includingf the bees swarming:

volun

3

subscription at

A few

of

th

clocks

left.

Ba

hlph.

Design

SEND ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

IS a straw skep with clock face in
able for parlor— an ornament for
Keeps excellent time, durable
1

i:

Weight, boxed, 4 pounds
barges. Price. $1.50. Wi'"

;,$1.75.
i

118

Given free

for

t

at 50 cents each.

W.

Jacksntx. CKicago.

III.
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We will Buy an.^

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

Sell

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER— We

are prepared
your orders for Sections. A large stock
on hand.
Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.
We make prompt shipments.

HOIEY
^S
^*

to

and kinds.
you have any to dispose of, or if
you intend to buy, correspond

of the different grades

fill

If

with

us.

We

MARSHFIELD MFG.

are always in the marlcet

CO.,

Marshfield, Wis.

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville.
Greeory & Son. Ottumwa.
KANSAS-S. C. Walker & Son, Smith
Center.
MICHKiAN-Lengst & Koenitr. 127 South

ARIZONA— H. W. Ryder. Phoenix.
MINNESOTA- Northwestern Bee-Sup-

for

Beeswax
market

at highest

p
^^
^

& Segelken

Hildreth
265

&

prices.

13th St., .Saginaw. E. S.
S. D. Buell. Union City.
Collier Bee-Supply

NEBRASKA—
Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H.

267 Greenwich Street

NEW

YORK,

WISCONSIN— S. W.
J.

Smith, Tilbury, Ont.

N. Y.

Bee Jonrnal

vrheii

Ttxltlng.

Beeman

Say, Mr,

Comb Honey
GOOD

AS

Harmony.
L. Durham. Kankakee.

OHIO-F. M. Hollowell Harri-son.
TEXAS-White Mfe. Co.. Blossom.

Co.,

Mi
Mention

ply Co.,

ILLINOIS-D.

Supers

NEW

have the following supers in splendid
all well painted and with sectionholdersin them.

Hines Mercantile

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli. Glenwood.

•»»•

X 1884

1908

i

Root's Goods always in stock

I

FOR YOU

^

I

Are you aware that the swarming
season and honey-flow will soon be
upon you? Will it pay you to wait
longer before ordering your Supplies.

We

condition,
150
10

You certainly

of

Send

for

Gri^^s Bros.

ndl Monroe

&

St.,

Chas. Dadant

Prices

RKD-CI.OVER

6

1

»1.00

r.;

$3.00

J'J.OO

Wm.

A. Shurr.

Mention

.

4426 Osage

Bee Journal

Ave., Phlladelplila, Pa.

ivben

irrltlnir.

Smoker we

others.

Conqueror — right for most apiaries
Large lasts longer than any other

—

T. F.

BINGHAM.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold

1.00

90

—

— 2)^

inch stove

"
"
"
"

for honey— guaranteed hustlers.
Untested, 60c each in any quantity. No quanti-

bred

8tock bought

in

ty discounts.

wltJi orders.

Send for my

ear lots. Subscripliona jjlvenfree
32-piigo catalog free.

SOPER, Jackaon, Mich.

BEST ON EARTH.

Lar^e Yellow Golden Italian Queens

At the very lowest profit possible
Dovetail HIve.s. Sictlona, Etc.-.\ complete

D.

i

l.IO— 3)^

Farw6ll, MiGll
Patented Maj20.ix

W.

$1.50

Wonder — as its name implies
65—2
Smoker at your post-offlce free. We send circular if requested.
Original Bingham A nelheringtoa Uncapplng-Koife.

Little

prices deliver

TTTltlns.

Select untesteil
1. 25
fi.SO
12.00
Tested, $1.75 each; select tested. 12.00 each.
I am bonklDf; orders now, delivery after May 25.
.

—

all

Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
Doctor- cheapest made to use

M.v Kt.M-k 1- ihi- rfsult i.r vi-.-ir.s of ciiri-ful si-l.'ftlon, and i> .iiunl t.. any in thi> [mntrv. Thr
prlL-c.'< are iinl> such as tn Insure lonK-Hved, jmillUc ciueenH, whrme workers will he hardy and
(jood honey Rat lierers. Write for IIIO8 circular.

....

Extracts from Catalogs 1907:
& Son, Hamilton, 111. This is the

—

6A2t

ITALIAN QUEENS

^i'.aba'ma''-

—

The above

Cntested

M. Jenkins,

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio. The oone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smolier.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.

Toledo, Ohio

<l

J.

.*.

«. B. Levfis Co., Watertown, Wis.
We have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

Nichols Co.,

GOLI)IA-,\l.l,-()VKR

J
T

I

ILL.

recommend above

your Honey

Then

4.

r

—

live

for free catalog.

Twenty-four successful years manufacturing bee-supplies and rearing Italian Bees and Queens.
L Root's Goods in Stools. Write for
r Catalog and Prices.
^

HAND-MADE SMOKERS

Electric

on one
o£ these great systems and can get
your goods from us more promptly than from any other point.

Cash or supplies
and Beeswax.

t

»•

Bee-way

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS,

bor— D. T. & I.— D. & T. Shore
Line— Ohio Central— Hocking
and dozens

"

9720 Logan Ave.,

— Wabash —Ann Ar-

Roads.

lO-frame Plain

Chas. Clarke

C—

Valley,

90
10

8-frame Ideal. 1 3-8.\5.
Write for
I will sell them at a bargain.
further
particulars, address
prices and

can save you money

—Clover Leaf

Beeway

"
5

by shipping goods from Toledo, as
we are on the main lines of the L.
S. & M. S.— Penn. Co.— P. M.—
M.
C. H. & D.— W. & L. E.
B. & O.— Big Four— L. E. & W.

—

8-frame Plain

X

5A3t

June,

ig

^^^^American "Bee -Journalj^^^^
Against Water, Weather

INSURE
YOUR

and Wear

Use "Vulcanite" Krudy Koofinil and insure your roof auainst damage by water,
weatlier and wear. It assures long life to
buildiniis and absolute protection to their
For over 60 years its superior
contents.
qualities have been recoenized wherever
rootiner is used. It is today the recognized
tandard Ready Rooting of two continents,
cheaper than shingles or tin— lasts longer, requires
no annual painting: easily put on— not affected by
rain or snow, wet or dry. heat or cold; is fire-resistng, acid-proof and smoke-proof. Put on over old
shingles it makes the old roof better than new.
Before you build or repair write for free booklet,
"The KiKht Roofing and the Bensons Why."

ROOF

.

i

Write today.

Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co., P|g*626-59

S.

Campbell Ave.. Chicago.

or FrankUo,

Warren

III..

Co., Ohio.

Stanley Queen Incubator and Brooder
An arrangement
Patented July

that allows the bees access to the cells and
Price, each, $5.00.

Queens

at all times.

7, 1903.

Stanley Twin Nucleus

Box

that has control of the Queen by a 3-hole wheel, with one entrance
screened, one hole with queen-excluding zinc, and one hole to regulate entrance.
applied
for.1
Price, each, $1.00. Cylinder Caiies. postpaid, each, 10c. OueenPatent
Cells, 100 mounled, with sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid,) for 75 cents.

An arrangement
(

Bees and Queens
Nuclei— One 3 L. frame, $2.50: price of Queen to be added.
Queens— Tested Italian, each. $1.25. or $10 a dozen. Breeding Queens, $2 to $3 each
I have a few Imported Italian Queens at the same price.
Untested Queens after May 13th— Italian (warranted) 75 cents each: dozen, J7.00
Carniolan, Caucasian and other strains, untested, 75c each, or $7.00 a dozen.

ARTHUR STANLEY,

BOQ

KS

TERMS: Name

your

us your

THE FRANKLIN-TURNER

1860

own TERMS.

For years we have (ned

lo develop a plan whereby ihe
could b» enabled lo set any books they want
•ad need for Self-Education or pleasure without beinz Forced lo pay cash.

Masses

NOW.
«ut, marlc
in,

you are worthy, though poor, cut this aJ
by (he book or books you are interested

\{

X

mail to us at oace and we

will

of the books

t

irked.

After you get our literature and decide
Co order then tell us how and when you can pay
you are reasonable in
we will aUdly ship your order.
books are not as represented, you cao return

for the books you waat.

YOUR TERMS,
And

if

If

111.

?ED|T
WANTS.

ON
YOUR OWN TER

:ll

Established

Dixon, Lee Co.,

H

CO., Atlanta, 6a.

Old Folks' B.blcs

June, 1908.

American ^Bae Journal

Now Ready

Gleanings

The

97th edition of our catalog is now ready. If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names, so time is required to get the entire edition mailed.
explain this so any one may understand
why a catalog may not reach him early.

We

A B C

The

of

Bee Culture

in Bee Culture

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers
If

just at this season of the year are telling
appreciate the paper.

how much

they

Each

issue is very fully illustrated.
The covers are
done by the finest engravers in Chicago, and our writers
are the best in the land.
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.

of Agriculture Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.
;

When we announced

the completion of the new edition
late in 1907 there was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We
$2.00

have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German
ers, $2.00.

Edition,

French Edition,

A

trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

A

Gasoline Engines and Power

at

Honey Extractors

ABC der Bienenzucht in paper cov-

Cloth-bound

at $2.00, postpaid, to

;

;

A

at $2.50, postpaid, to

B C

any country.

de L' Apiculture, cloth-bound,

any country.

THE

A.

I.

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of these will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

A Nevf Roof Over
Old Shinffies

fy^'fjtfm'^''^'^^^^
tear off the old shingles— takes time, costs money.
Save
both-puton "Vulcanite" right over theoldshineles-makesV
the roof better-lasts longer. Special long nails fasten it on I
for keeps. '•VtUcanite*' is the standard of two Continentsl
with 60 years of service to prove its superiority.
No tar or I
paper in its makeup. Best thing money can buy for old or I
new roofs. Cheaper than shingles or tin— needs no annual re-'
painting to keep it in repair;resists fire. acid, smoke, heat, cold,
wet or dry. Before you build or repair you should get our \
prices and free samples. You want the best roofing— we'll give I
you several tests to prove which is best. Write today for free
booklet, "The Right Roofing and the Reasons Why."
'

ultry-ralsers have found that
^ better
the incubators a n <_
xKiers they use, tne bettor the
'<i9 they feed, tl

PATENT VULCANITE ROOFING

c

or Franklin,

Warren

and supplies.

Mxlers, foods

We manufac-

and market the best poods in the
rldinourline. The ••United" Incuband brooders— standard the world ovand favorites with poultry people— are

•e

,

CO.,

Dept. 48, 626-29 S.Campbell Ave., Chicago,

make, and the morejpleasur
out of their fowls.
you with the better incubato

'y

'

III.

Co., Ohio.

„

.

upplit

.

you will pave on freipht,
and will always got a quality
you can depend on. Send
your orders and save monf

lace

THE ROOF THAT LASTS LONGEST 1«iiiiil

Before you biiy
'
for on

elsi

to-dnv.

^^mp.

CUT

The American

Institute
of Phrenology

Incorporated 1866, by special act of the

New York

Legislature,

next session the

tember.

The

first

will

open

Wednesday

in

its

Sep-

United Incubator & Poultry
Supply Mfg, Co., Dept. 27
26-28 VeseySt,, H, Y. Cuy.

njl QlirO'

DAnllLO

K.-ud %\hut

Foot-Power

Machinery
J. I.

r.

subjects embraced: Phren-

Physiognomy, Ethnology, Psychology, Physiology, Anatomy, Hygiene
Anthropology.
For terms and parand
ticulars apply to M. H. Piercy, Sec, care
ology,

e. f4

per

100.

Write for

Cataloi.' at
City, la.

chmaycr. Dept. BJ. Iowa

Fowler & Wells Co., 24 East
York, N. Y.

New

22d St.,

her work. This winter we have
the amount of bee-hive8,etc.»
pxwcttodo it with

>le

ifike.ajidwe

AddrcHS, W. F. ft JOHN BARNES*
996 Ruby St., Rookford, lU.

June, 1908.

American Hee :JournaI
Fall

Supplies

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies
LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY ORDERS.

FOR

larde stock on hand, and can supply promptly.
Freidht Rates from CINCINNATI are the LOWEST, ES-

Have a

PECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH

Bee-Keepers

As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati. You will save
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.
WILI- BUY OR SELL YOU

HONEY

Everj-thing you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At

Lowest Prices.

if

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,

a monthly at 50c a
Published 17 years.

year.

Sample copy and illustrated
alog and price-list FREE.

you price.

Beeswax Wanted

cat-

Will pay, at all times, highest market price on receipt of goods.

Address,

THE W.

FALCONER MFG.

T.

you h.we .\ny to sell

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If
you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will cheerfully quote

H.W.WEBER -r

C.
Olfice

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

when

Bee Journal

N. Y.

TTrltlns>

Kansas City. Mo., May 25.— We have no
comb honey to quote, but quote white extracted at

7 l-2c,

and beeswax from
C. C.

25 to 28c.

Clemons &

Co.

Our Supply Business Has Been In

Los Angeles. May 28.— The honey and
beeswax quotations are the same as last

New York City

will be

I think, however, they will be considerably higher before long, as the crop
very short in California.

month.

for 15 years.

We

It

has increased each year.

want your order this year and will
quote you attractive prices. Our prices are

We furnish bees in
here.
any quantities. Have seven hundred colonies in our own yards. Catalog free. Colony
of Ital. bees in new hive. $9. Ital. queen, $1.
I.

o.

b. cars

I. J.

STRINGHAM.

Apiaries. Glen Cove,

L.

i.

105

Pari^ PI., N. Y. City

H.

J.

Denver, May 26.— Our market is now enupof comb honey, and the first
consignments of the new crop should find a
ready sale at good prices. We quote white
light amber and
extracted at 8 to 9c
" strained," Sh to 7c. Clean yellow beeswax,
tirely cleaned

A

little of the best grade of white
at 15 to Ibc. but there is no volume

comb sells

E.xtracted is very much
is usual at this time of the
year. The manufacturing grades that sell
at from 5 to 6c are in fair demand. Beeswa.\
is steady at 30c for clean.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
to the business.

neglected as

Cincinnati, May 23.— The market on ex-

tracted honey is light. Light amber in barrels 6Hc, and California white sage 9Hc.
Practically no demand for comb honey.
Beeswa.x is selling at 33c.
C. H.

W. Weber.

Zanesville. Ohio, May 23.— There is so
demand for honey at the present time

little

it is almost useless to quote the market.
Best grades of comb honey bring at wholesale about J4.00 per case of 24 sections.
There is a disposition on the part of some
fair deone-horse dealers to cut prices.
mand for the new crop on its arrival is anticipated. There is a little demand for e.\-

that

A

tracted honey in retail packages. Not much
demand for beeswax. Good wax brings on
arrival 29c.

Edmund W.

Peirce.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

HONEY

delivered here,

consigning, buying,
or selling, consult

25c.

Honey Producers' Ass'n.
Indianapolis. May 23.— Almost no demand for comb honey at this writing, but

The

Colo.

stock on hand
which is being offered at sacrifice prices to
close out. as goods are partly granulated.
Best grades of extracted is in fair demand
with stock limited. It would be difficult to
name prices on the expected new crop, but
Beeswax is
1 predict a fairly good demand.
Walter S. Pouder.
steady at 28c,

Toledo. May 23.— The market on comb
honey at this writing is pretty dead, there
being little or no demand. We are offering
fancy white at 16 to 16^c no demand for
amber and darker grades. Very little demand for extracted honey in tumblers for
table use, but bulk extracted honey in barrels brings 7 to 7V2C. Dark amber honey
brings from 5 to 5 l-2c. Beeswax is firm at
Grigcs Bros. & Nichols Co.
26c.
Philadelphia, May 25.— Very little doing
honey market for the last two weeks,
with the prospect ahead of an unusually big
crop in the East. Buyers are holding back
for the new crop. Old crop of comb being
in the

packed away
sales being

for fall trade.
Not enough
of comb honey to make

made

Extracted honey. Southern,
Bright amber selling, in
arriving freely.
barrels, at 6c white honey in 60-lb. cans, in
Wm. A. Selser.
a small way, 8c.

any quotation.

BE ESWAX

*!!g

When

;

:

time.

:

Mercer.

jobbers haye considerable

Chicago, May 23.— There is not much
honey of any kind selling at the present

arriving. Some of last year's crop is still
on the market, which, however, we think
will be cleaned up before the new crop
comes in. We quote California white sage,
9c: light amber, 8c; amber. 6 to 7. New
crop Southern in barrels at from 58 to 75c
per gallon, according to quality. Beeswax,
steady at 30 to 31c.

BURNETT & CO.

R. A.

199 South Water

Chicago,

St.

Be« Jonmal

Mention

vrhen

III

-vrrlUns.

Our New
Headquarters
We

have moved our business from
to Lansing, and are nov7
to supply you with "Root

Redford

equipped

Quality" Goods

to the very best

ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ours is the best shipping
point in the State. Address your letters,

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to us here.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing, Michigan
Mention

Bee Journal

irben

frritlng.

;

New York, May 25.— Absolutely nothing
doing in comb honey. A little demand for
choice white in small quantities. There is
more honey on the market of all grades
than will be used up during the summer,
and some of it. no doubt, will have to be
carried over until the fall. What little is
sold at present is not worth while quoting.
Fancy grades are selling at about 14c. Dark
grades not wanted at all. Extracted honey
Receipts are quite large,
is in fair demand.
and the new crop from the South is now

What's the Matter With the
They have just received
Cpf^^^ f
n '^ new
V-4LF..
*J^"H
goods fresh from the
Lewis Factory, ready

to

fill

yourorders from

the best shipping point. Send for the 1908
catalog: it's free— a postal will bring it to

"the

C. M.

SCOTT CO.,

1005 E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Mention Bee Joarnnl when writlnc.

June, 1908.

Pure Leather-Colored Italian Bees

CAPOJ

12 years I have been improving the quality and efficiency
my queens, selecting and testing the best for breeders, until
I have bees which, as honey-producers, are excelled by few
any in the United States. They are gentle, evenly marked
and nmake beautiful comb and capplngs.
Prices: Untested, $1. Tested, $1.50. Breeding Queens ,$5 each.
I operate 5 (different bee-yards, and also breed Carniolans and
Golden Italians. Address,

For

of

now
if

CHAUNCEY

C APONS

brine ihe Hrgest profits
per cent more than other poulCaponizlnp is e i&y and soon
Progressive poultryiue

M. NICHOLS, Addison. Mich.

*U

learned.

I

Postpaid $2 50 per set with free instniC'
tions.
The convenient, durable, ready
for-use Itind. Bestmaterial. Wealsomake
Pnidtry Mnrk-er25f:
Gapen'nrm EJ-trartnt-l'oc
French Killiiiq Kni/e50c. Capon Buok Fret:
6. P. Pllllne

Mention

& Son,

Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Bee Journal

vrhen

vrrltlns.

The Dewey FoundationFastening Device

Double Your
Colonies
Honey is high— short crop last year.
The shortage of the honey crop for

1907 in

the United States warrants bee-keepers to increase their colonies. About a half crop was
produced, and in California, where the cheap
honey comes from, only a quarter of the average
crop was produced.

Get Ready
"A skilled <riiiTal..r can ]iut in '>m starter.t per
hoar."-Ui"irittle & Clark. "Mv assistant IIIIimI
some 2000 secUons with top and bottom atarti
ul

bent Mr. Dnollttle
tpalil. Cin-ular

E. H.

Dewey, Great

Hentlon

-Dr. C. C. Mille
I)

Barriniiton, Ma.ss.

Bee Jonrnal

vrhen

wrltlns-

Now

for

More Honey

Let us send you our catalog. We are manufacturers, and sell only our
of bee-supplies. Minneapolisis the largest lumber distributing
point; the Mississippi River furnishes us power, and our organization and
labor conditions are the best for economical production. Send us an estimate of your requirements and let us give you prices. We have a large
stock of standard bee-supplies on handDovetailed Hives, Sections,Section-Holders, Separators, Brood-Frames,
Comb Foundation, Smokers, Extractors, Shipping-Cases, etc.
MINNKSOTA BEE SliPPLY CO., 53 Nicollet Islniid, Miiiiienpnlis, Ml""-

own make

48th Year

July.

No. 7

Apiary of

L. B. Elliston, of

1908

RrREAU County,

Illinois.

— See

page

200.

1

July,

American IB^e Journal

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

3-band and Golden Italians bred
7 miles away

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE W.YORK S COMPANY
116

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is
cents a year, in the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it is 75 cents), and Mexico;
In Canada 6« cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post-

50

Sample copy

age.

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " decOH " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
shows that the money has been received and
credited.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, I5c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothine less than 4 lines accepted.
Discounts:
9 times lie a line
3 times 14c a line
' (1 yr.) 10c a line
"
12
6
12c " '•
Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to press the 6th of each month.

National Bee-Keepers' Association
Objects of the Association.
1st.— To promote the interests of

2d.— To protect and defend
lawful

its

its

members.

members

in their

riKtats.

3d.— To
honey.

enforce laws against the adulteration of

Annual Membership Dues,

$1.00.

General Manager and TreasurerN. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

t^~ If more convenient, Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

"Songs of Beedom"
This is a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing 10 songs (words and music)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
and others. They are arranged for either
The list includes the
argan or piano.
" Bee - Keepers'
"The Bee-Keeper's

following

Song;"

:

Reunion
Lullaby;"

"The Hum
Bloom;"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' ConBusy, Buzzing
vention Song;" "The
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Conof the Bees in the Apple"The Humming of the Bees;"

vention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
60 cents. Send zU orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chicago, 111.

—

Western Bee- Keepers s^^w^"'„
how

to save

money.

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy

Send for our new cata-

log of the best Bee-ware made.
TBK COlOaiDO ROIEV.raODUCEKS' ISS'I, D»T«r.

C*l«.

3!-i

miles apart, Carniolans

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

5,

Caucasians

1908.

July,

1

90S.

American Vee Journal

QVEENS
Improved superior Italians, and nothine
but Italians, is what QUIRIN furnishes,
northern bred and hardy. All our yards are
wintered on summer stands, and not a single
colony lost the past winter— over 20 years a
breeder.
Send for Circular and Testimonials.
Prices after July

1

1

July,

1908.

American Tiee Journal

5,000 Queens
want

"Forty Years
99
Among the Bees

to sell this seay

My bees GATHER HONEY it tliere is anv to
ARE LITTLE inclined to swarm ami stmK,
they please such people as the A. I. Root Co., R,
P. Holtermann. W. Z. Hutchinson, Morlev Pettit,
etc.. and if they don't please you, send in your
Bet:

Queens

now ready

of all praiies

Vy

12

Untested queens
Select untested queens

Tested queens
Select tested queens
Breeders, $5.00 to $7.00.

.

.

.

$1.00

jfi.iio

$»,oo

1.2.1

i',.ih)

11. 00

1.50

s.oo

15.00

J.oo

11.00

20.00

.

.

W.O.VICTOR, Hondo,
(0"*'^n Specialist)
Bee Jonrnal when

Mentloa

j

One

Tex.

-

THIS

book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be success
ful with bees.
In 1903 hij
crop of
honey wa^

The book

JOHN W. PHARR,

is

paid for only $1.00; or with
the American Bee Journal
one year for $1.25. (Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the

t

Berclair. Texas !

Bee Journal-with

Golden

-and

GEORGE W. YORK

Apiary

Capital City

$2.00

As Dr. Miller gets a royalty
on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

(t.

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
fill all

so as to make the most of the
bee-season. Address,

CO^^^^-J^^SS?!!!""-

Queens, 7Sc each.

Italian

Satisfaction guaranteed.

WALTER

a.v.t

BEE-KEEPERS

HOSS,

S.

1127 Blaine Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
Mention Bee Jonrnal vrhen TT-rltlBcr>

Write us now for our Catalog
prices on good, honest,

Oar

Select Untested Queens. $1; 6 for $5: 12
for $9. Carniolan. Banat. Caucasian

The famous honey producers

W. H. KAILS, Orauge. Calif.
Bee Journal when vrrltlns.

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Italian

Queens at the

following prices: Untested-l.$l;

Tested-1. $2;
S?.,™. $3, and $10.
$9.

3.

$5:

12.

Borodino, Onondaga Co.,
Mention

Bee Journal

FOR

^AIF'

3. $2.50;

12.

Breeders-

$18.

are well in

the lead. I am bookingordersnow for April.
May and June deliveries- Kalians, Carniolans, Goldens and Banat Queens.

,

43.00

each.
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queen by eating out the candy, just e.\actly the same as if the old queen had

editorial ^oCes

and Commenfs

l.ieen

removed before putting

in the

new

one.

Virgin

Swarms

These are very common, so it is not
strange that sometimes there is confusion as to what is meant by a virgin
swarm. Not unnaturally, the beginner
likely to

is

think that a virgin

swarm

one that has a virgin queen. Second,
and indeed all afterswarms have
virgin queens, but an afterswarm is not
a virgin swarm.
It sometimes happens
that a prime swarm, especially one comis

third,

To Avoid Swarming

Much

as Pos-

moved, and the colony rendered queen-

for extracted honey, not comb.
Use large hives, giving room, both in
brood-chamber and in supers.

less before introducing the Italian, the
chance of her being accepted would have
been far greater."
In this case, leaving the old queen undisturbed in the hive for 2 days after
the caged new queen was put in is con-

as

sible

Run

Give abundant ventilation.
This by
having a large entrance, and also ventilation at each story by shoving it backward or forward so as to make a space
of 54 inch for ventilation.
Locate hives where they will have the
full benefit of every passing breeze.
Shade the hives.
Breed from stock showing least inclination to

swarm.

These are some of the things that will
help to minimize swarming.

introducing Queens

One of the troubles, at the same time
one of the charms of bee-keeping, is
that varying circumstances keep one on
the alert to meet them with varying
practises, hence varying views that keep
interest constantly alive.
Some would
prefer to have set rules by which one
be governed, but many
such dead-level monof the things that does not
seem to be settling rapidly into deadlevel monotony is the introduction of
queens.
For one thing, there seems to
be a decided difference of opinion as to
the best time for the removal of the old
queen. Replying to a question, the British Bee Journal says

could

always

would not
otony.

like

One

"It was a mistake on your part to put
the caged Italian queen beneath the quilt
of a strong colony of bees and leave her
there from Wednesday to Friday. The
very fact of a laying queen being at
work below would so irritate the bees
against the stranger as to cause her rejection.
Had the laying queen been re-

as wrong practise. And yet that
the very thing that E. T. Abbott, on
has so strenuously urged, and
there seems a growing inclination to accept the Abbott plan.

demned
is

this side,

The
known

introduction of virgins is well
to be more difficult than the introduction of laying queens, yet what is
called the dual introduction of virgins
fertilizing-hives
seems to be very
in
caged virgin is put in
successful.
while a previous queen is still there, remaining a prisoner until the first queen
is laying and removed, when the workers are allowed to get at the candy and
release the prisoner, perhaps at the same
operation another virgin being imprisoned. In this way each virgin in her
turn may be imprisoned a day, a week,
or more, but always is put into the hive
In
while her predecessor is still there.
this plan the virgin always takes the
place of the laying queen, and one would
think a laying queen would be more
Yet
readily accepted than the virgin.
what one would think does not always
turn out to be the correct thing.

A

In the case of our British friends,
nothing is said about what was done
when the old queen was removed,
whether the new queen was at once
released upon the combs or the bees allowed to release her in the usual way by
eating out the candy. Mr. Abbott says
the queen may be let loose on the combs
a very few hours after the removal of
but the general practise
the old queen
probably is to allow the bees to free the
;

ing early in the season, itself sends forth
a swarm the same season, and such a
swarm is a virgin swarm. As the old
queen issues with a prime swarm, it
naturally follows that a virgin swarm
does not have a virgin, but an old
queen.

Requeening by Unqueening
It has been held by some that when

a

queen is removed from a colon}', the
bees are in such haste to rear a successor that they select for royalty larFor 25
vae too old for best results.
years S. D. Chapman has been re-queening his colonies annually by merely removing the old queen a week before the
close of the honey harvest, leaving to
the bees entirely the task of rearing a
successor, and the question being raised
as to whether by this means his bees
have not deteriorated, he answers, in the
Bee-keepers' Review, "No, certainly not
why should they?
"If

we condemn

the cells started by

plan, we must condemn every cell
is started by those colonies that'are
superseding their queens they are alike
The desire to swarm
in every respect.
is absent in either case, and we do not
present.
it
want

my

that

—

"In requeening a whole yard, my plan
has this advantage that all queens are
reared in heavy colonies and when we
take away the queen from a colony, the
bees start less than one-third the number of cells they do in the colony that
swarms that is, where we do not take
away the queens till the latter part of
;

;

the honey flow."

Those who charge the bees with such
poor judgment as to select too-old larvae

:

5

:

July,

1

Amcerican Vae Journal
for quccn-rearing say that the right way
to destroy the first lot of cells started
so that the bees may use beter judgment
the second time selecting, after they
have got over their hurry. Possibly

is

without having

at

all

in

mind such

teaching, Mr. Chapman butts up against
it in the following manner:
"Nature has so ordered that the bAt
queens a colony can provide are those
hatched from the first cells started;
seemingly, they are better fed, more
vigorous, and give better results. Such
are the queens we have at the head of
our colonies."

Supersedure the Regular Program
Supersedure is often spoken of as if
something exceptional. A little reflection will show any one that in the ordinary course of nature there is nothing
exceptional about it, but that every
queen is superseded. Probably in the
large majority of cases this supersedure
takes place toward the close of the
honey season.

Cancasian Bees
Testimony concerning the character
of Caucasian bees still remains conflicting.
F. R. C. Campbell, in Gleanings,
says that his 2 colonies of Caucasians
do not gather as much honey as Italians

and

hybrids,

seeming

to

spend

their

time daubing propolis. In contrast with
this, E. A. Morgan says, in Gleanings
"I wish to report that we have 35
colonies, also from Washington, D. C.,
that put up 160 pounds of fine section
honey per colony the past season, besides filling 75 pounds in the broodchamber at the close of the season,

which was one-third more in every
case than the best Italians did. Eighty
colonies of Italians are in the same yard
with them.
Our Caucasians filled the
entrances with propolis at the close of
the honey-flow, but carried none into
supers.
The section and fences came
off as white and clean as when put on,
needing no scraping."
The latest complaint against the Caucasians is that they are excessive breeders of drones, managing to rear them
even where frames are filled with worker foundation.
Editor Root says
"At a yard where we have mostly
Caucasians and some Italians, the Caucasian colonies will rear a hundred
drones to the Italians one. This simply
means that the Caucasians will run out
the Italians in very short order; for if
there were a hundred Caucasian drones
flying to one of Italian, the whole locality would run to the black strain of
bees rather than to the yellow."
The latest bulletin as to the Caucasians at Medina is
found in
also
Gleanings, as follows:
:

"We are having quite a time in keeping our Caucasians under control at our
south yard. They rear drones as fast
as we can trap them and destroy them,
even when they have nothing but worker
comb.
fear the consequences of letting them get llic start of us, if it should
develop later that they are not desirable.
What do we think of them at this time?
don't know. They are good honey
gatherers apparently, but are great propolizcrs and not as gentle as they might

We

We

The first importations seemed
much quieter than the later ones."

lie.

On

the

whole,

to be

appears that care
should be e-xercised in experimenting
with this race of bees, and for beginners it may be the safer thing to adopt
the better

known

Strengthening
Spring

it

Italians.

Weak

The Alexander,

Colonies in the

plan, putting a

weak

colony over a strong one, seems to succeed w-ith some and not with others.
That veteran, M. M. Baldridge, reverses
the plan, putting the strong colony over
the weak. Here is his letter
St. Charles, III., June 5, 1908.
Set the weak colony tinder the strong
one.
Do this at sundown and with no
wire-cloth between them, simply the zinc
excluder. Do this when a flow of honey
is
in the field from dandelion, fruitbloom, or clover, and do not disturb
the bees in the weak colony with smoke.
It is not necessary to use much smoke
on the strong colony, just enough to
make the bees leave the bottom-board
while placing it over the weak one.

This

a far better plan than setting

can leave the lower one without

coming in contact with the bees therein,
and when they return loaded with honey,
they will deposit more or less of it, and
likewise the pollen, in the weak colony,
and there will be no fighting with the
bees or queen.
And when the young
bees in the top hive go out to play, more
or less of them will remain in the lower
hive to feed the brood.
By this means
the weak one will be built up much
more rapidly than when set on top of
the strong colony.
I know this is true
for I have tried both plans for the past
But I do not like either plan
3 years.
in case there is foul brood in the apiary.
Should there be any foul brood in the
lower hive, the upper one is very likely
to become diseased also as all, or nearly
all the honey in the bottom hive will
be taken out by the bees and removed
to the upper colony.

The

plan I prefer, to guard against
the spread of foul brood when any exists in the apiary, in strengthening the
weak colonies, is to wait until there is a
flow of honey and make an exchange of
locations.
That is, set the strong colony on the stand of the w-eak one, and
the weak colony on the stand of the
strong one. I do this generally in the
forenoon, and as soon as the bees begin
to come in from the fields with honey.
There will then be no fighting and no
loss of queens.
This plan I have pursued for more than 20 vears, and always
with good results. I am not aware that
I have ever lost a queen by so doing,
nor had any fighting among the bees.
Sometimes I make the exchange in the
afternoon when the young bees arc at
play.

M. M.

As

ony on top.
Mr. Baldridge gives some reasons why
his plan should succeed, and it has a
good look. Operating at a time when
honey is yielding, the bees thus goodnatured, and when flight ceases for the
day, so that there is little chance for
mingling of bees for several hours, are
no doubt important factors.
The plan of making the strong and
weak colony exchange places has been
reported by others as resulting in the
Possibly it may make
of queens.
a decided difference whether the change
is made in a time of dearth or of plenty.
loss

Nomenclature of Queens
"Tested" has come to mean, by com-

mon

consent, unless otherwise modified

by some adjective, a pure queen and
nothing more that is, pure Caucasian,
It
pure Carniolan, pure Italian, etc.
takes about 30 days to test her for this
purpose.
A select tested queen means
one that is of good size and color, fairly
prolific, with good-looking pure bees.
"Extra select tested" means that she is
extra in the qualities named. "Breeding
queens" takes in the ne.xt higher grade,
and has reference to a queen that has
been tested for queen daughters as well
as bees that she can produce. A queen
that will not produce a fairly uniform
marking of queens, whose bees do not
;

is

weak colony over the strong one.
That is, the weak colony will become a
strong in less time. The bees in the top
the

hive

That would cause all the fieldbees of the strong colony on their first
flight after the change to go back to
their old location, joining the nearest
colony or colonies, thus seriously weakening the strong colony. Instead of that
he probably takes the weak colony from
its place, puts it on the stand of the
strong colony, and then the strong colplace.

P..\LnRii)(;K.

one point Mr. Baldridge makes
no mention. Some may understand that
the strong colony is taken from its place
and set over the weak colony without
removing the weak colony from its
to

show some of the qualities of the bees
of their grandmother, can not be used
for a breeder.
She may show up well
herself
but it is what her daughters
will do that determines her value to the
queen-breeder and to the man who
would buy her. Then the word "breeder" is further qualified by the phrase
Extra and
"select" and "extra select."
extra select take in all the desirable
qualities usually named for a good strain
of honey-gathering. Gleanings.
This is an unusually full and satisfactory statement as to the terms in common
use regarding queens. However, it still
leaves opportunity for the beginner to
ask some questions. What is meant by
a "pure queen?" It means something
more than is meant by a "pure" specimare may be
men of any other stock.
pure if she raises nothing but mules. Not
Her progeny, as well
so with a queen.
as herself, must be pure if she is to be
In other words, she
considered pure.
must be of pure blood and mated with a
Hence the 30
drone of pure blood.
days of testing, said testing being merely
to see whether her worker progeny show
by their looks that she is purely mated.
;

—

A

That 30 days, if counted from the
time the queen emerges from her cell,
gives scant opportunity for the testing,
for if from that we deduct 21 days, the
time from her first laying till the first
worker emerges, it leaves 9 days as the
age when the queen must commence layCertainly 30 days is altogether too
ing.
short a time for a select tested queen,
for there must he some added days to

:

:

July,

;

I

American l^ee Journal
Inout if she is "fairly prolific."
deed, it may take a good many, for
generally she is in a nucleus where she
has not very full opportunity to show
find

her prolificness.
The term "untested queen" is left unmentioned, and more is required in an
untested queen than might appear on the
surface, for an untested queen must be
from a mother of pure blood, and she

must be a laying queen.

Artiiic-inl

Heat for E.vtracting

has been the general practise to extract at different times throughout the
course of the harvest, but there seems
a growing tendency to wait till the harAnother advantage
vest of the honey.
is that the work can be done more leisurely than when the time is fully crowded with other work. But to extract
It

the weather is cooler, and when
the large mass of honey is no longer
kept warm, is quite a different thing
from extracting coinbs that are fresh
from the hives on a hot day. To overcome this difficulty artificial heat may
be applied, and the combs may be heated
to such a degree that the honey shall be
even thinner than when taken fresh
from the hive on a hot day.

when

W. Z. Hutchinson has been following
this plan, and says, in Gleanings
"The
honev

first

with

year we warmed up the
base-burner hard-coal
a

This gives a very even, steady,
desirable heat; but it is too expensive,
and not very practical, to have a hardcoal stove at each apiary in the woods
of Northern Michigan so, last year, we
used a Perfection oil-heater, costing
about $5.00, capable of burning a gallon
of oil in about 8 hours, although much
less can be burned. This is the first oilburning stove using a wick, that I ever
stove.

;

saw that could not be made to smoke.
It has a cylindrical wick, and just above
the wick is a round plate of iron called
the 'flame-spreader,' and the wick is
turned up until it strikes this spreader,
when it can go no higher, and it won't
smoke, and can't be made to do so.
of the honey-house or cellar
partitioned off, making an 'oven,' as
call it, large enough to hold 50 or
fill this up at night, for
60 supers.
instance light the stove before we go to
bed, turning the wick up part way so
that the temperature in the upper part
of the room will stand at about 100 deIn the morning we refill the
grees.
stove, turn it on full blast, and go to
extracting, taking the first supers from
As some of the
the top of the room.
piles are lowered, more supers are taken
from other piles and added to these, thus
bringing more honey up into the heated
'zone.' As fast as there is vacant room,
more supers are brought in and a sort
of routine is followed whereby one always has hot honey to work on while
more is heating.

"One end

is

we

We

;

;

first to ask for a Board of Agriculture,
and to endorse the Good Roads movement; that is, that they have taken the
initiative, and while their Association is

not large they are progressing very nicely.
She reports the spring as being very
cool and the weather decidedly against
a heavy flow of nectar very early in tlie
season, but hopes that the weather may
change and the crop be much larger
than anticipated.
The bee-keepers of the Pacific Northwest are also planning to have a good
exhibit at the Alaska- Yukon Exposition,
in Seattle, in 1909.

Mrs. Freeman also reports the death
of Mrs. Abbie Parrish, of North Yakima, who was a thorough and expert
bee-keeper, also a valuable member of
She is survived
the State Association.

by a husband and two children. She had
been a resident of the Yakima Valley
for over a quarter of a century.

was decided to have the annual
It
basket picnic of the Washington State
Bee-Keepers' Association, July 4, at the
All bee-keepers
State Fair Grounds.
Two comare invited to participate.
mittees were appointed one for program, consisting of Anson White, J. W.
Thornton, Isaac Hayes, and Mrs. L. R.
Freeman the other committee, on arrangements, consists of Mesdames J. W.
ihornton, J. P. Berg, and F. G. Orr.
These ladies will receive the picnickers
at the grounds, take full charge of the

—

;

baskets, and

make everybody welcome.

The Detroit National Convention
Secretary

some

(Oiscellaneou^

Items

Hutchinson

excellent things

Bee-Keepers'

is

planning

for the National

Convention

to

be

held

Mich., Oct. 13, 14 and 15,
recently sent us the following, which will be of great interest to
all who attend
in

Detroit,

He

1008.

Dise.ilses of

Bees to be Discussed.

One of

President Hilton Wins Medal
Mr. Geo. E. Hilton, president of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, who
lives in Fremont, Mich., received, on
June 15, a gold medal which was won
by him on his exhibit of honey at the
Jamestown Exposition last year. The
medal is worth $175. The award was
made on the best quality of honey, and
Mr. Hilton competed for the medal with
United
of
the
the honey-producers
States. The American "Bee Journal congratulates Mr. Hilton upon his success
in the medal competition.

Seventh Annual

Illinois

Report

The 7th .\iinual Report of the Illinois
State Bee-Keepers' Association has been
ready for delivery for nearly a month.
The cloth-bound copies go only to the
members of the State Association, but
paper-covered copies can be had by
sending 25 cents in silver or stamps to
Secretary Jas. A. btone, Route 4, Springfield, 111.
The book contains over 130
pages, and also has the reports of the
Chicago-Northwestern and the National
conventions, held in 1907.

Missouri Bee-Keepers' Official Organ
Colman's Rural World, a weekly agripublication in St. Louis, Mo.,
has been selected as the official organ
of the Missouri State Bee-Keepers' Association.
It contains the proceedings
of the last State convention at CarrollA special
ton, Mo., May 26 and 27.
price of 50 cents a year (52 copies) has
been made to bee-keepers. When sending the 50 cents be sure to mention that
you are a bee-keeper, else you may not
cultural

get the special rate.

Ex-Governor Colman, editor and proprietor of Colman's Rural World, takes
great interest in bee-keeping, and is
making "The Apiary" an important department in his paper. It is one of the
best papers devoted to general farming.

the most serious disasters that
can visit an apiary is that of foul
brood, either American or European.
All should be constantly on the watch
Every bee-keeper ought to be
for it.
able to recognize it instantly, and know
exactly what course to take when it is
found. Not only is foul brood a great
misfortune to the owner of the diseased colonies, but it is a serious menace
to surrounding apiaries.
For these reasons, one whole session
of the National Convention is to be devoted to the discussion of Diseases of
Dr. White, of the Apiariarl DeBees.

partment at Washington, has consented
to take up the bacteriological feature
show us how cultures are made and
Some one
the diseases propagated, etc.
inspectors will tell us how to
detect the diseases, another how to treat

of the

them,

etc.

The Bee-Keeping

of H.'vwaii.

We

We have received from the Secretary.
Mrs. L. R. Freeman, a brief report of

bee-keepers of the United States
might be surprised if we knew all about
the keeping of bees in Hawaii. It seems
that Uncle Sam thought it of sufficient
importance to send a special agent, our
friend, Dr. Phillips, of the Apiarian Department at Washington, out to these

the Washington
the last ineeting of
Sirs.
State Bee-Keepers' Association.
Freeman says their organization is the

try,

Every bee-keeper

now

subscribe for

in

Missouri

should

it.

Washington State Bee-Convention

islands to investigate this industry. He
spent several months studying the indus-

and we have been fortunate enough

July,

1908.

American Hee Journal
to secure his promise to tell us, at the

instrumental in making the occasion a

coming National convention,

success.

all

about

the bee-keeping of Hawaii, illustrating
his talk with stereopticon views taken
while at the islands.
Those who are
fortunate enough to be present may expect a treat.

Live Bee Demonstrations.

Few
crowd

things will attract and hold a
better than the handling of bees

"Odessa Apiary"
The picture I send you

is part of my
which is located near
Williamsport, Pa. The man in the picture is Charlie Propst, hunting for a
queen. I have 50 colonies of bees, all
Carniolans bred from imported queens.
P. H. Propst.

Odessa Apiary

It has not been needed, so they have
"millions of honey at their house" and
are strong, powerful colonies. The hives
are all home-made. The covers are various patterns, some fiat, some air-spaced,
and covered witli tin, others with neponset,

and some

was

wood.

just plain

a chilly morning

when

It

was

the photograph

and no bees were flying, so
the photographer, who is something of
an artist, drew some bees on the negataken,

tive.

.

In the background you are looking
over Salt River Valley about a mile
away.

The two

little girls

(my

niece

and

my

daughter) brought Kitty Blue out to get
her in the picture, but at the critical
moment she got partly behind a hive.
You can see her Isack behind the third
hive from the front.
Last February, when the snow was
on, I stood boards in front of the hives
to keep the bees from flying out to their
death.
I utilized anything that came
handy. Snd among the rest got hold of
an old, discarded washboard. After the
photo was finished we discovered it occupied a very prominent place in the
picture.

My little son on the right, takes a
great interest in the bees. He has started a bee-yard several times with bumble-bees in fruit-cans, but they decline
to stay.

We

"Odessa Apiary' OF

A

wire cloth cage.
good demonstrator can do very effective missionary
at such times, or, if at fair, large
quantities of honey may be sold at such
demonstrations.
Of course, to a beekeeper, the handling of bees is no novelty, but not every one of us knows
how to handle bees in a cage in the
most successful and agreeable, yet novel
manner, hence it will be interesting to
know that E. R. Root has consented
to bring a cage to the National convention, and give an actual demonstration
of how he makes this exhibition.
Surely there are three very interesting
things, and especially the latter cannot
be printed on paper so that those who
remain at home will get a very clear
idea of it.
Better arrange to be at
Detroit, if at all possible.
Remember
the place and time
Detroit, October 13,
14 and 15, 1908.
in a

work

P.

H. Propst.

Apiary of Freeman Davis

are all tenderfoots, having kept
bees only 4 years. They have all been
bad years for bees. The only good flow
we have had in that time was last fall
from Spanish-needle and heartsease.
got about 600 pounds, which made
us step high and feel very important.
have our hives and supplies all
ready, and are in hopes that this will
be a good honey-year.
Freeman D.wis.
Center, !Mo., May 27.

We

The picture I send was taken just as
the peach-bloom was commencing to
open.
I packed 19 colonies for winter
last fall, and all were alive this spring,
but 3 were queenless.
The two piles
of hives without tar-paper wrappings

We

—

Lecture on Bee-Culture in Cincinnati
John C. Froliliger, a well-known beekeeper of Cincinnati, delivered a lecture

on bee-culture on

May

29,

1908,

under

the auspices of the Linwood Improvement Association. His lecture was illustrated with stereopticon views of scenes
incident to bee-life, the views including
apiaries in Mexico, Peru, Algeria, Denmark, etc.
Ancient and modern beekeeping were touched upon, and the
methods uf handling bees were explained.
The admission was entirely
free, as it was given for the benefit of
the members and friends of the Linwood Improvement Association. From
the circular we received announcing the
above pleasant affair, it appears that
Mr. Fred W. Muth, one of the leading
hcc-supply dealers of Cincinnati, was

AriAKv OF Fkefm.vn Davis, uf Ckniek.
are empty hives.

The

the
foreground and the second beyond the
hives.
Every
peach-tree
are 2-story
spring since I have kept bees I have
had to feed mgrc or less, so I had these
store their honey in full-sized frames to
draw on this spring in case of need.
2

hives

in

The

.Mi

.\piary of L. B. EUiston

This apiary

is

located

at

Princeton,

His apiary was begun
21 years ago by the purchase of one colony, which was increased, by natural
swarming, to 242 colonies. This increase

Bureau

Co.,

111.

;

July,

:
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was made within 10 years from the beginning. At the end of each honey season, the yard is culled down to 165 coloin
the brood-frames
nies, the honey
either being extracted or kept in the
combs for feeding purposes the following spring, if needed.
This yard is run entirely for the production of comb honey. The bees are
summer
wintered out - doors on the
stands with complete success, rarely
losing a single colony.
The people represented in the picture
are R. A. EUiston and family.
Apiary of

J.

W.

who

be scarce this year.

The American Bee Journal has a record that carries it back into the misty
past, when bee-keeping was in its infancy and there were only about three
bee journals p^tblished in all the world,
whereas there are more than eighty
now. At the helm it has Mr. George
W. York, who does all in his power to
turn out a clean up-to-date bee maga-

Los Angeles,

Calif.,

What Others Say

of

J. W. Griffin.
May 29.

Us

The following paragraphs appeared in
Gleanings in Bcc Culture for July i,
1908, for which we wish to express our
appreciation

Thf- American Bee Journ.\l.

We

Griffin

am

sending you a few small photographs of part of my apiary, located in
The
the hills northwest of this citj-.
I

lilack sage is not yielding any great
amount, and honey from that source will

take great pleasure in giving a few
words of commendation of the "old reliable" American
Bee Journal, whose
home is 118 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
As the mother journal of

send in tlieir subscription now, at
the rate of $1.00 for the two.

zine and thus sustain the best tradiknow he
tions of the "old reliable."
is always ready and willing to accept
suggestions for the improvement of his
journal; therefore the future policy of
the paper lies largely with bee-keepers
therefore suggest that
themselves.
you remember the American Bee Journal when making up your list of papers
for which you intend to subscribe.

We

We

Death

of

John Misner

After a lingering illness of several
months, John Misner, of Fairfield, Iowa,
passed away. He had kept bees on the
same farm for nearly 40 years, producing tons of honey. Mr. L. W. Elmore,
an old neighbor, sent us a notice of his
Mr. Misner was a good friend
death.
and neighbor, and will be greatly missed

by those who knew him

best.

Colorado Interstate Fair Premiums
The Colorado Interstate Fair and Exposition will be held in Denver, September 7 to 12, 1908. The Apiary Department will be superintended by W. L.
Porter, 3522 Alcott St., Denver.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Aslocated

sociation,

at

1440

Market

St.,

Denver, will receive and place on exhibit all entries shipped to them by beekeepers who will not be at the Fair.

Following are premium offers on bees,
honey,

etc.

bees and queen

Italian

in

single-

comb observatory

hives. ....... .$ 5
Carniolan bees and queen in singlecomb observatory hives
5
and
queen
In singleCaucasian bees
comb observatory hives
5
Largest and best display of bees of
various races in observatory hives lo
Largest display of queens of vari3
ous races in mailing cages
Best display manipulation of bees. 10
3
Best case of white comb honey....
Best case of light amber comb honey
Best and largest display of comb

$3

$2

3

2

3

2

5

3

2

i

~,

3

321

honey

j

i

10

5

3

3

2

i

3

2

i

3

2

i

3

2

I

Best display of special designs in

December and June Views of the Apiary of

J.

W. Griffin.

bare poles or young trees in the upper
picture, taken Dec. 15, are sycamores,

American bee-papers, it is only right
and proper that we should say a word

and are shown

Recently
friend.
it has taken on a new lease of life by
subscription
price
reducing its
to 50
cents a year, and becoming a monthly
magazine instead of a weekly newspaper. Considering the low rate of subscription we can not see how a beekeeper can afford to pass it by when
making up his list of periodicals for the
family library table.
It has a strong
corps of editors men and woiuen who
are experts in the science of bee-keeping, and who know how to write interAs a further induceesting matter.
ment to subscribe, the editor promises
to give an untested queen to all those

in full foliage at the left

lower picture, taken June 15.
The tree back of the honey-house in the
upper is a live-oak.
Italian
I breed only
the 3-banded
in

the

stock,

and believe that they are the best

all-purpose

bees.

Southern California

The

honey-yield in

will be light in

some

parts, while in other sections there are

promises of a fair yield.
San Diego county is ahead so

far, es-

pecially in the mountain sections, where
the bees are at this date rolling in the
honey from the deer clover or mountain
alfalfa. This honey is water-white, and
ranks next to the black sage honev.

in

praise of our old

—

comb honey
Best Dozen jars of white extracted

honey
Best dozen jars of light amber extracted honey
Best and largest display of extracted honey
Best display of extracted honey in
granulated form
Best 10 pounds of yellow beeswax.
.

321
3

2

I

3

2

I

3

2

I

3

2

t

3

2

I

Largest and most attractive display
20
in department

10

s

Best

and

largest

display

of

bees-

wax
Best display special designs in bees-

wax
Best

display

plants,

of

honey-producing

mounted

Best display of fruits preserved in

honey

For entry blanks, complete premium
or any other information, call on
or address G. C. Fuller, Acting Secretary, 416 Tabor Opera House Bldg.,
Denver, Colo.
lists,

:

!
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Service and Good Fellowship,' and is in
every respect a unique one of its kind,
inasmuch as daily demonstrations are to
be given in every kind of employment
suitable
for gentlewomen.
Some 70
trades are represented, in all of which
skilled ladies are seen busy at work, and
ready to afford information and advice
to girls wishing to engage in their several occupations, among them being lady
gardeners, poultry-farmers, bee-keepers,
etc.

Conducted by

EMMA

M.

Clover and a Banner Year.
Whether because of the mild winter,
or for whatever cause, there was a great
show of clover plants this spring in the
\\Tiite

WILSON.

Mareneo.

111.

The plan of caging a virgin queen for
a few days in the nucleus before taking
the laying queen awa> is but a beauromance.

How

I do wish it would
her dead nine times
out of ten.
I have the best luck with
the ripe cells put in a few hours after
taking the laying queen away but I use

tiful

vicinity of

Marengo.

work! but

been

many

what I have at the time. If I have virgin queens in the nursery cages I put
them in just at night of the day I take
the queen away.

There seemed little doubt that there would be an unusual amount of white-clover bloom,
but the question was, "Will there be any
nectar in the bloom?" For there have
too

years

when

clover

bloomed enough, but for some reason
there seemed to be nothing in it for the
bees.
When the lirst blossom was seen,

we awaited the next ten days with great
anxiety, for as a rule, just about 10 days
after the very first blossom is seen the
bees begin to store from clover, if they
store from it at all. When the 10 days
were up, how we did rejoice! There
were unmistakable evidences that the
bees were gathering from white clover.
And in spite of cool days and still cooler
nights, the bees kept o:i' the gain.
The sight of the stretches of white
blossoms is enough to gladden the heart
of any bee-keeper.
White clover, the
whitest kind, in front, to the right, to
the left, white clover everywhere.
It
is not only a little ahead of any former
year, but away ahead. In the third week
of June the weather has changed from
very cool to very hot those hot nights
when one can hardly sleep for the
heat and that seems to just suit the
bees.
They come home so burdened
that they drop down in front of the
hives, on the hives, and for some dis-

—

—

tance around on surrounding objects,
sitting motionless for some time before
attempting to rise again. Unless there
is some unexpected change in the program, this is likely to be one of the banner years.

Queen-Rearing for Women.
I

last

have been rearing queens for the
10 years, at

for

first

my own

use

and then selling a few. About 3 years
ago I sent for the
book, " Modern
Queen-Rearing," and a queen-rearing
outfit, and have reared and sold some
very nice queens.

The

small nuclei boxes are home-made, each holding 2 Danzenbaker sections fastened to the cover.

We

always have some partly filled sections that we can use in this way. This
saves the time, trouble, and expense of
having the small frames filled by the
bees.
It docs not pay to try to start
these small boxes too early or before
there is a honey-flow
and a good tea;

cupful of bees should be used in each
one.
have some of these boxes hung
1
in a hedge.
Of the first lot of queens
introduced I lose very few.
It is not
so easy to introduce the second queen.

I

find

;

However, I introduce the second queen
boxes and when I take
these out I let these boxes go for the
season, as they will all be robbed out as
soon as tne honey-flow ceases. I have
always lost about half of this second lot.
They may be too near the old hives but
it is a very handy place to have them.
have a number of dovetailed hivebodies with a division-board in the center, and an opening at the back of one
to these little

;

;

We

side.

This makes two three-frame nu-

I hardly ever lose a queen from
these.
They are the best for early and
late queens.
clei.

I hear some one ask if it pays.
If you
count the satisfaction of being master
of the situation, the benefit of outdoor
exercise, and if you love to work with
your bees, it pays well; but if you are
looking only for the dollars and cents
you would better let some one else rear
the queens, and run your bees for honey.

Mrs.

J.

W.

liACON.

The foregoing appears in Gleanings in
Bee Culture. Mrs. Bacon is one of the
very few of the sisters who rears queens
to sell, or is she the only one ?
Her
closing paragraph is not likely to induce
many to follow her example, for unless
it be that
master-of-the-situation argument, all the inducements belong equally
to the honey-business, with more money.
Her experience with the dual plan of
virgins in nuclei is entirely different
from ours. She finds the virgin dead in
the cage g times out of ten.
Strange

We

never

found one

so.

What

can

make

the difference? The bees can not
get at the virgin to harm her while she
is in the cage, and she can help herself
to the candy whenever she feels like
lunching. Possibly Mrs. Bacon does not
use a provisional cage.
But are there
not other objections to the plan?

What
Under

to

Do With Our

Girls.

heading the British Bee
Journal mentions an exhibition under
royal and distinguished patronage held
in

this

London, as follows

"The exhibition is organized in connection with 'The Girl's Realm Guild of

"The many ladies who are now taking
a keen interest in bee-keeping as an outdoor pursuit will find much to interest
them in apiarian matters, popular works
and periodicals devoted to bee-craft being displayed on the bookstall.

Among other attractions connected
with bee-keeping, we are glad to see that
Messrs. Abbott Bros, have erected a
very pretty stall, in which are displayed
hives and bee-goods of various kinds
suitable for ladies' use.
The attendant
in charge will give all information required by visitors, and explain how the
various appliances are used.
"The entire exhibition is well calculated to
'what to

show

in the

do with our

Honey Drops

for

most practical way
girls'."

Coughs and Colds.

Take i tablespoonful of malt and
about I pint of water. Boil for 10 minutes slowly then strain the water, and
pour it back into the saucepan. Next
put into that water i pound of good
sugar and about 3 ounces of honey. Not
more than 3 ounces of the latter should
be used, as otherwise the honey-drops
would be sticky, and would not keep
firm a long time, as they should do.
Boil the mixture, and stir until the sugar is thoroughly dissolved. While it
boils remove the scum and the impurities always existing in greater or less
degree in the sugar, and which rise to
the surface. Boil the mixture to 113 degrees Reaumur.
The easiest way of
;

whether it is boiled enough is to
take up a little with a spoon, and dip it
into cold water.
If it then breaks or
cracks like thin glass or ice, it is boiled
enough. Care must, however, be taken
not to over-boil or burn it, because burnt
sugar or honey is as detrimental to the
health of men as it is to bees.
testing

A smooth, clean slate or a marble slab
having been covered with olive oil, the
mixture is then poured on it and allowed
to cool for a few minutes. Then, as the
mi-xture stiffens, gather the ends and
sides,
and double the cake like two
sheets of cardboard. Before it gets cold
divide it promptly into small squares of
proper size with a sharp knife, which
latter has been
also slightly smeared
with the oil. The honey-drops are then
finished.
If put in a tin with a wellfitting lid, they will keep good for a long
time. Leaving them exposed to the open
air deteriorates them.
These are the honey-drops of which
Mr. Woodlcy says, in a former number:
"There is a full honey-flavor in them,
almost as though it was a small lump

A

of heather-honey.
better remedy for
a sore throat could scaroely be imagined,
as
they melt slowly in the

mouth."
I may add an incidental remark about
an objection which may present itself

—
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on reading the above
"Is it possible to burn
honey?" Wc are sometimes advised to
boil honey before using it as food for
But it must be borne in mind
the bees.
that good honey (I do not speak of
honey that may be as thin as water) can
to those who,
recipe, may ask

:

not be boiled unless sonic zvaler be addIn it, for, honey being a kind of sucar. it will be burnt before it has boiled

ed

for
it

two minutes

;

and when cooled down
and in that

will settle like strong glue,

perfectly useless
may, indeed, be heated

condition

Honey

be

to

bees.

ati

bain-

marie without danger of burning

it, but
then it is not boiled, only heated. Hoping that these remarks may prove useBro. Coful to some of your readers.
LUMBAN, O. S. B., in the British Bee
Journal.

short distance.
During the day a
passer-by hailed him.
He related his
story, and that he was on his way to
Austin to have his eyes cured.
The
a

good Samaritan informed him that he
could cure him, and that he could re" How, I
turn home.
beseech
you
quick?" replied the pilgrim.
"I am on my way to market with a
load of honey for sale, and if you thoroughly bathe your eyes in honey it will
cure them," replied the passer-by.

"Apply the remedy for me,
beseech

you,"

plead

the

I

'umbly

pilgrim.

The

bee-man bathed his eyes w-ell, allowing
the honey to get into them and under
the lids he even went so far as to im;

provise a sort of honey-poultice for the
eyes for the night.

The next morning the pilgrim's eyes
were not well, but so much improved
that he returned to his home, after the

Conducted by LOUIS H. SCHOLL,

Texas the Great Honey State.
The mesquite trees did come into
bloom in June as mentioned in last
month's "Beedom," and the result is a
good crop of honey for the great Lone
Cotton has been yielding
Star State.
well in most of the localities of the
black land districts, and altogether the
majority of the bee-keepers can not complain.

This keeps Texas

New

Braunfels, Tex.

prover of soils with so small an amount
of labor, and it furnishes bee-forage
needed in the
just at a time when
dearth of our summers.
Some 30 varieties of honey-yielding
plants were tested at the A. & M. Colfor
several
lege Experiment Apiary
years, but only the above proved of
It is also not
sufficient value for bees.
profitable to plant for bee-forage alone.

carloads, etc.

Cultivated Houey-Plants for Texas.
Alfalfa is planted a great deal and
honey under favorable conditions,
with or without irrigation. Xot enough
of it is grown here yet, however, to
make it an important source, but with
the advent of irrigation in the arid sections of all west Texas, it should rival
with the Western States where alfalfa
honey is abundantly produced.
Xone
other of the clovers thrives well here,
except white and yellow sweet clover,
and since there is so much waste land,

yields

would mean much to increase our
honey-flows and to tide the bees over
However, the
the summer months.
southern dry climate does not seem to
agree with its growth unless cultivated,
hence it soon disappears. In the northern part of the State a good deal of it
grows, having been first planted many
years ago. This clover, known as Metilotiis alba and M. officinalis, was once
considered a noxious weed, but not so
now, as several of the experiment stations
and other
investigators
have
shown.
it

Another cultivated plant is the cowpea, generally planted in the cornfields
for fertilizing purposes after that crop
is made.
As these bloom during the
dry months, the bees are kept out of
mischief.
Cow-pea planting should be
encouraged, as there is no better im-

dent resided in Menard County. He is
a reliable man and vouches for the
statement.
The bee-man's name is
"Crunk," so I was informed.
T. P. Robinson.

Is

Honey Poisonous?

often stated that bees gather honey
a poison to the human family.
have often heard people speak of
certain kinds of honey, or honey gathered from certain shrubs or plants, that
if eaten would make one deathly sick.
That honey does make people sick at
times and under certain conditions we
have positive evidence, and we could say
the same of pork, beef, etc.
But the
question is, Is honey ever poisonous? I
do not believe it is, and I shall try to
tell you why I think as I do.
It is

in the lead as
the greatest of the States in honey-prostill

duction.
It seems about time that the
"other fellows" were owning up to it
now, since we have tried to prove it so
many times. The truth of the inatter
is that it is almost impossible even to
guess the right amount of honey Te.xas
produces, since it is not shipped out in

good Samaritan had given him enough
honey to cure his eyes. At his home the
pilgrim applied the honey until his eyes
were entirely sound and well.
The above was given me by Mr. T. A.
McQuary, who at the time of the inci-

A

that

Honey-Plant Bulletin for Texas.

"Texas Honey- Plants"
a

new

Bulletin,

No.

the

is

102, of the

title

of

Depart-

ment of Entomology of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.
It is a
preliminary bulletin on Texas honeyplants so far collected by the writer in
the last 10 years. The bulletin is of a
technical nature, giving a large list of
honey and pollen yielding plants of this
State,
with the botanical name, and,
where possible, the common name of
briefly the
each.
IJesides mentioning
quality of honey of each plant, the quality and yield of pollen and propolis are
The geoalso frequently mentioned.
graphical distribution is given in a brief
way, so that the bee-keeper is able to
form some idea of a locality by following up this in connection with the importance of the plants in question.
It is hoped that this list of honeyplants will be helpful to bee-keepers in
becoming acquainted with the honeyyielding flora of the State. Also in helping to decide upon suitable locations for
apiaries, or that it may help in selecting
certain plants that may be of value in

already occupied locations. If interested, the Department may be addressed at
College Station, Texas.

We

You who have been reading my artiknow that I am not able to deal
much on the scientific side of the subject, as I should very much like to do
cles

competent; but, first, for what
nectar or honey placed in
At first thought one would
say, "To be Withered by bees for the use
of man," wmch, to a certain extent is
correct but that is not the only reason
if

I

for Diseased Eyes.
in

Menard

Co.,

West

Texas, a poor pilgrim was on his way
He
to Austin, to have his eyes treated.

camped for

the

night

at

a

refreshing

stream a!id reposed under the canopy of
heaven.
Some time during the night

team got loose and wandered off.
In the morning he made an effort to
find them, but his eyes were in such

his

a

painful

condition

he could see but

felt

purpose
flowers

is

?

;

that the various flowers secrete nectar
and pollen. It is a well-known fact that
most of our fruits, as well as many of
our vegetables, would be sterile or barren were it not for the visits of the
honey and pollen-loving insects that visit
them to carry the fertilizing dust or
pollen from flower to flower, and in
early spring the honey-bees are the only
insects that are plentiful enough to per-

form

Honey as Cure
Some time ago

is

this

very important

act.

So we

see the nectar of flowers is not placed
there just for the bees to collect for the
use of man, but to attract the honeyloving insects so that perfect fertilization may be accomplished and trees and
vines may become fruitful.

All who have had any experience with
insects know that they are
far more easily poisoned than our larger
animals. It is said ^that the amount of
poison in any kind of sweets that will
readily kill bees or other insects will «

poisonous

:
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,,ve little or no effect on the human
system. This is why I say that no kind
of nectar secreted by the flowers of any
shrub or planfis poisonous. If the nectar that is in the various plants were
really poison, the bees would never be
able to reach their hives with it, as all
honey is carried in the first stomach or
"honey-sac" of the bee. Then, if the
honey in the plants that was put there
for the purpose of attracting the bees
so as to cause perfect fertilization of
I

Conducted by

J.

L.

as I write (June 21) everything is dry,
However,
and rain is needed badly.
clover is rank by reason of the abundant
early rains, and for the past 4 days
If rain comes,
has been yielding fine.
followed by good weather, prospects are
good for a crop.
Bees in our locality, as intimated in
the June number, are not in as good
condition generally as in other years,
but the late season has helped some,
and prospects on the whole are fair.

—

L.\TER, June 24..
Since writing the
above, we have had splendid rains, and
everything looks smiling again, even the
bee-keepers.

to

Examine for Foul Brood.

a common view that during a
flow of honey, is a good time to examine
bees for foul brood. While this is true
in so far that honey enough to prevent
robbing should be coming in, yet when
there is a "sprinkling" in the yard, during a HEAVV FLOW is not a good time to
inspect the bees.
The bees in their
eagerness to deposit tlie nectar will put
the honey in cells even if there are dried
scales of foul brood present, and where
a colony is but very slightly affected,
it is a hard matter to be sure of not
missing seeing a cell or two. A recent
call to inspect a large apiary that had
only 3 or 4 cases of foul brood leads me
to make this statement.
While there,
honey was coming in very rapidly, and
everything was simply swimming in
nectar. The best time in my estimation
for looking for foul brood in suspected
colonies, is during fruit-bloom.
It

—

—

—

BYER. Mount Joy,

Fair Honey Prospects in Ontario.
In our locality as well as in most parts
of Ontario, May was very wet. However, since June came in, a different
state of things has existed. For 3 weeks
here we have had scarcely any rain, and

When

the flowers should be poison, it would
seem that nature or God, if you please,
had made a big tnistake.
No, honey is not poison, as gathered
naturally by the bees from any shrub
or plant, and I think the cases of sickfrom eating
ness that are reported
honey, from time to time, are from one
of two causes, first, from over-eating;
second, from eating green or unripe
honey, which is not wholesome. L. B.
Smith, in Dallas News.

is

only the best of results so far as the
control of the codling moth was concerned, but without any apparent injury
to the fruit.
Our own observation in
other sections confirms this experience.
"It is a fact, therefore, worthy of careful attention, because if spraying in the
blossom can be successfully and safely
done it is a very decided advant.age in

that
the

it

allows a longer period in v/hich
for the control of

work necessary

this pest of

fruit, principally

the apple,

can be carried on. The importance of
spraying for the first brood of codling
moth cannot be misunderstood. If this
spraying is thoroughly done, the subsequent broods will amount to very little.
Spraying in the blossom then will be
an advance over present methods and
promises a larger control of the moth,
and an added value to our fruit crop.
"One of the greatest objections to
spraying in blossom has been the danger of killing the bee, which is a well
recognized friend in the poUenization
process of fruits.
Some experiments
along this line are exploding old and
generally accepted theories. It is found

Ont.

have an inspector (presur:iably an orchard inspector) who advocates the
spraying of fruit-trees while in bloom.
Iilr.
Hurley expresses surprise at this,
as here in Ontario we have a law that
prohibits the spraying of trees while in
bloom. I am not sure as to how much
legislation has been enacted along this
line in the United States, but from various articles noticed lately in different

presume our American beeI
keeping cousins need to be on the move
to see that spraying in bloom does not
become more general than is the case
now.
One of these articles referred to was
written by an entomologist of Washington State, and he advocates a thorough
spraying with arsenate of lead to kill
codling-moth. He says
papers,

"To reach the bottom of the calyx
much pressure is absolutely necessary."
"Stay with a tree until the bottom of
every blossom is filled."
Most early
worms enter the apple through the
bottom of the caly.x cup. When this is
poisoned there can be no late worms,
for the early must live to be the parents
of the later ones."
Whether tliis course is necessary or
not is not for the writer to say, certainly
the bulk of opinion says it is not even
necessary, but positively harmful. Certainly it would make short shift of the

The following article is taken
from the National Fruit Grower, and is
self-explanatory:

bees.

Spraying in the Blossom.

that alternate planting of fruits of fer-

bloom with those of infertile was
far more productive of benecial results
than any or all bees furnished in poUenization. A large apiarist near Gasport,
N. Y., in his testimony before the committee on agriculture of the New York
Assembly stated that he saw no injury
whatever to his bees from spraying the
fruit orchards in his neighborhood when
in full blossom with the usual arsenites.
This evidence may not be convincing,
tile

but

it

is

sufficient to justify careful ex-

perimenting with a view of determinfacts.
The shortness of the
time to spray for codling-moth has been
the difficulty in having the work done
as it should be done, and if spraying
can be done in the bloom without seriously affecting the bees or injuring the
bloom, controlling codling-moth is very

ing

the

much
It

simplified."

would be

interesting to

know how

near Gasport" arrived
such conclusions. Certainly a number

this "large apiarist
at

of reliable apiarists have had to their
sorrow, quite a different experience.

Souvenir Bee Posted Cards

We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and secis

of honey, etc.
It is quite sentimental.
No. 2 has the words and music of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;" No. 3, the words and music of
tion

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey ;" and No.
the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,

"There has been considerable discussion pro and con concerning the ex-

4,

when spraying
moth should be done

postpaid, as follows
4 cards for 10
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents; or 6 cards
with the American Bee Journal one year
for 50 cents. Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal, 118
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

act time

for the codling
secure best

to

results.
It has been the accepted theory
that at least 80 percent of the blossoms
should have fallen before spraying

should be done.
Recent experiment,
however, demonstrating this is later
than it should be that when 40 percent
have fallen operations should begin, and
in one of the most extensive fruit sections in New York spraying when trees
arc in the height of bloom has been
practiced for the past 5 years with not

:

;

Spraying Dlooniing Fruit-Trees.
Editor Hurley says in June Canadian
Bee Journal that a bee-keeper in British
Columbia has written him that there they

Apiarian Pictures

We

would be glad to have those who
can do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
of interest along the bee-keeping line.

:

IQOS,
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to do this is late in the afternoon or near
sunset. Place the caged queen in the top
of the foul-broody hive, and where the
cage can be got at with as little trouble
as possible.
2d. Bore a small hole
about one inch

—

Mrficle^Jll
Among

Conventions

Bee-

Hives— Alfalfa
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

I lately attended the Missouri State
Bee-Keepers' convention, held at Carrollton, May 26th and 27th.
One session of
this interesting meeting was held right

among

the bee-hives at the apiary of

Mr.

A. Finlayson. In all my experience as a
bee-keeper and a member of different
associations, I do not remember having
ever attended a meeting in the apiary. I
am truly enthusiastic over this method.
Bee-keepers may talk and discuss in a
convention hall, but nothing will prove
as pleasurable as an open-air meet, where
the arguments may be completed by
practical demonstrations under the eyes
of all. It is good for the beginner, good
for the practical man, and there are
none who will not learn something new,
sometimes quite unexpectedly.
The program of this meeting was carefully arranged by the active and indefatigable secretary, Mr. R. A. Hole-

kamp, of

St. Louis.

Knowing

that there
are thousands of
bee-keepers in the
State who do not yet keep bees by the
modern methods, Mr. Holekamp arranged to have this special session for
the purpose of demonstrating in practice the transferring of bees from the
common box to movable-frame hives.
number of common hives had been
brought to the spot the day previous,
by Mr. Finlayson, and the demonstration took place in the afternoon of the
first day of the meeting.
Like a true lover of the bee, the worthy secretary took off his coat and went
to work, giving explanations as he went
on.
Some 25 or 30 bee-keepers were
present, but it seemed to me that they
were all quite practical, and that very
few of them needed the lesson in transferring.
However, the work was not
lost, for it gave rise to comments, and
criticisms, and discussions took place on
the different methods of transferring

A

bees.

In this matter of open-air meetings

America may well take example of Europe, where such meetings are frequent.
The bee-keepers meet at one another's
yards, and the comparison of methods
thus

emphasized.
emulation to all, each
is

the best-looking yard,
ries

become

Besides, it gives
trying to have
ill-kept apia-

local meets in the apiaries of progressive bee-keepers will be appreciated, especially after a little experience of this
kind.
The success of local or State apiarian
organizations depends almost entirely
upon the activity and earnestness of the
secretary.
It requires devotion to the
cause, and the doing of a great deal of
work with very little pay, for thus far
our associations are unable to pay fair
remunerations even to the managers of
our largest bodies.
It is therefore of
the utmost importance to keep in office
men who are willing to work for the

common good

without counting

much on

the returns.

Alfalfa Growing in
Turning
like to

Illinois.

I would
American Bee Jour-

to another subject,

hear

in the

from apiarists who have tried alfalfa
in Illinois, on a sufficiently large scale
to be able to make positive statements
as to its results, both as a forage and as
nal

We

a honey-producer.
have at two different times tried it.
now have
about 4 acres almost ready to bloom,
and I must acknowledge that I am very

We

much disappointed with it. It seems
weak and unadapted to the locality. Perhaps the constant rains have had a bad
effect upon it.
This plant would be of
so great use, both as honey and hay,
that it is worth while to discuss its
merits.

We

must remember that plants that
are good honey-producers in some localities are entirely worthless for the same
purpose in other spots. For instance, I
read in the Bulletin d' Apiculture Suisse
for June, a short piece in which the
writer speaks of white clover, and wonders whether the kind which is so highly
useful in the United States would prove
profitable in Switzerland.
He manifests
the intention to give it a trial, by securing seed froin two or three different
places in the United States.
He will
probably record a failure, for I have
been informed by very positive authorities that our valuable white clover yields
no honey in Switzerland.

But before giving up the growing of
alfalfa, which is so wonderful a forageplant, we should make
will prove useless here.

Hamilton,

it

certain that

it

111.

man

and

rare.

Local meetings of this kind should be
arranged in every county, or at least in
different parts of each State. This need
not deter from our large State or National Conventions.
Such meetings as
the Northwestern, which takes place
every year at Chicago, can not be dispensed with. But between times, a few

Baldridge Plan of Treating

Foul Breod
BY M. M. BALDRIDGE.

The Baldridge

plan of treating a foulis as follows
the hive of the diseased colcage the queen. The best time

broody colony successfully
1st.

Open

ony and

—

diameter in the front end of the
foul-broody hive a few inches above the
regular entrance, and fasten over it on
the outside of the hive a Porter beeescape. After the bees arc through flying for the day turn the foul-broody
hive half way around so the bee-entrance
will face the opposite direction.
3d. Now go to some healthy colony
and select one or two combs of brood
well covered with bees, and place them
in an empty hive and fill this hive with
empty combs, frames of comb foundation, or empty frames, and set this hive
on the stand of the diseased colony.
The rear ends of both hives will now
toucTi each other, or they may be a
few inches apart. Now leave the hive
thus, for say 2, 3 or 4 days, or long
in

enough for the outdoor workers

in the

foul-broody colony to return to their old
This they will do, of course,
and they will then remain in the new
hive having one or two combs of healthy
brood.
4th. Near sunset of the second or third
location.

day take the caged queen away from the
diseased colony and simply let her run
into the entrance of the

new

hive.

Now

close the regular entrance of
the foul-broody hive and all other exits
except the one through the bee-escape.
Then gently place this hive by the side
of the new hive and close to each other,
the closer the better, with both fronts
facing the same way. Thereafter the
bees that hatch or fly out of the disSth.

eased colony must pass through or out
of the bee-escape, and as they can not
return tliey must and will go into the

new

hive.
By this means the new hive,
in the course of 3 or 4 weeks, will se-

cure

all,
or nearly all, the bees and
brood that were in the diseased colony,
and during this time, or for any length
of time thereafter, no robber bees can
gain entrance thereto and carry away
any diseased honey.
This plan of treating foul-broody colo-

nies prevents all loss in bees, honey, or
the building of new combs, and is a
simple and practical way of treating the
disease.
In some respects the plan is a
far better one than any other I have
seen described.

My plan may be carried out in divers
ways, but it is not always best to describe such and thereby confuse the
reader.
The entire plan is based upon
the well-known fact that foul brood is
a germ disease, and that the germs may
be taken into a new hive by the bees
filling their
bodies
with the diseased
honey deposited in the foul-broody hive.
The disease may likewise be taken into
the new hive by the nurse-bees. My plan
does away with all such danger, for
when the diseased colony is left undisturbed over night the bees re-deposit all
their honey, and on going out to work
the following day they go out with
empty bodies and return with healthy
honey. All the nurse-bees will remain
in the diseased colony, and before they
pass out of their hive through the beeescape all germs in their bodies will
have been disposed of in nursing the

—
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•

foul-broody col-

North and the other toward the South.

surplus olitained, and

ony.

Now

that.

plan of treating foul brood is not
exactly a new plan, as it was outlined
by me in 1897, page 333, in the BeeKeepers' Review. Since that dale I have
treated a number of foul-broody colonies by my plan, and always with good
success.
I am advised that others have

around the needle a great many times
from end to end, but not touching the
needle, held up say 2 inches or more
away from it by any suitable contrivance, the ends of the wire remaining
free.
Let one end be warmer than the

uncapped brood

in the

ikly

done likewise.
St. Charles,

111.

[This article

from

the

1905.

6,

is

republished by request

American Bee Journal of July
Editor.]

Some Bee-Keeping Stray
Straws
BY ADRIAN GETAZ.
Stray Straws
Yes, but not by Dr. C.C.
And while I am in no way as
"stray-strawer" as Dr. Miller,
!

Miller.
good a
I

hope that these few

some of

lines

will

help

the aforesaid copper be

wound

other, then a current of electricity will
flow toward the colder end. But that is
not all. The electric current will, so to
speak, pull the magnetic needle toward
a position right across the ring formed
by the wound wire. The stronger the
current is, the more the needle will be
deflected. The deflection will furnish us
means to ascertain the strength of the
flow, and this in turn, the difference of
temperature between the two ends of the
wire.
If one end of the wire is sharppointed and thrust into the body of an
insect, the difference of the temperature
between it and the surrounding atmosphere will be ascertained at once. For
full details and explanations, see the

to Prevent

Swarming.

begin with one on the Doctor's new
plan of preventing swarming it is merely caging the queen in a hive-body instead of in a small cage. And I almost
think that he is on the .right side of the
fence.
After a long experience in that
line, I almost think that the caging of a
laying queen for any length of time may
be at least occasionally injurious.
Yet
I do not know positively.
As a rule, requeening gives me better results.
I

—

Where

to

Put the Caged Queen.

says that when the caged
placed at a certain place ( I do
not remember where), the bees will not
Doolittle
is

start queen-cells.
His experiment was
merely a coincidence. After he will have
caged as many as I have, he will find
out that the place has nothing at all to
do with it. What has to do something,
is the amount of unsealed brood present.
If there is only a little, the queencells will be started quite soon.
If there
is plenty of it, enough to keep the nursebees busy, they will not think of build-

queen-cells for some time.
And
they eventually realize that something is wrong, the remaining
larvae
are too old to admit queen-rearing.

ing

when

Heat

of Insects.

In a contribution sent to the American Bee Journal several months ago,
I stated that the body of an insect is
warmer than the surrounding atmosphere, and the thorax somewhat warmer
than the abdomen.
Very likely many
readers of this paper have wondered
how the temperature of an insect's body
can be ascertained, and what kind of a
thermometer was used. An explanation
might not be amiss here.
Suppose a copper wire of which the
two ends arc exposed to different temperature, then a flow of electricity will
take place from the warmest and toward
the coldest, and the greater the difference of temperature is, the stronger will
be the flow.
Everybody knows what a magnetic
needle is.
It is a long, flat piece of
steel pointed at both ends, which always
turns when free with one end toward the

Queen and Hat.

We

were informed some time ago that
while working in the apiary Miss Wilson found a queen on her hat. The Doctor tells us that he "don't know" how
the queen got there.
Neither do I. But
I guess that while working with some
colony, Miss Wilson scared the queen
so badly that she flew away (I mean the
queen, not Miss Wilson) for safety. Before hiding somewhere, she marked the
locality, of which at that time
Miss
Wilson and her hat were the most conspicuous landmarks.
When her scare
was over, the unfortunate queen started
for home, and of course, went for the
"landmark" she had noted, and was un-

doubtedly very much disappointed in not
finding her home on the other side of
the "landmark."
Not knowing what to
do she climbed to the highest point,
whether to get a better view or what, I
don't

But

know.
I

do knew that careless manipula-

will occasionally scare the queens
out of the hives for a time.
I have
occasionally failed to find the queen and
made a thorough investigation, such as
left me absolutely certain that the queen
was not there at all.

tion

When

we want

to avoid

Waiting until the bees find out that
the queen is not laying as much as she
ought to do, and then requeen themselves, is even worse, for by that time
the loss might be considerable.

The apiarist who requeens himself, has
the advantage of being able to select the
best of his stock, while the one who
lets his bees do the requeening has to
take his chances.
If I were an extracted-honey man, I
do not think that I would requeen more
often than every 2 years.
But for a
comb-honey man the case is altogether
different.
The object sought is to control swarming.
It can not be contested

that a year-old queen is far less liable
to swarm than one 2 years old or more.
I
will not atteinpt to explain it now.

There is something else, too. A great
drawback of comb-honey producing is
the tendencv of the bees to crowd honey
in the brood-nest, with the result that
follows, less honey goes
into the sections, and the whole is aggravated by a reduction in brood-rearing.
So many causes influence the work
of tlie bees, that it is difficult to say
whether this, that, or the other was the
cause of a reduction in the surplus.
Nevertheless, after 2 years of experience
in bee-keeping, I feel satisfied that a
year-old queen will keep the honey out
of the brood-nest better than her 2-yearold sister, and thus gain the advantage,
though she may not be any better otherwise.
Kno.xville, Tenn.

more swarming

text-books on heat and electricity.

the readers.

New Plan

queen

let

to Requeen.

Mr Dadant, in his last contribution on
the subject, "When to Requeen," quotes
several of our best writers, saying that
queens are usually good until 4 or 5
old.
None of them says, however, that they are as good at that age
as they were when only one or 2 years
old.
In fact they do not seem to have
even considered that question.

years

Dr. Miller is then quoted as saying
that the majority of them begin to fail
during the fhircj year. And I think that
the majority of our extensive bee-keepers who have paid any attention to the
matter will agree with him. I think that
they will also agree that the majority,
even nearly all, are as good the second
year as the first. This being the case,
the best way would
be to
requeen
throughout every second year.
failing queen means a falling off in the
strength of the colony, and a corresponding diminution in the amount of

A

Pure Food

Law— New

Meth-

ods in Bee-Keeping
BY GRANT STANLEY.

The bee-keepers of

this

country

cer-

tainly have soiTiething to feel proud of in
the passage of the National Pure Food
Law. I greatly doubt if there has been
any other law passed in the history of
this country that has benefited bee-keeping so much. In fact, the way it looks
at present, there is nothing left for the
bee-keeper to do, but to see that all the
honey he or she offers for sale shall be
of the highest quality.
Just prior to the passage of this law,
the editors of the various bee-papers
were extolling its value so high, and
what it would do for bee-keepers, that a
great many thought, if only a part of
what was being said would come true,
it would certainly be a great move in the
interest of honey-production.

Well, the law was passed only a little
over a year ago, and the result at this
period is even more than we expected.
In fact, I can scarcely realize that
the passage of the law would have such
a decided effect on our business in such
a short time.
In all luy bee-keeping
experience, I never saw such a dciuand
for honey as last season. This demand
was not solely willi tlie consumer, but

merchant as well. Merchants and
consumers alike seemed to have so much
confidence in honey, and the former
were anxious to buy in any quantity they
could, and not hesitate a moment in paying an advanced price over former years.
Now, this is not all; but my! what
the

:

1908.

July,
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the passage of the law has done to remove the suspicion about adulteration in
honey. Well, it is little short of wonderYou can scarcely hear it mentioned
ful.
VVc can readily understand
at present.
by this that the consumer will purchase
honey when he can feel he is getting just
what he pays for, and not have a lot of

"glucose nostrums" shoved on him.
The passage of this law has done
more to remove this cry of adulteration
in honey than years of the most judicious advertising. In fact, it looks now
as if it had accomplished all that could
be desired.
Now, let us remember that all the
legislation in the world will not help
our business unless we do our part. The
law is now in force, and we must use
every effort to see that our product is
See that your honey
in keeping with it.
is well ripened and sealed before removing from the hive, then dress it neatly,
and no trouble need be felt as to the

demand.

New Methods

vs.

Old Ones.

Are new methods ever an improvement
It has
over old ones? I
been said that when desiring a new or
whatever,
nature
original method of any
set an inexperienced man at it and the
results will more than likely be all that
could be expected. The editor of one of
our leading magazines announces he will
give one thousand dollars for a new
story by a new author. The only condition of competition is that the writer
shall never before have written and pubThe
lished a novel of standard length.
idea is to induce those to write who have
not done so heretofore, in the hope of

answer, yes.

drawing out new and original ideas.
Our writers of reputation have become
or fixed in their manner of
The same can be said of beekeepers, and possibly men of all profesfollow our steps year after
sions.
year until we become so grounded we
just think we can not leave it, or have
no desire to change. If we do not care
to adopt new methods, we should at least
not hestitate to improve the old ones.
Nisbet, Pa.
inflexible

work.

We

What

My

procured from an experienced breeder
should always prove superior to those in
a yard where home breeding is not practised, and it is somewhat discouraging
to state that the contrary is too often
the case where anything but the best

breeders are ordered.
In looking over the bee-papers of today one cannot, no matter how hard he
tries, form a sensible idea as to what
kind of a queen to order for a given
purpose, having a list containing untested, select untested, tested, select tested, breeder, and select breeder queens to

choose from.

Anything in the way of an advertisement is very confusing indeed when the
words and the meaning of them are not
at once apparent, and what breeder advertising like the above can say without blushing that such a list is a true
version of the stock usually sent out

from

Untested. Select
Untested, Tested, Select
Tested, Breeder, and
|are

Select Breeder
BY RALPH

P.

From

seems that to buy a
or something better,
know you are nearly
right, and will get something near your
need, yet a good chance to guess if the
thing is really an average select tested
specimen. Inasmuch as honey-bees have
held their predominant
environments
for a laps of several thousand years, and
this

it

select tested queen,
is the only way to

FISHER.

In calling attention to the general sysclassifying stock as practised by
many of our so-called reputable queenbreeders in wording advertisements, I
do so with a view toward creating a little disturbance among that fraternity as
a mutual benefit concerning such business, and a desire to see a more consistent system of filling orders oblige
those who buy but few queens.

tem of

Instead of keeping the large number
of this class of buyers more and more
in suspense with words of double meaning, it seems wise at this time to challenge measures that tend to mere incon-

and demand a more

his yard?
Unless a person deems it prudent to
purchase the best stock listed in the
various publications he can only guess
the result of such an investment, for to
order an untested queen or a tested
queen means but one more example in

express purpose of furnishing the largest possible number of queens.
This is
more often done than is good for the
general public to know
about,
and
one of the points needing immediate
adjustment.
As the majority of queens are purchased to offset fatal results due to
unfavorable weather
conditions,
and
sometimes to introduce new blood, it is
apparent that warranted stock should at
all times be sent out.
Of the 20-odd
untested queens purchased since 1300
for these very reasons, only a small percent of them proved to be truly mated
and up to standard, and the few obtained to better our stock were short
of meeting expectations.
Now, if it is true that the queen's
mating does not affect the drone progeny, then no conscientious breeder can
be exciisable for any such variety as
appear in the papers now published.
Unfortunately for the
buyers
of
queens many good breeders are located
in places where superior stock cannot
be reared in its purity, because surrounding conditions hinder the desired
object; but even here there is no reason for much variety in regard to
character or prolificness.
Whether stock is pure or hybrid the
effect on prolificness is immaterial so
long as it is superior, as evidence shows
most buyers are only anxious to have
those queens that are
large,
robust
specirnens, capable of keeping rousing
colonies and full supers.
Large, active
colonies are the fundamental acquisition
sought for regardless of any pronounced
species, and a breeding yard composed
of this predominent stock intelligently
handled, can produce only queens that
are superior, with good assurance that
a tested or untested specimen will develop all the constituents.
If it is quite necessary to ask the
legislature to regulate the general use
of true labels on honey packages, much
more infinitely are we in need of just
guarantees on queens consistently classified, that the breeder may at all times
reciprocate with a lenient contention of

doing

justice.

In the queen-business much is yet to
be improved upon in regard to breeding
superior stock, and as the publishers are
in the best position to dictate favorable
regulations, measures should at once as-

sume actuality and compel immediate adjustment of the details as cited above.
Great Meadows, N. J.

lottery.

Queens ?

sistency,

form of general advertising, so that "untested" or "tested" stock can be rightly
experience, as well as
understood.
others within the rural districts, goes to
prove that queen-breeders have been and
are today very inadvertent in regard to
adhering to the right classification of all
queens intended for sale.
The untested variety from almost any
yard are invariably a mysterious problem without a thing to recommend them
save the reputation of the breeder, and
whether from the east or west they have
no regularity of character, proving the
practical need of conservative classification.
In these days such things ought not
to continue with so much persistence,
but rather pursue a more strenuous effort to give full value for dollars received, as experience in buying from
various breeders shows that almost any
queen is good enough to go for the
untested variety, and but little difference
is made between these and the tested
kind, save that the tested kind are
much older.
I fully know that queens vary quite
materially in character and quality, and
I also know that the laws of creation
are ample, omnipotent, to rear better
queens rather than inferior ones while
under Nature's undivided supervision.
It is naturally understood that queens

intelligent

being today of
ductiveness than

more

material

pro-

formerly, due to intelligent research, it appears most obvious to be continually hampered with
so much stock of inferior variety.

The yards of

all

breeders should con-

tain stock of superior characteristics as
the result of careful selection, rather
than to maintain hundreds of colonies little better than nuclei for the

Spring vs. Fall Feeding
BY

L.

E.

C.\TELEY.

The

attitude of the various apicultural
papers on certain questions pertaining to
practical bee-culture, is at times quite
amusing to the man who has for any
time been engaged in the production of
honey.
For instance, Mr. Hill says in
the April American Bee-Keeper

"While the Bee-Keeper does not recbee-keeping as a money-making

ommend

specialty,

it

believes that a vastly greater

number of colonies than
might be made profitable."

How

is

is

now

kept

that for a paper that stands

second to none

in advancing and holding
out for the latest and most progressive

;
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American ^ec Joarnal|
ideas relating to intensive and extensive
arriculturc ?
It would be possible to show quite as
startling a view held by almost any one
of the bee-periodicals on some certain
subject, but as an assault on editors in
general was not the intent of this artiStill the aggressive
cle, I will refrain.
attitude of Gleanings just now toward
can
our old stand-by -spring-feeding
hardly be allowed to go unrebuked.

—

—

The

position

Gleanings

appears

to

have taken in this discussion is, that all
colonies should be provided with sufficient stores before the beginning of winter so that there will be none needing
attention in this respect at the breaking of spring. Now, while admitting the
possibility of there being localities where
this might work, as in case of a late
honey-flow, we all know that in the majority of cases, it is either break your
back spreading and equalizing brood, or
practise stimulative feeding. Of the two
evils, the former is unquestionably the
greater.
That fall-feeding when the bees are
short of stores is fully as important as
spring - feeding, I am quite ready to
agree but that it is more important^
no, sir!
After devoting 12 years to the production of section honey, I have learned
to look upon the practise of tearing
open the brood-nest durino- chilly weather for equalizing or spreading brood, as
a remnant of barbarism. I now depend
altogether upon stimulative feeding for
quickly building up weak colonies.
;

In theory, this feeding heavily in the
looks as if it might be the whole
but in practise it will be soon
discovered that bees can not be made to
breed to their full capacity because they
have a large amount of honey. Not until
new honey, or a substitute, begins
fall

thing,

coming

plentifully

from somewhere,

will

the bees start breeding in earnest. Yet
it is true that in most localities a colony that is in good condition in the
spring, will usually, if it has plenty of
stores, be in condition to make the most
of the honey-flow.
can hardly dispense with the spring feeding, however,
on account of the backward colonies, of
which there will always be from 15 to
20 percent.

We

Fort Smith, Ark.

How

the Bees

BY

G.

Very many of

Swarm

M. DOULITTLE.

the

young bee-keepers

do not seem to know just how swarming
is conducted, and so in their making of
artificial swarms or colonies, by changing hives, they do not get the best results.
Not long ago a man who had
kept bees for 3 years, and thought he
was quite well informed in bcc-mattcrs,
told me that only old bees went with
the swarm and during the winter, while
talking with another person, who numbers his colonies by the score, I was told
that the young queen hatched in the parent colony within 24 hours after the
prime swarm left. Now I do not say
that it is impossilile for a young queen
to emerge from her cell within a day
after the prime swarm goes out, but I
do say that no such thing happens once
;

It is only when
ou": of a thousand times.
the swarm has been kept 6 or 7 days
by bad weather that such a thing can
Then, if any swarm ever ishappen.
sued, composed wholly of old bees, it
would have to be from a prime swarm
within 21 days from the time it was
hived, or under some such abnormal
condition, which is never the rule, but

the exception.
I
have had thousands of natural
swarms, and experimented very largely
to know under what conditions swarms
issued, as a rule, and have found, in

regard to age of bees, that bees of all
in about equal proportions, leave
the parent hive from the old forager
with her wings all tattered and torn
from the wear they get when hitting
them against the grass while working
in the helds of clover, to the bee that
has been out of its cell but a few
hours -not long enough to have the
white fuzz that is on its thorax and
abdomen, obtain its usual color, which
is
seen on a bee of more advanced
age.
Many and many a time have I seen
the ground in front of the hive from
which a swarm has just issued, nearly
covered with bees so young as to be
unable to fly, which after a little crawl
back into the hive again and as often
have I seen the veterans with their
jagged wings hanging with the swarm,
as well as those having their pollen
baskets filled with pollen. Thus we have
the field-bees, or the outside workers,
or bees from 6 to sixteen days old, and
the nurse-bees, or those 6 days old
and under, in about equal proportions,
this showing that the All-wise Creator
knew how things should be when He
pronounced all which He had made as
If it were not for young bees
good.
going with the swarm the home which
the swarm entered would be nearly depopulated by the bees dying of old
age, before the brood from the eggs
which the queen would lay after the
home was established would emerge
from their cells to take the places of
the rapidly dying population, as the
field-bees have only about 26 days to
live after they are old enough to go into
the field to labor, when the colony casta swarm is in a normal condition.
ages,

—

;

Under normal conditions, the bee is
16 days old before it goes out from the
hive as a gatherer of stores, and as all
worker-bees die of old age during the
season of gathering honey when about
42 days old, 26 days would be the life
of the worker after it entered the fields
as a laborer.
were old bees, where
would the comb come from to fill the
hive? for when in a normal condition
the bees between the ages of 8 and 24
days old are the ones which do this
Again,

if

all

work.
Then, how about the nurse-bees which
prepare the chyle to
feed the larvK.

When

in a normal condition these nursebees are between 3 and 12 days old.
Of course, when any colony is thrown
out of its normal condition by the hand
of man, the bees do the best they can,
but the colony is not so prosperous
then, as it is when normal conditions

prevail.

But

let

us

look

inside

of

the

hive

when preparations

for swarming are being made, and see if we cannot arrive
at the truth in the matter, as regardsthe conditions under which the swarm
issues, when
first
young queen
the

emerges,

etc.

The

first indication of swarming is
laying of eggs in the drone-comb.
While eggs in drone-cells are not a sure
sign that swarms will issue, yet, as far
as I know and this knowledge comesby careful observation swarms never
do issue without eggs laid therein. If
the weather is propitious, the next stepis the building of queen-cells, soon after which the old queen deposits eggs
in them.
In 3 days these eggs hatch
into larvae, and said larvae are fed an
abundance of food by the nurse-bees
for 6 days, when the cells containing the
embryo queens are sealed over. If nobad weather has intervened, the swarm
will issue the next day, provided that
day is fine, the old queen going with the
swarm.
Now bear in mind that this
is the rule with the black or German
bee, and generally with the Italians
still, the Italians often swarm when the
eggs are first laid in the queen-cells,,
and sometimes without the least preparations at all except eggs in the dronecells, when they are in the most prosperous condition, and the weather and
nectar supply the most propitious. All
good authority allows that the queenlarva remains 7 days in the cell, as my

the

—

—

experience also proves
and I cannot
see how it is possible to make the mistake of claiming that said young queen
emerges in 24 hours after the old queer>
goes out with the swarm.
;

When

such bad weather occurs that the
is kept from issuing dujing the
6 days after the first cell is sealed,
it
is possible
for the swarm to issue
the next day, should that be pleasant, in
which case the first young queen would
emerge from her cell during that 24
hours.
But this is something I never
had occur but once or twice during my
40 years of bee-keeping life, for, in
such cases, the bees become discouraged
about swarming, when the queen-cells
are destroyed and swarming is postponed for an indefinite period.
So I
find, as a rule,
that
the
first
queenemerges from her cell from 6 to 7 days
after the first swarm.

swarm
first

If more swarms issue, the first of
these, or what is generally termed the

"second swarm," usually comes out two
days later, or from the 8th to the 9th
first, and never later than

day after the
the i6th.
this will

If a third swarm is allowed,
in from one to two days

come

after the second, and if more than this,
then there will be one issue every day

afterward.

As soon as
swarms shall

it is decided that no more
issue, all queens in the
are destrojed, when, in from .^ to
9 days the young queen left in the hive
goes out to meet the drone, two days
after which she commences to lay.

cells

This, in short, is as I find the condition during natural swarming.
Now, in
if wo would be successful to the fullest extent we will see
that we have the queen and bees of all
ages witli her, as nearly as possible ini
accord with nature's plan of swarming.

making swarmin.g,

Borodino, N. Y.
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How

to Rear Better Queens
HV

So many

A.

W. YATES.

methods of queenrearing are expounded that no wonder
the beginner is confused in trying to
follow them, but every intelligent person
different

keeping bees, should know how at least
to rear enough queens for himself, and
let no stone go unturned until he has
mastered the situation.
The methods in use half a century
ago are still in vogue, with more or less
variation, and the up-to-date breeder, as
well as the novice, should not overlook
anything to shorten his work or improve
his bees, and whatever system is adopted, it must perfectly harmonize with
the natural instinct of the bees if he

expects improvement.
Bee-keeping is carried on much differently in these modern times from
what it was 50 years ago, when any old
bo.\ or tub answered as a bee-hive, and
all young swarms, because the honey

and comb was new and white, were
"taken up" in the fall. By this method
the old queens were killed and the
young ones were left for the next season. Today, with our modern hives, all
are kept Over, both j'oung and old, until
they die of old age, and no wonder one
colony gives us a large surplus while
the other has to be fed to survive the
winter, if survive it does.
All live stock has its time of matur-

and usefulness, and when that be.gins to fail, the first thing we do is to
get rid of it for younger stock. "It is a
poor shoe that won't fit both feet," and
if we expect to succeed we must see that
our working stock is young and vigority

ous.

Our

first

requirement will be a breed-

er or mother queen, and as she is to be
the foundation of the apiary, we must
see that she is as good as money can
buy. Money spent for a queen because
she is cheap, is thrown away, especially
so for this purpose. If honey is desired

she must be strong and prolific, and her
offspring large and vigorous, working
like beautiful bees
early and late.
if we can have them just as well as not,
but should not sacrifice anything for
beauty.
About April i, 1906, I received a dozen queens from a breeder in the South.
All were very handsome goldens, and
reared, as I found out afterwards, in
queenless colonies, and whether from
the manner of rearing or weakness in
the stock by inbreeding for color, I
do not know, but they were all dead
except 2 within 2 months, and not one
was able to build up a good colony.

We

whether good or bad, in the bees of
her own colony, we must expect to see
transmitted to the others, and we must
breed by selection, so as to retain these
good traits and discourage bad ones as

much

as possible.
There are several methods of getting
queen-cells started, most of which are
by queenless colonies, and ^ome breeders rear by this system also, but in my
opinion this accounts for a good many
short-lived queens, and unless reared
in the flush of the season, when royal
feed for the young in the larval state
is plenty, I would not care for them.
The best cells we see in a hive are
those built at swarming-time, and in
superseding.
Both are built with a
queen in the colony, and queens hatched
from such cells are seldom anything
If therefore, we want
but the best.
this class of queens we must do what
we can to bring about one or the other
of these conditions, for this is Nature's

way and we must adhere to it. After
we have a colony queenless 6 or 8 hours
and have taken their brood away, give
them a frame of brood from the breeder, and in 24 hours more there will
be probably 20 cells started enough for
This
ordinary colony to finish.
an
frame of started cells should then be
taken away and the queen introduced;
otherwise she would be killed like a

—

stranger.
It is a well-known fact that if a hive
be so constructed that the queen can not

have access to all- parts, and if some
eggs and brood be placed in such parts,
the bees often build queen-cells on it,
and such cells are natural supersedure
Now if we can divide the broodcells.
chamber with queen-excluding zinc, with
the queen on one side and the frame
of started cells on the other, we have
things just as we want them, and the
bees will finish such cells to perfection.
Such cells when hatched, if taken and
examined as soon as the queen emerges,
will be found still to have royal jelly
left, showing that the larvte were not
stinted.
strong colony with 2 broodchambers and an excluder between answers the same purpose, and nothing
but a strong, large colony should be

A

used
I

anyway.
This
good a system to rear
queens as there is, and fol-

queen-rearing

in

think

is

first-class

as

lows the natural tendency of the bees
to build queen-cells when otherwise they
so. No colony is queenless
but a short time in starting the cells,
and we have nothing to do to interfere
with the cell-building colony until 10
days from the start, when the cells
should be separated and one given to
each full colony or nucleus, as the

would not do

may be.
Any one who would

use queens of my own importation
the North of Italy for nearly all
breeding, that I have had in my yard
for a year or more, and thoroughly
But plenty of nome-bred ones
tested.
can be easily found, probably just as
good, and the severe strain on an imported queen during passage is avoided.
Out of the 6 that I imported last season
the last one arrived with only one live
bee in the cage for companj', and probably all would have been dead in a few

case

hours more.

but since he has tried this system he is
better satisfied and has no more trouble.

I

from

mv

The

relation of the breeding queen to
the rest of the colonies in the yard is
such that what characteristics she shows.

like

to see the

between queens hatched in
and by queenless bees
try it and see.
A short time

difference
this

manner

should

ago I received a letter from a man that
had reared a few queens, and he complained about their being small and
like
dark, and looked
30 cents so
that
small, in
fact,
they would go
Root-Tinker zinc.
through
the
He
reared them in a colony without a queen,

—

Another thing
queens

often

:

fail

I

have noticed such

to

mate,

for

some

reason, and if not lost in their mating
will, after a short time, go tolaying drone-eggs.
If these directions
are followed carefully, the mere novice
can rear his own queens, and as good as
money can buy; and those reared at
home, not shipped through the mail, are
undoubtedly the better.
good many
complaints of poor queens could, if possible, be traced to rough handling ir»
the mails.
flights

A

There are several

modifications

of

this system, but none better.
Of course
the brood to start the cells should not
be over 6 to 10 hours old, or so small
as to be difficult to see without a glass.
I use colonies 2 and 3 stories high, and

sometimes with 2 or more queens, for
cell-building, and the more bees I can
have the better. Queens reared in weak
colonies or nuclei are likely to be poorly
fed and unprotected from cold, usually
look dark and small, and seldom are
worth anything. They are only a detriment to the colonies they occupy, unless
used in the plural queen-system, and I
would rather have one good queen in a
hive than a dozen poor ones.
hear
a good deal about this 2-queen business, but like all other fads, it is liable
to die out shortly, except in cases of
queen-rearing or something of a kindred'
nature.
Bees were created with one
queen to the colony, and we have yet
to hear of the man who has beaten

We

"Dame

Nature."
Hartford, Conn.

Esperanto Grammars Free

We

have received the following communication, which is published for the
reason that this new language appeals
strongly to those who have the interest
of humanity at heart, and especially tosuch as believe in the ultimate victory
of peace, brotherhood and good-will
among mankind. In Europe, Esperanto
has already attained immense popularity
in all classes and conditions of life

—

Editor American Bee Journal
Notwithstanding the great amount of
which has been given to Es-

publicity

the international language, I
that' at this time not more than
one-tenth of the people of the United
States have even a vague idea of its
purpose and scope, and perhaps not one
one in a hundred has a reasonably definite conception of it. As a sort of counter-irritant to the irresponsible criticism
which is occasionally circulated by the
uninformed, I have printed for a free
distribution a second edition of 100,000
copies of a small primer, " Elements
of Esperanto," setting forth the grammar, word-construction and purpose of
the language, and will mail a copy to
any person who requests it, sending
stamp for postage. While you may not
be personally interested, there are thousands of your readers to whom this
movement for an international auxiliary
language, which now covers every country on earth, will appeal as something
more than a fad, and they would appreciate your giving space to this letter.

peranto,
find

Cordially yours,

Arthur Baker,
Editor Amerika Esperantisto.
1239 ^lichigan Avenue, Chicago,

111.

—

—

;

—

;
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balmy

air too, and, perceiving the small
to the teeth for big game,

armed

Ijoy

concludes to show the bear-hunter that
liis gun is not as dreadful a weapon as
the one she has snugly sheathed in her
"unmentionables." With that she makes

Rcflectioiiiy

a dive for the lad and drives a javelin
under the tip of his nose. The boy sets
up a yell that would do justice to a

Piute

;

the bee laughs at the fun she has

made, and then

Of

—

dies.

course, this

little

tale

could point

a moral.

By W. A. PRYAL, Alden

Station. Oakland, Calif.

The Plague

To Correspondents.
Krom

time to time I receive letters
in various portions of the
States who desire information
about bees and other things in CaliforWhere only a brief answer will
nia.
cover the questions asked, I usually reply at once, but sometimes I lay the
letter aside until I have time to give

from persons

United

To answer
such correspondence.
personally all letters that come to me
from strangers who seek information
of the kind mentioned, is no small task
(and some of them don't even send as
much as a postage stamp to pay for
to

am

willing to answer any
reasonable questions, but don't expect a
long letter from me, and be sure to enclose at least a stamp to cover the postreply).

tlic

I

age.

^^_

A Long

Spell

Without Rain.

a dry old time we had the past
If it were not for the heavy
spring.
rains in January and the early part of
February, it would have been- a dry year,
'
I don't remember such a long
indeed.
spell without rain in the spring than
was the season we have recently passed
through. The earth became so dry that
it
was almost impossible to get in the
crops, except in the low lands, after the
It

wantonness, let's get under a tent while
going through the hives.
"But I don't like the average tent
you shut out the bees that are returning
from the fields, thus demoralizing them,"
Have the tent so arranged
says one.
that it allows the entrance to be outside
the tent. The robbers seem to overlook
the hive-entrance they seek the occasion
of the strong honey odor the top of the
hive that is uncovered. There have been
;

:

Be
supers.
careful in replacing the combs after
the
extracrun
through
been
they have
tor.
If not done immediately after removing the filled super, wait until late
in the evening.
morning remove the

in the

was

middle of March.

I'p

Stroke or

now

in

blossom.

The

began to parch a inonth sooner than
Of course the rains that we have
been having in moderate amounts at
Iiills

usual.

since

the

first

of

the

month

have been of some benefit to some crops
lias been injurious to the newly cut
it
hay, and early cherries have been somewhat injured by cracking by the untimely
moisture.
Of course these rains have
been beneficial to the honey-secreting
flora.

On

an ascending stroke.

Or

slice

it

off

downward.

And, perchance, swipe

off

municipality maintains a costly police force to prevent crime, and one of
most abhorred crimes is that of
tlic
the offender being severely puntheft
ished. But the pilfering bee is more fortunate than the human robber. This is
mainly owing to the dexterity of the
former in evading capture. As it is so
hard to capture the robber-bee, the best
tiling to do is to guard against her
depredations. During the period of such
;

;

Very Un-American.
If there is any thing that "makes me
tired" more than anything else, it is to
find that some of our American publishers are such Anglo-maniacs that they
are not content to ape lots of things
English, and yet harmless, but tliey go
to tlie extreme of printing books for
American readers and retaining the
spelling of quite a class of words that
we decided to, and have long, spelled

The
a more common-sense way.
Doubleday-Page Company got out a beebook not long since that sins in this
in

regard. I find the English colour, honour, etc., style throughout its pages. It's
a wonder they don't 'itch the cough
hup to the waggon and leave the hold
Doncherknow it would be
'oss at 'ome.
jolly; it would be better than the beastly
jingo,

it

and

fighting.

An Eye on

Climate and Business.
young man in Texas writes me that
he intends to visit this State during August, and as he is a farmer and beekeeper he would like to find employment
during the 4 weeks he is here, so as to

It

is

evident these young people have

the right stuff in them.
I should judge
that they will succeed anywhere they
may cast their lots. But it is not always easy to drop into something within
a few weeks after coming to a new place.
August is a nice month in the Coast
counties, but rather hot in the interior.
The harvest in the grainfields is being
finished, and the wine and raisin crops
are under way.
The season with the
bees virtually closes in July this year
it will close earlier than usual.
There
is good demand for field and vineyard
hands at a fair wage. The best demand
today in the State is for good cooks and
housekeepers.
And the pay is good
from $25 to $50 per month.

—

A

Tonsorial Apiarist.

From one

would.

Early Busybodies.
The lark is up to meet the sun;
The bee her labor has begun.
Johnny brought forth his little gun,
But the busy bee spoiled

We

;

reduce the cost of the trip.
And he
would like to know if one of his sisters,
who is a good cook, could easily find
employment should she come with him.

our nose!

By

the real dry weather begins then
the little robber-bee's "voice" is heard
in the land, and it has not only a doleful
note for the apiarist, but the sound of
calamity as well. Beware of the robberbee make her days in your quiet and
peaceful bee-yard as few and short as
possible.
Better still, see that she gets
no start in the apiary. It seems that
some bees are more susceptible to rob
than others why, I don't know.
know that if we are careless and leave
honey dripping about hives when looking them over, and when we are extracting, we are more than likely to start
robbing, unless there is a great flow of
nectar at such times. But when the real
hot weather of the last of spring and
during summer and fall arrives, the odor
of an open colony will be the red flag
in the eyes of the bees to start robbing

A

If earthward, dig into tne tin
And mar our knife's keen edge:
Or, if heavenward, clip our fingers.

Hamerican way, you know.

Circumventing the Pilfering Bees.

A

— Who

There was moisture

in the earth to keep the honeyplants growing, but the dry spell hastened early blooming— blooming that might
And this I
cut the honey-crop short.
really believe is going to be the case. I
am writing this in the middle of May,
and I notice that flowers that are not
usually in bloom until about the begin-

intervals

Down Stroke
Knows?

To be or not to be
Whether to shave the comb

enough

ing of July are

—

times when I was obliged to remove
supers toward nightfall in order to escape robbers. But by using bee-escapes
put the escapes in
this is unnecessary
place at the close of the day's work and

of Robber-Bees.

When

his fun.

That's "versifying" with a vengeance,
but it expresses a whole lot of truth,
nevertheless.
Just imagine Johnny going forth at daybreak to hunt bear, and
an innocent little bee sallying out in the

of the mining districts of

Nevada I received a letter asking if a
barber who has been keeping bees in a
small way, would be justified in moving
to some one of the towns or cities near
Oakland he would still like to manipulate the bees as well as the razor and
the scissors.
I am sure he would not
find so much sand in the beards and
"top-nuts" of the men hereabouts as he
most likely does in the sand-swept mining regions of the Sage-brush State,
;

:

—

!
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though there may be more gold-dust in
pockets of the latter and that's
something not to treat lightly these dull

—

the

times.
I was in San Mateo and Santa Clara
counties last week, and from the way the
cities and towns along the railroad have

been growing I should imagine that any
of them would afford an opening for
bees and a barber. Then, the climate is
splendid.
Palo Alto, on account of its
being a university town, is a good place,
but I suppose it is well provided with
"tonsorial artists and professors." Bera 'varsity city
'tis opGate and is a trifle

keley, in this county,

is

with a population of 40,000, but

Golden

posite the

too windy for bees.

Otherwise

it

is

an

ideal place.
I

in

think any of the fast-growing towns
county east of Oakland would
good opening for bees, beards,

this

offer a

things. There's Elmhurst, San
Leandro, Layward, Dacoto, Centerville,
Newark and Niles. The four last-mentioned expect a rapid rise in population
owing to important railroad lines, in ad-

and such

dition to those already in existence,
ing their way.

com-

Cotton
Her " hive " was advertised
everywhere 30 years ago, and she made
money off it. But no one ever heard
of her as a bee-keeper. But she was a
fraud pure and simple, and hunibug-c.xposers devoted nuich time and space to
.showing up her and her fraudulent ways.
I believe it was proved that there was
no Lizzie Cotton that -some one used
the name to vend a worthless patent-hive
right. LTndcr our present postal regulations she could not carry on her business many months before being driven
from the Maine towri "she" called her
But, perhaps, on this showing
home.
I should not have cited the doubtful
!

—

—

Lizzie as a fair bee-keeper a bee-keeper
of the fair sex.
.Another woman who achieved some
distinction in caring for bees and producing large crops of honey in connection with her husband, was Mrs. Sarah
J.

Axtell.

She, too,

was

a bee-writer,

and interestingly told how she did things.
I might tell of a few more, some of
whom write entertainingly on bee-culture, one having written a bee-book
which has been well-printed but not altogether so well written
and another
who gets up a splendid woman's department for the "bee-keeping sisters," (God
bless 'em, although I haven't been shying
bokays at 'em, as Josh Billings might
have written).
But I think I have
proved by contention.

I
know not. And alfalfa started
manner will be more sure of secreting nectar than will the plants in
irrigated fields, as the latter is cut so
frequently that there is seldom a stand
of blooming plants. Besides, the alfalfa
on neglected land will be richer in nectar
than the cultivated.

what,

in this

I
understand that alfalfa was first
introduced to the northern hemisphere
via California.
It was grown here for
some years before it was taken to some
of the adjoining States.
It came here

from Chile. The first I remember of
attracting attention as a honey-secreting plant was through a couple of articles w^ritten for the Bee-Keepers' Magazine, February and April, 1874, by J. E.
Johnson, who found it an excellent beeforage plant in Utah. Since then it has
become widely and favorably known and
planted throughout Utah, California,
Colorado and a number of other States,
.'^s a fodder plant it has no equal, and
is therefore a favorite with the stock-

it

man.

Bee-Keepers.
I know I am going to step on somebody's corns, Eut as I'm independent and
outspoken, I'm going to out with it. So
here goes

Woman's

sphere is a big subject, and
one often dealt with by writers. Lately
some writers have been stating what a
grand thing it is for woman to keep
what a glory it is for a woman
bees
to get out among the bees and do things
This observation has been called to mind
by a rather indifferent article on bees
in Sunset Magazine a few months ago.

it.

Death of

;

Women

Try

3Ir.

King's Daughter.

After a lapse of something like 20
the correspondence between Mr.
A. J. King, formerly editor of the BeeKeepers' Magazine, and myself, was resumed a few weeks ago. Mr. King had

years,

gone to Cuba after disposing of the
Magazine to superintend some large

don't get after me; not that I
am afraid of my ground, but for fear
that I might forget to say bees, and just
whisper
loud enough to be heard,

Now,

apiaries,

belonging,

I

believe,

to

the

Cassanovas.
Later he was in Arizona..
But during all those years I had not
heard from him.

"R-A-T-S!"

;

Great opportunities for women who
Who ever
keep bees
Great Scott
heard of a woman bee-keeper, all by her

Alfalfa a Great

Honey

Years ago, just after the Civil war,
he was the teacher in the Peralta school,

Plant.

a

district that includes all of what is
that portion of the city of Oakland
north of the Temescal creek, and the
major portion qf Berkeley proper, a
territory now with a population of something like 50,00q souls— then a meager
few hundred the land being all devoted
to farming.

I
believe if more alfalfa could be
planted along roadsides and through the
waste places throughout the length and

now

!

!

"lonely," getting out and making a fortune, or anything near such, by running

;

an apiary I have heard of some women
who were admirable assistants to bee!

But, as

•

;

— how

much

of

it

I

know

not.

She married and quit bees.
I\Irs. L.
Harrison held the boards
longer than any other bee-woman I remember of. I think her main stunt,
however, was with the pen, which was
used to narrate

how

vicinity.

The loss of Mr. and Mrs. King's only
daughter comes as a sad blow to them.
They are both in the winter of life,

she did things with

She was a good woman, and no
doubt did some earnest apiarian work.
bees.

The Linswick

of Michigan,
were pioneers in the line I write of, and,
perhaps, produced more honey than any
other single lot of women bee-keepers
in the country.
I believe they are still
living, but bees no longer claim their
attention, except, perhaps, in a small
way.
But the wonder of 'em all was Lizzie

was in San Diego county. I was anticipating a very pleasant visit from my
old teacher some 40 years passed since
I last saw him.
On June 23 inst. I received a note from him saying that he
was called home by a telegram announcing the death of his daughter, and that
he arrived in time to attend her funeral.
He further stated that his unexpected
and sad recall home would compel his
relinquishing his trip to Oakland and

—

—

dying I believe, in an asylum.
Then, there was Katie Grimm. She
assisted her father to make a fortune
off bees

was going

to state, I heard
from Mr. King, and he wrote me that
he would pay me a visit on June 27th.
He was then superintending a large
apiary in Monterey county, but his home

keepers.
The first woman bee-keeper
who attracted any attention was Mrs.
Ellen S. Tupper in the early seventies.
She was heralded everywhere as something wonderful she reared bees and
queens, and produced honey, and even
supplies and edited a bee-paper.
sold
She wound up by becoming insane, and

I

for their three-score and ten mile-stones
fairly and honorably passed.
It is when a parent's sands of life are
running low that a child's loving ministrations come as a heavenly blessing
to their declining years.
It is then that
the affliction pierces the parent's heart
deeper, and leaves a wound that can
never heal. I am sure the sympathies
of the bee-keeping fraternity of the
land will be with the afflicted parents.

have been

sisters,

Alfalf.\ in Bloom.
breadth of this country, we would be
more sure of a crop of honey every year
than we now are. It is a plant that is
easily started and when once it gets a
root-hold nothing can drive it out, unless
it be gophers, dodder, or some discease

!
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taken extracted honey off the hive and
extracted immediately. This year I took
my honey off with bee-escapes and set

Convention
Proceedinds

honey away

the

my

at

until late in the fall, and"

convenience

extracted.

I

I

kept

warm

honey in a
Mr. Wilcox

the

—

I

room.
used to store honey

until fall before extracting, but I don't
now. You can store it a little while,,
but it is likely to granulate, especially
in unsealed combs.
It is advisable not
to store it, especially in the fall.

^.^sm»i^->

Wheeler— Did Mr. Wilcox use

Mr.

bee-escapes 25 years ago?

My

Report of the Chicago-NoPthwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention.
jContinued from page

off that queen's head.
Miss
"Let them try."

Wilson, how
gained anything

many times have we
by saving a life?
Miss Wilson^Not many.

179i

Early Hatched Queens.
are early hatched queens poor?"
Mr. Wilcox^Call for a show of hands
as to how many think they are poor.
Dr. Miller What do you mean by early-hatched queens?
Mr. Dadant If by an early hatched
queen is meant one reared by a colony
not ready and not strong enough, I beIf howlieve that the question is right.
ever, an early-hatched queen is simply a
queen of an early swarm that is swarming naturally early in the season, I think

come

—

don't

swarm —-in

this

latitude?

How many

think that good queens can be reared
before the middle of May? 3. How many
think good queens can not be reared
before the middle of May? 6. The middle of May is different in different

A

years.

—

Mr. Taylor Can a good queen ever
be reared before the middle of May?
Unanimously, "Yes."
Objections to Foul Brood Laws.
"What is feared by those who object

—
—
queens in April?
Mr. Taylor — For a

brood law?"
Mr. Dadant I would like to answer
that question. I have been called by the
Legislature, or rather by the committee
of the Legislature to advise on the matto a foul

queen

I

'

—

brood, if it is contagious.
the secretary of the IlliBee-Keepers' Association.
nois
State
The member of the Legislative committee held in his hand a letter whicli
he had received in which it was said
that bee-keepers will be injured by a foul
brood law because the inspector will
burn the colonies, and the supply dealers will sell more goods. He did not
In the
give the letter-writer's name.
afternoon we went back and gave the
name, as we thought it was. The letter
ter

of

foul

was with

was opened and that was the name.
Learning About Bees.

—

"What have you

What

success.

I

mean

is

this

:

That

when the bee-business looks at itsworst, that is the time when we must
learn to take good care of our bees,,
because the worse off they are the better chance there is for us to succeed.
Circumstances will be more favorable.
must avoid being discouraged simply because the bees are discouraged.
had a good instance of that thisyear. In March we had an early spring,,
and the bees were in good condition.

We

—

Dr. Miller I don't know. You want
Nectar must
favorable conditions.
be coming in. You can feed, but not as
well as to have the nectar coming. You
must have warm weather. How many
think you can rear good queens 3 weeks
before the time that bees will naturally

brood can not be kept warm; or where
the queen-cell is not made with large
capacity.
I think under some of these
circumstances there is a chance for a
queen to be inferior. I think there is a
greater chance when the colony is not
queen
in a position to rear queens.
can not be inferior except accidentally,
when a colony is in a position to have
plenty of honey and plenty of heat, and
everything necessary to rear a large
number of bees.
Mr. Wilson The flow of nectar has
a great deal to do with jt.
Dr. Miller Can a begmner rear good

—

I

kind of

Mr. Dadant— Why?

A

—

queen 3
by put-

all

entirely different.
queen might
be hatched so early that the time might
pass for her mating and she would be
unable to find any drones ; or where the

flight of the virgin
in order to get good results it
should be good, warm weather, and if
there happens to be warm weather at
the proper time, and if the queen is
properly nourished, there is no reason
why she should not be a good queen.
Mr. Moore About 35 years ago I can
remember that in rearing queens our
folks took a single frame. They reared
queens from a single frame. The 20th
century idea is that tlie best colony is
none too good for rearing queens. Beginners would better not try to rear
queens until they have settled warm
weather, and great big, strong, prosperous colonies to get them from.
Mr. Dadant If you have plenty of
bees in a small hive you could then
rear a good queen. If you can get such
a large number of bees concentrated on
that one patch so that they will feed
the queen with enough royal jelly, you
can rear a good queen from a small
colony, if crowded.
Dr. Miller One of the things that I
have had to fight about within the last
few years was the saving of the life
of any queen reared early in the season.
Sometimes a colony will rear a
queen in April. My own judgment is
that the proper thing to do is to take

—

Dr. Miller You can rear a
weeks before swarming time
ting ID colonies together, but
want queens reared from that
a colony.

—

is

off.

—

I used them as soon asdescribed in the bee-periodicals. I don'^
use them now.
"What have you learned to avoid?"
Mr. Dadant
have learned toavoid discouragements, because in most
discouraging seasons we are closer to-

— We

—

Mr. Wheeler You are not alone in
that.
I have women at my house. They
are always sorry to see a queen's head

"Why

it

assistant says,

Mr. Wilcox

learned this year in

keeping bees tliat is any good?"
Dr. Miller I don't know. How many
think you have learned something this
year that is any good? 3.
Mr. Taylor I don't know as it is very
new. But it is new to me. Often there

We

Then came

the frosts,

and we

—

in the banks
Dr. Miller I had pretty nearly giyer:up having any honey at all. The time
for clover had passed, and then came
a flow of honey, and I got an average
of 66 sections to the colony, of the very
It was an average
finest white honey.
of about 60 pounds to the colony.
Mr. Whitney What sort of honey was-

honey-money

—

—

it?

Dr. Miller— I don't know.

was

I

think

it

heartsease.

Dr. Bohrer

Kansas

—There

is

a heartsease

ir?

that always produces dark honey.
a different species here that

You have

produces light honej".
Clipping Queens.
"Is tliere

any harm

—

in clipping

queens ?"

Dr. Miller How many of you think
there is no harm in clipping queens? 18.
How many think there is harm in clipping queens when the clipping is properly

done? None.

Bee-Space or Quilts Over Frames.
"Is a bee-space over the frames next
to the cover, preferable to the use of
quilts there?"

said "Yes," and 2 "No."
(Continued next month)

Twelve

—

—

lost sev-

I advised keeping on and
eral colonies.
taking better care of the bees. We did,
and were rewarded.
Mr. Wilcox If other seasons are like
this, we have learned to avoid putting

Bee

Joui-nal for

We

1907

—

tOc.

is

have on hand some complete
volumes of the .\nicrican Bee Journal for
190/, which we will mail for 40 cents-

to

each.

a great deal of question as to how
increase of colonies.
keep down
a swarm issued I shook out all
the bees from the combs and set the
frames on weak colonies with a board

When

This is good.
Mr. Chapman I have learned somenew to me. Heretofore I have

between.
thing

—

still

The first half of that year the Bee
Journal was issued weekly, and the last
half monthly, which would make 32numbers. And all of them for only 40
Surely this is a bargain for any
cents
new reader who has become a subscriber
!

this vear.

:
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:

:
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—

—
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splints.

%

^eedoitv_^
foiled DowiO

.

deep

is

saw-kerf

^

and

gauge

the most suitable dimension

to adopt.

-h-K-fis

or iV

The splints should be
X ^. The latter dimension

is

ter for splints properly built into

combs

bet-

on a good flow of honey.

"The splints are 14 inch longer thafi
the distance between the top and bottom
bars, inside measurements.
Waxing is
best,

but

may

be dispensed with in a

good honey-flow.
Misfortune to a Brother Kditor.
Editor E. R. Root has been doing
sonic excellent work at bee-conventions
by the use of the stereopticon, and his
devotion to this interesting pursuit has
cost him a severe injury to the sight
of his right ej'e, if not its permanent
loss.
Only the fraction of a second
looking at a strong arc light at too
close range, and then the physicians' cruder that for some months there must be
110 reading of proof, printed matter, or
manuscript. Truly a privation, indeed,
but with one good eye left. Editor Root
will no doubt be shortly mounted on the
tripod again in good shape, and it will
be the wish of thousands that the experts may be mistaken in their forecast,
and that the injured member may yet

do good

service.

soon be a good working colony on

Different Kinds of Foundation Sold.

The following interesting facts are
given in a Stray Straw in Gleanings
"The question as to the proportion of
thin to extra-thin surplus foundation
having been raised, I asked Dadant &
Sons what was the proportion in their
sales, and received the following very
full reply

"Our sales of foundation
eraged as follows

;

—

I.
1

'.oe

Xuclens Increase.
A. Crane says this in Gleanings

in

Culture

"When I wish to use a colony for
nuclei I remove the queen, placing her in a cage on top of the frames.
I
leave her there 3 days, at the end of
which time there should be cells started.
frame with a little
1
then take one
brood, and place it in a hive of drawn
combs set the colony off its bottom,
and place the hive of drawn combs in
making

;

its

place,

letting

the

queen run on to

one comb of brood. Over this I put
queen-excluder, and set the hive of
top, and put on the cover. The
bees will finish tlie cells just as well
as if the queen were caged for the ten
days, and a new colony will be started
below, so that, when the cells are nearly
ripe, we can take the brood and bees
from the upper story, and form nuclei
without having to leave a single frame
or any of the bees that are on them.
If tlie colony was very strong there will
this

a

brood on

"From this it will be seen that the
thin surplus was 2.6 times as much as
the extra thin. The medium brood was
.1.8 times as much as the thin brood
the total brood, 13 percent more than
Perhaps you might
the total surplus.
tell us how these figures compare with
figures at Medina.

"[We do not keep an extended record
of every grade sold during the year;
but we have asked the foreman of our
department to give a report of it for the
last month, and the figures are as follows For more ready comparison we
put the Dadant
figures alongside of
ours
:

Medium —34.

—
—

Light

Thin
Extra

ippearance."

av-

—

M. Spencer, in 'Gleanings, says that
when robbers become troublesome he

"Prof. H. A. Surface, zoologist, in
the employ of the Agricultural Department of Pennsylvania, conducted some
experiments in the use of paint to discourage
robbers
that
were around
the hives, and his experience was about
the same as yours.
We may say that
plain turpentine will answer almost as
well and a solution of carbolic acid and
water painted on would also be nearly
as effective.
There would be one objection to the use of paint; and that is,
that the cracks of the hive might get
too many coats, giving it a rather bad

last 3'ear

Medium brood 42 percent.
Thin surplus 34 percent.
Thin brood 11 percent.
Extra thin— 13 percent.

Painting Against Robber-Bees.
R.

paints the cracks with fresh paint of
the same color as the hive, also painting alighting-boards and about 2 inches
above the entrance on the hive-body.
Editor Root says in a foot-note

t'lie

old stand."
Instead of the queen being caged, if
she were put with one or 2 frames of
brood in a nucleus for 3 days, there
might be a greater certainty of cells
being started, and the number might be
greater.

Medium —42.

—
—34.

20.

30.

thin

—

16.

Light

1 1

Thin
Extra

thin

—

"So you can leave two inches at one
end of the splints safely, and the waxing is a small job comparatively.
Just
stand the splints on end in a leaning
position until you have enough supplied
for the foundation to be used that day,

or a week or month later.
"Now, in putting in the foundation
you have two inches of unwaxed splint
to handle them by.
Take hold of this
portion and insert the waxed end in
kerfs in the bottom-bars, and spring the
splints into the top-bars,
that is the
whole process. Now, by using eight
splints there is no need of fastening
foundation to the top-bars. This saves

much time, and all that is requisite to
success is to be sure the foundation fits
close to the top-bars. If bottom-bars are
not of good thickness to support the
weight of heavy combs, there is going
to be sagging sooner or later.
I would
advise gluing in a splint to the top and
bottom bars through the center of each
frame.
This unites the top and bottom bars at the center of the combs, and
no sagging of combs is possible.
"For imbedding splints I use a small

wooden roller. Imbed the foundation
splints on the bottom of
the foundation and the roller at the top.
is
work
It
eas)compared to wiring, and
a much greater amount of foundation
can be stayed in the same length of
by placing the

time."

in percentage
here
to the fact that we
advise extra thin for sections, not because the bees take to it better, for they
do not, but because we believe it makes
a finer grade of comb honey. Ed.]"

Foundation

Splints.
B. F. Averill has been wiring combs
for 30 years, and using
foundation
for 23 years.
He likes splints
better than wiring, and they require less
time. His plan has some advantages
well worth considering.
He says in
splints

Gleanings

"My

A

13.

"The difference
shown may be due

Averill's I'hm with

"To wax

the splints, take a dozen or
two at a time between the fingers and
twirl them in a vessel pf hot wax.
little practice will develop the requisite
skill.
It is not necessary to wax the
entire
length of splints.
There will
never be any gnawing of foundation
around the splints near the top-bars. It
is at the bottoms of combs being built
that all the cutting-out is done.
•

plan of using the splints incorporates them with the frames as well as
with the foundation; and thereby I secure a more substantial comb than if
incorporated only with the foundation.
"The first essential part of the plan
is to have top .ind bottom bars grooved
in the center to receive the ends of the

Those WTio Have Honey

to SeU.

Bee-keepers will soon be marketing
honey.
At this time it seems
proper to reiterate our annual caution
where one ships. If the honey is sold
outright he should be sure that the party
to whom it is consigned is responsible.
Let him go to his bank and have it look
him up. If he can get no information
he should require casli in advance or
ship by freight C. O. D. that is, send a
bill of lading to some bank where the
customer is located, requesting it to collect the cash before the goods are turned
their

—

over.

Some argue that, if a house is not responsible, it is safe to send the honey on
commission because the consignee can
be arrested and jailed if he does not
make
there

but if he is dishonest
nothing to prevent him from

returns;
is

making very meager

returns, leaving the
of proof on the producer to
that they are not entirely adequate
the quality of the goods.
To do

burden

show
for

:

—

:

214
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an attorney and
due process of law; and on small shipments the commission man knows it will

Clipping His First Queen.

this requires the aid of

more than

cost

As

the

amount

involved.

bee-keepers

should deal
with only reliable commission men particularly those who furnish regular quotations for the bee journals
and in
every case where possible one should
sell outright.
If the goods are fancy
or No. I, and the house is reliable, a
cash sale can usually be effected, for 'the
business is getting to be done more and
more on a cash basis.
a

rule,

—

'

;

In

case

one has a

lot of off-grade
otherwise inferior goods
it may be necessary to sell on commission. Such lots are usually disposed
of in that way, for no house will buy
outright a shipment of that kind when
it does not know what it is, much less
how much it will bring in the market.

honey

—

— dark or

As we said before in these columns,
dark or inferior-flavored
honey
should be taken out with the extractor.
Nothing but the very best table honey
should be marketed in sections, and even
then all No. 2 should be sold around
all

home.
well for the novice to understand
old producers who deal on the
that is, sell their honey for just
what it is
and offer only first-class
goods, have no difficulty in making cash
sales and at good prices— usually above
the market.
The dealer has come to
know them for their square dealing, and
he has -no hesitation in entering into a
cash deal, and not infrequently wires his
acceptance of the quotation. In the case
of some producers the honey is sold before it is actually off the hives.
Gleanings in Bee Culture.
It is

that

square

—

—

—

Boardman-AIexander Feeder.
In order to increase the capacity of
the Alexander feeder, Harley Condra
puts a Mason jar over the projecting
end, Boardman fashion,
Gleanings in
Bee Culture.

—

Prevention of Honey-Granulation.
Mr. Beuglas gives particular attention
to his honey after extracting, and by
careful storing and covering, preserves
the aroma that others, who are careless,,
allow to evaporate. He says his customers want honey that will not granulate.
This he supplies. By heating the honey
immediately after extracting, to
140
degrees, he is able to assure his customers that the honey will not granulate.
The following is what he writes on tlie
subject
"According to my experience and observation, if honey is heated immediately after it is extracted, the results obtained will be much more satisfactory
than if left for a week or so before
being put through the heating process.
Mucli care should be exercised in the
healing of honey, which should not exceed mucli over 140° Fahr., and a gentle motion kept up by stirring, so that it
majf be evenly heated.
I
would further
conclude that the graiuilation process
commences the very day honey is extracted.
heat,

By

the

immediate application

granulation is evidently practically prevented."
Canadian Bee Jour-

of

nal.

—

H. A. Smith, in the Canadian Bee
Journal, gives the following interesting
account of his maiden attempt at clipping a queen:

was

"It
kill

the

a

great

queen

first

wonder
I

did

I

tried

not

to clip.

I

had always

worn harvesters' pig-skin
when working with my bees;

mitts

saw

that I must disca'rd them
if
I
wished to succeed in doing those
numberless things which grow to be a
necessity as one's apiary enlarges.
I
therefore got a pair of fingerless gloves,
I

clearly

and proceeded to clip my first queen.
I
had to screw my courage up to a
terrible pitch to handle those bees with
bare fingers in looking for the queen.
.\t last I found her, and managed to

catch

between thumb
hand shook

her

My

finger.

;

and

my

forefingers

spread apart; and her majesty dropped
to the ground.
It was not such a hard
job taking hold of her. now she was

away from the rest of the bees, and
I
lost
some of my nervousness.

so
I

clipped her wing without receiving a
sting during the whole operation. Before night I had opened hives which

were nearly

search-proof

and

clipped

their queens."

Let me say to the beginner who has
not yet clipped his queens: Clip 2 queens
if you nearly collapse in doing so; after that you will want to clip everything
in sight."

vs.

wandering

hunting for cells to lay in. The lifting
up of brood and the putting of empty
combs time after time in the center of
the brood-chamber brings a greater increase in bees, and has always given
me much larger returns in extracted
honey than I could ever get any other

way.

"We will now turn our attention to
one of the most valuable parts of all,
and that is the brood I lifted above the
queen-excluder where it was fed so well
and left there until all capped. In the
fore part of the season I take part of
this fittcd-up brood from one super and
part from another until I get enough to
suit me and then tier it up here and
there on colonies not so strong, and
have it all hatched out on these in a
few days without the loss of one cell
of brood. This booming of several colonies with so much
all-capped brood
builds them up so fast that when the
real honey-flow comes on I don't find
much difference in any of the colonies
in the whole apiary.
"Bees run this way work with much
more vim, snap and life than I could
ever get them to do under any other
Of course it will be noticed
run the queens for all they are
thing I certainly do and with
the
exception of a few very choice
queens I requeen every colony every

—

how he proceeds

to check

swarming and secure the largest crop
when working for extracted honey.
Editor Hurley says
"For the last two years we have fol-

—

lowed

this plan ourselves
having rethe hint from Mr. McEvoy
and we can truly say that its results

ceived

are surprising."
is

the plan as given by Mr.

Mc-

time comes to put
supers on all strong colonies, I lift a
comb of brood up into the super and
leave the queen-excluder off just then
so that the queen can go up
a thing
she will quickly do. and in a few days
1
the super will be filled with brood.
then raise this super up and put on
another one, but before doing this
the

right

—

1

—

—a

year."

Early Spring Feeding of Bees.
W. Avery, in the Irish Bee Journal, makes some sensible remarks that
G.

apply as well here as in Ireland.

He

says:
"If bees must be fed any time in early
spring, the owner should bear in mind
that the method which causes the least
disturbance is the one above all others
to adopt.
Combs of sealed honey, which
are like money in the bank to the beekeeper, and should always be on hand,
are far and away ahead of anything
else.

Suppress Swarming and Help Honey
Crop.
Wm. McEvoy, in the Canadian Bee
tells

I

worth

Dayton, in American Bee-Keeper.

"When

their place, for the queen to
she will by this time be found
over the combs of brood,

in

use, as

that

Sugar for Cake.

"If we bake a cake, using honey for
sweetening, and keep the cake a "year,
or until it loses its sweet taste, we will
see that, as the sweetness disappears
from the center, it approaches the outer
surface and escapes into the atmosphere, and the cake becomes insipid at
the center first.
Now if sugar is used
instead of honey, the insipidness begins
on the outside first, and the tastelessness runs deeper and deeper, until it
reaches the middle of the cake.
Will
the reader please explain the cause of
the different behaviors of the sugar and
honey? Also why does the sugar cake
become stale in 2 weeks, while it takes
the honey cake 6 to 10 months.
C. W.

Here
Evoy:

combs

system.

Honey

Journal,

lift up 2 combs of brood into it.
Shake
the queen below, and then put on the
queen-excluder.
In about 6 days later
I lift up 2 more combs and put 2 empty

Next

well-made candy

to that,

is

the best, and enough should be given at
a time to last for several weeks, if possible, in order to avoid disturbing the
bees too
often,
especially
in
cold
weather.
"The best, and I think the only good
way to spring stimulate, is begun the
previous autumn, by sending the colonies into winter quartres with abundNot simply just what
ance of stores.
is thought about sufficient to carry them
through, but rather than err on the side
of scarcity, let them have an extravagant allowance. Just enough is never
enough to winter a strong colony well."

Henceforth

I

not be

will

bound by

the Slavery of Fear because the man

around the corner
frightened than

doesn

l

show

1

is

always more

am, even

il.—Arrlea.

if

he

—
1908.

July,

American ^ee Journal
2. Yes, you can sift the queen out with entrance-guard.
before
3. Better not destroy the old queen
Put the new queen in the hive
introducing.
with the candy in the cage fastened so the bees
In 2 days remove the old
can not get to it.
queen and let the bees at the candy so they
can release the queen.

But

you use

if

cells,

you must make your

Italian colony queenless so as to get the cells.
Two days
In 8 days remove the old queens.
later (10 days after making the Italian colony
queenless) give a ripe cell to each colony.

^lestion-Box*

Sweet Clover for Honey and Hay.
have about one-tenth of an acre of sweet
that is very fine, and in full bloom.
can I manage to save the seed, for I
want to save all the seed trom it that I can?
The bees are swarming in it all the time. It is
I

Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Illinois.

Answer.

know.
— thedon't
»matter any
I

gave

didn't you
tion?

tell

Sorry

to

say

attention.

Have you tried this scheme? Do you
your method for the prevention of
swarming, as outlined in the March American
Bee Journal, superior?
Minnesota.
Answers. i. I have had no experience in
getting early queens elsewhere.
W. Z. Hutchinson says it is a success, and he has tried it on

I

Why

us the result of your observa-

consider

—

a large scale.
2.

have had no experience with the Dudley

I

Prevention of Robbing.
I would like to know the best way to stop
up the hives and prevent the colonies from
Iowa.
robbing each other.
Answer. The very best thing to prevent
robbing is to keep all colonies strong and provided with good queens. A queenless colony is

—

be a point of attack for robbers, esClose up all cracks about a
pecially if weak.
weak colony in danger from robbers, and leave
the entrance large enough for only one bee at a
time.
Piling up hay at the entrance and keeping it wet with water helps to keep robbers
away.
If robbers have got started, you might
try painting cracks and entrances with a strong
solution of carbolic acid applied with a paintbrush.
likely to

Virgin Queens

— Swarming,

How

long will a virgin queen be safe
in a cage if ordered through the mail and introduced to a full colony, and become fertilized?

When

a swarm issues which alights first,
Kentucky.
the queen or the bees?
2.

—

Answers. i. At one time I had 2 virgin
queens sent me by mail irom England, which
were introduced, fertilized, and did good work.
Whether they could have been caged longer
I don't know.
I never
2. There is no fixed rule about it.
heard of a queen alighting before any of the
workers, although such a thing might happen.
queen
is
more
likely
swarm
issues,
the
When a
to be among the last than the first, and probably the same holds as to settling.

Disposing of Big Drones.
a colony
this year,

Answer.
bees

in

— Drones

the

hive

of

one

and queens are the only
larger

than

workers.

As

you would hardly find 19 queens at the same
The
time in one hive, they must be drones.
colony swarmed twice, its young queen is fertilized, and now there is no more need of
drones, and the workers are disposing of them.

Do
1.

Early Southern Queens Prevent
Swarming? '^Dudley Tube."

—

One

apicultural writer claimed that he got

queens from the bouth early in the season and
introduced them to colonies, and by this means
averted swarming.
Has this been your experience?
Have you noticed the description of the
2.
Dudley Tube, by Atwater, in the Review of last

to

1. How can I prevent the first swarms that
I think they
have plenty of room, for after storing one
super of honey, they do not work in the second
super as they should.

come out from swarming again?

Would

2.

frame

matter any

supers

2

at the

placed

on

the

brood-

beginning of their work, help the

?

tried hiving new swarms on the old
3. I
stand and moving the parent hive 10 feet
away, but they fight.
Is this natural, and can
I prevent it in any way?
4. Will a second crop of red clover afford
honey ?
I
introduce queens to advantage in
5. Can
Virginia.
September?

as high as rav shoulders. Can I mow it for hay
Does stock like it, and is it good
for stock?
cattle eat it as soon as they
for horses?
If it is good for all kinds of stock.
get to it.
and
I want to sow it extensively for my stock
The bees are doing well. I have 52 colobees.
nies, and they are gathering the honey.

My

Texas.
Answer. Sweet clover is good food for any
kind of farm stock. Some complain that their
become
must
they
but
stock will not eat it,
accustomed to it. Horses that are not used to
likely to eat it better dry than green.
it are
If left till it blossoms, so that the bees can
work on the bloom, the stalks become too coarse
and hard for hay. If, however, it be cut some
time before the regular time for blooming, it
will start growth again, blooming a little later.

—

Of course, where it is wanted for seed, you
will get more seed by not cutting it for hay
Sweet clover is a biennial, coming from
at all.
the seed the first year, blooming the second

Some
year, and then drying root and branch.
cut it for hay the first year. The seed may be
sown fall or spring, and it seems to do best to
ground.
have the seed tramped down in hard
To save the seed, cut before all the seed is
ripe, sav when the first seed begins tu shell oft,
let it lie and dry, then thresh out.

—

Bees Near StreetMaking Hives
Space Under
Rearing Queens

Bottom-Bars

—

Answers. i. When a swarm is hived, gets
to work, and a few weeks later sends out a
swarm, it is called a virgin swarm, and is not at
all common.
There is no special treatment that
will prevent a virgin swarm except such as

—

tends to prevent a prime swarm room, ventilation, and perhaps some other things.
You
say, "after making one super of honey, they do
not work in the second super as they should."
That sounds as if they fiUed the first before getWhen the first super is about
ting the second.
sooner if they are storing very raphalf filled
idly
put a second super under the first. That
will make sure of their working in the second,
and will also tend to prevent swarming.
2. Yes. only it is perhaps as well to let them
at least a start in

4.

get

one at

first.

Never heard of such a thing before, and

know how
\'es,

to prevent
but the question

it.

is

to

have the bees

it.

5.

Yes.

Colonies — Finding
— Introducing Queens.

Italianizing

Queens
1.

I

am

a

beginner

in

the bee-business.

trance-guard in front of the hive, or is there
danger of the nueen going through this entrance?

How

soon after destroying the old queen
What
should the new one be introduced?
would be the best way for me to introduce
a

queen?

Clover.

so far as professional work or other steady, acincidentally, my
tive employment is concerned,
income almost ceased as a result, until finally 1
was induced to go into the bee-business, which

The second season I
I did with one colonv.
captured 18 swarms from which I made 10
I lost 2 from ignorance,
good, strong coionies.
condition, so far
good
and now have 9, all in
as I

As

am
I

able to judge.

with tools and have a good
and have a buzz-saw on the way
can hitch a 2-horse-power gasolme
I .go'
have been making hives.

am handy

place to work,
to

which

I

engine, I
hold of the Danzenbaker hive tlie first thing,
and while it has too many parts to suit me 1
have
will be obliged to continue using it, as I

brood-frames for 30.
now
I wish to continue making hives, but
I have no
want to know what I am doing.
comcellar or place for one, and am therefore
pelled to winter the bees out-of-doors, and want
enough for
to make a hive which will be warm
stores.
a fairly strong coionv with sufficient
of a
grove
I have an ideal location, with a
mile from my vard, white clover, basswood, danan
delion, wild cherry and grapes— in fact
abundance of feed, and I want to take advancoloI desire to have ^o, 50. 60
tage of it.
nies—all I can attend to in a yard 40x70

H

I

have 4 colonies and have just introduced an
Italian queen into a nucleus which will give
me the fifth colonv. I have the latest edition
I
of "A B C and X Y Z of Bee-Culture."
wish to Italianize all my colonies. When will
be the best time to do so? Our largest honevWould it be advisable for me
flow is in July.
to purchase enough Italian queens to introduce
to all my colonies, or can I do so by introducing cells from my Italian colony?
2. I have trouble in finding the queens of
Would it be safe in dethe hybrid colonies.
queening the colonies by shaking all the bees
in front of the hive, having placed a bee-en-

3.

—

— Sweet

Chronic asthma has "put me on the shelf,"

—

—

don't

bees that has cast 2
extra large from 6
Now in the old
frames, and one medium size.
hive there are a large number of bees about
three times as large, and I believe some will
make 4 of the workers. They do not work.
-\t times
Is it possible that they are drones.-'
the colony, or rather the large part of it come
out, and around and around they go and we
often find 2 or 3 of the large bees dead afterThe
ward, and many are carried out dead.
workers work well. I have often counted 19 at
one time in back of the hive. The large ones,
What do
if drones, take the ribbon for size.
New Jersey.
you think about it.'

have

I

—

3.

I

so

Preventing Swarms from Swarming
Second-Crop Red Clover Late
Requeening.

have

swarms

am

not in a position properly
compare the two methods.
tube,

1.

How

August?

Spring Dwindling and Pollen.
Did you ever see a case of spring dwindling
where there was plenty of pollen in the hive?

never

clover

to

Minnesota.

A.nswebs.— I. You can Italianize at any time,
but it will likely interfere less with the honey
crop if you wait till toward the close of the
flow.
You can use a cell from the Italian colony.

to experil' like the work very much, like
of
I do not care to invest in a lot
hives that I should have to change, therefore
the following questions:
space
If I make a hive with a 2-inch
I
packed with chaff, and a cover for the same,
covered with galvanized iron, will such a hive
d
Shou
bees?
the
keep
down
sealed
properly
would
1 use a bottom-board with inch rails, or
high and as wide as the walls be betrails
thickness, if
I can make the walls any
ter?
I propose to use
2 inches is not enough.
and J^-inch stuff for walls, getting the lumber
from boxes which I borrow, beg and acquire
from the local stores. Will I gain anything by
making the supers the same way, namely, with
So much is written about
2-inch chaff walls?
and
the supers in the early part of the season,
as I am not able to do all this work. I want to
use a warm super if I can make them this way,
possibly use the supers for "divisible" hives

ment, but

%

H

and

—

American Vae Journal
later on, if by study 1 find that it is a good
get comb honey.
^.
apiary is right in town.
have a
Incorporated.
There
poj'iilalion of about loo.

year's time by sowing the seed as soon as it
ripens, so that it makes its first growth during
the remainder of the year, blossoming the next.
This may, however, be yellow sweet clover,

In case the objection
is a little complaint.
becomes serious what defense can I make?
At
present my hives are 30 feet from the sidewalk^ and 40 feet from the street.
Neighbors
who pass and repass many times a day and
within 6 feet of one hive do not complain,
but one farmer claims the bees bother hia

which matures seed considerably earlier than

v.'iv to

We

My

horses.
3. Would there be any objections to boring
holes on four sides of a hive to open into
spaces which will take 2 frames each, separated
by bee-tight partitions, so that 1 can rear
4 queens at once by putting frames with eggs
in them and putting an excluder under all?
Or would you have queen-excluder partitions?
I might not feel well enough to look after the

queens at the right time, and
fight through the excluder.
4. I think I read somewhere that you said
you wanted a 2-inch space under bottom-bars
winter and summer.
If not,
Is that correct?
what space shall I leave under the bars as a
With my queens
permanent arrangement?
clipped, what difference does it make if the
bees do build down? Do I have to be haulin'^
out the brood-frames to look at them, especially
as they are all filled with worker-combs?
Danzenbaker hive, if the endthe
5. In
wedges are in place of what use are the
springs? And if the springs are used, of what
use are the wedges?
6. If sweet clover is planted this spring, may
I look for much of it to blossom this year?
16 square
7. With sweet clover planted on
miles, a pinch of seed here and there, will it
be worth while to put in crimson clover? I
have all of the railroad right-of-way to cultiIowa.
vate, without asking consent.
newly-hatched
fear they

would

—

Answers. i. Such a hive would probably
work all right. I am sorry to say that I am
not entirely certain yet whether bees will build
down in a i-inch space. If they do not, then
1
inch under the bottom-bars is better than %.
I think, however, that they will not build down
in the i-inch space.
I prefer, however, and
have for several years used, a bottom-board
witn not merely a H or i-inch space, but with
a 2-inch space. During the time of year when
there is any danger of bees building down into
this space, I put in a rack that is ^g below
bottom-bars.
know,
I
don't

I have some doubts
have your supers with
it might be worth trying.
2. As a first precautionary measure, become a
member of the National Bee-keepers' Association, if you have not already done so, and get
from General Manager France printed matter
on the subject. A fence of some kind between

whether it win pay
Still,
double walls.

to

disposition.
3. Your scheme of partitioning the hive into
four compartments, a 2-frame nucleus in each
comj>artmcnt (it must be a lo-frame hive to
I've reared
take the 8 frames) is all right.
many queens in this way. Of course, the cells
must be started and sealed in strong colonies.
The partitions should be thin boards, not excluders, with no sort of communication between
Vou say "putting an exthe different nuclei.
cluder under all" that sounds as if you mean
to put your nucleus hive over a full colony,
the bees of the colony having entrance to the
nuclei through the excluder.
I think others
have reported success with this, but I must
confess failure.
in
a previous answer, I
4. As explained
Gives a nice
strongly prefer the 2-inch space.
lot of air
?.
good thing at all times.
If the
bees are allowed to build down, that will take
away nearly all your space, with whatever advantages it may have, for the bees will build
down within perhaps ^i inch of the floor. Besides, your combs will very likely no longer
be movable, as the bees just as like as not will
build from one comb to the next.
know.
S- I don't

—

—

is a biennial, coming from
the seed first year, blooming and producing seed
the next, then dying root and branch. C. A.
Green, however, gets it practically into one

Sweet clover

am

not mistaken, earlier than sweet clover.

Some Various Kinds
ferring

— Comb

of Bees

and

—

TransExtracted

Honey

in Same Super.
In the enclosed box are a moth and a bug.
I can also find a small white egg.
The bug and
moth seem to feed on the pollen in old combs.
I can see no web.
1. What is the bug and moth?
2. What is the difference between the golden,
red clover, and leather-colored Italian queens?
Is it the color only?
3. Could bees be transferred to modern hives
now? and would I lose much noney by so doing?
4. In running for both extracted and comb
honey in the same super, how is the fence held
tight against the section next the frame? Mine

is

a

New

Danzenbaker.

York.

A

Heat

May Have

Caused Swarming

Out.
I

hived a

swarm

of bees a

week ago, and

they went to work and drew out their combs
and stored honey, and to-day (June 20) they
swarmed out and left their store and the eggs
the queen haa laycd.
I had the hive on the
ground with a large entrance. Was there too
much ventilation? I have kept bees a long
time and never saw anything like this before.
Illinois.

—No,

Answer.
more

tion;

surely not too much ventilagreat heat.

likely the

Building a Honey-House

— Storing

Comb Honey.
We

2-story honey-house,
bottom of the norththe 70-colony apiary
this hill, southeas't
from the location where the honev-house is to
If the dimensions of the building
be built.
are to be 24 feet long by 14 feet wide, how
high should it be? Also, please state how you
would arrange the building, giving the size
and number of windows, doors, etc.
2. Is it advisable to store comb honey at this
time of the year in an attic? The attic is very

intend to build a
including basement, at the
ern slope of a small hill;
is located at
the side of
1.

light,

—

Answer. I don't know. One guess would
be that bees from neighboring colonies carried
off part of the honey.
But that guess is hardly
necessary. The f. st part of the answer is easy:
They carried the first 5 pounds into the old
hive.
When they swarmed, they took with
them a sacful each, and the only trouble is to
tell what became of the honey they took afterward, seeing each bee was already filled, and
seeing no honey was in sight in the hive afterward.
It might not be a wild guess to say
that although each bee had its sac well filled,
some of the bees might still load up a little
more heavily, taking some of their neighbors'
loads, these latter unloading so that they could
bring in the honey you put on the 4th.
Bear
in mind, too, that a large force of bees was
engaged in secreting wax, thus using up honey
rapidly.

—

Answers. i. I'm not an entomologist, but I
suspect the specimens sent are one and the
same thing in different stages of their being.
I don't think they belong in the list of bee-enemies, never troubling live bees, but feeding occasionally upon unprotected pollen.
I
think
I've seen the same thing on dried beef and
other foods.
2. The distinction :s perhaps not always kept
very clear.
A red clover queen is one whose
workers are supposed to visit red clover more
than other bees, and may be golden or something else.
golden queen is one whose workers show all, or nearly
all,
yellow bands.
Leather-colored are those which are 3-banded
and rather dark.
3. When the colony swarms, hive the swarm
in a modern hive, putting it on the old stand
with the old hive close beside it.
Twenty-one
days later cut out the combs and add all the
bees to the swarm, unless you want to have
another colony, in which case you will transfer bees and comb to another hive.
don't think any one runs for both
4. I
kinds of honey in a Danzenbaker super.

but

the hives and the street will be a good thing.
It is probably better to have it close to the
^ake
sidewalk rather than close to the hives,
it high enough to clear the heads of passers-by,
If at a place where a board
6 feet or higher.
fence would appear unsightly, you can have a
fence of wires or poultry netting covered with
vines that will be ornamental.
Above all else look out for the character of
your bees.
There are bees that would never
Again,
disturb persons massing within a rod.
there are bees that will volunteer an attack at
more than 10 rods from tneir hives. If you
find any colony that is cross, pinch its queen's
licad off, and replace with a queen of better

6.

the white.
I think it might; for crim7. I don't know,
son sown in the fall blossoms next season, if I

one about 25 feet, and put out more honev,
hoping to draw all the field-bees from the old
hive, and I seemed to succeed well, and this
morning (June 5) I put out more, and it was
all gone before noon, at which time I opened
up the hive to see how they were doing, and
imagine my surprise at finding not one drop of
honey in the hive. The queen had commenced
to lay, the hive was packed with bees, and they
had some bee-bread. What could they have done
with all of that honey?
Nebraska.

but somewhat hot.

Diseased Brood.

My

bees have it.
One summer I cure
them and the next it will show up as bad as
ever.
Suppose a person moves his bees this
fall to a. place w^here there is no disease, do
you think he could cure them, being careful
not to have any robbing?
If you were in ray
place how would you do it?
Indiana.

Answer.

—

—

— Rather

a

tough problem.

Hardly

the right thing to take diseased bees in a
healthy locality.
If tiie number is not large,
it
would be better to buy a start of thoroughly healthy bees in the new location. Otherwise you might pretty safely get rid of the
disease this summer by
the
McEvoy plan,
throwing the bees on comb foundation, and
trust to the closest kind of watching to forestall any outbreak next season.

Best Honey-Producing Plants.
that
all
honey-producing plants,
Suppose
flowers, brambles, trees, etc., of the North Central States were in great abundance near your
apiary at Marengo, 111.
Of these, please name
in rotation, the 10 plants which you consider
best for your bees; taking into consideration
the markets, also the quantity, quality the demand for certain flavors, etc., of honey. I
would like to have them named, as for instance: ist, white clover; 2d, buckwheat, etc.

Subscriber.
Answer. I don't know enough to answer
your question, and don't believe I could answer
it if I should spend a whole year at nothing
else but trying to find the answer.
Asparagus
is visited by the bees, but there is no way
that will tell anything about the quality or the
quantity of honey that might be obtained from
if it were in great abundance.
Of those
it
that I do know something about, I don't know
enough for a certainty as to be sure about
placing them in their right order, but it might
be something like the following: White clover,
linden, (basswood), alsike clover, dandelion,
fruit-bloom, yellow sweet clover, white sweet

—

clover, heartsease, buckwlicat.

Swarms With Clipped Queens — Salt

— Best Section —Wiring
— Introducing Queens

Bees

for

Frames

Wood

Illinois.

Answers. i. Nine feet high for the first
story and 7 for the second will work well, and
An outside door to enter
8 for the cellar.
the center of one side, with a stairway facing
it.
First story in 2 rooms
one for storing
with one window, the other for workshop with
window at each of 3 sides. The stairway can
he in the storeroom, so the workshop can be
easily kept warm in cold weather.
2. Yes.
It can be none too hot.

in a localitv that is full of brood-dis-

live

I

ease.

1.

How

a clipped

Splints for Frames.

do you manage a swarm of bees with
queen? How do you hive them?

have heard old bee-keepers say that
2. I
Is that so?
If it is so,
bees must have salt.
how do you feed it to them?
3. Which is the best section to use, plain or

bee-way ?
4.

Which

5.

G

is

me

the

full

best

way

to

wire brood-

instructions for introducing

a q
Is

What Became
On

of the

Honey?

morning of the 3d I put out about
5 pounds of old honey for my one colony of
bees, and they went to work at it with a will,
and late in the afternoon they sent out a big
swarm; I hived them on 10 full sheets of
Yesterday morning I placed them
foundation.
where the old hive had stood, and moved that
the

there

grccn
7.

is,

nectar in potato blossoms?
If
won't spraying the potatoes with paristhe bees?

there

kill

Can you buy

splints
If so, where?
size for making.

ready made?
tions

and

—

for

brood-fratnes

If not, give diiec-

New

York.

An'Pwers.
I.
Look on the ground for the
queen as the swarm comes out; she may be
among the first, but more apt to be among the

—

last; cage lier; move the Iiive a few feet from
its stand and set the empty hive in its place,
In 5
putting the caged queen at the entrance.
minutes the swarm may return, but more likely
15 (I've known a swarm to stay out an hour,
but that's extremely rare), and the bees will
enter the empty hive of their own accord.
Any time while they are going in, or after
they have gone in, let the queen run in at the
Then you can set the old colony
entrance.
close beside the swarm, unless you prefer it to

swarm
2.

again.
don't know whether they need

I

because I think they need
water from smelling bad,

it,

I

salt.

Not

but to keep the
put salt in their

watering-tub.

Preferences differ;

3.

I

prefer the bee-way.

Not certain just
best distance; perhaps this: upper wire
I'A inches oelow the top-bar, next ij-^ farther
down, then 2 inches farther down.
Three horizontal wires.

4.

what

is

full instructions for introducing
will be something
Put the cage between the combs or
directly over them, not allowing the bees to get
at the candy; 3 days later remove the old queen
and give the bees access to the candy so they

Generally

5.

come with the queen, which
like this:

will

liberate

7.

her.

Doubtful

6.

know

You can

Co., ready

there's any danger.
I don't
work on potato blossoms.
them from the A. I. Root

if

that bees

get

made.

About

Bees from Box-Hives.

They
have about 25 colonies of bees.
have been out on shares for S years, and for
the last 4 years they have not increased any,
and my one-half of the honey was not enough
for my family of seven.
So I thought I
would take thera home and see if they will not
I have
furnish enough honey for the family.
never handled any bees, and would like some
information. I find that some of the hives have
lath nailed across instead of frames, and those
that have frames have not enough, and the
bees have built the comb in all shapes, so there
is not a hive that I can get tne frames out of.
How can I get them in shape, or will they be
Some of the bees are
all right as they are?
in old store boxes.
One of my neighbors advised me to make new hives and put frames
with starters '\<r^ them, and put them under the
old hives SQ-'that the bees would have to go
through the new hive to get to the old hive.
He said they would fill up the new hive with
brood-comb and fill the old comb in the old
hive with honey. What do you think of this plan ?
If it is not good please suggest one.
I

Answer.

—

Yes, if you set a box-hive, or any
hive with crooked combs, over an up-to-date
hive, in any fair season the bees will build
down and occupy the lower hive, filling the
upper one with honey. But the honey will not
be in the most desirable shape, being in old
black combs.
You can do another way. Wait
till the colony swarms.
Hive the swarm in a
movable-frame hive furnished with workercomb foundation, setting the swarm in the
place of the old hive, the old hive close beside
the swarm, and 3 weeks later add the bees of
the old hive to the swarm, and melt up the

combs.

Increase

—Swarming—Taking

0£F

Supers, Etc.

am

have 2 colonies of Italian
I
bees which came through the winter fine. About
June 1 I put a super on one that seemed
June lo, about
to be overflowing with bees.
II

a beginner.

o'clock,

it

1

swarmed and alighted

in a little

basswood tree. I left it there i',4 hours. There
were still a few bees flying around it when
I cut the top
off and shook the bees off in
front of a new hive that had starters of foundation in.
As soon as the bees were in I took
the hive and set it on the old stand, and left
When I came back they
it for about an hour.
had left the hive and settled in another tree
where I left them (thinking I had not left
them long enough before) for an hour, when
I came back and they were gone.

Why

didn't tuey stay in the new hive.''
mistake?
do you get a
I would like to clip the
into a hive?
wing of the queen but don't know how to do
it, or where to hna her.
1.

What was my

How

swarm

2.

I

want

to increase

my

colonies as fast as

How

can I do it without buying
possible.
(jueens or taking cells from another hive? What
the best and cheapest way?
3. Describe and tell how to know a queen
or drone cell from a worker-cell.
4. Does it hurt the brood to open the hive
is

damp weather?
Should the swarm be left where
no bees flying around

in cool,
5.

until there are

it

it?

settled

supers

the

in order to get

fall

be

the colo-

"Xew

—

Subscriber."

Answers. i. ^"our most serious mistake,
wa
not having stuuied carefully
That one
some good bee-book in advance.
swarm would have paid for several books. Your
next most serious mistake was in waiting 2
hours to hive the swarm when it came out the
second time. At this distance one can not be
sure why the swarm came out after being
probably,

hived, but

it

a

is

pretty safe

was on account of the

heat.

guess to say

When

first hived, it is well to shade it in
if the hive is not already in the

a

swarm

it

is

some way,
shade, and

abundant ventilation should be given by raising
the hive from the bottom and by leaving the
cover partly off no harm to have the cover
shoved forward so as to leave a space of an
Also, some
inch for the first 2 or 3 days.
give a frame of brood to the swarm to hold

—

them.

Perhaps natural swarming may suit you
You may hurry up the swarming, as well
make some colonies swarm that would
if left to themselves, by proceeding in this way;
When a colony swarms, set
Remove the old
the swarm on "the old stand.
hive, and set it on the stand of some other
colony, removing this later to a new place.
In about 8 days, more or less, a swarm will
pretty surely issue irom the old hive again.
2.

best.
as to

not do so

You

Transferring

should

time

t

strong for winter?

will

place.

In

swarm

in place of the old
hive in place of some
latter to be set in a new
1, 2, or 3 days, a swarm will likely

set

setting

hive,

other colony,

this

the

old

this

come from the old hive again, and you will
treat it in the same way as the others, and so
You
continue as long as any swarms issue.
see that when you put the old hive in place
of some other, it gets the flying force from
the one that is removed, and being thus
strengthened, it is likely to swarm so long as
any extra queens are left.
If they measure
3. Lay a rule on the cells.
the inch, they are worker-cells; if 4 to
the inch, they are drone-cells; if larger, they
are queen-cells.
4. There is danger of chilling the brood if
it is too cool for bees to fly freely.
5. No; just as soon as nearly all the bees
have settled, so that you are sure of the
queen, the sooner you hive the swarm the bet5

to

ter.
6.

Comb-honey supers ought

to

be taken

off

as fast as the sections are finished; extracting
supers as soon as the harvest is over.

friend had a very large Italian col4. My
ony.
He put a hive-body full of empty comb
on the hive which the bees were in, with a
In a few weeks he
queen-excluder between.
shooic the bees and queen into the top one, and
put on a super.
He looked all through the
hive-body with the brood in. but was positive
He put this on a
there were no queen-cells.
weak colony. The next day the bees swarmed
out.
They left a lot of bees in the hive, but
they did not have any brood to make a
queen of. He put in a frame of brood, and
Before he did
they made some queen-cells.
anything with them they had 2 hive-bodies with
Afterwards, they
the queen in the lower hive.
had a hive full of empty comb with a super.
did those
He uses the Danzenbaker hive.
The swarm alighted in
bees leave the hive?
the top of a 30-foot oak which was in his
neighbor's yard.
I sawed the limb off, but the
bees went back on another limb in the top of
the tree, and as he did not want to spoil the
tree, he had to let them go.
neighbor has about 25 colonies of
5. My
He did
bees, and the other day 2 swarmed.
not know which hive they came out of, so he
hived them and set them any place. The next
of
bees
in
each
there
was
about
a
quart
day
hive.
He did not know whether the queen
was in with that quart of bees or not. Dia
the most of the bees go back to the old locaInw.v.
tion, or what became of them?

Why

Answers.

—

i.

Hard

to

Some

tell.

accident

may have befallen her. There may have been
nothing that hindered her from still doing good
service.
I have known a number of queens
with abdomens dented, or a little crooked, that
were good queens.
2. There being more than one queen-cell, the
first young queen that emerged went oft with a
swarm; then when the second queen emerged,
she may have been lost on her wedding-trip.
3.

there

Yes, it is poss..>le. as Mr. Crane says, that
is a difference in the vigor of the bees.

There may have been more difference, too. than
you supposed, in the first place, in the strength

Then there may have been
of the 2 colonies.
some other reason that I know nothing about.
4. If I imderstand. the bees swarmed after
It seems like
all their brood was taken away.
a case of desertion, the bees leaving because
in some way dissatisfied with their premises;
only in that case one would hardly expect them
Perhaps,
to leave a lot of bees in the hive.
however, the bees left in the hive were those
that were in the field at the time the swarro
left.

Yes, they

5.

may have gone

back.

—

Dented Queen Difference in Bees
Perhaps Bees Deserted.
1.
i have
3 colony of bees which had an
elegant queen.
The colony increased so fast
One day
that I was afraid it would swarm.
my friend and myself looked into the hive,
but to our surprise we found 3 or 4 empty
combs and a patch of unsealed brood about
The other frames conas big as your hand.
tained the nicest-looking sealed brood you ever
saw. I sent for a queen. In a little over a
found the old queen
week she arrived.
was there, and to us she looked as if her
abdomen was not straight with her thorax.
\V^hat was the matter with that queen?
2. During fruit-bloom I clipped the queen's
wings and in a few days I looked into the
hive, but noticed no unsealed brood, and 3
queen-cells.
I think the bees balled her after
clipping.
I looked in several days later and
noticed that the queen was out of the cell,
I then
and that the hive was very populous.
waited until I was sure the new queen was
laying, but from the appearance of things
when I looked, I concluded they had swarmed
out.
There were a good many bees in the
I ran the bees
hive, so I sent for a queen.
through an excluder, but found no queen. My
bees are over a mile from where I live. Why
did they swarm out when there was nothing
for the remaining bees to rear a queen from?
Did they think I would give them a queen,
or what did they think?
3. There is Something the matter with my
When it came through the winother colony.
ter it was very weak, and in early April I got
a tested queen from the South for the colony.
Now (the middle of June) there are 4 frames
The other
with no brood or honey in them.
frames contain brood, and most of them are
^Iy friend got a queen at the same
full.
time, at the same place, and put it in a colony as weak as mine. Now that colony has
What is
stored nearly a superful of honey.
The bees inthe matter 'with that queen?
creased quite a little and then stayed about
I use the Danzenbaker
the same in strength.
hive.
Do you suppose what J. E. Crane says
in June 15 Gleanings, on page 747, has anything to do with it?

iipbrfsaiHll
4experieiice$l|

We

Bees Husiinig

ivluw.

very busy now. Bees are doing splenon white and alsike clover, with bassG. M. DooLiTTLK.
wood just opening.
I

am

didly

Borodino, X. Y., July

;.

Hopeful Bee-Keepers.
Bees wintered better than usual with me.
clover prospects are also better than usual and I am hoping for a fair honey crop.
While the season
Bee-keepers always hope.
here is about a week behind the normal, it
has not been very cold since the first of April,

The

and nothing has had a

back-set.

Orei, L. Hebshiser.

Kenmorc, N.

Y.,

May

14.

—

Brood-Rearing in Winter Bees Wintering on Full Combs of Honey.
Noticing the discussion on page 170, between
Messrs. Byer and Poppleton, I can scarcely refrain from "butting in" the least bit. In regard to
brood-rearing in winter while mine has been
wholly out-door experience it has been the
most common experience to find capped brood
of
in March, and not uncommon in the month
My bees are wintered in what is
February.
known as the "chaff hive."
well
on
so
wintering
not
In regard to bees
full combs of honey or nearly so, as on dry
combs to cluster on, also referred to by Mr.
Byer, I would like to "chip in" just a word.
North,
It has been pretty well agreed among
a.mem bee-keepers, I think, that it's pretty
cult to freeze a colony of bees if they are

—

—

July,

2l8

190S.

American Vee Journal
clustered on good honey, or have
brood-nest.
ft
has not been an
thing for bees to die from starvation with
plenty of honey in the hive, so far from the
Drood-nest that in their chilled condition they
could not reach it; but, put them on it; or under it, and I'd not pay a penny to insure sucWm. M. Whitney.
cessful wintering.

Evanston,

111.,

July

4-

Rolling in the Honey.
Bees are rolling in the honey. We hope to
have a better yield this season than last.
Gnadenhutten, Ohio, June 24.
J. HccK.

Never a Better Honey Flow.

We

never had any better honey-flow than at
We
time when the sun shines.
lots of wet weather the past spring.
White clover is everywhere and there is also
a heavy basswood bloom to come in about 10
days.
I have 50 colonies with natural swarming, so I have my hands full some days.
Fairfield, Iowa, June 20.
L. W. Elmore.
present

the

have had

ground under an old apple-tree in the pasture.

The morning I found them, I set a box-hive
over them, and after they had gone up into the
hive a mule turned it over, and the result was a
warm time for "Jack." but I succeeded in saving the swarm, which gave me 25 pounds of
honey a few days ago.
Four poor seasons had almost put me out of
the business, but this spring when white clover
began to bloom I was again encouraged, and
am now having fine success, some colonies bayThis
ing 25 or more pounds of comb honey.
is a booming season in this locality.
What do you think of a man who has 30
colonies and allows them to swarm naturally,
and let 24 or 25 swarms go to the timbers?
Do you think he should be called careless? I
I have a neighbor bee-keeper
think he should.
who did this very trick this good white clover
season.
He does not get as much honey from
30 colonies as I do from my :i.
R. C. Hickm.^n.
Slater, Mo., June 28.

Bee-Keeping

in

Backward Condition.

The clover season is nearly over, and not
10 pounds of extracted honey taken per
Too much rain is the
colony, on the average.
cause of no honey. Over Laclede county not
over one-half the bees are alive that began the
winter of 1907-08. They all died from starvaBee-keeping is in a very backward condition.
Only a small percent
tion in this locality.
The maof the bees are on movable frames.
jority are kept by careless farmer bee-keepers.
over

Bees Doing Best for Years.
Bees in this locality are doing the best I
have known for several years.
There is an
abundance of white clover, and the bees are in
I have 13
the midst of the swarmine season.
colonies in my home apiary and 4 out of town.

Of the
I sold 4 colonies recently for $iz.oo.
17 I have only 4 new swarms as I am keeping
the bees from swarming as much as possible.
Some colonies are in the second supers and
we have taken some honey off.
are hoping
for a bountiful vear for honey in Iowa.

We

(Rev.)

Durham, Iowa, June

W.

J.

Stine.

25.

Light Honey-Flow.
In this section of country everything indicates not a very good yield of honey this season.
Our spring was too wet, and our white
clover grew too rank.
I
never saw longstemmed white clover produce much honey, and
the cold nights and dry weather we are having,
make the honey-flow very light. I have just
taken off my first super of comb honey, and
our flow is generally over here from July ist
to the 15th.
I don't think my apiary will average over one super to the colony.
T.

G. Lreighton.

Harrison, Ohio, Ju

D. E. Dobbs, of Indus, Minn., sent us a
specimen of a plant which grows in swamps
great profusion in his locality.
us to name the plant.. We referred

in

He
it

desired
to Prof.

Walton, who replies as follows:
[The plant in question is called Labrador
Tea, Tcdum latifoHum, and occurs only in the
northern part of
the
United States from
Massachusetts to Minnesota. The bush is easily
recognized by the dense rusty wooliness of the
lower side of the leaves. The Labrador Tea is
well shown in colors in the last edition of Mrs.
Dana's "How to Know the Wild Flowers,"
plate 25, published by Scribners.
C. L. Wal-

—

ton.]

is

Butterfly
name of

the

work on

Weed.
this flower?

My

bees

the time it is
I noticed a
in bloom.
It is blooming now.
little on my place last year, and there is quite
Howa quantity of it scattered around now.
Bees seem to be very
ever, it is not plentiful.
fond of it. This red flower is of short bloomare at

ing.

It

grows

it

constantly,

all

in a flat cluster.

Greenfield, Tenn., June

Oakland, Mo., June

8.

R. B. Perry.

[The plant is the butterfly-weed, so called
from its brilliantly colored blossoms: also called
pleurisy-root, from the belief that the thick
Its
roots were a si>ccific for the pleurisy.
scientific name
word being that

is Asclcpias tuberosa, the first
of a Greek poet, and the second
referring to the thick roots.
Prof. Cook in the "Bee-Keepers' Guide," page
423, Revised Edition, speaks very highly of
the pleurisy-root as a bce-plant.
C. L. Walton.]

—

Bee-Keeping for Boys

—Carelessness.

I
began bee-keeping s years ago, at the age
I started
of 12, and am still in the business.
with 2 colonics which my father gave me when
The first summer they
he quit keeping bees.
increased to 7, the 7th one being found on the

R.

17.

Backward Spring

D.

— Italian

Wilson.

and Black

Bees Mixing.
This been a verv backward spring for bees
My bees wintered well, as I
in tins locality.
lost none, but I have had a hard time to keep
since spring set in, as
there have been but 3 or 4 days that they could
work since fruit began blooming, so they got
no good whatever of the fruit or dandelions.
Thev are now May 17 storing a little more
honev than they are using.
Some look to be full
I have 26 colonies.
bought them from different perI
Italian.
sons, and do not know that they are full
I am a beginner
Italian, only by their looks.
I have
and have had verv little experience.
"A B C of Bee Culture," and with the help
I hope to sucBee
Journal
of the American

them

from

starving

—

Labrador Tea.

What

The season of 1907 was a "ood one for
Breeding ceased and
clover, but no late flow.
hence the colonies began the winter with mostly
old bees. These soo-. died off, leaving the coloAfter this, when we
nies very weak in bees.
have no fall flow. I shall feed for stimulative
purposes until I have the hives full of brood.
These hives full of young bees, plenty of wellsealed honev, and a good, young queen, insure
a crop of honey the following season, if the
flowers really do secrete nectar.

—

ceed.

The first of last July I bought a colony
of black bees that were so bad to sting that
the man said he could do nothing with them.
He said he had never been able to get the
moved them home (about
I
surplus honey.
worth of honey, and
got
$3.60
mile),
a
I set the hive within 6
never got a sting.
feet of an Italian colony, and now about onesixth of the workers in the colony that were
all black bees last Julv. are just like the Italian
bees in the near-bv colonv. What is the cause?
I did not notice it until late this spring, and
concluded that the theory, that a queen once
mated was always so, was probably incorrect,
and that the blacK queen had mated with the
I would not have been surItalian drones.
prised to have seen black bees among the yellow ones, on account of their not being located and would probably get into the wrong
hive.
J. A. DethErow.
Springfield, Mo., May 18.

Early

Swarming

— Weather

The honcv-flow is in full blast. The white
clover flow began early in May and is still on.
The mustard flow is under headway now, but
not much of it.
It began in
going on in full
force, and will probably go on a week or two,
as I allow the bees to swarm naturally.

Swarming was
yard

May

B,

a

month

and

is

early.

still

During the latter part of May and the first
Tune the weather was so cool and damp
that the bees could do nothing, but the weather
are having hot. bright,
has changed now.
sunnv days. The whole force of field-bees are
R. C. Hickman.
very busy today.
Slater, Mo., June 20.

of

We

—Bees

Doing

Fairly

Well.

We

now

in the midst of a rainy season,
and very poor weather for the bees. Yet bees
They are swarming
have djone fairly well.

are

some, stored some surplus honey from fruitbloom, and have done fairly well on raspThe alsike clover is
berry and blackberry.
now in bloom, and the bees couid do we.U on it
About
if the weather were favorable tor them.
one-third of the bees that went into winter
quarters came out dead, and still more that
There was
wintered on the summer stands.

no

in this section last year, and
into the winter short on stores.
crop is white and alsike clover,
get a good flow from linIf we miss this we don't
basswood.

surpliis

honey

many bees went
Our main honey

but sometimes we

den or
count on much noney. I have never seen any
have seen some
I
honey from buckwheat.
gathered from heartsease, and called buckwheat.
I am now in my 44th year as a bee-keeper,
and have had many ups and downs more
O. P. Miller.
downs than ups.
Menlo, Iowa, June i.

—

Bees Find

Home

Before Swarming.

for several seasons, but
I have kept bees
never knew positively until this season that bees
have their new home located before leaving the
hive,

when

Recently

swarniing.
when looking over the hives in the

morning, I discovered a few bees working
around a hive I had in readiness for a swarm
I was expecting to issue. At first 1 thought they
were robbers, as the hive was filled with comb
and contained some honey, but I did not think
On going
it worth while to remove tne hive.
around again about noon, however, I concluded
I would, as the bees were greatly increased in
surprised
I
was
hour
later
number. About an
to see a swarm hovering over the hives, and
at once concluded they were looking for the
hive.

I

replaced the removed

therefore

hive,

when the bees commenced to settle immediately
hive, where they have since reThis is the second time this has ocmained.
curred this season in nearly the same manner.
Geo. S. Ives, Jr.
Granton, Wis., June 21.
and enter the

Rain

Torrents

in

—White

Clover.

We are having it very, very, VEEV wet. We
have scarcely seen the sun for two weeks, and
cyclones have done great damage on all sides
of us. but no damage to us (our family) save

A numa few trees blown down on broken.
The
ber of buildings were wrecked in town.
rain has come down in torrents, and we have
hoped for days to see the sun. However, this
immediate community will suffer no great loss
on account of the wet if it \vill stop now.
The bees have revelled in a wealth of dandelion
bloom, and many hives have o^e super filled
and capped with dandelion honey; others are
working in the second super.
Swarming was in full blast during the hot
spell previous to the rainy period among the
small bee-keepers that let the bees swarm at
I haven't had a swarm
their "own sweet will."
yet, but expect to be busy when the sun comes
straggl „
The
white clover that has sh own up yet, but by
this time next week there will be a perfect sea
of it, and we hope to s(ee the sun rise, the
order to see
mercury rise, and of cou
before sunthe sun rise, we will hav<
*

W. Hall.

rise.

Hull. Iowa, June

3.

The American

Institute

of Phrenology
Incorporated 18GG, by special act of the
Legislature, will open its
next session the first Wednesday in September. The subjects embraced: Phrenology, Physiognomy, Ethnology, Psy-

New York
Condi-

tions.

my

Poor Weather

chology, Physiology, Anatomy, Hygiene
and Anthropology. For terms and particulars apply to M. n. Piercy, Sec, care

Fowler & Wells Co.,
New York N. Y.

24 East

22d

St.,

,

ITALIAN BEES

AND QUEENS, l^r^l^^.

Sfanilar.l (looils.

ALISO APIARY.

A>.k for Olreulars.
El Toro, Orange Co., Calil.

1908.

July,
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PREMIUM OFFERS

and

SPECIAL CLUBBING

With The

In Connection

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies

.

triends

we

free, to help you interest your friends and eet subscriptions. If you will send us names of your
will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk you can get

*— "-d so either get your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below.
a year*s sul)s«Tiptioii free for sending us two new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

el

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE
ame and addressput
side of the handle as
in cut. and on the
her side pictures of
queen-bee. a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,

through which is
seen your name.

you

If

knife

it

this
be re-

lose

can

turned to you. or
serves to identify

you

if

you happen

to be injured fatally, or are
unconscious. Cutise.xact
size.
Be sure to
write e.xact name
and address. Knife

delivered

in

two

weeks. Priceofknife
alone, postpaid.

$1.25.

With year's subscription, $1.50.

Free

for 5
new 50c subscriptions.
l'«

BEE-KEEPER'S

•ill

I

pen. As far as
true usefulness

goes it is equal
t.>anyof the higher-priced,

much-

advertised

pens.

If

you pay more

the

Nib

IS

name

it's

you're

charged for. The Gold
guaranteed 14 Karat gold.

Indium pointed. The holder is
hard-rubber, handsomely finished. The cover fits snugly and
can't slip off because it slightly
wedges over the barrel at either

This pen is non-leakable.
very easily cleaned, the penpoint and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,

ending

is a uractical and helpful
l,ound in cloth, Ijeautifully
Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1. In. Given free tor 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
C of Bee Cultnre.by A. I. & E. R,

Illustrated.

A B

Root.— Over

500 pages describing
ything
pertaining to the care of honey-be
ings.
Bound in cloth, price alone. |1.50.

almost per-

fect for prying

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.— How the very best
queen-bees are reared. Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's .subscription, $1.2.1. Given free for 4 new subscriptions at 50 cents each. In leatherette binding,
price alone, 75 cents. With a year's subscription
$1.00.
Given free for 3 new subscriptions
at 50 cents each.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.-This book is in-

up cov-

ers, supers, etc.. as

it

does not mar the wood.
Dr. Miller, who has
used it since 1903 says,

January

7.

"I

1907:

think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid,
SOcents. Withayear's
subscription, 60 cents.
Given free for 2 new

subscriptions at

structive,
helpful,
interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientitic. It also contains anatomy and physiology of bees. 544 pages, 295
illustrations. Bound in cloth. Price alcne, $1.20.
With a year's subscription. $1.4;. Given tree
for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

50

cents each.

I,ansstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant. -This classic has been entirely re-

PREmium
QUEENS

written.

ard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,
ers.

Sent only after May 1st.
Orders booked any time
for 1908 queens. Safe delivery guaranteed. Price,
75

cents each.

or

12

for

$7.50.

6 for $4.00.

One queen

with a year's subscrip3

new

Free

$1.00.
for
50c. subscriptions.

Here shown

a year's

?J

;^-

O WONT

With

rou

EE

m HOKEY.

WOULD huo you all the TinE-,
And Wt WOULD NEVlft PART

For
$1.25.

about honey. The manufactured comb-honey
misreiiresentation is contradicted in two items
each occupying a full page. Has 33 flne illustrati.ins of apiaries or apiarian scenes. It also
contains 3 bee-songs. This booklet should be
placed in the hands of everybody not familiar
with the food-value of honev. for its main
object is to interest people in nonev as a daily
table article. Price 25 cents, with a year's

subscription, 60 cents. Given free for 1 new
subscription, at 50 cents.
Three copies for SOcents; or the 3 with a vear's
subscription 75 cents; or the 3 copies given
free for 2 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Buschbauer, is a bee-keeper's handbook of 138
pages, w-hicn is just what our German friends
will want. It is fully illustratedj_and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. with a vear's
subscription. $1.25. Given free for 4 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

A-IO CMCER THIS lOSiVr HEART?

ac-

subscription. J1.50.
5 new subscrip-

i~

BEAR

THE EMERSON BINDER

I

Given free for

tions at 50 cents each.

Astiff board .hiimiIc like a book-cover with
cloth back.
Will 111. 1.1 .-.•isilv 3 volumes (36
numbers) of til. .Anoiicaii Bee Journal. Makes

reference ea,sy, prc.>*crves copies from loss,
dust and mutilation. Price postpaid, 75 cents.
With a year's subscription $1.00.
Given
free for 3 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

QUEEN-CLIPPING DEVICE

WOOD BINDER

The Monette QueenClipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping
u e e n s' wings. 4H
P
inches high. It is used
by many bee-keepers.
Full printed directions sent with each
one.
Price alone, postWith a
paid. 25 cents.
year's subscription. 60
n free for 2 new
at SO cents each.

apiarian lihrarv

Amerikaniscbe Bienenzucbt, by Hans

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

t<:) carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen

tual size.
Price alone, postpaid.

No

'"The Honey-Money Storie8."-A 64-page
booklet. Containing many short, bright stories
interspersed with facts and interesting items

and produce good work-

tion.

Fully illustrated.

complete without this standard work bv "The

is

Father of American Bee Culture." 520 pages,
in cloth. Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.45. Given free for 6 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

bound

These are untested, stand-

keeper ought
guaranteed.

cents each.

330 pat-es;

edge,

semi-circular
it

.,u

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z.Hntchin-

writer.

The

It IS

Every bee-

suutiLiii'iiwiis at

son.-Tlie autlior

a

like

end.

blotting cr spotting.

'

"

—

shaped havingasharp,

making

n, illustrated with 11^
pictures, taken Ijy Dr.
"- story
of succt
of the masters, and show
(;iil just
'low Dr. Miller dtn
how
do
.s. Price alone, «:
$1.00.
With
i'ii..n,«1.2.V Given
- fi
for4i
'

screw-driver.
larger end is wedge-

good

really

.11

I,

workaround

theapairy. Made
of malleable iron,
SVi inches long. The
middle part is 1 1-16
inches wide and 7-32
thick.
The smaller
end is 1 7-8 inches long,
1-2 inch wide, and 7-32

FOUNTAIN PEN

A

Forty \v:i
Miiu-r.-:m |,:
With^-.,1,|

for prying up supers and for gen-

thick,

Wo

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invented
by a Minnesota bee
keeper, adapted
eral

neighbors or
some to sub

They're worth getting.

»\

A

BEE-HIVE CLOCK

"Teddy Bear" on good terms with

everybody including; the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep.
-Size
3l4.\5!4, printed in four colors.
Blank
space iHx3 inches is for writing. Prices—
10 for 25 cents. Ten
3. postpaid. 10 cents:
with a year's subscription, 60 cents. 6
given free for one 50-cent subscription.
"

back but

those handsome "bronze-metal"
Ba>c 10'-, Inches wide, by 9V inches
high. Design is a straw skep with clock face in
Suitalil,- for parlor-an ornament for
Kcciis excellent time, durable
anv place.
and reliable. Weight, boxed, 4 pounds. You
pay express charges. Price, $1.50. with a vear's
subscription, $1.75. Given free tor 6 new sub-

A few

clocks

of

left.

Iniiddle.

SEND ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE ' JOVKNAL,

118

W. Jacksna. CKicago.

111.

July,

1

90S'.

American Hee Journal

RASPBERRY HONEY
My

to a certain extent it is a novelty, it is kasvBERRY honey, a honey with a flavor all its
own. a flavor that smacks of the wild, red
raspberry of the woods. Jt is the honey that
won the gold medal at the Jamestown Ex-

brother and myself Iiave five apiaries
the wild red raspberry reifiun of Northern
Michiifan, where we are harvestinif a crop
of unusually fine quality. Not a i^ound is
extracted until it has been thoroughly ripened and sealed over, and it is thick, rich
in

position against all other honeys from all
over the United States. The dealer who
builds up a trade with this honey can hold
it against all odds.

and delicious.

We are putting it up in bright, new. 60-lb..
two in a case (and the ends of the
cases are bound with hoop-iron to protect
them in shipment), and offering it at ten
cents a pound— $12.00 for a case of two
cans. To some this may seem a trifle high
in price, but it must be remembered
tin cans,

that

costs

it

honey as

this,

it is

to produce such
worth more: besides.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,

Flint, Mich.

Do You Hear Those

LISTEN!

Have you got your Hives and Supplies?

Monlgomery

will

swarm.

from

more

Matter

With
Hilton?

will cost

Cash or supplies
at

GEORGE

E.

aU times

HILTON
MICHIGAN

Choice

ITALIANS and

CARNIOLANS

profit

Queens

his fruit crops.

THE FRUIT GROWER
ST.

I.

and his 1908
and wants
you to send for one
free— 40 pages illustrating and describing Root's goods at
Root's prices. Send
him a list of what
goods you want, and
let him tell you how
catalog,

FREMONT,

MAKE MORE MONEY ON FRUIT
should be interested in getting

A.

tory,

Co., Missouri.

23 YEARS IN THE BEE-BLSINESS

fruit

new

from
Root fac-

fresh

much they

If not,

CO., High Hill,

!

you.

send your order at
once. If you have A. I. Root Co.'s Catalog you can order from it. We
sell their goods at their factory prices.
We can fill your orders promptly now.
Write for further information and our 40-page catalog.
5A>t

JOHN NEBEL & SON SUPPLY

has got his

The

the

Bees Working?

^^^~^^^^^^^^^~~^^'^"^~' Soon they will want room or

Everyone who grows

He

goods

If not acquainted with this honey, send
me ten cents and I'll mail you a generous
sample and the ten cents may apply on the
first order that you send.

more

and

WH Y

What's

Untested. 75c: 12,
I Tested. $1.00:
1 Selected
Breeder,
$2.00 to
or
1

$7.50.

Only

JOSEPH, miSSOURI

12, $11.00.

$3.00.

handsomely

Treats of fruit-growing, gardening, poultry-raising, on a large or small scale. Every farmer needs
it.
$1 a year, but will be sent three months free on trial if you will
notify us to stop, or subscribe after trial.
is

illustrated. 76-p. monthly.

Nuclei, Full Colonies or Bees by the
pound. Write for prices. State quantity

wanted.

THE FRUIT GROWER^ BOX 402, ST. JOSEPH, MO.

CHAS. KOEPPEN
Virginia

Fredericksburg,

Headquarters National Bee-Kee pers' Ass'n, Oct. 13, 14, 15. 1908.

Why

Th^WAYNE HOTEL

and PAVILION,

HAYES, Propr.

J. R.

than

;

raise, cost
in market.

Only First Class Hotel in the City overlooking the Beautiful Detroit River.
American and European Plan. Popular Rates.
5A6t

a ready market at higher
they cost no more to
roosters
no more to feed, and are always
Did vou ever hear of a plut in the
capon market?
No; the supply is always less
Why not get in line, make
than the demand.
prices

DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Not Raise Capons?

They always have

capons,

and,

incidentally,

of

course

make

money ?
Invest a postal card in the business, anvWrite to 0. P. Pilling & Son Co., Arch
and ask for their
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
St.,
They are
catalog of Caponizing Instruments.

how.

^,1

"A Book
1

FOR
select

Wr.le foday.

SAlE=Queens

unt<'..tcil. 7n' ,afl,

,

li-atcd. SI
.

eHch.

I

f»OC

Mention

Upper "secoild

Bee Jonrnnl

St.,

CftCtl.

E»ansvllle, Ind;

vrhen

Ga

ITALIAN QUEENS

lied, c c
Btoek. \i

Nu
f.Afit

H.A.ROSS, 1709

.nd desc

^tore in your iiome."

W,. nu.r.nlee gual.ly and vdIu
Write (or catalog.
m>,l order Book t<ou>e ,n iho world. 48 years in bu.me.s.
THE FRANKlIN-TURNER CO., 65-71 Ivy St., Atlanta,

free.

vrrltlUK.

CARNIOLAN QUEENS and ITALIANS
Untested. 75c. Tested. Jl.OO
5A4t
CEO. E. KRAMER. Valencia, Pa.

Large, prolific Queens of the Moore
Nice to handle, and extra good
60c. each; $6 per doz. ($3.25
for 6.) Begin shipping about June 2Sth.
A few Selected Breeders at $3.50 each,
6A4t
ready DOW.

strain.

workers.

S. F.

TREGO. Swedona.

III.

—

American Hee Journal

We will Buy and

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

Sell

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER— We

are prepared
your orders for Sections. A large stock
on hand.
Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.
We make prompt shipments.

HONEY
^1
^S

of the diflereat grades and kinds,

to

fill

^p

It you have any to dispose of, or if
^g
you intend to buy, correspond j^P

with

us.

We

are always in the marlcet

1^
^s

MARSHFIELD MFG.

Beeswax |
J^
at highest

m
^S

265

market

& 267 Qreenwich

Street

&

Gregory

Bittenbender.
SDn. Ottumwa.

KANSAS— S.

13th St..Saeinaw. E. S.
D. Buell. Union City,

^
^S

S.

NEW

Mention

YORK,

N. Y.

Bee Journal

Say, Mr.

We

vrhen

J.

Beeman

can save you money

by shipping goods from Toledo, as
are on the main lines of the L.
S. & M. S.— Penn. Co.— P. M.—

C— C.

H. & D.— W. & L. E.
O.— Big Four— L. E. & W.

— B. &
— Clover Leaf — Wabash —Ann Arbor- D. T. & I.— D. &

Comb Honey
GOOD

10

Bee-way

"

Send

for

521 Monroe

&

CO.,

ITALIAN QUEENS

Chas. Clarke

?

long-tonffues spe
and cold i
jidena, ani
'

9720 Lo^an Ave..

"

_

ILL.

E. E.

_.

.

Circnlar free. Postal
ur, Mich. Address,

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS,

order payable

MOTT, Glenwood. Mich.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS

live

Chas. Dadant

recommend above

Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
Doctor— cheapest made to use
Conqueror— right for most apiaries
Large— lasts longer than any other
Little Wonder — as its name implies

Toledo. Ohio

MILLER'S

cup

Bingham Smokers

are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.

6A2t

iTTltfna:.

we

all others.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio.—The cone fits inside of the
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.

your Honey

when

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907;
& Son, Hamilton, 111.— This is the Smoker

«. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.— We have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

Nichols Co.,

Bee Joamal

SCOTT

1005 E. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

8-frame Ideal, 1 3-8x5.
them at a bargain. Write for
prices and further particulars, address

All

St.,

Bee-way

C. M.

will sell

The above

MeottoQ

10

5Atf

THE

T. Shore

for free catalog.

Griggs Bros.

you.

10-frame Plain
"

With the

5

I

on one
of these great systems and can get
vour goods from us more promptly than from any other point.

Cash or supplies
and Beeswax.

90

the Matter

They have just received
VlrT*^^ VJU..
t,r\ V
kJL.Ull
new goods fresh from the
Lewis Fa<'tory. ready to fill yourorders from
the best shipping point. Send for the 1908
catalog: it's free— a postal will bring it to

AS NEW

holders in them.
150 8-frame Plain

Line— Ohio Central— Hocking
and dozens of Electric

You certainly

Supers What's

I have the following supers in splendid
condition, all well painted and with section-

Valley,

Roads.

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli, Gleuwood.

wrltingr.

we
M.

Co..

Smith. Tilbury. Ont.

|i^

Are you aware that the swarming
season and honey-flow will soon be
upon you? Will it pay you to wait
longer before ordering your Supplies.

Bee-Supply

Ryder. Phoenix.

MINNESOTA-Northwcstern Bee-Supplv Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham, Kankakee.
OHIO-F. M. HoUowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co.. Blossom.
WISCONSIN— S. W. Hines Mercantile

MICHIUAN-Lengst&Koenig, 127 South

NEBRASKA— Collier
.

fSS

ARIZONA— H. W.

Knoxville.

Walker & Son. Smith

C.

Center.

prices.

& Segelken

Hildreth

lOWA-J. W.

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

prices deliver

Smoker

at

your

post-offlce free.

Original

Bingham

A-

inch etove
"
"
"
90—2)^
"
65—2

$1.50

i

—3X

1.10

1.00—3

We send circular it requested.
Hetherington Dncapplng-Knife.

T. F. BINGfiflM. Farwell, MiGli

Superior Italian Queens
Bv return mail after June 1st. nr mono.v refunded. Brert fnim the best red clover WDrkinK
strains in the United States. There are no better
hustlers. The.v are (tentle and winter well. Untestedqueen, 11.00: six for $5.00; twelve. «».00. After
July

I.

one queen

".1

cts.;

six for W-O"; twelve for

Special prices on lOO-lots; and discounts on
time orders. Safe arrival and satisfaction gruar6AU
anteed. Write for descriptive circular.

»7.30.

IS.*.\C F.

Mention

MILtfcR. Reynolilsvllle. Penn.
Bee Jonrnnl when writlns.

Patented May20.

187'

BEST ON EARTH.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies Sold

Large Yellow Golden Italian Queens

At the very lowest profit possible
DoTetail Hives, Sections, Etc.— A complete

bred for honey— guaranteed hustlers. Untested, 60c each in any quantity. No quanti-

stock bought la car lots. Subscriptions given free
with orders. Send for ray 32-page catalog free.
W. U. SOPEK. Jaclcson, >Iirh.

ty discounts.

5A3t

WtrMcMnignt,
IT

ni.

•

*Li

Route No.

1,

Box

klamville.

33.

.al.\.

July,

190S.

American Hee Joarnal|

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Supplies

Fall

LARGE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON EARLY ORDERS.

FOR

Have a

lar^e stock on hand, and can supply promptly.
Freight Rates from CINCINNATI are the LOWEST, ES-

Bee-Keepers

PECIALLY FOR THE SOUTH
As almost all freight now goes through Cincinnati. Vou will save
money buying from me. Catalog mailed free. Send for same.

WILL BUY OR SELL YOU

HONEY

Everything you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At
Lowes! Prices.

mail sample and state lowest price expected delivered Cincinnati. If
you want to buy, state quality and quantity and I will cheerfully quote

KEEPER,

a monthly at 50c a
Published 17 years.

year.

Sample copy and illustrated
alog and price-list FREE.

you

T.

price,

Bees^vax Wanted

cat-

Will pay, at all times, highest market price on receipt of goods.

Address,

THE W.

YOU H.WE .\NY TO SELL

IF

THE AMERICAN BEE-

C.H.W. WEBER ^=y'

FALCONER MFG.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Warel\ouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

nl

TTlien

N. Y.

'nrrlting:.

Our Supply Business Has Been

In

New York City
for 15 years. It has increased each year.
We want YOI'R order this year and will
quote you attractive prices. Our prices are
t. o.
b. cars here.
We furnish bees in
any quantities. Have seven hundred colonies in our own yards. Catalog free. Colony
of Ital. bees in new hive, i9. Ital. queen, $1.

I.

J.

STRINGHAM,

Apiaries. Gien Cove,

L. i.

105 Park

PI,, N. Y.

City

^oney anb
^ ^ecstpax4^

at 30c.

R. A.

Toledo. June

mand

22.— There

comb honey

Burnett &
is little

The

Gric.os Bros.

but what

Co.

or no de-

Zanesvillk. Ohio, June

now

& Nichols

honey.

ments

of

2.1.— This

S.

Pouder.

market

coming

quickly at
$3.50 to $3.75 per 24-section case: extracted,
7'i'C.
We look for a good demand, and if
there are no more rains, the honey crop will
be good in this section.
is

We

demand and take market value.
New crop Southern, average quality,
per gallon better grades, 65 to 75c.
California white sage. 8H to 9c per lb.; light
a fair

quote

:

58 to 62c

;

amber, 7'-4 to 8c. Beeswax steady and
good demand at 30c for choice quality.

in

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

HONEY

in is selling

Clemons & Company.
Cincinnati, June 22. — The market on
comb honey is very slow, some new goods
C. C.

having arrived, but there

is

When

^

BE ESWAX

selling slowly at

consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

BURNETT & CO.

R. A.

199 South Waters:.

no demand — it

Chicago,

lit

Our New

There is some new
white clover extracted honey coming in,
dling at 7!4c
amber in barrels at 6 and
is

14c.

;

Denver, June 23 —We are entirely closed
comb honey and ready to receive consignments of new crop comb, the first arrivals of which should quickly
move at
"

of

;d

honey

hite ex8 to 9c, light amber and strained
at fi^i to 7'/2c.
pay 25c per pound for
clean, yellow beeswax delivered here.
tracted at

The

We

Colo.

New York,

Co.

practically bare
of last season's
While there arc no large consignnew honey arriving, there is considerable coming in in small lots from the
surrounding country, and the market is
is

Indianapolis, June 22.— Prices on new
honey not established, and those interested
are wondering as to the prospects. Almost
no new honey yet on the market, but arrivals
will be in order within the next two weeks.
An unusual large crop of white clover honey
is being harvested in the Central States:
the demand will be excellent, but no stable
prices can be named at this writing. Beeswax brings 28c cash.

Walter

at this season of the
year, and people are waiting for the new
crop, and as the season promises to be a
good (me we look for much lower prices.
Beeswax firm at 26 to 28c. Extracted white
clover honey is bringing, in barrels. 6H to
7c. Amber would bring 5 to 5'/4c.
for

Peirce.

22.— The prospects
present are for one of the largest crops of
honey we have seen in the East for the past
10 years. The result is, prices are uneasy
and have a strong, downward tendency. A
few little lots of comb honey are being offered, but not enough to establish a price.
We are looking for very low prices the coming season. Beeswax is firm at 28c.
Wm. a. Selser.

Philadelphia. June

at

Kansas City. Mo.,— There has been very
new honey on our market this spring,

The manufacturins; interests are using a
great deal of e.xtracted honey, especially is
this true of the bakers, but they are able to
};et what they want at low prices.
Beeswax
good demand

Edmund W.

arrival.

cannot encourage shipments on these
grades for the time being, as we would probably have to carry the honey until next fall,
and would not be in position to render account of sales within reasonable time. The
old crop of extracted honey is fairly well
cleaned up, and while the demand has been
quite dull ever since January, we now note
quite an improvement which we think will
continue during the summer months. Receipts of the new crop from the South are
quite heavy, as well as from the West Indies. While the reports from California are
not very encouraging, indications point to a
good crop in almost every other section in
the United States, and it is our opinion that
prices will not advance, and we would advise producers not to hold on to their honey,
but to let it come along now while there is

little

Chicvgo. June 22.-At present there is no
market so far as comb honey is concerned,
so that quotations cannot be given from
actual transactions. It will be toward the
end of July before there will be a call for it.
and this may also be said of e.xtracted
honey so far as family trade is concerned.

IS in

quite unsettled. In general, the conditions
are unsatisfactory, there being scarcely any
demand for either comb or extracted,
thouijh some revival is anticipated. The
jobbing trade are offering 15 to ISV^c on arrival for fancy to No. 1 comb, which brings
wholesale about 17H to ISc. Beeswax 29c on

mand

for

Honey Producers'

Ass'n.

June 22.— There is some decomb honey and No. I white

fancy

around 14c. We are now receiving shipof the new croiicomb noney from the
South, and No. 1 and fancy white grades
at the above price. Lower
grades, however, dark and amber, are not
in demand, and being stocked ourselves
at

ments

will find sale

Headquarters
We

have moved our business from
to
Lansin{<. and are now
to supply you with "Root

Redford

equipped

Ouallty" Goods
vantage
Stocli.

to you.

and ours

to the very

We
is

point in the Stale.
ters,

best adhave a Complete
the best sblppin^

Address your

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to

let-

us here.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing* Michifian
Mention

Bee Jonrnni

vrlien

writlngr*

July,

190S.

C^^^^^P

)^^^^^

American ^ae Journal

Now Ready

Gleanings

97th edition of our catalog is now ready. If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names,
'''ne is required to get the entire edition mailed.
this so any one may understand
e.
why a catalog may ni. reach him early.

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers

The

We

1

.

The

A B C

Bee Culture

of

Bee Culture

in

If

just at this season of the year are telling

how much

they

appreciate the paper.

Each issue is very fully illustrated. The covers are
done by the finest engravers in Chicago, and our writers
are the best in the land.
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
;

Wlien we announced the completion of the new edition
late in 1907 there

was a good

deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We

Nicholas F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-BeaAllen Latham, Connecticut, etc.

St.

;

con

;

A

trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 2Sc.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

A

Gasoline Engines and Power

have also of the English edition a half leather at
$2.00 and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German
ers, $2.00.

ABC der Bienenzucht

Edition,

Cloth-bound

at $2.50, postpaid, to

A B C

Fkench Edition,

paper covany country.

de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,

any country.

at $2.00, postpaid, to

THE

A.

I.

Honey Extractors

in

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of these will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Stanley Queen Incubator and Brooder
An arrangement that allows
Patented July

7,

1903.

the bees access to the cells and Queens at

Price, each,

Stanley Twin Nucleus

—

Bees and Queens
Nuclei— One

all

your

buy elsewhere write
our free catalogs. Do it

Before you

United Incubator & Poultry
Supply Mfg. Co.. Dept. 27
26-28 VeseySt., N. Y. Cuy.

n HOilCC
DAIlllLO
if

I.

Parent, of Charlwith one

"We cut

your Combined Machines,

rioter. 60

chaff hjves wiih

7-in.

J3.50;

price of

Queen

last

Dixon, Lee Co.,
GOLDEN-ALL-OVER

^Miller's
Italian

Mv qneeDs are re.ired from selecteii mothers,
and by the best ami most approved methodsUntested queens, from June to October, single
queen, 60 cts.; three for tl.60; six for $3.00; twelve

a n d

My

ifle

equal
only sucl

is
?

ns, whose
no] ey gathere

que

Write for

Untested
Select untested
One-, two-, and three-frame nuclei and full colSend for price-list on these. Post office
Bluffton preferred.
6Atf

onies.

S. E.

MILLER, Bluffton, Mo.

Mention

Bee Journal

^rhen

vrrltlnB;.

RED-CLOVER

sto

tion, an
firices a;

good

money orders on

111.

ITALIAN QUEENS

Queens and Bees

cap,

of other work. This winter we have
double tbeamount of bee-hive8.etc.,
to make, and we expect to do it nith

to be added.

Italian, each. $1.25. or $10 a dozen.

ARTHUR STANLEY,

Machinery

Read what J.

frame,

Breeding Queens, $2 to $3 each
I have a few Imported Italian Queens at the same price.
Untested Queens after May 13th— Italian (warranted) 75 cents each; dozen, $7.00
Carniolan, Caucasian and other strains, untested. 75c each, or $7.00 a dozen.

Foot-Power

on. N. Y.. says:

3 L.

Queens-Tested

supplit

you can depend on. Send
vour orders and cave money.
for

Box

that has control of the Queen by a 3-hole wheel, with one entrance
screened, one hole with queen-excluding zinc, and one hole to regulate entrance.
(Patent applied for.) Price, each, $1.00. Cylinder Caiies. postpaid, each, 10c. QueenCells, 100 mounted, with sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid.) for 75 cents.

.

By buying

times.

An arrangement

fnods they feed, the i
_
they make, and the morejpleasure they
Ret out of their fowls, we want to supply voa with the better incu'^-iirtioders, foods and supplies.
ture and market the nest poods in the
world in oar line. The •'United" Incubators and brooders— standard the world ovand favorites, with poultry people— are

W

all

J5.00.

Tested,
I

$1.75

ti.oo

1908 circular.
»;.oo

Wm.

A. Shuff, 4426

Mention

»9.oo

each; select tested. $2.00 each.
delivery aft.r May

am booking orders now,

Osage

Bee Journal

25.

Aye,, Philadelphia, Pa.

when

vrrltinff.

July,

1908.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Untested, 75c each: $8.40 per doz. Tested, or Warranted purely
mated. $1.00 each: $10.80 per doz. 4 or more queens ordered at one
time tilled at dozen rates. No disease. Quality, promptness and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Also nuclei and full colonies.
7Atf
Send for price-list.

CHAS. M. DARROW,

Bee Jonrnal

Mention

^vhen

vrrltlng.

Double Your

Milo,

1,

Mo.

i

Colonies

The Dewey FoundationFastening Device

t

R.

H

hi>,h
Iter
St ie n
icv
norcaae
i9vi
the United States warrants bee-keepers to increase their colonies. About a half crop was
produced, and in California, where the cheap
honey comes from, only a quarter of the average
crop was produced.
1

1

i

A

.N'

Get Ready
Let us send you

own make
(Kxtnii'ls fn.m tcsllmuniillK.
oi.iTntcr Clin put In JUU .ttarttTsiu-r
.V Cliirk.
-My oaalBtnnt nlli'il

A

-klllf.l

"Ur."-I).M,liitlrnilI

•.'(HHi

hem

I'rl

E. H.

j*t*ctlnii>* with top !in(l bottom stiirterH
Mr. Doi.llltli's time. "-Dr. C. C. Miller.

$l.c-..-.

iiii.-<t|iiiiil.

Cinular

Dewey, Great

Mention

I'ref.

i\A:'t

Rarrinfjton, Mass.

Bee Jonrnal

vrbcn

TrrltInK*

Now

i>nr catalog'.

for

We arc

.,/
'

More Honey

manufacturers, and

sell

only our

of bee-supplies. Minneapolis is the largest lumber distributing
point: the Mississippi River furnishes us power, and our organization and
labor conditions are the best for economical production. Send us an estimate of your requirements and let us give you prices.
have a large
stock of standard bee-suinilics on hand-

We

Dovetailed Hives. Sec ti'His.Section-HoIciers.Separators.Brood-Frames.
Foundation. Smc.kers. l-:xtractors. Shipping-Cases, etc.
MINNKSOT.* ItKK SI I'l'I.V «<»., H'l Nirollet Islnnd, Miiin<-n|>nli!l. Mir-

Comb

48th Year
No.

50c. a Year

August, 1908

«*

Sc. a
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A

Simple Hive-Lifting Device

u

Copy
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No-Drip Honey Shipping-Cases
At Reduced Prices
Tops and bottoms

of one piece.
Let us know your wants, and
be pleased to quote you lowest figures.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE
116

fV.

We make prompt

YORK S COMPANY

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

we

will

shipments.

Write for prices on Sections and Other Supplies.

III.

'

s.\-.'t

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

'

SHEBOYGAN
WISCONSIN

Sheboygan Fruit Box Go.
is

cents a year, in the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it ia 75 cents), and Mexico;
Canada 60 cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post-

50

in

Sample copy

age.

'^//

free.

Goods are Wanted Quick Send
ESTAELI.SHED

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " dec08 " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.

to

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods
Standard Hives with

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do

Touder. "

1889

in Indiana.

improvements, Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Bo.xes. Comb Foundation and everything that
is used in the bee-yard.
Large illustrated catalog mailed
free. Finest White Clover E.xtracted Huney for sale in any

not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
ebows that the money has been received and
credited.

latest

quantity desired.

WALTER

S.

POUDER, 513-515

Massachusetts Ave., Indianapalls, Ind.

fldverllsing Rate, per ftgate Line, I5c.
14 hues mike cue inch.
Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

Discounts:
3 times 14c a line
"
6
12c" "

Reading Notices,

Qoes

25

9 times lie a line
" (1 yr.) 10c a line
12

to press the 6th of each

National

Comb

Dittmer's

cents, count line.

Is the Best. Not because
it to other makes.

month.

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

we

Foundation

say so, but because the Bees prefer

Dittmer's Process

lawful riahtB.
3(1.— To enforce
honey.

la

the adulterati(

Annual Membership Dues,

We make

a Specialty of Working

Diitmer's

is

has built its Reputation and established
Foundation and its own Name.
It

Merits, on

its

Wax

into

its

own

Founda-

tion for Cash.

$1.00.

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line of

Supplies.
more convenient, Duea may be sent
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

tW~

If

"Songs

of

to the

GUS DITTMER

This is a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing ID songs (words and music)
written specially for bee-keepers,
by
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
and others. They are arranged for either
organ or piano. The list includes the
" Bee - Keepers'
following:
Reunion

Song;"

CO.. Augusta, Wis.

Beedom"

"The

Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "The Busy, Buzzing
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year boUi for only
60 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chicago, 111.

—

Lewis Bee-Supplies Sliipped Promptly
Pure Italian Bees in up-to-date hives for
wax. Send for complete catalog.

sale.

Successor.s to

THB COLORIDO OCIEI-rRODUCERS'

new

cata-

ISS'I, Denirr.

Coir.

:)n

Honey and Bee

BEE-SUI'I'LY CO. (Not Inc.)
H. M. Arnrt. Proprietor,
York Honey & Bee-Supply Co., 101-193 E. Superior St., Chicaeo, III.
I.on^ Distance Telephone, North 1559

A FULL LINE
at halt-pr
jutat.

Qi
Oaurasian.s, Carn

forCataloKand
160 Newton Ave.

Mention

Supplli
Inn Mafhi

-.'*'

,

apil ciuet

and Add
vr
I.
:

Dee .lonrnal

Bee-Supplies

'

'

Hinn.

VThen

3Ai;t

wrltlnc

If

you want BccSupplies or Berry Bo.xes
send to McCarty. Large Stock.
You can use any first-

quick,

Beeswax wanted.

class catalog to order from.

Western Bee-Keepers ^,r,JVo»
to save money.
Bend for our
log of the liesl Hoe-ware made.

i

ARND HONEY &

W.
how

Onote

J.

C.\tf

McCARTY, Emmetsburti, Iowa.

ITALIAN QUEENS — iTi „'JVTi
Mention

Bee Journal

when

wrltlOK.

August, igo8.
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QVEENS
Improved superior Italians, and nothins:
but Italians, is what QUIKIN furnishes,
northern bred and hardy. All our yards are
wintered on summer stands, and not a single
colony lust the past winter-over 20 years a
breeder.
Send for Circular and Testimonials.
Pricesafter July
Select queens
Tested queens
Select tested (lueens..

Breeders

1

1

$

75

)^^^^s^l

August,

^^^g^^CW

American ^ee Journal

'

Moore's

Queens of

Strain of Italians

<il

'Forty Years

Pr.Klurc workiTsthat III! the supers, anil are n..i
inclined to swarm, Tiiey tiave won a world-wide
repatution lor iioney-frathering, hardiness, sen
tleness. etc.
>
Mr. W. Z. Ilutoliinson. editor of thn n
•'.,
Itrvfr. Flint, Mieli., says, "As v ii- never set tliein equaled. They >•
iln
!
of asle:i.lv, lUietdeterminationllliil
- t-i
to l;tv up .surplus ahead of others. i::i-iii-i

Amon^

-

•

,

99

1

1

Sy

1

'

I

the Bees

,

.

1

My

(lueens are all bred from ray best lonjrtonjrued three-banded red-clover stock (no other
ra(u' bred in my apairies), and the cells are built
instronp colonies well supplied with young bees.

One

of the Best

-Dr.

C. C. Miller

-Known Honey Producers
-

in

all

the

World

Prices: Untested queens,

$1.(10 each; six, W.iO;
Select untested, $1.25; six, $6.00; doz.,
Select tested, $2.00. Extra .select tested.
Breeders, $5.00 to $10.00.

do-/,., $11.00.

$11.
$3.00.

THI.S
just

J. P.

MOORE,

Oueen-breeder,

am now

I

31 en t

filling

Rt.

1,

orders hy return mail.

Uee Joiiroal

Ion

Morgan, Ky.
^Tben

^rrltlug.

Trhen

some

18,000

his

we

will mail you the book free as a
premium.) Every bee-keeper ought
have
both the book and the Bee
to

Journal,

him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent postis

$2.00

Dr. Miller gets a royalty

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

is

Bee Journal-with

writing.

not already possessors of

As

paid for only $1.00; or with
the American Bee Journal
one year for $1.25. (Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the

Ave.,

if

them.

45

pounds, and he

The book

-and

GEORGE W. YORK

Queens

Italian

tells

comb

over

cloth,

By Return Mail

Bee Journal

pages

manages

years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successful with bees.
In 1903 his
crop of
honey was
"at it"

These Queens are carefully reared from cqm-

Mention

340

Miller

apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been

IMPROVE YOUR STOCK

7340 SlewatI

IJr.

not located in the best honeypr. )ducing part of the United
States, either
Northwestern Illinois.

QUEENS THAT WILL

Ralph VIlArric

book of over

how

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by retnrn mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
fill all

so as to make the mostof the
bee-season. Address,

«l CO-Z'^^kicScS^^rT^^"

Am

now up with all orders, and a tine lot
to mail. Untested, 60c; 6 for $3.25;
per doz. Large, prolific Queens from
Moore's strain. Good workers and gentle.

of

Queens

$6

S. F. Tre^O, Swedona,
Mention

Dee

Joarnal

Apiary

Capital City
Golden

Italian

111.

^rhen ^rrltins^

Satisfaction guaranteed.

S.

t,.\3t

HOSS,

1127 Blaine Ave., Indianapolis, ind.
Mention Bee Journal ^vhen writing.

and
Queens

IMoore's Strain,
Italian

Select Untested Queens, $1; 6 for $4; 12
for $7. Carniolan, Banat, Caucasian
Queens; Select. $1.00; 6 for $5. Tested, any race. J1.2,S: 6 for $6. Choice

Breeders.

Mention

IF

$3.00.

W. H.

;ia4t

Circular free.
IIAII.S,

Dee Jonrnnl

Orance.

when

Calif.

wrltluK.

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field
more completely than any other published, send %\:m to
Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

'*B£E-KEEPER'S GUIDE"
I/ihiriil

Mention

Disrounlslo

Iiee

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy

Queens, 7Sc each.

WALTER

Golden

Tennessee -Bred Queens
All

Journal

tlie

Triide.

wben

irrK^nK-

3-band and Golden Italian?
7 miles away

1008.

—

!

:
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there

is

less

XLVni— No.

8

danger of bees swarming

out than there is after shaking.
It is
quite probable, too, that the season has
sometliing to do with it probably much
to do with it.
He reports the heaviest
flow from white clover in his whole long
experience, and with it a general inclination to swarm such as he has never
known before.
It is generally understood that a colony will not swarm with a queen of the
current year's rearing, especially if the

itorial ^ofc'

—

and Commenfs

queen be reared by themselves. Previous

XationnI Convention at Detroit
It is only about 2 months until the
next annual meeting of the National
Bee-Keepers" Association at Detroit, Oc-

tober

13,

and

14,

15.

Cartons should be used more extensively than they are now, as they also
furnish an added opportunity to send
out printed honey-information with each
comb of honey sold.

Are you planning

Why

not

get

to be present?
together a special car
from Texas and other

of bee-keepers
parts of the South?
And another car from the far West?
Yes, and still another might start in
the East say near New York City or
Philadelphia
Of course, Canada will be represented
by more than a car-load of her best
bee-keepers.
It promises to be a great gathering
of the clans of beedom.
Remember, Detroit is the place.
And the time is Oct. 13, 14, and 15
only two months away.

—

Ventilating Section-Supers

extracted honey. Perhaps the chief reason is that when bees have plenty of
extracting-combs to fill they are not so
crowded as when obliged to build comb

may

;

Cartons are so inexpensive, and so
useful, that it is surjirising that more
of the best comb honey is not put on
the market in them.
Of course, those using cartons should
be very careful to see that only the
most perfect sections of honey are put
into them.
honey-purchaser will seldom buy cartoned honey the second time
if she has been once deceived
by getting, for instance, a partly filled comb
in a carton; or, perhaps, a dirty -htoking

not be generally known, how-

A

—

has been given with section-supers, the
super being shoved forward enough to
make a space of about
inch for ventilation at the back end.
Sometimes the
result of this is that the back row of

^

sections is not so far advanced as the
others, and sometimes it seems to make
no difference.

PaUnre of Non-Swarming Plan

On

page 70 was given a plan for the
of swarming, with the re
if it proved successful in gen-

prevention

mark

so

room to lay.
As before intimated, only
show whether the plan is of

that

eral it would be a step in a '.vance. Dr.
Miller, the originator of the plan, now
reports that he has had cases of failure
this year, the bees swarming within a
very short time after being treated.
still thinks, however, that the plan has

He

the advantages over the shaking plan
that were given on page 70, and that

trial will
real value,
will

and no doubt locality and seasons
have an important bearing.

difference, at least

ever, that to a small extent ventilation

Comb Honey

The best grades of comb honey should
be put on the market in neatly printed
cartons.
They are a great convenience
for the dealer
they serve to keep the
honey free from dust, and also prevent
marring the delicate comb when handling
from the grocery to the consumer's
kitchen.

comb.

Another

with some, is that when working for
extracted honey, space is given for ventilation between each 2 stories, while a
colony working on sections has no ventilation given except at the entrance.
It

Cartons for

well

in sections.

swarmed, although having some excuse
had plumped in
much honey that the queen had no

in the fact that the bees

known that it is much harder to keep down swarming when working for comb than when working for
It is

to this year. Dr. Miller says he never
had such a case, but this year he has
had more than one case in which a colony has reared a young queen, and then
after the young queen had well stocked
the hive with brood the colony has
swarmed.
Even 2-frame nuclei have

Influence of

Abundant Stores

Considerable has been said of late as
to the stimulating effect upon the bees
of an abundance of stores in the hive,
Mr. J. E. Hand, in Gleanings, having
commented rather severely upon the unreasonableness of anything of the kind.
the subject is from

The following upon

American Bee-keeper
"In connection with the article by Mr.
in our January issue, page 4,

the

Latham
and

Mr.

Hand's

criticism,

page

90,

April number, the following, by Dr. Milin Gleanings for June I, is of in-

ler

terest

:

'Something I never noted before, I
learned this year. May 1. On that date
we went to the Wilson apiary and
watched the bees at the entrance of each
hive. If they flew strong, carrying plenty
of pollen, we judged them queen-right.
Several did not fly well, and we opened
their hives. They were strong in brood
and bees, but had very little honey.
They showed no signs of starvation,
having enough honey for immediate use.
One would have supposed they were the
very ones that should have been out and
scarcity of
stores
hustling, but the

—

:

:

:

:

:

August,

ifx)S.

American Hee Journal
>ccuK-d to have a depressing effect. Is
possible that abundance of stores in
sight encourages them to greater activity
in flight, just as it is believed to encourage them to greater activity in
brood-rearing? At any rate I prefer my
bees should have a goodly surplus of
stores on hand at all times.'
it

"Editor Root tliinks Dr Miller's asis borne out by previous re-

sumption
ports.

'Mr. Hand contends that tlie influence would be the same on the bees,
as that of bins full of wheat on a flock
of hens.
It should be noted, however,
that it would probably make some difference in results as to whether the bees
or the hens had access to the surplus
food supply,
p'ood locked up in the
granary would hardly influence the egglaying of the flock, nor would tons of
honey stacked away in the loft of the
house have any stimulating effect upon
tlie bees in the hive.
One thing is certain
If tliere is not a store of honey
present in the hive, the colony can make
no preparation to build upon it. It may,
:

actually, be the consumption
of
tlie
stores that brings about the iinproved

condition and activity, but the' "consumption" could not occur if the stores were
not present.
"The writer has believed for years
that the presence of a goodly supply
of food in the hive had the effect of
stimulating
activity
in
every way
lirood-rearing and honey-gathering nor

—

he yet been persuaded to abandon
conviction that seems to have im-

lias

a

pressed itself upon his mind as a result
of a life spent aiuong bees."
It certainly looks like conceding rather
large reasoning powers to the bees to
imagine them as holding a consultation,
and saying

"There has been in the hive only
enough honey to fill part of a frame,
.•ind we've been limiting the amount of
brood reared in accordance therewith,
but now that our master has put in 2
solid frames of sealed honey we need
have no hesitation about starting all
the brood we can keep warm, for there
is no danger of the supply running out
till
plenty of stores can be had from
the field."
If they are such

good reasoners, why

is it that it happens so frequently that
brood is starved because stores have
run out? But facts are stubborn things,
and when so many experienced bee-keep-

ers agree in the belief that bees according Xu their oliservations do make better work at building up when abundance
of stores arc on hand than when there
is nierely enough
for the day's supply,
it is likely there is ground for the belief,
whether we can see any reason for it or
not. At any rate, it is well to be on the
safe side.
It would not be well to put
before a horse or a cow, all at one time,
sufticient rations
for the entire year.

Much of it would no doubt be wasted,
and starvation would follow before the
year's end.
But our bee is a wiser
creature, and can be safely trusted to
take good care of all she does not actually need.

A'riitilation to Kopiv.ss Kwarniiiig
All inquirer was advised in (Ileanings
lier up exlractinii-comli-i ;is an aid

toward keeping down swarming, and a
Stray Straw added the suggestion
"Shove the second story either backward or forward so as to make a l4-mcl\
crack for ventilation: Do this with each
added story. This will double the security against swarming."
The editor thinks it probable that
swarming will be hindered by so much
ventilation, but expresses the fear that
a large force of fielders will be forced
to stay at home to keep up the temperature.

To

this J. E.

Crane adds the

fol-

lowing, in Gleanings

"Doubtless the weather would make
some difiference; Init it seems to me that,
during July and August, quite as many
fielders would be required to ventilate a
hive two or three stories with only one
entrance at the bottom as to keep up
the temperature with more openings for
ventilation."
If Mr. Crane be correct, that the extra force to keep up ventilation will
balance the e.xtra force required to keep
up heat in the other case, then the proposed ventilation between each 2 stories,

when running

for extracted honey, ought
to be a very important item.

Labeling Extracted Honey

The following appears
Bee Culture, relative
extracted honey

in Gleanings in
to the labeling of

"Bee-keepers can not be too careful or
painstaking in putting up their lioney for market in a neat and attractive way.
Wiien you
look over the shelves of the modern up-to-date
grocery^ and note the neatness and taste displayed in many of the tempting packages, you
will see the reason for care and forethought
in putting your honey in tasty and attractive
form before placing it on the market."

This is well said. And the A. I. Root
of Medina, Ohio, are prepared to
furnish a fine assortment of honeylabels.
They have a very complete label
catalog which they mail on request.
If honey-producers ever e.xpect to do
a profitable business in honey, they must
put up their product in the most attractive style possible in a way that
will attract the eye first
and then the
honey offered must be of such excellent
quality that it will satisfy the palate of
the consumer.
It is the repeated sales
that count when it comes to the articles
of food.
Only an occasional sale of
honey is not what bee-keepers are after
as a finality. They want people not only
to eat honey, but to keep on eating it
rcrjularly
every 'day.
Co.,

—

;

—

Ago

of Iti-ood-Conibs

The Australasian Bee-Keeper

contains

a number of articles answering the question whether brood-coinbs become too old

for use, and if so, how long it is advisable to keep them. There seems to be a general agreement that, however, it may be
in America, in .\ustralia combs used too

long result

smaller bees, and also that
a favorable soil for the
injurious germs.
One
writei^ says brood-combs should not be
used in that country more than 4 or 5
years. Another says 6 years at the longest.
Another says 10 years at the longest, although 6 or 7 would be belter.
W. Reid, Sen., seems to stand alone, having conilis that have been in use 15
\ears ;ind ;is good as new, and he IJiiiiU-.
old

in

combs form

production

of

they ought to be good for 50 years.
H. F. McHugh, in giving his objection to old coiTibs, says
"The most important is that every
larva leaves behind it, attachea to the
wax walls of its cell, a thin layer of
cocoon material. The result is that the
diameter of the cell grows smaller with
succeeding batches of brood. The difference, not very appreciable at first,
amounts to a good deal in 8 or lo years,
with the result that bees are hatched
out stunted in size, and inferentially,
not able to do the same amount of work
as the larger bees bred in new combs.
I believe observing apiarists
will confirm my observations."
That sounds plausible, and the beginner is very likely to think it entirely
reasonable.
Nor can he feel that there
should be any less objection in this country, for bees fill cells with cocoons just
the same in Ainerica as in Australia.
But do the cells in old combs really
have any less capacity than those of
new combs?
transverse section of a
very old comb will show that there has
been such an accumulation at the bottom
of the cell that the septum will be 1-16
to 1-8 of an inch in thickness, but the
thickness of the cell-wall has not been
thus increased. If it were, there would
be no cell left, the opening being entirely
filled.
Moreover, patient Investigations
across the water tell us that upon measuring the amount of water in a new
cell and comparing with that in a very
old cell, the contents have been found
the same.
If any harm comes from great age, it
must come from the difference in the
space between combs; for if the septum
has become 1-16 of an inch in thickness, and the depth of the cell has been
kept unchanged, then the space between
two combs must be 1-16 of an inch less.
When new worker-combs are spaced
l^/% inches
from center to center,, the
space between two combs is Yi inch.
Whether making this space 1-16 of an
inch may prove a damage, or whether
there may not be compensating advantages, is a question. At any rate, the beginner who is anxious lest he may be getting
smaller bees by not renewing his combs
may be reassured by the fact that many
of those who have had combs in use
a great number of years tell us that they
have observed no evil effects from continuing them in use.
As to the fear that old combs may
he a favorable soil for evil germs, the
soil for the propagation of the germs
of the most dreaded diseases is found
in the bee-larvx, whether in old combs
or new. Combs of foul-broody colonies
are not lo be trusted, no matter how

A

new.
If old combs arc so objectionable,
would not one expect the bees themselves to show a dislike for them?
So far from this, if they be allowed
a choice between new combs and very
old combs in good condition, do they

not always choose the
brood or honev?

old. whellior

fin-

Apiarian Pictures

We

would be glad to have those who
can do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
of interest along the bee-keeping line.

:

Aiiyii>i.

:

:

iyo8.

^^^^^^2

^"

American ^Be^ Journal

Advertising Honey for Sale
There are too few l)ee-keepers who
have l)cen bright enough to avail them-

eeesimr.

selves of the opportunity to offer their
honey for sale through the bee-papers.
The Canadian Bee Journal has this to
say on this very important subject

'"Very few,
tise

appears

tliose

wanting

it

should

be.

to

sell

The adver-

sale.

to be left entirely to
This is not as
to buy.

The men who have someshould make the fact

known, then those who are wanting to
Inty can address them promptly.
Many
bee-keepers could dispose of their whole
crop quickly and economically, and with
a minimum of time and worry, if they
got in touch with some one who would
take their whole crop."
Produce a fine grade of honey, put it
up in the proper kind of packages, then
let the buyers know you have it for sale
tlirough an advertisement in the bee-

—

papers that's the coming way to dispose
of more honey than you can sell in the
home market. Try it and see. It
should be easily possible to get many
times more for it than the advertising
probability getting
permanent customers for your whole
crop eacli year thereafter.

besides in

costs,

fleous -Ifems

any, bee-keepers adver-

if

honey for

tlieir

tising

tliing

all

Notice of National Nominations
All members of the National BeeKeepers' Association are requested to
mail by postal or letter, to N. E. France,
Platteville, W'is.. on or before September 30, igo8, tlicir nominations for candidates for the offices named below to
be voted on at the regular December
election

:

President,

Vice-President,

Secretary,

Treasurer and General Manager, and 3
directors.

Manager
will count
results in

October

ist,

the

the AiTierican bee-papers.

all

Each member should send

in the nomiN. E. France.

nations early.

Wis.

will

Bee

all have appeared in these column-hope that all who can do so will
request their local editors to copy them
General Manager N. E. France, of
Platteville, Wis., has this to say about
the articles:

I

"These valuable advertising honey arare now being printed, and a samcopy of each will be mailed you free
if you will try to have your local papers
publisli same.
No doubt we can sell or
rent to your printer the cast type much
luaper than he can set type for."

—

40c.

have on hand some complete
volumes of the American Bee Journal for
/po/, which we will mail for 40 cents
each. The first half of that year the Bee
Journal was issued weekly, and the last
half monthly, which would make 32
numbers. And all of them for only 40
cents
Surely this is a bargain for any
still

!

a subscriber

it of him.
But even at
I can readily vouch that
queen under tlie hat.

didn't think

this

distance

there

was

a

Em
Em

Dee

is

quite correct.

Dee.

He knows

"queen" when he sees one, or hears
one even "afar off."

a

Death of C. Davenport
Davenport, of "Southern Minnewhose real name and address was
Davenport Monette, Chatfield, Minn.,
a very bright bee-keeper, and the inventor of the Monette queen-clipping
C.

-^ota,"

C.

device, lately came to a tragic end, as
noted in Gleanings

"He was burned

K- E. KhNXIC'ii

1,

(IF

Gl NNVIKW.

Il.L.

He climbed a tree 50 feet liigh, cut oft the
limb and broujcbt down the swarm shown,
without getting a sting or losing any bees.

ticles

ple

Journal

—We

"queen on the hat."

We

this vear.

have received the following in
reference to the queen that was on Miss
Wilson's hat, mentioned in the July
:

til

new reader who has become

"Queen" Under the Hat

Mr. Editor
are told on page
206 that even so versatile a gentleman
as Dr. Miller could not aCtount for the

to month we will conmore of the articles, un-

Bee Joamal for 1907

A

American

2. "Did You Ever Stop to Think?" by
Ralph Benton.
3. "Where the Pure Food Law is Not
Xcedcd," by Rev. R. B. McCain.

From month

These irrigation projects are scattered
over the entire arid region, from Canada
to the Mexican line.
In consequence,
every variety of crop grown in the temperate zone can be raised under them.
If you would like a fruit or dairy farm,
a garden for market truck, a tract for
diversified farming, hog or poultry raising, just write to the Statistician of the
U. S. Reclamation Service, Washington,

We

be found three of the ten articles for
which the National Bee-Keepers' Association paid $5.00 each, using the money
turned over to it by the Honey-Producers' League. The purpose was to get
some really valuable matter on honey
as a food that could be used by beekeepers in their local newspapers, and
elsewhere, perhaps.
Tlie first three articles referred to
arc as follows
1.
"A Food That Fills the Bill," by
Eugene Secor.

tinue to publish

them, and payment may be made in ten
annual instalments, without interest.

D. C, for particulars.

General

and one disinterested member
the nominations and publish

Platteville",

Honey Articles for Newspapers
On other pages of this number

We

:

Why

Not Bee-Keepers?
Wanted — 3,000 practical farmers who
would like to own homes of their own.
The Government lias nearly 200,000 acres
of land lying under the various irrigation
projects throughout the West for which
water will be available ne.xt season. The
farm unit on these projects varies in
most cases from 40 to 80 acres of irriIn
gable land, depending on location.
many sections a tract of grazing land
has been included in the farm unit
wherever practicable, bringing the total
I p
to 160 acres.

The only charge for these farms, besides the regular land office fee for filing,
is the actual cost of getting water to

to death in his

own

liome, where he lived alone, and had
the reputation of being a very success
ful and practical bee-keeper.
No particulars are known of the manner or
cause of the fire; but his charred bon-^s
were found just in front of what was
the doorway, indicating that he had
made an effort to escape. He was only
42 years old, and was one of the brightest bee-keepers that we had in our
ranks. Our sympathies are extended to
his parents, wlio lived but a short dis

tance away."

The American Bee Journal joins in
expression of
sympathy to Mr.
Monette's parents, for "C. Davenport"
was a valued contributor to our columns some years ago.
the

Bee-Diseases in Massachusetts
This is the title of Bulletin No. 75,
Part III, issued by the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture, and written by Burton N.
Gates.
unique feature is a map show-

A

:

:

August,

American Hee Journal
ing at a glance the localities in Massachusetts having American or European
foul brood, or both, as also possible
neighboring
in
sources of infection
States.
The author thinks the disease
made ravages in that State 80 years
ago, the. wax-moth taking the blame.
Treatment is given in this condensed

We

liU 6 botjjounds of honey a day.
tles at one time.
It is the cleanest way
to bottle honey. The bottles are placed
in boxes already filled, and the cut-off
Some
is so short that there is no drip.
of this plan we took from Mr. Coveyou,
of Michigan, that is, the pump and the
agitator, but the balance is all our own.
can take care of car-load orders
now, and get them out in at least a

We

form:

"As soon as a colony is discovered
diseased, and at a time when there would
be no robbing, it is shaken on the old
stand into a hive containing new frames

spring, only they

last

were

a little

late-.

The fruit-bloom gave them a good start.
One week's rain was a drawback on the
apple-bloom. Next was the locust, which
is a
great honey crop with us.
The

We

blackberry also gave a good crop.
also had one week of rainy weather
during this flow. At present the bees
have more than they can handle on the
white clover, as it is more plentiful

with narrow strips of foundation. In
way none of the contaminated honey is deposited in the new cells. Should
the disease reappear, which is sometimes
the case, the operation must be repeated.
from
In order to prevent the bees
swarming out, the queen may be caged
in the hive for a few days or the entrance closed with a piece of queen-excluding zinc. Care should be taken not
to scatter parts of the contaminated hive,
particularly the honey, where bees can
get at them."
this

Apiary of George

W. Delano

am

sending a picture of the apiary
W. Delano, which is located
His apiary was beat Ostrander, Wis.
gun 18 years ago by the purchase of 2
colonies, which were increased by natural swarming to 105 colonies. Like most
bee-keepers he has had some loss which
leaves him with 36 colonies now.
I

of George

shows Mr. Delano at work
with his bees.
He retired from farm
life 7 years ago, and devotes his time to

The

picture

bee-keeping.

Bees in this locality are doing better
than they have done for several years.

M.

L. F.

Italian Bee-Yard of
week.

When

filled

J.

they are ready to be

M. Myers, in Maryland.
than for

many

By

years.

all

prospects

shipped.

C. H. W. Weber.
Mr. Weber has consented to write an
article for the American Bee Journal
very soon, fully describing his method

we will have a record-breaker of a
honey crop. Some of my colonies have
nearly 2 finished supers now.
I am working for comb honey, and

of bottling honey.
are glad to know that at least
with some bee-supply dealers there is
"something doing."

preventing swarming as much as possible, which is a very tedious thing to
do, although I was successful thus far.
I have had but 4 swarms so
far, and
do not expect many more.

We

We

Maryland is not a bee-State.
have
of pasturage for bees, but the
majority do not know how to get the
results.
J. M.- Myers.
Westminster, Md., June i.
plenty

Meet
E.

Me

at Detroit

E.

Pressler,

Pennsylvania,

of

stamps upon his stationery and pricethe following
"Will be at Detroit, Oct.

lists

12."

Why

couldn't all who send out much
mail get a rubber stamp and do the
same? It would advertise the National

Convention

in

a

most

W.

felling
Z.

Wc

Apiary ok
Big Bee-Supply Season

(If.o.

— Bottling

W. Delano, in Wisconsin.
of

Honey
W. Weber,

of Cincinnati, Ohio,
wrote us as follows, July lo
C.

11.

Editor

York:

—This

has been one of
the biggest bee-supply seasons we have
ever had. This year's business has been
treble last year's. At times we had more
than we could attend to.
We have
handled about 14 cars of bee-supplies.
We are now bottling about 6,000

Bee-Keeping

in

Maryland

—

Mr. EiiiTOR; I send a picture of my
apiary.
I
do not think that you have
much if any correspondence from Maryland, as there are not many in the beebusiness here. I run my apiary in connection with a 180-acre farm.
It gives
me much to look after, but as I am a
lover of bees and honey, I take a great
interest in them.
bees all wintered
well, not losing .Tuy, and canu- nut strong

My

manner.

HUTCIUNSON.

think it might be better to use
Oct.
the exact dates of the convention
13-15.
The rubber-stamp idea is all
right if used in correspondence to beekeepers. No one else would care whether tlie user of the rubber stamp expected
to be in Detroit in October, or in some
place else at that time.

—

Comb Honey

at the

western
.Xmkrican

Editor

Chicago-NorthBee

Journal:

—

interested to be prea case, or rather a
super, of comb honey, just as it comes
off the hive, in the different sized secThe exhibition
tions and supers used.
lo he at the next meeting of the
is

Please notify

pared

to

all

exhibit

iyo8.

.\uyr.>',

American ^ee Journal
Ghicago

Bee

Northwestern

-

-

Keepers'

Association, to be held in Chicago.
Please do not ship, but notify the
Secretary of the Association and it will
be brought before the Executive Committee of the Association to decide on
the number of offers to be accepted,
The object of the
and which ones.
Committee will be to have the best show
ol the greatest number of different

Nebraska Semi-Annual Convention

To

There will he
semi-annual session of
Nebraska Hce-Keepers' Association
in Lincoln, during the week of the State
Fair. The meeting will be held on Wednesday evening, Sept. 2d, at 7 o'clock,
at the Bee and Honey House on the
State Fair Grounds.

S. Ponder, of IndianapoInd., sends us the following which
should interest every bee-keeper in Indiana
Indiana bee-keepers will ask for the
following measure at the next convening
You are reof our State Legislature
quested to bring the matter before your
respective Senators and Representatives
that the urgent need of the measure may
be thoroughly understood. The measure
is being promoted by the Indiana State
Association of Bee-keepers, and additional copies of this measure can be secured free by addressing George Demuth, Peru, Ind.; Jay Smith, Vincennes,
Ind., or Walter S. Ponder, Indianapo-

;i

the

All bee-keepers in attendance at the
Fair should make an effort to be pres-

Indiana Bee-Keepers

Mr. Walter

lis,

:

lis,

Ind.

An Act
provide for the appointment of a
State Inspector of Apiaries, and to
regulate the duties thereof; providing
a penalty for disposing of, or importing into the State, diseased bees, or
for hindering the Inspector in the fulfillment of his duties.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana as follows:
Sec. I.— The State Entomologist of
the State of Indiana, or his properly
appointed deputies, shall constitute a
State Inspector of Apiaries to aid and

To

Apiarv of

B. F.

Bartholomew,

of supers possible from among
those who wish to exhibit. The Association has offered $1.00 to each exhibitor of a super of comb honey.

l<inds

It is important for those willing to
aid in this exhibit to notify the Secretary promptly, so as to give plenty of
time to make all necessary arrangements.

The Committee

do

will

its

best

Herman

Park Ridge,

A

Oklahoma.

F. Moore, Sec.

111.

Apiary of B. F. Bartholomew
The picture shows my apiary and
3 little helpers.
2 colonies, and

I

development and protection
of the bee and honey industry in this
State, and for the prevention and suppression of contagious or infectious diseases among bees, such as foul brood,
black brood, paralysis, and so forth,
which now exist in some of the apiaries
assist in the

will

to

have a creditable exhibit, and hereby
bespeaks the hearty co-operation of all
those interested.
The date and exact place of holding
the next meeting will be announced
later.

in

There

be interesting discussions, renewal of acquaintances, and exchanges of practical experiences.
Come to the Fair and see one of the
best honey exhibits displayed in any of
the Central States, and enjoy a meeting
of one of the growing State bee-associaLillian E. Trester, Sec.
tions.
Lincoln, Neb.
ent.

my

started in 1901 with
Bees did
72.

now have

very poorly this year until July
some colonies have as much

But

I.

as

40

of the State.

—

Said Entomologist shall,
Sec. 2.
notified of the existence of the
disease known as foul brood or other
infectious diseases among bees, examine such reported apiaries and all others in the same neighborhood, and, if
satisfied of the existence of foul brood
or other contagious diseases, shall give

when

to the owner, or person having charge
of any such apiary, full instructions as
to manner of treating them. Within a

Bee-Hive Lifter
enclose some pictures of a bee-hive
No.
I invented last summer.
shows the lifter; No. 2 explains how
I

lifter that
I

I
let the lifter down over a 3-story
hive; No. 3 sliows the lifter with 2 supers taken off the brood-nest. You see,
don't have to set the supers down
I
and smash bees the supers hang in the
lifter while examining the brood-nest.
No. 4 shows how I move a 3-story
hive.
I
handle the hives and supers
without touching them with my hands.
;

In transposing 2-story hives I lift
the 2 stories ofT the bottom-hoard and
set them to one side, raise the lifter to
the second story, lift it up and place it
on the bottom-board, then set the lower

one on
with

top,

all

my hand

the cover,

and

without touching them
except in changing
am doing it with com-

at all,
I

Part of Apiary of

60

Colonies of A.

fort.

When

putting

out

the

bees

in

the

and taking them in in the fall,
can do as much work as two men,

spring,
I

and with more comfort.

Andrew
Juneau

Co., Wis.

pounds of honey now. I kept swarming down by dividing, and getting good
queens from an Oklahoma breeder. But
after this

C. Brovald.

I

queens.

Norman,

will be able to rear niv own
B. F. Bartholomew.
Okla., July 27.

V. PiiiLi.ii'S, in Xeo.sh() C(i

reasonable lime after making the

first

examination the inspector may make a
second examination; and if the condition of any of the colonies affected is
such as in his judgment to render it
necessary to prevent the further spread

:

August. igoS.

American ^ae Journal
ilic disease, and tlic owners refuse
lo treat them according to instructions
of said Inspector, then the Inspector may
burn or otherwise destroy such diseased
bees, hives, combs, and other appliances
that might cause the further spread of
the disease.

he paid on a basis of 5 cts.
per pound for first, 4 cts.
per pound for second, and 3
cts. per pound for third, for
actual
number of pounds
shown. Maximum amount of

<it

premiums
Most attractive

display
of
best honey-]iroducing plants,
pressed, mounted and named,
not to exceed 25 varieties.

—

Sec. 3.
Said Entomologist shall have
the right to enter any premises where
bees are kept, for the performance of

.

Italian bees and oueen,
gle frame
nucleus, in

his duties.

servatory

—

Sec. 4. The State Entomologist shall
include in his annual report to the Governor such information in regard to the
work of apiary inspection and bee culture as he may deem of interest and importance to the State.

—

Sec. 5. Any owner of
apiary, or person or persons,

upon

its

go into force

shall

passage and approval.

ids,

will be held at
14 to 18, 1908.

Sept.

Woodman
tendent
ment.

which

of that city,
of the bee and

is

Grand RapMr. A.
the

G.
superin-

honey depart-

The premium

list is as follows,
limited to Michigan bee-keep-

is

ers only
I

ity,

Comb Honey,

quantity, up to the

St.

2nd.

-iid.

qual-

amount

of 500 lbs., appearance and
condition for market to be
considered. PremiujTis will be
paid on a basis of 5 els. per
section for first, 4 cts. per
section for second, and 3 cts.
per section
for
third, for
actual number of sections of

Comb Honey shown. Maximum amount of premiums. .$25. oo$->o.oo$i5. 00
Specimen case of Comb Honey,
not less than 10 lbs., quality and condition for market
to be considered
5.00
Display of Extracted Honey,
quality, quantity up to the
amouiU of 500 lbs., appearance and condition for market to be considered.
Premiums to be paid on a basis
of 5 cts. per pound for first,
cts.
per
4
pound for second,
and 3 cts. per pound for
third,

shown.

for

3.00

-'.oo

3.00

3.00

2.00

3.00

2.00

."l"i,

hi.ily

11

and

oncy,

3.00

2.00

1.00

Honev

appearquality
and quantity
ii|> to the .amount of 150 lbs.
to be considered.
Premiums
to he paid on a basis of 5
cents per pound for first, 4
cts.
per pound for second,
and 3 cts. per pound for
third, for actual number of
ance,

pounds

shown.

.Sist('r'.s

l)e

considered.

Premiums

M.

Questions.

3.00

2.{

5.00

3.1

thines to

be

,c no

10.1

con-

the super a solid mass of cotnb
honey, so that I had to tear the super
out ? I th^n cut out the comb honey under the frames. Did I do right
Will
the honey drip on the brood-nest to hurt
the oees?
I cut out only 4 frames.
I
noticed the bees were around the super
close to the frame of the hive at night.
.'

Why

should the comb honey from
one hive be A I clover honey and the
super full with sections filled out smooth
and even, wliile another colony near
sliould build uneven sections and have
dark honey?
I saved a fine swarm from tlie first
.^
swarm. Will that be as good a yiclder
as its mother colony?

Why

arc the cells in the honev
some honey than in others,
coming from different hives?
sections
the
finished
of
5. Should
honey be taken off as soon as capped
over, and new sections put in?
6. Do you think that the deeper puncture of the sting causes the more swelling and poison, or are some of the dear
little bees provided with a nmre poison4.

larger in
the honey

all

late in the

the swarms,

season?

If

I

unite them
for the winter, and would they furni.sh
enough honey for their winter stores?
8. I
bought a colony of bees and
moved them some distance, and I think
jarred the comb loose from the broodframes. The bees built several irreguI

all lengths.
Could
brood-comb and fasten it

brood-combs,

lake

the

I

in

new frames and

6. 00

4.50

Iratisfer into new' hives?
I'erliaps this will nol be puniished in
time to help me out this year, but the
caring for liees is like carina for a
baby it keeps one liusy to keep them

—

in

good shape.
I

am

WILSON.

Marengo,

111.

bees without veil or gloves, but I
not brave enough to climb a tree and
off the limb on which the swarm
is clustered, so I find thi: wire swarmcatcher a fine way to get the swarm
from the ground. I have S colonies in
old box-hives, and it would be impossible to dig down through the frames to
hutit the queen to clip her wings to
prevent swarming. I am putting all my
new swarms in dovetailed hives, with
movable frames, which will give me a
chance to look the colonies over next
year and clip the queen's wings to prevent swarming.
On June 18, I took off 20 pounds of
prime white clover honey, also hived a
fine large swarm of bees from one hive.
Honey retails at 20 cents a pound. The
season promises to be a bountiful one
for honey, as there is so mucli wdiite
There are
clover in bloom this year.
only a few colonies of bees in this vicinof

I

7.50

to

EMMA

1.
What should I have done when on
wanting to take off filled surplus super
I found from the frames up to the bot-

l.ir

Maximum

amount of premiums
^rosl attractive display of beeswax, quality and quantity up
to the amount of 150 lbs., to

all

-.i.lFT.-,|

Conducted by

no matter how

of

flavor,
style to be

riiliMilcrcrl
l)is|)lay of Extracted
in granulated form;

3.1

ing, attractive and instructive exhibition in this depart-

ment,

hived 2 small swarms could

Spii-iMun of Extracted
mil I, ^^ than I lb.,

5.00

3ee- Keeping

ous sting than others?
7. Will it p;iy to hive

amount

actual

Maximum amount

2.(

Diir

2.

Display of

5.00

tom of

The West Michigan Fair
This Fair

6.00

in

^1

6.— This Act

effect

7.50

ob-

hives

2.(

3.00

diseased

a

company

five dollars.

Sec.

^

sin-

tory hives
Cariiiolan bees and queen, single
frame nucleus, in ob-

3.00
sin-

comb nucleus, in observatory hives
Queen-rearing nucleus, showing frame of queen-cells, in
observatory hives
Full Colony in full size observatory hive, showing different parts and appliances
of hive, most instructive...
Largest,
best and most instructive display of nuclei of
dilferent races of
bees in
single comb observatory hives
Largest, best, most interestgle

Black bees and queen, single
frame nucleus, in observa-

corporation, who shall knowingly sell.
barter, or give away, or import into thi^
State any colony or colonies of bees or
appliances afifected with disease or expose to the danger of other bees or
affected appliances, or refuse to allow
the Apiary Inspector to inspect or treat
such apiary or appliances, or shall re.sist, hinder, or impede him in any way
in the discharge of his duties under the
Iirovision of this Act, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and shall be fined nut
less than ten nor more than twenty-

and

servatory hives

Caucasian bees and queen,

brave enough to hive a swarm

am

saw

•

'

Im.\.

ity.

Geauga
I.

as

if

built

Co., Ohio, July

i.

seems
what a'^e called burr-combs w-ere
between the two stories, that is,

It is

not entirely clear, but

it

comb filled in the shallowirregular
You did
space and filled with honey.
the only thing that could be done, in
fastenings.
forcibly breaking apart tliese
\o danger of hurting the bees by the
dripping honey. Indeed, you would have
done well to let the bees clean up the
drip before removing the super. Just
raise the super enough to break apart
the attachments, let it down again, and
in a quarter of ,in hour or less you can
lift off the siii)er and everything will
be dry.
Prevention is better than cure, and
there are two things that may have been
at fault. There may have been too great
It should
a space between the stories.
not be more than a quarter of an inch.
Or. the space may have been all right
and the bees too much crowded for waiii
of room. See that there is always abund
ance of surplus rootn, adding more room

—

—

:
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before the bees have tilled what they already have. Generally it is best to add
another super when the lirst is half
tilled; perhaps sooner if the colony is
strong and tlie harvest heavy.

Vou say, "I cut out onJy 4 frames."
don't exactly understand and perhaps
the whole question is not rightly understood.
If so, don't fail to ask again.
1

;

sometimes happens that one colony works on a kind of flowers different from another, hut that is not usual,
lo such an e.xlent as to have one colony
have light honey while another has dark.
Some colonies till honey close up to the
cappings, making it look much darker
tlian with the usual air-space between
tlie
honey and the cappings.
I
don't
know just how to account for uneven
2.

It

there was some local
cause.
strong colony will fill out
sections more plump and regular than
a weak one.
unless

sections,

A

3.

The

first

swarm ought

to be of the

same character as the mother colony,
as

takes the old queen with

it

4.

Are you sure you can

it.

detect

any

colonies?
You
will find two sizes made by any colony
worker-comb, measuring 5 to the icnh,
and drone-comb, measuring 4 cells to
the inch.
Either kind may be used for
storing honey.
difference

in

different

5. Take off as soon as the whole super
is finished.
Often it is well to take off a
super while the corner sections are still
unfinished.
Then a super can be filled
with these unfinished sections and given
back to the bees to finish.

6. A deeper puncture comes from the
sting remaining longer in the wound,
and when the sting is left the poisonbag is left with it, and the poison keeps

been doing is given by her in the CiTster
Co. (Neb.) Beacon
Editor Be.acon
For the first time in
several years, I have been out of "Farmer's Institute" work, as a representative
of the honey-bee, but I have not been
idle entirely in regard to the honey interests of the country.
For a number of years, by means of
voice and pen, I ahve advocated the
merits of sweet clover, more particularly
"Melilotus officinalis" the yellow blossomed variety, both as a forage plant
for stock and as a honey-plant of ster:

—

—

ling merit.
I

commenced

this in a public spirited

way, without any intention of going into
the seed business, for we are not fixed
to take care of the seed in quantity.
Inquiries for seed became so frequent,
however, that I cast about for a way to
supply tlie demand in part at least.
For two seasons, now, the girls and I
have been trying to harvest what we
could to sell in small quantity to beekeepers.
This season I have sent seed of yellow sweet clover into 22 States and
Washington, D. C. Of these Texas got
the most, making 3 calls, one of which
was for 20 pounds. Other States that
got 3 lots each were Illinois, Kansas,
Indiana, Colorado, Missouri and California, while Neraska got 5 lots and
Michigan 4. I could have sold much
more seed if I had had it, for when I
began to suspect that I would run out
I limited orders to 2 pounds.
I did run
out after all, and for the last month or
so I have been returning money'' for an
occasional order.

The

last

order came to hand todav

from Hakodate, in far-away Japan,
which is to be sent next fall, if present
supply is gone. I feel that I have been
cng.iged in a good work, and the satisfaction I feel is more to me than the
"shekels" raked in.
A. L. Amos.

Quite a piece of yellow sweet clover

was sown on our

place last year, and
it did not make a good stand,
enougli of it has bloomed this year to
give us some knowledge of it, especially
in comparison with while clover. It does
not grow so tall as the white variety,
but the most important point of difference relates to the time of blooming.
This year, in this neighborhood, the first
bloom on sweet clover was seen June
I
on the white it was June 24; a difference of 23 days.
have been in the
habit of thinking that that difference
was against the yellow variety. Dr. Miller saying, "The yellow comes right in
the time of white clover," only a week
later than white clover this year
"and
so it is of less value than the white
sweet clover, which continues the flow
after the white clover is gone." But last
year, when white clover refused to yield
any nectar, he changed his mind, saying,
"In a year like this it would be a big
thing for us if we had a good acreage
of yellow sweet clover, for it would give
us 3 weeks of flow before the beginning of the white variety."

although

;

We

—

—

What few stalks we had this year
were busily visited by the bees right in
the thick of the white clover bloom —
a good test as to yielding qualities. If
there is any difference, the horses seem
to prefer

it

just a

little

to the white as

green food.

irra y^fffrngmfsr"^^

pumped in all the while, increasing the pain and swelling. There is also
a difference as to what part of one's
anatomy gets the sting. Probably you
will not find a difference in the stings
of different bees, although it is said that
poison is worse at some seasons than
others.
Some say stings are especially
bad when bees are working on buckbeing

^anadia
'Bci^oiii

wheat.

pay to hive anything rather
7.
than lo have it go off; but it is best,
one can avoid it, never to have weak
swarms.
Whether two small swarms
united will store enough to winter on
depends upon the pasturage and the
lateness of the season.
Generally such
swarms come too late for success.
8. Yes, if the combs are not too irre.gular.
It doesn't pay to fuss with any
lliat are very irregular.
It

will

^*'^=^^''*^*^^"

if

The Yellow Sweet Clover.
Do you know that one of the

chief
apostles of sweet clover certainly the
chief apostle of yellow sweet clover
is
not a man, but a woman? When
you have seen the name A. L. Amos,
like as not you have thought the name
belonged to one of the brothers
but
that name stands for one of the sisters,
Mrs. Amos, out in Nebraska.
If the
value of sweet clover in general, and
yellow sweet clover in particular, is not
generally understood, it is not the fault

—

Conducted by

J.

L.

Crop Light, but Quality Good.
It is a little too early to say just what
the crop of honey will be in Ontario
this year. However, from a number of
reports received to date (July 21), it
looks like another very light crop. The
average of these reports indicates about
35 pounds per colony. All my informants say the honey is of e.xcellent quality.

Wherever buckwheat is grown prospects are good for a jield from that
source, as the abundant rains of the
past few days have been general over
the count rv.

;

of Mrs. Amos. The following account
of some of the things Mrs. Amos has

(lover and Ba^swood.
"White-clover honey'' is a misnomer
^Vllite

as

far

as

the

concerned, in
.'Mthough our
vet

for

product of the hive is
our immediate locality.
is of the very best,

soil

some reason verv

little

white

BYER, Mount

Joy, Ont.

clover shows up, and I venture the guess
one year with another, not 5 percent of our honey is gathered from that
source.
Ordinarily, its absence makes
but little difference to us, as we arc in
alsike district, and the white clover is
generally through blooming as soon as
the alsike.
This year, however, alsike
lasted but a short time owing lo drouth,
and I notice that where white clover is
abundant the bees are storing a little,
whereas our bees are doing nothing.
that,

Basswood has done as usual with us
Queer how uncertain
yielded nothing.
that source of nectar is here as compared with Mr. Doolitlle's locality. True,
we have comparatively few trees, yet
when they did yield a few years ago,
a good crop was assured.
As may be surmised by the foregoing, our crop of honey is light, but as it
is double that of last season, and very
fine in quality,

wc

rlo

not feel like com-

:

:
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plaining. While not in a buckwheat section, yet this year quite a large acreage
of this plant has been sown, and with the
nice rain now falling (July 17), prospects are good for at least enough buckwheat honey for winter stores.

liuckwheat as a Honey-Plant.
I
am at a
the plant yields no
early in the season, or whether

Speaking of buckwheat,
loss

know

to

honey

if

work on it when
A large amount of

the bees will not
clover is in bloom.

buckwheat came up among the oats and
other grain, one field of 10 acres being
literally white with the blossoms during
the time clover was in bloom, yet, although we had a few mornings that one
would think were ideal for the buckwheat to secrete nectar, scarcely a bee
could be found upon the blossoms, and
our honey from the clover was never
whiter in color.
As the bees do not
work on clover in the early forenoon,
at a time when buckwheat yields best,
I was agreebly surprised to find it was
not touched, as we fully expected to
have our clover hon&y with a buckwheat
flavor.

Few Swarms

—Forming

In our apiaries we had only 8 swarms
At the one yard with no one
only 2 examinations of the
brood-chamber were made, and as no.
inclination towards swarming was noticed, I decided that unless conditions
changed not to bother them any more.
Today (July 17), with the clover flow
over, I find that no swarms have left,
so the apiary is in grand condition for
a buckwheat flow, should it come.
When making the second examination
of the bees two combs of brood were
taken from nearly every colony, and the
extra breeding-room given to the queens
jitst at this stage may have somewhat
discouraged swarming. All this brood

taken away was tiered up on 5 weaker
colonies, and one week later was used
in forming nuclei.
By the way, some
SO nuclei thus formed this season had
queens introduced so successfully that
I would not care if I never had a sin-

swarm

as

far

as

A

tribution of the counties, and we have
not as yet chosen a man for Middlesex,
Elgin, Perth and Huron. This appointment, I expect, will be made at the next
meeting of the Council, when I will
send you the additional name, at once.

In reference to the eastern district, it
has been decided this year to send a

man down

to

counties

these

who

is

thoroughly conversant with foul brood
make an expert examination of the apiaries in the most important centers. At the present time we
have no definite knowdedge that there is
any foul brood in these counties outside
of the attack of European foul brood
in the vicinity of Trenton.
None of the
local bee-keepers there have had any
experience with the disease, and arc
therefore not competent
to examine
apiaries to find out whether the disease
in all its stages to

at all prevalent.

It is likely that the
down will be in a posiout to the bee-keepers in
any place that he may visit the diarac-teristics of the disease, should he find
it
existing there, so that in future we
will have men in the east familiar with
the disease.
P. W. Hodgetts.
is

man who
tion

is

sent

to point

going to press we have reinformation from Mr.
Hodgetts in reference to the
appointment of foul brood inspectors.

Before

Nuclei.

this year.
in charge,

gle

the*blossoms, one can well believe that
the plant yields nectar abundalitly. Milkweed does not yield its nectar to the
bees, however, without exacting a heavy
toll from the bu.sy little workers.
On
the few scattered patches around here,
during the period of bloom, quite a few
dead bees were noticed fastened to the
stringy attachments of the flowers. Just
what does the damage, I am not quite
sure, but the pollen seems to be weblike
and sticky, entangling the poor bee like
a spider's web.
few days ago, whilestanding watching the bees coming in.
a bee was noticed twirling around in the
air, and then it fell to the ground just a
short distance from me.
On examination I found these milkweed webs entangling the bee, which had managed
to tear away from the plant, but after
all fell a victim to the fatal web.
I would be inclined to think that this
bad feature of the milkweed would seriously decimate the population of the
hive, when the bees worked upon these
plants for any great length of time.
Since writing the foregoing I have
referred to "A B C of Bee-Culture" and
find my crude explanation of the webs
to be very nearly correct.

getting

further

ceived

Ontario Bee-Inspection Work.
Secretary Hodgetts has sent the Canadian Bee Journal the following information

in

regard to inspection work for

1908:

Five of the bee inspectors have been
appointed, as follows
J. L. Byer, Mount Joy
ham, Ontario and York.

Wm. McKvoy,

—Victoria,

Dur-

Woodburn — Halton,

Wentworth, Brant, Haldimand, Lincoln
and Welland.
Jas. Armstrong, Cheapside
Norfolk,
Oxford, Waterloo and Wellington.

—

A.

Chrysler,

Chatham

— Essex.

Kent and Lambton.
H. G. Sibbald, Claude— Peel, Dufferin,
Simcoe, Grey and Bruce.

You

He

says

"The Minister of Agriculture has

de-

to send Mr. Homer Burk, of
Highland Creek, fo look over the apiar-

cided

Foul-Beood Inspectors Appointed.

W.

W.

P.

will

note that there

is

a

redis-

ies in the eastern counties.
He has instructions to spend considerable time
there during the buckwheat flow, and to
visit as many places as possible where
apiaries are to be found.
Two more
inspectors have been appointed for the
west.
Middlesex and Elgin have been
placed under the charge of Mr. John
Newton, of Thamesford, while Huron
and Perth have been given to D. Chalmers, Poole.
It was felt that as the
season was already well advanced, that
one man could not properly cover the
four counties, and it was therefore decided to divide it in this manner."

WS?iS?

increase

concerned.

is

In the whole lot 3 queens
one by accident, and I strongsuspect the other 2 were virgins, so,
things considered, I was very well

were
ly
all

lost,

outhern

satisfied with results.

The one

loss characterized as

an "ac-

was caused by the queen in one
colony over which the brood was tiered
cident"

up, getting through the excluder. When
forming the nuclei she was not noticed,
and when a week later looking into one
I
was surprised to see a clipped
On looking in front of the hive,
as might be expected, the young queen
was lying there dead. I have formed
many nuclei on the plan outlined, and

nucleus
queen.

this

ture

is

the

that

on using
something

"accident" of this nahave had, so I shall keep

first

I

this

method

until

I

hear of

better.

Milkweed and

Its Sticky Pollen.

If I am correct, milkweed is quite a
yielder of surplus in localities where it
grows in abundance. Judging by the
eagerness with which the bees work on

New

Conducted by LOUIS H. SCHOLL,

Some Uusy Times
The

in Texas.

fellow that's looking at you above
has been busier than his bees for several
months, harvesting over 40,000 pounds
of comb honey, almost all by his wee
little 6-fect-3 self, and, in consequence
of this, has been unable to keep up with
his pen-work, etc.
That's the reason
some of the questions asked recently to
be answered through "Southern Becdom" do' not appear this month. Hut
some of us believe in "making liay while

Braunfels. Tex.

the sun shines,"

and

that's

doing with our honey

and

what we are

— the

bettor

half

I!

Moving Bees

witli

Open Hive-

Entrances.

We

see advised once

in

a while by

practical bee-keepers, the moving of bees
in daytime with the entrance of the
hives open.
That this can be done, I
am not going to dispute. I have been
forced to do this more llian once myself,

—
;
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caused by high water, etc. But I Icuozv
it to be a dangerous and unsafe practise,
and it is likely to cause serious accidents
and loss. VVhile most of the moving
we do is done with the entrance wide
open, with covers removed, and a 2-inch
rim with wire-cloth tacked on in place
of the hive-covers, I move at night, and
usually try to move on moonlight nights,
and never have had any trouble. But
I would say,
to advise it in daytime
"Don't do it."

—

Favorable and Unfavorable Reports.

The honey crop was

good

fairly

in

That is,
portion of the country.
I fear the summer or
the spring crop.
fall flow will be cut short on account of
drouth, as we have had no rain to speak
of for 6 weeks. This, however, is just
in this locality, as most parts of the
State are having good rains, and we expect to hear some good reports from
bee-keepers in the more favored localithis

ties.

Two

Serious Objections to Carniolan
Bees.

have now had an apiary of 50 colonies of Carniolan bees for 2 years. I
am well pleased with them as honeygatherers, and comb-builders, but have
I

two serious objections
the same old objection

to them.

First,

that has always
excessive
them
against
held
been
swarming. I have never had anything
that
of
bees
other
race
with
any
to do
could equal them in that respect. They
in
this
for
sure
swarmers
are excessive

—

locality.

The second

fault

I

find

with

them

rear so many
drones. Even young queens, only a few
weeks old, will fill every drone-cell to
be found in the hive with drone-brood.
This is not only at swarming time, but
at all seasons of the year when broodrearing is going on.
is

their

disposition

to

The Weather and Honey

Yields.

strange what different effects the
weather, rain, etc, have on our honeyIt is

lived in this county
I have
years, and have
for
18
(.Lampasas)
never known the plant we call "Queen's

plants.

delight" to fi rnish any surplus honey
until the present year, when it was furBut the quality
nished a good SI' .plus.
"Queen's delight" has
is not first-class.
been mentioned to :;ie at various times
as a honey-plant, but I had concluded
that there must he some mistake about
it, as I had never seen a honey-bee on it
until the present year, when the bees
Now I am wonjust swarmed on it.
dering if it will be 18 years more before we have another honey-flow from
"Queen's delight."

Effect of Stores of a Colony.

My

experience has always been that
bees with a big supply of stores in their
hives are more active, and more inclined
to work in unfavorable weather, than
colonies with just a moderate supply of
stores. And especially is this true in the
This is in reply to what
early spring.
Dr. Miller had to say in a late issue
of Gleanings, where he mentioned a cer-

Wilson Yard, with a
big supply of honey in their hive showtain colony in the

ing

more

supply.

activity than those with a less
L. B. Smith.

Rescue, Tex.

The Texas Couveutiou.
Collegf. Station, Texas^ July

7.

The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association
met this afternoon in room 12 of the
main building. President
and Secretary-Treasurer

W.

O. Victor,

L.

H. Scholl,

being in their respective places. After
invocation of divine blessing by Rev.
John W. Pharr, President Victor delivered his annual address, following which
there was a reception of members.

Under the head of general business,
Louis H. Scholl, F. L. Aten and others
spoke at length concerning business affairs of the association.

"The Selection of Location of Apiary"
was discussed by T. P. Robinson of
Bartlett, and W. O. Victor, following
which there was a general discussion
Louis H.
topic.
of this interesting
Scholl explained conditions on swarming in bees, its causes and the means
of prevention.
"The Preparation of the Apiary for
the Honey-Flow" was discussed by J. M.
Hagood, F. L. Aten, Z. S. Weaver, Louis

H.

Scholl,

G.

W.

Cantrell,

John W.

Pharr, and others.
The most important session ever held
by the bee-keepers' section of the Farmers' Congress at College Station took
place the second morning.

The leading subject was opened by
He discussed
Prof. Louis H. Scholl.
one of the most important subjects concerning the bee-keepers of the entire
Lone Star State, that of the contagious
disease of bees known as foul brood,
or bacillus alvei. Every person engaged
in the keeping of honey-bees, be his
number ever so small, is deeply concerned in this matter of one of the most
serious and virulent of all diseases afrapidly
is
fecting honey-bees, as it
spreading and threatens to spread from
apiary to apiary throughout the entire
country, dealing out destruction in its
way. Therefore it is highly important
that every person who has bees, be he
a small or large keeper, become thoroughly interested in the work, as it is
being taken up by the rvssociation, that
of preparing for the eradication of the
disease of foul brood before it makes
greater headway than already made.
This is a subject so highly important
to bee-keepers that it is high time to
begin immediately to aid in proper steps
that will be formulated toward obtaining
proper legislation and funds for carrying on the work.
The bee-keeping industry 'has grown
so rapidly within the last ten years so
that Texas is now pre-eminently the
honey-producing State in the Union. The
valuation of the bees, appliances and the
honey crop amounts to many thousands
of dollars to the State. Bee-keeping can
well be classed along with the other
more important industries of the State
and it is growing rapidly. The honeybee is the property of the bee-keeper as
well as other property of others, and by
being duly taxed for its valuation it
would mean much for the revenues of
the State, and in return for this the
property of the bee-keeper should receive
the protection of the State. This will be
the object sought by the Texas bee-keepers through proper legislation.
There are many sections that are infected with the dread disease of foul

brood, and although there is a State foul
brood law, it is weak in many points,
and besides there has been made no

appropriation for carrying out the law,
hence for lack of
funds and other
means the work can not be carried out,
and is at present a dead issue, while
the disease is spreading and threatening
the whole industry.
Prof. Scholl receives hundreds of letters, asking for help from bee-keepers
who are threatened with the destruction
of their apiaries.
But nothing can be
done until proper laws are formulated
and passed, with sufficient appropriation
for the work.
It follows, then, that rigid inspection
work be enforced. All apiarists who
are found to possess bees in a healthy
condition can be given a certificate to
• that
effect, much as those used by orchard and other inspectors. Every owner of bees should be glad to possess
such a health certificate, as it enhances
the value of his bees to a great extent
and aids in other ways.
The discussion took up almost the entire morning session, as this is one of
the most serious problems confronting
the bee-keepers at the present time.
legislative committee of five was appointed for the purpose of reviving or
amending the present foul brood law
and obtaining sufficient appropriation for
the work.
Prof. Louis H. Scholl was

A

made chairman of

this committee, with
Prof. C. E. Sanborn of College Station,
T. P. Robinson, W. O. Victor and F. L.
Aten to report at the next meeting.
"Prevention of Swarming and Increase" was discussed by F. L. Aten. He
makes an examination of all his colonies
in the spring to see that all have a
good queen and sufficient stores so they
will build up properly for the honey-flow.
lo-frame hive is advised, and when
the lower chamber is filled, take another
with empty combs and alternate them by
replacing full ones drawn from the first.
This will give them lots of room and
causes them to fill up the upper stories,
which are then extracted. Thus providing room will aid much toward preventing swarming.
If a colony is handled
too late and has already the swarming
fever it is difficult to stop them.
"Best Method of Queen-Rearing" was
discussed by John W. Pharr, giving his
methods and explaining many methods
used by leading authorities of the country.
Some seasons it is very difficult
to succeed well in.the rearing of queens,
while it is a very easy matter at other
times. All this the queen-rearer must
study out in his locality and then learn
how to solve the problem.
The following officers were elected
F. L. Aten, president J. L. Long, vicepresident Louis H. Scholl, New Braun-

A

;

;

secretary.
The association has worked late and
early and has carried out its program.
fels,

Galveston News.
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between tlie bee-yard and the
kitchen yard.
On the otlier hand, I
have seen bees, on a high hill, go down
into the valley a hundred yards below
and sting a team in the field. The way
was open and the bees were cross.
tliick,

Keeping Bees Near Neighbors
BY

C.

V.

PAPA XT.

should I place my bee-hives away
dwelling-house?
There arc several
I
have
liousLS not far from my bee-yaru.
abont 85 colonies, and these people are making
all
kinds of threats, saying they will make
me move my bees away off. Having been in

llow
from a

far

the bee-business a great many years, you
likely be able to inform me about this.

would

Wisconsin.

There

is

regulating

no law, to
the

numlicr

my
of

knowledge,
colonies

of

any one may keep in one spot
neitlier is it possible for any city to enforce ordinances concerning the keeping
nf bees within the city limits.
But if
liees annoy people and cause damage or
suffering by their stings, they may be
treated as nuisances, and rightfully, too.
There have been numberless law-suits
ccincerning bees, and many feuds between neighbors caused by their stings.
liees that

•Some dissatisfaction has also been caused
by the bee-keeper sowing the seeds of
honey-plants in waste places. We have
nurselves heard numerous complaints
because we scattered the seed of sweet
clover in waste places. Yet those waste
places produced noxious weeds, such
as the ragweed, which causes hay-fever,
.-ind
no one seemed to take notice,
liut as 'soon as a useful plant took the
lead and eradicated the rag-weed some
men were found who complained, even
though sweet clover is just as easily
destroyed as the rag-weed, and makes
good feed for stock, if stock is allowed
to graze on it early in the season.
Dissatisfaction among neighbors, as
to the keeping of bees within short distances of homes,' may be justified by
conditions.
If your bees are within
close proximity of the public road, and
are likely to sting teams that pass by,
or horses hitched to posts at the front
,nale. the neighbors are right in making
a complaint and objecting.
Or if you
without
Iiandle your bees carelessly,
smoke, because you don't feel- the necessity of it and the bees do not sting
you, they may, nevertheless, sting your
neighbor or his children 30 or 40 yards

away. Let me cite an instance.
A very good friend of ours, a jeweler,
in a neighboring town, kept a few colonies of bees.
He was very close to
another house, and the hives were not
Dvcr 20 yards from the neighbor's kitI'licii door.
For years all went smoothly because he had only pure Italian bees,
which were very gentle. After a while
his bees
became hylirids, and were
trosser, and one day his neighbor interviewed me to enquire as to what he
could do to get rid of those bees, as
his daughter had been stung two or
three times, and once on the nose, and
Ik- said their back yard was becoming
.1
dangerous place for them.

-

I
went o\or to my friend and made
cnquirx.
He was very much astonished,
for he said, they had never complained.
They evidently did not like to make a
fuss about it.
He assured me that the
bees never stung him, and that they
went to the
were very peaceable.
bees together and, to my astonishment,
he started to open a hive witliout using
smoke.
Two or three bees got after
me, for I am not bee-proof, but my
friend seemed to fear nothing from
them.
That gave me the explanation.

We

When

he examined his bees, they vented

their anger

on the neighbors.

suggested to him that he should use
regularly, and avoid handling
the bees at times when there was possiHe not only took my
bility of trouble.
advice, but moved his bees, at the first
opportunity, to the other extremity of
I

smoke

the yard, and there was no more trouble.
Had the neighbor been a vindicitivc
man, there would probably have been
some dispute, while by this means the
matter was ended before trouble began.
I have never kept bees in a city, myself, having always had the good luck
of being located on a farm, and always
the same one, but I have placed apiaries
at different farms, in close proximity
to barns, to the public road, and there
has never been any complaint. But we
have always taken care to warn everybody as to the presence of the hives,
and the necessity of avoiding hitching

horses in close range, unless trees or
shrubs separated the hitching place from
the apiary.
If you must keep bees on a city lot,
and your neighbors object, you should
first make sure that they are not causing real trouble. Sometimes a neighbor
will put up quite a little inconvenience,
I have heard of
if he is well treated.
neighbors not minding a sting or two
occasionally, because they were always
sure to get a taste of the honey when
there was a crop.
If the bees are causing real inconvenience, do not wait to ascertain your
rights, but move them, until you can
arrange your yard so as to avoid hard
A high hedge between two
feelings.
lots will often be sufficient to keep the
bees entirely away from the undesirahigh board fence is someable spot.
times quite sufiicient. but angry bees
may "jump the fence" in a spirit of revenge, and punisli an innocent party.
This is where pure Italian or CaucasHandle your bees always
ians are best.
with smoke, and never too early or too
late, or during stormy weather, and you
may be able to avoid trouble.
I have kept bees, at a certain farmhouse, within 20 feet of a kitchen, and
the bees never did any injury in the
yard but there was a high hedge, very

A

;

None of us can blame a man for
being angr_v, and demanding the removal
of our bees, if they sting either his
family or his stock.
If he can prove
damage, he can surely collect damages.
There are, however, cases where spite
will
cause the demand of removal.
Such cases are hard to deal with. But
I have not yet seen a case where a little
Iioney or something else will not mollify
the party and smooth the unpleasantness.
Another thing tliat may work
well is the gift of a colony of bees. The
man who detested bees sometimes becomes a lover of the bees himself.
The National Bee-Keepers' Association
protects its members against imposition,
but if there is any one thing which the
several general managers of this Association have disliked, it is protecting a
bee-keeper in his rights when there is
clear evidence that if he had used a
little diplomacy and tact to avoid trouble,
be might have saved liimself and the
.\ssociation a vast amount of expense
and law. But when trouble comes, and
the bee-keeper is not at fault, it is right
that he should find help, for our bees
are not a nuisance; they are useful insects, and should be given fair plav.

Hamilton,

Did

111.

You Ever Stop

to Think ?

nv RALPH BENTOX.

We have often heard honey spoken
of as a luxury along with English jams
and the like to be indulged in only on
rare occasions.
But did you ever stop
to think that honey is a real food containing several constituents important to
the body as foods and so is to be numbered among the most economical of
foods ?
The carbohydrates or sugars are
necessary to the human body, in witness of which fact we have that craving among children for something sweet.
You ask a boy or' girl if he wants honey
or butter on his bread, and if he can
not have both, nine cases out of ten
he will say "honey." The same would
have been true if you had asked him
molasses or butter he would have said
molassss. But molasses and candies in
general are what we call "cane sugars"
or double sugars. These double sugars
have to be liroken down into "grape"
or single sugars before they can be
This
assimilated by the body as foftd.
is largely done by the saliva and unless
the sweets eaten are mixed well with
saliva and so converted, the Iiody becomes over burdened with a non-assimilative compound which has then to
be removed by the liver and kidneys,
overtaxing in many instaijccs these two
much workeil organs. TIic result is a
child abniirmally craving for sweets,
which in the proper form the .system
really needs, but which as eaten, only
become a burden to the body, having
to be thrown out again.
Now honey, or more properly speaking flower nectar, when first gathered
;

—
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tlic bees is a double sugar or caiic
Rut wliile the busy bee is flysugar.
ing borne from tbe fields she is at worlc
completing in ber honey-sac the change
of this cane sugar into a single sugar
or grape sugar. The honey then is deposited in the cells in the hive and evaporated by currents of air driven through
ihc hive by the buzzing of bees stationed
at the entrance to tbe hive for that
purpose, until it is well "ripened" to
jirevent souring.It is then sealed up
and ready to be eaten as a very wholesome food not without medicinal qualities, for honey has a very soothing efIt will be seen
fect upon the throat.
that the lirst stage of digestion is completed and when we eat honey we eat
Honey
in so far a pre-digcsted food.
food, supis thus a very economical
of
the
system
in a
plying a real need
proper form, to say nothing of its dethe
table.
liciousness and real beauty on

An Apiary of a Nebraska
Amateur
BY

REV.

ALOIS

J.

KLEIN.

Situale<l in a

fruittree as a distinguishing object near it.

During the years of my apprenticeship, I have, like many other tyros, been
addicted to much experimentation, and
tried several patterns of hives, until becoming convinced that for my system of
manipulation,
the
ordinary 8 - frame
dovetailed hive with the reversible bottom-board and the improved Colorado
cover,

east through the undulating country up
the Oak Creek stream, gives the traveler a view of a town on a high platbe
teau
1.670 feet above the sea-level

partial

—

ground descending from here in all directions.
Here I have sojourned ever
since September 5. 1R93.
I began my bee-keeping career in 1899
with one colony of pure Italians, in a
ij-frame, home^llade portico hive with
a gable cover, tbe whole hive being of a
massive, yet neat construction. The colony and hive were a present from oiie
of iny parishioners, who conveyed it to
me by wagon early in September across
rugged roads over a distance of 13 miles.
This colony, teeming with bees and overflowing with honey, formed the basis
of my present apiary, and the progeny
from this original colony is still holding
its foremost place among my most excellent colonies of a foreign strain and

later introduction.

inside of

and having a moderately shading

Coming into Brainard, Neb., via tbe
Union Pacific Railroad from the south-

—

)oung orchard

the city limits, from 3 to 4 rods east
of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad track, in a naturally secluded spot,
the apiary numbering 52 colonies, now
is in its gtb year.
Tbe accompanying
picture, which presents a view of only
a corner of the apiary proper, was taken
last spring as tbe trees were leafing out.
The old-fashioned straw skep in front is
an object of curiosity to visitors, calling
to mind crude practices in primitive beekeeping, and bringing back memories of
Painted 3 coats in
"ye olden times."
white, red, yellow, light blue, and lead
color, the liives with their entrances
facing the west,
are not set amphiiheatrically, but in parallel rows and irregular groups of one, 2, and 3, each
group different from tbe one next to it,

is

However,
to

best adapted to
I

my

conditions.

am more and more growing

the

lo-frame- hive, even for

comb-honey production.
Three-fourths of my colonies are run
for comb honey, with which I am supplying the local demand, finding, moreover a ready market in the neighboring towns.
The balance is devoted to
tbe production of the extracted article,
in chiefly hives of odd makes, unfit for
I
use
the section-super arrangement.
the Cowan extractor, the Root-German
wax-press, and intend procuring a comb
foundation machine.
The supers are put on about June
I,
regardless of the honey-flow, since
I do not aim to wait till the bees are
whitening the combs near the top-bars.
colonies,
if
Exceptionally
populous
known as ready workers in the sections, are furnished 2 supers, and tbe
hives are thus relieved of crowding.
The swarming impulse I am endeavoring to bold in check by timely provid-

A Corner of the Apiary

of Rev.

Au

ing ample space for storage and proper
ventilation from
tbe bottom (by reversing the bottom-board to the oneinch flight-hole, or sliding back the
brood-chamber a little), and by providing shade for the entrance during the
glaring heat of the afternoon hours, by

means of shade-boards.

Of the honey-producing flora, white
clover (Trifolium repens) furnishes our
principal bee-forage.
Blossoming as it
does from early in June, its honey-yield,
during the past few years, has been
abundant in our locality until towards
the end of the month, arriving at its
climax in the first 10 days of July.
Next in importance is the knotweed,
or heartsease, (Polygonum pcrsicaria)
for the fall flow. Sweet clover was unknown liere until recently during the
midsummer and autumn of last year I
scattered some seed of the yellow blossoming variety
Melilotus oflicinalis)
along roa<lsides and railroad tracks of
this environment, and sporadic patches
of the plant thus introduced have been
seen already in bloom in June of tbe
present year.
;

(

Fifty-two colonies, among them 3 nuwere prepared last fall for outdoor
Not a single colony succumbed all but one, which was somewhat decimated in bees, were found vigorous and doing well at the approach
of
spring.
The wintering problem
solved?
Not quite, this perfect wintering being in the main attributable to
the exceedingly propitious climatic conditions of the last winter season (1907-

clei,

wintering.
:

1908).
I carefully keep track of all my coloand queens by the use of a recordbook, each colony allotted a special page.
Three or 4 of my best colonies are acting like a barometer in the apiary: if
there is anything at all to gather from,
nies

notwithstanding bow scant, they will
always be the first and most assiduous
to hustle for

After
stages

of

initiation

it.

having

passed the first two
bee-keeping
the
I have secured

successful

and expansion

—

—

And
a firm foothold in the industrj'.
now the last stage is on the fruition.
Because of my other duties, professional

OF Brain.^rd, Neb.

—

—

:
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and private, I have felt somewhat handicapped in the past to "convert the bright
capped nectar advantageously into the
coin of the realm," as R. L. Taylor says.

Hence from

a financial point of view,
apiculture has not so far proved to be
However, it has
a bonanza with me.
in more than one instance sweetened the
of
daily
pursuit.
In fact, it is
cup
my
an edifying and interesting rural avocation for the enthusiastic amateur, possessing so many charms, both of study
and of the modus operandi as well.

O, when the radiant bloom is on, and
the nectar all but drips from the fragrant flowers, and when those powerful
and agile colonies get fairly started,
the vim and rush and roar can better

my pen

can depict.
Energy and hilarity are the sentiment
And
in
the
cool
of the
of the scene.
evening shades my daily work over
be imagined than

—

how

to sit under
to rest and
listening to the magic
I

linden

and

like

trees,

my

favorite

muse, gazing
music of the

alluring hum of the heavily laden gatherers, eagerly hurrying home from the
It is only the
fields to their hearths
lot of a true beedomite to comprehend
the fascination of such scenes in the
apicultural domain.
!

Besides bee-keeping I have found no
other diversion or side occupation that
at once so wondrous, so pleasurable, so profound Ever
since my youth I have naturally felt attracted to the wonderful commonwealth
of the bee, but it was not until in my
later years, when a more stable abode
enabled me to turn my attention to

awakens impressions

!

my

clerical life,
this placid idyl in
find enjoyment therein.

Brainard, Nebr., July

A Food

that

and

3.

Fills

the

Bill

BY EUGENE SECOR.

There are ever so many prepared
foods on the market nowadays, and it's
a dull month that doesn't add another
to the

list.

We are frequently surprised by our
grocer offering us something in that line
which we never before heard of.
The new food may prove

attractive,

appetizing and nourishing, and continue
to tempt us to buy, or we may tire of
the novelty and long to go back to the
old standby that has proved its value
by furnishing us with muscle or brain
force to tussle with life's hard problems.

Food, to meet the requirements of
human system in this busy, work-aday world, must possess at least three
qualities.
It ought to be
the

2.

Nutritious.
Appetizing.

3.

Digestible.

1.

The first because our physical natures need rebuilding all the time. The
wastes caused by labor or exercise, by
growth, and in fact by the simple act
of breathing, must be supplied by food.

The second because we need all the
pleasure possililc to be had out of the
rebuilding.
If the wind should blow
some shingles off our house every day
and we were doomed to climb a ladder
every day to replace them whether we
liked it or not, we'd soon get tired of

the house.
But if somehow
of the job inwork, the shingles might fly
and we wouldn't care.
It is
fun to eat when things taste
good.
The third requirement is necessary
because our modern life has impaired
our digestive organs more or less and
some foods which the aborigines might
have gulped down with impunity are
a menace to our nervous and impaired
constitutions. Our comfort and health
depend upon our digestion.
Not only do the staple foods come

repairing

Marketing the Honey Crop

we could make fun out
stead

of

under these requirements, but the socalled luxuries, condiments, and seasoning foods may aid or retard the digestive process.
If they are agreeable
to the stomach and are readily assimilated they aid in sustaining the body
and in building up the wasted tissues.
Good butter is nourishing, agreeable to
the taste and digestible in small quantities.

Cane sugar is nourishing and agreeable to most people but not readily assimilated. It taxes the stomach and kidneys and often leads to serious ailments.

As an

appetizer, taking the place of
or used as an adjunct thereto,
supplying the demand of the body for
sweets, there i? nothing which quite
equals honey. This is a sweet distilled
in nature's laboratory that has never
been e.xcelled by the genius of man. He
may try to imitate but he cannot impart

butter

the aroma, the delicious flavor of the
wood or the blossoming garden or
the scented field.
He may distill something from corn that looks like it but
he cannot fool the bee into thinking it
honey.
And he can't fool the chemist
either, and wherever the pure food law
is in force the chemist traps the man
who is calling glucose honey. Therefore there is little adulterated honey
on the market, but if one wants it in
the liquid, or extracted form let him

wild

buy only from

reliable

men

or under

the guaranty of the National Bee Keepers' Association.
And if one wants to
be absolutely sure he is eating the genuine, heaven-distilled and bee-manipulated article, let him buy comb honey with
the assurance that no man has ever yet
been able to imitate the bee by faking
the delicate comb which holds it, or the
delicious syrup that fills it.
Not only is honey appetizing, but it
is nourishing.
It is a real food.
It
builds wasted tissue.
Not only is honey palatable and nutritious, but it is assimilable.
It agrees
with most people.
It
is much
more
easily digested than cane sugar because
it needs one less transformation in the
stomach.
It enters more readily into
the circulation and doesn't tax the organs that are overworked in trying to
take care of commercial sugars.
Kidney diseases are comparatively unknown
among persistent users of honey.
When the clover fields are white with
bloom, and the linden shakes its creamy
cups, and summer
is
drunk with a
thousand perfumes, the provident bee
garners the matchless food that needs
no cook to prepare it, no spice to season it and no fair hand to tempt us
to eat what God has provided in the
great storehouse of nature for all his
children.

BY

My

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

with marketing
honey was when I was quite young, my
father loading on the wagon what his
4 or s colonies had produced that season, and taking me along with it to our
first

experience

I
held the
horse while he
men and women out to see the
honey, all in 15-pound boxes, each turned bottom-side up, to show the nice,
white capped combs.
This honey was
barter for anything our family could
use in tlie line of groceries, cloth, boots,
shoes, etc., and in this way he would
dispose of all he could produce, even
after he numbered his colonies by the

village.

brpught

score.

But those days have passed long ago,
and cash sales are the order of the day
now, hence the marketing of honey is

more important question now than it
was then, for a person may succeed in
producing a good article of honey, and
so put it up and force it upon the market, that it will not bring the producer
a

much

as

as a third or fourth class arin those old days of barter.
time, a good price for
honey depends very much on the condition in which it reaches the market.
Some will take their honey to market
in bulk, piling the section bo.xes into a
spring wagon in a haphazard way, and,
driving to the nearest town or city, offer
it for sale.
As a rule, the grocery man
looks at it and soliloquizes thus
ticle

At

would

the present

This honey

is

in

a poor shape for

me

to sell, and if I put it in attractive shape
it will cost me a cent a pound at least;
also, this honey shows that the producer does not know the value of his

production, or he would have put it up
in marketable shape, therefore, if I buy
it will be at a less figure.
So he offers 3 or 4 cents less than he
would expect to pay for the same quality
of honey nicely crated and oft'ered for
sale by a person knowing what such

honey was worth in the different markets of the United States.
While passing through the city of
Syracuse y few years ago, I stopped in
several places where I saw honey, .uid
enquired the price they paid for it. The
groceryman, pointing to a lot of perhaps 60 pounds, in a pile without cases,
informed me that he got that lot at
10 cents and then turning to a lot which
was no better, but nicely put up in handsome cases, he said, "That lot cost me
Upon questioning him fur13 cents."
ther, I found that he was retailing both
lots at 16 cents a pound.
This was
about the difference in price I found
.generally, although in one or two places
it was not more than 2 cents.
From this it will be seen that it pays
largely to case nicely our product
and
if I had but 50 to 100 pounds of section
honey for sale, I should fix it up as
nicely as possible and case it, by all
means, not only because it would pay,
but also because it would help to establish a better price for honey, as well
as a more uniform price for it through;

;

out the country.
In casing our honey

it

should be grad-

ed, so that the very best or fancy should

go by itself, and the same of No. i,
No. 2 and so on down to the poorest.

all

:
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To grade it best, I pick out _ nr 3
sections of each grade and put tlicin up
on a box, shelf or bench in front of
where I take the sections from the
supers, then as soon as one is taken in
the hand I know exactly what grade
that section goes in. It is now put down
where it belongs, and as soon as another
is found like it, that is put with it, and
so on with each grade until enough has
accumulated of any one grade for a
case, when they are carefully scraped
free from propolis or stain, or any dirt
wliich may chance to have gotten on,
and nicely cased and the case put in
the place that grade of honey is to
occupy. As soon as a case of another
grade is gotten together, or another of
the same grade as the last, these are
cased also, and so on till all are put up.
Well,
possible,

the

is

most

the

in

it

our

casing

after

getting

"What

shall

honey and
shape
do with it?"

attractive

we

In answering

next question.

I

would say that much depends upon the
amount of honey we have, and our surroundings. If not more than 100 to 500
pounds are produced, as a rule, it can
be disposed of among our neighbors, or
in the nearest small towns about us, to
the best advantage.
However, before
we sell our product we should know
what it is worth to us, if we send it to
some of the large cities. To do this, I
take up the American Bee Journal and
look up the market reports on honey, if
1 should ship it away to market.
I then
figure what the expense will be to me
by way of freight, commission, etc.,
when I have what my product would
bring rne at my nearest railroad station.

For example:

my

The

freight rates

from

to New York City are 45
per roc pounds
but, as this is
gross weight, by making due allowance
for the crate, I find that one-half cent
a pound is about what the freight will
be on the whole. Then I find by looking
up the quotations that I can expect
about 15 cents per pound for my honey
on an average as the selling price, if I

station

cents

ship

;

it

to

New

York.

Then my com-

man will charge me 10 percent
for selling my honey, which would be
1^ cents per pound. This added to
the freight would make a cost to me of
2 cents for the marketing of my product
in New York.
This would bring the
price at 13 cents
hence it will be seen
that if I can sell my honey, so it averages in my home market, or near-by
villages, 13 cents, it will be as well for
me as to send it to one of the large
mission

;

cities.

If

every

one

having

honey

to

sell

Where the Pure Food Law
Not Needed

Is
liY

REV.

R.

B.

in

which ar-

of food have been adulterated has
called forth the stringent regulations of
General
our national pure food law.
satisfaction with the provisions of the
ticles

law has been expressed by the public,
but that satisfaction is tempered somewhat by the knowledge that the best
legal talent and the keenest qualities

human ingenuity are exercised in
these days in finding ways to evade the
law.
What the ultimate result of the
of

will be cannot be known.
Time alone will tell.
is
interesting
in this connection to
It

pure food law

note the fact that in the case of comb
honey the provisions of the pure food
law do not and, in the very nature of
The fact that
the case, cannot apply.
honey is stored and sealed in honey comb
is in itself a sufficient guarantee of its
This statement is made all the
purity.
more interesting in view of the fact that
it is very generally believed that comb
honey can be adulterated.
Comb honey is the product of the
hive bee under human direction and

management. The
honey is stored are

cells in which
up by the bees
pure white wax. This
little

built

themselves of
wax is a secretion of special glands in
By skillful handthe body of the bee.
ling in the "pinchers" located in the lower part of the bee's head, this wax is
drawn out to the thinness of fine tissue
paper. The cells are six-sided in shape
and, in the majority of cases, are about
one-fifth of an inch in diameter.
They
fit
so compactly together that but a
single thickness of wax is needed at
sides or bottom, thus economizing both
space and material.

Man's

care

and

management of bees

intelligence
is

rewarded

in

the

in the

finished product of the hive, pure comb
honey. It will add much to the enjoyment of the one who eats comb honey
to know that when once the seal has
been placed on the cell by the bees, it
is beyond the power of man to modify

the contents without breaking the seat.

The

seal

once broken,

it

is

beyond

his

power to replace or counterfeit it.
With comb honey before him, the
of the bees intact, the lover of
nature's choicest sweet may eat to the
full.
He knows that upon his food he
has the seal of authority higher and
more binding than could be placed there
seal

by any human

legislation.

this line of reasoning, and
or her product nicely, they
would not only be "masters of the situation," but help much to establish a
uniform price for our product, which
is something greatly to be desired.
his

Another thing: If all would hold the
price of their honey at the figure thus
arrived at, all would get what their
product was really worth, and we would
soon find that our smaller towns would
pay the same uniform price, as well as
the smaller cities, and we should be taking long strides toward making our
honey, as nearly as it is possible, a staple
of merchandise.
Borodino, N. Y.

article

to

no other property can

possibly

its

beneficial effects be attributed in cases of

constipation.

Wax

never was, is not
now, and in all probability never will be,
classed as even a mild laxative, to say
nothing about it as a cathartic proper.
And for the very prominent reason that
it acts as an irritant instead of
acting
as a stimulant proper, it should be avoided by all persons whose digestive organs
are sensitive, easily irritated, and excited until

abnormal

action.

Hence

to

assert as the writer quoted does, that
probably in no case does it do any harm,
is not in accord with any standard
author upon the subject of digestion, its
causes and treatment.
Neither is it in
harmony with the observations and experience of our older and most scientific
practitioners of the healing art.
I remember quite distinctly that when
actively engaged in the practice of medicine, several cases of cancer of the

stomach came under my care. Among
other articles of food as mildly nonirritating as I could advise, honey free
from comb, or wax, was recommended.

And

as a matter of taste as to looks,
in the comb was tried, and could

honey

not be borne by a cancerous stomach,

and when the extracted was submitted,
it was quite well borne.
And while upon this subject, I desire
also to state that it is a well-known fact
that occasionally a person is found who
can not use honey in the comb as food,
it
being almost certain to induce spas-

modic

colic,

which

in

all

reasonable

probability is caused by the poison that
bees invariably expel upon the slightest
jar or disturbance of the hive.
Only
a very few persons are susceptible to
the influence of the small amount of
bee-sting poison thus scattered over the
combs. And when the cappings are removed preparatory to extracting, the
poison is almost, if not entirely, removed, leaving the bulk of honey free

from

this source of irritation to

persons

peculiarly susceptible to its effects. And
if the limited amount of honey obtained
from the cappings be kept separate, it
can easily be fed back to the bees, and
need never be put upon the market.

Permit me to state that in what I
have above given as facts, I have done
no guessing, but have used my best endeavors to give actual statements, which
it
is to be hoped all are in search of,
and which can bring no harm to the sale
of

would adopt
case

Please permit me to state in reply to
the language above quoted that the fact
that wax has been reported beneficial
possibly some cases, proves beyond
a doubt that it acts as an irritant. For

m

MCCAIN.

The shameless manner

)^ai^^~i

Comb Honey and
BY

DR.

G.

Digestion

BOHRER.

and

On

page 749 of Gleanings, for June 15,
under the heading "Stray Straws,"
the following language is used
"Sometimes the objection is made to
1908,

comb-honey

that the

wax

is

indigestible.

Probably in no case does that do any
harm, and, in some cases, the indigeslibility of the wax is its greatest recommendation. In cases of chronic constipation, comb honey has been reported beneficial
when extracted would 4iave no
effect."

the products of the bee-industry.
But, on the contrary, with the increase
of a true knowledge of the fact that
honey in the extracted form is in its
highest, purest, and best shape for food,
that

under the

strict

enforcement

of the pure food law, and the known
fact that more honey can be produced
in the extracted form, and that pure
honey free from all sources of irritation to the human digestive organs is by
all odds the most wholesome sweet ever
used by man, the sale of honey will
increase beyond any demand heretofore

known.
Before dismissing the subject, it is but
proper to say that many persons do use
as food articles not in harmony with

August, IQ08.

[Amc»rican ^ac Joarnai]^g^
for a
lilt known laws of hcaltli. and
time sustain no apparent injury. But, as
a rule, in tiinc it will bring about disasMen use intoxicants to
trous results.
excess through a long life, while verjmany others fall victims to their effects in a very brief period of time.
And so it is with beeswax. It may be,
and no doubt often is, eaten without any

apparent evil consequences, but the tendency is in the opposite direction. Hut if

known

to be beneficial in obstinale
constipation, one good-sized pill will answer for use in a whole family for a
is

it

for the digestive organs will
not in any manner disqualify it for future and perpetual use.
lifetime,

ed by the bees.
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Uses of Propolis and Pollen.
"Of what use are propolis and

pollen

to the bee-keeper?"'

Mr. Taylor

— Xo

use except through

Prothe bees. -Bees must have pollen.
polis fills up cracks, and smooths the
surface.
Dr. Miller— In Europe propolis is used
as a matter of commerce, as a sort of
Also a varnish. Pollen is of no
salve.
value whatever except as a food to bees,
it
thus has more value than the averpound of polage bee-keeper thinks,

A

len in soine circumstances would he
wiirlh 10 pounds of honey.
Dr. Bohrer Propolis as to medicinal
It is not
property is very unreliable.

—

I don't think
used at all extensively.
Proit is of any use, but a great pest.
polis partakes of the nature of the flow-

from which it is gathered.
Mr. Lyman It has seemed to me that
both propolis and pollen have a bearing
on the flavor of honey, provided it is
left on the hive long enough.
Mr. Burnett Would a few cells of
pollen in a comb of honey hurt the sale?
I
never have been able to answer the
er

—

—

question as to the efifect it would have.
Docs it affect the taste of the honey
in the comb, or just in the cell?
Dr. Miller The pollen has no cflfect
111
tlie honey in the comb except that
one cell. If you cut out that cell the
rest of that piece of honey will be just
as good as if there had been no pollen.

—

^Ir.

'Mr.

McCain

— Is

it

true that

comb

full

a secof pol-

the

cells

would

if

jiollen distributed through tliem.
Dr. MilUr--I think not.
Mr. Dadant I think the statnicnt was

have

—

pollen is mixed with the
honey in any large quantity. A bee can
sift out the pollen from honey in the
honey-sac.
The worst feature is when
the pollen is in the bottom of the cell.
believe that in most cases it will
I
be found to be so, although there are
instances when the honey contains a
White clover
great deal of pollen.
contains no pollen, or so little that it is_
dark spot,
a
imperceptible.
It makes
but is not objectionable.
tliat

wdicn

Liuniell

commercially

—

It

luis

mure importance

we perhaps

than

think.

people think that it is some form
of so-called "dead matter." The venders
will not buy anything that is likely to
be objected to. Is there any possibility
of any bad effect on the stomach?

—
—

How

many like ocDr. ]\Iiller No.
casionally to taste the pollen? One.
Mr. Moore The greatest objection to
comb honey with pollen is that it is a
breeding-place for the moth. I have had
several cases. Keep pollen out of comb

—

Mr. Wheeler That is a nice story.
sounds good, but I have seen bees

Mr. McCain In regard to the pollen
giving a taste to honey, I would say
that I have honey now that was gathered by the bees last season, and a fewdays ago, on trying it, I hit some of it
that had a strong pollen taste.
I looked
to see where that pollen w-as and could
not find it. There were no pollen cells,
cither sealed or unsealed.
There were

The

no pollen-grains.

pollen taste

was

very decided.
I believe that the presence of pollen in the hive in some way
that
honey
gave
a very strong flavor.

—

Mr. Moore I absolutely condemn any
comb honey for the market,
on account of the looks, and the possipollen in

of the moth breeding in

bility

it.

—

honey.
Dr. Miller— Mr. Burnett, do you find

Dr. Miller To one of the moth-Iaridea of going through honey
would be nastiness in the extreme. I
don't believe they would go into honey.

honey and pollen also in the cell.
Mr. Burnett No, no honey; just pol-

Mrs. Holmes
with the pollen.

len.

—
Miller — The

a

wormy

section.

—

Mr. Taylor The fact that moths seek
the pollen and flourish there in preference to honey, shows the comparative
colony withvalue of pollen as food.
The
out pollen can not rear brood.
moth.
It could
same is true with the
not live on honey. It must have pollen.

A

—
—

Mr. Lyman What causes the so-called
honey-flavor in honey?
Dr. Miller The oil that comes in

from the flower.
Mr. Wilcox— And
volatile

oil.

Mr. Chapman

Ihe smell

— That

is

a

from the

good ques-

Tliese volatile oils are subject to
ciintamination by whatever is put with
'1
is
the way perfume is
tlu-ni.
liat

tion.

made.
Mr.

Lyman — If you have honey from

certain flower, will the pollen effect
the flavor?
Mr. Dadant In the blossom there are
the smell of the petal, tlie
3 smells
smell of the pollen, and the smell of the
honey. Perfume is made from the petals.
Pollen has a very faint smell. The
way the pollen in the hive gives flavor
to honey is of very little importance,
because the pollen is separate from the
honey.
The Italian bees put honey in
more compact shape, and fill every cell
few grains of
wherever they can.
jiolk-n in a section, I imagine, can not
a

—

—

A

ha\i-

aii> .cflfect

ilir liiiiKV.

vas the

lays

chief objection is beDr.
cause moths w'ill start in the pollen and
work over the comb. The section that
has unsealed pollen in it is likely to be

•

tion has one cell on a
len, that the rest of

You

—

Many

I'll'.

in a paste.

.dight on white clover without attempting to gather honey.

[proceed in^s

I

is

by a rose which gives
smell from the petals, because there
is no honey.
Bees will go after honey
in flowers that have no odor.
Bees
will go into blossoms only when there
is honey.
Bees will pass white clover
if no nectar is in it.
There are very
distinct smells in a flower.
bee will
find the flowers that have the smell of
honey, although there is no smell of
petals.
The blossoms that you and I
like because of their smell are disregard-

onvention

Bee-KeepeTb' uuiivenilon.

the dust shape, but

will see bees pass
its

A

L\'ons, Kans.

y^'

epti

ill

worth mentioning upon
honey is not

especially as the

egg

its

—The

egg is carried in
don't think the worm

I

in the honey.

Small Hives.

L.\RGE vs.

"Some

prominent

bee-keepers

state

that an 8-frame Langstroth hive is as
profitable as a larger one, and that such
hives give as good results per comb as
large hives, say 12 to 15 or more frames.

What

resuUs have any present had with

large vs. small hives?"

—

Dr. Bohrer One of the first movableframe hives I ever used was either 16 or
18 frames. I got more honey from them
than from any other colony I ever had.
That was in Indiana, and right beside
others in 8 and 10 frame hives. In Kansas I have had none larger than the 10frame until the past season, and this
season was none to compare by. I am
of the impression that if you have the
best kind of a queen, that you will get
better results from a 14-frame standard
Langstroth than from one smaller.
Mr. .\nderson I have kept both side
I
have
by side for nearly 40 years.
about 40 colonies in lo-frame hives and
about the same in 8-frame hives. I am
increasing iny 10- frame hives. They will

—

fill

in

28 sections as quickly as the colonies
frame hives will fill 24 sections.

8-

The only objection is the weight.
Growing Sweet Clover.
"Will sweet clover grow in any kind
of soil, and in any part of the United
States? If not, why not? Is there any
practical

cated ?"

way

to

—

make

it

grow

as indi-

Mr. Wilcox I have tried to grow it
repeatedly, and have never made a sucI have
cess of making a good stand.

f^American l^ee Journal
sowed it with grain, and the winter
snows would meU and then freeze sohd
and smother out the grain, then the
It doesn't
sweet clover would grow.
grow on the roadside. I have sowed it
on heavy soils, and when it once got
rooted it grew. It docs better on hard
land, and where it grows in our State
is principally on hard, sandy ground.
Mr. Anderson It grows well by the

—

roadside.

—

Dr. Bohrer I never sow it on hard
ground, but in the spring I scatter it
along the road under the hedges, and
along fences. It grows there.
Mr. Wilcox Where the grain died
out is where sweet clover grows. Sow
the clover with the grain. In producing
alfalfa, it is recommended by those exlicrienced that you should not sow it
with other crops of grian, but sow it
alone
and that is the surest wav of
securing a good stand. I suppose it is
the same with sweet clover. There may
be something in the talk in regard to

—

;

bacteria. You may lack bacteria to start
sweet clover. It is believed that if you

use soil where sweet clover grows the
bacteria will start the alfalfa.
Where
sweet clover has never grown introduce

proper bacteria.
Mr. Burnett For some years we undertook to raise alfalfa Dy giving it
.great care, and no care, etc.
But we
had the best results on land that was
tilled and no crop put in.
Then we
would get very poor results. I am satislied from what I know of sweet clover
that if you can get a little soil from
around the plant and mi.x it with seed,
almost every seed will grow.
Mr. Baldridge No, it will not grow
on any soil, but it can be made to do
so.
In Arkansas I am advised that they
have a great deal of soil that will not
grow sweet clover. They claim that

—

—

there is no lime in the soil.
Sweet
clover must have lime.
Supply the soil
with lime and you
can grow sweet
clover.
You can grow it with ashes.
You can plant sweet clover in hills and
put in a pound or a quart of ashes.
Coal ashes will make it grow. I have
.grown a box of sweet clover yes, a
foot high in simply coal ashes. I have
.a
photograph of that growth. There is
lime enough in the ashes of hard coal
to make it grow nicely. Y'ou can get an
abundance of that thing wherever they
use hard coal.
I claim you can make
it grow on any land by using lime or
coal ashes.
At this point Mr. Whitney gave a
very interesting exhibition of his new
comb-leveler, and also his method of

—

—

wiring brood-frames.

Standard Size of Sections.

—

Mr. Winter When I started in beekeeping I bought the 4% plain sections.
\\ liat is the

standard size for sections?

—

Mr. Taylor—434x^4 7-to-thc-foot.
Mr. Wheeler ^454x4^4, bee-way sec-

—

tion.

Or. Miller — How many prefer 4^x4^
— 7-to-the-foot, bee way sections?
-

many prefer 4'4x454''iJ'8
1 low
way? 5. How many prefer plain
tions? 6.
sections?
tions? 2.

5.

beesec-

How many prefer bee-way
12. How many prefer tall secHow many prefer 3>'^x5?

A Member— The
2 bee-way section

i.

iH^sVs, ;-to-the-foot
makes a very hand-

some
will

section.

like

1

tliem.

work them quicker than
think they work
I

sections.

My
the
the

and rner hives with deeper frames he
li.id no pollen?
I answered that it was
a mere happenstance; that bees woudn't

Iicls

4'4
tall

carry pollen into the sections over shallow frames as they would in deep
frames.
Not long after I got some
shallow frames.
I have 2 colonics on
shallow frames.
In the sections produced over those frames' I had more
pollen than in 100 full sections over
Langstroth
frames.
I
don't
know
wdiether that is always the case.
Mr. Reynolds- .A normal colony would
be prepared to swarm and would not
have luuch pollen. If the "shook" method is used, they would be in the habit
of gathering pollen.
"Can bees be induced to remove the
pollen when stored in the surplus cham-

sections quicker.

Langstroth or Shallow Frames for
Extracting.
"W'hich will produce the most honey,
things being equal the standard
Langstroth frame, or the shallow frame,
for extracted honey?"
Mr. Wilcox I do not believe it will
make any difference in the quantity. But
it might make a difference to the operator.
I prefer the Langstroth myself.
Mr. Dadant— The depth of the shallow frame must be considered. If the
shallow frame is as shallow as the sec-

—

all

—

is no doubt.
If
in a different
do, use a larger hive
than a Langstroth, then I would say that
a shallower frame than the Langstroth
would be easier to handle to extract.
get cotub a trifle less than 6 inches in
depth.
stroke of the knife will cut it
without going twice over it. I believe these
frames will prove more satisfactory to

tions,

I

believe there

you place the question
light; if you, as

lier?

I

If

We

Where

there

is

except

in extraordinary

Pollen in Surplus Honey.
"Can pollen be kept out of the surplus chamber when supplied with sections or brood-frames? If so, how?"
Mr. Wilcox

—

I

Removing Eggs.
"Can bees be induced to remove eggs
or brood in the surplus chamber when
desired by the bee-keeper? If so, how?"

never had any trouble

with pollen

in sections,
for a queen
doesn't go in theiu.
streak of honey
in the brood-frame next to the super
tends to prevent pollen getting into the
sections.
I would put on a queen-e.xcluding honey-l)Oard.
If you hive
a
swarm and put the sections on the same
day, or the following day, the queen
will get there quickly," and there will
be pollen there.
Dr. Miller— One thing that helps to
keep pollen out of the sections, and
the queen out of the sections
is
to
fill
the sections entirely with foundation.
If a section is only partly filled
with foundation, the - bees will build
drone comb, and I have known bees to
leave drone-cells above, apparently waiting for the queen to come up and occupy. I have no trouble to speak of at
all.
I don't use queen-excluders at all.
The amount of pollen and brood that I
find in the super wouldn't pay me to
use excluders.
I have the sections entirely filled with comb foundation.
Mr. Wheeler I notice a peculiar thing
about foundation in the sections. In using the Heddon hive, I find that if I
hive a swarin in two sections, and leave
them there 2 days, then put on the honey
super, I have no trouble. But if_I hive
the swarm at once and put on the honey-super, /the bees having no brood to
feed that pollen to. store it in the sections.
I leave off the comb honey super
for a few days and let the bees get well
established, and then crowd the bees into
the lower part and put on the combhoney super.
Dr. Miller Along this line of pollen
in sections I will relate a little incident.
Quite a number of years ago a man
wrote, asking why it was that in sections that he had over shallow broodframes he had a great deal of pollen.

A

—

—

—

you take the frames that are entirelv

—

a small crop

you give the bees full Langstroth frames
when there is no need of giving such
large frames,
seasons.

how?"

tilled with pollen, in the course of time
the bees will work out the pollen.
But
if it is stored in the sections, I know no
way of getting it out.
Mr. Dadant Would not pollen in the
sections, even if taken out, leave a stain
in the sections?
I don't know.
Have
you had sections with a black spot here
and there, but no pollen?
Dr. Miller— I have never noticed it. I
have never thought of it before. I laid
it to the brood.

A

apiarists.

If so,

Dr. Miller I have had pollen removed
simply by leaving it there long enough.

Mr. Taylor— Kill it.
Mr. Wheeler Kill it by leaving it off
the hive for a few days.
Dr. Bohrer Y'es, by immersing the
frames in water. It will float the brood
and eggs out.
Dr. Miller Simply dipping down .'n
the water would not in all cases bring
water where the eggs are.
Mr. Wilcox— Lay them down flat on
the ground in a rainstorm.
Mr. Baldridge "V^ery frequently I find
brood in the surplus apartment. I Can
get the bees to remove the brood or the
egjgs very readily by sprinkling them

—
—

—

'

—

with water. I use a device such as the
use to sprinkle plants. The brood

florists

removed by the bees.
is especially useful if you want to
the honey in the brood-combs.
Mr. Wilcox The question of renioviniT bee-bread is valuable.
But as for
removing brood, I never saw the time
when I couldn't put it somewhere else.
will iiumediately be

This
sell

—

—

Mr. Baldridge Suppose j'ou had a
colony with eggs or unsealed brood of
black bees when
you have Italians.
Water will remove every egg and every
larva.

.\djouriunent to 2

p.

m.

(To be Concluded)

FOLKS WHO NEVER DO
ANY MORE THAN THEY

GET PAID FOR, NEVER
GET PAID FOR ANY MORE
THAN THEY DO- Hubbard

:

:

:
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Getting Bees Out of Extracting
Supers.
Elias E. Coveyou gives this plan in
the Bee-Keepers' Review
"If the day promises to be sunny and
warm, I begin taking off the supers
in the morning.
As I use plain, flat
covers, I can set the supers on top of
the brood-chambers, on the covers, piling
up the supers 3 or 4 high, placing a
cover on the top of each pile. The supers remain there in the sun until it is
time to begin extracting in the afternoon. What bees are left in the supers
will be glad to fly out at the first opportunity, and I always raise the covers a
few minutes before carrying in the supers.
I
find this plan a great saving
of time, as I can begin taking off the
supers earlier in the day, continue work
later at night, and get along with less
help."
Nothing is said about whether any
bees are got out of the supers before
they are piled up, but the probability
is that in some way at least part of them
are got rid of before the supers are
The important kink in the
piled up.
from keeping the honey
affair aside
warm is that when the bees are imprisoned in the pile they become uneasy, and when the cover is removed
they are glad to leave of their own
accord.

Getting

Combs

Built to BottomBars.

is a plan given by W. S. Ponder
Gleanings that will appeal to some

Here
in

"To accomplish

this

I

cut a

good comb

into strips about 7^ inch
lengthwise
wide, using a sharp, ihin-bladed knife.
I then lay a comb on its side and trim
off about !4 inch from the bottom, and
then insert one of the strips and place
it in the second story of the hive during a honey-flow, and within 24 hours
the work is completed.
On this plan
I have a stock of combs that are more
beautiful than any wired combs I have
ever seen."

Proportion

Comb

of

to

Extracted

Honey.

A
lows

Stray Straw

in

Gleanings

is

as fol-

:

said that, under
some conditions, as much comb as extracted honey can be produced.
I don't
see how that can be if the bees have
no comb to build for the extracted. Say
that it lakes a pound of comb to contain 20 lbs. of honey, or 5 lbs. of comb
for icx) ll)s. of honey.
If it takes 10
"I think I've

heard

it

of honey to make one of wax it
takes 50 of honey to make that 5 lbs. of
So 150 lbs. of honey must be gathered for 100 lbs. of comb honey.
If
these figures be correct, there can in no
case be less than 50 percent more exlbs.

wax.

IIMCU'.I

ill, 111

ciiili.

take less than 10
a pound of wax

i'..

lie

sure,

it

may

of honey to make
but even if it takes
only 5 lbs. of honey for one of wax,
that still makes 25 percent more of extracted than comb.
Then it must not
be forgotten that it takes bees to secrete the wax and to build the comb.
If bees are released from this duty in
the extracting-super it means a greater
number of bees in the field. Don't tell
me that bees won't go afield before 16
days old.
I've seen them do it ifrider
stress when only .s days old, and I don't
believe a bee will loaf around doing
nothing until 16 days old if there is no
housework for her to do, and she can
find work in the field."
To this it should be added that it is
no unusual thing that a weak colony will
lbs.

;

do some work in extracting-combs when
it
would do absolutely nothing in sections.

How

Bees Distinguish Color.

T have been accused of being like the
fellow from Missouri, "You got to .show
me.''
T do not like to jump at conclusions, but enjoy giving a good fair
test before believing it.
I have sometimes been amused by a long argument
as to just how certain things ought to
turn out but when you try them they
just won't work.
The trouble with too
many theories is. that the theorist does
not take into consideration all the circumstances. T had the pleasure of trying an experiment the other day that
gave, as I think, conclusive results.
It has been claimed that bees dislike
black, and will sting anv thing black
much quicker than anv thing of a different color.
I have believed this also,
as I thought the bees were crosser with
me when I had on black clothes.
The following experiment removed all
:

doubts

in

my

mind.

I was out among the bees when out
came a black dog belonging to one of
the neighbors.
In a minute, out came
a brown do.e from another neighbor.
I was dressed in gray.
Now T thought
I would see which dog the bees would

sting more.
This seemed a little cruel.
but I thoucht that, as long as I took mv
chances with the other dogs, and we all
had an even break, there would be no
kick coming, T called the dogs in front
of a hive and began to bark at them
and play with them.
all jumped
and tore around in front of the entrance at a great rate.
I kept a little
nearer to the hive so as to sec that the
dogs got a fair deal. In a moment some
of the bees began to lodge in the black
fur of the dog, and stick there like
cockle burrs. They went clear around me
and the brown dog. At last one got Rex
(the black dog) where the hair was
short i. e., on the nose.
He withdrew
to the brush to sneeze a little.
I had

We

—

determined to give three trials, then
count up all the stings, average it up.
and see just what percent madder a
bee got at a black object than it did at
brown or gray.
Rex subjected himself to this second
test with more or less reluctance; but
hy dint of hard coaxing and barking
induced him to forget the past and
1
have another romp.
We kept getting
Hearer and nearer to a hive of doubtful repute when I called a halt long

enough

to

Then

jumped

I

give

the hive a little jar.
front with the other

in

dogs, and began to

them,

least

.^.t

a

jump around with
dozen bees took a

bee-line for Rex and got next to his
feelings at the very first dash.
Rex
never said a word, but turned around
and skeedaddled for home. He never
thought to yelp.
His mental capacity
was occupied in the discussion of two

important points— first, how he might
mseit space between himself and that
hive;

and,

second,

accomplished

much
what

how

this might be
occupying too

without

time.
I
did not know exactly
to call that test, the color line

or the race
the door a

problem.

Rex

arrived at
of time, and
but smashed
against it.
It was shut, but it opened
with a bang as Rex came against it.
In he went, and crawled under the
kitchen table.
This was the second
trial.
The black dog had all the stings,
and the brown dog and I had none.
The third trial well, that never came
ofT
Re.x positively refused to subject
liimself to further experiment, even in
the interest of science.
I do not consider him sentimental.
I thought some of continuing the experiment between the brown dog and
myself, but well, it was getting late,
and we might both look black to them,
and then there might have been some
cranky old maids among them that were
color-blind and lacked proper discrimination; and if any of them should
show me any discourtesy I would have
to say "stung;" so, all things taken into
consideration, I concluded to be satisfied with the results as the3- stood.
Gleanings in Bee Culture.

never

little

stopped

to

ahead

knock,

—

—

More Experience with Caucasians.
Perhaps because of their reputation
for great gentleness, there seems to be
to know the

more than usual anxiety
character

of

Caucasians in other rehave been contradicCaucasians are in the

spects.
Reports
tory, and so far

experimental stage,
hi most cases reports have not been based on large numbers, and one can hardly tell as well
from a very few colonies what any particular kind of hees will do as one can
from a larger lumiber. The- A. I. Root
Co. have had these bees in larger number than in most other cases, and in
Gleanings is given i.. ,'• tail a very interesting account of experience with
these
Caucasians in comparison with
Italians, which has all the appearance of
being given with great candor by a disinterested observer.

When wc

It

is

as follows

established our south yard last
placed in it all of our Caucasian colonies and their crosses, as we thought it bctleito have them remote from our main breedingyard at Medina, where we arc rearing exclusively Italians.
This made in all between 35
fall,

wc

August
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and 40 colonics of the dark strain. In addition
to this wc put in this same yard about an
of various strains.
It was our purpose to test both Caucasians and
Italians side by side to determine their relative merits as to gentleness, honey-gathering

equal

number

of

Italians

qualities, etc.
So far we
opinion until

have refrained from offering any
we could test the Caucasians for
honey, any more than to state that we found
them excessive breeders of drones (see page
083)
much so that a few colonies of
so
Caucasians in a yard with a lot of Italians,
if not restrained with drone-traps, would breed
out the yellow blood in very short order.
We
But how about their other qualities?
have not found them to be any gentler than
the average run of Italians; neither have we
found them to be any crosser. They will stand
some kinds of banging in cool weather that the
They are slightly
average Italians will not.
more nervous, and at times fly up en masse as
if they were about to sting, but after all makColony by
ing little more than a big bluff.
colony, season in and season out, with ordinary
care one will receive as many stings from
But before we
Caucasians as from Italians.
go further, we ought to state that we have
We
in the yard two strains of Caucasians.
have never had any of the government strain
of Caucasians, and therefore can not speak
of those bees.
But you may ask how our Caucasians are
for honey.
Early in the season, and during
the fore part of the flow, they ran neck and
neck with our best Italians: and, what is
more, the cappings of their combs were whiter
than those made by the yellow bees; but this
slight advantage is more than offset by their
habit of daubing everything with propolis.
Brand-new fram?s they smear all over in three
months' time, and make them look as if they
were four or five years old.

—

swarming
it

and season; but when

to the locality

understood that

is

tjic

35 other colonies of

as mentioned) in the same
same yard, and under precisely
the same management, did not stvarm. nor
show anv indications of it. then we must perforce conclude that the difference was in the

(except

Italians

the

in

locality,

race.

But this is not all. The Caucasians arc the
worst bees we ever saw to plug in braceBy this we mean spurs of wax becombs.
tween the combs and between the top-bars and
There is occasionally
not on top of them.
a colony of Lilians that will do this between
the wide thick top-bars; but in our locality
they are the exception, not the rule.
The Caucasians
But even this is not all.
stuck in brace-combs down between the frames
so much so
in the very heart of the colony
that it was very diflicult to remove the frames.
We will have some photos that will speak for
While, of course, these bracethemselves.
combs could be removed w^ith the uncapping-

—

Knife, the act of drawing the combs out of the
hive is very greatly impeded, to say nothing
of the broken comb surfaces, and danger of
killing queens and bees in the general stir-up.

We

have received a copy of a 184cloth-bound book, entitled, "The
Romance of the Reaper/* by Herbert N.
Casson, author of "The Romance of
Steel," "The Great Races of America"

page,

As we found the combs
would add extra supers,
putting empties under the partly filled ones
UP to about the middle of the flow, after that
reversing the order.
expected, of course,
the same procedure would work for us with the
Caucasians, as it always had worked for us with
the Italians, and as it worked this year under
Every one of
precisely the same conditions.
the Caucasians and their crosses, with the exception of two. had swarmed, while we were
up town attending to our office work hives
full of cells, some hatched and some not, and
The. 35
the coloni'^s completely demoralized.
colonies of Italians, in the same yard, with
two single exceptions, went on taking in honey,
and with those exceptions there was not a
single colony that had a single cell in it or
showed any indication of swarming.
You may say you ought to have known
better, and that wc ought not to have depended on surf.ice indications at the entrance,
at the tops, and under the sides of the combs.
admit that, had
with any strains of bees.
we gone through the brood-nests of the Caucasian colonies, cutting out the cells and the
were
quantities
of the
drone-brood (and there
latter), we might have checked the swarming
to some extent.
The fact remains, however,
that we didn't have to do this with the Italians.
No. they not only did not prepare to
swarm but kept piling in the honey.
If this showinc is a fair sample of Caucasians, and their swarming propensities can
not readily be controlled in the production of
extracted honey, what shaJ! we say when we
run them for the production of comb* If this
yard had been exclusively Caucasian and its
might have laid the excessive
crosses, we

We

—

We

It is

Page & Co., of New York City. The
book is really a history of the development of agriculture during the last 80
years, and vividly portrays the results
which have been accomplished by laborsaving agricultural machinery.
shows how a great industry has

It

also

grown

up in the United States, and how by
concentrating plants and resources and
manufacturing on a large scale, the
Americans are able to make the best
reaping machines at a low cost and sell
them in every country of the Globe.
intensely interesting, and^ as reThe
it is possible to make it.
author spent 6 months in gathering the
information necessary to write this story
of the invention and development of the
reaper, which has resulted in making
America practically the granary of the
is

world.

^'
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Send Questions either to the office of the American Bee Journal, or to
DR. C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions bv mail.

;

into the brood-nest.
began to whiten we

for $1.00.

It

—

;

The book is mailed
published by Doubleday,

from photographs.

liable as

"The Romance of the Reaper."

Their Sw.\rming Propensity.
We went down to look them over yesterday, July 7, and we were chagrined to find
that something over 95 percent of them had
swarmed right when they were doing their
very best work, while less than 5 percent of
the Italians, under precisely the same management, had swarmed. To say that we were
surprised and disgusted is putting it mildly.
As we have previously explained, we have
been working this yard alone, except a very
We ran the yard for
little help from the boys.
Having
extracted honey in shallow supers.
calls for some Caucasian queens, pure and mismated, we went down to the south yard and
proceeded to fill our orders. We then looked
over hive after hive of Caucasians with the
Fortunately we
above result they swarmed.
had drone-traps on all but two and the virgins coming on made way with the old queens,
and, of course, their colonies began to sulk.
We did not. as perhaps we should have done,
make an examination of the brood-nest but
we didn't know the Caucasians.
Year after year we worked hives of Italians
on this same tier-up principle, for extracted
honey, and we never found it necessary to go

This book gives the first inside history of the growth of one of the greatest American businesses which is spread
It is a wonderful
all over the world.
story which reads like a tale of Arabian
Nights.
It has 26 illustrations taken

etc.

Fastening
I

would

like

Comb

dropped

comb-foundation it
honey be boiled?

fastening
Should the

off.

Michigan.

—

There is no reason why foundashould drop down, either in brood-frames

Answer.
tion

end,

Foundation.

know why. when

to

or in sections, except its being insufficiently
You ask if the honey should be
fastened.
boiled, as if you used honey in some way in
Perhaps that is
fastening in the foundation.

your trouble. Neither honey nor anything
should be used in fastening foundation.

Japanese Clover

— Arkansas

else

as Bee-

State.
Japanese clover a good honey plant?
Will bees work it?
2. How is the State of Arkansas as a beeWisconsin.
country?
Answers. i. I think it has a good reputation, but I have had no personal experience
with it.
2. It
does not stand out very prominently
as a bee-State, but some good work is done
1.

Is

—

there.

Strong Bees Overpower Weaker
Ones.
The strong bees of one of my colonies have
the younger weaker ones,
them bodily and alive and flying away
The young bees seem to make
resistance, but to no avail.

been

dragging out

seizing

with

them.

Why

How

be remedied ?
Nebr-^ska.
Answer. Probably wax-worms have worked
their galleries along the surface of broodcombs, injuring the maturing brood, so that
when the young bees emerge from their cells
tliey are dragged out by their older sisters.
You can help somewhat by digging out the

do they do

it ?

can

it

—

worms.

row

at

Take

a

one end.

wire-nail, dig into the burthen start in at the other

digging out the

silken

gallery

until

the

worm comes out, when you can take vengeance
on him.
,

better way is to have strong colonies
and they will keep Mr.
bees,
Italian
Even black bees will take care
at bay.
of their combs if strong.

The

of

Worm

Feeding Bees.
They haven't
have -'O 'colonies of bees.
verv well this summer and I want to
What kind of sugar is best? and
feed them.
what proportion of water shall I use? What is
My neighbors have
the best way to feed?
bees, and how can I teed so as not to feed
Arkansas.
their bees?
I

done

—

Answer. Use granulated sugar, and feed
any time from now till September, equal parts
of sugar and water, either by weight or liquid
measure. Use the Miller feeder or some other
good feeder that will allow you to feed each
colony without .allowing other bees to get at
Or, you can use the crock-and-plate
the feed.
Take a stone crock— a gallon crock is a
plan.
convenient size— fill- it half full of sugar, put
same quantity of water, lay over
the
in about
the crock a thickness of some kind of rather
thick cloth or 4 or 5 thicknesses of cheesecloth, and over this lay a plate upside down.
Now with one hand under, and the other
whole thing upside
the
over, quickly turn
down.
Set it on top of the frames, set a
The bees will
hivi- bndv over, and cover up.

do the

rest.

Bee-Smoke Fuel

—Transferring

Bees.

far as using a bee-smoker is conI. So
cerned, I am a novice in the business, and
I have tried newswith poor success so far.
paper, excelsior, and cobs broken up, but by
the time I have the cover off and begin to
raise the inside cover over the hive, or secWhat is best to use
tions, the fire is out.
to make smoke? and how should I use the

August, iQoS.
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ker tu kci'p tlie fire from going out?
When is the best time, and what is the

liroccss of getting a swarm of bees out of a
nailkcg and into a modern hive?
Iowa.

Answers.— I. Try
cotton doth.
smoker, light

First

old rags of any kind of
put a little loosely in the

it and let it blaze up; put a litmore on and keep blowing till it gets a
good start; then fill up and it will not be

tle

likely to go out till it burns out.
When the
is not in use it will burn better to
stand upright.
Hard-wood chips from the
woodpile make excellent fuel also.
Almost
anything is better than newspapers.
2. Let
the bees swarm;
hive the swarm
a proper hive and set it in place of the
nail-kcg, the latter close beside the swarm,
and in 2i days give the bees in the keg
a good smoking, cut the combs out of the
keg and add the bees to the swarm.
Then
you can melt up the old combs into wa.x.

smoker

m

Requeening

I have a number of colonies -which I wish
requeen in July or August. Suppose I find
have queen-cells preparatory to
superseding the queen. Can I safely introduce
a queen?
If so, would it oe any better than
letting the colony rear a queen?
2. I
wish to wire some 7-inch extracting
frames.
How many wires should I use in
each frame?
lowA.
-Answers.— I. It ought to be a little easier
to introduce a queen where the bees think of
superseding their old queen then where a
vigorous queen is present that the bees have
no notion of superseding.
But I would deT.

to

stroy the cells.
-!.
Three horizontal wires will be enough.

h:

olonii

.

Work— Daisies.
--

I

think are

Ital-

and the others are little blacks.
I purchased them both last spring.
The Italians
stored a little in the super last summer, but
both Italians and blacks have gone- on a
strike.
Both colonies sent out large swarms,
otie the 8th of May and the other the 15th.
What is the trouble, and how will I be able
to get them to work?
White clover is in
full bloom, and weather is favorable.
i. Part
of my bees are in box-hives, and
part in frame-hives.
I secure more honey from
the box-hives than from the frame-hives.
Why
ians

is

this?

Do

3.

wild daisies produce nectar?

Missouri.

Answers.— I. They

are probably doing fair
sent out "large" swarms, that,
left
the mother colonies too weak to do
much for a while, and verv likely the swarms
have a good deal of room to fill up in their
hives before showing much work in supers.
If you put in the .super part of a comb they've
been working on below, that may hurry them
up about starting in the super.
1'.
There may be a difference in the strength
of the colonies or a difference in the size of

work.

As they

hives.
3.

I

don't

know;

I

doubt

Non-swarming

—

c.ise

in
I

any case. Whether
can not say.

it

would

Superseding Queens.

How

would this pl.in work?
Cage the queen in No. 4— the best queen—
the

bfcs

start

queen-cells.

one

—

by

an

better for

excluder;

you than

Straight

it

although

it

may work

A few weeks ago one of my colonies
swarmed, and at the time I was too busy to

give the swarm proper attention.
It alighted
on the limb of a cherry-tree just out of reach.
I placed an empty hive containing 4 broodcombs just under this swarm and shook the
bees off the limb.
Some of them clung to
the hmb, so I put the cover on the hive and
left it there until the next night, when they
had all gone in.
I carried the hive to the
apiary and set it beside the others, but did
not put in the other 4 brood-frames then,
and had so much to do that I forgot to put
them in at all. Last Saturday I removed the
cover from the hive and found that the bees

had built comb in which they had reared
brood and stored honev.
There were 4 different combs, and one of them could not
have been any more even if the bees had had
a frame of brood-foundation on which to
work, and it was almost full of brood.
Is not
this something unusual, i. e., such a straight
comb under the circumstances?
I
am sending you sample of the broodcomb.
The dark spots in some portions of it
should
with it?
it

Answer.

be.

that possibly it is not just as
Is there anything the matter

Chicago.

— No,

it

would have been unusual

queen"

a

5.
6.
I

a

Frame.

Beginner's Questions.

1. After
transferring a colony from an old
hive to a new one and introducing a different queen, how can I tell whether they accept her or not?
2. By
giving them full sheets of foundation in brood-frames, how soon can I put on
supers with full sheet foundation in sections?
3. When
you are changing the strain of
bees,
IS
It
necessary to save any of the
drones of the old race and put them in the
swarm with the new queen?
4. What
is
meant by the bees "balling

has done for me.

Brood-Comb Without

make me think

A

in

in

What

am

is

just

Answers.
see

introducing?
times does

How many

—

meant by
starting

a queen mate?
fertile queen?

handle bees.
Nebrask.\.
few days later and

to

Look a

i.

whether eggs are present.

2. Sections may be put on in 2 or 3 days,
or as soon as the queen has made a start at
laying in brood-frames.
3. No.
4.

Very

much

what

word

the

indicates:

hostile bees will grab hold of the queen at
different parts until there are bees all about
her,
then other bees will seize those that

hold of the queen, until there is a ball
of them as large as a hickory-nut or larger.
5. Once for life; but some cases have been
reported in which a queen mated the scconil
time.
She may, however, make several flights
before mating.
6.
queen that has met a drone.
.\ normal laying queen is a fertile queen.
h.-ive

A

Queenless

Will a colony of
less carry in pollen ?
2.

Is

— Nu-

Colony and Pollen
cleus Queen.

1.

any

there

bees

way

that

is

queen-

if
they aie
hive?
in transferring a nucleus to a hive
3. If
one should accidentally drop the frame containing the queen, and she should fly away,
would she return to the hive, or be lost?

queenless

without

to

opening

tell

the

Maine.

the

bees had not built a straight comb
parallel to the old comb.
They would do so
for the sake of having the proper spacing between the two combs.
Sample of comb has not come to hand sev-

amount of pollen in a queenless colony, because more is carried in than used; hut
gradually they carry in less and less, and the

eral days after your letter.
Probably Uncle
Sam has been careless with it. But I'm not
an expert in bee-diseases, and suspected samples better be sent to Genera! Manager N. E.

location she had

if

'1

Differences

—Bee-Way

Answers.— I.

Yes.

you

will

find

an extra

loads are smaller.
2. No certain way that I know of.
would be likely to return to
3. She
marked at her last flight.

the

Queenless Swarm.
Sec-

tions.
1.

What

is

the

real

difference

between the

leather-colored
3-banded
Italians
and the
5-banded golden Italians?
I
have worked
with each and can hardly distinguish one from
another.
I have Moore's strain of 3-banded,
and a very good strain of goldens, and sometimes can not distinguish by looking at them.
.!.
Is not the first cross between
Italians
and blacks better than either pure strain?
is it that Carniolans are
3. Why
not kept
so much as other kinds of bees?
Are they
cross?
4- Is there any preference in the market for
cither 4]^ x 4% plain or bee-way sections?
5. What is the best way to unite a swarm
direct from the tree with a weak colony?
I
have just shaken in front of the hive, hut
many are at first killed at the entrance of the
'"vc.

Ohio.
Answers. i. There ought tp be just the
difference
indicated by the names. 2 more
bands on the 5-banded than on the j-bandcd.
2. Very
often; but you can not rely on

—

great constancy.

I
have several very poor queens and one
extra-good one, and 1 want to supersede the
poor ones with queens reared from my best
one.
I
have the loframe s-ctional hives

until

coming

alfalfa

.\nsweb. You can easily tell by trying; but
I
afraid your plan will not work out to
satisfaction.
When 9 queen is caged,
the bees are not so prompt to start cells, nor
will they start so many, as when the queen
is removed.
Neitjier does it always work to
have a young queen separated from an old

Italian

Secrets.

.\.VSWER.
Several times it has happened that
.some one has offered a secret for sale to beekeepers, but I don't know that such offer has

be in thi^

from

4-. It has been claimed that more could be
obtained for the plain; but that is certainlv not
true in all markets, and it is possible that in
some markets where the plain has had the
preference on account of novelty, there may
be no preference.
5- Perhaps if you
had shaken the bees off
the combs at the entrance, so that the two
lots of bees would run in together, there would
have been less trouble.
If one lot has an old
queen and the other a virgin, they do not
unite so well.

France, Platteville, Wis.

it.

Mr. \V. F. Fritzo. of Minnesota, has been
using a non-swarming secret for 14 years. He
keeps queens, bees, and supers together, and
his bees do not cast a swarm.
His neighbors
all corroborate his statements.
I have visited
him and believe what he claims. He proposes
to sell it to the members of the National BeeKeepers -Association for $1.00 a head. The
money can be placed in the hands of N. E.
France or the editor of the American Bee
Journal.
They can deposit it in a bank, and
then if the bee-keepers are satisfied, he wants
the money; if not, the money can be refunded.
What do you think of his proposition?
He is not sure whether it is the same
as Davenport's.
He does not know Mr. Davenport.
MiNNIiSOTA.

been accepted

honey

is

your

Frames.

some which

I

There

nearly all summer.
Last year the bees stored
honey in the supers up to October 23. Consequently the bees are always in a good humor.
And I think the plan would work here if it
would work anywhere.
Idaho.

m

—Wiring

Getting Bees to

the second-story, which would contain most of
the queen-cells above an excluder, putting a
story of empty combs in its place, and releasing the queen below the excluder.
Would
the bees in a strong colony go ahead and finish the cells.
Then when the queens were
nearly ready to come out of the cells, place
a cell in the lower story of the hives containing the queen I want to supersede, placing
an excluder above, and, of course, putting
the old queen above the excluder, and when
the new queen was mated and had
commenced to lay, remove the old queen and the
excluder.

lien

place

suppose the majority of bee-kceners
3. I
think they can get better work from the Italians.
One objection th.it has been made to
the Carniolans is that while one can easily tell
Italian blood bv the yellow hands, the difference between Carniolans and blacks is not so
plain, and a little black blood in Carniolans is
hard

to detect.

On May 5, I dequeened a colony as tlicv
almost invariably refused to build queen-cells
for me, and as orders began coming in faster
than I could fill, 1 dequeened this colony
with some others.
This one then built cells
and everything went well.
I
removed all
grafted cells to the nursery cages, and gave
them a new lot of cells, which they accepted.
These were capped, and on the 21st, just ift
days after decjueening, they swarmed, and
having my hives numbered and a rerord of
each, I was puzzled, thinking a virgin had
got in wrong.
I
moved the old hive to a
new stand, placed a new one there and
hived the so-called swarm, placing a zinc entrance-guard over the entrance. Then 1 placed
a sealed (juecn-ccll in the hive, left it alone
for about 5 days, when on examination
1
found the queen-cell all right, and no sign
of a queen, nor did 1 see one on hiving
them.
The virgin is out now, but not laying
yet.

Now can you tell me
swanii ?
'I'hc
swarm and
each a (|ucen now, and arc
Nt>ne of my neighboring
heard of a ijueenlcss swarm

what made

them

old colony have
doing nicely.
bee-keepers ever
from a quvenless

colony.
I have taken this method before and never
had one even want to swarm when fed heavily and crowded for room.

Answer.- It
be^

virgin

is

in

possible
the case,

PENNSYI.VAXIA.
may have

there

and that while out

August
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,ann

was

slit

d for

bla

lost.

It

virgins to
birds

for

tiling

and

wedding-trip;

is nut an
be lost on
often
are

this.

if
fating more or less to the south the
of the sun would <so its work better.
Sometimes it is thought the bees are kept too
warm, strong colonies suffering the worst,
as it was with some of yours.

and

Trying to Prevent Swarming.
colony of bees which I have
been trying to keep from swarming, but they
I then waitcast a line swarm on June iQ.
ed •> days, and opened the hive and cut out
20 queen-cells— 14 of them capped over and
6 rcadv to cap in a few days, and I left one
Is this
ready to hatch for th-oir own queen.
an unusual number of queen-cells, or is it because the bees have not enough room? They
arc in a 10-frame Langstroth hive, with 3
supers for section honey, holding 28 sections
have removed 45 pounds of white
I
each.
1.

have

I

a

honey from the hive

clover

another super will be ready

and

d^s,

few

a

in

will

at this
to be

be

date,

and

taken off
replaced with

another empty one.

my

as I run
simply for comb honey?
3. Will an unusual amount of clover blossom hav6 a tendency to increase swarming?
4. I had a swarm of bees from a box-hive
colony. April 26, which I put in a lo-frame
hive, Langstroth size, and when they had the
combs drawn out in the brood-chamber, I put
on a super of 28 sections, which were drawn
out ready for honey, when they sent out a
very large swarm, June 20, one day later
On opening
than the first colony mentioned.
2.

the

Are

hive

large

hives

found
which I

I

enough,

11 queen-cells
cut, and they

just

a

Carniolans

vs.

Caucasians

— Hearts-

ease.
1.

I

have

and would

3 colonies of bees (common brown),
Would you recomlike to increase.

for rapid and cheap
would Caucasians be better ?
Carniolans defend their hives against

mend Carniolan queens
increase, or
2.

Do

robbers as well as Italians?
3. Please describe heartsease.
4. From what do bees make comb?

Ar

SSAS.

.\nswers.Not sure, but if you mean
vhich of the 2 are most given to increase by
swarming, probably Carniolan.
2. Likely they do.
3. I am not good at describing such things.

colonies of
bees as follows: Boxes were made of matched
lumber JS-inch thick, length inside 28 inches,
width 26 "^4 inches, with tight floors, and so
constructed that when the hive was placed
inside, the hive was entirely shut in, bottomall,
except an opening
board, cover, and
and
Ji X 8 inches, for the bees to pass in
With the hive inside, I had a space
out.
at the front between the hive and outer box
which was filled with old
of I '4 inches,
On the sides between the hive
grain sacks.
and the outer box a space of 5^^ inches, and
on the rear end a space of 6J4 inches was
packed with straw placed above the cover.
tar-paper roof covered all.
An examination on March 26 showed 6
Of the remaining 4 colonies,
colonies dead.
one had 7 frames, 2 had 6 frames, and one

had

5

and about 15 feet in
among tall oak
front of the entrances was an open fieldThe entrances to the hives were about is
inches from the ground.
Can you give me any light as to what
caused the loss, or have you any criticism or
Pennsylvania.
suggestions?
trees,

-

.•\I.A

Answer. Reports differ as to results when
bees are packed similarly to yours, perhaps
on account of difference in winters, and perhaps on account of difference in locations.
Some say that such thorough packing prevents the sun warming up the hives enough
to start the bees to flying when a warm day
comes, whereas with only a single wall the
heat will penetrate and warm up the bees in a
Possibly you would do better
short time.
to leave the entire front of the hive open.

AMA

—

I.
Others with no more experi.\nswers.
ence than you, have paddled their canoes all
right, why not you?
2. If you can as well do so, it is better
Then you can make
to own than to rent.
any improvements you like without fear that
you will be thrown out of possession.
Perhaps 25 to 50, and
3. Diflicult to say.
have your time at first partly occupied with
something else that will make your living sure.
Then you can grow into the business.
4. Unless you give the closest attention to
But
your bees, better have 10-frame hives.
ch close watch that yo
nt of
uflter
for
the bees
stores, 8-frame hives may be better for section
Two-bee-way sections, 4]^ x 4\i x iH
honey.
are about as popular as any.

No;

where

locate

.'\bout as safe to

is

tie

the best bee-pasturto Italians as any.

—

only

When

natural

— Uncapped
Weeds—

or 3 supers on a hive
and desire to cut out queen-cells what do you
do with the supers during the operation?
How many colonies of bees have you
2.
1.

you have

2

present count?
3. How many colonies can be put on a space
20 X 50 feet?
4. Is there any danger of uncapped sections

at

double-deck supers?

in

5.

understand you use

I

salt

to

kill

weeds

Do you always have
front of the hives?
I have used the plan 2 or 3
success with it?
years with perfect success.
6. What is the best way to find and catch
the queen in a box-hive?
Has
do not understand the T-super.
7. I
section-holders for supporting the sections?
it
in

colony which when it had
a
super about 2-3 full I placed
In a few days
one under it.
they deserted the first super and went to the
What is the trouble? Will they go
second.
They are in a
back and finish the first?
lO-frame hive.
much thin super foundation will
9. How
starters in 250
one-inch
put
be required to
4% X 4li bee-way top and bottom sections.'
Missouri.

have

I

8.

the

filled

the

He.\rtse.\SE.
If you have any smartweed in your locality, you
will find the two look almost exactly alike.
Come to think of it, there's a picture of
the Bees,"
heartsease in "Forty Years
page 171. and perhaps the editor will print it
liere for vour b^nefitwhat they eat, honey and pollen,
4. From
much as a cow makes milk from what she

Among

Starting in Bee-Keeping.

frames covered with bees.

Some of the combs were mouldy in all
the hives, and the straw packing on the outside of the hives and on top was damp and
niouldv next to the hives.
Plenty of honey was found in the hives.
The entrance to one hive was found somewhat clogged with bees, but the others were
Some of the dead colonies were among
open.
the strongest in bees when packed for the
The hives stood on a side hill slopwinter.
ing toward the east, and on the east side
They stood facing the east
of a building.

—

necessary to locate apiaries near
it
5. Is
creeks, swamps, and rivers?
6. What is your opinion of the best honeyhave seen several kinds, and
gatherers?
I
the Italians seem the best.
7. Is natural shade preferable?

Cutting Out Queen-Cells
Sections Salt to Kill
T-Supers.

10

A

me
sec-

tions would you use?

no difference;
7. Probably
shade generally costs less.

Winter Loss of Bees.
prepared

bees?

for

locality

and what kind of

hives

size

few-

never knew a more
I
don't know.
3. I
bountiful crop of white clover in my locality
tlian this year, and I never knew swarming
worse.
And yet in some localities they say
that when a heavy flow is on, bees give up
the idea of swarming and devote their whole
energies to harvesting the crop; and some
indications of the same thing have not been
lacking here.
for the c:Ils were started several
4. No.
days before the other colony swarmed.

1

suitable

colonies would you advise

with?

What

6.

—

November

a

in

How many

Start
4.

5.

no

Last

land

rent
3.

to

age.

have showed
further signs of swarming, are working
very nicely, and have also a good number of
Did they simply catch the swarming
bees.
fever from the other colony?
New Jersey.
Answers. i. You will often find as many
queen-cells or more.
days old,

or

heat

Five years ago I purchased a colony of bees
set out over a rough road to bee-keep"That year I learned to like bees in
The next year I had
of their stingsincreased to 3 colonies, and the flow of sweet
clover being good I sold some $30 worth or
more, and supplied the family with honey.
In the winter of 1905-06, I bought 20 colonies
of bees and increased my old stock some,
But
thinking the next year would be good.
the pasture near here was overstocked, there
being about 200 or more colonies, and the
I
small
that
were
so
flows of 1906 and 1907
was compelled to sell the greater part of my
During my success
bees to pay mv debts.

them

I

worked for Mr.

J.

M.

Cutts.

hive,

set

If at a time when rob'aers
not troublesome.
are troublesome, a thing which doesn't often
happen when supers are on and queen-cells
are to be removed, the supers are piled on
an empty hive and a robber-cloth thrown over

them.

experienced and active bee-keeper, and
paid careful attention to the different duties.
I
am a reader of the American Bee Journal
and Gleanings, in both of which I find much
believe if the failure of
I
valuable advice.
1906 and 1907 had been postponed by the
(Jne that controls these things, I would have
I have
been an active man in bee-keeping.
at least learned that a man is at the mercy
of the season, not to try to increase too fast,
times.
and to use judgment at all
Do you think that I am capable of ven, I.
turing out in my own canoe safely?
2. Which is the best in the long run, to buy

i.

nearest

Sometimes

ing.
spite

an

—

Generally set them on top of
standing them on end.
the first one on the ground,
leaning against the hive from which it was
taken, then set the others one after another
on the ground, each one leaning against its
This supposes that robbers arc
predecessor.

Answers.

the

and

and failures

first

second

,

have 181 hives with bees in.
130 strong
nuclei, and only
storing in sections.
2.

I

,.

part of
colonies

If
mean.
4. Not altogether sure what you
you mean danger that bees will not cap scc;
tions when supers are tiered up
well capped
may say that my sections

when
5.

4 to 6 super
I

think

salt

grass.

1

neve

a hive,
fails

to

kill

the

bees out. put them in a movable-frame hive with a frame of brood in it.
give the bees time to settle, and then look on
the frame of brood for the queen. Or, you
_
may sift out the queen with an excluder.
much simnler than that. Its
is
it
7. No:
called a T-super because T-tins are used in it
a
of
cross-section
.-X
to support the sections.
Ttin is like an inverted T, in which shape
you will see it is hard to get more strength
There are 3 of
with so little room taken.
these T-tins for each super, each one 12
inches long to rest inside a super J2',t w-ide
a plain box
itself
is
super
The
inside.
without top or bottom, '/i inch decoer than
the height of a section, or a little deeper to
allow for shrinkage with age. a strip of tin
on the bottom at each end to support the
le

—
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sections, and a support for each end of each
T-tin.
This support may be a square of
fastened with 2 nails, as most of
supers are, but the latest is to have a
bent staple for a support.
The Ttins are
loose, merely resting on their supports.
Some
nail the T-tins to the super, but it doesn't
seem to me this is so convenient when you
come to take sections out of the super, for I
can turn my supers iipside down and dump

to have some made by machine, as to make
them by hand is too exiiensive.
I
think they
could be made so that I could sell them for
$3.00 or $4.00.
I,.
A. Oertee.
Fulton Co., N. y., July .1.

sheet-iron

my

out the whole thing
It

8.

is

— T-tins

and

"Mary" Was

A

fill

pound of thin super foundation

about

4<4

100

starter be put
At that
400.
10 ounces.

sections

full.

in each section,
rate 250 sections

it

a Bee-Keeper.

will

also see it his duty to acclaim the virtues of the white mulberry, which it rightly
merits.
In this sense history will a-'ain re-

peat

—Selected.

on

Good Season for Bees.
Bees arc doing well in this part of New
Brunswick this year.
I have kept bees over
40 years and this season .seems to be as good
a year as I have had for a long time.
I
have 60 good colonies and they are about
through swarming now.
Geo. F. Beach.
Meadows, N. B., July 7.
Fine
Bees
very fi
about

Honey

..„rking

.--

trees

will

„.,«

..^

.m,,.

If an inch
would fill
would lake

The past
colonies.
I
3 frames of
new hive)

spring my bees dwindled to 16
increased artificially (transferred
brood and clinging bees to each
new colonies, making 30 in
all.
Last week I had supers on 25 of them
and this week I extracted 400 pounds of fine
white honey.
(Miss) F. E. Wheeler
Chazy. N. v., July 15.

Bees Doing Well.
I
have 112 colonies of bees, and they are
doing very well now.
They were quite backward on account of having so much rain.
Ottosen, Iowa, July 12.
.1.
\V.
Sadler.

Honey Too Thick
Our

Beginning to Store.

Just

the

Still

yet.
They
sui>ers.
It

Brewer.

Good Work Goes On.

bad 12 colonies last spring, and 18 now.
have taken 18 full supers, 4 each from 2,
and the good work moves on.
Garwin, Iowa, July 13.
T. S. IIurlev.
I

to Extract.

season's
honey harvest was a
to the honey being so thick that
we could not extract it with a Root extractor.
tried fast speed and slow, but
no use. It only partly came out.
I never had
anything like it before.
I left it in the hives
for It was very dark and not fit for comb
honey.
The whole district was the same,
borne bee-keepers got a little, hut very dark
last

failure

owing

We

''on^y• .isbornc.

New

May

Good Season

Crop

I

am

I

know?

glad

now

to

Because

5

fruit.

— Moth

Karl
Cameron.

Mo.,

,!o.

[-Mr.

— Poor

do
planted

Remedy.

use are as follows:
For one set of brood-combs where bees
have died. 2 tablespoonfuls of the fluid in a
little
butter-chip slipped in at the entrance,
or set on top of the frames.
Put an oilcloth over the lop of the frames and close
the entrance of the hive with damp earth.
All honey, whether sections or brood-combs,
should be exposed to the fumes, especially if
wished for any long future use.

I

Dry Weather

not.

How

identical

This has been a fairly good season for bees
and honey.
There was a little remedy prescribed in the
.\raerican Bee Journal something over one year
ago that beats anything I ever tried for killing moth worms and eggs.
As I saved lots
of empty combs from the ravages of moths
by the use of the arug, I thought I would
ask for a second insertion in the columns of
your valuable paper.
It is called "Chlorate
Disulphide." It is a fluid and comes in poundcans, and can be had at any drugstore at
from 25 to 35 cents per can.
Directions for

KzRA Smith.
Zealand.

borne

—

Fairly

14

seeds

—

Very Good Season.
are having a very good sea.son, favorwhite clover and basswood, and the
outlook is fair for a generous crop of lioney.
for^

does.

years ago have
This is an
fact, indeed, to such as desire to
start a .small nursery, to secure stock
for
more extensive planting.
But the essential point in their cultivation
IS
to
keep all branches trimmed off the
trunk until the tree has reached a height of
at least 6 or 7 feet, then let it branch out.
This is the secret of unfailing success.
If
you don't do this you wiij have a stunted,
straggling, unsightly tree, retarded in fruitage, and of very small and inferior variety.
It IS very safe to assert that you can depend
upon some berries the fifth year after planting earlier in warmer sections after that
more and more.
Dr. Pf.iro.
Chicago, III., July 15.

year
important

„

Wc

to seed or

it

from

tins

Crop.

freely

—

came true
say that

honey crop.
1
have 56 colonies and
J pounds of honey already, and very
.,.,c
*hite clover.
We have rain now, and
expect a good fall crop, too, it the weather is
good.
Basswood is coming in a few days,
which yields well in this locality.
LaMotte, iowa, July 3.
Nick Jextgen.

able

Bees have not done much as
have just commenced to store in
has been too wet.
T. W.
Sutherland, Iowa, July 4.

itself.

This year I have been able to settle a quesI could not do when previously writing
this subject
whether the while mulberry

tion

experience, although I have known cases in
which the bees continued to work in the
super above without making any beginning
on the empty super under it.
I can
only
make a guess as to why the bees acted .so in
your case, and my guess would be this: When
you gave the second super under the first,
the bees were storing well, and promptly began work on the under super.
Then the
bees swarmed, or else there was a let-up in
the harvest, and there was no more than the
bees could do in one super, and being at
work on both supers they continued on the
one nearest the brood-nest.

recognition.
If I were not
in the intricacies of human

I
should feel astounded at such apaBut not any more.
I
only regret that
may "pass on" without leaving so impor1
tant a fact of more practical benefit to my fellow bee-keepers than now appears.
But some persistent observer will arise who

Must go wherever Marv went
'Cause Marv had the "hives."

a very rare thing for bees to desert

little

somewhat versed
thy.

a swarm of bees,
they, to save their lives.

And

a partly filled super and work on an empty
one under it. Indeed, I'm not sure that ever
such a thing happened with me in all my

9.

suggestion

nature

Mary had

all.

i

— Increased

I.olunann

July

T.

Lohmann.

19.

probably

ulphide

carh.iii."- F.niTOR.]

Interest in Bees.

Flow Than Expected.

Better

We

have had a better honey-flow here than
There was a good flow from the
second bloom of catclaw, which is very unusual.
Prospects are good for a flow from

wc

fall

expected.

Honey

flowers.

is

moving

slowly.

Gr.\nt Anderson.
Sabinal,

Tex., July

19.

Good Honey Crop Expected.
Bees are doing fine considering the weather.
Rain and cold hold them back.
Swarming is
the order now, and the weather is fine.
The
fields are white with white clover, so we look
for a good honey harvest if we get suitable
weather.

S.

Vermont,

111.,

June

honey

season

is

8.

A Room

least.

This season was different from any that I
can remember.
When clover first began to
bloom it turned cold, and continued for 10
days, and the bees were in a .starving condition
I

when

it

was over, and trying
little swarming this

have had very

It
seems that a larger number
arc becoming interested in bees.

W.

Hamer.

Ivpworlh,

Ky.,

July

to rob.
year.

of

people

SwEARINCIN.

A.

13.

White Mulberry as Bee- Forage.

Good Crop.
here

pects are for a good crop.
and the swarming season
swarmed early this year.
cess with decoy hives.

Aldcn, Iowa, July

at

14.

Prospects for
The

F.

The pro.spect for a large honey crop was
the best we have had for years in the first
part of the season, but as the season advanced the show of a honey crop grew less.
On June 29 while clover was out of bloom,
on account of dry weather, and I got only 700
pounds of honey, when I was expecting 3,000

I

I

and

the proshave 17 colonies
is
over.
They

am having

suc-

I
have waited until now to report again
on the white mulberry as a forage for bees,
and Its value as a means to insure a reasonable honey crop every year, whether in a dry

suinnier.

cold

w^eather,

or

excessive

rains.

have been feeding my colony every day the
few weeks, since the berries began to mature (June 17), and I believe it would open
the eyes and penetrate the understanding of
some bee-keepers if they could sec them literally swarm over the crushed berries I put
I

Kreo Peterson.

Bee-Escape.

I
have kept bcis for 18 years on the experimenting plan.
I
have made one thing that
I am proud of and that's a bee-escape.
I can
put all the supers from 27 swarms in my beeroom at 10 o'clock in the morning, and by
3 or 4 in the afternoon they are clear of bees,
except those that may have some brood sections.
It heats anything
I
have ever tried
in bee-escapes.
If I thought there would be
a demand for such an escape, I would try

last

upon

the

alighting-board

for

their

delecta-

leaving only the liny seeds in evidence.
have been urging bee-keepers to avail
themselves of this really grand tree, so hardy,
so attractive, and otherwise useful, but the
greater majority of keepers have been of poor
vision
and
exceedingly
deaf.
They have
seeeined t'o suspect that I had a great, big
broad-ax to grind, and so have given my
tion,
I

Introducing

Queens, Etc.

.\ftcr leading of the many ways of introducing queens. I have a plan that I have
used successfully in two cases.
The plan I
speak of I have never seen in print, and it
may not work everv time.
It
is
as fol-

lows:
Hive No. I, blacks, I do not want.
No.
and No. 3 are fine stock, but not overly
strong.
I want to get rid of No.
i.
It is
very strong, so 1 go to No. 2, find the queen,
set the frame she is on aside, and take a
small box
inches, with a wire cloth
top.
I
get about a half-pint of bees in it
from No. i. put queen No. 2 in it, llicn set
it
aside while I look for queen No. i.
As I
t;tke out
a frame I shake in front of the
hive with queen-guard on until I find the
c|ueen No.
i.
I
kill
her, smoke the bees
in the box, then dump them with the bees in
front of the hive, smoke a little, and the
trick is done.
The queen was not killed.
I looked at her the next day and the bees and
iiueen more contented, it seemed.
Then 1
2

4x6x4

look No. 2. which had some crooked combs
well as No. 3.
I
put the crooked combs
top and all straight ones from both hives
below, smoked both hives a little, and there
was but very little fighting.
The other was a little different, as the
bees came from a tree that was cut. and the
bees left.
I
took a box and went for them
late Sunday evening, but could not get them
in, so went back Monday morning, and wlien
I
got home and transferred them I found
they did not have any queen, so I gave them
a frame of brood.
Then I decided to give
as
in

them

a queen also.
So I went to the hive,
got a queen, put her on the front of the hive,

smoked the bees out of the hive, and shook
the frame in front, and kept them out with
the queen a while, and she was accepted all

—

—

—
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right.
The tree was cut Saturday night.
gave the qucL-n Monday about 10:30.
If any one has not the nerve to risk

I

a
or is afraid of losing her, I would
not advise him to try it unless he keeps the
while,
bees out in front of the hive a pood
But queens
and watches her pretty closely.
are easy to rear, even for an amateur like
me.
I have been keeping bees only one year
this June.
I began with one colony last June.
I
have doubled up several
I now have 9.
and prevented swarming to a great extent, beI
cause I did not want too many colonies.
will try to winter about
I
have not room.
IS colonies, then double up in the spring to
have any white
I do not
get the fruit-bloom.
After fruit comes potato, that lasts
clover.
Then there is honey
about 2 to 3 weeks.
I
have
coming in slowly until smart weed.
I
could sell
a ready sale for all my honey.
I do
I get 15 cents for it at home.
more.
not have to take it down to the merchant and

queen

worth of it
Kuttawa, Ky., July

in trade.
20.
L. S.

get the

Dickson.

In
business I have experienced in 20 years.
hundred
past years I have gotten a few
pounds every season anyway, but this year
In the spring condinot a pound so far.
tions looked very favorable, as the pastures
were covered with white clover but no nectar.
I
put the supers on the first of May,
and by the
5th of the month the working
bees commenced to kill the drones, and about
the last of June the killing of drones started a
Since then I haven't seen a
second time.
Last year I
single drone in the bee-yard.
was provoked at the amount of noise of the
drones, but next year I will certainly appreciate their music.
(No drones no honey.)
If the bees should commence to work in
the supers the honey will not amount to very
much, as the foundation is more or less inI
will
have to use the same secjured.
tions next year, as I can not afford to discard
them for new ones, as 53 supers each containing 56 sections, which in all is 2968 secPerhaps
tions, are too many to throw away.
I
I
will make a mistake in doing so, but

—

1

—

give

will

Troublesome Swarm

— Good

Honey-

Flow.
June 16 a swarm issued from a colony on
The hive was
which I had a queen-trap.
moved to one side and an empty one put in
its place, and the trap with the queen put on.
saw the queen run
I
The swarm returned.
The next
in, but left the trap on the hive.
day they came out again. After they returned
I examined the trap and saw the queen with
I jjuffed in
about 18 bees circled around her.
a little smoke and she ran down into the
I went to the parent hive and took
hive.
out a frame of brood and bees and gave it to
them.
That did no good, for the next morning, June 18, they swarmed out again before
I again smoked the
8 o'clock, but returned.
queen down out of the trap and took it off
Out they came again and clusabout noon.
hived them in a new location and
tered.
about half of them stayed, the rest going back
On June 20 a swarm issued
to the old hive.

We

I put them in with this
from another hive.
They united all right. No
troublesome one.
fighting.
To-day I examined them, found the
brood-combs drawn about one-aalf down, but
no evidence of a queen ne eggs nor brood.
There has been a good honev-flow in this
-

—

section.

J.

Columbus, Ohio, July

New

T. Hillery.

7.

Interest in Bee-Culture.

There is new interest in oee-culture here
now.
Many of the farmers are getting improved hives, givine better care, and receiving
I think this is
good pay for the care given.
have some of the same
I
a good location.
strain of bees that have been on this place for
40 years.
stand the

How

from stickweed, heartsease, steelweed, goldenand marigold. It is a bright golden amber
The yield is about 60 nounds per colcolor.
ony.

My first swarm came out April 8. All my
neighbors complain that their swarms all absconded this year.
There was the largest crop of white clover
this year I ever saw, but it seemed to yield
A portion of the time the
very little honey.
bees were not working on it to any extent.
I think I have found two good things,
and will pass them around. One is a hivestand made as follows: Set 4 3-inch drain-tile
on end, letting them in the ground about 4
inches.
These tile cost us one cent each.
robbing:

place

carbolized

cloths

about the hive. They need not be very large.
A small piece near the entrance, also near any
crack where robbers are trying to enter, will
send them away.
We like the American Bee Journal very

much.

Charles M. Smith.

Rogersvillc, Tenn., July

7.

Unfavorable Year for
Swarming.
drop of

Monett, Mo., July 23.

field of vivid green,
powdered thick with snow.
yielding tributes of perfume
all tne winds that blow,
While every flower of purest white
That trembles in tne breeze
Is bending with the golden weight
Of busy honey-bees.

All

And

To

For while the buckwheat grows apace
In summer sun and showers

To

furnish forth the breakfast dish
prize in wintry hours.

We

The bees are working overtime
To garner for our sakes
The honey— Oh! delicious thought
To eat upon the cakes.
Minnie Irving

—

Books

for Bee-Keepers

Every bee-keeper should have a beebook besides a bee-paper. On another
page will be found all the best books

—

either at a price, postpaid, or as
If you can not earn them
a premium.
as premiums for getting new subscriptions, it will pay you well to purchase
You will find
one or more of them.

offered

them of great value. There are so many
things in the books that are needful to
know, and that of course could not be
told over and over again in the beepapers. If a bee-keeper can afford only
one. it would better be the book rathBut now that the
er than the paper.
American Bee Journal is only 50 cents
a year, of course, no becrkeeper, however limited his apiary may be, can afford to be without its monthly visits.

hohey^eJeeswax
When

consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

199 South Water
ilrnilnn Bee

CO.

Chicago,

St.

Jonmal

III

when wrltlnc

A. G. Erickson.

"The Honey-Money

Stories."

This is a 64-page-and-cover booklet, 5^x8^^
inches in size, printed on enameled paper.
The cover has a picture of a section of comb
honey, s'/z inches square, the comb being
in gold-bronze, which gives it a very attractive
appearance.
Then on the gold-bronze
comb are printed these words: "From Honey
to Health, and from Health to Money."
It contains a variety of short, bright stories
interspersed with facts and interesting items
about honey and its use.
The manufactured
comb honey misrepresentation is contradicted
two items, each occupying a full page,
in
but in different parts of the booklet.
It
has
in all 31 halftone illustrations, nearly all of
them being of apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It also contains
bee-songs,
namely,
"The
3
Hum of the Bees in the Apple-lree Bloom,"

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and "The
Bee Keeper's Lullaby."
The songs alone
ought to be worth more than the price of

Choice

Queens

ITALIANS and

CARNIOLANS
Untested, 75c: 12,
1 Tested. $1.00;
1 Selected
or Breeder. $2.00 to
1

$7.50.

Only

12. $11.00.

$3.00.

Nuclei, Full Colonies or Bees by the
pound. Write for prices. State quantity wanted.

CHAS. KOEPPEN
Fredericksburg.

Virginia

-

the

booklet.

should be placed in the hands of everynot
familiar with
the
food-value of
honey, for its main object is to interest people
in honey as a daily table article.
The stories
and items are all so short and helpful, and
It

body

the pictures so beautiful, that it likely will
be kept by any one who is so fortunate as to
get a copy of it.
Its postpaid price is only
25 cents, but the health- value of its contents
would run up into dollars.
believe it would be a great help to
create a more general demand for honey.
Its retail price is 25 cents, but we will mail
a single copy as a sample for only 10 cents;
5 copies for 75 cents: or 10 copies for $1.25.
With the American Bee Journal one year
both for 60 cents.
Send all orders to George
VV. York & Co., 118 W. Jackson, Chicago,

We

Bees

This has been an unfavorable year for beeThe clover season is over and not a
honey in the supers.
This is one
of the most unfavorable years for the bee-

men.

;

ever managed to within old box-hives, and with
care until 3 years ago, is sur-

rod,

stop

trial.

they

prising.

To

a

the bees' fault that they do not get
any honey, as they woi.. both early and late,
I
do
and there are no idlers among them.
not know if they have swarmed any this year,
as I have-not watched them very closely, as
this year's condition has lessened my interest
won't make anyin them somwewliat, as I
thing from the bees this year.
I'll be satisfied
II
they gather enough honey to live on till
next spring.
It would be a great deal worse
would have to feed them through the
if
I
winter.
I
notice that there are many inquiries as
to whether the queen comes out first or last
with the swarm.
When the proper time comes
the queen comes out on the entrance, usually
in the forenoon, to see if tlie weather is suitable
for
swarming, making a few circles
around and entering the hive again, then all
the bees on the outside as well as on the
inside turn their heads in the direction of
the queen, showing that they are well aware
that she is about ready to start, and then she
gives two or three shrill notes ("peep-peep"),
and starts for the entrance, when an the bees
of her swarm are in an instant ready and
coming as though life depended upon it. The
bees that were on the outside of the hive are
then
the first to leave, and then the queen
the whole swarm follows as fast as they can
get out.
The queen is very quick in her
actions; therefore, when all is ready and she
has given the command to start, she is off
in an instant, and flies straight up into the
about 20 feet, in company with those
air
that were on the outside of the hive, circling
around till the whole swarm is in a body,
when they all follow the guides that have been
looking around before swarming-day for a
suitable place for a home.

moths,

no
don't believe they were fed once
I
during that time. This proves that there has
not been a year in 40 but that they gathered
enough honey to live on.
We have 2 honey-flows per year, that from
white clover from about April 15 to July,
and the fall flow from September i until frost.
The fall honey is very fine and thick. It is
absolutely

it

isn't

It

Buckwheat and Honey.
Behold! a

111.

The American

Institute

of Phrenology
Incorporated 1866, by special act of the

New York Legislature, will open its
next session the first Wednesday in September. The subjects embraced: Phrenology, Physiognomy, Ethnology, Psychology, Physiology, Anatomy, Hygiene
and Anthropology. For terms and par-

M. H. Piercy, Sec, care
Fowler & Wells Co., 24 East 22d St..
New York, N. Y.
ticulars apply to

.

;

:

August, igoS.

American Hee Journal
Caution

in the

Heating of Extracting-

by means of veil, gloves, and genbees, and it may be that, after a
stings, the effect will become less.
If not, quit."
More to the point is a foot-note by
first

I

Combs

tle

There is much to commend the plan
of waiting till the close of the season to
extract, then heating the honey in a
dosed room till it is as warm and limpid
;is when taken fresh from the hive on a
hot day. But there is a danger tliat one
might not suspect in advance
the danger of heating the combs in the upper
I)art of the room to such an extent that
they may drop out of the frame;.
It
seems tliat time is an important factor
in the operation, plenty of time being
needed to warm a solid coinb entirely
tiirough without raising the lieat to such
Allen
a point as to melt tlie comb.
rendered bee-keepers
a
Latliain has
service by relating his own mishap, in
the Bee-Keepers' Review, as follows:
:

—

few

I

Editor Root, as follows
Mr. Penfield can overcome his difficulty easily if he will submit to a process
of immunizing, such as we explained
some time ago. Let him take a bee up
by the wings, or get some one to do it
cause the bee barely to prick
for him
the skin of the hand or arm with its
sting, then instantly brush it off. This
should be done very quickly, so as not
to get much of the poison into the
wound. If no serious effect follows it
may be repeated in about a week's time.
After a month or two the dose may
be repeated a little oftener, say once in
three days but in each case care should
be taken to get the smallest quantity
If this
of the poison through the skin.
be repeated at intervals for a period
of six months, the system will become
gradually immunized to the effects of
the poison, just as it does to other
poisons and in the same way increasing
We
doses may be taken, and oftener.
had one case exactly similar to that of
Mr. Penfield, in which the party can
•now- go among the bees, and can be
stung ten or a dozen times without any

Sent On Approval
To Responsible People

L^augKlin
FOUNTAIN PE.N ^B

RED GEM ^a

;

^/>e

extracting honey,
wlien convenient, by heating it artificially,
is good
of course it is, but there is danger. It might be well for you to call the
attention of your readers to the danger
of overheating. If the heat is allowed
to run too high there may be serious

of

;

Choice of

$

JO

These

:

"Your scheme

InK Pencil

"i'our

Two
Popular
Articles
for only

1

Postpaid
to any
address

;

"Last fall I had a lot of combs of
dark honey, more than I would need for
spring feeding, and I thought I would
extract a few hundred pounds.
I had
.the honey stacked in an old hen-house,
paroid covered. I started the lamp on
I'riday morning and ran it slowly that
day.
Through Friday night I ran it
faster for the night was cold, the time
being late in November. Saturday morning the honey was almost fit for extraction and I thought it well to hurry
tlie heat a little and get to extracting
about noon. The place did not feel warm
and so I set both burners to going and
left them, as I went to the city on some
errands.
I
w-as gone longer than I
thought, and the sun came out rather

warm

in the meantime.
Upon my return I opened the henhouse door upon a
sad sight. All the top supers had melted
down atid the honey was drizzling all
over the supers in the place.
I
had
some sixty combs melt down and lost
one hundred to two hundred pounds of
lioney all told.
It was an awful mess,
and don't you forget it.
"I shall be careful hereafter. I should
liave known better
but I had underestimated the heating capacity of my
heater, especially when it was coupled
with sunshine. I had over-estimated the
heat-absorption power of the honey and
contents of the house. Even as it was,
lower tiers had not becoirie near
tlie
:

warm enough
"

to extract.

Heating honey

ing up
M'ot."

wax — it

is

is

something like meltto keep on tlie

well

^^^

Becoming Immune

to Stings

riiere arc persons so seriously affected
bee-stings that it is a serious question wltether they should make any attempt to keep bees. One of this class,
1,. R. Penficid, applied to Dr. Miller for
li>

and received the following reply in Gleanings
"Hard to advise. If for the money
alone, don't think of touching bees. If
.iilvicc,

:

you

them so

nuicli tliat it's hard to
alone, try it in conditions that
will allow you to give them up any day
witji little loss.
Avoid many stings at
let

like

them

bad

llustrations are Exact Siza

effects.

gii

^ou-b^eak,able Transpai-

"One thing Mr.

Penfield can not do

ent, as desired, either in
plain or engraved finish,

to take the whole of the
If it be left in the
effects of a sting.
wound, and the entire contents of the
poison-bag are injected into the flesh be
will, of course, experience just the effects described; but if he presses the
bee just hard enough against the flesh
so that it barely pricks the skin, and no
more, and immediately brushes it off, being sure not to press the poison-sac, the
in fact, he
effect will not be serious
may not notice it at all"

and that

ry pen

U

Kt. bclia Gold— cut
nglit hand luay be had
eilher our standard
Mack opaque pattern, or
full

(Ml
111

is,

as prelerred.
You may trythispen a week,
ityoiidoi)otfin(litasrei>resente.l,

a
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article

than you can

leak proof t
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icket or
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finish.
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TORSALE

r

ii"\v

385 Ma;estic BIdg.,

My

other manufactory in the world, as these
machines will cut twice as fast as any other.
I have a trade in most of the States.
located in a lumber State. Write at once
and find out about it if vou want the opportunity. Also will sell 100 colonies of bees at
half-price. This is business.

Am

W.H.NORTON,
Mention

Doe

Skowhegan. Maine

Jnurnnl

Trhen wrltlnff.

THE JOURNAL OF
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY
Has the latest rtiiort of all the best work in
practical entomoloiiy. Articles upon apiculture by national authorities appear in it. If
you wish the best entomoloerical journal for
the practical nian.subscribe for it. $2 a vear.
K. DWI<;HT.S.\NI)I-;KS«>N, RiisinessMKr..
in UH..\M. N. H.

FOR SALE
3,S colonics
of Italian bees in lO-frame
l>ant:stroth hives.
Bees are healthy and
everythine is in e<iod order. Price and

special description upon application. Write
at once. Vou can have them che.-tp.

JOEHANKE, PortWashington.Wis.
BleDtlon

Mich.

Delroii.

my

will sell
machinery and trade at half
machinery will make nice secprice.
tions, and at a much less expense than any

and

Addres;

Laughlin Mfg. Co.

Bee-Keepers' Supply Manfactory for sale.
I wish to retire
in a lifetime.

One chance

ten

" lest you forget."

Dee

Journnl

vThrn

vrrlllnff.

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards

We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
is a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and secIt
is
quite sentiof honey, etc.
mental.
No. 2 has the words and music of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;" No. 3, the words and music of

tion

"Bucl:wheat Cakes and Honey ;" and No.
the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,
postpaid, as follows
4 cards for 10
or 6 cards
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents
with the American Bee Journal one year
for 50 cents. Send all orders to the of-

4,

:

;

fice

of the American Bee Journal,
Blvd., Chicago, III.

W. Jackson

^O

ever k^ep

strength,

eth

it

Hope, for

and he who

in this

is

possess-

can worr}) through typhoid.

- Rudyard Kipling.
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SPECIAL CLUBBING

PREMIUM OFFERS

Connection With The

In

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free, to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a bttle talk you can get some to sub
scribe and so either tret vour own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. Tfe
give you a year's suhscription free for sending us two new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE
i>ur

n
'i

name and addressput

If

n

side of the handle as
in cut. and on the
her side pictures of
queen bee. a worker,
and a drone. The
handle is celluloid
and transparent,

through which is
seen your name.

vou

If

knife

it

this
re-

lose

can be

turned to you. or
serves to identify

you

you happen

if

to be injured fatally,

or are

uncon-

scious. Cutis exact
Be sure to

size.

write

exact

name

and address. Knife
delivered in two
weeks. Priceof knife
alone, postpaid,

$1.25.

With year's subscription. $1.50.

Free

for 5
rew 50c subscriptions.

BEE-KEEPER'S
GOLD-NIB

i"

I

^g|^H^Ml|l/

^^HB^^HIn
^^^^^^Hllf

I^^^^^^T'
1
I

'W

f

1

/

-V really good
pen. As far as
true

goes

it

is

equal

toanyof thchigher-priced.
much-

advertised
It

pens.

you pay more it's

the
name you're
:iargcdfor. The Gold
N.b Is jiUaiantetd 14 Karat gold.
Indium pointed. The holder is

^•*^^

*fc

hard-rubber, handsomely finished. The cover fits snugly and
can't slip off because it slightly
wedges oyer the barrel at either

This pen is non leakable.
Itisvery easily cleaned, the penpoint and feeder being quickly
removed. The simple feeder
gives a uniform supply of ink to
the pen-point without dropping,

Every bee-

keeper ought to carry one in his
vest-pocket. Comes in box with
directions and filler. Each pen
guaranteed. Here shown ?i actual size.
Price alone. postpaid. $1.00. With
a year's subsc ri p ti <>n, $l.Jj,
Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

for prying up supers and for general

Full

printed

direc-

'ins sent with each

alone, postI'rice
With a
paid. 25 cents.
.ir's subscription, 60
• aven
free for 2 new
riptiiins at 50 cents each.

V

by Dr.C.C.

Made

subscriptions atoOcent.s each.

Advanced Bee Culture, by W.

middle part is 1 1
inches wide and 7..
end
1-2

is 1 7-8 inches long,
inch wide, and 7-32

thick,

ending

The

screw-driver.
larger end is wedgeshaped having a sharp,
semi-circular edge,

making

it

almost per-

fect for prying up covers, supers, etc., as it

mar the wood.
Miller, who has

does not
Dr.

used it since
January 7.

1903 says,

"I

1907:

think as much of the
tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid.
40cents.

structive,
helpful,
interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientiflc. It also contains anatomy and physiology of bees. 544 pages, 295
illustrations. Bound in cloth. Price alone, $1.20.

Withayear's

SMbscription. 75 cents.
Given free for 2 new

subscriptions

Hutchin-

B

a

like

Z.

s.iu.-The author is a practical and helpful
writer. 330 pases; bound in cloth, beautifully
illustrated. Price alone, $1.20.
With a year's
subscription, $1.45. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at; 50 cents each.
A
C of Bee Culture, by A. I. & E. R.
Root. -Over 500 pages describing everything
pertaining to the care of honey-bees. lUO engravings. Bound in cloth, price alone. S1.50.
With a year's sub.scription, $1.75. Given tree
fore new subscriiJtions at oO cents each.
Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically
Applied, by Q. M. DooJittle.-How theverybest
queen-bees are reared. Bound in cloth and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a year's subscription, $1.25. Given free for 4 new subscriptions at 50 cents each. In leatherette binding,
price alone, 75 cents. With a year's subscription
$1.00.
Given free for 3 new subscriptions
at 50 cents each.
^
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— This book is in-

The smaller

thick.

and sht

of the masters,

in miiiuli-st lietail just how Dr. Miller does
ihiriK^ with litM's. Price alone, 11.00.
With a
yt-ur's suhscr:i»ti<in, $1.25. Given free fori new

workaround

theapairy.

of malleable iron.
8% inches long. The

Withayear's subscription.

at 50

for 5

cents each.

new subscriptions

Given free

$1.4C.

at 50 cents each.

r^angstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Dadant.— This classic has been entirely rewritten.

PREmium
QUEENS

is

and produce good workers.

Sent only after May 1st.
Orders booked any time
for 1908 queens. Safe delivery guaranteed. Price.
75

cents each, 6 for

or

12

for

$7.50.

$4.00.

One queen

with a year's subscription.
3

new

Free

$I.UO.
for
50c. subscriptions.

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS
-^7^>^i•s^'0 WONT
;_.;'i>?

f» jia/j

''^-•^tl

Tou

And cheer
f^OP

^^^IlAh

No

Fully illustrated.

apiarian liorary

complete without this standard work by "The

Father of American Bee Culture." 520 pages,
in cloth. Price alone, $1.20. With a year's
subscription, Jl.45. Given free for 5 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.
••The Honey-Money Stories.'*— A G4-page
booklet. Containing many short, bright stories
interspersed with facts and interesting items
about noney. The manufactured comb-honey

bound

These are untested, standard-bred, Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
They are active breeders,

'

BEE HY HONEY.

misrepresentation is contradicted in two items
eai-h <iecupyinga full pa^e. Has 33 fine illustrations of apiaries or apiarian scenes. It also
contains 3 bee-songs. This booklet should be
placed in the hands of evervbodv not famibar
with the food-value of honey, for its main
object is to interest people in nonev as a daily
table article. Price 25 cents. With a vear's
subscription, 60 uents. Given free for 1 new
subscription, at 50 cents.
Three copies for 50 cents; or the 3 with a year's
subscription 75 cents; or the 3 copies given
free for 2 new subscriptions at 50 cents each.

Amerikanische Blenenzucht* by Hans
Buschbauer, is a bee-keeper's handbook of 138
pages, which is just what our German friends
want. It is fully illustratedj_and neatly
bound in cloth. Price alone. $1.00. Withayear's
subscription. $1.25. Given free for i new subscriptions at50 cents each.
will

this lonely h^apt?

WOULD HjO YOU

And we would

THE EMERSON BINDER

ALL THETIHEj

nevea

rart

A stiff board outside like a hook-cnver wit
back. Will hoM easilv 3 volumes i:
numbers) of the American Bee Journal. Make
reference easv, preserves copies from iesi
cloth

tilation.

QUEEN-CUPPING DEVICE
The Monette QueenClipping Device is a
fine thing for use in
catching and clipping

Queens' win^s. 4H
inches high. It is used
bv many bee-keepers.

,

adapted

keeper,

end.

blotting or spotting.

netheBe

by a Jlinnesota bee-

FOUNTAIN PEN

i

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invente

Price postpaid,

7'

WOOD BINDER
Holds

a ton

A "Teddy

T*

Bear" on good terms

3

volumes.

Has

back but

lod

covers. Price postpaid, 20 c
subscription 60 cents. Giv

— A»4

BEE-HIVE CLOCK

N\.Lh

everybody including the bees swarming
Size
nut of the old-fashioned "skep."
Blank
3'2 .x5!4, printed in four colors.
space IH.x 3 inches is for writing. Prices —
10 for25 cents. Ten
3. postpaid. 10 cents;
with a year's subscription, 60 cents. 6
given free fur one 50-cent subscription.

handsome "bronze-metal"
Ba-e 10'.. inches wide, by 9V inches
Design is a straw skep with clock face in
Suitable for parlor— an ornament for

A few
clocks
high.

of these

left.

Imitldle.

Keeps

anv place.

excellent time, durable
ands. Yr

Weight, bosed. 4
pav express charges^ Pricei^$1.50.

anil reliable.

uhscription.tl.-

SEND 'ALL ORDERS TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOVKNAL,

'ipti.
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!

for 6

I

t-ach.

W. Jackson. Chicago.

III.

August, 1908.

American ^ae Journal

RASPBERRY HONEY

Laivgstroth

My brother

on

Honey- Bee

the

Revised by Dadant— Latest Edition
one of the standard books on
This
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
is

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
600 pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-known to
the American Bee
all the readei"S of
Journal Mr. C. P. Dadant. E^ch suband
thoroughly
explained.
is
clearly
ject

—

in

and mvself have five apiaries
the wild red raspberry region of Northern
where we are harvesting a crop

to a certain extent it is a novelty, it is raspberry honey, a honey with a flavor all its
own. a flavor that smacks of the wild, red
raspberry of the woods. Jt is the honey that
won the gold medal at the Jamestown Exposition against all other honeys from all
over the United Stales. The dealer who
builds up a trade with this honey can hold

Michigran,

Not a pound

of unusually fine quality.
extracted until it has been

is

thoroughly ripened and sealed over, and it is thick, rich
and delicious.
We are putting it up in bright, new, 60-lb..
tin cans, two in a case fand the ends of the
cases are bound with hoop-iron to protect
them in shipment), and offering it at ten
cents a pound— $12.00 for a case of two

it

some this may seem a trifle high
but it must be remembered
costs more to produce such

it

honey as

this,

and

it is

all

odds.

not acf4uainted with this honey, send
ten cents and I'll mail you a generous
sample and the ten cents may apply on the
first order that you send.

cans. To
in price,

that

against
If

me

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,

worth more; besides.

Flint, mich.

Brother Bee-Man
How about increase this fall? 1 have the
Oueens, and can ship promptly, Italians, Carniolans, Banats, and Goldens the best of
any race that money can buy. If you try a Banat
this year you will want more next year.
My Carniolans and Banats won First Prize last year at
the International Fair at San Antonio. Untested Queens, 75 cts. each; $8.00 per
doz.
Choice Tested Queens, $1.25 each; $12.00 per doz.
Choice Breeders, $3.00

—

each.

Circular free.

GRANT ANDERSON.

Sabinal, Texas

Headquarters Nati onal Bee-Kee pers' Ass'n, Oct. 13, 14, 15, 1908.

The

HOTEL and
WAYNEDETROIT.
MICHIGAN

PAVILION,

Only First Class Hotel in the City overlooking the Beautiful Detroit Kiver.
American and European Plan. Popular Rates.

this book one cannot fail to be wonderfully helped on the way to success with

for $1.20, or club
it with the
American Bee Journal for
one year both for $1.45; or, we will
mail it as a premium for sending us
FIVE
subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year, with $2.50.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
Address,

®. CO..
CHICAGO, IJLI..

have moved our business from
Bedford to Lansing, and are now
equipped to .supply you with "Root

us here.

HUNT & SON.

Lansing, Michigan
Mention

Bee Journal
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nrltlnB-
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ITALIAN

QUEENS

ev-

His 3Banders are the equal of the very
erywhere.

Untested, 75c each;
best.
Tested, $1.00 each.
$4.35.

6

R. F. D. No. 3
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for
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stock. Unti'St;
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A. ROSS, 1709 Upper Second
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Bee Journal
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Mention
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Bee Journal
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n-hen

ALMA, MO.
n-rltlnB.

MILLER'S

Superior Italian Queens

Daniel" ivuRTH.

best ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ours is the best shipping
point la the State. Address your let-

M. H.

.nd de

gu.r.mee gu.llly .od vJuo
[or catalog.
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HAYES, Propr.

J. R.

5A6t

vrrltlnB.

ri'turn mail after June l.st, or nione.v reBreil from the brst red elciver workInK
strains in Ihe United States. There are no better
hustlers. They are gentle and winter well. Untested queen, $1.00; slxfor*i.OO;'twelve. »9.0O. After
July 1, one i|Ueen 75 ets.; six for $(.00; twelve for
.Speeial prices on 100-lots; and discounta on
»7.50.
time orders. Safe arrival and satisfaction ttuarRA«
anteed. Write for descriptive I'lrcular.

By

fuiKlei].

IS.V.Vf

1-'.

Mention

MII-MlK. Keynohlavllle. Peiin.
Bee Journnl when irrltlnB.

August,
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American Hee Journal

We will Buy and
Sell

HONEY
301

^^

of the different grades and kinds.
If jou have any to dispose of, or if
you intend to bny, correspond

with

us.

We

are always in the

market

for

Beeswax
at highest

Hildreth
26s

market

prices.

& Segelken

& 267 Greenwich

NEW

YORK,

Street

N. Y..
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American liee Journal

Now Ready

Gleanings

The

97th edition of our catalog is now ready. If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
time is required to get the entire ediover 400,000 names,
tion mailed.
e.
.1
this so any one may understand
why a catalog may ni_. reach him early.
-

>

We

The

A B C

When we announced

Bee Culture

of

the completion of the new edition
deal of satisfaction to notice

was a good

late in 1907 there

bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out. We believe all urgent orders have been filled.
We felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our

We

have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German

Edition,

ABC der

Cloth-bound

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

Bienenzucht

Each issue is very fully illustrated. The covers are
done by the finest engravers in Chicago, and our writers
are the best in the land.
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon; Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.
;

Honey Extractors

any country.

de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,

A.

I.

A

at

any country.

THE

A

trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 2Sc.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

paper cov-

in

at $2.50, postpaid, to

A B C

they

appreciate the paper.

Gasoline Engines and Power

experience the orders never came faster.

ers, $2.00.

how much

just at this season of the year are telling

the big

$2.00

Bee Culture

in

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers
If

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of these will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Stanley Queen Incubator and Brooder
An

arranjiL-ment that allows the bees acce
Price, each, $5.00.
7. 1903.

and cjueens

to the tells

at all

times

Patented July

I

An arrangement

_

ake, and the morepleasure they
we want to sup(ret out of their fowls,

and market the nest poods in the
world in our line. The **tlnited" Incubators and brooders— standard the worhl ovand favorites with pf^ultry people-are
our leaders in the machine line. ••Banand ••Fidelity" Foods need no
ment to convince you of their merits.
We manufacture and guarantee them.
^ISy buying all your Bupplies at one

that has control of the Queen by a 3-hoIe wheel, with one entrance
screened, one hole with queen-excluding zinc, and one hole to regulate entrance.
(Patent applied for.) Price, each, $1.00. Cylinder Caies, postpaid, each, 10c. QueenCe^ls, 100 mounled, with sample of Cylinder Cage (sent postpaid.' for 75 cents.

Bees and Queens

er,

Nuclei— One

gpt

I

I

you can depend
your orders and nave nionev.
Before you buy elsewhere \sTit6
for our free catalogs.
Do it
United Incubator & Poultry
Supply Mfg. Co., Dept. 27
26-28 Vesey St., N. Y. Civy.

na pyr09
DAIlllLO

$2.50; price of Queen to be added.
Breeding Queens,
Italian, each, $1.25, or $10 a dozen.
have a few Imported Italian Queens at the same price.

3 L.

frame,

Oueens-Tested

rill

al«

1.1

Box

Stanley Twin Nucleus

have found that
incubators and
brooders they use, the bette
foods they feed, the more m
^

ARTHUR STANLEY,
Miller's

Foot-Power

Machinery

to $3 each.

$2

Untested Queens after May 13th— Italian (warranted) 75 cents each; dozen,
Carniolan, Caucasian and other strains, untested, 75c each, or $7.00 a dozen.

Italian

[

Queens and Bees
I

Mv .lui'pna iirc n-arril from .selccU^.I ni..thiT!<,
the best iiml nxwt appniveil niethuds
Untested queens, from June to OeHiber, .sinirle
tiueen, «0 cts.; three tor ll.eo; six for lf3.liu; twelve

Dixon, Lee Co.,
GOLDEN-AIL-OVKK

a n

MiirtiincB. last
\vith7-ln. cap,

I.

Itrood-frumeB.
nn<i a ^rcat deal

f other work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-hlves.etc.,

andwe expeettodo

to tnuke,
tlilH

Saw.

will "

win do nil
uml priee

r-ataloK

Addret«5.

995

It

Itwtth
you Hay It
lint

free.

W.F.&JOHN BARNES,

Ruby

St.,

Rookford,

111.

for».i.75.

Tested queens, tn April. $1.40, or three for *4.00.
In Mav, »I 2.'ieach,ortliree for»3.60. In June,»1.00
each or three for
One-, two-, anil three-frame nuclei and full eolPost i.lliee
onlea. .Send for prlee-Ust on these.
BAtt
money orders on Hluffton preferred.
»::..-.l).

S. E.

MILLER. Bluffton, Mo.

Mentinn
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111.
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V such S
queens, whose
vho
workers will
ill be hardy
h.^nly a:
and
good honey trntherers. Write for I'Ms cireular.
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Phices

Untested

....

1

»1.00

6
$5.00

hi

»».oo

6..t0
I'.'.OO
I.iii
Select untested
Tested, 11.7.-1 each; select tested, »2.00 each.
I am bookinB orders now, delivery after May 2:..
.

Wm.

A. Shufr, 4426

Mention

flee
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Journal

Ave,, Philadelphia, Pa,

vrhen

nTltiosr.

Aiigusi.
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American Vee Journal

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

Supplies

Fall

FOR

Bee-Keepers

Honey Wanted
Fancy white clover Comb and
Extracted. State how it is put
up, and the price expected, delivered Cincinnati.

Everything you want. All made
by us in our own factories. At
Lowest Prices.

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,

a monthly at 50c a

Published 17 years.

year.

Sample copy and
alog and price-list
Address,

THE W.

T.

illustrated cat-

FREE.

c.

FALCONER MFG.

H.W.WEBER ^'"s:r

OHicB and Salesrooms,

2U6-48

Central Ave.

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

Dept. B.

mention

De<^

N. Y.

.leu

Our Supply Business Has Been

In

New York City

Beeswax sells freely at 3Uc. when
clean and of fair color.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
age.

San Fr.ancisco, July 25.-Present f. o. b.
prices for e.xtracted honey in carload lots
Light amber, 5'i to 6c; white. 6 to
are:
6 l-2c: water-white, 6 1-2 to 7c. Beeswa.x, 23
GUGGENHIME it Co.
to 26c.
Los Angeles. July 28.— Honey quotations
are as follows: Light amber, 5c; white,
water-white, 6 l-2c. Beeswax, 23c.
In many locations the crop has been a failure.
There will probably be very little

5 l-2c

has increased each year.
We want yovr order this year and will
quote you attractive prices. Our prices are
We furnish bees in
f. o. b. cars here.
any quantities. Have seven hundred colonies in our own yards. Cataloe free. Colony
of Ital. bees in new hive, $9. Ital. queen, $1.
for 15 years.

I.

J.

It

STRINGHAM,

:

H.J.Mercer.
honey in this section.
Cincinn.^ti, July 22.— There is an abundance of comb honey arriving daily, and no
demand for same. Can give no other reason than perhaps hard times. People do
without it. Fair demand for extracted
white clover, which is selling at 7M to 8c
:

Apiaries, Glen Cove.

1.

1,

105 Park

PI., N. Y.

City

amber

in

barrels

is

selling at 5i4 to 6c. Bees-

wax, light demand at

33c.

C. H.

Denver. July

2i.—Vfe

tracted 8 to 9c, light amber and strained at
to 7V4c. Comb honey. No. 1. $3.£0. No. 1
light amber S3.3!;. No. 2 $3.20 per case. These
are the prices we have obtained for the first
few cases of the new crop; with the advent
of larger lots prices will dr.ip quickly.

Colo.

:

Honey Producers'

Ass'n.

City. Mo., July 22.— The honey
is a little slow at present on
account of the abundance of cheap, fresh
fruits there is quite a little honey coming
to market, and prices range from $3.35 for
fancy white in 21-seetion cases to $2.75 tor
amber and ofl" grades. Extracted brings
7Hc. We look for a good demand for honey
The crop in this section
after Sept. 1.
seems to be fairly good.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Hildreth & Segelken.

long.

Indianapolis, July 22.— The demand for
honey has never been better, but prices are
demoralized at present, and as a consequence very little honey is moving. Strictly
fancy white comb honey is being offered by
producers as low as 12 cents, and best extracted in 5-gallon cans as low as 7 cents.
.Amber honey does not seem to be mentioned on this market. Beeswax is in good
demand and brings 28 cents, spot cash, de-

Walter

livered.

S.

Pouder.

Z.^NESviLLE. Ohio, July 22.— Some honey
arriving on this market from local pro-

W. Weber.

quote white ex-

6".,

The

Last year's crop is fairly well exhausted,
but receipts of the new crop, principally
from the South, are quite heavy and sutHcient to meet all demands. Prices, however,
are fluctuating, and the market is not setFancy Southern, 70 to 75c
tled. We quote
per gallon: common to average grades, 58
to 65c, according to quality. Demand for
beeswax is not as brisk, with plenty of supply, and selling at from 29 to 30c, with indications that lower prices will prevail before

is

ducers, but practically none from outside
except Cuban. For clover honey jobbers
are offering 14c for fancy, and 13c for No. 1.
The wholesale price is scarcely established.
There is a much improved demand for native honey, but scarcely any for the imported. Extracted in small retail packages

Kansas

market here
Chicago, July

22.— The

honey yield

of this

come on the market.
At this writing the demand for it is limited,
but we usually have a very eood demand by
the beKinninK of -August. What sales are
being made now are on a basis of 15c for

season

is

beKinnins

to

fancy white comb. For lots of any size this
would be shaded, say a cent or so per pound:
although a determination not to accept
tower prices is our purpose at this time, as

we

believe the fine quality of the honey will
create a demand for it that will pay this
price.
The consignments received up to
this writing are most desirable, in that the
sections are well tilled and the honey
securely fastened to the same, giving promise that much of the honey will grade A No.
1 to fancy.
August and September are
favorable months for transporting honey,
as the wax is strong and there is seldom any
of it broken in transit. Indeed, we think at
thistimeof the year honey shipped without
being crated in carriers of 6 or 8 cases comes
§uite as safely as that in the carriers. The
emand for e.\tracted honey for family purposes is quite limited, and will be for a little
while to come; meantime clover honey is
being sold at from 7 to 8c per pound, amber
5 1-2 to 6 l-2c.
The variation iu price is
caused by quality, flavor and style of pack-

:

Philadelphia, July 21.— This has been
unquestionably the greatest honey season
for a quarter of a
3000 lbs. arrived in
Philadelphia on the river boat yesterday,
and was otTered at lOHc for the amber, and
and 12':" for white, no other sales being

we have had in the East
century. The first lot of
made.

The market

is

not

as yet estab-

lished, but we are looking for low prices.
Wm. A. Selser.
Beeswax firm at 28c.

New York, July 23.— There is quite a little
white, amber and buckoft' grades of
wheat comb honey on the market of last
year's stock with no demand. We are having a fair demand for fancy and No. 1 white.
and are receiving shipments now principally from the South, which are selling at
from 14 to 15c. This, of course, is in a small
way, as large buyers are not interested as
Extracted honey is in fair demand.
yet.

of

Toledo, July 23.— The honey market at
present is not as yet settled. However, we
think the crop is about harvested for this
We quote Fancy white clover
season.
comb honev, 15 to 16c; No. 1 14 to 15c, with
no demand for amber or dark honey. Extracted in barrels is bringing 6 to 6Hc in
Small lots l-2c higher.
cans, the same.
Beeswax, 26 and 28c. On account of the
high prices last season some bee-keepers
seem to think they will get the same this
yeai, but we hope they will not hold their
crops too late, as has been done in past seasons, as the crop is exceedingly goud in this
locality.
Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.
;

:

W

\\'e
liTAMTPn.
Al> i r.ll.--Xu.

'

ev

licited.

We

are in the market for

1 White Extracted Honany quantity. Correspondence soState kind, quantity and price asked.

in

also

have

for

2 cans in case.
in .\1 condition, at :»c

Cans,

sale 60-pound

Honey

Both cans and cases
per case.

S.\3t

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
31-33 »rU»old .Si..
Heotlon Bee Jonmal

Detroit. Mich.

when

wrltlns.
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ITALIAN QUEENS

CAPON^TOOLS

Untested. 75c each: $8.40 per doz. Tested, or Warranted purely
mated. $1.00 each; $10.80 per doz. 4 or more queens ordered at one
time filled at dozen rates. No disease. Quality, promptness and
absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Also nuclei and full colonies.
Send for price-list.
7Atf

CHAS. M. DARROW,

DOOLITTLE & CLARK
Are sending out choice

Italian Queens at the
followint: prices: Untested-l.$l; 3, $2.50: 12,
$9.
'l'ested-1, $2: ;i, $5: 12, $18. Breeders$2.50, $5.

and

$10.

Borodino, Onondaga Co., New York..
Meii(li>n
tlee Journul
when -mrltlne.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Golden and Clover stock.

cents each: 6 for f 1.00: or $7,50 a dozen. Circulars for I'.MIS true, send for one.

BARNES

Box 340
Uleiillun

7a3t

Norwalk. Ohoi

Bee Joarnal

Golden Italian

irheo

n-rltlnK.

Queens

By Return
July and after.
strain.

Meotlon

J. F.

50c.
MiCHAEL.

llee

Mail, 60c.
Queens are from

HI. 1. Winchettir.

Journal

when

Inil.

Milo,

Mo.

Double Your
Colonies
Honey is high— short crop last year.
The shortage of the honey crop for

1907 in

the United States warrants beekeepers to increase their colonies. About a half crop was
produced, and in California, where the cheap
honey comes from only a quarter of the average
.

75

GEO. W.

1,

crop was produced.

Queens

Choice

R.

select
(>A3t

vrrltlnff.

Get Ready

Now

for

More Honey

Let us send you our catalog. We are manufacturers, and sell only our
of bee-supplies. Minneapolisis the largest lumber distributing
point: the Mississippi River furnishes us power, and our organization and
labor conditions are the best for economical production. Send us an estimate of your requirements and let us give you prices. We have a large
stock of standard bee-supplies on hand—
Dovetailed Hives, Sections,Section-Holders.Separators,»rood-Frames,
Comb foundation. Smokers, Extractors, Shipping-Cases etc
MINNESOTA BEK SlU'PLY CO., 5S Nicollet Island, IHInnenp»lU. Minn.

own make

September, 1908

48th Year
No. 9

73c. a Year
10c. a Copy

BtE JOURNAO
XJ

Apiary of George Kirker (See page

263)

E. H. Frame Examining a Frame (See page

o

v^

264)

September, 1908.

American Hee Journal

No-Drip Honey Sliipping-Cases
At Reduced Prices
Tops and bottoms

of one piece.
Let us know your wants, and
be pleased to quote you lowest figures.

PUBLISHKD MONTHLY BY

GEORGE
116

W.

We make prompt

YORK S COMPANY

W. Jackson Blvd., Ghicago,

we

will

shipments.

Write for prices on Sections and Other Supplies.

111.

8A2t

Sheboygan Fruit Box Go.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

*„",Ton"S

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of this Journal is
cents a year, In the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where it is $1.00), and Mexico;
la Canada H5 cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post7J

Sample copy

ige.

" If Goods are Wanted Quick Send

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

ESTABLISHED

indicates the

end of the month to which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " decOt< " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.1

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS. -We do

to

Touder. "

1889

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods

in Indiana.

improvements, Danzenbaker
Hives. Honey-Bo.xes. Comb Foundation and everything that
is used in the bee-yard.
Large illustrated cataloe mailed
free. Finest White Clover E.xtracted Honey for sale in any
Standard Hives with

not send

receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
hows that the money has been received and
ft

latest

quantity desired.

credited.

WALTER

S.

POUDER, 513-515

Massacfiusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Advertising Rate, per flgate Line, I5g.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.
DiSCOCNTS:
3 times 14c a line
"
12c * *

6

9 times lie a line
" (1 yr.) 10c a line
12

Dittmer's

Reading Notices, 25 cents, count line.
Goes to preaa the 6th of each month.

National

Is the Best.
it

Bee Keepers' Association

Objects of the Association.

to other

Comb

Not because

vee

Foundation

say so, but because the Bees prefer

makes.

Dittmer's Process
It

lawful riKhts.
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.

We make

a Specialty of Working

Dittmer's

is

has built its Reputation and established
Foundation and its own Name.

promote the interests of its members.
2d.—To protect and defend its members in their
I8t.— To

Wax

on

Merits,

its

its

own

Founda-

into

tion for Cash.

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line of

Supplies.
lar

If

m

lent,

publishers of the

"Songs

of

A

Dues may be sent
Bee Journal.

to the

GUS DITTMER

This is a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing 10 songs (words and music)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
and others. They are arranged for either
organ or piano. The list includes the
" Bee - Keepers'
"The Bee-Keeper's

following

:

Reunion

Lullaby;"
"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"

Song;"

CO.. Augusta, Wis.

Beedom"

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "The Busy", Buzzing
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
90 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chicago, 111.

—

Lewis Bee-Supplies Sliipped Promptiy
Pure Italian Bees in up-to-date hives for
wax. Send for complete catalog.

sale.

Quote prices on Honey and Bees-

ARND HONKX

H. M. Arnd, Proprietor,
Si BEE-SCPPIA' CO. (Not Inc.)
Successors to York Honey & Bee-Supply Co., 191-193 E. Superior St., Cbicaeo, 111.
Long Distance Telephone, North 1559

ITOR SALEj

f(jr Red Clover or 3-bandecl Italian queen
Clicks, fine, larjrc i>ncs-$)..SO each. What do

"^""^

Edward Bevins, Leon, Iowa
Mention Bee Journal when vrrltlnf.

crop of White Clor KJK. Vi A I IP I*'^
ver Honey, all e.xtracted from capped combs. A strictly fanc.y
table honey that will please.

Price,

nhen wrltlnc

Mention

Bee Journal

Honey,

24-pound no-drip shipping-cases,

White Clover

Western Bee- Keepers s^ow^o«
Send for
to save money.
log of the best Bee-ware made.

how

THE COLORIDO BOIEI-rRODUCEBS'

R.

ttntt.

CtU.

in

Comb

crated.

our new cata-

ISS'JI,

10 cts.

Sample free. Put up in tJO-lb. cans either
square or round. WARREN H. WINCH. Hopklnton, lovi

Mention

Bee Jonmal

irtaen

mitlnc.

A.

ELLISTON,

Mention

Bee

Rnule

5,

Jonmal

Princeton.

when

Illinois

vrrltlns.

September, 1908.

American ^ae Journal

QUEENS
Improved superior Italians, and nothing
but Italians, is what QUIRIN furnishes,
northern bred and hardy. All our yards are
wintered on summer stands, and not a single
colony lost the past winter-over 20 years a
breeder.
Send for Circular and Testimonials.
Prices after July

Select teated queens.,

Breeders

1

1

September, 1908.

American ^ee Journal

M PREMIUM OFFERS

SPECIAL CLUBBING

Connection With The

In

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk, you can get some to subscribe and so either iret your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
Klve yoii a year's subscription free for sending us two new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special

tool invent
ed by a Minnes<'t
bee-lieeper.adaot

_.

llL'

td for prying u
supers and for

Made

middle part is 1
inches wide and

end

is

long,

and

'/!

7-32

ing like
driver.

inches
inch wide,
!'»

screw-

The

circular edge, makit almost perfect
for prying up covers, supers, etc.. as
it does not mar the
wood. Dr. Miller,
who has used it since
1903 says, Jan. 7, 1907:
" I think as much of
the tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid. JO cents. With
a year's subscription.Sl.OO. Given free
for 2 new subscriptions at 75c each.

hew subscriptions at 75 cents each.
Bee-Keeper's Gnide, or Manual

of the
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.-This book is instructive, helpfal, interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientific. It also C'^ntainsanatand physiology of bees. 541 pages, i!95
Bound
cloth
Price alone
With a year'! sub; ript:
$1.70. Givt-n
$1.;
at 75 cents each.
free for 4 new subscript,

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised

classic has been entirely
Fully illustrat*'<I. No apiarian
rewritten.
library is cnnipiete without this standard

bv Dadaot.-This

work by "The Father of American Bee-CulPrice
ture." 5J0 paffps, bi.und in cloth.
with a year's subscription. $1.70.
alone,
Given free for 4 new subscriptions at 75

PREMIUM QUEENS

Gold Nib is guaranteed U Karat
pold, Iridium pointed. The holder is

hard rubber, handsomely liuished. The cover fits
snugly, and can't slip off because
it slig-htly wedges over the barrel
at either end This pen is nonleakabie It is very easily cleaned,
the pen-point and feeder being
quickly
removed.
Tne simple
If edor gives a uniform supply of
ink to the pen-point without dropping, Idnttint; or spotting. Every
Ti*-e-kefpi-r outrht to carry one in
his vost-pML-ket.
Comes in box

with directiuns and filler. Each
pen guaranteed. Here shown twothirds actual size.
?, postpaid, $1.25. With

These are untested, standard-bred Italian Qu
reports of whi.h have
been highly satisfactory.

May

1st.

for queens. Safe de-

livery guaranteed.
Price, 75 cents each,
6 for $4.00, or 12 for
$7.50.

One queen

for 3

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS
O ^^'T
^^
I

™" BEE

nr

HOKEX

^"ttR THIS LONELY HEART)

WOULD HUO YOU

And wt WOULD

ALL THE

nfvES

TinE'J

,

many

is

a

Is

used by

bee-keepers.
Full printed directions
ent witli I
alo
Prlc

pi.st».

With

r's suliscrlpticin,

1

ItO

<llveM free for senrling
V .sul>.'^<Tipt|r^)n

at

7.^

With

cents each.

Thp Monotte Queen-

It

'i

THE EMERSON BINDER

Given free

thing for uae in
e^lehlnfr and clipping
(iiieons' wings.
Pour
and rine-halt inches

cents.

7

Bu.schhauer, is a hee-liperer.i' liandbonk of
13a pases, which ia jus' what i)ur German
frlenils will want. It i.s fullv illustrated and
neatlv bound in cloth. Price alone, »1.00.
With" a year's subscription. $1..10. Given
free for new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

cents.

line

!uKh.

subscripti-'n at

part

QUEEN-CLIPPING
DEVICE
Device

hon
pie i.\huney
fWune a
cents. Wi n a y
Given free for (

scription. $1.20.
new 75c subscriptions.

Fop

Cltppin^r

scenes. It also cantains 3 bee-songs. This
booklet should be placed in the hand

with a year's sub-

Queen free

;_i BEAR

MONETTE

••The Honey-Money Stories. *'-A 64page booklet containing many short, briicht
stories interspersed with facts and interesting items about honey. 1 he manufactured
comb-honev misrepresentation is contradicted in two item**, each occupying a full page.
Has 33 tine illustrations of apiaries or ^pIarlan

Orders booked any time

•^7,'i>^s>*""
g. JK/^
•,^V>?

centa each.

$l.'.:(t.

cents each.

Theyare active breeders,
and produce good workSent only after

Hutch-

i

ing

The

Z.

I

larger

end is wedge-shaped
Having a sharp, semi-

_hiirged for.

_

ABC&XYZof

thick, end-

a

_

,

inson. -The author is a practical and heljiful
writer. 330 pases; bound in cloth, beautitully
illustrated. Price alone. $1.20. With a year's
subscription, $1.70.
fiiTen free for 4 new
subscriptions at 7j cents each.
Bee Culture, by A. I.
& E. R. Root.— Over 5uO pa^es describing
erything pertaining to the care of honeybees. 400 enj:ravini:s. Bonn
in cloth, price
alone, $1^50. With a year's subscription, $2.00.
new subscriptions at 75
D free for
cents each.
Scientific Qu* n-Rearing. a.s Practical! v
D.M.liitle.-H<.w the verv
Applied, by G. tV
queens
reared. Bound in cloth
and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a
year's subscription, $1.50. Given free for 4
new subscriptions at 75 cents each. In leath-

I-16
7-32

The smaller

thick.

dcsig-i]

Advanced Bee-Culture, bv W.

The

long.

and

thinps with bees. Price alone, $1.00. With a
year's subscription, $1.50. Given free for 3
new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

of

malleable iron, 8^

inches

i

..

of the masters, and shows
in minutest detail just how Dr. Miller does

general work
around the apiary.

.

beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr.
It is a good, new story of successful

Mdier.

bee-keepingby one

->^

-F- ft»«

A "Teddy Bear"

on good terms with
everybody, including the bees swarming
out of the old-fashioned "skcp." Si/e
3!4x5!4, printed in four colors. Blank
space l!4x3 inches for writing. Prices 3
postpaid, 10 cents: 10 for 25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription, 90 cents. Six
Biven free for one new 75c .subscription.

i

i>reserves copies

fri

—

'^i

r^Kr
,^!!?"

(Entered as second-class matter July

30, 1907,

at the Post-Otfice at Chicai^o,

Published Monthly at 75 cents a Year, by George W. York

GEORGE W. YORK, Editor

CHICAGO,

American Bee Journal
Now 75c a Year.

&

111.,

Co.,

under Act

ot

for securing new subscriptions. On another page we make some liberal offers
for the vv'ork of getting new readers.
hope it will be kept up, and that we
may have a large increase in our subscription

And now,

wishing

our readers suc-

all

cess in their undertakings,

we

are,

Faithfully yours,

GEORGE W. YORK &
Chicago,

list.

ls79.)
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ILL,,

i,

118 West Jackson Boulevard.

We

On September i, 1907, we placed the
subscription price of the American Bee
Journal at 50 cents a year. It was an
experiment for us.
have given it a
year's trial and are convinced that the
kind of a journal that we are getting
up each month can not be profitably
maintained at so low a price as 50 cents.
Besides, it is worth more than that if
it
is worth anything at all.
No beepaper has ever been successful at 50
cents a year.
vVe have been giving
every month more valuable bee-litera-

March

-».*,>

111.,

Sept.

i,

CO.

1908.

We

itorial

^ofes

and Comments

we believe, than was ever given
by any other monthly apiarian publication at even one dollar a year.
ture,

Bee - keepers are not cheap folks. They
and let live" princiThere has been a fair crop of
honey in most localities this year, and
believe in the "live
ple.

will sell at a fair price if properly
marketed. The cost of everything that
goes into the making of the American
Bee Journal is now higher than for
years, and its 32 pages each month fairwith helpful, interesting inly teem
formation so they tell us who ought
it

—

know. It costs a good deal to seit and put it up in such attractive
The price should be one dollar
but beginning with September

to

cure

shape.
a year,

1908, we put it at 75 cents a year
(3 years for $2.00, or 5 years for $3.00)
United States and its possessions,
also Mexico and Cuba (except in Chicago, where the postoffice department
compels us to add 2 cents per copy for
postage, making it $1.00 per year). To
Canada it will be 85 cents a year; to
other foreign countries, such as England, Australia, etc., it will be $1.00 a
year. To South Africa and other countries not in the Universal Postal Union, it will be $1.25 a year.

National Convention Next Month
Only about a month away is the National Bee-Keepers' Convention at Detroit.

Are you going
October

13,

14

to be there?
and 15 are the dates.

The Wayne Hotel and
where the meeting

is

to be held.

is

The Secretary

Pavilion

is

planning a great

program.
Better arrange your work so as to be
in Detroit on the dates given above.
You will miss a whole lot if you are
not there.

r,

in the

We

that every one of our
readers who appreciates a good beepaper, will commend us for making the
change from 50 cents to 75 cents
which on individual subscriptions is only
"a quarter" a year more, or about 2
cents a month more that's all.
believe

—

We
the

wish to thank all
interest
they arc

our readers for
taking

American Bee Journal, and

in

the

especially

Successful Uncapping Machine

We

have at various times read of machines for uncapping honey for extracting, and also have seen illustrations of
them, but so far as we know none of
them have ever proven to be a marked
success.

One Saturday afternoon last month
we were invited to visit a bee-keeper
some 25 miles from Chicago

to see his

uncapping machine at work.
It is a very simple machine, and does
the work. Mr. Bee-Keeper uncapped at
the rate of one Langstroth size extracting frame both sides of the comb in

—

—

ID seconds.
The necessary movements were to lift the beeless comb
from the full super just from the hive,
put it through the uncapping machine,
and then set it in an empty super, ready

just

to be put into the extractor.

Of

course,

it

is

necessary

that

the

be very well built out and evenly
sealed, for if uneven it is necessary to
use an uncapping knife to uncap the low
places where the short cells may still be
capped after passing through the un-

combs

capping machine.
Perhaps by using 7
combs in an 8-frame extracting super, or
9 in a lo-frame super, the combs would
be sufficiently thick to insure every cell
being uncapped by the machine.
In its present form it is necessary to
use a certain style of frame, but we
are very certain the machine could be
made adjustable to any size or shape of
frame. If so, it is going to be a great
thing for the extracted-honey producer.

And its cost

—probably

will not be prohibitive either
much if any over $20.

not

We

are not at liberty to say more
likely a patent will be applied
manufacture arranged, and then
It is so very
placed on the market.
simple, and yet does the business perhope to be able to illusfectly.
trate it in these columns long before
another extracting season rolls around.

now, as
for, its

We

Yes, sir, we believe the successful
is very near at
hand. And when it arrives, there will
be another advance step in the production of honey.

honey-uncapping machine

Honey Advertising
It is almost surprising how few honeyproducers there are who advertise their

honey for

sale.

And

it

is

equally sur-

:

—

—

:
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j^Am^rican Hee Jonrnal
prising how few dealers there are who
advertise to buy honey.
Have you ever noticed that some of
those who are wise enough, and enterprising enough, to advertise their honey
for sale, are getting a higher price for
it? They are getting 10 cents or more a
pound for extracted. That extra 2 or
3 cents will not only pay for the advertising, but will amount to a whole lot
more money as a profit on the honey
sold, over and above the ordinary way
of selling, or waiting for some one to
come along and buy the honey.
Now, there are a lot of bee-keepers
who ought to get in line this fall with
the up-to-date methods of doing business.
The bee-papers are here to help
put the producers in touch with the consumers or dealers? They do not ask for
the patronage of their advertising columns as a matter of charity. It is because the publishers believe that it will
prove to be profitable to those who invest in such advertising.
want to urge the readers of the
American Bee Journal to patronize its
advertisers more.
try to be careful
not to admit any questionable advertisem.nts in our columns.
want only
clean, honest people represented
those
with whom it is a pleasure to do business not only once, but a continuous
dealing.
Look over the honey advertisements
in this number.
Among them are Mr.

We

We

We

—

—

Hutchinson and Mr. North, of Michigan. Of course they have fine honey to
sell or they would be foolish to advertise it in such mouth-watering terms.
Others may have equally superb honey,
but lack the push and enterprise to offer
thus publicly to the world.
Some
folks need to wake up, and do business
business-getting way.
it

in a

Craft," by Thos. Wm. Cowan
This is an entirely new book, written
by Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, of England,
editor of the British Bee Journal. It is
"The history of beeswax and its commercial uses."
It
contains over 170
pages, with 37 illustrations on art paper.
The cloth-bound copies are the most artistic of any gotten up in all beedom so
far as we have seen. The following are
the chapters and topics

"Wax

.

—
—

Chapter i. Historical.
Chapter II. Production of Beeswax.
Chapter III. Wax Rendering.
Chanter IV. Beeswax in Commerce.
Chapter V.— Refining and Bleaching Wax.
Chapter V I.— Adulteration of Wax.
Chapter VII. Manufacture of comb Founda-

—
—

—

tion.

Chapter VIII.— Coloring Wax.
Chapter IX. Wax Candles and Tapers.
Chapter VII. Manufacture of Comb FoundaFruits and Figures.
Chapter XI.— Technical Uses of Wax.

—
—

The whole work

written in Mr.
Cowan's simple yet eloquent style, and
is of unusual interest to a bee-keeper or
any one who has to do with beeswax
production or its commercial handling.
Mr. Cowan has rendered a distinct service to mankind in the preparation and
publication of this book.
"Wax Craft," cloth-bound, is mailed
for $1.00; or wilh the American Bee
Journal one year— both for $1.50. Send
all orders to the American Bee Journal
office, but be sure to allow plenty of
time for your copy of .lie book to come
from England from 2 to 3 weeks.

—

is

Old Queens and Requeening
John Silver was present at the FrancoBritish

Congress

Bee-Keepers

among

other

says

of
things

this

in

arid

the

Bee Journal:

Irish

"An

Australian took the Congress by storm,
Lambs and other at^is metlifica
out of his combs, but he
and the onslaught retired
discomfited.
His theory consisted in this
that no animosity exists between a 3-yearK)ld
queen and a young one, and his practise is to
keep his best queens till 3 years old and to requeen by inserting a queen-cell alongside of the
3-year-old queen, which results in 2 queens being in the hive for a time, the old one always
disappearing before the next season.
By this
method of saving his best queens till their
third year he has considerabl" lengthened the
He marks his queens with
age of his bees.
paint
white one year, blue 2 years, and red
for 3 years."

Herrods,

the

tried

stuck

to sting him
to his hives,

—

This evidently refers to that bright
Australian, Mr. Beuhne, who lately visited this country. He holds that the animosity to a strange queen is on the part
of the workers rather than on the part
of the queen, especially if the reigning
queen be as old as 3 years. Not only
does he get a young queen introduced
in the way mentioned, but sometimes he
has 2 or more young queens reared in
succession in the same hive wlicre the
3-year-old, or still better a vigorous 4year-old queen, presides, removing each
young queen as soon as she lays, and
introducing another coll.

honest and patronize

honest commission men.

They have devoted

their time and risked their
in the business of marketing and are wor-

all

thy of support.
But dishonest men should be
starved out.
If there is no commission house
that is practicing the square deal, then the
farmers should establish one of their own, just
as they have established co-operative grain elevators and creameries.
A movement is on foot
for the stockmen to establish stock commission
houses in the market places.
This will insure
cheaper and better service.
In other words,
they hire men to look after their stock interests.

"The farmers surrounding any common market place

(tovvn)

could organize so as to pro-

their interests.
They could arrange with
some experienced merchant to ship their eggs.
potatoes, or what not.
He will have to be
honest with an organization watching him.
tect

The trouble with co-oi-eration is that farmers
are often unwilling to pay a good price for an
experienced busines.^ manager, and because they
take some inexperienced or
dishonest man
their scheme soon goes tf the wall.
The principle of co-operation and organization is correct.

It

is

profitable

ness principles.
bring success.

"Towns

when governed by

Slipshod

have

their

up trade.
The
commercial clubs

build
their

methods

busi-

will

not

commercial clubs to
farmers should have
to

work

for

their

in-

terests.

"Growing

is one thing, marketing is quite
another.
It is costing the tarmers millions
of dollars because they do not realize this."
Bee-keepers in some parts of the coun-

try,

particularly the far West, have al-

ready begun the co-operative marketing
of their honey. It ought to be the best
way, and doubtless is, when properly

managed.

Advertising Lesson for Bee-Keepers

WTio

WUl

be at the National?
We have the following from Secretary
Hutchinson
:

—

Editor York: Often, after a National convention is over, more tlian one man has said,
"If 1 only had known that Mr. Brown was goNow,
ing to be there, I would have gone."
before the coming of the convention I wish
to publish in the bee-papers a list of all those
who are going to be present. I sunpose I will
not be able to learn one-fourth of those who
will go, but so far as I can learn, I'll give the

Now, will you have the kindness, at once,
to take a postal and tell me if you are going?
you should decide later that you are gome know, and it may be the means of
your being able to meet some friend that you
otherwise would not have seen.
Or,

if

n-g, let

W.

Z.

Hutchinson, Sec.

We

This is a good idea.
offered to do
it several years ago in the American Bee
The great difficulty is that
Journal.
many will likely not be able to say definitely that they can go, until perhaps a
week or less before the actual dates of
the meeting.
hope that when the time (Oct.
i; 14, and 15) comes, Detroit will have
the largest bee-keepers' convention this
country ever saw.

We

Marketing Honey and Other Crops

We

have found the following in SucIt is so good, and so
cessful Farming.
splendidly applicable to honey-producers
as well, that we decided to reprint it.

Here

it

is

"The farmer

will never get what is coming
until he knows how to market his
produce, or hires someone who does know how.
The first proposition is practically out of the
to

him

Production is a life study.
Marketquestion.
Therefore liie is too short
ing is a life study.
The farmer can get a fair
to learn both.
knowledge of the science of marketing, but he
He can better
hasn't time to put it to use.
afford to hire one who does nothing else, so he
can devote his entire time to production.
"Mind you, we have said hire someone else.
That does not mean that he is to pay commis.
sion to the commission men already in the
field.
It is advisable to find who are strictly

The

millers of the Northwest at their recent
decided to spend $100,000 in an
campaign in behalf of white flour. "They
say they were forced to do this by the oftrepeated assertion of the breakfast-food manufacturers and others that fine bolted wheat
flour, when made into bread, produces stomach
troubles, whereas there is no truth in such a
statement.
For years Americans have had it
dinned into their ears that fine white flour is

convention
active

with the result that the sale of it
has been been seriously curtailed at least the
millers entertain that opinion.
Bee-keepers can
learn a valuable lesson from the millers as to
the value of printers' ink.
Thev can learn an.
other not to allow derogatory statements about
honey to appear in the public prints.
After
a while people get to believe such statements
The net result
to be true, and act accordingly.
is that the whole industry is hurt.
Gleanings
in Bee Culture.
injurious,

—

—

—

Several years
ducers'

League

The Honey-Prowas organized among
ago

bee-keepers for the very purpose of
counteracting
the
misrepresentations
about honey in the general newspaper
press, and also to increase the demand
for honey.
But it didn't get the support it deserved, and so was discontinued.

American Bee-Keeper Suspended
With the August number the AmeriIts
can Bee-Keeper was discontinued.
publishers. The W. T. Falconer Mfg.
Co., of Jamestown, N. Y., desired to
be relieved of at least that much extra
responsibility, so they decided not to go
on with it. It was in its l8th volume.
improving it right
Editor Hill was
along, and it seems too bad that it
should drop out of the field. Those who
best know Harry ¥. Hill, who has so
ably edited the paper, will not be surprised that one of his artistic ability

'way up in matters photographic
should want freer scope at that for
Mr.
which he is so eminently fitted.
"Harry" is a born bee-keeper, and it is
hardly possible that he can let his bees
he's

entirely alone.

There are

still

three bee-papers left

:

—
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American ^ec Journalj
Review, and

The

nal.

last

old

Bee-Keepers'
the American Bee Jour-

We

named

the

is

in its

48th year,

Gleanings in its 36th year, and the Review in its 2lst.
The Canadian Bee Journal is the only
other bee-paper on the North American
continent.
And it seems to be doing
very nicely under its new management.

Later
in type,

— Since
we

foregoing was put
have arranged to take over
the

of subscribers of the American
So those whose subscriptions were paid in advance to that paper
will begin with this copy to receive the
the

American Bee Journal each month.

They are Glean-

in the United States.
ings in Bee Culture,

list

Bee-Keeper.

trust that they will be pleased with
it,
and after the expiration of their
present subscription will continue among

our regular readers.
Those American Bee-Keeper subscribers who were already getting this Journal will be properly credited on our list
the length of time they were paid in
advance on the American Bee-Keeper
list, in addition to their present advance
subscription on our list.
We will adjust all these matters as rapidly as possible, and hope that the uniting of the

two "colonies" of readers may be peaceably accomplished, and enjoyable to all
concerned.

harm

to

bce-keeoing

else.

Lyons, Kans.

No, Dr. B., we don't think that those
mentioned are going to monopolize all
time of

the

the

convention.

At San

Antonio there was a wide opportunity
given for any one present to ask and
answer questions. You can't stop any
one from talking at a bee-keeper's convention, if he is gentlemanly or courteous, and "sticks to the text." But a
few in nearly every convention have a
way of wanting to occupy most of the
time by talking all ovqr creation, includ-

No-Man's-Land.

ing

Apiary of D. E.
1 his apiary

is

Wood

located

on Long

Island,

New
of

scellaneous
He cos - Items
&^^Imm
common 4^4^4/4. and

Apiaxy of George Kirker

The
Ed.]

picture herewith [See first page.
is of my apiary.
I have 34 colo-

nies
now.
I
harvested about
1000
pounds of comb and extracted honey

has not been a very good
George Kirker.
season here.
Bancroft, Mich.

this year.

It

17 inches long
while unfolded.
(By the way, like as
always
thought
of these secnot you've
Well, they're
tions as 17 inches long.
not they're yi inch short of that. But
If laid
call them 17 for easy figuring.)
end to end in a straight row, 60,000,000
of sections would reach 16,098 miles,
or about two-thirds of the way around
the earth.
;

^

Not a Candidate
Mr. Hutchinson, Secretary of the National Bee-Keepers' Association, sends
us the following:
Editor York: I note that a call has been
made for a postal card vote nominating candidates for election to office in the National

—

Association, and, in this connection, let me
ask my friends not to vote for me for any
office.
Other duties are too numerous to allow

me

to

do justice

to

an

office.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

Foul Brood at the National
Editor York: — Do you understand

that

at

coming convention at Detroit, Drs. PhilWhite, and a few bee-inspectors are to be
"the whole show" in discussing foul brood and

the

lips,

other diseases of bees? If so, I can learn fully
as much by staying at home and reading the

York, and consists of 40 colonies
Italian bees.
Mr. Wood runs en-

tirely for extracted

honey, securing lo-

and white clover in the spring,
buckwheat and sumac in the summer,
and goldenrod and aster in the fall.
His average crop is 75 pounds of extracted honey per colony, which he sells
locally, and most of it in 60-pound cans.
For the locust and white clover he receives ID cents per pound, and for the
summer and fall honey $5 per can.
Mr. Wood has a fine place of 22 acres,
and has just built a new house. When
he is settled in his new home he incust

tends to devote his time to raising bees

and chickens.

On

Wabash to Detroit
have taken up the matter of trans-

the

We

portation with the Wabash Railroad,
frorn Chicago to Detroit, during the
National Convention, Oct. 13, 14 and 15,
and find that the rate from Chicago to
Detroit, one way,

is $5.50.

Those desiring to make this trip a
pleasure trip as well as one to attend
the Convention, can purchase a ticket

Sec.

"Judge" France at the Fairs
General Manager N. E. France has
been judging honey at several State
Fairs this month. He was at the Wisconsin, Minnesota, and several others.
Surely, Mr. France is a busy man. But
he seems to enjoy

it as he goes along,
which is fortunate.
His work in the
interest of bee-keeping and bee-keepers
can never be fully paid.

Bee-Keeping Quite a Business
Dr. E. F. Phillips says this in the
Journal of Economic Entomology
in

"Every year the manufacturers of supplies
this country make from 60,000,000 to 75,sections for comb honey, and prac-

Apiarv of D.

000,000

of these are used in the United
study of market conditions will
reveal the fact that there is three or four
times as much extracted honey as comb put
on the market, mainly because of the heavy
demand for confectionery and baking purposes.
species of insect which forms the basis for
an industry adding from $20,000,000 to $25,000,000 to the resources of the country annually is well worthy of consideration in
tically

States.

A

A

economic entomology."

sections

mentioned,

report.
In snort, while I wish all the light
that the revelations of the microscope can give
us, I am not ready to turn the whole subject over to the above-named two men from
Washington, and a few inspectors. For I have
reason to believe that there are a number of
bee-keepers, who are not inspectors, who know
fully as much, through practical experience,
about foul brood and its diagnosis, as any who

are aided by the microscope.

Suppose we take the smaller number
of

E.

Wood.

all

call

them the

I

hope we

will

have a

full,

In other words,
free-for-all

dis-

cussion of this foul-brood subject, for to my
mind that disease is at this hour doing more

reading Chicago to Niagara Falls, Gorge
Route to Lewiston, Niagara Navigation
Co.'s Boat to 1 oronto, returning Canadian Pacific to Detroit,

and Wabash

di-

rect, for $19.50.
This ticket is good for
30 days from date of sale.
In addition to the above those desiriner will have the option of a boat-ride
between Detroit and Buffalo on either
steamers of the Anchor Line, Detroit &

—

:

American ^ae Journal
Buffalo Line, or Northern Steamship
Line of steamers. This lake trip is withThe above
out any additional charge.
ticket also permits stop-overs at Detroit
and any point in Canada. Those desiring to attend the convention can secure
stop-over privileges of lo days at Detroit on the going trip, by depositing
their ticket with the local ticket agent
at Detroit, receiving a receipt for same,
and upon date continue the journey, ticket being returned to them with an extension.
If the

members
from Chicago to

desire a daylight ride
Detroit, special chair
cars will be furnished f seats free). If
a night trip, the fullman sleeping-car
berth-rate is $2.00.
There are a number of attractive sidetrips to be made from Detroit, such as
boat-rides to Put-in-Bay, boat to Cleveland, and many short e.xcursion trips to

Mt. Clemes baths by trolley, by boat up
River, etc.
Let us urge that every bee-keeper
going to the convention, and purchasing
a ticket over the Wabash Railroad, mention to the ticket agent the fact of being
Please don't forget this.
a bee-keeper.
thj

St.

Clair

number of bee-keepers are desirous of forming
an association which will enable them to meet
together and discuss the best means of handling
bees and various other subjects incident to a
successful conduct of an apiary.
There are a
large number of bee-keepers in Maryland.
Professor Symons, the State entomologist,
in speaking of the investigation, said today;
"Many reports have been made showing that
foul brood, the dreaded disease of the apiary,
is attacking the young bees in different parts
of the State.
The reason for taking up this
investigation was, first, to learn the extent of
the industry in the State; second, to learn the
amount of damage being done by foul brood,
moth or other pests of the apiary; and, third,
to disseminate information as to the -proper
handling of bees and to urge the desirability
of having bees on every farm in the State.
"We intend doing everything in our power
to promote this industry in Maryland, for the
State is particularly adapted to bee-keeping.
find bee-keepers live men, and we hope to
have a strong organization in the State in the
near future."

We

Apiary of E. M. Frame
Picture No. i is a view of my small
back-yard apiary. At the beginning of
May I had one colony of Italian bees
in a store-box which were given me
by my brother. I now have 4 colonies
2 were natural and one artificial. The

searching in earnest, with the result that

found a fine, large queen present.
Quickly going to the hive from which
had taken the frames, I found about
a dozen queen-cells, some almost ready
I

I

Then it was all clear to me.
In making the nucleus I had taken the
queen from the parent hive, and did
the very thing which I was anxious not

to hatch.

to do.

So in making increase in this way, I
would advise all amateurs (myself included) that we can not be too careful
in looking for her majesty, and knowing for certain just where she is to be
found.
Picture No. 3 shows the bees of the
swarm entering the hive, which were
deprived of a royal mother for so long
by the carelessness or inexperience of
an amateur bee-keeper.
I will not have any surplus honey this
season as I find honey and increase do
But I am
not generally go together.
very well satisfied with my first season's
experience with the bees.

M. Frame.

E.

Blue Rock, Ohio, Aug.

4.

We
of

hope there may be a large number
members passing through Chicago.

Of course

the distance from Chicago to
Detroit is too short to make a special
however,
If,
carload very enjoyable.
those from the West and North should
come through Chicago, and should go
over the Wabash from here, the rest of
u- might join them.

A

Correction and Addition
In the article by Rev. Alois J. Klein,
on page 239 of the August issue, in the
middle column and the 17th line from
the top, where it reads "facing west," it
should have been "facing east," referring to hive-entrances.

Also Mr. Klein desired to give Mr.
Frank Pacula, of Weston, Neb., the
credit for having started him in the
bee-business. In the spring of 1899, Mr.
Pacula lost nearly all his bees through
winter and spring dwindling, out of 18
colonies only 2 surviving.
Of the remaining 2 he donated one to Mr. Klein,
who, had it not been for that, thinks
he certainly should not have made a
start in the bee-business at that time.

Apiary of
parent colony was
ern hive.

transferred to a

mod-

The picture shows the style of hivestands I use. They hold the hive about
8 inches from the ground, which I find
is
a very convenient height to work
with when sitting.
Picture No. 2. [See upper picture on
page] shows manipulation of frames
took 3 frames of
nucleus box.
I
brood and honey from one of the strong
I then
colonies to make this nucleus.
attempted to introduce an untested ItalShe was in a Benton mailian queen.
ing and introducing cage, and after being on top of the frames for 24 hours,
I liberated her as the bees seemed quiet.
In about one hour I looked the frames
over, but could find no queen, and when
about to give up hunting, I noticed a
ball of bees down in one corner of the
box, which I quickly dropped in a pan
of water, but as the bees separated I
found only a royal corpse in the center.
Queen-cells were already started, and in
a week one was almost ready to hatch,
when, one morning, I found it ripped
open on the side, and empty, which I
have since learned means another queen
first

"Hawaiian Honeys"

in

This is the title of Bulletin No. 17,
of the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
It
contains two
Station, just issued.
parts, one by D. L. Van Dine and the
other by Alice R. Thompson. The beeindustry has developed into one of considerable importance there, the production for last year being about 600 tons.

Maryland Bee-Keepers
Mr. C.
interested

C

to

Organize

Chevalier, one of tlic most
liee-kccpcrs
Maryland,
of

sends us the following from the Bahimore American, regarding v. proposed
organization of the bee-keepers of that
State
In the course of the invcstigatioji of the
bcc-industry of Maryland, at College Park,
Md., which was inaugurated this season by the
State entomologist in conjunction with the division
of
ajiiculturc. United States Department of Agriculture, it is found that a large

And that was just wliat was
present.
the matter here, for in 2 days more I
present, and then I went to
eggs
found

E. M.

Frame.

No.

3.

Visiting the Canadian Northwest
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Dadant, of comb
considerable
foundation fame, spent
time last month in visiting the Canadian
Northwest and other Rocky Mountain
localities.
Mr. Dadant very kindly sent
us a sample of giant white clover and
dwarf goldenrod, picked in the Canadian
Rockies, where no honey-bees are to be
seen, but where bumble-bees are plentiful.
The white clover stalk is 17 inches
long, and the blossom head is of corresponding size. That country ought to
The
be a good place for bee-keepers.
letter containing the samples of white
postmarked
at
clover and goldenrod was
Banff, Alta, Canada, Aug. 8, 1908.

Premiums

for the Detroit National

In the Sun Palace, at ilctroit, Mich., where
the National convention is to be held in October, is a large room, 40 x 50 feet across, the
sides of glass, and I hope to sec this room
well filled with a display of supplies, bees,

honey, beeswax,

etc.

Of course, the advertising that comes from
a display of goods will amply repay any dealer
for making a display, but in order to bring out
any display of bees, honey and beeswax, there
must be some inducement, some premiums
it has become the fashion
some of their wares as
premiums, in consideration of the advertising
that comes to them from the mention of their
names, as the announcements appear in the
offered, and, of late,
for dealers to offer

September, 1908.

American Hee Journal
program that is published in all of the beepapers, sent out in pami>hlet form to all of the
members, as well as distributed and used at
the convention.
1 am now making up the program, and take
this public method, that none may be overlooked, of asking dealers to write and let me
know what they can contribute in the way of
premiums.
I would suggest that premiums be
offered something as follows:
Best and largest display of single-comb nuclei
of different varieties of bees, accompanied by
queens; condition of bees, purity of race, and
beauty of hives, to be the competing points.
Best 10 sections of comb honey, completeness of filling of section, evenness of surface
of comb, completeness of capping, freedom
from travel-stain, and general neatness and appearance, to be the competing points.
Best !o pounds of liquid extracted honey,
quality and manner of putting up for market to
be considered.
Best 10 pounds of granulated honey, quality,
including tineness and smoothness of grain,
and manner of putting up for market, to be
considered.
Best 10 pounds of beeswax, color, texture,
and beauty of the cake or cakes in regard to
shape, to be considered.
The most important, late apicultural invention
that has not before been awarded a

quested to attend, and help make this a
rousing meeting.
Altona, 111.
W. B. Moore, Pres.

Board of Agriculture to have
bees handled in cages at the State Fair.
In one cage, for the purpose, a foulbroody hive will be shown up. Louis
Werner, of Edwardsville, will do the
manipulating.
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
the State

Rt.

-1,

Springfield,

)>^^^m^}

Kansas State Convention
The annual meeting of

111.

Kansas

the

State Hce-Keepers' Association will be
held in Hutchinson, September 16 and 17,
during the State Fair. It will be an important meeting for all who arc interested in bees, and those who attend can also
see the biggest fair ever held in Kansas.
P. R. Hobble, Pres.

Western Illinois Convention
The Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their annual meeting
in the County Court room at Galesburg,
All in18, 1908.
111., on Friday, Sept.
terested in bee-keeping are earnestly re-

Dodge

City,

Kan.

^

premium.
If there is some other object upon which
a dealer would ratner offer a premium, he is
at liberty
to
do so.
If
you prefer, you
can siinply say what you can offer, (and please
make it as liberal as 'you can, that we may
have a big display), and then allow me to place
the

premiums as seems

W.

best.

Z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

Conducted by

Advertising Queen Bees
Much of what we have said in another
item about advertising honey for sale,
applies

equally

to

selling

queen-bees.

Undoubtedly there are many who rear
their own queens, and have some very
superior ones, whose bees are wonderful nectar-gatherers, that never have
thought of offering them to their fellow-bee-keepers.
The qifeen-business is getting to be a
very important one more
so
every
year.
There are many every season
who feel the need of improving their
bees by introducing new blood.
They
will be glad to purchase something good,
if they only know where to get it, and
also be assured that it is good.
would not urge everybody to go
into the queen-rearing business, any
more than we would urge everybody to
go into bee-keeping. But there must be
many who now are rearing good queens
on a small scale, that would find it
profitable to enlarge their capacity, and
go after the business that they could

—

We

have by making a sincere, legitimate
it and to give satisfaction.

effort to get

Northern Illinois Convention
The annual meeting of the Northern
Bee-Keepers' Association will be
House in Rockford,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 20

Illinois

held in the Court
111.,

and

21, 1908.
to attend.

All interested are invited
B. Kennedy, Sec.

Cherry Valley,
Illinois State

III.

Convention

—

Removing Honey
Buying Queens
from Hives.
Is

it

ought

it

do?

When

should I remove the honey from the
Is it necessary
hives what time in the day ?
to put oil-cloth on top of the frames for producing for home consumption before putting
boxes or frames on, and afterwards to prevent
A friend does this,
sticking to the cover?
but some here do not.
(Mrs.) E. P. Day.
Bloomington, III., Aug. 14.

—

—

good time of year to get
You will have the advantage of having her thoroughly established for a full year's work next year.
It is a very
a queen now.

It will be safer and less trouble to
buy a queen in a full colony, but it will
cost a good bit more. If you desire the
additional increase, or if you do not care

for the expense, better get the full colony. But if you have a colony with an
undesirable queen, it will cost no more
than a dollar to get an untested queen
to introduce, and 9 times out of 10
your untested queen will be found all

may have no program

They

—

too late to order a queen-bee? If not,
to get a colony with it to insure sucIf I just get a queen and put her into

We

WILSUN, Marengo,

remove honey from hives

time in the day

when

at

any

bees are flying.

resent interference least when they
are busiest at work in the field. On
some accounts a beginner may prefer to
operate rather late in the day, but while
bees are still at work in the fields.
Then if any trouble occurs, as a start in
robbing, night will close the scene.

HI.

not necessary to cover with oilcloth for home consumption or any
other consumption. Whether oilcloth or
any other covering of a cloth kind is
needed depends upon how hives and covFormerly more than at
ers are made.
present there was a considerable space
under the hive-cover, and some kind of
a sheet or quilt was needed to keep the
bees from occupying this space. Oftener, nowadays, there is only about a quarter of an inch between top-bars and
cover, and no oilcloth is needed.
It is

—

Introducing
Lady Queen-Breeders
Cells and Virgin Queens.

I

cess?
a hive, will

right.

except what will
be made up by the best of our bee-keepers which is always better than a set
program, if those present are alive to
their opportunity.
The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association has made arrangements with

M.

tioned so short a time ago as one of
the leading introducers of yellow sweet
clover, there was little thought that the
announcement of her death was so soon
to follow.
But her important place in
the ranks of the sisterhood is thus soon
made vacant, her death occurring July
In a future number we hope
25, 1908.
to say more about our departed friend.

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet Nov. 19th and 20th,
at the State house in Springfield.

We

EMMA

Death of Mrs. Amos.
When Mrs. A. L. Amos was men-

I was
article on

much

interested

page 202.

I

in

happen

Mrs.
to

Bacon's

know

that

she is not the only lady engaged in rearing
queens. Some little time ago, while corresponding with some queen-breeders, one who had
only given initials, wrote the whole name, because I was a woman and also I was writing
I cannot give her full name here
to a lady.
as she does not give it, but the name with
only the initials appears regularlv in the adverI do not know
tising columns of Gleanings.
why she does so, but the reason why / have
done so is, that I shrink from being the only
lady advertising queens, and I have a feeling
that most men would think I could oot rear
queens as good as a man could. What do you
Some people think women
think. Miss Wilson?
succeed better than men in raising chickens,
because they pay greater heed to details, and
certainly in rearing queens it is the details
that count.
I have reared my own queens for a good
many years, and I like the business better than
honey-production, for it is not so heavy, and
Notwithstanding, I have
I am not very strong.
one yard about 10 miles from home that I run
In my home yard I rear queens,
for honey.
and I have another yard in a different direcPasturage
tion that is my oueen-mating yard.
for bees in scarce, and there are no bees there,
so I am sure of getting the queens purely
mated.
Of course, I have to feed the dronerearing colonies.
I cannot understand why Mrs. Bacon should
have any trouble with her caged queens, for
I like better to introduce cells than virgins to
queen-mating nuclei, and use shallow extracting frame boxes that I make myself for mating
certain queens, and I like to have them pretty
1 do not have much trouble
strong in bees.
Perhaps it is because of the
with robber-bees.
wav I manage. When honey has not come in,
I have a hive away from the apiary arranged
so that only two or three bees at a time can

!

September,

1908.

American ^ec JoarnaTj^
in or out, and there I keep a frame of
If by any chance the
honey or some syrup.
bees begin robbing, 1 just throw a small piece
of mosquito-bar over the entrance, lacking the
upper edge to the hive and cover, and holding
This
it down at the sides with small sticks.
confuses the robber-bees and stops robbing.
If it commences again after removing the mosquito-bar, I try to find the hive of the maI
rauders and treat them in the same way.
can very soon break up the worst scrimmage
that they can get into.
colonies
strongest
in
the
queen-cells
I start
I tier them on the Alexander plan
I can get.

get

.

for increase, and where the brood in the upper
hive is about all capped, I remove the whole
hive and queen, and use the upper hive with
returning bees on the old stand to start cells.
I would like to hold a lady queen-breeders'
Anyway,
convention, just to see who we are.
I have quite a feeling of friendship for them,
and wish them all the best of success.
Emily H. Hafford.
Allegan Co., Mich.

If sisters are allowed to be bee-keepers

no good reason why they
should not engage in queen-rearing, and

at

all,

there

is

strength
than honey-production, and for the parts
of the business that require delicate
no
handling a woman's fingers are
clumsier than a man's.
successfully.

It

requires

less

We

don't have any trouble with virgins dying in cages when more than one
are in a hive, but there is some question whether the free virgin does just
as well if the caged virgin is present
before the free one has mated.
Others agree with you in preferring
At our house we
to introduce cells.
prefer virgins. It is true that when cells
are used you can reject any cells that
do not look the best, but you cannot be
sure what is in the cell. It may contain
a dead or defective queen. If you use
virgins instead of cells, you can be sure
to have only those that are best in appearance. It is also easier to know exBut
act age when virgins are used.
there may be advantages on the other
side.
is open for that meeting of lady queen-breeders.

This department

Mr. Scholl Congratulated.
Congratulations on your fine crop, Mr.
Scholl.

Pretty

good— for

a

man

—

Starting with Bees ^Transferring.
Early last spring we bought a colony of
Italian bees for $5. They were in an old-fashioned hive, and as we know nothing about bees,
we have not been able to see the inside, and

do not know whether
honey

in

the boxes.

any
have "Forty Years

there

We

is,

or

was,

the Bees," but it does not tell the beWe sent for a
ginner just how to proceed.
new I'/i story hive with one-inch starters, to be
ready for a swarm, but so far as we know
the bees have not swarmed; neither have the
bees of Mr. Osborne, from whom we bought
our colony.
Do you think it advisable to put the bees into
If so, how are we to do it?
the new hive?
There are no other bees near us, but there
We do not care to
is plenty of white clover.
Still we want
extensively.
business
the
into
go
enough honey for our own use and some to
Our bees are quite cross, but they
spare.
(Mrs.) E. W. Griffino.
Bccm to be busy.
Amagansctt. N. Y., Aug. 6.

Among

You say your bees are in an old-fashioned hive, and you haven't been able to
see the inside. That probably means the
hive is a box-hive, in which case there
To do
is no chance to see the inside.
that they should be in a movable-frame
But the season is now so far adhive.
vanced that it may be best to leave them
where they arc till next year. Then you
transfer them into a new hive during fruit-bloom, although the plan pre-

may

ferred nowadays is to wait till they
swarm, hive the swarm in a new hive,
setting the 2 hives side by side as close as
possible, and then 21 days later cut up
the old hive, unite the bees with the
swarm, and melt up the combs.
In the meantime it will pay you well
to get one of the regular bee-books,
such as are advertised in the American
Bee Journal, for the information therein
contained may be worth several times
the cost of the book in a single season.
There are those who think "Forty Years
Among the Bees" one of the best books
published, but Dr. Miller claims that it
was not intended to supersede any of
the regular books of instruction on bees,

but to supplement them.
Although it is not advisable just now
to do anything about getting your bees
into another hive, it is very decidedly
advisable for you to see about those
boxes you mention. If there has been
anything like a fair flow of nectar from
the flowers, those boxes are crammed
much
full of honey, and like as not so

honey has been packed in the broodchamber that the queen is crowded for
The result of that might be
room.
that you would have a hive very heavy
with honey but so weak in bees that it
would not survive the winter.
If you canFirst, get a bee-smoker.
not wait for that,

make a smudge of

burning rags, blow smoke into the hive
entrance, pry up the boxes, blowing
smoke into the crack as you pry up,
and take the boxes off. Replace with
Put the boxes into a
empty boxes.
tub, cover with a sheet, and occasionally
turn the sheet over to let the bees out.
Of course this will be outdoors.
Maybe you have had no flow of honwill be
ey, in which case the boxes
empty and there will be nothing to be

Transferring Non-Swarming Bees
from Box-Hives.
for
directions
giving
when
Frequently,
transferring bees. Dr. Miller says it is best
swarm
to "wait until they swarm, hive the
in a new hive, setting the two hives side by
side as close as possible, and then 21 days
bees
later cut up the old hive, unite the
with the swarm and melt up the combs.
have been
I
But my bees don't swarm.
transfer
to
waiting now for several years
If
from the box-hives.
those pesky bees
What
they don't swarm, why wait longer?

(Miss)
do?
Poseytown, Ind.
I

Susan Swertsome.

are to be congratulated, and ought
all swelled up with pride that
you have bees that will not swarm. Many
of the veterans would give dollars to an
insurance' company that would insure
their bees against swarming.
There may be three reasons why your
The first is that
bees do not swarm.
the season may be so very poor tliat they
Since your
can not afford to swarm.
case has continued "for several years,"
tliat can hardly be the reason.
Second, your hive may be extra large.
In that case you might cut off the lower
part next spring, making the hive smallIf filled with combs, the lower part
er.
of the combs will be empty in spring,
and hive, combs and all, may be cut
away. Cut down to a size that will
contain less than a cubic foot, and that
will likely result in swarming, if too
large a hive has been the trouble.
Third, your bees may be of the kind

You

to

as to transferring. Briefly, it is to drum
out the bees, cut up the hive, cut out the
comb, and fasten all straight worker-

Or, you may drum
in frames.
out part of the bees, making sure to
get the queen, put them into a hive
filled with worker-foundation, set the
hive on the old stand, putting the old
hive close beside it, and in 21 days,
when all worker-brood has hatched out,
cut up the old hive, add the bees to the
first lot, and melt up the combs.

comb

Storing in Brood-Frames Instead of
Supers.
I

have

a

colony

that

won't

work

the

in

filling up the brood frames with
find eges in some
I
fine style.
of the empty cells that are left, which show
Also there
that they have a queen all right.

super.

honey

It

is

in

some brood. (Jan it be that the queen is
getting tired, or petering out?
Recently I took out several of the combs
and with a dining-fork scored them on both
Will this
sides, breaking the cell-cappings.
cause the bees to "get a hump on themselves" and hustle the honey upstairs into the
is

super? If not, what can
changing the queen do?
Clifton

Place,

111.

I

How

do?

would

Georgiana Proctor.

As the season advances, less and less
space in the brood-chamber is occupied
with brood, and more of it with honey,
until perhaps September or October,
when laying will cease. But if this one
colony is restricting its brood while other
colonies have plenty, there is something
at fault, and it is time for you to have
a hand in it. There is more likelihood
of this restricting if section-supers are
on than if extracting-supers are used.
likelihood is that the queen is at fault
certainly that is the case— and
the thing to do is to replace her with
a young and vigorous one.
Breaking the cappings may do some
good, but not likely.
Changing the queen is not likely to
have much effect on this season's yield,
for the new queen's progeny will not
go afield under 5 weeks, but it would do
good for next year. If, however, the
queen has been a good one, and is peter-

The

—almost

done.

shall

If so,
that don't believe in swarming.
be thankful, and transfer them in fruitIn any case, no
bloom next spring.
matter what the cause of their not
swarming, you can transfer at that time.
Your bee-book will give you instruction

ing out merely because old, very likely
you don't need to do anything, for the
probability is that the bees will supersede her about the close of the harvest.

be

DO

I

the very best I
the very

know how
best

I

—

and

can;

I

keep doing so
until the end. If the end
brings me out all right,

mean

to

what

is

said against

me

anything. If the end brings
me out wrong, ten angels
swearing I was right

won't amount

to

would make no
e nee.

differ-

— A bra ham Lincoln
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State Fair at Dallas is appended here,
is worth going after:

and

All articles entered for competition in this
department must be delivered at the Fair
Grounds on or before Friday, October 16, 1908.
All correspondence
regarding
information
about exhibits, space, etc., in this department
should be made to Louis H. Scholl, Secretary*
Treasurer and Chairman of Committee on Exhibits,
Texas Bee- Keepers* Association, New

Braunfels, Texas.

Golden

Bees and Queen

Italian

single-comb

in

—

observatory hive.
$5.00 $3.00
Italian Bees and pucen
single-comb observatory hive..
5.00
Carniolan Bees and Queens in single-comb observatory hives
5.00
Caucasian Bees and Queens in single-comb observatory hives
5.00

Three Banded
in

Conducted by LOUIS H.

SCHOLL. New

Horseniint and Yellow Sweet Clover.

—

Editor Scholl: How is horseraint planted,
and when is the time to plant it? It is one
of the best honey-plants in this locality.
Also, what is the best way to plant yellow
sweet clover ?
It grows well here, but it is
I have just one
hard to get a stand of it.
Alstalk, which reached a height of 5 feet.
though there was a good flow from horsemint,
the bees were working on this plant all the

H.

time.

h.

RussELi,.

Braunfels. Tex.

A

Legislative committee, consisting of
F. L. Aten, chairman, T. P. Robinson,
and the Secretary, was appointed, whose
duty it shall be to look after this matter.

This committee has begun work, and
meet from time to time, but it must
have the help of the bee-keepers.
In
consequence the following letter is be-

will

ing circulated:

Lone Oak, Tex.

Horsemint

is

a

New
good honey-plant

here,

too; especially this season it has again
for the first time for years given us a
yield of hon^\

good

It is hard to tell how horsemint seed
Judging from the
should be planted.
seasons and other conditions it seems
as if even Nature does not know how
that is. if we look at it that
to plant it
way— for there will be many years when
no horsemint shows itself. Then we
have no horsemint honey for several
years.
All of a sudden we again have
a good crop of it, like the present season here.
Much depends upon the seasons; and
with horsemint it depends very much
upon the previous fall. Last fall and
This brought
winter were wet ones.

—

in the fall, which
the time it should come up to give
If we have
results the following May.
a dry fall and wet winter, wnich brings
the horsemint up in the spring, it will
bloom, but hardly ever yields honey.

up the young plants
is

So,

if

we

consider these things

it

is

know how to proceed, and I
must for once do like Doctor Miller,
and say, "I don't know."
It is exactly the same with the sweet
Besides the above named
clover here.
conditions, the different soils, and the
atmospheric conditions, must be considered.
I have somtimes succeeded in
getting a good start of sweet clover
hard to

here by trying to imitate nature as much
as possible, and by sowing in the fall,
much like the seed falls to the earth

from the mature plants, to come up
again of their own sweet will. During
the season it must be cultivated to keep
through the drouth for best results.

To the Texas Bee-Keepers.
purpose of the more progressive bee-keepers of our State to protect ourselves against the ravages of
foul brood, and in consequence it was
decided to agitate this matter, at our
last meeting of the Texas Bee-Keepers'
It

is

the

Association, in July.

The

result

was

that committees

were

appointed, and it was decided that an
annual appropriation of $3,000 should
be asked for at the meeting of the next
Legislature, in January next.

Braunfels. Texas.

—

Brother BeE-Keeper: Foul brood is breaking out in almost every part of our State. I
have hundreds of letters from north, central,
east, south and southwest Texas, asking for
help.
Foul brood has come to these places and
the apiaries are threatened.
Nothing can be
done for the bee-keepers as there is no money
do
it
with.
to
Your bees are threatened. We
need a State Inspector to look after our interests, so that the bees are protected and saved
from destruction.
have a foul brood law but no money for
an inspector. Our Association has taken the
matter up and will go before the next Legislature to obtain an annual appropriation for carrying out this work.
But your help and cooperation will be needed. You need to become
stirred up about the matter, and stir your
neighbors up.
Every person who has the beekeeping interests at heart should not fail to do
bis utmost toward getting this necessary appropriation from the Legislature next January.
Begin now. We must combat foul brood or
suffer.
This is a worse scourge than many
suppose, because they have had no experience
with it.
Find out all you can about it.
It

may

you hundreds of dollars.
It may
in your neighborhood, if not already
and you know nothing about it until too
late.
So let us all strive for an appropriation,
a good inspector, thorough inspection, and save
our bees.
Let me hear from you about this most important matter.
Write me if there is or has
been foul brood in your neighborhood. Do not
save
break out
there,

be afraid to do this. It will all be confidential.
It will help me to plan ahead and lay out the
work for inspecting later when we get an inspector,
rielp the Association's efforts in this
move by being an earnest member, and by doing your part by it.
is

now

the

Honey,

leading

honey-producing

Secretary Legislative Committee,

The 1908 Bee-Keepers*

Exhibits.

Great preparations are being made to
this year's exhibits of apiarian
products in Texas greater than ever before, and there is no doubt but that
this will be done, as there is much good
material this year. The season has been
very favorable, and the bee-keepers are
in better shape than for a long time.

make

Good premium lists have been arranged for, the one of the State Fair
having been enlarged in several places.

The dates of our two leading fairs are
Sept 26 to Oct. II, for the San Antonio
International Fair; and Oct. 17 to Nov.
I. for the Dallas State Fair.
This will
enable exhibitors to take their stuff from
one to the other of the two leading fairs
of the South. The premium list of the

12

5.00

or more

lbs.

5.00

Amber

Best case of Light

Section

Comb Honey

5.00

Best and largest display of Section

Comb Honey
Best

display

8.00

of

special

designs

of

Comb Honey
Best 12
Best 6

lbs.

5.00

triction-top pails

White

Comb Honey
lbs.

3.00

friction-top

pails

White

Bulk Comb Honey
Best 3

lbs.

Bulk

3.00

,

White

friction-top pails

Comb Honey

3.00

Best display of Bulk Comb Honey.. 10. 00
Best dozen jars White
Extracted

Honey

3.00

dozen jars Light Amber
tracted Honey
Best display
Extracted
Best

Ex3.00

Honey,

granulated form
Best and largest
tracted

5.00

display

of

Ex-

Honey

10.00

sample cake of bright yellow
Beeswax, not less than 2 lbs.
5.00
Best display in special designs in
Best

—

Beeswax

5.00

Best and largest display of Beeswax. 8.00
Best display of Fruit preserved in

rioney
5.00
Best Honey-Vinegar, with recipe. . 3.00
Best collection of Texas honey-yielding plants, pressed and mounted. 5.00
Best instructive display in apiarian
products and of the various uses
made of honey and beeswax. .. .20.00 10.00
Best and largest display of Beekeepers* Supplies
Diploma
.

Getting

State, so let us keep her there.

Yours very truly,
Louis H. Scroll,

singlein sin-

gle-comb observatory hives
5.00
Banat Bees and Queens in singlecomb observatory hives
5.00
Black Queen and Bees in singlecomb observatory hives
5.00
Best display of Bumble-Bees
5.00
Best display of Ground Bees
5.00
Best and largest display of various
races in observatory hives
10.00
Best and largest display of Queens
of various races in mailing cages. 5.00
Best case of White Section Comb

Bulk

We

Texas

Cyprian Bees and Queens in
comb observatory hives
Holy Land Bees and Queens

New

Subscribers

This should be a good time

new

On

number

of

We

another page

premiums

to

get

American Bee

subscribers for the

Journal.

for

we

offer

a

such work.

hope that as many of our present

readers as possible will help us to increase our subscription

The more

list.

intelligent bee-keepers are, the better
will

be for

ness.

all

interested

And much

in

of that intelligence

secured by reading.

We

it

the busiis

will be pleased

send free sample copies on request
we not be favored with a large
increase of new subscriptions during
to

Shall

the next 2 or 3

months?

Apiarian Pictures

We

would be glad to have those who
can do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
of interest along the bee-keeping line.

—

:

September, 1908.
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"Rucher Beige," and the names
of the writers quoted by me are mentioned in it in exactly the same order
as I had given them.
It is certainly a matter of congratulation that my studies are considered
sutlkiently valuable to be quoted, but
courtesy would seem to require giving
each man due credit, and the '"Rucher
Beige" is evidently at fault in this into the

stance.

Hamilton,

Bee-Hives for the Business-

Man
BY

C. P.

DADANT.

very busy man, keep a store, and
What style
live in the suburbs of the city.
of hive would you advise me to use under the
circumstances? CiTv Bes-KeepSr.
I

am

a

—

many men

exactly the
There are
same circumstances as you are doctors,
men who
ministers,
lawyers, teachers,
may keep bees to whom bee-culture is
addition
to the ina recreation and an
come, but who cannot afford to remain
at home to look after the bees, and
in

—

—

must work with them at odd hours and
trust them to themselves during the remainder of the time. To these men I
emphatically recommend large hives and
I
the production of extracted honey.
lately visited two amateur bee-keepers,
the first one using the 8- frame Langhive with section supers, the
stroth
other using a very large brood-chamber
with the Dadant system of shallow e.xtracting supers.
In each case I enquired about the reSaid the
sults of the clover season.
8-frame hive man
the seabegin
colonies
to
"I had 10
I don't know
son, and now have 36.
I filled
had,
but
how many swarms I
all the empty hives that were in my
reach, and then began to put the late
swarms small swarms they were two
I had
or three together in each hive.
late swarms that did not weigh over
a pound or two."
"How much honey did you harvest?"
"I took 95 full sections, and think I
have about that many full on the hives
I would like the bee-business very
yet.
well if it was not for the excessive

—

—

swarming."

The other man said: "I had 3 colonies to begin the season. They have not
swarmed. I put 2 supers on each of
them.
I have supers with the combs
already built which I preserve from one
year to another, and if they are put on
fear of
I have but little
When I want increase
swarming.
of lack
because
(which I do not desire,
of room), I make artificial swarms by
division and queen-introduction."
"How much honey have you harvested?"
"I have taken off 200 pounds of extracted honey, and there is about the
same quantity in the supers now."
The above are not isolated cases.
They represent the average of happenings with colonies under the different

early enough

The man with small hives is
systems.
pestered with swarms whenever the season is good, because his bees are crowded for room for breeding. Wheri they
once have the swarming fever it is difficult to cure, and they swarm them-

selves to death.
colonies in large

On

the

other

Dry as a Chip

hand,

which the
queen is not crowded for laying room,
produce a large number of workers
they become very populous; but if supers full of empty combs already built
hives,

111.

in

are furnished to them in time, there is
no desire for swarming, except in the
cases of supersedure, which are in only
a small percentage of the number of
colonies. Swarming is thus checked and
reduced to the lowest possible mini-

mum.
The busy man will readily understand
that it is much more profitable to follow the latter plan. There is no need
of watching the bees, during the swarming season, for the number of swarms
But
that may escape is insignificant.
The bees
there is another advantage
in large hives have a greater storing
capacity for honey, not only in the supers, but in the brood-chamber as well.
If they are permitted to retain all the
honey that the brood-chamber contains
when fall comes, they have a very mijch
more certain prospect of safe wintering
than the colonies whose hives, being of
reduced capacity, are both less populous
and less provided with food. If swarms
issue from those large hives, they are
exceedingly strong, and therefore much
:

better prepared to fill their hives, than
are the insignificant swarms which often issue from small hives.
Lastly, while a large hive may easilv
be reduced to the needs of a small
colony, by the use of division-boards
or dummies, a small hive cannot be
enlarged at will to suit the very largest
colonies.
advice,
keep bees as

therefore, to those who
a side-issue, and cannot
give them more than a few spare moments at special hours, is to use very
large hives and the extracting system.
Empty combs are the wealth of the
apiarist; they enable him to produce
large crops with a limited nuinber of
colonies, and these combs may be saved
from year to year with great profit.

My

"Honor to whom Honor."
to digress from
the subject of this article to criticize
the plagiarism and pilfering bv differThis seems to take place
ent writers.
in Europe fully as much as in AmerLast year, I wrote an article for
ica.
the Swiss Bulletin De La Societe Romande, in which I criticized a certain
writer who claims that the young queen
and not the old one goes with the first
cited 23 different writers
I
swarm.

BY RALPH BENTON.

How many

times have we uttered the
words, "Dry as a chip," when we have
disappointingly gone to the bread or
cake tin in the pantry only to find a
whole half cake dried out and unappeOr perhaps we have put up a
tizing?
fine lunch in the morning to find that
time when we have come to
noon
at
lay out our cake at the family picnic,
spoiled by its long jaunt
almost
it is
over the hills.
Our baker friends have long known
of a way of preventing the -comiiig
about of these calamities, and that in
You perhaps
a most economical way.
as a child remember having eaten with
a relish when going to the bake-shop
on an errand, those animal cakes, large,
that are always
cakes
thick, ginger
moist and fresh no matter how long
they may have lain in the shop window? Well, the "trick of the trade"
the baker here brings into play to keep
his articles fresh, is the use of honey

For the lighter cakes light
and mild honey is used, and for the
coarser cakes, the dark,
and
heavier

in his cakes.

strong-flavored honeys, such as buckwheat honey, are used, bringing with
its use that rich flavor of the cakes the
children like so well.
By this we do not mean that honey
should be indiscriminately poured into
every combination of rich cake, but
there are a number of excellent receipts for using honey in gems, cookies,
fruit cakes and layer cakes, all of which
investigation by the
are worthy of
thoughtful and careful housewife. The
receipts are too long a list to be detailed here, but can surely be easily
Try the bee jourgotten somewhere.
nals or the producer of the honey sold
grocer may not
The
locality.
your
in
know the receipts, but he will probably
name of his
the
you
give
to
be glad
honey producer. It is worth investigatBee-Keepers'
National
believe.—
ing, we
Association.

Mr. Editor, allow me

on
on

this

subject,

all

authors

of

books

bees.
It appears that the "Rucher
Beige" reproduced my article without
giving credit, as the matter is mentioned in Gleanings for July 15, credited

Uniting Bees-Feeders and

Feed
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent wishes to know,
through the columns of the American
Bee Journal, how it would do to unite
colonics of bees for winter.
is the proper thing to do, for 2
kept separate, will concolonics
weak
sume nearly twice the stores which both
very likely perish beand
united,
would
fore spring, while, if put together, they

2

weak

This

:

September,

:

i

American Hee Journal
would winter as well as any large
ony. A good way to proceed is as
lows

colfol-

:

If one of the queens is known to be
feeble or inferior in any way, hunt her

out and kill her, so that the best queen
may survive otherwise pay no attention
to the queens, for one of them will
soon be killed after the uniting is done.

Bee-Feedeks.

There are many feeders on the market, and for sale by supply dealers, but
should it happen that you would rather
make your own, here is something I
have used for years with the best of

;

Having

the queen matter disposed of,
go to the colonies you wish to unite and
smoke
blow
quite freely in at the hiveentrances, pounding on top of the hives
at the same time with the doubled-up
fist.
When both have been treated in
this way, wait 2 or 3 minutes, and then
do the same over again, only smoke
them a little less, and pound a little
longer and more vigorously. This will

cause every bee to fill with honey, and
the fuller they are the better our success.

After waiting 2 or 3 minutes after the
last pounding, if there is any difference,
carry the weaker of the 2 to the strongit down right close beside it.
Now proceed to open up both hives, and
select out the combs from each which
contain the most honey, putting these
together in the hive which was not
moved. In thus putting in, it is always
best to alternate the frames, whereby
the bees are so mixed up that they have
no desire to quarrel, although causing
them to fill completely with honey generally takes all fight out of them.
er, setting

Then,

this

mixing

make each bee

is
calculated to
that touches another a

and thus either colony's identity is broken up, and the bees are so
bewildered that it causes them to remark their location on their first flight
stranger,

afterward.

After the hive is filled with the combs
having the most honey in them, close
the hive by putting on the cover. Now
put a piece of wide board up against
the entrance, so that the bees can run
from the ground right up into the hive,
and proceed to shake the bees off the
remaining frames, taking first a frame
from one hive, and then from the other,
thus mixing the rest of the bees as the
first were, seeing that every bee is out
from the old hive before you put the
combs back in again. Failing here, it is
possible that you may lose the queen,
where one of them has been killed, as
some queens, especially those of the
black race, will often run into the corners of the hive during such an operation.

After all the bees have gone into the
prepared hive, set a board up in front
of it, having the bottom out 4 or 5
inches from the entrance, and the top

satisfaction:

A

to
Get out 2 pieces of thin board,
thick, having them the size of the
frame less yi inch at the top. Nail these,
one on each side of the frame, fitting

^

th? joints together with white lead, so
If, after
as to prevent any leaking.
making, hot beeswax is run all over the
inside, there is no possibility of leaking,
and all soaking of the feed into the

wood

wood

done away with.
Bore r. hole through the top-bar for
a funnel to slip in, and the feeder is
souring the

;

As most of

the hives in use have a
or enameled cloth, over the
frames, all we have to do to fix for
feeding is to cut a little slit in the cloth
to correspond with the hole in the topbar of the feeder, through which the
point of the funnel is to be inserted and
the feed poured in.
When the funnel
is removed, the slit in the cloth closes
up so that no bees can get out to annoy
the operator.
As the feeder is only an inch wide,
there is no need of a float, as the bees
can easily reach either side, so none
stick fast in the feed and drown, as
they do in large-mouth feeders not provided with a float.
quilt, cloth

Feed for Bees.

The same correspondent that wished
know about uniting, wanted to know
about feeders and what to use in them
to

for feed, so Jiat all colonies short of
stores for winter might be fed up in
There are several ways of
the fall.
making feed for bees from sugar, but I
will tell of the one which I consider
best, after having tried all of the others.

The sugar

used for winter stores
should always be granulated sugar; but
for feeding in the spring or summer
any of the "C" sugars are just as good.

To make a feed for winter, I find
the following formula the best, after
trying nearly all the different ways recommended

:

Put 15 pounds of water into a vessel
that will hold about 24 quarts, setting
the same over the fire until the water is
boiling nicely.
pour in 30 pounds

Now

of granulated sugar

—pouring

in

slowly

leaning against the hive, so that the
next time the bees fly they will bump
against it, thus causing them to mark
their location anew, should any otherwise fail of doing this through the mixup they have had. In this way, none of
the bees will return to their old stand
to get lost there, as would be the case
were they not caused to fill with honey,

it to stand over the fire until the whole
pounds of exboils
again, when
s

Then it is best
set up.
to remove all relics of the old hive and
stand, so there is no home-like look
about the old location to entice them
back. Put the now beeless combs away
in some safe place for the next season's
use, and the work is done.

syrup stirred until it boils once more,
when it is ready to set from the fire.
This gives 50 pounds of feed of about
the consistency of honey, and as soon
as it is cool enough so you can hold
your hand on the outside of the vessel

nor any board

stirring the whole as poured in,
will dissolve instead of settling
to the bottom of the vessel and burning
on, as would be the case were the whole

and

it

poured

put in to prevent the
sugar crystallizing again, as will be the
case without it, when such thick syrup

in in a body.

When

the

tracted honey

sugar

is

is

fed in cool weather in the fall.
fed in warm
is
weather, and the syrup is quite thin the
bees will change it over into honey so
it will not crystallize, if it is fed slowly;
but this cannot be relied upon when
thick syrup is fed for winter stores.
Borodino, N. Y.
is

Where sugar syrup

Beeswax and DigestionIncreasing

is

dissolved,

poured

in,

allow

and

the

Demand

for

Honey

is

ready to be hung in the hive the same
as a frame at any time you may wish
to feed
and it can be left there also
when not in use, if so desired.

ready to pour into

is

it

The honey

prevented, and through this all
from the
feed soaking and

is

danger

so

containing it,
the feeders.

BY

DR. C. C.

MlliER.

Dr. Bohrer, page 241, takes exception
my saying that the indigestibility of
beeswax probably does no harm in any
All right, old friend, I cheerfully
case.
accept the amendment, and agree that in
cases of cancer of the stomach, as well
as in some other cases of exceeding
irritability, beeswax better be left out of
the bill of fare. More than that, if you
insist that there may be cases in which
the best extracted honey may do harm,
I'll agree to that, too.
Begging your pardon for having been
so careless as to say, "Probably in no
case does that do any harm," instead of
to

saying, "Probably the cases in which
that does any harm are very rare," I
arise to make a few remarks upon the
latter part of your article.
In 'substance you say, "The facts I am giving and there is no guessing in the matter
if made known to the public, can
bring no harm to the sale of the products of our industry, but on the contrary will increase the sale of honey

—
—

beyond any demand heretofore known."
To secure that unprecedented demand,
would it not be well to have what you
say embodied in a short article and have
the publication committee of the national secure its general publication? Without taking the time for elaboration, I
might suggest that the pith of it would
be somewhat as follows

"Pure honey free from

all

sources of

human digestive organs
odds the most wholesome
sweet ever used by man. There are two
guarded
sources of irritation to
be

irritation to the
is

by

all

against
"First

The poison scattered over the
combs, which bees invariably expel upon
:

the slightest jar or disturbance of the
hive although only a very few persons
are susceptible to its influence.
;

"Second The wax of which the honeycomb is made. It acts as an irritant
to the digestive organs.
But as a rule,
:

bring about disastrous
use intoxicants to excess
through a long life, while very many
others fall victims to their effects in a
very brief period of time. And so it is
with beeswax.
"Extracted honey is free from both
these objections, the honey being entirely separated from the comb, and also
from the poison scattered over the
in time
results.

comb."
There,
thing?

it

will

Men

doctor,

Looks

isn't

that

like a pretty

about

good

the
anti-
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dote to the article of that

man McCain

they

have been buying of comb?

In

immediately preceding you on page 241.

short, please tell us hozv the spread of

seal doesn't stand a

your "facts" is going to "increase beyond any demand heretofore known"

His proof-of-purity

ghost of a chance against the poisontainted-wax business. No use disputing
of yours gets the
it, when that article

itr

j<|SM&'tff'

the sale of honey.

Marengo,

111.

September, 1908.
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some of these articles are not
experienced on queen-rearing to write about it.
It is a fact that
there are some so-called breeders that
are unworthy of the name, and are a
hindrance to the better class of breeders.
It is not true, however, that all,
nor even the majority, are unreliable.
As a breeder I find that ignorance on
the part of many who buy queens is
the cause of much complaint against the
breeders.
Mr. Jones buys a queen from Mr.
Smith. The queen arrives in good con-

it, as it is much more easily cured,
less liable to heat in the
stack or mow and become musty. In a
musty condition it is not at all fit to
feed to horses, as it often causes heaves.
The earlier it is cut after it begins
to bloom the more sap there is in the
stalk, hence the greater difficulty in curing it properly.
I find that to cut it
during the forenoon after the dew has

dition.
Mr. Jones makes his colony
queenless and puts in the cage containing the new queen. The queen is killed,
and a worthless hybrid reared in the
hive.
Of course Mr. Jones is not satisfied with his queen.
I have had letters

and then

thors of

sufficiently

complaining that

the queen and fully
were mismated!
There are about one-half of the men
who buy queens that don't know the
difference between an untested, a warranted, and a tested queen. Then when
half of the bees

the word "select" is added, the confusion is greater.
When the breeder sells a select untested queen he is supposed to use his
best judgment and select out of a number of queens one that he has reasons
to believe is better than the average
of the number selected from.
So the
man who buys untested queens from a
breeder who sells select untested gets
what is left after the best has been

picked out.

A

warranted

queen

is

an

untested

queen warranted to be purely mated and
a good, prolific layer. If she does not
prove to be so the breeder is supposed
to replace her with a queen that fills
the bill.
It is surprising how freely many bee-

men expose

their ignorance of queenrearing by writing for publications and
speaking in bee-keepers' conventions.
If these same men attempted to explain the workings of wireless telegraphy and missed it so far as they do
queen-rearing, some
one might say,
"What fools these mortals be."
Many readers of the papers remember
that a certain bee-man told us through
one of the bee-papers that he was prepared to explode the theory that the
mating of the queen does not affect her
drone progeny. Well, we have waited
quite a while for the "explosion," and
all we have heard so far was the explosion of his ignorance. Who is next?
Sabinal, Tex., July 2.

Alfalfa for Honey and
BY

Hay

BOHRER.

DR. G.

Having had an experience in growing
for hay, and watched with in-

alfalfa
terest

its

honey-yielding qualities

wards of 20 years,

I

feel

warranted

upin

saying without hesitation that for both
purposes it outstrips by far any and
all other crops
produced in Kansas.
Provided, however, that it is cut at the
proper stage of development, is properly cured, and properly stacked or put

away under

shelter.

The

latter

is

the

Quite a number of farmers cut it
one-tenth of it is in bloom.
Experience has taught me that when
about
to Ji in bloom is a better time
best.

when about

^

to cut

and by far

gone

off,

and raking

it

up into windrows

after about 4 o'clock in the afternoon
of the same day, and the next day after
noon putting it up in rather small piles,
letting it stand another day or
two, owing, of course, to the favorable
or unfavorable conditions of the weather for drying' hay this seems to be the
best method of harvesting this crop.
For by this course it not only affords
the best hay, but it also furnishes more
forage for bees.

—

But just here I am told that as I
have bees, I have an ax to grind. In
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inoculated with the
alfalfa
bacteria,
which, it seems, is indispensable to its
successful growth.
In an early day I
sowed seed two different times and although it germinated and showed up a
good stand, it grew weakly, and in 2
years became so thin on the ground
that I plowed it up.
I sowed a part of
the same ground again and was pleased
to get not only a good stand, but a

vigorous growth, which now, after 20 years, is better than it was during the first 3 years after it was sowed.
About 3 years' time is necessary for
alfalfa to establish itself fully and reach
fairly

its full development.
Up to this time
it
should not be pastured, experience
having proved that it is detrimental, as
a rule, to pasture it during the early
years after it is sowed. And as a mat-

ter of fact, aside from its use for hog
pasturage, it is best to cure and feed
as hay to all kinds of stock.
It never
bloats hogs, but cattle, sheep and horses
are bloated by it fully as badly as by
red clover.
It can be cut and fed to
hogs in the green condition as cheaply
as, or more so than, to build hog-tight
fences so that they can be turned on it.

Lyons. Kan.

wirecloth and leave the excluder on. I
remember another case where a strong
colony had placed over it a weak one,
and after perhaps 3 days I raised up 3
frames of brood from below, brushed
all the bees from them, and put 3 fraines
of brood in the upper story. I left them
that way.
The next time I went there
I

found

all

those frames of brood were

occupied by bees. They probably came
from below. I left them, and next time
there was a good colony there. Rightly
used, the plan is an advantage.

Mr. Wheeler
for a

f

—

are very careful

^^
'A

'

«4<

it

is

safer.

Mr. Taylor

J»«K»«din§s
(Continued from page

243.)

Overhauling Bees.
"Is it necessary or advisable to overhaul every colony in the apiary in the
spring? If so, when is the best time to

do so, and how?"
Mr. Wilcox ^It has been my practise
for many years to do so immediately
after carrying them out of the cellar, to
clean them if they needed cleaning.
It
to

—

one colony upon another if we had an
excluder on, and the queens would be
protected.

Mr. Wheeler

—

It

was my

idea

that

they use wirecloth between them.
Dr. Miller
-Alexander never did.
Others do it, but not Alexander.
Dr. Bohrer If I find a weak colony
I give it a good queen, and such an
amount of brood as the bees can take
care of.
I take the brood from some
very strong colony, and give the weak
colony only a small amount, just what
they can well care for. It won't weaken
the strong colony, and will strengthen

—

—

is not absolutely necessary.
It is about
as well to let them wait a few days and
give attention only to those which are
very weak or very strong, and those
which may be a little low in stores. Also to see if they want more feed for

weaker one.
(Here the Secretary read Alexander's
plan from "A B C of Bee Culture.")
Dr. Milkr How many have worked

brood-rearing.

this plan successfully?

—
desirable.
Mr. Whitney —
Mr. Taylor

it

It is

never necessary nor

I clip

queens, so I find
It is a good plan.

necessary to do so.
Mr. Wheeler If Mr. Whitney used

—

the right hive he wouldn't need to look
through the combs.
Dr. Bolirer I would scarcely know

—

whether my apiary were in proper condition to see if each had a queen. Some
are found queenless.
Then some disposition must be made of the bees. You
must look them over to know the actual
condition.

Strengthening

Weak

Colonies.

"If any colonies are weak in brood or
bees, or both, in the spring, what plan
would be best to pursue in strengthening

them, and why?"
Dr. Miller As helping to bring out
the answer it might be well to ask how
many approve the Alexander plan?
Mr. Wilcox The Alexander plan has
been misunderstood.
Dr. Miller Was an excluder used be-

—

—
—

tween the two? Was that part of the
Alexander plan?
Mr. Whitney The Alexander plan
is understood to include the excluder.
Then it isn't anything new. I supposed

—

it

was not a very

different thing to put

the

—

4.

How many

unsuccessfully? i.
Mr. Baldridge Some have had a good
deal of experience. I don't like the plan,
because I think there is a better one. Instead of putting the weak colony on top
of the strong one, it should be reversed.
I get better results.
I have been practising this method for 2 years
placing
the weak colony under. The bees from
the strong colony can go out without
mixing.
When they return with their
load of honey they will return to the
lower hive. The young bees will remain
in the lower hive to a great extent. You
can build up better by placing the weak
colony under. I never had a queen disturbed, because I put the strong colony
on very quietly. I don't lose any bees
nor any queens. That is a better plan
than any other. If you put it in practise it will be worth every penny that it
has cost you to come to this convention.
Dr. Miller I have failed with it, and
have succeeded with it. In one case I
put on the strongest colony a very weak
colony.
In 10 minutes I saw dead bees
being carried out,
I left them alone.
Soon all were killed. I had not taken
pains to do it quietly. I expect that was
the cause.
In some cases I put a wireThen you don't
cloth l>etween the two.
need to be careful. Then take off the

—

—

—

—

it

is

not necessary, but

haven't had very much
experience only 2 or 3 colonies. I never
lost any bees that way.
The first one
I ever tried was before I heard of Alexander's plan.
I found a colony that I
judged was queenless. It had quite a
large number of bees.
I put a queenexcluder on another hive and set it on
top.
I found that they had a queen, and
very soon I found I had a strong colony
above as well as below. I used a queenexcluder.
Dr. Miller I don't believe that the excluder is necessary if the poor colony is
weak enough so that there will be no
direct connection between the 2 clusters,
if the work is properly done.
The excluder merely prevents the queen passing
through. It wi.i not prevent bees passing
from one part to another. An excluder
is not necessary.
Mr. Taylor If the weather is warm
and the bees are active, I think it would
be quite dangerous.
If the weather is
cool so that they remain in their separate
clusters for some time, it is safe.

—

./Convention

Report of the Chieago-Nopthwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention.

—

Did you consider.Docit was safer to use a wirecloth
few days?
Dr. Miller Yes, it is safer.
If you

tor, that

I

—

—

Wintering Two

One

Weak

Colonies

in

Hive.

"Has any one had experience in putting 2 weak colonies into one hive with
a partition between, and have them winter in good condition?"
Dr. Miller I have had lots of them,
and they wintered in good condition.
Use a ^i inch wooden partition.

—

—

Mr. Taylor I have wintered quite a
number. I had several colonies light in
stores.
I selected some heavy colonies
and put on a queen-excluder and set the
light colony on top of the heavy one,
and they wintered all right that way.
That is, generally. But I put them out
and allowed them to remain, and in that
case the Alexander plan did not work
very well. A great many of them united
in one hive or the other.
Dr. Miller With a partition between
the frames 2 colonies can be wintered
in the same hive.
I wintered perhaps

—

20 double-hive colonies. When I looked
in the winter at the cluster in each
hive they would be down apparently in
one cluster, merely with that one partition between them.
Each cluster got

The cluster
the warmth from there.
was just as nicely formed as if the 2
had been in one colony and some one
had slid in between them that board. I
believe the 2 (supposing each covered
3 frames of brood) would winter as
There is
well as one 6-frame colony.
certainly a real advantage in having 2
weak colonies together.
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Mr. Taylor— I don't see much

ili

(Ter-

ence between the two cases, except that
the bees can communicate with one another in niy plan, but the 2 can work
They form
together just the same.
one chister, the same as Dr. Miller's.
Mr. Kannenberg Would a wire parI
tition be better than the wooden?
believe the heat would go through the
screen better than it would with the

C^anadian

_

—

S>o

wood.

Miller— Wire might be a

Dr.
cooler.

little

—

Dr. Bohrer I had some queens that
wanted to save over this fall. I had
and put in a good,
I gave a colony that
strong partition.
was queenless a queen. You must see
I
that the bees are equally divided.
introduced the queen after the ordinary
don't see why they won't
I
method.
winter well. I think the wooden partition is better, unless you want the queen
to be acquainted with the bees on both

Conducted by

BYER. Mount Joy,

J. L.

Ont.

I

a good, strong colony

Prospect for Best Buckwheat Honey-

Mr. Kimmey

—

Three years ago I wintered 6 colonies that way in 3 lo-frame
hives,

with partitions of as thin

wood

There was no connection
I could use.
whatever between the two parts.
Dr. Miller— In the spring I put them
on the summer stands, and left them
there until crowded and then eiiiptied
them into ordinary 8-frame hives side by
side, and no trouble.

Granulated Honey.

tions about granulated honey.
Dr. Bohrer Tell them that he is not
allowed to sell honey that is not pure
That is the plainest
unless so labeled.
way to deal with that kind of people.

—

—

Mr. Whitney I would say, if I were
and if any one has some
that would granulate, it is pretty evident
selling honey,

that

it

is

report

buckwheat

cover

to

will

be

issued.

Yours very

At this date of writing (August 20)
prospects are good for one of the best
fall flows of honey we have ever had
in our locality, all being from buckwheat. Only once previous to this year
have we had any surplus from th's
source but warm weather favoring us
for a week or so longer, it looks as if
considerably more than enough for win
ter stores will be gathered.

Wm.

as

Mr. Barkemeier wants to know what
to do with people that ask foolish ques-

later

Flow.

;

sides.

A

P.

W. HoDGETTs,

truly,

Couse. Slreetsville.
Craig, Brantford.
S1BBAI.D, Claude.

W.

J.

H.

G.

Sec'y.

Shortly after this report was issued to
Ontario bee-keepers, a circular was re
ceived from N. E. France, among other
things saying that 8 cents was the ruling
price for extracted honey.

Of course this no doubt refers solely
the United States markets, and is
not likely to influence many Ontario
All the
bee-keepers to sell cheaper.
same, it is a pretty good thing for us
Canucks that there is a duty of 3
cents per pound on honey coming into
Canada from countries other than British colonies.
To the latter, the prefer-

to

Report of Committee on Honey Exchange.
Toronto, Aug. i, 1908.
Sir:
The Honey Exchange Committee of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association
met in Toronto on Friday, July 31st. Reports
were received from over 250 points in the
Province, and the general outlook is better
than in 1907.
While the number of colonies
is still low, due to the terrible losses from the
cold springs of 1907 and 1908, there will be a
medium crop of both extracted and comb honey.
The crop is much better distributed and the

—

Dear

local

consumption

will be greater.

Prices
ruling
higher in the United
are
States and other exporting countries, and the
quantities imported from these sources will
likely decrease in competition with the Ontario honey at more moderate prices than 1907.
Bee-keepers are urged to cultivate their local
markets as much

ential tariff applies,

may

and to

this

largely

be attributed the large amount of

honey imported from Jainaica for manufacturing purposes; the duty being 2
The Jamaica product
cents per pound.

never come into competition with
our clover honey for table use, but for
manufacturing purposes there is no
will

question

but

that

it

is

a

factor

well

worth taking into consideration.

pure.

—

Dr. Eaton I suppose I have had about
much experience with that line of
complaint as bee-keepers themselves.
Every little while some one will come
in with a sample with the complaint that
the honey he has purchased has "sugared," and that it has been adulterated.
I have to explain that all honey will
granulate, and if it doesn't granulate it
is more a sign that it is adulterated than
Granulation is a sign of
if it does not.
purity more than if it were not.
as

Mr. Moore— This has been the princiConsumers
pal trouble in my business.
are the people who find fault. Mr. Taylor is a wholesaler. I try to stick to the
truth whether it pleases them or not.
in Chicago know anyThey expect honey to
thing about it.
be liquid, the saiue as when it runs out
of the combs. The best thing I had to
say was this Go to your drug-store and
find out if it is pure. Refer the customers to the druggists.
(Continued next month.)

Very few people

:

Apiary of
The following

prices are suggested

J.

for

W. Free,

of Ontario.

A

this

Neat Ontario Apiary.

year's crop:

OOA/E

^

way

people are so fond of

ill-luck
to

meet

that
it.

they ran half-

— Douglas Jerrdld

No.

I

Light

Extracted

(wholesale)

loc.

to

11c. per lb.

No.
No.

I
I

Extracted (retail) izj^c. to 15c. per lb.
(^omb (wholesale) $2.00 to $2.25 per

dozen.

No. 2
dozen.

Comb

(wholesale)

$1.50 to $1.75 per

The

shown on this page is the
apiary of J. W. Free, of Ontario. It has
been the writer's privilege to visit a
large number of apiaries during the past
two seasons, many of which are kept
picture

!
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i

the left, and his Uncle, Mr. Warrington
Scott, on the
right, as
they started
operations on the jumbo colony, all the
supers full of honey on the hive being
the product of that colony.
Mr. Scott

an expert bee-keeper and mechanic,
the hives and fixtures having been

is

all

made by him.

If

am

I

correct,

Mr. Scott has a share
and Mr. Free is free

in

believe
apiary,

I

this

acknowledge
that much of his success has been due
to his having had such a very good
teacher.
A good teacher and an apt
scholar is a combination that works
wonders in bee-keeping as in anything
to

else.

These pictures are the work of Mr.
who, by the way, is an enthuamateur photographer, although
his work would put to shame many of
Scott,

siastic

the

professionals.

Referring to those hives tiered up so
high, speaking to Mr. Scott, I ventured
the opinion that perhaps more honey
would have been secured if not more
than three supers to the hive had been
used, and some extracting been done
during the flow.
He was inclined to
agree with me, and while I would sooner err on the safe side, I feel convinced
the tiering up was a
done to secure the very best

that

An

8-Super Colony in Mr. Free's Apiary.

in good condition, yet without exception
this apiary is, all things considered, one
of the very finest I have seen.
The
hives all face the south on a gently
sloping, closely
lawn, and everything "has a place and is in its proper
place." That their crop of honey was

"beauties" will not prove
the wisdom of such advice.
The other picture shows Mr. Free on
trial

of

the

little

over-

results.

But say, after a couple of years of
short crops, a yard in the condition like
the one shown, goes a long way towards
stirring up one's enthusiasm to fever
heat again

mown

^f

good goes without saying. The picture
was taken this year just before extracting was started.

RcflcctioHif

By the way, I sampled the honey,
at the time wished for the presence
of some of the bee-keepers who contend that honey is just as good if extracted before being ripened on the
hives.
The product of this yard, this
year, is almost water-white, waxy, and
honey in the proper sense of the word.
and

Mr.

J.

W.

Free

is

shown

at

the

--2^-

t«Wi By W.

A.

PRYAL, Alden

Station. Oakland, Calif.

left,

while away to the right can faintly be
discerned the figure of his father, Mr.
Wm. Free, whose hearty welcome to
the writer will not soon be forgotten.
Mr. Free is also a farmer as well as a
successful bee-keeper, which gives the
lie to the oft-expressed opinion that a
farmer necessarily keeps his bees in a
sloven condition.
All the bees are of
the leather-colored Italian strain, and I
was struck with the uniform condition
of the yard.
Mr. Free has been very successful in
queen-rearing and runs some 30-odd nuclei for this purpose.
Three of these
nuclei occupy a standard hive, and with
a wire-cloth bottom, these nucleus hives
are placed right on top of strong colonies.
While no effort has been made as
yet to rear queens in a commercial way,
I am greatly mistaken if Mr. Free will
not be heard from in that line in the
near future.

While visiting the apiary, the owners
were thinking of rcqueening largely with
golden stock, i advised strongly against
such a course, at least in a wholesale
way. I am greatly mistaken if a limited

Ralph lienton on Bees.
One

of the opening lectures given for
farmers at the University of California
"The
in the middle of July was on
Honey-Plants of California," by Ralph
Benton. While I was at the University
botanical grounds on the day of the lecture, I did not hear Mr. Benton.
I
suppose, however, that he covered the
subject fairly well considering that he
had been but a comparatively short time
in the State.
He is doing good work
for the bee-keepers of California.
I
notice that the small apiary belonging
to the University, which I heretofore
mentioned as being in the dense shade
of evergreen trees, has been removed
elsewhere.

Oh Where!

()h

Where! Can

hill and vale ever anO anon, for
the simple reason that the bottom of the
bee-supply business dropped out of San
Francisco. One after the other of the

from

I

Get

Itee-Ware?
This is not the title of a new beesong; it is rather the re.'rain of quite
an old one that was sung to a rather
doleful tune the past spring and summer in these parts. It comes a-droning

places

that

dealt

in

apiarian

supplies,

failed or went out of business, and the
honey-crop that might have been was
wasted upon the "desert" air. Several
correspondents have asked me where
they could purchase supplies in the big
metropolis. I crossed the bay (or rather
went around the bay, as business took
me that way) for some, and was disappointed to find that tlie firm I procured them from the previous year was

out of business.

The strange

part

of

less than two hours before
San Jose, and could have secured what I wanted at a store there,
and would have done so if I had known
it

I

was
was

that

in

I could not have made the purchase
near home.

that

White Clover

in California.

It
is
generally believed that white
clover will not grow in California.
It
does grow and blooms profusely, but

—

:
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to our long dry spells of weather,
can only succeed in moist spots or in
it can be irrigated.
I have
seen it growing freely along roadsides
through the Eel River country in Humboldt county, one of the garden spots
of the State, and which, let me remark,
was once a redwood (Sequoia scmpervircns) forest.. When the trees were
converted into lumber, and the stumps
burnt out of the soil, the land for years
was devoted to the raising of Humboldt
Reds a Hne potato in its day. But in
time the land failed to produce profitable crops of these tubers, as the farm-

same magazine,

I

find this question in

department

query

"Why

it

its

places where

cumbers which blossom freely

—

ers did
soil

or

not

know how

rotate

the
practised

fertilize

to

as

crops,

is

nowadays. So the region became a dairy
country, and the land now produces
large crops of various fodder-plants for
soiling cattle.

Of course this land can again be
devoted to potato growing, by modern
methods, and bring returns that will
surprise the old-time farmer.
But it is
of clover I was writing.
Well, any
land that is moist, be it river-bottom
or hillside, will grow white clover, and
give the bees splendid honey-pasturage.
The other day I had occasion to pass
through that portion of Berkeley, away
up on the hillsides, a few miles north
of where I live, and I saw many lawns
entirely of the plant under consideration, and
white with blossoms, upon
which the bees worked merrily. Some
of those lawns were all of several hundred feet elevation above the bay.

Bees and the Agricultural Press.
I have been reading several of the
best of the agricultural papers of this
country during the past year or so. and
I have been impressed with the
fact
that few of them have anything in them
about bees, and most of those that have
anything give but a meager amount of
space to the subject.

The Rural New-Yorker has no apiary
department, but it touches upon bees
and bee-keeping occasionally. I observe
that its editor knows a thing or two
about these insects, and gives them praise
for their usefulness as pollenizers of
flowers, fruits, and vegetables. He has
shown that bees do not damage fruit
'tis birds or something else.
In

the

spring the

Practical

Farmer

had a whole page of interesting letters
from bee-keepers. But on another occasion

I

noticed

that

the

editor

was

"away off" when he came to write of
bees, especially of Caucasians as "stingless bees."

The Farm Journal has

a regular beewritten for Eastern
suppose, is all right.
Suburban Life, while not a farmer's
paper, is so near such that I mention
it
here.
It
now and then treats on
bees.
The June number had a reliable
article about a New York State queenbreeder. It was not intended as an advertisement, but it was really one of
the best notices I think a bee-keeper
ever received.
One feature about the
article I did not like was that it gave
the impression that there was "millions"
to be made in rearing queens for sale.
Show me the breeder that has yet made
a fortune at the business!
In the August number (just to hand)
of the

column which

is

bee-keepers, and,

I

:

do

cuto

fail

fruit ?"
In replying, the editor ventures one of the reasons in these words
"Probably because there are no bees
to fertilize the flower."
One of the papers that has long given
a good quota of space to bees and beekeeping is the Pacific Rural Press. The
issue of July 18 has an article by young
Mr. Ralph Benton on "Bee-keeping a
The article is
California Industry."
mainly a history of the honey-bee in this
State, but I think the writer claims too
much for California as a honey State.
column in the same issue is devoted
to an account taken from a Fresno paper of a runaway team in an apiary, a
story that is most tragic, and likely to
give the reader a dislike for bees and
But such an accident to
bee-keeping.
a 4-horse team getting into an apiary
being
stung
to death, as well as the
and
driver meeting the s-ime fate, to say
nothing of bemg almost driven insane,
is no worse than if the team got into
a corral and was gored to death by an
infuriated bull, or was set upon by mad
dogs.
But, as I was going to remark, the
agricultural press does not give the
space to apiarian subjects that it did a
Probably these
decade or more ago.
papers know that such field had better
set

:

Here I might remark parenthetically
I would hardly blame the manufacturer getting paid in advance, inasmuch
as I believe one big eastern concern
got
"pinched" several times by the
financial embarrassment of a couple of
firms in San Francisco.
The strenuosity of modern bee-keeping as practiced in a large portion of
the United States is a pace that is too
killing for the honey-producer and the
bee-ware maker.
Let's get down to
that

hard-pan, money
where prosperity

Wee

A

Caucasians Non-Stingers.
have seen bees that would make a
over a churchfellow try to jump
steeple,
or even attempt
to
crawl
through a brick wall in order to get
away from them in the most expeditious way possible. Black bees are pugI

nacious when it suits their fancy; Italian bees are rambunctious when they're
crazy
punics and hybrids are said to
be in fighting trim always, but Caucasian bees are as gentle as kittens and
I
will take
as meek as little lambs.
my stand and live and die by the latter
race of honey-gatherers. They are the
bees for me. This is the decision I have
arrived at after trying a strain I obtained from Michigan.
I_notice that the Practical Farmer
the Causcasians have no
states that
stings that they are, forsooth, stingless.

be.

;

Kicking

Up

the Dast.
Did you ever watch a bee gathering
pollen from a plentiful source? RecentI

Honey-Bees.

couple of weeks ago my attention
was attracted to some of the smallest
honey-bees I ever saw.
Some were
working upon flowers at the University
of California; the others were getting
honey ( ?) and pollen from parsnip
flowers on my place.
The former bees
were less than half the size of Italians;
the others were smaller still.

:

ly

There's

A

be left to more competent and reliable
hands, to-wit the bee-papers. So smote
it

and honey.
lies.

did,

as

the

bees turned out

en

masse upon the poppies in our garden.
How a bee would hunch up a lot of anthers or stamens and kick up her legs
most immodestly, so as to collect the
pollen on her thighs or bread-baskets.
Sometimes a cozen bees would be busily
hustling up the pollen on one of those
poppies.

It

was

—

they find

really interesting.

hives,

.

Too Many Fussy Fixings.
Gentle reader, did it ever occur to you
that this matter of getting out fixings,
or bee and honey furniture, is getting
And it is getto be a costly business?
ting to be far too costly, too, for the
apiarist.
And I will venture the statement, at the expense, possibly, of incurring the displeasure of some supply
manufacturers, that there has been a
useless multiplicity of contraptions commonly denominated "bee-ware." Yes,
'tis
time to beware of such extravagance.
When we get down to one or
two styles of hives with a uniform lot
of frames and other accessories, we will
get all the honey there is to be got,

and have much fatter purses.
This reflection was impressed upon
me when conversing with a merchant
in
San Francisco recently a gentleman who would carry apiarian supplies

—

required too much
capital to do so, to say nothing of the
la.ge amount of store-room required to
house such fi.xtures.
And, then, the
manufacturer requires spot cash, though
credit is extended in nearly, if not all,
other lines of trade.
but for the fact that

it

stings, and can sting when
it
incumbent to defend their
and they have to be well provoked
before they will do so even then.

They have

further notice that the editors of
I
Gleanings are slow to give any adequate
of praise to these bees. From what
can glean from various sources I would
say they are in the shadowy minority,
yet time may prove their deductions cor-

meed
I

rect.

from the "stingers" of these
find them ahead of any other
ever
had in early brood-rearing,
bees
getting out almost before the sun is up
a-field
to be
after a load of the newlydistilled nectar, and they keep incessantAside

bees,

I

I

working away all day. This makes
them the best honey-gathers.
Other good features may be recorded
ly

in their favor, but the

Bee Journal

We

for

above

1907

will suffice.

—

40c.

have on hand some complete
vo.umes of the American Bee Journal for
which
we will mail for 40 cents
1907,
each. The first half of that year the Bee
Journal was issued weekly, and the last
half monthly, which would make 32
numbers. And all of them for only 40
cents! Surely this is a bargain for any
new reader who has become a subscriber
still

this year.

—
;

:

;
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acreage of alfalfa in the valley, the bee-keeping industry cannot profitably expand further
than its present limits. He discusses the general situation interestingly, and says:
"Until the summer and fall of 1907, the
Imperial Valley attracted very little attention

as a bee country- The harvest of 1907 amounted to about 1000 cases of extracted honey,
from about 700 colonies.
"During the fall and winter of 1907, about
5000 colonies were shipped in from different
Southern California points, bringing the total
number up to 6000 colonics. The present s^son's crop of honey is estimated at about

Be Careful

to

Whom You

Sell

Honey.

The season for marketing lioney has
begun. While it may seem hke an unnecessary repetition, we desire again to
caution you to be careful to whom you
send your honey.
When you sell for
cash, be sure that your man is responsible.
If you can not learn anything
about him, you had better sell on commission, for then he can be held liable
if he takes your honey without rendering you returns.
But he may make
very meager returns, and delay making
payment.
So we advise you not to
trust any one unless he has a good
rating and a reputation for dealing on
Better take a little less
the square.
price, and deal with a man of known
reputation. Gleanings in Bee Culture.

—

held in July an international exhibition,
lasting three days, of bees, bee-appliances
and honey, at Saintes, a town in France
of about 20,000 inhabitants. This gives
us a fair idea of the enterprising spirit
which characterizes many of the European bee-keepers' societies. It takes a
considerable amount of money and a
great deal of work to conduct such a
meeting; but it is worth it in the enthusiasm it creates. Gleanings in Bee
Culture.

—

Transvaal Bee-Keepers' Association.
Johannesberg now has a full-fledged
bee-keepers' association with the above
name. Those at the top are the Earl
and Countess of Selbourne; the Minister of Land, the Minister of AgriculIt is
ture, and General Louis Botha.
intended to have branch associations in
and one is in
the principal centers,
course of organization at Pretoria. The
conditions are suitable in South Africa,
and in time the land of Angora goats

and ostriches, diamonds, and gold will
probably figure largely in the bee-keeping world. I note the colonists show a
decided preference for American beesupplies, in which they follow the example of other British colonies. Glean-

—

ings in Bee Culture.

The Death

of Zoubareff.

The British Bee Journal recently announced the death of a famous Russian
bee-keeper, M. A. F. Zoubareff, at the
He went to
ripe old age of 87 years.
school with Pobedonostseff, Procurator
of the Holy Synod of Russia, who died
Readers of the newspapers
last year.
remember it was PobcdonoslsefF
will
who inspired the Czar to resist all reforms. On account of his health Zoubareff went to Switzerland in 1883, and
there became acquainted with Mr. Ed.

who

Danger

converted him to the

of

—The

Robbing

4000 cases.
"The apparent decrease in the average per
colony this year is due to several reasons.
In several localities over-stocking is in part
responsible for the shortage. The general opinion is that alfalfa bloom louse is responsible
for the light crop.
This almost microscopic
insect inhabits the alfalfa bloom and consumes
the nectar, with the result that there is little
left for the bees.
Whether or not this parasite
has come to stay remains for time to
settle.

"The Imperial Valley Bee-Keepers' Associaformed for the purpose of handling the
honey crop, represents fully 90 percent of the
tion,

industry in the valley.
Bee-keepers who contemplate moving their apiaries to Imperial Valley should by all means first pay a visit to the
valley, or correspond with some bee-man located here, before making up their minds.
"Bees can be bought here as cheaply as elsewhere, and until the country is further developed, the valley has every colony of bees it
will support with profit."

Robber-

Trap.

Length of Bees' Tongues.

the time to avoid robbing.
Nothing costs the bee-keeper more than
to let a bad case of robbing get started
for so long as these robbers exist at all
they will continue to annoy both the
bee-keeper and the weak colonies.
do not nowadays intend to let robbing
get started; but if it does, we use the
This is nothing more nor
robber-trap.
less than a common hive with a Porter
bee-escape so arranged at the entrances
that the robbers can pass into the hive
but not out again. Something more effective than the Porter for this purpose
is a long flat wire-cloth cone, the apex
of it reaching about to the center of the
The robbers will enter
bottom-board.
this better; and the point of the cone
is so far from the entrance they do not
This trap is put
find their way back.
on the stand of the robbed colony, when,
When the
caught.
they
are
presto
robbers are once trapped they should be
location
isolated
to
an
taken immediately
Having once acquired
or brimstoned.
tenfold
will
do
the stealing habit they

Professor Kulyagin, of Russia, claims
to have found a very accurate method
of determining the length of a bee's
tongue; and after many measurements
he gives the following averages expressed in millimeters
Russian, 6.2i
American, 6.22
Italian, 6.25
Cyprian,
Gleanings in Bee Culture.
6.50.

Now

Three Days' Apiarian Exhibition.
The bee-keepers of the two Charentes

Bertrand,

Langstroth hive and system.
Hitherto
he had advocated the Dzierzon-Berlepsch
system.
He was largely instrumental
in inducing the Russian bee-keepers to
adopt the Langstroth hive. He wrote a
book with this end in view, chiefly to
instruct school teachers in our system.
He also translated Mr. T. W. Cowan's
Bee-keepers' Guide Book from French
into Russian,
and otherwise worked
faithfully to help Russian bee-keepers
find the most profitable system of beekeeping.
He lived close by Lake Ladoga, not far from St. Petersburg.
Gleanings in Bee Culture.

is

We

!

more damage

in

a

bee-yard than .they

can ever do good, and it is "a mighty
good riddance" when they are removed
Gleanings in Bee Culture.
entirely.

—

:

;

—

;

Slow Queen-Mating and Longevity.
Who can tell why the queen daughsome mothers are very slow to
mate? The writer had one queen whose
ters of

queen daughters never mated under fifteen days and most of them not until
older than that. The workers were particularly
long-lived and the mother
queen did two years' marvelous service
in the writer's yard and was reported
as in her second year when he received
her.
Is there any connection between
slow maturity and longevity?— Arthur
C. Miller, in American Bee-Keeper.

Short Honey Crop in California.
Speaking of California, particularly
Southern California, the New York
Fruit and Produce News says
"It appears to be destined that every other
shall be a blank in the honey-deal, but
is a
year that is unprecedented in the
annals of beeolopv. Never have prospects been
The
poorer for a crop than they are todaytianner year produced 600 cars of honey.
i,ast year the production was 225 cars and the
average for the past 10 years has been over
This year, outside of the Imperial Val150.
ley, the output for Southern California will
not be over 25 cars, according to the cstin'ate
of the largest honey dealer in Los Anecles.
This looks like high prices, as there w;:s very
carried over from last seas->n, this all
little
being in the hands of one man."

year
this

The

Bees in Imperial Valley.
Imperial Valley Press of Aug.

i,

1908, contains the following in reference
to bee-keeping in that valley.
Imperial Valley lioney is still in demand,
and this week two more carloads of honey
were sent out from El Centre by the Imperial
Valley Bee-Keepers' Association.
A meeting of the association was held on
Wednesday at the office of the EI Centre Cantaloupe Growers* Association, and four new
The association is
members were admitted.
now composed of sixteen of the most extensive bee-keepers in the valley, and it practically
controls all of the honey output here.
At this meetinK 70 cases of honey were
pledged for the next shipment, and they will
he at once placed in storage in El Centro.
The shipments of this week were sent to
El Paso, and from there may be diverted
into smaller lots to eastern points.
B. Whitaker secretary of the Imperial
T.
Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, believes that
until there is a considerable increase in the

Dare

to be Iruc'

nothing can need

a He:

A

fault

which needs

il

most,

grows two thereby.

— George

Herbert.
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How shall I increase in the spring? I
-K,
don't want to lose the swarms.
wild clover a good honey-producer ?
4. Is
We have hundreds of acres of it here. Ohio,

ap

—

Answers. i. So far south as southern
Ohio it probably makes little difference how
a hive faces.
Yet a good many favor facing
south, and having no protection on the front.
In this way the bees more quickly get the
effects of the sun on a warm day in winter.
2. Your
plan is good.
3. If
I
understand aright, you are afraid
that the bees may swarm naturally, and abscond.
You can help matters by having all
queens clipped. The queen may sometimes be
lost, but that is better than to lose both bees
and queen. You may practice shaking swarms,
or, as the Germans call it, anticipatory

j|)ocforMillerSf^?

%iestl0n-B9X^
Send Questions either to the oliice of the American Bee Journal or
DR, C. C. MILLER. Marengo. 111.
Dr. Miller does r^t answer Questions by mail.
Pollen in Extracting Supers.
What do you do when there is pollen
extracting

in

Tennessee.

supers?

—

Answer. Leave
work it out. Even

there.
The bees will
they shouldn't, it would
would not be thrown out

it

if

do no harm, for it
with the honey when you extract.

What Are Genuine

Italians?

Are the enclosed bees genuine Italians ? I
bought them for that, and wish to sell stock
from them, but being a beginner with bees, I
want to know what I am selling. Missouri.

Answer

—

The worker progeny of a pure
queen should show 3 yellow bands, although the first band next the thorax is quite

to

4.

any trouble with pollen in sections.
What
would be the best course to pursue in this
case?
Missouri.

—

Answer. I, doubt
what will right

but

if there is anything
itself.
At present

wrong

there
may be an unusual amount of pollen in the
brood-combs, but please remember that the bees
use a very large amount to feed the brood.
Unless the bees fill so much pollen in the
combs that the queen is crowded for room,
there is no cause for alarm.
If it really
comes to the point where you think you must
get rid of some of the pollen, you can soak
the combs with water till you can throw out
the pollen with an extractor.

Italian

narrow. As nearly as I can tell in their dried
condition, after being through the mail, only
one of the 4 specimens clearly shows the 3
bands.

Requeening and Transferring.
I have 2 colonics of bees that I wish to reI
queen.
The comb is somewhat crooked.
will have to cut some.
When is the best time
Is it likely to start robbing to do
to do this?
it soon, say in August, or would I best wait
until next spring?
We have had a bad year for bees, not getting
any honey this season.
Missouri.

Lubricant for Foundation Mill Rolls.
What is used as a lubricant on the rollers
of a foundation mill?
The one I have sticks.
I can not set it close enough to make any cellwalls at all.
This is the first time I am using
it, as I had a lot of foundation bought shortly
before buying the mill, so did not try it before.
I am using just clear water now.
I
dipped the sheets last winter. Any advice you
give me will be thankfully received.
Answer

— Starch

New
is

York.

used as a lubricant, also

If your sheet of wax is too
wax will not be pressed up into a
Try having the w;

honey.

cold, the
side-wall.

—

Answer. Right now, any time the bees are
busy gathering, will be as good as any to avoid
robbing.
In one respect it is better in spring,
for then the combs are not full of honey.

Black Drones in Italian Nucleus.
Do pure Italian bees show black drones,

or

drones on which the yellow is in very small
That is the
spots where the bands should oe?
way most of the drones are from a queen in
a 3-frame nucleus of bees that I purchased
They are working well.
in June.

Answer.

— Italian

appearance,

drones

vary

and can hardly be

bands as do the workers.
proper number of
assured the drones are
the

If the

bands,
all

Nebraska.
no little in
said

to

have

workers show
you may rest

Answer.

— You

probably have reference to
bees dying with diarrhea when working on
Generally there is no very great
sour fruit.
harm from this except in the vicinity of cider-

under instead of over the brood-chamber?

I

suppose it has been tried, but I have seen no
mention of it anywhere.
I mean for combhoney production the 4x4 sections.
Chicago.
Answer. It is natural for bees to store
above the brood-nest, and they would hardly
be expected to make as good work, especially
at sealing up, with the sections below.
I have
known them, in some cases where brood-combs
were over sections, to carry down black wax
from the combs and darken the cappings of

—

—

and sometimes these make serious troudo not know of any cure. Prevention
and that is difiicult. Some
beekeepers succeed in getting owners of such
mills to screen them in, so that the bees can
no: get at the pomace or cider.
milis,
ble.
is

I

the only thing,

Pollen in the Sections.
I

I

am

the

in

started

with

bee-business on a small scale.
one colony of bees, in 1902,

now have 32. I winter my bees on the
summer stands, and have never lost a colony.
In all of my bee-keeping I never saw so much
and

I

pollen in the brood-nest.
All colonies seem
to be in about the same condition as regards
queens are all young none over
pollen.
one year old. I reared some, and bought some
from different queen-breeders.
What / rear
seem to be equal to any I have. My bees are
I have not had
in ID-frame Langstroth hives.

My

1.

—

—

Best Appearance of Queenless
Colony.
What is the best appearance or indication

If

queenless,

Nebraska.
to

say

_

why

such

a

say about the time of fruit-bloom.

Facing Hive-Entrances

—

Does

— Getting

In-

crease Wild Clover.
it make any difference if

the hiveentrance faces the north during the winter,
and would it be a good plan to build a sort of
box around the hive and close the entrance
1.

present width?
2. Would j'ou advise me to take the frames
out of the super and fill it with rags or sawdust, and place it over the brood-chamber in
the winter?
I intend to leave the hive out-ofdoors all winter on its summer stand.
one-half

its

There

i.

is

no

not

rear

a

new

fallible outside

although after a
lony has been
queenless for some time you
n\\ see that it
little or no pollen
hen others are
carrying in much.
2. If they have_ been queenless 10 days or
more, and have failed to rear a queen, or have
reared one which has been lost on its wedding-trip, there is no hope of their rearing another unless you give them eggs or young
brood from which they may rear one.
indication,

carries in

Questions by a Beginner.
Would
part

pay

it

of

I

keep bees in the east-

to

Virginia

How may

?

know whether

I

have pure

bees?
After a

Italian
3.

long will
4.

it

What

queen's wings are clipped, how
be before she has wings again?
time of the year is best to buy

queens?
5.
6.

Are
Does

Italians
it

larger

make any

are reared in black

large

of drone-comb is present.
Perhaps
an old queen was present at the time of combbuilding.
You can help matters by taking out
any frames that have too much drone-comb, replacing them with frames full of worker-foundation.
You micht also cut out the dronecomb, and put in its place patches of workercomb.
Spring, however, is the best time for
this,

they

will

Missouri.

—

Answers.

2.

a lot of drones, and a large number of dronecells.
There are not many worker-cells, and
almost all of them are empty.
vVhat is the

—Hard
proportion

have one that cast

I

week in June. Thev
to work 3 weeks, and have the broodchamber full of honey and brood. They have
stored no honey in the super.
For the past
3 weeks they have stopped all working.
continued

1.

have a large colony of bees that work
well, but do not have much honev.
They have

an

is

^

of a queenless colony?
a large swarm the first

ern
I

mean

Answer. Just two things to get rid and to
rid of moths.
Keep none but strong
colonies.
Second, keep Italian bees.
Even a
quite weak colony of Italians will keep the
moth at bay. For years I've paid no attention
to moths, and my bees are to a large extent
hybrids.
Years ago, when I had bees that
could be guaranteed pure black, the moths
were quite troublesome.
keep

the sections.

Answer.

probably
Either one

Getting Rid of Moths.

Perhaps Old Queen.

What is good for bees in the fall of the
\.c are
year when they get after sour fruit?
troubled here in the fall with bees aying on
Michigan.
with cholera.

you

clover"

1
am a young bee-keeper. I have been
brought^ up with bees until my father died.
Since his death I have been taking care of the
bees.
They have increased from 3 colonies to
ir. and about 9 ot the 11 are strong colonies.
The other 2 are weak. I find moths in some
of the other colonies, too.
I go to the hives
every morning and raise the hive and clean
out from underneath.
I would like to know
how to get rid of moths.
Illinois.

2.

put

I.

Fruit.

"wild

queen r

Supers Under Brood-Chamber.
What would be the result if supers are

right.

Bees Gathering from Sour

By

white clover or sweet clover.
excellent honey-plant.

Answers.
be

to

—

i.

than black bees?
difference if Italians

combs?

Virginia.

Rightly managed, they ought

profitable.

2. The rule is that the worker-bees should
show 3 yellow bands, although the first
band, the one toward the head, is very narrow.
That is as the pure Italians come from Italy.
Bees are bred in this country, however, that
have more yellow.
Some think them an improvement, others not.
3. A clipped wing never erows out again.
Any
time
from
June till Fall.
4.
5. You can distinguish no difference.
6. No.

all

Cellar for Wintering Bees.
I

have a cellar under the west wing of

my

by 7 feet high.
There are 2
in the west end.
It is built of stone,
concrete floor; lathed and plastered over

house,

16.X26

windows
with

head.
There are two 2-inch ventilators in
the north wall.
I partitioned 8x16 feet off
In the
the north side of this cellar for bees.
fall of igo6, I placed 50 colonics in it.
In

—
September, 1908.
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the Spring of 1907, I took out
40 very weak
colonies and s bushels of dead bees.
In the fall of 1907, I extended the
partitions
to the west wall, took out the window,
and put
in two dummy windows in its
place.
I
cut
holes through the dummies for a
4inch pipe;
put the pipe through these holes and
extended
It slanting up the outside
12 feet.
There is a
damper in the cellar end of the pipe. I
raised
the platform that the hives were on
10
Irom the floor. The last of November. I inches
put ^e
colonies
fair condition in the cellar.
Last
spring I took out the worst lot of
bees I
ever saw— nearly all dead, with water
and
honey running from the hives; combs
all

m

mouldy

and daubed.
can I make that cellar a safe place
winter bees?
I used the Heddon hive.

How
to

Michigan,
Answer.— It isn't easy to say just what is
tne trouble without having more
particulars
suspect that the chief trouble is cold.
If the
stands a good part of the winter below
45 degrees, you can not expect good results
If a small stove is kept to warm
the cellar
I

cellar

whenever the temperature

may

solve

the

important,

but

right.

falls

below

that

41;,

whole trouble.
Ventilaiion
likely your ventilation is

Toads— Packing Bees

is

all

Winter-

for

Bees Gnawing Foundation

Brood-Frames

wT

y°"

''^''P

in Winter.
"°'" «="'"e bees?
^""i^

I' _Which
u°would be the best way
2.
for wintering bees, by putting 2 colonies in
each chaff
.

''y P"»'"K 'hem all in one?
?L
3- Would a colony of bees produce enough
honey from August on, to keep them
throulh
the winter?
'

What makes

4.

the bees

tion-starters?

gnaw

the

founda-

Should the brood-frames be taken out for

.5.

winter?

If

how should

not,

P°"«"?

get

I

out

the

Minnesota.

Answers.— I.

Perhaps no better way than

hives so high that toads cannot
reach
entrance.
There is the advantage of mutual
heat
by having 2 in the same box.
3. Sometimes yes, s metimes
no. All depends
upon the amount of forage.
to

raise

ttie

2.

'"'°'"-,
I^'schief, perhaps, and
they use the wax the same as beeglue
Generally you will find them gnawing
foundation only when they are not
^storing^
It is a bad plan to leave
sections on the hive
after the harvest is over.

,,Jh}
perhaps

'^fu''-

"',';^'

„„r A°,'

'^°

yo"

,^-3"t

to get

the pollen

for the bees it is as valuable as
honej; sometimes more so.
If you could get all the pollen
out of the combs in the fall, you
would find

c"ouff gafhe'r^^ollen""

'"

''""' ""

'""^

""=

Starting with Bees.
have one colony of bees, said to
be the

I

^'''"'
•"'"''= ^^ "«=y all call
fhlllf"'
T.,"'7
them.
The fuzz on ""i
the front part of their
bodies IS very yellow on most of them;
some
arc silvery gray. They were put
in a new hive
with 8 frames.
After I had them 2 weeks I
put on a super with 24 pound-sections,
with
one inch of foundation in each case.
must have the hive about full of honey Thev
as it
18 very heavy.
I
never had anything to do
with bees before, so I would like
to know if I

have gone right so far.
There is a
A'""'<=^" I'^'^ Journal that I
'",
t!"^
"'I
understand.
I got my bees June
20, and
been trying to get some more, but
they
stopped swarming.

great

don-

have
have

would

like to know how I can see.
the
without getting stung.
kind of bees do you think best for
honey from red clover?
I
would like
to know this, as I am going to
get some more
I

2.

queen
3..

get

What

mg

°"^'-

2 or

days after the swarm is hived,
or as soon as the queen has begun
to lay bc^
low.

y

It

IS

3

quite possible, too. that

more super-

room should have been given before this.
Don't
till
the first super is filled, uut give
the
second super when the first is half filled;
soon'he colony is strong and the yield
heavy.
.,
1
Instead of having only a i-inch
starter in each
section, many of our best comb-honey
producers
fill
the section with foundation.
wait

2. One way is to wear veil
and gloves, so
that the bees can not get at vou
to sting
you.
You may do without the gloves if
use care in moving slowly and handling you

the

^^"^

is

any difference,

Italians

now

(,reek

to

you

will

A

be

entirely clear
bee-paper comes after a bee-book as a sort
of
supplement, and there are some standing in
their own light who think they can
get along
with the paper alone.
If you can't have both,
do without the paper and get the book.

and

how

is

It

you cleanse or brighten beeswax
What kind of acid do you use, and
applied?
Michigan.

Answer.— You
fully

treated

in

X Y

B

will
find the matter very
.atest edition of Uoot's "A

C and
Z of Bee Culture."
In a
large way steam is used.
Not many have that.
In that case you can use, in a smaller way,
a
large earthenware kettle.
Into this put a small
quantity of water, and, after it has come to
a boil put in a cake of wax.
When melted,
add the acid.
"If this is too slow and tedious a job, a
large iron kettle that will hold 7 or 8 pails
of water may be used.
Fill this kettle about
half full of water.
Start a fire under it. and
when the water boils, put in the wax. When
melted, add the proportionate amount of acid.
Keep hot for a few minutes, and then allow
the fire to die down.
As soon as all the particles of dirt have settled in the water,
dip off
the free wax on top, being careful not to stir
up the dirt in the water."
I have cleansed wax by merely
pouring the
acid into the wax and water, after it was taken from the fire and ready to be poured out
and cooled, pouring in the acid very slowly

for fear

it

would

boil

over.

Sulphuric acid is the kind used, in the proportion of about one part to 100 of wax and
water.
G. M. Doolittle uses a pint of strong
vinegar in a ouart of water for every 10
pounds of wax.
Some foundation-makers prefer that the wax
be not thus cleansed, saying that it changes
too much the character of the wax.

Milkweed as a Honey-Plant?
I want to ascertain the value of milkweel
blossoms for honey.
It is very plentiful here.
The blossoms have a very fragrant odor, and
contain a great deal of sweet.
The blossom
slapped on the back of the hand will make it
wet with the sweet liquid. It has occasionally
been used by the Indians in making sugar, and
the taste is nearly the same as maple.
I am a
small farmer and thought that possibly this
milkweed might be valuable for honey.
If so.
I think I should like to try a few colonies
of

°^^s.

Michigan.

—

Answer. From what you say, the plant
to be a great
honey-yielder; greater,
probably, than is generally supposed.
Nothing
very definite is known on this point, and it
IS doubtful if any milkweed honey has ever
been reported.
Vou arc in a good position to
test the matter, and perhaps can give definite
information that will be valuable.
If the common milkweed, Asclcftiai coniuti, is meant, it
ought

IS better
known by the fact that its pollenmasses cling to the feet of the bees, crippling
and sometimes causing them to be driven from

the hive.
It may be, as Prof. Cook suggests,
that the large amount of nectar yielded may
much overbalance the harm done in this way.

1.

Partly Filled Sections.
combhoney supers,
many sections only partly filled.

In

taking off

I

find

very
I know
they will be very valuable next year to coax
the bees into the supers; but what can I do
with them now?
2. I filled
some supers with these sections
and put them back on the hives, as they con-

tained

considerable honey; besides, I thought
be safest there from the moths.
it be best to leave these sections on the
hives through the winter?
Would the comb
them get black?
Missouri.

they

would

Would

m

Answers.— I. In many localities there is
a fall flow, and if there is such a flow in your
locality you may be able to get the bees to
fill
out the partly filled sections.
If the flow
is over, the sooner they are off the hive the

,s

'" •"= ''^P' over winter
emptied out by the
If you have so many of them
that you
have something like a superful for
each colony,
you may put them where the bees
can have

sh„,,ld'1fi'°"%i";?''"'S
should have all their honey
bees.

access to
the open

them

all

at

once, putting them out in

perhaps better toward Svening.
But
proportion to the
or 4 supers in a
pile, and allow an entrance
so small that only
one or two bees can pass at a time.
You see

'"1 only a few in
nuZr
number of bees, then pile 3

I;J=
2.

Cleansing Beeswax with Acid.

It

ake the sections

to the bees again

1°^

Fk

No, don

^'^'^

'"^^P,

t

leave

a

a'

''"'<^

'o'

of sec-

them on

after the bees
them.
The sections may not get
,'^- •"" they are likely to be daubed
^i,rV
with bee-glue so that the bees will
not readily

stop

How do
with acid?

Even if you do not have a fall flow,
some time before it begins, betted
off and then give them
back
when the flow is on. Partly

better

are

•'L
probably
better than blacks; but you needn't
count much on red-clover honey from any
but
bumble-bees.
^'
X""^
y°" a P'«<:<^ of advice that may
>.
"}'
be worth
$5.00 to you if you have only a sinele
colony of bees, and I'm not coing
to charee
you a cent for it. My advice is to ..uy a beebook.
After you have studied it with some
care, many things in this publication
that are

Missouri.

Answers--i. You have done very well for
a
beginner.
Next time, instead of waiting
weeks before putting on sections, put them 2
on

withm

bees gently, using just enough smoKe
to keep
the bees under subjection.

work

in

^^"-

!""°

'^'^•^P

""=

sections

envtrE,1 in a dry
J'"'"place
covered
over winter.
,

—

Gunny-Sack Smoker- Fuel
Shreddea
Wheat Biscuit and Honey.
Take a piece of an old gunny-sack, roll it
up and light one end of it with a
match.
Ihen crowd it down into the smoker and
put

a few small chips on top.
Vou will get a
bigger cloud of smoke in this way than
any
other kind of fuel.
If the piece of gunnysack IS pretty well propolized, all the better.

lake

shredded

a

wheat

pretty well with hot water,

biscuit,

mash

it

soften

down

it

flat,

then cover it with butter, and cover again
with
a very good quality and quantity of
extracted
honey.
Then eat it and tell readers of the

American Bee Journal how you

like

it.

Edwin Bevins.
The
a

best fuel for smokers
of convenience.

matter

(.Durlap;

seperato,

is

to

some extent

Both gunny-sack
and dry hardwood chips are excellent
and no doubt the combination is

Just now the chips are plentier in this
locality than burlap, so they are
preferred.
piece of cotton rag that has been saturated
with saltpeter is thrown in the smoker,
a
match touched to it, the smoker filled with
chips, and then a little blowing puts the
fire

good.

A

good

in

trim.

burlap is the favorite of W. L. Coggform of old phosphate sacks, which
are probably plenty in his locality.
He rolls
up a piece of the material, ties a string around
It at
intervals, and then chops the roll into
proper lengths with an ax.
Each roll has one
end dipped in saltpeter-water, and when dried
"The

shall, in the

It
IS easily lighted.
Shredded wheat biscuit are mostly used here
minus the "shredded," but the rest of the prescription IS all right with a little variation.
piece of biscuit, or bread, is fairly spread
with honey, cut up into squares, and then
slid from the plate into a bowl of
Guernsey
cream.
No particulars are needed as to the

A

rest.

Getting Into the Bee-Business.

A

novice in the bee-business has got into
trouble by having a swarm of bees make a
home
the cornice of my house in June, 1007
They seemed to thrive, for on June 16, 1908,
they swarmed, and went away.
Well, I said.
Good riddance," but again on the 25th another swarm came out and 1 thought if they
were going to keep that up I would take a
hand, so I resurrected an old hive that I had
not seen for years, and a neighbor came and
hived them, and on the 28th another swarm
came out, and I put them in an old box. Now
I
thought it time to prepare for the future,
so I got a new dovetail hive, and none too
soon, for on the 29th they swarmed again
and I hived them in the new hive, and on
July 1st. another swarm issued and a crackerbox had to make a home for them.

m

Now I have become interested in the little
workers, and have ordered a bee-book and
two bec-p.Tpcrs, but my trouble has just commenced.
I looked at the first box-hive on the
25th, and there is considerable honey in it
and joined to the cover. If I make an opening in the cover and put a hive with frames
and foundation on top. will the bees go into
the hive?
Then I can put the hive on the
bottom and save the bees, for I rather like to
work with them, and we seem to get along
pretty well.

Answer.

Illinois.

— This

is an extraordinary year, and
your numerous swarms m.iy all
build up for winter.
Ordinarily it would be
good practise to return all after the first to
it

may

be

th.lt

the old hive.
Yes, if you

set a hive on top, the bees
will go into it without any trouble, but their
brood-nest will remain below, and the hive

—
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above will be

filled

That

with surplus honey.

do so if, and after, they have
If you
the space in the hive below.
set the old hive over the new, then when
down for want of room above,
crowded
they are
their
hive
for
lower
they will occupy the
brood-nest, and you will have tne unper hive
with honey, providing the upper hive
filled
is not too large for the amount they will gather.
they

is,

will

all

filled

If you prefer to have your surplus in new
combs rather than in the old combs, you can
put empty room above, cutting 3 Uole or holes

in the top of the old hive, so the bees can go
up; then next year you can hive the first swarm
in a good hive, and 21 days later cut up the

old hive.

—

Transferring
Swarms
Absconding
Bees Hunting Bees.

—

A

year ago last spring I bought 2 colonies
Last year they did well,
of bees in box-hives.
having 4 good, strong swarms, but this year
Swarm No. 2 I
but
the first absconded.
all
before they stayed.
limes
put into the hive 3
The
No. 3 went away without clustering.
others left the hive the next day after being
followea them up and they went to
1
hived.
I would like to
the woods in hollow trees.
have standard
I
know what is oest to do.
frame-hives with foundation starters in them.
bees cluster?
make
way
to
2. Is there any
and how should bees be trans3. When
My bees are
ferred from trees to hives?
Italians and are in box-hiv.s. all but this
1.

year's
4.

swarm.

What

Is there

the best

is

way

to

any better way than

hunt wild bees?
to line them?

New

is heat.

they'll cluster of their
3.

own

accord.

Cut the tree and split it open; then transyou would from a box-hive.
There is probably no better way than to
them, if indeed there is any other way.

No.

20,

3

swarm July

swarmed; hived

in

No.

11;

to

—

—

much

difference

different

in

localities;

I

know.
In nearly 50 years' experience
I'm not sure I ever had but one virgin swarm,
and that was this year. A stray swarm came
that's very
to me some time before May 25
and I clipped its queen,
early for this localitv
counting that no further attention needed to
July
be paid to it on the score of swarming.
14 I noticed that it was very weak in bees,
and on opening the hive I found no brood but
some sealed brood, and the remains of several
queen-cells, a virgin queen being present which
I suppose a
began laying a few days later.
virgin swarm had issued with the clipped
queen: she was either lost or destroyed, and
a swarm issued with the first maturing virgin
I hardly expect to have another virgin
queen.
swarm in the next 40 years, but 1 don't want
to move into your neighborhood where virgin
don't

—

—

swarms

are

all

the fashion.

4.

line

Some Queen

I do not wish to criticise or set myself up
as a critic in anything pertaining to bees, but,
permissible, I would like to say a few
if
words in reply to your answer to "Virginia,'
page 215, in regard to so-called virgin swarms.
In your answer you say they are not at all
common. They are very common in this "neck
In fact, I always look for
of the woods."
my early swarms to swarm in from 4 to 5
weeks after hiving, if we have any honeyflow to amount to anything, and I find my
bee-keeping neighbors all have the same diffiTo illustrate, I will give you the dates
culty.
of a few of my first swarms this season, with
I clip my queens so
date of virgin swarms.
that any swarm I do not wish to hive in another hive I can take the queen away frorfl,
and run the swarm back into the »"ld hive
again.
I hived it in
June 18, No. 84 swarmed.
No. 120, on old combs, and put on super.
I
run them
They swarmed out June 23.
back and put on another super, i dey swarmed
run back
I
out again June 27, 28, and 30.
Then I
again with old queen each time.
took a notion to know what was inside of the
One
I found both supers well started.
hive.
The outside brood-combs
nearly half full.
were pretty well filled with honey. There was
brood,
was
some
some in all the others. There
but not a large amount. There were 8 capped
They surely
queen-cells, and 3 not yet capped.
could not have swarmed for want of room.
It was only 13 days from the day the swarm
'1 iie
soonest I ever had a
was first hived.
This year
virgin swarm before was 19 days.
Now I will give you a
I had 2 in 13 days.
list of 5 or 6 others:

I will first give extracts from my note-book,
I started on purchasing an apiary from
a neighbor who had let the bees run thembrought the bees
I
selves for a few years.
home on April 17, from his cellar. Bad weather prevented me from going through them till

June
virgin

6,

No. 8 swarmed; hived in No.

swarm July

7.

,

.

15;

virgin

June
virgin

13,

...,..,„

swarm July
19,

2.

No. 2 swarmed; hived in No.

swarm July

8.

6.

13.

May

12;

s

— good,
ly

brood in

3

combs, near-

full.

indications,
—external
gressing.
brood
May 30 —queenless,
— swarmed, put
July

May

20

all

No.

16.

in

I

stand,

leaving

not pro-

hatched.
on old
16 close be13,

side.

Tuly 20

—looked

July 23

one capped.
— queen-cells;suddenly
stop

for eggs.
O. K., bees
balled queen; poured a little

I.

syrup on them.

Do queens sometimes

lay-

the bees do not recognize that
they are failing and supersede, while there are
eggs and larva; in the hive; or what happened
to No
13 s qu
Is it not most unusual for a cell to be
capped so quickly after loss of queen?

ing and yet

have done when

I

the bees balling the queen, other than

I

3.

What ought

pour a
the

little

hive?

I

warm

to

saw
did,

syrup on them and close

Honey was coming

—

in

fairly

well,

not use smoke just a whiff over the
tops of the frames.
under
4. Would you use a cell from a colony
Manitoba.
like circumstances?

and

I did

'

—

Answers. i. I doubt that a good queen
ever stops laying when the workers want her
Indeed it is a common thing in the
to lav.
fall for a queen to continue laying when the
workers no longer hatch the eggs. The nueen
of No. 13 may have been accidentally killed
May 6, or, as sometimes happens, the bees may
have balled and killed her after you had the
hive open.

,,

No. I swarmed; hived in No. 13;
virgin swarm July 7.
June 15, No. 67 swarmed; hived in No. 83;

June

May
No.

did

own queen,

the

right
if

thing.
the hive

When

bees
be quickly

May Be Starved or Chilled Brood
Comb Foundation Splints.
The
have 2 new colonies of bees.
1. We
The
brood from half to full grown is dead.
younger part of the brood and comb look all
What is the
"There is some honey.
right.
What will cui.: them? It has been
matter?
wet all spring here.
2. Why do they carry out the young of all
ages?
to put over top-bars tor
is best
3. What
winter and summer?
splints
4. What do you mean when you sav
Missouri.
in foundation?"

—

Answers. i. It mav be starved brood. It
possible that it is nothing more than chilled
brood; although that is not so likely at this
There is some reason to fear
time of year.
may be that dreadful scourge, foul brood.
it
I am not an expert on bee-diseases, and your
best course, if you are a member of the
National Bee-Keepers Associa on, is to send
a sample to General Manager N. E. France,
If you are not already a
Platteville, Wis.
member, send along a dollar to become one.
member
It will be well for you to become a
anyhow, even if you have no disease.
It may be
from starvation.
2. It may be
because the wax-worm has been at work on the
brood-combs.
the con3 That depends somewhat upon
A large proportion
struction of vour hives.
of hives nowadays are made with only about Vi
These need
inch between top-bars and cover.
With
nothing over top-bars but the cover.
a deeper space, cover with sheeting, enameled
is

cloth,

gunny

sack,

etc.

You probably know that wires are used
prevent foundation sagging in brood-frames,
Well, in place of
and to hold it in nlace.
wires little sticks of wood, 1-16 inch square,
running from top-bar to bottom-bar, are used.
4.

to

These are called foundation-splints.

Hives

—Moving Bees to

Cellar

Them.

2. Yes;
and yet it was not so very much
The cell was capped 3 days
out of the usual.
If it is 5 daj;3
after the queen was balled.
from the time the egg hatches till the cell is
sealed, and if the bees selected a larva 2 days
old. then in 3 days it would be sealed.

and

next
think I would finu
any advantage in using 2 cases containing
brood-chamber,
frames sH inches deep for a
and a case of the same style for surplus
(section) honey, or would you advise me to
stick to the regular lo-frame hives?
H mile to
2. I must move my bees about
Last winter I hauled
cellar them next winter.
them on a wagon and put them in without a
Do you think
flight, and they wintered well.
close to the
I could move them to a location
winter quarcellar before time to put them in
season's increase.

Questions.

which

Virgin Swarms.

You
their

and quietly closed, rarely does any trouble follow.
If you want to be so careful as to guard
against the rare case that sometimes happens,
you can cage the queen and let the bees liberate
her by eating out the plug 01 candy.
4. Yes, if the stock was good.

lo-frame hives,
1
I have 8 colonies in
for
this winter intend to build new hives

as

fer

3.

ball

3.

cap the climax, June 15, No. 17
swarmed, hived in No. 9, swarmed out every
day for 6 days, then 1 changed hives, and
They went to
gave them No. 31 with super.
work and in a few days 1 gave them the second super. They sent out a virgin swarm July
13, and the old colony No. 17 swarmed July
20, with young queen reared in the hive, the
first young queen reared in the parent colony
that 1 ever had lead off a swarm after rearShe left the hive in about the
ing brood.
same condition as to brood and honey as an
ordinary prime swarm, and a super about 2-3
full of honey.
'Two years ago I tried "shook swarming" to
I
see if that would make any difference.
shook six swarms, and every one of them
sent off virgin swarms within 25 to 36 days,
My bees
so that did not help me out anv.
are hybrids common blacks and Italians mixed,
Why do they
with Italian predominating.
swarm worse with me, or rather in this locality
than elsewhere ?
Of course, with virgin swarms I kiways have
to kill the old queen and run the swarm
back, then cut queen-cells to hold them together, for it would never do to let them
separate at that stage of the game, and that is
the way I treat all swarms after winter losses
are made up, which nearly requeens the whole
Minnesota.
yard every year.
Answer. I know only what I have learned,
and it seems I have a good many things to
I am very glad to get this letter,
learn yet.
for after reading it I'm not as ignorant as I
was before. Now don't ask me why there is

And

so

Jersey.

—

The usual cause of abscondi.
See that the hive is shaded, if only
by an armful of fresh-cut hay on top, w;cighted
down by a stick of firewood, and it will be a
Give abundance
help to shower it with water.
Besides having the entrance as
of ventilation.
large as possible, let there be a large opening
above, shoving the cover forward so as to
In adleave an inch space for 2 or 3 days.
dition to this you might give a frame of brood.
Bees don't like to lose so much of a start
toward house-keeping.
2. I'm not sure there's any easy way to make
them cluster, unless to sprinkle them with
water; but I don't believe you can stop them
from clustering. At least 99 times out of too
Answers.

ing

'June
virgin

Do you

If so, when would you
ters, without loss?
honeyadvise me to do it— after the surplus
flow, or a little before time to cellar them?
one colony at
3 If I moved them all but
the bees rethis time of the vear, would not
turning to the old location all be saved bv the

remaining colony

left

on

its

old

stand?

Maine.

Doubtful, especially as you
would have two sizes of frames and hives on
And yet it would hardly cost anything
hand.
for, after trial, it
experiment;
to make the
you should prefer the deeper hive, you could
bome
use the shallow ones for extracting.
thing— use
of our best producers do that very
deep brood-chambers and shallow extractingchambers.
,
t.
.
mov2 You would probably have no loss by
but
ing them after they had ceased to gather,
before
early enough so they will have a flight
to
right
It might be all
going into the cellar.
""ar !?:
haul them and put them into the
mediately, without any flieht, but Im afraid
does harm, at least sometimes.
it
would be
colonies
moved
the
but
3. Yes,
depletei
terribly

Answers.— I.

.

Introducing Queens.
an Italian "ueen a few days ago
Having no other
a large Benton cage.
introducing cage. I placed the cage with the
queen between the top-bars of 2 frames, remake place for
to
moving one frame in order
side down.
I placed it with the wire
ti.o cage.
and also
In 30 hours I removed the old queen
removed the pa^er covering from the candy.
In 54 hours the bees had removed the candy.
I receivea

in

—

—

—
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gaining access to the queen and killing her.

Did

1.

do right in removing a frame in

I

room

.order to find

for the introducing cage?
the cage be placed?
2. I opened the hive when the queen had
been in ^4 hours, and also when it had been
in 48 hours, when there was a very thin layer
of candy left, which made me conclude that
they would release the queen in about 6 more
hours.
Should I have opened the hive after
removing the old queen?
^. Did I do wrong in removing the old queen
30 hours after putting in the queen to be
not,

If

how should

introduced?

Snould

I
have removed the old queen
time of introducing the new queen?
The colony I tried to introduce her into was
a second after-swarm, 4 weeks old.
4.

Minnesota.
any way so
that the bees could readily hobnob with the
queen, and also get at tne candy.
2. Opening
the hive unnecessarily can do
no good, and sometimes it does harm.

Answers.

—

i.

It

was

all

right;

Nowadays

those who favor leaving the
old queen in the hive after the new one is
put in rather favor about 3 days before the old
queen is removed and the bees allowed to get
at the candy.
3.

might have been safer.
was only 24 hours from the time the old
queen was Killed till the bees were allowed to
4.
It

It

get at the new queen.
That's a pretty short
time for the bees to transfer their allegiance
from one sovereign to another.
You removed the card-board from the candy.
Instructions generally are to allow the bees to
gnaw the card-board away.

Answer.

Oklahoma.

—

The probability is that there is
bees, but something
I don't know what it
but some plant is yielding honey that hehaves badly. There is probablv nothing you can
do about it except to wait till the bees get
through bringing in that kind of honey, and
then get it out of the hive, for it is not likely
it will he good for bees to winter on.
If only
a small amount, the bees may use it up before
winter.
nothing wrong with the
wrong with the honey.
is,

—

—

or

Propolis Knife— Chaff Cushions.
1. What is the best way to get
a swarm

of
bees into a frame-hive?
2. I read in
Gleanings that bees do better
in the sun than in the snade.
Is that so?
3. Are metal-roof covers for hives with inner
covers better than wooden covers? If so, why?
4. What is the best kind of knife to use for
scraping propolis off of sections taken from the
supers ?

What

the best way to make chaff cushions for hives to winter bees in ?
'.

Answers.

is

—

New
i.

hived in

IS

York.

If you mean to hive a swarm,
a movable-frame hive just the

same as in a box-hive. If you mean to transfer
Irom a box-hive into a frame-hive, wait till
the colony swarms and hive the swarm in the
unproved hive. Then 21 days later all workerbrood will have emerged, and you can cut up
the old hive and melt the combs.
2. There may be some locations where
bees

do better in the sun, but hardly in yours or
mine.
I
take a good deal of pains to have
mine under the shade of trees, more for the
comfort of the operator than of the bees, and
yet the bees do very well, thank you.
3- Their chief advantage
is that
they are
always rain-proof.
our house we use a cabinet scraper
4. At
such as cabinet-makers use, and also sandpaper.
This for the tops and bottoms of the
sections while they are

all

in

a

block.

Then

what little scraping is needed after the sections are taken apart is done by a common
case-knife kept pretty sharp.
5. Make a plain bag a little larger than the
size of the required cushion, closed on all
sides except enough of an opening on one side
to admit the *'stuffing."
At each corner sew
a straight seam as long as the depth of the
cushion.
Don't sew it with the bag lying
flat,
for that would spoil the shape of your
cushion.
Instead of that, pinch the cloth together sidewise at each corner, making a seam
that will be vertical in the finished cushion,
making the cushion box-shaped. Fill the cushion and sew up the hole.

Unsealed Cells of Honey.
I

have

12 colonies, all doing fine but
best colony.
It is in a homemade
In the spring they went to work
I
'\P''il
put on a super.
They
,
with comb in a short time, filled one
side of comb with honey, and sealed about
two-thirds of the cells all right.
The unwaled cells arc about half full of honey.
When I raise a frame to examine it, the
I.

one— my

frame. hive.

Jlf^'y-.
filled it

'P

honey will commence to blubber. Five weeks
ago I took out 5 frames of the partly-filled
combs, took out what there was in them, and
put 3 inches of found.irtion in the feturned
frames.
They went right to work and filled
the frames with comb and honey, but have
sealed only a part of the cells.
What is the

some of the parts, and weigh a single frame,
and then estimate.
The difference between the weight of a new
and an old comb is a constantly varying quantity.
A new comb may weigh about half a
pound, and gradually increase in weight with
each year until it weighs 3 times as much,
and then if may still keep on increasing.

may disappear

4. Yes, it
although the

seeds

of

to

disease

all

appearance,
there all

are

the while.

Feeding Granulated Sugar for Winter
Stores.

Foul Brood Not from

Comb Founda-

tion.
have 8 colonies of bees 4 new ones.
This year is the first I have used comb foundation.
My new colonies have foul-brood. Is
It likely that they got it from the foundation?
1.

We

2.

Can

IS it
•'.
_

IS

It

—

save any part of these hives, or
best to uurn everytning?
Will they winter in this condition or
I

best to change

Answers.— I.

them now?
Missouri.

No

know

case, that I

of,

has

been reported in which the disease was carried
by foundation, and it is asserted very positively
that it can not be thus carried.
The long continued heating of the wax when made into
foundation prevents any such occurrence.
2. The
hives may be used again, but not
the

I have
3000 pounds of granulated
which I wish to feed the bees for winter

Is
I
I

How

Please
be of

me any

give

They can winter as they

the

you think would
Iowa.

— Opinions

Some think best
feed early and thin; hut lately there seems
a tendency to feed later, half and half.
Quite
late it may be 2 parts water to 5 of sugar,
fed warm.
In England they insist that cane
sugar is greatly to be preferred to beet.
In
this country there seems no preference, and it
is doubtful if there is any way by which one
can be sure of having pure cane and not beet
sugar. Of course I am referring in either case
to granulated sugar.
differ.

to

Brood and Honey

are.

Honey Come From?

The alsike clover has blossomed very much
this year, and I have noticed that very
few bees were on it.
I
have examined the
clover and found that there was some liquid
in It.
Now, was this water or nectar, as the
bees did not take to it, and there is also no
seed in same?
I have 4 colonies, extracted
150 pounds, and
have 48 pounds of comb honev from them.
can not understand where all this comes
1
from, as they did not get it from the alsike,
and there are very few different flowers to
get It from except some white clover.
Wisconsin.
Answer.— Very likely any liquid you found
in^ alsike blossoms was nectar, unless
it
was
here

rain or dew.
I have
2 pieces of alsike that
bloomed bountifully at the regular time but
scarcely a bee was to be found on it.
Either
there was no nectar in it, or the bees
had
so much to do on white clover
that they
could give little attention to the alsike.
I suspect the latter, and it may have been the
same
with you.

—

Double Hive-Covers
Hive Weights
for Winter Foul Brood.

—

I

have some ventilated or double covers

which are

recommended

so strongly for the
Calfornia, hut I believe that even
California the bees would be better
the sunshine possible for any way
8 months of the year.
Now if I am right in
that, then a single plain cover and
tlfe
use
of shade-boards would be preferable to
the
double cover.
2. I have a
few colonies in old hives a.id
on old combs which are not ^ f 1 ich account
(the combs, I mean). Now in Ihe fill I would
like to put these bees on good combs.
I run
for extracted honey.
Would it do for me to
fill
the brood-chamber with nice, new, empty
combs, and put the super with the old combs
containing the honey for winter supply on top
of It?
I
am at the same time going to put
in young queens, and thought by giving
all
new combs I would give them a good chance
to do some work in the fall as well
as early
next spring.
3. What should he the weight of a
2-story
lo-fr.nme Langstroth hive with
45 pounds of
sraled honey for winter supply?
How much
difference in the weight of new and old combs?
4. Does foul brood disappear during a heavy
honey-flow to show up again the following
spring
the same colonies?
California.

climate
"""= ."}

off

advice

to

Answer.

A

1.

sugar

stores.
as safe to feed beet-sugar as cane sugar?
I have is beet-sugar.
should
mix if, half sugar and half cold water?
it

think this

frames.

3.

Where Did

Hiving Swarms
Bees in Sun
Shade?
Metal Hive -Covers

It

with the bees, and what can I do?
There has not been much swarming this year.

the

at

_

matter

m

with

all

1

m

Answers.— I. There doesn't seem much difference between ventilated covers and plain
covers with shade-hoards; but perhaps your
idea is to use the shade-boards only part of
the year.
I don't know, but I think I would
prefer the ventilated covers.
But if your own
experience tells you differently you should he
guided thereby.
2. Your plan ought to work all right.
no such hives to weigh, and so
3. I have
can not give you weight. If you haven't one
convenient

to

weigh

entire,

you

can

weigh

in

Same Frame

Nucleus.

Do

bees deposit honey and brood in the
same frame, or do they use so many frames
1.

for brood and so many for honey?
2. Is a 2-frame nucleus
2 frames covered
with bees on comb, with brood in the comb?

Connecticut.
Ans\vers.
I. Yes, you will find brood and
honey in the same comb, brood in the central
and lower part, honey above and at each end.
In the height of the brood-rearing season you
will find that an extra-good queen may have
one or more of the central combs so filled with

—

brood that scarcely a cell of honey_is in the
frame. The outside frame at each side may be
almost entirely full of honey and pollen.
As
the season comes to a close, there will be more
and more honey in the frames, and the brood
will be correspondingly contracted, until the

queen ceases to

Frames

lay.

Together Apifuge
Extractors and Extracting.
Built

—

1. Last spring I bought one colony of bees,
and got 2 swarms from it.
Now both hives

are full of honey, but the frames of the old
hive stick together badly. To cut them loose
with a knife will kill scores of bees.
What
is best to be done, and
how often should I
take the frames out to prevent this?
2. In what part of the hive can I find the
queen? I am a beginner and never saw a
queen except in a picture.
have a box-hive and would add the
3. I
bees to another colony.
Must I kill the queen
in the box-hive, or will the bees of the other
hive do it?
I think this is difficult, because I
can not take the frames out to look for her.
read in my bee-book about apifuge.
4. I
What is it? Will it really keep bees from
stinging?
5. If a person has no extractor, what is the
best way to clear the honey of comb?
6. Does a one or 2 frame extractor work as
well as a larger one?
What kind should I
bu^ for a dozen colonies?
Ihcre is no other apiary in this whole country so far as I know, and I depend upon the
American Bee Journal for my information.
The "Question-Box" is a great help to beginners.
Washington.

—

Answers. i. There is no way to avoid killing .some brood when cutting apart the combs,
unless you do the work at a time when there
is no brood present.
There will be less of it
now tlian earlier in the season, but more honey
in the way.
In fruit-bloom is a good time, because then there is not so much of eiiaer brood
or honey. Once straightened up in good shape
there ought to be no need ever to take them
out so fax as concerns
their
being built
crooked.
2. The queen may be anywhere in the broodchamber, but is most likely to be found on
the brood. Don't give much smoke, handle the
frames quietly, and look them over one after
another, and you'll be likely to see her ladyship.
3. The bees will see to killing one of the
queens, and perhaps to killing one another.
Some dredge the bees thoroughly with flour

—
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uniting.
Some sprinkle with sugar
syrup, taking care not to start robbing. Some
smoke both lots thoroughly, dumping those to
be united in front of the hive, first a few close
to the entrance, and then the others farther
good way is to put in the frames
out.
from one hive, then the
alternately,
first

when thus

A

other.
4.

the name of some combination

Apifuge is
which combination

of druKS,

is

made pub-

not

and is advertised and sold in England. I
don't remember its being advertised or used
helps to prevent
It probably
on this side.
lic,

stings.

I

tergreen

have seen it claimed that oil of winrubbed on the hands would prevent

stinging.

of no way to get the honey out
without spoiling the comb except by an extractor or by letting the bees empty the comb.
If the comb is not to be saved, then it can
be melted, using only enough heat to melt
the comb, letting it cool and then taking off
the cake of wax.
work,
6. The small extractor does as good
but ot course does not do as much work in a
2-frame extractor will be all right for
day.
a dozen colonies.
5.

know

I

A

—

Pollen for Winter Chunk Honey in
Jars Concrete Winter Cases.

—

1.

I

have 6 colonies of bees.

took out 90

I

pounds of surplus honey from the best colony,
and one superful is on yet, but the lower half
of the extracting frames are chock-full of pollen.
I am thinking of leaving this super on
during winter, as it is a large colony and the
Will
bees have no room in the lower story.
that pollen do them some good during winter?
honey which is cut out with comb
2. Can
and put in glass jars be stored away for winter

use?

3. How would concrete do for winter-cases,
the walls were about I'A inch thick, where
the coldest days are 32 degrees below zero?

if

Minnesota.
Answers. i. No, the pollen will not be likedo any good, neither any harm. Bees do
not consume pollen to any extent except when
active.
But when they commence rearing brood

—

ly to

it is absolutely necessary.
Yes, except that it is more likely to candy
than if left uncut,
3. The probability is that it would not do
very well.

in the spring
2.

Weak

Colonies and Moths

— Trans-

ferring.
have some weak colonies,
remedy for moths?
what is
2. What would you do in case they got to
1.

In

case you
the best

robbing one another?
right to put them in a
3. \Vould it be all
building through the winter?
4. Suppose 2 swarms come out in one day
and both are weak. Would it be a good plan
to put these 2 together and kill one queen?
grandfather had 23 colonies at his
5. My
All
death and I took charge of the bees.
died except 3 colonies, and last spring they
They are in common boxsent out 1 1 swarms.
What
would
hives and the comb is crooked.
you do with them? They are doing_ well and
are strong colonies with the exception of 2,
and the moths are bad. I have to clean them
What is the best plan to
out every morning.
Subscriber.
kill the moths?

—

Answers. i. No remedy for moths is betStrengthen weak
ter than bees, plenty of bees.
colonies by doubling up till they are strong.
2. The comon thing is to contract the entrance, so the bees can better guard it. Straw
or hay piled up and kept wet about the enBut pretrance discourages the robber-bees.
Be careful not
vention is better than cure.
Don't let
to do anything to start robbing.
weak colcombs of honey stand exposed.
onv especially .* queenless, is a temptation to
robbers.
Unite it with another having a good

A

queen.
3. No, unless the building is underground, or
there is some way to keep a constant temperature of about 45 degrees.
4. Yes, only you needn't take the trouble
The bees will see
to kill one of t.ie queens.
However, if one should be of better
to that.
stock than the other, it would oe well to kill
But again prevention is
oorer queen.
the
better than cure, and you ought to have no
weak swarms. Don't allow any swarms after

swarm.
5. Let them stay in the box-hives till they
swarm next year, and 21 days after swarming
the worker-brood will all have emerged, when
you can cut up ine hives, unite the bees with
the swarm, and melt up the combs. There's no
the

first

way of killing moths, just_ mash 'em.
But depending upon strong colonies to keep

patent

especially if you have Italians.
Italian blood in your apiary, and
will keep down the moth.

them under,
Introduce

even a weak colony

Mating

— Clip-

Italians with Blacks
ping Queens' Wings.

some Italian queens.
queens from them and allow them
1.

I

have

If

I

rear

to be mated
with black urones, or those with a little cross
of Italian in them, will the drones from those
from?
breed
enough
to
good
Italians
queens be
I have been told that they would be as good
as if mated with the pure-bred Italian queens.

2. If I clip one wing of my queens will it
do as well as to clip both? Will the queens do
Kentucky.
as well as if not clipped?

—

Answers. i. Dzierzon taught that the mating of a queen has nothing to do with her
That looks reasonable from
drone progeny.
the fact that only the eggs that produce queens
Some insist that in
or workers are fertilized.
some way the drones are also affected by the
mating, but certainly it can hardly be anything
appreciable.
2. It is better to clip the 2 wings on one side.
Then when a queen tries to fly it tumbles her
clipped queen does just the
over sidewise.
same work as if not clipped.

A

Honey

in

Winter Brood-Chamber
Honey-

Incubator for Bees
Knives.

How

—

proceed to get enough honey
You
into the brood-chamber for wintering?
will remember I wanted it out of the broodchamber in the spring. I got it out in the
worst case I had, by replacing the old queen
with a young and more vigorous one, as you
advised, but it was done later than it should
have been. I have had trouble in having honey
distributed in too many half and quarter filled
The bees would not put
frames in the fall.
Dzierzon is reported
it below, or "bulk" it.
to have said, "Keep honey out of the broodHe meant out of the cluster.
nest in winter."
The reason given was that it gave the bees
1.

shall I

If this is preferable, must we tier
cold feet.
up or put 2-story hives in the cellar and most
Mine are
of the honey in the upper one?
Danzenbaker hives, only they are 2 inches

How would it do to add 2
deeper than his.
inches below each hive for clustering space
between hive and bottom-board when there is
I made
brood-chamber?
the
in
honey
much
new bottom-boards 2 inches deep at the entrance, tapered to nothing in the back, and
I had a
use no slats underneath as you do.
few bits of drone-comb of little account built
below, and eggs put in some of them, but prefer the open, deep entrance for hot weather.
harbor
slats below, as they
I dislike your
I
moths when preparing for their change.
found a moth the other day penned up in a
hole cut by himself into a solid top-bar, and
only his head visible from his nearly completed
With one-story hives in the cellar
fewer combs to get moldy, not to
saving room.
the exact number of days beis
2. What
tween the first showing of the brown streaks
on the top of the head of the worker-bee in
the cell, and the day of her coming forth as
In introQUcing queens on
a perfect bee?
hatching brood, it is well to know this, and
we can't find it in the books, and it would
take too much time to work it out.
3. What do you think of an incubator for
I tried an experiment
bees in the spring?
on one colony last spring that may be interOne of the colonies had lost its queen,
esting.
me
a queen that had lost
gave
friend
and a
I put her in the hive that
nearly all its bees.
enough to cover 3 frames. When
had bees
I took them out of the cellar I put them in
the living room or kitchen of the house with
the entrance out under the window, and 2 or 3
weeks later (too late) I thought to set a lamp
under them at night, or whenever there was a
bad wind. I had nailed on a half-inch bottomboard, cut from the heart of a big log on one
side of the heart, like the old-time split shmgle,
that would not split with the heat of the lamp
and poison the bees with its smoke or fumes,
and then the wick from a small lamp turned
up a very little way made things so comfortable that everything was soon going finely.
suppose I mav as well give you all the
I
details of the whole story, so that some one
may avoid any blunders. When the weather
got warm I moved the hive half out of the
window, and the next day all the way out, and
We
the next day the width of itself sidewise.
read about the intelligence of bees, but in
some ways they can be anything but intelliThey were bound to return to that wingent.
retreat.

there

are

mention

dow.

So

I

determined

to

move them

far en-

ough next time, and moved them

to a scaffold
that projects aoove another roof, till one day
I opened the hive and everything was going
well, but the queen had run out of the entrance, and one of her wings being clipped, she
I
fell onto the roof some 3 feet below, and
stepped on her, and though I returned her
Her bees
to the hive I never saw her again.
started a dozen queen-cells, and seeing so
many good cells capped over and from a good
queen, I decided to give them two chances
to save some of her blood, so I divided them
up, and one of the colonics in a Danzenbaker
hive of 9j4-inch deep frames has bees and

white honey enough to winter on, and can
spare a frame of honey into the bargain, and
must have a super at once if the weather comes
The other colony,
good for the buckwheat.
however, occupying the old stand, seems to
have got less bees in the dividing, so I gave
them a frame of brood from a very strong
colony, and expect them to be well fixed for
winter.

Since

writing

this colony

the

above

I

have

examined

it better than the first one
just boiling over with bees
It must have
honey galore.

and find

It
of the two.
and brood, and

is

super to-day.
4. Is it a common occurence for a queen to
go out at the entrance of her hive when it is
This is not the first time
being examined?
it has happened with me.
you before I intended
5. When writing to
to make some remarks as to the seeming com.
bination ot the editorial staff of the bee-papers
One
not to allow criticism in their papers.
of them informed me that he had no room
for criticisms, at the same time acknowledging
paper
that there were statements made in his
Now, why do they
that were "rather wild."
not shut out these "wild" statements, or allow
Is it because their
them to be pointed out?
papers are more and more run in the interests
of advertisers, and no one regards the truth
is at
advertisements
the
when the money for
The meeting of the many editors at
stake?
the conventions, where every one desires to
please and be pleased, no doubt has also an
influence, hut an association, whether of beekeepers or bee-editors, that prefers the dimes
spite
and falsehood rather than the truth,
of what becomes of the dimes, ought to go_ to
We find
wreck, and the sooner the better.

a

m

the Review editor differing from the advertiser
of uncapping knives as to the need of inserting them in hot water to do the proper work,
and he gives Mr. Bingham plenty of space in
Here is
his defense to "put his foot in it."
a point that shows his knives to he better
able to cut butter while hot than when cold,

than anything Mr. Hutchinson could say. Mr.
Bingham says he uses an ordinary scytheThis goes to
stone for sharpening his knives.
show that his knives are too soft to take a
good edge, or they would be ruined by his
I have fought out this thing with
scythe-stone.
Mr. Bingham privately, but to no purpose, and
have a "ood old "Rogers" jacknife with
I
which I could cut holes clean through a Bingham knife, which I am sorry to say I possess.
Let him harden his knife till it will take a
good edge on a "Wachita" or "Washitaw
oilstone, and then the bee-keepers and himself
will be, or ought to be, thankful to me for
I have been enhaving written this letter.
gaged in sharpening tools nearly every well

week-day for more 4han 50 years.
Another point Mr. Bingham will make by

He will
taking the advice given will be this.
have less trouble removing the wax from the
knife edge that he now complains of, for when
hardening,
and
hammering
properly
by
he,
makes it capable of taking a fine oilstone edge,
he will have fewer teeth like a saw to collect
the wax on the edge while in use.
Ontario Novice.

—

Answers. i. I think it is true that with
a small space under bottom-bars and bees wintered out, solid frames of honey with no empty
might
cells in the middle of the brood-nest
mean death to the bees. The bees can not get
together in mass sufficiently solid to keep one
another warm. The case is not so bad in mild
But up in Canada
climates, or in the cellar.
some of the successful ones advocate solid
combs of honey. With the deep space under
your combs there is room enough for the bees
keep
to cluster under the combs, and thus
warm.

Your question is how to get in compact
is scattered through the
Generally as the season draws toward
frames.
a close, especiallv if there is a fall flow, the
matter takes care of itself; the brood-nest
gradually diminishing and the honey crowding
upon it. In any case, you may rely on the bees
to take care of the matter and have the honey
!" the right place, if there is enough honey
form the honey that

the

broodchaiUber.

But

you

may

have

—

—
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honey scattered through more frames than the
A good way is to prepare
hive will contain.
for that in advance, by having a number of
combs of solid honey, and exchanging them
Rather late to talk
for those partly filled.
about that now, but you might Uke the hint
If you haven't these full combs
for next year.
now, the thing to do is to get the bees to
empty part of the combs, storing the honey
They'll do that most readily
in the others.
if you expose in the open air the combs to be
Even if the colonies that need it
emptied.
most don't get it, you can take from those
that have the lion's share and give to the
needy.

may be that your neighbor s bees
it
get more than yours if you fed in the
Then put the combs to be emptied in
upper stories, and let the bees carry down the
hasten matters to mash the
It will
honey.
cappings of all sealed honey, and to make the
Also to cover
combs as dauby as possible.
a cloth over the lower story, leaving only a
small place for the bees to get to the upper
But
would

open.

story.
2.

"On

the

1

6th day, the several parts have

become fully developed; and the eyes begin
American Bee
to assume a brownish hue."
From that it seems
Journal, Vol. i, page 11.
she should emerge in 5 days or so after the

This means that the
close at her heels.
all of the swarm that is on the
inside of the hive at the time the queen makes
her break for fresh air.
Weill Well! no doubt "locality" accounts for
a great many thines, but I never dreamed
that it "cut any ice" in this matter.
I had a very vicious colony of hybrids and
decided to catch the queen when they swarmed,
and give them a better one. To this end I put
a queen-trap on, but as they did not swarm for
several days, and the trap seemed to interfere
The next day I
with the bees, I took it off.
happened to go around to the bee-yard in time
More than half the
to catch them swarming.
swarm was out, and they were still coming in
a stream 14 inches wide and an inch deep; but
I went to some distance to a colony, took off
a trap and knocked off a pint of bees, and returned when fully four-fifths of the bees were
in the air, and still got my trap on in time to
catch the queen.
I have tested this thing before, and the queen
is just as likely to be among the last as first,
if not more so; and I have found the queen on
the outside of the cluster when hiving swarms.

swarm

queen leads

J.

—

laying of the egg.
3.

Your

may

performance

just for the fun of
a profitable tbmg.
a
4. No, it is not

but

it;

I

be

interestmg,
its being

doubt

Tupelo, Miss., Aug.

5.

I

among

to

happen under proper manage-

don't believe there's any combmation
Neither
editors to shut out any writer.

to work solely in the
If any bee-paper does
interests of advertisers.
so it is making a serious mistake, for beebright
lot, and will patrather
a
keepers are

would

it

do for them

ronize a paper only so long as they think said
paper is in the interest of its readers. A paper
must first hold its readers before it can hold
its advertisers.
yes, before it can get
I don't know a great deal about uncapping
knives, but I know good men differ as to havI
suspect, too, that
ing them hot or cold.
under certain conditions the very smoothest
edge might not work so well as a rougher
razor may cut hair, and yet be a poor
one.
May it not be a little
tool to saw a board.
so with uncapping knives?
[The man who even intimates that the
American Bee Journal doesn't give "a square
deal" to every one, whether contributor or
advertiser, simply doesn't know what "a square
If some would-be correspondents got
deal" is.
their just deserts, they woulan't even receive a
reply by mail, much less get any notice in pubBut we are thankful to say that
lic print.
there only a fezv samples o,f the class referred
to, and they are easily ignored when it comes
to putting their sarcastic and egotistic writings
Editor.]
in print.-

CARI.YLE Goldsmith.

Pond CrEEk, Okla., Aug.

A

12.

bee-keeping last fall by the
I commenced
purchase of 5 colonies which came through the
winter all right. I lost one colony by its being
I
robbed early in the spring while feeding.
then purchased 6 more colonies which I have
increased until now I have 28, using the first
swarms for getting surplus honey. They have
produced about 400 pounds, which I will feed
back in September to those that are too weak.
P. W. NiCOLLE.

Mapleton, Orec, Aug.

8.

Only One-Third

of a Crop.

The

bee-keepers* season in this valley is far
advanced to indicate that the yield
per colony will not be more than one-third of
last year.
This is due partly to over-stocking
of some of the ranges, and partly to a parasite
that is getting the honey from the alfalfa,
known, I believe, as the alfalfa-bloom louse.

enough

—

estimated at 4,000 to
great many bees
5,000 colonies— were brought into this (Imperial) valley during the past winter, and there
is much disappointment in results obtained.
J. B. Whitaker.

El Centro,

Calif.,

July

29.

Poorest Season in 25 Years.
If

it

is

of

any interest

to

the fraternity to

know where

the honey cron has been light
season, you can tell the brethern that
has been the poorest season around HudThe bottom dropped
Y.,
in
son, N.
25 years.
out of the flow about July 4, in a most unwas
It
expected and unaccountable manner.
not from drouth or wet or a dearth of clover
root, but simply because there was no necWe have been honing
tar in the flowers.
for a fall flow, but dry weather is blighting
But after the cheerful
our hopes again.
manner of the fraternity, we are reaching
forward hopefully to next season.
Hudson. N. Y. Aug. 22.
this
it

Pretty

Good Honey Crop.

pretty good this year.
wintered 5 colonies, in good condition last
I
I
increased them to 9 colonies, and
winter.
took 642 pounds of fine honey, which I think
sold the honey
I
is good from only 5 colonies.
here at home at 7 cents per pound; and now
the bees have stored enough for winter.

The honey crop here

KncEdretson.

15.

The Queen and

the Swarm.

Mr. I'.rickson has settled the question
whether the queen comes out first or
He says, (page 2^0) that
last with the swarm.
after the queen has taken a look at the weather
she returns, and all the bees on the outside, as
well as all on the inside of the hive, turn their
heads in the direction of the queen.
I can understand how he could tell when all
on the outside had their heads in the direction
of the queen, if there were not too many outside, but how does he know about those insidcf
Then he says the queen gives two or three
yells, and makes for the entrance with the
I

as

see

to

Jas.

McNeill.

is

S.

Westby, Wis., Aug.

chunk honty.
H.

Lentner, Mo.. Aug.

I

S.

extract none.

Carroll.

15.

A Good Honey

Season.

There was a good flow of nice white honey

Good colonies
bees swarmed freely.
averaged 100 pounds or better when given
here;

Hugo Zachgo.

care.

Danforth.
He'll

III.,

Aug.

Make

25.

a Bee-Keeper.

I
am a 1 3-year-old boy.
of bees came to our place

A
this

swarm
summer and

stray

down in an old salt-barrel on our
I would like to
I thought
place in a grove.
learn something about bees, and maybe by

Bee-Keeping

having
an

get

I

it.

year

week,

Beginner's Report.

A

either section or

settled

E.

—

A

14.

Not Much Nectar.
The bees are working in the supers, but not
much nectar is coming in, as it is too dry.

common thing. I never
knew it to happen unless the bees were so excited by smoke or otherwise as to rush out of
the hive in a body; a condition ot affairs that
hardly ought
ment.

D. Rowan.

I am
increased to 30, by natural swarming.
one who thinks it is hard to improve on Nature.
taken close to 500 pounds of fine
1 have
I put
honey, and the hives are full again.
one swarm into a lo-frame Wisconsin hive,
and in just 4 weeks I took off 28 sections of
This, I think, is a good record.
fine honey.
Goldenrod and Spanish-needle are now beginning to bloom, and the indications are good
have a home market for
for a good flow.
1
all the honey I can produce at izYz cents, for

in Missouri.

swarm to start with I might
this
"apiary," as I see the Journal calls
bought some white Wyandotte eggs a
and 1 just sold a few hens this
and have a little money, so I will

ago,

send enough for a year's subscription to the
Maybe it might help
American Bee Journal.
me not to get stung too much. I am not
very much afraid of bees, and people say
that a man that is not afraid is not likely
to get stung; but I want to be on the safe
here
side and learn something anyway, so

goes

my

money.

Sigurd

Kanawha, Iowa, Aug.

Double Zinc

W. Rikansrud.

22.

—A

Correction.

This summer for the first time I was for
certain reasons compelled to have on hand quite
These were each
a few very small colonies.
in one section of our divisible brood-chamber
hive, with an average of 4 drawn combs apiece.
From the beginning, however, there was no
end of trouble from some of the good colonies
At last, the plan
in the way of plundering.
of doubling them up with zinc between was
given a trial.
The force of guards appearing
at the entrance of these double colonies almost
Not
equaled some of the best in the yard.
onlv was robbing effectuallv stopped, but the
upper ones averaged drawing out a frame of
Yes, and some of
foundation each 48 hours.
these small colonies gave a nice little surplus
of section honey.
When only strong colonies are in the yard,
this 2-queen plan may not be of great value;
but in building up weak ones, many advantages
can be found. What I wished to say, however,
was that at a time when the bees are disposed
to quarrel, the best preventive that I have found
when putting them together is to use at the
start 2 sheets of zinc having a bee-space beThere is no danger of their fighting
tween.
under such circumstances, and one of the ex*
cluders may be removed in one or two days to
provide for freer communication.

my

I wish to call attention to an error in
article in the July issue, page 208, in which 1
am made to use the word "agriculture" when
"apiculture" would have been correct.

Ft. Smith, Ark.

Leo. E. Gateley.

Avoiding Weak Colonies in Spring,
How to avoid weak colonies in the spring is
a problem which a New York bee-keeper thinks

I
am a reader of the "Old Reliable," and
No department interests
have been for years.
me as does "Reports and Experiences," except
Yet I apMiller's Question-Box."
it be "Dr.
preciate and enjoy reading every page, even

In fact, by his plan he has the
he has solved.
strongest and most populous kind of colonies
ready for work on the early fruit-bloora in the

the advertisements.
Missouri, while producing a large amount
of honey, as statistics will show, is not noted,
I believe, as a great honey-producer, from the
fact that so few of her apiarists are up-to-date
It has taken
in their methods of management.
me some 10 years to find out that it nays to
handle bees in an up-to-date manner; but exlearned
and
I
have
perience is a great teacher,
to do things right.
The season has been excellent here so far,
The weather
with great promise to the end.
was rather wet the first of the season, which
only served to bring out the great crop of
dandelion and white clover, which exceeded
any crop we ever saw.
I started in with 16 colonies last spring, and

in the habit of

to has recently been
spending the winters in Florida,
as an experiment, he took 60
with
him
by steamer from
colonies
New York to the State of Florida at a cost of
As the hives
one cent a pound for freight.
with contents averaged about 25 pounds each,

The bee-keeper referred

ana

last

fall,

bees

of

was but 25 cents per colony.

the cost

The 60

colonies increased during the winter

to 120, but they stored no surplus worth menThe 120 strong colonies were brought
tioning.
back North in the spring in time to work on
the earliest truit-bloom, and these 120 strong
colonics in the early spring were considered

ample return for the expense and trouble, even
though no surplus honey was secured during the
winter South.

Now

it

is

a

question whether this

can

be

.

September, 1908.

American Hee Journal
accomplished regularly every year, but the fact

it

it

to

California Fruit Products Company
of Colton, Calif., will mail 3 colored Souvenir
Post Cards free to any one who will write
them, and also to an'- friends whose names and
But be sure to menaddresses you may enclose.
tion the American Bee Journal when writing.
The output of canned fruits of Colton equals
about 2,000,000 cans for this season, with a
large quantity of dried fruit, honey,

and

nuts.

on

Sen.l for circular.

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
600 pages, being revised by that large,
.practical bee-keeper, so vpell-known to
the American Bee
all the readers of
Journal Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained,
so that by following the instructions of

bees.

mail for $1.20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for
or, we will
$1.70
mail it as a premium for sending us
FIVE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year, with S3.75.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
Address,

—

GEORGE W. YORK
lis

W. Jackson

Blvd.,

Al

also
2

FASHION BOOK FREE!

8A3t

31-33 Grlswold St.. Delroit, Mich.
Mention Bee Jonmal nben irrltlnar.
special features

ITALIAN BEES

AND QUEENS, l^^^l

standard Gonds.

ALISO APIARY,

W
w

these patterns,

.oyufri...

.-

ITALIANS and

.

_.

_.

pattern you want thereafter fur Sc. I can sell them for
5 cts because I buv theiu by the thousand and don't make
profit. I don't want the prolit. I want your subscription to the FARMER'S CAI_I_. You win save many
^
offer In _ year. WTilTE TO-P.Wl
,,,.

any

CARNIOLANS

Queens

for

folks. Is Its fashions In

.\sk for Circulars.
El Toro, Orange Co., CalU.

Choice

.

JOHN M. STAHL,

Untested. 75c: 12,
1 Tested. $1.00;
1 Selected
12. $11.00.
or Breeder. $2.00 to
1

QUINCY,

Dept

ILL.

$7.50.

Only

$3.00.

Nuclei, Full Colonies or Bees by the
pound. Write for prices. State quantity

wanted.

CHAS. KOEPPEN
Fredericksburg,

Virginia

Fill in

Coupon

below and get

HiinJsuiuest Campaign Badpe you hav©
You luav have it Fbee uiih
our coiiipliiuents. this fob in made of a
line ^rade of seal grained Russia leath-

ever seen-

handHome fobs to get acquainted with
vou and to pet you acquainted with our
.plendid and instructive fami paper.
Fakm asd Stock." an up-to-date iDa^-

azlne devoted mainly to corn find live
toek.
The W«t<h Fob and a three
months' trial subscription piven you
absolutely free on recei pt of 10

othe
thereby you t
handsome premiums free by giving
L-

your

to be de-

both fob and paper,
once whiic they la^l to

FARM AND STOCK
310, St. Joseph, Missouri

three months. Free and Our Offer
L-eaway Superb New Fruits.
Haridsoniest farm paper published,
resting and helpful, even if y'
B only a few trees or plants. Nf
ts are finest ever introduced and
Id cost 31.60 at nursery. Both pe
fectly hardy. Delicious sold high as jfo
bushel. Grapesare just grand. Oncofthe
Tluee handsome FKEE trial copies will be
'.:

When

Box

$7..50.

THE FRUIT-GROWER

Watch Fob Free
YOUR CHOICE OF CANDIDATES
BRYAN OR TAFT

fob;* to

$1.25;

;

;

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.

HONEY

You are sure

copies for 70 cents: lOO for
or 1000 for
500 for $4.00

have for sale 60-pound Honey
in case. Both cans and cases

CHICAGO, IIX.

lelirhbors.
liL'ht'd with
-..-did lOcaC

.SO

Your business card printed fne at the bottom of front page on all orders for 100 or
more copies. Send all orders to the office
of the American Bee Journal.

cans

concJition, at 30c per case.

m. CO..

(wav several of these

prepaid— Sample copy for a2-cent

Prices,

stamp:

250 for r2.25

are in the market for
tracted Hon.
'
Corre;
ey in any quantity. Correspondenci
licited. State kind, quantity and price asked.

The book we

it

.16-

in-

We

—

this book one cannot fail to be wonderfully helped on the way to success with

'*"

Fajetleville. Ark.

R. F. D. No. 3

a

is

honey-pamphlet intended to help

crease the demand for honey. The first
part of it contains ashort article on " Honey
as Food," written by Dr. C. C. Miller It
tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it,
etc. The last part is devoted to " HoneyCookintr Recipes" and "Remedies Usinu
Honey.
It should be widely circulated by
those sellinu honey. The more the people
are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.

Address,

DANIEL WURTH,

in

Honey- Bee

\

ev-

erywhere. His 3Banders are the equal of the very
Untested, 75c each; 6 for
best.
$4.35.
Tested, $1.00 each.

Cans.

Revised by D&dant— L&test Edition

lead

take the

We

Laiv^stroth

paire

Queens

probably would not pay.
F. D. Clum, M. D.
Cheviotonthe-Hudson, N. Y.

The

Honey as a Health-Food.- This

Worth's
Golden

was a success at the first trial leads
think that it tiiay become a profitable
business for those bee-keepers who spend their
Of course, if
winters in the extreme South.
a Iran went South merely to care for the bees
that

me

?!!°

BE ESWAX

consigning, buying,

or selling, consult

R. A.

Our Homeseekers

BURNETT &

199 South Water

St.

telling

CO.

Chicago,

III

intr

to

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards
We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. I
is a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza of
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and sec-

Edition

about womk-rful new fruit

districts in

Northwest, West and Southwest. Our editor
personally visited these sect ions and tells honestly and vividly all about theni. This number
alone worth hundreds of dollars to those seek-

new and profitable home landa Write now
The Fruit-Grower, Saint Joseph, Missouri.

The Fruil-Grower. Box 910. St. Joseph. Mo.
Send paper 3 months FREE and tell ho

It is quite sentiof honey, etc.
No. 2 has the words and mumental.
sic of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby ;" No. 3, the words and music of

tion

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey ;" and No.
4, the words and music of "The Humming of the Bees." We send these cards,
follows: 4 cards for 10
cents, ID cards for 20 cents; or 10 cards

postpaid, as

with the American Bee Journal one year
for 80 cents. Send all orders to the office of the American Bee Journal, 118
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

.

FIVE

ACRES

ONLY

SLOOaOO
Choice Chicago
Suburban prop-

ertjatWinficld.
27 miles west. C. if N. W. Ry.:
rates; 50 minute's ride. Tracts
Fine garden, fruit and timber
land. River frontage. All near depot. Just (he
place for chickens, squabs, mushrooms, bees,
gardens and homes. «S-Send for folder.

Du Page

Ct>.. III..

low commutation
One Acre and up.

VANOERCOOK & SKIOMORE, me

u SALle ST., CHICAGO

September,

American l^Qe Journal

Moore's

Queens of

Strain of Italians

"Forty Years
Amon^ the Bees"

Produce workers thnt fill the supers, ami are not
inclined to swann. They have won a world-wide
reputation for honey -Kathering, hardiness, gren-

never seen them equaled. They

^^^

;

lination that enables

hanifle

sed

"By Dr. C. C. Miller

them

havt

I

My

queens are all bred from mv best lonptongrued (hree-banded red-elover stock (no other
race bred in my apairies), and the cells are built
In strong colonies well supplied with young bees.
PRicEsr'Untested queens, 75c. each; sis $4.00;

doz., $7.50.

Select untested,

One

of the Best

-Known Honey Producers

$1.00;

THIS

gruaranteed. De-

MOORE,

J. P.

Queen-breeder,

am now

I

Mention

Cilliu^

Morgan, Hy.

Ri. 1,

orders by return mail.

Bee Journal

when

frrltlugr.

book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successful with bees.
In 1903 his
crop of
honey was
just

we will mail you the book free as a
premium.) Every bee-keeper ought
to have both the book and the Bee
Journal,

18,000

pounds, and he

Italian

Queens

on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

is

him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

producing part of the United
States, either
Northwestern

orders, and a fine lot

Queens to mail. Untested. 60c; 6 for $3.25;
per doz. Large, prolific Queens from
Moore's strain. Good workers and gentle.

of

cloth,

$6

S. F. Tre^O, Swedona,
Mention

IF

Bee

Journal

when

Illinois.

The book

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent postis

paid for only 11.00; or with
the American Bee Journal
one year for $1.50. (Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the

III.

Bee Journal-with

Trrltlng^

$3.00

-and

GEORGE W. YORK

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK

not already possessors of

As Dr. Miller gets a royalty
on his book— so many cents

comb

over

if

them.

not located in the best honey-

Am now up with all

in all tke

-

World

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
fill all

so as to make the most of the
bee-season. Address,

®. CO.."«^kicA?o**H''r'^^"

That covers the whole Apicultural Field
more completely than any other published, send $1.20 to
Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

'«

BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE ff
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention

Bee

Journal

vrhen wrlC^ns.

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

THE JOURNAL OF
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY
Has the

latest report of all the best

work in
practical entomology. Articles upon apiculture by national authorities appear in it. If
you wish the best entomological journal for
the practical man, subscribe for

E.

DWIGHT SANDERSON,

it.

a year.

Busiuess Mer..

I>rKHAM,.N. H.
Bee Journal irhen

Mention

$2

vrrltlns.

Our New
Headquarters
We

have moved our business from
to
Lansing, and are now
to supply you vi-ith "Root

Redford

equipped

Quality" Goods

to the very

best ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ofirs is the best shipping
point in the State. Address your letters, and ship Beeswax to us here.
'

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing, Michitian
Heotlon

Bee Journal

irben

wrltlns-

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy
3-band and Golden Italians bred 3M miles apart, Carniolans
7 miles away

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

S,

Caucasians

15
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Americanize Journal

M We will Buy and
Sell
I

PONEI
SM
^^

of the different grades and kinds.
If you have any to dispose of, or if

you intend

to

correspond

buy,

with us.

We

are always in the

market

for

Beeswax
at highest

J
^

^S[

market

prices.

Hildreth&Segelken
265

&

267 Greenwich Street

NEW

YORK,

Bee Joamal

N. Y.

when

wrltlngr*

September,

American Hee Journal]

Now Ready

Gleanings

If you
97th edition of our catalog is now ready.
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
time is required to get the entire ediover 400,000 names,
tion mailed.
.1
this so any one may understand
e.
why a catalog may m.. reach him early.

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers

The

-

We

A B C

The

When we announced

Bee Culture

of

the completion of the

new

edition

was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out. We beWe felt that the
lieve all urgent orders have been filled.
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
late in 1907 there

the big

just at this season of the year are telling

AVe have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2,50, postpaid.

ABC der

Edition,

Cloth-bound

Each issue is very fully illustrated. The covers are
done by the finest engravers in Chicago, and our writers
are the best in the land.
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon; Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.
;

A

trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
liberalcash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

A

at

de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,

A.

I.

Bee-Supplies
you want Bee-Supplies or Berry Boxes
send to McCarty. Large Stock.
Beeswax wanted. You can use any firstIf

quick,

6Atf

class catalog to order from.

W.

J.

McCARTY, Emmetsburi Iowa.
catalog free.

40-pa
ful

BEE-SUPPLIES.

make of

of the Litehives, etc. Our

supplies will please
von in cvc-rv wav. Prices are right. We can make
hrompl shiiiin.-iits as (ve carry a fall line of A I.
knot c.i.'s iiil'plii-s in stock. t)on't fail to write
HAtf
Ss if y.Kl ur.- in ...•0.1 of supplies.
JOHN NEBEL

&.

SON SUPPLY CO., High

Hill,

Montg. Co., Mo.

when

Bee Journal

Mention

nrltlng.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Choice

Golden and Clover stock.

Queens

cents each; 6 for $4.00: or $7..'iOa dozen. Circulars for VM free, send for one.

75

GEO. W.

any country.

any country.

THE

BARNES

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

REASONS FOR THE PRICE
OF MY

RASPBERRY HONEY
I ask 10 cents a pound for my raspberry
honey. This is slightly above the market
price, but there are reasons.
In the first place, very little raspberry
honey is produced. It is a novelty— something out of the ordinary— like orange-blossom honey, for instance.
In addition, it is of very superior quality:
so much so that it was awarded the gold
medal, in competition with other honeys, at
the Jamestown Exposition. It has a flavor
of the wild, red raspberry of the woods.
Another most important reason why I
should get a good price for my honey, is the
manner in which it is produced. It is left
on the hivesfor weeks after it is sealed over,
and thus acquires that finish, that smooth,
oily richness, that thick, rich deliciousness
that can be olitained in no other way.
It costs more to produce such honey, there

is not so much of it, and it is worth more
than the ordinary honey: just as the big
Northern Spy apples, streaked with crimson and filled with juicy spiciness, are worth
more than ordinary fruit.
As a finishing touch, the honey is put up
in bright, new, 60-pound cans, securely
boxed, and the boxes bound with iron so
that they will bear shipment: in fact, I will
guarantee safe arrival in perfect condition.
For a single 60-pound can the price is $6.25:
for two cans in a case 120 pounds) the price
is $12.00 a case, regardless of the number of
cases that are taken.
If you are not acquainted with this honey,
send me 10 cents and I'll mail you a generous
sample, and the 10c may apply on the first
order that you send.
(

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Flint,

Mich

'a3t

Foot-Power

,

ITALIAN

€l

RKD-CI.OVER

of your Combined Maclilncn, last
winter. 60 chaff hives with 7-lii. cap,

the result of years . it careful selececiual to anv in the country. The
tion and
prices are only such as to" insure lonK-liveil, i)rois
is

100 honoy-racks, 600

queens, whose workers will he hardy and
good honey gatherers. Write for laos circular.
12
6
Pkioes
!

$9.00
ll-OO
»5.00
Cntested
^.
1.25
6^ unv
Select untested
Tested, 11.75 each; select tested, »2.00 each. .
now, delivery after May 25.
I am booking orders
.

.

.

will "

.

CatatoK and prlrehut

free.

En§ra vin$sFo rSale
We

are accanmlatidg qalte a stock of eagraT*
In^B that have been used \n the American Bee
Jonrnal. No doobt many of them could be used
ag^ain by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them It would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and usine' In our columns. If there Is any
of onr euf^ravlnffs that any one wonld like to
have, jnst let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE

W.TOBK& CO.
CHICAGO,

Wm.

A. Shuff. 4426 Osage »v«., Philadelphia, Pi.
HentloD nee Journal when wrltlnB.

brood-fm

,000 honey boxcB, and a great deal
of other work. ThlMwtnt«>r we Imve
double theanionnt of bee-hlves.etc.,
to make, and we expert to do It with
this Sjiw. It will do all you nay it

flflo

I

A

n A nyPO'
Machinery
QUEENS DAnllCO

GOLDKN-AIL-OVER

.

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines.
circular of these will be sent on request.

Norwalk, Ohio

Box 340

.-.My stock

Honey Extractors

Bienenzucht in paper cov-

at $2.50, postpaid, to

A B C

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

they

Gasoline Engines and Power

experience the orders never came faster.

German

how much

appreciate the paper.

$2.00

ers, $2.00.

in Bee Culture

If

Mention

Bee Jonmal

whea

Wfittav*

Meatlon

Bee Joonial

ILI.

wbea wntua*.

j
September, igo8.

American l^ae Jonrnal
gHft»

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

For Over
Twenty-Five Years
our make of goods have been
acknowledged to be in the lead
as regards Workmanship and
Material.

Our Air-Spaced Hive

Honey Wanted

a

is

most excellent winter hive, and

summer management as the single-walled.

convenient for

Same

Fancy white clover Extracted.
State how it is put up, and the
price expected, delivered Cin-

inside dimensions as reg-

ular Dovetailed Hives; all ininterchangeable
with Dovetailed Hives.
We manufacture a full Hue
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Fall and winter discounts:
Sept., 7 per ct.; Oct., 6 perct.;
Nov., 5 per ct.; Dec, 4 per ct.;
Jan., 3 per ct.; Feb., 2 per ct.;
Mar., 1 per ct. Catalog free.
side material

cinnati.

—

C.

W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.,

H.W.WEBER =:

ind Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

Jamestown, N. Y.

^

Los Angeles. Aug. 27.— Honey quotations
are as follows: Light amber. 5c; white,
water-white. 6 l-2c. Beeswax. 23c.
In many locations the crop has been a fail-

5 l-2c

ure.

There

honev

in this section.

New York City

Kansas City. Sept. 3.— The receipts of
comb honey are light: in fact, our demands
are heavier than our receipts. The receipts
of extracted are light: demand fair. We
quote No. 1 white comb honey. 24-section

It

We

We furnish bees in
f. o. b. cars here.
quantities. Have seven hundred colonies in our own yards. Catalog free. Colony
of Ital. bees in new hive, $9. Ital. queen, $1.

Mention

I.

105 ParK

Bee Joarnnl

PI., N. Y.

'n-hen

:

Z ANESviLLE. Ohio. Aug. 24.— Considerable
is now arriving on this market.
For clover honey jobbers are offering 13c for
fancy and 12c for No. 1. The wholesale
price is scarcely established. There is a
much-improved demand for native honey,
but scarcely any for the imported. Extracted in small retail packages is moving

new honey

STRINGHAM,
L.

probably be very little
H. J. Mercer.

will

:

any

I. J.

:

cases. $3.25: amber. $2.75 to $3.00: white extracted. 7 1-2 to 8c amber. 7 to 7 l-2c. Beeswax. 28c.
C. C. Clemons & Company.

has increased eacb year.

want your order this year and will
quote you attractive prices. Our prices are

Apiaries. Glen Cove,

honey is a luxury and not a necessity nor
do they seem to take into consideration the
general depression in business. We do not
expect as good a demand as last year, nor
do we think that last year's prices can be
realized. Arrivals of extracted honey have
been quite free from the West Indies and
the South, and the demand is fair. Prices
obtained we consider full market value. We
quote average grades from 58 to 65c per gallon fancy grades 70 to 75c. No new crop
from near-by on the market as yet. nor California. We have several cars now in transit
due here the first of September. We quote
California sage at 9c. orange 8 to 8!'4c. light
amber 7 1-2 to 8c. Beeswa.x arrivals are
quite heavy, and the market shows a downward tendency, so prices are likely to go
still lower.
We quote 28 to 30c.

:

Our Supply Business Has Been In

for 15 years.

City

vrrltlBC-

Beeswax

slowly.

29c

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

I

on arrival.

Edmund W.

Peirce.

25.— Crop in Northern Colalmost a failure. There will be but
little more than what the home market requires. We quote No. 1 white comb honey
in 24-section cases at $3.15: No. 1 light amber. $-.00; No. 2 at $2.85. Strained and amber extracted. 6'a to 7Sic light amber. 7H to
8!-4c: white. 8 l-2c.
We pay 24c per pound
for clean yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.

^ Beestpax-f

Indianapolis, Aug. 22.— There seems to
be a good demand for best grades of both

;

:

:

:

is

steady at

30c.

R. A.

Burnett &

Cincinnati, Aug. 24.— Extracted honey
:

comb and e.xtracted honey. Prices are still
irregular, but producers are offering fancy
white comb at HHc No. 1 white at 12c: and
best extracted, in Sgallon cans, at 7c.
Almost no demand for amber grades. Many
producers are holding for higher prices, but
the tendency in this market is for still
lower prices. Beeswax is steady at 28c spot

'

:

unusually large crop this year.
The Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.

;

I

Walter

cash.

New

York, Aug.

S.

Pouder.

26.— New crop of

week in September, prices are unsetand uncertain. We are having some
demand for fancy and No. 1 white at prices
ranging from 13 to 15c, according to quality
and style of package. No new buckwheat
honey on the market as yet. but we are informed that the crop will probably be quite
large. A great many bee-keepers seem to
think that comb honey ought to sell at the
same price as last year and before, not taktled

ing into consideration the fact that

San Francisco, Aug. 26.— Light amber
extracted honey, 5 1-2 to 5?ic: white extracted, 6 to 6Hc: water white, 6!K to 7c.
Beeswax, 25 to 28c, according to quality.
GUGGENHIME &. CO.

York

State comb honey is now beginning to arrive in small quantities, and quality appears
to be very fine, especially so of choice white
stock. While our market has not opened up
as yet, and will not open up before about the
first

Co.

which there is a fair demand but not a
high price, is selling, amber in barrels, at 5
white clover 7Hc in barrels, and 8c
in cans. Comb honey. for which there is practically no demand, is selling at 14c. Beeswax is slow at 33c. These are our selling, not
our buying, prices.
C. H. W. Weber.
for

and 5Hc

is

:

Chicago, Auk. 24.— The receipts of honey
are liberal, and the receivers of it are finding great difficulty in disposing of the same,
so the market is quite demoralized that is.
houses that do not make a specialty of
honey are reeeivingr rather liberal consignments. and. not finding customers for it
upon arrival, are offering it below recent
quotations. We now quote A No. 1 to fancy
comb, 13 to 14c with other grades from I to
3c per pound less. White extracted. 7 to 8c
amber. 6 to 6Hc dark, 5 to 5Hc. It is a little
early for consumption to commence, and
those of us who understand that are storing
the receipts, hoping that with September
the demand will come. If the consumers
get an idea that the crop is a large one, and
the prices low. they will call for it. Bees-

^Toledo. Aug. 25.— The market on comb
honey remains the same as last quotations,
but prices have weakened some. Strictly
fancy white comb honey is bringing, in a
retail way, from 15 to 16c per pound No. 1
from 14 to 15c, with no demand for dark
grades. On account of the large crop this
year bee-keepers seem to be hurrying their
product to the market, and small dealers
selling regardless of value, which has a
tendency to keep the market down. Extracted white clover honey in barrels is
bringing from 7 to IVtc, some sales being
madeat 8c amber extracted from 6 to 6Hc.
Beeswax is bringing from 28 to 32c. according to quality. The demand for honey is
not as brisk as usual, owing to the dull
times and the heavy rush of fruit to the
market, especially peaches which are an
;

Denver, Aug.

orado

wax

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.

comb

MILLER'S

Superior Italian Queens
By return mail after June 1st, or money refunded. Bred from the best red clover workiag
strains in the United States. There are no better
hustlers. They are gentle and winter well. Untested queen, $1.00; six for ^.00; twelve. $9.00. After
July 1, one queen 75 cts.; six for $4.00; twelve for
$7.50.
Special prices on 100-Iots; and discounts on
time orders. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Write for descriptive circular.
6A4t

ISAAC

F.

Mention

MILLtR,

ReynoldsTille. Penn.

Bee Jonrnal

when

wrltlns.
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HONEY
We

have on hand

excellent,

is

New

a fine lot of

and which we offer

at

Extracted White Clover

Barrels (about 550 lbs. each)

8c per pound.

Ten 60-pound

8^c

Two

cans or more,

60-pound cans or more.

One 60-pound

can,

-

-

-

9c
10c

-

Six 10-pound cans or more.

Twelve 5-pound cans or more.
After September 20th
Sample Free.

Honey which

the following prices:

we can

-

furnish

$1.15 each.
"
60c

-

Amber

Fall

Honey

at

the

same

prices as above.

DADANT

®. SONS,

Hamilton, IlHivois

ITALIAN BEES FOR SALE

Italian

full
colonies in first-class hives, each
for $11.00.
Closing out.
No disease.
sell this fall. Dove'd hives, each $1.00;
supers 25c. Also 4-fr. automatic extractor
and other supplies. Finest extracted clover
and basswood honey, 10c per lb.
9Atf
L. M. GLLDEIN. Rt. 4, Osakis. Minnesota
Mention Bee Joamal Tvben Tfrltlns-

300

$3.75; 3

Queens

Mott's Lone: Tongues have won a wide
reputation. Thanks to my many customers
and for kind words. Circular free. Postal

Must

Orders payable on Decatur, Mich.
9Alt
E. E. MOTT.
Glenwood, Michigan
Hentlon Bee Jonrnal vrhea vrrltlBC*

Shipping-Cases
For any number or size of Sections desired.
These cases are made of fine white basswood and the workmanship is first class.
Uwins to the shortage of the honey crop
last year, we have a good stock on hand and
can make immediate shipment.
Twelve-inch case with follower to hold

when

writing.

The Best Month

To Do

Bee Journal

This

Is

REOUEENING

fine a strain of Golden Italians as can be had. Prices for this month.
for Untested. 75c; for Select Untested. $1.00:
Lewis* Goods at factory price. Cataloii free.

and we have as

Postal Card will brinjj

it

Scott Co., '""^^.iZ^^'olTZ''-'
Bee Journal n^ben vrrltlns.

DOOLITTLE
Are sending; out choice

& CLARK
Italian

Queens at the

followinK prices: Untested-l.$I;

Tested-1. $2;
$2.50, $5, and $10.
$9.

3,

$5;

12,

$18.

Borodino. Onondu(<a Co.,
Mention

tages: lighter, stronger, shows more sections, is
handled and stored easier. Further particulars to
those interested.

Honey-Packages
in Tin

to you.

The C. M.
Mention

24, or 8-inch case with follower to hold 12
bee-way sections, shipped when no size is
mentioned. All cases single-tier unless otherwise
ordered. The double-tier case has many advan-

Bee Jonrnal

.3,

$L'..';0:

12,

Breeders-

New York.

when

wrltlns.

standard packages for storing and shipping
extracted honey. Less chance for leakage
or taint from wood: being square they economize on space. Five-gallon cans boxed two
or one in a box, gallon cans 10. and half-gallon cans 12 to the box. Five, one and halfgallon cans not boxed if desired. Prices on
application for any quantity.
Place your order for the number of Cases
and Honey Packages wanted, and we will
guarantee prices and prompt shipment.

Minnesota Bee Supply Company
153

Nicollcl Island,

Minneapolis, Minn.

48th Year

October, 1908

No. lO

75c. a Year
10c. a Copy

*

AMERICAN*^
BtE JOURNAL

Apiaries of M. H. Mexuleson, of Ventira C(Hntv. Cal. — iSee page
(One of the Largest BeeKeepers in the Golden State.)

205.

October, 1908

American l^ee Journal
Bee-Keepers' National Convention,
Detroit,
Transporlatinii

Arrangements

m

PUHI,IS)IKD MIIXTIII.V

GEORGE

W.

YORK & COMPANY

W.Jackson

116

Blvd., diicaflo,

III.

IMPORTANT notice'.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of tills Journal

la

cents a year, in the United States of America,
(eioept Chicago, where it is $1.0li), and Mexico;
in Canada S5 cents; and in all other countries in
the P<iHtal Union, 33 cents a year extra for post75

Sample copy

age.

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

which your subscription is
For instance, " decos " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.
end

month

of the

to

paid.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
a receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
Bhows that the money has been received and
credited.

fldverlisiiig Rate, per flgate Line, I5g.
14 l,ue.-> nuke < n.; inch.
Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.

Discounts;
times 14c a

3

6

line

"

12c "

••

9 times lie a line
"

12

(1 yr.)

10c a line

cents, count line.

Reading Notices,

25

Goes to press the

6th of each

month.

Bee Keepers' Association

National

Objects of the Association.
Ist.-To promote thelnlerosts of its members.
ubers in Ihei
2d.— T<» protect ana defend its
lawfurriKhlB."
3d.— To enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
„
Annual Membership Dues, Si.oo.
i

General MMnaner and Treasurer-

N. K. France, Plaltevdle. Wis.

ty more convenient. Dues may be sent
publishers of the American Bee Journal.
If

to the

"Songs of Beedom"
a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, con10 songs (words and music)
by
specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
for
either
arranged
and others. They are
srgan or piano. The list includes the

This

is

taining
written

- Keepers'
Reunion
Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
Applethe
"The Hum of the Bees in
Bloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' ConBusy, Buzzing
vention Song;" "The
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
90 cenls. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chi-

following

Song;"

:

"

Bee

"The

—

cago,

III.

Western Bee-Keepers
Send for
to B»VB money.
of the best Bee-ware made.

how
lo(t

TBK COLORIDO

s^ow"^';',.
our new Cftta-

noiRV.PRIIDi:CER.S' ASS'J, Vrivtr,

C«l«.

v

October 13-13

:

Octol)er,

1908.

American Tiee Journal

We

Now
Booking Queen-Orders for 1909
$4.00

(or

are

6 queens; $2.10

A

StandardBred

(or 3; or

75c

(or

mm-M

liaiian

For a number of ytUS we have been eending out to bee-keepera exceptionally line Untested Italian Queens, purely mated, and
all right in every respect.
Here is what a few of those who received our Queens have to say about them

What They Say

of

Our Queens

-The two queens received of you Bome time
hey are piunl hreeders. and the workers are showing up bue.
tli*-iii iiroung black bees, and the bees are nearly yellow now.
A. W. SWAN.
and nre dc>inB Bood work.
Nemaha, Co., lian., July ir,, lBO.->.

GeohgeW. Y()HK&Co.;

ago are tine.
I introduced

Italian and Caucasian
BEES, QUEENS and NUCLEI

'J

"

Geohge W. Vofk & Co.;— After importing queens for 15 years you have
sent me the be>t. She ki^eps 9M l-anpstroth frames fully occupied to date,
and, althougii I kepi the hive well contracted, to fcjrce them to swarm. Ibey
have never built a queen-cell, and will put up lou pounds of honcv if the
CHA8. Mitchell.
flow lasiis this week.
Ontario, Canada, July 22, ISTN-i.

Prices for July and After

Geohoe W. yoFK & Co.;— The queen I bought
some of my beat colonies.

one, and lias lilvcn ra«

Washington
n
iiiiviil

All queens by return mail.

Strong,

200 East Loian

A

St.

Clarinda, Iowa

Itf

when

nnl

of you has proven a good
N. P. OGLKBBY.

22, 1903.

introduced her into a colonv which had been queenlesa for 2n days. Hhe
was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. 1 am highly pleased
wlih lierand your promptness in tilling my order. My father, who is an (dd
bee-keeper, pronounced her very tine. You will hear from me again when I
B. B. MCCOLM.
am in nped of something In the bee-line.
Marion Co., 111., July 13.

1 iur^jei quantitit-s and dv^cripliun ol oich trraili; of queens,
KenU lor prk-o list.

J. L.

July

Geokge W. YoiiK &Co.;— The queen I received of youafew days ago
came through U.K., and I want t'» say that she is a beauty. 1 immediately

1.10

For

i.'imranteed.

Co., Va.,

.80

n).

wrItlBK*

Not Cheap Queens,
But Queens Cheap.

We

usually begin mailing Queens in May, and continue thereon the plan of "first come lirst served." The price of one
of our UnlHBted Queens alone is 75 cents, or with the monthly
American Bee Journal one year— both for $1.20. Three Queens
(without Journal) wouM b? $2 10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for introducing are sent
with each Queen, being prinled on the underside of Ibe address-card on the mailing-cage. You
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine Standard-Bred Queens.
after,

Address.

GEORGE

W. YOK.K

®. CO.. 118

W. Jackson. Chicago.

Bred from the very best selected strain.
Guaranteed to work any flower.
Italian Bees Work or Money Refunded
Untested Italian queens in lots as follows:

One. 75 cents: Si.x. U/'O: Twelve, {7.80.
Tested Italian queens in lots as follows:
One. $1.00: Six. $5.70: Twelve. JI0.80.
Nuclei with fintested Italian queen:

Two fr.. $2.25: Full Col. $4.75.
Nuclei with tested Italian queen:
One fr., $2.00: Two fr., $2.50: Full Col. $5.00.

One

fr.. S1.75;

FENGE""""^*'"'
?????^' FIVE
factory prices on 30 days' free tri;
We pay all freight. ::: ii.i^--lil» ^.1 hir
and poultry ftjiice. Catalog Free.
COILED SPRING FENCE CO.
Bos m
Winchester, Indian

tiuie'Rocii.^Ark.

nee Ju

gardens and homes. «*- .Send
VA^DERCOOK & SKIDMORE, loa la

strain of three-banded Italians
during the season of 1908. Warranted queens.
75c each: $4.25 per six: $8.00 per doz. Tested
L. H.

$1.

Satisfaction or

To
the

fiu

I

c in perfect

b.
Ri-p;l

111

In
be

running condition when
rial

I

:uIh,

Worthington. W. Virginia
Bee Journal ivben nrltlne.

An Easy Way
Send us

Write us now fur our Catalog ana ^et low
on good, honest,

making

Please mention the Bee Josrnal.

4

1

ft

8
I
I
I

|

leaves

iihlpL

•itatcil
lie

by

<

wnob is bouglit,

lo

Get This Watch Free

new

75

or relative.

Sections. All other

AUG. LOTZ & SON. Cadott. Wis.

and workn

not

Watch alone.
Every boy and girl can now own a good watch.
It would be avery nice and useful gift for a fiiend

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES

lOA34t

CHICAGO

subscribers to the American Bee
cents each, and we will mail you th-.s
Watch free .IS a premium. Or, we will mail it v.it.".
the -\mci ican Bee Journal one year— both ior cniy
Or, Send us $1 10 and we will mail you the
$1.60.

Journal at

prices

specialty is
eoods up-to date.

ST.,

Miclo^'d for letui-a

BEE-KEEPERS
Our

salie

I

To

money refunded.

ROBEY,

Mention

for folder.

This watch is stem wind and pendant set. It is
made t'j meet the [lopular demand for an accorata
timekeeper at alow est.
It is open face, heavy beveled crystal.
Bezel
snaps on. Lantern pinions, American lever escapement, polished spring encased in barrel.
Short wind and long run— 30 to 36 hours in one
windiner. The manufacturers give the following
warranty:

Robey

queens,

III..

Watch Free as a Premium

nrltlDK.

QUEENS
of the

Choice Chicago

ACRES

Co..

all

jAitW. J. Liltlefield,

Mrntlo

III.

Sl.OOO.OO

Suburban property at Winfield.
27 miles we -. C. &N. W.Ry.:
low commutation rates; 50 mil
One Acre and up. Fine garde
land River frontage. Ail nei
place for chickens, squabs, mushrooms, bees,

Du Page

reared from the
very best selected red clover Italian queens.
Dealer in
Orders tilled by return mail.
Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

The above queens are

ONLY

Ynt-h
1 OFK

fS\

'M.

Cn
VO.,

Address

118

W. Jackson Boulevard,

I
•
I
I
B
I
I

Chicago. Illlnois^J
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SPECIAL CLUBBING

m PREMIUM OFFERS

Connection With The

In

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk, you can get some to subscribe and so either iiet your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
give you a year's subscription free for sending us two new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET'KNIFE

The
elluloid

parent,
tiich

is

jour name.
\ou lose this
knite It can be re-

seen
It

tu you, or
to identify

^ou happen
injured tatal.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE TOOL
A special

Your name and address put

are unconCut is exact

Be sure to
xact name

Knife
two

tool inv

ed by a Minnesot
bee-keeper,adatit

ed for prying up
supers and for
general work
around the api-

Made

ary.

bee-keeping l>y uiieol the masters, ami Mhows
in minutest detail just how Dr. Miller dues
thinu's with bees. Price alone, $l.no. Wirh :i
year's subscription, $1.50. Given free for 3
new subscriptions at 75 cents each.
Advanced Bee-Cultnre, by \V. Z. Hutchinson. -The author is a praetionl an<l helpful
writer. 330 pages; bound in cloth, ht-autifully
illustrated. Price alone. Jl.i'O. With a year's
subscription, $1.70.
Given free for 4 new
subscriptions at 75 cents each,
Bee Culture, by A. I.
& E. R. Root.— Over 500 pages describing'
erything pertaining to the care
bees 400 eloth, price

o

malleable iron,8V4

inches

long.

The

middle part is 1 1-16
inches wide and 7-32
thick. The smaller
end is l'» inches
long, "4 inch wide,
and 7-32 thick, ending like a screw-

The

driver.

end

is

ABC&XYZof

<

larger

alone,

wedge-shaped

almostperfect
prying up cov-

ers, supers, etc.. as

ia03says, Jan.7, 1907:
" 1 think as much of
the tool as ever."
Price alone, postpaid, 40 cents. With
a year's subscription.il.OO. Given free

i

Karat

14

e<].
oil.
;in't

^ut^
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Convention at Detroit

be in session soon after most
of the readers receive this copy of the
.American Bee Journal. At this writing
(Sept. 22) it promises to be largely
will

attended.

wilt

;.i,.l-

ilitiii,

aiuj HI

most places there

probably must be a drop from

last year's

prices.

Secretary Hutchinson has put forth
unusual effort to have a good program,
so it will not be his fault if it is not
a successful meeting.
Let all go who possibly can do so, and
help to make the Detroit convention of
the National the greatest in every way
of any bee-keepers' convention ever held

and more successfully used than

The Honey Market I'nusual
Movements

in

the honey market this

year seetn to be unusual and somewhat
erratic. In the white clover belt, at least
in many parts of it, an unusual crop
has been harvested.
In some other localities the crop is meager or a failure.
Colorado will have little more than

needed for

its

Some

say that prices must
to allow any movement of
the crop, but the wise bee-keeper will
not too readily fall into a panic and
"give away" his honey.
Prices of other
dealers

come down

articles in general are not so
er than last year
indeed,
;

higher.

We

Langstroth hive being more generally
any
other.
It certainly is a great mistake
for a beginner to commence with a hive
that is not approved by experienced beekeepers. There have been so many socalled moth-proof hives invented and
put on the market, and also other styles
having so many contraptions, that it
seems it might be wise for bee-keepers'
associations to name one hive that th"y
all know can be used successfully. Those
who so desire can try the other kinoS

much lowsome arc

Yet one must take things as

XLVUI-No.

10

the

liive

had

was obliged

I

although

the

been so roughly handled
purchase a new queen,
excess express rate was

to

usual

charged.
I made careful statement of all of the facts,
asked the ompany to assure themselves that
standine was such as to show that I would
not make an unfounded claim, and requested
reimbursement either of the express charge,
or of the cost of the new queen, as the Company might think just.
This action was taken by me practically at
the re<iuest of one of the largest bee-supply
and bee dealers in this country, who stated
that the express companies' negligence in handling such shipments, although charging one
and one-half or double rates, had become un-

my

The Company refused to do anything in the
premises, stating that the package had been
delivered without
showing
injury,
and receipted for, taking advantage, I suppose, of
the knowledge that the loss was so small that
it would not justify a suit.
I ask you to give this communication such
prominence as you may think it deserves- in
view of its possible interest to the bee-fraYours very trul;j,
Henry Crofut White.

ternity.

New

York. N.Y., Sept.

14.

Mr. White's experience

is

not unlike

that of others who ship bees by express.
Of course, it is an outrage. But
just what can be done to put a stop
to such exasperating experiences, we do

not know. Why not submit the matter
to the National convention in Detroit
next month? Perhaps something look
ing toward a possible solution can be

found there.

On

the Michigan Central to Detroit.

now

been decided that those
attend the Detroit convention

It

has

that are offered for sale.
It might not be a bad idea for the
National Association to consider this

who

will

matter at the Detroit meeting, and thus
perhaps aid those who when starting in
the bee-business desire to make no mistake in the hive they adopt.

will use the Slichigan Central Railroad.

own consumption. Think

of best comb honey standing firmly at
17 cents at San Francisco, while at least
one Eastern market quotes 12"^ cents!

1879.)

bearable.

Langstroth Hive the Standard
The Kansas State Bee-Keepers' Association at its last session, held at Hutchinson, Kans., adopted the Langstroth
hive as the standard hive for all beginners to start with in bee-keeping
understand that this was not lone wi;h
view to discourage experimenting
a
with other hives, but because of the

this continent.

3,

Vol.

that
that

Don't forget that it meets in the Sun
Palace of the Wayne Hotel, in Detroit,
Mich., the opening session being Thursday evening, Oct. 13th. The convention
then continues during the next two days.
All being well, we expect to be present, and hope to meet and greet many
old friends, and new ones as well.

on

March

for transportation.
The consignee being naturally unable to open the same immediately upon receipt, and the hive being without exterior damage, signed the usual formal
receipt blank.
Upon examination it proved

and Comments jp
It

of
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:ditorial Moieii

.\atioiiul

under Act

118 West Jackson Boulevard.

Shipping Bees by Express

We

have received the following in
reference to shipping bees by-e.\press:
Ebitor America.n Bee Journal:

—Alter vain-

ly
attempting to secure redress I think it
proper to communicate to you the action of the
U. S. Express Company regardinR a shipment of a hive of bees delivered to that
Company at Plainfield, N. J., for transmission to Kye, N. \,
I personally packed the bees in what
I understood to h.' the usual approved and safe

from the Southwest, West, and Northwest, in going from Chicago to Detroit

As

the

opening

session

Tuesday evening, October

convenes

on

is

ex-

13,

it

pected that most of those leaving from
Chicago will take the 10:30 a. ni. train
which arrives in Detroit at 5 155 p. m..
or about 2 hours before the meeting
begins.
Arrangements have been made
to attach a special car for the exclusive
accommodation of the bee-keepers, provided there are enough to occupy it.
No doubt inost of those passing through
Chicago will arrive here on Tuesday
morning, so that the Michigan Central
train leaving at io:,30 a. ni. on Tuesday, Oct. 13, will be the one on which

::

;

:
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the largest number can go together.
The fare from Chicago to Detroit
will be $5.50, and the same returning.
The Monday night train leaves Chicago
at 10 o'clock, arriving at Detroit at 7:15
the next morning.
If going on this
train sleeping-car
berth-rate is $2.00.

Those

wishing such accommodations
should communicate early with Mr. L.
D. Hcusncr, General Western Passenger Agent of the Michigan Central Railroad Co., 236 Clark St., Chicago, 111.,
being sure to state the number in the
party so that he can make the necessary
reservations.

Those who wish to go on other trains
than those mentioned above can do so
shown in the Michigan
Central advertisement on another page
of this issue.
For the information of those coming
from the East a condensed time table
is also shown in the same advertisement
via the New York Central Lines in connection with the Michigan Central.
Detroit is always an attractive city
in which to hold a convention, and especially so at this season of the year.
Those going from the West will have
ample opportunity for side-trips by
water routes as well as by rail, including Niagara Falls. Those coming from
the East can make attractive side-trips
to Western cities, including Chicago.
On page 263 of the September number it was stated that a ticket costing
$19.50 could be bought "reading Chicas per schedule

ago to Niagara Falls Gorge Route to
Lewiston
Niagara Navigation Co.'s
boat to Toronto, returning Canadian
Pacific to Detroit, and Wabash direct
this ticket good for 30 days from date
of sale."
We have since learned that
;

;

such tickets will not be on sale after
September 30, so that it was a mistake

have announced it, for which notice
the agent of the Wabash Railroad Company is responsible, he having supplied
the information to us.
now hope that all bee-keepers
to

We

who can do

so, will, in

purchasing their

transportation, see that it reads from
Chicago over the Michigan Central, and,
if possible, leave Chicago on the 10:30

m. train Tuesday, October 13. The
Michigan Central is the well-known
"Niagara Falls Route." It is splendid
first-class in every
in equipment, and
way.
We wish there might be a full
carload to leave on the 10:30 a. m.

a.

Tuesday
be

so,

train referred to.
If it should
the Detroit National convention

really begin in Chicago, and consist of a "continuous performance" for
8 or 10 hours before President Hilton
calls the convention proper to order.

would

Floating Apiary on tlie Mississippi.
Floating apiaries on the river Nile in
Egypt are things that have been read
about for a long, long time, and some
years ago quite a little was contained
the bee-papers about the
ary of C.
Perrine on the
It looks quite reasonable to
should have a lot
if one
in

O

floating apiMississippi.
believe that

of colonies
in some vessel, he might start
near the mouth of the Mississippi with
the opening of flowers, long before bees
farther north could find anything to do,
gradually moving northward with the
advance of the season, thus extending
afloat

the season many weeks beyond what it
would be in any one fixed locality.
It was never very clear that the Perrine venture was a great success beyond
its value as an advertisement, but any
one who desires to read a very full account of 5 or 6 pages from one who has
had an extended experience with a floating apiary, in connection with a floating
photographer's studio, will do well to
get the September number of the BeeKeepers' Review.
In a very candid
manner, D. Stad Menhall gives his experience, an experience that he seems
to look upon with a degree of pleasure,
for he says

"We
health.

certainly enjoy this life, and have good
There is no house rent to pay, with

plenty of free

yard

is

wood and water, and our back

always clean."

He

estimates an outlay of $4,000 for
and the same amount for yearly
expense, but seems a little doubtful
whether there is big money in the undertaking. At any rate he frankly says his
boats are for sale.
He thinks an apiary following the
bloom up the Mississippi river could
be made a success if there were a strip
of basswood or white clover 3 miles
wide on each side of the river.
He
says further
outfit,

"It is true that the bloom does open gradugoing northward as the season advances,
but it is just as true that there are not enough
of nectar secreting plants to make a commercial success of a floating apiary.
Excepting
a few weeds, white clover is the only nectarsecreting plant that grows between New Orleans and St. Paul, and the acreage within
reach of a floating apiary is not large enough
to furnish
a surplus for 300 colonies only
large enough for brood-rearing."
ally,

—

Feeding Bees for Winter
If bees do not gather enough stores
for winter use, they must be fed.
If
fed late, the syrup must be thick, as the
bees have not time to thicken it. Feeding' early, using half sugar and half
water, has been favored, as it allows
time for the bees to make the desired
chemical changes in the feed, but there
seems some tendency toward later feeding nowadays, using half as much water
as sugar.

Always there will be some beginner
asking, "What shall I feed?"
Nothing
but the best granulated sugar.
In the
spring, after bees get to flying, you
may feed about anything you can get
the bees to take. But for winter stores
feed anything less
it
is dangerous to
than granulated sugar. Of course, that
does not bar out good honey, but when
a man asks, "What shall I feed?" it is
safe to conclude he has no honey.
The wise bee-keeper has provided
in advance a store of brood-combs solid
with honey, to give to any needy colony, cither for winter or in the spring.

i

crop

he

;

.past

is

that.

He

wants to

know what each colony has done so
he may lay his plans for the next

that
sea-

son.

Of course he

has kept tally through-

season, and knows just how
has harvested from each
colony in his possession.
Then there
are other things to be considered besides
the amount of honey harvested by each
colony, and taking all things into consideration he must decide which he
counts his best colony to breed from in
the coming year. Then the second best,
the third best, and so on, regularly grading down. There is, of course, the possibility of winter loss, in case of which
he will take the highest of those left
for next year's breeding.

out

the

much honey he

Of course this
made next spring
just

as

selection might be
but it can be done
now, and your true bee-

well

;

keeper will hardly put off such an important and interesting item longer than
he must.

Swarm Leaving Colony
it

Queenles.s

There has been some question whether
ever happened that a swarm would

issue with a virgin queen, leaving the
colony hopelessly queenless.
While it
is probably not a common occurrence,
it docs sometimes happen, if there is no
mistake in reports made by two correspondents in Gleanings in Bee Culture.
Yet some of the cases reported
look like desertion rather than regular

swarming.
Fuller's Plan of Queen-Rearing

Mr. O. F. Fuller, a bee-keeper of 25
years' experience, has been experimenting in the matter of queen-rearing, and
by certain modifications in frames and
hives, which in good time he proposes
to give free to the bee-keeping public,
he succeeds
easily than

in

producing queens more

by
any plan heretofore
known. Doolittle cell-cups are used in
the same story with a laying queen.
Arthur C. Miller endorses the plan as
an advance, as also does Prof. W. T
Brooks, of the Massachusetts College
of .Agriculture.
As giving some inkling of what he is
doing, Mr. Fuller writes
produced and had on exhibi'
of different ages, from
started in this same
all
lower hive which contains 10 frames and also
all in the same lower brooda laving queen
fully think that by
T
chamber of a hive.
another year I can produce anywhere from
15 to 20 or even 25 queens every 10 days,
all
started and hatched in the same broodchamber that had a laying queen, and produce
comb honey at the same time."

"August

tion
2 to

,^4

10

10

I

queen-cells

days

old,

—

New Kink

in

Introducing Qjieens

Dr. Miller has been making a varia
in introducing this year that he
has named "the lazy plan." Instead of
putting tiie caged queen between the
combs or on top of the frames, he
merely thrusts the cage into the entrance among the bees. This is an easy
matter with his entrances 2 inches deep.
tion

(iradin^ Colonies of Bees
.'Vbout this time of year, perhaps a
little earlier, comes one of the most interesting times to the wide-awake beekeeper. The hurry of getting the crop
out of the way is over, and he sits down
leisurely to take stock of wliat each
colony has done, comparing the yields
of different colonies with each other and
with the average. Not that he wants to
gloat over his success in getting a good

The queen

is

left

strictly

imprisoned

Then the bees are allowed
get at the candy, taking about 2
days to release the queen. That makes
days from the lime the queen
some
is cageil unlil she is free on the combs.
for 2 days.

to

.=;

—

—

:
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and seems quite a safe plan, especially
as there is probably some advantage in
having the queen at the entrance rather
than near the top of the frames.
It may be well, however, to caution
beginners that the plan might not work
so well when no honey is coming in
and nights are cool. In a cool night the
cluster of bees would be likely to shrink
away from the queen, leaving her out
in
the cold.
But under right conditions there is certainly an advantage
having the cage where it can readily
be got at any time without the trouble
of lifting off supers and opening the

m

hive.

Take Sections OfT Hives in Fall
The probability is that quite a number
of beginners wlio read this page still
have sections on the hive.
So long as

bees are busy storing the right kind of
honey, it is all right to leave them on,
no matter bow late in the season, but
when storing has ceased sections should
be taken off at once.

The beginner

is likely to say to himlike this;
"I'm not ensure that the bees may not still
have some use for sections, and at any
rate it can do no harm to leave them
on until time to pack bees for winter."
That is a great mistake. At .this time
of the year, especially when no storing
is going on, bees delight in spreading
propolis indiscriminately, and the foundation in sections will be discolored
thereby, in soine cases to such an extent
that the bees will utterly refuse to accept
it the following year.
If you still have any sections on the
hives, get them off at once.

self

something

tirely

I'k'

Premiums OlfeFed at the Detroit
National

Through the generosity of the leading manufacturers and dealers the following liberal premiums are offered for
the display of bees, honey and wax at
the coming National Convention
Best and largest display of single-comb nuof different varieties of bees, accompanied
by queens, condition of bees, purity of race,
and beauty of hives to be the competing
points
1st premium, 2,000 No. i sections, by
the G. B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.; 2nd
premium, $3.00 Italian breeding queen from
the Medina apiary of the A. I. Root Co.;
3rd premium, two years' subscription to the
Canadian Bee Journal, by the rturley Printing
clei

—

Co., of Brantford. Ont.
Best 10 section of comb honey, completeness of filling of section, evenness' of surface
of comb, completeness of capping, freedom
from travel-stain, and general neatness and appearance to be the competing
points
ist
premium, 1,000 No. i sections from the G. B.
Lewis Co.; 2nd premium, cloth-bound copy of
the "A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture," by
the A. I. Root Co.; 3rd premium, one year's
subscription to the Canadian Bee Journal, by
ihe Hurley Printing Co., and one year's subscription to the American Bee Journal, by
'.eo. W. York & Co.
Best 10 pounds of liquid extracted honey,
luality and manner of putting up for market
In be considered
ist premium,
1,000 No. i
sections by the G. B. Lewis Co.; 2nd premium,
Tumbo, copper smoker, by the A. I. Root Co.;
.?rd premium. Root
Standard tin smoker, by
\V.
D. Soper. of Jackson, Mich.
and one
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-

—

—

flews -Items

;

nal.

Best 10 pounds of granulated honey, quality,
including fineness and smoothness of grain, and
manner of putting up for market to be considered
ist premium, 1,000 No. 1 sections by
the G. B. Lewis Co.; 2nd premium. Standard
tin smoker bv the A. I. Root Co.; 3rd premium,
one year s
-iptK
Bee
to the An
Journal.
Best I o pounds of beeswax, color, texture,
and beaut>' of the cake or cakes in regard to
shape, to be considered
ist premium, one $5.00
Italian breeding queen from the Medina apiary
of the A. I. Root Co.; 2nd premium, one year's
subscription to the American Bee Journal by
Geo. \V. York & Co.; 3^^ premium, one Root
Hive Tool by the A. I. Root Co.
The most important late apicultural invention that has not been awarded a premium
ist
premium, $5.00 worth of bee-supplies,
"Root Quality." by M. H. Hunt & Sun. of
Lansine, Mich.; 2nd premium, one full leatherbound copy of the "A B C anu X Y Z of Bee
Culture," by the A. I. Root Co.; 3rd premium,
one copy of "Advanced Bee Culture," by W. Z.
Hutchinson. Flint. Mich.; and one year's subscription to the American Bee Journal, by
Geo. W. York & Co.
For the best single section of comb honey,
A. G. Woodman & Co. offer one Woodman
Protection Hive; for the second best single section, they offer 1,000 No. i Lewis Sections;
for the third best, one Advanced Bee-Veil.
For the best single section of honey stored
in a Marshfield section-box, W. D. Soper offers
500 No. I Marshfield sections.
For the best lo pounds of comb honey produced with Dittmer foundation. Mr. Soper
offers 3 pounds of Dittmer's extra-thin founda-

—

Program

National

for Detroit

Con-

vention

The National Bee-Keepers' Associaannual convention,
in the Sun Palace
Hotel, at the foot of
Third St., Detroit, Mich. Headquarters
will be at the Wayne Hotel, where the
rates to bee-keepers are $2.50 per day,
when two persons occupy the same
room. There are plenty of other hotels
the vicinity where the rates vary
from $1.25 to $2.25 per day.
lion

of

hold

will

Octohcr
the

14

13.

its

and ^5,

Wayne

Extracted Honey Productiun;
amnimtive taken by S. D. Chapman, of Mancclona. Mich., and the negative
by R. F. Hohtrmann. of Brantford, Ont.; each
contestant allowed to speak twice, using not
more than 15 minutes each time.
General Discussion on the subject.
Question- Box.
RECESS OF 15 MINUTES.
i

The Michigan

State Bee-Keepers will

f3th.

OCTOBER 13

"Turning

Phillips,

of the

Apicultural

in

,

Winter

Manley,
J.
Question-Box.

of

by

Losses into Profit,"
Sandusky, Mich.

Adjournment and Members Photographed

in

a Group.

OCTOBER 14

— SECOND

DAY

— EVENING

SESSION.

—

This session

is to be in a lighter vein
as
story is to more solid reading.
It is to
imitation of the toasts that usually follow a banquet that is, responses to sentiments.
The speakers are to remain unknown until
announced by the toastmaster, but the list of
topics is as follows;

the

be

in

—

"Securing

—

FIRST DAY EVENIN'C SESSION.
"Dtmonstratioii of Handling Live Bees in
Cage," by E- R. Root, of Medina. Ohio.
"n:c-Ke(:ping of Hawaii," by Prof E. F.

^

II:

W.

m

hold a session at the same place on the
afternoon of the 13th, beginning at 2:00
The first regular session of the
p. m.
N'ational will be on the evening of the

^

i

Legislation for Bee-Keepers."
in the Pathway of an
InApiaries."

"Rough Spots
spector

of

"Late Apicultural Inventions."
"The Possibilities of Future Bee-Keeping."
"The eost of Honey-Production."
"Bee-Keepers as Temperance Reformers."
"The Friendship of our Fraternity."

Bureau of Wash-

ington, D. C.
This lecture will be illustrated
by stcrcopticon views secured by Prof. Phillips

luring his recent trip to
Hawaii.
"Moving Picture Exhibition," by E. K.
of Medina, Ohio.
(To run this film
through the lantern requires about 10 minutes,
and it cives a fair idea of some, of the "stunts"
they do in England when handling bees
some of them arc decidedly mirth-provoking.)

OCTOBER

15

—THIRD

MORNING

DAY

SESSION.

Koot,

OCTOBER 14

— SECOND

— UORNINC

DAY

8 a. m.
"President's Address." by
!•*.

Geo.

E-

Hilton.

ington. D. C.

How

Detect

Know

and

Bee-Diseases,"
by W. D. Wright, of Altamont, N. Y.. one of
'he New York Inspectors of Apiaries.
to

RECESS OF 15 MINUTES.
"Getting rid of Foul Brood with the Least
l-inancial Loss," by R. L- Taylor, of Lapeer.
Nlich., Inspector of Apiaries for Michigan.
General Discussion on Diseases of Bees.

— SECOND

14

2

AFTERNOON SESSION.

m.

Debate on the following:
"Resolved that
An Eight-frame Langstroth Hive is Preferable

will

to pass upon the above exbe appointed by the Presi\V. Z.

Question-Box.

Hutchinson.

California Apiaries of
OCTOBER

15

— THIRD

—

DAY AFTERNOON
m.

SESSION.

"How to Secure Good Prices for Honey
even in Years of Bountiful Yields," bv O. L.
Hershiser. of Kenmore, N. Y.
Discussion.

RECESS OF
Question-Box.

15

Adjournment

honey extracted with an

to see
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is

with
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simply an outline,

sort of skeleton which will be fiUefl
out with good things.
\V. Z. Hutchinson. Sec
a
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M. H. Mendle-

son
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tion.

dent.

SESSION.

"The Bacteria of Bee-Diseases," by Dr. G.
White, of the Apicultural Bureau at Wash-

—

July American Bee Journal is from my home apiary
This apiary contains 500 coloat Piru.
nies, and is run for comb and extracted
honey. In the spring of each good year,
I start with 200 to 300 colonics, and increase runs to 500 or 600 or more colonies.
On the last of June of each year
I move away about 150 to 250 or more
in

the

colonies to the bean-fields for them to
fill
up in good shape for winter quarters.
I
used to get considerable surplus from the b^^ans, but of late yp-ars

:

—

:

:

Octulxr,

i:jolS,

American Hee Journal
just at present there are only tlirc"; and I
believe this is the smallest number there has
been at one time
the last quarter of a
century. Many of the journals that fell by the
wayside did not deserve to live.
They possessed little merit.
Others were quite fair
journals; but the cold, hard fact remains that
the field for bee-journalism is limited.
"Notwithstanding this terrible object lesson
terrible to those who put in their big dollars
and bright hopes it is likely that others will
follow in their footsteps.
To make a success of starting a new bee-journal now would
require barrels of money, unusual ability, and
years of hard work, all of which turned into
straight
honey-production would bring ten
times the profit.
To the man about to embark in such an enterprise mv advice is.
•Don't'."

m

—

We suppose the foregoing was i-allcd
out through the discontinuance of thtlate American Bee-Keeper, which of itself, could not possibly be a profitable
venture at 50 cents a vear.

Extracting Arrangements

oi

M. H. .Micniili->

has been too cool and dry for good
results for surplus there.
One season
1
had goo colonies in this apiary during the winter, and in the spring they
it

were distributed to out-apiaries.
The end view (see first page)

with

is froin the same
apiary, showing the warehouse and large
shed to work under in the shade, and
for storage purposes. You will notice 4
telephone wires at the house. They lead
to out-apiaries, and 2 wires lead to the
main line of the Home Telephone Com-

liuildings at the end,

pany's lines.
The extracting house is
hidden by the trees.
The photo of extracting rig shown
herewith is from the same apiary. In
tlic near future I expect to have this
extracting house larger, more convenient

That

and up to date.

is,

I

have some

inventions of my own to install to make
it
the most complete of any in Southern California. This is not meant for a
lioast, but
from general observations
here the rig will prove for itself.
The picture with extracting house in
the center (see first page) is my Ramona Apiary. This is not completed.
It
also contains 500 colonies, mostly
moved to the bean-fields this season to
save them from starvation this bad

)K \'i:.M

I

KA. Cal.

few years.
Denver and Northern Colorado
have not enough honey this year for home
demand.".

very unfortunate for Colorado
bee-keepers that the honey-crop is so
short there this year. But what is one
locality's loss may be another's gain, for
the Eastern markets in sotne years have
been pretty well loaded up with Colorado honey. Of course it is always very
fine honey and generally in good demand. This year, however, it will not
It

is

enter into competition.
By the way, Mr. Aikin is a candidate
for governor of Colorado.

Starting
Editor
ence.

New

Bee-Papers

Hutchinson has had experiAnd from that experience be

draws the following sane conclusion, in
which we, after an experience of nearly
25 years, in publishing a bee-paper, most
heartily concur

"Many

b;c-journaIs have l}een born, breaithed
a ftw times, and died, during the last 25
years.
If my memory serves nie correctly,
there were once 8 bee-journals bdng published at
the same
time in this country;

Pleased with American Bee Journal.
In a letter from Mr. Edwin Bevins.
of Leon, Iowa, dated September 21, he
has these words of appreciation for this
Journal
I
am pleased with the appearance of the
I
am also pleased
Bee .Tournal.
with the prosi>erous and substantial look it is
taking on.
May you have, as you deserve,
great success with it, and may its circulation meet and exceed that of its greatest rival.
Edwin Hevins.

American

Mr. Harry C. Mosher, of Dowagiac.
Mich., writes thus kindly:

The Journal
the
is

very, very fine.
Keep up
is
good work.
"Dr. Miller's Question-Box"
alone worth the price of the magazine.
I

am renewing
the Journal

is

at

the

worth

new

price

l[.\RRy C.

Hsndling Bees

Honey Season
.\

Scptemljcr 21, from
Loveland, Colo., has
bee-keeping in Colo-

letter received

K. C. Aikin, of
ibis to say about

rado

MKN'i>r,KsoN.

18.

Colorado

in

this

Mosher.

at a Fair

I

M. H.

as

Mr. Robert A. Holeka'mp, of St.
Louis, Mo., made a display of honey at
the St. Louis County Fair, and on three
consecutive days exhibited bees in a
He was in the cage about l^S
cage.

have a power Root extractor to run
by an electric motor to be put in this
apiary, as the main line Power Company's lines run within a few hundred
feet of the apiary, but they have tint
run out their sub-stalion lines as yet.
I have other nice apiaries, but I have
no good pictures of them. 1 have located nearly all of my apiaries in the
bottom of canyons, so the bees could
reach their hives with the least labor
possible when loaded with honey. Thcv
can soar dotvn to their hives. Consequently results are belter.

Aug.

cents)

These are only samples of the cordial
expressions we arc receiving from some
of those who know the real value of a
bee-paper that is gotten up on tlie lines
followed by the American Bee Journal
We appreciate such encouraging w-ords

year.

Piru, Calif.,

(75

it.

year
E. E. Kennicott and ijtiiek Bkavk Hf:i;-HiNTKHs.
((Jlenview. 111. This tree yielded over 4 gallons of clover honey.)

Octolicr.

)i»8.

n-N^i^^

^^

hour.s i.'acli liiiu-, ami "surpirscd the natives" l)y the way he handled the bees.
[e says "it is easy eiiotigh when you
I

know how."

which, nf course,

is

quite

right.

llnickauip is a ihnrough-guinK
hee-kecper, atid is also one of the directors of the Xational Bee-Keepers' Asso-Mr.

Aspinvvall,

I..

.\.

and wife.

American IBgc Journal
He expects to attend the Deconvention with Mrs. Holckamp.

ciation.
troit

—
October, 1908

American ^cc Journal
motherless children, one of whom was
adopted in earliest infancy, and who
will sadly miss her best friend.
Of late years Mrs. Amos had given

much

An "Amateur"

attention to the subject of apicul-

many

perplexing problems
of which she brought a mind of more
Both as a
than ordinary perceptions.
writer and lecturer on bee-topics she
had made a more than State-wide reputure,

Thank you for your kind words and
good wishes. Please let us hear from
you again.

to the

W.—

Sister's Report.

Seven colonics, spring count, 2 colonics absconded (the villains!), I474 pounds of honey
How is that for an
both comb and extracted.
(Mrs.) J. J. Glessner.
amateur?
Littleton, N. H.

An average of 210 pounds per colony
That's enough to make even a veteran
green with envy.
!

tation.

She died July

26,

igo8, at her

home

Custer Co., Neb., from a complication of diseases, and was followed to
her last resting place by the largest
concourse of people ever seen on a like
occasion in that vicinity.
in

——

Spacing Brood-Frames Kunning for
Extracted Honey Equalizing
Brood.
Dear Miss Wilson:
frames be spaced from
I
am now using are

Father Vs. Bees.
talk about the sprinting match
Across the dark blue seas;
But you ought to see my father sprint

You

When

— How

far should broodcenter to center? Those

closed-end,

ij^

inches

I am going to change to another frame,
and one manufacturer sends a sample that is
about one millimeter less than
^ inches wide.
I
am going to run for extracted honey, and
use the same size frame in both super and

wide.

i

brood-chamber.

A

mother hives the bees!

J.

scription

L.

in-

;

Reliable' hive-lifter; selfadjusting, easily controlled, such as every

"The 'Old

(See
should have.
bee-keeper
Aiuerican Bee Journal, pp. 11 and 73.)"
lady

—Cross

Bees.

June I put on a surplus super and noticed
I inves
a good show of brood and honey.
that is, pried off the super and found
tigated
I took out
that the wax-worms were at work.
a half-bushel of comb and web, anu left the
The next day robbing commenced and
rest.
by night they had little honey left in the

—

grew

it

— Ohio.

Anderson, with the

Moth-WoiTMS

I noticed one colony of my bees that were
in an old box-hive were not storing any sur
year's swarm, and in
last
plus.
It was a

broou-frames.

Human Hive Lifter for the Sisters.
The picture shown herewith was sent

by Mr.

think so, as she could speak of man)
experience with hers. However,
it may be .>irs. A. could give more .sue
cessful directions for securing a hive
lifter of her kind than could Miss
Editor.!

years'

I

late

thought to transfer them, but
could not smoke them
I

and

The next morning
into the new hive.
I was called awav .rom home, returning about
As I got out of the buggy the
one o'clock.
air was full of bees, and I looked in the

out

hive

No

and they were gone, and no wonder.
honev, no brootl but hundreds of big, fat
which I find the chicks relish

wax-woriiis,

very much.
melted up what comb was fit, and got
I
It is likely that if I
about a pound of wax.
had been looking my bees over I would have
discovered the wax-worms some weeks ago.
but I do not like the box-hive and do not
1
interfere with the bees unless necessary.
should have transferred this colony to a new

transfer brood from one
colony to another to equalize them?
If so,
in what stage should the brood be ?
If in
running for extracted a super becomes full of sealed comb, you are not ready
to extract, and don't wish to put on another
super, what would you do with the combs?
This year I stored some in weaker colonies,
and instead of taking care of it, they used it
for rearing brood.
This is my second year with bees and I don't
want to make a mistake in starting again.
Is

it

advisable to

The information coming from Marengo, T
consider none better, and I thank you and
Dr. Miller for a great deal found in the journals the 2 years I have read them, and shall
appreciate your and his say on above questions
as a personal favor.
C. C. Gettys.
Hollis, N. C, Aug. 25.

The spacing
is

if^ inches,

of frames generally used

from center

to center, al-

though some prefer Ij^ inches.
A great deal of good, and a great
deal of harm, may be done by giving
brood to equalize colonies.
Undoubtedly it is a good thing if care is taken
to give no more brood than the bees
can care for. The riper the brood the
easier
for,

it

will

be for the bees to care

and the sooner they

giving
Ijrood that would not be covered, only
to be chilled.
It would also be harmful to w-eaken too much the colony
Better never
from which you draw.
leave it less than 4 frames of brood.

You

stored your full combs of honey
over weaker colonies, and you say "instead of taking care of it, they used it
rearing brood." You seem to think this
a mistake. Not a bit of it. They needed it or they would not have used it,
and you could not have used that honey
It is a big mistake
in any better way.
to stint your colonies as to stores. If,
however, for any reason you don't want
that honey used for rearing brood, you
can take out as many frames as you
wish, and store in the house, keeping
on the lookout that worms do not trouBut there is no place so good
ble them.
to keep- honey as in the care of the
bees; and if you do not wish to give
another whole super you can store in
an upper super a single comb, or as
many combs as you wi.sh, replacing
them with empty ones in the lower
super.

A

Slster's

Human Hive-Liftkr-" Anderson

Patent."

will build up.

Much harm would come from

There
that

is

short

certainly recommendation in
description.

"Self-adjusting;" no need to waste
time making changes to adapt it to a
dovetailed hive, a Ileddon, or a Jumbo.

—

is,
that
"Easily controlled;" well
generally speaking. It has the advantage that it is adapted to other uses than
lifting hives— lifting carpets, for inThis kind of hive-lifter comes
stance.
high, but the best is often the cheapest.
the one in
It is however, very durable
the picture has been in use many years
and is almost as good as new. Any one
desiring to secure this particular machine, can open negotiations with the
;

lawful

owner,

Mrs.

Anderson.

are surprised that Miss Wilson
failed to give directions for securing
one of these perambulating hive-lifters,
seeing the particular one sliovvn in the
No
illustration is not on the market.
doubt there arc others "on the market"
that are "just as good," and would give
equal satisfaction, although "the lawful
owner" of the Anderson style luight not

[We

hive, but as I am only a amateur, I put it oH
until too late.
best producing colony of uees this year
were very ugly, bunting their .leads against
the screen doors of the house, trying to get at
me many days after I robbed them of then

My

honey.

and

full

bees.

I

would much rather have ugly bees.
than empty supers and tamt
Ohio.

supers,

You appear

to think that bees ought

in movable-frame hives, and in
you are right. But to have trans
ferred would not have sa\ed the bees
from wax-worms after they had pro
Almost certainly the
ceeded so far.
colony was queenless and the bees old
windup, and if you
the
of
at the time
had transferred them you would not
value.
of
have had anvthing
The moral is to have movable- frame
hives, and queen-right colonies, for a
strong colony with a good queen will
keep the moth at bay. Even a weak
colony is pretty safe against worms, if

to

be

that

the bees are Italians.
1
am not fond of cross bees; but
(|uitc agree with you in preferring those
that till their supers, even if their tem
pcrs arc not the best.
I

;

:

October, iyo8.

American Hne Journal
—

outhern

"^eedom

are going to be too slow soon air-ships
will enable us to go straight across.
Is it not true that black bees arc more
susceptible to "worms," and that wc
should Italianize?
This accounts for
the "worms" in that elm-tree colony.
With the aid of the bee-papers, u'e
xpect to do still greater things in the
future just you watch!
<

—

Bee-Keepers' Exhibit at Fairs.
Conducted by LOUIS H.

Those

(^oiigrntuliitioiis
iiess."

Many

thanks for

tlie

SCHOLL. New

—"Queenless-

kind congratula-

Miss Wilson, (page 266)
but it
seems to me you left out the "other felIndeed, the stunt would have
low."
been "pretty good for a man." However, it should have been, "for a man
and a n'oinan," for what Mrs. SchoU
did was good -for a woman. And she'll
tions,

;

—

—

receive her share of the congratulations
for it even if others fail to do so.

But

joking aside, there are times
when some of the accomplished tasks
all

are pretty good

— for

a

woman.

What

would we do without the woman,

especially in the rush of the busy season?
Then it is that the "queen" of the household counts, and it is this reason that
makes many of us more successful.
Somebody will laugh at me, just because
I love the fairer sex of mankind.
A-

mong them

a lot of bachelors, perhaps,
had a little experience
a bachelor's home always
seems to me like a queenless hive of
bees.
No, I am not off the subject of
bee-keeping.
It
may help somebody
more than we think.

and since

with

I've

such,

Kaults of Beo-Papers, Large
Crops, Etc.

Now

Honey

we have but 3 bee-papers
the United Sm'.c-, let us
keep them up to their present high
standard of excellence. I, for one, am
proud of our bee-literature.
If you
have not noticed the wonderful improvements in our bee-papers, just compare
one of today's with one of 25 years ago.
since

published

in

But one of the faults I have to find
with the present bee-papers is that they
take up too much space in telling how
to do things on too large a scale, such
as visiting out-yards in automobiles
how to run T,ooo colonies of bees with
but two or three visits a year how to
ship a carload of section honey without
the loss of a single section, etc.
But,
;

then,

I

like

them

all,

anyway.

Strong Colonies and "Worms."
I have thought for many years that
the so-called "moth-worms" did little
or no harm to a strong .colony of bees,
but I have recently had cause to change
my mind. I found a strong colony of
mostly black bees in a large hollow elm
tree, that had their combs almost riddled
with these worms, and I have reasons
to believe they would have destroyed
the colony notwithstanding they were
very well supplied with honey, and apparently had a good queen.

That

40,000-PouND Crop.

The report of Mr. Louis

Scholl's 40,-

Braunfels. Tex.

ooo-pound crop of honey makes some
of us feel as if we were doing rather
a "pin-hook" business at bee-keeping.
But perhaps if some of us had as many
colonies of bees as Mr. School, we
would not fall so far behind him, after
all.

Difficulty of Introducing After Flow.
It is a fact that queens are much harder to introduce in late fall after breeding begins to slack up than in the height
of the breeding season.
Just why this
should be so I am unable to tell. Perhaps they feel their season's work is
about at an end, and that their time
will be short, anyway, and that they can
live the rest of their days without a

mother.

Bees Return from

Swarm with Old

Queen.
C. W. Dayton, of California, called
attention some time since to the fact
that when bees swarmed with an old,
failing queen, the swarms were usually
small, and, if large, most of the bees
would return to the mother-hive, either
before or after being hived. This fact
I thought was
so generally known among practical bee-keepers that I had
never seen fit to call attention to it.
Yes, sir, I have witnessed this fact many
times.
I had a case of that kind the
present year.
large swarm issued at
noon.
I caged the queen and put her
with the clustering bees, and came in
to dinner.
On my return I found at
least half the bees had returned to the
old hive.
This, as stated, I had seen
many times before, but never with a
vigorous, young laying queen.

A

Apiarist

Must Supersede the Queens.

Will bees always supersede a queen
when she begins failing from old age?
1 have heard this answered "yes," many
times, but from long and practical experience in watching this, my answer
is "no."
I think nearly, or quite, onethird of the bees hold on to their old
queens until they are worthless so far
as surplus honey is concerned.
I had
2 old queens left in one of my out-yards
last spring after I got through requeening, that showed signs of failing.
So
I decided to leave them to see what the

would

be.

my town. First, I had an observatory
hive and placed some of our best looking
bees on fat combs of honey, sealed white,
to attract the people; and it did. Then
we had large, white clear-glass bottles
which to exhibit our honey, both comb
and extracted and beeswax moulded in
cakes, with honey in Ij4 and 3 pound
jars, all beautifully arranged, and stat-

in

;

ing the prices of the honey. It was only
a few days before my entire crop was
disposed of, and a permanent sale established.
I occupied the most popular
show window in this town.
If I had a large apiary like some beekeepers, and produced large crops of
honey as some do, I would be like the
monkey-man, the balloon, and the taffycandy men, and would follow up all the
fairs and exhibit and sell all my honey.
Take some nice observatory hives full
of bees, and large flint-glass jars, like
those in my exhibit, and have printed
cards giving your address. You will be
surprised at the results you will get out
of this method and, best of all, it is a
great educator for the people. Be with
;

your exhibit, if possible, and politely
answer all questions, and lecture to the
people on bee-culture. If practical, manipulate your bees before the public. Also exhibit your beeswax.
Waco, Tex.
C. S. Phillips.

The Louis H. SchoII apiaries have
been doing their part in this line of
work, and are again this year "doing the
fairs" with an exhibit of not only bees,
honey, and beeswax, but some of the
things made out of honey and wax.
Fruits preserved in honey and over a
dozen kinds of cakes, etc., are among
Honey leaflets and cards are
them.
used in connection. It is fun to do such
missionary work.

"T^O
-*

dare

often

is

tde impulse of

selfisK

ambition or

Now

for the result
Those bees have those old queens yet,
and not a pound of surplus honey from
either colony, while those I requeened
have stored 100 pounds and upwards, to
the colony. Can you blame me for not
leaving the superseding of my queens
to the care of the bees?
Rescue, Tex.
L. B. Smith.
result

Several years ago I had a large crop
of honey, and all the merchants being
stocked up, I was unable to sell it. So
I
arranged an attractive exhibit in a
show window on a prominent street in

Tut, tut, Mr. Smith, just what I like
about the bee-papers you are fussing
about. It is just these things that have
Automobiles
helped me to do things.

hair -brained

to forbear

is

valor:

at times

tbe proof of real
greatness."
Washington

Irving.

October.

I

:)oS
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ribufed
Mrficlc^s

success fully worked upon by the bees
should be secured for seed.
Season
ater season, this selected clover should

watched during bloom.
Whenever
blossoms are found upon which bees
succeed in harvesting nectar during the
first bloom, the problem will be practically solved, and all that will be necessary then will be to continue the selection from year to year until a clover
is produced that is
readily visited by
be

\ot only will this give a great
addition to the honey-yield, but it will
also secure a seed-yielding crop during
the first season as well as during the
second crop, for it is a well-acknowledged fact that the first crop of red
clover yields no seed because there are
no insects that can work upon it and
bees.

A

Visit to Luther Burbank
Honey-Bees and the Red (Clover.

Santa Barbara, Calif., Sept. ig, 1908.
For a number of years bee-keepers
have tried to produce a race of bees
which could secure the honey of the red
clover at

all

when

titnes

this

bloom, but thus far success

in

When we

partial.

think that

plant is
is only

we have

secured Italian bees which proved good
red-clover workers,
a
season comes
when none of them are any better able
than the common black bee to harvest
anything from the long corolla of this
plant.

Does this mean that we will never
succeed in producing long-tongued bees?
Ko but We are too sanguine.
expect to secure in half a dozen generations an improvement that will very
probably follow years and years of con-

We

;

stant

selection.

another way
goal of honey-production
ver.
It is the securing of
W'ill
have shorter corolla
dinary red clover, while

There

is

reach the
from red cloto

a plant which
than the oryet retaining
all the other characteristics of this plant
its red blossom, its heavy stem, and
powerful strength qualities that are
missing in both the white and the alsike
clovers. Allow me to digress a moment
in order to tell you how I came to discuss this subject with one of the best
authorities in the world on plant domestication and variation.

—

—

am

I

just

taking

wife,

now,
a

in

company with my

protracted

vacation

as

you have noticed by the heading of tliis
letter, dated from Santa Barbara.
Our
children are all grown and able to look
our interests, so we decided to
make a long trip to the Pacific Coast.
We left home on August i, going north
by way of Winnipeg, and westward on
llie Canadian Pacific through the Rockies and the Selkirks, and in the past
two months we have not seen a beepaper, either American or European,
and have almost forgotten that there
are bee-keepers in the land, althmigh
every now and then the little honey
iiee, quietly working on the flowers, reminds us of the boinr and our long
after

life

pursuit.

While
visit to

neighborhood of

we had

the

pleasure

San
of

a
Luther Burbank, the

the famous
of the West."

"Wizard

It

happened

this wise:

ni

My

wife belongs to a floral society
our town, and she had often read of
I'.urbank's wonderful achievements. She

111

desired to see him, but we felt that it
was out of the question to ca'l on him
unless we could be sure of a welcome.
^'>U the liberty to wrile him a letter,
•

'

in a
xcry short time, inviting us to call on
the
time
of
at
our passage, and
stating that he was once a bee-keeper
himself, in New England, some 38 years

him

ago.

fertilize

Well, to luake a long story short, we
at Santa Rosa, his home, were
very nicely received by Mr. Burbank

called

himself, and

were shown by him through

his experimental grounds.
It would be
out of place to recite here all that we
saw, for this is a bee-paper and not ;i
horticultural publication. But I can not

refrain from
saying that Burbank's
greatest hobby is the cactus.
sawgiant thornless cacti, loaded with pears
of large size, and also absolutely thornless.
Mr. Burbank, to show how absolutely smooth his plants were, would rub
the leaves against his face.
Pointing to
his home, a very fine mansion, he said,
"That house was built out of the proceeds of the sale of 5 leaves of the
Giant Thornless Cactus, sold by me to
the Australian Government for $1,000
each."
Among other wonders, such as the
thornless blackberry, the corn without
ears, grown with the intention of supplying a giant fodder and hay plant,
we saw a patch of sweet clover upon

We

which Mr. Burbank is experimenting
in view of eliminating tlie bitter flavor
of the plant, which is said to be the
cause of the- dislike of cattle for this
forage in many sections of the country.
Mr. Burbank expects to succeed, in the
course of time, in eliminating this bitter
taste, and making the sweet clover a
first-class forage plant.
Well, we had a little talk with him
about the honey-bee, and I incidentally
mentioned the efiforts made to produce
a long-tongue bee, and enquired as to
the possibility of obtaining a red clover
with short corolla.
Of course, this is
e.\actly in the line of Mr. Burbank's
work, and he at once described the proper steps to take to secure this improvement, which he said would probably take years of patient work with
mi-ending perseverance.
But as this
work may be carried on by many agri-

workers at the same tinu-. tliere
no reason why success would not In-

cultural
is

linally

the

in

b'ransisco,

and received a very cordial reply

achieved.

Here

is a .synopsis of his suggestion:
best method to ascertain the existence of short-corolla clover, is to take
notice of it at a time when the bees
work upon it.
all know- that there
are seasons, usually during the second
crop, when the corolla is shorter, and
the bees sip nectar from it.
Closely

The

We

watch the bees and mark and select the
heads upon which the bees are positively
seen, not nierelv to alight, but ?cliially
to sip nectar.
Such heads as are most

it.

I am just now reaching the honeyproducing section of California, and although we promised ourselves to make
our vacation entirely devoid of busi

ness cares, yet

it

possible that I inay

is

meet enough bee-subjects before I return home to give something more on
these questions to our
AiTierican Bee Journal.

friends

C.

P.

of

the

Dadant.

Honey as an Anti-Dyspeptic
Agent
BY

iMKS.

1'.

P.

WHITE.

For more than a year

I

had dinned

my

unbelieving ears this sentence
"Use honey instead of sugar and you
will not have sour stomach."
Not because I believed my friend's prescription
would help me, but merely to please her.
I
tried it for two weeks.
I
did not
like it at first, but after a few days
became rather fond of it and since it
relieved me of many ills to which my
too abundant flesh had been heir, I
would have eaten it had I really disliked
it.
For two years I had seldom eaten
a meal without suffering from indigesI
could
tion and its attenaing evils.
use as much honey for sweetening as
The flatuI cared to with impunity.
lence, eructation and distension entirely
disappeared and my old friend took full
advantage of the situation by her frequent "I told you so."
into

I

:

am

a trained

nurse,

ber, 1906, received into

and

in

my home

Octo
a

man

seventy-nine years of age, and, according to medical opinion, not likely to get

much

older.

He was a paralytic, and
stairs by four men. He
and with no exercise, indi-

was carried up
ate heartily,

gestion followed as night into the day.
I tried giving him two meals instead of
three for one day. I emphasize one.
for at 1
p. m. of that day I arose and
prepared his belated supper lest he dis
neighbors.
turb the
I next reduced the
meals in quantity, and his lamentations
He ate sugar
w-ere not to be endured.
in and on everything possible, so I began sulistituting honey, and found that it
worked like a charm. Wishing to be
sure. I returned to the sugar, then back
to the honey four times in two week
periods until I am convinced past all
doubting thai for him and me honey
-» a ministering angel.
My patient is an old friend of Mr
\. E. I'Vancc, who visits him often
1

;

:

Oct()l)lT,

:

1908.
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when

my

kiinwn Uj him

in.'uk-

I

(hscovcry

ilerfiil

he-

sinik-;l

wuiisaid:

.mhI

"Tliat discovery was old when
Mr. Brown
cius was a boy."

Confustill

is

and very comfortable, although
attribute
years have passed, and
his line condition partly to the use of
honey.
Xational Bee Keepers' .\ssocialiving,
I

wo

1

—

tion.

A

Little

Talk on Bee-Hives

On the photographs 1 submit with this
good variety of hives can be
seen.
There is the regulation dovetailed hive in front of the honey-house,

article a

with 8 Hoffman frames.
e.xperiment station.
another
view an old-fashioned
On
Langstroth-Simplicity vvitli the inevitable
is
conspicuous.
The large white
portico
hives with inscriptions for distinguishchaff-hives
holding 10
ing marks are
This style is "our
Hoflfman frames.
own make." There being no patent on
single-walled

This

my

call

I

them as

yet,

any one

is

free to duplicate

them.
The body rests on an inclined
bottom, and the cover is deep enough
to take in 3 supers.
Now look at the view where you see
the covers trying to fall oflf. Don't think
for a minute that a cyclone had passed
over the bee-yard. Atmospheric conditions were very agreeable in this neighNo, the trouble came from
borhood.
putting standard supers on odd-sized
hives. Tar-paper and feed-sacks and oilcloth had to be used to keep out the
Of course,
rain and the robber-bees.
one's esthetic sense is shocked when
looking at such a variegated arrangement. But what of it? Let me whisper into your ear that I took twice as
many sections from some of those antediluvian makeshifts as from the elegant
chafif-hives. One colony has not swarmed
doing good work every
in 3 years,
season.
Why should I condemn them

when
I

I

am

w'ant from them?
not opposed to new ideas.

get

what

I

Now

it matter if I were?
But while I
not against innovations that go to
make bee-keeping more enjoyable and
easier, I never go into hysterics over
them. I have read about the inany socalled short-cuts, about the .great speed

would

am

.\

with which some of the professionals go
through th.eir hives; al)out the lightning
rapi<lily with which they can put a cover
from one hrvo to another; about the
great number of colonics they can feed
in a minute: aliout the marvelous celerity exhibited wlicn pursuing the art of
scraping sections; aliout the mystifying
legerdemain when clipping queens that
felt as if some one stood in the beeI
yard with a stop-watch in hand, call
Go
ing, "Ready
According to American doctrine time
is money.
Good thing; many of our
bee-keepers have a vast supply of this
species.
VVe arc fast making a god of
speed in all our sports, professions, and

—

according to the regular program. The
queen was found and caged, the old hive
was removed, and set on another stand,
.1
new hive was put in its place, the
queen-cage placed on the
aligliling
board close up to the entrance, the
swarm very promptly returned, and wem
into the next hive that resembled the
old one, and my poor queen was deserted.
The few bees that came over to
see her .seemed to act as a committee

—

'

!

—bee-keeping.

.Xs it is, when some of
the fast-timers reach the goal they have
only breath enough in their lungs to
give one cheer, and then drop.

The long "hives" on one of the views
are made to take in 6 regulation hiveThese can
bodies of lO-frame size.
be removed and shifted about whenThere is ample room
ever necessary.
packing

for

around the colonies, and

they exceed anything I have tried in
wintering.
hive-bodies
regular
Besides
these
which I call the "visible," I experimented with the so-called "divisible." As
yet I have not found enough advantage
in
I

them

to adopt

believe

every

them

generally.

well-regulated

Now,
apiary

ought to have at least one or two "incommonly
visible"
brood - chambers,
I keep a few of them
called box-hives.
is
marvelous
fun
of
it.
It
just for the
what the bees can do when left to their
.

own

devices.
They beat some of those
over-manipulated hives all to pieces.
The bee-keeper is all in the dark as to
what is going on in the brood-nest

so are the bees, and that is the
like it best.
I don't think they
search-light o f inspection
the
turned upon them every 2 or 3 days.
HowThis smacks a little of heresy.
ever, I am talking only about my bees,
and not about my neighbors.

well,

way they

that

was

sent

was

Fkw Views

01

" Bf.i i.f.vif .Vi'iarv

coax the old mother

for

the proverbial nail-keg that
curiosity's sake. Of course,

I
I

kept
en-

larged upon the subject of dual queens.
It ran thus
Take a colony of bees. Find and cage
the queen.
Drive as many bees as possible into a box.
Remove it and screen
it
off on the bottom and on the top.
Starve the bees half to death, tlien feed
them until they nearly burst.
Shake
the box until all the bees are in a state
of delirium tremens.
Bring them back

run in the old queen on
new one below. Everything being in a state of revolution, in
the hive the bees disregard all established customs, don't care whether they
have one queen or a hundred. After
a while, however, the bees will return
to their old ways, and everything is run
on the single-queen plan as though nothing had happened. The real modus pro
cedendi may be different, but this is the

to their hive,
top and the

way

I

understand

it.

Angelica, N. Y.

How

to Keep Empty,

want

The difference between an old, weather-beaten chaff-hive of 20 summers, and
a brand new factory hive, was demonstrated to me during swarming time.
In order to be up-to-date I keep a few
clipped queens, of course. One day one
of them swarmed. Evervthing went off

to

over to the colony in the next hive.
.'\
visitor
to
my apiary asked me
whether that curious-looking bee-hive
in yonder corner was perhaps the celebrated
"dual-queen
system" hive.
1
frankly admitted that it was not.
It

liV

LEO

E.

Combs

C.^TELEV.

No matter whether his operations be
extensive, or if only a small number
of colonies are being handled, every beekeeper will occasionally have a number
of empty combs on hand which can not
be put into use at the time being. Such
combs are valuable, and should never
be permitted to become destroyed, as
they are sure to be needed in the near
future, if not before the season is ended.

iii.in'i;er.

;

October, ipo8.

>=.^^#^1
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Wliile it does not pay to use defective
nibs, neither is it profitable to keep
the bees continually at it building new
ones, or drawing out comb foundation,
which virtually amounts to the same
thing.
The profits of bee-keeping are
not so large that one can neglect these
small items and make a financial success
of the business.
Though not of tremendous importance, in order to put the
business upon a paying basis, the beekeeper can not ignore these small details.

The

c.xtracted-honey producer is not
the only one to whom empty combs are
of value. There is no yard run for
extracted honey where idle combs are
better cared for than in our comb honey
apiary.
If they are to be had, a full
set is given in place of foundation when
hiving swarms. They are, also, superior
to foundation in transferring.
As long
as a comb is straight and even, and

comparatively free from drone-cells,

one has only to pile the combs up in
tiglit hive-bodies,
with a close-litting
cover put at the top to make the whole
mouse-proof. Combs may te completely
riddled by mice if they are not kept
from them; especially if they should
contain some honey.

Mold

is another thing to be avoided
keeping empty combs. If placed in a

in

damp place or under a leak in the roof,
they may become wet and mold. A sure
preventive for this is to keep them at
all times in a dry place.

The number

of

good

combs

I

see

strewn about the apiaries at neighboring
farms to rot and become moth-nurseries,
is little less than
outrageous.
I
venture to assert that the value of such

combs thrown away

as useless, would in
State during the course of a year

this
set

some poor bee-keeper upon

Ft. Smith,

his feet.

Ark.

it

kept in use for years, and is prefernewly constructed.
Probably the greatest difficulty of all
in keeping empty combs will be met in
the shape of the ordinary wax-moth,
especially if there are a few scattered
cells containing pollen. Moths are a constant menace to idle combs during the
warm months, and should they make
their appearance, there is but one thing
to be done and that is to fumigate. Bisulphide of carbon will be found preferable to cyanide of potassium, sulphur,
or any other of the various things recommended for this purpose.
use it
quite often, not only for combs and
honey, but for the pea and corn weevil,
etc.
When only a few combs are to be
treated tliey may be placed in a tight
barrel, filling it nearly full if necessary.
On top of the combs set a saucer, or
some open vessel, into which a small
bottle of the liquid is poured and an
old piece of blanket or carpet thrown
over all. Of course, where a quantity of
combs are to be fumigated, the barrel
would be too slow, and a tight bin or
is

able to that

We

room

that will accommodate all, should
As some smell of the stuff
cling to the combs for a few days,
it is probably best not to use them immediately after the treatment.

be used.

may

So long as no moths appear, the propplace for idle combs is a lot of
empty hive-bodies piled across each othIf you
er in some light, dry spot.
would have them become moth-eaten,
put tliem in a close, dark box, and by
no possibility could they be more ably
er

left

After fumigating,
put them at once
but should a crack be
sufficiently large for a moth to en-

ter,

we

arranged to that end.
it

may

into

;i

lie

well

tii/ht

will

to

bo.K,

have

hit

our

finger,

in-

stead of the nail, for a dark, quiet place
is tlie favorite rendezvous of this pest.
An excellent place for empty combs is
Any strong
in the care of the bees.
colony can care for quite a number
more of combs than is in actual use, and
a section of such a hive as we use, filled
with empty comb
and placed below
them, is not going to interfere with their
work in the least.
On several occasions, we had combs
badly eaten by mice but this was purely
As mice do
the result of carelessness.
not become troublesome until winter,
when there is little danger from moths,
;

Preparing Bees for
BY

Winter

M. DOOLITTLE.

G.

Along the middle of last February, I
was accosted by a bee-keeper living 6
or 7 miles from me, who wished to know
how the bees were wintering. I told
him that they were doing as well as
usual, and asked how his were wintering.
He said he guessed all right, that
he bad not looked at them since the December before when he "hefted" the
hives, and from the "way they hung to
the ground," he considered them all
right.
To the practical bee-keeper such
ideas seem quite strange, yet I find that
more than half the people who have bees
about here, and especially those who
have gone into bee-keeping during the
past few years, know just about as much
about their bees being in good condition
for the winter during the fall months as
did this man.
have been told hundreds of times
during the past 40 years, and by some
who thought themselves quite high up in
the bee-keeping world, that according to
the "heft" of the hives the bees should
I

winter well, this hefting being done, as
a rule, the last of November or first of
December. I find that very many seem
to think that bees need little or no attention during the months of September
and October, believing that the month of
November is early enough to prepare
bees for winter and quite a few seem
to believe that all the preparation that
is needed then is to "heft" the hives.
Perhaps I should not be too severe on
such, for I used to think that way, too
but after losing heavily several times
when preparation was thus delayed, or
a guess was made in the matter by
simply lifting the hives, I made up my
:

mind

that

something was wrong, and

took the advice of an old bee-keeper,
told me that the month of .S'r/>/r»iber was the proper time to fix the bees
for winter.
After working on his plan
for a number of years, T found that
he was quite right about the matter, and
as I am now fixing my bees for the
coming winter, I thought it might not
be uninteresting to the readers of the
American Bee Journal to know how I

who

do.

There is one part of this wintering
matter that should not be put off even

as September, and that is the
that each colony has a good
This part is generally looked
after during the latter part of July and
the first half of August.
All colonies
which are found to have queens wliich
are not up to the very best, during the
forepart of the seasoil. are marked, and
as soon as the harvest from white clover
and basswood is over, all such queens
are superseded by removing them and
giving a ripe cell from my best breeding
queen.
Then, if, 15 days later, I find
this young queen laying, I know that
such colony is all right as to queen, and
that, as a rule, such a colony will have
plenty of young bees for wintering in
the best shape.
Having the queen matter attended to,
I wait till the buckwheat bloom is mainly over, which, in this locality, is from
August 25 to September 5, when I go
over the whole apiary and kiwiv that
all colonies have honey enough, or are
fed till they do have, the feeding generally being done by setting in combs of
honey saved for this purpose, through
having a few colonies do all their work
during the surplus season in upper storas

late

knoii.'iny

queen.

,

ies.

The point which seems to have the
greatest bearing on successful wintering
is to begin early enough
so the bees
will be enabled to get their winter stores
near and around the cluster of bees in
time for them to settle down into that
quiescent state so conducive to good
wintering, prior to October 20.
To arrange these stores and properly seal
them requires warm weather, hence all
will see the fallacy of putting off caring
for them till cold weather arrives.
Heavy combs of honey may be set in
any hive during the fore part of September, where the colony is short of stores,
setting this comb where it is the most
convenient for the bee-keeper, with the
assurance that before cold weather sets
in, the bees will uncap the proportion
of it which is required, and bring it up
around the cluster in just tlie shape they
wish it for winter.
But, set in such
combs during November and December,
and they must be gotten close up to the
cluster if any of the honey is removed,
and, even, then, it is often allowed to
remain just as it was put in till some
warm spell in winter allows the cluster
to

expand sufficiently to warm it up and
it where the bees wish it.
I have

carry

known
such

colonies to starve to death with

combs of honey almost touching

the cluster, through a period of extreme
cold, because they had ealen up the little honey they had within the immediate
reach of the cluster, and the cold prevented them from moving out sidewise
on to these combs of frozen honey.
Probably the easiest way to know to
a reasonable certainty that all colonies
have sufficient stores for wintering is to
prepare a hive with empty combs which
are as aged (aged combs are the heaviest) as any we have in the apiary, and
weigh this hive filled with combs. To
this weight add 3 pounds for the weight
of the bees; or if brood-rearing has not
ceased add 3 pounrls more for brood.
Suppose your hive of empty combs
weigh 25 pounds, you will call the
weight you are to figure for each hive
less the honey, as 2S pomnls. where
there is no brood in the colonies or 31
;

October,
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pounds

if

there

brood

is

in

)^^^^^]

the hives.

.Vow, it is generally believed, that no
colony wintered on the summer stand,
should start the winter on less than 25
pounds of honey, and that 30 would be
better; and so we weigh our hives having colonies of bees in them which we
intend for wintering, 53 pounds is as
little
as should be allowed, wliile 58
would be better; or, 61 if the colonies
have brood. As the hives are weighed,
the weight of each one is set down on
a piece of section, and this tacked to the

weighing is over,
can go through the apiary and know
for the looking just what each colony
has for winter.
To save a second going over to look
at all the pieces of sections, where any
colony has sufficient stores, a small stone
or a piece of brick is placed in the center of the top of the iiive, which tells
me at a glance over the hives, all of
hive, so that after the
1

those which need no further looking
All that do not have this stone
on are looked up, and frames of honey
given them till they have sufficient.
Suppose' we come to a hive which has
the weight of 45 pounds marked on it.
We will go to one of the hives having
frames of surplus stores, and take out
2 frames, the combined weight of which
will probably lie 12 pounds, and carry
them to this hive. We will now open
the hive and take out 2 of the very lightest combs, and put those we brought in
their places.
These combs taken out
may possibly contain one or 3 pounds of
honey, but as we have brought 12 pounds
after.

we are all right,
we wish that each colony should have
25 pounds or more. In this way we keep
on until all have the required amount,
when the bees are ready for winter, as
far as good queens, number of bees, and
honey, are concerned.
If we do not
have combs of sealed honey, of course,
other feeding must be resorted to, but if
all are anything like the writer, oiicc
feeding any liquid poured into a feeder,
will suffice for all the rest of their beekeeping life. The combs of honey are
so easily obtained, by a little forethought
during the harvest, and are so easily
used in preparing colonies for winter,
that I cannot think of going back to
feeding liquid food under any consideration, short of an entire failure of the
instead of the 8 needed,
as

honey crop.
Reader, if you have never done this
preparing for winter thus early in the
season, or have never used full combs
of capped honey for winter feeding, give
a careful trial, and, my word for it,
will not be guiltj' of using any of
the slipshod ways again.
it

you

Borodino,

A

N.

Y.

Crippled Bee- Keeper and

His Apiary
BY JESSE

G.

COCKR.AM.

I began bee-keeping in the old-fashioned way, like many others, not knowing anything aliout the new method, etc.
I kept my bees in this way for about 11

years, getting just a little honey to eat
sometimes, and a few pounds of chunk
honey to sell now and then when they
got rich at rolibing time, which, according to the old rule, was about June. But

Crippled Jesse G. Cockram
very often happens that bees are not
rich at this robbing time. Then the oldfashioned bee-man has to wait until next
year, or kill his bees in the fall of the
it

year and take all they have laid up for
winter, destroying good colonies of bees
that would very likely be worth hundreds of dollars in a few years if permitted to live, just for the sake of a
few pounds of honey.
Let me say right here suppose you
get $5 or $6 worth of honey and beeswax per colony at "killing time," that
is surely all you will ever get from them
My bees last year
in all time to come.
averaged 50 pounds of good surplus
section honey per colony. Fifty pounds
of honey at 12^2 cents per pound is as

—

much as any one generally gets from
the very best and richest box-hive when
he kills the bees and takes it all. I get
this much by working my bees in the
new way, and I keep my bees alive to
get that much from them next year.
Count up then what a colony of bees is
worth. Just suppose it to live 10 years
frame-hive, averaging 50
in a good
pounds of section honey per year, and
selling

50)

;

it

and

at i2'/2 cents per section ($62.this

is

not

all yet.

The swarms

colony for 10 years, and all
their increase and honey, too; take this
into consideration, and then you will
begin to find out that it surely does not
pay to kill a good colony of bees at all.
Xo, indeed, it surely does not pay to
I
take that sweet, useful life away.
never expect to kill another colony of
bees.
I wish I had never killed any.

from

this

Get good modern hives and transfer
your bees into them, if you have them
Do as I have
in box-hives or log-gums.
done, and save your bees for many years
to come, and just watch them go to work

some 25, some 35,
some 60, and some 75

in-

through,

son,
s.des,

in one seaand have plenty to winter on bebut if there happens to come a

bai season, so that the bees can not

pull

feed and

take

care

of

them

until they reach a good season.
Be
faithful and merciful, and the Lord will
bless you.

Yes, I would rather work with bees
than at anything else. I just have a love
for the bees, and have had from childhood. I have crawled off into the woods
many times and hunted for wild bees.
I love to transfer bees from old trees
into frame-hives, just to see them go to
work where they can do well for me and
themselves also where I can remove the
honey out of their way, and furnish
them more room, just as they need it,
and feed and take care of them, if they
happen to need any feed.
;

I haven't walked for 32 years.
You
see by the picture the way I cross my
legs when I am crawling about.
But I
do not let my legs remain crossed at all
times. If I were to uncross my legs and
sit on the bench, you could hardly tell
in the picture that I w'as a crippled man.
I work at the shoe-trade some through
the fall and winter.
I can uncross my
legs and lay my feet on the back of my
neck. I am strong in the other members
of my body. I believe the lost strength
in my feet and legs has gone to the
other members of my body.
legs are
small, but I have the right feeling in
them, just the same as I have in my

My

arms and hands, and they do not pain
or hurt me anj'. If I let them remain
crossed too long they get tired, then I
have to uncross them and let them rest.
I can climb trees with my legs crossed
as you see in the picture.

Woolwine, Va.

Moving an Arizona Apiary
BY W.

for you, bringing in

some 43, some 50,
pounds of honey per colony

His Api.\rv.

O.

COREY.

picture I am sending was taken
in April.
The apiary is located south
of the Mule Mountains, about 3 miles
from the famous copper camp Bisbee,
and about 5 miles from the Mexican

The

Octolisr,

igo--

American ^ae -Journal
A

line.

of

the-

some

description of ihis country anil
Ik- nf

fellow
li.ad
2 or 3 colonies.
warm days of the spring
lees commenced robbing his. Before lie noticed it they "had cleaned him
out." In a joking way he said lie had
even to burn his hives to keep niy liees
from carrying them off.
I
do not consider this the best means
n.-itnred

moving of my apiary may

January 8, 1908. I bought 129 colonies
in double hives, together with extractor
and supplies. We hauled them in big
wagons six miles to a railroad where
wc put them in a car, and tl;c road was
none of the best, either. To fasten the
I)ees we nailed the bottom and top on
il;e hives, then nailed over the entrance
a iiiece of wire screen.
I found that 2
liieces were the best, cutting one strip
longer than the other, and nailing it on
tirsl.

to settle

Don

only leaving a small entrance, then

i

neighbors

settled

we have knowledge

that

ble to select wisely
crucial point.

in

We

makes

possirelation to this
it

now know that excessive rains,
and even more— drouths are inimical
to nectar-secretion, and so make against
any large production of honey.
In
nearly all sections, where we depend
upon

—

natural

honey-plants, like white
clover, tulip, linden, sage, mesquite, etc.,
we are always more or less dependent
upon the rain-fall, and so can have no
surety that we
will
have favorable
seasons, and get a crop. But even supposing that the rains are rightly gauged,
and wc have everything just to our liking, yet the cold of the spring and early
summer, especially if attended with
harsh winds and heavy fogs, will stay
the secretion of nectar, and work of
the bees, so that we will still lament
the absence of honey. In our quest, then,
of the ideal honey location, we must
seek some section where lioth these
handicaps are wanting.
In Nevada,
Central California the
great San Joaquin
Valley
.\rizona.

have noticed several articles in the
Bee Journal as to priority

you how

is no one question that
ranks
importance, or which should receive

important, but one can hardly go amiss
of pleasing prospects in these lines, anywhere in our favored country, and so
w-e have only to look to it that we secure
the conditions that make for success in
our chosen line. At the present time

the rains started.

my

Pollin-

just starting in bee-keeping, than tliat of
location.
Of course, one's surroundings of people, scenery and climate are

American

of

at

are

all,

'

Again, these sections are inland

'Fhcre
in

yield nectar.

will tell

and

various kind',
not dependent
but are kept in
full vigor by irrigation.
Thus we are
sure that we will have the conditions
for full nectar-secretion, and wc have

upon the rains

.gained the first essential point.

more thoughtful consideration by one

I
have increased to 150 colonies: have
had several swarms come to my yard
from the mountains. There are plenty
of liees here in the mountains wherever
ihcy can lind water.
1
have colonies
that have stored over 40 pounds since

I

case.

direction

ation. Etc.

being the dryest season in 13 years.
Since the middle of July wc have had
our rainy season, which has brought out
the flowers in abundance, and the bees
have done well, since we have.mesquite,
century plant or niuscal, cactus, and lots
of different varieties of mountain plants

One

this

melons, asparagus,
of fruits.
These

Luis, Ariz.

Locating an Apiary

it

here.

worked in
come in this

it

Coloradci. the Cniinly of Imperial an.l
the Coachella Valley in Riverside Coun
ty, California, we have our honey-plant-in cultivated crops, like alfalfa, beans,

val

where the cold and damp, and the
blighting winds, are not prone to come,
and so the nectar-glands are not blight
ed, and the bees are not forced to sta\
in the hives.
Have we not, then, iii
these locations the best sections for a
sure honey-production of any section of
the world? I have long thought so, and
the experience of the last years seem
leys,

1

1

but
not

next time.

day before wc shipped them. Then in
he morning, early, we closed them all in.
I
shipped them 42 miles by railroad,
then hauled them a short distance to
wliere they now stand. They were nailed
up 3 days and 2 nights, I liberating them
late the third day. I never lost a single
swarm, and but a few bees.
1
consider that was good luck. I would have
been satisfied if I had lost 20 colonies,
considering the journey. The weather
was warm in the daytime. In fact, we
have no cold weather here, some even
using hives J^-inch thick, with no shelter in winter.
We seldotn have over
2 inches of snow in a winter.
This
year was an exceptionally dry one. We
had cold northwest wind all through
April, May and June. In June and July
it
was very hot. From January until
the middle of July we had no rain at all,

rights.

it,

They might

a piece a little longer than the opening
w;is easily nailed on.
In a short time
wc nailed all up except this opening the

tliat

1

During the

my

interest.

it

—

(a good-

—

make

to

this

surmise a certainty.

Bees and Pollination.
Despite the

-

many

excellent articles ni
our agricultural press, regarding the
necessity of pollination of plants, and
the valuable service of bees in this work,
I am siire that the importance of the
subject is not at all appreciated at its

We

real magnitude.
do not practice intensive agriculture as they do in Eu
rope.
Our rich virgin soil, and general
thrift as a people, make it unnecessary,
and so wc are content to get the half loaf,
when the full-sized one might as well
be secured.
has not seen far too often the

Who

dwarfed and deformed strawberry and
blackberry, and even the pear and apple,
and has rightly divined the cause? Do
we realize, as we should, that this imperfection, and the more frequent entire absence of fruit, is the result of failure of bees or other insects to cross
pollinate the fruit ? I ain persuaded that
many fruits will not bear at all without
this important function on the part of
insect pollinators, and the great part of
this work must be done by the bees of
the hive, as there are by no means
enough of the other pollen-carrying in
sects to do the work.
Other plants will bear when all con
ditions are favorable, but will refuse to
do so when weather or climate lays a

heavy hand on (be growth and vigor.
"Such plants will not refuse when the
flowers are cross-pollinated.
In some
cases a part of the bloom will be fertile
to its own pollen, while other will be
sterile.
The deformed berry is the re
suit of only partial pollination.
Gnarly
apples and pears are not unfrequeiitly
the result of the s;niie lack of pollina'
tion.

*4

I make bohl to say that the time
come when science will be so well

will
uii

(lerstood that special pains will be taken
to secure enough bees in every agricul
tural section so that every fruit and tree
will do its best.
1 f every
farmer would
select out one child, and give him everv
opportunity to study and manage bees,
giving him or her the entire proceeds
of the hive, we would not only have
many more of the children of the farm
held to the farm, but we w-ould have a
greater gain in the belter accomplishment of Ihis all-iin|iori;int work of crosspolliii;Uion.
lI.DIiN

ApI.\KV
I

Ol-

W.

().

CORKV, UoN LlIS.

.Mijuiitains i>nly i

miles away.)

.\RIZ.

In the olden lime-- ;ihnost every farm
ils few colonies .>! bees. True, these

had

—
Oclol)c
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wcTc ill iilil l)(ix-liivi-^ and were ikioiIv
managed. This condition may well be
restored, except tliat the bees shonld be
kept in the best of the improved hives,
and managed in the most improved manner of our best apiaries of today.

IloNKV Crop Not a Total Faihrk.

The abundant rains of last winter
gave us great hope of a bountiful honey
harvest, in almost all parts of our State.
Especially was this true in our lovely
Southland. True, the rains were not as
heavy as in some years, but they were
so timely tliat we had great hope. But
with the spring and early summer came
very cool days and nights, with cool
iireezes, and so the nectar-glands were
paralyzed, and we secured very little
honey.
Now,- for two years, we have
experienced these conditions of cold and
damp, and have lamented a honey failure.

But

wc are not entirely desowarm weather came and

this j'ear

as later

late,

we

will get quite a crop, after

all.
In
soiTie of the more protected canyons llie
crop has been reckoned by the car-load.
In parts of the State the cold and winds
did not prevail, and the harvest has been
fine.
In all sections July and August
have done something to make up for the
failure of May and June.
Thus while
the season is generally poor yes. very
poor still there will be quite a showing

—

—

for our State, after

all.

Robber-Flies.

These great dipterous or two-winged
flies are very common in Southern California.
We have both types the great

—

black ones with their long, slender bodies, and the yellow hairy ones, much
like the bumble-bees in form and appearance.
can but admire these
brave robbers, for they kill many of our

We

worst insect pests, and their courage in
seizing even the worker-bee is surely to
be admired.
I
recently saw one such
capture and struggle. The fly grasped
the bee with its strong legs, and held
it despite the struggle and masterful effort of the bee to escape, and at once
proceeded to insert its great, strong rostrum or t)eak, and to suck bloodless and
lifeless its unwilling victim.
It is to be
regretted

that

these

flies

thus

maraud

on the workers of the hive, but as they
do so much good we will not treasure
it up too seriously against them.
Clareniont. Cal.

Beeswax and Digestion— Increased Sale of Honey
BY

On

Dr. C.

DR.

r,.

BOHRER.

under the above caption.
C. Miller criticizes my article on

page

269.

he does not find
fault with, and I rather think that when
he comes to understand it fully he will
accept about all of it as not much out
of joint.
He seems to think I am upsetting the arguments of Rev. R. B.
McCain on the same page, and just beXow, please, Doctor, read
fore mine.

page 241.

Part of

it

the McCain article again, and you will
learn that he has reference entirely to
And
the adulteration of comb honey.
he is entirely correct. But he does not
say one word about bee-sting poison.

lint you claim
that according to my
statements, bee-sting poison is sure to
absorbed by the honey in the cells.
In this you are in all probability entirely mistaken, as the particles of poison expelled by l)ees, when their hive
is jarred, most
likely never reach the
honey in the cells at all, as the bees
never put their feet nor the tips of their
bodies into the cells, nor dip them into
the honey.
But without doubt, it is
spread over the bees, and in moving
about over the combs a part of it is
with next to no doubt spread over the
surface of the comb
and, as I have
stated on more than one occasion, is
taken into the human stomach when
eaten with the comb, which, as you
know, in a few rare instances, produces
spasmodic colic.
And, Doctor,
you
1)0

;

know such people never buy honey to
use as food for themselves.
So that
you, as a comb-honey producer, can not
get rich selling them comb honey.
But if I am not entirely mistaken,
in uncapping honey with the uncapping
knife the bee-sting poison is removed,
so that when the honey is extracted it
is free from bee-sting poison and wax.
The latter being vkholly indigestible and
in no w-ay available as aii article of
nutrition to the human body, whatever
action it may have or influence it may
exert upon the digestive organs, is entirely of an irritating character.
And
the extracted-honey producer may be
able to sell this class of persons honev.
See the point, Doctor?
And as to the matter of feeding the
little honey from the cappings back to
the bees, becoming the means of mixing the bee-sting poison with the surplus honey, you need not, I think, borrow any trouble, as bees, you. know.
are fed for two general purposes the
one to carry them through winter, and
the other to stimulate and aid them in

—

brood-rearing.

You ask me how I know that bees invariably thrust out their stings, and that
poison is expelled upon any jar of the
hive.
In reply I will say that I have
seen it so often that I feel fully justified in arriving at svch a conclusion.
.\nd in the presence of your experience,
I feel somewhat surprised to learn that
you doubt the correctness of this view.
You also say, "Please tell us how the
spread of your facts is going to increase beyond any demand heretofore
known, the sale of honey." / iicz'cr said
your facts: and whatever this remark
may be intended to mean, j'ou said it.
But, Doctor, I did say, and now repeat,
that in all I have said or written. I
have done no guessing in regard to the
influence of comb honey upon a very
few persons, as regards its producing
spasmodic colic.
.\nd I will also say
I feel quite confident that, as the
people become acquainted with the requirements of the rure food law. and
the efltects of a rigid enforcement of the
same, the sale of honev, both extracted
and comb, will be very largely increased.
People have for ages been acquainted
with the excellent qualities of unadulterated honey, but you well know that
for inany years the custom of adulterating honey with glucose has been condfcted upon such a gigantic scale that
pure extracted honey w^as recarded as
ditlicult to obtain in the markets; and

that

lliat tills must exert a demoralizing iri
llueiue upon the sale of honey, you
certainly
understand.
You are also
aware of the fact that many people were
led to
believe that
honey-producers

rnanufactured comb, filled it with artificial honey, and sealed it so nearly as
the bees do that it was difficult for even
an expert to detect the counterfeit.

And, further, as to the spread or rearticle in question, I have
lieen written to from a distance for permission to publish it in local papers,
which has been done. .Xs to how many
print of

my

papers my print it, 1 have no means of
knowing. I am, however, informed that
where it was republished, physicians endorsed my views, and groceries were
selling honey in larger quantities.
So
that I perhaps need have no deep regrets to express, nor apologies to ofTer.
for having written the article in question.
I am also convinced
that I can
province more honey, and with less labor and expense, in the extracted form
than I can in the comb.
And to say
the very most in behalf of comb honey,
the wax or coinb is to honey what facepowder is to the human complexion
simply ornamental.
Lyons, Kans.
Illinois State

Convention

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet Nov. T()th and 20th,
at the State house in Springfield,

We

may have no program

except what will

made up by

be

the best of our bee-keepers
which is always better than a set
program, if those present are alive to
their opportunity.
The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association has made arrangements with
the State Board of Agriculture to have
hees handled in cages at the State Fair.
In one cage, for the purpose, a foulbroody hive will be shown up. Louis
Werner, of Edwardsville. will do the
manipulating.
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
Rt. 4, Springfield, 111.

—

Northern Illinois Convention
The annual meeting of the Northern
Illinois

Bee-Keepers' Association will be

House in Rockford,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 20

held in the Court
III.,

and

21, igoS.

to attend.

All interested are invited
B. Kennedy, Sec.

Cherry Valley,

111.

The Panhandle Convention
The

Panhandle

Bee-Keepers'

Asso-

ciation will meet in
Knights Golden
F.agle Hall, corner 38th and Jacob Sts.,

Wheeling.
16.

W.

1908.

X'a..

Monday. November

W.

L.

KiNSEY. Sec.

Blaine. Ohir)

Bee Jonmal for IOC!

10c.

We still have on hand some complete
vo.umes of the American Bee Journal for
1907, which we will mail for 40 cents
each. The first half of that year the Bee
Journal was issued weekly, and the last
half monthly, which would make 32
numbers. And all of them for only 40
cents! Surely this is a bargain for any
new reader who has become
this year.

a subscriber

October,

i-pot^

American "Bee -Journal
in the writer's opinion) is delightful,
1^, if I am correct, not often heard of
here in Ontario, and as near as I can find
out the plant is not generally counted
on as much of a yielder.
I

Canadian

Returning to that big hive; the his
Thitory for the season is as follows
colony, in a standard 8-framc Lang
stroth hive, was wintered in the cellar,
and received no help in the way of brood
or bees from other colonies. When the
tirood-chamber was full, the half-depth
super shown, filled with full sheets of
foundation, was given and the queen
allowed use of all right through the
season.
On September 12, the boneset
honey was taken from the Ijces and
carefully weighed, and this added to the
clover honey extracted earlier, made a
In addition, the
total of 418 pounds.
half-depth body is capped solid, and will
be left for winter. The bees are leathercolored Italians, and the queen was bred
from a mother secured from a wellknown queen-breeder. The average of
the whole apiary this y.ear is something
over 200 pounds per colony.
:

Conducted by
SiiiiiU

J.

L.

BYER. Mount Joy.

Vield from Buckwheat.

On page 273, I stated that "prospects"
were good for a flow of honey from the
Unfortunately, dry cold
buckwheat.
weather ensuing just after that was
written, knocked out the yield we were
expecting, and we have to be content
with a meager 15-pound per colony yield.
However, brood-cliambers are crammed
full of buckwheat honey, so feeding will
not

l)e

necessary.

After all, our surmise was correct in
so far as "best late flow" in our locality,
as our crop from buckwheat, small as it
is, is the most we have ever obtaintd
from that source. Be it understood that
is,
is the most we have ever obtained
plant has been

grown

in

A Buckwheat

our section.

and hives could be opened, bees shaken
or brushed off the combs with as mucli
comfort as if a heavy flow of honey was
A wet cloth over the comb
in progress.
box was used in the morning, but even
that precaution was not necessary, as
the bees would pay no attention to anything beyond showing a desire to get
back into the hives and staying there.

As we have never before had such an
experience, we can attribute their actions
to nothing else than the smoky atmospnere.

Let

Story.

say that

we

are experiencing

—

As near

weeks.
dition

Tn connection with buckwheat as a
honey-yielder, the writer a few days
ago had a hearty laugh over a story
told him by a farmer bee-keeper who
also raises poultry quite extensively.
The first year that buckwheat was sow;n
near his place, when the plant came in
bloom nicely, a decidedly bad smell was
noticed about the' hives in the evenings.
Not being acquainted with the peculiar
odor of freshly-gathered buckwheat
honey, my friend came to the conclusion that some of his chickens had died
under the hives and were responsible
for the trouble. Two or 3 evenings he
and his good wife searched among the
bees in an effort to find the dead chickens that were so offensive, and failing
to find them, were at a loss to account
for the peculiar and unpleasant situation, for, as they said, "their neighbors
were turning up their noses in disgust
every time they went past the place."
One morning when examining a strong
colony, the odor was located without a
doubt as coming from the inside of the
hive, and lo, the mystery was solved
"The bees had foul brood."
at last.
Tliat same day, a well-known bee-keeper
happened to be passing, and our friend
hailed him at once and told of his "misNeedless to add, that when
fortune."
Mr. Bee-Keeper came and examined the
bees, a hearty laugh all around was in

me

one of the worst drouths that has ever
occurred here, no rain since Aug. 5,
and no signs of any to date over 7
is

as I can learn this conpretty general over Ontario.

"Tall" Colony Yields 418 Pounds.
That 8-super colony shown on page
274 has done good work as is evidenced
by "final returns."Since writing those
items in connection with Mr. Free's
apiary, I have had the pleasure of again
Right after a big
being in the yard.
crop of clover honey came the heaviest
yield of dark honey they have ever had.
This crop came from the boneset that
grows in a big marsh along the river
Trent. The honey, the flavor of which

Bayless Uncapping Slachine.
Mr. Wm. L. Bayless, some years ago,
invented and perfected the reversible
honey-extractor.
For some time he
worked on a new machine for uncapping.
It was done chiefly in his spare
moments, as the enterprise was enIt can be truly said that
tirely his own.
It is a very
at last he has it perfected.
ingenious yet simple device. We believe
he has the correct principle beyond a
doubt.
The machine is built in two
ways, as will be seen by the illustraand B. One will uncap the
tions,
comb from end to end, while the other
will take the comb lengthwise and cut
the capping from the bottom up to the
top bar. The machine is operated by a
small crank, and all parts driven by

A

order.

A

Verj-

Today

Dry Time in Ontario.
22) we extracted

(Sept.

the

buckwheat honey at the Altona yard.
The day was hot, and as a consequence
of bush fires off a distance from us, a
heavy pall of smoke pervaded the atmos-

Whether the smoky air
all day.
was responsible or not, I can not say,
not a bee would
reason,
some
for
but
Scarcely a bee was flying,
ofifer to rob.
phere

Bayless Uncapi'Inc. Machine Style A.

(October,

1908.
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Baylcss

belongs

" principle "

now

discovery of
This

the

and

"action."

the

may

be adapted to any size of frame.

We desire to say that Mr. Bayless
has not written this article, nor dictated
it
in any way.
He is an e.Ktremely
modest man, and as yet has Ynade no
effort to place his device upon the market in fact, we believe he scarcely realizes what a good thing he has.
He
will, however, protect his machine with
;

a

patent.

When

the

in

a

city

short

time ago, Mr. Wm, McEvoy, and Mr.
A. Comirc of Quebec, called upon Mr.
Bayless to see the machine. Mr. F. P.
Adams and the writer accompanied
them.
Mr. and Mrs. Bayless received
the parly cordially.
The machine was

shown and closely inspected. Mr. McEvoy was enthusiastic in his praises, and

We

ordered one on the spot.

unhesi-

tatingly declare that we believe the
chine will be a success. Canadian

—

maBee

Journal.

Look Out
Bavi.kss Uncapping
belting,
and leather-rope
similar to that used on sewing machines.
The knives, made of good cast steel,
work backward and forward with a
good cutting motion, while the frame
moves downward or upward, as the
The
will of the operator may direct.
knives are double-edged, and will cut
as the comb passes either upward or
downward. It is so adjusted as to cut
a very thick comb or a thin one, or a
comb the thickness of which varies. All
these variations are absolutely under the
control of the operator.

cog-wheels

Machine-

Canucks

at Detroit!

for the "National" at Detroit!
nearly as I can learn a large number
of Canucks will be present, and quite
possibly be in "the majority," and as a
matter of course, they will vote and
have the word "Mational" changed to
"International."
See?

As

The comb must

be a little wider than
in order to use style A
This is the machine that
cuts from end to end.
Style B will cut any thickness of
comb, provided that the end-bars are
not too wide. But where top-bars and
end-bars are made with a view to the
use of this machine, it may be freely
said it will uncap anything in the shape
of a Langstroth.
In fact, the machine
can be built to suit any particular-sized
frame which may be a special hobby
with any particular bee-keeper. To Mr.
the

for

Ho,

Si vle B.

top-bar

effectively.

Joking aside, this scribbler, for one,
looking forward to a whole lot of
pleasure in meeting a host of friends
that he has
never seen. With this
is

thought
reminds
I

in

me

mind, a glance at the clock
that

it

past bed-time, so

is

"ring off," with a "hope to meet you

in

Detroit,

October

my

surprise

and

to

half full of honey
box under an oak

13."

I

saw a milk-pan
on an old

sitting

tree

close

to

his

Of course the bees were
swarming on the honey, and hundreds
were drowned in the liquid, as no pains
were taken to put floats in the honey

colonies.

RcflcctioiiiS'

.^^

to protect the bees.

California Bee Keeper 'W*''

Bees

all

bedaubed

with the sticky stuff were crawling about
the apiary, nearly all of which would
never reach their hives.

To

By

\V.

A.

PRYAL, Alden

Dahlias for Honey and Pollen.

An

old-fashioned flower that has almost suddenly come into popular favor
again is the Dahlia.
older folk well
remember in our childhood days that
our parents cherished those formal
flowers
how stately they were and
how profusely they bloomed
But the
advent of the cactus-flowered varieties
has added new interest to the flower,
and to-day we have some gorgeous
specimens flowers of large size and
almost fantastic shapes.
As a boy, I
liked the old dahlias to-day I like them
better than ever, and I think the newer
sorts vie with the rose in beautj'. They

We

;

!

—

;

from disease and few insects
prey upon them and those only of the
"chewing" kind, which can be easily
are free

The

past season I have

of these pretty and

showy

flowers.

Outdoor Feeding of Bees.

Do

encourage a bee to become
better kill the bee.
A few
davs ago I visited an elderly apiarist
not
a robber

;

had quite an

it

array of plants and colors galore growing in my garden.
I am much pleased
to notice that bees seek the flowers
and work upon them the day through.
They gather both nectar and pollen.
With us the plants usually begin to
bloom in August and so continue until
December, thereby adding to our beepasturage at a time when nectar-secreting flowers are much needed.
Of
course, I do not advocate the planting
of these flowers for honey alone, but
there is no reason why every bee-keeper's garden should not contain a number

—

de,«;troycd.

say nothing of such a method bea wanton destruction of bee-life,
also worse on the bees in another
way. The very smell of honey so easily
obtainable right in the apiary at once
starts the bees robbing, and woe to the
colonies when the bees get right down
to a genuine case of robI)ing in the fall
of the year. I venture to remark that
no bee-keeper, even of the most perfect
disposition, would long wear his best
smile when he found his bees at such
work in full tilt.
I should like to
see Dr. Miller amid a robbing crew
if
I did not find him using language as
hot as the time the bees were making
for him, I venture that beautiful and
peaceful smile Editor Root so recently
pictured in Gleanings would disappear,
and the good Doctor would be wearing
another face
But don't let it be supposed for a moment that the Doctor
would say things unpleasant
I
feel
sure that he would let his face do the
ing
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a

recently

was astonished to find that many of
were alliis colonies were iu hives that
most as open to the weather as a sawwidesuch
that
remarked
When I
mill.
open hives seemed to be a standing inwalk
"just
vitation for robber-bees to
that
in and help yourselves," 1 was told
discover
the robbers 'did not seem to

Convention ^ J.;
ilProcccdinds^i

1

the big openings. I suppose one reason
such exhibitions of the contents of the
interior of the hives did not cause serious trouble was owing to the fact that
well
all the colonies in the apiary were
know
I
separated from each other.
it
together
near
are
that where hives
hive
is almost impossible to open one

without having the bees from adjoining
hives make an onslaught on the one
believe
I
undergoing manipulation.
that an "open apiary" is as demoralizing
would set it
I
as an "open town."
down as a motto for bee-keepers that
the secrets of the inside of each colony
should be screened from the view of the
outside world as much
of one's household.

Loss of Heat

as

the

secrets

Hives.

Speaking of unduly venlilate<l colonreminds me that the robbing thc\
might provoke is not their only had
feature. In winter it is well to conserve
all the animal heat of the colony, es-

The bees
climate.
faster and store more
honey. In climates like that found

comb

a

Report of the Chieago-Nopthwestern Bee-KeepeFs' Convention.
(Continued from page

Swarming

cold

up

a large portion of California it may
not make so much difference whether
the bees are in a close, snug hive or
not, so long as the bees are good fighters and are well protected from the
Rain, moths, robbers and foul
rain.
brood arc the bane of the bee-man.
in

"What are some reasonably certain
ordinary indications of swarming?"
Dr. Miller— None.
Mr. Taylor Bees in the air
Dr. Miller That is no sign. Bees are
I don't
likely' to be in the air anyway.
believe that there is any outside sign upwhether
on which you can depend, as to
the colony is likely to swarm.
Mr. Whitney I was watching one of
my colonies a few years ago. I saw an
unusual commotion on the part of the
I beStarted for a queen-cage.
bees.
lieved they would swarm in about 20
minutes.
I had just time to catch the

—

—

queen. I believe there is an outside appearance.
Dr. Miller There is a sign that withA
in 24 or 48 hours a swarm will issue.
prime swarm will not give any sign.
I?ut an afterswarm will give a sign. You
can hear the young queen piping. Then
you will know that a swarm is likely to
Only one queen
issue within 24 hours.
Three or 4 may quahk, but
will pipe.
only one will pipe. The queen that is
free will make a shorter noise than the

—

others.

The Height of Hive-Stands.
Some authorities advocate low stands
the hives, while some recommend
With a couple of exceptions,
ones.
colonies are near the ground
some 4 inches above terra firma. In
for

tall

my

all

our climate

I

find this

sufficiently

high

a bee-keeper
I know
hive-stands.
has nearly all his colonies restNo alighting
earth.
the
ing
on
boards are required. Fie claims that he
has found no serious results follow
from having his bees so placed. Ordinarily this mignt be so, but it has many
In the first place, the botill
features.
tom-boards will rot sooner; they will
disagreeable for the liees
and
lie damp
in winter unless the under side is tarred: if the ground slopes to the entrance surplus water during a rainstorm will run into the hive; grass will
clog the entrance far worse than if the
hive were elevated; insects and .reptiles
may crawl into the hive and molest the
occupants; skunks have better opportunity to coax the bees from the hive
and destroy them and lastly, but not
wholly, the bee-keeper's poor back has
to be subjected to unnecessary stooping when working over the hiye upon
the ground.
for

who

;

the hi\e off the groimd—
the better, perhaps.

So give me
the

higher

273.)

Indications.

—

in

ies

pecially in
will build

,

—

higher pitch than the others that we
Those who are
say are "quahking."
quahking commence with a shorter tone.
The first one is a long, high note, and
then a little shorter, and a little shorter.
They will be answered by the others
with a lower pitch and the different
tones that they make will be equal in
length. That's the way they used to do
Maybe they don't do it now.
it.
in Tu.inois.

"Will Dr. Eaton give a few words
about the present condition of the honey

market in Illinois?''
Dr. Eaton I must confess that I am
not quite so w-ell posted on the honey
market in this city now as I was 2 years
However, in my work as an anago.
alytical chemist, I sometimes inspect the
grocery stores of the State, and my ow-n

—

me to take quite
in seeing what is on the marnaturally I get, now and then,
samples of honey for analysis. I always
take a great interest in the meetings of

work

in that line leads

an interest
ket.

And

be,

my

first

interest

having been

with the Minnesota State Bee-Keepers'
Association. And whether I am in official work or not, I like to drop in at
those meetings. I always find something
of interest to me as a chemist. I might
say that this .Association is largely responsible for the Illinois State Pure
Food Law. Had it not been for this
.Association and the State Association.
I don't believe there would be an Illinois
Pure Food Law. Those two associa
tions made possible the State Pure Food

Law.

When this .'Kssociation first took hold
of the work, before the State had a
pure food law. they gathered a number
of samples—40 or 50, I believe— and I
found
did the analytical work.
about 33 1-3 percent of those samples
adulterated. They were all sold for pure
honey. That same proportion of adul
teration kept up for 2 years after that.
The law was not very vigorously enforced at first. The penalty was net enforced at once. Therefore, the adulteration did not decrease immediately. But
the last few years the adulteration began
Only one sample of adul
to grow less.
terated honey was found the last year
of my connection with the Pure Food

We

We

—

Mr. Whitney Another outside evidence occurs to me. I had a frame out
There \yas
one time looking it over.
a young queen on it, making that piping
She poked her head into a cell
noise.
and made that noise. I was quite certain that a swarm would issue the next
day, and I found it so.
Dr. Miller The free queen has a

Honey Makket

and also the meetings
of the bee-keepers wherever I may hap
this Association,

pen to

practically drove adulCommission.
terated honey off the market. Now there
is
quite a good deal of mixtures of
honey on the market. It is, however,
generally labeled in conformity with the
National requirements, stating the percents of the mixtures, whether it be
But that forni
cane sugar or glucose.
of adulteration has probably grown in
the last few years; that is, the labeled
is
It
mixtures, not the adulteration,
probably due to the higher price of
find
honey and foods in general.
quite a good deal of mixed honey on the
grocery shelves. They can not be any
very great detriinent to the buyer who

We

will buy pure honey in preference to
mixtures if he knows what he is buying.
I suppose you all noticed the reports
of the convention in France, where they
spoke of a mixture of invert sugar with
honey, and said that tlfat article would
enjoy a wide sale, and claimed that ii
already being produced in the old
is
That is, of course, an ideal
country.
"

It is a form of
adulteration that is going to be hard in
Honc\
ilced for the chemist to detect.
is largely invert sugar, and if the adul
teration is made of invert sugar, and
flavored with honey, it will be very hard
This applies to extracted
to detect.
honey. I know of no way to adulterate
comb honey. I don't know that people
have attempted to adulterate comb honey,
but I would not like to say so off-hand

form of adulteration.

—

—

—

:

Uctoljcr, iyo8.
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profitable or

is

it

not,

don't

I

know.
Tliis

invert sugar, however, could be

used only in extracted honey, and no
one need fear to purchase comb honey
lest it will be adulterated in that way.
I
don't know of any "adulteration of
honey with invert sugar at present. As
long ago as 1887, Dr. Wiley, of the
United States Department of Agriculture, got out a bulletin on honey, and
mentioned several samples of honey
wdiich he said he thought were adulterated with invert sugar, and put them in
a suspicious class.
Mr. A. I. Root was
well acquainted with one of the samples,
and was certain that it was not adulterated with invert sugar.
The invert

sugar can be made in two ways, hirst,
by inverting the sugar with acid; and
also by inverting the sugar by mixing
with a ferment, or invertose.
A very
small amount of invertose will work very
rapidly.
Perhaps it will he used to adul-

selling, while lie will turn all of his en
ergies towards the production of another
crop.
Bee-Keepers' Review.

terate extracted honey.

Last season we used on half of our
colonies a J^-inch bottom stanc;
and
over half of them were built at the
bottom first, some not at the top at
all.
Of course, we had no honey-flow
But I find it the case always in the
fall at the close of the honey-flow.
R. L. H-\i.F., in Gleanings.

—

Hottoni Starters Built First.
,

Crop Report for

"What

1907.

is your crop report for 1907?"
Bohrer Had no crop.

Dr.

—

York — How many

Pres.

didn't

get

any crop this year? 6.
Dr. Bohrer While we used the extractor and got some honey, we will have

—

to feed

(Continued

ne.xt

.

I wonder if one of the siRns of quet-nlcssness has ever appeared in print.
Suppose you
have a colony thought to be quecniess to which
you wish to introduce a c|ueen. There is often
a danger that, by some hook or crook, a virgin queen may be present, perhaps reared
from a cell that has been missed, perhaps an
interloper from elsewhere.
If you find lioney
in pretty much alJ cells in the brood-nest not
already tilled with brood, you may feel fairly
safe to introduce your queen.
If,
on the
other hand, you find these c-lls empty, and
I>olished so they shine, ten to one there's something in the nive that the bees respect as a
queen.
If you find honey in worker-cells, and
drone-cells empty and shining, the bees are
likely to have been queenless for some time,
and perhaps laying workers are in contempla-

month.)

'Beedotiv_r

DownJ

^Boiled

Signs of Queeulessness.

back.

it

tion.

Three Methods of Selling Honey.
Mr. Townsend made a remark in last
month's

Review,

the

truth

of

which

some of us have

failed to realize, viz.,
to sell honey." li
we ship our honey off in a lump to some
wholesaler or jobber, it might be said
in one sense, that it cost nothing to
sell it
but look at the lower price that
is
received.
a man sells his extracted honey at wholesale for 8 cents
a pound, when some retailer could pay
him 9 or 10 cents, then this i or 2 cents
"that

It

costs

money

;

H

on a pound, for which he has sold
his honey, is really what it cost him to
sell his honey.
Or it might be carried
5till
further, by saying that, as the
consumer pays 12 or 15, or 20 cents
a pound, then the difference between
what the producer actually gets, and
what the consumer pays, is what it costs
less

to sell the honey.

There are

really

advance, to bottlers and retailers.
It
has always been something of a wonder
to me why more producers have not
-ought out and secured this jobbing
trade, and thus saved the wholesalers'
profit
and, still further, I have won;

lered why bottlers and retailers do not
direct to the producer, of whom they
could often buy at lower figures than
of the jobber.
To be sure, it would
cost the producer something, at first,
to find out the bottlers and secure their
trade, and the same might be said of an
attemnt on the part of the bottlers to
buy direct of the producers, but in the
end it would be advantageous to both
-;o

classes.

e.xpect

it

is

something

For these reasons there will always
be wholesale dealers in honey, and, for
a large class of producers, it is well
that they exist but men who are adapted to the work can certainly make a
good prolit by reaching out and securing a portion of the jobbing trade
bottlers, retailers and those consumers
;

who buy
thing
WTite
trade

large quantities. It costs someto advertise, send out samples,

letters,
etc.,
but once such a
is built up, it is easily held at a
slight expense.

There

is

bee-keepers

still

can

up their honey
selling direct to

three methods of
-elling honey, viz., wholesaling, jobbing
and retailing. Most of the large dealers in honey are what might be called
jobbers." They buy at wholesale, in
large quantities, at the lowest prices,
and then sell it in job lots, at a slight

I

sold to them, there is no more trouble
or anxiety.
The retailer trusts the
jobber and know's that he can get what
he wants from him.
Of John Jones,
living at Oshkosh, he is not so sure.

like this

:

A

liroducer does not know who are bottlers or retailers; he does not know
o( the wholesale dealers, that they are
reliable, and. as a rule, when honey is

Not

another step that
take

— that

of

many

putting

in retail packages
and
consumers or to grocers.
;

bee-keepers are adapted to this,
or live near the right kind of locality,
but where the conditions are favorable,
the retailing of one's crop of honey
makes very profitable work for fall and
winter months.
all

My

plan is that of selling to bottlers,
and large consumers. It fits
conditions the best of any plan, but.
if I had the spare time in
fall and
winter that most bee-keepers possess,
I
should go one step further, putting
retailers,

my

it up in retail packages and
selling dilect to consumers.
The field here is
an excellent one, and I just ache at
times to go at it and show what can
be done in that line, but my hands are
too full of other work to allow of such

We

[You are orthodox in all you say.
use
these signs in connection with other evidences
that may or may not be iresent in determining the condition of the colony; but strangely
enough,

very little, comparatively, has been
in print of the fact whether the workerhave been filled with honey or are emoty
and polished up clean.
If polished, and no
eggs are in them, it indicates that a virgin is
present and will probably lay soon.
Or the
condition may show that a laying queen has
just been let loose from a cage and wmII soon
deposit eggs.
Ed.]
Stray Straws in Glean-

made

cells

—

ings.

^__^^_^_^

Does Buckwheat Yield

in

Clover?

This question was raised in The
.\merican Bee Journal by J. L. Byer,
on page 236.
Referring to the same,
R. F. Holtermann says in Gleanings
'*I
have had some experience in a buckwheat and clover section, and I have had the
experience of other bee-keepers similarly situ-'
ated.
\<e have often found that the bees
worked on buckwheat during the clover season.
In my estimation an ideal buckwheat morning
would be an ideal clover morning.
It seems
to me that, when clover does not yield well,
buckwheat may; or if clover is not very abundant the bees will work on buckwheat.
I
have also found Italian and Carniolan bees
less likely to work on buckwheat when they
can obtain white honey.
This latter has been
my experience again and again."

Uncapping Honey.
Speaking of the Bayless uncapping
machine. The Bee-Keepers' Review says
:

'*It is always risky, not to say unwise, to
criticise a machine like this that one has never
tried, much i^ss seen, and I shall not attempt

a thing.

anything of the kind, either of the machine
or of its work, but, nevertheless. I can't help
wondering if those who have given so much
thought to uncapping macliines heve ever seen
combs uncappe<l under the most favorable conditions.
Let the combs be those that have
been in use a few years, until they have become quite tough and hard. Space them wide

Each man should study the matter
thoroughly, and then adopt that method
best suited to his conditions. Not every
man can retail his own honey neither
can we all he our own jobbers.
For
instance, Mr. M. A. Gill, of Colorado,
who produces about a car-load of comb
honey each year, says it is more profitable for him to turn the honey over
to some one whose business is that of

apart so that the bees will add wax to them
This new wax will be soft
as they fill them.
and easy to cut, while the old comb beneath
will
furnish the firmness.
There will also be a sort of mixture of the
two kinds of comb at the juncture where the
knife passes through, thus the old comb will
furnish enough of the hard material so that the
part that is to be cut will lack the soft, stickiHa\ie
ness 1\y: characterizes very new comh.
of an inch in thickness,
tr- (rimes only
ir.u ^laee them wide enough so that there will
be about 'A or f^ of an inch to shave off

;

H

:

:

:

:

;
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each side of the comb.
It will be seen that
one of thf secrets of quick uncapping is in
having exactly the right kind of combs in the
riRht kind of frames.
Have a sharp Bingham
knife long enough to reach clear across the
comb; yes, have two of these knives, and,
when not in the hand in use, let them stand
in a dish of water kept near the boiling point
by a lamp stove.
Have a sharp point, like
the point of a nail driven up through a board
upon which to rest the end-bar of the frame.
"Give me such conditions, and I would like
to try a race with any uncapping machine into
which the frames have to be placed and re-

One sweep

moved.

of the knife, and the cap-

A

pings from the entire side drop off.
flip
of the comb, turning it upon the point of the
nail, another sweep of the knife, and the cappinps from the other side drop into the dish
below."

Evtn should

it

turn out

tliat

Editor

Hutchinson would be worsted in an encounter with an uncapping machine,
there would probably always be beekeepers with very few colonies who
could hardly afford a machine, and such
will read with interest the way Mr.
Hutchinson does it by hand.
Size of liarvae for Grafting.

When

using larvae to graft into cellbeginner is told that he must
select tliose of a certain age.
But he
is pu;^zled to know just how he can tell
this from the appearance of the larvse.
cups,

tlie

Here

is

given

something exactly

in

to the point,

Gleanings

"Mr.

Pritchard believes that any larva not
curled up so that the two ends nearly
is
suitable for grafting, and be therefore selects the largest and finest-appearing
larva; that are yet comparatively straight in
the bottoms of the cells.
Furthermore, whenever he is looking over the combs in the
strong colony containing the breeding queen,
and finds a small patch of comb in practically
every c?!! of which eggs are just beginning
to hatch, he marks this carefully by enclosing
the space with large wire staples such as are
used to fasten .jottom-boards on hive-bodies,
etc.
Small sticks will not do, for the bees
carr-- them away; but these large wire staples
answer the purpose admirably.
Two days later, when he is ready to graft, he takes up
this comb which he marked, and selects the
finest of the larvse between these staples.
He
is thus practically sure of obtaining what he

in

the

locality,

all

will sooner or later
brids or blacks.
Do
the tendency in the
larger numbers, and

earlier?"

lieves

toward the black

There

wants."

Hlaeks Hiinning Out Italian Bees.
X'l doubt many a bee-keeper has been
przzled In understand how it is that
there is a tendency toward black blood,
e\'en in localities
where Italians are
specially favored.
Light is given upon
this point, as well as upon some other
points in the following extract from a
conversation with F. R. Bcuhnc, given
in

Gleanings

"How
ting

do you succeed, Mr. Keuhne, in getearly drones from a select breeder in

sufficient numbers so that all
in the early spring will mate

lected

young queens
with

these

se-

drones?"

"The only

satisfactory

way

1

know

of

is

to introduce those queens, from which we desire to rear drones, to strong colonies of black

bees during the winter, having supplied such
colonies with the necessary drone comb in the
right position in the hive.
As black bees will
breed earlier in the spring than Italians, we
obtain our choice drones mucli earlier than
would be possible with even stimulative feeding.'*

"\Vc find that our Caucasians will breed a
hundred drones to the Italians one. Whether
the Caucasians would be the equal of the
black

bees

am

unable to detect the remarkable part
paragraph quoted by
Mr. Galeley.
it may apnear obscure or illogical, or
to others, it appears very clear
to its author and he takes occasion here to
emphasize it.
I believe that
the number of
colonifs in the United States might be doubled
and their culture might be made profitable, if
thuy were distributed thoroughly and the owners' time bestowed upon them only when other
1

of

the

Though

inconsistent

more lucrative business did not

In Gleanings, E. F. Atwater gives
illustrations of combs in which foundation-splints have been used, and the bees

have gnawed the foundation in two, in
one case half way from the bottom-bar
to the top-bar.
Commenting on this
Editor Root says
"Figs. 2 and 3 do not give one a favorable
impression of wood splints; but we are prepared to say in this connection that we saw
nothing of this kind at Dr. C. C. Miller's
apiary.
He showed us comb after comb built
from foundation stayed with wood splints, and
these combs were as fiat as a board, without
any suggestion of wooden stays in the midrib; and what is more, they were filled out to
and in contact with the bottom-bar.
One
strong claim made by Dr. Miller for splints
is that, by means of them, one can use sheets
of foundation reaching clear down to the
bottom-bar."

State Entomologist and Foul Brood,

At tbe 20th annual meeting of the
Association of Economic Entomologists,
as reported in the Journal of Economic
Entomology, a paper, which brought out
considerable discussion, was read by
Dr. E. F. Phillips, in the course of
which he said
"The present weak
seems

point in State inspection
lack of the proper

to the writer to be a

The

in-

spectors are usually good, practical bee-keepers,
and are experts in tht detection and treatment of disease.
As a rule, however, they
know little of the methods used in other lines
of inspection and are equally uninformed on
all other phases of entomological work which
would be valuable for purposes of comparison.
It would seem desirable, therefore, that apiarian inspection be under the supervision of the
State entomologist; not that the entomologist
himself should do the work, for he has enough
to do, but that the inspector should be responsible to him.
In fact, in most .cases, a
practical bee-keeper woul be better able to
liandle disease than the entomologist who may
not be trained in the practical manipulation
of
bees,
which is an absolute essential to
e ffective work.
In Texas the btate entomologist is also foul-brood inspector, but has 4 assistants who do the actual inspection.
"I would not have any of the previous statements interpreted as reflecting adversely on the
present inpcctors; tluir work commands ;he
highest respect, with but few exceptions.
The
entomologists may feel that such a
recommendation tends to impose additional arduous duties on men already overworked, but
apiculUirc is a branch of economic entomology,
and the honey-bee, as a most beneficial insect,
demands attention. The only reason for suggestiuE this supervision by the State entomologist is the belief that an entomologist is
better able to direct in this work than any
other State official.
If tiie -entomologist is also
a trained bee-keeper, tlie efficiency of the work
would be inestimably increased."
official

keeping as a specialty.
The specialists who
have succeeded are rare and, though I wish
he might do so, I venture the prophecy that
Mr. Gateley will never own a national bank
nor build a trunk line railway from the proceeds of his bees.
It is well, in a way, that
we have the enthusiast with us. A man should
;

be enthusiastic in his calling, but when
is the cause of financial
loss
friends his influence works no
good, or, if good, it is offset by the preponderance of evil which it begets. One, or a
half-dozen successful seasons with a limited
number of bees should not blind us to the
fact
that
the
history of bee-culture, rs a
specialty, from the viewpoint of a money-maker
is not encouraging.

ever
his

to

enthusiasm

his trusting

Mr.

Gateley 's inference that the editors
he criticises are without experience may
weak. too.
His experience may be
my own or than Brother
Koot's.
Mr. Root has certainly had the oppor
tunities, and I have no doubt they have been
improved. As for myself my experience began
in childhood and the present color of my haii
indicates that that must have been some time
ago.
It has been my pleasure to be associated
with some of the most extensive producers of
honey, and to have the management of some
of the largest apiaries in the United States,
numbering their colonies by thousands, and to
note by experience the conditions and possibilities on all sides of the United States, from
the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada
to Cuba; during all of which time I have
been intensely interested in the upbuilding of
apiculture as a pursuit.
During that period
I have not met a dozen men who have amassed.
a competency
through the culture of bees
alone.
Therefore, as a last word, to those who
contemplate embarking in bee-keeping .ns a
money-making venture, I desire to go on record
Yet, as I have never
as advising against it.
been without bees during the past twenty-five
years, I probably shall not be without an apiary
while I remain in the flesh: for. as a side-issue,
bees are profitable and afford a world of pleas
ure to one who. like myself, is very fond of
them.
The American Bee-Keeper.

whom

Gateley,

number
"The

Amateur

Heo-Koepiiif;.

correspondent, Mr. L. E.
presents this criticism in the July
of the ./vmerican Bee lournal:

attitude of various apicultural papers
on certain questions pt-rtaining to practical bceciilture. is at times quite amusing to the man
who has for any time been enpaced in the

trifle

more extensive than

—

More

Li^lit

Under

on SAvarniing of Bees.

heading, in tlie American
Bee-keeper, Allen Latham gives an in
teresting account of experiments made
by him.
He believes that the size of
frames has much to do with the enof
couragement
or
discouragement
tliis

swarming.
Not merely tbe superficial
contents of a frame, but the proper
length and the proper depth must be
had, and a frame may be too large as
well as too small to secure best results
in trying to keep down swarming.
In
the course of his experiments, he says
I

Specialty vs.
Our occasional

suffer as a re-

In other words, a small apiary well
cared for during spare time is nearly always
profitable.
If Mr. Gatelcy would read more
carefully he would note the distinction between bee-keeping as an avocation and beesult.

be a

we could not

say; but wl- believe
that your suggestion of putting choice Italian
breeders into stocks of bees of strains that
will rear more drones than Italians, and earlier than
Italians, is a good one.
No.w, Mr.
Bcuhnc-, it has been observtil by bee-keepers
of both cf)ntinfnts and both hemispheres, that,
where Italians largely predominate ihrough selection in breeding, if the bees arc left to
)t«m8clves, and if there is some b'ack blood

"How is that for a paper that stands second
advancing and holding out for the
most progressive ideas relating to
intensive and extensive apiculture?"

'

kind of supervision of the inspection.

now

to none in
latest and

is

Failure with Foundation Splints.

greater number of colokept might be made profit-

vastly

a
is

able.'

another thing
in this connection; and that is, that the black
bees (and that would include the drones), being less susceptible to cold, would be out in
the air more than the yellow bees."
race.

that

than

nies

I do.
In addition, we must bear in
that blacks are usually allowed their own
sweet will in the way of building drone-comb.
There is also no check on the age of queens.
Under these conditions, and the well-known
fact that black bees can rear brood at a lower
temperature, it is but natural that the race
of bees in a given district should gravitate

"Yes,

mind

yet

meet

production of honey.
For instance, Mr. Hill
says in the April Bee-Keeper:
'While The liee-Kceper docs not recommend
bee-keeping as a money-making specialty, it be-

bees in that locality
degenerate back into hyyou account for this by
blacks to rear drones in

the

"I next made frames 17 x 13 inside measure.
constructed last season sixteen of these hives.

Seven fraims were allowed for the brood
chamber, and thirteen for the storage. Assum
ing not less than
10
pounds capacity per
frame this hive allows a crop of 130 pounds
in the absence of the bee-keeper.
Into these 16 hives I put colonies of all
strains, using several colonies of Carniolan ori
gin.
I
surely thought that the Carniolan
would find this hive to suit its swarming desire?, psptcially 3b I placed 10 of these hives
to be stored

(Xtobcr, igo8.

^[Am(>rican^ac
un the highest hill in this vicinity, a hill
which gets the sweeping winds from Long
Island Sound.
Before the middle of May this
year every one of the colonies with Carniolan
blood swarmtd or tried to swarm, though the
brood-chambi-r was in no case taKen full posTwo other colonics, 1 know, (and
session of.
how many others I do not know) also
swarmed.
Two months have passt-d since I
have visited the apiary and I cannot say what
has happened. But this I know, colonies which
I
should never expect to swarm in the smaller
hives did swarm in these large hives.
"It is thus easy to see that frames can be too
large for security against swarming as well
as too small.
I am not prepared as vet to state
just what the proper size is nor whether one
I am inclined
size will suit all races of bees.
Italians
to think that for the usual run of
eight frames of the i4j^xii size just about
fill the bill."
Concluding he says: "To sum up the pre-

paragraph

ceding

—any

size

of

frame

which

tends to distort the normal shape of a broodnest or which tends to unoccupied s^ace below

encourage swarming.
"It is obvious from what I have outlined
above that the Langstroth frame is a swarmproducing frame, and that frames less than
10 inches or more than 12 inches in depth are
brood

the

likely

to

is

likely to

lead

to

swarming unless preventive

measures are taken.
My home apiary frame
is
10 X 12 inside measure.
Only one of the
50 regulars swarmed this season, and it has
been a bad season for swarming. To be sure,
(
had to apply preventive measures in two
or three cases.
"My observations lead me to believe that
swarm control can be looked for in the adopUntion of a frame of certain dimensions.
less one docs this he must adopt methods in
his apiary to meet the swarming fever, methods
which mean much labor and frequent loss of
swarms, to say nothing of lessened honeycrop.

"Unless I now offer some reason why a
certain size of frame tends to prevent swarmine I fear that all which I have written may
fail to convince.
When a queen reaches the
bottom and corners of a brood-frame simultaneously with the emergence of young bees
in the centers of the trames she finds things
The workers also are satisto her own liking.
fied, for they will pash right into the storechamber instead of storing the first honey unthe
brood.
With
the 14?^ x 11 frame mender
I
have
repeatedly found the
tioned above
frames

solid

With

above.

queen

is

the store

brood except an inch of honey
eight
such frames the best

and the bees once started in
chamber rarely acquire tne swarmii\g

satisfied,

fever.*'

Modification of Shaken Swarms.

Time was

when

tlie

average

bee-

was pleased to have his bees
swarm, and it is not so many years
since it was held by good authority that
best results could be obtained by having
each colony send out one, and only one,
swarm. Now it is the study of most
keeper

bee-keepers to limit swarming to the utmost. One of the ways of doing this is
by shaken swarms, but gradually it is
getting to be understood that these are
not so reliable as at first supposed. F.
Greiner has studied out a plan which,
although requiring more work than the
usual plan, he hopes to be more reliable, and that others may try it, he gives
in the American Bee-Keeper.
Preceding this it is interesting to hear
from one of Mr. Greiner's intelligence

it

some of the troubles attendant upon the
ordinary shaking of swarms. Although
he operates with sectional hives, it is not
impossible to use the same plan with
other hives.
After saying that with all the light
upon shaking swarme given by Stachelhausen and others, the practise does not
in every case turn out a complete success, ;Mr. Greiner continues:
"In particular can we notice a lack of energy
in the brushed swarm as compared with tl.e
natural swarm.
A large share of the brushed
swarms, swarm out the next day or on one of
following days.
With all clipped qi.e-.ns
in the yard I have had a treated colony swarm
the

wriiiun ijy Roy Crandall.
On the
authority of Dr. Phillips he gives 300,000,000,000 as the numl)er of bees in the
country, and after comparing ihe honey
crop with some other crops, lie says:
zine,

the sixth and s.vcnih day after the making of the swarm.
In some cases the hives
were deserted, the bees going to some olht r
hive in the apiary and the queens getting lost.
By keeping entrance guards on all hives containing shaken swarms for one week has proved
the most effective with me.
liut when '/e take
into consideration the loss of time on all the
colonies that do not at once adapt :heinselvcs
to the new condition we cannot consider the
brushed 01 shaken swarm a comwlete success.
ti...

"To he sure
we must make

that swarms will not be cast
a care ful examination of the
hives cv:ry sixth day during the swarming
period.
Looking into the hives from the under
side gives lis a viry good idea of what is
going on ; but we arc apt to overlook such
queen-cells as have only eggs deposited in
them, even if we discover such as contain larvx. Often we find the lower edges of combs
laced with embryo cells, which in its.lf is not
a sure indication that swarming will occur.
Many a colony starts there and never goes
further.
I
have many such now nicely at
work in the sections with all swarming tendencies died away (this is July 12), and even
the embryo cells or cell-cups are
removed.
These colonies may be regarded as safe for
the rest of the season; they need no more
attention except providing room.

"If by some management all colonies could
be induced to act likewise, the problem would
be solved.
Colonies headed by old queens
give us the most trouble both as to contracting the swarm fever and swarming out after
brushed swarms are made.
This is a fact

"It will thus be seen that in one year the
bee-hives sent to market a product worth nearly
as much as the barley crop; three times as
much as the buckwheat crop; $6,000,000 greater than the rye crop, ana nLarly $9,000,000
All of the rice
greater than the rice crop.
and buckwheat grown on an aggregated area of
2,126 1-3 square miles did not reach the value
of the honey by $151,259,"

Speaking

number of

of appreciating the great
insects at work, he says:

for three hundred
is rather difficult,
stretches a long way beyond intelligent

"That
billion

human

comprehension.

m

The

human

mind

anything mathematically
doesn't work well
greater than thousands.
"ft is said that some bank tellers become so
expert that they can count 200 coins a minute.
If the most expert of all were started at the
task of counting as many coins as there are
bees in the hives, he could finish the task in
2,854 years; provided, of course, that he didn't
become either hungry or sleepy, for that 200-aminute pace would have to be maintained every
minute of the day and night."

Although Mr. Crandall
writer,

the

article

is

hardly
spent

an

excelletit

bears

testi-

worth remembering.
"A brood-comb left in the hive or given to
the brushed swarm is productive of swarming
out and swarming from 12 to 15 days later.
Contracting the hive unduly produces swarming
out.
Giving frames filled with comb foundation seems with me the best and surest way
to hold the bees contentedly, and I have decided
always to use full sheets of foundation hereafter in the brood-chamber.
For immediate results, hiving young swarms on frames with
starters is the best here, but in the long run
we obtain better results and save labor by

mony

using the

Some queens have been known to lay
4,000 eggs a day for a year; and a batamong bees is described as "octle
curring "every now and then," such as
not many bee-keepers have seen in a
whole colony will sudlifetime.
denly decide "to loot the hive of an
The fearful battle is
adjacent race."
vividly described, 50,000 on a side, and
the writer gives a decidedly original
touch by saying that when the robbers
come off victorious there is sure to be
a fight among themselves for the loot,
until the survivors are "so few in number that their per capita supply of the
captured honey is far more than the>

artificial

midrib.

"I would rather have comb foundation than
built-out combs.
The drawing out of
the embryo cells of the foundation has a beneficial influence upon our colony and excites to
greater action.
It is probably due to this, that
the plan which I have worked out this season
has worked so well with me so far. This plan
has also in its favor that every colony of normal
or average strength may be handled according to it with the" same good result and with
no risk to run of producing swarming out or
swarming. I have so far practised it only with
a sectional Hand hive and it is only a modified
shaking or brushing plan, but not all combs
being brushed at the same time. Two different
operations are necessary to finish the job.
If
a colony occupies two sections then I split
the brood-chamber horizontally about the time
when swarming naturally begins and place a
third section between.
After a week I remove
the upper one and insert another section super the first one having been given previously.
The third week the lower section of the broodchamber is removed and replaced by one filled
with sheets of foundation.
Thus all brood is
removed in course of two weeks. It was done
so gradually that the colonies did not become
discontented as seems to be tue case under
the regular, but rather heroic treatment, I had
fully

—

practised before.
These colonies are surprising
me by the manner of their filling supers.

"The plan may be altered according to seasons and varying conditions.
For example,
when I found that after giving the first section
and after removing the first upper half of the
original hive full of brood and honey, that
no preparations for swarming were made in
any way. not even embryo queen-cells being
started, I left a few hives in just that shape,
not removing the second half of the original
brood-chamber nor increasing its size, yet no
swarming has resulted and the work in the
section supers is going on very nicely.
However, I have not tested this plan long enough
nor with enough colonies to prove its working
in different seasons and under different conditions, and I give it for what it is worth,
hoping others will help test it and possibly
work out a system of management that will
simplify the work and be a help to the fraternity."

Three Hundred Billion Bees at Work
That is the striking title of an illustrated article in Technical World Maga-

many

years
apiary and become very familiar
He speaks of the
with bee-literature.
worker as "he." He says that when
the famine periods come the drone is
set upon by the workers, stung to death,
and his" body kicked out of the hive.
What proportion of the drones in a
colony has any bee-keeper seen actually
stung to death ?
that

he

has

in the

A

can consume."
In spite of these drawbacks, such an
in a magazine so nicely gotten
up, will help to make the public more
interested in bees and their product.
article,

Books

for

Bee-Keepers

Every bee-keeper should have a beebook besides a bee-paper. On another
page will be found ail the best books
offered— either at a price, postpaid, or as
H you can not earn them
a premium.
as premiums for getting new subscriptions, it will pay you well to pvirchase
You will find
one or more of them.
them of great value. There are so many
things in the books that are needful to
know, and that of course could not be
^old over and over again in the bee-

Ha

bee-keeper can afford only
papers.
one, it would better be the book rathBut now that the
er than the paper.
American Bee Journal is only 75 cent^
a year, of course, no bee-keeper, however limited his apiary may be, can afford to be without its monthly visits.

—
October. rgoN

(American l^gc Journal

i

in very_ cold weather combs aire in danger
of breaking.
4- "That's a matter on which there is room
for difference of opinion.
Depends upon circumstances.
Best for some; not best for
others.
Your market has something to do

rE-

Docfor Miller^

with

it.

There were eggs

in each super.
Bisulphide of carbon seems the favorite,
^'ou would hardly affect the flavor by sulpiiuring, but too much of it gives the capping a greenish color.
=:.

6.

1^

Wintering on Heartsease Honey.
bees have done well in this part of
Kansas this season.
There is no
trouble in wintering bees here, as they have
a flight nearly every week.
I
expect to
move to South-central Iowa this fall.
Will
my bees winter successfully there on heartsease honey, or would it be better to extract
the honey from the broodnest and feed sugar
syrup?
In 1905. some of my bees died of
dysentery wintering on heartsease honey and
not being able to take a flight for about 6
weeks on account of the severe weather.
.My

Southern

Send Questions either to the ntfice of the American Bee Journal or
DK. C. C. MILLER, Mareneo, 111.
Dr. Miller does «"' answer Questions by mail.
Placing Stores for Wintering.
1
have a colony of bees that lias been
working in 2 large brood-chambers all. the
season.
At this date (Sept. 17), the brood
is all in the lower story, and the combs of
the upper story are practically full of unsealed honey.
Tlvere is not, nor has there
been, any bee-zinc between stories.
I
wish
to leave the honey in both stories for winter
feed.
Would you place the upper story under
the brood, or leave it where it is?
low.^.

—

—

Answer. Leave it where it is probably.
That's on the supposition that the colony is
very strong, and before so very long will
work its way into the upper story.
With a
w;ak colony, and lower combs well filled, it
may be better to change.

Feeding Sugar Syrup for Winter
Paper Hive Protection in Winter.
1.
Wc Lxpcct a late fall ll.iw of homy from
hcailseasc.
I wish to take nearly all the honey
and pollen from 200 colonics and feed sugar
syrup.
How late would you advise me to
feed?
Or I might feed 160 or 180 pounds of
syrup at once and take all the honey from
the other 100 colonies about Nov. i, just before lime to put them into the cellar, so they
would have a flight or two.
idea is to
feed by the 15th or 20th.

My

I
gave my bees spring protection with
paper and red rosin paper, and the 46
colonies covered with tar paper gave me just
about twice the surplus honey that those 46
covered with red rosin paper gave me a costly
experiment.
The bees were all in one apiary.
Iowa.
Answers. i. There is no reason for anv
delay after the heartsease closes,' so you will
do well to feed immediately after that. Your
idea of feeding the middle of October will
work all right, but a« heartsease will probably

2.

tar

Fumigating
1.

I

Comb Honey — Beeswax

Instead of Honey.
How much bisulphide of carbon

use to
2.

to

How

fumigate comb honey ?
long should the honey

be

should

exposed

fumes of the bisulphide of carbon ?
is
the best method of producing
i. What
beeswax? I want beeswax instead of honey.
New York.
Answers. i. I have never had any personal
the

to

—

experience with bisulphide of carbon, for since
it has come into use I have never had occasion
to fumigate.
With Italians or a good strain
of hybrids you don't have to.
It isn't the
easiest thing to learn from others the right
quantity to use. Root's "A B C" says: '"file
combs to be treated are placed in a toolbox
or small room.
A pint or a quart of the
liquid, depending on the size of the. enclosuTe,
is
then placed in an op;ji vessel above the
combs.''
Instruction from others has been
ething like this: "Pile up your combs to
be treated 4 or 5 stories high,
:-bodi<
I'ut on top a saucer containin
3 or 4 tablespoons of bisulphide,
and
'rr
closely."
Probably it doesn't make nun
difference if
you use too much.
2. Open
up in about 24 hou
3. So far as I have ever lea lied, those
make a business of producing wax rather
than honey have done it by feeding back
the honey, thinned, as fast as the bees built
combs and stored it. But that was in places
very far from market, where the honey would
not pay for transportation and wax would.
It
is
not likely you can make it pay in
(

—

—

in September vou might as well be a
earlier.
2. If such a marked difference could be attributed to nothing else than the different
kinds of protection it is quite important to

close
little

—

Shipping Comb Honey
Producing
both Comb and Extracted.
What size shipping-cases arc Ixst to ship
to a distant market, the 24-section or
12-section case?
If the
12-section size
is used, will
it
sell for a better price, so as
to repay for the extra cost in cases?
2. Is
it
advisaible when shipping honey to
weigh each case separately, and mark the case
weight and honey weight on a label, or otherwise, on each case? or is that not needed?
\. When
is
the
best
time to ship comb

honey ?

m

—

.Answer.
Feed best granulated sugar.
If
is no prospect of further pasturage, you
may feed at once, or any time up to say
about 2 weeks before bees are likely to cease
flight.
If you feed at once, you can use
sugar and water, half and half^ or a little
stronger, say 3 parts sugar to 2 parts water.
If you feed late, have lllc syrup still stronger,
2 parts sugar to
of water, or even as strong
as ^ parts sugar to 2 of water, cither bv
weight or measure. No need to cook the feed,
only to dissolve the sugar in the water, oiiJv
if the syrup is strong it hastens the work of
dissolving if hot water be used.
Whatever
you do, don't burn the feed, for burnt syrup
IS death to bees in winter.
If you feed late
llierc
is
an advantage in giving the feed
there

i

hoi; the bees take it move rcauily.
The Miller
feeder
probably the best thing yo
but if you liavcii't thai or some' other gooil
T you can use the crnck-and-plate method.

and now they liave a fine
lots of honey for winter.
One of
other colonies has no queen, and I find
no queen-cell to transfer to them.
If I had
I think it would be too late anyway.
What
is the best thing I can do? The colony that
is without a queen has lots of T^oney, ' I got
90 pounds from 3 colonies this season.
The
most I ever had from 3 colonies was j.^o
pounds.
Please let me know what I should
do with the colony without a queen this late
in the season.
Pennsylvania.
the other colonies,

queen and

my

—

Answer. It is just possible that even thus
late your colony might rear a queen if you
should give it a frame containing very voitug
brood, but a much better way would Iw to
buy

a queen for it from some one .-f the
(lueen-breeders advertising this month, or last
Bee Tournal.

Packing

Bees

4.

Do you think it a good
both comb lamd extracted

plan

to

work

for
honey? That
to have the weaker colonies produce extracted honey, while the stronger ones are
liroducing comb honey ?
5. This
year, after having my comb-honey
supers stored in the honey-house for about 4
weeks, I examined them and found that waxmoths had been working in nearly every super.
Could there have been eggs from wax-moths
stored in each super, or do thev travel from
one to the other?
0. Which is the best way to destroy them'
Does fumigating with sulphur hurt the flavor
of honey?
had a good lioney crop here this year.

Answers.

—

1.

Iowa.
So far as concerns safely

in

shipping, there i.s probably little
difference;
the little there is being in favor of the smaller
package.
In some markets honey brings more
in
the larger c^jies.
But I suppose some
grocers might not have any preference, whenIhcy never sell by the case.
2. If you sell by weight, it is well to have
at least the net weight on each case.
The
tendency seems nowadays toward scllinir by
the case rather than by weiglit.
Caua-dians
call il selliiiR by the dozen.
Colorado State
niKs
iinirr ilini a -'4-section case .of No.
sei'.ii ,i!i n
\
shall average 21 pounds net;
h:iH riiiiit
I.
jj; and unseparatored, 23.
(.iiiri ilK
.itiout as soon as it
is
ready.
I

i

I

.;

1

Wintering

— Foul

How

do you pack hives for the
on the summer stands?
Do you use
covers or enamel cloth over the top, or
under the covers?
2. If a colony
having black or foul
should store honey in the supers, comb
1.

winter
sealed
quilts

brood
or ex-

tracted, would it be safe to use the supers
after the honey is extracted or disinfected
in a solution of carbolic acid and rinsed in
clean water the same as the hiv^s, or should

Pennsylvania.

they be destroyed?

is,

We

for

Brood and Supers.

honey

Feeding Bees for Winter.

We have about loo colonies of bees, and
have secured no surplus, not having had anv
rain since early
May, and of course tliibees could store no honey.
Now how shall
proceed to carry bees through the wiivter
1
in the best shaiic with least expense?
When
shall
I
begin feeding, as it is so dry now
that they are into everything they can get at?
And what shall I feed? My Ikcs are in
8-framc I^ngstroth hives.
Ohio.

Late Queenless Colony.
have 4 colonies of bees, and last spring
found one of them very weak and without
a queen.
I gave it a queen-cell from one of
I

I

1.

the

Kansas.

—

Answer. It is possible that heartsease honey was not to blame for the trouble in 1905.
Surely thousands ot colonies have wintered
on it, and_ it has not had the name of being
bad for winter food.
My bees wintered well
last winter, amd I think a good share of their
lionev was heartsease.

.\nswers.

—

My

J.
colonics are wintered in tluIf I were to winter them outdoors.
1
might try sealed covers and also quilts 01
cushions, but in either case 1 should strive
to have abundant covering to make the top

cellar.

warm.
over

it

just

the

ony

to

.\

plain

to

keep

thing

sealed
it

for

with

cover,

nothing
to be

warm, would seem
the

moisture

of

the

col-

condense upon, and then drops of
water would fall down upon the cluster; but
if sufficient covering were over
to keep the
cover warm, there ought to he no such condensation.
2. So
good an authority as Wm. McKvoy,
the Canadian expert, says there is no need to
disinfect hives that have lodged foul brood.
so of course supers could be safely used again.

—

Queen Bees and
Queen by Express.

Colony

D.esertetf

colony

black

iple

hali:
all

so

of

bees

and

accepted her
been queenless
dead but 10 or
introduced her.

they

right, but the colony had
long that the bees were all

5
about 2 weeks after 1
had plenty of feed, and I (guarded them
very carefully against robbers,
hach morning
I
found a lot of dead bees in the bottom of
1

'riicy
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the hive.
They did not have any disease, but
found a few moth-worms in one of their
combs.
<Jne afternoon I opened the hive at i
o'clock and the queen and her few bees were
all right.
The same day at 4 o'clock I looked
If all the
in again and the hive was empty.
bees left her. would she crawl out of the hive
and the chickens eat her, or do you think it is
possible that they had alt gone in with another
colony of bees?
She was not in or near the
hive, as I looked carefully.
2. When a colony of bees is sent by express,
is
the queen allowed to go free in among
the bees, or is she placed in a cage among
them? If she is free among them, would they
not ball her.
Please tell me just how they
are shipped, as I want to buy a colony of
Italians in the spring and would like to know
before it is time to order them.
I

Answers.

A

—

i.
It is not easy to say for a
just what a queen with a few disold bees might do.
It
is entirely
possible that they may have gone in with a
neighboring colony, where the queen would be
might
have
gone
with a
killed.
They
in
queenless colony, where the queen would be
spared.
If the queen's wings were whole she
might have flown away from the bees.
Not
very likely that chickens ate her.
2. The queen is at liberty among the bees.
Of course she belongs with those bees, just as
a queen does in any colony or nucleus, and
so there is no likelihood that the bees will

certainty

•

her.

know of anything in particular that
you need to know in advance about a colony
that is shipped.
You will easily see what the
I

don't

fastenings are, and will easily

undo them.

Beginning with Bees.
1.

I

have just

startecl

iii

—

Answers. i. Supers should be removed
They
whenever the bees are done storing.

may stop storing in July, or they may store
until well on in September, but are not likely
To be sure, they may
to store after frost.
gather a little almost
can fly, but they'll use

tlie

bee-business.

I
bought 6 colonics Aug. 15.
Placing empty,
supers on them a day or two before bringing
them home, X was told that they would fill
the supers again with the fall flow of nectar.
Must I remove the supers as soon as frost
comes, or will they work any after frost ?
I
was assured tliat there was plenty of honey
in the hive to keep them through the winter.
and that it would be best to remove the
supers for the winter months.
Our winters
here are very open, and we have some very
fragrant flowers in February that grow on
bushes iiKe the liazel bushes of Missouri, only
these are not nut-bearing.
2. I
was told that they would not swarm
at this season of the year, but for a week past
between 4 and 6 p. m., there has been a
disturbance around the different hives, and a
few flying high in the air. If any swarm went
off I did not see them.
I
do not know anything at all about
3.
Will your book be best for me
the business.
as a beginner, or the "A B C and X Y Z of
Bee-Culture?" I am not able to buy both at

present.
to keep plenty of salt
4. I have been told
near by for the bees, and they would use it
themselves to kill the moths.
I notice when
[
put salt for them, they begin using it right
away, and it soon disappears. Although I was
assured that there were no moths in my bees,
but they said salt was good for them.
I also

We

4.

41.

do

to

have been

it

has anything

—

affinity

and how

honey.

I

still

bringing in honey.

Iowa. Sept.

13.

Prefer Tobacco to Bee-Literature.
I have been trying to get at least one new
for the American Bee Journal, but
in every instance.
I asked at least
men who spend from $10 to $20 per year
for tobacco, but I could not get them to spend
75 cents for something that would inform

subscriber

have failed
.i

all

Answer I am utterly at a loss to say what
trouble or to suggest a remedy, and
is the
will gladly yield the floor to any one who will
help.
It may not be a wild guess to say that
some special bloom has yielded honey with
strong

for

them. How strange! Ignorance may be bliss,
but the less the better.
I give away nearly
of my journals after I have read them.

Seeping Out.

all that time I have not haH anything
happen with my bees nr honey that I could
not remedy.
What the trouble is this year,
The sections are sealed
I cannot comprehend.
and filled nicely, and still the honey seeps out
over the comb, and sections that have
all
weighed a pound have leaked so much that
there is hardly any honey in them at all.
Some sections are all right on one side, and
on the other side all the honey has seeped out.
Also, there is something wrong with the colonies.
From some the honey is all right, and
from others, leaky. This is all spring honey
that I refer to.
The leaky honey tastes a
Illinois.
little queer, and is very thin.

if

season

in the bee-business for -25 years,

but in

an unusually
what flower?

fine

Fred Bechlv,

time when they
faster than they can

don't believe giving salt
with the moths.

Comb Honey
I

Th.Ly are

Searshoro,

It

I

had a

anv

was probably the bees taking a playspell, just flying for fun and for exercise.
3. If you can not have both, get the "A H
C and X Y Z of Bee Culture.^'
2.

have

have taken up to date a little over 4,100
pounds of honey, mostly extracted, from 24
colonies, spring count, and have increased to

gather.

Marvlander.

couraged

hall

keep both salt and water, and water without
.\rkansaS.
salt, near by for l\um.

for

much

water;

would

it

M. Newman.

I.

Hewins.

Knns..

Sept.

3.

Bees Have Done Well.
Uees in

this locality which have had tolergood care have done very well this sea
son so far.
They are now working on buck
wheal, which is yielding nectar this year.
I had 10 colonies in the spring, which increased to 18.
They are mostly Italian, and
are in 8 and 10 frame Ileddon and Langs-

ably

troth

hives.

I have taken off' some 450 pounds of surplus
comb honey in 4^4x4^x1^ sections; also ^50
pounds of extracted honey. The markets around
here are pretty well supplied with honey now.
I
will hold" the most, of mine a while until
there is a better demand.
Wm. Martin.

Highland. Mich., Sept.

i.

but
help

Part of Apiary of Walter Goss.

we knew?

I am sending a photograph of a part of my
bee-yard in the apple orchard, taken August 12.
The big boy is myself, and the little boy is
Hubert Sink, 12 years old, my helper. I have
Fourteen are in Root's lo-frame
25 colonies.
hives, 3 are in divisible brood-chamber, and
the rest are in home-made ones, but are the
regular Langstroth dimensions.
Most of the

I
hives shown in the picture are home-made.
don't think it pays to make one's own hives

when they can be ordered

so

cheap

in

tiie

fall.

Genuine Gluers
A

— Fine

Season.

queen reached me September 10. and I got
When I opened the hive,

her safely introduced.

about a week ago, I found the entrance to the
hive closed up with propolis, all but a few
holes for the bees to pass in and out.
I
tried to cut out that gum, but found that
I
could do nothing with knife or chisel, so I
took a clean hive, and put the bees into
that, and then took a key-hole saw and sawed

A

week later, when I opened
out the entrance.
the hive I had put them in, I found it closed
up again. If they are not the pure Caucasians,
I
then I don't know where to find them.
use the lo-frarae Langstroth hive with fullI
don't
width entrance, and }i-ipch deep.
know how many more times I will have to saw
t»ut that entrance.

Apiary of Walter

(ioss,

of liospORT. Ind.

contracted the bee-fever when a mere
child, helping father with his bees in the oldfashioned way with his log-gums and boxhives, and at last I became so enthusiastic
about bee-keeping that I coldn't rest satisfied
until I knew more about the inside workings
In 1902 I sent for a beeof the bee-hive.
book and bee-paper, and I now take care of
I
the bees in an intelligent, up-to-date way.
have also been reading the American Bee Joursince October,
1902, and couldn't get
nal
along without it.
This has been my best year with bees. They
commenced gathering honey from white clover
May 20, and never lost a single day till the
have harvested
I
very last days of June.
and sold nearly 600 pounds of chunk honey.
It was about all engaged before it was off the
had enough to supply
hives.
I have never
I

—
October, igoS.

American l^ee Journal
xhe

home demand.

any

surplus

within

The bees haven't gathered
the last 6 weeks^only

—

for their own needs
and
flow will be light, although

think

I

we

can't

the

fail

tell

yet.

winter my bees on the summer stands
I
packed in forest leaves, and they always come
through with a strong force in the spring.
I want to write more about the honey-plants,
the honey-How, and the weather conditions in
this

vicinity,

some time

in

the

future.

Walter

Goss.

Gosport. Ind., Aug. 22.

Honey Crop

Hard

a Failure.

The honey crop is a failure here.
I have
not taken honey enough yet to pay for the
feed given the bees last spring.
Leon, Iowa, Augustas.
Edwin Bevins.

to Start

Sweet Clover.

have been trying^ to get a start of sweet
I
clover for 3 years, and had a good start of
the white variety around my bee-yard, but the
It is
dry weather has killed it about all out.
very dry here, so much so that the goldenThe bees are not workrod is all drying u]i.
ing on it as there is no nectar in it, I suppose.
. -V
bees are doing little or nothing for me
I have every sort of hive,
this year as yet.
All
patent, movable frame, and Italian bees.
R. B. Perrv.
are very strong colonies.
Greenfield, Tenn., Sept. 20.

Honey Crop
The honey crop

a Failure.

here

been

has

almost

a

There was a little clover, no basswood and no buckwheat. Early promises did
failure.

G.

not fulfill'.
Borodino,' N.

Sept.

V..

M. DooLiTTLE.

S.

Poor Honey Season.

We have had a very poor honey season
here.
It was too wet during May and June,
and too dry during July.
(Dr.)

Pomona. Kans.,

C.

located

is

north of

the
in

A
am

I

Beginner's Report.
years old.

just

I

started

the

February last with 2 colonies
and now have 6, 3 of which are doing fin
work in the supers. I have lo-frame Danzei
bee-business in

Vigor.

A. Mangus.

in the best location

is

F.

Sept. 8.

Apiary of

My apiary
-Mtoona.
It

J.

city of
the city

The only objection to the Dai
baker hives.
prefe
I
zenbaker hive is the bottom-board.
a solid board instead of so many pieces, a
they warp so badly.
Today we had the first rain in nine week;

American Bee Journal
IVow 75c a Year.
On

September

i,

1907,

subscription price of the

we placed the
American Bee

Journal at 50 cents a year. It was an
experiment for us. We have given it a
year's trial and are convinced that the
kind of a journal that we are getting
up each month can not be profitably
maintained at so low a price as 50 cents
Besides, it is worth more than that if
it
is worth anything at all.
No beepaper has ever been successful at 50
cents a year.
\Ve have been giving
every month more valuable bee-literature, we believe, than was ever given
by any other monthly apiarian publica
tion at even one dollar a year.

Bee - keepers are not cheap foll<s. They
in the "live and let live" princiThere has been a fair crop of
honey in most localities this year, and

bdieve
ple.

will sell at a fair price if properly
marketed. The cost of everything thai
goes into the making of the American
Bee Journal is now higher than for
years, and its 32 pages each month fairwith helpful, interesting inly teem
formation so they tell us who ought
to know. It costs a good deal to secure it and put it up in such attractive
shape.
The price should be one dollar
a year, but beginning with September
r,
1908, we put it at 75 cents a year
(3 years for $2.00, or 5 years for $3.00)
in the United States and its possessions,
also Mexico and Cuba (except in Chi
cago, where the postoffice departmeni
compels us to add 2 cents per copy for
postage, making it $r.oo per year). To
Canada it will be 85 cents a year to
other foreign countries, such as England, Australia, etc., it will be $1.00 a
year. To South Africa and other coun
tries not in the Universal Postal Un
ion, it will be $1.25 a year.
We believe that every one of our
readers who appreciates a good beepaper, will commend us for making the
it

—

;

C. A. .M.\N..l.s

limits.

It

jnies, all 3 and
C. A. .Mangus.

lunnbers

bandc.l Itali.ms.
Altoona, Pa.

No
received
Bee Journal.

Fall

s

the

on for
weeks

from

6

I

like

Pond

number

smartweed honey-flow has
weeks, and it generally lasts

2

to 2

months.

the Americalti Bee Journal.
E. Carlyle Goldsmith.
Creek, Okla., Sept. 4.

of

no fall honey-flow here.
Our last
supers are empty.
July is our honey-month.
White and sweet clover are our stand-by flowers, about so pounds per normal colonies of
surplus honey.
This alludes to comb honey.
I
Extracted would go higher.
produce only
comb honey. Brood-chambers are amply sup-

There

heartsease and

been

Honey.

September

the
I
am a reader, or was, of the
American Bee-Kceper. I regret to see it go
out of print, but I welcome the American
Bee Journal.
I

The

is

Good Year

Pretty
This

for Bees.

been pretty pood here f(
one colony that stored
ll
pounds of comb honey.
But I had so mat
poor queens that didn't do anything at all.
bees.

has

year

I

had

J.

Boring, Oreg.,

SejJt.

E.

POMEROV.

change from 50 cents to 75 cents
which on individual subscriptions is only
"a quarter" a year more, or about 2
cents a

We
the

me much pleasure to look down
of the American Bee Journal
bee-keeping put in practise, but I
to say about those little" stingers—
never make friends with you.

columns
see

have

this
they will

1).

Williamsburg.

Kans.,

Sept.

IIartman.

bees so far have given about 50 pounds
colony.
I
get 20 cents
in
I am buying extracted
honey to supply the local trade

comb honey to the
the home market.

W. Sappen
Rockville,

A

R.-y

Ind.,

Sept.

We

scription

Pa.,

Sept.

19.

list.

And now,

wishing

We

would be

do

so,

gl.Td to

send

us

have those who

pictures

of

bee-

yards, or of anything else that would be

of

interest

along the bee-keeping

line.

111.,

Coiinoctioiit

all

our readers sue

we

are,

Sept.

i,

iqoS.

Con vtMi tion.

fall conveiUion of the Con
Mee-Kecpcrs' Association will
be Iield h'riday, October 16, 1908, in
Room 50, State Capitol, Hartford, beginning at 10:30 a. m. To all interested
a cordial invitation to meet with us is
Matters of importance to
extended.
progressive bee-keepers will be discussed
by experts,
James A. Smith, Src.
llarlfunl, Coim.

neclicut

Apiarian Pictures
can

Chicago,

The

5.

Fair Crop of Honey.

(Idsville,

in the
especial)-

for securing new subscriptions. On an
other page we make some liberal offers
for the work of getting new readers
hope it will be kept up, and that we
may have a large increase in our sub

GEORGE W. YORK & CO

Fair Season for Bees.

My

of

20.

We have harvested a fair crop of honey.
This would have been a banner viar for us,
but the drouth, and also several light frosts
in August, cut off the buckwheat flow, leaving
us with no fall honey.
But bees are going
into winter quarters in fine condition.
Geo. II. Kea.

taking

cess in their undertakings,

1.

all.

our readers for

Faithfully yours,

gives

It

and

—that's

American Bee Journal, and

plied.

the

month more

wish to thank all
interest
they are

17th

,

:

OotobLT, lyoS.
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LaiYgstroth

Sent On Approval

A

To Responsible People

f^"'^"*

on

Honey- Bee I^augKliiiL ^
Revised by Dadant —

IFOUNTA

the

Latest Edition
one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
This

is

FOUNTAIN PEN

Bees Visiting Different Flowers on
Same Trip
It is s;eiicr;\lly understood that
when

RED GEM

bee goes afield it does not visit promiscuously different kinds of flowers,
Init if it begins on clover it sticks to
clover throughout its trip, and similarly
of other flowers. The question having
been raised in the British Bee Journal
wliether there might be exceptions to
this rule, Dr. C. C. Miller wrote that

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
HOO pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-known to
the American Bee
all the readers of
Journal— Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained.

a

^Ae InK Pencil
Your Choice

of

journal as follows
"Tt so happens that I can help just
1 little to settle the question raised by
\nur correspondent, S. Jordan. Years
igo I was sitting idly watching a bee
it
work on the flowers in front of
the house, when I was greatly astonished to see it fly from one flower to
mother of an entirely different kind.
\fter working a short time on this.
It
returned to the first kind, and later
made the change again. At this distance

llluslralions are Exact Siza

Every pen guaranteed

U Kt.

ill

1

1

ij^lit

1

M.lia Gold—cut
hand may be had

either our standaid
lack
:acK opaque pattern,
pattern. or

m

in
1

Nou-breakable Transpai
cut. as desired, either in
plain or engraved finish,

if

course of 47 years

null; in

ai y oliier niatie, if

t

ii

d
...cltct

ny

ani

proof

In

at
Plati-

JOS. HANKE,

so that by following the instructions of

now

GEORGE
W. Jaoksun

Mentiiin

YORK

W.

Blvd.,

Dee Journal

Peniisjivailia

®. CO.,
CHICAGO, IIX.
irben

nTltlilK*

Con vent iou.

The incomplete program for our next
convention, to he held at York, Pa., Nov.
r2 and 13, 1908, is as follows:
Thursdav. r -.30 p. m., leading paper
by Dr. E. F. Phillips.
"A General Discussion of Apiculture
in

Ad.ire

385 Ma,estic BIdg..

The book we mail

—

Thursday evening.
Address by Prof. H.

the United States,"

—

Friday morning
.\. Surface, on "Hay and Honey Plants."
Friday afternoon Probably an address by Dr. E. F. Phillips, on "The
Preatmcnt of Bee-Diseases."

—

A. F.
Harrishurg.

Pa.

S.\TTF.RTH\V.\IT.

same

the while.

>i<-ull<>ii

lire

-

Port

Journiit

Washington. Wis:
nliro wrllloc.

Laughlin Mfg. Co

bees.

118

"lest >.iu furpet."

all

1'

finish.

for $1.20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for
or, we will
$1.70
mail it as a premium for sending us
fIVE NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal for one year, with $3.75.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
Address,

going on

in the

quite pos-

Fancy Extracted Honey, clover
little biisswood mixed; thoroughly
ripened on the hives, and is thick, rich and
delicate in flavor. Put up in new 63-lb. cans.
in one case, cases iron-bound. Price. 9
cents per lb. Sample 10 cents.

in

nE)
ishcd V

this book one cannot fail to be wonderfully helped on the way to success with

is

and a

any position

at first toucll.
feed

it

FOR SALE

ti'iuni|>li,

Ghopping bap, writes
lo

made by me
but

2000 lbs.

Ink Pencil,
lealc

;

that to a limited extent the

sible

tiling is

than yon caUEe

arlitle

can give no particulars as to
That is the only ob-

servation of the kind

1

r

I

circumstances.

Nm

Yon may tr>- this pen a week
vr.udo IK it find il as rejjrebeiitc

a Ictl.

time

>s

''^

as preferred.

it

for publication, and send them in.
No
doubt what you have read in the American Bee Journal has been a great help
to you, so why not you add your mite
to the general fund of information about
b"es'

Detroii.

^fention

llee

Journal

Mich.
irlien

'^»«^

/,

Dishonest Queen-Breeder
Mr. Leslie C. Stewart sent a $i.8o order for queens to Win. McKnight, of
Elaniville, Ala., early in the season. But
he never received the queens, nor the
return of his money.
If others of our

subscribers have been treated in a similar way by McKnight, who advertised
queens for sale through the American
Bee Journal, we should like to know
it.
We have no use for fraudulent or
dishonest advertisers, and whenever we
have been imposed upon we w%nt to
lind

it

out, so as to give

we

are

them a

free

here giving

McKnight.

An

Invitation to Readers

As

the time of longer evenings is
again arriving, we would like to invite
our readers to send in their reports of
the season of 1908 with the bees.
It may be, also, that some have been
trying experiments, or have had some
things to develop that would be of interest

to

all.

If

so,

we would

.j

'^wiS-

like to

have such write out their experiences

\ How to Get a
Delicious Apple /,^

A

advertisement like

•):

writing.
'
Vi

/W & Banner Grap e

\(

Octoher, 1908.
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FASHION BOOK FREE!
my

want to Fend you

I

Imntisom*

hocik fliowing hundreds of latent
with illustrated lessons on euttln
dreiiuiiniaklng. I will agree to sell y
the iMittems you want for live cts.

"Forty Years
Amon^ the Bees 99

They are the same patterns you
ways paid lOo & 15c forattho
8toreH. made bv the Siime peoplc.and <-nrrect In every detail.

HOW
iMit.li^b

T

I
tlie

DO

CALL, a weekly

IT.

FARMER'S
iiuj:

By

Ao especially Interesting feature each week are the children's letters: and theW
Uepartnient isu

One

of the Best

-

-Dr.

C. C. Miller

Known Honey

-

Producers

in all the

World

THIS

book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successful with bees.
In 1903 his
crop of
honey was
just

JOHN M. STAHL,
IF

YOU

Dept

WANT THE BEE-BOOK

J.

Cook, Claremont,
— FOK HIS—

Cal.,

The book
cloth,

Joe rnal

latest report of all the best

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent postthe

work

$1.00;

or with

American Bee Journal

one year

vrben vrrKlne-

(Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the
Bee Journal— with $3.00 -and

THE JOURNAL OF
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY
Has the

As Dr. Miller gets a royalty
on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay
him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

is

paid for only

Libe ral l>iscov atslo the Trade.

Bee

them.

comb

18,000 pounds, and he is
not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
States, either
Northwestern Illinois.

'*B£E-KEEPER'S GUIDE"
Mention

mail you the book free as a
Every bee-keeper ought
book and the Bee
Journal, if not already possessors of

premium.)

over

That covers the whole Apicultural Field
more completely than any other published, send $1.20 to
Prof. A.

we will

to have both the

for $1.50.

GEORGE W. YORK

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
so as to make the most of the
bee-season. Address,
fill all

<a C0.."«%"I*^«^7^«l^^»-

in

practical entomology. Articles upon apiculture by national authorities appear in it. If
you wish the best entomological journal for
the practical man, subscribe for it. $2 a year.
ess

Mgr..

Our New
Headquarters

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy

We

have moved our business from
Redford to Lansing, and are now
equipped to supply you with "Root

Quality" Gonds

to the very

best ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ours is the best shipping
point in the State. Address your letters,

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to us here.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing, Michigan
Mention

Bee Journal

nlien

writlnE'

Honey as a Health-Food.- This is a 16page honey-pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for honey. The first
partof It con tarns a short article on" Honey
as Food, written by Dr. C. C. Miller It
tells where to keep honey, how to liquefy it,
etc. The last part is devoted to " HoneyCooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using
Money.
It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey. The more the people

are educated on the value and uses of
honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices. prepaid-RampIe copy for a2-cent
Sl^T'P-.^'ic'^'"'"^^ for 70 cents: IIIO for $1.25;
250for$2.2,S: 500 for $4.00; or 1000 for $7 50.
Your business card printed fr(f. at the bottom of front paae on all orders for 100 or
njore copies. Send all orders to the office
ot the American Bee Journal.

3-band and Golden Italians bred
7 miles away

3X miles

apart, Carniolans

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

5,

Caucasians

3
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I We will Buy and |
Sell
I
1

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

IhoneyI

your orders for Sections. A large stock
Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.
on hand.
We make prompt shipments.

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER— We

of

tlie

to

and kinds.

different grades

are prepared

fill

If you have any to dispose of, or it
you intend to buy, correspond

with

us.

We

are always in the

MARSHFIELD MFG.

market

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

for

Beeswax
at highest

market

prices.

&

YORK,

OHIO-F.

M. Hollowell Harrison.
Mfcr. Co.. Blossom.
Hines Mercantile

TEXAS—White

13th St..Saeinaw. E. S.
S. D. Buell, Union City.

WISCONSIN— S. W.

NEBRASKA—Collier Bee-Supply Co..
Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury, Ont.

^§
8^

N. Y.

Harmony.
L. Durham. Kankakee.

plv Co.,

MICHIUAN-Lentrst & Koenig. 127 South

p

267 Qreenwich Street

NEW

Ryder. Phoenix.
Bee-Sup-

MINNESOTA- Northwestern

ILLINOIS- D.

Center.

J^£

Hildreth&Segelken
205

ARIZONA-H. W.

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender. Knoxville.
GreKory & Son. Ottutnwa.
KANSAS-S. C. Walker & Son. Smith

Co., Cumberland.
J. Gobeli, Glenwood.

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
—

HirndsoiiiBstCampiiitrn

Chas. Dadant

recommend above

the

fits

I.

St.

—

Amlier. Buckwheat and Nn.

a.-ile.

to case.

l'

Whil

Bees and Queens

Quirin-The-Queen-Breeder,
entloD

Bellevue, Ohio
nee Journal when nrltlnS'

QUEENS
fe arrival

T. F.

prices deliver

',

lover

8A3t

each.

BINGHAM.

Farwell, MiGtl
187n.

BEST ON EARTH.

Circular free.

GRANT ANDERSON,

Sabinal, TexasT

Headquarters National Bee-Keepersj Ass'n, Oct. 13, 14, 13, 1908.

The

White Clorir~k1>
A I IT - 1908 crop of all
Alilli
KJK.
r
extractver Honey,
ed from capped combs. A strictly fancy

and PAVIUON,
WAYNE HOTEL
MICHIGAN
DETROIT,

,

table honey that will please.

Price.

Only First Class Hotel in the City overlooking the Beautiful Detroit River.
American and European Plan. Popular Kates.

10 cts.

Sample free. Put up in 60-lb. cans either
square or round. WJHBEH H. WIHCH. Hopkinlon. lova
Mention Bee Jonrnal wtien wrltlnc

"

How about increase this fall? I have the
Queens, and can ship promptly, Italians. Carniolans, Banats, and Goldens — the best of
any race that money can buy. If you trj' a Banat
My Carthis year you will want more next year.
niolans and Banats won First Prize last year at
Queens,
75 cts. each; $8.00 per
the International Fair at San Antonio. Untested
Choice Breeders, $3.00
Choice Tested Queens, $1.25 each; $12.00 per doz.
doz.

Italians,

guaranteed.

inch stove
"
"

Brother Bee-Man

red-

elect untested,

4

—SJ^
—
90 — 23^

"
Wonder — as its name implies
65—2
Smoker at your post-office free. We send circular if requested.
Original Bingham & Hetheringtoo Uncapping-Knife.

Patented Ma\20.

Williamstown, Ky.

E. D. SI PPLE.

C
J

mproved

—

1.10
1.00

Little

The above

Joseph, Missouri

HONEY

For

$1.50

—

Conqueror right for most apiaries
Large lasts longer than any other

lOcittOUceWhiJeihey iHhllo

310,

inside of the smoker.

Smoke Engine — largest smoker made
Doctor— cheapest made to use

FARM AND STOCK
Box

down

All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1892, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.

- - ..
A'av several of
You are fuh' 1u be .1.flL'hhnrs.
"lit.'d withbmh fnh iiud piipiT.

isciid

others.

so that the liquid creosote runs

—

^- en yo
__^,....,
absolutely free on receipt of 10 cents in
in or Btampa to pay for mailing. " e
llalsosejidyou our liberal proposi
* '"'
"lerebyy

all

\j.

Badge you have

fverseen. You mav have it Free with
our compliments. Tliiin fob i« made of a
line grade of Sfal grained Russia lenthr, nickeled buckle, beautiful niotherf -pearl shield, containing a photo of
jr favorite candidate, either Bryan
Taft. It is guaranteed to be just as
we describe it and you willbep'oud to
wear it. We are giving away these
handsome fobs to get acquainted with
vou and to get you acquainted with our
and instructive farm paper
splendid
"
ocK," an up-to-dat
"''"thl-e

Extracts from Catalogs 1907:
& Son, Hamiltoo, III. This is the

Smoker we
—
B. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis. — We have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.
A.
Root Co., Medina, Ohio. — The cone
inside of the cup

Watch Fob Free
YOUR CHOICE OF CANDIDATES
BRYAN OR TAFT

5,,6t

J. R.

HAYES, Propr.

October, 1908

American Hee Journal
r-

Now Ready

Gleanings

The 97th edition of our catalog is now ready. If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
Our mailing list has
for any supplies write for a copy.
time is required to get the entire ediover 400.000 names,
.1
this so any one may understand
tion mailed.
We e.
>

why

a catalog

may

ni..

reach him early.

in

Bee Culture

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
many valuable departments, and our subscribers

If
lell

There are

just at this season of the year are telling

how much

they

appreciate the paper.
illustrated.
The covers are
in Chicago, and our writers
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas; F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.

Hach issue is very fully
done by the finest engravers
are the best in the land.

A B C

The

Wlien we announced

Bee Culture

of
tlie

completion of the new edition

late in 1907 there was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
becopies of this edition have already been sent out.
felt that the
lieve all urgent orders have .been filled.
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We

have also of the English edition a half leather
$2.00 and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German
ers, $2.00.

ABC der Bienenzucht

Edition,

Cloth-bound

at $2.50, postpaid, to

in

THE

A.

I.

A

Gasoline Engines and Power

at

Honey Extractors

paper cov-

any country.

A B C de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,
any country.

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

;

A trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c. If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
liberal
months keep loc on each one for your trouble.
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of these will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

li=:

Bee-Supplies
If you want Bee-.Supplies or Berry Boxes
Large Stock.
quick, send to McCarty.
Beeswax wanted. You can use any first-

6Atf

class catalog to order from.

W.

J.

McCARTY, Emmetsburs, Iowa.

RFFAIIPPI
IF^
DLL our r LILOl

B^RSfu^' o?'t'i°e«.ifl?t
make f>f hives, etc. Our

please

supplies will

every wav. Prices are right. We can make
nrcimpt shipments as we carry a full line of A I.
Root 0(1. 's .supplies in stock. Don't fail to write
vou
us

if

in

,von

RAtf

are in nee.l of supplies.

JOHN NEBELS, SON SUPPtY CO.. High

Mention

Bee Journal

Hill,

Montg. Co.. Mo.

vrlien

irrltlDK.

What
They

"Your honey can't be beat."
-R. D. Taylor, N. A.. Mich.
"Your honey certainly has
the finest flavor of any I ever
tasted. "-Mks. Z. Sciiaad, N.

CI
Sifiv
'-'•^.7

K..

OF MY

RASPBERRY HONEY
I ask 10 cents a pound for my raspberry
honey. This is slichtly above the market
price, but there are reasons.
In the first place, very little raspberry

oily richness, that thick, rich deliciousness

is not so much of it, and it is worth more
than the ordinary honey: just as the big
Northern Spy apples, streaked with crimson and tilled witii juicy spiciness, are worth
more than ordinary fruit.
As a finishing touch, the honey is put up
in bright, new, (iO-pound cans, securely
boxed, and the boxes bound with iron so
that they will bear shipment: in fact. I will
guarantee safe arrival in perfect condition.
For a single 60-pound can the price is S6.25;
for two cans in a case (120 pounds) the price
is $12.00 a case, regardless of the number of
cases that are taken.
If you are not acquainted with this honey,
send me ID cents and I'll mail you a generous
sample, and the lOc may apply on the tirst
order that you send.

that can be obtained in no other way.
It costs more to produce such honey, there

W.

honey is produced. It is a novelty— something out of the ordinary— like orange-blossom honey, for instance.
In addition, it is of very .superior quality:
much so that it was awarded the gold
medal, in competition with other honeys, at
the Jamestown Exposition. It has a flavor
of the wild, red raspberry of the woods.
Another most important reason why I
should get a good price for my honey, is the
manner in which it is produced. It is left
on the hives for weeks after it is sealed over,
and thus acquires that finish, that smooth,

so

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Flint,

Mich

Mich.

"Enclosed

find

check

for $36.

payini; for last three cases of
honey. I hope you won't dispose of all this honey at once, as I may want
more later on. Had I known of it sooner,
would not have ordered some that is now
cominir and which will deplete my bank account to pav for. as I would rather have
yours. "-E. W. Pkirck. Zanesville. Ohio.
want some honey that will
If you
make you smile every time you taste it
I

— honey you will be proud to .set before
your friends, or honey for your fancy
bottling trade — send your order to Jay
North. He has the genuine article; it
is put up in new 60-lb. cans at 8ic per
pound. Sample free.
JAY NORTH,

REASONS FOR THE PRICE

North Adams,

Mich.

n A n MrO
DAnlltO

' Foot-Power

Machinery

En$rayin|sForSale
We are accnraulating quite a stock of enffrav*
Inffs that have beea used \n the American Bee
Journal. No doubt many of them could be used
by bee-keepers lu their local aewspapers.
on their stationety^ or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them It would help us to
^ay for others that we are constantly having
made and uslng^ in our columns. If there is any
of oar eng^ravTng-s that any one would like to
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
Jow price, postpaid. Address,
ai^aln

Addreiv. W.T.t JOHN BARNES,
8»5 Ruby St., Rockford, III.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL
Dee Jonrnal

—
MkS.

OctcilHT,

American Hee Journal

Headquarters for Bec-Supplies

For Over
Twenty-Five Years
our make of goods have been
acknowledged to be in the lead
as regards

Workmanship and

Honey Wanted

Material.

Our Air-Spaced Hive
most excellent winter

is

a

hive, anil

summer management as the single-walled.

convenient for

Same

ular Dovetailed Hives;
side

all

in-

cinnati.

material interchangeable

with Dovetailed Hives.
We manufacture a full
of

Fancy white clover Extracted.
State how it is put up, and the
price expected, delivered Cin-

inside dimensions as reg-

lint-

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Fall and winter discounts: —

Sept., 7 per ct.; Oct., 6 perct.;
Nov., 5 per ct.; Dec, 4per ct.;
Jan., 3 per ct.; Feb., 2 per ct.;
Mar., 1 per ct. Catalog free.

T.

I

CINCINNATI

OHIO,

.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

W.

1*1 li|fr^^C"D

C M.W. WtDt-K
i

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

FALCONER MFG. CO.
,]ames(own, N. Y.

"The Honey-Money

Kansas City,
comb honey in

rben irrlUns.

Mo.. Sept. 23.-The best
24-section cases has been
selling at $3.25 per case right along, but with
several cars of Western stock due this week
%ve look for it to go to $3.00 per case, or
amber will probably
around that figure
:

move

at$2.75.

Best extracted
C. C.

Chic.'vgo, Sept. 22.-Usually at this time
quite a demand for honey, but such
not the fact at this writing. The yield of
honey beinjr eood in thisneiKhborhood. people are stocking: their friends and acquaintances and their local stores with honey, and
they are also visiting Chicago and bringing

we have
is

honey with them, which they are placing
with the retailers, because of their inability
to sell it ti> dealers. This condition has a
tendency ti) demoralize prices, and we now

quote A No. 1 to fancy comb at 13 to IJc,
with other grades from 1 to 3c per pc.und
less. White extracted 7 to 8c, with some of
the Western grades at 6 l-2c amber grades
Bees6c. with the dark one-half cent less.
wax is steady and in good demand at 30c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
:

Indianapolis. Sept. 22.-There seems to
be a good demand for best grades of both
comb and extracted honey. Prices are still
irregular, but producers are offering fancy
white comb at 12Hc No. I white at 12c: and
:

Almost no demand

wax

is

steady at 28c

5-galIon cans, at 7c.
for amber grades. Beessprit

cash.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

21.— Honey quotations
Light amber, 5e white,

Los Angeles, Sept.
are as
l-2c:

5

follows:

water-white, 6

:

l-2c.

Beeswax,

many locations the crop has been
ure. No white honey to be had at any
In

23c.

a failprice.

H.J. Mercer.

25.— Demand for comb
in carload lots is fairly good, but

Denver,
honey

8c.

Sept.

local trade on same is light, which is mainly
due to the large amount of fresh fruit in the

market at present. We are quoting our
local market as follows: No. 1 white, per
case of 24 sections. $3.15; No I light amber.
Strained and amber ex$3.00; No. 2. $2.85.
tracted honey. 6'i to7?ic: light amber extracted 7 1-2 to 8 l-2c; white alfalfa. 8 I-2c.
We pay 24c per pound for clean yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.

It contains a variety of short, bright stories
interspersed with facts and interesting items

;

:

Beestpax-f

best extracted, in

bringing

Clemons & Co.

Cincinnati. Sept. 22.-The demand for
honey has improved considerably, but no
high prices have as yet been obtained. We
quote
No. 1 white comb honey at 14c off
grades are not wanted at any price. White
clover extracted honey sells at 8to8 1-2c:
amber in barrels at 5 1-2 to 6c. Beeswax is
C. H. W. Weber.
selling slowly at 31c.

^oney anb
4"

is

Philadelphia, Sept.

21.

-The

The manufactured
about honey and its use.
comb honey misrepresentation is contradicted
two items, each occupying a full page,
It has
but in different parts of the booklet.
in all 31 halftone illustrations, nearly all of
them being of apiaries or apiarian scenes.
also contains 3 bee-songs, namely, "The
It
Hum of the Bees in the Apple-'iree Bloom,"
in

Philadel-

phia market is well supplied with local
honey, fall crop having been gathered at
this time. It is one of the largest we have
had for years. Outside ot the Eastern
.States later reports show the crop is much
below the first reports. This condition
makes our market "very unsettled. We
Fancy comb honey. 15 to 16c No. 1.
quote
amber. 12 to 13c. Extracted, white,
14 to 15c
amber, 6 to 7c. Beeswax, 28c.
7 to8c
Wm. a. Selser.

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and "The
The songs alone
Bee Keeper's Lullaby."
to be worth more than the price of
-

ought

should be placed in the hands of everynot familiar with the food-value of
honey, for its main object is to interest people
The stories
in honey as a daily table article.
and items are all so short and helpful, and
It

body

;

;

Zanesville. Ohio, Sept. 22.— The honey
market is practically unchanged since last
report. While there is little demand for extracted, comb is moving as rapidly as could

the

We

We

:

;

:

;

it

will

likely

into dollars.

would be a great help to
it
general demand for honejr.
price is 25 cents, but we will mail
a single copy as a sample for only 10 cents;
5 copies for 75 cents; or 10 copies for $1.25.
With the American Bee Journal one year
Send all orders to George
both for 60 cents.
VV.
York & Co., 118 W. Jackson, Chicago,
Its

a
retail

more

III.

Land For Sale
at $15 to $tn an ricre. in the L"v.ilde HoneyBelt, by The Asherton Land &• Townsite Co.

:

for extracted is improving, especially for
Californian. which on account of the short
crop is ruling rather high in price.
quote California white sage at Sc light amber at 8c amber at 7c; white clover. 8 to
light amber. 7 to 7 l-2c and dark.
8 l-2c
6 l-2c. Very little di>ingin beeswax: plenty
of supply and market easy at 28 to 29c.

that

believe

create

honey are now quite heavy from New York
State and Pennsylvania mainly. Demand is
fairly good, especially for No. 1 and fancy
white, also for fancy buckwheat. Lower
grades not in as good demand. We quote
fancy white. 15c No. 1 from 13 to 14c No. 2
at 12c. and dark from 10 to lie. The demand
;

beautiful,

so

would run up

comb

Sept. 21.— Receipts of

pictures

be kept by any one who is so fortunate as to
Its postpaid price is only
get a copy of it.
£5 cents, but the health-value of its contents

be expected at this season of the year, especially in view of the geneial depression.
Producers seem to be holding for higher
prices than the condition of the market
warrants. Strictly No. 1 to fancy white
comb should bring about 13 to 14c on arrival,
the wholesale prices being arbitrary as yet.
Good yellow beeswax is worth 29c first hand.
Edmund W. Peirce.

New York,

booklet.

the

:

:

Stories."

This is a 64-page-and-cover booklet. 5Mx8}4
inches in size, printed on enameled paper.
The cover has a picture of a section of comb
honey, 3J^ inches square, the comb being
in gold-bronze, which gives it a very attractive
appearance.
Then on the gold-bronze
comb are printed these words: "From Honey
to Health, and from Health to Money."

E. A. Arnistrontf. Mt.. CarrUo Spriniis. Tex.

.

I

Lbs. Clover and Basswood
Honey— nice, well-ripened
—in 5-gal.. round, bail-hanper can here. Sample free.

3000
dle can-;.

J.T.'^n

Malhilde Candler, Cassville, Wis.

io.i«t

HILDRETH& SEGELKEN.

Honey,
vest.

ALISO APIARY.

El Toro, Orange Co., Calil.

1

on the hives 5 weeks after harcase of 2 5-gal. cans. $9.60.
Mills. Wis.

left

Gustave Gross. Lake

American Hee Journal

HONEY
We

have on hand

excellent,

is

a fine lot of

and which we

ofifer at

New

Extracted White Clover

Barrels (about 550 lbs. each)

-

-

Ten 60-pound

-

-

Two

cans or more,

60-pound cans or more,

One 60-pound

can,

-

Twelve 5-pound cans or more,

DADANT

we can

CAPO

New

8c per pound.
"
8l4c
"
9c
"
10c
f^

-

-

$1.15 each.
"
60c

Amber

furnish

(H SONS,

Getting

-

-

-----

Six 10-pound cans or more,

After September 20th
prices as above.
Sample Free.

Honey which

the following prices:

Honey

Fall

the

at

same

Hamilton, Hlinois

Subscribers

intelligent

ness.

new subscribers for the American Bee
Journal. On anothei; page we offer a
number of premiums for such work.
hope that as many of our present
readers as possible will help us to inlist.

be

for

send free sample copies on request.

Shall

we

increase

The more

not be favored with a large
of

new

the next 2 or 3

subscriptions

during

months?

Shipping-Cases
For an\ number or size of Sections desired.
hese cases are made" of tine white bassood and the workmanship is first class.
HvinK to the shortage of the honey crop
ist i ear. we have a good sttjck on hand and
can make immediate shipment.
Twelve-inch case with follower to hold
[

\

'

1

HONEY
When

'-^

BE ESWAX

or selling, consult

BURNETT &

R. A.

199 South Water

We
lATAlMTPn.
1* AniEiU.--.M,,,

are in the market for
]

We

have

also
'd

cans

for

in case.

Al condition,

White Extracted Honsale 60-pound

Honey

Both cans and cases

at 30c per case.

8.\3t

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.
31-».)
Jlentlon

(;rl.sKc>ld SI., n<-lr.>ll.

Bee

Journal

when

in lin

III

vrrltlnc.

'' ey in any quantity. CorrespDiulence solicited. .State kind, quantity and price asked.

in

i.iges; lighter, stronger, shows more S'-ctions. is
iiandled and stored easier. Further particulars to
those interested.

Honey-Packages

CO.

Cliicago,

St.

Trhca

Cans,

24. or 8-inch case with follower to hold 12
bee-way sections, shipped when no size is
mentioned. All cases single-tier unless otherwise
The double-tier case has many advan-

ordered.

consigning, buying,

Mich.
wrltlns*

Standard packages

for storing

and shijiping

extracted honey. Less chance for leakage
or taint from wood; being square they economize on space. Five-gallon cans boxed two
or one in a box, gallon cans 10, and half-gallon cans 12 to the box. Five, one and halfgallon cms not boxed if desired. Prices on
application for any quantity.
Pl.ice your order tortile number of Cases
and Money Packages wanted, and we will
guarantee prices and prompt shipment.

Minnesota Bee Supply Company
1,^)2

Nicollel I:>land,

Minnciipdlis, Minn.

it

all

And much

We

to

We

crease our subscription

bce-kecpers are, the better

interested in the busiof that intelligence is
secured by reading.
will be pleased
will

This should be a good time to get

,

48th

Year

No.'ll

73c. a
10c. a

November, 1908

AMERICAN
BtE JOURNAL.
^^r^

Mass

Colleg'

Li

Apiary of

W. H. Rickstrew.— See page

330.

tS^

t;

^^ :

'^
§rWir
£:
B

B f

Apiary of M. M. Baldrldge.-See

>^

iia:.;e

!30

Year

Copy

American Vee Jonrnal

Convention Photo
Detroit convention of the National Bee-

Keeper / Association, in October, was equaled
in numbers only twice
at the World's Fair
and at the L,os Angeles conventions.
There
were probably over 250 in attendance; at least,
a group containing 238 members was photographed, and it is never possible to choose a
time when every member is present.
I employed a local photographer who is an expert
in talcing groups of this kind.
He makes a
specialty of this class of work, and has all of

—

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE

W.

YORK & COMPANY

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

118

III.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this

Journal is
75 cents a year, in the United States of America,
(except Chicago, where It la $1.00), and Mexico;
In Canada 85 cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post-

Sample copy

age.

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the

i

not send
sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
and
• hows that the money has been received

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do
money

credited.

Advertising Kate, per flgate Line, 5c.
14 hues make one inch.
Nothing less than 4 lines accepted.
Discounts:
9 times lie a line
3 times 14c a line
1

Reading Notices,

Goes

to press the

25

"

12

12c"',"

••

6

(lyr.) lOcaline

cents, count line.

Etti

of each

camera could be set up close to them then
the camera of large size and a man who knew
;

of the month to which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " decOtf " on your label shows
that it is paid to the end of December, 1908.

end

a receipt for

the necessary paraphernalia, including an 18x22
camera and set of seats like those used in a
circus tent.
These seats are loaded upon a
dray, hauled to the spot, and set up, thus allowing of the posing of the members in tiers,
one above the other.
I selected the location
and the time of the day when the light would
be the best, and the result is a magnificent
photograph of a convention group such as has
never been equaled, and probably will never
be even a,pproached.
There was a combination
of circumstances: First, the gathering together
of the leading bee-keepers; then the seats upon
which to group them in a mass so that tht

month.

how

to

use

and,

last,

but

not

W.

—

for years.

The

picture

is

upon

printed

a

serai-raatt,

carbon paper that gives beautifully soTt tones

and mounted upon the
mount, 20x24 inches
in size, packed between two sheets of cellular
board, and sent by express, prepaid, safe ar-

in

and white,

black

verv

heaviest,

ash-gray

-

in perfect condition guaranteed, for only
or for $2.00 I will send you the picand also the Bee-Keepers' Review for
igo8 and 1909.
Sample copies of Review, and
circular giving some of the principal topics
discussed this year, will be sent free upon aprival,

$1.56;
ture,

plication.

One more point: After examning the photo,
if you don't care for it, feel perfectly free to
return it, at my expense, and the money will
(iet this photo, frame it, hang
be refunded.
I am sure there is no
it in your home, and
picture that you will look at oftener or with
more satisfaction.
As a bee-keeper and a
photographer, 1 am proud of it.

" // Goods are Wanted Quick Send

fi.oo.

E.STABLISHED

Touder.

to

"

1889

1

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods

^- If

more convenient. Dues may be sent to the
publiBhers of the American Bee Journal.

in Indiana.

Standard Hives with latest improvements. Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Boxes. Comb Foundation and everything that
is used in the bee-yard. Large illustrated catalog mailed
free. Finest White Clover E.Ntracted Honey for sale in any

"Songs of Beedom"

quantity desired.

a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing 10 songs (words and music)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
either
for
arranged
are
and others. They
organ or piano. The list includes the
" Bee - Keepers'
Reunion
following
Song;" "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
Applethe
of the Bees in
"The
Bloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"

This

you, E. B. Tyrrell, and Chalon Fowls; but
there is little use in mentioning names, as
there is no slopping place.
Another thing: Many of these men were
accompanied by their wives, and some of their
children, all of which appear in the group.
But I have not mentioned the crowning
feature.
There is not much satisfaction in
looking over a group of this kind if you can
recognize, perhaps, only half a dozen faces,
but I spent one whole day in securing the
names and addresses of those in the group,
giving each person a number.
In other words,
the members are numbered from 1 to 238, the
numbers being placed upon the shoulder,
some part of the person, then the list of ra
bers, together with their postoftice addres
are printed and placed below the group, and
the corresponding, or proper, number
placed
in fiont of each name.
For instance, if you
wonder who is 83, look in the list, and it is
H. G. Sibbald, Claude, Ontario.
In this way
every member can be identified you can see
exactly what kind of a looking man is some
one whose writings you may have followed

Z. Hvitchinson. Flint, Mich.

lBt,_To promote the interests of its members.
ja.—To protect and defend its members in their
lawful riehts.
3d.— To enf<»rce laws against the adulteration of

General

the

—

Object^) of the Association.

Annual Membership Dues,

least,

proper lighting conditions. The artist who took
the group told me that he had taken probably
500 groups of this kind, but never one that
was more perfect than this one, in every resped— r\oX. a person moved cvtry face is as
bright, sharp and clear as though taken in a
gallery.
Then the large size of the camera
allowed the faces to be made of good size.
I paid
the photographer $25.00 to make the
negative, and consider it money well-spent, as
I
have a group-picture of the leading beekeepers of this country, that has never Keen
approached in size nor execution. I am proud
ot it, and shall have it framed and hung in
my office by the side of my desk, where, in
the intervafs of my work, I can sometimes
glance at the faces of those friends with whom
I have passed so many delightful hours.
Just
think of having, all upon one sheet, nice, clear
pictures of such men as N. E- France, George
W. York, A. I. Root, E. R. Root, Huber
Root, L. A. Aspinwall, Fred W. Muth. R. F.
Holtermann, T. F. Bingham, Wm. McEvoy,

Bee Keepers' Association

National

it;

K. L. Taylor, \V. L. Coggshall. O. L. Hershiser, Prof. E- F. Phillips. E M. Hunt, W. D,
Soper, A. G. Woodman, H. C. Ahlers, J. L.
Byers, J. E. Hand, F. J. Miller, E. E. Cove-

WALTER

is

Dittmer's

S.

POUDER, 513-515

Comb

Massachusetts Ave,, Indianapolis, Ind.

Foundation

:

Hum

"Buclcwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "The Busy, Buzzing
Bees:" "Spring-Time Joys;" and "Convention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 25 cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
90 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chi-

—

cago,

111^

Western Bee-Keepers

stow^'.','..
how to Bave money. Send for our new catalog of the best Bee-ware made.
THE COlORillO nOHgYPRnBUCER-S" »S.S'», Dfivir. C»lo

Is the Best. Not because
it to other makes.

we

say so, but because the Bees prefer

Dittmer*s Process

has built its Reputation and established
Foundation and its own Name.

It

We make

a Specialty of Working

Dittmer's

is

Merits,

its

Wax

into

on

its

Founda-

tion for Cash.

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line of

Supplies.

GUS DITTMER

CO.. Augusta, Wla.

own

;

American Hee Journal

BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now tor our Catalog
prices on good, honest,

ana get low

$4.00

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Oar

specialty

is

making

Booking Queen-Orders
6 queens; $2.10

for

*^;y-

Sections. All other

coeds up-to-date.

For a number of yatts we have been sending out to bee-keepers exceptionally tine Untested Italian Queens, purely mated, and
all right in every respect.
Here is what a few of those who received our Queens have to say about them

Il.>ney-BottlinK
-Business located
in finest Northern honey-prudui-inij territory. Splendid
connections with the bie wholesale trade
throughout the country. Reason for selling:,
pressure of other business. Fine opportunity for the riiiht party. Address,

FOR SALE

What They Say

118 W, Jackson.

Chira^u.

Bee Journal

Mention

n'hen

III.

wbeo

^^.^
George W. York & Co.:— After importing queens for 15 years you have
sent me the best. She keeps hx baDgstroih frames fully occupied to date,'
and, although 1 kept ihe hive well contracted, to force them to swarm, they
never
built a queen-cell, and will put up 100 pounds of honey If the
.,..
._
,

1

Michigan Wliite Clover Honey Co.,
31-33 Gri
old St.. Delrolt. Mich. llAtf
Uentton
e Journal
vrben vrrlttas*

ON SHARES
Western

.States

preferred.
Give particulars and
ll.A2t
references in tirst letter.

WIRTH,640
Hcnllon^ He«

Leverette

St., Fayelteville,

Jtiiirnul

VThen

Ark.

vrrltlme.

BIG DISCOUNT
all

Bee-Supplies un
I can save you

.-^end for 1909
ll.\tf

W. D. SOPEK,

,

Mich.

CLOVER-BASSWOOD HONEY
in case-1'Jc per llj.; 6 or more
Write for particulars.
B. F. Schmidt, Rt. 1, N. Baena Vista, Iowa
in

Dew

60-lb.

cases at

^c

can?.

per

L'

lb.

We

Liberal
offer

Premium

in this

We usually begin mailing Queens in May, and continue thereafter, on the plan of "first come first served.'' The price of one
of our Untested Queens alone is 75 cents, or with the monthly
American Bee Journal one year both for $1,20, Three Queens
(without Journal) would be f 2 10, or 6 for $4.00. Full instructions for introducing are sent
with each Queen, being printed on the underside of the address-card on the mailing-cage. Yoo
cannot do better than to get one or more of our fine Standard-Bred Queens.

—

Address.

GEORGE

W. Y0R_K

—

-

now ?

®. CO., 118

W. Jackson, Chicago.

III.

November Cash Discount Five Percent on

LEWIS BEEWARE
e.xcept on tinware

ARNS HONEY &

and honey-packages.

BEE-SUPPLl' CO. (Not
Honey & Bee-Supply

Send

Co.,

for catalog.

H. M. Arnd, Proprietor,

Inc.);

191.193:e. Superior St., Chicago,

III.

Watch Free as a Premium
This watch is stem wind and pendant set. It is
to meet the popular demand for an accurate
timekeeper at alow cost.
It is open face, heavy beveled crystal. Bezel
snaps on. Lantern pinions, American lever escapement, polished spring encased in barrel,
Short wind and loner run-30 to 35 hours in one
winding. The manufacturers give the following
warranty:

made

We

We

N.P.OOUSBY.

num-

ber for the work of getting new subscribers for the .\merican Bee Journal.
We request every reader to help us increase the list of regular subscribers.
It is not our aim to make more beekeepers, but to make better bee-keepers of those who now are in the busiSurely this is right.
Why not
ness.
get your neighbor bee-keepers to take
will
the .American
Bee Journal?
It
pay }X)U in more ways than one to do
not only
such missionary work.
pay you for it, but you will thus be
helping
to
inform
the
bee-keepers
around you how to conduct bee-keeping in the proper way; how to keep
their bees free from disease; how not
to spoil the honey market for you and
themselves how but there are so many
ways in which they would be helped
by reading the .American Bee Journal
every month. .And the cost is so small^
only 75 cents for a whole year about
6 cents a month.
will be glad to
furnish free all the sample copies you
can use judiciously.
Why not begin
;

bought of yoQ has proven a good

1905.

Long Distance Telephone, North 1559

Offers

many premiums

2:2,

introduced her into a colony which had been queenless for 2n days. She
was accepted by them, and has gone to work nicely. I am highly pleased
with her and your promptness in filling my order. My father, who is an old
bee-keeper, pronounced her very fine. You will hear from me again when I
am in need of something in the bee-line.
E. B. McCOLM.
Marion Co., 111., July 13.

Successors to York

Our

July

George W. York & Co.:— The queen I received of you a few days ago
came through O.K., and 1 want to say that she is a beauty. 1 Immediately

are in the market for Extracted
in
any quantity. Write us
wliat you have to offer and mail sample.

C.A.

Co., Va.,

1

jolonies.

„

..

Washington

We

apiarist.

CHA8. Mitchell.

wrltlnK*

Honey

— BEES
WANTED
By expert

fine.

vrrltlnK.

Ever stop to think
investment
a
a few good queens would be? 1 send out no
inferior queens. All my queens are selected,
as I kill all that are no good. If you want
one or 100. write me.
llAtf
S. F. TREGO, Swedona, HI.

Bee Jonrnal

Our Qiueens

received of you some time
They are ^ood breeders, and the workers are BbowiDg up fine.
1 introduced them among black bees, and the bees are nearly yellow now,
and are doinjr good work.
A. W. SWAN.
Nemaba, Co.. Kan.. J uly 15, 1905.

DIDwhatYOU
good

nentio

of

George W. York & Co.:-Tho two queens

ago are

Box 100. Care Amerjcati Bee Journal,

On

for

Please mention the Bee Journal.

lOA34t

prices.

75c

Qy66n-B66

Italian

AUa. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.

1909

for

for 3; or

—

1.

To

e in perfect

t

running condition when

it

J
I
I
I

m

leaves

the factoi
2.

To

V.
b.'

nalerial and workminsiiip.
he made, not necessitated Ijy carelessise. durintr one year from date watch is boupht,
rned to them with 5 centB enclosed for return
rs will

An Easy Way
Send us
Journal at

Watch
the

4

to Get This Wa<cK Free
new subscribers to the American Bee
cents each, and we will mail you this
as a premium. Or, we will mail itwith

75

free

American Bee Journal one year— both for only
Or, send us $1 10 and we will mail you the

$1.60.

Watch alone.
Every boy and
It

girl

can

now own a good watch

would be a very nice and useful
Address

gift for

a.

friend

or relative.

George W. York <a

Co^

»«

^-^ ^"^^^,„.„„,3

!

t

November,

324

1908.

American IBae Journal

SPECIAL CLUBBING AND PREMIUM OFFERS
In

Connection With The

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample copies free to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk, you can s;et some to subscribe and so either iret your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
give yon a year's subscription free for sending us two new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET'KNIFE
nd address put
f the handle as
anri on the

t,

piei-ures of a

le

a worker,
drone. The

«,

is

I

cellQloid

transparent,
thif

to identify
juii

you happen

if

to be injured fatal-

or are unconCut is exact
'-i/i
Be sure to
write exact name
Mill address. Knife
V e r e U in two
ks. Priceof knife
dlone, postpaid, $1.25,
With ^-ear's aubscripl^

,

.

.

1 1

handcly finished.
The cov
u^'ly,and can't slip off becaus
sliphtly wedges over the barrel
at cither end
This pen is nonl.-akable It is very easily cleaned,

it

the pen-point and feeder being
quickly
remove)!.
Tne simple
feeder pives a uniform supply of
"he pen-point without dropbio
spotting. Ev
eeper_
ght to carry one in
vest-pocket.
est-po(
Comes in_box
direction
Each
'

'

CA

..

.

n

firuaranteed. Here
thirds actual size.

shown two-

Price alone, postpaid, $1.^5. With
a year's suiiacription, «1.75. Given
free for 4 new subscriptions at 75
cents each.

MONETTE
QUEEN-CLIPPING
DEVICE
The Mimettp Qut-enCllpplns Device la a
lino thing for use In
catchinj? and clipping
Four
tiuoonft' winKS.
:in.i
one-half inches
hlKh.

many

It

Is

used by

bee-keeper.s.

Full printed directions
si'Ht

with each one.

Price

(Entered as second-class matter July

30, 1907,

at the Post-Offloe at Chicago,

Published Monthly at 75 cents a Year, by George W. York

CHICAGO,

GEORGE W. YORK, Editor

"iforiaf

ILL,,

&

111.,

Co.,

NOVEMBER,

Weak

^ofes

found who

Colonies
is

better

that

earlier, there

the

is still

work
time

weak colonies, and the beginner is urged not to try to winter a numOne of the lessons
ber of weaklings.
learned by a beginner very slowly is
that it is the total number of bees one
has that counts, and not so much the
number of hives in which bees may be
found.
Mr. Beginner finds it an easy thing to
He has hived all afterswarms
increase.
separately, and perhaps not content with
the results of natural swarming he has
taken the matter of increase into his
own hands and made a number of colonies perhaps better named nuclei by
As a result, not one
artificial increase.
in 4 of his colonies is fit to enter the
winter, if indeed he has not divided up
With so many hives
that one in four.
occupied, he looks forward hopefully
to the following spring, and in anticipation begins to count upon the great
increase he will make in the season folHe has yet to learn the hard
lowing.
lesson that so long as he believes in
wintering weaklings, the larger the number he tries to winter the smaller the
number he will have the following
to unite

—

—

will

rapid

for

so far
increase

overcome the
that

he will

word of advice from experi-

listen to a

ence, and it is for this occasional beginner that this item is given.

Good Point
Water

in Selling

part about

it

is

that telling

him the truth about it does little good.
Only when he learns by experience is
he willing to believe that it is better to
strong colony, and feel
winter one
pretty certain he will have that one colony at the opening of the next season,
than to attempt to winter two weaklings
with a fair chance that he will have 2
hives containing only dead bees the following spring.
But occasionally a beginner will be

Honey

so abundant, so cheap, that
we hardly appreciate its value. Yet valuable as it is, one does not care to buy
it at the rate of several cents a pound
when it is not necessary. The man who
buys 100 pounds of turnips pays for 90
pounds of water. Many other articles
of food, although not containing so large
a proportion of water, have still more
or less of it, and in comparing articles
of diet the amount of water in them has
something to do with their relative
is

cheapness.

Beekeepers are more or less familiar
with the percentage of water contained
in honey, but the probability is that the
majority of them have never thought of
the small amount as compared with
many other common foods. Ask the
average bee-keeper whether honey contains more or less water than a juicy
beefsteak, and it would be nothing
strange to hear him say, "Honey is a
of course there
liquid, beefsteak is not
It has
is more water in the liquid."
perhaps never occurred to him that
there is 3 times as much water in beefsteak as in honey. This is a good point
for the salesman to make when presenting the merits of honey to the conW. K. Morrison thus puts it
sumer.
in Gleanings:
of the dryest of human
foods, as it usually has less than 20 percent of
Beefsteak, of the most expensive kind,
water.
contains 65 percent, and even then there is
some bone to be reckoned with. Some of our

"Honey

is

one

1879.)

3,

VoL XLVni—No,

11

Drone-Comb in Extracting-Sapers
The common teaching is to discour-

;

spring.

The sad

craze

March

most expensive fruits and vegetables are nearly
all water, 95
percent, and some even morel
This is a point that bee-keepers can harp on a
good deal.
Anybody can easily see that, between a pound of steak at 18 cents and a
pound of honey at 18 cents, the advantage lies
Moreover, honey will keep
with the honey.
indefinitely, whereas beefsteak deteriorates in a
few hours."

fc^
Although it
should be done

of

1908

and Commenfs
Uniting

under Act

118 West Jackson Boulevard.

age the drone-comb very largely, if not
entirely.
Now comes M. H. Read, Hon.
Sec. Irish Bee-Keepers' Association, and
proposes "nothing less than to aim at
the production of a good supply of
drone-comb for use with the extractor."

The
will

first

flow

reason given

more

readily

that the honey
from the larger

is

There is
than from the smaller cells.
probably something in that. "Besides,"
natur"the
bees
writer,
proceeds the
ally draw drone-cells out more than
worker-cells, and there is the advantage
of less labor in uncapping for a given
weight of honey. Further, spacing of
combs means fewer bee-spaces between
them in a super so that the super should
contain the more honey."
This will no doubt appeal to the inexperienced beginner, but it will hardly
bear investigation. "The bees naturally
draw drone-cells out more than workerare. occupied with
cells" when both
brood, but do they when used for storing
honey? There may be just as wide spacing with worker as with drone-comb,
and with the same spacing there will be
the same number of bee-spaces, and the
same amount of honey in the super.
;

If

drone-comb

is

suppressed at

all in

the brood-chamber, the bees will be sure
to have drone-comb in the extractingsuper, unless prevented by excluderzinc, and some good extracted honeyproducers do not otherwise find it necessary to use excluders. Even when an
excluder is used, have you never seen
the bees keeping drone-cells empty in the
super in the vain hope that the queen

would come up and occupy them?

Crushing Bees

When Handling

the

Frames
Between the end-bar of a frame and
the front or rear wall of a hive the
space is so small that some care must be

:

:

Xovcmber,

lyoS.

American Hm Journal
taken

or

more or

less

bees

will

be

crushed when a frame is lifted out or
Some are so steady of
put back in.
nerve and muscle that they can move
frames quite rapidly while maintaining
the proper distance between end-bar and
hive-wall, so that a bee
N'ot so others.

is

rarely injured.

To prevent mangling bees, some have
a staple driven into the outside of each
end-bar, near the bottom, which prevents the possibility of allowing the
end-bar to strike against the hive-wall.

Some will object that at least in some
cases the jarring of the staple against
the hive-wall is objectionable, as when
one is looking for a queen, for a very
slight amount of jarring sets the bees
to running, when the finding of a queen
becomes a doubtful problem.
L. S.
Crawshaw has a plan to avoid danger
without having end-spacers on the lower
ends of the end-bars.
He says in the
British Bee Journal:
"I have devised a method bf which speed
and certainty may be secured, even with the
last comb and tight quarters.
Slide the end-bar

down the hive side; that is, allow double beeway at one end and none at the other. This
prevents sway or swing in any direction, and
crushing cannot take place."

or thrcec days move them up together.
The Scotch authority, D. M. Macdonby putting the two lots
as close as possible together while still
separated by a dummy, the dummy having carbolic acid smeared on its edges.
After 24 hours the dummy is removed
and the frames moved up together.
.•\nother way that requires little skill
Set one hive with its
will suit tnany.
contents over the other, witli wirecloth
between. After 2 or 3 days the 2 lots
will have acquired the same scent, and
favorite plan with
may be united.
some is to put a single sheet of newspaper between the 2 hives instead of the
The bees will gnaw the pawirecloth.
The
per, gradually uniting peaceably.
stories
may
be reduced to a single
2
story at the convenience of the beekeeper after 2 days, or after a week or

ald, varies this

A

more.

Here

is

plan from Gleanings that

a

will be especially heartening to
who may fear he has put of?

any one
uniting

too late

"A very good way to unite, and avoid all
loss of returning, is to do so at the very time
For example,
of putting them in the cellar.

A

and B are both too weak to winter outdoors.
will place the two together in o'ne hive,
a broodnest out of the best combs sefrom the two hives, leaving the other
combs for reserve feeding in the spring. As
soon as the two families are placed in one hive

We

making
lected

Thanksgiving Day has come again,
With blessings great and small.
Let

thoughts of gratitude o'erflow

The

hearts

of

one and

they should be put in the cellar immediately,
left there till spring."

and

all.

Packing
Late Uniting of Colonies
About this tiiTie of year it

is a common
thing to have the questions, "How shall
I unite?
What about queens when uniting?" etc. Well, the manner is not so
important as it is that you unite any
colony that is so weak that its living
through the winter is a doubtful problem.
very weak colony may be united
with one that is not very weak, but yet
hardly up to the mark. Two weak colonies may be united, or more than two.
Any way, so that when you are through
there shall be no colony which has not
enough bees to cover well at least 4
Langstroth frames, and better still if
it cover 6 or more.

We
little

Comb Honey

for

Shipment

received the following letter just a
too late for its appearance in the

ing in honey in a large way, and, of
course, received and reshipped many
consignments of comb honey, and never,
so far as we recollect, was there any
loss when properly packed for shipment.
The illustration herewith shows the
correct method quite clearly.. Before
putting in the cases of honey (any number desired, but perhaps 6 or 8 of the 24pound cases are enough for one crate),
there should be from 4 to 6 inches of
straw, hay, or excelsior put in the bottom of the crate, on which to place the
cases.
It acts as a cushion, so that the
honey will not be broken out of the sections should the crate be set down rather
hard.
While it may not be adsolutely necessary, we think it advisable to have the
crate large enough so that the packing
material can be put at the sides of the
cases as well.
very important matter is the hanales, made by nailing on boards at the
sides of the crate, and nearly at its
top, and extending far enough at each
end so that they can be used as handles
by two men to carry the crate of honey.
These projecting handles also help to
prevent the crate from being turned over
endwise as might be done by some careless or ignorant freight-handlers.
Of course, each crate will have strips
or boards nailed on top so that no case
of honey can be taken out without first
removing the crate's top. And on the
top should be put, either printed on cardboard or with large, black marking
paint, these words:

A

COMB HONEY
HANDLE WITH CARE

October number

—

Editor York: I have about 1000 pounds of
comb honey in 4J4x4"4xi?^ sections, in 24pound shipping-cases, which I want to ship,
but I am at a loss to know how to pack it in

We

believe the railroad companies require the glass sides of the cases to be

A

With regard to queens, if there is
any choice, save the best and destroy
the others.
H you know of no preference, leave it to the bees. In the matter of uniting 2 colonies of unequal
strength, you may expect that the queen
of the weaker will be destroyed by the
bees.

•

H

the colonies to be united are some
distance apart, unite on the stand of the
stronger colony.
If the colony to be
moved is made queenless 2 or 3 days
before the removal, there is less likelihood of bees returning to the old
stand.
If the uniting is done by alternating
frames first a frame with its adhering
bees from one hive, then a frame from
the other hive tlicre will not be likelihood of much fit-hting. But of late the

—

—

tendency is to proceed by two stages,
first a sojourn togc-tlur in the same hive
without any real mingling of the bees,
then the real uniting.
One way is to
put the two separate lots in the same
hive, one on each side, and after two

Crate kor
crates.

I

suppose

would be best.
Have you a

about

6

cases

to

a

Shippinc.
crate

or can you give me a dea crate?
Should there be space left around the shipping-cases for excelsior or straw packing?
A. s. Crotzkr.
scription of

This
ject,

is

and

cut,
to

how

make

indeed a very important subone.

fortunately,

in

which

we have had somewhat extensive experience.
For several vears we were deal-

Comb Honey.

turned inside the crate so as to be unexposed.
We have invariably found that when
comb honey is thus prepared for shipment, it arrived at its destination in
It pays thus to pack
perfect condition.
it
and not run any risk of having it
l)roken in transit.
.\ftcr the bee-keeper has produced a
fine lot of comb honey, why, by care-

—
il.Vr.

lOfiS

American ^Bee Journal
lessness or negligence, lose half or

of

its

value by not preparing

it

more
prop-

erly for safe shipment ? Crates may cost
n little extra, but in the end they pay
well both in satisfaction to the shipper,
and in greater convenience for handling
the honev.

—

have defied him,
experiment that

explains

lis

I\i>lTOR

Vo&k:

— In

the

Aiiicricaii

lice

Jour-

nal for October, on the first editorial page, is a
comment entitled, "The Honey Market Unusual," wherein it is claimed that comb honey
stands firmly in San Francisco at 17 cents. By
the way, I see Gleanings niakes the same

claim.

Now the above quotation is very far from
the truth, in proof of which I enclose 2 letters, one from a commission firm in Sacramento, and tile other from a bee-keeper in
Nevada.
Note the commission man informs
me that Mono County and Nevada have had
big crops of honey.
VVell, I know that Mono
County had less than 400 cases of comb honey;
and Mr. .T. W. Carter of Nevada, informed me
in September that this was the poorest honey
season he had known in his bee-keeping experience of 17 years. So far as ray own experience goes, this is my first season in this part
of the country.
I don't know how to run a bee-paper, but
it seems to me you ought to be in a position
to be better informed as to the real condition.
I have been a subscriber of the "Old Reliable"
ever since you became its editor, so I know
very well it was not the intention to misrep-

— simply

make

a very simple

I

to

(Bee-Keepers' Review, _page 313),

plies

know how

don't

"I

Western Honey Quotations
The following letter, largely

to

think would convince
unqucen a colony, and
then look 24 hours later and say how
old were the larv;c he found in queencells."
To this Mr. Hutchinson now re-

him

one day
Perhaps

old,
it

is

nor
to

at

large a larva is at
2 days, nor at 3.
that I don't,

my shame

don't.
I know when a queen does
come up to the mark, but I don't
know how large is a 2-day old larva."
Then Ke gets back at Dr. Miller after

but
not

I

this fashion

:

"I have repeatedly asked him to explain why
some of the queens were inferior when the
bees were given larvae of all ages to choose
from, and why the queens were all excellent
when the bees had only just- hatched larvae from
which to make a choice, and he has never at-

tempted a reply."
It

is

now up

the Doctor to

to

come

i

forward with an answer. If he begins
answer as does Editor Hutchinson
with "I don't know", will the two answers put together be sufficiently illuminating to enable us to decide whether
the bees arc sufficiently wise to select
proper larv;c for queen-raising?
his

To Prevent Bee-Stings

When about to handle bees, wash the
with weakened carbolic acid.
Praklischer Wegweiser.

hands

Nothing is said as to how long the
effect of the acid remains, or how often
the hands
one is to

should be thus perfumed

if

work with bees all day. If
one washing will last long enough, and
it pipves effectual in
preventing stings,
some who use gloves may find it worth
W'hile to try the proposed preventive.

Oliscellane
Jleijus

-

Items

resent.
I

am

hoping for better honey-prices.
H. ChbistiiNSi:n.

Coleville,

The

Mono

Co.,

Cal.,

Oct.

z6.

Mr. Christensen enclosed
from the Sacramento house claims there
is a large supply throughout Nevada, as
well as in ^lono and Inj-o Counties,
letter

California, with little demand
saying
that they deal only on coinmission, and
can get about 12 cents for fancy white.
The Nevada bee-keeper says all he can
get is 9^2 cents for first grade and 8J^
cents for second.
;

The

desire of the American Bee Jouralways to give the truth as nearly
can find it
and so our correspondent has our thanks for his letter.
nal

as

is

it

;

high a quotation for
best that we should
it.
The authority for 17 cents
as the highest price for water-white
comb is the Pacific Rural Press. While
there is a wide margin between the prices sent by our correspondent and that
quoted by the Pacific Rural Press, the
question is still an open one as to the
correctness of the latter, for Sacramento
prices and prices in Aevada may vary
no little from prices in San Francisco.
Still, it is hard to understand so much
difference in so short a distance.
Perhaps some of our San Francisco friends
can help us out.
If

17 cents is too

San Francisco,

it

from Austria
Mr. and Mrs. A. Schroeder, of Trieste,
They
Austria, visited us October 23.
arrived in this country Oct. i6th, and
expected to remain only a very short
time.
Mr. Schrceder now has 32 colonies of bees, while sometimes he has
He has been a subscriber
50 colonies.
to the -American Bee Journal for over

Visitors

30 years.

He was

coming

this

unfortunate in not
country in time to attend the National convention in Detroit.
Mr. S. speaks 5 languages, and both
to

For a long time Editor Hutchinson
and Dr. C. C. Miller have been at outs
as to the wisdom of the bees in selecting
the right larv<Te for queen-rearing, the
former insisting that when bees are

made queenless they are in such haste
to rear a queen that they select larvse
too old for best results, the latter insisting that this is a libel on the bees.
Dr. Miller has for a long time been
trying to get Mr. Hutchinson to try an
experiment, but without success, although, he says, "I have coaxed him, I

;

—

—

are verj- pleasant to meet.

is

The

know

liarvae for Queen-Rearing

is contrary to common belief in
country
for certainly many count
combs entirely safe that have been left
out to endure the freezing of winter.
It would be interesting if we could learn
how far south this holds good.
Among the means for prevention
given in the article mentioned, it is
rather strange that the two most important means at least considered the
most important in this country namely,
strong colonies and Italian blood, are
not mentioned.

That

this

The secretary of the Xational BeeKeepers' .\ssociation, Air. W. Z. Hutchinson of Flint, Mich., went to considerable expense to get an expert photographer to take a picture of those attending the National convention at Detroit,
is

Oct. 13, 14, and

20x24 inches

15.

The

and

will be sent

in size,

by prepaid express for

$1.50.

picture
It

is

C.

The

The Detroit Convention Photograph

a

most

beautifully
finished
photograph,
face being very clear and distinct.
.\s Mr. Hutchinson says in his
advertisement on another page of this
number, it would be a fine picture to
frame and hang up in any bee-keeper's
home. It is the best picture ever taken
of any National bee-keepers' convention
hope that Mr.
in this country.
Hutchin.son wil receive a large number of orders for it.

every

We

Bee-Moths and Their Endurance
In an article in Praktischer Wegweiser, it is said that the eggs, larvae,

and pupx of the bee-moth are so tenacious of life that they will endure the
cold of winter without being destroyed.

Ind..

M. Scott Co.

Won

First Prize

M. Scott Co., of Indianapolis,
was awarded the first prize on
C.

display of bee-supplies over the strongest competition ever exhibited in Indiana, at the State Fair in September.^ The line of goods handled by the
Scott Company is the famous Lewis

Bee-Ware.

*

Illinois State Fair
It

was our

Apiarian Exhibit
honor

privilege as well as

to be selected again as judge of the bee
and honey exliibits at the Illinois State
Fair, held at Springfield, Sept. 25 to

We have seen a number
Oct. 2, 1908.
of apiarian exhibits at various fairs, but
with the exception of those at the
World's Columbian Exposition here in
1893, we believe the exhibits in the department of "Bees and Honey" at the
Illinois State Fair this year were the
best w'e ever saw.
There were only 6 exhibitors in all,
and only 4 who really competed in everyThey were,
thing in the apiarian line.
Chas. Bec.•\aron Coppin, of Wenona
ker, of Pleasant Plains; Jas. A. Stone
& Son. of Bradfordton: Geo. Rumler,
of Indiana; Louis Werner, of Edwards;

——
r
•

!

November,

ic

American ^ae Journal
and the Otli person wlio had only
one exhibit, and that was a display of
The first 4 mendesigiis in beeswax.
tioned were very fine indeed.

ville;

The premiums

as finally

awarded were

It
exhibited by Jas. A. Stone & Son.
represented Uncle Sam chained to the
saloon, the whole thing— saloon buildbeing
ing, chain links and Uncle Sam
made of beeswax. It certainly was an

—

a success of his work in the interest
of bee-keeping and the kitchen.
are glad to be able to accompany
this report with some pictures of the
apiarian exhibits which were so difficult
to judge, on account of their general
superior excellence.
iiig

We

Detroit National Convention Notes
Another National convention has been

The atIt was a good one, too.
Not
was large some 250.
quite as many Canadian representatives
as we expected, but their quality was
finer than their famous basswood honey,
which was such a "bone of contention"
(Honey isn't usually very
years ago.
"bony," is it? Still, we used to hear of
some honey that was "fishbony," on ac-

held.

—

tendance

count of the comb foundation used in
it not having been thinned down properly by the bees.
Dr. Miller was very conspicuous on
account of his absence. Many enquired
for him. There seems to be a large vacancy in any National convention when
the

Exhibit of Aaron Coppin. at Illinois State Fair.
surnames

as follows, using only
to be brief:

Comb Honey

Display of

—

Becker,

Rumler, $15;

ist,

in

order

Coppin, $20; 2d,

$3-

labeled cases containing 12 or
more pounds of white honey from difteretit
flowers— ist, Becker, $8; 2d, Coppin, $5; 3d,

Collection

of

Rumler,

$3-

.

.

of labeled cases containmg 12 or
more pounds of amber or dark honey from
different flowers— ist, Coppin, $8; 2d, Becker,

Collection

$5; 3d, Rumler, $3.
Case of white clover

pounds

—

1st,

impressive temperance lesson. But some
of these good days Uncle Sam will be
freed from his cursed connection with
the whole infernal liquor business. And
bee-keepers will help break the chain
that binds them together. May the com-

ing of the glad day be hastened!
were indeed proud of the exhibits
at the Illinois State
Mr. H. J. Cater, the genial and
Fair.

We

made by bee-keepers

good Doctor

is

not there.

He

is

re-

vered all over this and other lands, not
only for his extensive apiarian knowlpersonal
edge, but for his excellent
qualities.
To know Dr. Miller is simply
We count it one of the
to love him.
chief joys of our life that we have had
him so long as an intimate friend and
advisor. My he live to be a hundred
years
Mr. A. I. Root was also present during nearly all the convention proceedHe
ings, and often took an active part.
milestone,
is getting towards the 70th
and yet seems to be holding his own in
health and otherwise. His name is probably more widely known than that of
any other bee-keeper in all the world.
He has done so much to advance the interests of bee-keepers, through apiarian
inventions, and the pushing of improve-

comb honey, 12 to 24
Coppin, $4; 2d, Stone, $3; 3d,

Becker, $2.
Case of sweet

comb honey,

clover

—

12

to

24

pounds ist, Becker, $4; 2d, Coppin, $3;
3d, Rumler, $2.
Case of basswood comb honey, 12 to 24 pounds

—

Coppin,

1st,

$4;

2d,

Becker,

$3;

3d,

Rum-

$2.

ler,

Case of amber comb honey, 12 to 24 pounds
ist, Rumler, $4; 2d, Coppin, $3; 3d, Werner,
$2.

Display of samples of extracted honey, not less
than half-pound each ist. Stone, $5; 2d,
Becker, $3; 3d, Coppin, $2.
ist, Becker, $20;
Display of extracted honey
2d, Coppin, $15; 3d, Stone, $10.
Honey extracting on the grounds ist. Stone,
3d,
Becker,
$2.
Coppin,
2d,
$3;
$5;
Frame of comb honey for extracting ist, Cop-

—

—

—

—

pin, $5; 2d, Stone, $3; 3d, Werner, $2.
ist, Stone, $20; 2d,
Display of candied honey
Rumler, $15; 3d, Becker, $10.
beeswax 1st, Becker, $15; 2d,
Display
of
Rumler,
Stone, $10; 3d,
$5.
One-frame observatory hive dark Italian bees
ist. Werner, $4; 2d, Becker, $3; 3d, Rum-

—

—

ler, $2.

One-frame

—

observatory

hive

golden

Italian

ist, Rumler, $4; 2d, Becker, $3; 3d,
Werner, $2.
One-frame observatory hive Carniolan bees—
ist, Becker, $4; 2d, Kumlcr, $3; 3d, Cop-

bees

pin, $2.

Honey

Vinegar, one-half gallon, with recipe
1st, Coppin, $4; 2d, Stone, $3;
for making
3d, Rumler, $2.

—

—
—

ist, Becker, $15;
Display of designs in honey
2d, Coppin, $12; 3d, Werner, $8.
Display of designs in beeswax 1st, Stone, $20;
2d, Becker, $12; 3d, Coppin, $8.
For manipulating a colony of bees in cage

Werner, $15.
One of the beeswax designs that attracted the most attention of visitors was

ExHiBiT OK Jas. A. Stone & Son. at Illinois State Fair.
very capable superintendent of this parof the Fair, feels
ticular department
greatly encouraged. He also has charge
of tlic culinary department, and is mak-

ments oi others. The name of Root
will ever be honored as a leader in progressive bee-culture.
Then President Hilton, with the keen-

—
November,

1908.
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ness

and deliberation of the practiced

politican,

presided

over

every

session.

His opening address was an eloquent
effort, and closed with a beautiful senti-

4i

ing
but

show

picture
also at

the

bandied bees
object

$^

was

the
first

second evening,
evening session

in a wire-cloth cage.

to

The

show bee-keepers how

^

put them back into the pan. And he
didn't receive a single sting. It was an
interesting demonstration, especially at
night with the electric light. Of course,
all the time he was manipulating the
It is certainly a very
bees, he talked.
good way to interest a popular audience,
who know practically nothing about bees
And we imagined it
or bee-keeping.
was exceedingly interesting to many of
At any rate,
the bee-keepers present.
no one offered to enter the cage with
Mr. Root, although there may have been
some in the room who would have enjoyed (?) the bee-cage experience.
A. G. Woodman Co., of Grand Rapids,
representing the G. B. Lewis Co., and
M. H. Hunt & Son, of Lansing, with the

Root Co.'s bee-supplies, had good disOf course, sample copies of the
bee-papers published in the United
States and Canada were free to all.
Canada was represented by some of
her best bee-keepers, among them being,

plays.

4

Wm. McEvoy,

J.

L. Byer, R. F. Holter-

mann, H. G. Sibbald, Jas. Armstrong,
F. J. Miller, and Editor Jas. J. Hurley,
of the Canadian Bee Journal.
Detroit

is

a

beautiful

city,

but

the

which the convention was held,
under construction, so that the
hammering and sawing was most annoyhall in

was

Exhibit of Chas. Becker, at Illinois State Fair.
ment in which both the Stars and Stripes
and the Union Jack blended most effecstruck a responsive chord in
all hearts, and there was great applause.
Secretary Hutchinson, as of old, was
present, and had with him his usual
peaceful and quiet expression of countenance.
He had done his best to get
up an entertaining program, including
apiarian exhibits, and succeeded.
M. E. DarDy was there also, who,
even if he does live in Missouri, doesn't
need to "be shown" very much. He is
the State inspector of apiaries.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Holecamp were
on hand from St. Louis. They also attended the San .Antonio convention in
tively.

It

such a demonstration could be used effectively at fairs and elsewhere in creating a larger demand for honey.
Mr.
Root took off his coat, vest, and collar,
rolled up his sleeves, tucked his trousers
in his stockings, and then with neither
gloves nor veil simply a bee-smoker
he went. into the cage and lifted the
frames of bees from the hive, shook
them off into a large tin dishpan, and
then shook them again as in a corn-popper until they didn't know "where they
were at." He took them very gently out

—

still

ing.
At times it was utterly impossible
to hear the words of any speaker.
Of
course the night sessions were quiet.
It seems to us that while there may not
be a growing lack of interest in conventions, some radical changes are needed

to make them more entertaining and profitable to those who attend. It
means a good deal to keep up the proper

somewhere

in order to make them worth
while year after year. Secretary Hutchinson did well, during the past few
months, in arousing interest in the Detroit meeting.
Perhaps there was not
enough of the question-box. This was
most unfortunate, as there were present

interest

1906. "Mama" Holecamp was very popular on that trip, for when the train was
late, and many of us were
hungry, she very generously distributed
the "goodies" from her large lunch-basket.
Seems to us some one has aptly
said that the way to a man's heart is
through his stomach. Perhaps that was
one of the ways she captured "R. A."
And he won a good cook, too.
Then there was General Manager N.
E. France, with Mrs. France and only
daughter, also youngest son, "Lawrence."
It will be remembered that at the Harrisburg convention last year, a gold watch
was presented to Mr. France and, with
the extra money, some beautiful solid
silver spoons were sent to Mrs. France.
To be "watched" while "spooning'' well,
all was deserved and thoroughly appreciated by both Mr. and Mrs. France.
Drs. Phillips, White, and Snodgrass,
representing the bee-keeping interests of
the U. S. Department of .\griculture,
gave splendid addresses.
Dr. Phillips
also showed many pictures of apiaries
in Hawaii, with the aid of the stereopti-

some 4 hours

;

—

con.

Ernest R. Root, editor of Gleanings in
Bee-Culture, not only handled the mov-

Apiary of A. H. Shelton, of Goodwill. W. Va.
of the pan in handfuls, "washed his face,"
and "combed his hair" with them, and
then afterward gathered them off his
face, hands, and clothing, and carefully

some of the

greatest bee-keepers in the
world. No doubt they would have been
glad to contribute to the general fund
of apiarian information, had ample Op-

—
XovL-nilier,

33°

ic
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liortiinity

\Vc are becoming

been given.

more and more converted

the ques-

to

encourages discussion so much more than does the read-

tion-box idea, as
ing of papers,

it

some of which are rather

long. But of course this is not intended
as an unfavorable criticism of the manaagers of any convention only a personal

—

opinion.

We

really believe that the convention

program

is

What can

a

very

important

he

done

at

meeting that will make

matter.
bee-keepers'
of most value

a
it

those who attend?
This is a good
and upon its correct answer
depends the best success of any convento

question,
tion.

as my lather kept bees when 1 was a
boy. I was brought up in North Carolina.
I have Italian bees only, as I think
they are the best for all parts of this
country.
[See previous page. Kd.]
GiHulwill. W. Va.
A. H. Shelton.

The

on
picture
the
first
page
apiary of nearly 60 colonies

my

shows

It is
as it appeared on .\ugust 4. 1908.
located in the central part of St. Charles,
which has now a population of about

4,000.

Telephones for Out-Apiaries
M. II. Alcndleson tells in

The main purpose

BeeKeepers' Review, about using telephones
to communicate with his men at outapiaries.
In order to reach one apiary
he has 17 miles of. wire put up at his
own cost, and he says, "This telephone
system has saved me much time and
money. I would be at a loss without
the

it."

A

Successful City Apiary
1
send you a photograpli of a part of
my city apiary. Before coming to Indianapolis I owned. about 30 colonies of

Apiary of M. M. Baldridge

Two

California Apiaries

I send photographs of 2 apiaries located in the hills not far from where I
live.
No. I represents the apiary of J.
L. Scott, who runs his apiary for exnacted honey, but keeps a small portion
on hand in sections in case he has a
call for it. He uses lo-frame standard
hives. The principal honey-plants in his
locality are sage, wild buckwheat, and
alfalfa.
Mr. Scott has no colonies of

of this photo is tO'
the close proximity of the apiary
tlie public streets and the home
of one of my neighbors.
The hives
front the east, and the front row is
within 50 feet of the sidewalk on which
a great many people, including many children, pass daily. The hives on the north
end of the 5 rows are within the same
distance from the sidewalk on the east
and west street that leads to one of
the public schools, and on which many
children pass daily when the school is in
session, and yet my bees do not molest
any one, so far as I am advised. At

show

to 2 of

least

have had no complaint from any

I

bees.

Picture No. 2 is Mr. Barrett's apiary.
Mr. Barrett is a resident of Burbank,
Cal., but runs this apiary in a canyon
in the foot-hills in Hansen Heights. Mr.

Apiary of N.

J.

Masten.

Nu.

bees, but thought it
them in the city, so

impossible to keep
I disposed of them,
much to my regret. After living here
a year or two the fever returned, as it
always does after having once owned
them, and 1 ventured to buy a colony or
two. And I find that bees can be kept
in the heart of a city, with pleasure and
profit, without disturbing the neighbors.

my apiary on either of
My neighbor's housv.
these sidewalks.
in the backgrouftd is within 75 feet of
the west row of my apiary, and no one
has" been stung or molested there for a
long time, so far as I know.

My

No. l.-Ai'iARV OF
Barrett has about

aslcninding

little

How

been quite light this year.

field

see the ignorance displayed
feel tliat there is a wide

we

for missionary work.

N.
Indi.-inapnlis,

Inil.,

II.

Kimball.

Sunland, Cal.

Hershiser on Marketing Honey
On anotlier page will be found the
very valuable paper read by Mr. O. L.
Hershiser, at the Detroit convention of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association,
felt that it might
held last month.
do much good this year yet. if it were
published at once. So we requested permission to put it in this number of the
We wish that
.'\mcrican Bee Journal.
it might be
read most carefully by all.
Mr. Hershiser has had large experience,
and knows whereof he speaks. It is a
most valuable contribution to the literature on marketing honey. Read it carefully, and try to put into actual prac-

We

you keep them there?"

When we

h- Scott.

136 colonies of bees

Andrew
how

the general
pu]>lic knnus in regard to 1)ces.
One of
my iieiglibors came to the back fence
and said, ".Mr. Masten, one of your bees
is over in my yard.
T wonder if it will
ever get back home."
And another,
"How did those bees ever all happen to
come and go into that box ?
can

aljout bees,

J.

and runs for extracted honey.
The honey crop in this section has

honey-production.
is

J.

Mastijn.

Oct. 25.

Apiary of A. H. Shelton
I am enclosing a iiicture of my apiary
located in the heart of the flat-top coal
field.
I
started in the bee-business May
28, 1908, but it was nothing new to me,

bees are both hybrids and Italians.
not molest
my neighbors and others passing by on
the sidewalks, must be attributed, I
think, to the way I manage them, for
during June and July each year I am at
work with tlie bees almost every day,
and sometimes every hour in the day. I
wear no bee-protection on my face or
hands.
In fact, I have no bee-veil on
the premises, and have had none for a
number of years. My idea is that if I
can manage my bees without a bee-veil
they will then disturb no one outside of
the bee-yard. And this I find to be true

The reason why my bees do

commodates

It

or ilK. H.^kklii.

one passing by

My

lot is 20 by 50 feet, and this acthe little apiary and my
chickens.
I-'rom the hive at my left on
which the smoker rests, I got 106 pounds
of comb honey, and sold it for 20 cents
per pound to my neighbors, and have
enough left for family use.
I am an ardent believer in
lo-frame
chaff hives for outdoor wintering and

L'.— Ari.^KV

tice

its

many

excellent

directions

disposing of your honey crop.

for

in

practice.

I
have now kept bees in this same
yard for the past 37 years, and they have
always been managed in about the same
M. M. Baldridoe.
way.

St.

Charles,

Apiary

On

of

1st

111.

W. H.
page

Rickstrew

my

apiary

is

shown.

The
The

free in the background is apple.
foliage in front is buckwheat in
bloom. Rut the buckwheat was a failure here this year. I sowed three times,
I
but the bees would not work on it.
it now in fine bloom, but my bees
1
have 25 colonies,
will not work on it.
but got about 200 pounds of comb lioney.

have

;

American l^ee Journal
liad the same proposition that "Illinois'"
ran up against. 1 had several sections
that leaked, but not so badly as his.

1

W. H. RiCKSTREW.
Meridian.

(

Sept.

)kla.,

15.

Foundation-Splints
.\ writer in The Bee-Keeper's Reviewsays, "I used some of the Miller sticks
They will work,
in' place of wiring.
but do not make as nice combs as those
with proper wiring. They save on time,
and that is the only advantage."
Alfalfa

Honey

of

Washington State
of Yakima Co., Wash.,

Anson S. 'White
who was superintendent of the honey
exhibit at the 'Washington State Fair at
North Yakima, says in a letter to the
Spokane Chamber of Commerce that the
season's output of honey in Yakima
County will be approximately lOO tons,
the value of

from

is

It
Afalfa.
Italian
grade.

is

clear

bees

popular in that valley.

comb and

honey
it

are

white
the

so simple

But one needs to see how all the deare handled in connection with this

tails

super, else he will not comprehend its
great advantages. It is very difficult to
describe them on paper so that they will
But Dr. Miller has
be understood.
everybody "beat" when it comes to a
comb-honey super. He has no financial
interest what-so-ever in its sale, so from
a financial point of view he doesn't care
a fig whether or not bee-keepers use this
super.
But for their own great benefit
he can not understand why the T-supcr
is passed over, and others, which lack
so much in real merit, are used so extensively.
It must be because the Tsuper has never been pushed by the

manufacturers.

We

believe that

if

the dealers in bee

supplies could understand just how Dr.
Miller uses the T-super, and could see
how really superior it is in every way
in which a comb-honey super is used,
not be long before all combit would

honey producers would have

it,

and no

other.
If Dr. Miller

and Miss Wilson could

be persuaded to make a demonstration,
of this super at the Chicago-Northwestern convention, Dec. 2 and 3, it would
be a great thing. We'll ask them to do
it.

But we didn't start out to boom the
T-super, even if it is a good thing.
expected only to report that Dr. Miller
looks younger, and seems to be feeling
better, than he did several years ago
and that they harditto Miss Wilson
vested next to the largest crop of honey
Their forin 1908 that they ever had.
mer largest crop was in 1903.

We

;

Mr. White

of

most
says

is

bottles.

The granulated

so convenient for table use, as

can be handled like butter.

A

Short Visit at Dr. Miller's— The TSuper
On Oct. 27th, we unexpectedly found
that we could call on Dr. Miller, at Marengo, 111. We had been to Freeport, 111.,
on business, and returning to Chicago
we stopped off at Marengo. We found
the Doctor and family well, and in the
midst of cleaning and casing his large
The total
crop of honey for market.
was 19.480 sections from about 129 col-

And the honej' is
onies, spring count.
the finest white clover. It weighs about
It pounds to the 12 sections
a nice, uni-

—

form weight.
We were shown

just

how Miss Wilson

cleans the sections, both top and bottom,
before taking them from the super. She
can easily clean 1000 a day in the Tsuper.
They are scraped and sandpapered on top and bottom in lots of 24.
know of no other super that compares with the T-Super for rapidity of
handling from the empty sections to the
full case, ready for shipping to market.
It is a pity that comb-honey producers,
who wish ease of handling and to do
rapid, effective work, can not be led to
see the merits of the T-super.
In the
matter of cleaning the sections by the
superful it has no equal on the market.
.\nd then there are so few "contrap-

We

is

estimated at $20,-

than 100 colonies at his apiary yield 5
tons of product.
Bee-keepers in the district are interested in candied honey, as Mr. White's
product crystalized more rapidly than
any of the others. His was stored practically all from alfalfa and some of the
others contained nectar from other flowIt is believed that if no other plant
ers.
than alfalfa is visited by the bees, crystallizing will take place with more certainty, and crystallization is much to be
desired, as it is a proof of purity. It is
also an easy way to handle, as paper
packages can be used, thus dispensing

with

It

it.

Most of the honey was gathered

000.
fine

which

tions" and pieces to
in construction.

Conducted by

EMMA

M.

Split Sections.

\

good deal has been said about split
sections lately. One of the sisters, Bertha M. Timoney, thus expresses herself

in

"The

Gleanings in Bee Culture;
split

section

is

right

all

taken

until

from the hive. I have but one life to live, and
I do not want to take part of that in explaining to people why' I took that nice, white,
polished section and made that ungainly sawcut through it, and then plastered the crack up
with

be.

That's well said. Whatever the brethren inay think about it, a sister's sense
of daintiness will object to that ugly
blight

upon our pretty

With

sections.

both top and bottom starters, all objectionable appearance is avoided, and the
business is done just as well.

A

Sister Qiit'i'ii-Hi'i-eder

Bees

—Talcing

— Moving

Off Honey.

I have been purchasing from 5 to 20
queens every year for the last 25 years,
and the best queens I ever received came

from a lady residing

in Illinois.

I

was

then residing in Rock Co., Wis. These
queens were extra-well behaved, only
moderately yellow, and good workers.
So that I requeened a whole apiary with
them, which averaged 125 pounds of
comb honey to the hive the next season.
I had 2 of the queens sent to California,
where several thousands were reared,
of nearly the same stock.
I could at
one time count up 15 apiaries which
were established with this stock. Several of these apiaries we have read
about, in the bee-papers.
.'\s
these bees were continued to be
bred here in California, they became of
the lemon-yellow shade
or, a sort of
;

WILSON, Marengo,

111.

watery-grey. The workers were so unusually large as to cause astonishment.
I
exhibited them at fairs where there
were others from different States, and
there was never a bit of trouble in walking away with all the preiniums. They
were e.xtra quiet at the fairs. That is,
they did not worry over their confinement.
2-coiTib observatory colony finished
up a row of 17 queen-cells while perched on a standard in the exhibition room,
and after sealing the cells they added
the little combs to the cells as they often
do in strong colonies. It requires either
very correct management, or else very
well-disposed bees when they complete
every cell under disturbed conditions.

A

I
always sold the queens for $5 each.
Several hundred have been stolen from
the apiaries when I was away.
For
several years it was quit.e common to
miss several of my best colonies in the
spring.
And three or four who stole
colonies or queens wrote me letters of
confession, years afterward. And those
bees actually gathered lighter colored
honey than any other stripe of bees I
ever saw.
I
have never been able to
buy as good stock as I was able to produce from home stock. The only, way
to get or keep good stock is to keep
rearing and selecting. The bees of the
best established breeders in the United
States are all the time changing, in
color and other characteristics.
One day as my wife was returning
from the post-office she saw a small
swarm on a fence-post, and an old man
and several other persons looking at
them.
Our apiary was about 2 miles
away. She looked at the bees and said
that she knew they were from our apiary, although there were other apiaries

November,
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nearer. This made the old man so angry
that he scolded and went into the house
in a hasty way, and confident that she
could not get them.
She folded her
lap-robe in a manner as to make a sack
by the aid of a few pins, and pinned
one of her bee-gloves, which she also
used for driving, on the inside of the
sack.
As she expressed it, those bees
got on the inside in post-haste.
In 5
minutes there was not a single bee outside.
They had been traveling and clustering so long that they were anxious
about the matter. She said she would
not have taken them if the man had
not acted so spitefully.

When

kept less bess than now, I
practiced moving them several times a
year to catch the honey-flows from different sources. In the spring of a good
season my bees would be located in the
valley so that their removal to the sagefields was the first thing to be done at
the approach of a good season, or,
a good honey harvest.
A part of this
operation is different from the usual
methods which are followed by other
bee-men, which is that my bees are always loaded on the wagons at midday
and the trip is made during the afternoon and evening. The bees endure
•he confinement better, and begin to
work in better disposition the ne.\t morning.
I have hauled 48 colonies 35 miles
between 12 o'clock noon, and 12 o'clock
midnight, with one horse, and the horse
did not sweat, although it was a very
hot day in July. And most of the hives
were double stories and full of honey.
It requires an expert knowledge of the
roads and horsemanship to do such
things.
For 4 to 6 weeks before moving the bees I began to fit the horses
for it, by better and heavier feed and
exercise at heavy work. I prefer to use
2 wagons, each drawn by one horse,
rather than 2 horses on one wagon.
I

Well, what
to say

is

I

am

from the

hives.

I

believe the nature of
much by the way

the bees is varied very
they are handled.

C.

Los Angeles

W. Dayton.

Co., Cal., Oct.

i.

Heartiest thanks to you, Mr. Dayton,
No doubt
for your interesting letter.
many of the bee-keeping sisters are doing e^ccellent work in a quiet way, keeping in the background, just as the good
sister you mentioned seems to have done.
But she has "made good," nevertheless,
as you say the best queens you ever received came from her. Tally one for
tlie

sisters.

Your wife's exxperience
prove an incentive to more

ought

women

to
to

go into bee-keeping. You say, "she always chose the removal of the honey
from the hives as her part of the work,
and that part requires skill and judgment which is not so easily picked up."
Let me "add that aside from that, it is
the most delightful part of all bee-keeping,

at

least

to

One

me.

is

kept alert

and expectant all the time, and it surely
is as good as the best tonic, to take off
super after super of snowy- white sections.

A

Sister's Interesting

Experience with

Bees.

Although my brother had a nice
apiary which he had outfitted with his
own hands, and at one time had 2 outlying yards connected with the parent
plant at Clovernook, making in all over
300 colonies of bees, I never took much
interest in the little creatures until my

odd hives and that when "spring dwindling" was over, 36 live colonies existed.
Well, I had a wild time of it that
first summer.
My zeal far outran my
knowledge and discretion. I hired a little boy to wield the smoker, and together we worked in season and out of
season over them until we stirred up
that yard so that the bees fairly drove

us out of it, and they would chase us
up to the house and lie in wait around
the door to set their stings into the
first unveiled nose that showed itself.
Their vindictiveness and perseverance is
a thing to be remembered. Night after
night I rested my swollen arms and
hands on the cool sheets after retiring,
and gazed upon them pityingly both for
myself and the poor little things that
paid so sad a penalty for my mismanagement.
But,
somehow,
I
never
thought of giving up the fight, for I
became greatly interested in the work,
and so struggled along until fall, when
I made a bargain to buy back the entire outfit.
And to make this part of
my story short, did so in about 3 years
from the honey receipts of the apiary.

My

brother had caught the bee- fever

when some 20 years of age, and outfitted first for comb honey.
He had a
year or so of very discouraging and
sticky experience with the railroads,
losing very heavily in damaged combs,
so as we are far from wholesale markets he changed from small to large
hives, and arranged his apiary for extracted honey.
His first hives were 2
feet long by 15 inches wide and high,
and with supers the same dimensions.

—

He

found these hives heavy and awk-

ward

to handle, and the crops of honey
failed to justify his expectations, so he

changed again and made the hive which
we now use. It is the same width and
height

as

the

old

one,

only

it

ds but

18 inches long.
It contains 10 frames
and combs, the former being a little
over 13 by 14 inches in size. We get
from a full comb about 12 pounds of

trying to get around
I loaded up 2

that one time

wagons with bees and drove them up

honey.

in front

the little
a pretty
the bank
near the river, and the yard is leveled
over and kept nice with the lawn-mower.
At the time the picture was taken
I had 80 colopies.
"Faithful Pete," my
man, has the barrow, and my brotherin-law, who used to run the extractor
for me, is in the doorway.
Our house consists of 2 rooms, 17 feet
by 17 feet and 7 feet high, a loft and
"lean-to." In the first room is our small
arch or stove, where the water is heated, wax extracted, etc.
On the left of
the doorway as you enter is the big
honey-extractor, with 4 baskets and reversible crank. Just beyond, at the side,
a little oil-stove alight, which keeps the
knives and water hot for uncapping
work. Across the back end of this room
on either side of the doorway into the
working
inner room are
substantial
benches, with fixtures on the walls above
for tools, etc.
There are 3 windows
in this room, 2 at the side and one near
the front door over the extractor. The
inner room is for honey-storage. Shelves
for honey vessels and along the right
side on a substantial bench, are 3 fine
tin vats, each of 500 pounds capacity,
and 2 smaller vats for use in short or

of the house, in the street, and
hitched while I ate dinner, expecting to
engage a young man a short distance
up the road to drive one of the loads.
My wife had been in bed for a week or
more, but when she saw the loads of
bees through the window she began to
make up her mind to go along and drive,
as she had often done before. The interests along the road, the camping out,
and the cares which came swiftly into
mind, entirely dispersed her disease. She
took all of the honey out of the 200 or
more colonies, amounting to 10 or 15
tons, and managed the hiving of hundreds of swarms, and when the harvest
was over she was strong and hearty, and
weighed 16 pounds more than at the

The honey-house' shown

picture
little

Miss

K. E.

Wheeler.

start.

She always chose the removal of the
honey from the hives as her part, even
if there was hired help.
We often hired
women to do the housework, and men
to uncap combs and turn the extractor,
but never to remove honey from the
hives or manage swarms. That part requires skill and judgment, which is not
so easily picked up.
could better
afford to have inexperienced help waste
honey, or abuse the machines, than to
misuse the bees in removing the combs

We

brother inoved into Canada and left
the bees here in our cellar to winter,
having sold them the previous fall to a
party just "over the border."
In the spring when the bees began
buzzing in the cellar and crawling out
from every crack and cranny into the
shnshine, as the owner failed to appear

and there seemed no one else to do it,
I "braced up," hired a man, and we got
the hives out on to the stands in the
bee-yard.
I remember we took out 50-

my

brother

built.

affair, nestling

in

It

is

down on

:

November,
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There is a window in this
room opposite the door.
The loft is stored with hives, especially those made for comb honey,

important feature of our work; white
Holland turkeys, Pekin ducks, currants,
and strawberries, being "side-issues," although we have over a thousand extra

many

fine strawberry plants set out this fall,
and our currant crop this season was
800 pounds. But we hope to do better
yet with these same bushes.
(Miss) Fr.\nces E. Wheeler.
Chazy, N. Y.

special runs.

of which were never used. There
must be over a hundred of them. We
store our surplus and surplus hives in

the lean-to.
I think this is the first time I have
ever described in detail our apiary.

My ambition was to run my bees to
the fullest capacity of our hives (125),
and after the first summer's vicissitudes,
when winter set in and the bees were
safe in the cellar, I proceeded promptly
and with great earnestness to devour
everything in the shape of bee-literature that I could lay my fingers on. The
old numbers of the American Bee Journal were unearthed very effectually, and
pored over.
The following spring began what I've
always considered my first real work,
the former season having been but a

With that expreliminary skirmish.
perience and my winter study combined,
and
am quite conto
win,
I sailed in
fident that, although

we have had some

serious backsets, we have made, on the
whole, a very fair showing, and today
the "Mistress of Clovernook" is more
interested in her apiary than in any
other branch of her work, or than she
has been at any period subsequent to
the first year.
There have been poor seasons for
honey, and seasons when the calls from
other work necessitated neglect of the
I know of no
bees at critical times.
other employment that so emphasizes
the Bible warning, "Noiv is the accept!"
is the Day of Salvation
ed time.
If we miss the day that is "just right,"
it
is quite likely never to come again,
or to come only to show us what we
have lost by not attending to the first
one.
I think my bees winter better than my
brother's did.
I keep them nearer the
also get along
center of the cellar.
more successfully and more easily with
artificial increase.
I have got down to
3 frames of capped brood and bees for
nucleus, adding extra combs of brood
as fast as they can take care of them.
"aake our new colonies in the after-

[Miss Wheeler and the writer decided
surprise Miss
Wilson, who knew
about
the
above interesting
sketch and pictures appearing in this
number. But she'll be delighted with it

to

nothing

W.

all.— G.

Y.]

Sunflowers.

A

British sister, Mrs. Mary Spencer,
reports in the British Bee Journal that
she planted sunflowers, expecting much
from them, but finds no bees but bumblebees on them.
About the same thing
occurs at Marengo, as we once found
upon having quite a large plot of sunflowers.

I am persuaded that no
line of work will prove better
suited to the average bee-keeper than
the care of poultry."
If that be true of
bee-keepers in general, it is probably
true in a more emphatic degree of beekeeping sisters.
Whatever the reason
may be, the care of poultry throughout
the country in general is probably in
9 cases out of 10 in the hands of women.
There may be more of the brothers
writing about the biddies, but if you go
about the country you will generally find
it
is
the sisters who are feeding the
chicks, gathering the eggs, and tying
hens to posts by one leg to break them
of sitting.
But because Prof. Cook, a successful
bee-keeper, is a success with poultry,
does it follow that his success with poultry is in any way because of his success
with bees, and that another equally successful bee-keeper would be equally successful with poultry?
In any case, it
would be interesting if a number of the
sisters would tell us something of their
actual experience, not merely with poul-

and poultry, and
other

but with any other line in connecwith bee-keeping.
That ought to
help at least a little to tell us what a
woman can successfully do in connection
with bee-keeping.

try,

Bees and Poultry.
Prof. A. J. Cook says in Gleanings:
have been successful with both bees

"I

tion

Now

Winter Ventilation of Hives

We

W

.

BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

Every now and then, I receive enquiries as to the amount of ventilation
necessary for healthy colonies of bees
during cold weather. Allow me to lay
down the following propositions
1. Moisture absorbents over
the cluster are better than upper ventilation.
2.
slight amount of upper ventilation is better than a tight ceiling impervious to moisture.
3. Entrance ventilation in a moderate

A

degree
I

to

is

will

needed.

now proceed

to

tell

how

consider these propositions

I

came
cor-

as

rect.

The winter of 1884-5 was one of the
coldest that we have seen in this section.
For two months or more together
the bees were confined to the hive and
unable to take flight.
For fully two
weeks the thermometer did not get above
ID degrees above zero in the warmest
part of the day.
We had a number of

Apiary of Miss Wheeler.
noon and

release the bees the following
evening at dusk.
This fall we have been very successful in introducing Italian queens, and, if
spared, expect from now on to make
our apiary as it should be— the most

colonies packed with a cushion full of
chaff or of forest leaves in the cap,
laid right over the brood-frames without honey-board or oil-cloth to intervene.
also had a number of colonies which had a moisture-proof oilcloth
over the frames under the cushion.
had in the same apiaries some colonies
which had nothing over the oilcloth ex-

We

.

We

cept the wooden cover, but in a number
of cases the oilcloth had holes in if
which had been made by the bees, as
they will do when the cloth is more or
less defective.

Now as to the result In nearly every instance where the
oilcloth was
absolutely moisture proof, the moisture
had condensed upon the combs at their
upper portion to such an extent that
when the thaw came, the bees were
practically soaked with the melting frost
The hives were in pitiful condition, for
not only were the bees dampened by this
cold, thawing ice which had slowly gathered over the cluster during the long
months of cold, but they were also
loaded within their intestines with the
unavoidable excrements due to a long
confinement.
Fully half of the colonies that were found in this condition
died within a short time.
:

The

that had holes in the
were in much better condition.
They had suffered from the cold, from
having to remain so long in the hive,
but their excrements being discharged
at the first warm day, the hives became
habitable at once, for the moisture had
worked its way into the cap, and when
it
melted the water ran out along the
outer edges without dampening the bees.
The colonies that were lost in this lot
were the weaker ones, and they had
died before the thaw came.
oilcloth

colonies

if)oS.
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The

colonies

ceilings

and

which

permeable

had

absorbents in the cover
fonnd
were in almost every mstance
moistnre had found its
The
healthy
in
and
way into the soft absorbents,
some cases we found the forest leaves
where
moldy,
positively soaked and
tew days
thev had been left on for a
The heat of the hive
tliaw.

after the
create
and of the sun had combined to
mold.
sufficient heat to cause this
the
out
reason
can very readily
In
different results above mentioned.
which
moisture
an ordinary winter the
of suffifreezes over the cluster is not
and when
cient amount to soak the bees,

We

fairly warm
will notice this

a

day comes, bee-keepers
moisture running out at
This is a good sign us-

the entrance.
shows that the bees are
It
ually
warming up. But when the confinement is of as long duration as during
the moisthe above-mentioned winter,
quanture is condensed in so large a
as soon
everywhere
tity that it drips
the thaw comes, and the bees, alas'

their

excrements,

ready lodged with
If
are rendered absolutely helpless.
absorbents are used, chaflf, forest leaves
bethese
to
preference
the
give
(we
cause they are handy), shavings, woolno
en rags, old carpets, etc., there is
remains
loss of heat and yet the Iiive
for
the
comfort
greater
a
Hence
dry.
bees, which in a bad winter amount^
•

to the
death.

difference

between

life

and

upper ventilation is given,
same
the moisture passes off, but at the
time quite a portion of the heat produced passes out also and only the
strong colonies can survive.
Now as to entrance ventilation at the
If

an

bottom of the hive, everybody knows
If
that bees must have breathing air.
a heavy snow comes, a large entrance
will prove useful, for it is less readLoose snow is not to
ily obstructed.
feared, air circulates through it.
l)c
But if the snow thaws to a certain
degree, the water produced may freeze
and tightly shut the entrance, when
the colony is in danger of smotliering.
A very large amount of lower ventilation will in a measure make up for
the lack of upper ventilation or absorbents, but this is had at the exI
have
pense of honey consumption.
seen colonies in ordinary box-hives go
through a very hard winer without
any bottom-board at all, the hives being simply set upon 2x4 scantlings
But only exceedingly vigorlaid flat.
ous colonies could stand such conditions, and I have no hesitancy in saying tiiat I would not sleep soundly during winter nights, if I knew that a part
of my bees were thus exposed.
From the above, the reader will readily sec why 1 have come to the conclusion that the worst method of wintering
bees is to have a narrow, reduced entrance, and an absolutely water-proof
ceiling.

Hamilton,

III.

Helping the Sale of Honey
C.

MIl.l.KR.

Dr. G. Bohrcr has an article on page
305 thai I have read with much interest.

I

am

there asked to read again the arti-

by Rev. R. B. McCain, page 241,
which I have done. To be sure, L)o<.
tor, he emphasizes the point that one
need not fear adulteration of comb
honey, and the whole drift of his article is toward making the reader think
comb honey a thing greatly to be desired and the second reading leaves me
still thinking your article "a pretty good
cle

;

to his, leaving the reader of
both articles to think, "Well, what good
to be sure that there is no adulteration
of comb honey, so long as there is danger of harm from eating wax, and a
possible danger of poison on the comb.
I don't care to eat poison, even in small
quantities
so no comb honey for me."
Your second paragraph I have read
If I underover a number of times.
stand you now, "the poison that the bees
invariably expel upon the sliglitest jar
or disturbance of the hive," is spread
over the bees, and in some way they

antidote"

;

get

it

on

their feet,

and from

their feet

onto the campings, but most likely it
never reaches the honey in the cells at
confess this is entirely new to
all.
I
me, and I suspect there are others as
ignorant as I, who will, with me, desire to

know more

particularly

how

the

poison gets onto the bodies of the bees
and not into the honey. My first understanding, from your previous article, was that the bees sprayed the poison,
although you didn't say so, and perhaps
I
had no right to make such a guess.
What you now say seems to bar out
If I understand you
any such view.
noWj the poison is without doubt "spread
over the bees" in such a way that there
is no likelihood it gets into the honey.
I
don't see how that would be unless
the bees wipe their stings on the bodies
If there is any other
of each other.
explanation, I should be glad to have it.
Your fifth paragraph reads, "You ask
me how I know that bees invariablv
thrust out their stings, and that poison
upon any jar of the hive.
is expelled
In reply I will say that I have seen
it
so often that I feel fully justified
in arriving at such a conclusion." And
you seem to wonder that I haven't seen
Well, Doctor, in the
the same thing.

thousands and thousands of times I've
seen hives jarred, I never yet saw a
bee thrust out its sting and wipe oflf
the poison upon its neighbor's back or
feet.
It ought to be easily seen if it is
constantly occurring, and yet I've never
seen it.
Not once. If you have seen
it
every time there was the slightest
disturbance of the hive, then it must
be that my locality is different from
yours, or else I am a very dull observer.
If in any way I have a wrong notion
as to your view, I shall be glad to be
righted, with apologies for my obti'.sencss.

On

page 241 you tell about bees getting onto the combs and not into the
honey, and in the next paragraph, if I
understand you correctly, you say you
have endeavored to give "actual staleiiienls * * * * which can bring no harm
to tlic sale of the products of our industry," hut on the contrary, along with
knowledge about extracted honey, "the
sale of honey will increase beyond any
demand heretofore known." Now, Doctor, if I have a reasonable understand-

of the English language, the one
reads that will understand you to
that an increase in the sale of
honey will come from a general knowledge of what you give as fact; .'ibout
poison on the comb, and I asked yon
on page 270 to tell us ho7V this would
be.
You quoted the question, on page
305, and reply in Italics, "I never said
your facts." Well, / iicz'cr said you did;
and what you mean by those words in
Italics I'm sure I don't know.
I think you must have misunderstood
my question, for it isn't like you lo
dodge a question, and you certainly have
given no reply to my question as 10
hoiv tlicre will be an unprecedented demand for honey coming from a spread
of your "facts."
Instead thereof, after quoting my question, you reply that
the pure food law will increase the sale
of honey.
No one probably will dispute that; at any rate, it is a view commonly current. But what I should like
to have you tell us is how the sale of
honey is going to be helped by spreading your belief. Just now I'm not discussing whether that belief is correct.
The whole drift of what you have written is to laud extracted honey and to
disparage comb your very last spntence on page 305 is a fling at comb
honey and I don't dispute your right
to do this
but when you say that
you are thereby helping to increase
the sale of honey, I am anxious to
know just ho7V a general belief that
there is a possible danger of poison on
cappings, and a possible danger from
eating wax, is going to help the sale of
honey by a single ounce. Please give
us the answer to that, Doctor."
ing

who
say

—

—

;
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HERSHISER.

an unusually large quantity of any

commodity is produced, and is thrown
upon any particular market in a lump,
tlie price will necessarily fall, owing to
competition and the eagerness of holders to realize on their goods.
If

such

unusually large quantity

of

commodity is distributed in such
manner as will supply localities that
the

have

had an

under-production;

or

if

the disposition of the same is spread out
over a considerable length
of
time,
keeping a portion of it out of the market until a .season of scarcity, if necessary; or if new markets are created

by reason of increased activity in discovering as many as possible of the latent avenues of consumption, directing
aS it were, the product into new channels, and creating a need where need
was before unfelt. lliere is no need
greatly to reduce prices in order to sell
the goods.
I wish to apply the aliove propositions
to lioney-production and consumption.
If the apiarist is so fortuto
nate as
have produced a large crop
of honey, he should get busy in search
of new markets. If his crop is 50 per-

directly

American Hee Journal
iL'iit

niciri.-

than he has been accnstonicil

to prodnce, he has just that 50 percent
with wliich lo work up a new market
and create a demand that will be of

value in years to come. Suppose he has
to carry a portion of his crop over to
the next year; it is almost as good as
money in the bank, and may yield a
much larger percentage.
Mr. Mercer, of California, because of
unsatisfactory prices, in the year 1903,
held his honey until the following year,
and thereby realized $1,000 more for the
crop than would have been obtained if
sold as soon as produced.
When prices of honey are abnormally
low, there is no speculation in holding
the honey a year or two, and the more
bee-keepers there are who are determined not lo sacrifice their honey because of a bountiful crop, and low
the

prices,

more

stable will the

market

become.
In the last issue of the Review, edinotice is made of a bee-keeper
who had been offered 7 cents for the
best white clover honey that could be
produced, laid down in Indianapolis,
and that if sold at such price, it would
net him but a trifle above 5 cents per
pound. I wish to say, that apiarists, as
a class, are largely responsible for such
The jobber is almarket conditions.
ways anxious to purchase goods at as
low a price as he can obtain them, for
the reason that his profits are correspondingly greater, and because of the
lower price at which he is able to sell,
he can do a greater volume of business.
He sends out offers for honey,
and quotes the current jobbing price of
5 to 7 cents, and in most years is able
to supply his wants at these
figures.
Then, not being a philanthropist, why
should he .give more?
Once in a while there is a bee-keeper
who does not figure the expense of cans
and
transportation, and thinks onesidedly only of the 7 cents per pound
he is going to obtain. Rather than take
5 cents net from the jobber, the beekeeper quoted by the Review, would
torial

better sell locally to consumers direct
for 7 or 8 cents, and thus save the
expense of his cans
and what could
not be sold locally, might be disposed
of at satisfactory prices by a little welldirected advertising.
Personally. I do
not believe it ever to be necessary to
sell extracted honey direct to the consumer at less than 10 cents per pound.
I
reason that any lover of honey will
supply his needs to the limit at 10 to
15 cents per pound in bulk, inasmuch as
ID to 15 cents is a popular price. Lovers of fresh butter in the cities and villages satisfy their wants at 25 to 30
cents per pound, simply because that
has come to be the popular price.
If you have honey to sell, but keep
;

be
slow and tedious.
There are various
ways of directing public notice to the
still

about

it,

disposing

of

it

will

you have honey to sell.
you imagine that a bountiful crop is
fact

that

If
to

be a burden, remember that the local
fairs
large
bring
together
crowds,
among which are many lovers of honey,
who will be as glad to learn where
thej' can get it in its purity, as you
are to sell to them.
Be on hand at
these fairs with an exhibit of bees and

•

honey. Show them liow it is extracted,
and impress upon the willing listeners
that honey-production is your business,
and that being a specialist, you are able
to produce it of a quality as fine as bees
Allow prospective purcan make it.
chasers to sample it.
Many of you who have exhibited at

tiie

A

few bee-keepers have built up a
good business in selling honey by canvassing from door to door direct to
families.
This method is to be highly
conmiended, as

cards

with

announcement

your address and an
your
business of

of

honey-production ready to hand to all
Customers gained in this
inquirers.
way are likely to purchase of you year
after year, and after you have established a trade at a fair price,
not need to lower it, even if
others have a bountiful ,crop.

you will
you and
If you

think you could take naturally to the
temporary occupation of a show-man
or sleight-of-hand performer, operate
a colony ot bees in a cage, a la Root,
to attract a crowd, and have your salesman ready to sell the honey as the performance proceeds, and while the onlookers are spell-bound.
If

that

you have a good crop, remember
your brother bee-keepers in other

may not be so well favored.
All bee-keepers who have been in the
certain
business for years, have a
steady demand, sometimes reaching into
thousands of pounds. They do not wish
to lose their trade, and if they allow
some other person to pick it up, even
for one season, that other person has
gained the customers for the future, and
you have lost them.
localities

No better advice can be given to beewho intend to make apiculture
a business, and who have had a short
crop, than to purchase honey of reliable bee-keepers to carry them over seasons of failure. There is no better way
of reaching this class of customers than
advertising through the journals. Write
up a neat advertisement that will catch
the attention of those in need of honey,
and have it inserted in two or three of
the leading bee-papers for 3 or 4 months,
and your honey w'ill be sold w'ith little
effort. If you are unaccustomed to writing advertisements that will catch the
attention, remember that the publishers
are only too glad to help you, or write
them for you, and they have a vocabulary
well stocked
with
expressions,
words, and synonyms, that will express
in the superlative degree the quality of
"Smooth,
the goods you have to offer.
oily finish," "thick, rich deliciousness,"
and the like, are expressions descriptive
of the highest quality, and catch the eye
keepers

and thought very readily. There is no
copyright on words that will beautifully
describe
your honey, and their us>.

—

should be freely resorted to only rethat the statement should be invariably in accordance with the fact,
or their use is a positive injury to you,
by way of the loss of every customer
who purchases on the assumption that
your goods are really superior. There
is no secret in connection with the production of honey of superior quality.
Just leave it with the bees, until thoroughly capped over, or until the end of

member

opportunity
it gives an
educate the public in reference to
Having such an exbees and honey.
cellent food product of his own production, no bee-keeper should hesitate as to
the propriety of this manner of selling.
I
am informed that a number of beekeepers of more than ordinary business
capacity have made, a good success of
Never having
this manner of selling.
had occasion to sell in this way, it is
largely a matter of theory with me, but
I
am convinced that customers thus
gained will purchase of you year after
year.
nuinber of bee-keepers have
obtained good results from advertising
in their local papers.
There is one thought I desire to imIf /ou
press very strongly upon you.
have a bountiful crop, do not get panicky about it, and offer to sell regardless of price.
It is never necessary to
do so. Let bee-keepers be determined
to obtain a fair price, and not compete
against each other unfairly, and the normal demand will be well supplied. If
there is a surplus over and above, for
which there is no demand at a fair
price, carry it over to a year of scarcity.
You will thus have nearly as much
10

fairs will bear me out in the statement,
that a taste of the honey to a somewhat doubtful inquirer will almost always result in a sale, if the quality is
what it should be. Have some attractive

season, and the quality will be per-

fectly satisfactory.

'

A

money

as though you sacrified the whole
you will have been spared the
misfortune to yourself of having
broken and ruined your market, and
you will still have the surplus over
and above what is required to fill the
normal demand, to supply your market
in years of scarcity that are sure to

crop

;

real

follow.

Suppose a bee-keeper's normal crop
10,000 pounds, and in normal years
the price is 8 cents per pound wholesale, his income from the honey crop
will be $800.
Suppose he obtains a
bountiful crop of say 15,000 pounds, or
50 percent greater than the normal, from
slight
the same number of bees.
decrease in price in such a season 01
bountiful crop would be no injustice
to the bee-keeper, because the additional
expense and labor of producing it is
less in proportion than that of producing a normal crop.
slight decrease
in price might also be charged to the
increased supply, but don't let us ever
have a panic because of a bountiful
crop, and lose all the latent benefits that
is

A

A

If we
nature has showered upon us.
are to drop the price from S cents in
the normal year to 6 cents in the bountiful season, when there is an increased
crop of 50 percent, we have lost every
advantage that was ours, but which has
been too often sold for a "mess of pottage."
Therefore, I emphasize in the
most emphatic manner, that you try not
to sell to a glutted or unwilling market,
but carry over that which may not be

sold for a fair price and, in the meantime, keep busy in developing new markets and outlets for the increased pro
good rule is to sell where
duction.
there is an anxiety to purchase and
waste no time trying to sell where there
is apathy and indifference, and a bearish tendency as to purchasing.
;

A

—

:;
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The good services of the jobber and
wholesaler are always to be recognized,

calling at every house.

reflection on theni
to advise bee-keepers to develop their
home market, and supply it fully before

and being well known

and

is

it

certainly

no

shipping to the larger centers of consumption. If the borne market is fully
supplied there will be less honey to
be disposed of by the jobber, it is true,
but if the jobber's volume of business
prices
better
smaller trade.
I

he

lessened

thereby

is

by

and

is

compensated
on the

profits

to avoid

the tendency to get into a scramble and
cut down the price of their honey to
ruinously low figures in order to get
the preference of sale away from other
I have but recently been
bee-keepers.
informed of a case where a bee-keeper
sent a consignment of comb honey to
a commission merchant with instructions to sell for 10 cents per pound
and for less
if it could be obtained,
necessary to effect a quick sale.
if

no profit in producing
honey at 10 cents per
out of which is to be paid,
freight, commission, and for sections,
comb foundation and labor. The consumer is sure to pay from 15 to 25
cents per section for fancy honey before it reaches his table, and 10 cents
for fancy comb honey with charges
and cost of supplies out, leaves the
is

certainly

comb

fancy
pound,

over 7 cents per
The difference between about
section.
7 cents and 15 to 25 cents per section,
goes to the jobber and retailer by way
of trifling expenses and big profits to
the non-producer of the goods, by the
bee-keeper who is determined to sell
whether he makes any profits or not.

producer but a

little

me

urge you, brother bee-keepfollow the example and teachings of a few of the craft who have,
as far as possible, solved the problem
You have
of marketing their product.
You have
battled against great odds.
Let

ers,

my

to

done well persistently to remain upon
the firing line until your bountiful crop
of honey is safely harvested, but having emerged from the smoke of the batof obtaining the crop (the smoke
from the bee-smoker of course!) do not
be satisfied or claim a complete victory
until crowned with the full reward of a
just and merited equivalent for the purest and most wholesome of sweets
honey you have provided for the tables
of the land.

tle

—

honey, both

I

put labels on
extracted,
over the city

comb and
all

I instructed my agent to call special attention to the fact that this was a home
article from my apiary.
As my name
was on the label consumers soon called
for my honey at the grocers.
When I
called on the dealers, explaining what
I had, and
how I advertised it, I had
no trouble in getting orders. The result
has been that every grocer in the city

sells

would beg of bee-keepers

There

all

my

honey, and very few handle any

other.

My comb honey the grocer gets, is
always the best I have.
All sections
must be nezv, well filled and thoroughly
cleaned.
My name is on every section.
This I do by using a rubber stamp and
stamping or printing the label on the
unfolded section.
If more producers
would put their names on the sections
show where they come from I believe less off-grade honey would be put

to

on the market.
extracted honey is put up in jelly
glasses holding 10 ounces, artd retails for
cents.
I sell them for $1.35 per dozen.
IS
The first obstacle I had to overcome was
the grocer's argument that 10 cents was
the popular price, and that 15 cents

My

would not

The

go.

I

explained this way
me but one or 2

larger glass costs

more per dozen than the lo-cent
the labels and work are the same,

cents
size;

and the consumer gets about double for
his money.
But the best argument was
that the grocer gets more profit, as the
lO-cent size costs him from 90' cents to
95 cents per dozen.

My

second and last obstacle was the
grocer's argument that it is customary
to sell honey in bottles. This was easily
overcome by the fact that jelly glasses
could be used over and over again by
the consumer, while bottles were generally thrown away.
That my reasoning was correct is
proven by the fact that the local dealers
have used over 2,000 glasses and 1,500
sections the present season.
.

When
vass

;

you sell to dealers don't canand above all don't forget to ex-

how to treat candied honey.
Don't think that by saving a few cents
labels you profit by it,
because the more attractive you make
plain fully

on the cost of
your

article the better

Piqua,

it

will sell.

Ohio.

Age of Bees— How they Grow

How
BY

I

Sell

DR. M. E.

My Honey
MCMANES.

To produce a crop of first quality
is one thing, but to dispose of it
advantageously is another story.
With me as with a great many beehoney

keepers, the bees are pets, and their care
a side-issue, yet if our hobbies can be
made a financial success we naturally
like

them

better.

studying the local market I find
grocers do not like to handle comb honey, consequently my first move was to
In

create a demand for extracted. This I
did by putting up a first quality article
in neat, attractive style, and employing
a man to canvass the city thoroughly,

EY

C.

M. DOOLITTLE.

"I notice that you sometimes answer questhrough the American
Bee
Journal.
Will you please tell me through its columns,
how long the bee is in the egg form, how
long in the larval form, how long in the pupa
form, and how long the bee lives after it
tions

emerges from

its

cell?"

Quinby told us in his book, "Mysteries
of Bce-Keeping Explained," published
about 1865, that the egg, as laid by the
queen, hatched in 3 days to a larva
this larva was fed by the nurse-bees 6
days, when the cell containing it was
sealed over, remaining thus for 12 days,
during which time it underwent the
changes of "from caterpillar to butterfly," vvhen the covering to the cell was
eaten off and it emerged a perfect bee.

being a period of 21 days from the laying of the egg to the perfect bee, making a little allowance for the weather,
as very warm weather hastens this development to a limited extent, and cold
weather retarded the same.
Always being desirous to know things
for a certainty, I conducted
several
experiments which proved to my satisfaction that Quinby was correct. In one
of these experiments I placed a frame

of nice, clean

comb

in

the center of a

populous colony about May 15, and
looked at it quite often till I found eggs
in it, which date I marked on top of
the frame.
In about 2 hours less than
3 days I found 8 or 10 little larvae
hatched, and in 6 days and lyi hours
these larvK were sealed over. Twelve
days thereafter I looked and found these

had emerged from their

cells, together
with probably 100 others from the cells
immediately surrounding the cells which
contained them. From this trial I was
entirely satisfied as to the correctness
of Quinby, and continued so to be, till
a feyv years ago quite a noted beekeeper said that 6 days was altogether
too long for the bees in the larval state,
he claiming that 3 to 3^ was very much
nearer the correct time.
I felt very much like contradicting
the
statement, but concluded that I
would not, as I had made but two or
three experiments, and these when it
was generally quite cool weather, still I
could not think that both Quinby and
myself were wrong. So I went to experimenting again, and although the
weather was quite warm the result was
3 days in the egg, 554 days in the larval,
and 11^4 days in the pupa state, making
20 days in all
and igj^ days is the
shortest time I have ever known of a
perfect bee from the time the egg was
;

emerging of the perfect bee,
no matter how hot the weather was during the whole length of time of incubation.
Besides this, I have many times
cut out all queen-cells but one from
colonies 7 to 8 days after the bees had
swarmed, and had the bees build queencells over larvae still unsealed, and when
these queens were old enough to emerge,
send out a swarm with the queen hatching from the cell I had left or the
one I had given them at the time the
rest of the cells had been cut ofif.
I believe it possible where extreme heat
occurs during a period of 19 days, for a
very populous colony to develop bees in
an hour or two more than that; and
I have often known them to be nearly
24 days in developing, where it was
steady cool weather, and the colony
small during the whole of that time;
but 21 days is as near the rule as is
possible, and can be counted upon in
governing all of our manipulations in
making "swarms" or colonies, etc., where
we need some knowledge of this matter.
The time of the year when the development of brood is most retarded by
cool weather is in the fall, and when
most accelerated by warm weather is in
May and June.
Regarding how long a bee may live,
barring accidents, after it emerges from
the cell, that all depends upon the time
of year when it becomes a perfect bee.
If a bee emerges about the first of June,
its life will not vary
much from 45
laid to the

;
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if it emerges about the first of
October and the colony containing it

that

winters in perfect condition, it is possible for that bee to be alive the 4th
day of July next. "How is that?" do
you ask? The bee lives just according
to its activities, and when it is all hustle and bustle, as it usually is during
June, July and Augnst, the bee wears
out its vitality and dies of old age in
On the other hand,
about lyi months.
if this same bee emerged about the first
colony,
through the
the
of October, and
approach of cold weather, went into that
quiescent state so conducive to good
wintering, then the bee would remain
quiet and almost inactive till the warmth
of spring brought the colony into activity, which activity would not be that of
summer, on account of the multitude of
cool days, with cloudy, stormy weather
which always keeps the .bees in their
hives during the months of March, April

that

days;

and May,
Of one thing I am positively certain,
which is, that I have had bees that were
not born till the last half of September,
living on the next fourth day of July.
It happened in this way:
I had a colony of black bees to which
I gave an Italian queen the first week
This queen never laid
in September.
an egg that fall on account of no nectar
coming in from the fields afterward.
When the colony was put from the cellar, it contained none but black bees,
as this colony did no breeding while in
the cellar, even though it was not put
out till near the first of May. From this
reason I was afraid the young Italian
queen was not good for anything, so I
kept closer watch of this colony than
in this locality.

of others.

The next time

I

looked, there

were eggs, and in due time the golden
Italians were emerging from their cells.

Along about the middle of June I saw
that the black bees began to show less
and less, and the Italians more and
more, so I was curious to know how
ti
thing was coming out.
On the first day of July there were
several hundred black bees in that colony, but on the fourth day I was able
to find only about a score, while on the
fifth day none were to be found. And
from very many changes of queens
along during the month of June, I have
proved just as conclusively that bees
which emerge during the summer months
live only 45 days. By taking note of the
day the last black bee emerged from its

and then keeping watch of the hive
from the fortieth day on, I found that
on the 46th day not a black bee was to
be found, while on the 4Sth day a few
hundred were to be seen.
Now while these things have no direct bearing on the dollar-and-cent side
of bee-keeping, yet they are very interesting, and tend to rivet the apiarist to
his pursuit, and help him to know how
to manipulate his colonies when dividing, queen-rearing, etc., so that he will
cell,

work

perfect accord with Nature's
ways, or as nearly so as is possible to
carry out the plans he wishes to make.
in

Then, these experiments will convince
any one that the bees which bring in
the nectar from the fields are not the
ones which build the comb, or deposit
it
in the sections, or nurse the larvae;

it

6 days

is

emerges

from the time the bee

to the time it takes its flight
16 days old before it enters

is

it

the field as a forager, and that after it
so enters it does very little of the inside
work of the hive for the rest of its life.
knowledge of all of these things helps
the apiarist much in many ways, even

A

though

it

may

count only indirectly on

the dollar-and-cents part of our pursuit.
I realize that none of us would continue
long in the bee-business were there no
doUars-and-ccnts part to it; but while
I so realize, I am free to admit, that
the real sest from bee-keeping has come
to me through the knowledge obtained
by the many experiments I have conducted.
Borodino, N. Y.

The Eucalypti for Fuel, Timber and Honey
BY

A. J. COOK.

am

asked by a bee-keeper in Kentucky to give an article on the Eucalypts.
I am glad to do this as I am specially
fond of these trees, and I am sure that
they have a value that is little understood.
It must, however, be borne in
I

mind that these

trees come from Ausvery arid region, and one with
a very mild climate.
may be sure,
then, that the stronghold of the Eucalypts is ability to stand drouth, and that
their weakest point would be inability to
tralia, a

We

endure cold.

Here

at

Claremont, where

the orange and lemon thrive well, some
species of Eucalypts suffer not a little
with the cold.
It behooves, then, any
one contemplating the planting of Eucalypts, to try them at first in a small
way, that he may know whether the
climatic conditions of his locality are
suited to these trees.

Importance of Timber Belts.

One who

travels for the first time in
England and France, is surprised at the
great number of trees which he observes

everywhere. That these conserve moisiure and greatly serve to modify climate
is certain.
may say that much of
Europe is a great park. This is peculiarly true of much of England.
This not
only makes the country exceedingly
beautiful, but the trees make the climate
equable, and salubrious, and greatly promote the interests of agriculture. We
of the United States, will
fall
sadly
short of our duty and privilege, if we
do not see to it and plant liberally of
trees.
can not act too soon, that
our country shall, like England and
France, become one great park.
The Eucalypts are so rapid of growth,
and so valuable for fuel, timber and
honey, that they should receive attention,
wherever they will grow and thrive.

We

We

Surely, in all the great arid West, where
the cold does not press too hard, this
tree should receive prompt and generous attention. In the more humid regions of the East, the hardier species
should be tried.
Our experience with
alfalfa should make us quick to act in
this matter.
long thought that this
was no plant for the Eastern States,
but find upon trial that it has great value,
in other than warm arid regions.

We

Valuable Features of the Eucalypts.

To my thinking, there are few more
fascinatingly beautiful trees than these
Eucalypts. Their drooping, beautifullyformed foliage, showy blossoms, curious fruit, careless, yet graceful habit,
and often long straggling trunk and
branches, make them the gems of any
landscape that is marked by their presence. One of my artistic friends, noted
for her esthetic taste, says that no other
tree is more beautiful, or lends itself to
adornment more satisfactorily than does
this gift from Australia.
I think she
is quite right.
There is just opposite of
my house a manna gum. Eucalyptus viminalis, which has become very dear to
me.
There are several hard by, and
I treasure them all as precious possessions.
In the moonlight they are graceful and fascinating beyond compare.
Again, the great number of species,
it
possible, by careful selection,
to secure timber or lumber of any desired quality.
The trees grow, when

makes

planted thickly, so straight and tall that
they are admirable for masts, and other
like uses, where long timbers are desired.

Perhaps the greatest

advantage

we

gain in these trees is their resistance to
drought.
Coming as they do from an
arid
clime,
they stand a prolonged
drought, and so in regions' like Southern
California and Arizona they will thrive

and grow rapidly after the first year,
with no care at all. This characteristic
is very encouraging, as the growing of
the trees is a matter of no small profit,
and so the trees will be more and more
planted, and, as we have seen, this is
very desirable from the stand-point of
general economy as well as direct profit.
We need more trees, and the Eucalypti
will tend greatly to

fill

this need.

Eucalypts for Bee-Foliage.

We must not neglect to speak of the
value of the Eucalypts as trees furnishing
bee-forage. These trees come from the
southern hemisphere.
When we bring
them here, they tend from inheritance
to bloom in winter. Of course their new
environment tends to bring this blooming season in late spring and early summer.
As a result, we may gather the
bloom almost any month of the year.
If we may judge from the way the
bees visit the bloom, we may conclude
that nearly all furnish nectar, in good
quantities.
Of course, as many blossom
in seasons when there are few bees, as
do the willows and soft maples of the
East, we may conclude that they are
not of any great value in the real harvest, but they are valuable in stimulating
breeding. Some of the species may give
much honey after we put on the supers.
It is not true that the honey is tainted
by the oil of the plants, and we may be
sure that is never true of nectar.

The
is

the

only discount of the Eucalypts
fact that they are impatient of

While some of the species are
more hardy than others, none of them
are proof against severe cold. For this
reason, any one contemplating planting
these trees should know from actual obcold.

servation that the locality is suited to
their requirements, before planting more
than in an experimental way.

;
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The

\'arities to Plant.

The blue-gum, E. globulus, has been
much planted in California, and is handsome, hardy against frost, and a very
rapid grower. It does not stand the heat
as well as the two species next to be
mentioned. It blooms from January to
May, and the timber is very tough and
strong. It has been grown more in California than any other species, but does
not do well in the very hot valleys.

The red-gum. Eucalyptus rostrata, resists drouth and heat much better than
the blue-gum, and stands even more cold.
does not grovi- to be as straight or as
rapidly, but the wood is hard and fine.
I think it will prove to be one of our
most desirable species to grow and culIt

tivate.

Eucalyptus rudis. as grown
is

a fine tree,

and bids

at

Fresno,

fair to equal

any

of the species in the colder regions or
the hot dry valleys.
The sugar-gum, E. corynocalyx, is a
fine tree in southern California, though
rather slow of growth, and feeble against
cold.
it

The wood

blooms

in

late

is

hard and

fine,

and

summer.

The manna-gum,

E.

a
look upon. I think
as hardy as the redgum. I think, but the wood is not equal
to either the blue or red gum, though it
grows rapidly, and the wood answers
well for fuel.
Like many other of the
gums, it sheds its bark, and so needs
some care to keep the street tidy where
the tree is planted.
E. ficifolia and E. sideroxylon, have
colored blossoms, and are very showy.
The wood of the last is very hard and
fine, and the foliage is specially beautiful.
viminalis.

is

fine tree, beautiful to

much

of

it.

It

is

Claremont, Calif.

during a honey-dearth near the close of
This bad feature has been
the season.
brought out time and again, but they
bring th's very sticky substance in in
their pollen-baskets, and place it about
the entrance as if they expected to close
their doors at the end of the season.
But if the glue is removed when they
are put in for winter it will not have to
be contended with until the close of next
season.
to them is that they
drones, and they do this
They rapidly
during the season.
all
disappear at the close of the honey-flow,
Init a cluster of them will be found huddled up in some corner of the hive as
if in this way to protect themselves during the bees' working season, and during
winter when they will be found on the
outskirts of the cluster, but not in large
quantities.
I notice some colonies are

many

far more prone to do this than others,
and no doubt the over-production can be
lired out of them.
Another objection to them is that they
I
liuild too much burr and brace comb.
liave not been bothered with this much,
and I think it can be overcome to a
;;reat extent by keeping the bees supplied
with the proper room. I have crossed
iliem only with the German and Italian

They transfer to the Germans
gentleness
and honey-gathering
during the early part of the season, but when nectar is scarce they do
not compact their brood, and to some
extent slack up honey-gathering, but they
give the honey as good body as the pure
stock does, and are very desirable bees.
liees.

iheir

iiuality

Conducted by LOUIS H.

Caucasian Bees

SCROLL, New

—Their Good and Bad

Qualities.

have not seen much pro or con of
"Old Reliable" about the good
and bad qualities of the Caucasian bees,
and it seems that the most reports are
I

late in the

be remembered that I reported through the columns of this paseason,
of what I had learned
per last
good or bad of these bees, after having
"con."

It will

them two seasons.

Now

have
had another season's experience with
them more extensively, and as it has
been a good season, they have been well
tested, and that in 7 or 8 apiaries, and
along-side other races of bees, and also
tried

I

their crosses tested.

In addition to the good qualities, viz:
gentleness, good comb-builders, prolific-

which have already been
etc.,
brought out by those who have tested
them, permit me to say that they winter
well, rearing a lot of young bees during
cold weather and spreading brood rapidly in very early spring, which makes
them very desirable in late springs and
in locations where the honey-flow comes
very early.
The Caucasian colonies were so highly
populated at the beginning of the honeyness,

in the spring that I became
somewhat nervous over the thought of

flow early
their

swarming, but

I

continued to give

them extracting supers, the frames of
which contained full .sheets of foundation, as they needed them during the
flow, and kept a watch on the broodchambers for queen-cells. To my glad
surprise less than 10 percent prepared
to swarm, while of the Italians side by
side with them in the same apiary, under
the same conditions, a larger percent did

Braunfels, Tex.

swarm and reto
swarm.
I do not know what these bees would
do in the production of section comb
honey, as I have tried them only in a

make preparation

very limited way

do

I

know what

in this particular, nor
they would do in this

particular confined in a small hive, or
their queens confined under excluders.
But turned loose with plenty of proper
room, I have every reason to believe
that these bees excell any of the other
races of bees.
There is another thing noticeable
about the swarming of those bees, and
that is the swarms cast are very small,
so much so that the progress in the supers is checked but very little if any.
Another good feature about them is
that they supersede their queens readily
and often.
There is a bad quality about them
which will prove to be a good one to
the average bee-keeper in the South,
and that is their so-called over-producIt is a fact that the
tion of drones.
good stock in our apiaries is endangered
by drones flying from inferior stock
from every direction. This will have a
tendency towards repelling this undesircd race of bees, and it is the surest
and easiest way this problem can be
solved.
As honey-gatherers the Caucasian bees
have proved to be a little superior to the

other prolific races.
They make more
rapid progress at the beginning of the
early spring flow, and store longer at
the close of the season, and hold their
own well during the season.

Their bad qualities are few and overbalanced by the good ones. The greatest
of these is the gathering of bee-glue

'

Another objection

rear too

Their cross with the Italians is not
the Italians, except that they are better comb-builders
and fill the comb near the bottom of the
sections and extracting comb better. But
the first cross is cross, and for this
reason not so desirable.

much improvement over

The

cross with the golden Italians
a beautifully banded bee. All the
bands show the gold and the steel which
first

makes

is a very brilliant color.
It must be remembered that the Caucasian bees have
been imported only a short time, and we
might not expect them to be in every

particular just

what we desired.

A

little

breeding may be necessary.
Crisp Co., Ga.
J. J. Wilder.

Honey

as a Health-Food
This is a 16-page honey-pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for
honey.
The first part of it contains a
short article on "Honey as Food," writIt tells 'where
ten by Dr. C. C. Miller.
to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc.
The last part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses
of honey, the more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid
Sample copy for a
2-cent stamp
50 copies for go cents
100 copies for $1.50; 250 copies for
$,^.(X); 500 for $5.00; or 1000 for $g.oo.
Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for
100 or more copies.
Send all orders
lo the oflice of the American Bee Jour-

—

:

nal.

,

:

XuvLiiilicr,

iiji'S.

American Hw Journal
.^sked as to whether llic liees were
Mr. Snelgrove replied that everything was quiet till the warm days of
March, and then they were lively. Precautions were taken to darken the windows, but no other preparation was
given to the rooms. Mr. Snelgrove intends to winter the bees in the same
place this season again, and the results
will be awaited with interest.
noisy,

anadian
"Beedo

Relative to the subject of cellar versus outdoor wintering, it is an undeniais a tendency here in
Ontario towards more bees being wintered outside than has been the case
heretofore.
Whether this change is to
be permanent or not remains to be seen.
Certain it is that quite a few extensive
bee-keepers that the writer is acquainted
with, have signified their intentions of
changing from cellar-wintering to the

ble fact that there

Conducted by
IjOiig

Drouth

J. L.

BYER. Mount Joy,

Ontario Unbroken.

ill

The pniloiiged droulli in Ontario remains practically unbroken to dale (OcSince August 51I1 there has
tober J2).
been only one rain of any importance.
I
doubt whether things have suffered
much so far, from a bee-keeper's stand.was a

good
"catch," seems to be deeply rooted, and
litwell.
Very
is at
present looking
tle fall wheat has been sown, and as
point.

Clover

(alsike)

is generally the best cover crop for
clover seeding, the limited acreage may
mean icss clover for 1910. But that dat^:
is entirciy too remote to be borrowing
trouble over, so at present we refuse to
notice anything but the good prospects
for 1909.

this

Ont.

was foolish enough to buy some cheap
honey and mix it with the syrup for
winter stores, and while I felt sure that
there w^as no foul brood in the apiary
said honey was produced in, now I find
I

all my colonies are dosed."
Needless to say there is not much
likelihood of that man feeding much
honey to his bees for some time in the
future.
Some say that in giving combs
from one colony to another amounts to
the same thing, but the cases are much
different, as in the case of extracted
honey it may indeed be a little leaven,
-avening the whole lump, as the honey
from one foul colony may contaminate
many pounds with the foul-brood germs.

nearly

;

1

Recently,

Fall Bee-Feeder.

while

at

Mr.

J.

Stores.

McGilliv-

was shown a feeder
that struck me as being very handy and
being possessed of some features that
would commend it for use in the fall
when large amounts of syrup have to
ray's, in Ontario,

I

be given for winter stores. Built on the
principle of the Miller feeder, it differs
from the orignal, in that there is no permanent cover, a wire screen being used
on top insteatl. If more feed is required
it can be poured through the wire-cloth
and no bees can fly up, and at any time
it is easy to see what progress the bees
are making in storing the syrup. On top
of the screen a quilt or board can be
laid, and if the weather is cool a cushion can also be put on, so that the heat
is better conserved.

Feeding Sugar Rather tliaii Honey
for Winter Stores.
giving directions for preparing sugar syrup for winter stores, Editor Root
in Gleanings, says, "But some will ask,
"Why not feed honey?' A good article
is too expensive and a cheap honey is
dear at any price."
The "reasons" given are valid, but,
Mr. Root, you might have added, "Unless (ihsolutdy sure of the source of
honey to be fed, there is great danger
Perhaps
of developing foul brood."
some will think that the writer is a crank
on the subject of foul brood, but from
a number of cases that have come under
my notice, I feel justified in saying that
it is very risky, if not dangerous, to advocate the feeding of honey.
No later
than last spring an extensive bee-keeper
wrote me saying
In'

"A few
among my
had

years ago
bees,

eradicated

I had foul brood
and by thorough work

the

disease.

Last

fall

Do Dark Brood-Combs

.\flfect

tlie

Color of Their Hoiie.v?
Is honey extracted from dark broodcombs as light in color as that e.xtracteu
from white combs in w-hich no brood
has been reared?
Mr. Chapman, of
Michigan, says there is no difference, and
he ought to know, for certainly he produces

Bees AVell Supplied with Winter

A Good

outdoor method.

Ontario, according
reports received, are going into
winter quarters in splendid condition.
This is. the case particularly in sections
where there has been a fall flow of
honey.
In our own apiaries, the clusters are fully one-third larger than they
were last fall. Other conditions being
equal, this should mean good wintering,
as especially for outdoor wintering I
For
like to see good, populous colonies.
cellar-wintering it may be all right to
rob the colonies in the fall of their old
bees, but for outside, I would take no
Anyway, I have an idea that
chances.
in moving the colony off the old stand,
as advocated by some, that quite a few
bees that are not old, are sacrificed.
This idea of "Oslerizing" the old bees
in the fall of the year is not new by
any means, as some 12 years ago a number of Ontario bee-keepers (Jacob Alpaugh among them, if I am correct)
were practicing the plan in a limited
way. Of late years I have heard little
about it, so quite likely there is "nothing doing" at present.

Bees

to

•

throughout

many

Cellar vs. Outdoors for Bees in

Winter.
Winter is coming again, and with its
advent many will be debating how to
winter their bees.
While cellars are
preferred by some and the outdoor system by others, it was the writer's privilege to run across one bee-keeper this
summer who winters his bees, some 50
colonies, in a room adjoining, and connected by a door with, the living-room
occupied by the family.
The bees had
wintered in splendid condition, and the
results would seem to prove, in this
instance, at least, that a high temperatture is not detrimental to the bees.

In a private conlots of honey.
versation with him at Detroit last week,
he was quite emphatic on this matter,
while the writer felt inclined to disagree w-ith him, i. e., as far as the first
extracting out of a dark comb from
which brood has recently emerged, is
concerned.
I have taken the pains to ask the opinion of a number of prominent beekeepers who exhibit honey at fairs, and
w-thout any exception they say that

the honey from
the brood-combs
is
darker, and that for exhibition purposes
they are always careful to extract only
from new white combs. Certain it is
that if these old brood-combs are filled
w-ith water and then given a whirl in
the extractor, the resultant product is
not "water white."
Whether the bees
eliminate this coloring matter before
putting honey in the cells, is another
question, but I very much doubt that
they do so.

"The Honey-Money Stories"
This is a 64-page and cover booklet sH by 8J4 inches in size.
Printed
on enameled paper. It contains a variety
of short, bright stories, mixed with facts
and interesting items about honey and
use.
It has 31 half-tone pictures,
mostly of apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It has 3 bee-songs, namely: "The Hum
•of the Bees in the .\pple-Tree Bloom,"
"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and
"The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby." It ought
to be in the hands of every one not
familiar with the food value of honey.
its

Its

for

object

is

honey.

to create a larger
It

is

sent postpaid

demand
for 25

we

will mail a single copy as a
sample for 15 cents, 5 copies for 60
cents, or 10 copies for $1.00.
.\ copy

cents, but

with the .\merican Bee Journal one year
for 80 cents. Send all orders to
George W. York & Co., 118 W. Jackson.
Chicago, 111.

—both

November,
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By W. A. PRYAL, Aldpn Station, Oakland,
Sapolio vs. Propolis.
time ago I complained of the

Some

persistency propolis has in staying with
me when it got on my hands. I tried
almost everything I could think of, or
had heard of, to eradicate it, but it was
always a hard and tedious job.
reader of the "Old Reliable" in Iowa,
a Mr. A. L. Dupray, wrote me to try

A

I have; 'tis
Sapolio, the scouring sort.
good, especially if a little kerosene— any
will
be the best
possibly
anti-trust kind
This
is rubbed over the hands first.
is not an advertisement, but I hope the
makers of the soap will consult their

—

interests

and advertise their wares

in the

American Bee Journal.

yond our border has come to believe
that every other thing met with here is
something grand. We wish they were.
Then, there are people who, hearing
that one man has a certain remarkable

—be
or

it

a

fruit,

—

goat

house,
proclaims

vegetable,

forthwith

that every thing else of like character
And
in the State is remarkable, too.
some of our papers and promotion cornmittees are slightly to blame for this

misunderstanding.

But there is no excuse for an author
promulgating a statement entirely at variance with the facts. Sometimes this is
done through ignorance, but certainly
that's

no

excuse.

I

find

in

casually

looking over what is probably the best
printed work on bees that has been issued from the press of this country,
this statement
"In California instead
of boards a thatched roof is made."
The writer was considering shade for
colonies of bees.
I have yet failed to
find any thatched roofs over our apiaries, though some may be found along
the rivers, where hives are huddled toThen
gether on stilts, against floods.
the matter of such roofing is not so
costly a matter.
But imagine an acre
of hives thatched over.
:

made their growth since the first
rains at the close of fall or at the beginning of winter, excepting, someIt
or mustard.
wild turnip
times,
rushes into vigorous life almost with
the same rapidity as the marsh-mallow,
and it soon makes excellent pasturage
for stock which feed on it with avidity,
and it is reported rich in nutriment. It
continues to bloom over a longer petirely

riod of time than most honey-secreting
pUnts found upon the Pacific Coast, and
it does not die with the approach of

dry weather.
It is not known when this plant was
brought to California; it is believed
it was imported by the early missionary padres long before the advent of
English-speaking people to the coast.

The most common names

Getting Things Wrong.
California is looked upon by outsiders
To us folk
as a sort of wonderland.
here it is not considered so wonderful,
best place
the
consider
it
all
though we
in the world to live. Having a few wonders of ancient lineage, and occasionally a few of right-now origin ("big
squash," for instance), the world be-

thing
horse

Calif.

for the plant
are Alfilerilla, or Filaree, or pin-weed.
Some call it pin-clover, but it is not a
member of the clover family. Botanically it is Erodium, and was so classed
by L'Heritier, a French scientist who
flourished near the close of the i8th

»'iH9iS»B^WK

1908.

;

November,

1908.

Amarican ^ee Journal
plentiful
trees are not going to be that
honwe may have some when the

mam

ey-flow comes from sage and other
choice sources, but our most common
gum-trees bloom at times when other
It
honey-secreting flowers are scarce.

invention
Proceed inds

never have any
other
varieties in numerous numbers
than those we already have, although
for
here
planted
been
100 varieties have
appears to

me we

will

experiment. Now, none of them interAnd so
fere with our choicest honey.
far as I have been able to notice, I
do not see that our California eucalyptus

honey

is

a bad article.
the good

What makes

Doctor thmk

honey is going to be so damaging to the other honey? Don't think
that because the peculiar climate of
Australia causes the gum-trees there to
produce a dark and strong-flavored
honey, the same condition will prevail
Of course it might be supposed
here.
But I
that such would be the result.
am not so pessimistical I have not yet
gum-tree
by
seen any honey injured
honey, neither do I think it possible for
any injury to be inflicted, as I have already stated.
So far as I have seen, what eucalyptus honey we have been able to get, has
been pretty fair seldom is it any darker
than other honey produced at the same
period of the year. But as for me, give
me more gum-trees, even if the honey
therefrom should be a little dark.
will be getting honey from where we
had none before; besides, we will be
growing valuable wood, for fuel and
lumber.

Report of the Chleago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention.
(Continued from page

that this

;

;

We

Uniting Colonies of Bees.
saw a man (can't call him a beekeeper) once try to unite two colonies;
he dumped the bees of a weak colony
in front of another one that was almost
I

hoping
strength,
equally deficient in
that when the added bees entered the
other hive he would have a rip-roaring

But he worked rather backward, for the two sets of bees got to
fighting and the loss in dead bees made
the colony no stronger than it was at
first
it was worse in one respect, for
they became an ugly lot of bees to
Some scented water to spray
handle.
Manage to
the bees with is excellent.
shake both lots of bees in front of the
hive you wish to retain and spray the
Some
bees with the perfumed water.
use sweetened water, or diluted honey.
start
robbing.
it
is
likely to
Don't
Flour even may be used with good recolony.

;

;

sult, especially if some scented preparation has been mixed with the flour.
odor will often cause the bees
to be on good terms with strangers even
of their own kind, as they are believed
to be to strangers outside the hive.
Perhaps this is why the cleanly beemaster is unmolested, while the hobo
and the darky whose personal odors are
anything but inviting, are set upon by the
bees.
And the perspiring horse gets
more stings than the sleek one. That
nasty little rascal of malodorous scent,
the skunk, possibly utilizes his obnoxiousness in coaxing the bees to come
out and sting him, and in doing so they
fall into his trap, which I shall mention

A

nice, decent

hereafter.

profitable.

309.)

Increasing Convention Attendance.

Exhibits of Bee-Fixtures.

"Can not some more definite arrangement be made for an exhibition of utenetc., at the next meeting?"
State
Dr. Bohrer I believe every
should have a museum where bee-keepers' supplies and methods can be on exh'bition all the time. Kansas has a fine
should have a room in the
place.
Let it be a
Capitol for exhibition.
school a place of general information.
great many more would engage in
bee-keeping if they knew how to begin,
what to use, and where to get it.
Pres. York -Very few people would
ever see an exhibition at Springfield.
Chicago
State Fair is a good place.
might be a good place. But go to Root's
Chicago.
in
and Mr. Arnd's here
sils,

—

We

—

A

—

A

Gasoline for Foul Brood.
"Is gasoline a

good remedy for foul

?"

brood
Mr. Wheeler

— In

line ..uestion.

It is

our

regard to this gasoquite a point, worth

experimenting with,

man was

telling

me

at

least.

his experience.

A
He

thought by dipping the combs in gasoline, then taking them out and letting
the gasoline evaporate, it would kill all
the germs.
Mr. Moore This thing has been disThis is the
cussed.
It is not new.
Take a cupful of honey,
proposition

—

:

and down

in

it

somewhere

is

this

and not claim to be a wizard, etc. If
they will give scientific talks it will be

germ

How long would you
of foul brood.
have to apply the gasoline to destroy
You never can destroy the
the germ.
last germ, until you have disolved every
drop of honey. It is absolutely visionary to attempt to cure foul brood by
formaldehyde or gasoline methods.
Mr. Wheeler— He meant only empty
combs.
Bee-Demonstrations at Fairs.
"Would it be beneficial to the industry
to make demonstrations of management
of bees at State Fairs?"
Dr. Bohrer Not to practical, beeSimply to other people for
keepers.
the sake of research.
Mr. Wilcox Our State Fairs and Exhibits are willing to appropriate money
The question
to promote an industry.
asked is Will bee-keepers be benefited
by paying an amount to make such demIt is a question that has
onstrations?
been referred to me, and I would like to
opinion on the subject.
definite
hear any

—

—

:

Dr. Bohrer— If the demonstrations
are made by a man of abiUty, I have
no doubt that they would be profitable.
He should explain why he does things.

"How can the attendance of our meetings be increased?"

—

Dr. Bohrer Every one should consider himself a committee of one to get
one member, at least.
Mr. Whitney— Increase the degree of
prosperity.

—
—

Mr. Wilcox Increase the invitations
by circular letters.
Dr. Bohrer Increase the spread of
bee-literature. I will not under any circumstances in the future insist on buying a colony of bees when a man knows
Make sure that he
nothing of bees.
knows something about bees before en-

Don't encourage
in bee-work.
man who knows nothing about bees.
Get people to read bee-literature. Train
thj man and then let him keep bees.
Mr. Moore— I must go directly against
Dr. Bohrer. By all means get one colony of bees. Bee-keepers as a class are
the best class of people in this country.

gaging
the

are nice clean people, and good
feel that bee-keeping lifts
I

They

citizens.

men up from mere money-making. Nature study is a great thing. As to circulars, etc., we spent $35 for letters to
About
people all over several States.
a year and a half afterward we get $30
back.
Mr. Whitney I have sold bees to people who don't know a thing about them.

—

I meet them that
they have a bundle of bee-papers under
They are studying up.
their arms.

But

I

find

whenever

Mr. Lyman
bees

is

— My

experience

in selling

first get the money, and
get the bees back again.

that I

after a while

I

Making HoNEy-ViNECAR.
"What

is

the best method of making

honey-vinegar?"

—

Can honey-vinegar be
made from honey?
Mr. Taylor— I think not.
Mr. Arnd— It is not profitable, as you
can not get enough money for it.
Mr. Moore There is no demand for
It is hard .to work up
honey-vinegar.
a demand. Cross & Blackwell's vinegar
Mr.

Wilcox

profitably

—

brings $1.00 a gallon, or 25 cents a quart.
Cider vinegar brings 60 cents.
Dr. Bohrer I can not find a sale for
my vinegar.
Mr. Moore— The market is bare of
pure cider vinegar. There is too much
cheap stuff on the market.
Dr. Bohrer You can not make good
cider vinegar out of poor apples. There
is too little sale to advise making good
vinegar.
Mr. Arnd—I suppose the best methort

—

—

—

—

—

;

American Hee Journal

^

for a bee-keeper is just to take the
honey' that he has and mix it with rainwater about a pound to a gallon. You
can start it with yeast or with "mother,"
and let it ferment in the old way. It
takes about a year. But a quick process
may be used. To get good, sharp vinegar you should take 2 pounds of honey
to a gallon of water.
This vinegar will

—

keep.

I

ocfor Millers

think.

Ch.\ff Hives

Singi.f.-W.\ll Hives.

vs.

"Are chaff hives

year around?"
wouldn't have a chaff

—

1

Mr. Taylor I
all.
There is no advantage that
know of, and there are great disad-

\

antages in the bulkiness in handling the

Send Questions either to the office <if the Am
Bee Journal or
DK. C. C. MILLER. Maren^*'. lU.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

hive at

hives.

Mr. Whitney

For out-door wintering

there is nothing better.
Made of thin
stuff they are as easily handled as the
dovetailed hive.
There are many advantages, I think.
I have used both,
and like the chaff better.

\ViNTERi.\c Bees Outdoors or in a Repository.
better to winter bees in chaff
out-doors or in a special repository?"
it

—

Mr. Taylor In this locality it is better
to winter in a repository.
It is a saving
of stores if you winter bees in the cellar.

—

Mr. Wilcox It is a saving of the life
of the bees.
I don't winter them successfully out-doors, but do in a special
repository.

—

Mr. Whitney I winter bees out-doors
successfully.
Perhaps if I had a good
cellar I might use it. But it is a doublewalled chaff hive that I use. I have had
no trouble. As to stores, I don't know
whether they take more or not. Some
one says that they take less stores outside than they do inside.
Mr. Taylor I have experimented upon that point for several years. I weigh
my hives when I carry them in, and
when I put them out, and those that I
winter out-doors I weigh the same way.
There w'as quite a difference in the consumption of stores in the colonies in the
cellar and outside. Bees wintered in the

—

an extremely small amount
sometimes only 3 pounds
to 8 or 9.
There was one
time when they didn't winter very well,
that they used considerably more in the
cellar.
As a rule, they don't use more
than half as much indoors as out.
Mr. Whitney
Out-door wintering
gives the bees • an opportunity for a
flight.
That is very favorable. Perhaps

cellar use
of stores,

from that

—

that

counteracts the larger

amount of

honey used.
(Concluded next month.)

An Appeal

rection.

Just within a few days, one correspondent
asked a question referring to something in a
previous number of this Journal.
It would
have cost him very little to have mentioned
the page, but it cost me no little time to
look over, and more or less read over, quite
a number of pages before finding what he referred

—

failed to give his address. Although real names
not often printed in this department, it
is probably
the rule in almost all publishing
a communication without real name
and address goes into the waste-basket.
It
would have cost him little trouble to give
name and address, and still less to have given

are

offices that

the page he referred to.
My appeal is that number of page be given
whenever any item in. print is referred to, and
also that name and address be given, although
the latter will not be published.
C. C. Miller.

Perhaps Swarmed Out

offer .The (iarden Magazine ($1.00;, Farm Journ.-d 2 yrs. (25 cts.), and

—

American Bee Journal (75 cents)
three one year for only $1.50. This
a fine opportunity to get ,3 good papers
for a very small sum.
Address all orders to the office of the American Bee
Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chicago, 111.

all
is

Apiarian Pictures
We would be glad to have those who
can do so, send us pictures of beeyards, or of anything else that would be
interest

along the bee-keeping

—Feeding Bees

for Winter.
bought

colonies of bees in February
and April.
I
did not get them transferred
until May 12, on account of my bee-goods
being lost in freight one month.
I was therefore out the best month in this locality and
this year for starting them.
One of my colonies stored 30 to 40 pounds
of fine honey, but the others refused to work
in the supers at all.
I examined all the colonies September 2.
About half of tlicm have
honey in the frames, and about lialf have
worked out only about 5 frames out of 10,
and have very little honey in the combs. All
have more or less young bees. I have 10 colonies.
I had 12, but the moths got 2 of them.

bought

s

9

queens and introduced them about

I.
One of the colonies that died was
ist swarm, and the other was one of
best at the start, but it swarmed and left
very few bees in the hive, and I think left no
queen.
Is that possible?
Advise me if you
know of anything to tell mc to do. These
arc my first bees, and I am anxious to bring
them through the winter. Shall I feed all sugar in the fall, or shall I try to feed the weak
ones in the brood-chamber when they go in for
winter?
I will winter them out-doors.

a

We

of

to.

Another correspondent had some questions
about a certain plan let us call it the Jones
plan.
Now I hadn't the slightest idea what
the Jones plan was, whether he had seen it
mentioned in the American Bee Journal or
some other bee-paper, or indeed whether it
had ever been mentioned in print. I might have
written him to inquire, but unfortunately he

I

line.

July

my

—

TennesskE.
that
your colony
no queen in the hive.
such cases have been reported.
matter so much how you feed,

Answek. It is
swarmed out and
At anv
It

rate,

doesn't

possible
left

that you make sure that each colony has
plenty of sugar syrup for winter. As far south
as Kentucky von can feed pretty late, but
dnn't pnt ii ..IT too Inng.
Itetfer get all the
so

to

feeding done before the bees are ready for winquarters.
If you have trouble about feed-

ter

August

Big Combination.

the

to Questioners.

It sometimes happens that a correspondent
asks a question relating to something appearing in a previous number of the American Bee
Journal, but gives no hint as to where it may
be found.
Either he thinks that I am an omniscient being who has in mind, like an open
pa^e, all that has ever appeared in print relating to bees, or else he thinks it fine entertainment for me to leaf over a hundred or
more pages to find what he is talking about.
It so happens that I am not omniscient, and
however entertaining it may be for me to go
on a still hunt for the thing he has in mind,
the limited amount of time at my disposal
hardly allows too much indulgence in that di-

I

A

><>->^~'.^.:^\:^?

aiiia

better tlian the regu-

lar single-wall hives, the

"Is

d

the weak ones, you can feed an extra
amount to the" strong ones, and then draw
from the strong ones sealed combs to give to
the weak ones.
But are you sure you ought
to have any weak ones?
Would it not be

ing

better
better

to unite until all are strong ?
It is
to unite two in the fall and have one
the following spring than to have both die in
the winter.

—

Hive-Entrance the Long Way Invertible Super
Foundation Splints

—

Jumbo

Hive.

1. What
do you think of having the en
trance the long way of the hive, J^-inch high,,
during the honey-flow?
Did you ever try it?
2. Why wouldn't it be a good plan to have
the super so that you could turn it over?
Wouldn't we get better filled sections?
can I get splints the same as
3. Where
you use ?
4. Have you used the Jumbo hive since the
time you mention in your book?

Massachusetts.

—

i. If you mean to have the entrance
long way of the hive, and that the only
entrance. I shouldn't like it so well as to have
the entrance the usual way, because the latter
allows freer entrance of air.
In Europe it is
quite conunon to have the entrance as you
describe.
That's called the "warm arrangement," and the frames running at right angles
to the entrance
(the common way here) is
called the "cold arrangement."
I never tried
the single entrance at the side, but have practised quite largely having the entrance on all
four sides.
I
like it much, but now have
only the one opening 2 inches deep, as being
in the long run more convenient.
2. Supers
have been made to use in that
way, but have never come into general use;
perhaps because the advantage did not pay
for the extra trouble.
I.
Root Co., Medina, O., make
3. The A.
them, and perhaps you could get them from

Answers.

the

any dealer in bee-supplies.
4. No: I didn't care to give
after

I

found

I

it

could not rely on

further trial
to

it

prevent

swarminj:.

—

Caucasian Bees Requeening
Rearing Breeding Queens Cutting
Cells to Prevent Swarming.

—

rs as the

best

the

Italians

time

of

?

the

yea

Will I have to kill the present queen
and drones, and cut out all the queen and
drone cells in the hive, before requeening?
long will a colony liave to be
4. How
queenlcss before introducing a new queen?
3.

how

Tell

5.

for

to

manage

it

to

rear

queens

breeding purposes.

6.

When

swarming,
queen-cells

queen
7.

out queen-cells to prevent
it
be necessary to cut out all
leave one to help out the old

cutting
will

or

?

How

often will

I

have

to look

for queen-

cells?
I

am

a

beginner

in

the

bee-business.

NEnRASKA.
Answers. i. The Caucasians were heralded
as the most gentle of all bees.
No doubt some
of them are; but others arc reported as being
no gentler than Italians.
Not as nuich has
been said about their gatnering ability as their
gentleness, and it is hard to say just yet what

—

status will be in that particular.
They
still more or less on trial.
is
perhaps no better time than
2. There
Vet circumstances
during the honey harvest.

their

are

—

—

—

American 'Ree Journal
make

rnay
time.

it

advisable

to

take

some

other

For instance, if you want to clianKC
your stock as rapidly as possible, instead of
waiting till next harvest, you will get a new
queen this fall or next spring, so that you
can begin breeding from her as soon as next
season begins.

No need

the drones in any case.
The old queen must surely be out of the way
before a new one can be liberated in the hive.
Not absolutely necessary to cut out queen3.

cells,

but

to

may

it

kill

Oftener
Not more than 2 or 3 days.
the queen is removed at the same time the

new <iueen is put in. but the bees are not allowed to get at the candy for 2 or 3 days, and
the old queen is removed at the same time
In
the bees are allowed to get at the candy.
most of my introducing the past season, I removed the old queen upon first putting in the
new queen, the latter being a fast prisoner
in the cage, and 3 days later I let the bees
at the candy.
All
certain just what you mean.
5. Not
queens are reared for breeding purposes; but
perhaps you mean how are you to rear a
queen that shall be extra good to breed from.
Perhaps there is nothing special to do, except
tp keep close tab of what your bees do, and
to breed from the queen of the colony that
has given best results.

—

rather destroyed
6. All must be cut out
But
unless you want the colony to swarm.
destroying cells is by no means reliable in
preventing swarming.
A colony may swarm
spite of your destroying cells every day.

m

no

against your doing so
it,
but I suspect you
As already said, the
of all you can do
in that \vay, but it is hardly necessary for you
to destroy cells oftener than once every 10
days.
If that will not prevent swarming, it
will hardly prevent it to destroy them more
frequently.

There's

7.

whenever you

mean

to

law

feel

like

prevent swarming.

may swarm

bees

spite

in

Keeping Queens Over Winter.
Can vou advise me of

a

way

keep a queenThe colony has

to

bee alive during the winter?
Pennsylvania.
destroyed.
Answer. I know of no way without having a lot of worker-bees with her.

been

have an
3. I
most impossible

Winter Bees

in a

House-Room.

them in tlic
The bees

Not Advertise

for

—

me know

of some firm who would ship me
the honey at a reasonable price.
Subscriber.
Answer. The advertising columns of the
American Bee Journal ought to help you out.
If you do not see what you want advertised,
a small advertisement from vou would no
doubt bring yon offers.

—

r

in

a

December
in

them

take

have

an

this year.

Iowa.
i.

That depends somewhat upon

in.

the colony would not be very
2. Naturally
strong after sending out 3 swarms, and yoihardly ought to expect anything more from it
You said the
than to build up for winter.
Like as not that
bees carried out brood.
was drone-brood which was carried out after
Of course,
the young queen was fertilized.
for me to be positive about
it
is impossible
it.
but the chances are that the colony is
all
3.

right.
It will

do no harm.

Using Again Parts of Hive Having
Foul Brood.
bees with foul or black brood partly fill
comb and extracting supers, can the sections
and extracting combs after being extracted,
be used again next year, or can they be disinfected so that they are safe, or should they
be destroyed the fences, combs and sections?
If

—
— The

Pennsylvania.
safe thing to do with combs
from foul-broody colonies, whether the combs
are in sections or in frames, is to melt them
Some say they have succeeded in
into wax.
disinfecting them with formaldehyde, but others sav it is not a success, and it is best to
Fences would probably
be on 'the safe side.

Answer.

be safe to use again, providing they are not
daubed with honey.

Why

Didn't the Bees

Do

—

That left, the colony hopelessly
queenless. and the colony being previously
weakened from swarming became a prey to
robbers, perhaps what bees were left going
trip.

but

I

am
the

would

going to winter some bees

tlu

for the first time,
to
know what to put over
the hives, or do you leave the
Would 2 or 3 thicknesses of

coming winter
like

Kansas.

—

,\nswer. Mv hives are now on the stands
That is,
as they will be in the cellar.
they will be lifted from the stand with the
bottom-board and cover, carried into the celThe burlap
high.
lar, and piled up 4 or S
would be all right, too; probably better than
close-fitting covers unless entrances are very
large.
My entrances are 2 inches deep, the
full width of the hive, and there is a space
2 inches deep under bottom-bars.

just

to Prevent Swarming
Italians as Fighters and Wax-

Management

Makers.
began bee-keeping when

this

oh,

finally made up my mind
I
these questions,
to write to you. and when a boy of 15 makes
up bis mind he is hard to stop.
^Iissouri.

—

idea of condon't
siy
change, which
is
an important point if you want to put
ui) the frames of brood to help prevent swarming.
To get the best results it should be
about 10 days before swarms are likely to
although local conditions may make
issue,
If
you are in a whitesome difference.
clover region, you will do well to put up
the brood about the time the bees begin to
1.
Yes, except
frames.
odd-sized

Answers.

tinuing

when you intend

to

make

the

You

the

in the supers.
have the reputation of bemg
J. Italians
You may have been unforrather gentle.
tunate in getting a particularly vicious strain,
or there may be some black blood in them
what vou likely call gray blood— for hybrid
bees, that is a cross of black and Italian, are
In any case, possibly you
apt to be vicious.
are not as gentle in handing them as you

store

might

be.

No.

3.

Indications of Queenlessness

— Rearing

Queens.
there any wa>; to tell if a colony
queenless without looking for the queen?
2. How is queen-rearing done?
1.

is

Is

Minnesota.

lay

in

the

spring

until

they

stop

in

the

no eggs nor brood are present, there
There may be, however^
is no laying queen.
a young queen which has not yet begun layGive the colony a frame of young
ing.
brood, and if there is no young queen the
bees will start queen-cells on the frame you
have given.
answer that question in full would
2. To
Indeed there is an excellent
take a book.
book on queen-rearing by no less an authorfall.

If

Possibly what you
than G. M. Doolittle.
are trying to get at may be answered by saying that a queen can be reared only by workerbees, and that if a colony be made queenless
th^ workers will rear a queen from a young
worker-larva by feeding it with special food.
[See page 324 for price of Dooliltle's book.—
ity

A Method

of

Swarm

Control.

should like to try the following melliod
swarm-control, using the Dudley tube, as
explained in the Bee-Keepers' Review for .AuAs soon in the spring
gust, 1907- page 234as the queen begins to fill the hive with brood,
remove some of the frames of brood with adhering bees, placing them in an empty hivebody, which is to be put. with cover and
bottom-board in place, under the main hive.
The onlv exit from the under hive is by
wav of 'a tin tube which extends froni the
closed entrance to the entrance of the hive
above, so that as the older bees leave the
lower hive they will emerge at the entrance
of the main hive and return to it thereafter.
As the brood hatches from the lower hive,
it
is replaced with frames of brood from the
upper hive, ana the emitty combs returned
This gives the queen unlimited
to the queen.
room, and at the same time produces a very
When the honey-flow begins,
strong colony.
the lower hive is placed above the main hive,
and used as an extracting super, or it can
and a super of sections
entirely
be removed
added for comb honey.
the queen is thus given plenty of
1. If
room, will swarming be prevented, even though
the hive be crowded with bees?
2. Should only capped brood be nut in the
ower hive, or can the bees attend to brood
of any age if thin syrup be fed them in an
Alexander feeder?
run for extracted honey^
colonics
3. For
would there be any disadvantage in the above
system, over simply placing the extra hivebody of drawn combs over the main hive
I

of

_

was

years
old. and am still at it.
My first colony was
what I believe are called the German gray
bscs.
They were in a box-hive made to use
caps.
I now have 4 colonics of bees in this
kmd of hives.
I.
I am thinking about making supers fitted
with extracting frames about 12 by 5'/^, to put
under these hives in the spring, and leave
them there till they are full of brood, and
then take them out from under the hives
and put them on top over the excluder and
leave them there for the brood to hatch, and
My object is tj
fill
the combs with honey.
I

1

Editor.]

the top of
covers on ?
burlap be all right?

old

plan?

fight

to

Covering for Bees in Cellar.
As

wood

a

—

South Dakota.
Answer. After sending out the
young queen was lost perhaps on her wed-

1

it

can

the

cellar

Is

and 2 supers with fine honey;
They are not inclined
such fighters!
unless bothered, and then they are
about as bad as hornets.
Is this a common
thing with Italians?
I
notice that the the Italians use about
;j.
twice the amount of \vax in comb-building
Is this a common
that the gray bets use.
thipg?
Please excuse me for bothermg you with

filled

to

ding

swarming.

prevt-nt

don't want to transfer them.
2. Last
spring I bought a 3-framc nucleus
leather-colored and Italian bees, and put
them in an 8-frame dovetailed hive.
They

of

Answers. i. Not at this time of year. Yoiv
tell any time from the time queens begin

Better.

spring I got a very small colony of
They sent out a very large swarm the
bees.
I went down to Toledo
latter part of July.
to the G. A. K. Encampment, and stayed 3
When I came back I found the bees
week*;.
A few days after the
all dead, and no honey.
Other bees
first swarm they sent out another.
are doing well, excetjf they fight like little
matter?
the
What
is
demons.

Last

Central

colony of bees 2 years
It is in
old that swarmed 3 times this year.
a box-hive with holes at the top, but would
not store any surplus honey.
It was seemingly str:i:ig in bees toward the ena of the
season.
They worked very slowly. I thought
they were queenlcss, but when cold nights
came and chilled the brood, they would carry
The prime swarm
out a large amount of it.
they cast stored 00 pounds of comb honey,
the second swarm about 25 pounds.
The
prime swarm I put in an 8- frame hive and
the second swarm in a box-hive, so you see
Can you tell me
they are very industrious.
if the old colony is quecniess, or have lost
I

full

Perhaps it will average someweather.
If you
where near the first of December.
can tell when they will take their last flight,
the day after that will be the right time to

Iowa?
2.

be

with the robbers.

Honey?

have about 100 colonit^s of bees, and my
I
honey didn't supply the demand for sales.
would like to know of some good, reliable .firm
to buy 200 or 300 pounds of honey from, and
also would like to know how they put the
honey on the market by comb honey or exI
suppose I could sell about 200 or
tracted.
300 pounds, and it would be a great favor to

Cellar-Wintering of Bees.
ex])ect to winter my bees

lu

the

I

let

seems

cellar?
in this locality did well

Answers. —

—

Why

hive

8-frame

to

of the
the top of the hive and sealed it air-tight,
but it leaves a ^-inch air-space over the top
Will tins matter if I winter
of the frames.

—

I
have 4 a:>Ionics of bees that I wish to
winter safely. Would it do to put them in an
up-stairs room that has no stove-pipe running
through? The room is over a room that will
be warmed.
I could darken the room.
lOWA.
Answer. Might be a good place, providing
it
is kept dark, with an even temperature of
The chances are against
about 45 degrees.
that, and the probability is that bees would
winter poorly there.

The

hive that it is allay a cover over the top
brood-frames, so I laid a board over

be safer.

4.

ambition?

their

of honey.

I

1 1

—

—
November,

344
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allowing the queen to occupy them both until
the honey-flow begins, then teeeping her below
with an excluder?
Pennsylvania.

Answers.

—

would certainly decrease
the tendency to swarm, just as increasing the
queen's room for eggs always does; whether
It

i.

could he relied on in all cases as an entire
preventive is hard to say without trying.
I
should rather expect it would so long as tresh
room for the queen is constantly given, and
even when the flow comes and the Tower hive
is given above as an extracting super, there
ought to be little inclination to swarming,
as in the case of the Demaree plan, which is
to put all brood above an excluder at the beginning of the honey-flow, leaving the queen
beiow the excluder with comb foundation or
empty combs. When one story is entirely removed and a section-super given, it is much
the same as shaking a swarm.
Even if I had given the plan a thorough
trial, and could tell you exactly what I could
rely on, it would still remain ti je that under your conditions and with your bees, results might be different.
After actual trial
it

you may

and you may

like the plan,

You would

2.

find

practically

it

not.

impossible

combs of sealed brood without having
anv unsealed, nor would it be necessary.
to

shift

don't know.
3. I
Separating the bees so
that they occupy separate hives must be at a
loss of some heat as compared with keeping
the bees all in one body, and yet Mr. Dudley
must count that there are overbalancing acivantages or he would hardly use the plan.
Whether it will so turn out for you can be
told only upon trial.

then one, and finally
success bee-business is
I know better
but I
6. In
doubling up
;

—

Drumming

—

—

of Bee-Culture."

Are

there no bee-sting remedies among
that are worthless?
I will mention
that I am now using,
the best of all the many I ever tried.
lo-cent vial of tincture of myrrh, and
if stung just remove the cork and turn the
bottle upside down over the sting and moisten the part stung.
The effect is none, or
very little swelling, and the pain will cease
in from 15 to 30 minutes.
When working
with bees I always carry the bottle in my
pocket, and as soon as stung, out and on it
goes.
If certainly is fine, and I shall use it
hereafter always, although 1 am somewhat
used to stings.
Still, once in a while I get a
dose that lasts 3 or 4 days, especially on the
eyelids. _ Now let some of our bee-friends try
it.
It IS a wonder, and only 10 cents.
It
has a pungent odor just as bee-poison, but
harmless, and good for many things.
2.

many

so

what
and it
Get a

3.

came across

I

is

What do you mean

in

answering queries

by "drumming" the bees out of a hive in transfering, and how is it done?
Is it knocking
on the sides or lop, and for how long, and
how hard? Do you use just the fingers, or
fist,

or stick?
When not practicable to give idle combs
bees to clean out the worms, what would

4.

to

you do?
5.

In transferring bees

modern

from box-hives

into

see you always advise "after
they swarm, then 21 days after."
Now, as
one person asks in the September issue, suppose they don't swarm.
I had 2 or 3 colonics at one time, and oh, how I had wanted
them to swarm, as I wanted increase, and
they did not put forth a swarm for 3 seasons.
I did not consider myself lucky.
Suppose, and I know it is a fact, a swarm issues
that has been in a box-hive and I want increase badly, and before 21 days one more,
or 2 more, will issue out of the same hive;
hives,

I

what then?

From where do I count 21? At
present time I want to save all the bees
I get a supply, as I have at this time
only 8 colonies, and 4 of them are in boxhives.
Those I shall change over into modern
hives the coming spring.
The other 4 arc
not any too strong to adopt the nucleus plan,
and I don't consider myself adept enough for
that, so I want the natural process, and be
ready for it.
I
seem to have been *' up
against it," for every time I would do anything with my colonics I would lose them.
So hereafter no more experimenting. I am not
the

until

out for the money

in

bless

you, no; but I
know a little better,
colonies more than

—

the

take
so

bee-business.
No,
delight in it, and
that I have 8

now

ever

hhd before ; but
dear me, not my own rearing, but my pocketbook's depletion, for in the last 8 years as
high as I ever got was 3 colonies, then 2,
I

and oh, what a

a beginner!

to

for

Well,

bees,

or

21

smoke them
after swarming, do you
the same as you would in doubling weak colonies in the fall for wintering?
the September issue I see a robber7. Ii)
trap described as a flat tube made out of wirescreen funnel-shaped, the point to extend int 1
about the middle- of the hive.
\'cry simple,
destroy the robbers. Very good, but how about
the bees in the hives ?
I
know the be»-s in
and among the robbers, but how are you going
to pick them out when the bottom is nailed
on? You destroy just as many home bees as
you will robbers, and the way I look at it
you surely make a mess of it.
do you

How

understand it?
8. Suppose
I

have

a

queenless

colony,

at

I think they are.
I
want to re^ueen
by the only chance I have, in lakiu.? a frame
from another hive of the same dimensions,
and have but 2 hives alike. Said frame is partly
covered with hatching bee-larvse i-i several
stages, and eggs.
No queen-cell that I could
If I give this frame without anv live
see.
bees on it 10 the queenless colony will they
rear a queen from it?
9. At what time of year will I find queenIj.ik
cells, and where shall
t
for them?
I
found 1 had any amount if c: 'i^lv ci'iceu C.Hs.
I had bought those bees previously, and they
were in a sugar-barrel, so I transferred them
right away, aad i;ave had tr.i.Tr. tr less tni'Lle
with them since, '.'here wa^ where iny tr'-uhlc

least

started,

saving comb and losing or killing
I have looked
3 hives and could

in

m

the queen.

In

10.

empty queen-cells.

hiving

swarm

a

in

the

spring

will

swarm send out another swarm in the
same season? Can I expect a swarm again?
this

11. Is a glass over the top of the hive injurious to the bees? I put a glass over my
hives in order to see them, whether they are
doing all right.
Then I put on a wooden
cover, then a gable roof, and then an oiled
canvas large enough to hang over the sides.
Besides that they were under a tree.
You
must remember that this is south, and it gets
hot.
I have now discarded the glass plan as
being no good, and henceforth will replace
with oilcloth.
I
right?
12. When should the cutting out of queencells be done, and what is the object?
Do
you take a knife and cut them off and destroy

Am

them?
ventilating a hive by pushing
13. When
the top forward, will not the bees use the
space as an entrance, or maybe start combbuilding? Where you Jiave to raise the cover
on account of the strips on the bottom and
sides, and having an oilcloth under the top,
how about air then? Oilcloth is almost airtight; besides it is stuck all around.
-

Answers.

—

nd

I

don't know.

well.

nd set

It

Call the old hive No.
the swarm on the stand
of No. I ;
in place of another old
i
colony. No. 2, and set No. 2 in a new place.
In a little less than 2 weeks you may be pretty
certain No. 1 will send out another swarm.
Hive it and set it in place of No. i; and set
No I in place of another old colony, say No.
That will
3, setting No.
3 in a new place.
strengthen No. i again, so that in one or
more days it will be likely to swarm again,
and every time it swarms you will set the
swarm in place of No. i, set No. i in the place
of some other old colony, which old colony
you will set in a new place.
Of course, you have the alternative to
transfer all colonies without waiting for any
a good time for that being during
to swarm
fruit-bloom.

As before

The number

said, set
set No.

;

6.

Yes.

You probably

refer to an item on the
I think the idea is that
middle of page 276.
the colony which is being troubled by robberbees will be taken from its stand in the evening, after flight has ceased, and put in a cellar.
Then "the trap is put on the stand of
the robbed colony," the trap being, as you
are told on page 276, nothing more nor less
than a common hive with a Porter escape or
Thus you will see there will
a cone escape.
be nothing but robber-bees in the trap-hive.
8. Yes; but the experience you detail shows
that there may be exceptions and failures.
9. You will find empty cell-cups almost any
time; but you will find them occupied normally only when the bees prepare them for
7.

swarming or supersedure. If you desire them
at other times, you must make bees queenless,
and then they

will start queen-cells.

10. If a swarm is hived and itself sends out
a swarm the same season, the latter is called
In an experience of 48 seaa virgin swarm.
sons I'm not certain that I ever had more than
one virgin swarm, and that was in the past
season.
But some others have them more
commonly. I don't know how it may be with
you.
queen-cell is cut out when one wishes
11.
to move it to some other place for the bees
If it is desired to
to rear a queen from it.
destroy queen-cells, to prevent queens from being reared in them, they are not generally cut
out, but mashed down so as to destroy the

A

in them.
12. If an opening is made other than the
usual entrance after the bees have that entrance established, they seem little inclined
I
to use any other but the regular entrance.
don't understand how there would be chance
Most hives do not have
for comb-building.
larvse

nowadays,

oilcloth,

I

think.

A Thanksgiving Hymn.

Tennessee.
1.

coming

honey

strong,

out a
old stand.

it.

swarming

days

find nothing but

Tincture of Myrrh for Bee-Stings
Bees
Transferring
Bees Robber-Trap-— Cutting Out
Queen-Cells Ventilating Hives.
1. What
kind of bee are those enclosed?
I see no mention in any article in "A B C

none,
paid

of

different kinds of bees,
I
think, runs
up
into the hundreds; they are of no more interest to bee-keepers than other insects, and so
descriptions of them are wisely omitted from

Another year with bounty crowned
Has rolled from out Thy hand;
Another year with blessings rich

our literature.
2. Yes, the number of remedies offered has
been very great, and they were offered with
as much confidence as you offer this.
May yours prove more reliable.
3. Turn a hive upside down, drum on the
sides of the hive with your fists or a heavy

Another year of peace has blessed
Our free and happy land.
And plenty dwells in all our homes

By Thy

You

the eggs

We

If

will find not
will be killed.
to get

only the

command.

With
To count Thy goodness
Let

all

o'er,

our hearts with thanks be

Unto our

fathers'

filled

God

For Mercy, Love and Peace which

Hath

He

scattered far abroad.

the beauty of the Lord
In every mind be found.
Until the country of our choice

And

let

With wisdom

shall

abound.

— Selected.

•

worms but

Iteporfs afl(l

you want

all the swarms poshive the first swarm and set it on a
new stand, leaving on the old stand the old
colony.
second swarm is likely to issue
in 8 or 10 days.
Hive it and set it on a
new stand, and treat any others that may issue
in the same way, always leaving the old hive
on the old stand.
In 21 days from the time
the first swarm issued, cut up the old hive
and transfer to a new hive.
5.

divine

as round the cheerful board
gladly join once more.
dear ones gathered from afar.

And now

on the opposite sides, and if you drum
long enough with heavy strokes you will set
the
bees to running up into whatever is
placed over.
No light tapping with your
fingers will do, neither will the fists do unless
strong and heavy.
4. According to the description in your letter, you certainly had a serious time trying
to get rid of the worms.
Once established
and of good size, it is hard to kill them in
a comb with any amount of sulphur.
Even
if
you kill the worms, the eggs are still
left.
Try bisulphide of carbon.
Pile
up
your combs in hivc-bodies, an empty body on
top. in which set a saucer of the bisulphide
and quickly cover up close.
Don't have a
fire or light near, or you will have an explostick

sion.

lives has gently spanned.

Our

just

sible,

icxperiencey

A

say, "Suppose the colony does not
If you want to make sure, don't
it to swarm.
As soon as it is good

Some time ago a person protested against
making of new bec-kccpers, that they

But you
swarm.

'ould

wait

ess.

'

for

ic

soon

Now,

put the specialists out of busiI do r.zl believe that the spread

—
November,

345

1908.

American ^eeJonrnalj^
of information on bees among the farmers and
situated that they can keep
all who are so
bees will result in overstocking any locality.
But those who do this should tell the truth,
and not write big, glowing, sensational articles
that are miles from the truth.
If all the farmers who keep bees in an oldand
fashioned, slipshod way were to start
buy modern hives, and give the bees the care
they should have, there would be no need
of foul brood laws or anti-spraying laws; but
because the farmers are ignorant of the real
profit they are letting go to waste, such laws
must be made in order to protect the man
who keeps bees for his bread and butter, and
for all who keep them in a modern way.
If all would help in the spread of informaMiller, E. W. Alexander,
tion, as Dr. C.
an^ some others, have done, ignorance and
the box-hive bee-keeprs would soon be a thing
of the past.
Last, but not least, in helping others we
will help ourselves, for it will cause honey
to be used by families where it was not used
The idea that some honey is adulbefore.
terated still clings to some people, and the
more they know about the truth, the better it
will be for the bee-keepers' patience.

m

C

Chas. M. Hix.

Hampshire,

I had some of the same experience as Mr.
wanted to send a
I
White not long ago.

of honey to an uncle in Nevada.
The honey was worth only $3-90. and ^^^
railroad company wanted to charge me $7.40
per 100 lbs. out there, or $4.50 for one can. I
That is since "Teddy" has regufooled them.
lated the railroad rate.
My crop this year is 43.000 pounds of
comb honey from 600 colonies, and the work
was done alone, except one month of grading
A Subscriber.
and packing.
Montrose, Colo.
5-gallon can

had 43 colonies of bees, spring count,
I
taken off over
I have
now have 90.
The dry weather
2000
pounds of honey.
stopped their gathering about the middle of
honey for 15
I
sold some of the
July.
cents, but the most of it for iz'/i cents a
John Sebring.
pound.
Oilman, Iowa, Oct. 22..

and

Half a Crop of Honey.
The weather was not
season for a honey-yield.

Very Light Yield

of

Pine Grove, Pa., Oct. 21.

Honey.

crop this year has been very
have only 2 colonies, but I did
I
light.
not get a pound of honey in the supers, but
they have plenty to winter
I am pretty sure
The other
can examine only one.
on.
I
has built the comb in such a way that the
I intended to put
frames can not be moved.
when it swarmed, but it
it into another hive
T. T. Armstrong.
did not swarm.
Hiawatha. Kans., Oct. 15.

honey

of Extracted Honey.
On September 2 1 we finished our fourth
extracting from 50 8-frame Hoffman supers,
summing up a total of 754- pounds of fine
honey, from white and sweet clover, for which
we found ready sale at 7 cents a pound.

Good Yield

We

live in the Snake River Valley,^ near
This is the
the famous Thousand .Springs.
best honey country we have ever lived in,
foul brood being unknown here.

PuRDv Bros.
Hagerman, Idaho, Oct.

—No

Dry

Still

12.

Fair Bee-Exhibition.

Bees are still at
very dry here.
The balance have
white weed.
Our County Fair is going on
all dried up.
now, but they make no provisions for a beeexhibition.
I live with my mother who is 89,
R. B. Perry.
on a place of our own.
Greenfield, Tenn., Oct. 15.
It

is

work

still

on

favorable the past
had half a crop.
I

was too wet and cold in the
W. H. Stout.
and too dry since.

weather

spring,

My

a

Good Year

for Bees.

We

have had an extra-good year for the
bees a good flow from horsemint in May and
Then in July the sumach gave us a
June.
good crop, and at this writing the bees are

—

just rolling
stays off 2

had

I

spring.

them.

bad

very
I

luck

than

lost

was

It

in Spring.

ry

cold

spri

dwindled badly,
pounds of extracted
creased from 25 to 48, and had
5

ny bees last
one-third of
ng and they
ot about 60
colony,
to feed only

it

in

from broom-weed.

home market

for

all

I

have to

at

offer,

15

cents for comb and 10 cents for extracted.
A. A. Ashley.
Blanket, Tex., Oct. 12.

All Bee-Keepers Should
Papers.
I have 3 neighbors who keep

Read Beenone

bees, yet

None of them
of them care to take a paper.
attend to their bees except to hive a swarm if
One man has not
they chance to see it issue.
caught a swarm for 2 years, nor do any of
them seem to care how many swarms get
away.

Yet often they ask
a matter concerning
I

me

about such and such

my management

of bees.

have grown into the habit of making a re"Really, I know very little
like
this,

ply

about such things.

American

Bee

The

best

way

is

to

take

Almost every number of the
answers some such

a good bee-paper.

Journal

I hope I am not selfish, but if I pay for what
information I get from a paper, why should
even more
I pass it on to those fully as able
so
to take such papers?
Mrs. Gcrtruds L. Goodwin.
Roy, Wash., bept. 24.

—

—

An Iowa

days ago about my bee-business, as I receive
good many queens by mail.
The closing
is misleading.
He asked me where
I
got my best queens and I replied that I
get my best purchased ones from West Virginia, Kentucky, Texas, and New York; and
that I get some good ones from other States.
Leon, Iowa, Sept. 7,
Edwin Bevins.

Honey Crop Same

sentence

as Last Year.

of honey here is about the
I have 75 colonies in 5
year.
both comb
yards.
I work for honey only
and extracted.
I have a good home demand
built up.
John W. Cash.
Bogart, Ga., Oct. 12.

The

fall

ciop

last

—

You say you don't know what can be done
to put a stop to such an outrage, as that
mentioned on page 903.- May I ask who is to
You, Mr. White, and I, and every
blame?
man who earns his living by his hands and
brains and goes to the polls to vote every election

day.

So long as we vote

for capitalism

trusts, just so long wc will have to get
to them.
To stop it, vote
in
favor of government ownership of express, banks, and railroads.
That is what
going to do on Nov. 3.

and

down on our knees

Vm

Mr. Bevins referred
above reads thus: Editor.]

[The item
letter

Shipping Bees by Express.

to

'^"

his

—

sealed that I sold at home, from 125 colonies,
and the price held up better than I expected
But I fear we are going to have lots
it
to.
A man died last
o"t trouble with fou! brood.
fall
that owned the largest number of bees
of any one in the valley, and his bees were
They
broadcast.
scattered
action
and
sold at
have an inspector,
were badly diseased.
but nearly every one has a few colonies for
home use. You know what that means. Besides, every school house has a few in the
walls; so do most of the barns; and the bees
are under bridges and in the rocks where they
can't be got at, and if they get the disease
it will be impossible ever to get it out of the
country until they are all dead. Then maybe
we could start over again. E. C. Wright.
Montrose Co., Colo., Sept. 28.

We

Report for the Past Season.
I was sitting in my home this afternoon
was reading the American Bee Journal and

As
I

just as the Editor says he wants

it

to contain
it cer-

good moral literature, I will say that
tainly tries to, which I like to read very

much.
Reading Mr. Edwin Bevins' article on the
shredded wheat biscuit and honey, I will say
I had tried that before and please make nqte
I cut it open as you would
of it next month.
a sandwich, and put the delicious honey in
it, and then of course I ate it as a hog does
good corn.
My bees are fine, and have been the past
summer, and now my trouble, if any, wil!
commence. Last winter late, and early spring,
suppose.
1
I
lost 2 colonies from "moths,"
Between the frames there was mold, and then
in them were white worms about ^-inch long.
I don't know what to think of it, as I did
not lose any more that were on the same stand
or platform.
My other colonies averaged 65 pounds per
colony. I secured my first super from the first
flow, but I didn't put any supers on this
fall, as I wasn't looking for a good flow, and
I know my bees did some storing also.

have
into winter I
4 colonies.
I wish
in old hives.
but as they are in bad shape
puzzled as to what to do. Two of them
have crossed brood that is, the brood is laid
crosswise of the hive.
lo-frame style
I have new hives of the
What about the reversiand the reversible.
It comes
ble bottom, or whatever you call it?
Starting

Three are very strong,
to transfer them,
I

am

off

Apiary.

—

Editor York; The enclosed clipping is
from the Decatur County Journal. It is written by the postmaster of Leon, who was once
editor of the paper.
He questioned me some
a

same as

Danger from Foul Brood.

frost

If

weeks longer I will get from one
supers per colony from broom-weed.
All together I will get about 100 pounds per
colony, counting out 3 that didn't do anything.
I have 24 colonies, mostly hybrids, and run
I have a good
for both comb and extracted.

colonies.

I
can not do without the American Bee
It has so much useful information
Journal.
about bee-keeping, and so much interesting
Edward Knoll.
reading.
Clarksburg, Ont., Oct. 17.

York, Pennsylvania,

The bees have made good in the mountains
I
got 291
year better than common.
cases of comb honey fit to ship, and 20 partly

this

2

to

question."

Bad Luck

New

bees obtained from
Ohio and Texas.

Fair Crop of Honey.

The

111.

He attributes this
for many years.
fact to the severe freeze that occurred last
spring, Injuring the white clover plant from
which the bees obtained the food used in the
manufacture of honey. In 1904 the growth of
white clover was very prolific, and consequently
that year surpassed all others in the production of honey.
Mr. Bevins says that he commenced that
year with 90 colonies from which he obtained 250 swarms of bees before the close
of the season.
The Bevins apiary is stocked with Italian
known

—

clear

of

the

hive.

E.

Wheatland,

Ind.,

Bees

Oct.

Boyd Williams.

18.

Do Well

There.

In
done well here with my bees.
I
have winState bees get along fine.
tered 6 or S colonies here in a shed for the
past 3 winters, and not one colony has died.
I
put one sheet of oilcloth c, top of the
frames. On top of that I put a piece of flannel, then the cover, then paper and old carThis shed has a ground floor
pet or burlap.
with about 2 inches of sawdust on top of
Geo. H. Allen.
the ground.
City Point, Mass., Oct. 3.
I

have

this

THE BEVINS brothers' APIARY.
The Bevins Brothers conduct one of the
most extensive apiaries in this section of Iowa
on their well equipped and cultivated farm of
several hundred acres in Eden township, 5
miles south of Leon on the Pleasanton road.
Edwin Bevins has made a study of the business for years and he is probably one of the
most practical authorities on bee-culture in the
To a representative of the Journal, Mr.
State.
Bevins stated that the present season is the
poorest for the honey-business that he has

Bees Did Fairly Well.
Bees have done

fairly

well

this

season

in

Mine averaged 40 pounds per
from white clover. There was no
There was plenty of heartsall.
ease, smartweed, and buckwheat, but there was
I
no nectar in it something very unusual.
always looked for the bulk of my crop out
this

locality.

colony
fall

—

all

flow at

—

of tile fall flow.
I use me 10-frame hives,
double-walled, and use cork for packing these.
I think, all things considered, they make the

—
1

90S.

American Vae vJournal
I
hav
thcr stvles.
but do not like tliem myself.
Like the
dants, I prefer the large hives for honey and
successful wintering.
I
winter my bees on
the summer stands and never lose any colonies that have plenty of stores and a good
supply of young bees, although there must be
good, young queens at the head of the colonies
or there will not be the required amount of

young

bees.

American Bee Journal and

the

like

I

never be without
I

will
bees.

long as I keep
fl'.ink ft is the best bee-paper in print.
Hampstcad, Md., Oct. 14.
Subscriber.

Some Money
see

Mr.

as

it

Bee-Keeping.

in

K. Gateley thinks that the man
wlio turns his entire attention to bee-keeping
will make a financial failure.
That is not the
fact on the Western Slope.
There are half
a dozen bee-keepers in this Valley that do
nothnig else, and they are all getting rich.
1 here
is no business
Colorado that pays so
well in proportion
to
the
money invested
For instance, one bee-keeper with 600 colonies
received a check for his 1907 crop of $4050another with 400 colonies, $2500; and bees
sold here in the spring of 1907 for
$3 per
colony.
Our crop for 1908 is better than last
year.
I have
125 colonies, and the crop of
1908 was $600.
If that is not percent enough,
I

I,.

m

what would Mr. Gateley want?
•,,
E.
„
Montrose, ^
Colo.,

Oct.

York:—

Wright.

13

The Bee No Small
Editor
from the

C.

.

Co.,

Affair.

enclose an item taken
of the Minneapolis
.lournal of recent date, which may
be of interest to
the leaders of the American Bee
Journal.
I had fair success with my
one colony of
bees for a start this year. I took off
39 pounds
of section hofify and had 3 nice
swarms be'''^°
had 76 pounds in extracting
^.^L
*'''
<=°'°"i«
*
ne"d for" wilite"
I keep bees
for recreation and pleasure
editorial

'

and

always

for all

for

look
the

'^'"'

^"'^'^berries,

chickens!

forward with pleasure and
next issue of the American

...

Frank

Minn.,

Oct.

Hubbard.

Hubbard

The American hen has been shown
by statistics to be a more
lucrative bird than all
the more showy aviating animals
put
She even produces more wealth than together.
of the country. She tops the cotton the mines
crop with
the value of her cackle.
But here comes the busv bee with
its claim
Last year the mines of Colorado
produced $35
000,000 in money on a stock capital
of about
as many billions.
But the honey-bee, which
is not incorporated at
all, and for which
no
'•=" ^^°'^' of ='°<^k that are
hnf,n/r""i"''u',

l^te'L-f^r'loSo';-;;:^

-^^^enbee comes buzzing by, singinc
its
sone of
wealth and contentmenl. people^
jump out o
their boots.
They avoid the bee instead of re
jccmg to see it with its cHnner-pa over
its
tr"se.'

1

'^ neglected.' Ad
*^.^^
mittedly, if u received
^Ttedlv°ifT?*''-*
the attent on bestowed
upon the hen ts output would

years.

money?

Its

Why

triple

in value
not give the bee a
run
»
uu lor
•»
for

White Mulberries
1

for Bees.

k
'^''*'"''-

All

I'luM iia\t
"b;'>!s'mis?"Lve'"fJ„v'ev'n'*,,"^
lun, even llie ro-year^1,1.,
„
olds
are
no exception. They afford me
pleasure and study, profit and
stings.
I have an
"'•" '^ ^'"^". P^'X^'c'l from cold
ITndf
winds ^'n/'.^"

and the excessive vigilance of
the street
who would fondly shy rocks at the

urchins
hive

sec

bees will bite.
I am surneighbors' gardens, which offer
and sweet clover
our town.
Mine
are the active Italians and attend strictly to
busmess on all favorable occasions. On warm
summer days they, seem actually to fall over
each other in their efforts to fill the storehouse.
And as we naturally like to help those
to

rounded by

if

to

—

—

Well, toward the end of September I
cluded I would .see what my 3 supers
tained.
Each 9-frame super was packed
The 27 frames I
good, luscious honey.

concon-

with

posed

at

last

conclusion

the

colony.
T

do not find anything in

my

text-book like

this.
I

went

it,

when

Another curiosity:
other day and opened
I

to
to

a

my

hive the
surprise

saw a huge bumble-bee queen, the size oj
end of my thumb, walking naion^ the

the

Had she gone
bees without being molested.
in there for the winter?
Would she do any
harm
date

to the bees, do you suppose?
At that
(September 28), from one colony in an

hive, spring count, I had increased
4 colonies, and have 70 drawn combs, with
about 125 pounds of extracted hone-y and
pounds comb honey, water w"

8-frame
to

_
'

Da

flavor.

Indus, Minn.

con-

estimate at 100 pounds of as fine
sweets as ever bees produced.
I cut
around
the frames, cut the slab in 2 pieces, put them
into clean butter-crocks and transferred them
to a shelf in our basement for the delectation
of our family and friends.
I winter my colony on its summer stand,
protecting it by inverting a larger box over
the hive and covering with tarpaulin against
the rains and melting snows.
With some 40 pounds of provision in their
home 1 feel assured tliey will, as before, pull
through handsomely, and be ready to greet
me in the spring.
Dr. Peibo.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 10.

first,

days

21

servatively

Too Dry

Found
I

know

the

It

Worth Something.

worth

One copy

Journal.

of

of the American
the 1Q06 issue I

Bee
bor-

a neighbor that gave me instructions on how to treat foul brood, and saved
me two colonies, which later in the season this
vear, filled 4 supers of alfalfa honey.
The 2
colonies— all I had— were combined in April.
I burned the brood-combs, boiled the frames,
burned the inside of the hives, and then put
the bees back after 48 hours.
They did fine,
and were passed as all right by the bee-inspector last week.
L. W. BiiNSON.

rowed from

Grand Junction,

the

my

fine forage, besides the white
to he found on the edges of

Honey.

for Fall

I
have sold 20 colonies of bees, reducing
my number to 14, and that is more than I
can handle, as I am at home so little.
I have
taken only 600 pounds, or sections of honey
off tliis season, but have not sold any for less
than 16 cents a section.
The season .has been
too dry -here for fall honey.
Bees got no
buckwheat honey, though tliere was lots of
.

buckwheat around here.
E.

Glenview,

Some
will

III.,

Oct.

my successes and
Having handled
was 12 years old, I
Northern Minnesota 6 years ago, and
give
a

you some of

new

country.

failures

in

Indiana since

in
to

Kennicott.

K.

10.

Interesting Bee-Experiences.

bees

came
in

Editor.]

THE NEGLECTED HONEY-BEE.

2

and

came
good"

help ihemst^lvt-s. I began the middle of
to pick, mash, and feed white mulberto them, placing a liberal allowance on
alighting-board several times each day, as
long as they lasted August 13th a more prolonged fruitage than usual.
And they show their apreciation of my service in a substantial manner.
I
have learned several practical kinks regarding bees by just keeping my eyes and ears
wide open, and if the boys want to know I
am persuaded
will gladly tell them, but
I
that it is useless to attempt to explain to their
"daddies," as they already know too much and
don't wish to enlarge their sphere of knowledge.
Usually the old ''fellers" are too' indifferent
to acquire "tips" on new ventures.
But I
like boys and girls because they are never
stationary
they zvant to Unoxv.

I

L.
10.

[The item referred to by Mr.
the foregoing, reads as follows:—

in

cross,

the

page

classes of bee-keepers.

ATMinneapolis,

her well at

about

ries

Colo..

Oct.

24.

I

gardffi"^

I
.

"iterest

hut she did nut lay, and after
they commenced to treat her
to ball her.
I guess they
that she was "no
without laying, at which time I disof her and united them with another

who

June

I

had been without bees until last spring when
I sent for one colony, which I received about
the middle of May.
So by spreading the
brood I increased the 8-frame colony to 16
frames, of which 14 contained brood.
At this
time

I

divided

it

into

4 colonies.

The next week, or first of July, I received
a queen by mail, so I was compelled to start
another nucleus to receive her, which made 5
colonies, 2 with laying queens and 3 with
queen-cells.
The failures were in getting
queens mated. I lost 4 out of 5. I think the
dragon-flies would catch them when they would
fly out to mate, or at least they would disappear.

'At present I have 4 colonies '-unnina: over
with bees, and have taken 24 pounds of comb
honey and about 75 pounds of extracted.
I
have not bothered the brood-chamber of 10
frames, and reserved 8 full frames to put back
for the bees.
Since extracting there has been another fall
flow from which 1 expect 50 pounds.
At this
flow the bees were so excited that they would
leave the hive when it was so dark that they
could not see to return.
While I have handled bees for 25 years,
I
have met with several strange things.
I
started 3 nuclei with
queen. cells in ample
time.
They hatched and were nice queens, of

which one commenced
disappeared, at which
of eggs, from which

to

lay.

The

otiier

two

time I gave a frame
they promptly started
queen-eclls; but before the queen hatched, when
I would go to examine them they would form
about a dozen balls the size of a hen's egg,
as if they were balling that many queens.
On
taking the halls out and smoking them, I
found nothing but a hairless, black looking
bee in each one.
If I would smoke the ball
apart, as soon as I would quit smoking they
would jump onto it again.
Were there commencing to be laying workers, and in the presence of queen-cells did they want to dispose
of them?
When they would commence to ball
these, they would
not quit until they had
thrown them out dead. This was only one colony, and when the queen hatched they treated

Feeding Bees.
Having

read so much about feeding and
the bee-papers for the last few
thought I would explain a method
have
practised
with
success
for
several years.
This method has the following
arguments for its use, especially to the extracted-honey producer:
i. There
is no need
of feeders and their expense;
2. You
can
feed at any hour of day;
3. It
is natural
feeders

in

months,
which I

I

and quick.
Here is the explanation,

i. There must be
an extracting super on each hive, or if you
run for comb honey, replace the outside row
of sections by a shallow extracting frame.

2. Prepare your syrup.
If you have a good
method follow it. But here is the way ours
made: Into boiling or cold water placed
in an extractor (or if you haven't an extractor
is

tub will answer), stir gradf.all/ an equal
of granulated sugar and water by
whirling the baskets.
Stir until the syni,.
reaches the desired consistency.
You will notice on page 269 that Mr.
G. M. Doolitlle
gives a very good method.
When the syrup
is
finished place it in a pot with a spout
or an old water sprinkler with the spreader
removed.
the hive and gently push the
3. Approach
cover back until the end of the frame is uncovered.
Remove the frame, laying it flat
on the lid.
Then pour a little syrup on the
comb, rubbing it info the cells by a circular
motion, continually pouring more svrup on
until you have that side filled.
Then turn
the frame once and fill the other side in the
same manner.
Replace the frame, cover the
hive, and proceed in like manner through the
apiary.
The bees will come up into the super
and remove the syrup to the brood-chamber
when they will ripen it. In a few days return to the apiary and repeat the process until
you have fed enough svrup for your pura

amount

pose.
It will be noticed in the above that I say
frame instead of frames.
Here in California
where the weather is warm nearly the year
around, I have prepared as high as 4 frames
to the colony, but in the East I couldn't advise you to do this.
You understand, of
course, that a strong colony could take care
of more syrup when fed after this plan.
This

method

is
especially valuable for stimulative
feeding in the early spring.
Redlands, Calif.
Chas. Trout.

Chicago-Northwestern Convention
This will be held in the Club Room
of the Briggs rioiisc, corner Fifth Ave.
and Randolph Sts., Chicago, on Wed-

nesday and Tluusday, December 2 and
1908, beginning at 10 130 a. m. on
Wednesday. It occurs at the time of the
3,

American l^ee Journal
International Live Stock Exposition, so
that low rates will likely rule on all
Tlie quesrailroads 'entering Chicaso.
tion-box will, as usual, occupy "the cenThe Chicago-Northter of the stage."
westerti convention has the reputation
of being the most interesting meeting of
.-Vny question
bee-keepers in America.
of interest can be brought out and discussed thoroughly by some of the best
Bring
bee-keepers in all the world.
your questions with you, and everybody
come. Ladies are especially invited.
It is expected that among others the
Dr. C. C,
following will be present
Miller, C. P. Dadant, N. E. France, Geo.
E. Hilton, W. Z. Hutchinson, Franklin
Wilcox, Jas. A. Stone, J. Q. Smith, Chas.
Becker, E. D. Townscnd, and Ernest R.
Root. Come and help to make this the
best meeting the Chicago-Northwestern
Association has ever held.
Herm.\n F. Moore, Sec.
;

Bark Ridge,

bees bandied in cages at the State Fair.
In one cage, for the purpose, a foulbroody hive will be shown up. Louis
Werner, of Edwardsville, will do the
manipulating.
Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
Rt.

4.

Springfield,

L^augHliri
FOUNTAIN PEN

Journal— Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained,

To
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Popular
Articles
for only

Postpaid
to any
address

Illustrations are Exact S iza

Every pen guaranteed
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Gold—cut

may be had
our standard
black opaque pattern, or
Non-breakable Transpai
ent. as desired, either in
plain or engraved tinish,

on right hand
ia

eillier

as pre:erred.

eases."
It is contemplated that with two more
pre-arranged communications the program will be ample, and due attention
may be given to the consideration of

legislative control
topics.

of

ay try this pen a
Lt v.. 11

make

many new

bee-diseases,

Crr o» lErr
„p.,lar

anted.
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Convention

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet Nov. 19th and 20th,
at the State house in Springfield.

We

except what will
be made up by the best of our bee-keepers which is always better than a set
program, if those present are alive to

may have no program

—

their opportunity.

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association has made arrangements with
the State Board of Agriculture to have

NEW

subscribers to the Bee Jour-

one year, with $3.75.
This is a splendid chance to get a
grand bee-book for a very little money
or work.
Address,

385 Majestic BIdg.,

Books

Blaine, Ohio.

—

FIVE

Addri

Mfg. Co.

Delroii,

Meution

Panhandle Bee-Keepers' Association will meet in Knights Golden
Eagle Hall, corner 38th and Jacob Sts.,
Wheeling, W. Va., Monday, November
W. L. KiNSEY, Sec.
t6, 1908.

The book we mail for $1.20, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year both for
or, we will
$1.70
mail it as a premium for sending us
nal for

Laughlin

S.\TTERTHW.\IT, ScC.

The

bees.
it

for ten

lest y,ju torgel

Pa.

The Panhandle Convention

this book one cannot fail to be wonder
fully helped on the way to success with

o»r famous and

PencLI, o
leak proof trtuniph, may
carried in any position in
J
i,cket-or shopping tag, writes at
anple at first touch. Plati;iy
utn
(spring) feed. Iridium
nint, polished vulcanized rut>tier
se, terra cotta finish.
Retail

during the coming
winter to secure the enactment of the
bill that was so uniformly approved at
the last session of the Legislature.

Illinois State

is

Keu Gt« Ink

,ui|'I*-te

work together

F.

so that by following the instructions of

)«u»l.lufi.rlL

We

.\.

<

ibFocI

special effort to bring other
need
into our ranks.
as well as our old members

Harrisburg,

thaa you

ny other make,

urged that our present member-

bee-keepers

do II
title

and timely

to

of

111.

Thursday, at I :30 p. m., there
will be an address by President Prof.
H. C. Klinger; an address by Dr. E. F.
Phillips; and then a general discussion of apiculture in the United States.
On Thursday evening there will be
an address by Geo. Rea on Friday afternoon an address by Prof. H. A. Surface, on "Hay and Honey Plants;" Friday evening an address by Dr. E. F.
of
Bee-DisPhillips, on "Treatment

ship

InK Pencil

Your Choice

On

is

Honey- Bee

the

This is one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
GOO pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-known to
all the readers of
the American Bee

Sent On Approval

This convention will be held in the
Court. House at York, Pa., Nov. 12 and
13. with lieadquarters at Marshall Hotel.
Rate. $1 per day.

It

on

111.

Revised by Dadant— L&test Edition

Pennsylvania State Convention

the

Laivgstroth

Bee Journal

Mich.

^vhen

^Tritlng.

for Bee-Keepers

Every bee-keeper should have a beebook besides a bee-paper. On another
page will be found all the best books

—

offered either at a price, postpaid, or as
If you can not earn them
a premium.
as premiums for getting new subscriptions, it will pay you well to purchase
one or more of them. You will find
them of great value. There are so many
things in the books that are needful to
know, and that of course could not be
told over and over again in the beepapers. If a bee-keeper can afford only
one, it would better be the book rathBut now that the
er than the paper.
American Bee Journal is only 75 cents
a year, of course, no bee-keeper, however limited his apiary may be, can afford to be without its mc^.tbly visits.

GEORGE
118

W. Jackson

>fentlon

W.
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Bee Journal
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American Hee Journal

The American Bee Journal

and

We will Buy and

Ohio Farmilr

The,

20

Both One Year for Only
Including a Copy of

Sell

^ ^ ^^^
OC
«P

PAGES WEEKLY.

J,

HONEY

The New Book.

Concrete Construction on the Farm
THE OHIO FARMER
that

of

gnat

lioily

of

You

mixed farming.

is

published in the interests

American Farmers who follow
an AUTHORITY on

^S

of the different grades and kinds.
If you have any to dispose of, or if
you intend to buy, correspond

will find it

stock breeding in all its branches, dairying, catfeeding, poultry, horses. l>ees. hdrticulture. gartle
every
dening, etc.; a help in EVERY ONE of your
day farm operations.
The questions of the day are handled Independently
and fearlessly, for the farmers' interests, without political bias, and the Magazine Section, including short
and continued stories, makes it interesting to the
whole family.
For over thirty years it has been the leader of the
farm papers of this country, and stands in a class by
itself, when practical value for the business farmer is
considered. Clean and reliable. Gives facts and profitable, practical suggestions, instead of theories. It covers the field of diversified farming with a larger staff
of jiractical correspondents and editors than any other
farm paper. THE OHIO FARMER has fought and won
more farmers' battles, than any other farm paper publive

with

us.

We

market

are always in the

for

Beeswax
market

at highest

prices.

& Segelken

Hildreth

& 267 Greenwich

265

NEW

YORK,

Street

N. Y.

if you have any interest whatever in farmpay you to read it.
guarantee that THE OHIO FARMER will invar-

lished, and
ing, it will

We

ialtl>-

stop on expiration of subscription paid for.

It

If-s. per copy, than any other farm paper. The
Cheapest as well as the best.

co.=!ts

Get

SIZE OF BOOK
3'/4

i9

this

Watch Fob Free

New Book Free

YOUR CHOICE OF CANDIDATES

BRYAN OR TAFT

Concrete Construction on the Farm is the latest and
most comijrehensive book upon the materials, implements and methods employed in the use of cement
and concrete for farm building purposes. An invaluable
book, which should be in the hands of every farmer.
It is a complete ticatise u|ion the subject, containing complete and asily undcr.stood. working instrucilliistratiiin^.
tor building
Foundations,
tions, with

Indies

HKndsoiiiastt'ampai^rn Badfre you have

ever seen. Yuu ma.v have it Free with
our coiiipliiuents. This fob is made of &
fine tfrade of seal grained Rusaia leather, nickeled buckle, beautiful motherof-pearl ehieiri, containing a photo of

your favorite candidate, either Bryan

.

or Taft.

we

Walks, Floors, Bridges, Cisterns, Culverts, Tanks,
Posts, Drain Tile, etc.
This book will give you a complete working knowledge of this timely and important subject, and probably save costly errors.
In no other book can you obtain the same information, which is the result
of the experience of one of the acknowledged experts of this country.
Silos,

PCiid you our liberal proposition whereby you can secure other
handsome preniiuniB free by giving
-iway several of these fobs to your
You are sure to be deneicrhhors.
litrhted with both Idb nn<l paper,
.-.oscrid l(K-at once wbilcilK-y last to

THE

118

WEST JACKSON, CHICAGO,

FARM AND STOCK
Box 310,

ILL.

BEE SMOKER

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:
& Son, Hatnilton, III— This is the

Chas. Dadant

CLEAN

recommend above

all

For

others.

We

and

I'.IOH,"

—

Wonder — as its name implies
65—2
Smoker at your post-ofllce tree. We send circular if requests
;ed.
Orl(fidal Bingham & Hetheriogton Uacapplng-Knife.

Little

T.

prices deliver

2

Amber, Buckwheat and No.

(^4

being clove

2

White

t-ntsper i.nund.

60-poun«i

eeaaon.

Quirin-The-Queen-Breeder,
Bcllcvuc, Ohio

Bingham Smokers

are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
11.50—4
inch stove
Doctor- cheapest made to use
1.10 3J^
Conqueror— right for most apiaries
1.00—3
Large— lasts longer than anj other
90—3)^

The above

sale.

light!

A. 1. Root Co., Medina, Ohio —The cone (Its inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All

Joseph, Missouri

Smoker we

u. 6. Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.—
have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

189'3,

St.

HONEY

HAND-MADE SMOKERS
BINGHAM

guaranteed to be just as
will be proud to

and you

U also

Present subscriBoth papers will be sent for a full year for only $1.25.
both papers can take advantage of this offer and subscripOHIO FARMtions will be extended from time now paid to. Address
ER, Cleveland, O., for free sample copy, but send all subscription orders to

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

it

Farm and Stock." an up-to-date magazine devoted mainly to corn and live
^tock.
The Watch Fob and a three
iriouths" trial eubscription (riven you
absolutely free on receipt of 10 cents in
coin or Btampa to pay for mailing. Wo

The price of book alone is 50 cents postpaid, but for a short time we will
send A COPY OF THIS BOOK FREE to each person taking advantage of
our combination offer as above. The book must be asked for in sending your
order or it w-ill not be sent.
bi-rs to either or

It is

describe

F.BINOHflM.Farwell.MiGH
Pat ented May20.

1879.

BEST ON EARTH.

EngravingsForSale
We

are accumulating-qaite a stock of engravin^s that have been used {a the American Bee
Journal. No donbt many of them could be used
ag^ain by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them It would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and nsing- In our columns. If there is airy
of our eng^ravlng-s that any one would like to
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

GEORGE W. TORE

& CO.

CHICAGO,

ILIt

November,

1908,

American Bee Journal
FASHION BOOK FREE!

"Forty Years
99
Among the Bees
:By

One

of the Best

"Dr.

C. C. Miller

-Known Honey Producers

in all the

-

World

THIS

book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
money. Dr. Miller has been
"at it" some 45 years, and so
is competent to tell others
the best way to be successIn 1903 his
ful with bees.
honey was
crop of
just

jne year nnil wlH send my big
rasiiion hook lo you free. I iiI:-o agree to sell you any
pattern you want thereafter f(.r 5c. I ean sell them for
Sets because! l>uy tbein by the tbousand and don't make
iiny profit. I don't \?ant the prollt. I want yoursubscrlptlon to the FARMER'S CAI.I.. Yon will save many
times till' cost of HIT otfer In a year. MTtlTK TO-DAY!

JOHN M. STAHL,
IF

QUINCY,

Dept.

ILL.

YOU WANT THE BEE-BOOK

we

will mail

premium.)
Journal,

Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Cal.,

The book

^'BEE'KEEPER^S GUIDE''

cloth,

As

Mention Bee Journal when

vrrK^nff.

THE JOURNAL OF
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent postis

GEORGE W. YORK

Dr. Miller gets a royalty

him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

paid for only $1.00; or with
the American Bee Journal
one year for $1.50. (Or send
us 4 new subscriptions to the
Bee Journal— with $3.00 -and

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

not already possessors of

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

comb

18,000 pounds, and he is
not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
NorthwestStates, either
ern Illinois.

if

them.

over
That covers the whole Apicultural Field
more completely than any other pnblished, send $\.20 to

you the book free as a
Every bee-keeper ought
book and the Bee

to have both the

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by relnrn mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
fill all

so as to make the mostof the
bee-season. Address,

® CC^^^kicioS??,?!,^'^"

Has the latest report of all the best work in
practical entomology. Articles upon apiculture by national authorities appear in it. If
you wish the best entomological journal for
the practical man. subscribe for it. J2 a year.

Our New
Headquarters

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy

We

have moved our business froin
Redford to Lansing, and are now
equipped to supply you with "Root

OualHy" Goods

to the very

best ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ours is the best shipping
point la the State. Address your letters,

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to us here.

HUNT & SON.

Lansing, Michigan
Mention

Bee Joamal

n A n MrO

vrben

Trrltine.

' Foot-Power

DAIlllCO
what

Machinery

L Parent, of riiarl"\Vc- cut witb one
of your Combined Machines, last
winter. 60chaff hives with T-ln. cap,
100 honey-racks, 600 brood-frames,
2.000 honey-boxes, and a great deal
of other work. Thiswinter we have
double the amotint of b€*-hlve8,etc.,
to make, and we expect to do It with
Fiead

J.

ton, N. v.. saynr

»y

thie Saw. It wlH do all you
it
will." Catalog and price-list free.

Mention

Bee Jonranl

when

writing.

3-band and Golden Italians bred 3M miles apart, Camiolans
7 miles away

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

5,

Caucasians

Xnvciiihcr,

igo!-!.

American liee Journal^

Now Ready

Gleanings

The

97th edition of our catalog is now ready.
If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names, -'i time is required to get the entire edition mailed.
e.
.1
this so any one may understand
why a catalog may no. reach him early.

If you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers
just at this season of the year are telling

We

A B C

The

Bee Culture

of

When we announced

the completion of the new edition
late in 1907 there was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
the big bunch of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidable delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We

have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

$2.00

German

Edition,

ABC der Bienenzucht

Cloth-bound

ers, $2.00.

French Edition,
at $2.00, postpaid, to

A B C

paper covany country.

de L'Apiculture, cloth-bound,

A.

I.

they

Each issue is very fully illustrated. The covers are
done by the finest engravers in Chicago, and our writers
are the best in the land.
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E. F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon; Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.
;

A trial of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c. If in
own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble. A liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.
addition to your

Gasoline Engines and Power

at

any country.

THE

how much

appreciate the paper.

Honey Extractors

in

at $2.50, postpaid, to

in Bee Culture

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of these will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Bee-Supplies
If

you want Bee-Supplies or Berry Bo.xes
send to McCarty.
Large Stock.
You can use any first-

quick,

Beeswax wanted.

class catalog to order from.

W.

J.

6Atf

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

McCARTY, Emmetsburi Iowa.

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER— 'We

are prepared
your orders for Sections. A large stock
on hand.
Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.
We make prompt shipments.

BEE-SUPPLIES.
ua

if

you are

JOHN NEBEL

&

need

In

to

Bee Journal

Mention

8Atf

o( .supplies.

SON SUPPLY CO.. High

Hill.

Monlg. Co., Mo.

vrhen

writing.

What
They

"Your honey can't be beat."
-E. D. Taylor. N. A., Mich.
"Your honey certainly has
the finest flavor of any I ever
tasted."— Mks. Z. Sch.\ad. N.

ti

R.,

321 -y
•^
pose of

more

Mich.

''Enclosed find check for $36,
paying for last three cases of
honey. I hope you won't disthis honey at once, as I may want

all

later on.

Had

I

known

of

it

sooner,

MARSHFIELD MFG.

13th St.,

want some honey that will
smile every time you taste it
will be proud to set before
your friends, or honey for your fancy
bottling trade— send your order to Jay
North. He has the genuine article; it
is put up in new fiO-lb. cans at 8ic per

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender. Knoxville.
Gregory & Son. Ottumwa.
KANSAS-S. C. Walker & Son, Smith
Center.
MICHIliAN-Lencst & Koenie, 127 South

I

would not have ordered some that is now
coming and which will deplete my bank account to pay for. as 1 would rather have
yours."— E. w. 1'eirce. Zanesville. Ohio.
If

fill

Saginaw, E. S.
Union fcity.

S. D. Buell.

NEBRASKA— Collier Bee-Supply Co..
Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilbury. Ont.

ARIZONA— H. W.

Ryder. Phoenix.

MINNESOTA-Northwestern Bee-Supply Co., Harmony.
ILLINOIS-D. L. Durham, Kankakee.

OHIO-P. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEXAS-White Mfg. Co.. Blossom.

WISCONSIN— S. W.
J.

Hines Mercantile

Co.. Cumberland.
Gobeli, Glenwood.

you

make you

— honey you

pound.

Sample

JAY NORTH,

free.

North Adams,

FOR SALE

190S crop of White Clover Honey, all extracted from capped combs. A strictly fancy

table honey that will please.

Sample

free.

I'ul

square or round.

Mich.

Mention

Bee

ni>

in

WARBEN
Joii

H.

nol

Price,

10 cts.

Wl-lb. cans cither
WIHCH. Hopklnton. Iowa

when

wrltlns-

^

d~\d~\d^ Lbs. Clover and Basswood
I 11 11 I Honey-nice, well-ripened
irk
'-'^-'^-'^-'
-in 5-;,'al., round, bail-hanSample free.
{.^..^O per can here.
Mathilde Candler. Cassville. Wis. 10 voi
Mention Bee Jonmal whea wrlttas.
dle cans.

American Hee Journal

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

For Over
Twenty-Five Years
make of goods have been
acknowledged to be in the lead
as regards Workmanship and
our

Honey Wanted

Material.

Our Air-Spaced Hive

a

is

most excellent winter hive, and
convenient for

agement as the

Same

summer man-

Fancy white clover Extracted.

single- walled.

State how it is put up, and the
price expected, delivered Cin-

inside dimensions as reg-

ular Dovetailed Hives;

all

in-

material interchangeable
with Dovetailed Hives.
side

cinnati.

We

manufacture a full line
of Bee-Keepers* Supplies.
Fall and winter discounts: —
Sept., 7 per ct.; Oct., 6 perct.;
Nov., 5 per ct.; Dec.,4perct.;
Jan., 3 per ct.; Feb., 2 per ct.;
Mar., 1 per ct. Catalog free.

H.W.WEBER

C.
Office

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

W.T. FALCONER MFG., CO.

:S"'

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

Jamestown, N. Y.

HentloD

Be« Joarnal

irhea

cording to quality and style of package.
Extracted in fairly good demand, but large
We quote California white sage.

supplies.
vrrltlns.

:

8Hto9c: light amber, 8c: white clover. 8 to
8Hc amber and dark. 6 1-2 to 7c. Southern
in barrels and half barrels. 60 to 75c a gallon
according to quality. Beeswax dull and de:

We

clining.

quote nominally

28 or 29c.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

Zanesville, Ohio, Oct. 22.-If any change
there is a slightly improved demand for
honey, though prices are a little lower. No.
to fancy white comb should bring on arrival about 13c: pxtracted, 7 l-2c. No. 1 to
fancy comb sells to the retail grocery trade
at 15 to 16c. Clover extracted in 5-gallon
cans sells for y 1-2 to 10c. Beeswax brings
on arrival 28c cash, or 30c in exchange for
merchandise.
Edmund W, Peirce.
1

Chicago, Oct. 21. -There has been a fair
trade in honey this month, prior to which
time there was practically none. We think
there is a little firmer tendency, but there
is no advance in prices.
The A No. 1 to
fancy grades are bringing 13 to I4c, with
anything below this of 1 cent to 3 cents per
pound less: this includes the amber and
second grades. The best grades of white
extracted range from 7 to 8c. with amber 6^
to 7c off flavors and low grades from 5 to
6c. Beeswax is meeting with ready sale at
30c when free from impurities.
:

R. A.

Burnett &

Co.

Cincinnati. Oct. 22.— The market on
comb honey is more active, and there are
some large lots moving. There will be no
big prices, due to the fact that there is considerable old honey left from last year. No.
1
white comb honey is selling at 14c. or 15c
in small lots. Dark or off grades are not
selling at any price— there is practically no
demand for them. .Amber honey is in good
demand at 6H to 7c: white clover honey is
selling at 8c in 60 lb. cans water white sage,
fancy, at 9c. Beeswax is in fair demand at
:

30c.

The above quotations
selling at.

we are
H. W. Weber.

are what

C.

City. Oct. 22.— The market is
pretty well supplied with comb honey; on
account of the,warm weather the demand
has been light, but with the advent of cold

Kansas

weather we look for a much better demand.
The. receipts on extracted are very light;
the demand good. We quote No. 1 white

comb honey.

2t-section case. $3.00 to $2.7,5.
8c ambef. 7 to 7Hc. Bees-

White extracted.
wax,

28c.

New

:

C. C.

Clemons & Company.

York. Oct.

22.— The

demand

comb honey

arriving quite freely in the last 10 days, but
to the quantity kept back by the producers the markets are somewhat unsetWe quote Fancy white comb honey.
No, 1 white. 14 to 15c: amber 13c.
Fancy white extracted in60-lb. cans, 8 to 9c
amber, 6 to 8c, according to quality and
flavor. Beeswax, 28c.
Wm. A. Selser,

owing

tled.
15 to 16c:

;

:

Oct. 24, -With the advent of cold
weather the demand for honey has improved somewhat. We quote No, 1 white,

Denver,

percase. $3.15: No. 1 light amber, $3.00; No.
2, $2.85 per case of 24 sections.
Strained and
amber extracted, 6^^' to 7 l-2c light amber.
7 1-2 to She
white. 8 l-2c. We pay 24c per lb.
for clean yellow beeswax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.
:

:

Indianapolis. Oct. 22.— There seems to
demand for best grades of both
comb and extracted honey. Prices are still
irregular, but producers are offering fancy
white comb at 12Hc No. 1 white at 12c; and
be a good

:

A

another page we make some generous
clubbing offers of bee-books with the
.'\merican Bee Journal. Why not order
a book when renewing your subscription?
You will find the book and the
Journal a great combination.
You

should have both of them.

New Subscribers
This should be a good time to get
new subscribers for the American Bee
Journal. On anothef page we offer a
number of premiums for such work.
We hope that as many of our present
Getting

readers as possible will help us to increase our subscription list.
The more
intelligent bee-keepers are, the better it
will be for all interested in the business.
And mvtch of that intelligence is
secured by reading.
will be pleased
to send free sample copies on request.
Shall we not be favored with a large
increase of new subscriptions during
the next 2 or 3 months?

We

;

best extracted, in

Almost no demand

wax

is

5

for

gallon

cans, at

7c.

amber grades. Bees-

Pays to Have a Bone Cutter.

steady at 28c spot cash.

Walter

S.

Pouder.

Toledo, Oct. 23.— The demand for comb
honey does not seem to be as brisk as was
expected and. owing to the exceedingly

large crop. p[ices are very low. We are
offering fancy and No, 1, from 15 to 16c; No.
We do not handle any darker grades.
14c.

2.

There

is

some demand

for

buckwheat honey

in the East, and this would probably bring
from 12 to 12Hc. Extracted is quite firm
white clover in cans or barrels, 7Hc in a
small way— some instances 8c amber. 6 to
Beeswax. 26c cash, or 2Sc in trade.
6'/^c.
The Griggs Bros. & Nichols Co.
:

demands: there

;

Many

that is
beepaper cannot take the place of a good
bee-book. The paper is a splendid thing
to read in connection zvitli the book. On

23.— Honey has been

:

for

is fair but not up to former
Receipts are sufficient to meet the
is no overstock, however,
and prices are holding firm, Wc quote:
Fancy white, 15c No. 1 white. 13 to 14c No.
2 white. 12c; dark and amber. 10 to lie, ac-

years.

Philadelphia, Oct.

Books for Bee-Keepers
Have you a good bec-book?
bee-keepers do not have.
And
where they make a big mistake.

Stanilani Goods,

ALISO APIARY.

Root'i
(.>r Circulars,
El Toro. Orange Co., Calil.

Ask

One of the greatest virtues of feeding cut
green hone is in its freshness, when it is not
only more relished by the fowls but produces
far greater results in egg production.
To own a bone cutter and cut the fresh
bones every day is the method of the successful poultry keeper.
This is made possible
to many by the low cost and adaptability of
several machines on the market, notably the
well-known Crown Bone Cutter which works
easily and quickly and soon pays for itself
in the increased egg ouput of the flock.
The makers of this machine, Wilson Bros.,
Box 618, Kaston, Pa,, have issued a descriptive catalogue of their various sizes which
they will send on request.
It would be advisable to secure a copy and
look into the matter.

November,

1908.
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Before buying your Comb Foundation or disposing of your Beeswax be
sure to get our prices on

Wax

Wax

and Foundation, or get our prices on Working

into Foundation.

We

you prices on

are also in a position to quote

We

Other Supplies.

December, January and February.

Remember

Hives, Sections

months

give Liberal Discounts during the

and

all

November,

of

that

Dadant's Foundation
the very best that

is

money can

We

buy.

always guarantee satisfaction in

every way.
Lan^stroth on the Honey-Bee

Send

(new

by mail, $1.20.

edition),

our prices on Extracted White Clover and

for

DADANT

SONS,

<ll

$1 to $3

a pair.

FENCE Srr^a-^'

Registered
Homing

P gSquab
Also Angora and Belgian Hares:
Fancy experiment station: crosses in all
i

Maileof High Carbon Double Strenfth

eons; Big

n

Oulk'il
Ire.
Heavily
Iirf\L-nt rust. Ilu\f no

Breeders.
colors.

Mail orders

factory prices on

Wepav

filled.

GLEN ELLTN,

HtJLBEKT
Mention

Fall honey.

Hamilton, Hlmois

FOR SALE

CAPOJ

Amber

Be« Journal

rrhen

and

ILL.

Galvanized to
agents. Sell at

30 days' tree

trial.

allfrelght. 37 helk-lits otfarm
poultry fence. Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

mrltlns.

Box

8<J

Winchester, Indiana.

CAPONS briDR thelargest profits

— lUU
try.

per ceni

more than otber

poul-

Caponizinp

is easy
anc"
Progressive poultryo

learned.

Shipping-Cases

CAPO
INO

SETS

Postpaid i2 oU per set with free instn
The convenient, durable, readyr-uee kind. Bestmaterial. Wealsomake
Gapf Worm Extractor 25o
Poultry Marker 25c.
French KiUhi if Knife 50c. Vapon Book Fri

For any number or size of Sections desired.
These cases are made of line white basswood and the workmanship is first class.
Owing to the shortage of the honey crop
last year, we have a good stock on hand and
can make immediate shipment.

tions.

f

'

G. P. Pilling

& Son.

HONEY

1

]

Arch St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

^

24.

BE ESWAX

When

those interested.

consigning, buying,
or selling, consult

R. A.

BURNETT &

I9S South Water

St.

Honey-Packages

CO.

Clilcaeo,

We still have on hand some complete
vo.umes of the American Bee Journal for
1907, which we will mail for 40 cents
each. The first half of that year the Bee
Journal was issued weekly, and the last
half monthly, which would make 32
numbers. And all of them for only 40
cents! Surely this is a bargain for any
new

reader

who

m

III

Bee Journal for 1907—40c.

this year.

Twelve-inch case with follower to hold
or 8-inch case with follower to hold 12

bee-way sections, shipped when no size is
mentioned. All cases single-tier unless otherwise
ordered. The double-tier case has many advantages: lighter, stronger, shows more sections, is
handled and stored easier. Further particulars to

has become a subscriber

tin

standard packages for storing andshippint;
extracted honey. Less chance for Ieak:mr
or taint from wood: being square they ec<iiii
mize on space. Five-gallon cans boxed \\
or one in a box. gallon cans 10, and half-Kil
Ion cans 12 to the box. Five, one and liali
gallon cans not boxed if desired. Prices '•\i
application for any quantity.
Place your order lor the number of Cases
and Honey Packages wanted, and we will
guarantee prices and iirompt shipment.
t

<

Minnesota Bee Supply Company
152

Nicollcl Island,

Minnrapnii.s, Minn.

48th

75c. a Year

December, 1908

Year

No. 12

10c. a

Copy

B£E JOURNAL
7v
Courtesy Gleanings

in

Bee Culture.

^^

/.

(^

%

The Late

E.

W.

Alexander, of Delanson, N. Y.
iSee page

362.)

:

December,
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American Vae Journal

Standard Papers at a Bargain!
Farm Journal (2 yrs.). Garden Magazine-Tarming, and C^merican "Bee Journal— Cill 3 Monthlies for Only $1.30,
3

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

GEORGE

VI.

YORK S COMPANY

W.Jackson

118

Blvd., Gliicago,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of this Journal

is

cents a year, In the United States of America,
(except Chicaso, where it is $1.00), and Mexico;
In Canada 8? cents; and in all other countries in
the Postal Union, 25 cents a year extra for post75

Sample copy

age.

free.

THE WKAPPER-LABEL DATE

indicates the
end of the month to which your subscription is
paid. For instance, " decoy " on your label shows

that

paid to the end of December,

it is

What

a
constant inspiration for tliose who enjoy
flowers and vegetables and trees and lawns,
and a very present help in titne of need.
The Garden Magazine has superb illustrations and practical and helpful planting
tables. It can help you. The leading series
for the coming year is " Old World Effects
with New World Material." showing how
England grows our own flowers better than
we do, and what we should do for ourselves.
Another big feature is a planting table for
trees, new and unique, and one of the series
of tables run each year. "The cheapest
garden series of planting instructions gives
different plans for small yards at very mod-

1908.1

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do not send
ft receipt for money sent us to pay subscription,
but change the date on your wrapper-label, which
hows that the money has been received and

will

Are

the Papers

The Garden Magazine-Farming

111.

is

The above

3 papers for only $1.50

be sent for

2

years— the others

1

erate cost." Two double numbers at 25
cents each are included with every yearly
subscription.
The Farm Journal has over a halfmillion subscribers— 3,000,000 readers. It is
practical, honest,
progressive, cheerful,
clean.
It is for the
farmer, stockman,
trucker, fruit grower, dairyman, poultryman, the women folks, the boys and girls.
It is boiled down— cream, not skim-milk—
full of gumption and sunshine.
It is for the

good folks
for

is

are

our farm and village homes. It
beings, not fat hogs. Fat hogs
but they do not come first.

in

human

all right,

The American Bee Journal— well,

have a copy right here, so

it

you

speaks for itself.

surely a bargain. And the Farm Journal
year each to either new or renewal subscribers
is

—

George W. York

&•

Co., S^.S'^^

credited.

fldvertising Rate, per flgate Line, I5c.
14 lines make one inch.
Nothine less than 4 lines accepted.

" If Goods are Wanted Quick Send

established

to

Touder. "

1889

Discounts:
3 times 14c a line
"
6
12c" ."

Beading Notices,

Qoes

to

25

9 times lie a line
••
(lyr.) lOcaline

Bee-Supplies. Root's Goods

12

cents, count line.

in Indiana.

standard Hives with latest improvements. Danzenbaker
Hives, Honey-Boxes, Comb Foundation and everything that
Large illustrated catalog mailed
is used in the bee-yard.
free. Finest White Clover E.xtracted Honey for sale in any
quantity desired.
:_^.

press the 6th of each month.

National Bee-keepers' Association

WALTER

S.

POUDER, 513-515

Massachusetts Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Objects of the Association.
iBt.— To promote the Interests of its members.
2d.— To protect and defend its members in their

lawful

enforce laws against the adulteration of

3d.honey

Annual Membership Dues, $1.00.
General Manager and TreasurerN. B. Fhancb, PlatteylUe. Wis.
tSr If more cimvenient, Dues may be sent to the
publishers of the American Bee Journal.

Dittmer's
Is the Best.
it

a pamphlet, 6x9 inches, containing 10 songs (words and music)
by
written specially for bee-keepers,
Hon. Eugene Secor, Dr. C. C. Miller,
and others. They are arranged for either
srgan or piano. The list includes the
" Bee - Keepers'
Reunion
following:
Song;" "The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby;"
"The Hum of the Bees in the AppleBloom;" "The Humming of the Bees;"
is

vention Song." The pamphlet is mailed
for 2S cents, or sent with the American
Bee Journal one year both for only
90 cents. Send all orders to the American Bee Journal, 118 W. Jackson, Chi-

Western Bee-Keepers

its

a Specialty of

Diitmer's

is

Merits,

its

Working Was

on

its

own

Founda-

into

Write for free catalog and prices on

full

Line of

Supplies.

GUS DITTMER

CO.. Augusta. Wis.

Lewis Bee-Ware
Excells All
Best

money.

Goods on the market for the
SatisfacPrompt shipment.
for Catalog— it's

Send
always;.
free for the asking.

.sl!w^"'„

how to eave money. Send for our new calalOR of the best Bee-ware made.
TBK COlOaiDO noiEY-raODUCEKS' tM'), D»Tcr. C«l«

has built

tion for Cash.

tion

III.

makes.

We make

—

cago,

Foundation
but because the Bees prefer

Reputationand established
Foundation and its own Name.

It

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey;" "Dot
Happy Bee-Man;" "Bee-Keepers' Convention Song;" "Tlie Busy, Buzzing
Bees :" "Spring-Time Joys ;" and "Con-

so,

Dittmer's Process

"Songs of Beedom"
This

to other

Comb

Not because we say

The
1009

E.

C.

lAtf

M. SCOTT CO.,

Washington

St.,

Indianapolis, Ind,

200 Bee-Hives at a

Sacrifice

Buy your hives now fur ne.\t season and
save money. These are practically as good
as new set up and well painted ready for the
bees. Will be shipped to take the K. D. rate.
Regular dovetailed. $1.00 each: regular
each; Langstroth-SimLangstroth. il.OO
plicity, 75c each standard size, plain-joint
hive with lodse-hanging frames, 75c each:
one 4-fr. Rout Autoinatic E.xtractor, good as
new, $17; uncapping can,$3..50: Miller feeders, set up, new, each L'5c. Queen-e.xcluders,
Fine heiivy-bodied extracteil
each 10c.
cHii. Order the
lioiie}', $S.!>5 |>er UO-lh.
goods from this ad and do bo »t once, as
12Alt
they must be sold soon.
:

,

L.

M.

GULDEN,

Osakis,4Mlnn.

—
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BEE-KEEPERS
Write us now for our Catalog and get low
on good, honest,

prices

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Oar

specialty

is

making

Sections. All other

goods up-to-date.

AUa. LOTZ & SON, Cadott, Wis.
Please mention the Bee Jonrnal.

10A34t

BIG BARGAINS 1%^%%%1
Send list of Koods wanted, for best prices.
Cat. ready Jan. 1st. Italian Bees for sale.
Barred P. R. Cockerels, also White Wyandotte-$1.00 each. All requests promptly
answered.

H.

S.

DUBY.

St.

Anne.

III.

DID YOU
Ever stop to think what a good 'nvestment
a few good queens would be? 1 send out no
inferior queens. All my queens are selected.
as I kill all that are no good. If you want
llAtf
one or 100, write me.
S. F. TREGO, Swedona, 111.

when

Bee Jonrnal

Mention

THE MAGAZINE
Lef

vrritlnB.

IVIAN

Me Teach You

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION GAME..

..THE

We

are in the market for Extracted
in
any quantity. Write us
what you have to offer and mail sample.

Honey

Michigan White Clover Honey Co.,
31-33 Grlswold St.. Detroit. Mich. lIAtf
Mention Bee Jonrnal irhen vrwitimm*

ANTED — BEES ON SHARES
By expert apiarist. Western States
Give particulars and
preferred.
llA2t
references in first letter.
WURTB, 640 Leverette St., Fayettevllle, Ark.
HcnIloB Bee Journal when wrltlnc.

C. A.

A BUSINESS WITH A BIG FUTURE

How

I

Developed My Business from $47 to $400,000 a

Year

The

subscription agency business is just beginning to develop, and ever>'
can learn it by my complete instructions, personally conducted by
mail. You can in your leisure hours conduct a mail-order business that is dignified,
and earn large profits by the Grumiaux System.

man and woman

Begin in a small way and watch it grow. The principles upon which I built
business become yours, and the benefits of my 22 years' experience you need
make the mistakes I did— the elements of success as I discovered them, my
ideas, my schemes, all become yours through the Grumiaux System.

my

—

not

Year after year the renewal business increases profits, and before you know
have a substantial business of your own. Start by working a few hours evenings.
Full particulars by mentioning this magazine.

it

you

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL CLUBS
Bee Journal
Ladies' World
Good Literature

Home

Paris

Our

Liberal

We

Premium

Modes
Our

Offers

many premiums

ofifer

num-

in this

ber for the work of getting new subscribers for the American Bee Journal.
request every reader to help us increase the list of regular subscribers.
It is not our aim to make more beekeepers, but to make better bee-keepers of those who now are in the busiWhy not
Surely tliis is right.
ness.
get your neighbor bee-keepers to take
It will
Bee Journal?
the American

We

pay you

in

more ways than one

to

do

We not only
work.
pay you for it, but you will thus be
bee-keepers
the
inform
helping
to
around you how to conduct bee-keephow to keep
ing in the proper wa\'
missionary

such

;

their bees free from disease
to spoil the honey market for
;

themselves

;

how — but

how

not

you and

there are so

many

which they would be helped
by reading the American Bee Journal
every month. And the cost is so small
only 75 cents for a whole year about
6 cents a month. We will be glad to
furnish free all the sample copies you

ways

in

—

can

use

now?

judiciously.

Why

not

begin

^

American Bee Journal
Woman's Home Companion
Etude {for music lovers)
Our Price. S2.50 for

and Farm

Price. 51.65 for all

1.25
1.50
all 3.

5.

American Bee Journal American Thresherman and Ladies' World
American Bee Journal, Farm Stock and Home, and Designer
American Bee Journal Farm Journal (5 years) and McCall's
Ladies' World and -Modem Priscilla
Bee J
Bee Jo nal Gleanings in Bee Culture and New Ideas
Ladies' Worid and Tri-Weekly W^orld
American Bee J
Journal,
Vick's
Magazine and World's Events
American Bee
American Bee Journal, Farm Life and Cooking Club Magazine
American Bee Journal, Evangel and Farm and Home
American Bee Journal, Farm Poultry and Good Health
American Bee Journal, Household Guest and Mother's Magazine
American Bee Journal, National Food Journal and Poultry Success
American Bee Journal, Nautilus and Poultry Success
American
nal School Centurv and McCall's
American Bee J
nal. Woman Beautiful and Woman's World
Young Man in Business and American Boy
American
American Bee Journal Home Herald and American Mag-azine
American Bee Journal, Black Cat and Success
American Bee Journal, Cosmopolitan and Harper's Bazar
Bee Journal Good Health and Plwsical Culture
American Bee Journal. Health Culture and Cosmopolitan
American Bee Journal Good Housekeeping and Success
American Bee Journal Delineator and Everybody's
American Bee Journal Etude and American
American Bee Journal McClure's and Woman's HomeCompamon
American Bee Journal Re\new of Reviews and Success
American Bee Journal Current Literature and Success
American Bee Journal World's Work and Delineator..

American Bee Journal
Pictorial Review

Ask

for

Designer or
McClure's

1.00

50

Priscilla
Our Price. 52.00 for all

Modem

.50
4.

our complete Clubbing

S2.00
1.70
1.85
1.70
2.00
2.10
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.50
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.00
2.00
3.00

2J0
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.50
2.50
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.00

American Bee Journal

5.75

Ladies' World.

Modern

."'>

S

List.

The AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

It's

118

New

S .75

Ideas
,

Priscilla

Our

Free.

.50
1.50

50
Price. 52.55 for all

Address

all

4.

orders to

W. Jackson, Chicago,

III.

OR

The GRUMIAUX

NEWS AND SUBSCRIPTION

C0.,LeRoy, N. Y.

December,
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M PREMIUM OFFERS

SPECIAL CLUBBING

Connection With Tiie

In

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Sample coDies free to help you interest your friends and get subscriptions. If you will send us names of your neighbors or
friends we will mail them sample copies free. After they have received their copies, with a little talk', you can get some to subscribe and so either get your own subscription free or receive some of the useful premiums below. They're worth getting. We
(jive yon a year's subsoription free for sending us two new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

BEE-KEEPERS' NOVELTY
POCKET-KNIFE
r

name and address put

im one side of the handle as
shown in cut, an*! on the
other side pictures of a
uueen-bee, a worker,
-

'— le.
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'

The

celluloid

sparent,

which is
name.

iir

__

lose

„

knife

it

can

this
be re-

turned to you,

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS

IDEAL HIVE-TOOL
A special tool invent

Forty Years

with

112

Mdler.

around the api-

Made

ary.

mbscriptions at

(

malleable iron,

inches

8!4

end

and

1-16
7-32

inches
inch wide,

The

driver.

larger

alone,

end is wedge-shaped
having a sharp, semicircular edge, making

it

up cov-

ers, supers, etc., as

mar the
wood. Dr. Miller,
who has used it since
does not

much

the tool as ever."
Price alone, post-

a

With a year's subscription,

$1.50.

$2.00.

year's subscription, $1.25. Given free for 2
new subscriptions at 75 cents each.
Bee-Keeper's Guide, or Manual of the
Apiarv, by Prof. A. J. Cook.-This book is in-

]903 says, Jan. 7, 1907:
" rthink as
of

paid, 40 cents.

Hutch-

Given free for 6 new subscriptions at 75
cents each.
Scientific Queen-Kearing. as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Dnoliitle.-How the verybest queens are reared. Bound in clotn
and illustrated. Price alone, $1.00. With a
year's subscription, $1.50. Given free for 4
new subscriptions at 75 cents each. In leatherette binding, price alone, 75 cents. With a

almost perfect

for prying
it

Z.

ABC&XYZof

screw-

a

W.

Bee Culture, bv A. I,
& E. R. Root.— Over 500 pages describing
everything pertaining to the care <.>f h^>neybees. 400 euKravinss. Bound in cloth, price

thick, end-

7-32

ing like

(.

Price alone. $1.L'«. With ayt
subscription, $1.70. Given free for i new
subscriptions at 75 cents each.

I's

!4

75

•ed Bee-Culture, by

illustrated.

The smaller

is

long,

Ad

Th

long.

middle part is 1
inches wide and
thick.

Among

<he Kees, by Dr. 0.
handsome cloth,
jrnld letters and design, illustraied with
beautiful half-tone pictures, taken by Dr.
It is a good, new story of successful
bee-keeping by one of the masters, and shows
in minutest detail iust how Dr. Miller does
thing's with bees. Price alone, $1.0(i. With a
subscription, $l.r>0. Given free for 3
C. Miller.-3:{4i.age3,b..und in

ed by a Minnesota
bee-keeper, adapted for prying up
supers and for
general work

structive, helpful, interesting, thoroughly
practical and scientific. It also contains anatomy and physiology of bees. 544 pages, 295
illustrations. Bound in cloth. Price alone,
With a year's subscription. $1.70. Given
free for4 new subscriptions at 75 cents each.

With

year's

subscription.Sl.OO. Given free
for 2 new subscriptions at 75c each.

$1.20.

Langrstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised
by Daaant.— This classic has been entirely
rewritten. Fully iUustratetl, No apiarian
library is complete without this standard

work by 'The Father of American Bee-Culture." 5-M jme-es, bound in cloth. Price
alone. $l.i;o. With a year's subscription, $1.70.

PREMIUM QUEENS
TlieSe are untested, stan-

eed for. The
G id Nib
anteed 14 Karat
1

g-nl J,

Indium point-

ed The holder is
hard rubber, handsomely finished
The cover fits
snugly, and c m t slip off because
it slightly wedges o\er the barrel
at either end This pen is nonleakable It is very easily cleaned,
feeder gives a uniform supply of
ink to the pen-point without dropping, blotting or spotting. Every
bee-keeper ought to carry one in
his vest-pocket.
Comes in box
with directions and filler. Each
pon guaranteed. Here shown twothirds actual size.
Price alone, postpaid, $1.25. With

They are active

4

breeders,

May

for queens. Safe delivery guaranteed.
Price, 75 cents each,
6 for $4.00, or 12 for

One queen

with a year

Queen free

for 3

at 75

comb-h<iney misrepresentation is contradicted in two items, each occupying a full page.

1st.

Orders booked any time

S7.50.

new subscriptions

4

**The Honey-Money Stones.'*— A 64page booklet containing many short, bright
stories interspersed with facts and interesting items about honey. The manufactured

ers.

Sent only after

for

cents each.

and produce good work-

s

sub-

scription, $1.20.
new 75c subscriptions.

Has 33 fine illustrations of apiaries or apiarian
scenes. It also cantains 3 bee-songs. This
booklet should be placed in the hands of
everybody not familiar with the food-value of
honey, for its main object is to interest people i.i honey as a daily table article. Price 25
cents. With a year's subscription, 90 cents.
Given free for one new subscription at 75c.
Three copies for 50 cents- or the 3 with a
year's subscription, $1.00; ,>r the 3 copies
given free for 2 new subscriptions at 75
cents each.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht, by Hans

is a bee-keepers' handbook of
pages, which is just what our German
friends will want. It is fully illustrated and
Price alone, $1.00.
neatly bound in cloth.
With a Year's subscription. $1.50. Given
free for 3 newsubscriplions at 75 cents each.

Buschbauer,

HUMOROUS BEE POST-CARDS

Given
new subscriptions at 75

a year's subscription, f l.TJ.

free for

Given free

dard-bred Italian Queens,
reports of which have
been highly satisfactory.
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THE EMERSON BINDER
A stiff hoard outside like a book-cover with
cloth back. Will hold easily 3 volumes (36
numJiera) of the American Bee Journal.
Makes reference eas.v, preserves copies from
loss, dust and mutilation. Price postpaid, 75
cents. Witti a .vear 's suliscription. Jl.M.
Libseript
tor 3 ne
at 75

The Munette QueenClililiinK Dnvlce ia a
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Four
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IT:iM

3 voluiii'-^,

subscripi

yeiir's

A " Teddy Bear " on good terms with
everybody, including the beesswarming
out of the old-fashioned "skep." Size
3'4x5!^, printed in four colors. Blank
space lHx3 inches for writing. Prices -3
postpaid, 10 cents: 10 for 25 cents. Ten
with a year's subscription. 90 cents. Si.t
Riven free for one now 75c subscription.
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and Low Prices
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her you

"On page 335 Mr. Hershiser says: 'If we
to drop the price from 8 cents in the
normal year to 6 cents in the bountiful season, when there is an increased crop of 50
percent, we have lost every advantage t'lal
was ours.' Please giva us an example, and
He also adtell us how you figure that out.
vises when one has too much honey and too
are

How

price to carry over to a year of scarcity.
can that be done with comb honey?"

normal
year one has 10,000 pounds of honey
and sells it at 8 cents, it will bring him

As an example, suppose

in a

If his crop is 50 percent larger
will be
15,000 pounds, which at 6
cents a pound will bring him $900, making a gain of $100 over the normal year
Mr. Hershiser
with its higher price.
was no doubt speaking in general terms

$800.
it

in round numbers, not taking the
trouble to make the exact price of 5 1-3
Or, possibly, there
cents instead of 6.
was a mistake in figures, 9 and 6 being
intended.

and

.\s to carrying
scarcity, he was

over

to

a

year

of

no doubt speaking of
extracted honey. Yet even comb honey,
according to some authorities, may be
held over

if

small and hard to find. Of
you happen to see her you
relieved, but if you don't see
will not dare to take any steps,
cannot be certain that a queen

if

for you
not present.
condition, let

is

in

posfine

It is simply a matter of heat.
can be kept where the temperature stands at 50 degrees, there will
be neither granulation of the honey nor
cracking of the comb. It will also stand
occasional severe freezing if part of the
time the temperature be up to 90 or
more. A small amount of comb honey
Notwithcan be kept in the kitchen.
standing the steam of the kitchen and
the freezing at nights, the heating it
gets in the day will make it keep all
right. The higher up in the kitchen the
better, because the heat is greater. Beside a furnace in a cellar it may keep
fairly well, although in the average cellar without a furnace it will become
watery and "weep'' over the surface of

12

If the colony is in good
alone till spring, and

it

then you can tell by the presence or absence of eggs and brood whether anything is to be done. Of course, if you
knoiu that you have a queenless colony,
better unite at once with some other
placcolony. This vou can do by simply
ing in the queen-right colony the combs
colqueenless
the
of
bees
containing the
ony.

condition.

thrust at us:

little

honey unmarketable. Yet it
to keep comb honey over

sible

XLVni— No,

now

feel

is

and CommeTits
The following conundrum has been

J, 18;a.)

VoL

course,

Uoiuitiful Crops

March

ul

118 West Jackson Boulevard.

If

it

the comb.
.\ few have reported fine success in
keeping honey in the attic. That seems
about as cold a place as one could desire, yet the honey was placed there as
soon as taken from the hives, and with
the hot sun upon it. it got such a roast-

ing as to make the honey so thick before cold weather that freezing did not
affect

it.

kept in a place sufficiently

warm.

Holding Over Comb Honey
The man who has a lot of e.xtracted
honey when prices arc low, if there is
a prospect of better prices a year later,
has no hesitancy in keeping it over, for
extracted honey is not a quickly perishing product. With comb honey the case
When cold weather comes,
is different.
honey granulates in the comb, and freezing cracks the comb across the face of
the sections. Either one of these makes

Queenless Colonies
About this time of year some beginner
is pretty sure
to be anxious as to a
colony that is queenless. or that he suspects is queenless because he finds present no eggs or young larvse.
There is
nothing abnormal in the absence of eggs
or brood.
In the natural course of
events the queen ought to have stopped
laying some time ago, and it is generally
unadvisable at this time to disturb a
colony by making any inspection. Hardly worth while to look for the queen.

Care of Combs
The Canadian Bee Journal

gives some
merit
advice as to this which has the
such
of being more specific in detail than
is just a bit
One
are.
sometimes
things
whether
inclined to raise the question
supers are really meant, or

comb-lionev

Certainly the latter
extracting-supers.
there
•Generally need the greater care,
coming to
being less danger of trouble
.M
former.
the
in
left
whatever may be
either.
any rate the advice is good for
Here is the item:
su"When putting away your comb honey
"^bo"
'j"*!;
pers disinfect them with
'S

>=;f

r.^n~5eTcid-^m

-'''.op-^nd-^ov^r

^r"it^^ii''s?f^^:inn-^^'rt

Z^S\.Z^

/nTclea:;T; tbr^ring:'-!

Are
Michigan's Raspberry Pastures

Burned
BeeUnder the above heading the
of inKeepers' Review contains 4 Pages
paid a
editor
the
albeit
tense interest,
with which
high price for the material
If any bee-keeper
to write the sketch.
brethren vvithin
has felt envious of his
lands ot
reach of the fine raspberry
little
Northern Michigan, he will feel
strugterrific
of envv after reading the
brother
Editor Hutchinson and his
gle

there
had with the forest fires. It seems
circuniwas an unusual combination of
first, "a long drouth,
stances this year
weather, and,
then a spell of very hot
be termed an
lastly, what might almost
atmosphere.
the
of
condition
electrical
:

"

:

December,

1908.

American Vee Journal
Of

their 5 apiaries in the fire district,

only 2 colonies were burned, which
Editor Hutchinson says "seems little
less than a miracle, and is the result of
constant watchfulness,
terribly
hard
fighting, 'back firing,' and a mixture of
what, at times, does seem like Muck.'

A

lot of money was spent in getting
these 5 yards nicely located, cellars and

honey-houses

built, and all was ready
some money to be made, when at
one fell swoop the fire came down with

for

hca\'y if not complete loss of
pasturage.
Mr. Hutchmson feels inclined to agree
with Mr. Coveyou. who thinks it
would
have been better if the bees had been
burned up and the pasturage left;
for
bees can easily be replaced,
while a lot

of bees

with no pasturage presents
a
problem.

difiicult

Whether raspberry

plants will spring
is a question

up again from the roots

may be loo deeply burned'
new growth springs up, that

as the roots

tyen

if

do no good for the season of
1909
lor the canes that spring from
the roots
one season do not blossom till the
season
will

toUowing.

Let us hope that in some
unexpected
way good may spring out of
what now

seems only evil. Just possibly
that follower of fires— willow-herb—
may spring
up m abundance with its
honey of
finest

quality.

Age of Queens

"Insects, also, are very sensible of changes
of weather.
The surest sign of rain is given
by bees. As soon as rain impends, they either
remain in their hives or fly out only to a
short distance."
_

There is enough truth in that
ment to help it to make a very

statefalse
in their

impression.
Bees may remain
hives when rain impends, and for much
the same reason that they remain in
their hives as day closes
simply because of the darkness.
sudden clouding up will send the bees scurrying home
at a lively rate, but that is ncr sure sign
of rain, for it may not rain at all. On
the other hand, they will often keep on
flying during quite a bit of a shower.
;

A

Ventilation to Repress Swarmuig
If there were any question as to the
swarming of a certain colony, one might
make pretty sure of it by giving a very
small entrance and allowing no other
opening for the admission of air.
So
in order to limit swarming, at present
there is a tendency to larger openings as
entrances, also a tendency to a larger
space under the bottom-bars. Not only
this, but some think it wise to make provision

each

mann

for more or less ventilation in
extracting-super.
R. F. Holtersays in Gleanings

"I have a 'A-inch by 5-inch opening for
ventilation in three-fourths of my extractingsupers, which can be closed by means of a
slide.
I find
the ventilation given in this
way is a great comfort to the bees during
hot weather.
During the time the bees are
gathering surplus honey there is no great
difficulty in keeping up the temperature of a
normal colony.
I feel quite sure, backed up
by_ examination, that the bees are sometimes
driven out of portions of the hive and compelled to remain idle, owing to excessive heat
or lack of ventilation in the hive.
Shade and
a lo/rge entrance have, of course, an effect
similar to the super ventilation.
However, I
like to be able to use all in combination."
_

M.

J.

Ellis,

says

this

Bee Journal:
"By the way,
o
,L
the

in

the

British

it
was noticeable that
""""^^ "hether
veHow t,''\.;'°^
'hf. poorest returns.

,1,
^A
untoward
•

qu^ns!""

conditions

"^"''''

It seems
a
queens reared

*=

prevailing

upbringini

colo-

black
Possibly
last year
of .Jose

reasonable
thing
that
a prosperous season

in

would be better than those reared
when
little was doing in the
way of gathering,
i he question also may
be asked whether
Mr. Ellis will not find it a general

rule
that queens in their first year
do poorer
work than when older. If those
1007
queens were reared after the honey harvest was under way, as thev
probably
were, the chief part of their
work in
1905, so far as it would have any
eeffct
on the current honey harvest, would

before they were a year old.

An easier way to provide ventilation
for colonies run for extracted honey is
simply to shove backward or forward
each story, so as to make a crack of
about 54 inch. There is probably little
question that ventilation thus provided
for each story goes a long way toward
the prevention of swarming. On a cool

Holiday Greetings

Wc

wish to each and all of our readers a "Merry Christmas" and a "Happy

New
est

first.

of longevity of bees is in
a thing worth at-

Year."

and best of

all

1909 be the brightyour years thus far, is

our next wish.

Our Annual Index
Bees as Weather Prophets
Boston Traveler regarding the forecasts of the weather
made by dogs, cats, birds, etc., gives the
bee a high place as a weather prophet.
It

says:

ty certain

it

would

attract their atten-

But the ventilation in question is
not given until a full flow is on, and
at such times robbers are not troublesome.
Even it such openings are left
until all storing ceases, robbers seem
to consider them as the established order, and do not seem to consider them
in the light as if they were freshly made.
All this applies to the extracted-honey
tion.

With comb honey the case is
Make a large opening between two extracting-supers, and if the
bees will not seal the honey there it
makes little difference. Indeed if they
refuse to store at all at such large opening, they can store elsewhere, and the
honey will be extracted all the same.
But it will not do to hinder the bees
from capping sections. Yet there are
even some producers of comb honey
who consider the advantages of a reasonable amount of such ventilation at
business.

different.

—

—

certain times to overbalance
disadvantages.
The lower super
is shoved forv/ard, allowing a quarterinch crack.
This is supposed to allow
a passage of air through the broodchamber, but no such opening is made
between any 2 supers as in the case of
extracted honey.
This opening, for
some reason, does not make nearly so
much difference early in the season as
it does later, so as the season advances
it is advisable to close the upper opening.
least
their

at

•m^

no doubt appreciate
a

lot

worth

work

it

fully.

to prepare
while, we think.

of

it,

It

means

but

it

is

And may

tention.

article in the

bees as entrances, making trouble
are closed?"
One might
think so, but experience shows that the
bees rarely go in or out at such openings.
Having already established the
one place as the proper entrance, they
do not seem inclined to accept any new
opening offered later.
"Will not so many openings invite
robber-bees?"
If you were to make
some fresh opening at a time when robbers are troublesome, you might be pret-

when they

Henus -Items

more ways than one

An

"Will not such openings be used by
the

be

Possibly both are right, the difl'ercnce
being in the different strains of bees.
Suppose we have a strain of bees wliose
queens live to an average of
3 years.
It could easily be that the
second year
of a queen of that strain should be' her
best; while queens averaging only 2
years of life would hardly be expected
to do so well in the second year as
in

The matter

time.

^:';-Y-'tf!''-"-:^-->-'':'---*i'v

Formerly it was generslly held that a
queen did her best work in her srcnnd
year, and many still hold to that m. u.
Others, however, prefer younger qmcn^

the

night such openings may be objectionable, but this is overbalanced by their
benefit during the greater part of the

This will be found near the end of
this copy.
It is a great list of apiarian
contributors and topics.
To any one
wlio has preserved all the numbers of
the American Bee Journal for 1908 the
index will be very valuable. Such will

Miller Tent-Escapes and Young Bees
In Gleanings llie question was raised
whether there would not be loss of the
younger bees from the use of the Miller
Supers partly cleared of
tent-escape.
bees are piled up, 5, 10, or more in a
pile, and the Miller escape is placed on
This escape is simply a robbertop.
cloth with a good-sized cone of wireThe bees can come out freely at
cloth.
the top,

and the objection was raised

:

December,

1908.

359

^^^pAmerican ^ae Jiournal
among these would be some which
had not yet marked their location, and
would not find their way home.
Testimony was called for, and among
those who reported there was no one
who had noticed any loss, all saying
that

these

there was none.
It is very likely, as
claimed, that very young bees that have

The bees
summer

through the advertising colAmerican Bee Journal. As
foregoing unsolicited
testimonial, it shows that we have been
right in such urging.
Of course, the
bee-keeper who advertises honey for sale
must have the very best honey, and take
care of liis orders in a businesslike way.
to offer

umns of

ftidicated

are wintered out-doors on
stands. We give them venby tacking burlap on a super and
filling the same with dried leaves, placing 2 sticks between the frames and the
burlap for bee-space.
We have never
lost a colony thus treated.
No disease
ever existed in this apiary.
We have
fed our bees for winter.
They work
for nothing, board themselves, and give

it

the

the

by the

tilation

us the surplus.
Next year we are going to run all
our colonies for extracted honey. Our
bees are mostly Italian.

We

have a great deal of red and sweet
clover, but our main honey-flow is white
clover.
sell all of our surplus honey
to our neighbors, and could sell more if
we had it, as we have never been able to
supply our home trade.
Five years ago, A. N. Cook, of Woodhull, persuaded me to subscribe for the
American Bee Journal. I didn't care
very much about it at the time, but I
have learned to appreciate the paper so
much during the time that I would not

We

do without

it

at

any

price.
S.

Andover,
Api.\ry ok C. B. P.\lmer, of

111.,

Sept.

Rehnstrom.

17.

Bradshaw, Nebr.

We

Scott and Barrett Apiaries
On page 330 of last month's American
Bee Journal we got the names of the

found in supers, as such bees are to be
found only on the brood-combs.

have no doubt that if such advercontinued from year to year,
a large shipping demand can be developed. In every instance, however, in or-

Apiary of C. B. Palmer

der to get increased orders for honey,
it must be of good quality and give en-

changed. The picture over J. L. Scott's
name should be over Mr. Barrett's name,
and vice versa. We regret the error very

tire satisfaction.

much.

not yet

marked

their

location

are not

sending a photo of my bee-park.
the yard from which I took
1500 sections of honey. I had 14 colonies in 1907, and this photo was taken
Aug. I, 190S. You can see we are just
commencing to build up for the heartsease, as we have a complete failure so
It
far this season from white clover.
rained constantly in June.
I

am

This

is

hives face the east, and you are
looking southwest. Commence with the
hive with black center and count west.
These were
There are 7 in this row.
You can see
all requeened last season.
from the e.xtra supers on this row that
it paj'S to requeen, as they are working
in the second and third supers now. The
other hives have on mostly one cap, and
have old queens, and should have been

The

requeened

last

summer.

No

tising is

There

are,

no doubt, many bee-keep-

ers throughout the country that would
find it to pay nicely to offer their surplus
honey crop through the advertising columns of the bee-papers, especially extracted honey.
hope that more of
our readers will follow this plan here-

We

after.

^

Home

Apiary of A. Rehnstrom &
Sons
The picture I send is the home apiary
of August Rehnstrom & Sons, in its 46th
year. The person to the left in the picture is Aug. Rehnstrom, and the two to
the right are the sons.

owners of two California apiaries

ex-

*

"Hawaiian Honey"
This is the title of Bulletin No. 17 of
the Hawaiian Agricultural Experiment
Station, by D. L. van Dine, Entomologist, and Alice R. Thompson. Assistant
Chemist, and issued by the U. S. Government. While bees visit a large number of plants in Hawaii, the great bulk
of the honey gathered by them may be
classed either as algeroba honey, gathered from the algeroba tree; or honeydew, which comes mainly from a viscid
saccharine secretion of the sugar-cane
leaf-hopper and the sugar-cane aphis,
deposited on the surface of the leaves

queen in

the yard has cost more than $1.00, and
the tall hives show that it is the best $1
that can. be invested in the whole yard.
This piece of ground (2 common village lots, 100.KI40 feet) is set with fruit
trees 10 feet apart, and the bees have
paid for the ground in one season. The
trees have been set 4 years, and are
peach, apricot, cherry, apple, and Kelso

Japan plums.
Bradshaw^ Nebr.,
It

C. B.
.^ug. 14.

Palmer.

Pays to Advertise Your Honey

One of our honey-advertisers when
remitting to us for his advertising recently, had this to say
"I consider this money a good investment,
(6000
I have been able to sell my crop
pounds) for J/j cent to 2^^ cents per pound
more than some of ray brother bee-keepers."

api.\ry of a.

as

For a number of years we have been
urging bee-keepers who have more honey
than they can use

in their

home market

We

Rehnstrom &

have 54 colonies, all run for section honey.
use the lo-frame dovetailed hives with Hoffman frames, and
the 1% plain sections with fences.

We

Sons, of Andover. III.

of

the

sugar-cane.

The

total

crop of

honey in 1906 was 600 tons, one-third
of which was algeroba honey and the remaining two-thirds was either a dis-

:

;

:
;

:

;

December,

honey-dew honey or honey-dew
honey and floral honey with decided
honey-dew characteristics.
Analysis shows the remarkable fact
that none of this honey comes within
the official designation of honey of the
United States Department of Agriculture. This says that honey "contains not
more than 25 percent of water, not more
tlian 25 percent of ash, and not more
tinctly

than 8 percent of sucrose." In Bulletin
Xo. 17 is given a tabic of analysis of 54
samples of algeroba, honey-dew, and
mixed honeys. As to amount of water,
they show up well, some honey-dew
honey having as iittle as 15.31 percent
of water, the highest being a sample of
algeroba with 20.43 percent. As to sucrose the showing is also good, ranging
from 1.4 to 7.2 percent. But the ash
business is what makes the trouble, for
instead of keeping down to .25 percent,

no sample shows less than .33, that being an exceptional sample of ohia lehua,
and one sample of honey-dew reaches
2.10 percent. Algeroba ranges from .44
to .58 percent of ash.
Yet there seems to be place for Hawaiian honey, for we learn from the
bulletin that algeroba honey is nearly
water white in color, and its delicate
flavor recommends it for table use. Also that more than 50 percent of the

honey produced

in the United States is
the baking and confectionery
and that buyers "assert that Hawaiian honey-dew honey has better baking and boiling properties than the higher grade algeroba honey, and one local
company received from one-half cent
to I cent more per pound for their honey
dew honey than they did for the algero-

used

in

trade,

fairf or even in grocery stores.
are always glad to mention in
these columns any one who is up-to-date
enough to take advantage of such opportunities of getting the honey-business
before the public.
at

We

A New
Over

Honey-Spoon.

England they have invented a
or at least a device in
handle that will prevent it from getting down into the jar of honey on the
dining table, thus avoiding sticky fingers
and spoilt table-cloths. It is a very ingenious contrivance, and should have
in

new honey-spoon

—

its

a large sale amung honey-consumers, especially bee-keepers. It is well plated on

We

high-class nickel.
have secured
soine of these very unique spoons, and
will mail them at 90 cents each. Or, we
will send a spoon and the American
Bee Journal one year both for $1.50. It

—

would make

a fine gift.

A

in

Bee-Talk

Day-School

The editor of the American Bee Journal was invited to give, on the afternoon
of Nov. 4, a stereopticon lecture on bees
and bee-keeping in the John C. Goonley
public school, here in Chicago, of which
Miss Cora E. Lewis is the very efiicient
and popular principal. He had some 60
slides, which were thrown on the screen
to the great delight of 750 pupils

—400

Apiarian Exhibits at the Indiana Fair
.\t the Indiana State Fair for 1908, Mr.
George DeMuth, of Peru, Ind., was the
judge. The premiums awarded were as

given twice. And all seemed to enjoy
it very much.
Preceding each talk some of the pupils
sang several bee-songs, which were
especially well rendered, Miss Ethel Sherlock, one of the grade teachers, accom-

—

1st

premium, Walter

S.

Pouder:
Co.; 3d

2d premium, Tlie C. M. Scott
premium, M. J. Leavitt.
honey 1st, George M. Rumler; 2d,
M. Scott Co.; 3d, Walter S. Pouder.
Beeswax 1st, Walter S. Pouder; 2d, The

—

E.xtracted
The C.

CM.

—

Scott Co.;

—
—

Honey-vinegar

M.

J.

Italian

ist,

3d.

M.

George

J.

Leavitt.

M.

Rumler;

Leavitt; 3d, Walter S. Pouder.
bees 1st,
Walter S.
Pouder;

George M.

Rumler;

3d,

The

C.

M.

2d,
2d.

Scott

Co.

Foreign bees— 1st, Walter

S. Pouder; 2d, M. J.
Leavitt; 3d, George M. Rumler.
Ree-5upplics— 1st, Walter S. Pouder; 2d, The
C. M. Scott Co.; 3d. J. O. Vannice.
General display— 1st, The C. M. Scott Co.;
2d, Walter S. Pouder; 3d, George M. Rumler.

We

were misinformed through one of
the agricultural papers of Indiana, which
announced that another bee-supply finn
had received first prize on display of
bee-supplies at the Indiana Fair. They
received the first prize on general display, not on bee-supplies, as will be noted among the above list of premiums.
Walter S. Pouder, of Indianapolis, was
the winner of the first prize on beesupplies.
He handles the A. I. Root
Go's line of goods, which he has represented in Indianapolis for many years.
Such displays arc indeed an attraction
to any fair, and they also should increase the demand for honey.
Perhaps
no better advertising can be done than
through exhibits of this nature, either

panying them on the piano.

We

believe this is the first time a lecture of this kind has been given in the
Chicago public schools. Bees are indeed
a fine nature study, and boys and girls,
as well as grown-ups, are always interested in anything relating to them.
should be pleased to arrange with
any schools or other organizations that
can supply the stereopticon, to give this
illustrated talk on bees and hbney.

We

The

Illinois State

Convention

This was held Nov. 19 and 20, in
Springfield. It was the best and perhaps
the largest meeting the Illinois State BeeKeepers' Association ever held. Dr. C.
C. Miller and the editor of the American
Bee Journal attended also R. A. Hole;

St. Louis, Mo.
H. W. Lee, of
Pccatonica; and W. B. Moore, of Altona. 111., president of the Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, all of

kamp, of

whom

;

were delegates.

A full report of the proceedings will
be published later in pamphlet form, including those of the Chicago-Northwestern As.sociation also.
The oflicers elected at Springfield for
the ensuing year are as follows:
President, J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln
1st vice-president, Geo. W. Cave; 2d,

;

;

Plains.

Every bee-keeper in the State of Illinois should send Secretary Jas. A. Stone,
Route 4, Springfield, 111., his or her $1.00
for dues, which pays a year's membership in the State Association and also in
the National.
not do this at once,
if not a member, and get the fine annual
reports?

Why

National Election Result.
We have received the following report of the election held during Novem1908

We,

ba product of the 1906 crop."

Comb honey

3d, A. L. Kildow 4th, S.
N. Black 5th, C. P. Dadant. Secretary,
A. Stone, Rt. 4, Springfield, and
treasurer, Chas.
Becker, of Pleasant
Jas.

ber,

of the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades being
present the first half-hour, and the balance of 350, of the 4th and 5th grades,
following. So the same talk was really

follows

W. H. Hvde;

igo8.

the undersigned, have counted the votes

cast for the election of officers for the National Bee-Keepers* Association for the year
1909, and certify the following report is correct:
Whole number of votes cast for President,

1060, of which 711
are for Geo. E. Hilton,
for George W. York, and 6 scattering.
Whole number of votes cast for Vice-President, 1040, of which 702 are for George W.
York, 331 for Geo. E. Hilton, 9 scattering.
Whole number of votes cast for Secretary,
1060, of which 751 are for E. M. Hunt, 299
for Jas. A. Stone, 10 scattering.
Whole number of votes cast for General
Manager, 1050. of which 1023 are for N. E.
France, 20 for L. Werner, 7 scattering.
Whole number of votes cast for Directors,
3140. of which 919 are for R. L. Tavlor, 877
for E. D. Townsend, 723 for Udo Toepperwein,
243 for W. H. Laws, 194 for H. A. Surface,
172 for E. Whitcomb. and 12 scattering.
Flint, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
.34,1

The 4 officers for 1909 and 3 directors
elected for 3 years are these

—

President Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont,
Mich. Vice-President George W. York,
Secretary E. M. Hunt,
Chicago, 111.
Lansing, Mich. Treasurer and General
Manager N. E. France, Platteville, Wis.

—

—

—

Directors

— R.

L.

Taylor, and

Townsend, of Michigan

;

and

E.

D.

Udo Toep-

perwein, of Texas.

Chicago-Northwestern Convention.
This was held in Chicago, Dec. 2 and
It was
3, at the Briggs House, as usual.
well attended, and one of the most interesting meetings this Association ever
Among the leading bee-keepers
held.
present were. Dr. C. C. Miller, C. P. Dadant, F. Wilcox, R. L. Tavlor (Michi-

Wm. M. Whitney, M. M. BaldDr. G. Bohrer (Kansas), E. J.
Baxter, N. A. Kluck, J. C. Wheeler, and
Miss Mathilde Candler. At some sessions there were from 60 to 75 present.
The question-box program was used
throughout the meeting, and again proved its great value.
A full short-hand report was taken,
which will be published in connection
with the Illinois State report. The Chicago-Northwestern joined both the National and Illinois State Associations in
a body, so that each member will get the
two reports. Every bee-keeper who desires to become a member of all three associations is invited to send a dollar to
the secretary mentioned below for annugan),

ridge,

al

dues.

The officers of the Chicago-Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association, all being
re-elected for the ensuing year arc
President, George W. York, of Chicago
vice-president. Miss Emma Wilson, of
Marengo,

Herman

F.

and secretary-treasurer,
Moore, of Park Ridge, 111.

111.

;

—

:
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:

;
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by putting a pinch of salt into the
cavity made by cutting the crowns of
the plant," in order to plant something
else for the bees that at the same time
would be pleasing to the eye.
lions

"Bee - Keepind i
K Sisters < ^^'
Conducted by

EMMA

M.

September Swarms.
"Mrs. Walker

and Miss Bateman,"
Bee Journal, "both of
South Devon, had swarms from two
colonies on Sept. 30th.'' Now does that
-mean that our Irish sisters are behind
says

the

Irish

brethren

in
getting this year's
finished up, or are they so much
that they
have started in on
swarming for next year ?

their

swarms
ahead

Beeswa.\ Wood-Polish.
Gleanings having recommended bees-

WILSON.

Marengo.

In Marengo we value dandelions very
Any thing else that we could
put in their place would not be onetenth of the value to the bees that the
ilandelions arc, and they come at a
time when they are most needed to help
And, really,
build up for the harvest.
there is nothing unsightly about them
a dandelion in full bloom is a thing of
beauty.
liighly.

111.

nowadays there a|-e soaps that easily
remove the last vestige of bee-glue."

My much-respected brother, any soap
strong enough to take off propolis easily is strong enough to leave a woman's
hands not in the very softest condition.
.\nd the daugliters of Eve are
not entirely unconcerned as to the appearance of their hands. Neither is it
entirely a matter of looks. Let a womundertake to sew upon some fine
fabric, as silk, and the discomfort and
hindrance of roughened fingers will appeal to her. even if she could stand the
matter of looks.
an

wax and

turpentine in a thin paste, the
Irish Bee Journal thinks its own recipe
better for furniture polish, viz
4 oz.
each beeswax, whitewax. and Castile
soap.
Cut very fine and dissolve in 3
pints of boiling water.
Then add Ij4
pints of best turpentine.
Rub on with
one cloth rub off with another polish
with a_ third. If found himp.v, stand the
;

;

Value of Dandelion Bloom.

—

Mary Spencer

Mrs.
British

Bee Journal

advises

to "kill the

in

the

dande-

A

Sister

An

Extensive Bee-Keeper.

The Canadian Bee Journal

contains
Miss Inez
Cooley, whose musical education was
cut short by the death of her parents,
and she succeeded her father in the
charge of the bees, which she has now
managed for something like 12 years,
having at the present time between 500
seems
It certainly
and 600 colonies.
strange that we have not heard more
of a sister keeping bees on so large a
She says
scale.

a very interesting account of

"As to the yield of a colony,
I
to make any definite statement.
a summer's product a colony may
on to produce between 75 and 100
In such a climate as we
honey.
are many instances where a single

it

is

hard

believe

for

be counted
pounds of
have there
Italian col-

;

jar

of polish
using it.

in

boiling

water before

Honey as Food and Medicine.
Do the bee-keeping sisters that have
children place anything like the value
they should upon honey as a food and
medicine for them? No less an authority than the editor of the British Bee
Journal, speaking of honey-tea as in-'
valuable for dyspepsia, bronchitis, consumption, and other afflictions, says

"A man

in

our employ had a dying child,

the case having been given up by the doctor
as hopeless.
gave the mother some honey,
with instructions to give a small quantity of
it
diluted with water at frequent intervals.
The child not only recovered, but got so
fond of honjey that this became its principal
article of food, and it grew up to be strong
and healthv."

We

_

Bee-Gloves and Clean Hands.

The probability is that a much greater
proportion of the sisters than of the
brothers wear gloves when working
with bees. This will no doubt suggest
the thought that the sisters are more
afraid of stings than the lords of creation.
But gloves are not worn by the
sisters
entirely as a protection from
stings.
At least some of them care
more for gloves as a protection against
propolis than as a protection against
-stings.
.\ woman probably becomes immune to stings as quickly as a man.
But she does not so quickly become immune, if she ever does, to the unpleasant feeling of having soiled or rough
hands, and to many the feeling of hands
soiled with propolis is extremely disagreeable.

Some

of the brethren

mav

sav.

"But

The Bee-Line Home.
But banks of bloom could ne'er delay
BY THERON BROWN.
suck the dews of May and June
When blossom-time is young;
.-Ml summer long you hear, my tune
In spicy gardens sung;
September days I swim amid
The buckwheat's milky foam.
But never lost and never hid
I know the bee-line home.
I

—

Sometimes where plum or peach begins
To blush I love to stay.
Or pasture-mint or thistle wins

My

flight a mile away.
thousand circles I describe.
Yet never where I roam
Forget my master and my tribe.
Nor miss the bee-line home.

A

Praise pinks and milkweeds to the bee.
Wild rose and goldcnrod.
Or call the fragrant basswood-tree
The honey-maker's god.

The call that bids me come,
Xor tempt the hive-born heart astray
That knows the bee-line home.
There brim the

crystal nectar-cups.

The pollen cakes are clean, •
There, soothed with tender music, sups
'The brown-eyed castle queen.
What wonder that I longing seek
My walls of flowery comb
And quit the balmiest posy's cheek
To wing

the bee-line

home?

Ye bees that walk on human
You hurry everywhere.

.feet.

But straight for you a shining
Leads homeward through the

street
air.

To

find it in your evening flight,
Unlost amid the gloam.
Have you the light that burns at night,

.And shows the bee-line

— Christian

home?

Endeavor World.

——

:

—

:
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ony has producL'd a thousand pounds of firstAlthough the yield
class honey in a season.
of honey in California is enormous and every
year increasing, there
mand at a good price."

always a steady de-

is

Isn't that painting the thing in rather
high colors, both as to average and
maximum yield? For years the only
yield of 1000 pounds reported from a
single colony was from a Texas colony;
and even that has been accepted with
At any rate the edia grain of salt.
tor of Gleanings lately gave considerably less than 1000 pounds as the highest yield on record from a single colony.
Speaking of the queen, there is the
following admirable passage

will be good, and last for some time.
If you have no chip-pile, cotton rags
are good.
Cotton-waste from machine
shops is greatly hked by some. Planer
shavings are also used in fact, almost
anything that will burn slowly, and make
a good smoke.

hand, if you have an exceptionally good
queen, you will want her to live as long
as she does good work, or until the bees
supersede her.
Some think it best to
replace queens when 2 years old others
think it best to leave the matter entirely
to the bees.

5. If the queen is poor or in any way
objectionable, better remove her at once,
without regard to her age on the other

6. In rare cases they may live to 5 or
6 years old
generally not more than
2 or 3.

—

;

;

;

"There is not the slightest danger of not
Once beheld,
knowing royalty among bees.
queen can never he mistaken for either
her plebian subjects, the drone or the
worker.
Not only is she far more elegant
shape and brilliant in coloring, but she has
the distinctive habit of crossing the tips of
her wings. It always reminds me of the helpthe
oi
in

less

manner which some women have of

dis-

posing of their hands."
Isn't that

nine touch

last

sentence a really femiof those who

—
—Age

Foul Brood
Best Size of Hive
Wheu to Put on Supers SmokerFnel Superseding Queens

—

of Queens.

—

How can you tell
the bees?
2. What
size boxes or hives are best to
keep bees in? And what make is the best?
3. How soon do you put on the supers in
the spring?
4. What is best to put in the smoker for
smoking the bees?

Dear Miss Wilson: i.
when foul brood is among

5. Is it best to remove the queen at a certain age, or let her remain with the bees until
she dies or is killed by a queen-bee?
, 6.

How

long

does a

queen-bee

live

if

not

killed?

colonies of bees.
I got no honey
for ourselves but have an abundance for the
bees.
Our hives were too large.
I am taking the American Bee Journal, and
like it very much.
Mrs. C. P. Day.
Bloomington, 111-, Oct. 19.
I

have

3

Look

If there is
the broqd.
rotten brood, stick a
coffee-colored,
toothpick into it, and if there is foul
brood it will string out an inch or so
before it breaks when you withdraw the
toothpick.
The smell is very disagreeIf you
able
called a gluepot smell.
have the least suspicion of foul brood,
better get a pamphlet on the subject,
also send a sample to N. E. France,
Platteville. Wis., General Manager of
the National Bee-Keepers' Association.
If not a member, better send a dollar
to him and become one.
1.

at

—

For extracted honey the lo-frame
dovetailed hive.
The same for comb
honey unlfess you expect to give the
2.

closest attention to

your bees,

case the 8-frame hive

may

in

which

be better.

About

10 days after the very first
white clover bloom is seen.
3.

E.

How many

?

handled queens by the hundred
would tell you offhand that their wings
were disposed in an exceptional manner?
have

of good
4. There is such a variety
smoker-fuels that it might be hard to
One that is very
say which is best.
good and easy to obtain is hard-wood
chips from the chip-pile.
Use a piece
of saltpeter rag to start the fire, then
fill
up your smoker with rather small
chips, and you will have a smoke that

W. ALEXANDER.

A

few years ago there appeared on
the horizon of beedom a figure that was
destined soon to loom larger as the
nearer it was approached and the better
it was seen and known.
That figure was
E. W. Alexander, who, we believe, was
first discovered by Editor Hutchinson,
of the Bee-Keepers' Review, for which
bee-paper he began to write, and later
for Gleanings in Bee Culture.

house in order, ready to receive his wellmerited reward.
For a year or more he often expressed to
his devoted wife the desire that the writer
might oflficiate at his funeral, and preach the
sermon and when the telegram called me to
Delanson for that purpose I felt that it was
a sacred duty that could not be ignored.
Leaving home immediately at the close of
my Sunday-evening preaching service on Sept.
20, I arrived at Delanson the following morning, and proceeded at once to the house of
mourning.
Our dear brother had but re;

cently purchased a beautiful little home, and
it seemed
strange providence that he at only
63 years of age should so soon be carried

from
It seems that Mr. Alexander became
famous partly from the fact that he kept

successfully about 700 colonies of bees
in his one apiary.
His nectar-sources,
his brilliant methods of manipulation
and general apiarian management were
such that he was able to do, in his locality, what perhaps no other bee-keeper
could do in any other place.

But, unfortunately,
Mr. Alexander
was not long for this world. He had
only begun to contribute to the literature

of bee-keeping, and had he been spared,
no doubt from his ripe and extensive
experience he would have been able to
give to the bee-keeping world many
more of his valuable methods used in
the production of extracted honey. But
he is gone.
His good influence, however, will be felt for many years among
those who knew him best, and the excellent descriptions of his own methods
of bee-keeping and honey-production
will forever adorn the pages of the beeliterature of his time.

Rev. D. Everett Lyon, a personal
friend of Mr. Alexander, was requested
tlie funeral service.
He did
so, and soon afterward wrote the following for Gleanings in Bee Culture,
which was pul)lishcd in the October 15th

to speak at

nmnber
In

Memoriam

of E.

W. Alexander.

On Saturday, Sept. 10 there passed from
earth to heaven in the death of E. W. Alexander, of Dclanson, N. Y., not only a prince
of bee-keepers but also one of the purest "and
most sympathetic of men who ever lived. For
many months this kind-hearted man was a
great sufferer from an abdominal afHiction;
and when the end came it was to him a welcome release from his untold suffering. The
end came not to our brother as a surprise,
but was the culmination of his expectation,
and the summons found him with his spiritual

it.

When

the hour of the service arrived, a vast
of people crowded in and about the
to pay a last tribute of respect to one
esteemed, and an honor to the community in
which he resided. Though a great sufferer in
the last few months of his life, yet in death
his face seemed singularly peaceful, with just
a trace of that genial smile that made every
one feel that he was their friend.
I felt it a great honor to be permitted to
stand beside his cofBn and speak of his many
virtues, and refer to his beautiful Christian
After the service his three sons
character.
Frank, Fred and Bert and his devoted sonin-law, acted as pall-bearers, at their father's
request, and tenderly carried his remains to
the waiting hearse.
A ride of four miles brought us to the
beautiful cemetery at Esperance, where his
poor tired body was laid at rest to await the
resurrection of the just; and as I turned
from the grave I felt that the bee-keepers
had sustained a great loss in the death of
such a friend.
May I be permitted to say a few words
of annreciation concerning one who, as a
the greatbee-keeper, was a prince among us
Roman of us all a very Gamaliel at
est
whose feet we learned so much? Let me speak
of him. first, as a matt.
E. W. Alexander was every inch of him a
Everything that was mean and base he
man.
spurned with contempt, while every thing high
and noble found in him its earnest advocate.
blacksmith,
he
could
Longfellow's
Like
"look the whole world in the face," so pure
and upright was his character.
Singularly sympathetic, he had a kind word
for every one, and special sympathy for the

throng

home

—

—

—

man who was down and

out.

j\\\
the years of valuable experience as a
bee-keeper, much of it the result of costly
he freely gave to his fellow beekeepers, and nothing delighted him better than
to see the success of others.
As a bee-keeper remarked to me after the
service, "He was a great reference-hook for
us all." Yet withal he was the most modest
of men, and, though deeply touched by Dr.
Miller's recent note, that he. as one of the
rank and file, saluted him in his triumphant
march to receive his crown of rejoicing, he
said to his wife. "That was very kind of Dr.
Miller, but. really. I don't deserve it."
Second, as a bee-keeper. Our friend was a
truly great bee-keeper, not so much from the
dear son,
with
his
fact that he managed
Frank, the largest apiary in the world in one

experiment,

363
I
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as that bis management was so thorough and systematic, as based unon such a
complete knowledge of the habits of the bcc.
reason, his method of
for no other
If
treating weak colonics in the spring, and

i

yard,

suggestions, have placed the
other helpful
bee-keeping fraternity under lasting obligation
to revere his memory.
As a frequent visitor to his apiary I can
positively assert that all the wonderful achievements ascribed to him were literally true, as
he was successful in every sense of the word.
It often pained him that others questioned
the merit of some of his methods, notably that
of strengthening a weak colony by placing
it over a strong one, but he would frequently
point out where, failure was the result of
bee-keepers overlooking some little though essential detail.

Every plan he suggested was the result of
successful experiment, and he was actuated
solely by a sincere desire to see his fellow
bee-keepers succeed; in fact, the success of
others was a passion with him.
What he has done for the bee-keeping world
entitles hira to a place with Langstroth. Dadant. Dzierzon, and other stars of the first

Convent io
Proceedings
Report of the Chieagro-Nopthwestepn Bee-Keepers' Convention.

_

magnitude.
Third, as a husband aud father.
It has been my privilege as a clergyman
to enter many homes in various parts of the

must say that,
ness, harmony, and contentment,
of our brother was an ideal one. He loved
home, his wife, and his children. On the
country, and yet

for happithe home

I

his
oc-

casion of a visit he related to me with much
pardonable pride the satisfaction he felt in
the fact that his children were all doing well,
and that none of them had ever caused them
What a comfort this must be
a heartache.
to his sons noble, manly fellows, every one
of them and to his devoted wife and daughIt is such sweet homes as this that conter!
rightthe bulwark of our national
stitute
eousness.
In closing, I desire fo speak of our brother,
fourth, as a Christian.
Brother Alexander was not only a Christian by profession, but, best of all, he lived
the Christ life, and followed the example of
his Savior, who "went about doing good."

—

—

(Continued from page

342

)

Exhibits to Help Honey Demand.
some way for this As-

"Is there not

Our

friend

made

loud

10

profession;

but

everybody knew that he loved God with all
his heart and his r righbor as himself, and
Christ

said

this

wa

the

sum

total

of

re-

li(

A few days before his death, his dear
one of the biggest-hearted and most
motherly of women, played on the organ, and
sang, at his request, his two favorite hymns,
"Jesus. Lover of My Soul," and "Nearer, My
God. to Thee:" and when she finished he requested that she sing them over again, which
wife,

she did, to his great satisfaction.
The day before his death he turned to his
wife and said, "Oh, wouldn't it be nice if,
when the end comes, I could just go to sleep?"

Truly, with Paul he could say, "I am now
ready to be offered, and the time of my
departure is at hand.
I have fought a good
fight, I have finished my course, I have kept
the faith; henceforth there is laid up for me a
crown of righteousness which the Lord will

sociation to exhibit at the

Food Shows

given in Chicago, and thus help the demand for pure honey?"
Mr. Boyden I do thoroughly believe
that there is a place for us to advertise
honey at these shows.
I
understand

—

give

me

but unto
ing."

that

at
all

day;

them

and not unto me only,

also

who

love

his

appear-

Among

those present was Mr. N. D. West,
of Middleburg, N. Y., who, in the past fe.*
months, has been a frequent visitor to the
Alexander home, and who, like the writer, felt
most deeply the loss of a true friend.
"E. W. Alexander, hail and farewell." "We
will meet thee again in the dawn of the resurrection morning."
The bereaved family have the sympathetic
prayers of the bee-keeping brotherhood.
Whatever provision our dear friend has
made for his family is as nothing compared
with the priceless legacy he has left them
of an honored life.
If I were to choose the
epitaph to be placed upon the stone to mark
his last resting-place,

it

would be

this:

"His life was beautiful,
His work enduring,
His death triumphant."
Courtesy of Bee-Keepers' Review.
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Amc>rican ^ac Joarn^(^
Mr. France and Mr. Hutchinson
were a little bit discouraged at the recent World's Food Show. I think with

honey. The bees that were to be shown
died on the way.
Mr. Kanncnberg Once there was a

more experience they

little

that

sults.

I

believe

will get better re-

can be done.

it

They

had no bees there this year. I know
bees will always attract considerable attention.

think there should be bees

I

shown.
Mr. Arnd

—

I sent some honey for that
received a very nice letter
the other day, saying that they were
much pleased with the exhibit, and had
many inquiries as to where they could
It was an
get pure honey in Chicago.
exhibit where no one advertised his own
honey.
Each simply mentioned the
place where the honey came from.

exhibit.

I

—

I helped Mr. France a
the exhibit. I think it is a good
thing, but I think it might be carried
think a demonstration of
farther.
I
Mr.
honey would be a good thing.

Mr. Wheeler

little at

Hutchinson intended to bring some bees,
something happened to them.
Mr. Duff Mr. Hutchinson said little,
but I think he was disappointed with it.

lint

—

was disappointed with

I

impress

me

it.

It

didn't

was

boy who had a bantam hen. He
quite worried over the fact that she
Finally he thought

laid such small eggs.

of a plan whereby he felt he could induce her to increase their size. So he
procured a large ostrich egg and put it
up in front of the little bantam hen's
nest, and above it put these words

—

—

a great deal of
think the
exhibition.
I
keepers ought to remember that.

fjutchinson did
for

very favorably.

—

tion

Mr. Moore

ed that the exhibition did not attract
attention, and it is my opinion that this

no place for an exhibit. If there had
been an observatory hive of bees there,
or some queens, it would have been betis

—

Mr. Chapman I believe an exhibit
of that kind would be tnore attractive
by showing some uses of honey, as at the
Chicago Corn Show, where demonstrations of the use of corn-meal, etc., were
made. Few families use honey in cooking.
If we could have demonstrations
of honey in cooking, it would add to
the interest. You would thus open up a

new

field

for the use of honey.

Mr. Arnd
hibited.

— No
—

—

I

bee-

considered that a cred-

A live bee exhibit would
most attractive and draw the
But I go on record as against

itable exhibit.

be

the

crowd.

these exhibits.
to

It

make them

pay.

is

ahnost impossible
of

The sentiment

whole matter is to get 2 pounds of
honey into the mouth of every man,
woman and child. Don't send all the
honey to the cities.

Publishers and Supply-Dealers

—

ter.

work

that

vs.

Honey- Producers.
"Are the interests of publishers and
supply-dealers antagonistic to the interests of the producers?"
Dr. Bohrer I can not see why they
are.
I think they go hand in hand.
man may manufacture and put on the
market something that is a decided
If publishers advertise a thing
fraud.
that is a fraud and push it, of course it
not
right.
I think, however, there
is
is very little of it done.

—

it.

Wlien

I

commenced

bee-keeping, I could have done nothing
but for the information received from
the catalogs of uee-supply dealers and
bee-papers, particularly the American
Bee Journal and Gleanings. I don't see
what the producer would do without the
supply-dealers and publishers. I can not
see how you can separate their interests.
Their conduct might be wrong; they
but I
might adopt fraudulent means
I believe
don't know when they have.
preserve
a
that it is for our interest to
better state of feeling between the producers and supply-dealers.
Mr. Moore I move that it is the
sense of this convention that the publishers, bee-supply dealers, and producers are essential to each other.
Mr. Taylor It is necessary to make
some distinctions here to understand the
Mr. Wilcox discussed the
question.
question as to whether the supply-dealers and producers could get along without each other. The question is whether
They
their interests are antagonistic.
can not get along without each other.
The bee-supply dealers must have the
bee-keepers, and the bee-keepers must
have the supply-dealers, etc. That doesn't
touch the question as to whether their
is
one
It
interests are antagonistic.
plain question of bee-keeping that the
ranks should not be very greatly extendThe interests of supply-dealers and
ed.
the interests of the publishers of beepapers are very antagonistic to that.
Their interests are in increasing the
number of bee-keepers to as great an
That is no reason
extent as possible.
why we should not pull together. And
we may sometimes want to curb supplydealers in some directions, and itiay criticize editors in regard to their attitude
on the honey market. But we should
pull together. Criticism should be taken
Publishers and bee-supply
in good part.
dealers ought to be able to stand criticism.
Mr. Moore's motion was carried unani;

"Look at this, and do your best." So
we must keep on trying to improve our
honey exhibits.
Pres. York That was a very good
illustration.
It was a mistake not to
have given out samples of honey at the
Food Show.
Mr. Wheeler Mr. France and Mr.

this

I received a communicafrom Mr. France asking for honey
to be put on exhibition, and I told him
that I had no honey good enough.
Mr. Whitney I visited that exhibition
and had a conversation with Mr. France.
I was disappointed at the interest people
seemed to take. I said I was disappoint-

Dr. Bohrer

any cause for

—

A

—

Mr. Wilcox Since this convention
opened I have several times heard
remarks reflecting on the supply-dealers,
and have read a great deal regarding
the antagonistic position toward the supWhere did it
ply-dealers and editors.
I have never seen
originate, and how?

first

—

—

mously.

On motion the convention adjourned
to meet in 1908 at the call of the Executive Committee.

bee-supplies were ex-

Mr. Boyden Mr. France came to my
office on Wednesday or Thursday and
asked us what we wanted to do. I said,
"What would you like us to do?" The
next day Mr. France and Mr. Hutchinson came and asked about honey for the
I would furnish whatexhibit.
I said

ioufhem

It was with the
understanding that our name was not to
be used in that exhibit. I did it simply
to help out Mr. France and Mr. Hutch-

ever they suggested.

inson in the exhibit.

I

did

my

best to

furnish good goods, so that there would
Sweet
be no discredit on pure honey.
clover honey in a large jar will always
look attractive.
Mr. Kimmey The exhibit of 14 x 14
If you expect to
feet was too small.
have any sort of notice taken of such
exhibit, you are sure to be disappointed.

—

You have

to do something to attract
Get it in the papers.
Mr. Wheeler The liquor exhibit took
all the attention because they gave out
samples. We should have demonstrated

the people.

—

Conducted by LOUIS H.

A

SCHOLL. New

Te.vas Greeting.

"Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year !" May the old year have been a
happy and profitable one, and the new
one still more so.

Good Honey Year

in Texas.

All in all, Texas has had a good year.
There arc a few localities which were
However, the
not so good this year.

Braunfels. Tex.

great majority of bee-keepers have done
well enough, hence there were more
bright faces among them this season
than usual when "crops are not so fair."
Most of the bees are going into winter
with abundant stores, so that they should
be in fine condition for 1909. But who
can say what the next year is going to
have in store for us. It is to be hoped
that it will be a good year, with lots of

honey, and

— money.

—
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Bees and Poultry.
So Miss Wilson is going to mix poultry with bee-keeping in her department,
page 333- Or anything else for that matter, that the sisters are willing to tell
her about will mix well with bee-keeping.

According to Editor Hutchinson, of
the Review, and my own experience, it
seems that nothing would mix better
with bee-keeping than "more bees."
However, several, and those who ought
to know, have told me that, with "my
knack of doing great things" (?) I
ought to go into the poultry business
bees in summer and chickens in winter.
I
have been told that in this way the
two could be successfully combined, and
that there was lots of money in it. But
whether it is to be chosen instead of
"more bees" I'll leave for the sisters to
settle.

Dark Brood-Combs and Honey.

We

are fortunate that the buying public here is not so particular about the
color of the honey as the flavor. It enables us to use our combs for extracted
honey longer, and wherever we please.
If we need them for brood we use them
only to put them into the extracting supers again afterward. With the shallowhive system my combs travel continuously from brood-chamber to super, and
vice versa. But the honey from them is
not the lightest.
It does not make so
much difference when the honey is extracted from unsealed brood-combs, but
as soon as the combs are mutilated in
uncapping, the honey not only gets darker, but the flavor is impaired.
This is
very decidedly so with very old combs.

can be made to surpass all previous
shows yet that is not the end. A number of such exhibits will again have certain good features, each along a different line, so that these can again be combined in still a better exhibit. There's
no end to it, and so there is no reason
why we should not have better exhibits
from year to year.
;

Many bee-keepers do not consider this
much importance, but those
with experience well know that they are
the biggest advertisers of the entire industry known.
"Seeing is believing,"
and if those in charge know their duty
the people can be shown that there is
pure honey in this world, and lots of it.
subject of

season that has ever been known in
State.
They swarmed without any
queen-cell, therefore I knew not when a
swarm was going to issue. Next season all of my queens will be clipped.
this

This picture was taken one day after
off the honey. You will nomy young helper sitting on a hive.
That is where he wanted to sit and I
think he is enjoying it.
He got stung
7 times on his face one time, and both
of his eyes swelled shut, but he is not
I

had taken

tice

afraid of the honey-bees.

Bees are going into winter quarters
in a very poor condition.
They worked
very hard on frost-weed but did not
gather much honey. I will have to feed
in early spring.

A
As

Elkin, N. C.

North Carolina Apiary.

has been almost a year since you
heard from me, I will speak a few kind
words to you and my brother bee-keepers,

and

let

them know that

I

am

still

my bee-business.
"bee-business," because

on the war-path with
I

G. F. Jones.

it

will call

my

it

Oflf-Grade

Broom-Weed Honey,

Etc.

.\t this date (Oct. 18) we are having
an extra-good honey-flow from broomweed. The whole "face of the earth is
covered with this weed, and it is a

State Fair Apiarian Exhibits.
It is with great pleasure that I noticed
the item on page 327, regarding the
ap'arian exhibits at the Illinois State Fair.
I had just returned from our fair exhibit work and with everything fresh in
memory, it was of great interest to know
what was being done along the same line

in other

This shows again the value of bee-papers in presenting to others who are not
in a position to see for themselves such
things that arc of interest to them.
I
have been studying exhibits at fairs, etc.,
for years, but, unfortunately, it has been
impossible to visit many fairs where
good bee-keepers' exhibits were made.
Consequently such articles on the subject as have appeared in the bee-papers
from time to time, together with the
photographs of the exhibits themselves,
have been eagerly looked for, and have
been of much help.

From my own
me that this is a

experience it seems to
subject of enough importance to warrant the publishing of
more pictures of bee-keepers' exhibits
than have been shown. It helps the exhibitor who contemplates making a nice
exhibit.
Seeing others' exhibits not only
furnishes another person an idea after
which to arrange his exhibit, but to Improve upon it.

Seeing

Apiary of

G. F. Jones. Elkin, N. C.

States.

many

exhibits, each

arranged

enables one to select the best
features of several and then combine,
them all in his own. Thus an exhibit
diflferently,

has been one of the finest honeythat has been here for many years.
But we had only one flow, and that was
from sourwood, and as I made about
$40 a day with my bees for about 15
this

Hows

sight to see as far as your eyes will let
you, a perfect sea of yellow bloom. And
the question with some of us is, "What
are we going to do with so much of this
off-grade honey?"

days,

I call it a "business."
am enclosing a picture of one of
yards.
This is my home-yard, and
one which I take a great delight in

Hot or Cold Honey-Knives.

I

my

keeping nice, although my old, dilapidated yards out in the country produced
just as pretty honey.
You ought to
have seen that pretty, white sourwood

honey

in

those old

saggj',

worm-eaten

hives.
It would make any bee-keeper's
mouth water, knowing it is going to

t8 cents per pound.
13 colonies in the
and I received 1000 pounds of
sourwood honey, and increased to 2$
colonies, which was 70 pounds to the
colony, and made a colony out of each
increase.
bees are hybrids and
know how to sting and how to gather
sell at

This picture had

spring,

My

My out-yards averaged about
same to the colony. I failed to have
of my queen's wings clipped, consequently I lost several fine queens and
swarms.
Bees swarmed the most this
honey.
the

all

is some discussion now in
the bee-papers as to the use of hot or
cold honey-knives in uncapping honey.
That a cold uncapping-knife can be used
there is not the slightest doubt. I have
uncapped many thousand pounds with a
cold knife, and so have I produced nice
section honey without separators, and
have also had nice brood-combs drawn
from full sheets of comb foundation
without wires, but that by no means
proves that there is not a better way
to have such things done.
any one
could think of using a cold knife after
having used the hot one is another of
the many things I don't know. Why,
I would not think of using a cold knife
for uncapping, and will say to those
that have not tried the hot knife, try it.
Have 2 knives, keeping constantly in
hot water, and change often. You will
I

see there

How

—
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be surprised
ier the

work

bow mucb
is

faster

the entrance to go in search of the food
or new stores to be found.

and eas-

done.

Robber-Flies — Destructive

Bees Shaking or "Waltzing"— Why.

notice in Gleanings that Prof. A. J.
Cook, in speaking of robber-flies, says:
"We have both kinds here, the yellow
oiies that very much resemble the bumble-bee, and the large gray ones," etc.
I

is done to attract the attention of the
other bees, or in other words, to communicate to the other bees that new
stores are to be found.
When feedthem go
ing bees I have watched
through with these "waltzing" maneuvers, and the other bees would- gather around the bee going through these
peculiar motions in an inquisitive way,

much

as

found now,
p'ather?"
with the

to

say,

"What have you

for us to help you
the bee going through

sister,

And

shaking motions would offer
one and that one a sip of the food,
wliereupon they would start at once for

this

'^7^~rf$gKFy»'lts%-rf^

to

bees.

I
have seen the question asl<ed more
than once as to why bees shake their
abdomens, or "waltz" when they enter
the hive with new stores. After having
observed bees at these peculiar antics
for years, 1 am fully convinced that this

as

Honey-

We

can "go you one better," Profeshave the ones mentioned by
you, and still another pale, red kind
that somewhat resembles the common
red wasp in color. This latter kind is
more numerous in the fall of the year,
and I have reason to believe that they
have lessened my honey crop considerably by catching so many of the fieldbees.
My colonies are not so strong in
working force as they should be, and I
can account for it in no other way
except the unusual number of these
sor.

We

L. B.

flies.

Smith.

Rescue, Tex.

'>V*^i?«i-

C^anadian
BYER, Muunt

L.

Report of the Ontai-io Convention.

The annual convention of the Ontario
Bee-Keepers' Association was held in
Toronto, Nov.. 11, 12 and 13, 1908. Single fare on all railways in connection
with the Ontario Horticultural Show,
combined with good weather and other
favorable features, brought out a good
attendance of representative bee-keepers
from Ontario, as well as A. C. Miller,
Clark,
of Rhode Island, and Messrs.
House and Hershiser of New York.
Pres. F. J. Miller, of London, Ont.,
occupied the chair, and in his address
laid special emphasis on the good work
being done by the apiary inspectors and
the crop report committee.

Wm. Couse spoke along the
lines, and referred to the fact that
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association

Vice- Pres.

same
the

had done much for the bee-keepers, and
its help the industry in the Province would not be on nearly so good a

We

were under great obligations to
the Department of Agriculture for their
generous assistance in so many ways,
and anything in the lines of reason, really necessary, would be done for us if we
simply ask for it.
"Sidelights on Marketing."

Mr. A. C. Miller addressed the Convention on "Sidelights on Marketing
Honey." He recognized the fact that
conditions were different in Ontario
from Rhode Island, and was glad to note
that prices on honey were better on this
side of the line. For his own trade he

Joy. Ont.

is

the quality of wild

mustard

(charlock) honey?"

Various answers given to
tion,

some

said

"sharp," and
good honey.

it

was

this ques"bitter," others

others thought it a
writer suggested that
probably different tastes explained the
differences in opinion.
still

The

Pickled Brood.

"What causes pickled brood?"
Mr. McEvoy — Poor feeders. Rcqueen
is

the

remedy for

this disease.

Some members thought
were more subject
are Italians.

without

it.

Foul Brood Inspectors' Reports.

The 8 foul brood inspectors all gave
their reports. It was generally conceded,
that the work was progressing nicely,
and many suggestions some original

—

were made bv way of keeping along
of foul brood. Among
the latter was a suggestion by Messrs.
Chalmers and Chrysler, that an experimental apiary be established, and all diseased colonies be sent there for treatment. The idea, however, met with little
support from the members. The quesin the eradication

was

raised as to whether

it

would

Again, it was mentioned foul brood
colonies have no value aside from the
bees and wax in the combs, so why

Wild Mustard Honey.

"What

footing.

Mr. Sibbald stated that he had visited
Mr. Nolan and was surprised and delighted with the work of the engine.
Pres. Miller had also used one for 3
years, 'and would not think of doing

;

found that it paid to "blend" the honey
for the retail trade.
His market called
for a golden honey and consumers were
suspicious of a "water white" article.
He noticed here in Toronto that the
honey in the stores was all white, that
possibly blending would not do here
where people were used to the white article all the time.
In Rhode Island
no great lot of any one kind of honey
is produced, hence it pays to give the
consumer the same kind of honey as
nearly as possible all the time.
In the discussion that followed, Jacob
Alpaugh said he often practised blending, and he thought 100 pounds of dandelion added to 2000 of clover, decidedly
Jniproved the honey. Messrs. McEvoy,
Timbers, Chrysler, and others, strongly
advised against the practice, and thought
it
best to sell each kind of honey on
its own merits.

without

other.

be wise to compensate for foul-broody
colonies destroyed
but the opinion of
the convention was against this, and it
was pointed out that this would open
up a convenient way of selling out.

M
J.

;

tion

Lnac^dom
Conducted by

Engine for Extracting.
"Does it pay to use a gasoline engine for extracting honey?"
Mr. Nolan had found the gasoline engine a great acquisition
his weighed
only 200 pounds, and had cost but $80.
He used it for many other purposes besides extracting; being so light it was
easy to move from one place to an-

that black bees

to this complaint than

compensate?
Black brood was reported only from
one section in Ontario, but here the
disease was particularly virulent.
Mr.
House, of New York, said that this
disease was far more to be dreaded
than ordinary foul brood, and the writer's experience in combatting the disease
in the infected district would lead him
to believe that Mr. House was putting it
mild.

Government Work for Bee-Keepers.

"What has the Department of Agriculture done in the way of apicultural
experiments at Guclph?"
Sec. Hodgetts admitted that practicalnothing had been done as yet, but at
the present time the Government was
considering the establishment of an experimental apiary, and was looking for
a suitable man to be put in charge of the
work.
A paper by Mr. Dickson, on the production of extracted honey, was read
by Mr. Nolan. Preparations for a crop
should begin the previous year. Requeen
all colonies having old queens, and see
that all colonies go into winter quarters
strong in young bees. Aim for quality as
well as quantity.
Tier up supers until
well sealed, and remove the honey with
bee-escapes. He would store honey in
tanks to give time for all bits of comb,
etc., to rise to the top.
The running
of honey into permanent containers dily

rect from the extractor was characterized
as "nonsense," and he would strongly

advise against the custom. There are no
cast-iron rules in the production of extracted honey every one must be guid'^d
by the requirements of his own locality
and individual ideas.
;

:
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"To whaf extent can the use of honey
be increased, and by what means?"
Abundant openings for increase in use
produce a good article develop home
trade— exhibit honey at fairs more freely, and see that more liberal prizes are
given at exhibitions.

—

—

Buckwheat Honey.
"Can the people
inces

be

educated

in the

to

Western Provbuckwheat
eat

honey ?"
Various opinions expressed, and the
need of developing, if possible, rhat
taste, was agreed to by all, as more
buckwheat honey is being produced eac'i
year.

Mr.
used

Holmes— Thousands
to

tobacco,

first.

Mr. Hershiser
thing

good

yet

of

men

none liked

— Compare

it

objected to breaking up
strong colonics into nuclei,
and would prefer to buy the queens.
Messrs. Mcl£voy, House, Anguish and
others pointed out that it paid to breed
from these extra-strong colonies, the improvement in bees more than counterbalancing any direct loss in honey-pro-

Mr.

HoNEV.

OF

get

it

Pettit

these very

duction.

Several members doubted if young
queens would aliuays prevent swarming,
and A. C. Miller thought queens could
be given much cheaper in the fall than in
the spring.

Mr. House said that a queen introduced the previous fall would swarm
just as soon as a 3-year-old, so nothing

would be gained by way of preventing
swarming.
Imported Honey.

at

with sometoma-

to eat, such as celery,

toes, etc.

Honey Adulteratiox.
Prof. McGill, Chief Analyst for the
Dominion gave a lengthy and instructive
address on the adulteration of honey.
He conducted several chemical experiments, showing how to detect the various adulterants in use, and lamented the
fact that at present we had no definite
understanding as to what constituted a
Now it is quite possible to
legal honey.
make an artificial honey that would pass
the chemists' tests, and this should not
be possible. At the conclusion of a very
able address Prof. McGill asked that
the Association put itself on record as
desiring a legal definition of honey, and
present resolution to the proper authorities.
At a later stage of the convention
the following resolution was unani-

mously carried
"Recognizing the importance of a legal
definition of honey, this Association respectfully recommends the adoption of
the following description as embodying
the present state of our knowledge re'Honey is engarding Canadian honey
tirely the product of the work of bees
(Apis mellifica;, operating on the nectar
of flowers and other saccharine exudations of plants, and contains not more
than 30 percent of water, or more than
8 percent of sucrose (cane-sugar), and
no less than 00 percent of invert sugar.
It does not give a blue color with iodine
(absence of starch-sugar), nor a red
color with aniline acetate (absence of
artificial invert sugar), nor a dark color
with Ley's reagent, ammonical silver,
nor a marked precipitate of dextrine on
adding large excess of alcohol (absence
of glucose syrup).'"

Mr. Holtermann read a paper on the
"Importation of Foreign Honey into
Canada." It was shown that these importations are increasing very rapidly,
and as much of this honey came from
Great Britain at a price so low as to excite suspicion,

it

was recommended

that

It is thought
investigations be made.
that much of this honey is shipped to
England first, and then to Canada, so as
to come under the Preferential Tariff.

Short Cuts in Apiary.
Miller addressed the convenin the Apiary"—
short cuts necessary to produce honey
as cheaply as possible.
He found it paid him to use a special
suit while at work among the bees,
made of cotton and bright in color. Remove all annoying features, as bees sting
because they cannot help it— are reflex
machines. Use the best smokers, knives,
Uncapping-knives are
etc.
hive-tools,
made of cheap steel get your blacksmith
Steamto make one out of an old file.
heated knives were tried lO years ago,
and they were proven to be no good.

A.

tion

C.

on "Short Cuts

;

vVhcn uncapping thick honey, dip the
knife in a bath of hot wax. Water is an
absolute necessity in an apiary have it

—

handy

to

your work.

Learn to diagnose the condition of the
hive by outside appearance. Use the ear
and learn the meaning of different beesounds. Avoid shaking combs much
many eggs are destroyed by shaking:

Honey Uncapping Machine.
Mr. Bayless, of" Brantford, gave a
practical demonstration of his uncapping
machine, and Mr. James Armstrong, who
had used it in his apiary, reported the
machine an entire success. The knives
worked freely, and the combs were left
as smooth and even as a planed board.
of the association expressed theinselves as satisfied that an uncapping machine was a necessity, and it
would soon be a common implement in

The members

the apiary.

A resolution of condolence was presented in connection with the death of
Samuel Wood, who had been a Director
of the Association for a number of years.
Reports of the Secretary, Treasurer,
Honey Exchange, and Transportation
and other Committees were received.
The usual votes of thanks were given,
and the Convention adjourned to meet
in Toronto again at the call of the Executive committee.
year are as follows

Officers

for

next

President, W. Crouse, of Streetsville,
1st Vice-Pres., W. J. Craig, of
Ont.
Brantford, Ont.; 2nd Vice-Pres., DenSecrenis Nolan, of Newton Robinson
tary, P. W. Hodgetts, Parliament BuildDisDirectors:
Ont.
ing's, Toronto,
trict No. I, A. Dickson; No. 2, Alex. McR.
Eyre;
No.
C.
4,
Laughlin; No. 3, J.
Lowey; No. 5, J. L. Storer; No. 6, W.
W.H.
No.
Curtzer
8,
Couse No. 7, J- M.
Bowen; No. 9, W. J. Craig; No. 10, D.
Chalmers; and No. 11, W. .\. Chrysler.
;

;

;

;

:

Queens to Prevent Swarming.
O. L. Hershiser read one of the best
papers of the Convention, entitled, "Requeening of All Strong Colonies with
Queens of the Current Year's Rearing
as a

Measure

to Prevent

Swarming."

Every year there are a number of
strong colonies during fruit-bloom; these
can be profitably used to rear the queens
desired. Use all the old, vigorous queens
in nuclei, and take brood from them to
strengthen the full colonies with young
queens.
No spe.cial hives are required
for this system, and every move was
along Nature's ways.

bnfribufccr
Bee-Keeping
BY

The

past

been a word

R.

C.

in

Colorado

AIKIN.

few years

"locality" has
apicultural

much used by

Indeed it has
become common to account for differences by saying it was "because of loOne says his bees do so and
cality."
so, another takes issue and says they
do not do that way in his locality. In
fact, we as writers have been making
writers

and

speakers.

a rather too free use of that word to
cover or excuse our ignorance of beenature to ease down from an argument when we have reached the limit
of our knowledge and do not know

—

what

to say next.

To

master the science of bee-culture

a big job, so big that when this genhave passed the comeration shall
ing one will still be WTestling with the
is

problem after having absorbed all our
knowledge handled down, plus their own
"localfindings.
I am not making fun
;

does play an important part both
will do and what they will
And while I am discussaccomplish.
ing "bee-keeping in Colorado" it is to
throw light on the subject and show
wherein and how locality does affect.
ity"
in

what bees

Fields in a like climate differ greatly

because of difference in flora, such as
blooming in one season at one place
and elsewhere in another, though but
short distances apart. It makes quite a
difference whether your house being on

;

December,

igo^.

American Tiee Joarnal j^
fire you receive the alarm when in the
full use of your mind in open day, or
whether you arc suddenly roused from
sleep in midnight. There are multitudes
of influences that have their effect on
us "human animals," and so in like

manner

bee is affected by conditions, a slight turn of the kaleidoscope
will show a very different picture. Heat,
the

cold, sunshine, cloud, dry, damp, pollen,
nectar, dearth, old queen, young one,
ventilation, stores and
their
quality,
quantity, and position, etc. the size and
;

shape of the hive, and a multitude of
other things all have their influence.
Not only do they have their influence as
mere factors in the problem, but as in a

mathematical problem it makes a vast
difference whether the 8 is in the first or
last column in its combination with the
ciphers or other numerals making up the
whole number. Just as when we know
the characters used in the problem in
arithmetic and their relation to each
other, we quickly decide results and
give the answer, so with the problem
of the bee.
Could we master tlieir nature and know the value of each and
every factor, and what it loses or gains
by a change of position, relation, or intensity, we could decide results accurately.
I have not mastered these things, nor
has any one. I come before the reader
with a humiliating sense of my littleness before this great problem among
the multitude of problems before the

human race in their effort to subdue
and overcome the earth. Our time is
short, and we but make a beginning
and think we soon will walk upright
when we

receive the

posed

on

must

cease.

full

penalty

im-

man — death —and our work
Did

I

say cease?

Not

so,

another takes it up and it goes
and may I not hope that when
I again return from the grave I may
find that I have laid a foundation, and
others have built thereon until I behold
for
on,

a

perfect structure.
Brethren, let us
try to fit a few stones for this great
apicultural structure that is to bless

future generations.
Let us build with
both hope and assurance that we too
will in the future enjoy the fruits of

our labor.

Now

Colorado differs from other
communities in many things, and when
you leave your Eastern homes and enter this you find the factors very materially changed, but the nature of the
bee remains unchanged. I shall therefore dwell much on the question of climatic and other factors, and their influence on management and results.
First, let us consider climate. To one
who has always lived in the Missouri,
Mississippi or Ohio valleys, and similar
cliiTiate,

it

gives

tion to say that
dry; you know,

no adequate concepColorado climate is

is almost
impossito convey anywhere near a true
conception without something to compare with, and if your climate is a wet
one, and you have never known a dry
one, you are without comparison.
it

ble

We

do not have 36s sunshiny days
a year, but we come so dose to it
that the days in a year that the sun
does not shine for at least a few minin

utes are rare, perhaps not over a dozen.

Three
would

days without seeing the sun
be a matter of remark, and
considered a gloomy spell of weather.
Ten 3-day storm and cloudy spells in
a year would make but one month, and
we think we do well to have half that
many, with enough rain from each to
wet the ground to a depth of 6 to 10
inches.
In May, June and July we
have some thunder showers, and sometimes quite heavy ones, but these are
very limited in area, usually, in most
cases from one to 4 or 5 miles wide,
and if there were 2 or 3 such showers a day, and continued over a period
of 2 or 3 weeks, would not in that
time precipitate as much water as often falls in one night over vast areas
in an Eastern thunder-storm.
Furniture made in the East will
shrink and open cracks when brought
out here.
Farm implements must be
well-painted on well-seasoned material
or they will soon be loose and rickety
when sent here.
Bee-hives made as
for Eastern trade when shipped to
Colorado soon get so very shallow that
the
frames
stand on the bottomboards. Our climate is so dry that
white and red clovers, blue-grass, timothy, and all
similar shallow-rooting
plants cannot survive.
Buffalo grass
lives all right, and is a shallow grower,
but it has the peculiarity that it will
become thoroughly dry, root and branch,
and yet grow again when moisture
comes again. This grass is usually dry,
root and top, all winter, but comes on
again with spring rains or moisture
from winter snows.
Should there be
rains on the buffalo grass range in
late summer and fall, so as to keep
the grass growing and still be green
when frost comes, it is spoiled for winter pasture;
it
is
then but frosted
grass, and stock do not thrive on it at
all; but it is generally expected (and
usually is so) that by August and September, the ground becomes so dry
that this grass just dries up right where
it grew attached to the root, and when
so it is hay right out on the prairie
since there is seldom much snow in
winter cattle browse this hay right from
the stump and thrive well. Do you ask
why not mow it? Well it is so short
and kinky just as well expect to cut
a crop of hair from a darkey's head.
have our peculiar plant life that
belongs to dry climates.

—

We

We
these dry climates
you could scarcely
touch anything with a black suit withhave dust, too
are dusty ones, sure

;

;

out leaving dust marks on it.
Where
water can be had, of course we grow
things similar to those grown in the
East but even *hen the watered tracts
are by all odds the lesser part of the
ground, and the snows on the mountains usually are about all gone by August,
and plant life requiring moisture
throughout the year dies in winter from
simple drouth. Alfalfa and sweet clover
are drouth-resisting simply because they
root so very deeply that they find enough
;

moisture to keep them alive

till
rain
usually have
past year we
had very little rain from July to the
next July, and the result was that some

comes

in the

some spring

spring.

rains.

We

The

and

alfalfa died,
sweet clover.

Now
and

about

of

half

the

has to do with our flora,
other ways influences our honey
all this

in

Our

crops.

State,

as

a

and the

rule,

same may be said, I think, of all this
Western arid and semi-arid country between the Missouri River and the Pacific
Ocean, depends almost exclusively upon
the two plants for honey, that is, alfalfa
and sweet clover.
California has its
sage, and in the fruit districts orange
and other fruits; but while I can not
speak authoritatively, my understanding
is that as a whole, the whole arid West
with very few exceptions depends upon
these two main sources for the surplus
crop.
When it comes to building bees up in
the spring, there are a variety of conditions, and I must confine myself to a
comparatively limited area when I describe spring-blooming plants, but I feel
confident that while there is a great
variety of minor blooms, as one goes
into these Western States, and to different places in the same State, when
I have described the "Eastern Slope"—
that is, the country east of the range
or main line of the mountains I have
given a very good index of general
Western conditions.
Loveland, Denver, and similar districts along near the mountains, are in

—

round numbers 5000

feet altitude.

Alti-

tude makes a very considerable difference in temperature, and in time of
blooming of the early flora. Close up
to the mountains and in the foothills
there are several kinds of bloom in
April; but the main dependence for
early bloom to start breeding and put
the colonies in good trim is the cotton-

wood

trees,

which

at this altitude open
10 to 20, and last
about
2 weeks.
Where fruit is
grown,
comes a few days later, but
many localities have very little of this.
Loveland, Colo.

from April
days

10

to
that

(Continued next month.)

The Best Sweet for Children
BY REV.

Many
lem

parents

a very

their

real

children

R.

B.

find

and

come

MCCAIN.
the

candy probone when

difficult

the age when
they know how to spend their pennies.
Some try to solve the problems by denying the child indulgence in sweets;
others, and perhaps the majority, make
the fatal mistake of allowing the child
to choose for himself the kind and the
amount of candy that he will take.
to

It should
be remembered
craving for something sweet

that the
is a natuthe natural and legitimate
demand of the system of the growing
child
for sugar.
No greater wrong
could be done than to deprive the child
of wholesome sweets. The wrong closest akin to this is to give him money
and allow him to choose the gaudy,
adulterated stuff whose color and shape
happens to tickle his fancy.
ral one.

It is

The candy problem has been easily
and successfully solved by those who
have rediscovered nature's own provision

system

for this demand of the human
for something sweet. Honey,

;

December,
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as

it

comes from the combs

in

which

has been stored by the bees, has
been found, not only to be harmless,
wholesome for children to eat.
but
it

They may eat it day after day and
year after year, provided, of course, it
at
is taken in reasonable quantities, and
proper times, without the slightest injurious effects.
It is a well known fact that candies
and other sweets which are made of
ordinary sugar of commerce, if taken
habitually will in time prove very mjurious to digestion. This is due to the
fact that ordinary sugar must be converted in the digestive tract to "grape
sugar" before it can be assimilated. It
has been stated by some excellent authorities that the continued draught on
the secretive forces of the system in
converting large quantities of sugar is a
fruitful cause of Bright's disease and
other kidney trouble.

No such danger is attendant upon
the eating of honey, as it is partially
digested in the honey-sac of the bee,
and enters the digestive system of the
human body in proper form for immemore general acdiate assimilation.
quaintance with this simple truth would
parents who are
many
prove a boon to

some colonics will not need a little help.
Then we breed our queens from those
not inclined to swarm, as Mr. Dadant
advises, and by tiering up plenty of
ready-built combs, with proper shade
and ventilation, we do not have 3 percent of swarms.
Neither do our colonies swarm at suDuring
perseding, except very rarely.
the past season we had about 190 colonies, and perhaps 160 (we keep an accurate record, but do not take time to
go over it just now) were queens reared
from one certain colony or were natural, superseding queens from the mother
of this colony, and we had but 6 swarms
had 29
from the whole number.
colonies in an out-yard run entirely
for extracted, with shallow supers, and
no swarms. The season here was poor,
but had a long-continued light flow, so
that it was not practicable to give a
their
to
colony room in proportion
strength, especially in sections, and always considered favorable for swarming.
Our swarming has not been heav-

We

ier

troubled with the candy problem. And
what is very much to the point in this
connection is the fact that the price of
honey is not more, and in some cases
not as much, as that of the cheapest

pure candy.— National Bee-Keepers' Association.

The Business Man's Bee-Hive

—Milkweed
bV

e.

s.

miles.

There are two articles in the September issue of the American Bee Journal that I would like to comment upon.
First, the article on page 268, entitled,
"Bee-Hives for the Business-Man." I do

from

breeding

A

There

since

strain

this
it

is

we began

about 10 years ago.

more

in the

management and

the kind of bees than there is in the
size of the brood-chamber.
wish to say that we have no bees
or queens for sale.

We

this title,

on page

says, "Nothing very
on this point, and it

278, Dr. Miller
definite is known

doubtful if any
milkweed honey has ever been reported." I do not question this statement,
but wish to say that 4 years ago, milkweed was very abundant where I was
then located, and some colonies worked
The honey
almost e.xclusively on it.
was very nearly water-white, with a
very pronounced flavor similar to the
smell of the blossoms, but on standing
a few weeks seemed to lose part of the
flavor and became very fine honey.

The

pollen

sticks

is

to

the

bees'

feet

not doubt that there are many cases similar to the one cited, but there are many

so

cases where a little different management
would make a great deal of difference in
the results. The season, too, must have
been very peculiar to have given so much
swarming from the 8-frame hives, and
only 19 sections per colony, spring count.
It is evident that the 8-frame-hive man
was not so well informed on management as the large-hive man. It is just as
easy to control swarming as to put on

An occasional old bee will be
ing it.
seen stuck fast to the bloom, but we
have never noticed that the colonies
that worked it would be weakened any
Many a time has the writer
thereby.
lain beside the hive and watched the
working on this milkweed,
while
bees
and I have thought sometimes that beeall, is somewhat like huafter
nature,
man nature. When a field-bee comes
in all podded out with "the swag," she
is given the "glad hand," no matter how
much pollen is sticking to her feet
but no sooner is she parted from "the
goods" than "her room becomes more
valuable than her company," and she is
unceremoniously hustled out; dragged
out, if she doesn't go quickly enough.
but here she can teach the humans a
Instead of becoming discourlesson.
aged by such inhuman (or human) treatimmediately hies away to the
she
ment,
field for more of "the stuff," and thus
they continually keep it up all the hot,
livelong day. How they compromise the
matter at night "this deponent sayeth
not," but I have never noticed any
frazzled out, pollen-bedraggled workers
roosting over night "on the porch."
I regard the milkweed as a valuable

extracting combs, know when and how
to market it, yet a great many never
learn it, and I suppose never will until
an Alexander arises who can knock out
a few more of the preconceived notions
of our "orthodox" teachers.

Now, my

object in writing this

is

not

Mr" Dadant anything, but to tell
what can be done with an. 8-frame hive
for extracting, and for the benefit of the
hundreds who already have the 8-frame
and can not change.
With us here in Western Iowa, the 8frame hive is as large as the average
queen will use, up to the flow from
clover, and as we are fixed for cellarwintering, we prefer that size, and as an
occasional queen needs more room in
to tell

spring, it is an easy matter to equalize,
as we think there are few yards where

do not think any but very
vigorous bees do much good at workthat

where

it

pleiitilul,

is

I

and

Dunlap, Iowa.

Bee-Diarrhea in Cellar-Wintering
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

I
recently had occasion to make a
short trip into central Iowa, and visited
some successful apiarists. One of them

me that he had difficulty with cellar-wintering, owing to diarrhea among
his bees during the latter part of the
w-inter.
He had tried delaying the putting of bees into the cellar until late
in December and found that this aggravated the trouble. This delay was a
mistake, and I soon convinced him of it.
told

There are two or three principal
causes of bee-diarrhea. Of course, long
and continuous confinement is the main
one.
But in our temperate regions
where the bees need not be confined
over 4 months, there is not the danger w'hich exists in colder countries
where the cellar-wintering of bees lasts
from the early days of November until
April,

and sometimes

till

May

1st.

we hear more about diseased
the cellar here than there.

"Milkweed and Honey-Plant."
Under

honey-plant

a very reliable yielder, and think Italians
a little better on it as they are more
persistent than blacks.

bees

Yet
in

The reason why bees that are brought
into the cellar suffer more than
those that are brought in early is, that
the former have often been confined to
their hives for several weeks before
they are brought in. When the weather
turns cold, the bees cluster together in
late

more compact mass and

eat

than in mild weather, for

consumption of honey that

more honey
it

is

the}'

by the
main-

The
the warmth of the cluster.
the
weather, the greater the
colder
consumption of rich food. That is true
of bees and beasts as well as of human
beings.
That is why the strong meats,
like pork, suit us better in cold weather.
That is why the Greenlanders consume
Since our bees eat
fish-oil with relish.
more, their intestines become more readily loaded with excrements that must
be discharged under penalty of sufferIf we take the bees into the cellar
ing.
shortly after a flight, their bowels are
entirely free, and they go into the celIf
lar in the best possible condition.
we delay, for the purpose of making
their confinement shorter, they begin
consuming honey more liberally at the
first cold, so that after 2 or 3 weeks
or more of delay, we put them into winter quarters with less chance of suctain

because of the excrements already
accumulated in their bowels. That is
cess,

authorities agree in advising
all
housing of bees promptly after a
flight, even if it is a little early,
rather than wait and be compelled to
take them in after they have been exposed to cold. Of course, if they re-

why
the

good

will again take advantage of a warm day to relieve themselves of their excrements, but this may
come too late in the season to make

main outside, they

cellar-wintering advisable.

The sickness caused by an overload
of excrements may not be properly
termed diarrhea, for the excrements

December,
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may be normal, but if tbe bee is compelled to discharge them in the hive,
the result is disastrous, as in real diarrhea, and the conditions become the
same.

Unripe honey, harvested late and remaining unsealed when the bees are put
into the cellar is one of the principal
causes of positive diarrhea, other conditions being satisfactory.
Honey containing many floating grains of pollen
is also a predisposing cause.
That is
why so many bee-keepers whose bees
have suffered from either or both of
these causes find it advisable to remove
the honey of the late harvest and replace it with sugar syrup. But this task
requires so many manipulations that I
hesitate to recommend it, unless the
honey is known to be entirely unfit for
wintering, as in the case of fruit-juices,
or when a great proportion of the honey
has remained unsealed. This is a very
I have seen it
exceptional occurrence.
only two or three times in my experience. At one time, during a damp winhoney gathered so
ter, the unsealed
much moisture, even out of the cellar,
colonies wintered on the summer
in
stands, that the cells overflowed, and
alightingthe honey ran out on the
board.
The loss of bees was tremendous, both out-of-doors and in the cellar.
When the bees are confined to a
dry cellar the danger from this source

method, but

more

give

I

believe

it

is

advisable to

than in outdoor winter-

air

;

Hamilton,

several extractings.

Mr. Graham's method, which
desirable

for

is

more

long

moving from one

distances, such
State to another.

as

Redlands, Calif.

111.

Preparing for Next Season
Preparing Bees for Moving
In Northern California, Nevada, and a
few other Western States, are many beekeepers who move their apiaries from
one honey-flow to another. Thus they
extract several tons more than the regular apiarists.

A

few summers ago

apiaries

about

of

I

took charge of 6

200

colonies

BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

The

BY CHAS. TROUT.

each.

successful apiarist, the one who
loves his bees and all that pertains to
them, so that he or slie sees only "fun"
in an apicultural calling, has little time
to waste, and if any have started into
the business on the supposition that "bees
work for nothing and board themselves,"
it will be just as well for them to get out
of it, for very little success can be attained along that line.

As soon as the bees are properly prepared for winter, which should be accomplished as early as October 31st, we
are ready to commence our plans and
work for next season, and so we commence operations

at once, remembering
the proverb of the ancient wise man who
says in the good book, "Seest thou a
man diligent in business, he shall stand
before kings."

A

The

Hive Ready for Moving.

We

We

where

to

H. T. Chrisman, of Fresno Co., Cal.,
practises moving a little diflferently. He
uses a screen on top and wire netting
over the entrance.
One super is used
on the hive at all times. These are fastened in the moving season to the broodchamber by a slat on the front and back
of the hive.
The bottom-boards are
fastened by a staple.
This is a good
method for general purposes. For distances less than 50 miles it surpasses

to nourish the fire

A

moved from

the bees are taken in as soon a^
the weather turns decidedly cold, shortly after a flight; if their honey is sound
and ripe, not much of it being unsealed
if the cellar is well ventilated
and may be easily kept at 40 to 43
degrees, rarely exceeding 50; if the
hives are given plenty of ventilation
while kept as much as possible in darkness, there will be very little
danger
of diarrhea or overloading of excrements and a confinement of 4 or 5
months is not to be feared. That is
my experience, which I think will be
backed by that of most of those who
make cellar-wintering a practice.
If

much lessened. That is why a cellar
which has been partitioned off and in
which a hot air or steam furnace is
used to heat the house proves safe,
provided the room in which the bees
are kept is ventilated sufficiently to keep
The draft which passes through
it cool.

We

make

they can then

is

is a moisture drain.
damp cellar, from which the moisture cannot be expelled is dangerous
to the bees, if their honey is not of
Basswood honey, which so
the best.
often is unripe when sealed, becomes a
danger, as is the late fall honey, while
good white clover honey seems to be as
good winter food as the best of syrup.
Of course the cheap syrups are out of
the question.
When the cellar is damp, the beekeeper often finds that the hives which
are at the bottom of the pile are the
have often practised
worst oflF.
placing them on trestles, 2 or 3 feet
from the ground. The temperature is
also lower near the floor than above,
and moisture and cold make an unfortunate combination.
Ventilation is a matter of importance.
The lack of it helps the retaining of
moisture and increases the possibility
of diarrhea. Dr. Miller knows this and
His hives
urges abundant ventilation.
are raised from the alighting-board some
two inches, and in addition he does hot
hesitate to open the door of his beefor increased ventilation
cellar wide
whenever the weather permits it.
have not practiced cellar-wintering
for some years, except in cases of short
crops or very weak colonies, but whenever we do, we leave oflf the alighting-board entirely and pile the hives on
top of each other without cap or bottom, and with only a straw mat becouple of
tween the different colonies.
cleats set crosswise are used to keep
the hives raised sufficiently.
would
not insist on
others
following this

ing the night the bees are

where they might have starved

ing.

owned by

C.

I.

Graham, and ran them

for extracted honey, in the northern
part of the State.
Mr. Graham owns
about 3000 colonies located in California, Nevada, and Utah.
He practises
moving. Often have I driven 20 to 30
miles a night with a load of bees. Sometimes it would take all night and we
arrived at our destination half-frozen,
tired, sleepy, and then have to unload.
You say there is no need of this, take
more time; but the large specialist is
usually in a sweat to get them moved.
moved our bees with 6 mules, 2
wagons, and 3 men.
handled about
70 colonies at a time. The hives were
prepared with a crate beneath the broodchamber and a screen on top. Then the
hive was made secure by 4 slats, 2 on
each side of the hive.
This was Mr.
Graham's method. In the accompanying photo you can easily see the method
of crating each hive.
Thus the entire
apiary is prepared. At sunset when the
bees have stopped flying, the entrances
are closed and the wagons loaded. Dur-

We

We

first

work

is

to

get around

the

supers and sections, which have been in
use the past season, and get them in
readiness for the next harvest, by scraping off' all the propolis adhering to the
separators or where it will come in contact with any opening and closing of the
sections together, as well as any burr or
brace combs which may be attached to
them in any place. All of these bits of
comb should be saved, as they are "rich"
in wax, and to save them best, the waxextractor should be close at hand, and
all waste pieces of comb put into it during the whole season. As often as it is
full, get the wax out, and have it ready
to

fill

again.

All sections which are partly filled
with honey, should have the honey ex-

from them (unless you think you
need it to feed in the spring), as the
honey will not correspond in color with
that which the bees will put in to finish
tracted
will

out the sections the next season.

To

ex-

tract this nicely, fix a shelf close to the
ceiling of your room, put the sections
thereon, and by keeping the room so that
it is comfortable for you to work, the
mercury will stand at from 85 to 90 degrees where the honey is, when by 2
o'clock in the afternoon the whole will
be warmed through, so that it can be extracted as easily as in summer.
These
partly-filled sections, if extracted without
any special pains about warming, would
be ruined, and the apiarist's prospect of
a good yield of section honey the next
season materially lessened, for, these
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coml)S, when used as "baits," are better
to him than money in the bank.
After the honey is extracted, these sections are to be put in the center of the
super (one super for each colony you
expect to work for section honey the
next season), so as to secure an early
commencement of work by the bees in
the sections, which is of great advantage.
Fill the rest of the super with sections
having starters in them, or those which
IiaVe been filled with extra-thin comb
foundation, as you may elect, when you
will pack the same nicely away, one after
another, as thev are thus gotten ready,
so that they will be ready for use at a
moment's notice next June when the
honey harvest arrives.
If you do not have material enough
for what sections you expect to need,
this should be procured and made up, so
that all which pertains to the surplus
section honey shall be in readiness also.
To arrive at the number we wish, I have,
for years, allowed 150 one-pound sections for each colony in the spring to lie
worked for comb honey, and find the estimate not far out of the way.
Of
course, there are only a few years when
I need that many; but if I was not prepared for the best yields when they
come, I should lose much those years,
and it is far better to carry over some
empty sections in medium or poor years,
than not to have the "dishes right side

up when the honey was pouring down."
Don't put this matter oflf as many seem
prone to do till the harvest arrives, for
if put off till then, the results almost al-

ways show a greater or

•

(melted wax) in passing along
adheres to both the frame and foundaof foundation to the frame securely. Some of the
foundation-fasteners may be a little

which

more demand

for honey than can be obtained by any other means of advertising.

One

readiness and just where we can put our
hands on them at the time we want them,

point especially that could be
is the advantage of honey
vehicle or adjuvant for carrying
other medicines. At present, syrup, aromatic elixirs, alcohol and glycerine are
used, but these are more expensive and
have little or no medicinal value. For
children or invalids, where sugar is de-

when

nied,

season with the bees, should

all

be

brought out
as

in

the season for their use arrives.

In this way the wintry days are passed
as pleasantly and as profitably as are
those of the summer, and when spring
opens we shall have nothing to do but
give our whole attention to the bees.
Thus we are "driving" our work, so that
it seems only play to us all the while.
To be unprepared when the harvest
comes, is having our work drive us all
the while, in which case there is only
work about the whole thing, and often
quite unprofitable work at that.

Borodino, N. Y.

A Demand

ne.xt,

tion, thus fastening the strip

will reach thousands of physicians who
by a word here and there will create

Then, we need a few introducing cages for queens, fuel for the smoker, our
bee-hat and veil all in "apple pie" order,
and any and all of the things which we
are likely to want during the working

less loss.

As soon as these supers are all ready
for the ne.xt season, we go at the hives
repairing and looking over all that
are not occupied with the bees, and fixing them in perfect order, when they are
packed away as were the supers. If any
new ones are needed they are made, as
well as the frames, covers, bottomboards,
stands,
alighting-boards,
entrance-blocks, and all that pertains to
them, and the frames wired and filled
with comb foundation, or with starter.^,
just as we have elected to do.
If we decide to use starters, a strip of
foundation ^4 of an inch wide is better
than either more or less, as F have proven to my satisfaction, after year? of txperimenting, along the line of starters
for brood-frames. To fasten this starter to the frame, get out a board wliirh
is the size of the inside of the frame and
only half as thick, which is to be fastened to another board a little longer, arid
having a handle to 't, .-o tiiat the whole
can be easily held in the left hand. Now
lay the frame on the thin board and then
place the strip of foundation on it. and
next to the top-bar to the frame. If all
has been made as it should be the strip
of foundation will come in the center of
Now tip the
the top-bar to the frame.
board at such an angle that the top-bar of
the frame and the strip of foundation
will form a V-shaped trough, which is to
be so inclined that when the melted wax is
poured in at the upper end it will immediately run down to the lower end,

yet there are very few cases of illness
that honey would not benefit.
To reach this class would be easy and
inexpensive.
I would suggest that our
scientific writers prepare papers on the
food value as well as analytical demonstrations of honey, and through the National
Bee-Keepers' Association have
these published in the various medical
journals.
When well written they will
be gladly accepted by the journals, and

quicker, but nothing I have tried gives
the assurance
of
"staying qualities"
which this does, and "quicker" is often
worse than nothing, where the work has
to be done over again, or allows a small
part of the starters to fall off, thus making a "mess" of all the rest of the combs
in the hive.
After the hives and frames are nicely
ready and packed away for the next season, we next get out the material for
shipping-cases and make them, being
as liberal with these as we were with
the sections, so that no "down pour" of
honey will find us "napping" when we
wish to prepare the same for market.

BY

DR,

for
M.

E.

More Honey
MCMANES.

Apicultural literature abounds in advice
and suggestions on the proper care and

management of bees

to
secure both
quantity and quality of honey, but seems
to be very weak on advice and suggestions for the disposal of the crop to the
best advantage.
It is true we can easily sell our honey
if we are willing to dispose of it for a
very low price, but its commercial value
as a food I believe to be considerably
more than. 8 or 10 cents a pound the

—

price

most producers

Honey
but in

is

my

receive.

considered a luxury by many,
opinion, based on the medici-

nal and food value, honey is as much a
necessity as sugar, and rightfully deserves to replace a large share of the
consumption of that product.
If we
can increase its consumption we create
more demand, and naturally can get better prices.
But the question has been,
"How shall we inform the general public
of the true food and medicinal value of

honey?"
There are two classes of professional
men who by a few words can do more
to create a demand for honey than all
I refer to
other kinds of advetrising.
physicians and ministers of the Gospel.
One w'ould be surprised to know how
little the majority of physicians know
about honey either as a food or medicinally, to say nothing of its production.
Medical books and journals contain but
little on the subject, and when some of
the laity suggest honey for medicine the
idea is often scoffed at by the doctor.

•

a

honey proves highly beneficial.
The second class, ministers of the
Gospel, would prove nearly equal to
physicians in creating a demand for honey if their attention were properly called
to it.
They being mostly of a philanthropic disposition do not hesitate to
recommend to an ailing parishioner anything they conscientiously can.
Since

them among

their duty calls

their friends,

both well and sick, they could do considerable in this line.
They also could be reached without
expense by well and properly written articles placed in their religious papers.
It is well known that advice from one's
physician or minister goes further than
from any other source.
I
would suggest that this be done
through the National Bee-Keepers' Association, that the articles may be properly selected and placed.
The sending
of a large number of articles direct to
the magazines by the writer would have
more of an injurious rather than beneficial effect.
Then, the best articles could
be sent one to each of the larger medical journals and religious papers.

Piqua, Ohio.

"The Honey-Money Stories"
and cover bookis a 64-page
SJ^ by SVi inches in size. Printed
on enameled paper. It contains a variety
of short, bright stories, mixed with facts
and interesting items about honey and
This

let

its use.
It has 31 half-tone pictures,
mostly of apiaries or apiarian scenes.
It has 3 bee-songs, namely: "The Hum
of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom,"

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey," and
"The Bee-Keeper's Lullaby." It ought
to

be

the

in

hands of every one not

familiar with the food value of honey.
Its

object

is

for honey.

we

demand

to create a larger
It

is

sent postpaid

for 25

copy as a
sample for 15 cents, S copies for 60
cents, or 10 .copies for $i.oo.
A copy
with the American Bee Journal one year
both for 80 cents. Send all orders to
cents, but

will mail a single

—

George

W. York &

Chicago,

111.

Co., 118

W.

Jackson,

December,
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How Much Honey Does

American Hae Joarnal

a

Colony of Bees Consume
During a Year ?
BY ADRIAN CETAZ.
In a preceding contribution I stated
tbat a colony of bees consumes 150
I
suppounds of honey every year.

pose that

all

who

those

read

it

thought

think
Etoolittle puts it at 60 pounds, but I
don't know on what grounds he bases
rather think that 150
I
his opinion.
pounds is an entirely too small estimate I mean for a strong colony. Evidently the amount must vary between
very
wide limits, according to the
strength of the colony, the climate, the
duration and strength of the flow, and
many other conditions. That amount
can be considered as made up of several
parts:
1st. To keep the bees alive.
2d. To furnish the heat necessary to
carry on the work inside of the hive,
especially the brood-rearing.
3d. To produce the wax.
4th. To rear the brood.
it

was an extravagant

estimate.

I

—

Keeping the Bees Alive.

How much
bees

alive

does

and

at

it

take to keep the
Just now I

work?

can find but two experiments made in
line.
The first by Mr. Sylviac
that
(L'Apiculteur, Aug., 1903). A nucleus
of about J/2-pound weight was wintered
in a bee-house successfully. The winter
happened to be very mild. The honey
consumed was 0.028 gram per bee every
(The American pound equals 452
day.
grams.) That is enormous. There may
be a mistake in the figures. But nevertheless the fact might be accounted for
by considering that the bees being so
to consume an exceptionally
amount of honey to keep themwarm.
The other is by Mr. Dumont (L'Apiculteur, November, 1902). He kept bees
in a room at the ordinary temperature

few had

large
selves

without rearing" brood or building comb,
and found that they consumed only
gram per day each. The average weight of the bees was 0.0988
That would give a daily coneach.
sumption of one-tenth of the weight
of the bees. Or for a colony of 40,000
bees, nearly a pound every day.

0.0097

The Heat

of

the Colony.

of honey consumed to
keep the inside of the hive or the cluster sufficiently warm nuist be exceedingly variable, from nothing in very
warm weather to probably a very
large amount in cool weather, but I do
not know where to find any information on the subject.
I
tried once to
calculate it on a mathematical basis, by
computing the amount of heat
produced by the combustion (for it is
really a combustion) of a given quantity of honey, taking into account the
amount of carlion contained, but the
results were too unsatisfactory.

The amount

Wax-Production.

The wax-production
riable

quantify.

H

a

is

another

swarm,

1908.

vanatural

or

artificial,

that

of

lias

to build its brood-nest,

means something

like 3 or 4 pounds
In weighing the wax
full sections of honey, I find one

wax

at

least.

from
ounce of wax to each section. Some
one has reported only half an ounce,
but I don't know whether the capping
was included or not. A surplus of 4
pounds per day would require J4-pounci
of wax, or at least ^ii.
But the wax
necessary to cap the brood, repair the
combs, etc., in the broodnest, would
yet have to be added, so J4-pound is
certainly a low estimate.
many pounds of honey does it
take to produce one pound of wax is
the next thing to ascertain. The ex-

while dark honey can be bought in any
amount at 5 cents. The process consists in feeding the bees with the honey,
cutting the combs as fast as built (except of course what is necessary for
brood-rearing) and return to the bees
what honey may be in the combs. It
takes 68 pounds of honey to produce
10 pounds of wax. But that 68 pounds
includes what the bees consume for living, brood-rearing, etc.
To that should
be added what the bees may bring in
from the field.

Brood-Rearing.

How

periments

made

by

feeding confined
bees are not reliable.
The bees wer?
usually too few, hence a large part
of the honey was consumed to keep
up the temperature of the cluster. The
amount consumed necessarily included
what was needed to support the life
of the bees.
The experiments usually
Now it takes
lasted only a few days.
bees
about
the
3 days to start the
wax-secretion, so the first 3 days of
feeding should not have been counted.
Such experiments are valueless.
During 1901 and 1902 Messrs. Sylviac, Maujean, and Devauchelle (L'Apiculteur and La Revue Internationale),
and others, tackled the question from
another standpoint.
The principle is
this: During the first 2 or 3 days, after
a swarm is hived, quite an amount of
comb is built, but very few bees go to
the field.
Assuming that the few bees
which go to the field bring enough to
sustain the life of the swarm, assuming
that the wax-scales carried by the bees
when the swarm was hived are offset by
what the bees may have on their bodies
at the end of the 3 days, the amount
of honey that the bees had in their sacs
when hived may fairly represent what
is necessary to produce the amount of
comb built during that time. Quite a
number of experiments were made, and
the results were often quite wide apart.
Considerable discussion took place as
to the reliability of the process and the
corrections to be introduced.
The upshot was that it takes from 2 to 4
pounds of honey to produce one pound
of wax under such conditions.
During the discussion, *Mr. Maupy
made the remark that a pound of wax
contains 0.82 pound of carbon (chemically speaking), while a pound of Iioney
contains only 0.28.
Hence it takes at
least nearly 3 pounds of honey to furnish the carbon necessary to a pound
of wax.
So far as the transformation of honey
into wax is concerned, I presume that
these 3 pounds are all that is needed.
But the added warmth necessary is to
be considered. Let us consider a colony
without super. Then only the broodnest has to be kept warm.
Add a super, then this super nuist he kept warm
enough to permit wax-secreting and
comb-building.
This means an additional consumption of honey, which in
cool weather may be considerable.
Prof. Bruner, of the National Agricultural School of Cordova, Argentina,
made a specialty of wax-production
(L'Apiculteur,
February,
The
1904).
wax sells there at 54 cents a pound,

The Hon.

R. L. Taylor made some
find out how much honey
bees consume to produce a pound
of bees. The plan was to use 2 colonies of the same strength (ascertained
by weighing the bees), let one rear the
brood and take it away when capped, and
the other deprived of the eggs as fast
as hatched.
Other precautions were
taken so as to make the comparison
fairly good between
the surplus obtained by the 2 colonies.
The result
was that over 2 pounds of honey were
spent to produce one pound of bees.
For different reasons Mr. Taylor thinks
that 2 pounds is more nearly right than
the actual amount deducted from the
experiment. This being the case, a colony producing 1,000 bees a day would
use half a pound of honey every day to
feed them.

experiments to

the

Feeding Back.
Perhaps feeding back may give us a
better

insight

into

any other means

at

the

than

question

Here

our disposal.

the results vary widely. Dr. A. B.
son in a convention said that he

Mahad

once obtained more honey than he had
fed.
At the opposite end of the row
we find Niver who fed 30 pounds of
honey and got 3 sections, and then
quit,

and stayed

quit

since.

The only

careful experiments we have
in that line are those made by the Hon.
R. L. Taylor, in the years 1893, 1894,
1895, and 1896 (Bee-keepers' Review
for those years). The experiments generally lasted 4 weeks and were made in

August, some began in July. Account
was taken of the honey in the broodcliamber as well as of that in the sections,

and careful investigations made. The
honey consumed by the bees varied generally between i 1-3 and 2 pounds daily;
in one case it went as high as 2 2-3
pounds.

These figures are rather too low tlian
The colonies were small, only
one Heddon story, except in 1895 when

too high.
2 stories

were used.

en of what honey

from the

No

account

is

tak-

may have been brought

In a few cases, the increase of weight of the brood-nest which
was counted as honey may have been
to some extent due to an excess of
brood. All these considerations, if taken into account,
would increase the
amount of honey consumed by the bees.
It may be added that the bees, when
well fed, usually neglect the field-work
field.

almost entirely.

Conclusions.

Taking

into consideration, it seems
during the working season
a good colony must consume at least
to

me

all

that

8
:
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In my
1V2 pouiuls of lioiicy every day.
locality tlinl means 4 months, or 180
During tlie latter part of tlie
pounds.

with brood

reared even in January at
winter months require not less than 2 pounds. Total
J50 pounds
Provided no mistake has
been made in the
above estimates.
least occasionally, the

summer and

the fall, tlic work docs
Allowing only half
not cease entirely.
pound a day for about 3 months, we
would have 45 pounds. Winteringf outdoors, in more or less open winters,

I

However,

a

would very much

I

know

exactly, if it can
Kiioxville, Tcnn.

to

like

be done.

adopt others, made me give up painting hives
years ago.
2. I take a 2-gallon stone crock perhaps half
full of water, put in it half a pound or less
of saltpeter, fill up with cotton rags, lift the
raps out and let the water drain back into
the crock through a colander or leaky pan,
spread the rags out on the grass for the sun
to
dry, and they're ready to use.
I
use
them only to start the fire, filling up the
smoker with hardwood chips or some other
fuel.

•^

A super for an 8-frame hive will work
10-frame hive if you simply cover
open space with a piece of board.
The
t'vames of an 8-frame and a lo-framc hive
re alike, although of course there may be
iifferent frames in different kinds of hives.
'nlcss you give close attention, better have
10-frame hives.
Indeed it is possible they
Tiiay be better, anyhow.
4. About all you need different from your
Lomb-honey outfit is an extractor, uncappingknifc, extracting-combs and supers, and containers.
It depends on the size of your combIn tney -supers whether
they can be made over
3.

nicely on a
ttie

?^

I

'^ocfor Miller^

I

%esffon-K9x^

,^

extracting-supers.

into

~5SBr

5.

The

removal

!>frative, and the
help to make the

of the
removal

old queen is imof the brood will

new queen.

bees accept a

to the office of the American Bee Journal or to
-TD
C. C. MILLER. Marenffo. 111.
Dr. Miller does not answer Questions by mail.

Send Questions either

DR.

Late Laying of Queen for Young Bees
in Winter.
What is the best method of having the
queen lay

Answer.
keep

up

warm

two
— Thelaying
late

weather.

you can

flow,

in the fall so as to have
winter with the queen?

late
to

young bees

feeding

a

know

don't

weather

if

New

principal
factors
are a honey-flow

you

If

have no

small
of any

it

that

and

honey-

late

a degree replace
amount of thin

to

all

York.

syrup.

way you can mend

I

the

Changing Supers.
Will

pay

it

less work,

to

pers and buy

in dollars and cents, and be
discard ray old 4J4 bee-way sunew supers to hold plain sec-

tions?
I

have

New

colonies.

12s

—

Answer.

don't

know.

If
market in which you can get a
price for the plain sections, then
I

you

York.
have

much

a
better

it ought to
pay; not otherwise.
But it is not always
necessary to throw away your old supers and
new.
used
get
I
plain sections in the same
supers in which I used the il^i bee-way.
I also used plain sections in supers specially
made for them. After trying them on a fairly
liberal scale, I have concluded that for me
it
is better to use the 4 5'4 bee-way.
I cannot

answer for you.

Late Pollen

—^Divisible Hive.

1. What do bees do with pollen that they
carry in at this time of the year (Oct. 19) ?
2. Is a divisible brood-chamber hive a good
hive to winter bees in?
3. If
you set an old hive over a new
empty hive with one-inch foundation starters, what will be the result?
Would the first
set of frames be large enough for a broodNew York.
nest in a divisible hive?

•

Answers.
the

rest

—

till

i.

They

eat

some of

it

and keep

spring.

Reports of successful wintering in such
been made.
3. If
the bees get the upper hive filled
with honey, it will crowd them down so the
lower hive will be filled, and the brood-nest
will be below.
If a divisible chamber be put
below, of course the combs will be all right
for such a hive; otherwise not.
But you must
remember that using only an inch starter in
brood-frames will be an expensive business,
2.

hives have

for the
entirely

likelihood
too much

is

that

the

I

am

bees will

build

drone-comb.

I

Second-Story for Bees

— Best Super Arrangement.

in

Winter

1.
I
liave J colonics of bees which I wish
to winter in the cellar.
Our cellar is under
ground on the north and east. At the west
is a furnace cellar, and at the south is a room

we use

for

a

wood-shed.

We

keep

potatoes

and vegetables in it.
Do you think that
would be all right for bees? Or how would
a room in the second story be?

make

to

ray

own

hives

I

am

a

—

subscriber

Journal and like
fall
by finding
so that leaves

of

the

it

very much.

3

bee-trees.

me

American
I

2 colonies to start

I

Bee

with.

Answers. i. In the second story would
probably be bad, but the room in which
you keep potatoes may be all right. For best
results the temperature should remain with
some degree of evenness at about 45 degrees,
with the air as pure as possible.
The furnace cellar may do if the air is constantly
fresh and not above 50 or 60.
2. An
8-frame dovetailed hive, inside, is
18 5-16 long, gy2 deep, and I2l4 wide.
That
allows room for a dummy beside the 8 frames
spaced i^^ inches from center to center.
Add
to that 2^ inches for 2 more frames, and you
have 14^ for the width of a lo-frame hive.
However, lo-frame hives are usually made only
14 inches wide, the dummy being omitted.
3. My own preference is for the T-super.

—

Unpainted Hives Saltpeter Rags
or 10 Frame Hive? Equipment
for Extracted Honey Introducing Queens.

—

—

I
notice in Gleanings Mr.
unpainted hives.
Do experin;
bees do better in unpainted hives, or is it
just a notion?
Can you give any reason why
bees will not do as well in painted hives as
in unpainted ones?
2. Explain
how you prepare saltpeter rags

smoker-fuel.
3. All my hives are 8-frame, but as I can
not give so much attention to the bees, I
was thinking that ail of the bees I bought
in the
future would be in lo-frame hives.
Can you use the supers of an 8-frame hive
on a 10-frame hive, and will the frames
of an 8-frame hive fit a 10-frame hive? Would
you advise me to get 10-frame hives from
for

now on?
4. What

is the necessary equipment to run
for extracted honey?
Can comb-honey supers
be used for extracting frames?
you introduce a new queen, how
5. When
would it do to remove the old queen and
all of the brood ?
Would they accept a new
queen any better if they had no queen and

from which to rear one ?
Virginia.
think Mr. Doolittle's idea
will pass through unpainted
is that moisture
walls better than through painted ones, allowing hives to dry out better, preventing
dampness and mold.
I don't know that any
conclusive experiments have been made on
know that one winter a
the
subject.
I
painted hive showed more dampness and mold
in my cellar than unpainted hives, but that
was on a small scale. My faith in Mr. Doolittle's view, together with the
fact that at
any time I might throw away my hives to
no brood whatever

—

i.

I

Better Crop

united

Iowa.

—

rMl^perienccsJ

started this

Two

—

]jlroor01ndni

so

measure-

am

Answers.

Cellar or

going

going to run for comb honey.
Which is best with the plain 4x5 sections the
plain section-holder or the T-super?
3.

by daily

should be cold.

it

2.

I
would like to know the inside
ment of an 8 and a lo frame hive.

Than

Usual.

The honey crop in this locality is somewhat better than last year, about 50 pounds

—

per colony being the average last year nothing.
In extracted honey I got about 1800
pounds of white and 700 pounds of buckwheat, and 1 00 pounds of comb honey, from
colonies,^ spring count.
I
have 70 colo;i7
nies to put' into winter quarters, having increased from 37.
Westbrook, Ontario.
A. M. Bridge.

Honey from

Sunflowers.

I see on page 333 a complaint in regard
to sunflowers.
The sunflower gives out nectar at night, and the bees work on them be-

fore it is clear daylight, as I have found
by watching the bees at that early hour. The
honey
forms on
the
sunflowers in large
drops, and as many other insects work upon

the sunflowers besides bees, the bees try to
get to work as soon as possible in the mornThe bees do not work on the flowers
ing.
after sunrise, but carry water to thin the
sunflower honey. That is the case here.

Kansas.

Device for Cappings

— Handling

Ex-

tracted Honey.
There

is

one

thiny;

that

I

am

particularly
many
that

interested in, and
I
feel
sure
others are likewise interested.
That is a
device
for
taking care of Cappings in a
small way so as to save as much of the
honey as possible in a marketable condition,
and dispose of the cappings with as little
muss and smear as possible.
I
run mostly
for comb honey, and not having an extracting house, the extracting is done in a room
have about a
in
the house we live in.
I
bushel of cappings each extracting, and would
have more if the combs were uncapped deep,
I
would like
I
mipht do later on.
dispose of them without having them sitting around in dishpans, etc., and draininj;
through a colander a few at a time, having
to keep them out of reach of the bees until
a convenient time to render them into wax,
making too many dirty vessels and too much
loss of honey, also too much tinie spent for
If any one
the amount of extracting done.
can describe a device to meet the above re-

which

to

quirements, which any one can have made
near home this winter, or^ make himself at
moderate expense, and which will not take
up a large amount of room, to take care of
the cappint^s from 500 pounds of hone/ at
one extracting with a 2-frame machine, giving
system of use if necessary, I think it will
be a help to many small producers of extracted honey.
Plans and devices for straining the honey
and putting it up in mason jars convcnifntly
might also be of value to many other small

—
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producers, as well as myself, who do not wish
to go to the expense of putting up special
buildings, etc., for 500 or even 1000 pounds
of extracted honey.
For 1 think many of
these smaller producers retail their honey
in
'?." ^
J- R- BOGART.
'°\?M
Millville, Pa.
[Who will help out in these matters?—
IvDITOR.]

Glass-Side Supers.
I put a glass in one
side of all my supers—strips of glass that I get at the hardware store, iK to 2 inches wide and 12 to

14 inches long.
I lay the glass on the outside of the super, mark around it, saw
it
out on a bevel so the inside is smaller than
the outside, let the glass in even on the
mside and imbed it. Plane the piece of wood
that comes out of it till it fills the hole tight
and a small nail at each end makes it handy
\ou can have 3 or 4 supers on a hive and
look into the bottom one without disturbing
the bees.
I would not have a super without
a

glass.

An

old

case-knife
about 2 inches long
ground to a point, and a brick-layer's painting-trowel, are the finest tools I can find for

cleaning sections.
I make all my supers and
put the glass in before I nail them up.
Monticello, Iowa, Nov. g.
O. D. French.

A

Brief Report.

My

report for 1908 is as follows:
Spring
count, 5 colonies; increased to 11 colonies;
harvest, 425 pounds of comb honey.
Racine, Wis., Nov. 8.
Otto FehlbBrg.

which are golden Italians,
can not say it will work in
other kinds of bees.

As for my honey crop I got an average
°f 3>i pounds of comb honey to the colony.
I had 10 colonies and got 6 swarms.

top

is my way to requeen:
When I get
swarm, if the queen is 3 years old,
her and save the next one.
While
they are out I go through the hive and remove all queen-cells but one, and before she
is laying they are out of the notion
of swarming
I think that is the best plan
for me.
don t hive all swarms that come off.
1
I
would rather have 10 colonies running over
with bees than 20 that the moth would take.
B. F. Spafford.
„
,,
,
Morning Sun, Iowa, Nov. 20.

"This
first

I

kill

1

144 Lbs. Extracted from Colony
Its Increase.

We

had

only

Bees have done well this season.
I startout with 8 colonies last spring, and to
have 16, and have sold $65 worth of
honey.
I am sure I wouldn't have done so
wen without the aid of the bee papers and

ed

date

M. Adema.

Fair Year for Bees.

We had a fair year for the bees. I took
about 900 pounds of honey from 8 colonies,
spring count, and increased to 20 colonies.
We are using lo-frame hives of standard make,
and run for extracted and comb honey. Our
best colony gave a little over 200 pounds of
honey, about two-thirds of it being extracted;
but they had to build their own combs.
Roy U. AND Lester S. Gillette.
Fostoria, Iowa, Nov. 20.
But Too Late.

We

have had good rains, but too late for
the bee-business.
I
have taken more honey
the last 2 weeks than during all the rest of the
year.
The bees seem to be particularly rich in
stores.
I am enthused over the bee-business.
There is a man near me making some log
hives for the bees.
I regret this.
R. B. Perry.
Greenfield, Tenn., Nov. 10.

—Requeening.

Wintering Bees

I see so much in the American Bee Journal about bee-moth and winter losses.
I have
had from 10 to 30, and for a while as high
as 60 colonics of bees in the yard, and now
I want to
tell
you of some things I don't
look for dead bees in spring.
And I never
went to a hive and looked for bcc-moths.
I
kept my bees in organ boxes for' a long time,
packed 6 colonics in a box.
Then made
a^ set of boxes 6 inches
larger
than
the
hive.
I
put
that
box
over
the hive
when
it
begins
to
get
cool
weather.

—

_

and

15

I

pack

them with

I think 2 or
3 inches is
better than 6 inches.
The sun will dry it on
the outside and the bees on the inside.
Now
those boxes stand until the weather settles
in the spring.
If I think best I take out
the packing and let them stand until I want

chaff.

swarms, which can do more work in sections
with the start thus given them.
L.

Fdlow, Va., Nov.

Brockwell.

L.

17.

and

;

In 1907 I took from one colony and the
1144 pounds of extracted honey, and
there has ever been any one who has
done any better than that I wish to learn his
name and address.
G. W. Vangundy.

Jensen;
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we
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Wholesale value and mailing expense

you please. A postal will bring the
catalog containing many colored
photo plates of our choice Blizzard Kelt Fruits,
want lo yet acquainted with you
Ornamentals, etc.
and it will pay you to get in touch with our Hardy Blizzard Belt trees. 39 years' experience in growing hardy
;
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spr'

Before

uvea in l^orain, Ohio,
ay from us lived a beekeeper, but I took
o interest in bees then,
From Loraii ny father and family moved to a
03-acre
far
near
Seville,
Ohio, and the
farmer that
ved on our farm kept bees, and
d he left the bees.
He said he
could not move them because the combs would
break.
He left a few empty hives and told
me how to hive a swarm. I hived 5 swarms
that season, and then I began to ask more
questions about them and learned that about
miles from us was a bee-keepers' supply
7
company. I got $15 worth of honey this year
from the 5 colonies. Five dollars' worth I sold
and bought a frame hive and other supplies.
I bought more bees and set them all near a
a

One morning I found all my bees
stolen.
I looked far and wide but
could not find them.
Then I bought 5 more
colonies, which I have now.
I am now taking
a course in bee-keeping, for which I paid $5,
and have learned lots more than I ever thought
was in bee-keeping.
Next week I believe I
will take my examination.
My father said if
I made a good examination he would buy more
bees for me next spring.
I take 2 bee-papers and I like them both.
Seville, Ohio, Nov. 9.
John Sugajski.
car-line.

and hives

Uniting

Two

Colonies of Bees.

Although very dull on the subject of beeI was amused at some of the questions in the American Bee Journal.
It is not
to play the part of a critic that prompts me
keeping,

but I feel that my own experience
uniting two different colonies of bees is
about_ as gopd as some others.
So I hereby
give it, hoping to help the brotherhood in so
doing:
When I decide upon the 2 colonies that I
wish to unite, I kill the less desirable queen
and move that hive nearer to the one on
which I will put it, or the one with a queen.
After I get it quite near, some cool evening
I
quietly put the queenless colony on top
of the one with a queen.
I do this with as
little stirring up of the bees as possible, and
the work is done.
No smoking nor interchanging of frames.
I
stop all hive-entrances
but the one to the lower hive.
By the following day the 2 colonies that have kept quietly
to themselves during the night will meet a
few at a time and the odor of the lower hive
and its queen will have so permeated the
upper story that the bees don't disagree at
all.
I have no trouble in handling my bees.
to
in

Mention

Beginner's Experience with Bees.
m a beginner in bee-culture, and first

took

the

straw

take all the brood from the

a

scant half crop of honey
in this part of the country.
Bees
are going into winter quarters in fine condition.
Honey is in good demand here at 6
to 8 cents
for extracted and
15 cents for
comb honey in 4'4x4',i sections.
I
have
shipped from Salt Lake City to Washington,
D. C, this season, and can't supply the demand.
I
think Uinta County, Utah, can
beat the world in fine honey.
For instance,
I have shipped honey to Salt Lake City,
Utah;
Denver, Colo.; Kansas City, Mo.; Pennsylvania; Washington, D. C.
and to a great
many other places, just for family use, in
quantities from one to 300 pounds.

and about

Bees Did Well.

Then about November

way.
I
and with

story, if there be any, and put all with
sufficient honey into the lower story, removing
the top story, putting on sections with queenexcluder.
In this way I have a large force
of mature workers to start with, which means
a whole lot.
I use this upper hive with its
dry combs or partially filled combs for early

this season

if

pounds.
My bees never showe'd a sign of
swarming.
I never could have had such good
success if it were not for the American Bee
Journal.
D. H. Cathman.
Forest City, 111., Nov. 5.

rains,

I

this

.

_

Good

In the spring

in

all cases,

increase,

Best Season Ever.
The honey season this year was the best
we ever had. I got about 500 pounds from
One Italian colonv stored 120
4 colonies.

books.
Walter
Berlin, Mich., Nov. 18.

i

to put on the supers.
The boxes cost about
40 cents each.
They are covered with tar
paper, well tacked on, and then one heavy
coat of oil and ochre.

a

190S.

Post Cards Free
Here are 12 as handsome Post Cards as
have ever seen. The flower cards are
embossed raised flowers. There are

yiiu
all

other six are scenes

—

above all beautiful and
grand nothing cheap or small about any
These twelve cards will be sent
of them.
Just send a dime
to anyone FREE.
stamps or coin for a three months' trial
subscription to Farm and Stock or The
Fruit-Grower.
These papers will delight
vou. Thev are the best on following subjects:
Fruit Growing. Corn GrowlnK,
Stock Raising. Farm Veterinary. Farm
W.imen. Dairvlns. Poultry Baising and
^Yrite at once, and address
Bees. etc.
the pape
you

—

—

FRriT-GPOWEK, IFARM .*Vn STOCK,
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St-

write,

_
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six of these.
like the one

Josepli.
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Josepli,

when

Mo.
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E. Illinois and W. Indiana
A meeting of the bee-keepers of East-

and Western Indiana, is
Court Honse in Watseka,
15 and 16, 1908, at 10
A good program, and
o'clock a. m.
Other
question-box will be provided.
business of importance will be acted up-

ern

Illinois

called at the
111.,

December

All
on.
tend.

who

are interested please at-

H. Roberts, Pics.

J.

Ray Ensincer,

Sec.

—— —
.

December,

—

.

—

—
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Education, liberal 80.
Effect of stores on a colony
229, 237.
Eight or ID frame hive ? 37;^.
Empty combs, caring for and ridding of moth-

—

—

——

—

301

—

Entrance treatment of robber-bees 73.
Equalizing brood 298.
Equipment for extracted honey 373.
Essentials in bee-keeping, some prime

—

Eucalyptus— 114,
Eucalyptus honey

—

—

22.

337.

— 340.

332'

—

—

— 56, 146.
success with bees,

Experimenting with bees
Ex-stenographer's

— 137.
Extracted honey — 185,
Extracting frames and
Extracting honey —
Extractors
and

poultry,

fruit

298.
sections, best

146.

—

—84.

—

—
—

—

—

Feeding bees in winter
312,

342.

—

54,

70,

116,

294,

— —
increase —

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
fussy — 275.

Fine February "Swarm'* 74.
Filling sections with comb-foundation

—

78.

Fixings, too many
Floating apiary on the Mississippi 294.
Florence makes and paints hives 104.
Flowering wild currant— 84.
Food that fills the bill— 240.
Foul brood 85, 205, 280, 310, 362.
Foul brood and supers 312.
Foul brood and treatment 81, 205.

—

—
—

——

Foul brood and wax-worms-^— 1 19.
Foul brood inspectors' reports 366.
Foul brood in spring, treating 119.
Foul brood law for Illinois— 178.
Foul brood-laws, objection to 212.
Foul brood not from comb-foundation 280.
Foul brood not in California 151.
Foul brood, prevention of 74.
Foul-broody combs for extracting combs 54.
Foundation 140, 213.
Foundation splints 86, 213, 279, 310, 331,

—
—
—
—

—

—

Foundation

Frames

—

—

—

342.

— —
—

without wiring

——

•Gasoline

for

foul

brood

Government

aid for the
366.
Gradmg colonies of bees
172,

— 294.

"Grandpa Hutchinson"

—

— 341.

more

bee-industry,

stories

telling

Granulated honey 273.
Guarantee of honey 39.

—

105.

—

—
—
—
— —

Handling bees at a fair 296.
Handling bees in the city 28.
Handling extracted honey 373.
Hauling bees before cellaring them
"Hawaiian honey" 15
359,
Hawaiian honey, cheap 151.

—
brood-nest,

Heartsease

Heat

183,

247.

—

24.

—

in
confinement of 134.
Heating honey, a kink in 52.
Heating of extracting combs, caution in
Heat may have caused swarming 216.

—

— 250.

—

Heat of the colony 372.
Heat of insects 206.
He'll make a bee-keeper
282.
Helping sale of honey 334.

—

—
—
Historical —
History of bee-keeping—
Hive-cover, iron —
Hive-dimensions, standard —
Hive, 8 or 10 frame — 373.
Hive-entrances — 277, 342.
Hive-entrances
winter— 118.
Hive-lifter, a living —
170, 298.
Hive-lifting devices—
116, 233.
Hives — 268, 277, 301.
Hives — 268, 277, 301.
Hives and supers —
Hive-stands— 308.
Hiving swarms — 20, 280.
Hiving while
Holding over comb honey — 357.
Home-made bee-hives —
Holy Land bees—
Honey absolutely pure — 86.
Honey a luxury, —
Honey and lemons— 83.
Honey and the Pure Food Law —
Honey as anti-dyspeptic agent — 300.
Honey as cure for diseased eyes — 203.
Honey as food — 106.
Honey as food and medicine — 361.
Honey average per colony — 143.
Honey-bees and red clover — 300.
Honey-bees, wee — 275.
Honey below the brood —
Honey, chunk or section —
cough
120.

42.

is

21.

7.

—
—
Honey-eaters* league—
Honey from New York

118.

Honey
syrup 182.
Honey crops, large 299.
Honey drops for coughs and

colds

—

169.

— 202.

16.

to

Detroit

72.

— — 106.
Honey-granulation, prevention of — 214.
Honey-house, building, a — 216.
Honey-house for 50 colonies —
Honey in brood-ncst —
California — 89.
Honey
Honey
cookies —
Honey
winter brood-chamber — 281.
Honey-knives — 281, 365.
Honey lotion for chapped hands —
Honey-plants —
216.
Honey-plants, Southern — 89.
Honey poisonous,
—
Honey results, contrasts
— 106.
Honey-sections, best —
Honey-tanks, depth of—
Honey-vinegar — 75, no, 341.
Honey- vinegar, keeping qualities of — 145.
sugar for cake — 214.
Honey
Honey wafers —
Honey with holes, section — 117.
"Honor
whom honor" — 268.
Horsemint and yellow sweet clover — 267.
How bees distinguish color — 244.
How bees grow — 336.
How the bees swarm — 206.
How
two apiaries— 43.
How much honey does a colony of bees consume during a year? — 372.
How
get bees
a hive —
How we evened our bees — 169.
Hunting bees — 270.
Hunting bees
Texas— 20.
Honey from sunflowers 373.
Honey gargle for sore throat

1

16.

183.

in
in
in

173.

137.

28,

is

20^^.

in

50.
52.

vs.

10.

to

136.

together 280.
bee-keepers' congress
FreiKht-rate extortion
^o.
Fuel for bee-smoker 24^^, 278, 362.
Fuller's plan of queen-rearing— 294.
Fumigating comb-nonc-y 3 1 2.
Future of bee-keepinc 165.
Future of the honey-business 115.
built

Franco- British

103.

it

78.

for
117.
for winter pays
26.
granulated sugar 280.
Feeding, outdoor 307.
Feeding, spring 117, 118, 177, 207, 214.
Feeding sugar candy in cellar 27.
Feeding sugar rather than honey for winter
stores— 339.
Feeding sugar syrup 13, 48, 121, 138, 245,
312, 346.
Fences a drawback, short 28.
Few swarms— 236.
Finding queens 215.
Finding queens after harvest 138.

—

in

177.

burnt sugar syrup 56.
candied honey 86, 117.

——

bee

73,
11,

—

38,

a

—

56.

Feeding bees, differences in 180.
Feeding bees glucose, sorghum, and candies

Feeding
Feeding
Feeding
Feeding
Feeding

Got

—
— —
—
—

in

—
—
—

Faults of bee-papers 299.
Feeder, good fall 339.
Feeders and feed 268.
Feeding back 372.

—

Giving^ swarms to weak colonies 134.
Glass-side supers
374.
Glucose, let glucose be labeled ^y.
Gluers, genuine
313.
Gnawing foundation 278.
Gnawing of separators, preventing 53.
Golden Italian bees 55.
Good queen reared by "mere handful" of bees

117.

—
—
—

—

82.

and spring feeding 12, 177, 207.
"Fall dwindling" ojt bees
109.
Fall-built combs
28.
Fall honey for winter food
82.
Farmer-bee-keeper and alsike
140.
Fastening comb- foundation 24, 245,
Father vs. Bees (poem)
298.

—

—
—
— —

186.

and extracting 280.
Eye on climate and business 210.
Fall

—

—

1 ,

—

Exhibit at fairs, bee-keepers' 299.
Exhibiting and selling granulated honey 6, 79.
Exhibits of bee-fixtures 341.
Exhibits to help honey demand 363.
Experience with bees, a sister's interesting

—

Gathering from sour-fruit 277.
Getting bees out of extracting supers 244.
Getting bees to work 246.
Getting increase and honey 86, 117, 137.
Getting into the bee-business 278.
Getting things wrong 340.
Getting ready for surplus 113.
Getting sections built solid for shipping 181.

I

lost

in

in

to

in

105.

76.

—

Hybrid bees and Italians 23.
Hybrids vs. Italians 85, 87.
Hydrometer for density of liquids- 55-

—

State convention

Illinois

Immune

— 360.—250.
—
—

becoming

stings,

to

Imperial Valley, bees in 276.
Importance of timber belts 337.

—

Imported honey 367.
Improving the bees— 43, 58, 145.
Improving bees under natural swarming 151.
Increase— 28, 55, 74, 85, 152, 182, 217. 277.
Increase and honey
152.
Increase and improving stock
119.
Increase with box-hives
119.

—

—

—

—

—

Increase without swarming 151.
Increasing convention attendance 341.
Increasing use of honey 367, 371.
Incubator for bees 281.
Indiana bee-keepers, to 233.
Insuring bees 86.
Interest in bees, increased
248, 249.
Interesting experiment
1 18.
Interesting questions 55.
Introducing after flow, difficulty of 299.
Introducing cells and virgin queens 265.
Introducing queens
197, 215, 216, 248, 279,

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—
—

294. 299, 373.
Invertible super
342.
Iowa apiary 345.
Italian and black bees mixing
218.
Italian bees, genuine
277Italian-Caucasian bees 56.
Italian differences
246.
Italianizing— 85. 184, 215.
Italians and blacks as to diseases
71.
Italians as fighters and wax-makers
343.

— —

—

—
— —

—

—

Japanese clover 245.
Judging comb honey, points in

Jumbo

hive

— 342.

Keeping
Keeping
Keeping
Keeping
Keeping
Keeping

—

23.

bees alivebees
neighbors--238.
bees on a small lotbee
on shares 22.
do\
grass in the apiaryqi
winter 343.
Kicking up the dust 275.
Kind of hive— isi, 184.
Kinds of bees, various 216.
Koumis with honey 170.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Labeling extracted honey 230.
Labels on tin, pasting 7.
Labrador tea— 218.
Lady queen-breeders 265.
Langstroth and the removable frame 52.
Langstroth hive the standard 293.
Langstroth or shallow-frames for extracting

—
—

—

—

243-

—
—
—

Large-hive out-apiary
167.
Larpe vs. small hives 141, 173, 242.
Large vs. small supers 166.

Larvs
LarvK

—

for grafting, size of
310.
for queen-rearing
327.
Late laying of queens for young bees in winter— 373.

—
—
—
—
— —

Late mating of queens 26.
Late pollen 373.
Late queenless colony 312.
Laying workers 24, 85.
Learning about bees 212.
Leneth of bees* tongues 276.
Light in the bee-cellar 5.
Like foul brood 114.
Liquefying extracted honey 69.
Liquefying honey with hot air 180.
Locating an apiary 175, 304.
Longevity among bees 137.
Losses of bees in winter
147, 247.
Loss in feeding bees 5.
Loss of heat in hives 308.
I,oss of queens in mating and superseding
Low-grade honey, effect of 59.
Lubricant for foundation mill rolls 277.

—

—

—

—

•

—

—
—
—
—

— — —
—
'Lyeing' Business," originated the—
Making hives — 215.
Making more bee-keepers —
Lumber
"

for hives

58.

117.

119.

69, 344.

Management

Many

for increase of honey

bees for

much honey

— —
— 82,

Maple honey 59"Marigold" honey
Marketing honey

11,

—

— 87.

58.

76.

152, 213, 240, 262, 276,
309. 325. 330. 334, 336, 366.
308.
in Illinois, honey
Mary Was a Bee-Keepcr (poem) 248.
Mating and longevity, slow 276.
Mating Italians with blacks 281.

—
—
—
cans —
Melting honey
Mcrcv
a "fine" comb—
Mercy
the comb—
chunk honey —
Mercy
Mesquite bloom, when docs —
Market

in

in
in
like

—

20.
41-

9.

it's

Milkweed— 236, 278,
Miller frames— 53-

good

—

Miller's, short visit to Dr.
331.
Miller tent-escapes and young bees
Millions in honey
44.
Mold in hives 119.
Money in bcc-kecping 346-

— —

—

51.

173.

369.

—

— 358.

——

—
December,

v

—

—

.

—

1908.

377

American Hea Journal
— which?—

More bees

or better yields

Moths, gipsy and red-tailed

Moth remedy
Moths

—

— 176.

14,

Queen and

58.

UucLii and

—

—

—

—

— 236.

Queen

—
— 180.

Nailed sections

—
Bee-Keepers* Association election
— 360.
wanted— 86.
Needed
— 176.
New location —
New method of warfare —
New methods
bee-keeping— 206.
Newspapers for wintering —
New Zealand bee-bulletins— 180.
New Zealand honey in Europe —
Nomenclature of queens — 198, 207.
Non-swarming plan, failure of— 229.
Non-swarming secret — 117, 246.
North Carolina apiary — 365.
North Carolina
—
Northern Michigan bee-country —
Nuclei for increase —
118, 213.
Nuclei, good results from
Nuclei, shipping by freight —
Nuclei, starting — 180, 236.
Nucleus— 280.
Nucleus queen — 246.
Number of colonies for the
—
Observations
bee-keeping— 143.
Observatory hive —
Observation hive for wintering — 86.
Octogenarian bee editor—
"Odessa"
— 200.
Oil-cloth for winter hive-protection —
Ontario apiary, a neat — 273.
Ontario bee-inspeclion work — 236.
Optimism of an Irish editor —
Overhauling bees — 272.
Over 60 years ago—
Overstocking —
Packing bees for winter— 86, 119, 152, 278,
302, 312.
Packing comb honey for shipment— 326.
Painting against robber-bees — 213.
^3.

National

r

suit

Natural swarming
officials

49.

176.

in

121.

134.

sister

169.

1

22.

28,

26.
183.

field

25.

in

118.

103.

apiar>'

23.

165.

122.

15.

— 87.

Painting shipping-cases

— —

—

74.

70.

lice^

72.

like

19.

6,

iii.
75.

52,

is

in

54.
in
152.

24.

176.

10.

77-

1

19.

37,
143.

85.

sale

first-class
82.

122.

6.

70.

50.

vs.

air

in

5.

in

53.

ueen and drone traps

152.

—

'

— 277.
—

—

—

—

Queen

—

—

—

—

198,

—

Strong bees overpower weaker ones 245.
Strong colonies and "worms" 299.
Strong colonies desirable as well as profit-

—

6.

—

able

— 279.

some

questions,

— 180.

118, 204.
215.
76.

Starved brood— 152.
310.
State Entomologist and foul brood
Storing comb honey 216.
Storing in brood frames 266.
Stray swarm in December— 120.
Strengthening weak colonies in spring

—

Queenless colonies- 357Ouccniess colony and pollen 246QvKi-nless colony, best appearance of
"Qucenlessness" 299.
Queenlessness, how soon discovered
Qucenlessness, signs of 309, 343.
Queenless swarm 246.
Queen, perhaps old 277.

Queen-rearing 56, 82, 152, 209, 215, 270, 294.
Queen-rearing book 24.
Queen-rearing for women— 202, 331.
Queens, age of— 45. 358, 362.
Oueens and drones 120.

—

46.

—

Stung by an angel 182.
Sugar candy for bees 50.
Sugar syrup in section hone^ 55.
Sulphur cure for bee-paralysiSr— 24.

Summer

—

—

—
—

Oueens, introducing

1 69.
honey-drink
Sunflowers 3^3. 373Supers and sections 24.
Superseding :i, 45, 75, 246, 299, 362.
Supersedure
198.
Supers for comb honey 50.
Supers under brood-chamber 277.
Suppress swarming and help honey crop
113.
Surplus, getting ready for

8ueens

Swarming— 22,

—

eueens and excluders

— —
183.

ucens and queen-rearing 270.
Queens and requeening, old 262.
Oueens, how to rear better 209.
Queens in cells by mail— 87.

—
—

— 197, 215.
—
—
—
— 207.
Queens untested, tested,
Queen" under the hat — 231.
mating-time 54.
_ucens, prolificness of 70.
Pueens to prevent swarming 367.
lost at

Questions, a sister's

—
—

234.

—
—

—

—
—

294. 343-

—

—

—

— 80.

Removing honey from hives 265.
Removing eggs 243.
Removing sections from wide frames
Renewing queens 51.

—

183.

—

——

78.

102.
26, 53, S5» 82, 119, I34, I42»
I97» 206, 215, 246, 262, 277, 342,
25,

— 197.

Reversible bottom-board
144Robber-bees 210, 215.
Robber-bees, entrance treatment of

—
—
— 305, 366.
Robber-trap— 344Robbing— 276.
Robbing, strange case of— 181.
Room bee-escape — 248.
Sale of honey — 30
Salt as moth remedy — 89.
Salt for bees — 216.
Saltpeter rags— 373.
weeds — 247.
Salt
propolis — 340.
Sapolio
Scrapings and cappings mean money —
Section foundation — 84.
brood-chamber
Sections
of— 243.
Sections, standard
Seed bed for alfalfa — 271.
Seeping out, comb honey — 313Selling bees without combs—
hotels— 152.
Selling comb honey
Selling honey — 82, 152, 213, 240, 262, 276,
309. 325, 334. 336Separators— 88.
Separators, cleaning with lye— 41September swarms— 361.
Shaken swarms —
sections —
Shallow hives and pollen
Kerwhack (poem) — 297.
Got
Shipping bees by express — 293, 312, 345.
Shipping comb honey — 312.
Shinning nuclei by freight —
apiary — 367.
Short cuts
Short-lived bees—
Shredded wheat biscuit and honey — 278.
Simple reoueening without buying queens —
Sister an extensive bee-keeper — 361.
Sister queen-breeder — 331.
Sister's experience with bees — 170.
Sluf. a borer —
"Slumgumming" invention — 151.
278. 362.
Smoker-fuel —
Sowing alsike clover for bees — 143.
Sowing sweet clover seed—
Spac^ under bottom-bars — 215.
Spacing brood- frames — 298.
amateur bee-keeping — 310.
Speed of bees—
Splinting foundation —
Splints for frames, wood — 216.
73.

to kill

vs.

114.

22.

in

size

38.

to

3

1 1

in

133.

It

183.

in

54-

55.

48.

24!?,

53.

Specialt\' vs.

52.

54-

Split

sections

— 331.

—294.
— 215.

197.

Swarm leaving colony queenless
Swarm on arm and hand 166.

—

Swarms from swarming, preventing
Swarms with clipped queens 216.

—

Sweet clover— 7, 22, 215, 242, 314Sweet clover for honey and hay 215.

—

—

Tags for hives 54Take sections off hives
Taking off honey— 331Taking off supers 217.

in

— 295.

fall

—
——
—

Tar-paper for hive-protection 53.
"Tasted Like Honey" 52Telephones for out-apiaries 330.
Temperature of bee-cellar 88.
Ten-frame hive preferred 143Testing honey as to ripeness 5.
Thanksgiving Hymn (poem) 344Therapeutic value of honey 106.

—
——

—

Thick extracting combs 181.
Three-band Italians and other races of bees—
42.

Robber-flies

S.ie

119,

—

— —

—

Reports, honey crop

—

70. "7» 118,
183, 206, 215, 247. 342. 343» 367.

—

Red-clover bees 182, 300.
Red-clover, second-crop
215.
Reliquefying granulated honey

Requeening

249,

— 182.

Swarming, prevention of
152,

—

— 214.

217,

215,

121,

117,

56,

Swarming propensity of Caucasians 245.
Swarming, to avoid as much as possible

26.

Rapid consumption of stores, cause of 76.
Raspberry pastures burned, Michigan 357.
Rate of gathering 52.
Rats and bees 73.
Reading bee-literature 26.
Rearing breeding queens 342.
Rearing queens 56, 82, 1 52, 209, 215. 270,

—

— —
—

—

*

Queer swarms— 85.
Queer things bees do

—
—
—

Swarming indications 308.
Swarming out and robbing

etc.

—

—
—
Perhaps queenless and being robbed —
Personal reminiscences— 87.
Pickled brood — 366.
Pin-money, honey —
Placing stores for wintering— 312.
Plant
aphididae or — 48.
Plea for Spring (poem)
Pleasures
bees carry a sting? —
Plural queen system —
104,
Poison mixture for rats and mice —
Poisonous,
honey — 203.
Pollination — 304.
Pollen in extracting supers— 277.
Pollen
frames of comb honey — 87, 243.
Pollen in sections — 183, 277.
Pollen for winter — 281.
Position of frames—
Position of frames
spring—
"Pound" sections —
Practical and potential pointers—
Preparing bees for moving— 370.
Preparing comb honey for market —
Preparing for honey harvest —
Preparing for next season — 370.
Preventing second swarms —
Prices for honey—
Prices of bees—
Producing comb and extracted — 312.
of
honey —
Production and
Production of honey —
Profits on comb ana extracted honey —
Prolificness of queens—
Propolis — 120, 242.
Propolis and pollen, uses of— 242.
Propolis knife— 280.
Propolis on tops of stctions— 53.
Protecting bees for winter —
Protecting hives with paper— 134.
honeyPublishers and bee-supply dealers
producers — 364.
bee-cellar —
Pure
Pure food law — 206.
Pure food laws and honey demand— 148.
frames— 106, in.
Putting comb foundation
Putting on supers—
Suarantine laws— 176—
1

—

Starting nuclei

15.

Requeenmg by unqueening

—

—

food,

151.
374-

Paper hive protection in winter 312.
Paper receptacles for honey 38.
Paralysis 24.
Parcels post and bee-keepers 27.
Partly filled sections 278.
Pattern after successful bee-keepers 58.
Peach-belt location for bees 25.

— —

— —
wonderful —

—
—
— —

Spraying fruit-trees in bloom
Spring dwindling and pollen
Spring examination, time for
Spring vs. fall feeding 207.

swarm— 282.

—

Music-charmed bees 10.
Mustard for bees 13.

Nail-spacers

— 206.

Queen-breeders, lady 265.
Queen-cell, queer place for 39.
Oueen-cells, cutting out 247.
(Jueen-cells, location of
86.
Queen experience 121.

"Mount Nebo" Apiary 168.
Moving an Arizona apiary 303.
Moving bees 53, 85, 279, 3^1.
Moving bees to Northern Michigan 23.
Moving bees with open hive-entrances

—

hat
th.-

Queen behavior— 141.

248.
277, 281, 298, 327.

27,

—
— 213.

Tincture of myrrh for bee-stings 344Titoff, Mr.— Russian Apiarian Expert— 150.

Toads— 278.

Tobacco preferred to bee-literature
Tongues, length of bees* 276.
Tonsorial apiarist 210.
Too much honey in winter 171-

—

—
—
—

Top and bottom starters 88.
Tough time with bees 170.

—

—

Transferring and feeding bees 117.
Transferring bees— 24, 25, 56, 117. "8, 216.
245. 266, 277. 279. 281, 344-

Transferring from box-hives 53, 217, 266.
Transferring of larvje in queen-rearing— 176.

—

Troublesome swarm
T-supers

248.
247, 331.

— 56,

Two
Two

—

141to queens
queens in one hive 14, 26, 144. i5iqueens with clipped stings— 71.

Twenty days from eggs

—

—

Uncapped sections 247.
Uncapping honey 309.
Uncapping machine 261,

——

306,

367.

—

"Uncle Joe's" bee-keeping career 71.
Uniting colonies— 268, 297, 325, 326, 341, 374Unpainted hives 183, 373Unsealed cells of honey— 280.

—

Up

Stroke

—

Down

or

Stroke— Who

Knows?

(poem) 210.
Using empty combs 152.
Using hives and supers after foul brood— 84,.

—

343-

ideas on bees— 86.
Value of box-hive colonies 25.
Value of dandelion bloom 361.

Valuable

—
——

Ventilating section-supers 229.
Ventilation, hive— 118, 333. 344Ventilation of hives in the cellar— 37.
Ventilation to repress swarming- 230,

Very un-American

— 210.

Vinegar in the bee-cellar— 55. 89Virgin queens 215.
Virgin swarms 197. 27^.
Visiting Canadian Northwest— 264.
"Waltzing" bees 366.
Watering beees 57-

—
—

—
—
—
— 142.
Wax-production — 372.
colonies and moths— 281.
W^atering bees in winter

27.

Wax-moth

Weak

W^eak colonies

in

spring— 55-

358.

—

—

—

—

.

—

-

•

December,

190S.

American Hae Journal
— 237.
——

Weather and honey-yields

Ohlinger, Rev. C. T.— 301.
Palmer, C. B.— 359.
Phillips, A. v.— 233.
Propst, P. H.— 200.
Rehnstrom, A. & Sons 359.
Rickstrew, W. H.
321.

Weather-prophets, bees as

358.
stock
134.
Weights for winter, hive 280.
"Well enough for a man" 140.

Weeding out poor

Well-ripened honey

——

— 80.

— 216.
— 202.

What became of the honey?
What to do with our girls

When
When
When
Where
Where
Where
Where
Where

—
—
—

—

—
—

—

Why didn't they store honey?—84.
Why do bees ball queens? — 50.
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the
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bee-culture,

every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth and contains nearly
600 pages, being revised by that large,
practical bee-keeper, so well-known to
all the readers of
the American Bee
Journal Mr. C. P. Dadant. Each subject is clearly and thoroughly explained.
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book of over 340 pages tells
how Dr. Miller manages his
apiaries to produce the most
honey, which, in turn, brings the most
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is competent to tell others
the best way to be successIn 1903 his
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THE JOURNAL OF
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY
Has the

$3.00

book and the Bee

if not already possessors of
them.

As

Dr. Miller gets a royalty

on his book— so many cents
on each copy sold— every
bee-keeper who buys it is
thus helping a little to repay

him for his effort to lead
others to success through his
writings on bee-culture.

bound in substantial
gold-lettered, and is sent postbook

mail you the book free as a
Every bee-keeper ought

Journal,

is

not located in the best honeyproducing part of the United
NorthwestStates, either
ern Illinois.

when wtU ne-

Jou

will

premium.)

to have both the

comb

over

— FOR HIS—

"BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE"

we

-and

GEORGE W. YORK

As we have a good stock of
these books on hand, we can
orders by return mail. This
is the time of year to read up on beekeeping. Better send us your
order at once for Dr. Miller's
book, and study it carefully
so as to make the mostof the
bee-season. Address,
fill all

<a CO.."«^k"icSGS??L'L^'^''

latest recort of all the best wurk- in

practical entomology. Articles upon apiculture by national authorities appear in it. If
you wish the best entomological journal for
the practical man, subscribe for it. $2 a year.

ISSMgT.,

Our New
Headquarters

Tennessee- Bred Queens
All

from extra-select mothers, Davis' Best, and the best money can buy

We

have moved our business from
Redford to Lansing, and are now
equipped to supply you with "Root

OuaUty" Goods

to the very best ad-

vantage to you. We have a Complete
Stock, and ours is the best shipping
point in the State. Address your letters,

and ship Beeswax

M. H.

to us here.

HUNT & SON,

Lansing, Michigan
Mention

when

Bee Journal

n A n 11 r O
DAnllCO

vrrltlnfc.

' Foot-Power

Head what

Machinery
J.

L Parkkt,

of Charl-

ton, N. Y., Rays: "We cut with one
of your Combined Machines, la£t
fiO chaff hives with 7-in. cap,

of other work. Thlswlnter we have
double theamonnt of bee-hIveB.etc.,
to niuke.andwe eirterttodo ItwUh
thiH Saw. It will do all you say \i
will" Catalog: and price list tree.

Addrem.
996

Mention

W. F. ft JOHN BARNES,

Ruby

Bee Journal

8t.,

Rookford.

when

111.

wrltlas.

3-band and Golden Italians bred 3M miles apart, Carniolans
7 miles away

THREE-BAND AND GOLDEN ITALIANS

S,

Caucasians

December,

1908.

American Hee Journal
r"

Now Ready

Gleanings

97th edition of our catalog is now ready. If you
have not received a copy and are ready to place an order
for any supplies write for a copy.
Our mailing list has
over 400,000 names, - time is required to get the entire edition mailed.
so any one may understand
e.
.1 this
why a catalog may n>,. reach him early.

you haven't seen a late copy of Gleanings you can't
tell from any brief description how really magnificent it is.
There are many valuable departments, and our subscribers

The

>

We

in

Bee Culture

If

just at this season of the year are telling

how much

they

appreciate the paper.

Each issue is very fully
done by the finest engravers

illustrated.

The covers

are

in Chicago, and our writers
Besides dozens of writers of
prominence whose names we can't even mention for lack of
space, we have such men as Dr. E, F. Phillips, U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture; Dr. Edward F. Bigelow, Associate Editor
St. Nicholas
F. Dundas Todd, former Editor Photo-Beacon Allen Latham, Connecticut, etc.

are the best in the land.

A B C

The

Bee Culture

of

When we announced

the completion of the new edition
late in 1907 there was a good deal of satisfaction to notice
^he big buncb of orders on hand, although we did regret the
unavoidaL
delay in getting the books to some customers
who had waited patiently for months. Over two thousand
copies of this edition have already been sent out.
believe all urgent orders have been filled.
felt that the
change of price to $1.50 postpaid might cause a little
slackening in the demand. Not so, however, for in all our
experience the orders never came faster.

We

We

We
$2.00

have also of the English edition a half leather
and full leather at $2.50, postpaid.

German
ers, $2.00.

ABC der

Edition,

Cloth-bound

THE

paper covany country.

de L' Apiculture, cloth-bound,

A.

I.

Gasoline Engines and Power

at

any country.

at $2.00, postpaid, to

of six months (12 numbers) costs 25c.
If in
addition to your own subscription you secure others for six
months keep loc on each one for your trouble. A liberal
cash commission to those who do canvassing for us.
trial

Honey Extractors

in

at $2.50, postpaid, to

A B C

French Edition,

Bienenzucht

;

;

A

For large apiaries, or where the honey comes with a
rush and labor is scarce, you should investigate our power
machines. A circular of diese will be sent on request.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

Bee-Supplies
If

you want Bee-Supplies or Berry Boxes
send to McCarty. Large Stock.
You can use any first-

quick,

MARSHFIELD BEE-GOODS

Beeswax wanted.

class catalog to order from.

W.

J.

6Atf

McC.4RTY, Emmetsburi Iowa.

Mention

Be« Journal

vrhen

40-pag

BEE-SUPPLIES.
you
ipt

_

_

il

make of

hives, etc.
supplies will p 1

rery way. Prices are
shipments '' ""

FRIEND BEE-KEEPER— We

nrltlnc.

are prepared
your orders for Sections. A large stock
on hand.
Also a Full Line of Bee-Supplies.
We make prompt shipments.
to

catalog free
of the latest

We

rigrbt.
can
' '-"•'a
full line of

Our

make
A,

I.

fill

Co.'s supplir

SAtf
JOHH IIEBEL& SON SUPPLY

Mention

CO.. High Hill.

Bee Jonrnal

Montg. Co., Mo.

when

writing:.

MARSHFIELD MFG.

Marshfield, Wis.

CO.,

Souvenir Bee Postal Cards

We have gotten up 4 Souvenir Postal
Cards of interest to bee-keepers. No. i
is a Teddy Bear card, with a stanza o
rhyme, a straw bee-hive, a jar and sec

lOWA-J. W. Bittenbender. Knoxville.
Gregory & Son. Otturawa.
KANSAS-S. C. Walker & Son, Smith
Center.
MICHIUAN-Lengst & Koenie. 127 South
13th St..Saeinaw. E. S.
D. Buell. Union Citv.

of honey, etc.
It is quite senti
mental.
No. 2 has the words and mu
sic of the song, "The Bee-Keeper's Lul
laby;" No. 3, the words and music o
tion

ARIZONA— H. W.

Ryder, Phoenix.
Bee-Sup-

MINNESOTA-Northwestem
ply Co..

Harmony.
L. Durham. Kankakee.

ILLINOIS-D.

OHIO-F. M. Hollowell Harrison.
TEX.\S-White Mfg. Co Blossom.
WISCONSIN-S. W. Hines Mercantile
.

S.

NEBRASKA-Collier Bee-Supply

Co..

Fairbury.
CANADA- N. H. Smith. Tilburj'. Ont.

J.

Co., Cumberland.
Gobeli, Glenwood.

"Buckwheat Cakes and Honey ;" and No
the words and music of "The Hum
ming of the Bees." We send these cards

4,

follows
4 cards for 10
cents, 10 cards for 20 cents; or 10 cards
with the American Bee Journal one year
for 80 cents. Send all orders to the ofpostpaid, as

BIG DISCOUNT

:

American Bee Journal, 118

fice

of the

W.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

111.

On

Bee-Supplies until Mayl. Send for 1909
prices. I can save you bit: money.
llAtf
all

W.
Mention

L».

SOI'ER, Jackson. Mich.

flee

Jonmal

irhen

vrrltlns.

5000

Lbs. Clover and Basswood
Hon^-— nice, well-ripened
—in S^sral.. round, bail-han-

Sample free.
Mathilde Candler, Cassville, Wis. ioA«t
Mention Bee Jonmal when vnrltlns.
dle cans.

J5.50

per can here.

3

;

December,

igoS.

American ^ee Journal

The American Bee Journal

The,

and

We will Buy and

Ohio Farmilr
fl»

Both One Year for Only
Including a Copy of

Sell

OC
V 1 -^^^

PAGES WEEKLY.

20

^

HONEY

The New Book.

Concrete Construction on the Farm
THE OHIO FARMER
of that great

bo<l.v

mixed farming.

SS
^1
^3
^W

published in the interests
of American Farmers who follow

You

is

will find

it

AUTHORITY

an

on

stock breeding in all its branches, dairying, catfeeding, poultry, horses, bees, horticulture, gartle
dening, etc.; a help in EVERY ONE of your
every
day farm operations.
The questions of the day are handled independently
and fearlessly, for the farmers' interests, without political bias, and the Magazine Section, including short
and continued stories, makes it interesting to the
whole family.
For over thirty years it has been the leader of the
farm papers of this country, and stands in a class by
itself, when practical value for the business farmer is
considered. Clean and reliable. Gives facts and profitable, practical suggestions, instead of theories. It covers the field of diversified farming with a larger staff
of practical correspondents and editors than any other
farm paper. THE OHIO
has fought and won
more farmers' battles, than any other farm paper published, and if you have any interest wliatever in farming, it will pay you to read It,
We guarantee that THE OHIO FARMER will invariably stop on expiration of subscription paid for.
It
costs less, per copy, than any other farm paper. The
Cheapest as well as the best.
live

of the different grades and kinds.
If you have any to dispose of, or if
you intend to buy, correspond

with

ns.

We

this

at highest

Hildreth
265

Mention

314

X

prices.

YORK,

Bee Journal

Street

N. V.

when

irrltlns.

HONEY

New Book Free

For Sale.— Amber Buckwheat and No.

2

White

Oomb, at *2.50 per case of 21 sections; unflnished
sections and candied comb, *2 per case; less than
6 cases, 25c on shipment extra. Amber extracted,
fine quality, 8c

per

lb,;

two fio-pound cans to case,

QUIRIN'S famous Queens and Bees

and concrete for farm building purposes. An invaluable
book, which should be in the hands of every farmer.
It is a complete treatise upon the subject, containing complete and easily understood, working instruc-

9 Inches

market

& Segelken

& 267 Qreenwlch

NEW

Concrete Construction on the Farm is the latest and
most comprehensive book upon the materials, implements and methods employed in the use of cement
SIZE OF BOOK

market

Beeswax

FARMER

Get

are always in the

for

for sale in

''"''quirin-the-queen-breeder,
Bellevue, Ohio

Mention

with illustrations, for building Foundations,
Walks, Floors, Bridges, Cisterns, Culverts, Tanks,
Posts, Drain Tile, etc.
This book will give you a complete working knowledge of this timely and important subject, and probably save costly errors.
In no other book can you obtain the same information, which is the result
of the experience of one of the acknowledged experts of this country.

Bee Journal

when

irrltlns.

tiims,
Silos,

The

price of book alone

is

En§ravin§sForSale
We are accumalating qnite a stock of engra^
Ing^s that have been used la the Americaa Bee
Joamal. No doubt manj Qf them could be used
a^ain by bee-keepers in their local newspapers,
on their stationery, or in other ways. Also, if
we can sell some of them it would help us to
pay for others that we are constantly having
made and asing' la our columns. If there is aay
of onr eng-raving-s that any one would like tc
have, just let us know and we will quote a very
low price, postpaid. Address,

but for a short time we will
FREE
person taking advantage of
The book must be asked for in sending your

50 cents postpaid,
to
each

send A COPY OF THIS BOOK
our combination offer as .'ibove.
order or it will not be sent.

Both papers will be sent for a full year for only $1.25.
Present subscribers to either or both papers can take advantage of this offer and subscriptions will be extended from time now paid to. Address
OHIO FARMER, Cleveland, O., for free sample copy, but send all subscription orders to

THE

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

118

WEST JACKSON, CHICAGO,

GEORGE W. TORE &

ILL,

BINGHAM
BEE SMOKER

^

HAND-MADE SMOKERS

fl^ft

Chas. Dadant

o

recommend above

Honey

Extracts from Catalogs— 1907:
Son, Hamilton, 111,— This is the Smoker

&

all

we

others.

We

w. B, Lewis Co,, Watertown, Wis.—
have sold these Smokers for a good many years and never received a single complaint.

A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio —The cone fits inside of the cup
so that the liquid creosote runs down inside of the smoker.
All Bingham Smokers are stamped on the tin, " Patented 1878,
1893, and 1903," and have all the new improvements.
Smoke Engine— largest smoker made
$1.50 4
inch stove
Doctor—cheapest made to use
"
1.10— 3>^
"
Conqueror— right for most apiaries
1.00 —
Large— lasts longer than any other
"
90—2)^
"
Little Wonder — as its name implies
65—2

—

The above

prices deliver

Smoker

at

your

Original liingham

T. F.

BINGHM.

We send circular if requested.

post-oflloe free.
&.

Hetherington Uocapping-Knife.

Farwell, MiGti
Patented.

May 20,

1879,

BEST ON EARTH.

CO.

CHICAGO, ILb
Mention

Bee

Journal

'VTben

YTTltln^

as a Health-Food

This is a 16-page honey-pamphlet intended to help increase the demand for
honey.
The first part of it contains a
short article on "Honey as Food," written by Dr. C. C. Miller.
It tells where
to keep honey, how to liquefy it, etc.
The last part is devoted to "Honey-Cooking Recipes" and "Remedies Using Honey." It should be widely circulated by
those selling honey. The more the people are educated on the value and uses
of honey, tlie more honey they will buy.
Prices, prepaid
Sample copy for a
J-cent stamp
50 copies for 90 cents
100 copies for $1.50; 250 copies for
$3.00; 500 for $5.00; or 1000 for $9.00.
Your business card printed free at the
bottom of front page on all orders for
100 or more copies.
Send all orders
(o the office of the American Bee Jour-

—

;

nal.

December,

1908.

American Bee JfournaTjl
mimmmmimmmm^

JMI^MM

Headquarters for Bee-Supplies

For Over
Twenty-Five Years
our make of goods have been

acknowledged
as regards

to be in the lead

Don't Forget!

Workmanship and

Material.

Our Air-Spaced Hive

is

a

most excellent winter hive, and
If

send us a

Same

pleased

inside dimensions as reg-

ular Dovetailed Hives;

all

We
of

manufacture a

list

orders, no

prompt

full line

of

your needs, and we will be
our lowest prices.

quote you

to

WRITE NOW

in-

interchangeable
with Dovetailed Hives.
side material

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS,

you want

summer management as the single-walled.
convenient for

!

We

matter

are equipped to ^ive

how

small, careful

all

and

attention.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Fall and winter discounts: —

Sept., 7 per ct.; Oct., 6 perct.;

Nov., 5 per
Jan., 3 per

per

ct.;
ct.;

Catalog

Mar.,

1

W.

FALCONER MFG.,

ct.

C.

ct.;

free.

and Salesrooms, 2146-48 Central Ave.

Office

T.

H.W. WEBER ^='

Dec, 4per ct.;
Feb., 2 per

Warehouses. Freeman and Central Aves.

CO.

Jamestown, N. Y.
wheat.
*vw*

Mention

Bee Jonmal

vrben

vrrttlnSr

Receipts are not heavy, but suffimeet demand. We quote fancy

cient

to

white

14 to 15c; No. 1. 13c: amber, 12c: and
10 to lie.
There is also a fair

buckwheat.

demand

for extracted, with sufficient supply, and we quote California white sage 9c
light amber, 8c
York State white. 8 to
8 l-2c: dark, 6 to 7c: Southern in barrels, 60
to 75c per gallon, according to quantity.
Beeswax, quiet at 29 to 30c.
:

New

:

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.
Los Angeles, Nov. 27.-Water-white exwhite. 7 l-2c : light amber. 7c
:
Fancy white comb, 16c; No. 1
5c.
15c; fancy light amber, 14c ; No. 1 light
12 l-2c.
H. J.

tracted, 8c

:

amber.
white,

Mercer.

amber,
Chic.\go. Nov. 21.— The volume of business is below the normal, yet there is some
honey selling all the time: it seems as
though people were going to use more of it
during the winter than has been the case
for the last few years, but are going to buy
in small quantities, reasoning that they can
get it as needed. Prices are steady at 13 to
14c for A iSo. 1 to fancy, other grades ranging from 1 to 3c per pound less. Extracted
white ranges from 7 to l*c according to qualThe amber
ity, flavor and style of package.
grades from 6 to 7c. Beeswax is steady and
selling upon arrival at 30c. if free from imR. A. Burnett & Co.
purities.

Indianapolis, Nov. 21.— While the prices
are not high, the demand for honey has
never been better— a fact that can be attributed to the quality of goods now on our
market. This is a white clover district, and
our market is almost free from honey from
other sources. Producers are offering fancy
white

comb at 12Hc No.
:

1

white

comb at

12c.

White clover extracted, in 5-gallon cans, at
Some amber honey is being offered, but

7c.

the

demand

is

not sufficient to establish a

Beeswax is steady at 28c cash, or 30c
exchange for merchandise.
W.\LTER S. POCDER.
Cincinnati. Nov. 21.— The market for
comb honey is more active, and there are
some large lots moving. There will be no
big prices, due to the fact that there is considerable old honey left from last year. No.
1 white comb honey is selling at 14 and 15c
in small lots. Dark or off grades are not
selling at any price— there is practically no
demand for them. Amber honey is in good
demand at 6!4 to 7c: white clover honey is
price.
in

selling at 8c in 60-lb. cans: water-white sage,
fancy at 9c. Beeswax is in fair demand at

The above quotations are what we are
selling at.
C. H. W. Weber.
New York, Nov. 23.— The demand is fair
for comb honey, especially so on fancy and

Philadelphia, Nov. 25.— The supply of
honey in this market is fully equal to the
demand, but we find bee-keepers are holding back their shipments of honey for better
prices. Market is not very active, as trade
has not fully recovered from the depression
precedinii the presidential campaign. We
quote: Fancy white comb honey, 15 to 16c:
No. 1, 14 to 15c amber. 12 to 13c white extracted, 7 to 8c amber. 5 1-2 to 6 l-2c. Beeswax, 28c.
Wm. a. Selser.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 21.— Market is
:

1

white stock, and also for fancy buck-

Bee

Institute

I have received from the Agricultural
Department of the University of California what will probably be the pro-

gram of

the institute for the bee-keepers of the Central Coast Counties, to be
held at Monterey, Dec. 28 and 29, 1908.
Mr. Ralph Benton, in charge of Apiculture at the University, has been assigned

conduct the institute. Papers on various bee-topics are to be prepared, by the
conductor; K. M. Hunken, of Monterey;
M. C. Richter, of the University; V.
Townsend, of Solidad, and undersigned
some II papers in all. Discussions will
follow the reading, and the questionbox will be a feature, too.
to

—

Institutes will follow in January
Ventura and Los Angeles counties.

W.

Oakland, Cal.

:

in

A. Pryal.

well supplied with comb honey. Demand
fairly good, and prices as follows: Fancy
in in 24-section cases at {2.90 to $3.00 per

Books for Bee-Keepers
Have j'ou a good bee-book?

case; No.

bee-keepers do not have. And that is
where they make a big mistake.
beepaper cannot take the place of a good
bee-book. The paper is a splendid thing
to read iii connection with the hook. On
another page we make some generous
clubbing offers of bee-books with the
American Bee Journal. Why not order

comb
to 8c.

1

No. 2

at $2.75:

Beeswax,

28c.

C. C.

$2.50:

extracted

7

Clemons & Co.

Zanesville, Ohio. Nov. 21.-The generalh' quiet condition of business continues
to affect the demand for honey. Both comb
and extracted are moving rather slowly,
though some revival is anticipated between
now and the holidays. Most of the honey
now on this market is of very good quality.
The jobbing trade are offering producers
12 1-2 to 13c for fancy white comb, and 12 to
12 l-2c for No. 1, and for best clover extracted 7 to 8c. No demand for off grades.
Practically no change in wholesale market
since last report. Beeswax brings on arrival 29 to 30c cash, or a cent more in ex-

change

for

a

book when renewing your subscripYou will find the book and the

tion?

Journal a great combination.
should have both of them.

Edmund W,

'-!!°

Peirce.

BE ESWAX

l4^^^^Li^ lawn
%X:¥ji>WM:miymfm
'

When

consigning, buying,
or selling, consult

R. A.

Many

A

You

merchandise.

HONEY

30c.

No.

:

First California

BURNETT &

199 South Water

St.

Bee Jonmal

CO.

Chicago,

Standanl Goods. ^=^ Ask tor

ALISO apiary.
III

McBtloB

fence

frt-c.
Special Prices to
Churches aud CYnicttTieti.
Coiled Spring Fence Co,
Boi 318 Winchester Ind.

irhen

Oil

nrttlBS.

^^

EI Toro, Oriinge Co., Calil.

Be« Jonrul

wkea mltlBS.

December,

igoS.

American ^qh Journal

buying your Comb Foundation or disposing

Before

sure to get our prices on

Wax

Wax

of

your Beeswax be

and Foundation, or get our prices on Working

into Foundation.

We

you prices on

are also in a position to quote

We

Other Supplies.

December, January and February.

Remember

Hives, Sections

months

give Liberal Discounts during the

of

and

all

November,

that

Dadant's Foundation
the very best that

is

money can

We

buy.

always guarantee satisfaction in

every way.
Lan^stroth on tbe Honey-Bee

Send

(new

by mail, $1.20.

edition),

our prices on Extracted White Clover and

for

DADANT

<a SONS,

CAPOJ

Amber

Hamihon,

Fall honey.

Illiivois

December Cash Discount Four Percent on

LEWIS BEEWARE
e.xcept on tinware

profltB
^jW —capons bniiR the largest
other poullUU per cent more
try. Capon izing i8

learned.

'

f

than

ARNX>

^

Successors to York

and soon
poultrymen use

easy

I'roKresaive

& Son.

Arch

p.uiltry

i

^-"•*?"«'®*'

MadB-

frri'x-.

Honey & Bee-Supply

Catalog Free.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO.

Incubators
IVcH-liMlll.

.'^taiii

This watch is stem wind and pendant set. It is
to meet the popular demand for an accurate
timekeeper at alow cost.
It is open face, heavy beveled crystal. Bezel
snaps on. Lantern pinions, American lever escapement, polished spring: encased in barrel,
Short wind and lonsr run— 30 to 35 hours in one
winding- The manufacturers give the following
warranty:
To
the

t-ik'

ri-lial.l.-.

1

B

-

Quiiicr.lLi..

1

FOR SALE

Itepali

running condition when

it leivvea

nd workminshlp.
necessitated b^ ct
from date watch is bought,

5 cents

An Easy Way

lint<ti.>*.

|.nir?l,i,l

e in perfect

ToljB

3.

enclosed for return

l>oi.taj;o.

'.r^]^::\\z'^

.^8RIl^*

1

5
I
I
I
I
|

file

2.

r

"Wood-

thonBiiii.lKniua.', Ciilal.ifil.-fri-i-.

GEO. H STAHL, Box

Co.,

made

Hatch Chickens by
ca.^,__-_
Steam

for catalog.

H. M. Arnd, Proprietor,
191-193 E. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Waich Free as a Premium

Winchester, Indian;

I HJ

Send

Inc.)!

^

St.. Phitadefphia, Pa.

FENCE

CO. (Not

Long Distance Telephone, North 1559

Postpaid $'-i Jii per set with free insi
The eiiDvenient, durable, readytlous.
for-use kind. Best material. Wealsomab
OapfWorm Extrartor2,
pnultry Marker Z'ic.
French Killiu'j Knife 50c. Capon Book Free.
6. P. Pilling

and honey-packa8:es.

HONEY & BEE-SUPPLY

t>,

a pai

$3
i

t

Homing
cons;

liiji

f r c

Squab

Also Angora and BelEian Hares:
Fancy experiment .station: crosses in all
colors. Mail orders filled.
BVLBERT
OI-EN ELLTN, ILL.

io Get

This Watch Free

Send us 4 new subscribers to the American Bee
Journal at 75 cents each, and we will mailyouthis
Watch free as a premium. Or, we will mail it with
tlif American Bee Journal one year— both for only
ll.tiO.
Or, Send us $110 and we will mail you the
VVatch alone.
Every boy and girl can now own a good watch.
It would be a very nice and useful gift for a friend
or relative.

Breeders.

York <a

Co.,

Address

us W. Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, Ulin

I

J

